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SUSHILA RANI—
A picture a year—seems to be her plan. She will be seen once again in ' Gvalan

"

a social story of our village life, produced and directed by

Mr. Baburao Patel for Amar Pictures.
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Producer Kishore Sahu has made news—not so much

by producing "Veer Kunal" but by persuading Sardar

Vallabhbhai Patel, the Strong Man of India, to inaugurate

the picture in Bombay and incidentally by provoking him

to give the official verdict on the future industrial policy of

the Indian National Congress in Free India.

While thanking Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel for gracing

the occasion, Kishore Sahu made a splendid use of his

opportunity in the presence of the Congress Strong Man
by reciting the numerous handicaps through which the

Indian film industry has been struggling for the last

thirty years of its precarious existence.

Producer Kishore Sahu referred to the growing

foreign competition that is fast making headway in the

country in a'l the sections of the film industry—produc-

tion, distribution and exhibition—at the expense of the

Indian film industry. He accused the Government of

criminal apathy towards the Indian film industry and

charged them of being agents of some foreign film in-

terests who are trying to acquire a stake in the Indian

film trade. Producer Sahu appealed to Sardar Patel and

other national leaders to take serious notice of these alien

activities and sought their support and protection for the

Indian film industry.

Rep'ying, Sardar Patel, as is charae'eristic of him, did

not mince matters. Said the Sardar: "Political bondage of

India is not only affecting the film industry but all the

industries of the country. As fish cannot live without

water, no industry can survive without political freedom.

It is not surprising to see that after thir'y years of its

existence, the Indian film jndustry is still in its present

pi'iable state. Only the freedom of our country can cure

this circumstance.

"We are nearing the end of our great struggle. The
National Congress has already warned the present alien

Government that Free India will not endorse or consider

herself bound bv any commitment the present alien Gov-

ernment may choose to make with any foreign interests.

The National Government of India would see to it that

all Indian indus'ry shall be completely national in all res-

pects. With India free, it is only a matter of an hour to

remove all the obstacles in the way cf the progress of our

industries. But till then I appeal to my countrymen to

see only Indian films whether good or bad and encourage

an industry which provides a living to thousands of our
poor people."

In those significant words of Sardar Vallabhbhai

Patel, there is a warning which all would-be foreign ex-

ploiters of India must heed in their own interest. These

are not the words of a soap-box orator in Hyde Park nor

the pseudo-religious mutterings of a Salvation Army mis-

sionary round a street corner.

Those are the words of India's Strong Man No. I

backed by a nation of 400 million souls. Behind these

words is the spiritual stature of Mahatma Gandhi, the

fiery spirit of Jawaharlal Nehru and the indisputable

authority of the Indian National Congress.

These are words of a man who has rudely shaken tne

very foundations of the British Empire many a time in

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel arrives at the Novelty to

inaugurate "Veer Kunal"
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the last twenty years. Sardar Patel's voice is the Nation's

Voice and those foreigners who are at present hatching

plans to invade the Indian film industry may well stop,

look and listen in their own interest. Foreigners have no
place in Free India as competitors and exploiters.

Sardar Patel's warning seems to have come in good

time seeing that only recently when the Indian Motion

Picture Producers' Association pointing out to the Govern-

ment the competitive activities of some British and Rus-

sian producers in dubbing their productions in Hindustani

prayed for protection, the Government, by their letter

dared the 9th November, replied as follows: "The Gov-

ernment have given careful consideration to the matter but

regret that in the existing circumstances they are unable

to interfere in the matter."

On the other hand, the Bureau of Public Information

in the Department of Information and Broadcasting of

the Government of India has been acting as a publicity

exchange for British fi'm interests, seeing that all news-

papers and periodicals in the country are regularly posted

with weekly publicity dope about British films with a well-

worded request to print this stuff.

Very soon we shall be rid of this nuisance, for, poor

Indians won't have enough postage money to circulate Bri-

tish films. All the money we have we shall need to feed

our 400 millions who have been wanting a good meal for

the last 200 years.

Let us all pray and fight for FREE INDIA, just as

the British people did for their little island.

Sushila Rani and Baburao Patel usually do not attend
premieres, but they could not escape "Veer Kunal" premiere

with Sardar Vallabhbhai inaugurating the picture.
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THREE

MEMORABLE SENSATIONAL THRILLERS

NISHAN A 19

WITH
NAVIN CHANDRA ft SADIQ ft MANNAN & RAZI

KHOON

I

WITH
NAVIN CHANDRA ft NAWAZ ft MANNANSABTAN & ARVIND KUMAR

PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY:—

K. L. KAHAN
Rights

: BOMBAY — C. P. C. I. — SOUTH & OVERSEAS with

ANUROOP PICTURES
PILE LODGE, SHUNKERSETH ROAD. BOMBAY 7.

For NORTH & BENGAL :—

LUCKY FSLMS

P H A N S I
a brilliant ORAMA packed with thousand THRILLS.

STARRING :—
SADIQ ft NAWAZ ft AHM«=D ft GULZAR
MAQ3UL ft SABTAN & ARVIND KUMAR

PRODUCED BY:

RAJ RANI
STORY: VIR *

MUSIC: NISAR BAZMI

LUCKY FILMS
103, Chimbai Road, Bandra, Bombay.

DIRECTED BY:

S. M. IBRAHIM
SONGS

:
SHEVAN RAZVI & TAJJALI



Wiihmit Comment.

NATIONAL FILM BOARD
CANADA

GOVERNMENT Ottawa, October 12, 194$.

FILM COMMISSIONER

Mr. Barburao Patel,
Filmindia Publications,

55 Sir Phirozeshah Mehta Road,

Fort, Bombay,
India.

Dear Mr. Patel:

I was dining the other night with Mr. T. A. Raman in Washington
and chanced to say that I thought Filmindia the most exciting
film paper in the world, after Variety in New York. Mr. Raman
said it was shameful of me to say this to him, without saying
it to you. I hope it may be of some satisfaction to you to
know that over the years, many of us in other countries have
looked on' your paper with delight and particularly because of
the intimate manner of its approach, both to films and to film
audiences.

Above all, I congratulate you on a degree of frankness and
gaiety in your journalism which I envy, and which I assure you
conveys to readers of your journal in other countries, a warm
sense of contact with your film world, your film problems, and
your film people.

John Grierson — served R.N.V.R. 7945, Film Officer, Empire Marketing Board 1928-3 j.

Associated in the formation of Empire Marketing Board Film Unit, Empire Film Library,

G. P. O. Film Unit, Film Centre, British Documentary Film movement, Imperial Relations

Trust, Films of Scotland Committee; Member of Cinematograph Films Council. At present

Government Film Commissioner, National Film Board of Canada. Producer of several docu-

mentaries including
"
Drifters", "Industrial Britain", ''Song of Ceylon" and

"
B. B. C."

Yours sincerely,

Johr Grierson.
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/Vus ssction is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and ab^ut

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

tliey carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job

KICK THEM OUT
Believe it or not, even the film industry which is

essentially a trade of giving entertainment to the masses,

is now being poisoned by the communalists. Sometime

back we had written about the malicious manner in which

Producer Mehboob's "Humayun" was being advertised in

.Bombay. Our remarks in these columns seemed to have

had a salutary effect seeing that Mehboob immediately

topped his offensive propaganda.

Now Nalini Kumar, a reader from Agra, sends us a

utting from the "Dawn" of the 28th November advertis-

ing the pisture "Bisvi Sadi", produced by Mohan Bhav-
nani who cannot be suspected of being a communalist b\

the widest stretch of imagination. We reproduce the ad
vertisement below:

HELPLESS PREGNANT WOMAN
EXPELLED BY A HINDU

SHE IS RESCUED BY A
MUSALMAN

SEE THE HEIGHT OF
MUSLIM CHARACTER

m

The picture has been running at the "Minerva" in

iDelhi and this precious advertisement is evidently the

work either of the local distributor or of the exhibitor or

of both. Whoever is responsible for.rh.is offensive piece of

propaganda, he has done a dirty job looking at the problem

both from the industrial and the national viewpoints.

The advertisement is a crude and obvious attempt to

run down the Hindus and put up the Muslims. Character

is a human virtue and both the Hindus and the Muslims

have equal access to it, for that matter all the human races

lean claim the privilege of possessing some character, be

ithey English. German. Japanese or Americans. And yet

this dirty advertisement tells us that the Muslim charae'er

stands supreme because a Mussalman rescues a pregnant

woman thrown out by a Hindu. Can political perversion

go further ?

Motion picture stories are written round several as-

pects of human life and behaviour. The writers rarely

think in terms o£ comrnunalism. They usually struggle to

portray the human story. It is quite likely that "Bisvi

Sadi" has an unfortunate incident as described in the

above advertisement. But Producer Mohan Bhavnani did

not put the incident in the story to provide the Muslim

communalists with an opportunity to do some dirty poli-

tical propaganda.

Such incidents are often seen in motion pictures. If

motion pictures are intended to portray real life, one can

not avoid the Hindus and the Muslims clashing or co-

operating in several stories. The general pattern of life

in India is mainly made up of the Hindus and the Mus-
lims and screen writers cannot avoid one without missing

the other.

In "Zcenat", a social story of Muslim life, produced
by Shiraz All Hakim, a Muslim producer and directed by

Shaukat Hussein, a Muslim director, the pregnant Muslim

Sir Homi Modv, Chairman of R. W. I. Turf Club, is evi-

dently discussing form with Baburao Pate] and Sushila

Rani in the paddock at the Bombay Races.



For Over 25 Years R.C.A. has closely associated

itself with the development of the world's Film Industry,

and has led it from year to year to the production and
exhibition of technically perfect films.

India too has recognised R.C.A. 's fine Service to its

Film Industry by having a majority of its Studios and

Theatres equipped with RCA-Photophone Sound Systems.

RCA-Photophone is always your guarantee for your

future audiences and Box-Office Success.

PH0T0PH0NE EQUIPMENTS

LIMITED
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"—Free India will not consider herself bound by any com-

mitments the present alien government may choose to

make with any foreign interests"— roared Sardar Vallabh-

hhai

widow is chased out of the house by the husband's bro-

ther, another Muslim.

But this incident, which looks both natural and dra-

matic in the story, cannot be used as an argument to say

that the Muslim character is at a low level of degeneration.

If such simple incidents arc going to be used for some

dirtv political propaganda on communalistic lines, it is go-

ing to be difficult to produce motion pictures in India.

The Indian film industry has a watchful Association

which shouts and screams when the future of the industry

is threatened. Well, this is a case which should receive the

most serious attention of the Association. Once this

poison starts spreading unchecked, it won't be long before

the entire film trade is ruined.
/ •

The persons responsible for such dirty and malicious

advertisements must lie made to apologise or in the alter

native ostracised from the trade. That is the least thev

deserve for their dirty work.

January, 194t>

STILL AT IT
"Expert" K. S. Hirlekar who insists on calling him-

self the secretary of the Film "Delegation", though dis-

owned by the official bodies in India, has recently doled

out some more nonsense for local consumption in London.

Says Hirlekar, "The United States has during the

past few years, helped to establish the film industry in

Mexico and about 85,000,000 dollars capital has been in-

volved. I am told that every attempt would be made to

assist the Indian film industry by providing facilities for

training Indian students and technicians."

This is just an idiotic talk. This fellow, who doesn t

seem to know half the time what he is talking about,

doesn't seem to realise that those six zeroes after 85 repre

sent American gold dollars spent for establishing the

American film industry in Mexico. They signify the zero

hour of the indigenous film industry of Mexico if she has

any at all now. The over-generous Yankees are always

prepared to invest double the number of zeroes in India

to sell entertainment to one-fifth of the world's population.

In fact you can always look up to the Americans to estab

lish any industry for any country if the profits are guar-

anteed to go home by the first boat. Americans never re-

fuse business. And why should they when there are per-

sons like Hirlekar in every country to mislead people by

their idiotic talk?

We suppose Hirlekar has already invited half-a-dozen

American producers to take the first ship to India loaded

with dollars to establish the Indian film industry which

has been struggling for the last thirty years to get some

foothold.

Yakub, our versatile artiste has another interesting role to

plav in "Nek Parvin" of D. R. D. Productions.
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Thirty managers gathered at Westrex Headquarters in New York from all parts of the world on

October I for a preview of the newest recording and reproducing equipments and other electronic

products handled by Western Electric Export Corporation in the world market. Through these

latest designs of sound equipment, which embody advancements learned by Western Electric as

one of the largest wartime producers of communications and electronic equipment, exhibitors will

be able to provide new standards of excellence.

In addition to sound equipment, the managers viewed and discussed during the two weeks

convention the other products of 18 Manufacturing Companies to be distributed abroad by Western

Electric Export Corporation. These include a full line of theatre accessories, Projection Room
Equipment, the new Model 63 hearing aid, the Fastax Camera, acoustic instruments, and

other products of research in related fields.

Western Electric Cttnpany of India
INCORPORATED IN U.S.A.

Branch Offices- CALCUTTA . MADRAS . DELHI . JUBBULPORE . LAHORE . KARACHI . COLOMBO

OJK 5010
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As regards the yarn about "providing facilities far

training Indian students and technicians" in Hollywood

studios, the Americans are just waiting to embrace the first

batch of students sent by Hirlekar's unfortunate country.

When will this fellow stop talking nonsense? Isn't it

enough that we are slaves without being called idiots in

addition : This man. Hirlekar, is giving our people a bad

iiooo FEET LONG INJUSTICE!

On the 15th of December, the licensing muddle,

which controlled film production in the country, came to

an end. And owing to the better supply position of raw

films, the Government have further removed the restric-

tion on the production and the exhibition of trailors not

exceeding 300 feet.

Which means that for the Indian film industry the

war is at last coming to an end. What, however, sur-

prises us is Government's obstinacy in still maintaining

the iiooo foot restriction. We would like to know what

the Government have to do directly with our film indus-

try. During the war when the raw film supply position

became precarious, the Government stepped in with the

obvious intention of helping the Indian film industry.

This altruistic intention was soon debauched by the exe-

cutives who turned their opportunity into an occasion for

mismanagement and muddling with the net result that

the Indian film industry is today worse off than ever be-

fore.

The raw film control was so rudely exercised thai

every one in the industry felt like running out rather than

remaining in the industry. The raw film stocks were so

generously misappropriated by the several illegitimate pro-

duction units of the government that little or nothing was
left to meet the legitimate aspirations of the indigenous

film industry.

Add to this muddle the killing imposition of the war
propaganda films which producers, whether they liked it

or not, had to turn out regularly like so many sausages.

Government's control and supervision of the subjects of

such films will go down as a standing insult to the

intelligence of those producers who were stricken with the

legal necessity ot producing propaganda pictures.

All these official antics have bled the industry white
and today our producers are hardly prepared to meet the

foreign competition that is in the offing.

The cancellation of the licensing system, therefore, is

a well-deserved mercy to an industry which has been
harassed beyond tolerance. But why are the government
still so much interested in maintaining the uooo-feet
restriction seeing that the supply position of the raw films

is now easier than ever before?

The obvious reasons seem to be:

a) The Information Films of India have to maintain
a huge stable of stowaways at the taxpayer's expense. And
unless I. F. I. films are shown, through compulsion of

course, there won't be even any transparent justification

for maintaining this money-squandering racket. And
these I. F. I. products need space in the showman's pro-

gramme, which space has to be cut out of the trade pro-

duct of the Indian film industry.

Featuring .—

NASEEM

KAMAL
DAMAYANTI
BALRAJ

RAJKUMARI

AGHA JAN

David

and

K. C DE.

.«,7,„.j,.._B!PRODAS TAGORE.

Dialogues:—SAJjAN.

Photography :—BIDYAPATI GHOSE.

Music Direction :— K. C. DE.

Produced Directed By:—PHANI
MAJUMDAR.

for Terr/for/a/fifyAf/ :—

KIRTI PICTURE! 17°

Podar Building/, /andhur/t rd

BOMBRV 4



FOR ftCM STUVIOS

You can now realise your plans for your

Film Studio by making it a streamlined affair,

where technically you can make perfect pictures-

with the aid of the latest film equipment from

the famous British, American and French manu-
facturers :

Some of the Studios to whom supplies have recently
been made :- -

1. Filmistan Ltd., Bombay.
2. Bharat Productions, Bombay.
3 Kardar Productions, Bombay.
4 New Huns Pictures, Ltd., Bombay.
5. Mr. Meiyyappa Chettiyar, Madras.
6. Mohan Pictures, Bombay.
7. Radha Films Ltd., Calcutta.

8. Information Films of India. Bombay.
9. Pancholi Art Pictures, Lahore.
10. Kali Films Ltd., Calcutta.

1

1
- Talwar Productions. Lahore.

12. Khan Bahadur Ardeshir M. Irani,
Bombay.

13. Sri Jayachamarajendra Occupa-
tional Institute, Bangalore.

14. Famous Cine Laboratory
Bombay.

15. Saraswati Cinetone, Poona.

Consult us before you
place your order

1. Cameras for Studio and News-
reel work.

2. Printing Machines.

3. Editing Machines and Editing
Room Accessories, etc.

4. Studio Lights: 5000,200°. and
500 watts Solarspot Lamps.

5. Fully Automatic Developing Ma-
chines for 35mm. and 16mm.
negative, positive and sound
film development.

6. Back projection Equipment and
several more accessories.

7. j. M. Sound Control Materials -

the latest in Accoustical cor-

rection products.

FAZALBHOY

LIMITED
MOTION PICTURE SOUlIU ENGINEERS

16, New Queen's Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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Mehtab looks better as a boy than, as a girl as this photo-

graph from "Bairam Khan" shows.

January, 1946

b) Realizing the universally accepted fact that mass

audiences like long features, as long as boredom can per-

mit, this aspect of popularity seems to have been assigned

to the foreign pictures so that they can compete successfully

against the Indian product in local languages. The nooo-

feet restriction on Indian films contributes to the insidious

efforts of the government to pitch foreign pictures in

direct opposition to the Indian ones. Otherwise, why
would the Government take so much pains and spend

Indian money to propagate British pictures through their

official departments?

c) When the Indian film industry approached the

government recently for some protection against foreigner^

dubbing, their product in local languages, the Government

categorically refused to interfere.

What does all this show? It is clear that the Govern

ment do not wish to lift even their little finger to help

Indian films. Otherwise how can the anomaly of this

footage restriction be explained during times which arc

fast returning to normal ?

If the Government have some decency left, it is high

time that the nooo-fect restriction is removed forthwith.

The Indian film industry would not be so scared of tlv

foreign competition if the Government kept their dirty

fingers out and let the trade fight out and settle its own
problems in its own way.

SHAME TO BE MYSOREAN!
Like all new converts, even slaves sometimes show

more fanaticism than their rulers.

News comes to us that the Mysore State authorities

have banned the film of the proceedings of the recent ses-

sion of the All-India Congress Committee held at Bombay

Veena is asking for blessings in "Pehli Nazar", a Mazhar
picture. That is why people want to buy "Pchli Nazar"

paying a fancy price.

saying that, "The film is not fit for exhibition in the State

as the same has not been passed by the Members of the

Board."

And we have always looked upon Mysore as a very

progressive State. (Progressive? My foot!) If we call

this ban stupid we shall be giving only a very poor descrip-

tion of the utter imbecility of intelligence displayed by the

State authorities in banning a film which, because of the

national leaders and their immortal words contained in it,

is a nation's future heritage.

If the Mysore State authorities think that by banning

this film they are stemming the surging tide of nationa-

lism, they are living in a fool's paradise. The film is but

a minor symptom of the epidemic of freedom prevalent

in the country. If the Mysore authorities think that by

banning the film they have served their masters loyally,

there again they are very much on the wrong track. The
masters themselves will be soon sailing on the high seas

homeward bound, leaving their loyal slaves to the tender

mercies of those very leaders whose faces are banned

today.

Political censorship is a disgusting ulcer in these de-

mocratic times and the least we can say about the action

of the Mysore State authorities is: "Forgive them, Oh
Lord, for they know not what they do."

Mysore is the State, Free India must mark down for

special treatment. It is a shame to be a Mysorean.

FILM GODOWNS OF THE FUTURE!
Stung by our writings the Bombay Municipal au'ho

rities have at last moved in the urgent matter of prescrib

ing correct godowns for storing our films.

L3
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—
I A Great Star

j
fo% A Great And Gorgeous Picture!

3 I PrJucer LAKHMIDAS AMAMD

Pteudtly Preim 1

5

Tke Scintillating Song-Bird of Bengal

v KAMAM [ALA

Tke Host Spectacular and Sumptuous Picture oPLYear

!

1krisbna=%eela
Producer LAKHMIDAS ANAND promises a picture

U will set a million hearts trembling with emotion —

A Feast op Devotional Nusic set to tune by the incomparable

KANALDAS GUPTA.
t^Ltected by : -f)zt tPitection :

DEBAKI BOSE CWAPU BOY
• Oot 'Huiinti.i. Contact-

SWASTIK HOUSE - LAMINGTON ROAD
BOMBAY.

C P C. I RIGHTS ALREADY WITH

POPULAR FILMS LTD..
BHUSAWAL.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND PRODUCTIONS j

I
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Taking the regulations enforced in the United States

as their starting point, the Municipal authorities have

made some changes to suit local conditions and have circu-

lated a number of draft regulations for the storage and

handling of all films in the city of Bombay.

These proposed regulations are very elaborate and

good enough to prevent future fires, as all the possible pre-

ventive measures are embodied in the said regulations.

The only thing that is now left is to enforce these

regulations verv strictly after brushing aside all the object

ions of the people concerned. While hearing these object-

ions, it will be proper for the authorities to remember the

number of human lives lost as a result of their oast

negligence.

Another aspect of this problem, very important to all.

is that all regulations are good onlv if they are put into

execution.

MAGISTRATE RUNS AMUCK.

"The cinema is one of the curses of this age", obser

ved Mr. S. M. Hasan, Chief Presidency Magistrate, at the

Egmore Court. Madras, in the course ot an order

sentencing L. Ananta Iyer, Editor of "Hindu N'esan" to

pay a fine of Rs. 400!- on charges of having published in

the issues of his paper matter of obscene nature in regard

to certain cinema stars.

In the course of his judgment the learned Magistrate

observed "Apart from the age of the accused and the fact

that the obscene portions occur only in stray cases, I also

take into consideration the fact that the role of the accu-

sed in disseminating obscenity is only a minor one when

compared to the institution of cinema itself. The cinema

is one of the curses of this age. It has turned thousands

of girls of respectable families into dancing girls and boys

into buffoons and robbed both of the virtue of modesty

and dignity. Whatever little educative or moral value is

claimed on behalf of it, is a cloak to conceal its hideous

nature. The film producers are not concerned primarilv

with social and moral reform. Their chief objective is to

earn money and this accused has tried to pick up some

erumbs from their table."

It is strange that within a few months of the sweep

ing remarks made by Mr. Oscar Brown, the Chief Presi-

dency Magistrate of Bombay, another Chief Presidencv

Magistrate should be induced to condemn the cinema as

an evil..

The only relieving feature of this condemnation is

that judicial officers who were considered rather exclusive

till now have started taking a lively interest in the film

and its influence on the people.

It is a bit amusing to find that a judicial officer who

spends the major part of his life in administering law and

order should suddenly pass a sweeping judgment on a

subject of which he knows precious little.

Let us inform the learned Magistrate that we do not

have in the film industry, "thousands of girls of respecta-

ble families" who have turned into dancing girls nor as

many boys who have become buffoons. Not even

Hollywood has got thousands of girls. It is clear

therefore that the exaggeration by the learned Magistrate

is an outcome of Ins prejudiced mind due probably to his

orthodox approach to modern life.

We would like to take the learned Magistrate round

and introduce him to a number of respectable girls who
are working in the industry at present, who are being

labelled as dancing girls "robbed both of the virtue of

modesty and dignity." If Magistrate Hasan chooses to

meet these people and talk to them for an hour he will

quickly realise how far from the truth his condemnation

has been.

These Magistrates who usually stick to their court

rooms and see very little of the world outside are hardly

justified in making such sweeping remarks about a sub-

ject which is utterly foreign to them.

As regards the point whether the film is "one of the

curses of this age", let us quote what His Excellency Sir

Arthur Hope the Governor of Madras said on the very

same day as the learned Magistrate, while declaring open

the Sixth Madras Salon of Photography:

Commending the art of photography His Excellency

said: "that photography was still in its preliminary stages

but it has been growing. Colour photographs and colour

cinemas have added a great deal to human happiness". His

Excellency wished both the arts of photography and cine-

matography a very happy future because these arts are

intended to give "great joy and pleasure to a very large

number of people."

It does sound funny that the Head of the province

differs 50 diametricaliv with the Magistrate of his princi

pal city.

\o More. Urea Hair. JVOW

Grey Hjir is a handi-

cap in all walks of

your life-Why should

it mar your persona-

lity when there is a

sure remedy to out

Grey-Ex has been

proved one and the

only treatment to

end Grey hair suc-

cessfully.

definitelyGrey-Ex

restores

black coli

a month.

tains no harsh ingre-

dients, and is. there-

fore harmless to the

scalp.

Grey-Ex has a cool-

ing effect on the brain

and aids in affording

of GREY-EX from your Chtn
bcttle

s. 7/8-

STOCKISTS WANTED.

VinkallyP.O.BoxNo.F. 592. Bombay I.
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A SAGA OF CONFLICT BETWEEN VICE & VIRTUE
Where the conflict between vice and virtue rages in full fury the

virtuous are suppressed, but they get strength out of their sheer

helplessness. There is a revolution in their inner self, where virtue

overthrows vice.

Inqualab is a colourful story of medieval India poignant with human

passions and tense situations.
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His MEMORY-
IS CHERISHED—
From

Generation to Generation—

HE RE-ENACTS HIS LIFE FOR

BETTERMENT OF PEOPLE

IN

MURLI MOVIETONE'S

"SHRAVANKUMAR"
CHANDRAMOHAN

MUMTAZ SHANTI

PAHARI SANYAL

K. C. DEY

MENAKA -
GULAB - TARABAI

RAJ RANI - MAJJID

MORE — YESHWANT DAVE

• nd GOPE.

Direction :

RAM DARYANI

Scenario 1

K. S. DARYANI

Music

:

BHULO C. RANEY

Songs

:

WALLI SAHEB

MURLI MOVIETONE
Dadar - BOMBAY

One wonders why these Magistrates can't stick to

their own jobs and do them well instead of nosing round
for dirty fish in other quarters.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE

That Prabhat's "Lakharani" which was advertised as

a world-beater beat a hasty retreat from the Central

Talkies in Bombay and not even Baburao Pai's shares in

the Western India Theatres could help to add more weeks

to its "glorious" run of just 8 anaemic weeks.

That Baburao Pai will now try another hand with

his new trump, "Hum Ek Hain" with Kamla Kotnis after

getting V. Shantaram to edit the picture on the quiet for

sake of old times and to keep the Prabhat trumpet

sounding.

That Shantaram will willingly edit "Hum Ek Hain"

(H. E. H.) if Baburao Pai promises to induce K. M. Modi
to finance Rajkamal's future productions. It is the only

way to prove the spirit of "H. E. H."

That on Christmas Eve, people found Shantaram,

Baburao Pai and Syed Fatehlal at the Taj, singing Hum
Ek Hain. A friend smelt Shantaram and wondered but

no sooner Fatehlal came nearer he understood.

That "gentle" Jamsu Wadia did not contribute to the

Congress and I. N. A. Fund merely to prove that he

has tons of moral courage. Someone said that "Bodana"

needed a fund all for himself. That must have been

Beion Bharucha. He speaks the truth always—whether

any one likes it or not.

That Y. Shantaram of Rajkamal and Jayashree still

cannot make up his mind to complete "The Story of Dr.

Kotnis" and now "Master" K. Winayak of Praful'a and

Menaka, our Bengali starlet, has a good role to play in

"Shravan Kumar" of Murli Movietone.
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All ready, with the light kept burning, Kamla is waiting

for him 10 return in "Dhanna Bhagat", a Ranjit picture.

Khandekar is reported to have been called in as a help.

K. Winayak would, however, be lost in Anna's 4-lakh

feet celluloid. And the Government o£ India say that

you can produce a picture in 40,000 feet.

That the Indian film industry is anxiously waiting for

"Expert" Hirlekar to return home to give the other "Ex-

perts" a grand reception for having flown back safe with

the "secrets" of Hollywood in their trouser pockets. Per-

haps that is why K-idar Sharma is seen with both his

hands in his trouscr-pockets. Guarding the Hollywood

"secrets", eh?

That Sardar Chandulal Shah is now working hard at

his studios reorganising his production plans with Chatur-

bhuj Doshi, Kidar Sharma and others—people who gave

"Vish Kanya", "Mumtaz Mahal", "Bharatruhari", "Shan

kar Parvati" etc. That one more director in Taimur, the

Great, will be added to the precious list to complete the

icorganization. Not for nothing has the Sardar been

called intellectual. No other human being can come out

safe from these environments.

That the film market seems to have shrunk a bit the

way we rind I^ala Jagat Narain falling constantly ill in

Delhi and not visiting Bombay these days. That compels

Seth Chunibhai Desai to .\in up to Delhi oftener than be

fore to inquire after Lalaji's delicate health.

That the Indian producers have sketched their Jolly

wood (Chembur) on paper already and are waiting for

the Yankees to hand over to Fazalbhoy's a consignment

of rebuilt machinery. We arc going to have over 30 new

stages in and around Bombay -all competing with Holly-

18

wood with the help of the "secrets" in Kidar Sharma's

trouser pockets.

That the only producer who refuses to build his own
studio is Baburao Patel. With his usual arrogant air he

says, "New or old, they are all my studios and the pro-

ducers are also mine." And they say, he is a teetotaller

and a vegetarian to boot.

That, "the most magnificent picture ever produced in

India by a genius", is "Veer Kunal". It seems to be

having magnificence that frightens people.

That Chandramohan and Motilal are writing a book,

"How to win at the races." Sardar Chandulal proposes to

buy the first copy and read it word by word a hundred
times to "Chakori", the filly, who failed to pocket the

Idar Gold Cup.

That Film-actor David (Abraham) had once upon a

time thought of becoming a dancer to compete with Uday
Shanker. Instead he became a lawyer and finding his

clients hostile, David is now a "filim" actor. That proba-

bly explains why David so often goes "Ajanta" on the

sets.

That Pandit Indra is back in Bombay, having spent

Rs. 2o,ooo|- on his daughter's wedding in Marwar. Let
us pray for Sardar Chandulal Shah of Ranjit.

That theatre-owners in Bombay are still demanding
prohibitive hires for picture releases and demanding pay-

ment in half-white-half-black manner. And they say our
picture industry is rushing to a ruin.

That Devvan Sharar has already packed his trunks to

start for the States. Some one has told him that rye is

cheap there.

Make it A Happy New Year

SHOW
TWO Biggest Money Making Stars-

VASUNDARA DEVI
&

Y V RAO

BWAKTAMEERA (TAMIL)

World Rights Controlled By

SI VAN AN DA FILMS

GANDHINAGAR * BANGALORE CITY



6/ta mum—
This starlet attracted some attention in " Panna ". She will be seen once again in " Sassi Punnu ", a love yarn

directed by J. P. Advani for Vaswani Art Productions



THE MEW
Symbol of Ounhi ;

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN INDIA,
A REAL POST.WAR DESIGN IN MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENTS.

Forget the old type of Silent film projectors - Forget the separate

soundheads - Forget the intermediate gearing necessary because of the

old type of projectors made to fit on the old type soundheads - And

forget the over-hanging drive-motors - All these were just fitted to

each other in a haphazard manner.

NOW see the NEW Streamlined aces of the projection booth - Pro-

jector and Soundhead built - in one Unit - same way as the picture and

sound go together on the film. The Motor aho forms part of pro-

jector housing.

TELEPHONE : 20892. TELE : "SOUNDH

INTERNATIONAL TALKIE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD,

17, New Queen's Road, BOMBAY 4.

LONDON: NEW YORK: MADRAS:

18, Albert Street, 20, Pine Street, 18, Mount Roadl

London, N.W. L New York 5, N.Y. Madras.
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THE
PAIR
THAT
CAN'T
BE

TOPPED!

lamlined Aces of

IProjection Booth.

— FOR TOP-FLIGHT PERFORMANCE—
You have to see them to appreciate their modern design - their rugged

construction - their beautiful finish . . . You have to see them in action -

to realise their rock-steady, flicker-free screening - the high-fidelity of

their perfectly Synchronised Sound - from the softest whisper to the

warmest tone, the weirdest shriek ! No flutter ... No hum ... No
WOW ! Talk with Exhibitors who've enjoyed year-in, year-out trouble-free

DeVRY performance in practically every corner of the Globe . . . Designed

and built to specifications far in excess of generally accepted standards -

priced so reasonable that ANY theatre can NOW afford to buy them

NEW DeVRY " projectors of TODAY are indeed a great pair to draw

to - for Exhibitors' gratification, audience satisfaction !

DeVRY has the world's most complete peace-time line of Motion Picture

Sound Equipment. Also modern High Intensity Arclamps, HI-Fidelity

Theatre Amplifiers and Large Theatre model Multi-Cellular Horn Speakers

Systems.

By the time von see this, DeVRYs will be already on view in our

Show-rooms.
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5 0LDIER5 DF FORTUNE
ON AN ADVENTURE SPREE
FIGHTING DESPERATELY
FDR THE WOMEN THEY LOVE
6 DYING BRAVELY WITH A
50NG IN THEIR HEARTS ...
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JAORITI PICTURES

SONG" DESERT
MASTS/9 V/THAL

KHURSHID (Jnr.)

BHAGrWAN

NOW CREATING
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at KAMAL



(In this'jection, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of tetters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone.

)

V. PRAKASH SHARMA (Machhian)

Which is the noblest profession of the world in your

opinion ?

That of being a saint, as it is harmless to the one

who practises and to all around. Even pretend-

ing at this game, one cannot do harm to another.

What does the world owe you ?

AH the good things of the world and a generous

wink at my blunders.

I want to see your photo in a simple- dress with a

'dhoti' and a 'kurta' ?

I shiver at the thought of the first, more so when

I remember Friend Chandulal Shah's dhoti flying

like a peace ensign at the race course. The
'dhoti' is a very frivolous garment in the midst

of a gale and I often expect to see it flying like a

kite in the heavens leaving its previous stumps

bare in their natural glory. If you don't mind,

this is something I can't risk.

MISS NIRMAL (Mercara)

How are our 400 orphans getting along with their

new father and old mother 5

Papa Roerich has taken Mama Devika to the

Himalayas and the 'Orphanage' is now being run

by a 'Moghul'.

How is it that film stars never ask you questions ?

How can they ? They carry all the replies to all

the questions you can possibly ask.

Can't you earn your bread with the motto, "Speak

good of others or be silent." ?

I tried this joke for a year and lost 20 pounds in

weight and also forfeited the respect of the people

in the industry. Remember, a dog is feared be-

cause of the bite in its teeth, not because of the

bark in its throat

A. NAJMUNNISA BEGUM (Melvisharam)

If "God is Love" and "Love is Blind", what is Satan?

"Love With Sight."

BALKRISHAN (New Delhi)

I have a Sikh friend who sings well and is handsome

in addition. When I asked him to join the films, he said,

"I belong to a martial race and it would be derogatory to

my race to join such a degraded profession." What do

you think of this ?

There is nothing to think. Your friend is a Sikh

and as such stands excused.

TRILOK CHAND (Calcutta)

Do you think that the Allied Victory has advanced the

cause of Asiatic Freedom P

"Asiatic Freedom" is a slogan useful for throw-

ing dust into the burning eyes of those who run
after the mirage of freedom. The White men did

not fight such a long war to give the coloured

ones a chance.

Who, in your opinion, can do better acting: a plain-

looking or a good-looking girl ?

A good-looking one has a better chance every

time but acting needs brains which have nothing
to do with looks.

MISS SHARAD BHATT (Rajkot)

What is better: an unhappy married life or a happy
unmarried life ?

Happiness is the main aim of life and it is imma-
terial how you attain it. Originally marriages
were intended to make people happy in simple
companionship. But that was in times when
people lived simple lives and the world believed
in good neighbourly relations. Life today is a
complicated design of hopes and fears and it is

Shanta Apte and Yakub team together in "Subhadra" a

picture of Profulla Pictures.
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Ummottal Social Pkotoplaij

oft Mudim JUifie

. DUGAL PICTURES

Pcesent

"HRQDDR"
Sianuu,:. HARISH ft NAJMA # H. PRAKASH ft ANITA SHARMA ft BABY ROSHAN

ft AMIRBAI KARNATAKI ft SAYANI ATISH ft KALYANI ft MANNAN

ft P. D. LAL ft RAZIA BANOO 6- AZAD

Produced By r-

P. D. S DUGAL
Direction :-

RAFIQ RAZVI
Associated Director

S. BHATIA.

Associate Producers :-

GULAMALI CURRIMBHAI.
RAFIQ RAZVI.

Dialogues:- C. M. HUNAR
Songs:- C. M. HUNAR

TARE^H
SHEVAN RAZVI
RAZIA BANOO

M. QURESHI
Story;

Costume Designs:

Audiography:- INDRAVADAN DESAI

SOHRAB B. IRANI

Continuity:- MAH1NDRA DUTTA.

Edited By:- S. PRABHAKANT.

ft

Our Agents'.'

NORTH 6- SINDH:-

Director of Photography:- E. M. GILANI

Cameramen:- ABDULLAH
SULEMAN

Songs Recorded By:- ARORA
SHARMA
MINU KATRAK

Production in charge:- P- S.^MANI.

Music By:- MOHAMEDSHAFI

Stills By: DOOMARAI & Co

ft

SURJIT FILM DISTRIBUTORS,

LAHORE & RAWALPINDI.

BENGAL:- CENTRAL FILM CIRCUIT, CALCUTTA.

For Territorial Rights apply.'

DUGHIi PICTURES,
BOMBAY 4, LAHORE & RAWALPINDI.
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Ashok Kumar becomes 'Kisan' in "Shikari", a sensational

picture of Filmistan Ltd.

rather difficult to achieve happiness dragging along

the fetters of conventional life.

Seeing that you like ladies, men miss the chance to

work as your secretary ?

Why do you bother about men ? I have half-a-

dozen girls working in my office. I don't mind

one more provided you are serious about work.

KISHIN G. MEHTA (Karachi)

What do you prefer: old oriental civilization or

modern one ?

Civilization is a fallacious term. Since its birth,

man has never been civilized. Since the begin-

ning of Time, he has always been killing one

thing or other to establish his own dominance.

What vou glorify as o'd oriental civilization was

also built on slaughter and bloodshed. As we
look back today for rel

: ef from the carnage around

us, people of o'd must have similarly looked back

to times earlier than their own. The Bhagvad

Gita mentions the disgust of Arjun at the pros-

pective slaughter of bis kinsmen. The civiliza-

tion of the Mahabharatan period led to an all-

destructive war, just as effectively as our present

civi'ization is gradually leading us to a complete

annihilation of the human race. There is too

much of the brute in man to be completely civi-

lised and with the brain given to him he becomes

more dangerous than the beasts of the forest-

Remember, civilization is a word glamourised by

the sinful ambitions of men through different

ages.
:
/

M. S. SRINIYASA MURTI (Bangalore)

At what age should the students begin to smoke ?

There is no objection to smoking on moral

grounds seeing that we do so many immoral

things nowadays. But smoking is a bad habit

physically and even in case of a strong man it

helps only to give a hollow cough. I know it

became I smoke fifty cigarettes a day. Students

have no right to smoke, seeing that their fathers

are paying for the packet of cigarettes. When
they start earning on their own and they want to

proc'aim their manhood with the smoke-signal

coming out of the nose, especially with a belle

within 100 yards, they may buy their first packet

and perservere to secure that hollow cough in the

end. No one objects to people burning their own
money.

OM PARKASH WHIG (Sialkot)

If a journalist asked for advice on journalism, what
would you tell him ?

To take up the profession of pick-pocketing which

needs more skill and is better rewarded. Besides

it is a more honest business, seeing that you rob

Paro dances gracefully in Filmistan's new picture, "Shikari"

now at the Roxy Talkies.
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something of someone else and don't pinch your

own conscience.

SLRRINDER SINGH SARNA (Rawalpindi)

Would you please dissect a woman's soul for me?
Willingly. Bring one along if you can find.

In what respect is the woman superior to man ?

She is glazed while he is rugged.

B. MEGHESWARA DEV (Vizianagram)

A critic should dwell upon the good points rather

than emphasize the defects of a picture ?

That won't be criticism. It will be an advertise-

ment of the picture which our producers write

without the help of the critics. Criticism is an
evaluation of both and in an industry which has

more imperfections than good points, the critic

cannot help but leave behind an impression that

the defects have been enlarged and elaborat-

ed upon in a critique. In our film industry good
points have to be located with the help of the

microscope.

M E. DINKAR RAO (Madras)

What is the contribution of our film industry to the

War Fund ?

The film industry has given more than its blood

to the recent war. It constantly contributes 40%
of all its earnings to the different taxes of the

Government and has lost nearly a crore of mpees
in producing stupid propaganda pictures.

What is Yakub doing in this strange dress ? But there he
is at one of the mythological heroes in "Subhadra" direct-

ed by K. Winayak.

Shobha—one of the many new ones in Filmistan—brings

to the screen a new face in "Safar", a social story.

RAM DAYAL KHANNA (Benares)

What is your opinion about the aim: "Eat, drink and

be merry ?"

That is the universal aim towards which huma-

nity is struggling through labour, flattery, hatred

and bloodshed. It is not an easy goal to reach.

R. G. DAMANI (Bikaner)

Who is the better music-director between Naushad
and Anil Biswas ?

With their recent work in mind, I am inclined

to like Naushad.

K. R. RANG IAH (Secunderabad) ..

Did you ever visit hell in your dreams ?

A dream is an opportunity for the glimpse of

heaven. It is an escape from the hell which life

ordinarily is. Why should I take hell to my
dreamland ?

PANNA LAL GUPTA (Sidhpura)

Is variety as much the spice of wife among Indian

actors as among the Hollywood ones ?

Indian actors haven't even that much versatile

talent to find a new expression in their domestic

life.

R. R. AGARWAL (Moradabad)

Can a widow be called a 'Miss'?

Why not, seeing that she misses something and
is still young enough to become a 'Mrs.' once

again ?
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THRILLERS

SILVER QUEEN
fttoJtuced & T?Ltecte<£ by :

RAJA YAG N I

K

MADHURI. NAVINCHANDRA, AGHA. BHIM,

BIBI. DALPAT, SHOBHA, DEVESKER & Others

Coming
Magic Costume

TlbRSmi HEERfl
(TILASMI TALWAR)

ZPu>JucU ly: RAJA YAG NIK
<£l-ucuA % A. M. KHAN

With YESHWANT DAVE. SHOBHA.
DALPAT. KURBANJAO. DEVESKER

AMINA & SULTAN ALAM.

For Territorial rights apply:-

NEPTUNE FILMS
NAIGAUM CROSS ROAD. DADAR

MRS. S. K. VASISHTA (Nowshera)

Do the actresses never have babies, though they marry

so often ?

A baby is the easiest production in this country

and actresses can't escape being mothers. You
can see their babies in their eyes on the screen.

B. S. KATHPALIA (Karachi)

A friend of mine scorns marriage with these words:

"When one can get fresh milk daily, where is the neces-

sity of keeping a cow ? I think you would be in agreement

with this ?

Far from it. I don't look at women with the

cow-and-milk angle. I respect women and my
approach to them is more emotionaL I dislike

a conventional arranged marriage on emotional

grounds because it is not a union of joint con-

sent

If natural love between two persons has to go

through conventional ceremony for a life part-

nership, there is nothing wrong with it, though

the conventional ceremony is not an inevitable

condition. Your friend is a vulgar fellow, who
has brought down the sanctity of human rela-

tions to the low standard of liaison between the

animals.

G. V. GULRAJANI (Hyderabad, Sind)

I find some young men these days using powder, lip-

stick and other make-up in public. What do you think

of this new craze ?

I think it is downright contemptible, not to men-

tion unmanly. I have noticed several college boys

dressing their face in this manner and adding

'surma' and perfume to their make-up. This

type of manhood which competes with women is

not the one our future nation should look forward

to. These boys have missed their sex. Beauty

creams and complexion powders are not intend-

ed to decorate a man's face. A man's face should

be tanned by the burning heat of the sun and

washed in the sweat of his labour. That is the

face which good women of the world love to see

in a man.

K. H. NARASIMHA MURTHY (Bangalore)

What is 'artistic' nonsense ?

"Amrapali" directed by Nandlal Jaswandal.

SHYAM SUNDER (New Delhi)

If a Hindu girl becomes a widow in her young age,

what should she do?

Marry again. Is it such a difficult problem to

solve?

What is the future of a woman who cannot give

birth to one ?

Her future is exclusively her own without any-

one sharing it or interfering with it. The mother

is very much a dependent woman.

T. K. PATTABHraAM (Matunga)

What is the advantage or disadvantage of the "film-

india" editorship?
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CAREFULLY THIS IMPOSING LINE-UP

IF YOU ARE AN EXHIBITOR - SCREEN THEM HEAD
IF YOU ARE A DISTRIBUTOR - SNAP UP TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

!

3 BORIS KARLOFF SHOCKERS
THE STAR OF "FRAN KEN TSTEI N",

"MUMMY"
& THE "MASK OF FU MANCHU"

1. DOOMED TO DIE
2. MR. WONG DETECTIVE

3. THE FATAL HOUR

6 SPINE-CHILLERS WITH BELA

LUGOSI STAR OF "DRACULA"

1. THE APE MAN
2. RETURN OF THE APE MAN

3. GHOSTS ON THE LOOSE

4. INVISIBLE GHOST
5. BOWERY AT MIDNIGHT

6. THE CORPSE VANISHES

2 JACK LONDON'S FAMOUS
ADVENTURE SPECIALS.

1. SIGN OF THE WOLF
2. WOLF CALL

1 COSTUME - ADVENTURE EPIC.

ROSE OF THE RIOGRAND

2 MYSTERY THRILLERS

1. THE LIVING GHOST
2. THE LAST ALARM

FOURTEEN OF THE BEST.

JQeL&linq Tot ~Tke Ti&t 'Time In ^Jndia, /^utma. & (2eyton.

A HAND-PICKED SELECTION OF

FOURTEEN PICTURES - SUITED

MOST ADMIRABLY TO EVERY

CLASS OF AUDIENCE.

EVEREST PICTURES,
FIRST FLOOR, HORNBY BUILDING,

HORNBY ROAD,
BOMBAY.
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The advantage is a good living. The disadvan-

tage is a good round of abuse.

SATISH CHANDRA VARMA (Amroha)

What happens to these glamour boys and girls when

they grow old ? Do they starve ?

Good artistes need not starve at all. There is

work for all at all ages in the film industry. Wc
have on the screen artistes over the age of fifty

earning a good living.

AMAR SINGH (Amritsar)

When is a wife a wife and when is she not?

A wife is a wife when you are away from the

hou?e. She is not much of a wife when you arc

in the house.

PRITHVI PAUL BINDRA (Lahore)

If an innocent fellow falls in love with Durga Khotc

after seeing "Veer Kunal", what kind of love would yon

call that 5

Filial.

K C MIRCHANDANI (Karachi)

Can you tell me the difference between a male pro

ducer and a female producer ?

Sardar Chandulal Shah is a male producer, who

produces a dozen pictures a year, with the help

of some directors. Protima Das Gupta is a female

producer, who, like a woman, produces only one

picture a year. When Protima starts multiplying

she will change the sex of her profession.

May I know how will you vote in the forthcoming

elections: Congress, Mahasabha or Muslim League ?

I shall vote for Freedom. And though I am not

a Congressman, the Congress gets my votes be

cause it stands for Freedom. I don't like com

munal bodies.

V. K. BHATNAGAR (Delhi)

Why are our pictures devoid of humour ;

That is an unfounded charge. When I saw

"Mumtaz Mahal" produced by Ranjit, I laughed

to the point of tears.

G. R S. YADHAV (Fategarh)

Have the Paramount Pictures of America paid any

thing to the families of those who lost their lives in the

film fire
5

I don't think so and I find that this American

firm hasn't got the common courtesy of replying

to my two letters of enquiry about this matter.

This firm must be marked for special treatment

in Free India.

MRS. MRUDULA PATEL (Jamnagar)

What is the best preparation for tomorrow ?

A good smiling time today.

ZAFAR ALI SHAH (New Delhi)

Can you please select a pet name for my wife ?

If she is one-eyed, call her Zabak. That name

fits any sex.

Can you please tell me how one can find out the most

beautiful woman in the world ?

By looking into your own heart. That is where

the most beautiful women of the world live. -

B. V. K. NAIK (Bangalore)

The word 'PateF means the man at the head of a

village. Do you happen to be one ?

I am, unfortunately, of a place called Boisar. As
such my salary is Rs. ^oj- a year. I can arrest a

man and put him in the lock-up for a night and
catch hold of stray cattle and put them in a

cattle-pond without their consent and all this

under the benign authority of the British Gov-
ernment. I don't know how my ancestors got

into this racket but my family has been in it,

goodness knows how many years. It must have
been the price for the betrayal of some good cause
in olden times by some treacherous ancestor of
mine.

R KRISHNAMURTI (Ahmedabad)
"Every man over forty is a scoundrel", says Bernard

Shaw. Do you agree with this ?

I don't know whether G. B. S. ever said this, be-

cause it is not an intelligent observation. Pro-

bably he told this to you personally. To be a

scoundrel, one has to be intelligent and you can't

wait forty years to be discovered as intelligent.

P. I KRUPA VARMA (Vizagapatam)
T want vour photo in my album. Would you mind

sending one ?

I do mind because the only photo that is left with
me now is the one that was taken when I was
two years old sitting on my mother's lap. As a

lot of me is seen in this photograph, it would
not be in keeping with the present standards of

morality to circulate the same.

M K. SEN GUPTA (Lucknow)

Who is really more happy: A man who marries a film

actress, or a man whose wife becomes a film actress after

marriage ?

The man who marries a film actress inherits a

crowd of rivals. While the man whose wife be-

comes a film actress purchases new rivals.

S. CHANDRA JAIN (New Delhi)

How will you define 'friend' 5

It is an old word out of fashion these days. Bri-

tain and Russia are friends today. But what
were they yesterday and what will they be to-

morrow? 'Friend' is a wrong word to be used in

the 20th century. At its best, it has only a sea-

sonal meaning of sympathy and companionship.

JOHN G. SOANS (Bangalore)

Why do boys run after girls ?

Because girls run away from them. If the girls

stop in their place, the boys will be stuck in their

own. Let the girls try this and report to me.

V. N. KULKARNI (Deolali)

Due to your caustic criticism, if some sensitive film
actress commits suicide, will you be held responsible for

That will be a crown on my criticism. But I am
not so lucky. We don't have sensitive film
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Diamond Pictukes Ltd.,

TO THE FOREFRONT

!

LEADING again IN THE FIELD OF DISTRIBUTION!!
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tPiztnond dictated Jltd.,
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12. NAV JEEVAN
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18. NAYA SANSAR

19. ANJAN
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21. BASANT
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DIAMOND PICTURES LTD.,
8EKSARIA BUILDING.

SANDHURST ROAD.

BOMBAY 4

81. YESHWANT NIWAS ROAD.
TUKOG AN J.

INDORE (C.I.)
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actresses and they beat the cat in having more

than nine lives. If my criticism could kill, wc

would be having today an industry of blushing

angels.

5. K BANSAL (Benares)

A good wife, it is said, halves a man's problems. Do

you subscribe to this view ?

Don't go by such slogans. The reality of life

does not permit such slogans to prove anything.

'An apple a day keeps the doctor away'. Aftei

every apple that I ate, I had to call for the doctoi

as it always sat on my chest The good wives of

the world multiply the problems with their con

tribution to the population of India. Why talk

of halving the worry ?

N S PABBI (Simla)

Why is darkness chosen to commit most of our evil

lets?

The sun is a terrific disinfectant while darkness

provides a good screen for shady deals. As man
is fashioned after God, there is a natural spark

of Divinity in him which flickers vigorously in

day-light with the world watching. With the

darkness of night, secure in the feeling that no
body is watching, man lulls his conscience to

sleep and rubs his hands for the crimin.il act. It

is the inherent fear of being caught that gives

darkness its record of crimes. The one place

where sunlight can't reach is the mind of the

evil man where crime is concocted round the

clock.

M1RZA All SAFDAR (Lucknow)

What is the difference between a politician's triumph

and a film star's triumph ? ,

The world has two types of politicians—those top

men of the Congress who sacrifice their all inspired

by high-pitched morals and the usual professional

politician, so much in fashion all over the world,

who has turned the world into a melting pot of

conflict and carnage. In comparison with the first

type, the average film star is poor meat because

the unselfish work of such politicians elevates the

lives of millions. Film stars, however, don't cut

such a sorry figure in comparison with the pro-

fessional politicians. But both are incvrable de-

votees of egoism. There is nothing much to

choose between the triumphs of such types.

MISS N. G MOHAMED (Akola)

Don't you think it is better to be spectators than actors

in the tragedy of life ?

Life is an all-absorbing drama in which there are

no spectators. Every human being, however small

or big, however far or near, however willing or

otherwise, is compelled to play his part in the

ever-changing drama of life. Take a small in-

stance. You see a man being murdered. In the

subsequent sequel to this crime your evidence as

a witness helps to hang the murderer. Tell me,
have you been a mere spectator ?

Azad Pictures

" U A M A K "
(SALT)

ft DEPICTING HOW ft

A Mere Pinch Of Salt Works -

Replete with Wonders, ALTOGETHER A NOVEL THEME.
Starring:- BHIM. DILAWAR, DULARI, HABIB etc.

Story & Direction : BALVANT B. DAVE.
Dialogues: Songs: Music:

PANDIT ANUJ INDIWAR. SHYAMBABU.
(Prakash FAME)

Contact:- AZAD PICTURES, JYOTI STUDIO, BOMBAY 7.
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YET ANOTHER NEW YEAR'S BOX OFFICE HIT

JAYABHARAT PICTURES LIMITED
presents

RASILI
A FULL LENGTH COMEDY WITH FUN AND HUMOUR AT EVERY STEP

Starring:

RADHA RANI & KAN HAIYALAL

&
Supported by

Rani Bala, Dhulia, Anant Prabhu, & RAJ KUMAR

&

Produced by: C. L. MAHESHWARI & KARfiM CHAND

Remember It's a

Story & Direction : l^^wt&^f* \ Musical Score

:

KISHORE SHARMA ^JU / \\ HANUMAN PRASAD

presentation

Watch For its Release At Your Favourite Theatre

For Further Particulars

:

THE JAYABHARAT PICTURES LTD.,
Jan Mansion, Sir P. Mehta Road,

Fort, Bombay.
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It. D. MATHUR (New Delhi)

How to taste the heart of an Indian actress :

There are two ways: Either through the pressure

of her fingers on your face or through the pressure

of her lips on your lips.

S. DARA (New Delhi)

When is the right time to see a film actress in her

true colours?

At night, in the darkness of a theatre, when all

shades of her talent are presented in a harmonious

sequence. If you want to see the woman in her,

you may as well see one of your own, any sweet

time you like.

J. N. BHARTIYA (Benares)

Can you call Surraiya sweet :

I should think so seeing that she is surrounded by

our producing ants. This girl has some talent but

hardly any screen face to be multiplied so man\
times in so many pictures.

SREEDHARA MENON (Bombay)

What is the exact age of Begum Para 5

Youth is a passing hue and as such it has ro age.

Ask me after five years and I shall tell you what

is Para's age.

What is your opinion about Communists :

Dogs in the manger.

G. SYED ISMAIL (Bangalore)

When a young married couple visited the cinema

stealthily, the old folks at home kicked up a row and sent

the girl to her father's place. Now the old ones have

sworn to hang themselves if the two young ones meet.

What is to be done ?

Give the fossils a chance to hang themselves.

MOHAN A S (Bombay)

Who is the better actress between Mehtab and
Vanmala ?

Mehtab has more talent and more experience.

Vanmala acts better than Atre.

MISS BABY NAVGAONKAR (Sholapur)

Since my college days I am in the habit of fooling

young boys, just as you are in the habit of gambling-
please do not misunderstand me. Fooling does not mean
flirting. Is it a sin ?

There is nothing like sin in this world. But I

don't think much of the bovs seeing that you are

still dangling that 'Miss' before your name. One
of these days the joke will be on you. Be a good
loser that day.

For how many years can a woman flirt
:

A woman is a woman only when there is a man
in the landscape. As long as there is a man, ready

to respond, age and time are no bars to flirting.

I have seen a woman of sixty giving the bedside

look to a boy of twenty-five. The boy was after

the old woman's young daughter.

MISS KALPANA DE (Calcutta)

How do you define "bad" girls as opposed to "good"
ones ?

LEELA MANDIR
NORTHERN INDIA'S PREMIER STUDIO

U/keXe independent Product u,it/ yet £lt Pound CO-OPERATION

SPECIAL FEATURES:- £**f K'*ck ~ Conveyance <?keap - Zxpexienced

Technicians- £^uipmenti in plenty HOME LIKE COMFORTS and

100 Kanals of open qxound adjacent to the Studio fox Out - "Poox Snooting.

PROJECTION ROOM w LABORATORY
uritkin tke Pxemise5.

I

Tox Paxticuiaxi :-

LEELA MANDIR
Telegrams. 218, FEROZEPORE ROAD, Telephone:

EVERBRITE LAHORE. 4959
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AND NOW
DIRECTOR

B A R U A
GIVES A COSTUME PRODUCTION :-

NEW MAHARASHTRA PICTURES'

'IRAN KI-EK RAAT'
Starring :-

BARUA •;. NARANG ft NILA -NAGINI i CHANDRAVAT I

KAMAL DAS GUPTA

World riphts controlled by .—

SUVARNA FILM DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
PURSHOTAM NIVAS, V. PATEL ROAD, BOMBAY 4.

It's another SOCIAL HIT

From the Director of "DASSI"

ART FILMS'

K A J A R I

<StaiiLncj .

NARANG & KAUSHALYA

DIRECTOR :

HIREN BOSE
World rights controlled by -

RADHA STUDIOS, TOLLYGUNJ, CALCUTTA.
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10 CASH PRIZES FOR 10 QUESTIONS

The proprietors of "filmindia" will award
every month 10 cash prizes to the readers whose
questions are considered interesting or elicit

interesting replies in the "Editor's Mail." The
Editor's decision shall be absolutely final in

awarding the prizes as follows:—1st Prize Rs 25|-,

2nd Prize Rs. 20 -, 3rd Prize Rs. 15|-, 4th Prize

Rs. 10'-, and 6 consolation prizes of Rs. 5 -

each. .The names of the prize-winners will be
announced every month in "filmindia", and the
amounts will be remitted to them by Money
Order. No correspondsnce will be entertained.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR JANUARY
1st Prize Rs. 25 - to Miss Kalpana De (Cal-

cutta) ; 2nd Prize Rs. 20- to Miss Baby Nav-
gaonkar (Sholapur) ; 3rd Prize Rs. 15|- to Surrin-
der Singh Sama (Rawalpindi); 4th Prize Rs. 10|-

to Mirza Ali Safdar (Lucknow) . and 6 consola-

tion prizes of Rs. 5 - each to X. H. Narasimha
Mu^thy (Bangalore); Prithvi Paul Bindra
(Lahore); Miss Nirmal (Mercara); Om Parkash
Whig (Sialkot); B. D. Mathur (Naw Delhi), and
B. Prabhakar (Poona). Money Orders are being

sent to all the prize-winners.

"Bad" ones are those who being bad try to past

off as good. The "good" ones are those who do not

make a secret of what they are—good or bad.

How do the filmstars manage to retain their glamour

and beauty and never look like "sucked oranges" inspitc

of the hectic and carefree lives they live? Is it due to the

environment, cosmetic or what ?

In our country we don't suck oranges. We suck

mangoes. Who told you that film stars lead hectic

lives ? Almost all of them come to work at seven

in the morning and take their paint off at eight in

the night, after a gruelling day before scorching

electric lights. At the end of the day how do you

expect their tired bones to be free of care ? It is

hard work that keeps them fit and in good

condition.

Why have you not condoled the death of Subhas

Bose ?

With the Indian National Army so much in the

news, I cannot reconci'e myself with the thought

that Subhas is dead. What is the death of one man
when 60,000 living human beings have replaced

him ?

I know of a poor girl who is deeply in love with a

boy who also reciprocates her love. But the parents of the

latter are opposed to their marital union because the girl

bears the stigma of illegitimate birth. What do you advise 1

What is the guarantee of the boy being legiti-

mate ? Beyond the slender fact of his mother

pointing out a man and teaching the baby to call

him 'Papa', what proof has the son got of his

present father being his real father ? Every birth

is legitimate because it takes two to create one. A?

Maya wonders wSt Barua is about in "Pahechan" a social

story of New Talkies Ltd.

regards the conventional hurdles of status and
legitimacy, they are only man-made contraptions

and should not worry true lovers. If the boy has

guts, let him take his sweetheart as a bride,

parents or no parents.

S. D'SOUZA (Ahmednagar)

Can you tell me what exactly is mysterious about Neena
specially in "Mun-ki-Jeet"?

Her acting talent which was kept a business

secret

MISS CHANCHALA KUMARI (Bangalore)

Please define 'Sex'?

Male and female.

S. C. SIVANANJAPPA (Bangalore)

I think Suvarnalata is the greatest comedian on the

Indian screen ! Because whenever she weeps she provokes

irrepressible laughter in me. Next in order of merit come
Motilal (by virtue of his shining head) and Nandrekar

(^by virtue of his wonderful nose) ?

That is a good certificate for these artistes. If they

make you laugh they pay their way. I wouldn't

be surprised if these persons now demand a

promotion.

B. PRABHAKAR (Poona)

What do you think when you see old creatures like

Motilal, Saigal and others playing the roles of young college

students and princes ?

That our film industry is a very democratic institu-

tion and has in it a place for both the bald and

the bearded. We are fast becoming socialists.

You have not yet left "filmindia" and we still find you

writing from month to month ? "What has happened tc

"that fellow" who was to take your place ?

We found him still-born.

3^



(tnuonno duoroth
KAMAL ZAMINDAR ft KAMLA CHATTERJI

N. KABIR ft BABY MUMTAZ ft RAJENDRA

Elector: KIDAR SHARMA.
2ND MONTH AT -

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

"CHAND CHAKORI"
MUMTAZ SHANTI ft SURENDRA

Skwot: KIDAR SHARMA.

Shortly at -

LAMINGTON

"PRABHU - ka . GHAR"
KHURSHID ft TRILOKE KAPOOR ft SULOCHANA

CHATTERJI ft BIPIN GUPTA

VAJAHAT MIRZA.

Next change at :-

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE
* AJIjT RELEASE



OUR REVIEW

"Ghar" Provides Decent
Entertainment

!

mohanlal Dave Becomes more Rational

!

GHAR
Producers: Sunrise Pictures

Language: Hindustani

Story: Mohanlal Dave
Dialogues: Ahsan Rizvi

Songs

:

Rupbani
Music: Allarakha

Photography. R. M. Rele and
Sudhir Bose

Audiography Bhikhoo and

Sachin Ghosh
Cast: Jamuna, Molina, Kalyani,

Dulari, Nawab, Yakub, etc.

Released At: Majestic, Bombay.

Date of Release: 16th Oct. 1945

Director:

V. M. VYAS

V. M. Vyas is an acrobat in motion

picture production. No one can tell

what he will do next. His skeleton-

like hungry appearance can hardly sup

port the fact that Vyas is an aggressive

producer who is constantly active

somewhere in India. "Ghar" is pro-

duced in two cities, Bombay and Cal

cutta, with Vyas hopping between the

two ends of India. With this proce-

dure no one expected Vyas to secure

quality in his picture, but strange as

it may sound, "Ghar" has more quality

in it than in any other previous pic-

ture of Vyas.

Having made his pile, Vyas now
seems to be anxious to secure some

quality in his work. It is a good sign

and we welcome his efforts.

It is a story with the moral attach-

ed to it. But unlike Aesop, M. G.

Dave goes through numerous picked

situations to arrive at the moral. And
at certain places Dave does not mind
some crudeness to expand some mor-

bid idea as he did in suggesting a

liaison between the heroine and her

father-in-law. And Dave, evidently,

is a believer of marriage at any age see-

ing that he got the old judge married to

a young butterfly. Or is Dave trying

to justify in advance an experiment he

himself proposes to try someday? You
can never be too sure of the old men

of Dave's generation where matters of

sex are concerned. They, are, of course,

strictly moral seeing that many tooth-

less old men take to bed girls with

their milk-teeth only after forging the

conventional marriage, and don't

seduce girls into submission without

tying the wedding knot as some
modern young men often do.

WIDOW SCANDAL STORY
Judge Chandravadan, a well-respect-

ed judicial officer, is an unfortunate

man. Years before his widowed sister

had run away with his young
daughter and when the picture opens

Habulal, a bangle-seller, brings to him
'he dead body of his only son leaving

on the judge's hand a widowed
daughter-in-law.

Jyoti, the young daughter-in-law,

had loved her husband deeply and

therefore decides to remain a widow

a 1 her life. Very soon society starts

its usual gossip of linking the old

judge with his young daughter-in-law.

Things become impossible and Jyoti

finds a way out by getting her sister

married to the old judge.

The sister now hears the scandal

and becomes jealous and suspects

Jyoti of carrying on an affair with her

husband. Misunderstandings, the

usual ones, soon mount up to

a climax in which Jyoti's elder

sister goes out of the house in

the last stages of her delicate con-

dition and gives birth to a child on the

streets. Babulal acts the good Samari-

tan and fusses about helping Jyoti.

The house in which Jyoti's sister is re-

couping catches fire with Jyoti saving

the child of her sister after sustaining

severe burns herself and Jyoti's sister

repents as usual too late and just in

time to obtain the forgiveness of the

dying Jyoti. The story ends on a sad

note with every one a little wiser in-

cluding the judge who recovers both

his sister and missing daughter.

JAMUNA'S STOIC PERFOR-
MANCE

The production values of the picture

are too good for V. M. Vyas who has

been a junk merchant so far. Sound
and photography are quite good. Music

is pretty pleasant in parts. Song com-

positions, though not very intelligent

are pretty appropriate in parts. Th--

dialogues are pretty good throughout.

The direction of Vyas is sketchy, per-

haps because of a crowd of situations,

one overlapping the other one af'er

another leaving no time for Vyas to

show any skill in emotional direction.

Jamuna easily hits the eye amongst

the other players in the role of Jyoti.

She has a very sympathetic role to

play and she does it in her usual stoic

manner. Nawab gives a pretty good

portrayal as the kind judge but

he looks nowadays too old for the

screen. Yakub is in his usual role as

Rabulal the happy man of the streets

and he doesn't need much direction to

be popular. Molina adds good weight

to the picture as Jyoti's elder sister.

Well "Ghar" is quite a good picture

to see though it drags at places.Shanta plays on the harp in "Subhadra" a costume comedy directed by Winayak

3!)
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HEMEN GUPTA
NAWAB, MOLINA,

IFTIKHAR and ARUNA

SACCHINDAS (Motilal)

Awaiting Keleanv

For C. P. : JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH : SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL : MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.

WITH A NEW THRILL
IN HER VOICE

KANAN
<V I LL SING HER WAY
TO YOUR HEARTS

M. P. Productions' Musical WW

with CHABBI, JAHAR, PURNIMA.
NATWAR and IFTIKHAR.

(
jbi-u.cUcl :- P R A M E N MITRA.

WATCH FOR ITS RELEASE

For CENTRAL PROVINCES :-

JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH :-

SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL :-

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.



AT HOmE AND ABROAD
PRODIGIES, EH ?

Believe it or not, once someone be-

comes a film star, he, she or even it,

is found to be possessing a million

other talents in addition to film acting

which, of course, is the least part of

the he, she or it ("It" refers to a dog

like "Rin Tin Tin" or some other

member of his tribe).

Now Shirley Temple, that Holly

wood girl with chocolate-eaten teeth,

is reported to have turned author. The
Yankees don't seem to require a lot of

English so they are publishing Shirley's

stuff in book form. And the girl also

threatens to write her biography telling

us nursery tales of the first sixteen

years of her life.

We have Sabita Devi in our films

reported to be writing poetry. Hal
Ha!

DEAD WOMEN
Speaking at Lucknow on 17th Nov

ember, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru gave

a bit of his mind about art: "Art, if

it does not spring up from the strength

ot our nation, is a lifeless art; if it

has no connection with the problems

and realities of life, it is useless and
dead like the pictures of women in the

Ajanta Caves."

But the Ajanta women are not so

dead seeing that they still set the vogue
for our society women in costumes and
carriage.

THE LION AND THE LAMB
Producer-director Kishore Sahu

made some national news when he
induced Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the

Congress leader, to inaugurate the

release of "Veer Kunal" at the Novelty
Talkies in Bombay on December 1st.

This is the second time that the "Lion
of Gujerat" has allowed himself to be
persuaded to grace a motion picture

with his presence. The first occasion

was at the time of "Achhut", a Ranjn
picture.

GOOD NEWS
Believe it or not, Baburao Pai of

Prabhat and V. Shantaram of Raj-

kamal met at the Taj the other day

and made up their old quarrel. They
are friends once again as they have

been tor years before their unfortunate

quarrel. Every one now expects some
big business to result with the two
together.

PRODUCERS ALL
It is becoming a fashion these days

for film girls to turn producers. Pro-

tima Das Gupta's success in "Chha-
mia" seems to have encouraged new
comers. Kamla Kotnis, a girl working
in "Gokul" a Prabhat picture, is report

ed to have taken a partnership with

Prabhat in the Telugu version of the

said picture. Wonder, whether Babu
rao Pai has also a share in her share.

HEAVENLY STAR
Mumtaz Shanti seems to be gowig

more and more shy and modest with

more film experience. The other day

she is reported to have told the direc-

tor of "Dharti" to order Trilok Kapui
off the sets. Trilok acts the hero oppo-

site her and was in make-up at the

time. The boy obliged to maintain

studio peace. At this rate it will be

difficult to get people to play opposite

Mumtaz. Perhaps all this is being

done so that Walli may be ultimately

chosen to play the hero with her. It

seemj that film producers are fast

losing what little self-respect they had
before.

RACING STARS
Actor Chandramohan looks fed up

these days with his racing enterprise.

His race horses don't seem to be run-

ning towards the winning post and his

mi -

Ann Baxter, the sta* of "Smoky," a

with her

income seems to be running out feed-

ing the brutes and backing them.
Actor Motilal also seems to be
sailing in a similar leaky boat.

Very soon these boys will have
to work for their living a bit

more seriously than they have been
doing so far and in times when pdcea
are fast rattling down.

BUILDER GOES OUT
Secretary Ram L. Gogtay, who has

been mainly responsible for building
up the Indian Motion Picture Pro-

ducers' Association into an institution

of country-wide prestige, is reported to

have resigned from his post. It is said

that he could not get along with some
of the new members whom Gogtay
refused even to recognise as producers.

It is a pity, the Association had to lose

such a useful and experienced execu-

tive. The Association will now need

a lot of looking after if its voice is to

be heard in the post-war reconstruction

period.

NEW PROGRESS
Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, the Kapui-

chand Brothers, M A. Fazalbhoy and
some others are reported to have float-

ed a crore of rupees worth of organi-

zation to distribute and exhibit Indian

pictures in the principal cities of India.

With the Rai Bahadur handling the

executive side and Kapurchand ma-
naging the financial end, we shall soon

have a chain of modern up-to-the-

minute theatres showing the best In

dian film product. The Rai Bahadui

9K M|

20th Century Fox picture, obliges fans

autograph.
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Shanta Patel and Bhagwan have a humorous moment in "Song of Desert",

a Jagriti picture.

will be soon leaving for the United

States to get modern equipment.

Well, Rai Bahadur can be a

good one-man delegation of our indus-

try and he will be backed by all in the

industry.

FRESH ATTACK
Secretary Prem Nath Thapar,

I.C.S., of the Broadcasting and In-

formation Department, New Delhi,

landed last month at Karachi and has

started talking again on the Govern-

ment's plans for the people—same

words which he vomitted when in the

United States.

ALL FOR FREEDOM
The Congress and I.N.A. Fund un-

officially started by Sardar Chandulal

Shah promises to be a regular official

feature of the Indian film industry see-

ing that fresh donations are coming in

every day. Contributions have come

in even from quarters never suspected

of entertaining any sympathy for the

Congress cause. Incidentally, the Con-

gress cause is the country's cause.

NOT TO BE BEATEN
Producer Protima Das Gupta reports

to us that she has purchased 40 acres of

land at Chembur to build her new

studios on modern lines. The "lines"

and equipment will be supplied by

Ambalal Patel of Central Camera

Company. Protima says she had to

do this because the present studio-

owners refused to accommodate her

under one excuse or other. It is a pity

choking off an enthusiastic producer

like her, seeing that Protima produced

a better picture in hired premises than

several producers having large studios

and big resources.

FILM AND NETAJI
The film as a medium of national

propaganda is reported to have taken

its legitimate place in the affairs of the

Indian National Army under Subash

Chandra Bose. Two films "Delhi

Chalo" and 'Blood Bath" were shown
to the members of the I.N.A. and to

the civilians in Rangoon. Netaji cer-

tainly showed more constructive

imagination than some of our other

national leaders who condemn the film

as an evil.

IT HAPPENED IN NEW YORK
(Location: Hotel room in New York

—Characters: Kidar Sharma, K. S.

Hirlekar and a telephone girl—Time:

Breakfast hour).

Tel. Operator: "Hullo! Room 323'.

K. Sharma: (Broad smile hearing a

girl's voice): "Yes, Miss! Good-morn-

ing, Miss!"

Tel. Operator: "Hullo! Is that 323?

There is a gentleman living in 323!"

K. Sharma: "Yes, Miss! I am the

gentleman."

Tel. Operator: "Are you? But your

voice
—

"

K. Sharma: "It has sex-appeal, Miss

Tel. Operator: (Shocked) "Sex-ap-

peal!"

K. Sharma: (Affectionately) "Yes,

Miss! Good-morning, Miss! Can I do

something for you ?

Tel. Operator: (Recovering her

Two starded doves—Shanta Rin and Naseem—in "Zeenat" a social story at

Super Talkies, Bombay.
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balance): "Yes, s-i-r-r, if you don't

mind sir, I would like to know who
is the secretary of your delegation ?

K. Sharma: (Jumping with joy) "Oh
yes, Miss, with the greatest pleasure.

The secretary's name is Mr. Hirlekar?"

Tel. Operator: "Beg your pardon,

s-i-r ! How do you spell that?

K. Sharma: (Obligingly) "It is

simple, Miss! "H" for "hideous",

"I" for "idiotic", 'R' for "ridicu-

lous"

—

Tel. Operator: (cutting in) "I

know! I know! Thank you, Sir!"

HIS LAST LAUGH
November 21st. We regret to report

the death of Robert Charles Benchley,

writer, journalist, humourist and film-

star, in New York at the age of 56

from cerebral haemorrhage.

THE USUAL MISTAKE
Keeping 150 witnesses—a wise pro-

cedure, remembering the usual sequel

to Hollywood marriages—Bettv Hut-

ton, Paramount glamour girl, was

married to Theodore S. Brisken. a busi-

nessman of Chicago. Like others be-

fore them, the two of them went to

Miami in Florida for their honeymoon.

Betty's recent picture is "Incendiary

Blonde" produced by Paramount.

SO WHAT?
George Sidney, who directed "An-

chors Aweigh" and Roy Rowland,

director of "Our Vines Have Tender

Grapes", two big hits, were both office

boys in the M.G.M. studios a few

years ago.

Many of our directors were grocers

and panwallas.

FATHER FIRST

The late Rudolph Valentino's

posthumous daughter has come to

light in London. She is described as a

beautiful dark-haired girl, born of

Marion Wilson, thirtynine-year-old ex

Ziegfeld Follies girl. Valentino's was

a secret marriage for commercial

reasons. It was through a lucky acci-

dent that the little girl now knows her

famous father.

In India they would want to know

the father first, the mother having no

face value.

LIFE PARTNERSHIP

Bhagavathar and Krishnan, two

film actors convicted and sentenced to

transportation for life for murdering a

journalist, made another attempt to

appeal to the Privy Council. Their

application, however, was dismissed by

the High Court.

TRAINING ARTISTES

The 20-th Century Fox has establish-

ed a school for training horses for

film appearances and studio life. Al-

ready there are forty 'pupils'. It is es-

timated that had the school been func-

tioning before, in a single picture the

producers would have saved 20,000.

In India we haven't even a trained

pig or a producer leave alone horses.

KANGAROO CRY
Australia is becoming film conscious,

if what R. H. Foster, her Film Com-
missioner, says is true. He tells us

that they arc making six documentar-

ies now and they want to build a big

studio ultimately at Canberra. They
want to import foreign experts and

technicians and train their own people

so that they can ultimately establish a

good production centre from where

Australian 'germs' can be sent to infect

the world.

FILM AND SPORT
Not to be outdone by their neigh

hours, the New Zealanders, under the
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THRILLS ! MUSIC!! ROMANCE!!!

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS'
P r ide - h i t

PICK - POCKET
(ft J f w, z )

Starring :

NAVIN YAGNIK * RAJ RANI
SAMSON ft RADHA ft HABIB ft MANCHI
ALI (The great comedian) and others.

•+•
Story & Dialogues by MUNSHI KHANJAR
Songs by SHUMS LUCKNAVI
Music by BASHIRKHAN DEHELVI
Photography: SHIAVAX DARUWALA
Sound : A. E . CHARLIE

DIRECTOR N A R I GHADIALI
PRODUCER: BRIJMALA (Ranjit Fame)

WWW OUR \?\T BOX- OFFICE HIT — JOOHI

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
PATANWALA BLDG

, WADIA STREET,
TARDEO — BOMBAY 7

'
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THE STRUGGLE
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RAMCHANDRA THAKUR

For Territorial Rights apply.-

NEPTUNE FILMS,
NAIGAUM CROSS ROAD, DADAR.

BOM BAY — 14

BARUA
Aa3 a filmy at Jlifie

and it5 Ptoltlemd—
in

NEW TALKIES' LTD.

STARRING .

BARUA * JAMUNA
MAYA BANNERJEE INDU MUKHERJEE
AHINDRA CHOUDHARY * ANJALI ROY
SHYAM SAHA * ROBIN MUZUMDAR
PHANI ROY * SAILEN CHOUDHARY

Director Producer
P. C. BARUA K. TUSLSHAR

Music--

KAMALDAS GUPTA

Wait Tot Tkii I946'i QtcaUit Social

KAPURCHAND P. SETH
34, EZRA STREET. CALCUTTA.
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supervision of the Auckland Associa-

tion and the New Zealand Council,

have managed to get a coaching film

made for junior cricketers.

Slow motion shots provide a won-

derful guide for stroke-making and

foot work as demonstrated by no lesser

persons than Don Bradman, Lindsay

Hassett and Bill Brown. The bowling

department is looked after by people

like Grimmett and O'Reilly. This

film will be shown to thousands of

cricket enthusiasts all over Australia

and New Zealand and is expected to

replace personal coaching by senior

players who are not available. The
film is doing its part in other countries.

In India when our cricketers get into

the field, they sweat and drop ghee.

There is nothing to photograph in that.

ARTISTES' ANNUAL MEET

The Sixth Annual General Meeting

of the Film Artistes' Association of

India took place on the 1 8th November
at their Headquarters in Bombay. The
following Office Bearers were elected:

Mr. Sohrab Modi (The President), Mr.

Pahari Sanyal (Vice-President), Mr.

David Abraham (Hon. Treasurer) and

Members of the Executive Committee

Mr. Prithviraj Kapoor, Mr. Jagdish

Sethi, Mr. Minoo Cooper, Miss Mehtab,

Mr. Navin Yagnik, Mr. K. N. Singh

and Mr. Balraj Mehta.

"Gvalan" is a spectacular picture even though it has a social story. Here is

a set in which Bipin Gupta calls a crowd of astrologers.

TO THE READER

Along with this issue is given an

insert of a Tri-colour Art Plate of Miss

Sushila Rani. If your copy doesn't

contain this refuse to pay for the copy.

A few spare copies of this beautiful

tri-colour insert, worth framing, will

be available from the Offices of "film

The Arab Sheikh (Master Vithal) and the Arabic Leila (Khurshid)

"Song of Desert", a Tagriti picture.

india" on payment of Re. 1I4 in cash

or by money order.

WEDDING BELLS

12th December—Bidasar, Bikaner.

Pandit Indra, the well-known writer

of screen stories, songs and what not,

invited all and sundry, thousand miles
away from Bombay, for the wedding
of his daughter Savitri. Few took the

risk of the long travel and Marwadi
food at the end. All luck to the bridel

AND MORE BELLS

Warning people not to send any pre-

sents, Multi-millionaire Kapurchand
Mehta invited over a thousand guests
on the 9th December at Kapur Mahal,
Marine Drive, to witness the wedding
of his son Vrajlal. They need more
people to share the huge fortune and
we hope Vrajlal will contribute to the

family population.

MOURNING A PIONEER

It is reported from Paris that M.
Henri Joly, the French scientist who
was closely associated with the inven-
tion of motion pictures has died at the
age of 79 after a long illness. It is said
that the late M. Joly has been regardeJ
as a pioneer in motion picture projec-

tors and cameras with the same respect

and status which the late Thomas A.
Edison enjoyed.
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PRESS OPINIONS
"Veer Kunal" must rank high among film productions

for the beauty and splendour of its sets and costumes, its

high histrionic standards, its vivid photography which

introduces some novel angles and above all its dramatic

value. The picture sets seal on Kishore Sahu's artistry.

Sahu rises to lofty histrionic heights.

—The Bombay Chronicle.

"Veer Kunal" the greatest picture of the year. A
Magnificent motion picture from the full-blooded genius

of Kishore Sahu. —The Sunday Standard.

"Veer Kunal" is an utterly great creation of Producer-

director Kishore Sahu. —Bharat Jyoti.

The extraordinary popularity of "Veer Kunal" is ex-i

plained by its powerful drama, the uniformly high level

of performances, and its production values, for which credit'

goes to Kishore Sahu, who produced and directed the'

picture with rare skill and artistry.

—The Free Press Journal.

Kishore Sahu's great historical "Veer Kunal" hasB

proved a big box-office draw at the Novelty. Its strong

emotional appeal and the superb direction of Sahu are the|i

secrets of its tremendous success. Characterization in 1

;

"Veer Kunal" is masterly work. —The Bombay Sentinal.



:ICENT MOTION PICTURE
OF INDIAN STUDIOS
OF KISHORE SAHU'S GENIUS"

Master-creation of Kishore Sahu's genius. "Veer

Kunal" has proved one of the best hits of the year.

—The Bombay Sentinel

"Veer Kunal" goes into its run on a tide of acclama-

tion. Powerfully dramatic, with no frills and trimming*

ito divert attention the story grips attention from start

Ito finish. Sets, costumes, photography, production values

generally and acting are of the finest and combine admi-

rably under Sahu's direction to make a fine picture.

—The Times of India.

"Veer Kunal" is a product of genius.

—The Sporting Times.

Kishore Sahu's "Veer Kunal" is, indeed, the most

pleasant surprise of the year. He gives in "Veer Kunal"

his contribution to the film industry in India of which he

and his legion of fans and admirers have cause to feel

proud ; for it is a picture whose thrill, melodrama, magni-

ficient characterization and performance, and, above all,

masterly direction stand unprecedented in the history of

Indian motion picture. —R-UP Bam.

"Veer Kunal" is the only heroic film truly based on

Indian culture and Indian history produced up to this time

in Indian film industry. Kishore Sahu is a genius.

—Rasbhari (Delhi).

"Veer Kunal" is a beautiful picture from the point of

view of art, literature and nationalism. We are proud of

this fact. Kishore Sahu deserves felicitations for present-

ing us with such a fine and artistic picture.

—Chitraprakash (Delhi).

"Veer Kunal" is undoubtedly the best historical picture

of the year 1945. —Chhaya (Bombay).

Sahu is genuinely original and versatile artist who

has the brilliance of genius in him. "Veer Kunal" will

go down in the history of Hindustani pictures as a classic.

—Avaz (Bombay).

"Veer Kunal" is a historical picture in the true sense

of the word. It is after a long time that we have seen a

really fine picture. Tested on the touchstone and found

sterling gold, we recommend this picture to all lovers of

the cinema. —Taraka (Bombay).

Every film critic must acclaim this classical historical

as an outstanding picture, —Nizam (Bombay).

Producer-director Kishore Sahu's "Veer Kunal" is a

messenger of progressive ideals for the filmgoers.

—Hashar (Bombay)

'HINDUSTAN CINE DISTRIBUTORS,
BOMBAY MUTUAL BLD.

,

HORNBY ROAD, BOMBAY.



RECKLESS ADVENTURE!
TEMPESTUOUS ROMANCE !!

BREATH-TAKIN6 THRILLS !!!

VICTORY PICTURES'
SECOND SENSATIONAL DRAMA

BLACK it WSai^PE
SIZZLES THE SCREEN WITH

THKILLS - CEXCITEMENT and 7VDVENTURE

Starring .—JOHN CAWAS * DILAWAR * KUMARI KUSUM * RANIBALA * NAZIRA
MASTER BACHA * ARVIN KUMAR * ALI & A New Find ANITA.

Directed By.

S. M. RAZA.

OUR NEXT-
Music

.

FIGHTING GIRL K. NARAYAN RAO.

Z~ParticuCax± ;

VICTORY PICTURES
Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge. BOMBAY 7.

TRUE TO HIS SALT -HE RUSHED TO SAVE HIS MASTER

A GLORIOUS TALE OF MAN'S FIDELITY.

EVEC WIN PICTURE**
THE ACE OF STUNT KINGS

DILAWAR
In

VAFADAR
THE STORY THAT WILL THRILL MILLIONS THROUGH ALL THE
AGES - TOLD WITH THE MOST SPECTACULAR STARS OP TO-DAY

(Witk:—SUREKHA . RANIBALA * SAYANI * MAQBUL * RAZI & AMIR (Kardar fame

)

—NEXT 1

2W«/%: FOR TERRITORIAL

ATTRACTION. S. M. RAZA

KHAN MASTANA

RIGHTS
EVER WIN PICTURES
JYOTI STUDIOS KENNEDY BRIDGE.

BOMBAY 7.



"Oh, how beautiful her eyes are!" How
often do we hear that when we see a

charmer waltzing across the dance

floors of our popular clubs!

PINCHES OF LIFE

Yes, mam, your eyes are a very im-

portant matter of concern for you.

They provide to the world an index of

your inner self. They tell friends how
sad you are and what is worrying you.

Like the taxi-meter they record all your

sleepless nights and in the lines below

them people can count a million differ-

ent worries from husband-feeding

down to baby-nursing.

It is really marvellous how human
eyes give the show away and a woman
is let down more often by her eyes than

by her vagrant husband. You can spot

in her eyes the fear of the grocer who
knocks at the door Sunday mornings

not knowing that hubby has lost the

month's dough at the races the pre-

vious Saturday. These little pinches

of life take the sparkle out of the eyes

gradually and long before the time the

woman reaches thirties, she looks ten

years older with worry drawing fami-

liar designs in lines round these once-

beautiful eyes, which caught the first

fish only a few years before.

Now don't go and commit suicide

over this. This is something you can

prevent for a long, long time to come.

The greatest cure for the tired eyes

is the human mind. Human body is

Being inquisitive by nature, women look through too many key-holes

These soulful eyes belong to a

famous Indian film star. They have

attracted millions all over the country

and hypnotized thousands with their

natural spell. But she didn't get them
in a day. In her cradle they had the

usual innocent glassy look. With
years of education and understanding

came the strange fascinating expression

which distinguishes one woman from

another.

Unlike the man a woman has to look

intelligent before she proceeds to prove

it. For, with a woman intelligence is

an important factor of her beauty. And
without intelligent and expressive eyes

no woman is going to be called beauti-

ful.

It is not so with men. Their faces

often wear masks of mugs and their

eyes look dull and woe-begone but

behind such eyes we often find the

busy workshop of a successful stock-

exchange gambler. The talent of man
is not measured with the yard-stick

of beauty of the eyes.

Woman, however, is placed differ-

ently. To her eyes must remain a vital

item of her beauty. Their function is

not merely to see for themselves but

be seen as well and found beautiful.

You can spot in her eyes the fear of

the grocer on Sunday mornings.

the creature of the human mind. If you
want the eyes to drop the cloud of

worry, banish worry from your mind.
It is easily said. Try it tonight and
you'll find worry chasing you from
room to room. We know it is a diffi-

cult job to chase worry out of one's

mind. But everything good is diffi-

cult and therefore worth trying. You
can do it by auto-suggestion, by optim-

ism, by removing the causes of worry

or by sharing it with your pal or part-

ner. Do what you can but split this

atom of worry till its minute particles

cease to hurt you any more.

Once the mind is overhauled and

plugged to a new current of happy
thoughts—a superhuman job for the

worried woman—it is time to think

of the physical needs of the eyes.

MANY A STRAIN
Women, being inquisitive creatures

by nature, look through too many
chinks and key-holes and naturally

strain their eyes. In truth, they use

their eyes too long and too often. On
shopping expeditions they will look

over any article a hundred times. If

the price is high they refuse to believe

what they see. The inevitable ques-

tion, "Can this thing be worth so

much?", puts more strain on the eyes

and often unnecessarily. Then the

house-hold bills are all evidence of

guilt and fraud to the average house-

wife. For minutes she will look at

them and wonder at the impunity of

people in overcharging. Mind you, all

this while, the eyes are seeing all the
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Can this thing be worth so much?

figures in magnified form. The eyes

bulge and get strained. Then there

is the quiet, loyal wife with the gay

husband who thinks that the time to

return home is when the world sleeps.

This woman waits, of course im-

patiently though the world mistakes it

for a patient vigil, and peers into the

dark night every five minutes to spot

the familiar figure of her lord and

master. Sometimes she stares at the

street lamp, expecting some human
shadow to cut the light. All this is just

so much strain to the woman's beauty

bulbs. The bulbs are burning extra

current of energy every second of these

life's troubles and compromises.

COURTESY TO THE EYE

Seeing life what it is and as we can-

not change the world merely to pre-

vent eye-strain, the next best thing we

can do is to soothe the strain to restore

the energy burnt up.

Eyes have been called the "windows

of the soul". It was a good slogan

fifty years back. The modern woman
does not so much believe in the culti-

vation of the soul.

Don't worry about the soul—it will

look after itself. Just nurse the sole of

your foot and see that it isn't caught in

a tight shoe. The pain in the sole al-

ways affects the eye and a comfortable

footwear is a good eye-treatment.

Another way to avoid eye strain is

to avoid glare—sun glare or light glare.

For the first buy good shade glasses—

not those cheap goggles which are no
better than bits of coloured window
panes—and wear them when the rays

of the sun smart the eyes. But don't

deprive the eyes of the life-giving sun-

rays early morn and late evening/Like

everything else, the eyes also require a

bit of sunshine if they are to prove

their metde in moonlight with the

moonstruck dumb-bell holding your

trembling hand.

The light glare can be prevented by

a little horse sense so rare in women.
They have generally mule-sense, if that

is any sense at all. Push the lamp be-

hind you and let the light shine over

your shoulder. This is the treatment

to the lamp, assuming that the female

is too lazy to push her chair a litde

away and in front of the lamp.

If the eyes burn, water or reveal line

designs below and around, it is time to

see some eye-specialist and ask him a

hundred questions about the eyes and
their care. Women who are good in

asking their husbands a million ques-

tions, become suddenly dumb when
they go to the doctor. It is rather a

strange phenomenon, perhaps as

strange as the woman herself.

Now if you don't feel happy about

the eye-specialist, you can still do a

bit for those poor eyes who let you

see a lot of life with the least demand
of attention, say, just as a courtesy to

them, eh?
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Well, take a good soothing eye lotion

or even rose water and wash these

windows of your soul twice a day,

morning and evening. If you do that

your soul, hidden somewhere will also

be cleaned automatically. Try it if you

don't believe.

Here is a reliable recipe for wash-

ing your eyes daily. This lotion has

both the qualities in it—curative and
soothing.

Sodii Salicylas 200 grains

Distilled Water 20 ounces

Use this twice a day—morning and
evening—three minutes for each eye

every time and eighty per cent of your

eye worries should be over. It is an

effective remedy for eye-strain.

WINK AND BE WELL
Very often eyes stick in the night

—

rather the lids and the lashes do—well

try to fill the eye, before retiring, with

a 10% Xeroform ointment.

Wrinkles need a long time to be

smoothed away. Take a nice cream

and massage the wrinkled part very

gently as if to open the wrinkles. Re-

member, however, that you should

never stretch the skin whilst massaging

and the strokes should be semi-circular

and directed outwards.

Puffiness below the eyes needs elec-

trical treatment. They do this in

(Continued on page 65)

College boys have eyes with X-rays that penetrate even the privacy of

Ladies' cloak-rooms.
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Reviewed In New York
By: P. S. HARRISON
{Editor: HARRISON'S REPORTS)

"PILLOW TO POST"

(Warner Bros., June 9; time, 92 min.)

In spite of the fact that it lacks a substantial plot,

this comedy-farce is, for the most part, fairly amusing,

mainly because of the performance by the competent cast.

Adapted from the stage play, "Pillar to Post," the story

deals with the complications a pretty travelling sales-

woman and a young army lieutenant get themselves into

when she persuades the young man, a total stranger, to

pose as her husband so that she could obtain sleeping

quarters in a crowded town. The farcical situations that

result are familiar but the events leading up to them arc

laugh-provoking and, since the action is breezy all the

way through, one's interest is held pretty well. Ida Lupino,

as the heroine, shows a good flair for comedy.

Learning that her father, owner of an oil well supply

company, was short of salesmen, Ida persuades him to let

her represent the firm on some important deals. She goes

to a booming California town, near a large army base,

only to find that living quarters were unavailable. Ruth

Donnelly, manager of an auto court, mistakes her for an

army bride and offers to rent her a bungalow. Desperate

for a place to sleep, Ida indicates that she was married and

sets out to pick up an officer so that she could register.

She meets Lieut. William Prince, who reluctantly agrees

to help her. Complications set in when the "newlyweds"

run in'o Colonel Sydney Greenstreet, Prince's command-
ing officer, who lived at the auto court with his wife

(Barbara Brown). Prince, confused, is compelled to

introduce Ida as his wife or face the consequences of a

court martial for conduct unbecoming an officer. Green
street, pleased with the "marriage", caters to the young
couple and unwittingly compe's 'hern to spend the night

together in the bungalow. Additional complications en-

sue when Johnny Mitchell, manager of an oil company,
from which Ida sought to obtain an order, insists that Ida

accompany him on a date before signing the order; the

other army wives at the auto court suspect her of being

unfaithful to Prince. The young couple determine to get

out of their predicament by stnging a quarrel and pretend-

ing to get a "divorce," but Greenstreet interferes and vir-

tually orders Prince to make up with his "wife". Mean-
whi'e both had fallen in love. More complications ensue

when Ida. invited to dinner at the Colonel's home, be-

comes intoxicated and reveals the truth. Greenstreet, as-

tounded, rhrea'ens to court martial Prince, but when he be-

comes convinced that nothing wrong had happened, he

gives the young couple his blessing as they drive off to

make their marriage legal.

Charles Hoffman wro'e the screen play, A'ex Gottlieb

produced it, and Vincent Sherman directed it. The cast

includes Stuart Erwin, Willie Best. Paul Harvey, Louis

Armstrong and his Orchestra and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"THE VALLEY OF DECISION"

(MGM, no release date set; time, 118 min.)

A very good drama, ideally suited to the talents of

Greer Garson; it should go over very well, for the story,

based on Marcia Davenport's best-selling novel, has all the

ingredients that endow it with mass appeal. Laid in the

Pittsburgh of 1880, the story covers a span of twelve years

and it revolves around the unfulfilled love between an

understanding Irish servant girl and the son of a wealthy

steel baron. It is a beautiful but heart-rending romance,

marred by a tragedy in which the young couple's fathers,

long bitter enemies, lose their lives in a strike riot. Miss

Garson and Gregory Peck, as the lovers, are outstanding,

winning the spectator's respect because of their display ot

fine traits. One sympathizes deeply with them because

of the incidents that mar their happiness. One situation

that will stir the emotions is where the steel baron, learn-

ing that Miss Garson had given up his son, because of

their difference in social positions, asks her to become his

daughter-in-law. Changing events result in Peck's marry-

ing another woman, but years later, in a powerfully dra-

matic sequence, he denounces his nagging wife, and re-

One of the best artistes Hollywood can be proud of, Bette

Davis brings to the screen greater art in "The Corn Is

Green", a Warner picture.
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unites with Miss Carson. This ending should please most

audiences. Lionel Barrymore, as Miss Garson's crippled,

embittered father, has an unsympathetic part, but he

plays it effectively.

Greer becomes a servant in the home of Donald
Crisp, despite the opposition of her father, who had been

crippled in ah accident in Crisp's steel mill. She endears

herself to Gladys Cooper, Crisp's wife, and to their four

children, Gregory Peck, Marshall Thompson, Dan Duryea,

and Marsha Hunt. Love comes to Greer and Peck, but

she decides not to marry him because of her lowly posi-

tion. But when Crisp learns of this, he brings the two
together. Greer's joy, however, is saddened by a strike

at the mill, encouraged by her father. When Crisp sends

for strikebreakers, Greer, fearing bloodshed, arranges for

a peace meeting between him and the strikers. But

through a misunderstanding, the strikebreakers arrive in

the midst of the meeting. Greer's father, enraged, incites

the strikers and, in the ensuing battle, both he and Crisp

are killed. Grief stricken, Greer withdraws from Peck's

life. Then years later Peck, married to Jessica Tandy, a

childhood sweetheart, leads an unhappy life because of

.her constant nagging. When Peck's mother is stricken

with a heart attack, she calls for Greer, much to the anno-

yance of Jessica, who feared that Peck's love for her might

flame anew. After their mother's death, Duryea, Thomp-
son, and Marsha vote to sell the steel mill, despite Peck's

plea that it remain in the family. Greer, to whom Peck's

mother had left her share of the mill, sides with Peck and
saves the mill by inducing Marsha to change her vote.

Incensed by Greer's action, Jessica insults her. Peck, an

gered, breaks with his wife, and indicating a divorce, re-

unites with Greer.

John Meehan and Sonya Levien wrote the screen play.

Edwin H. Knopf produced it, and Tav Garnett directed

it. The cast includes Pres'on Foster, Reginald Owen,
John Warburton, Dean Stockwell and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"KITTY"
(Paramount, January 25; time, 103 min.)

A fascinating period drama, one that will probably do
big business, particularly in metropolitan centres, but it

is certainly not entertainment for the family trade; for its

story about a guttersnipe's rise from the London slums

to a high position in court society, aided by the machina-

tions of a disreputable young nobleman, is one of the

most sordid ever presented on the screen. It is a curious

mixture of trickery, thievery, murder, self-sacrifice,

romance, and sex, in which none of the characters do
anything commendable, vet it holds one's attention well,

for it has been presented in a skillful manner and is aid-

ed considerably by good performances. It will probably

appeal chiefly to sophisticated audiences. The period de-

picted is London in 1870, and the sets are extremely

lavish:

—

Kitty (Paulette Goddard), an unkempt street waif, is

employed by Sir Thomas Gainsborough ''Cecil Kellaway)

to pose for a painting. Her portrait, titled "An Anony-

mous Lady." is purchased by the elderly Duke of Mal-

munster, who expresses a desire to meet its subiect. His

remark is overheard by Sir Hugh Marcy (Ray Milland),

an impoverished, unscrupulous nobleman, who had met

Kitty in Gainsborough's studio. He promises the Duke
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that he will arrange a meeting, but conceals the fact that

Kitty was a guttersnipe. Marcy takes Kitty into his home

and together with his gin-loving aunt (Constance Collier),

teaches her how to act like a "lady" in a scheme to marry

her of! to the Duke, and thus recoup his fortune. In the

course of her tutelage, Kitty falls in love with Marcy des-

pite his shabby treatment. When Marcy is suddenly thrown

into debtors' prison, Kitty inveigles a wealthy ironmonger

into marrying her, and she steals his money to pay for

Marcy 's release. The ironmonger attempts to beat Kitty

for stealing, but a housemaid she had befriended kills him

and then commits suicide herself. Shortly after the fune-

ral, Marcy manoeuvres the now wealthy Kitty into a

marriage with the elderly Duke. She bears a child that

had been fathered by the ironmonger, but allows the Duke

to believe that the child was his own. The excitement of

the birth causes the Duke to die from a heart attack,

making Kitty one of England's richest noblewomen.

Having been deeply in love with Marcy all along, Kitty

finally becomes angered at his indifference to her and, to

spite him. she becomes engaged to Brett Harwood (Patric

Knowles) his best friend. Marcy, his love for her awak-

ened, tries to break up the engagement by revealing

Kitty's past, but Harwood is unimpressed. Kitty, how-

ever, assured that Marcy 's love for her was genuine, jilts

Harwood and proclaims her love for Marcy.

Darrel Ware and Karl Tunberg wrote the screen play

from a novel by Rosamond Marshall, Mr. Tunberg pro-

duced it, and Mitchell Leisen directed it. The cast in-

cludes Eric Blore and others.

Strictly adult fare.

Veera makes the screen a career in "Shikari" a social theme

of Filmistan Ltd.

Khurshid Jnr. as the belle of Araby in "Song of Desert"

a Jagriti picture.

"THE SPIDER"

(20th Century-Fox, no release date set; time, 61 min.)

This murder mystery melodrama is only mild pro-

gram fare, for the plot is ordinary, lacks suspense, and the

action drags. Even though the murderer's identity is not

divulged until the end, it fails to hold the spectator's at-

tention, for the events leading up to his unveiling do not

intrigue one. Moreover, the motive for the crimes are not

clear to the spectator, for it is communicated to him
through excessive, uninteresting dialogue. Stock tricks

have been used to create a mysterious atmosphere, and to

throw suspicion on the different characters, but they are

not very effective. The comedy, little as there is of it, is

hardly worth mentioning.

Seeking to unravel the mysterious disappearance of

her sister, Faye Marlowe retains Richard Conte, a private

detective, and asks him to pick up an envelope from Ann
Savage, his assistant. Conte, mystified, arranges for Ann
to meet him at his apartment. There, before he can

obtain the envelope, she is murdered by a mysterious

intruder. Lest the police suspect him of the crime, Conte

removes Ann's body and takes it to her apartment. The
police find it under circumstances that lead them to sus-

pect Conte. but they are unab'e to hold him because of

lack of evidence. Conte, determined to solve Ann's mur-

der, starts an investigation of his own. He trails Faye to

a local theatre where he finds her working in a mind-

reading act with Kurt Kreuger. Faye explains that Ann
had communicated with her and had offered to give her

proof of her sister's murderer in exchange for a diamond
brooch. She explains also that Kreuger had been married
to her sister but that they had been divorced several year*
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Jamuna graces the screen again in "Pahechan" a social

story of New Talkies Ltd.

previously. Convinced that Faye had nothing to do with

Ann's murder, Conte visits Ann's apartment and, slipping

by a police guard, finds the envelope, which contained

newspaper clippings about an unsolved murder that had

taken place in a small New Orleans hotel. Following up

these clues, Conte discovers evidence leading him to be-

lieve that Kreuger was guilty of the crime. He enlists

Faye's aid and, together, they succeed in gaining conclu-

sive proof of Kreuger's guilt. Trapped, Kreuger attempts

to kill them, but both are saved by the timely arrival ot

the police.

Jo Eisinger and W. Scott Darling wrote the screen

play, Ben Silvey produced it, and Robert Webb directed

it. The cast includes Manton Morcland, Walter Sandc,

Marton Kosleck and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"THIS LOVE OF OURS"
(Universal, Nov. 2; time, 90 min.)

This is an effective drama, well acted and directed,

the sort that will have a particular appeal for women, be-

cause the theme is that ot mother love and sacrifice.

Although the story will not stand up under close scrutiny,

it has, nevertheless, been handled deftly, holding one's

interest throughout. Merle Oberon, as the mother, who

is mistakenly accused by her husband of unfaithfulness,

and who in' later years finds that her young daughter,

taken away from her as a baby, believes her to be dead,

arouses much sympathy for herself. It has several highly

dramatic situations, the most effective one taking place at

the finish, where Miss Oberon, happily reconciled with her

remorseful husband but miserable over her inability to

win the affection of her daughter, who, unaware of their

true relationship, treated her like a strange intruder, de-

cides to leave him for the sake of the girl's happiness; it is

then that the daughter becomes understanding and rushes

into Miss Oberon's arms with the cry, "Mother!" Thi»

scene will bring tears to the eyes ot most women:

—

Charles Korvin, a struggling young doctor in Paris,

falls in love with Merle Oberon, an actress, and marries

her. When their daughter reaches the age of two, they

arrange a birthday party for her. Korvin, while purchas-

ing a cake for the party, overhears two women gossip

about a supposed affair Merle was having with another

man. Korvin follows Merle and sees her enter the home
of a strange man, unaware that she was teaching him to

play the piano to earn money for the family bills. He
accuses Merle of being unfaithful to him and, taking their

daughter with him, leaves her. Years later, in the United

States Korvin, now a prominent doctor, attends a medical

convention in Chicago and, at a night-club, finds Merle

playing the piano as an accompanist to Claude Rains, a

rapid sketch artist. Emotionaly upset at having met him,

Merle shoots herself in an attempted suicide. Gorvin,

through a skilful operation saves her life and, when she

recovers, he asks her to return home with him, pleading

that their daughter was lonely. Although informed that

the little girl (Sue England), now twelve years old, was
under the impression that her mother had died, and that

she was too young to be told the truth, Merle agrees to

accompany Korvin home, despite her hatred for him.

Upon their arrival, Korvin introduces Merle to his house-

hold as his second wife. Sue, however, greets her with

resentment. Merle and Korvin become reconciled when
she learns that he had discovered her innocence years pre-

viously, and had searched in vain for her. Yearning for

Sue's love but unable to reveal herself, Merle, distraught

because of the child's hatred towards her, decides to leave.

But Rains, a guest at the house, by defdy sketching Sue's

Prem Adib plays "Krishna" in "Subhadra" a mythological

comedy produced and directed by K. Winayak.
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mc-n r n! picture of her mother, which he makes to resemble

Merle, helps the child to grow more understanding and is

instrumental in reuniting them.

Bruce Manning, John Klorer and Leonard Lee wrote

the screen play, Howard Bendict produced it, and Wil-

liam Dieterle directed it. The cast includes Carl Esmond.

Jess Barker, Harry Davenport, Helene Thimig, Frank

Morgan and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"THE CORN IS GREENH

(Warner Bros., no release date set; time, 114 min.)

An excellent dramatic entertainment, finely produced.

It is a good combination of a human interest story and

skilful characterizations, with intelligent and sensitive

direction. Its appeal, however, will be mainly to high

class audiences; as far as the masses are concerned, although

there is human interest in the story, it is too wordy, and

since there is little action, many patrons may become fid-

getv. Moreover, the atmosphere is heavy and there is little

comedv relief. Bette Davis does artistic work as the mid-

dle-aged London school teacher, who comes to a poor

Welsh mining town with a determination to bring the be-

nefits of education to illiterate boys. She is at all times a

sympathetic character, because of her self-sacrificing efforts

to help the underprivileged. It is a drama of courage and

faith, with many situations that will stir the emotions.

Although its chief appeal will be to the classes, Bette

Davis' popularity, and the fact that the story had been

adapted from a famous stage play, should help to draw
the rank and file:

—

Arriving in the mining town to take up residence in

a house she had recently inherited, Miss Davis is appalled

by the ignorance and poverty of the inhabitants, who sent

their twelve year-old children to work in the mines. Sho

launches an educational program to stamp out illiteracy,

but her efforts are sabotaged by the local squire (Nigel

Bruce), who feared that educated youngsters would be

to his economic disadvantage. Undaunted, Miss Davis

turns her home into a school and employs, at her own
expense, two assistant teachers. When she discovers among
her pupils John Dall, a gifted young miner, she deter-

mines to make something of him in the hope that he will

one day lead his people. In two years, Dall progresses so

rapidly that Miss Davis prepares him for an Oxford scho-

larship. But the boy, rebelling against her constant driv

fig, gets drunk one evening and has an affair with Joan

Lorring, disreputable daughter of Miss Davis' cockney

housekeeper. Months later, when Miss Davis learns of

Joan's pregnancy, she bribes the girl to keep the news
from Dall lest it interfere with his examinations. Dall

" ins the scholarship, but, when he learns that Joan had
borne his illegitimate son, he insists upon marrying her

and returning to the mines. Violently opposed to his giv-

ing up his brilliant future to live with Joan, who neither

loved Dall nor wanted the child. Miss Davis solves the

problem bv adopting the babv. Grateful, Dall goes on
to Oxford.

Casey Robinson and Frank Cavett wrote the screen

play, Jack Chertok produced it, and Iriving Rapper direct-

ed it. The cast includes Rhys Williams, Rosalind Ivan,

Mildred Dunnock and others.

Adult entertainment.

m^u&^-PEERLm PICTURES.
116. CHRRNI ROAD. BOMBflV <t.
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OUR REVIEW

Kishore Sahu Beats Shantaram!
11 Veer Kunal " Becomes Thought-Provoking Picture !

Good Direction Lends Shobhana Neu> Personality!

It must be admitted that Producer-

director Kishore Sahu is a man of

rare guts. Unlike others he runs

away from the usual rut of motion
picture production and adopts new
ideas and themes taking terrible trade

risks in doing so.

Looked at from this point of view.

"Veer Kunal" is distinctive in many
respects. In this country where
music forms the main backbone of

success for our pictures, Kishore has

given only four songs in "Veer

Kunal" and three of these are mood-
and-theme songs without the pri-

mary intention of entertaining.

Kishore has used music as an extra

medium to express the emotional

background of his theme. Inciden-

tally, this is the first time since

Indian talkies came to be made that

a producer has given so little of

music and so much of it in harmony
with the spirit of the situations.

Another feature of the picture

which stares one in the eye is the

casting of Shobhana Samarth in the

principal role of the vamp. No pro-

ducer in the country could have

dared this seeing that Shobhana has

always been typed in the goody

goody-roles of the traditional Hindu
women, like Seeta, Damayanti and

Taramati. When Kishore selectefl

Shobhana to play Tishyarakshita, the

heartless vamp of "Veer Kunal".

many a knowing producer looked

upon Sahu as a mad man heading

for artistic suicide. "Veer Kunal"

however, tells an altogether different

story about this long-debated casting.

Shobhana has given the best perfor-

mance of her long screen career and

has made the difficult role a great

success. Shobhana's success in this

picture proves that this artiste has

had a lot of latent talent all along and

all that she needed was a discerning

director to bring out her histrionic

art. Kishore has not only proved

that a good artiste can play any role

given good direction but has also

shown that Shobhana is not such .1

mug as critics were inclined to be-

lieve for years.

Still another distinctive feature of

"Veer Kunal" is die democratic Ra
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VEER KUNAL
Producer: Kishore Sahu
Language: Hindi
Story & screenplay: Kishore

Sahu
Lyrics: Nilkanth Tiwari, Ma-

dhur and Kuntal.
Music: Khan Mastana
Costumes & Art: Kishore Sahu
Cinematography: Chandu
Audiography: Narasimh Ben-

dodkar
Cast: Kishore Sahu, Durga

Khote, Shobhana
Samarth, Nila Nagini,

Mubarak, Mava Ban-

nerjee etc.

Released At: Novelty, Bombay.
Date of Release: 1st December

J 945

Directed by:

KISHORE SAHU

vour given to an ordinary drama of

human passions. Originally, the story

was just a passion play of a young
lascivious step-mother aiming to drag
her virtuous step-son into her own
bed of lust, being primarily fascinated

by Kunal's magnetic eyes. In adapt-
ing this legend for the screen Kishore
lent it a higher purpose by weaving
round it some political atmosphere
and providing some strong argu-

ments in favour of democracy.

BEATS SHANTARAM
Then again the use of the eyes of

Kunal from the beginning to the

end is undoubtedly a cleverly woven
effort throughout the story. Know
ing that Kunal had magnetic eyes

which were blinded by a heartless

vamp, Kishore first introduces Kunal
in the story through the eyes, keeping
the rest of his figure out and in the

dark. This procedure brings home
the tragedy with its requisite inten-

sity when the time of putting those

eyes out is reached in the closing

stages oi the story. Fortunately,

Kishore, whatever his other short-

comings, has remarkably fascinating

eyes and he has made very good use of

them in the title role of "Veer
Kunal."

Recruit Shashikant of Gummidipundi,
has had film experience already but

he wants to stage a come-back in

Hindustani pictures.

Usually Indian film directors do

not realise the thematic symbols of

their stories and often these symbols

are lost in the picturization because

of lack of special emphasis. Of all

people, Shantaram has made this mis-

take in "P. P. A. Dera." This pic-

ture was a story of eyes mainly and

vet Shantaram lacked the imagination

to emphasize this principal symbol

of his theme. In this respect Kishore

beats Shantaram hollow, for, Kishore

has used his main symbol cleverly

and with correct emphasis and imagi-

nation throughout the picture.

Coming to the story proper, its

main flaw lies in the too serious ap-

proach of the writer in his treatment

of the theme. The entire sub-

ject is developed in a classical

strain, providing very little relief

or relaxation. The picture, therefore,

becomes rather a heavy entertainment

and more so with Kishore's realism in

direction often bordering on morbi-

dity. The scene in which Kunal's

eyes are put out is so realistically

portrayed on the screen, that nervous

women almost scream at the sight.

It is great art in places, but is it plea-

sant entertainment ?

The director has used a lot of foot-

age in the introductory stage of the

storv providing several moments of

drag before the interval. But after

the interval the story gathers some
overwhelming drama which travels at

a terrific speed till Kunal delivers his

beautiful oration in Ashok's court.

At places breathless suspense is main-
tained and one is almost swept off his

feet in sympathy with Kunal who
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stoically goes through a number of

inhuman tortures.

A LEGEND OF HISTORY

The legend of Kunal dies hard.

There is nothing in history to prove

that Ashok did have a son named
Kunal'. Leading historians describe

this story as a persistent belief while

mentioning Tishyarakshita as the

young wife of the old emperor Ashok.

We are inclined to believe the subject

to be an allegoric theme of human
passions appearing in the myths of

all lands and races at different times.

The screen story in a nutshell is that

Kunal was the favourite son of Ashok
beloved by all, the father and the

people. When the story opens Kunal
is a motherless son loved by his step-

mother, Kuruvaki.

All is happiness and peace in the

empire until Tishyarakshita comes as

the young bride of the Emperor.

This is the bad woman of the story

who gets attracted by the fascinating

eyes and the youthful charm of

Kunal. Very soon her desires begin

to take morbid shapes and she chases

Kunal from place to place to console

her lust. But Kunal, whose character

was the sheet-anchor of the Mauryan

dynasty, rebukes his step-mother in

no uncertain language. Frustrated in

her desires and stung to the quick by

the rebuke, Tishyarakshita soon be-

comes a dangerous woman with vin-

dictive plans. She starts persecuting

Kunal from day to day till the climax

of putting out his eyes is reached. Too
late does the Emperor come to know
of the tragedy and the truth behind

it but when he does know the vicious

butterfly is soon consigned to the

burning flames.

KISHORE AND SHOBHANA
TRIUMPH

The production values of the pic-

ture are not uniform. In keeping

with his pioneering spirit of enter-

prise, Kishore Sahu has taken a new
man for camera work. This man
has given good results in steady shots

but has stumbled a bit in pan and

trolley shots. Besides, Kishore's psy-

chological requirements in the use of

the camera seem to have put too much
strain on the maiden enterprise of

the cameraman. The sound record-

ing is not quite happy in places. The
sets look good without intruding

either on the theme or on the

audience.

The best part of the picture is the

direction which is very imaginative

and slick in the latter half of the

picture. In the earlier half the story

moves a bit laboriously owing to a

slow script.

From the players, Kishore, Sho-

bhana and Durga Khote give a good

account of themselves.

Kishore fits well the title role ol

Kunal and does a lot of clever eye-

work. In the final emotional sequen

ces, Kishore speaks and acts with rare

feeling and takes all the sympathy

of the audience. Supporting Kishore

is Shobhana Samarth who gives al

most a classic portrayal as "Tishyarak-

shita". Never before has this woman

acted so well. She succeeds in creat-

ing hatred for the character she plays

and by her realistic villainy secures

for the hero a large measure of sym-

pathy. Shobhana has given her best

performance which she seems to have

kept as a family secret all these years

during which she has been making

faces at us through the masks cf Seeta

and Taramati.

Durga Khote does justice to her

role of the good-hearted and loving

(Continued on page 68)
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VEESA—
This popular artiste of the Punjab will be seen once again in " Heer Ranjah", a love theme of the Punjab,

produced in Punjabi and Urdu by K. Asif.



RAMNIK PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Producer-director Mazhar Khan is

having a very busy time supervising

"Naiyya", a social story featuring him-

self with Munnawar Sultana, Anwar
and Balakram. The picture is being

directed by Aslam Noori.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Defying all the shortages, whether

in raw films or in studio floorspacc,

Producer Mazhar Khan has already

started a new picture called "Sona"

(Gold). This picture will be directed

by Mazhar Khan himself and its

theme revolves round the story of the

present-day people of the world and

their greed for money.

AMAR PICTURES (BDmbay)

Producer-director Baburao Patel is

now taking the final sequences of his

social story "Gvalan" starring Sushila

Rani and supported by Trilok Kapoor,

Bipin Gupta and others. This picture

is reported to be having lilting tunes

mainly composed for popular appeal.

MURLI MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Director Ram Daryani is reported to

have completed all his indoor shooting

of his new mythological story "Shravan

Kumar". In the first week of the next

month he is expected to leave on an

all India tour for taking out-door shots

of the different shrines of the Hindus
which were visited by the hero of the

story. This picture features Chandra-
mohan, Mumtaz Shanti, Pahari Sanyal

and others.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Director Kidar Sharma's "Mumta/
Mahal" went off the Royal Opera
House more quickly than expected. It

is said that the picture failed to attract

in Bombay. Another picture of Kidar

Sharma called "Dhanna Bhagat" ha*

taken its place and is also reported to

be having a rough passage.

At the studio, they have a number of

pictures in making. Principal among

them are: "Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" directed

by Vajahat Mirza and starring Khur-

shid and Trilok Kapoor; "Chand Cha-

kori" featuring Mumtaz Shanti and
Surendra and directed by Kidar

Sharma. "Dharti" featuring Mum-
taz Shanti and Trilok Kapoor
and directed by Manibhai Vyas;

"Rajputani" directed by Aspi, star-

ring Veena and Jairaj; "Phool-

wari" starring khurshid and Motilal

and directed by Chaturbhuj Doshi;

and "Seeta Haran", a costume subject,

with the old mythological story.

The picture for which a lot is said

and which is now ready for release is

"Moorti", a social story, featuring

Khurshid and Motilal and directed by

Chaturbhuj Doshi.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Balwant B. Dave, once a

cameraman, has jointly floated this

concern with S. H. Tarani and has

taken up "Namak" as the subject tor

first production. This is evidently a

story with a social theme showing the

loyalty of workers for the salted bread

they earn. The picture features Bhim,
Dilawar and Dulari, and Balwant him-

self will be directing the same.

NATIONAL STUDIOS LTD (Bom
bay)

National Studios Limited, having

rested on their oars for a long time,

have now begun a new production call

ed "Inqualab". It is a colourful story

of mediaeval times giving an argument

on behalf of democracy. The picture

is already being shot in the indoors.

JAYABHARAT PICTURES LTD.
(Bombay)

This is one more production com-

pany which is going to be a feature ot

the post-war reconstruction period in

the Indian film industry. They have

started a social picture called "Rasili"

which, they tell us, is a musical coined)

It seems to be a wedding with a gun with Sushila Rani as the bride and

Trilok Kapur as the groom in "Gvalan", an Amar picture produced and

directed by Baburao Patel.
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Bhudo Advani is in trouble in "Pehli Nazar" a costume story o£

Mazhar Khan.

of a rare type. The picture is being

directed by Kishore Sharma and the

music is being given by Hanuman
Prasad, whose work in "Draupadi"

was so much extolled. The story fea-

tures Radha Rani and Kanhaiyalal and

is being supervised by Karan Chand.

STANDARD PICTURES CORPO-
RATION (Bombay)

Final and finishing touches are be-

ing given to "Bairamkhan", a histori-

cal subject from the Moghul times.

This picture which is directed by

Gajanan Jagirdar has already gone

through a terrific struggle through its

different production stages and one

almost sympathises with Producer

Havewalla for the obstacles he had

to surmount in his very first essay as

a producer. The cast of the picturt

includes Gajanan Jagirdar, Mehtab,

David and many others, and it has

a splendid background of historical

settings built in the Minerva Studios

of Bombay.

NEPTUNE FILMS (Bombay)

The latest from this production

company is the news that "Silver

Queen", a stunt thriller, has been

completed by Raja Yagnik. The pic-

ture features Navinchandra, Madhuri
and many others. Another picture

under production is called "Tilasmi

Heera" which is directed by A. M.
Khan.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

While these people are continuing

with their shooting of "Haqdar", a

social story of Muslim life, under the

direction of Rafiq Razvi, they are

consolidating plans for future pro-

duction by purchasing photographic

and recording equipment.

"Haqdar" features Harish and

Najma with Anita Sharma and H.
Prakash in the supporting cast.

PRAFULLA PICTURES (Bombay)

Inspite of having two pictures on
hand under his direction, Producer-
director K. Winayak is now shooting
the final sequences of "Subhadra"
a mythological subject treated in a

humorous manner. The picture fea-

tures Shanta Apte and has Yakub
and Ishwarlal in the supporting cast.

VASWANIi ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Encouraged by the success of

romantic stories, these producers have
hegun the preliminary preparations of
"Sassi Punnu" under the direction of

J. P. Advani . They have selected

Geeta Nizami as the lead in the

picture.

ADVANCE FILM EXCHANGE
(Bombay)

This influential firm of distributors

who have secured the exploitation

rights of "Ghar", are pretty happy

about their acquisition, because this

picture, which is produced by Sunrise

Pictures of Bombay, has been giving

a good account of itself at the Majes-

tic.

NEW TALKIES LIMITED (Cal-

cutta)

News comes to us from Calcutta

Bipin Gupta makes screen history by his wonderful performance in "Gvalan''

a picture directed by Baburao Patel. Here he is. with the inimitable David
and Madhuri, hot over a hot tea.
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that Director P. C. Barua has been

able to complete the shooting of

"Pahechan", and by the time this ap-

pears in print the picture will have

been censored. In the cast we find

Barua, Jamuna and Maya Bannerjee

with Ahindra Chaudhary in a prin-

cipal role.

CHANDRA ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

After providing a lot ot variety in

village shots and other atmosphere,

Director Nanubhai Bhatt has been

able to complete his social story call-

ed "40 Crores". The picture fea-

tures Nirmala, Arun, Yakub and

many others who are expected to gi\e

a good account of themselves.

HILAL FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

This is a new producing company

which promises to be a feature of the

vigorous film activities in the post-war

Manorama piays a pathetic role in

"Rehana" a picture of Girdhar Bahar

Productions.

reconstruction period. Their maiden
picture will be called "Hai Jani" and
will have Chandrika and many others

in the cast. The picture is being

directed by A. R. Zamindar.

LUCKY FILMS (Bombay)

Producer K. L. Kahan reports that

he is now doing the final shooting of

his two thrillers "Nishana" and

"khooni." Both the pictures feature

Rajrani and Navinchandra and are

expected to provide a lot of thrills as

these are stories with speed and action.

The next picture planned by them is

called "Phansi."

FAMOUS FILMS (Bombay)

Great preparations are afoot at the

studios of the Bombay Talkies secur-

ed by Producer Shiraz Ali Hakim
for the production of "Mughal-E-

Azam", a story of the times of Akbar.

This picture which is being directed

by Asif has Veena. Chandramohan

and Nargis playing the main roles.

INDIA FILM CIRCUIT (Bombay)

One of the several pictures controll-

ed by this firm of distributors is

"Hamjoli" which is being produced

for National Theatres by Messrs.

Ismail Memon and Luqman. It is a

social story featuring Nur Jehan and

it will be soon ready under the per-

sonal supervision of Producer

K. Abdulla.

JAGRITI PICTURES (Bombay)

It is a strange coincidence that

when "Desert Song", a picture pro-

duced by Warner Brothers has been

released in Bombay, another one pro-

duced by an Indian company and

called "Song Of The Desert" should

be released at the Kamal Talkies in

Bombay.

We are told that this picture pre-

sents some classically spectacular

shots of desert life in the country.

KAHAN ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Director K. L. Kahan has evidently

started this company as his very own

for production purposes. The maid-

en production of this company will

be a social storv called "Mahiya"

which is being produced in Punjabi

Ram Daryani's intellectual height is

greater than his physical one. In the

past he has directed some good pic-

tures, but recently he has been found

with a slight swelling in the head.

That is the malady that stops further

improvement. Ram has the stuff of

a good director and we hope he uses

some of it in "Shravan Kumar"

(Continued from page 54)

America. Don't try it in India. Fol-

low the following natural method:

Take a tumbler of cold, clean water

and blink your eyes several times for

three minutes, night and morning.

This tones up the tiny muscles under

the eyes and with perseverance you

will miss to find the puffing in the

mirror one morning. With women all

beauty defects are found with the

mirror.

Like everything else, the eyes also

need regular exercise to keep them fit.

Try this one, twice daily—morning and

evening: Open the eyes wide and role

the blacks from side to side and up and

down and around the white globes a

dozen times. Stop and close the eyes

completely for a minute. Do this six

times and see how vou feel.

Winking is also a good eye-exercise,

but it is a risky affair in the open with

our college boys about. Some of these

lip-sticked fellows—this is the new col-

lege vogue—have eyes with X-rays that

penetrate even the privacy of ladies'

cloak-rooms and it is always safe for

women to wink in their own rooms

with the blinds down.

That is enough about milady's eyes.

If she wants more of these hints she

had better wink to me next time out.
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Alice Faye is reported to be reading

the script of "Fallen Angel". It seems

to be written on the bald plate of

Director Otto Preminger of 20th

Century Fox.

and is expected to be ready in the

month of March. In the cast we find

Kundanlal, Rajrani and Nawaz.

VICTORY PICTURES (Bombay)

Though this company is not so well-

known in the country, it must be

mentioned that they have produced

pretty good pictures in the thriller

variety. Their next will be called

"Black And White" under the direc-

tion of S. M. Raza and featuring

John Cawas, Dilawar, Surekha and

others. Another picture they have in

view is called "Fighting Girl."

EVERWIN PICTURES (Bombay)

It seems people are busy not only

producing new pictures but also start-

ing new production companies. This

new company has a maiden picture

in hand called "Vafadar" under the

direction of S. M. Raza. Still another

one which they hope to produce pretty

quickly is called "Bevafa."

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Taking the story of Munshi Khan

jar, Director Nari Ghadiali is pro-

ducing a thriller called "Pick Pocket".

The picture is chaperoned by Brij-

mala, a woman producer, and features

Navin Yagnik and Rajrani.

FILMISTAN LIMITED (Bombay)

By the time this is in hand, the

producers of "Chal Chal Re Nav
Jawan" will have released in Bombay,
at the Roxy, their new picture

"Shikari." This picture stars Ashok
Kumar supported by Veera and Paro,
two new-comers to the screen. The
former is a Parsi lady from Indore
and was recently married to Mr.
Mohsin Abdulla.

Two other pictures in making are

called "Safar" featuring Shobha and

Kanu Roy and 'Mazdoor' featuring

Indumati, Veera and Nasirkhan.

Still another picture that is likely

to go into production almost imme-
diately is tentatively called Production

No. 5 at present. The distinctive

feature of this picture will be that it

will be produced by Ashok Kumar,
for the first time as a producer.

R.R.B. STUDIO SPOTLIGHTS

R.R.B. Studio Spotlights, made in

England, and famous all over the

world, are now available to the

Indian Film Industry. These R.R.B

with the exception of 1,000 Watts,

consist of a one piece cast alumi-

nium body with sheet linings, fitted

with Bi post lampholder, Rhodium

Plated metal reflector, heat resist-

ing prismatic condenser and double

pole switch. Each lamp is provided

with 40 feet of cable. Focussing in

every case is effected by control

handle at the rear of the unit.

Available at the following approxi-

mate prices:

500 Watt light

with stand

complete
Rs. 225 each

1000 Watt light

with stand

complete
Rs. 400 ..

2000 Watt light

with stand

complete
Rs. 47S ,.

5000 Watt light

with stand

complete
Rs. 725 ..

1000-1500 Watt Rifle-

flood with stand Rs 400 ..

2000 Watt adjustaspot Rs. 880 ,.

Also available H.I. Arc

lights in 60, 120 and 150

amps and Top, Side Lights,

etc. Prices on application.

Write for full details to:-

CANAMRK , flOfMIT tt. MHMT
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"Tadbir", in dayant-Daue Jumble!
Mubarak Gives An Excellent Performance !

Last Days Of Saigal

Long before anything else can hap-

pen to you in this picture, the tragedy

of Saigal comes home. Years ago when
the New Theatres discovered Saigal,

the Indian screen secured overnight its

most emotional singer with the pro-

verbial golden voice. Saigal soon be-

came the ambition of every musician

in the country- Every young man and

woman in the country crooned Saigal's

famous songs and within a year over a

million throats sung Saigal's popular

hits in every nook and corner of India.

Saigal has never been a big musician.

He had only the divine gift of a glori-

ous voice the like of which has not yet

been heard on the Indian screen. We
doubt whether the ever genial Saigal

ever had any enemies, but if he had

some, even they could not have wished

any ill to his unique voice. Saigal's

voice was considered to be a nation's

pride. And justly so. For years he

thrilled millions and brought new
music into a country that was just

becoming unmusical. Saigal must
have inspired thousands to learn

music and no single person has con-

tributed more to the popularity of

Indian music than Saigal has done

during the last 10 years.

But the man whom Divinity had
blessed with such a rare gift proved a

Producers:

TADBIR

Jayant Desai

Productions.

Language: • Hindustani

Story: Mohanlal Dave
Songs: Swami Ramanand
Dialogues: Munshi Sagar Hussein

Photographv: Dronacharya
Sound: M. C. Bhalchandra

Music: Lai Mohamed
Cast: Saigal. Suraiya, Salvi,

Mubarak, etc.

Released at: Krishna. Bombay.
Date of Release: 16th November

I94S

Director:

JAYANT DESAI

bad artist with his own life. He does

not seem to have realized yet that life's

greatest art is life itself. Today he

croaks like a sick frog when once his

incomparable melody would fill the

theatre with thrilling subdeties of hu-

man emotions. Though Saigal still

stumbles through a weary existence, he

is really dead. No longer do we see in

him that little spark of Divinity which

had given this man a glorious oppor

tunity to entertain a willing nation of

millions. Saigal is dead. But his song

In "Tadbir", a social story produced by Jayant Desai, Mubarak seems to have

£<mic blind. And that is n pity seeing that he has done good work after a

long time.

That's a woman and a dancer. She

is called Rufi and we shall see those

'curves' in action in "Rehana" a pic-

ture of Girdhar Bahar Productions.

will live for many more years till we
get another Saigal.

Coming to the picture, we find that

this fellow. Jayant Desai, seems to be

a very unreliable guy. In "Chandra-
gupta" he had shown definite signs of

improvement not only in the technique

of production but also in harnessing

the motion picture" for some purpose.

In "Tadbir", he seems to have gone
back to his old game of cheap, incon

sequential stuff to woo the masses.

STORY AGAINST FATALISM
"Tadbir" is a story in which

there is enough material for

50 more stories. In almost
every reel there are at least four
such situations on which a full-length

screen-play can be easily written. Logic
and reason usually never strike Jayant
Desai and such a possibility is very re-

mote when Mohanlal Dave conspires

with Jayant to give us a picture.

It is no wonder therefore that "Tad-
bir" is a huge jumble of ideas revolv-

ing round a fast moving tempo.
The Jayant-Dave team does not
need pictorial sequences to intro-

duce characters or sequences in a pic
lure. In this picture they have given
a sister to the heroine, made her widow
and dropped a child in her arms, all in
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a single dialogue. This widowed sis-

ter springs up so suddenly in the pic-

ture that at every dialogue thereafter

people expect some more relatives to

turn up.

Dr. Kanhaiyalal, as a child, loses his

father and is adopted by a dancing

girl, with his own mother acting as his

ayah. We are shown that at the time

of his birth, an astrologer had pro-

phesied that Kanhaiyalal's was an

ominous entry into the world and that

he would bring bad luck to his parents,

death to his elder brother Jwala Prasad,

would use a knife often and end his

life on the gallows.

Jayant and Dave, obsessed with their

theme, didn't bother to worry about

an accepted superstition amongst the

astrologers not to forecast anything

about any new birth till the proverbial

twelve days have passed and the child

has been christened. They have used

astrology merely to prove their theme.

Now with this prophesy on hand,

the writer proceeds to prove that man
can change his destiny with character

and perseverance. So the murderer's

knife soon becomes a surgeon's knife

for which the hero continuously

struggles.

From the father's home, Kanhaiya

lal passes to the dancer's quarters. But

there again pursued by the villainy of

Jwala Prasad, Kanhaiyalal loses shelter

because the dancer is soon killed and

Kanhaiyalal's mother is sent to jail for

20 years to permit the story to proceed

without unnecessary interference. Kan-

haiyalal now takes shelter with Bhara-
tram, a blind old servant of his father,

without any one knowing whose child

Kanhaiyalal was. There he grows
from a child into a man and becomes
a doctor and also meets the heroine,

Nirmala, the younger daughter of

Bharatram.

Goaded by the astrological forecast

that Kanhaiyalal would be the cause of

his death, Jwala Prasad still persecutes

Kanhaiyalal, now a doctor.

Between the romantic interludes of

Kanhaiyalal and Nirmala and the vil-

lainous enterprises of Jwala Prasad, the

hero goes through a number of sketchv

and unconvincing adventures, till it all

ends well -as usual with Mohanlal Dave
having convinced himself and perhaps

Jayant Desai that the theme was proved

to the hilt.

MUBARAK'S PERFORMANCE
The production values of the pic'urc

are rather hurried and crude. The
music is not happy. Sound and photo-

graphy are indifferent throughout.

Almost every item of production seems

to be a clumsy job done in an unholy

hurry. The direction is far from be-

ing suitable or satisfactory.

From the players Mubarak has given

an excellent preformance in the very

sympathetic role of Bharatram, the

blind servant. One wishes, however,

that his make-up had shown some age

with the years skipped through in the

story. It seems Bharatram had a rare

gift of good health and looked the

same even after a lapse of 20 years.

In any case Mubarak's good perfor-

mance is very welcome after a long

time.

Saigal is asked to play the role of a

24-year-old medico. He looks exactly

double the age in the role of Dr.

Kanhaiyalal. The poor fellow tries to

act but most of the time he seems to

drag his half-dead bedy. What he sings

is no longer music.

Suraiya is not at all bad as "Nir-

mala", the heroine of the story, while

Salvi does justice to his role of the

villain in the traditional manner. From
the rest Jilloobai does very well as

"Parvati", the mother of Kanhaiyalal.

though at times she over-acts terribly.

Well, "Tadbir" is tolerable in parts

if you don't look the gift-horse too

closely in the mouth. After the inter-

val the story succeeds in gaining some

grip which helps to keep the specta

tors in the chair much against their

will.

VEER KUNAL
( Continued from page 61

)

Kuruvaki. She hasn't much to do

but what little she has to do she does

very well.

Mubarak as Ashok displays an

emperor's gluttonous abdomen. At

best he looks stupid and unconvincing.

His appearance sent a ripple of

laughter through the audience every

time.

The most disgusting contribution

to the cast was, however, made by

Nila Nagini in the role of Kanchan

Mala, the wife of Kunal. This wo-

man looks hideous and repulsive on

the screen and seems to nurse a luna-

tic expression in her eyes. She acts

stupidly and speaks more stupidly.

She is supposed to play the royal

princess—the consort of the most

popular idol of the Mauryan times.

Her appearance as such is expected

to be if not fascinating at least plea

sant and charming. Nila, on the

contrary, shocks the eye unbearably

by her ungainly appearance on the

screen. The genius of Kishore Sahu

seems to have gone begging while

selecting this cast and he can never be

excused for this outrage on our idea-

listic notions about the ancient

women of our country.

In fine, "Veer Kunal" is a picture

more for the intellectuals than for the

masses—though the crowds have a

lot to see and feel in the concluding

emotional sequences.
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"Ek Din-ka-Sultan" Becomes Good

Entertainer

!

Popular Picture Draws Crowds

Using the tiny historical incident re-

flecting on the generous anrl loyal

character of Emperor Humayun, Pro-

ducer Sohrab Modi has given to the

rilmgoers some fine entertainment in

"Ek Din-Ka-Sultan'.

This picture has the usual historical

grandeur for which Sohrab has quite

a name and though there are a few-

flaws here and there, one must wel-

come "Ek Din-Ka-Sultan" as a worthy

contribution to the quality output of

our film industry.

THE USUAL ROMANCE
Primarily it is the story of a

soldier of fortune. Nizam, a brave,

hail-fellow-well-met type of a soldier,

rescues Kauser, the daughter of Sher-e-

Koh, a Mughal Sardar, from a fire.

They fall in love with each other and

soon start doing heavy breathing.

Nizam has Azim, a water-carrier, as a

friend and he lets his love-sighs on

him, while Kauser intrudes on her

favourite maid Sambul.

When Sher-e-Koh comes to know of

this romance, he frowns at it and soon

EK DIN-KA-SULTAN

Producers: Minerva Movietone

Language: Urdu
Story & Dialogues: Agha Jani

Kashmiri

Songs: Walli Saheb

Music: Rafiq Ghuznavi

& others I

Photography: Y. D. Sarpotdar

and another

Recording: M. Eduljee

Cast: Mehtab, Wasti, Sadiq

Ali, Ghulam Mohamed,

A. Shah, Shanta Rin, etc.

Released At: New West End,

Bombay.

Date of Releare:

2nd Nov. 194s

Directed by:

SOHRAB MODI

working himself into a rage on a Aim

sy reason, sentences Nizam to be be

headed.

Motilal looks a better Burmese than

Indian in "Moorti", a Ranjit picture.

But heroes never die so easily and

at the last minute, Emperor Huma-
yun's coincidental journey through

the streets saves the Nizam's life.

There is now a war in which Huma-
yun's life is saved by Nizam who is

promised a boon in exchange by the

Emperor. This incident has been

slightly changed to suit screen purposes

Ferishta (Briggs II pp. 88) mentions a

professional water-carrier who threw

his 'masak' to enable the Emperor to

swim across and was in turn allowed

to sit on the Mughal throne for half a

day. Sohrab gives the opportunity to

the hero who, though a professional

soldier, is at the time in the army as

a water-carrier. Not much harm done,

as the incident is not misused.

The romance between Kauser and
Nizam now takes a tragic turn with

the girl's father thinking of getting her

married to some one else. Matters be-

come desperate and Nizam goes to the

Emperor to ask for the fulfilment of

the boon. Humayun puts him on the

throne for a day and matters soon reach

a solution in which the hero gets his

girl.

WELL-DIRECTED PICTURE

The picture has some beautiful pro-

duction values, especially in sets and

shot executions. In parts the story is

very well shot, though the photogra

Ashok Kumar and Paro arc together in an exciting spot in "Shikari" produced

by Filmtstan.
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Recruit S. H. Mufti of Hussan Man-

zil. Babu Mohalla, Sialkot Cantt.

wants a chance as a character-actor.

phy is inclined to be a bit bard

throughout. Sound recording is

reasonably consistent. The music of

the picture is not so attractive but the

song compositions of Walli are quite

good. The picture has fine dialogues,

thanks to Agha Jani Kashmiri, who

is fast becoming an intelligent writer.

The technical direction of the picture

is impressive. The story direction,

however, leaves some scope for im

provement. Some sequences seem to

have been dealt in a sketchy manner

by Sohrab. This may have been

due to the footage restrictions.

"Ek Din-Ka-Sultan" was a pic-

ture that should have been given extra

footage. And yet, on the whole,

Sohrab's work as a director is quite

satisfactory, seeing the acting material

he had in hand.

With the exception of A. Shah and

Ghulam Mohamed, the other artistes

do not seem to fit the characters pro-

perly. In the role of Kauser, Mehtab

looks anything but young and

marriageable. Nevertheless, she gives

a good performance despite her age-

handicap, which is too obvious in seve-

ral shots throughout the picture. One

finds it difficult to associate youthful

romance with the dowager-like per-

sonalis of Mehtab. Wasti in the role

of "Nizam" doesn't seem to have got

out of bis Kardarish mannerisms which

were so much in evidence in "Sharda".

This fellow has gone fat now and look*

more like a weight-lifter than a gla-

mour boy.

Sadiq Ali looks a poor "Humayun",
slight and without dignity. His face

has never acted so far and one did not

expect it to express now. So he

doesn't disappoint in the tiny role

which he plays. Ghulam Mahomed
fitted the role of Sher-e-Koh very

well but he seems to have lost his old

fire now-a-days.

The best work in the picture is

given by A. Shah in the role of 'Azim',

the water-carrier. He practically lives

the role and succeeds in winning every-

one's sympathy. From the rest Shanta

Rin attracts as "Sambul". At places she

steals the situations from Mehtab.

In short, "Ek Din-ka-Sultan" is cer-

tainly a picture worth seeing if not for

any historical revelations, at least for

some good entertainment.

|HAI JAN
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OUR REVIEW

"Zeenat" Presents Popular
Emotional Theme

Noor dehan Gives Rn Excellent Performance

We have always held thai indepen

dent producers give better pictures than

several so-called experienced studio

owners. "Zeenat" proves this state

ment once again.

"'Zeenat' is a very likeable picture

which does not intrude or bore while

entertaining throughout. It isn't a pic-

ture to go crazy over and yet there is

nothing objectionable in it. It has a

story with plenty of human appeal

which succeeds in winning the sym-

pathy and approval of almost everyone.

FAMILIAR THEME
In a way the plot is old and very

familiar, having been shown on the

screen in many pictures.

Zeenat, a girl from a good Muslim
family, gets married to a boy she loves.

But on the wedding day itself, the

bridegroom falls from the horse-back

and is carried inside in a dangerous

condition. The marriage is, however,

consummated that night, with only the

brother of the bridegroom having

knowledge of this, and the next day

the man dies leaving Zeenat an enceinte

widow. Very soon people in her

family come to know of her delicate

condition but not accepting her

version of the consummation, they

brand her as being a bad woman and

ZEENAT
Producers: Eastern Pictures

Language: Hindustani
Scenario: Khadim M. Din
Songs. Quadri, Nakhshbali

and Shaven
Music: Mir Sahib and another

Background Music: Rahq
Ghaznavi

Photography: P. Issac

Audiography: S. C. Patil

Cast: Nur Jehan, Yakub, Shanta

Rin, Karan Diwan, Dixit,

Naseem, Shah Nawaz, etc

Released at: Super, Bombay.
Date of Release: 16th Nov. 1945

Directed by:

SHAUKAT HUSSAIN

chase her out of the house. Zeenat

goes to her father's house and there

gives birth to a daughter. Here again

her step-mother makes it impossible

for Zeenat to live. In desperation she

takes the little one to the grave of her

husband and leaving the child there

goes to commit suicide. Her love for

the child, however, makes her change

her mind but when she returns to the

grave-yard, she finds the child missing.

She sets on a frantic search. The child

is picked up by the brother of Zeenat's
husband and later passed on for

keeps to a Hakim's childless family.
In the city garden Zeenat spots her

baby and follows her ultimately to

take post in the family as the nurse of
her own baby. Years pass and the little

one now grows into a woman. She is

called Saida. Saida is now to be mar-
ried to the son of Zeenat's husband's
elder brother. In the midst of the
festivities Zeenat is recognised and the
old animosity against her is for a while
revived. The younger brother of her
husband, a cynical philosopher who
knew of the consummation of Zeenat's
marriage, turns up a bit too late and
re-establishes Zeenat's character. Zeenai
has by this time taken poison and is

on her death-bed where Saida claims
her mother before Zeenat dies in the

midst of every one's repentance. The
story has a pathetic ending.

SHAUKATS GOOD WORK
I he production values of the picture

are mostly crude. The photograph\
is indifferent and the sound recording
is also not good. Nur Jehan's songs
have suffered considerably owing to

careless recording. The technical work
does not provide a good certificate to

the Shree Sound Studios who were,
till recently, known for good work. A
couple of tunes are quite appealing see

ing that they suit the situations well

The song compositions, however, are

combinations of ideas from elsewhere.
And yet some of the lines succeed in

taking the popular applause.

Shaukat Hussain has handled the

human story pretty well throughout but
he seems to betray a lack of technical

finish. He should study shot com
positions and the use of the camera
for accentuating psychological aspects

of the drama. Seen as a whole, how
ever, his direction must be said to be
pretty satisfactory.

NUR JEHAN SHINES
From the players, Nur Jehan beat,

every one hollow by carrying the pic

ture to success on her formidable
shoulders. In the main title role, Nur
Jehan gives an excellent performance
and takes all the sympathy till the end.
Yakub has a small role to play and he
does it very well as usual. Shah
Nawaz has not much to do. Dixit,

one of our first-class comedians, is

wasted on a tiny deaf-and-dumb role.

The rest in the picture are not bad.
The picture has a good human

theme, though familiar, and should
appeal to almost every one. "Zeenat"
is a picture worth seeing.
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"Kaise Kahun" Presents
Propaganda Stuff

Beautifully Framed Picture With
Thin Story

RAISE KAHUN
Producers: Pancholi Art Pictures

Language: Hindustani
Story: D. M. Pancholi

Dialogues: Akhtar Hussain

Raipuri & another

Songs: Moti
Music: Amar Nath
Photography: M. N. Malhotra

Sound: Ishan Ghosh
Cast: Ragini, Jagirdar, Akhtar,

Najamul Hussain,

Durga Mota etc.

Released at: Imperial, Bombay.
Date of Release: 16th Nov. 1945

Director:

MOTI B. GIDVANI

Producer Dalsukh Pancholi has now
began to intrude upon us as a story-

writer. This is, we guess, his second

attempt at story-writing for the screen.

His first, we think, was "Dassi', very

much a pick-pocket job from different

foreign pictures. Well, "Kaise

Kahun" is also a patchy affair with

the stink of propaganda in it.

Technically, this picture is a pleasant

sight to see and had it not been for its

very thin story material substantially

poisoned by its propaganda sprinkling,

the labour of its art-conscious director

would have been better rewarded with

more enthusiastic public support.

As it stands today, "Kaise Kahun"
is quite a pleasant pastime without any-

thing in particular to remember or to

take home.

THIN STORY MATERIAL
The story has a doctor with three

children—a son and two grown-up

daughters. The son is expected to re-

turn safe from Burma but is killed in

a misadventure by Pradeep—the hero,

without knowing the man's name or

whereabouts. Coincidence brings Pra-

deep to the doctor's house for a night's

shelter and there he meets his heroine,

Geeta, and falls in love with her. She
also obliges in return. The guest ot a

night soon becomes a pretty permanent
attachment.

j
Romantic interludes follow as usual

and these are punctuated by Basanti,

me younger sister who also likes Pra-

deep to love her sister. The usual

villain is introduced here in Chandra-

sen, a crooked zamindar. No one

knows for a long time what has hap-

pened to Sagar, the only son of the

doctor. On this flimsy circumstance,

the whole mystery and the entire ro-

mance keep revolving for a

long time. The villain, as usual, comes

to know of it and soon spills the beans.

For a time, there is a general air of

mourning and misunderstanding. But

love clears the clouds in a minute and
Pradeep gets his girl.

It is a waste of talent for Director

Moti B. Gidvani to have laboured ovet

this story to frame it beautifully. Al-

most every shot is well-taken and as

much as he could do with the flimsy

story material has been done to secure

the maximum effect.

The dialogues are well written

though the situations provided are

poor. The songs are not very happy

compositions. The music is just Pun-

jabi with a lot of jumpy rhythm and

no emotion in it. It becomes terribly

boring and one feels that a single tune

is bein^ sung throughout. Some of

these Punjabi music directors must be

shot dead. Sound and photography

are pleasant throughout. Back-projec-

tion shots are exceptionally successful

at places.

AKHTAR ATTRACTS

! From the players little Akhtar, who
has now become quite an attractive

little woman, gives a nice performance

as "Basanti" Ragini is better photo-

graphed than ever before but does

nothing much by way of acting in the

heroine's role. Najmul Hussein as the

hero looks no better than an over-fed

owl. What little appeal this picture

cou'd have had was entirely lost by the

appearance of this man in the main

role. Even Dalsukh Pancholi could

have done better work in the hero's

role. fagirdar's work as the doctor

lacked imagination. He gives rather a

mechanical performance without any

heart in his job.

Well, to end it all, "Kaise Kahun"

is not such an awful time-killer. It

can be tolerated if you are in a gene-

rous frame of mind. Technically, it is

the most polished picture Pancholi has

given so far.

In the centre is the new bey—Kamal Zamindar, who plays the title role in

"Dhanna Bhagat/'



AMRAPALI

OUR REVIEW

"Amrapali" Is H Beautiful Waste

01 Film

Artistic Piciara With No Story

Sabita Devi^Looks More Old

Director Nandlal Jaswantlal still

does not know why motion pictures are

made. He is still under the impres-

sion that the huge amounts spent in

producing motion pictures are intended

merely to show camera craftsmanship

or to emphasize the beauty of sets. This

is rather a stupid attitude seeing that

all over the world people are telling

great human stories through the film

medium while Nandlal is presenting

broken branches and artistic shadows

on the screen, driving into the back-

ground the human characters which

have been assembled to tell a story in

human values.

Nandlal seems to be a good heart-

ed stupid man who has stubbornly re-

fused to learn and has persevered in

his silly unimaginative method of story-

telling for years. Nandlal must

realise the supreme fact that a good

director is the one who tells the human
story effectively. Sets, camera-crafts-

manship, costumes and other artistic

beauties of a picture are merely con-

tributory aspects of the main human
story. These are all intended to help

the story and not to push the story out

of the picture.

Producers:

Language:

Story:

Dialogues:

Music:

Dances:

Photography

Sound:

Cast:

Murli Movietone

Hindi

Ramchandra Thakur
Munshi Dil

Saraswati Devi

Shirin Vazifdar

Fali Mistry

Ramesh Desai

Prem Adib, Jeevan,

Jagdish, Badriprasad, San-

katha Prasad, Sabita Devi, etc.

Released at: Roxy, Bombay.

Date of Release: 2nd Nov. 1945

Directed by:

Nandlal Jaswantlal

Unfortunately this is exactly what

Nandlal has done in "Amrapali". He
has given a beautiful picture pictorially

but in doing so he has pushed the

human characters so much into the

background that they could not come

forward to act and tell the human
story. "Amrapali', therefore, becomes

a boring experience in the midst of a

dead museum of beautiful sets. And
because the human characters are

Producer Kishore Sahu goes boating with Mrs. Sahu and little Kishore at

Nainital, where he "was mobbed by girls", when on a holiday.

Recruit Mohd. Hashim of M. S. V.

High School, Sultanpur, wants an

opening as a film artiste. He is 5'-8".

sabotaged in this manner, even the

beautiful museum of sets becomes a

headache after the first half-hour.

STORY OF OLDEN TIMES
The story is adapted from the well

known novel, 'Amrapali' written by

Ramchandra Thakur. The novel is

a beautiful written human docu-

ment but the motion picture

is nothing of the sort. All

the emotional spots in the novel

are, as it seems, methodically wiped
out in the picture. The screen adapta-

tion is therefore very poor and heard

through the poor dialogues of Munshi
Dil, the picture leaves behind an an-

noying impression of extreme bore-

dom.
We cannot understand how the pro-

(

ducers came to the conclusion that our

filmgoers were very much interested in

the petty quarrels between two obscure

states, Magadha and Vaishali of the

Buddhistic times. Anyway here is the

story which no one wanted.

The King of Magadha gives an ulti-

matum to the people of Vaishali either

to welcome a war of conquest or to

accept his suzerainty, which offer the

people of Vaishali turn down and re-

lease their war commander, Abhayaraj,

who was rotting in jail.

Abhayaraj is a great warrior but an

incorrigible scoundrel. He wants Pali,

the daughter of the Chief Minister, as

his w ife. This is, of course, resented by

Pali's father, who, afer a few stammer-

ing sermons, dies in good time to give

us all a relief during the rest of the

picture.

Pali spits at the advances of Abha-

yaraj and subsequently falls in love
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Recruit Sushil Chandra of 2 Malaviya

Rd., George Town, Allahabad, has

carefully studied the art of acting and

wants just a trial.

with Bimbisar, the King of Magadha,

who meets her in disguise. Pali's atti-

tude enrages Abhayaraj who, invok-

ing the aid of an old law, declares Pali

to be a public woman as her beauty

and talent only help to inflame the

hearts of the people of Vaishali and

cause strife in the state.

On the night of her marriage with

the disguised Bimbisar, Pali is inform-

ed of her doom as a public woman.

At this stage Bimbisar's identity is

revealed and we hear some strange

philosophy of a married woman justi-

fying her becoming a public woman

on the grounds of patriotism rather

than remaining married to an enemy.

After this unconvincing philosophy

Pali, who is pregnant, goes to the place

where public women usually go and

there she entertains one and all except

Abhayaraj.

The world comes to a stop now till

Pali gets a child. The great danger

with which Vaishali was threatened

also bides its time till Pali's son is

grown up and is able to speak some

philosophical dialogues.

Things gradually reach a climax in

which a bogus war takes place and ul-

timately when Pali faces Bimbisar,

things are suddenly and automatically

adjusted after a philosophic lecture by

the little son of Pali. If that brat had

been born earlier we would not have

been bored so long.

TECHNICALLY BEAUTIFUL
Technically the picture is beautifully

framed, almost every second shot hav-

ing been taken with great care. The
photography, though inclined to be

shadowy on the whole, is exceptionally

good in parts. The sound recording,

however, is not so happy. The sets

overcrowd the picture and make the

story a secondary affair. They also

contribute to the general boredom by

their frequent appearance. Too much
of setting grandeur always tires the

eyes. Some of the songs are well-

tuned and well written. The dialogues

are hardly appropriate and effective.

At places some of them are just incor-

rect. The dance compositions of Shirin

Vaiifdar are just too amateurish for

words.

Recruit Chandur S. Advani of Rolson

Road, Karachi, is 5'-8" and speaks

Hindustani. He is strong enough to

stand all the strain of film acting.

Nandlal's direction of the picture has

not made any provision for action or

drama. Both are, therefore, completely

missing from the picture. Nandlal has

directed the sets and the property very

well and seems to have completely for-

gotten the story and its characters.

SABITA FAILS AGAIN
From the players Badriprasad in the

role of a guru gives a good perfor-

mance in a very tiny ro'e. So does

Sankatha in another tiny role and also

Gulab. A good performance was ex-

pected from Jeevan in the role of

"Abhayaraj". But he fails by indulg-

ing in Rasputin-like grimaces which

do not impress. Prem Adib acts

"Bimbisar" and apart from not looking

a king he fails to do justice to the

role. Imagine the well-rounded, soft

Prem as a great conqueror. Jagdish

spoils the picture with his funny man-
nerisms and his familiar way of deli-

vering the dialogues, though in looks

he fits the role of "Mahamantri".

Sabita Devi is supposed to be staging

a come-back in this picture. Seeing

her performance we are of the opinion

that she shouldn't have taken the pains.

She looks old and past the stage to

play the leads. Her dialogue-diction

insults the ears and her supposedly

graceful actions are at best a disgrace.

She doesn't act at all and when she

starts dancing it becomes difficult to

suppress a laughter. She is still making
faces and eyes the old Sagar way, pro-

bably labouring under the belief that it

is all that the screen needs. This

artiste has failed complete'y and it

will be a mercy if she retires from the

screen, instead of making a greater

fool of herself in future.

The others in the picture are just of

no account.

In fine, 'Amrapali' proves a terribly

boring experience and the audience

does not keep this a secret. The pic-

ture is a serious risk to those exhibitors

who book pictures by giving minimum
guarantees. This picture must fail at

the box-offices because it has no enter-

tainment at all.

Recruit K. Motilal of Wood Street,

Karachi, is a graduate with leanings

towards acting. He is 5*-o" without

fhocs,
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( This is the reader's forum as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter
published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. Si-

Letters should be signed and marked "Hoes And Echoes".
I holographs of the readers will be published along with theit
letters, if convenient.— The Editor.

)

OPTIMISM
I "It is vexatious to watch Motilal,

Ishwarlal and Surendra yet acting as

lieroes; I think they are already over-

liue for elimination from the Silver

Screen. Can't our producers substitute

new ones? I presume they can solve

Jiis problem through the medium of

I/our magazine. Isn't it?"

j|
BOMBAY. D. Natarajan.

FAR FROM SWARAJYA
I "Can you please tell me why the

|:inema-halls showing Indian pictures

are generally insanitary and noisy? ft

Is only in these theatres that hawkers
lire allowed to sell pan-bidi, sweets,

Emits, etc. which leads to a

Iregu'ar tiny market. This prac-

tice is strictly forbidden in the

'English" houses where one can

l:njoy a picture in quite a calm atmosp-
Lhere. It becomes all the more intoler-

lable when the hawkers go on shouting

twhile a picture has begun but unfor-

Itiinatelv there is no check."

NEW DELHI. Ved Parkash Varma.

ACCOMMODATING
"In most of our films we see that if

the hero is to be beaten or molested,

the villain or his agents wait for him
|to finish his song or whatever he is do-

ling. Can't they be more realistic by
showing the interference while he is

still engaged?"
iGAYA. Syed Iftikhar Husain.

IN WILDERNESS
"Now that the War is over, there is

no reason why the IFI should continue
producing pictures which have never
been liked by cine-goers. The money
spent by the IFI on production of pic-

tures is only waste of tax-payers' good
money. I feel film-goers in general and
"filmindia" in particular should start

an agitation and successfully bring
about an early closure of the IFI.

"War propaganda picture produc-
tion should also cease forthwith and
our film line should revert to peace-

time productions.

BOMBAY. M. D. Viswanath.

THANKS
"The disastrous fires at the offices

of the Paramount Films of India,

Bombay and Moti Mahal Theatres

Ltd., Lahore resulting in the deaths of

19 and 12 persons are nothing but

shocking tragedies. A public enquiry

should be demanded to investigate

the causes of fires and bring the sabo-

teurs to book if any. It is a ghastly

crime perpetrated upon the innocent

persons who have been burnt to death.

You have rightly taken the cause of

the victims by asking the companies

to compensate their families.'

KARACHI. Miss Duru Advani

OVERSEAS BLUFFING!

"Expert" Hirlekar, in a recent inter-

view with the United Press of Ameri-

ca in New York, disclosed that Mr.

Walter Lantz of the Universal studios

has predicted a great future in India

for films. The "mission", Mr. Hirle-

kar declared, was "cordially" received

by the Hollywood Yanks with whom
they "discussed" everything connect-

ed with Indian film industry.

"In spite of your sincere appeals and

warnings, these self-styled "experts"

with no stake in the industry, which

they profess to represent have staged a

delegation stunt. Fortuna'ely, three

of them have already come back, with-

out having the courage to face the

Hollywood Yankees, who, thanks to

"filmindia" know at least that these

guys do not represent the Indian film

industry.

If Mr. Hirlekar sincerely shares with

Mr. Walter Lantz that Indian film

industry has got a great future, the

one and only help he can do is to

"quit" this precious industry with all

his "co-experts". It is an irony of fa fe

that Indian interests are always repre-

sented abroad by the wrong kind of

people.

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

FAITH
"In its September issue the 'Caravan',

a month'y magazine from Delhi, has
hit 'Phool' hard, whereas your review
of the picture was just the opposite.
The two opinions were so contradic-
tory as to have become a puzzle for
the cinema-goer. I accordingly saw

the picture and found that your com-
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merits about the film are frank and
correct and hence praiseworthy. I

have marked the same in respect of

your views about certain other films

also and can say that "Filmindia", as

it should be, is a good guide to the

movies."

NEW DELHI. S. Chandra Jain.

EST PAKISTAN?
"Not minding the review of "film-

india" I deliberately insisted upon see-

ing 'Humayun', but to my utter dis-

appointment, the picture was a

stupendous failure. Throughout the

picture I felt as if I was searching in

vain for an oasis in a vast desert. I

had not imagined even in dreams that

Is Meenaxi angry or frightened in

"Akash Deep" of Jayant Films ?

a capable man like Mehboob could

deteriorate to such a deplorable extent.

Mr. Patel, where has the fellow lost

his original brain?"

CAWNPORE. Savitri Devi Shukla.

YOUR WAY
"I often wonder why South Indian

Producers are not coming forward to

take their place in the great 'filmindia'.

Not even a single South Indian pic-

ture is advertised in its precious pages.

Either they arc under a foolish 'inferi-

ority complex' or some false propa-

ganda is being made by interested film-

journals of the South regarding the

bold reviews of 'filmindia'. If the

latter is the reason, I wish to declare

that "filmindia" is something of an
institution to the film-fans of South
India.

"No doubt, the film industry in the

South is in its infancy and it has to

pass through many trials and tribula-

tions before it takes its place in the

Indian film industry. A grand total of

a handful of fi.m stars, producers and
directors exploit the industry here and
educated classes, as a whole, think it

a job for a couple of 'Bhagavathars'

and 'Subbulakshmis.'

"Let the South Indian film industry

look to the "filmindia" for its future

and let it not, for God's sake, carry all

its activities behind closed doors.

"I am pessimistic unless some miracle

happens; for, we are "Dravidians" and
Periyar E. V. Ramaswami Naicker is

proclaiming to the world that the South
is a separate nation and has nothing
at all in common with the rest of

India.

"Will you suggest a way out, Mr.
Patel?'*

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam

ADVISED
"Mehboob's 'Humayun' a disgusting

perversion of historical facts, is an utter

failure. Not only is its music exceed-

ingly poor but also the selection of

Ashok as the hero who seems to be

'a square peg in a round hole' is devoid

of all sense of discrimination and pro-

priety. The director's over-zealousness

to attach overwhelming importance to

Hindu-Muslim unity betrays history.

Will you please advise Mehboob to

concentrate on social pictures if he

wishes to maintain his reputation?"

NEW DELHI. Miss Shakuntala

Khanna.

STAMP COLLECTORS
"Mr. R. K. Reshine's complaint

about "Best Film Story Of The Year

Competition" of National Studios is

quite correct. I also sent my two

stories, one with dialogues and songs

and one without, and I sent them by

registered post with acknowledgement

due. After that they remained silent

for nearly two months. I posted a

letter but it resulted in no reply. Again

I posted a letter with six pice stamps

but this was also not replied. They
kept those six pice in their pocket and

are perhaps still waiting for some more

pice to cover charges of pen, ink, and

paper so that they may write."

BENARES I. N. Bhartiya.

SOUTH INDIANS, EH?
"In some picture theatres in the South,

people, who leave their cycles in the

theatre premises and attend shows, are

required to pay a fee ranging from 6

pies to one anna per cycle for safe

custody. Won't it be a courteous ser-

vice if the theatre-owners vclunteercd

this custody without charging? Seeing

Indian pictures is enough penalty with-

out having to pay this extra tax."

NAGORE. N. Venkatesan.

LOOKS LIKE

Arc our film producers in any way
better than sheep? They blindly fol-

low the formula of a successful pic-

ture! Mythological, Historical, So-

Pacuna Bannerjee, a new comer in-

troduces herself in "Moorti", a

Rahjit picture.

cials are all over! Now lovers' stories

are in vogue! They will dump these

silly ones till we are disgusted with

them. Have they no brains? Can't

they think of producing good pictures?

Is this land of 400 million souls barren

of sufficient material for stories?"

BANGALORE. S. C. Sivananjappa.

TOO HUMAN A REMEDY
"My woe is that I simply want In-

dian Motion Pictures to move and thus

do justice to their name. I hate their

static quality, their lingering habit.

They are heavy-gaited like toads. Our
producers seem to put more faith in

^6
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Lauren Bacall is the other atom bomb

discovered by America. Watch her

bursting in "Confidential Agent", a

Warner picture.

the jingling cavalry of the medieval

times than in the atomic bomb. Our

films smack of lassitude and lethargy

which are so characteristic of the In-

dian life. May be it is due to the

climate or may be because we hate to

be speed-ridden. You may writhe in

agony or choke yourself with im-

patience but the picture won't move

because it has no reason to.

"Films like 'Shakuntala' and 'Ka-

dambari' with such tremendous drama-

tic possibilities failed to impress be-

cause of this blunt refusal to move.

Movement implies breathlessness, sus-

pense and an emotional grip. And a

picture which fails to provide these,

no matter what other qualities it might

have is bound to prove a drab affair.

What could make our films shed their

langour and move at a break-neck

speed? Will a general whipping of

the producers be of any help?"

RAWALPINDI. Surrinder Singh

Sarna.

A SADIST! EH?

"Men are generally adored for their

virtues; but I admire you most for your

one weakness and that is your

egoism. After the hard and unrecog-

nized toil of the day "filmindia"

affords me at least a few moments when

I can freely indu'ge (vicariously of

course) in the elevating pleasures of

this last infirmity of a noble mind."

HYDERABAD (Dn.)

Ghulam Yazdani.

HAVE PATIENCE

"The I.F.I, short "India of Tomor-
row" was shown very recently in the

city. The producers of this film clearly

visualize India of tomorrow, which
wi'l be very much like the Western
countries, srmuch progress it will make
within such a short time. They tan-

talize the dumb teeming millions of

this unfortunate country by parading
various channels of progress and pros-

peri'v, shortly to be opened. The film

is like a beautiful and glorious dream.
Rut one Question springs to my mind
whether this dream will turn out true,

would to Cod, it be so. To be vision-

ary is not at all condemnable but it is

stranee to see visions of evervthing

(in this country) but of the inalien-

able right of man—freedom that is not

granted to us. It is detrimental to the

cause of the down-trodden, poverty-

stricken peoples' primary urge for

freedom."

NAGPUR. M. A. Karim.

SEND ME RS. 2 MORE
"The Hindi Pictures usually reach

here in their second or third

year. Previously T was unab'e to know
whether the films were rea'lv worth

seeing. But a few months before I

became a regular subscriber of "film-

india" and beean to read your re-

views. Now I find my opinions en-

tirely coincide with vours. So an ex-

Para has a good figure for the screen

and it is used with purpose in "Rakh-

walla", the next picture of Protima

Das Gupta.

j^nse of two rupees a month

makes me a gainer of about five to

seven rupees. So, my dear Editor, I

shower hundreds and hundreds of

'thanks' upon you."

TRICHUR. N. M. Kuruppath.

IN THE "CITY" OF AN
IMMORTAL GRAVE

"Agra has four cinema houses but

excepting one, the Jaswant, none of

the others observe punctuality of time

in starting their shows. For them the

time to start a show is when their

halls become sufficiently crowded no

matter whether the cinema goers have

to wait an hour or more than their
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advertised time to begin a show. Simi-

larly, if their halls become sufficiently

crowded they begin a show even earlier

than the advertised time, and the

cinema-goers who reach in time have

the misfortune of missing some of the

early reels of the picture. This is a

nuisance which has become intoler-

able -'
1 c- u

AGRA. Kr- Rajendra Singh.

NOT ART BUT BUSINESS

"Is it not true that the Indian pic-

ture exhibitors are completely devoid

of wisdom in so far as the art of sell-

ing tickets to the fi'm-goers is concern-

ed? In every Indian cinema house in

Cawnpore the system adopted for the

sale of tickets is really most unsatis-

factory.

"It has been painfully observed that

these cinemas indulge heavily in the

practice of over-issuing the tickets.

Generally, for the first few weeks, in

order to serve their personal motives

of making more profit, they allow en-

try of the people into the house more

than what their standing arrangement

for seating accommodation actually per-

mits which not only causes a great

deal of suffocation inside but renders

one totally unable, due to the blockade

of the passage, to make his way to

and from the entrance. This some-

times leads to serious types of quarrels

and disputes among the film-goers

whose terrible outcry disturbs everyone

and spoils all enjoyment. Will the

authorities please explain as to who is

rea'ly responsible for such evils?'

CAWNPORE. S. M. Pandey.

(Inform the police headquarters by

a registered letter and let me know

what they say or do.—The Editor)

SOME DRUM-BEATING

"Every other film that we hear of

today is advertised as "An Epoch-

making achievement" or else "A novel

phenomenon in film annals." One

often wonders how many epochs are

made in one year. Also from the

number of such phenomena one is led

to believe that the Indian film indus-

try is pursuing a gleaming, meteoric

career and that all woes and wails

against it have their source in an in-

corrigible pessimism.

Every opening is a 'gala opening'

and every day 'a red letter day' And

the picture, you are told, is full of

throbs and thrills, roaring with rhy-

thm, rosy with romance and radiant

with stars. What an alliteration!

What a flowery use of flambuoyant

epithets! And with throbs and thrills

in your heart you go to see the pic-

ture and (Ah the chimeras we
imagine) find that it is all but 'rosy'

and that 'radiant' is the last word for

it. You hear of music that is stupen-

dous, melodies that are scintillating

and you murmur "What a butchery

of beautiful words!"

NEW DELHI. Mohindra Singh.

I STAND WARNED
"It is indeed a pity that I have come

across several persons who send letters

in "Woes and Echoes" according to

your views and some praise you, but

you don't know what you are missing,

because they praise you outwardly and

in reality they abuse you. They say,

'Patel is a partial and destructive critic.

He is a money making man and is

shortly going to be dismissed from

"Filmindia!", and such other nonsense

and what not! Isn't it stabbing in the

back? They only praise you to get the

prize and you too print them seeing

your praise without guessing that they

are fooling you, but you are not aware

of the facts. I advise you Mr. Patel to

beware of such rascals."

Suresh Kumar NakuL
NEW DELHI.
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The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing-bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from January 1945.

(2*) 'Aina' (Hindustani) (D.R.D.) March '45 issue-

Social.
—"presents the same old story—is a small

money-maker."

(2*) 'Bari Baat' (Hindustani) (Mazhar Art) Jan. '45

issue—Social.
—"not at all a bad time-killer if

you have nothing particular to do."

(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.
—"year's most rotten show."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.
—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) 'Bhai Jan' (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issuer-

Social—"presents the usual sob-stuff".

(2*) 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) 'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.
—

"sob-stuff pure and simple."

(1*) 'Burma Rani' (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May
'45 issue—propaganda social.—"a crude war
thriller."

there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

G
(1*) 'Gaali' (Hindustani) (N. R. Desai Productions)

March '45 issue—Social.
—"presents disappointing

entertainment."

(3*) 'Gcet' (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue-
Social.—"a picture worth seeing."

(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45

issue.—Social.
—"a picture which is worth going

a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April

'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring

stuff."

(2») 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 Issue-
Historical.—"Sadly fails to entertain."

(2*) 'Ismat' (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 Issue-
Social—"presents common uninteresting plot."

(2») 'Caravan' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) May '45 issue

—

gipsy social—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(2*) 'Chal Chal Re Navjawan' (Hindustani) Filmis-

tan) Jan. '45 issue—Social..—"is not worth seeing
twice."

(2*) 'Chand' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Feb. '45 issue-
Propaganda Social.—"a light entertainment."

(3*) 'Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desalt April '45

issue—Historical.—"Historically incorrect but en-
tertaining."

(3*) 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta>
Oct. '45 issue—Social.—"presents sensible en-
tertainment."

(1*) 'Chand Tara* (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

issue—Social "a stupid time-killer without even
a single moment of intelligent relief."

(1») 'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue-
Social.—"just rotten and disgusting."

(2»)'Dui Purush' (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"rattles down N. T. Standard—

(2*) 'Jwar Bhata' (Hindustani) (Bombay Talkies)

Jan. '45 issue—Social.
—"nothing outstanding—

yet it is not a bad time-killer."

K
(1*) 'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July '45 issue-

Social.—"just a rotten picture."

(2*) 'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45

issue—Mythological.—"a boring story."

n*i "Lakharani" (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Dec. '45

issue—costume fantasy—"a picture too rotten

for words.'

(2») 'Lalkar' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Feb. '45

issue—social.—"not a bad time-killer if you are

not looking for anything intellectual in it."

(2*) 'Lai Haveli' (Hindustani) (Bombay Cinetone)

Feb. '45 issue—Social.—"continues to entertain

throughout its length."

'Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June '45

issue—Social.
—"should be considered an all

round flop."
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(2*) 'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
(1*) 'Maha Maya' (Tamil) (Jupiter) March '45—

issue—Mythological.—"moderate stuff without

much entertainment."

(2*) 'Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda social.—"a pretty cheap production.^

(2*) 'My Sister' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) March
'45 issue—Social.—"a common story clumsily

done—expected to run well because of its or-

thodox theme."

(1*) "Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history."

(2*) 'Mun.ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo and

drama after the interval."

(1*) 'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakar)

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."

N

C2*) 'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi) (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

(1») "Subah Sham" (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.

'45 issue—Social—"a dead pictu'e. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."

(2*) 'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagadish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

(1*) 'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is one long se-

quence of boredom."

U
d*).'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-

social.
—"becomes a spineless stuff."

(3*) 'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Praka*h) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.—"becomes an entertaining picture."

(1*) 'Vish Kanya' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March '45

issue—Folklore.—"a motion picture poison one

would not like to swallow."

(2*) 'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social.
—"a pleasant picture to see—story

misses emotional target."

2*) 'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central Studios) July '45

issue—Social.
—"makes good impression."

(1*) 'Pannadai' (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

(3*) 'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug." '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a good time-killer."

(1*) Path B2ndhey Dilo' (Bengali) (D3-Luxe) July '45

i
csue—Social.—"a picture better avoided than

seen."

(3*) 'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.

—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1*) "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
Rajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—Mythological.

—"proves utterly disappointing."

(1*) 'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)

Nov. '45 isrue—Social.—"all round rotten and

boring show."

S

(1«) 'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June '45

issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

(1*) 'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathibha

Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all that

it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

'

(5*) 'Shakuntala' (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi

Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"an

excellent production."

(1*) "Shirin Farhad' (Urdu) (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.—"intensely boring picture."

(1*) 'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-

Mythological.—"a stupid and boring affair."
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Witts I Chills!! Eorror!!!

in the most SENSATIONAL HIT of

the year with the screen's most

Popular Stars

JAY PICTURES presents

RAJ RANI

66

in Pulse Pouncing Drama

EXTRA GICL 99

The Amaz-

ing story

of a lovely

Girl who
sacrificed

everything

for love.

*

With:- ANANT PRAB^U ft GULZAR & NAWAZ

AHMED ft HAR1 MOHAN ft PREM KUMAR 6-

ARVIND KUMAR

2W«* % .- K. L. KAHAN
iAoau«J % •- B. A. JOSH I

Fida Shahjehan Pari. • Nisar Bazmi, K. Narayan Rao

Contact :-

J4y PICTURES
JYOll STUDIOS. KENNEDY BRIDGE

BOMBAY 7.

A Screen

Master-
piece of

Suspense
my s t ery

and

thrills .
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THE
PAIR
THAT
CAN'T
BE

TOPPED!
Streamlined Aces of

the Projection Booth

—FOR TOP'FLIGHT PERFORMA J\CE—
You have to see -them to appreciate:. their modern design -their rugged
construction - their beautiful -finish . . .You have to see them in action - to

realise their rock-steady, flicker-free screening - the high-fidelity of
v
their

perfectly Synchronised Sound - from the softest whisper to the warmest

tone, the weirdest shriek ! No flutter ... No hum ... No WOW ! Talk with

Exhibitors who've enjoyed year-in, year-out trouble-free DeVRY
performance in practically every corner of the Globe . . . Designed and

built to specifications far in excess of generally accepted standards - priced

so reasonable that ANY theatre can NOW afford to buy them. "NEW DeVRY"
projectors of TODAY :are indeed a great pair to draw to - for Exhibitors'

gratification, audience satisfaction !

DeVRY has the world's most complete peace-time line of motion picture

sound Equipment. Also modern High Intensity Arclamps, HI-Fidelity Theatre

Amplifiers and large Theatre model Multi-Cellular Horn Speakers Systems.

TELEPHONE : 20892. TELE :
«« SOUNDHEAD "

INTERNATIONAL TRbKIE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,
17, New Queen's Road, BOMBAY 4.

LONDON

:

18, Albert Street,

London, N.W. I-

NEW YORK:
20, Pine Street,

New York 5, N.Y.

MADRAS:
18, Mount Road,

Madras.
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Stop and J2i5ten

With the end of the war unemployment is multiply-

ing in the country. The uniforms are coming back home in

thousands every month and within a very short time not

even the weight of the medals on some of them will pay

for the washing charges required to keep these uniforms

well washed and pressed. Those who fought and toiled

for the freedom of millions are now themselves free, quite

free, to starve to their hearts' content in a world "free" of

Fascists and Nazis.

The "Wanted' columns of the different daily papers once

again read like "Agony" lists with thousands in frantic

search of some employment. Gone is the synthetic swag-

ger of the khaki-clad war dignitary, from the Colonel down

to the sapper, and in its place is seen a weak affable smile

which anxiously inquires for some job round the corner.

The Government have many a pet scheme of employ

ment in their planning pocket but all these schemes will

take years before a heavily indebted government can even

touch the fringe of the severe post-war problems facing

them. It is a dark vigil of years and already mass starva-

tion is on the march.

Industries which assumed balloon proportions during

war have suddenly flattened on the postwar rough road of

reconstruction. The period of transition from war to

peace promises to be an age of agony to one and all. The

rupee which was not worth the silver it contained during

the war boom has suddenly started looking as big as a

cart-wheel and has already begun to buy more food than

a year before. The tragedy, however, is that millions in

this country have neither food nor money to buy the

I food. The war has left behind only greater appetites and

more stomachs to fill.

Small cottage industries which had cropped up like

mushrooms to meet the numerous war-time wants have

closed down suddenly throwing millions out of employ

ment. The major industries which had fattened on the

war inflation have been suddenly checked throwing the

economic stability of the country out of gear and millions

more on the road to starvation.

Like other industries, the Indian film industry has

already started on its backward journey of returning to

normal times. And let us tell you that it is going to be

a rough journey of jolts and jerks which will break manv

a traveller on the way.

Already the cinemas all over the country are showing

over 40 per cent slump in their daily takings. At several

important towns the extra comfort of advance bookings

has been stopped. As there arc no queues any longer at

the ticket-windows there is no need for any booking to be

done in advance.

Pictures which would have run a minimum oi 15
weeks in the boom days are now thrown out in six weeks,
after allowing the last two weeks as sheer grace. In Bom-
bay, the principal money-spinning city of release, picture

after picture has failed to click at the box-offices. When
people had pots of easy money they didn't mind what rot

they saw but now with unemployment in the country and
starvation round the corner, a rupee is carried in two hands
with a reverence not so easy to be enlisted in favour of

poor entertainment.

The ball of depression started rolling down with the

reception which "Humayun" got. The producer had
spent on this picture several lakhs to make it as attractive

Sushila Rani makes "Gvalan," a romantic picture. It

produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.



It has been the lot of the Pel Service

Engineer to do the hardest wartime
jobs. It has been a round-the-clock

affair to see that no theatre within the

PEL SERVICE ZONE will ever be forced

to close down through equipment failure

or mishap.

He has been always on the look-out

for the slightest symptoms in the equip-

ments of the theatres in his charge and
ready with the spares and accessories to

put new life and vigour into them when

they show signs of slackness.

To-day PEL SERVICE has become
a name you can trust, and has been

recognised by every theatre manager
as the finest Service available in the

country.

PH0T0PH0NE EQUIPMENTS LTD.
BOMBAY • CALCUTTA • LAHORE • DELHI • MADRAS • KARACHI
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Veera makes a splendid addition to our screen talent in

"Shikari", a social story of Filmistan.

as he could with money and imagination. The distribu-

tors who had purchased the provincial rights paying high

ceiling prices had expected "Humayun" to run two hund

red weeks in Bombay. The picture, however, despite its

heavy newspaper boosting, failed to click at the box-

offices—almost at every town in the country. 'Humayun'

heralded the change of the tide.

The crazy producers, intoxicated by their war profits

and easy success during the last five years, had many more

costume pictures to release still. All these were swept

down with the current of depression and some stupend-

ously expensive pictures like: "Lakha Rani", "Amrapalli".

"Mumtaz Mahal", "Phool", "Shirin Farhad",

"Bhartruhari", "Babar", "C.C.R, Nav Jawan", "Ratna-

vali", Veer Kunal" etc. paid the penalty of failure at the

box-offices—losing untold lakhs for their producers. Pic-

tures which had been planned to become world-beaters

beat a hasty retreat from every important cinema in every

important town.

The socials which usually commanded a larger pat-

ronage went off the screen like useless platform tickets

after the departure of the train. Only a couple of pictures

clicked at the box-offices as sheer flukes and neither the

producers nor the people knew why they did so.

Whether we like the fact or not the slump has already

arrived in the Indian film industry mainly because of the

fast-changing economic conditions in the country. In-

creasing unemployment, shortage of money, starvation and

increasing quality consciousness are all contributing their

bit to hit the indigenous film industry rather badly.

What little money the people can spare for enter

tainment these days in the midst of ever mounting ex

penses is spent on American pictures which decidedly

give a better value than any Indian picture. Fven the

present day noisy patriotism of our people could not pre-

vent M.G.M.'s "Bathing Beauty" from running n non-

stop weeks at the Metro in Bombay and both the masses

and the classes enjoyed this superb picture. And why
shouldn't they, seeing that the people got a hundred-fold

return for their admission money—something one can

never dream of getting from an Indian picture. The
Yanks are living on merit and their merit is sheer

quality. You can hardly say that of the Indian pictures

with all the patriotism in the world rushing through your

veins.

Leaders like Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel may well ask

the people to see Indian pictures all the time, good or bad.

Politicians in the van of our nation's struggle tor freedom

cannot say anything else. Round the world, whatever

clime or nation, all the patriots will repeat the very same

slogan. But mere patriotism does not run an industry

—

certainly not the industry of entertaining millions, who
demand novelty, entertainment, art and quality every

time they spend their hard-earned money.

The fi.m industry needs ever changing novelty in

entertainment wedded to spectacle and quality. India

has been trying to run a race with Hollywood for the last

thirty years and today our industry instead of gaining

even a day is, to be honest, at least iooo years behind

Hollywood in technique and quality. With this shame

ful record we can not possibly dream of competing with

the Americans on their soil, as some Indian experts are

threatening to do. On the other hand our producers

had better look about their own field because the latest

statistics reveal that American pictures have done record

business in India in 1945 and hope to do better in 1946.

And once again why shouldn't they, seeing that the Indian

film people have neither the brains nor the enterprise to

compete with them?

Mehtab with the other sex sprinkling in "Bairam Khan,"

a picture of Standard Pictures.
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with HEMARATI, HASAN, TALISH, RAMESH
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The sudden end of the war has left Hollywood better

off than ever before. The American producers have con-

solidated their wartime experience and are now ready to

cash on it. Already big peace-time productions are on

the anvil and within a very short time Hollywood will

once again be on the top of the world of entertainment

as it has always been. Hollywood has turned the post-

war slump into a greater opportunity to give better enter-

tainment to the world.

Let us now see how our producers are meeting the

post-war depression. Afraid of losing their petty war-

time gains the first wail they raised was for official pro-

tection against foreign competition and this without an

inch of improvement in technique and quality. The
wail was a misuse of the prevalent patriotism and the

bureaucratic alien rulers, as has been their wont, turned

a deaf ear towards it.

Our producers had no counter against this official ac-

tion and with their usual lack of enterprise they have

now begun cutting down the accommodation in their

own home. Big production plans have been revised

overnight and quality—what little we ever had—has been

scrapped out of calculation. Our producers, with very

rare exceptions, have now started producing cheap stunt

pictures and in doing so are trying to put the clock back

twenty years. They are anxious to keep their war-time

profits and permit the film industry to drift as best it can

without any one worrying about, it. Our producers are

already searching for cheap writers, cheap technicians,

cheap artistes and cheap materials. Add to all this their

cheap intentions and imagine our future film product

which is destined to entertain millions and to compete

with the foreign pictures.

This is certainly not the manner in which an highly

important industrial community should meet its prob-

lems. At best it is a cowardly way out seeing that the

world is a much smaller place these days and foreigners

are too near to miss rubbing our shoulders with.

Years ago that American motor magnate, Henry

Ford, said that he would pay more and more wages to his

men till every one of them owned a car of his own. With
this principle in practice that man built the world's larg-

est fortune, and he has lived through a dozen trade

slumps and a terrific high-pressure competition. Here, in

India, we have producers who, with the very first bump
on their head, are cutting down even their daily vegetable

expenses. May we know how such people deserve any

official protection or for that matter any national patron

age?

The film industry in India has quite a few associa-

tions intended to look after its interests. But these asso-

ciations seem to be peopled with a crowd of unenter-

prising folks who meet every week-end to cut down news-

paper publicity budgets or choke off newcomers from

their own preserves. Not one of them seems to be having

the foresight and the courage to fight the fast spreading

trade depression in the Hollywood manner inspire of the

blatant fact that millions more have learnt to see motion

pictures during the war we have just put an end to.

All these millions of new film-goers are going to be

show n cheap stunt thrillers and when these people get dis-

gusted with their precious national product they will b*

mercifully pushed into the lap of the Americans.

Is that the way we are going to compete and progress?
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• BENGAL'S BIGGEST STAGE SUCCESS
NOW ON THE SCREEN I

VARIETY PICTURES LTD.,

Calcuca takes the privi'ege of announc-

ing ch -i r Maiden undertaking in Hindustani

" PREM-KI-DU N IYA '' or P. W. D.,

which is now being produced under the

direction of Bengal's veteran Director.

JYOTISH BANERJEE,

The p'cture assures gripping dramatic

elements interwoven with Romance. Music

and Dances—Dealing with the Problems

of the World To day

—

MONEY and BREAD

The story is based on the Drama

that was acclaimed as one of the Biggest

Stage Succeses in recent years in Benga".

The dialogues are from the pen of

PT. BHUSHAN

The Songs are composed by FAIZ of H.M.V.

fame and the music Is being directed by

SUBAL DAS GUPTA.

It includes a Big Star List

with

ALAKNANDA
. AH I N CHOUDHARY

CHHABY BISWAS
AMINA KHATOON
BASHIR HUSSAIN
and Host of others.

VARIETY PICTURES LIMITED,
68, DHARAMTOLLA STREET, CALCUTTA.
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This section is the monopoly of JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

PILLOWS OF CURRENCY!

The recent Demonetisation Ordinance of the Govern-

ment of India has hit the Indian film industry rather badly.

Following the examp'e of the other trades and industries,

the film people—producers, distributors, exhibitors and

artistes—had turned the film industry into an unholy rac-

ket—so much so that in the key cities like Bombay, Cal-

cutta, Delhi, Karachi and Lahore, pictures could not be

released unless the prominent exhibitors were paid sub-

stantial black-market premiums in advance; producers, who
had to pay extravagant prices to the stars, and 70 per cent

of them in blackmarket money, were compelled to bal-

ance their accounts by demanding blackmarket bonu".

from the distributors. Greed and circumstances had com-

pelled almost every one in the industry to practice black-

market tactics turning the whole industry into a shady

business.

Many became heartlessly rich and to keep the money
safe from the clutches of the Income-tax these people made
pillows of thousand-rupee notes and slept on them day

and night. These people are now badly hit and it was
amusing to see their plight in attempting to cash their

blackmarket gains by allowing as much as a fifty per

cent discount on a thousand-rupee note.

Some leading fi'm stars and city exhibitors who had

pocketted large blackmarket sums have been hard hit and
their sorry plight ought to provide many a comic situation

for a good film story. With the culprits, many an hon-

est film man is also going to suffer a lot of inconvenience

when the income-tax machinery starts operating and it will

not be a bad idea for the Indian Motion Picture Produ-

cers' Association to appoint a special committee to help

the good ones during the rough passage they are goiny

to have with the Income-tax people.

WITH THE EDITOR IN KARACHI
When Editor Baburao Patel, accompanied by his

star-secretary Sushila Rani and his pet writer Pandit Indra.

went flying to Karachi, he gave, as was expected, a bit of

his mind to the local film people.

At a tea party given in honour of the guests by

Khan Saheb fehangir Mobed of the Paradise Theatre, Mr.

Pate!, as is characteristic of him, forgetting that his host

in Karachi was the foremost exhibitor of the city, slashed

the exhibitors in his usual sharp manner and accused them

of being mercenary middlemen who lived and slaved for

profits only, forgetting the social significance of motion

pictures as a medium of education in addition to ente r -

tainjnent.

"The theatres are our future school rooms and it is

the duty of every patriotic and socially-conscious exhibitor

to play only such films as would teach the people some-

thing in addition to entertainment. The modern exhibitor

must stop thinking in terms of only box-office success to

turn his opportunity into a money-spinning vocation. Like

the school teacher he is in a noble profession where he can

influence the minds of millions and guide them into

socially useful channels for the general welfare of the

nation.

"Every one likes to make money but it is necessary

that in doing so one shouldn't harm the people from whom
the money is taken. When exhibitors play a picture like

"Kismet", a production of the Bombay Talkies, which
g'orificd crime and glamourised a criminal, they influence

the innocent youngsters of the country and unconsciously

teach them criminal ways of life.

"The remarkable success of "Kismet" was due to the

inherent tendency towards crime in human nature. Masses

enjoy thrilling episodes in which the police are outwit-

ted and crime runs riot. But for this very reason it is

necessary for the exhibitors to exercise greater discretion in

selecting the entertainment fare for their patrons.

"I have nothing but contempt", thundered Mr.
Patel. "for those people who are out to make millions by

Sulochana Chatterjee switches on her best smile in

Bid" a social story of Din Pictures.

ag
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Presenting underground

Life of a modern city with fun and frolics

"HAI JANI"
Starring :

MEHRU, RAJA SALEEM,
Munshi Khanjar, Mannan, Madhurika,

Samson, Putli, Habib, Qamar-un-Nisa,

Maqbool (of Laila Majnun) Purohit, Azim

& MASTER BACCHA.

'Palling -f/it5 ofi the Ife&t

Director A. R. ZAMINDAR'S

Novel Presentations

!

An uproarious Comedy, with a much

Ado About Nothing and a swash-buckling hero,

racing through a riot of fun and Laughter

H4TW4LI 99

Starring :

SHANTA PATEL, RAJA SALEEM,
Habib, Rizvi, Azeem,

Zeenat Jamal &
MASTER BACCHA

Producers : Jabir Hyderabadi, Yusuf Merchant and N. M. Africawala.

Lyrics & Dialogues : Music : Dance : Photography :

Hanief Khumar B.A.(Hons) Nisar Bazmi. D. Babulal. L. D. Patel.

Production-in-charge : Rashid Rizvi & Kausaf.

HILAL'S THIRD SENSATION
Blitzed with Atomic Beauty, Scirftillating with

sparkling wit and smile

A MUSLIM musical COSTUME SOCIAL Hit

** J A L V E 99

WITH
Your Favourite Stars

Apply for

HAIJAM
EXCELSIOR FILM EXCHANGE

PAREKH STREET,

Bombay 4.

Apply for

MATWALI & JALVE
HILAL FILM CORPORATION

Jyoti Studio, Kennedy Bridge,

Bombay 7.
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riini Kaushal, another new one to see in "Neecha
Nagar," a social theme of the India Pictures

poisoning millions of young minds and while making their

fortunes bequeathing to the nation a generation of budd-

ing criminals".

As was expected, many a local film man was deeply

hurt and felt like retaliating but the hefty editor's since-

rity of expression took the wind out of many a fluttering

sail. They swallowed the stuff.

The news of the arrival of the popular editor and

his star-secretary being flashed in all the local paper*.

Karachi gave a crowded reception to the guests.

At the D. J. Sindh College, thousands of students

mustered in their full strength to be rudely shaken at the

startling beauty of Sushi'a Rani. Few film stars maintain

their screen glamour in real life, but Sushila Rani proved

a pleasant surprise and won the vote of both the boys

and the girls with her pleasant ways and beautiful per-

sonality. For a coup'e of hours youthful enthusiasm ran

riot but the informal ga'hcring was ultimately concluded

after a number of currencv notes were autographed by
the star-secretarv. Even Pandit Indra found quite a few-

fans who asked for his autograph.

Next day at the Amil Institute, under the president-

ship of Mr. Shnmdas P. Gidwani, Mr Patel delivered a

sparklirg speech on the subject of the educated boys and
girls joining the films as a career.

Addressing a cultured audience of Amil men and

Women, Mr. Patel maintained that the atmosphere in the

fi'm studios was quite hea'thy and there was a very remote

chance of any society girl getting demoralised or going

astray.

"How can you expect any one to fool with any girl,"

demanded Mr. Patel, "on the sets when at no time during

the shooting of a picture there are less than fifty people

on the floor? You can't be immoral in a crowd and to

make a film you need a crowd every minute during its

production. The much-advertised immorality of the

film people is just a well-nursed myth—nursed by those

who would themselves love to be in the films if only they

had the opportunity.

"Amil girls, as I see them before me, seem to be

having enough beauty and personality to be in the films.

With a little talent they can reach the top of the ladder.

I advise them to set aside prudish notions about morality

and other social hypocrisies and invite them to join our

film industry. If they do so I am sure that with their beauty

and talent they will be provided with a greater scope for

expression than as frustrated fashion plates of society

hanging on the arms of half-drunken males."

In the midst of thundering applause, the local film-

goers' Association presented Mr. Patel with a cheque of

(01 1- as an appreciation of his services to ihe film world.

Quickly adding his own Rs. 500)- Mr. Patel presented Rs.

601'- to the I.N.A. Fund saying: "The families of out

valiant rebels need the money more than I do".

HIS iooTH PICTURE
Millions who see our pictures hardly realise what it

takes in money, time and energy to make a motion pictute

and present it on the screen. Those two-and-odd hours of

entertainment which people purchase in India for a paltry

sum of four annas and sometimes even for less, require

months of careful planning and labour apart from finan-

cial investment and risk. A sing'e motion picture has

often become the work of a life-time for the true motion

picture artist.

Mazhar Khan is grooming little Suman Sule to stardom

in "Naiyya", a Ramnik picture.
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And Sardar Chandu'al Shah of Ranjit has just comp-

eted his 100th picture in an enterprising career of f.freen

and odd years as a film producer. Not that he has

always given quality pictures. The ma ;ority of his pic-

tures have been o:herwise. But in the early days when

he directed pictures himself to present the exceptional

talents of Miss Gohar, the screen had often breathed out

the greatest emotions with their most subie fragranc.

Gourangi Gohar, as the great s*ar was popularly known,

was considered the xmeen of emotions for years and none

could wrest from her the crown of achievement which was

rightfully hers.

Tragedy visited the once-famous Ranjit Studios, when
one day Chandulal ceased to be the artist and became the

capita. ist. With this con\ersion, from art to gold, the

glory of Ranjit has been constantly on the wane, because

quality gave place to quantity.

Throttling the artist in himself, Chandulal soon

emerged as the alert capitalist out to beat all others by

cleverly manipulating the law of averages. With rare

mathematical precision he turned out pictures one af er

another and sold them in advance with equal speed never

missing a minimum margin of proft. Good or bad,

every Ranjit picture brought home profits and in doing so

gave Chandulal the swo.len head of a film magnate.

Today, Ranjit produces "sausages" which go out of

the theatres in less weeks than the months required in

their making. No one. however, wails for the commercial

set-back. The tragedy is the death of the artist in Chan-

dulal who was once known to weep in sympathy with

the supreme emotional expression of Miss Gohar. Once
partners in Art, today Chandulal and M ss Gohar are

joint victims of greed and capitalism.

Greed took Chandulal to strange fields where storms

were known to have uprooted the most seasoned oaks.

Chandulal, due to the cruel tricks of Providence, is nei her

a rich man nor an artist today. He left one for the ether

and lost both. And it is a great p:*y for an in'eiie;tual

who goes to bed every night with his thoughts and ambi-
tions.

And yet the man who produced a hundred pictures

has lent to the industry a stability which can not be un-

derestima:ed. Whi e quality marks the ar istic progress of

an industry, quantity is needed for its commercial expan-
sion. The hundred Ramit pictures have given to the film

trade a continuous fillip which has helped thousands all

over the country to earn a livelihood as studio workers,

distributors, exhibitors and even as ushers. That is the

achievement of a human lion riding on the Raniit

Charger.

Chandu'al's unique achievement, whatever its inher-

ent drawbacks, must remain the pride of the Ind'an film

industry and the Producers' Association or its members
ought to celebrate this event in a manner worthy of the

great fighter.

WE SALUTE KODAKS
Gratitude is a human virtue, but strange as it may

sound, human beings practise it *he least. Only those

with long memories and natural goodness remember those

who help in the hour of need.

An Cnchnnling Social Photoplay of Muslim Life

with Lilting Music.

DUCAL PICTURES
Presenfs

ANITA SHARMA, HAR1SH, H. PRAKASH, N AJ MA,

HAQDAR"
vwlh

BABY ROSH&N, AMIR BA1 KARNATAKI, SAYANI ATISH,
KALYANI, MAN NAN, P. D. LAL, RAZIA BANO, and AZAD.

DIRECTED BY:_
RAFIQ RAZVI

NORTH & SIND:- SURJ1T FILM DIST., RAWALPINDI & LAHORE.
BENGAL:- CENTRAL FILM CIRCUIT, CALCUTTA.
C P. C.I.:- POPULAR FILMS LTD.. BHUSAVAL.
For Territorial Right* apply —DUGAL PICTURES,

B3M8AY-4, LAHORE, AND RAWALPINDI.

IS
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\Viiilimj JVatitfH-

Zhe thunder of the

Rising Qenerution-

come to

take the

Indian Screen

to

Greater Worn

in (Zkandta -Qtt Productions
'

"4© C HOKES
featuring

NIRMALA
ARUN
YAKUB

^hLxzcted Gy Shanta Rin * Aga + Gope

NANUBHAI BHATT Gulab & Ali.

For Particulars write:-

JAMNADAS CHANDU & CO.,
Kison Mahal, Tribhuvan Road, Bombay.
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The war was the most momentous hour of need for

our film industry which depends entirely on foreign sup-

plies for its raw materials. The raw film was our great-

est need and with Continental supplies stopped suddenly,

only the firm of Kodaks was left to meet all our vital

needs.

Had Kodaks failed us our film industry would have

to close its shop. But Kodaks, a foreign firm, did not
Nor did they take a mean advantage of our plight by pro-

fiteering or blackmarketing. They stuck to their high
code of business morality and in the midst of official

pressure and shortage of supplies, served our film industry

in a cordial and equitable manner which takes "film-

india's" salute.

Always between the devil and the deep, this illustrious

firm, under the personal guidance of the Englishman, Mr.
C. E. Noble and the Indian. Mr. Mistry, met the industrv
ha'f-way with extreme courtesy under the most disheart-

ening circumstances. Yes, these two men made a team
that saw a whole film industry safely through a stormy
innings. That is the cricket of business some of our im-
porters must learn to play if they intend both to earn and
to serve.

Kodak's war-time services to the Indian film industry
deserve official recognition and we hope that the fair-

minded president of the Producers' Association, Rai Baha
dur Chuni Lall, won't lack the necessary courtesy in ex-

pressing our official gratitude, even to a foreign firm, for
giving us a hand in our hour of greatest need.

Surraiya goes shy and coy in "Jag Biti" a Din Picture.

FILMINDIA

Motilal doesn't seem to care but Khurshid does in "Mooni,*

a Ranjit picture.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE

That V. Shantaram of Rajkamal and Jayashree will

be soon flying to America carrying Baburao Pai as his

mascot of luck. It is the English language that worries

the great director.

That during Shantaram's absence K. Winayak of Pro-

rulla and Khandekar will be in charge of Anna's Raj-

kamal and produce two pictures with the help of Pandit

Indra and the cuckoo-voiced Chinchalikar.

That cuckoo-voiced Chinchalikar is already planning

a triumphant publicity campaign to put K. Winayak in-

to Shantaram's g'amour shoes and if possible even the

"lotus-girl" trade-mark will be changed to give quality

to Rajkamal pictures.

That "gentle" Jamshed Wadia, Member of the Bri-

tish Empire, is reported to have gone on a hunger strike

because the Government conferred the "O.B.E." on Kcki

Modi of Western India Theatres, without consulting him

or without giving even a copper medal to Mrs. Hilla

Wadia.

That Film-actress Veena is also reported to have

adopted the latest a-la-Mumtaz-Shanti vogue and now sits

with her face to the wall, with all others looking at the

wall and wondering what was wrong with it.

That Film-actor Motilal has invented a new working

technique on the set; every time he touches Mumtaz
Shanti in a scene, he calls for soap and water. Any way,

what's wrong with Mumtaz?
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DIN P/CWqtf

M A G SB IT I
STARRING

SURAIYA SADIQ A L I

SULOCHANA CHATTERJI * SHAKIR
AND HI M AL AYA

IBRAHIM * BIBI * JANIBABU + ABBAS

M. A. MUGHNI

WITH

STORY : AGHA JANI &

I
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r

,
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l
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g
L

u
a
e

y
s : AGHA JANI! KASHMIRI

SONGS: NAZ1M
MUSIC:

THE INIMITABLE

GHULAM HAIDER

CAMERAMAN :

S. N . GROVER

DIN PICTURES

P A N I P A T I

DIRECTION:

M. SADIQ
OF "RATAN" FAME

PRODUCER:
M. A. MUGHNI

ALSO UNDER PRODUCT ON

IF
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That during the outdoors of "Dharti", Mumta/.

>hanti would not sit in the same car with Trilok Kapur.

jerhaps because he was a respectable married man with

wo sens. That is certainly a bad record for a purdah

voman to risk.

That Sardar Chandulal Shah has to have Veena and
vlumtaz to help him to recover his fortune. Watch
'Dharti*' and "Rajputani" and Mumtaz and Veena.

That Vijoo Bhatt of "Ram Rajya" intends to fly to

America with Ran ;ana to get her eyes jiroperlv set before

le gives her the role of Yashodhara in "Lord Buddha."
\fter those eyes are set, Vijoo also will look different to

her.

That in Andheri, there is a producer called Chimanlal
Trivedi who deals mainly in thousand-rupee notes. He
eceives them if some one has got them handy:

That Indian film artistes like Veena. Para, Nur Jehan.

Charlie, Suvarnalata, Yakub, Arun and many others are

-.owadays becoming curio-collectors the wav tbey examine
ild thousand-rupee notes with care and affection.

That we have a very unreliable Government in

Delhi seeing the way the licenses were stopped suddenly.

ITiat is stabbing P. K. Atre both in the back and the

ront. And he is a ta king nationalist whose pictures

ire produced by Chimanlal Trivedi.

That Director Chowdhary is reported to have gone
o the ancient Kingdom of Magadha to bring some real

itmosphere for "Magadhraj". Ratilal Punetar of Raniit
>nd H. M. V. Chaturbhuj are trying to bring him back
.vithout knowing that it is like a journey to the Moon.

That all the producers arc now looking out for

Vfadhok to steal the secret of "Rattan's" success at the
xw-ofrices. Madhok is reported to be safe in Chowri
Razar. Delhi, forging new times.

That Pandit [ndra and other lyric writers find a
nillion mistakes in Madhok 's songs of "Rattan" but the
nasses don't care a damn for the opinion of these great
poets.

That "Expert" K. S. Hirlckar has returned to India
with Hollywood "secrets" but no producer in India is

mxious to know them. Just like Indians.

That "Expert" K. S. Hirlckar will now publish the
''secrets" in the "Times of India" with the help of his
friend, B. H. Rao, the chief reporter. But our producers
ion't read any English daily.

That for Shantaram's benefit, the "Secrets" will have
:o be translated into Kolhapuri Marathi and published in
the "Lokmanya" daily.

n
That Harischandra Rao, who was promised the

Golden Gate of San Francisco, is now looking out for his
twenty -thousand which went flying to U.S.A.

That after reading the review of "Tadbeer" Saisial
has placed himself on rye-rations with his brother
Mahindr.i, acting as the Controller.

That Producer B. N. Sircar has already begun to

repent for not having sold outright the rights of "Hamrahi"
in the first few weeks. Now socialism has entered the

game of buying and selling.

That producers are a'ready taking picnic trips in sun

and moonlight, of course with prospective artistes, to

Jollywood (Chembur).

That Jollywood promises to become the homeland of

Omar Khayyam, the way we find grey-haired producers

stranded on deserted streets with curly-tops for company.

That at this rate the Anglo-Indians will soon find

good employment in our studios and we shall soon have

the old times back again with Saab-log-ka Hindustani.

That the members of the Producers' Association

solemnly resolved not to provide studio-floor space to out-

siders and then one by one proceeded to turn bad outsiders

into good insiders till the solemn resolution became
a pious memory.

That the very same members have now a dozen new
New-Year resolutions on the anvil but for some reason or

other they cannot collect enough people to hear of their

good intentions.

That now that the war is over and there is no licens-

ing of productions nor any raw film shortage, members
wonder why they should meet every week merely to af>

point sub-committees and run an association. Many
have already resigned while others are on way. In any

case, the old stagers do not want any new members—they

know now what the new ones can be like.

Rehana gets the soothing touch from Biman Bannerjee in

"Bridge" a story of Om Pictures.
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Iii 1945 Re tjnvv you "PHOOL"
anil now in 1946

PRODUCER
K. ABDULLA
presents a daringlij
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{In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous — it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

H. A. PATEL (Poona)

Do you think that like the Americans, the Indians

vill ever care to respect their film actresses?

In America, Film-actress Lauren Bacall can sit

on the piano of President Truman and wink in

his face, because the profession of acting has

acquired a status in that free country. In India,

Mahatma Gandhi, who has never seen a motion

picture, calls motion pictures an evil and in doing

so unconsciously induces millions of his country-

men to look down upon the film industry. Oui

film actresses have as much right to status and

respect as their American sisters because the pro-

fession needs talent, intelligence and hard work.

Work requiring these qualities cannot be denied

dignity and status, whatever saints and sinners

may say.

KISS NISHA AGARWAL (Cawnpore)

Why are some girls so proud of themselves even

hough they have nothing to be proud of?

Maseem (Jnr). brings youth to the screen in Durga

Pictures,' "Dur Chalen."

Many women have mirrors that lie, which have

not been taught in time to tell the truth. If wo-

men have nothing else, they sdll have their sex

which is sought after in this land of starvation.

MISS V. LATA (Vizianagram)

Being a lady student, the male students in our college

are concentrating on me by showing coloured plates and
kissing poses from "filmindia" whenever I go from class

to class. Is the "filmindia" bought for this purpose?

There is something wrong either with your mind
or with your eyesight, because "filmindia" has

never published a single kissing pose yet Are
you by any chance doing some wishful thinking?

If you had something to attract the boys, thev

wouldn't waste their time on "filmindia."

HOAT G. RIJLANI (Karachi)

How many of our actresses are virgins?

It is difficult to answer this question unless we
take Dr. Tarachand J. Lalvani of your city on a

tour of the actresses and hand their palms one

after another into his itching palm to practise

his palmistry. This khadi-clad palmist-journalist

chemist seems to specialise in women's palms the

way he grabs them to study the tell-tale lines.

But I wonder whether virginity ever had a line

on the palm for Tarachand to study. Tarachand's

medical knowledge would be more useful in

getting at this secret than his palmistry.

I think that fi'm journalists believe in making money
out of film journalism?

Why shouldn't they? Take the instance, once again

again of the man quoted above, Dr. Tarachand
Lalvani. He makes money by putting together a

lot of water with a bit of medicine as a doctor, by

selling patent medicines as a chemist, by the daily

doling of some Sindhi English in a kite-like news-

paper and by running a printing press to provide

work for his wife. After earning all the money
in these activities, he has still time to wear khadi

and be politically fashionable, and snatch and
read palms in spare time. If Tarachand can get

away with so many things, why shouldn't the

poor film journalist struggle a bit to earn a liveli-

hood?

K MURALIDHAR (Mangalore)

Is it true that you are more easily moved by a wo-

man's smile than by her tears?

Smiles and sighs are just shades of a woman's

life. It is the woman behind these that can move
a man of the world. Nowadays tears annoy me
and smiles just amuse.
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MOHOMEDALI EBRAHIM (Bandra)

Are there any 'pin-up' girls in our film industry:

We have several 'stuck-up' girls who don't even

show their faces and sit looking at the walls.

Besides most of our girls have no legs to pin-up.

R P AGARWAL (Aligarh)

Please arrange the following names in their order of

merit keeping their artistic talent, beauty and voice in

view assigning reasons for each:—Veena, Neena, Nargis,

Ragini and Rarnola.

For a'l-round talent Nargis stands first Ramola

comes second in acting some typical roles. Ragini

should rank third in her effort to express the

roles she plays, while Veena and Neena arc al-

most on level with their natural stiffness.

KANAYLAL T. GURNANI (Sukkur)

Is woman's heart made of wax or stone?

Had it been made of either of these two we
could be more sure of it. But seeing the hearts

which women show to the world, the material

used in their making looks more like rubber

which expands and contracts according to circum-

stances.

Whom did God create first—man or woman?

The scriptures say that God created man first and

out of his rib gave him a mate in the woman.
That puncture in the rib must have been a quick

and repentant job seeing that man, fashioned after

God, arrogated to himself divine powers within

a short time. In giving a woman to man, God
seems to have guaranteed His own Divinity by

putting a permanent brake on the flying balloon

of man's vanity.

S. RAMAKRISHNA RAO ( Vizianagaram)

Is "filmindia" for people's sake or for producers' sake?

Just for my very own sake. Any objection?

N. DANIEL JEYASEKHARAN (Madura)

In these times, which type of a woman do you think

wc should have: a saintly Mcera Bai or a heroic Captain

Lakshmi?

Our saintly Meera Bai was more heroic than

Captain Lakshmi. As far as I know our at

tractive 'Captain' went on a paid job for a foreign-

er, became a prisoner of another foreigner and
plunged into the struggle for freedom as a diver-

sion. What is heroic about all this? Such
Laksbmis are momentary meteors lifted to the

limelight as political slogans by clever propagan
dists like Tawaharlal Nehru. These modern
'Captains' will die before their death while Meer-i

will sti'l live to inspire even saints like Mahatmj
Gandhi for thousands of years to come.

HOTU TIKAMDAS (Karachi)

Is life so full of darkness as is shown in

Jeet"? Is God so cruel?

No, but producers are.

D. SATHYA RAJ (Hubli)

The other day I saw Snehaprabha Pradhan
about, on Hubli platform, with a Yankee guy.
wrong with her?

What's wrong in that? If Devika can take a

Russian, what's wrong with a good American?

'Mun-ki

gadding

What ;

s
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Snehaprabha is a dancer and is probably looking

out for ragtime rhythm.

CHANDRAKANT GUPTE (Bombay)

I have heard that Suvarnalata and Nazir who played

the main roles in "Laila Majnu," have also taken a fancy

for each other as "Laila' and 'Majnu' in practical life?

So what?

A. V. BAKRE (Javali)

What is the significance of showing love scenes in

full moonlight?

So that the Censor can see all the hits and the

misses and declare the film suitable for public

exhibition.

MISS NELON PURMASIR (S. Africa)

Which film company in India has the most efficient

management?
It is a case for microscopic research and I am not

a scientist

GOTAM B KARIA (Karachi)

Why is the Eastern beauty called a cold' beauty

though the climate is hot, whi'e the Western one is called

"hot' though the climate is cold?

A beauty is like a hot-water bottle—cold to look

at from a distance but hot to hold on the abdo-

men. The rubber has nothing to do with it— it

is the heat of the water inside that matters.

NARANDAS F. SHAH (Ahmedabad)
What does a man need for the peace of his soul and

for the satisfaction of his body?

A live woman for his body and a dead one for

his soul

S. P. VERMA (Benares)

What does love mean to an actress 5

Just another dialogue for which the producer

pays.

SIMON S. AARON (Poona)

What would happen to those so-called well-known

stars, now so much in prominence if some of the ghost

singers like Amir Bai, Zohra and Raj Kumari were to die?

Ghosts don't die. On the other hand they take

birth after death. We have numerous voices to

replace our present ghost singers and we can rely

upon our producers to turn crows into cuckoos

overnight

Cyclist Janki Dass says that film stars should slim by

cycling. What do you think of it?

Janki Dass talks a lot of rot during the year.

Don't listen to him. If you find Nur Jehan

cycling through Bhendy Bazaar, there will be a

riot in an hour. Janki needs a puncture in his

upper storey.

K. K ADVANI (Karachi)

Three girls have fallen in love with me and all the

three want me to marry them. What should I do?

If what you say is true, you have been cheating

those poor girls all these days bv meeting each

half-way without the knowledge of the other. If

the girls are wise, they would be well-advised to

kick you out. And still I don't believe you be-

cause I have yet to meet a Sindhi who can attract

three girls at a time. When you lie to me next
1 •——tine use some imagination

FILMINDI A

JAYANTILAL R. BHATT (Kandivalee)

When do women look more beautiful: when they

smile, blush or have pearls in their eyes?

Smiles, blushes and tears are armaments with a

woman. A woman is most beautiful when she

clings to a man with love in her heart

K. PADMA (Madras)

Can you tell me why some educated girls detest mar-

riage?

With marriage begins the second education of a

woman. Our college girls get fed up with their

first course and probably do not feel like a second

one. .

G. T BAKHRU (Lahore)

Didn't Devika Rani get any worthy Indian to marry

a Russian artist with a beard?

A marriage like that is a consummation of love

and the world round about has nothing to do

with it Devika has not married the bearded

Russian for photographic purposes or for world

approval and no one has a right to ask any ques-

tions.

Do you call Sushila Rani beautiful?

If I didn't people would call me blind.

M. A KHUDDUS (Madhikerra)

Why do our people hate and condemn the police

knowing that the police have to do unpleasant work un-

der orders?

I am glad you have asked this question as a

policeman. Unpleasant things, however, can

be done politely. To cite an extreme instance,

we are told that the Japs shot their victims after

bein« extremely polite to them. Under the pre-

She thinks it is a bit too early to be serious in "40 crores",

a village story of Chandra Art Productions.
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sent bureaucracy, the average policeman in our

country seems to have lost sight of the missionary

aspect of his vocation. As a protector of law

and order, his duty is to guide and protect the

peop.'e and not to heck.'e and manhandle them.

The average policeman behaves like a licensed

goonda in uniform and thinks that the rest of

the world is full of criminals. A policeman's

profession is as great as that of a doctor or a nurse

if he looks at it from a humanitarian angle. A
policeman should be a friend of the people if

he wishes to earn his livelihood honestly.

ML HT. PAXCHALI (Bangalore)

What have you to say about the Educational Films of

India 5

This institution produces very crude films at

present. But it is on the right lines and may
some day give us good stuff with some educa-

tional value. At present, it helps only to edu-

cate Ambalal Patel. its proprietor, who missed

some education in his childhood.

R G KRISHNASWAMY (Madras)

In what language Devika and Rcerich converse with

each other?

Love doesn't need a tongue. A look is enough
to get a dart back.

Who is the father of film criticism in India 5

Baburao PateL And he is the complete dynasty.

VIDVADHAR P. XAGARKAR (Bombay)
What is your opinion about girls?

Fine. I think they are an interesting addition to

our present design of life.

Are the spirits visible or invisible? Have vou ever

seen them?

Oh yes. several times. In their visible form I

have seen them in the bottle and in the glass and
in their invisible form in people who had poured

them into themselves.

SALLM ULLAH KHAAX (Sau-or)

What do you think of Nargis as a film artiste?

We have very few girls who can act and Nargis

is one of them The girl has talent which can

blossom beautifully under a good director.

SATYAXARAYAX X. S. (Bangalore)

How does a candid film review help—to guide the

film-goers, to help the producers or to improve the con-

tents of our films?

In this country a candid film review does not

help anyone because the majority of our film-

goers are congenital idiots; most of our prod

cers are unpunished criminals and almost all oi

our technicians are still-born pioneers.

SADHU RAM SETHI (Ludhiana)

Which is better: to spend Rs. i|2 for a film show or

to drink milk worth the money?

If you are b'essed with a frame like Pandit Indra's,

that milk is your necessity. But if vou are carry-

ing weight like me on the body and the mind,
you need mental relaxation.
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Which is more difficult now-a-days—to love or to

hate ?

With so much greed and bloodshed round us,

it is so easy to hate these days. To love, there-

fore, becomes a prize worth struggling for.

T C KRISHNA (Madras)

Will you please let me know how many feet a film

runs per minute:

90 feet per minute, i.e. 1 12 feet per second.

K G. BHIMA RAO (Bombay)

What are the qualifications of a good music-director

and how do you find Krishna Rao and Vasant Desai of

Rajkamal as music directors?

Krishna Rao used to be a good classical singer

within provincial limits. Vasant Desai is at best

a mediocre harmonium player. Both are no good

as music-directors for films, which need rhythm

with plenty of lilt. Rai Boral has all the quali-

fications of a music director, melody, rhythm and

brains.

What will be the effect on a picture if it is badly

edited?

In speed it will present the difference between a

hack and a race horse and in appearance it will

look more like a shack than a well-built house.

M. E. DINKAR RAO (Madras)

Who gave the best performance in Rajkamal's "Parbat

Pe Apna Dera"?

Pulling an unwilling maiden is a risky job as Sheikh

Hassan realises in
,'Prabhu-Ka-Ghar", a Ranjit picture.

The Parbat. It stood all the onslaughts of

Shantaram's craftsmanship.

RAVI DATT SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

What should be done when a professor falls desperate-

ly in love with a girl student?

Professors make bad confessors. One of the

students should kidnap the girl and marry her.

That will send the professor back to his books.

If a wife starts hating the husband should he thrash her

or not?

Not a bad idea. That will at least provide some

cause for hating.

SAVITRI DEVI SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

What is the climax of love?

A quarrel. And kiss is the anti-climax.

MISS SHALA EFFENDI (Madhpur)

Why does a love marriage appeal more to the new
generation ?

It provides a better chassis for life's transport.

Why do lovers usually choose gardens lor their meet

ing places?

Probably to steal from the flowers the fragrance

which is missing in them.

S. K. JAIN (Meerut)

My mother says that your "filmindia" is a sure weapon
to spoil the youth of the country. Is she right?

Mummy is always right But ask the daughter.

I am too young to write for the mothers.

JAIN BIHARILAL KHACHI (Patna)

What according to you is more valuable to an actress:

money or fame?

That depends on the woman in her. If there is

more of the actress in her, fame should appeal to

her as it is built on her performance.

A. NAJMUNNISA BEGUM (MMvisharam)

If "crime is education" and "comedy an entertain

ment," what is a love tragedy?

An experience.

G. A. TILOO (Indore)

What is the difference between a girl and a flower

?

If you pick the first she grows on you. If you

pick the second it fades in your hand.

MRS. PREMALATA MEHTA (Lahore)

Why does a woman, once she gets married, back her

husband in preference to her parents, even against her

better judgment?

To the woman, the husband is all her future while

parents constitute the past. It is wise to look

ahead and back the man who is her Destiny.

MISS SHARDA DEVI SHUKLA (Bina)

Between faked beauty and natural ugliness which
would you prefer?

Faked or not, I prefer beauty every time. May
it be momentary it carries a soothe in it There
is so much ugliness in life, inside and outside

human beings, that one hates living in this world.
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MISS T. VARIAVA (Bombay)

Why do girls in their teens exercise such a fascination

over men in their forties?

In their forties, men are more attractive than

women of that age. Most women in their forties

Jook like Good-Year Balloons with all the curves

lost. While men in that age sip at life with a

newer taste. It is but natural that teens should

beat the forties in attraction.

Is kissing an art or a craft?

Usually it is an unavoidable accident If it is to

be called an art or a craft, it would turn men
into gigolos.

MRS. INDIRA DEVI (Cawnpore)

What is your idea of Shantaram's "Dr. Kotnis"?

It ought to become a good picture the way Shan-

taram is taking pains over it. He has already

shot the picture three times over.

M. L. SARAF (Poona)

Differentiate between stars in the sky and stars in

the Indian film world?

Stars above are harmless twinklers. While those

in the film world bore us stiff night and day.

A. M. NAQVI (Delhi)

If I invite you to a fancy dress party and request you

to come in a child's attire so as to look not more than

twelve in age, how would you do it?

I would have to wrap myself in your imagina-

tion, which can, if needs be, be pitched lower

than twelve.

S. K. DORAISWAMY (Bangalore)

Is marriage quite necessary to become husband and
wife?

Absolutely if the parties to the romance lack

imagination.

N. S. SUBBA RAO (Bangalore)

Do you advise modern young people to copy the me-
thods of love-making from our films.5

Heavens, no. Most of the love-scenes in our films

are created by directors who never had youth and

their methods at best may lead our young ones

tqwards impotency. Don't follow our films. They
have no romance in them.

A. SUBBA RAO (Vizianagram)

What is the rc'ation between love and [xrrsonality ?

Personality is the altar and love is the incense

burnt at it

A. V. RAGHAVAN (Trichinopoly)

When will our pictures become so popular as to be

sent abroad for screening.3

That way we a'ready have a picture in the

United States, "The Court Dancer," waiting to

step out on Broadway for the last two years. If

you are dreaming of people overseas clamouring

for Indian pictures, you are living in a fool's para-

dise

FILMINDI A

T. R. K. RAO (Bangalore)

Will you kindly attend my marriage celebrations if !

pay for all your expenses?

Save the money and give it as a present to your
bride.

S. MALLICK (Indore)

When a man gets the fruits of his deeds in this world,
then why did God take the unnecessary trouble of creating

heaven and hell?

Ask God. I am worried about the dinner my
wife is going to give me tonight

N. KRISHNASWAMY (Bangalore)

Why, inspite of several drawbacks are pictures from
Bengal more artistic and cultured than those produced in

Bombay ?

The Bengalees hold the best traditions in art
and culture and even their crudest job will look
shades better than the best of other provinces.

What does Bombay know of art or culture? All
that it cares for is the music of money.

N. S. V CHALAM (Bangalore)

When does an actress become a 'star'?

When she starts shedding in the streets meteoric
bits of her personality.

MISS CHARUSHILLA PUNCHOLEY (Karachi)

Could you think of any 'mirror' which could reflect

the stupidity and foolishness of a man?

In "Naiyya" directed by Aslam Noori, Mazhar has a

powerful role to play. He docs it with a wine glass in hand.
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Look at the woman the man selects for his wife

and it will be easier to see his reflection.

What is the distance between immorality and your

n industry? Could you devise any measuring rod?

Measured by the rod of your own character, the

distance is exactly the same as between you and

a public woman.

KAMALUDDIN (Madras)

I see strange girls in my dreams whom I have never

:t in my life. What is this due to?

Kamaluddin Saheb, aap kamal kartay hain! I

suggest your emptying the bladder before going

to bed.

VDAN LAL BEDI (Cawnpore)

Why does a man call his wife "the better half"?

Women like flattery and man uses it to sell him-

self to her.

Have you ever been with a lady to kiss her under the

stletoe?

I wouldn't like to blame the mistletoe for my
mistake.

Is there any way to cure a love-sick man?

Get him married to the girl he loves. Marriage

cures love-sickness.

SHAH (Ahmedabad)

Who acts better between Naseem and Khurshid?

Nargis, who looks better than Khurshid and acts

better than Nassem.

IANNU J. BHATT (Karachi)

In view of the nuisance of crying babies in the

:ma-houses why not make it compulsory to have a

y stand as we have a cyc'.e-stand?

Then we'll need a cow shed with baby feeders.

Why not dope the babies and stop them from

shouting to the world the private crimes of their

parents?

HAIL SAIT (Bangalore)

Which is the correct description of our Indian

dios: cradles of Art or graveyards of Art?

To be cradles or graveyards, Art has at least to

step into the studios. As far as Art is concerned,

the film studio is a mere mirage.

P. VISRAM (Mombasa)

Between a child, a woman and a man, which is the

•lest work of Cod 5

God is the noblest creation of man. After this

supreme creation, man brushed aside nobility and

became a sinner. This divine spark which is es-

sentially a creation of man, flickers most steadily

in the child. It is the child therefore which is

the noblest work in its childhood.

H. KHAN (Fatehpore)

What are the chief pastimes of Rai Bahadur Chuni

1 and Sardar Chandulal Shah?

Cards, races and egotism.

FILMINDI A

A. AZIZ (Belgaum)

On the screen when I see the charming face of Sushila

Rani, I forget myself. What will happen if I see her face

to face?

If you forget yourself once again, Til be there to

M refresh your memory with one under your chin.

KR. RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

Is your life a tragedy or a comedy?

It is a huge mockery with the readers on one side

and the producers on the other.

What is the hobby of our film stars?

Collecting black market money.

What is the work of your assistants?

Watch my mood and movements and step care-

fully. Their work they leave for me to do.

Smart chaps, I must say!

S. D. MANORANJAN DUTTA (Bombay)

Please tell me which is the 'heart-beat* among the

following: a kiss on the lips, a kiss on the cheek, a kiss on
the hand, a kiss on the neck and a kiss on the forehead?

If the hearts are in tune a kiss in the air can

produce thunder inside.

10 CASH PRIZES FOR 10 QUESTIONS

The proprietors of "filmindia" will award

every month 10 cash prizes to the readers whose

questions are considered interesting or elicit

interesting replies in the "Editor's Mail." The

Editor's decision shall be absolutely final in

awarding the prizes as follows:—1st Prize Rs. 25|-

2nd Prize Rs. 20|-, 3rd Prize Rs. 15]-, 4th Prize

Rs. 10|-, and 6 consolation prizes of Rs. 5|- each.

The names of the prize-winners will be announ-

ced every month in .'filmindia", and the

amounts will be remitted to them by Money
Order. No correspondence will be entertained.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR FEBRUARY

1st prize Rs. 25)- to Gotam B. Karia (Karachi)

;

2nd Prize Rs. 20|- to Sadhu Ram Sethi

(Ludhiana); 3rd prize Rs. 15|- to Manoranjan

Dutta (Bombay); 4th prize Rs. 10|- to Miss

Shala Effendi (Madhpur); and 6 consolation

prizes of Rs. 5|- each to the following: Naran-

das F. Shah (Ahmedabad); S. P. Verma (Bena-

res'); A. Subba Rao (Vizianagram) ; Miss Charu-

Shilla Puncholey (Karachi); Madan Lall Bedl

(Cawnpore); and Ismail Sait (Bangalore).

Money Orders are being sent to all the prize-

winners.
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Now
FINISHING THE CELLULOID PROCESS I

DR. SAFDAR AH.

Producer Director :

MOHAN SINHA.

Starring. SAIGAL ft SURAIYA ft WAST7 ft

LEELA ft BENJAMIN ft SHAKIR ft

MUJAMIL ft MADENPUR I & Others.

For particulars :

MURARI PICTURES

Lamington Rd., Bombay 4,

or

Maneklal Chunilal

Sandhurst Bridge, Bombay,

MURARI'S NEXT

sensation

1857
The red year of the Indian Story

5Woz: MOHAN SINHA.



KHVRSHID (JSR.)

This artiste is gradually coming into the limelight. Here she is as seen in » Song of Desert " a costume
i/ory of Jagriti Pictures.



OW|N THE TOWN

(ff>n

MOHAN •*

BOMBAY . D ELHI . LAHORE . LUCKNOW. CAWNPORE .





YASHODHARA KA TJU—
This popular artiste ploys an important role in " Sassi Punnu

"

Productions directed by J. P. Advani,

a costume story of Vaswani



BENGAL IS RAVING OVER

ABT HLMS'
ALLURING SOCUl

HEMEN GUPTA

Starring \

JAMUNA
NAWAB, MOLINA,

IFTIKHAR, ARUNA.

DEVBALA, TULSI,

INDU TANDON Etc.

SACCHINDAS (Motilal)

RUNNING TO CROWDED HOUSES
AT Jyoti Talkies. Calcutta.

For C P. : JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH :;. SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL : MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.

THE STRANGEST STOR

OF A GIRL WHO STAYED

N

% 'MflVYUG' PRESENTS

m
GEETA
SHVAM, K.N.SINGH
MROJ BORKflR . DflR KASHMIRI

(Ml
Direction : Screenplay : Songs : Musi

VEDI. SHAHID LATIF. NAKHSHAB. F

NEARING COMPLETION I

CREATING RECORD AT LAHORE, DE

& CALCUTTA.

DIN RAA
DIRECTION :

SHOREY

DAULTALVI.

STARRING : SNEHPRA
P. BANNERJI, SULOCI



Marring .

SHANTA APTE (Courtesy: S. A. Concerns)
ISHWARLAL - YAKUB - Meenaxi -

Shanta Rin Lata - Salvi - Jog -

Damuanna and PREM ADIB
story : V. S. KHANDEKAR

Under production at Rajkamal Kalamandir.
For Particulars :

INDIA FILM CIRCUIT
LAMINGTON ROAD, BOMBAY 4.

OM PICTURES
PRESENTS

REHANA

The most loveable girl

of the Silver Screen

in

BRIDGE
(PUD

with

BIMAN BANERJI

BALRAJ MEHTA
E. BILLIMORIA

VIKRAM KAPOOR
MADAN PURI

JAHANARA
MONI CHATTERJI

. PRITI MAJUMDAR
NARMADASHANKAR

*
Music : Director

:

MINOO MAJUMDAR SUDHfR SEti

ror Particulars

:

RAJ LAKSHIVH PICTURES.
125. GIRGAUM ROAD. BOMBAY



bt HomE mid hbrohd
CINECOLOR PROCESS

Technicolor will meet its Waterloo
very shortly if the new Cinecolor

process, recently tested in Hollywood,
becomes a vogue. Already M. G. M.
have decided to use the Cinecolor in

their new picture "Star Of Heaven
- '

and it is said that the new process is

less expensive and requires light me-
chanical equipment. If Cinecolor be-

comes popular, the black-and-white

picture will soon be an exception.

LOVERS ON HIRE
Film-star Paulette Goddard's

.£40,000 diamond necklace, which
she hires out to the studios, is made,
she says, of all her engagement rings.

Who is India's Paulette?

FLYING JOURNALIST
Mr. Baburao Patel accompanied by

Sushila Rani and Pandit Indra paid
a flying visit to Karachi during the

week-end ending 13th January. Apart
from the hundreds of currency notes

autographed by Sushila Rani, per-

haps to make them better negotiable

instruments, Mr. Patel addressed
journalists and film people; students

and professors; and the Amil gents

and ladies of the town. The people

of Sind seem to have got earfuls to

hear from the talkative editor and eye-

fuls to see in Sushila Rani. The only

stye was Pandit Indra. Mr. Patel's

host, Khan Saheb Jehangir Mobed,
had a hard time contro.ling film

crowds and protecting his guests

DAWN AT LAST!
It is good news to report that the

employees engaged in the different

branches of the film industry met on
Sunday, die 6th January, under the

presidentship of Congressman S. K.
Paril to form the Indian Motion Pic-

ture Employees Union. This organi-

zation will watch and protect the

interests of the workers in the film

studios and it has already got going
by appointing a provincial committee
to draft the constitution, "fi.mindia"

will always support the workers

against the exploiters.

SAMUEL SANGUINE
Sir Samuel Ranganadan, the High

Commissioner for India, (but not for

Indians) revealed during the month
that an Information Service would
soon be established which would give

national and cultural Indian news to

the British people through articles

and films. As is expected, Sir Samuel
is optimistic. We only hope, they

don't portray India with the pens of

gutter writers like Nichols and Mayo.

JUDGING THE JUDGE
Hurt by the sweeping remarks

made by Presidency Magistrate S. M.
Hassan of Madras, about films and

Surekha is waiting for stardom in "Rupa' 1

"Bulbul" Desai.

under the direction or

film people, Producer K. Subrama-
niam, President of the South Indian
Film Chamber of Commerce, is re-

ported to be moving the High Court
to expunge the remarks of the learn-
ed Magistrate and delete them from
his judgment. We wish him success.

COLOURFUL WASTE
Rightly or wrongly, the Information

Films of India are forging ahead with
their new plans. We are told that
they will now shoot documentaries of
vnlage life in color, which are expect-
ed to be ready by the middle of 1946.
They have already prepared their
budget of the taxpayers' funeral,
which includes geographical films,
sociological documentaries and odds
and ends about the daily life in India.

THE LAST WORD
At least some of the women in

America are beginning to resent the
slurs against their sex by the charac-
ters George Sanders plays.

,<rJ
n "Moon and Sixpence" and

Dorian Gray," the British actor toss-
ed around such epithets as "women
represent the triumph of matter over
mind." When it was announced that
he would again make such deroga-
torV ^marks in the David Loew-
Albert Lewin picture, "Bel Ami," at
least one group rose in protest.

Mrs. J. D. Cahn, president of the
Associated Women's Clubs, New
York City, wrote Loew: "We have
all intentions of boycotting the film
should the original p'an of slander
upon women be continued."

But Writer-director-producer Lewir.
does not intend to alter his course!
Among the lines he has prepared for
Sanders:

"There are two rules regarding
women: 1, never believe what a
woman says; 2, be on your guard
when a woman is silent."

"No woman is worth what she
costs, even if she costs nothing."

"Women should be kept in ignor-
ance. To educate a woman is like
leaving a razor where a monkey can
find it."

Sanders merely shrugged and said
Lewin puts such words in his mouth,
and he is not responsib'e. For in-

stance in "Moon and Six-pence" he
had this line: "Women are strange
little beasts. You can tread on them
like dogs. You can beat them till

your arm aches. And still they love
you."
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Sktvtaj Production*
IT'S READY FOR RELEASE

COMING SHORTLY AT YOUR FAVOURITE THEATRE
Rights : SOUTH, C. P. C. I., BOMBAY PRESIDENCY

ACME FILM DISTRIBUTORS, BOMBAY 7.

FOR NORTH, BENGAL, SIND, OVERSEAS.

Apply: S HIV RAJ PRODUCTIONS.
UNDER PRODUCTION

DILDAC
A ROMANTIC COMEDY

STARRING

:

>
SHIVRAJ PRODUCTIONS
417. VITHALBHAI PATEL ROAD, BOMBAY 4

FOR PARTICULARS,

GREAT SONS
i INDIA OWES HER GREATNESS...

See the

REAL SON OF INDIA

in CMurli CMovietone's
Saga of filial Love

"SHRAVANKUMAR"
Songs & Dialogues :

Walli Saheb

Music

:

Bhulo C. Raney

Dance

:

K. S. More

Camera :

Goverdhandhar Patel

Sound :

Chandrashekhar Trivedi

Starring:

CHANDRAMOHAN - MUMTAZ SKANTI
Pahari Sanyal-K.C. Dey - Menaka(N.T.fame)

Gulab - Tarabai - Raj Rani - Majjid - More
Yeshwant Wave & Gope.

Story, Scenario: K. S. DARYANI.

Direction: RAM DARYANI.

MURLI MOVIETONE, Dadar, Bombay.
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"I'm sorry I had to say that."

Sanders said. "I have since come to

love dogs."

SHOCKED OUT
Dattu Ramchandra Bodhe, an elec-

trician of the Rajkamal Kalamandir,

received an electric shock whilst

working in the studio and died on
the spot during the month. It is a

case for Workmen's Compensation.

MONEY SPINNERS
Louts B. Mayer, M. G. M. Chief,

earned the highest income during 1943
by netting in 908,070 dollars against

59041 dollars earned by Charles E.

Wilson, President of General Motors.

From the film stars, Fred Mac
Murray, Deanna Durbin, Abbot and

Costel.o, Barbara Stanwyck, Bing

Crosby and William Powell caught

the eye in top earnings.

In India the Income-tax can not

catch the black marketing stars with-

in six figures.

ASK MAMA
The "Tribune," a Lahore paper,

reports a strange case about Mano-
rama, the film actress of the Punjab.

It is said that a notice was issued

under Section 193 of the Indian Penal

Code at the instance of Mr. Isac

Daniel who claims to be Miss Mano-
rama's father, alleging that in a libel

suit filed by her against Syed Attaul-

lah Shah, Miss Manorama had ack-

nowledged the petitioner as her father,

whereas in the present suit filed by

her against the petitioner she refuses

to recognise the petitioner as her

father. Funny, isn't it ?

FORTUNE IN MUSIC
The Yankees won't let India have

even one distinction of possessing the

world's richest man in the Nizam of

Hyderabad. Though we have a

family of 400 million starving souls

we don't grudge the Nizam his fabu-

lous wealth. The Americans, how-
ever, don't seem to like the idea. They
say that their five feet-and odd
crooner Bing Crosby is the richest

man in the world and this inter-

national secret was well kept to keep

tax-col.ecting wolves from Bing's gold-

en gates.

We don't care whether Bing is rich

or poor. Bing is a sweet crooner and

has more rhythm in his voice than all

the Broadway Bands put together.

Bing makes three pictures a year and

earns Rs. 4,00,000)- each. Then he

earns Rs 25,000)- per week from
broadcasting. Add to all this two
annas as royalty per record on his

gramophone records which sell in

thousands and the profits of his

Crosby Investment Corporation and

it is not difficult to believe that Bing

Crosby is a rich man. All luck to

him. He has earned his money by

hard work and struggle and not in-

herited it like our princes by sheer

accident of birth.

GOOD-BYE, KAMLA!

We regret to announce the sudden
death of Film-actress Kamla Chatter

jee (Mrs. Kidar Sharma) on
Thursday the 10th January from
heart-failure. Kamla had worked in
many Ranjit pictures and had never
given a bad performance. She was
considered eminently suitable for
light roles in which she sang and
danced to entertain thousands all

over the country. Sweet-natured and
charming, Kamla will be missed by
one and all in the industry.

WELL DESERVED

The Indian film industry was not
forgotten in the distribution of
honours for the New Year. Exhi-
bitor Keki M. Modi of Western India
Theatres Ltd. has been awarded the
Order of the British Empire. Keki
Modi's life has been one long strug-

gle from poverty to riches and from
obscurity to fame and though such
honours do not fetch premiums in
the present world, they still help to

record the excellent services of sincere

people like Keki Modi. We wish
Keki greater distinction. Hard work
deserves the crown every time.

AND ONE MORE
It did surprise many when Mr. D.

K. Parker of "filmindia" and New
Jack Printing Works Ltd., also be-

came Rao Saheb in the New Year.

"Filmindia" has now a Rao Saheb as

a partner.
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ONE MORE MENACE
The world is going to be a very

small place if the numerous plans of

several foreign film magnates are

going to materialise. The latest or-

ganization in the news is the

"'United World Pictures Company"
owned by J. Arthur Rank, the British

film magnate with two Americans,

Leo Spitz and William Goetz. This

company will distribute and control

—or try to—all productions wherever

found. Sounds rather ambitious.

Doesn't it ? What about Ranjit pic-

tures?

DEATH OF AN INSTITUTION

Bad news comes to us from Cal-

cutta that Miss Jahanara Kajjan, the

famous star of the early talkies,

"Laila Majnu" and "Shirin Farhad",

has breathed her last in Calcutta

during December after a long illness.

Her last picture was "Mumtaz Ma-
hal", produced by the Ranjit Movie-

tone. In her days Kajjan was con-

sidered the most dynamic star of the

times.

BELLS AND BELLS

"Filmistan" seems to have become
a happy hunting ground for romance
the way boys and girls are being

paired off. Right in the wake of

Mohsin Abdul'.a's marriage with Veera
Anklesaria comes the news of Mr.
Perreira, Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall's

secretary, having picked up Miss

Shroff as his partner of life. Who
says that our film industry does not

contribute to the communal unity in

the country?

DHAN-SAK DECISIONS

Our film people seem to be serious

these days about putting their house

in order. The other day Producer

Sohrab Modi, who, like the over-

grown school-boy who went in short

pants to get a concession ticket, still

calls himself an artiste first and last

and remains the president of the

actors and the actresses, invited the

Executive Committee Members of the

Producers' Association, without the

prying journalists, to dinner and over

some 'dhan-sak' decided that the As-

sociation of Artistes should co-operate

with the Association of Producers in

promoting better relations between

the artistes and the producers, i.e. in

cutting down the earnings of the

artistes and increasing the profits of

the producers. How can they kick

on the stomach while putting the

'Dhan-sak' in?

GLORIFYING CRIME

Members of the South Indian Film
Chamber of Commerce are reported

to have passed a "Mercy Resolution"

to secure the release of Film actors

N. S. Krishnan and M. K Thyagraja

Bhagavathar who have been given a

life sentence for being parties to the

murder of a local journalist. It is

perhaps feared that without these two
the South Indian film industry will

soon go to dogs. The South Indian

producers seem to show some rare

principles the way they back persons

who go about murdering people?

Perhaps, some of those outside the

jail claim fellowship with those inside

and they seem to miss the genial

company of the musician and the

comedian.

NO MORE DIRECTION

A cable from Hollywood says that

Veera Zorina, the stage and screen

ballet star, was granted a divorce

during the month from her husband,

George Balanchine, a ballet director

of New York. They were married

in 1938. Pretty long time that.

DEATH OF A PHILANTHROPIST

We regret to announce the death

of a leading philanthropist of Gujerat,

Mr. Nemchand Kacharabhai Mehta,

father of Kapurchand, Kevalchand

and Zaverchand our film magnates,

at the ripe age of 85 in Jetpur, his

home town.

The late Mr. Nemchand Mehta was

a very industrious and enterprising

man who, rising from the lowest rung

of the ladder, laid the early founda-

tions of the now proverbial Kapur-

chand fortune. In his three illustrious

sons he has left behind rare industrial

magnates who turn every thing which

they touch into gold. May his soul

rest in peace.

Here is a semi-humorous situation f'om "Shravan Kumar" directed by Ram
Daryani



OUR SynTHETIC GliRmOUR GIRLS

RRD THEIR RRT RRD ERRfllDGS
By: BA8URAO PATEL

"Imagine Durga Khotc possessing

intoxicating youth "

Every day, in addition to the

usual questions for the "Editor's

Mail", I receive several letters from

my reader? asking me all sorts oi

questions about their intimate per-

sonal affairs, their silent hopes and

fears, their soaring ambitions and
what not.

Thousands of my readers seem to

labour under the impression that I

was born to serve them at all hour-

Nothing of the sort. I am writing

"filmindia" because I have to do some
work for a decent living. Tnciden

tally, if I manage to entertain some
and serve a few. it is no fault ol

mine. Let it be perfectly understood

that I never intend it to be so.

Once in a while, however, I shed

my natural rudeness as a concession

to my environments and become
po'ite enough to give some advice.

This is one such occasion with a let-

ter before me signed by 31 girls ot

Karachi. I think quite a number ol

the signatures put on this letter are

bogus. Knowing human nature—

and woman nature particularly—

1

don't expect 31 young women to be

unanimous over the contents of the

single letter sent to me. The letter

is a long windy affair, stupid in parts

and angry and abusive at p'aces.

These women have cursed our pro

ducers for lacking morals, for beinR

stupid, for their lack of enterprise,

for the disservice they do to the

country by producing rotten pictures

and finally for not providing oppor

tunities and suitable environments

to good girls from society who wish

to join the screen.

They have abused me calling mc
names which don't sit e'egantly on

tender lips and accused me of beinj:

a "tiny capitalist" who looks to pro-

fits at the sacrifice of art. They
have spelt art with a capital "A" and

underlined the word six times. Thev
should have done it 31 times if all

those signatures were to be accepted

is genuine.

Here is an extract from this amus
ing letter:

"We are all Amil girls—beautiful,

educated and talented—as most Amil
girls are. (For me a girl is a girt,

Amil or Tamil. And if she is beautiful

I don't mind her being even an Oriya.

By the way, I don't know what

"Oriya" means. I picked up the

word from my correspondence as it

is odd enough to sound amusing.)

We would like to work on the screen,

but when a couple of us tried to

contact your dirty producers we were

choked off. (Probably they didn't

want to pass on the "dirt" on grounds

ol public health) What do these

producers think of themselves? (Do
they ever think?) When someone

beautiful, talented and decent comes

along, your producets don't ha\e the

imagination to secure her services.

After all what do the film producers

actually want if not beautiful, educat

ed and talented girls? You should

tell us the exact qualifications of a

girl desiring to do screen work."

Forgetting this female diatribe for

a moment, that is a question worth

replying.:

"What do the film producers actu-

ally want?"

IMPOSSIBLE WOMEN
Let us answer this question by

examining what they actually give us

today and how they expect us to ac-

cept their "gift."

Every glamorous heroine which j

producer presents is, without excep-

tion, described as having all the fol-

lowing qualities: intoxicating youth,

eloquent eyes, perfect features, stream-

lined figure, exotic beauty, exciting

sex-appeal, divine voice and what not.

Now that is rather a tall order even

for the most ambitious descendant oi

Eve to meet. If such a perfect woman
can be found then it will be worth-

while withdrawing the Atom Bomb
from circulation. That woman can

complete the remaining destruction of

the human race.

As things are going on at present

we must say that our film producers

belong to a race of unblushing opti-

mists. Even under a lethal dose of

self-hypnosis it is difficult to imagine
Durga Khote possessing intoxicating

youth, Shobhana Samarth sporting a

streamlined figure, Snehaprabhn
Pradhan meeting the description '>(

perfect features, Kanan radiating sex

appeal. Suvarnalata being called an

exotic beauty, Nur Jehan singing with

a divine voice or Yashodhara Katiu
having eloquent eyes. And yet from
day to day these very descriptions, and
even more phantastic ones, are used

by the producers to describe their

glamour products, all the time ex-

pecting the people to accept all these

adjectives as truthful descriptions ol

their stars.

Repetitions of these thundering

adjectives in the producer's pub'icity

campaigns oitcn brings the tragedy

home when several worthy descen-

dants of Eve actually begin to believe

all that is said about them and st.irt

"Imagine Snehaprabha having perfect

features
"
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swanking and throwing their weight

about completely forgetting the time-

honoured trick of men to bend the

women to their will under the lash

of praise, both deserved and unde-

served.

Actually what we get on the screen

has very little relation with the glow-

ing descriptions we read in the papers.

But because film-making is a business,

and hardly an art, we must acquit the

glamour merchants of the charge of

exaggerating their products and de-

ceiving the public. The motion pic-

ture is technically a creation of an

optical illusion. More reason, there-

fore, that stars who contribute their

talent to make a picture, should also

be classified as synthetic products of

mental illusion.

And yet how much do the pro-

ducers actually expect from their gla-

mour goods, seeing that the ideal

screen woman is yet to be born? As
in other fields of life, man has also

turned' the imperfections of the

screen into a saleable art. What
nature denied to our film stars as

glamorous women, the film producer

has provided with various technical

aids such as good make-up, camera

work, etc. and the rest by creating an

atmosphere of self- hypnosis by gla-

morous publicity.

Millions of people who see our

motion pictures every day of the year

testify to the success of the deep-laid

designs of the producer.

It is difficult to say what a would-

be film star should have to be to be-

"Imagine Suvarnalata being called an

Exotic beauty
"
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come a public craze. You can't assess

woman's illusive charms with the help

of mathematics. You can't mea-
sure her thighs in inches, her nose in

centimetres or her eye lashes in milli-

metres. A woman is the essence cf

a thousand little things and it is the

over-all effect that decides whether a

person is beautiful or otherwise.

THE TWO RANIS

To guide those 31 signatories (25
bogus ones), let me briefly analyse

the glamour material we have in the

industry today. This analysis is of

course mv individual opinion based

on the recent screen appearances and
performances of the artistes mention-

ed and is not intended to prejudice

the fans.

The star that strikes the eye with

a vengeance is Devika Rani. For
years she dominated the Indian screen

and was voted the "First Lady of the

Screen" with unanimous consent.

Democracy or Bolshevism, the mass
r

es still look up to people born in the

aristocratic circles of life and Devika's

credentials in this respect have been

undisputed. She came, she was seen

and she conquered. Within a day she

became the favourite of millions.

Even girls fell in love with her. An-
alysing Devika's natural equipment

does not contribute to her glamour.

Devika has a forehead a shade too

high—a nose a shade too puny, eyes

a shade too tiny and a figure a shade

too slight. But with her well-culti-

vated dignity and poise she presents

herself as a remarkably charming

woman of a thousand little graces

which lend her a beautiful persona-

lity.

Judged from the histrionic point of

view, Devika is rather poor material.

As a musician she has neither the

voice nor the aptitude for Indian

music. And yet Devika lent to the

Indian screen a dignity which it never

had before.

For a long time Devika took a'l

the glamour that was given to well-

born, educated ladies of society, till,

one day, the screen introduced Sushila

Rani in that much-advertised picture

"Draupadi". Sushi'a Rani's artistic

equipment must be explained as

merely a fortunate gift from nature.

She is a remarkable combination of

several qualities any motion picture

producer in the world would like his

star to have.

"And Yashodhara Katju having

Eloquent eyes
"

Sushila Rani has a photogenic face

with eyes that strike the spectator with

their sou'ful expression. In histrionics

she possesses a wide range from a

stoic martyr to the frivolous flirt. But

a unique attribute, verv rarely found

with beauty, is her melodious voice

which within confines of musical notes

creates haunting melodies very rarely

heard on the screen. Sushila Rani is

a musician of rare calibre and can

easily be called one in a million con

sidering the stuff we get on thr

Indian screen.

But a lucky, gifted woman like

Sushila Rani can hardly be an exam-

ple for the average aspirant. . Be-

sides her association with the screen

is more in the nature of a seasonal

hobby. She is not on the screen for

a career.

Let us therefore turn to those career

girls who keep appearing on thr

screen month after month.

THE CAREER GIRLS

Forgetting the past and the pre

sent Ranis of the screen who may
occasional'y flash on the screen to

give status and dignity to our film

industry;, the best all-rounder that

attracts attention is Khurshid.

Here is a girl who has never given

a bad performance. She is miles

away from being the ideal screen star

but Khurshid has a little of every-

thing: a p'easant face, a good voice,

and just the requisite amount of

talent to put over a pretty good per-

formance every time. No wonder she

earns between eight to ten thousand

a month. Nargis, a newcomer, is
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certainly a talented addition to our

screen heroines. Nothing is yet known
about Nargis' singing abilities but

the work she has given in a couple of

pictures brings her very near Khur-

shid. Nargis earns over ten thousand

a month and no wonder.

Some people insist on calling

Khurshid and Nargis beautiful.

Sushi'a Rani who is a Khurshid

Devika fan insists on describing both

as "very beautiful women." I dis-

agree with her though I don't trv

to convert her to my view.

Beautiful or not. Khurshid is cer-

tainly attractive considering the lot

of ugly stuff we have in our film

industry.

In a sex-starved country like India

where beautiful women are usually

buried in veils, even ugliness—so

long as it has sex—gets a premium.

On the Indian screen we have a

large brigade of ugly, repulsive faces

some of which, in the absence of a

better supply, have become good

money-spinners at the box-office

Take them in a line: Snehaprabba

Pradhan with her ugly nose and

small height, Husna Banu with her

nose longer than the face, Vanmala
with a nose that would break the

heart of any cameraman, Shobhana
Samarth with a polly nose and a

clumsy figure, Ramo'a a tiny woman
with a snub nose, Kusum Deshpande
with a thick nose on a very ordinary

face, Yashodhara Katju, the funny-

looking midget who seems to have

changed her mind about growing at

the early age of 12 and Mumtaz
Shanti who looks more repulsive than

pleasant on the screen.

And yet several of these for one

reason or o'her are drawing big

salaries. Forgetting the natural ugli-

ness Snehaprabha has fine acting

talent, Ramola is good in tom-bov

parts, Vanmala can ride, dance and
swim, Mumtaz Shanti can dance

gracefu'ly, Shobhana can fall back on
her luck to act the traditional Hindu
wife with little intelligence and no
resistance, Kusum Deshpande can

beat any professional flirt at the

game, the "midget" can raise a laugh

by her funny looks and Husna Banu
can wa'k across the screen over the

steps fixed by the director.

Some of these girls are earning

huge fortunes every year. Shobhana's

income should be in the neighbour-

hood of three lakhs every year.

Ugliness is therefore not a stopper

to a film career especially when there

is sex, youth and a litde intelligence

to back it up. Film producers need
women to act women and when thev

can't get beautiful women they accept

less beautiful ones or even the ugly
ones. Women can't be replaced by
men.

THE "BEAUTIES"
Continuing the analysis of our act-

ing ta!ent we do have some pleasant

faces which many may label as beau-

tiful. Take Naseem, Neena, Shamim
and Nalini Jaywant. None of these

artistes can act much but they have
been able to get along very well on
their looks which are over-assessed in

the midst of poor competition. With
a crowd of ugly ducklings all around
some are bound to be called beautiful

and no one can complain about such

an assessment.

It shou'd be evident by now that

screen work pays people for one dis-

tinctive feature or other. It is not

always possible to get a versatile

ar'iste like Protima Das Gupta who
while looking womanly enough radia-

KIDAR SHARMA OTFERS
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tes her natural sex-appeal in many a

different role with superb artistry.

There are girls like Para, Veena and

Ragini whose only excuse to be on

the screen is their youth with at-

tractive contours. Youth seems to be

such an attraction on the screen that

Veena inspite of her stiff gait, poor

acting talent and none-too-attractive

face will earn over three lakhs of

rupees this year and she took to the

screen work only recently.

Think of Kanan, the nightingale of

Bengal. For a woman she has almost

a man's face but when she opens her

mouth music gushes out to charm a

million admirers. But for her lilting

music. Kanan would not have been

the screen attraction that she is to-

day, earning nearly a hundred thou-

sand rupees for a single picture.

The Mediocre Talent

There are many other girls who

have a bit of many qualities required

for screen success. Nur Jehan should

head this list with pretty good acting

experience inspite of her baby talk

and nursery music. The others like

Jayashree, Lee'a Desai, Ratnamala,

Surraiya, Renuka Devi and Shanta

Apte keep earning regularly big an-

nual incomes for one reason or other

but principally due to the shortage of

talent in the industry. None of them

can act much, but some of them are

lucky to have influential chaperons

who are directly connected with the

film industry.

With almost everything against

them in looks and age, Jamuna and

Durga Khote continue to dominate

in their field on sheer merit. These

two are fine artistes who understand

the spirit of their roles and deliver

the goods from picture to picture

wiih almost superb artistry. Both of

them reach a six-figure income everv

year.

There are many others in the in-

dustry too numerous to deserve men-

tion here, who earn a comfortable

living by playing second roles. In

fact, no one starves in this film indus-

try be she an extra woman or an im-

pecunious producer. Several of our

extra girls, spotted as members of the

fair sex merely because of the saris

they wear, still manage tq earn as

much aj> Rs. 1500I- per month, for
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the simple reason that men can't act

women and a picture requires some
more women in addition to the pro-

fessional heroine and the vamp.

New aspirants should therefore rea-

lise that there is nothing so much of

the "intoxicating youth, the eloquent

eyes, the perfect features, the stream-

lined figure, the exotic beauty, the

exciting sex-appeal and the divine

voice" about most of our career girls.

They are in the game because they

are women first and not men and

because producers must have women
to act the fair sex.

Those 31 Amil girls (with 25
bogus ones) can well assess their pros-

pects by studying the above analysis

carefully. If they are all that they
say: "beautiful, educated and talent-

ed", they ought to get a place in the

lap of the gods and not in our ram-
shackle film studios.

But I have yet to see a strikingly,

beautiful Amil or Tamil dame.

MASTERS
VOICE

THE, GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.
DUM DUM BOMBAY MADRAS DELHI LAHORE



OUR REVIEW

Ulrs. Bhaunani Writes H Silly Story

Rnd mr. Bhaunani makes H more
Silly Picture

"Bisvi-Sadi" Presents Boredom In Celluloid

It seems that Mrs. Bhavnani

(Enakshi Ramarao) is still living in

times thirty years behind time.

Had it not been so she would not

have given a story which has appear-

ed on the Indian screen over a hun
dred times in different forms and

distortions.

Apart from the theme of the story

being over-familiar, Mrs. Bhavnani

seems to have forgotten the patent

prejudice of our people against the

stage as a career for young men. A
story on this theme usually amount-,

to rowing against the current and
cannot possibly be popular with the

crowds.

The subject of "Bisvi-sadi" is pretty

simple and can be described in a few

I

lines. Narayan, the son of Sir Shan
kerlal, a wealthy man, is inspired by

his love of the stage to become a stage

producer. In pursuance of this am-
bition he wants to build a theatre in

his town and finds his father a

stumbling block in the way of

I
his ambitions. As usual the father

"BISVI-SADr'

Producers: Bhavnani Produc-

tions.

Language:

Storv:

Hindustani

Enakshi Ramarao

Screen Play & ) Pt. Norottam

Dialogues: ' Vyas

Music: Pannalal Ghosh

Cast: Motilal, Mazharkhan,

Nargis, Asha Lata, Gope
Mazumdar etc.

Released At: Swastik, Bombay.

Date of Release: ist Dec. 1945

Directed By:

MOHAN BHAVNANI

looks down upon the stage and any-

thing connected with it and has other

plans for his son. This results in a

quarrel in which Narayan leaves his

parent's home and strikes out on his

own.

That is a flirting situation between Snehaprabha

RaaC a Navyug picture.

and Paresh 'Din

Recruit S. N Wahidy of 422 Malcolm

Tank, Poona 1, has a face for cha-

racter acting and has stage experience

in addition.

As is usual with such plots the

usual characters crop up. There is

Laxmi, a well-to-do girl, already in

love with Narayan and there is a

crowd of well-to-do, helpful friends

who all contribute their best to ful-

fil Narayan's ambition. At a later

stage the inevitable heroine enters the

game. In this picture she is Veena,

a poor girl, who steps into the office

of the hero for a job and is found to

be having remarkable talent in sing-

ing and dancing. All the heroines are

always born with a genius for arts

and Veena is no exception. Very

soon Veena and Narayan start spoon-

ing and a'ong with their business of

stage production, romance is shown as

running a happy race. Ultimately,

Veena and Narayan get married and

it is here that the writer introduces

pathos into the story. Sir Shankerlal,

without knowing that his new daugh-

ter-in-law is carrying a baby, induces

Veena to leave the hero and go away

with the usual sentimental talk about

love and sacrifice. The heroine as

usual goes away and goes through a

lot of difficulties till she is given pro-

tection by a Muslim villager, where

she gives birth to her first child. In

the city, the hero is heart-broken and

passes through a severe i'lness. After

the usual sequences the hero and the

heroine meet and the stern father for-

gives them and there is complete re-

conciliation and happiness in the

family. One wonders why they didn't

do it long before the end of the story I
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Recruit Suraj P. Adeeb of 89 Butler

Hostel, 'Varsity, Lucknow, is a Kash-

miri graduate just 5' tall. He
speaks Hindustani fluently and has

some stage experience. Well, the lad

has a personality which some film

people may like.

We would have been saved the bore

dom.

Po.ir Production Values

If "Bisvi-sadi" is to be accepted as

an evidence of Mrs. Bhavnani s talent

for story-writing, we should advise

her to stop this work. She is no good

at it and lacks imagination in the

development of a screen play. In

"Bisvi-sadi' she has given a very thin

plot with the least intellectual resis-

tance and the whole affair looks like

a transparent yarn from the begin-

ning to the end. Story-writing for

the screen is evidently not Mrs. Bhav-

nani's forte. The picture has failed

in its basic story which is not at all

suitable for the screen.

The production as such is a very

poor effort all round. The dialogues

are insipid and many an emotional

situation seems to have been wasted

by the dialogue writer through sheer

lack cf imagination. There were

situations in the theme which could

have been made very dramatic had

the dia'ogues been suitably written.

The music of the picture is ordinary

and so are the song compositions.

.Sound and photography are far from

satisfactory.

The direction of Mohan Bhavnani

in this picture is still on par with his

work in the first picture of his career.

Bhavnani has not improved technically

or emotionallv.
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Nargis Satisfies

From the players, Nargis stands out

in her sincere portrayal of the hard

hit heroine Veena. Though Nargis

has not been properly directed, it lS

obvious that the girl has some natural

talent and understanding which she

seems to have used with good effect

in this picture. Nargis is definitely a

good artiste and it i; a difficult job for

even a bad director to kill a good

artiste. From the others Mazharkhan
has done pretty well in the role of Sir

Shankerlal, though his dialogue diction

is too hurried and confused. In

playing "Sir Shankerlal" Mazhar re-

vives the role of a old man which

he played years before in "Sonera

Sansar". Frcm the rest Mazumdar
gives a pretty good portrayal as the

e\il-minded Munshi of Sir Shanker-

lal. Motilal seems to have taken the

picture as a grand picnic, seeing his

indifferent performance in the hero's

role.

In short, "Bisvi-sadi" provides com-
plete boredom from the beginning to

the end and it is too pooi a picture to

waste a ticket on.
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"Dhamki"-fl Transparent Detectiue

Thriller

A Stupid And Tiresome Picture

With the success of "Panna," a

Navayug thriller, we should not be

surprised to see more thrillers com-

ing to the Indian screen. Our pro-

ducers are clumsy enough to copy

things crudely and we shall now be

getting a crowd of detective pictures

till we get fed up with our life and

begin cursing every motion picture

anywhere within ten miles ot us.

"Dhamki" is a detective story in

which the hero is an amateur detec-

tive and the heroine is the victim of

a gangster. Actually, as we find the

picture, there is nothing to detect in

it from the beginning to the end be-

cause the villain is known, his plot

is known, his act is known and
everything about everyone is known
to everyone else except the heroine.

The picture therefore has no suspense

nor any ticklish problem to solve for

the audience. Seeing "Dhamki",
therefore, is more like crystal-gazing

in which the past, the present and
the future are all seen at will.

Stupid Story

We are introduced to two groups

of people. One is a gang led by

Ranbir who operates an insurance

racket of insuring people and killing

them afterwards. Ranbir is more-

over a Romeo with an eye for tender

flesh and constant variety. At the

time of the story he had already

poisoned his wife and is living with

another girl who is in love with him.

The other group consists of Bimla, an

heiress, and Murari, her young bro-

ther. To this group is added the

hero, Ajit, an amateur detective, and

a couple of other good people of the

world, who constitute the law-abiding

element of society.

Ranbir is interested in Bimla and

her fortune and seeks introduction

with her by trapping Murari into

gambling debts. Later on, Murari is

framed up on a charge of murder and

Bimla agrees to marry Ranbir, the

man whom she hates very cordially.

All this while Ajit keeps punctuating

"DHAMKI"

Producers: Pancholi Art Pictures

Language: Urdu
Story, Screen / Imtiaz Ali

Play & Dialogues: ^ Taj
,

Lyrics: D. N. Madhok
Music: Pt Amar Nath
Cameraman: G. Singh

Sound Engineer: Ishan Ghosh
Editing: Dharam Vir

Art Director: Ghulam Nabi
Cast: Ragini, Al Nasir, Smriti,

Kalavati, Ajmal & others.

Released At: Minerva, Bombay.
Date of Release: 21st Dec. 1945.

Directed By:

RAVINDRA R. DAVE

Pleasant outdoors make "Shikari" a pleasant picture to see. Here we see

Ashok and Veera asking the tiny horse to drag them to romance.

the story with his heroics and amateur

detection.

Very soon a climax is reached in

which Bimla is on the eve of marry-

ing Ranbir, Murari has a suspicion of

crime hanging on him, Ajit is locked

up in a room far away from the

town, Ranbir's sweetheart is cheated

of her lover's loyalty and Ranbir him-

self is getting the creeps of conscience.

With this set-up the climax is dragged

to its conclusion in which Ranbir dies

of a shock, Bimla is handed over to

the hero and Murari discovers that

he never committed murder. There

the detective story ends as tamely as

it began in the first reel.

A film story of crime and detection

is not an easy affair if it is to be made
thrilling from foot to foot. Mystery

and suspense are the main features of

such subjects and these have to be

maintained by the creation ot nume-
rous situations in the story. "Dhamki"
fails to come up to these requirements

because ot poor storv and poorer

screen play.

The best part of the picture is its

excellent dialogue which is written in

simp'e Urdu and in an idiomatic

language.

The lyrics of D. N. Madhok pre-

sent the usual stupid stuff—ail words
and no sense. And it is a pity that

the work should be so spineless see-

ing that Pandit Amar Nath, the

music director, has given a couple of

popular tunes. The other technical

work such as photography and sound
recording is quite good. The editing

however cou'd have improved a lot

if Dharam Vir had used his scissors

a little more. Ravindra R. Dave's
direction of the storv is poor. r~
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Kalavati Shines

From the players Kalavati in the
'

role of the frustrated sweetheart gives

the best performance. She acquits

herse'.f in a sensible manner and seems

to realise what she does every time.

The next one to attract is Smriti, evi-

dently a new-comer, who has face

and mannerisms suitable for comic

relief in pictures. This girl gives

quite a lively performance and if suit-

ably cast in future may prove a good

addition to the screen. In the role of

the heroine Ragini bores as usual, star-

ing with her big eyes and blowing her

nostrils all the while. Al Nasir, the

hero, who plays the amateur detective,

presents too fat a face to hold any

expression. Though he has very well

written dialogues to speak, he delivers

them heartlessly and generally carries

himself about in a manner which is

hardly graceful or suitable. This boy

fails as the hero of the picture. Ajmal,

the villain, who plays the key-role of

Ranbir does pretty well with his

usual stagy grimaces and somehow
keeps the home fires burning through
out the picture.

As a motion picture for entertain-

ment "Dhamki" must be considered
a flop. It has neither suspense nor
any drama throughout its 11,000 feet

which, at best, become extremely
boring half way through the journey.

Recruit D. G. Chawla of 51 Haroon

Bldgs, Bunder Road, Karachi, is a

college student standing nearly six

feet. He acts, sings and does other

tricks and feels that the film line will

suit him.

Recruit Narain S. Kamal cjo Suguo-

mal Pamumal, old Market, Karachi,

is an enthusiastic youngster of 20, who
has already played several roles on
the Hindustani stage- WelL what

about him?
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"Ratnavali"~A Waste Of
Time and Money

flmar Presents Poor Entertainment

"RATNAVALI'"

Producers: Amar Pictures

Language: Hindustani
Dialogues: K. Upadhyay
Lyrics: Ram Murat, V. Gour

and I. Kapoor.

Photography: Adi Irani

Audiography : Thakorbhai Patel

Music: Gobindram
Cast: Surendra, Ratnamala,

Usha Mantri. K. N.
Singh etc

Released At: Lamington. Bom-
bay.

Date of Release: 16th Nov. 1945

Directed By:

SURENDRA DESAJ

Rowing against the current, by the

usual process of self-hypnosis the

Amar Pictures seem to have produced

"Ratnavali"' believing all the while

that they were giving to the film-

goers a world-beater. Unfortunately

"Ratnavali" failed so badly when it

was released in Bombay that the pro-

ducers now feel that at least for some,

time no costume stories should be

touched.

"Ratnavali" is another hocus of

those old kingdoms of Kaushal, and

Kaushambi, etc. about which we have

seen so many stories on the Indian

screen before. It is the usual patented

plot with which we are so familiar

by now that we know how it is going

to end in the very first reel of the

picture.

We are told that Ratnavali was a

princess of Ceylon who was blessed

with a boon that whoever married her

would become a world-conqueror.

That was enough temptation for all

the scheming ministers of those days

to secure the girl for their own kings.

With this tempting bait, the ang-

lers get busy but only one prime

minister, that of Kaushambi. succeeds

in securing a bite when he finds Rat-

navali in the palace of his own king.

To lend intrigue to the drama Rat-

navali is given a different identity

and when she goes into the presence

of King Udyan, like a well prepaied

stud bull the king falls in love with

her, inspite of his having a queen all

his own.

A tug of romance is now introdu-

ced between Queen Yasavadatta and

the heroine Ratnavali with the moon
struck king as the centre of attraction

and the wise prime minister acting

as the pimp-in-general. After a lot

of useless sentimental talk and fire

and what not, all the threads of

romance are pulled together finally to

hand over the princess to the waiting

king. It all ends well as usual and

nobody is thrilled about it either in

the beginning or at the end.

"Ratnavali" is perhaps the thinnest

story ever presented on the screen as

it lacks drama at every turn from the

beginning to the end.

A Poor Production

The only thing that attracts atten

tion in the picture is its architectural

framing. We must admit that the

sets are good. Bar this the entire

picture is a very poor show in almost

every respect. The screen play is an

amateurish affair with no incidents

and no scope for any drama. The
dialogues are very poorly written and
the lyrics are a crowd of usual words
which make no sense. Photography

is good in parts but surprisingly

crude in the execution of pan and
trolley shots. Most of the long shots

remain poorly lighted. The sound

recording is good. The music of

Gobindram is far from being popular

or suitable, while the direction of

Surendra Desai lacks both intelli-

gence and imagination.

Amongst the players Ratnamala
gets an unusual push in the role of

Ratnavali. She doesn't deserve being

given so much prominence at the cost

of the story value. Wv are told that

Ratnavali is a beautiful princess of

Ceylon at an age where she should

be a veritable man-killer. Actually

Ratnamala is a direct contradiction of

this expectation. This woman looks

old and pulled down and in her light

moments look frivolous with her age

and appearance staring us in the face.

Surendra is a hero probab'y selected

by weight. He seems to have stop-

ped acting seeing how much he has

done in a role where he has very little

to do. Usha Mantri in the role of

Vasavadatta proves another liability

on the production. This woman
makes faces and doles out a very poor

diction of Hindustani. K. N. Singh

has given his typical performance with

his usual grimaces and eye-brow play.

The others in the picture are too poor

to deserve any mention.

In short, "Ratnavali" must be con-

sidered a sheer waste of time and
money by producers who cannot
afford to indulge themselves in such
luxury. For the film-goers "Ratna-
vali" is one long piece of boredom.

Veera and Ashok Kumar make an excellent team in "Shikari" a picture of

Filmistan.
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OUR REVIEW

"Dhanna Bhagat "-Another

Devotional Hocus
Kidar Sharma's Umpteenth Flop

Kamla Chatterji's Sparkling Performance

-DHANNA BHAGAT"

Producers: Ran jit Movietone

Story: Walli Sahib

Language: Hindustani

Dialogue: Kidar Sh.ap.ja

Songs: Indra, Walli & K. Zaman
Music: Khemchand Prakash

Photography: Gordhanbhai

PateL

Audiography: C. K. Trivedi

Cast: Kamal Zamindar, Kamla
Chatterji, Chanda Bai

etc.

Released At: Opera House,

Bombay.

Date of Release: ist December

1945.

Directed By:

KIDAR SHARMA

Director Kidar Sharma seems to be

the most unfortunate person with a

long sequence of bad luck. We can

not dispute his sincerity, not know-

ing his approach to work, but if re-

sults are to assess a man's value as a

motion picture director, Kidar Sharma

shou'd stop directing motion pictures.

An intellectual otherwise, Kidar seems

to have lost the knack of directing

motion pictures seeing the series

of flops which he has given us

one after another. "Dhanna Bhagat"

is his umpteenth flop and it is as bad

as previous pictures given by Kidar

Sharma.

The Usual Story

The story of this picture is the usual

devotional hocus in which the usual

divine spark is kindled in a young

heart which struggles to reach spiri-

tual heights in the midst of a cruel

world which refuses to understand.

This is the story cf a saint of the

Punjab called Dhanna. In childhood

Dhanna and Munni play together

without knowing their spiritual des-

tiny in later age. Both are soon struck

with the divine spark and pass

through life's usual struggles to be-

come devotees of God. After being

separated in childhood both meet to-

gether as grown-ups and are again

misunderstood by the world around

them. In the local Zamindar Dhanna

gets his jealous rival who persecutes

Dhanna goaded by his desire to

possess Munni. Inspite of Dhanna

declaring Munni as his sister Dhanna

is persecuted mercilessly and passes

through the usual trials and tribula

tions to come out triumphant as a'l

devotees have invariably done in the

past. The story is therefore treated

in the usual routine manner and one

can always anticipate the incidents

far in advance of their being flashed

on the screen. The story therefore has

neither any drama nor any suspense

to hold motion picture audiences.

Very Common Production

As a motion picture "Dhanna

Bhagat" is on par with the other

product of Ranjit in poor production

values. The photography is definitely

bad while the sound recording is

erratic and inconsistent. The music

can be said to be suitable tor the

theme but the song compositions, be-

cause of their devotional aspect, sound

flat and insipid. The dialogues ol

Kidar Sharma, which are expected to

be brilliant, are far from being thrill

ing in this story. The costumes in

the picture are clumsy and not such

as to contribute towards making the

picture attractive. Add to all this

rotten processing, and imagine what

rotten quality "Dhanna Bhagat" pre-

sents as a motion picture. Kidar

Sharma has hardly directed this pic-

ture seeing that the story and the

characters are permitted to run helter-

skelter.

Kamla Shines

In a picture which is rotten in

almost every respect it is very difficult

to assess correctly the performances

of the players. However, Kamla
Chatterji easily beats the others by a

performance which looks brilliant in

comparison with the poor show given

by the others. In the role of Munni

this girl brings life to the screen with

every appearance, and one does not

like to see the screen without her be-

cause everyone else in the picture

succeeds only in boring the audience.

That new-comer Kamal Zamindar
who plays the role of Dhanna hardly

shows any acting talent. It seems

that he will have to travel a long way
before we are inclined to accept him
even as an ordinary motion picture

actor. The others in the picture are

just no good.

In fine, "Dhanna Bhagat" is a pic-

ture which deserves to be avoided

inspite of its devotional theme. It

has nothing in it to entertain nor even

to provoke thought.

Shanty Apte is ready to jump in "Subhadra", a mythological comedy directed

by K. Winayak.
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Reviewed In New York
By: P. S. HARRISON
{Editor: HARRISON'S REPORTS)

"ANCHORS AWEIGH"
(MGM, no release date set; time, 139 min.)

Very good mass entertainment. Photographed in

Technicolor, the production is extremely lavish, has good

comedy, a romance, tuneful songs, and effective dancing.

The story is thin, but it has some human interest, and

there are so many humorous situations that one is kept

laughing most of the way. The music ranges from classi-

cal to popular, featuring the brilliant piano-playing of

Jose Iturbi, the crystal-clear singing of Kathryn Grayson,

and the "crooning" of Frank Sinatra, who, incidentally,

should draw many additional squeals from his "bobby

sox" admirers because of his dancing in one sequence.

While each of these performers contributes much to the

entertainment values, it is Gene Kelly who walks off with

the honors; he not only joins Sinatra in singing a few

songs, but he also figures importantly in the comedy relief,

which he handles effectively, and his dancing is the most

impressive thing about the picture, particularly the sequ-

ence, in which he dances with a cartoon character as a

partner. It is a live action and animation sequ

ence, superior to the technique developed by Walt Disne)

in "The Three Caballeros." Most of the action takes place

in Hollywood, with a few of the scenes staged on the

MGM lot, giving the picture a colorful background:—

Given a four-day leave from their ship, Kelly and
Sinatra go to Hollywood in search of a good time. Sinatra,

a shy Brooklyn boy, follows Kelly everywhere, much to

his annoyance. As Kelly ponders how to get rid of Sinatra,

a policeman compels both of them to accompany him to

a police station u ielp him with a little boy (Dean Stock-

well), who had run away from home to join the Navy.

The youngster agrees to go home if Kelly and Sinatra

would accompany him to meet his guardian aunt, Kathryn
Grayson, a movie extra who hoped to become a famous
singer. At the boy's home, Kelly, noticing that Sinatrt

was attracted to Kathryn, tries to further the romance b\

telling her that Sinatra was a good friend of Jose Iturbi.

and that he could arrange a screen test for her. The boys,

to make good this boast, soon find themselves spending

most of their furlough in a futile attempt to meet Iturbi

in order to arrange for the test. Meanwhile Kathryn
meets Iturbi in the studio commissary and. assuming that

he knew all about her, talks excitedly to him about the

test. Iturbi, baffled at first, soon guesses what had hap-

pened, and he obligingly agrees to make good the boys'

promise. As a result of her test, Kathryn becomes a star.

It all ends with Kelly in Kathryn's arms, and with Sinatra

in the arms of Pamela Britton, a waitress from Brooklyn,
who spoke and understood his language.

Isobel Lennart wrote the screen play, Joe Pasternak
produced it, and George Sidney directed it. The cast

includes "Rags" Raglund, Billy Gilbert. Carlos Ramirez
and others.

"CONFIDENTIAL AGENT"
(Warner Bros. Nov. 10; time, 118 min.)

With Charles Boyer and Lauren Bacall heading the

cast, "Confidential Agent" may do well at the box-office;

as entertainment, it ranges from fair to good, but, because

of its anti-fascist theme, which is somewhat outdated, it

will probably be received by most picture-goers with mixed
feelings. The action revolves around a Spanish Loyalist

agent, who comes to England in 1937, at the time of the

Spanish Civil War, to prevent agents of the Spanish
Fascists from obtaining shipments of English coal. The
story is filled with intrigue, has many exciting moments,
and is for the most part interesting, but it will not stand

up under a close analysis, for it leans too heavily on coin-

cidence. Frequently, the action bogs down. Moreover, too
much time is taken to establish the story. As a matter of

fact, some judicious cutting could reduce the overlong run
ning time. The performances aTe generally good, with
Peter Lorre contributing an outstanding characterization

of a frightened traitor. Lauren Bacall, who showed much
promise in "To Have and Have Not," is somewhat dis-

appointing; she overacts. The production values are first

rate:

—

Arriving in England to negotiate with a British coal

magnate to prevent the sale of coal to the Fascists, Boyer.
a Loyalist agent, meets Lauren Bacall, the magnate's aloof
daughter, who unaware of his identity or mission, offers

him a lift to London. They are followed by Victor Fran-
cen. a ruthless Fascist agent, whose chauffeur thrashes
Boyer in an unsuccessful attempt to steal his credentials.

In London, Boyer makes contact with two co-agents.
Katina Paxinou, owner of a small hotel, and Peter Lorre.
only to discover that both had turned traitor, having been
bribed by Francen. When he refuses to join them, they
murder a 14-year-old servant girl, whom Boyer had
befriended, and frame him on a fake murder charge.
Meanwhile Francen's henchmen steel Boyer's credentials,
preventing him from negotiating with Lauren's father.
Determined to see his mission through, and to avenge the
murder of the young girl, Boyer, aided by Lauren, who
had become sympathetic to his cause, eludes the police.
Through a series of strange adventures, he tracks down
both Katina and Lorre and, without being directly respon-
sible for their deaths, has the satisfaction of seeing them
die. Then, upon learning that Francen had concluded a
deal with Lauren's father, Boyer goes directly to the coal
miners and makes an impassioned plea to them not to
mine the coal. The English papers publicize his action and
condemn the coal magnate, compelling him to cancel the
contract. His mission fulfilled, Boyer, still wanted by the
police, is helped to escape from England by Lauren, who
joins him on a tr/mp steamer.

Robert Buc'kner produced it, and Herman Shumlin
directed it. The cast includes Wanda Hendrix, George
Coulouris, John Warburton, George Zucco and others.

Unobjectionable morally.
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"SPELLBOUND"
(United Artists; no release date set; tine, no min.)

Very Goodl Blending psychoanalysis, psychiatry,

murder-mysiery, and appealing romance, David O. Selz-

nick has tash.oned a povveriui drama for adults, endowing

it with superb production values, and Alfred Hitchcock,

in keeping with his reputation for buildmg up thrilling

situations that hold one in tense suspense, has appl.ed his

directorial skill in a masterful way. Although the picture's

appeal may be directed more to class audiences than to

the masses, since it employs psychiatry and psychoanalysis

for the background, basis, and solution of the story, and

since it resorts at times to much technical scientific dialo-

gue, it wiil probably draw to the box-office also the masses,

not only because of the stars' popularity, but also because

it has been handled in a manner that enables the average

person to understand fully the gist of the story even

though the complexities of its Freudian theme may remain

hazy.

Briefly, the story revolves around Gregory Peck, as an

amnesia victim, who is suspected of murdering a famous

psychatrist, his doctor, whom he attempts to impersonate

as head of an institution for the menta.ly unbalanced. In-

grid Bergman, as a woman psychiatrist on the staff of the

institution, falls in love with him and, despite his belief

that he may have committed the crime, since he had no

recollection of his past, tries desperately to shield him
from the police and to save him from punishment because,

she was b.indly sure that he was innocent. Risking her

life, because of the danger that Peck might become berserk

momentarily, Ingrid probes his mind to learn the cause

of his psychosis and amnesia and, through an analysis of

one of his dreams, succeeds in establishing his identity, as

Easily the smartest comedian we have in the industry,

Dixit raises many a laugh in "Soni Mahiwal," a picture of

Jayant Desai.

well as past events in his life. Then, through applied psy-

choanalysis, she proves to him that he was innocent of

the crime, thus restoring his sanity. Circumstantial evi-

dence, however, points to Peck as the killer, and the police

jail him for the crime. But Ingrid, undaunted, sets fordi

in pursuit of the real murderer and, in a final sequence
that builds steadily to an absorbing climax, pins the guilt

on Leo G. Carroll, former head of the institution, whom
the murdered man was to replace.

The performances of the entire cast are superior, and
throughout the action an overtone of suspense and terror,

tinged with touches of deep human interest and appealing

romance, is sustained. A weird dream sequence designee

by Salvador Dali, the Spanish artist, the sets of which
supposedly depict the dream life of Peck's disordered mind
is highly fantastic but most interesting.

Ben Hecht wrote the screen play from the novel, "The
House of Dr. Edwards." Ihe cast includes John Emory,
Steven Geray, Wallace Ford, Michael Chekhov and many
others.

"TOO YOUNG TO KNOW"
(Warner Bros., Dec i; time, 85 min.)

This is no more than a fair domestic drama, of pro-

gram grade. Due to the moss-covered theme, which has

not been accorded any new or unusual twists, and also to

the fact that the hero and heroine break up their marriage

over a trivial matter, the picture is unable to enlist more

than a lukewarm in-erest in what takes place. Moreover,

it is too talky. One sympathizes with the heroine, for she

had given the hero no cause for divorce, but it is difficult

for one to become interested in the hero, a boorish fe.low,

who could not control his temper; such a character would

do wed for a villain but hardly for a hero. It has a few

appealing situations and some human interest, but on the

whole its dramatic effect is weak because the story lacks

sound motivation:

—

Joan Leslie, a young girl with a desire for a movie

career, and Robert HuUon, a mechanicaiiy-minded young

man, marry after a whirlwind courtship. A conflict arises

between them because of the cons ant visits paid to their

home by Joan's movie-struck friends; Hutton looked upon

these friends as a threat to the s: ability of his marriage.

One night, Hutton embarrasses Joan by insulting her fnends

and by ordering them to leave. They quarrel and, shortly

,

thereafter, are divorced. Three years la'.er, in India,

Hutton, now an officer in the air force, meets Dolores 1

Moran, one of Joan's girl-friends, and learns that Joan had

given birth to a son shortly at er he had left her. Hej

learns also that she had permitted the child to be adopted

by another couple immediately after birth. Infuriated by

Joan's actions, Hutton obtains a leave of absence and re-

turns to the United States to find his son. He visits
J
-an

and berates her, despite her claim that she was heart-broken

at not having the chi'd with her, and that she had per-

mitted the infant's adoption only because of her inability

to support him. Since even Jean could not tell him of the

identity of the couple who had adopted the infant, Hutton

enlists the aid of Harry Davenport, a children's court judge.B

Davenport, a kindly and understanding man, patiently

reconciles the differences between Joan and Huron, re-

marries them, and, as a wedding gift, presents them with

their child.
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Jo Pagano wrote the screen play, William Jacobs pro-

duced it, and Frederick de Cordova directed it. The cast

includes Rosemary DeCamp, Arthur Shields and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"VOICE OF THE WHISTLER"
(Columbia, Oct. 30; time, 60 min.)

Fairly interesting but unpleasant program fare. The

first part of the picture, which deals with the loneliness

and ill health of a wealthy industrialist, has considerable

human interest, for all the principal characters are shown

as kind.y persons with fine traits. The story, howevci,

soon develops into a murder melodrama, in which the

actions of the main characters undergo an abrupt change,

I

each committing acts that are far from commendable.

,

Consequently, one feels no sympathy for them. The direc-

tion is good, and the acting competent. Some of the

situations generate considerable suspense. Because of the

manner in which the murder is planned and commuted, the

!
picture is unsuitable for children:

—

111 in health and lacking true friends, Richard Dix, an

industrialist, leaves for a vacation on the Great Lakes.

1 Arriving in Chicago, he suffers a heart a-tack as he boards

a taxicab. Rhys Williams, the driver, takes him to his

boarding house and nurses him back to health. Williams,

a friendly, sincere chap, persuades Dix to visit a neighboui-

, hood clinic, where he meets Lynn Merrick, a nurse, who

, was engaged to James Cardwe.l, a young interne. Clinic

\
physicians, informing Dix that he had only a few

months to live, advise him to go to the Maine seacoast.

1
Impressed by Lynn's friendliness, Dix asks her to marry

him, offering to leave her his entire fortune in return for

,
the short time she would have to spend with him. Lynn

accepts, planning to use the money to marry Cardwell after

,
Dix's death. Cardwell. angry, breaks with her. Accom-

1

panied by Williams, Dix and Lynn go to Maine and esta-

blish residence in an abandoned l
;ghthouse. The outdoor

life gives Dix a new lease on life and, after six months,

he finds himself madly in love with Lynn. But Lynn, tired

of the secluded life they led, openly regrc s the bargain.

;
When Cardwell arrives unexpectedly for a visit, Dix, not-

i ing that Lynn was still in love with him, becomes insanely

!

jealous but masks his feelings. Both men, though

outwardly friendly, plan to do away with one an-

: other. A battle of wits ensues between the two, with

I Cardwell being murdered bv Dix after an unsuccessful

I
attempt on the latter's life. Dix attempts to make it ap-

I

pear as if Cardwell had died accidentally, but Lvnn, having

j

witnessed the crime, summons the police. Dix is sentenced

1 to the electric chair, while Lynn commits herself to a life

of solitude in the lighthouse.

Wilfred H. Pettitt and William Castle wrote the

screen play, Rudo'ph C. Flothow produced it, and Mr.

Castle directed it. The cast includes Tom Kennedy, Frank

Reicher and others.

"SAN ANTONIO"
(Warner Bros., Dec 29; time, 110 min.)

In spite of the fact that it offers nothing startling in

the way of novelty of plot or of action, this "glorified"

Western, photographed in Technicolor, is a good enter-

tainment of its type. It should go over fairly well with an

average audience, for it blends fast and exciting action with

romance and comedy. Errol Flynn's popularity will un-

;

doub-edly mean much at the box-office. As a Tcxis

rancher, who breaks up a powerful ring of cattle rustlers,

Flynn makes a fearless hero, with enough dash and bra-

vado to endear him to the ladies. There is plentiful horse-

back riding, shooting, and fighting—enough to sati-sfy the

most ardent Western fans. One sequence that will un-

doubtedly thrill them is the one in which a rousing bar-

room brawl takes place. In between the melodramatic

scenes, one is kept amused by the antics of S. Z. Sakall:

fn his fight against organized bands of cattle rust-

lers, Flynn obtains from a slain rus'ler a cattle tally book

indicating that Paul Kelly, operator of a music hall in

San Antonio, was leader of the outlaws. To reach San

Antonio safely, Flynn outwits Kelly's gunmen by com-

mandeering a ride in a private stagecoach chartered by

Alexis Smith, a New York actress, who had been booked

by her manager (S. Z. Sakall) to perform in Kelly's music

hall. Flynn, upon reaching San Antonio, organizes a

a group of ranchers to help him prove Kelly's guilt. Kelly,

aware that Flynn had possession of the tallv book, schemes

to regain it. Meanwhile Victor Francen, Kelly's partner

in the music hall, p'anned to obtain the tally book, so

that he could blackmail Kelly into a partnership in the

cattle rustling business. On the night of Alexis' opening

performance, Flynn accepts an invitation to visit her dress-

ing room, but first takes the precaution of leaving the

tally book with John Litel, one of his rancher friends.

Kelly, who had intercepted the invitation, ambushes F.ynn.

but fails in an attempt to kill him. During the fracas,

Litel is killed by Francen, who obtains the ta'lv book.

Litel's murder is unwittingly witnessed by Sakall, who
threatened by Francen, agrees to keep his identity secret.

Sakall eventually confides to Alexis that he had witnessed

{Continued on prig* 62)
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{Continued from page 59)

Francen's killing of Litel, and she in turn gives the infor-

mation to Flynn, who had been appointed as town mar-

sha.l to find the killer. When Flynn attempts to make
the arrest, a fight between the ranchers and the outlaws

takes place in the music hall. Francen and Kel.y both

make their escape, with Flynn in hot pursuit. In the

course of events, Kelly kil.s Francen to regain the tally

book, only to meet death himself when he clashes with

Flynn in a running gunfight.

Alan LeMay and W. R. Burnett wrote the screen p'ay,

Robert Buckner produced it, and David Butler directed

it. The cast includes Florence Bates and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"ALLOTMENT WIVES"
(Monogram, Nov. 17; time, 80 min.")

As entertainment, this crime melodrama is just fair, but

it may do better than average business because of its

time'y, exploitable subject—women bigamists who marry

several servicemen to collect allotment and insurance be-

nefits from the Government, a practice that has received

wide publicity in the nation's newspapers. A gangster-

picture formula has been employed to te.l the story, which

deals with the machinations of a crime ring that organizes

the women and teaches them how to prey on servicemen,

offering them protection in return for a share of the. be-

nefits collected. It is a rather sketchily told tale, involving

murder, kidnapping, and blackmail, and occasionally it

resorts to preachment. Paul Kelly, as the secret investiga-

tor who exposes and smashes the, crime syndicate, is be-

lievable, but Kav Francis, as head of the ring, and Otto

Kruger, as her lieutenant, fail to make their characteriza-
j

tions convincing:

—

Kelly, a colonel in the Army, is asked by the Office of

Dependency Benefits to investigate the increase of biga-

mous claims. Posing as a reporter, Kelly soon establishes

that a crime syndicate had organized the racket, and he

sets out to find its leaders. In the course of his investi-

gation, he makes the acquaintance of Kay Francis, a so-

cially prominent businesswoman, unaware that she was

the secret leader of the ring. Kay, a reform school "gra-

duate," had turned to organized crime in order to give her

daughter (Teala Loring) the better things in life. She

cleverly uses her friendship with Kelly to check on his

movements. When Gertrude Michael, one of the "allot-

ment wives," learns of Kay's connection with the ring, she

attempts to blackmail her. Fai.ing this, she entices Kay's

daugh er, a weak sort, away from home and persuades her

to enter the easy life of an "allotment wife." Kay, frantic, di

murders Gertrude. Meanwhile Kelly, in a round-up of the j

"a.lotment wives," finds Teala. Kay, learning that Teala u

was with Kelly, orders her henchmen to recover the girl. 4

Guided by Kay, the gangsters raid Kelly's office and sue-
«,

ceed in their mission, but Kay inadvertently leaves behind
<

a clue that reveals her to Kelly as the secret leader. Kelly
(

;;

and the police rush to Kay's home, arriving in time to

prevent her from leaving town. In the struggle that

ensues, Kay and her henchmen are shot to death.

Harvey N. Gates and William Austin wrote the

screen play, Teffrev Bernard and Miss Francis produced it,
,

.

and William Nigh directed it. The cast includes Bernard ;

Redell, Anthony Warde, Selmer Jackson and others.

Not suitable for children.
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"Shikari" Draws Crowds at Roxy

Good Framing of Poor Theme
Veera Attracts Attention

It is a pity that a new company like

Filmistan Limited should be com-

pelled to produce a propaganda pic-

ture months after the war, and com-

promise its chances of commercial

success as producers. Though "Shi-

kari,' as a theme, hasn't got anything

special in it, it would certainly have

made a better picture had the pro-

ducers not been compelled to mix in

it propaganda contents. And yet due

to smart takings and smarter editing

the picture has been made fast enough

to ho!d the interest once you make your

peace with its poor story and propa-

ganda material.

Cheap Jap Stuff

One wonders how long the Japa-

nese are going to be the theme of our

pictures now that the wir is over.

"Shikari" is another Jap story thrown

into a town of Burma with a crowd of

villagers and a small family of a

dozen persons. Throughout the pic-

ture we see nothing of Burma or the

Burmese. We are asked to identify

"SHIKARI"

Producers: Filmistan Ltd.

Language: Hindustani

Story: Gyan Mukerji

Screen Play & ) s R Mant0
Dialogue:

Photography: S. Hardip

Audicgraphy: J. G. Jagtap

Editing: Dattaram Pai

Lyrics: Gopal Singh Nepali

Music: Sachindev Varman

Cast: Ashok Kumar, Veera,

Paro, Rama Shukul,

Leela Misra, V. H.
Desai etc.

Released At: Roxy, Bombay.

Date of Release: 5th January

1946.

Directed By:

SAVAK VACHA

the whole of Burma and everything

Burmese in the small group of play-

ers who enact the plot of the story.

Recruit S. Akhil of Regimental

Cinema, Lebong, has always wished

to act in the films. Now he thinks

his opportunity has come without

knowing our producers, of course.

As the story unfolds itself on the

screen we are faced by the fact that

neither Gyan Mukerji nor S. H.
Manto could make up their mind
about the exact theme of the play.

"Shikari" is therefore a propaganda

story, a socialistic theme, a freedom

struggle and what not, all in one and

all in bits.

There is the usual Zamindar Raj>

narayan with a daughter called Veens

and a suitor for her called Ranjit.

They arc all rich. The other group

consists of Badal, a Chieftain with

Paro, a jungle girl, in love with him
and Masterji, an old go-between, be-

tween the two groups. With this

pattern of characters romance is given

to the story in which Ranjit wants

to marry Veena while Veena is in

love with Badal. Ranjit becomes the

villain on the male side and Paro

becomes the jealous cat on the female

side. These two erect the usual

hurdles in the race of romance be-

tween Badal and Veena, and the

romantic theme travels in its usual

rut without either Gyan Mukerji or

S. H. Manto showing any imagination

about it.

Just at this stage the Government
of India step in with their Japanese

prize boys and call upon the hero and

the heroine to get mixed up in their

war propaganda. So we are intro-

duced to a Japanese Captain who
talks some Hindustani billingsgate,

shoots a lot ot people, manhandles a
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lot of girls and bleeds a number of

children. Very soon the whole atmos-

phere is transtormcd into a guerrilla

warfare and wc see Veena becoming

a guerrilla leader and Ranjit and

Badal running between her and the

Japanese at regular intervals. In keep

ing with our expectations the Japa-

nese are driven out, two interfering

players, Ranjit and Paro, are disposed

off and Veena and Badal are thrown

into an embrace of romance, not only

as lovers but as patriots in addition.

The picture fails to attract mainl)

because of poor story material and its

subsequent development. We do not

know who this fellow S. H. Manto is,

and he seems to be a new man at the

game, but his work as a screen-play

and-dialogue-writer seems to be terri-

fically poor. He fritters away several

opportunities where he could have

given very powerful dialogues which
would have added a theme and drama
to the situations. It is mainly because

of the poor work of this man that the

story fails to appeal. The only saving

grace is the editing of Dattaram Pai

which is remarkably slick and fast

throughout the picture. The photo-

graphy is good in parts and rather

dark at places. Sound recording is

very faulty and indistinct, and many
dialogues are lost entirely to the

audience. The lyrics of Gcpalsing

Nepali are quite good and written in

a very simple language with words

which help musical phonetics. The
musical tunes, however, must be con-

sidered as very poor. The sets are

remarkably good.

Savak Vachas direction is good
work as a maiden effort and this boy

promises to be a good director in

future if he is given a carefully writ-

ten scenario. In "Shikari" he shows

sufficient imagination in shot com-

position and action direction.

Veera, A New Find

From the players Ashok Kumar,
who is a vastly improved artiste these

days, once again gives a good per-

formance as 'Badal,' the hero of the

story. He is less effeminate these

days and more graceful, and his per-

formance, therefore, becomes imme-
diately popular.

Veera is an excellent addition to

the screen heroines of India. She is

surprisingly good in light portrayals

and is hardly camera-conscious. The
only defect found in her at present is

her faulty diction of the dialogue

which she stammers out in a painful

manner. It will be more beneficial

to avoid this girl in big close-ups and

generally present her in small mid-

shots. Veera has a good figure and

shows enough talent to be a very

useful artiste in future.

Paro, another new-comer who
plays the jungle girl, is utterly use-

less as a screen artiste. She is dwar.

Nandrekar and Surraiya do some cock-eyed loving in "Akash-Deep" produced

by Jayant Films.
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Bipin Gupta makes his debut iii

"Prabhu-ka-Ghar," a Ranjit picture.

fish in figure and has deformed legs
which look repulsive. Though the
gtrl makes a sincere effort to portray
her role, her appearance goes against
her throughout and she fails to win
the sympathy of the audience.

Rama Shukul acts Ranjit, the
weak-kneed villain of the piece, but
while doing so he speaks more to
himself than to any one in the pic-
ture or in the theatre. Excited or not
it is difficult to pick up Shukul's dia-
logue which piles up one over the
other in his unholy hurry to vomit it.

I his is Shukul s main defect which
makes him highly unsuitable for
screen work though in all other res-
pects he is quite a good artiste. Leela
Misra in the role of Sunalini, the
mother of Ranjit, gives a good per-
formance. V. H. Desai, the come-
dian of the play, has little to do and
proves boring these days with his
usual monkey tricks.

From the Jap quarters Samson at-

tracts attention by his excellent per-
formance as the Japanese Captain. ,

This is perhaps the best Japanese
Captain seen by us on this side of

the Burmese border since Indian pro-
ducers started doling out Jap themes.
Samson certainly deserves encourage
ment.

To sum it all up, "Shikari" is no'
at all a bad picture if you once make
peace with its thin story material and
its propaganda contents. Thanks to

Dattaram Pai. the editor, the picture

has been made fast and saved from
being a complete piece of boredom.
"Shikari" is not a bad time-killer.



ADVANCE FILM EXCHANGE
(Bombay)

Considering the bad times we are

having at present, "Ghar" had a

splendid run of 15 weeks at the

Majestic in Bombay. These well-

known distributors will now be re-

leasing "Ameree", a picture produced

by Associated Pictures featuring Barua,

Ramola, Jamuna and others.

This is a socialistic theme arguing

the life of the underdog and it is

reported to have been well received

in Calcutta. Another picture which

they are likely to release very shortly

is "Pahechan" produced by New
Talkies of Calcutta.

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

Keeping their old motto, "Art For

People's Sake," in view Producer W.
Z. Ahmed is reported to have given

to the film-goers a popu'ar picture in

"Ghulami". Other pictures in the

studio in the making are "Prithviraj

Sanyukta", "Shree Krishna Bhagwan"

and "Mira Bai." The first two are

well on way towards completion.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Pehli Nazar", a story of Muslim

social life, is awaiting release now and

will shortly regale audiences all over

the country. Almost all the territorial

rights have been sold for very good

prices and negotiations are on way

about the North Indian rights.

RAMNIK PRODUCTIONS (Bom

bay)

Producer Mazhar Khan is very busy

shooting the sequences of "Naiyya",

a picture which is being produced

under his supervision and directed by

Aslam Nuri. In the cast we find

Mazhar Khan, Munawar Sultana and

Ashraf Khan, the well known stage

singer.

Still another picture which Pro-

ducer Mazhar Khan has taken in

hand is called "Sona" or "The Gold."

The story of this picture has been

written by Director Chowdhary and

it will be directed by Mazhar Khan
himself.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

The latest news which comes from

this company is that the tinal sequ-

ences of 'Gvalan', a picture produced

and directed by Baburao Patel, are

being taken. With Sushila Rani lead-

ing a useful stcLar cast, the picture is

reported to have become excellent in

all round production values. The
musical value of this picture is likdy

to be outstanding.

KAHAN ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer director K. L. Kahan has

taken up a new subject "Mahiya"

which is a Punjabi social story. A
lot of shooting has been done for this

picture which features Kundan Lai,

Rajrani and others. The music is

given by Nisar Bazmi.

STANDARD PICTURES (Bombay)

At last, after a long time, news
comes to us that 'Bairamkhan' is now
in the final stages of production.

Featuring Jagirdar, Mehrab, David
and others, this historical subject is

reported to have become an impres-

sive entertainment. Thanks to Pro-

ducer M. Havewalla who has spared

neither pain nor money to make it an

attractive spectacle.

JAY PICTURES (Bombay)

This is evidently a new production

company under the supervision of Mr.

Joshi. Their first picture will be

called "Extra Girl" and will be

directed by K. L. Kahan. In the cast

we find Rajrani, Anant Prabhu,

Arvind Kumar and many others.

VARIETY PICTURES (Calcutta)

This is a new production company

started in the East of India and their

maiden picture wi.l be called "Prem-

In "Akash Deep" a picture of Jayant Films, Surraiya plays the lead.
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Ki-Duniya". They have chosen a

very fine cast including Ahin Chou-
dhury, Alaknanda, Kalpana and Raj-

laxmi. Producer N. R. Bose has en-

trusted this picture to Jyotish Ban-

erjee for direction at the Indrapuri

Studios.

NATIONAL STUDIOS (Bombay)

Having rested for some time these

producers are now keen on finishing

the picture "Inqualab". Shooting is

being done from day to day and the

early reports seem to suggest that

"Inqualab" is likely to become an ex

cedent entertainment.

HILAL FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

Under the direction of A. R. Zamin-
dar "Hai Jani," a social story, is

making satisfactory progress in the

studios with Molina, Munshi Khan-
jar and Madhurika in the cast. The
picture promises to become a useful

thriller. Another picture simulta-

neously under production is called

"Matwali". It is evidently a comedy.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

The latest news from these quart-

ers confirm progress of Director Bal-

want B. Dave with a new picture

"Namak." Quite a good lot of shoot-

ing is reported to have been done and

Director Balwant seems quite satis-

fied with his work.

CHANDRA ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Believe it or not, Director Nana-
bhai Bhatt is reported to have done
the trick with his social story, "40

Crores". Featuring Nirmala, Arun,
Yakub and several others, the picture

is reported to have become quite an

impressive melodrama of our village

life.

DIN PICTURES (Bombay)

Director M. Sadiq, who has shot

into the news owing to his success

in "Rattan", is shooting another pic-

ture for these producers called "Jag

Biti". It is a social story produced by

M. A. Mughni and promises to be a

useful picture with Suraiya leading

a useful cast and with Gulam Haider

giving lilting tunes.

NATIONAL THEATRES LTD.
(Bombay)

Producer K. Abdulla rushed into

our office the other day to tell us

that he has finished the paper work

for his new company and for a new
picture called "Hamjholi." This

picture will be on the sets at the

Bombay Talkies studio very shortly

and among other artistes we shall be

seeing Nur Jehan in the leading role.

Hi pui Gupta, one of our future top liners, brings grim drama into

a picture produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

'Gvalan,"

INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)

Taking a story from Hyat Ullah

Ansari these producers christened it

"Neecha Nagar". The distinctive fea-

ture of this picture is the main role

in it which is being played by Rafi

Peer who has had stage experience

overseas. The direction is in the

hands of Chetan Anand.

fAYBHARAT PICTURES LTD.
(Bombay)

Under the direction of Kishore

Sharma that social picture "Rasili" is

reported to be progressing very well.

One of its best features will be the

music of the picture which is given

by Hanuman Prasad who distinguish-

ed himself in the music direction of

"Draupadi". In the cast we find Kanh-

yalal, Radha Rani and Ranibala.

HINDUSTAN CHITRA (Bombay)

Producer Kishore Sahu is one of

those persons who cannot be silenced

easily. Taking the success of "Veer

Kunal' as further encouragement, Ki-

shore has launched two new produc-

tions simultaneously. One of them

is called "Sindoor" while the other is

called "Chhote Thakur". According

to him both are super socials. We
hope they are so in reality.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND
PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Producer Anand has written to us

a personal letter to tell us that

"Krishna Leela" has far exceeded his

previous expectations in quality and

contents. It seems that Director

Debaki Bose is back in his old form

and with Kanan singing for dear

life "Krishna Leela" is likely to be

one of the best musicals of the year.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Final and finishing touches are be-

ing given to "Haqdar," a Muslim

story with a good theme under the

direction of Rafiq Razvi, and featur-

ing Harish, Najma, Anita Sharma

and others. This picture is expected

to become a good money spinner.

Already the producers are planning a

new one called 'Sultana Chand Bibi.'

R. S. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

This is another new company start-

ed with the primary idea of produc-

ing stunt thrillers. Their first picture

will be called "Kangoo" and has

something to do with the 'King Kong'

and 'Frankenstein' put together. The

picture is directed by G. Currimbhoy.
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RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

It is good news to learn that this

company of producers will be shordy

completing their iooth talking picture.

In the meanwhile, they have relea-

sed "Cband Chakori" at the Laming-
ton and "Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" at the

Royal Opera House.

At the studios, Director Chaturbhuj

is reported to have completed "Phool-

wari," a social subject and taken up a

new picture featuring a new heroine.

Director Aspi is reported to be

giving final touches to "Rajputani"

featuring Jairaj and Veena.

Director Manibhai Vyas is reported

to be in the final stages of "Dharti"

featuring Trilok Kapoor and Mumtaz
Shanu.

MANSATA TALKIE DISTRIBU-
TORS (Calcutta)

"Takrar" produced by Art Films is

reported to have been released at the

fyoti Cinema in Calcutta, where it is

drawing good audience. Another pic-

ture which these distributors have
got ready for release is called "Raj-

lakshmi" produced by M. P. Produc-

tions and starring Kanan Bala.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.
(Poona)

"Din Raat," a social story which
could not get a release date in Bom-
bay has been released at Calcutta.

Delhi, Lahore and Allahabad.

At the studios, Director Vedi has

almost completed "Room No. 9", a

detective thriller. Another picture

under production is 'Paroo" starring

Geeta Nizami, Randhir and others.

Still one more planned for production

is called "Shikayat" which is a social

story. It will be handed over to

Shahid Latif for direction.

DURGA PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Phani Majumdar is report-

ed to have completed his musical
comedy "Dur Chalen". The music
of this picture is given by K. C. Dey.

OM PICTURES (Bombay)

Their maiden production 'Bridge'

is being controlled by Rajlakshmi Pic-

tures. It is evidently a social story

featuring Biman Banerji, Rehana,
Balraj and others. The shooting of

the picture has almost been complet-

ed and the picture is expected to be

ready for the screen within a month.

SHIVRAJ PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Producer-director Shivraj informs

us that his maiden picture "Dhoke
Baj" has been censored. The next

item of production is a social comedy
called "Dilawar."

PRAFULLA PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director K. Winayak has

completed the shooting of his mytho-

logical comedy "Subhadra" featuring

Shanta Apte, Ishwarlal, Yakub and

others. This picture is reported to

have become good entertainment. The

next item of production is called

"Bazaar," a social story.

•() ^tottf with Maylc andStuntt

R. S PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

"MAHAPARA"

KANGOO
Led by:—QAMAR, SADIQ, SHAHZADA MALIK,

ANWAR SULTANA, MAHENDRA
DUTTA and BHATIA

Directed By:—G. CURRIMBHOY
Story & Dialogues by:—C. M. HUNAR. Music .— M. SHAFI.

Songs by:— SHEVAN RAZVI & C. M. HUNAR.
Froduced by .—SURIYA ZULFI.

ftzoduced undei the peiionaL '.upetvilion
ofi

R. RAZVI

C. P. C. I. : GOVARDHANDAS LILADHAR, Bhusawal
Overseas: SURESH FILM DISTRIBUTORS, Kalbadevi, Bombay.
For Particulars apply:— R. S. PRODUCTIONS. Vincent Road, Suraj Bhavan,

Matunga, BOMBAY. Phone :—61014.
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MURLI MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Director Ram Daryani has returned

from his out-door shooting of "Shra-

van Kumar" and within a few days

this picture will be ready for the

screen. Featuring Chandra Mohan,
Pahari Sanyal and Mumtaz Shanti

"Shravan Kumar" is reported to have

become a grand spectacle.

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Munshi Khanjar"s story "Pick
Pocket", a social theme, is nearing
completion under the direction of

NTari Ghadiali. This picture which
is produced by Miss Brijmala and
features Rajrani, Navin Yagnik and
others.

SEW INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Sagir Asif has already com-
pleted the shooting of his social story

"Hasrat" featuring Ranibala, Dila-
war, Sadiq and others.

VASWANI ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

After completing the out-doors of
"Sassi Punnu' at Karachi, Director J.

Recruit Brij Mohan Lai c o Universal

Tailors, Kutchery Road. Lahore, rea-

lises that he is not an influential person

and yet feels that producers would

some day give him an opportunity to

express his acting talent

P. Advani has just returned to Bom-
bay to shoot the indoors at the Shree

Sound Studios. In the cast we find

Geeta Nizami, Jairai. Yashodhara

Katju and others.

JAGRITI PICTURES (Bombay)

"Song of Desert," a phantasy from

Arabia, is reported to be drawing very

good houses at the Kamal Talkies in

Bombay. Directed by Bhagwan, the

picture features Master Vithal, Amar-

nath and Khurshid Jr.

FILM WORLD (INDIA) LTD.

(Bombay)

Mr. J. Udeshi, an old campaigner in

the film industry has started this new

production company. He is not tell-

ing us the name of his maiden picture

but we hear it is a social subject.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

With his usual slick efficiency, Pro-

ducer-Director Mohan Sinha has al-

most completed "Omar Khayyam"

written by Dr. Safdar Ah. The pic-

ture features Saigal in the tide role.

The next subject to go on the sets will

be "1857."

fiz&k&lk 'Pilttiltuto'c* Undote

Present
VANMALA & SURENDRA

in

A Box-office Social Hit

Supported by > Harish, Hansa Wadker, Sheikh Mukhtar Kanahaiyalal,

Pesi Patel, Ansari and others.

Directed by RAMCHANDRA THAKUR M.A.,

Music by > ASHOK GHOSH, MASTER ALI BUX.

Doz QVoxtJ & UcxxiioxUiC

CONTACT:-

MESSRS. PRAKASH DISTRIBUTORS,
BADJATIA BLDG.. BADA SARAFA,

INDORE. (C.I.)
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M/oe* & SickOQ5
( This is the reader's forum— as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter
published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. Si-
Letters should be signed and marked "Hoes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with theit
letters, if convenient.— The Editor.)

MATTER OF BRAINS
"It was recently that I saw both

the pictures, "Dragon-Seed" and

"Ghu ami." To be just, "Ghulami"

is only the Hindi version of "Dragon-

Seed". The tragedy is that "Ghu-

lami" is not even one-tenth as good

as "Dragon-Seed," although both the

pictures have the same theme. Such

was the case with "Dassi" and

"Random Harvest" too. I am at a

loss to understand as to why these

fndian producers do not get their

own stories for picture production."

LUCKNOW. G. N. Govel

TELLING ME?
"Two days ago I had the misfor-

tune to see "Lakharani" at Nagpur.

From the very start the thin audi-

ence was surprised at this Prabhat's

latest.

"Well, in the end I was thorough-

ly disappointed. There is nothing

except some spectacle and dancing.

The story is unconvincing and clum

sily put. The picture is a disgrace i<

the name of Prabhat. whose trumpet

is becoming weaker day by day to

the great disappointment of tbtir

vast well-wishers."

GONDIA. r. P. Bhargava.

SORRY.
"Film critics (?) as a general rule

do more harm to the Industry by

attributing insipid adjectives to the

names of film stars. Words such as

lotus-eyed, glamorous, bewitching,

mysterious etc., when attributed to

persons least deserving them, only

tend to make these stars have a wrong
notion of themselves.

"And Mr. Patel, I am very sorry to

state that in this respect you are no

better than these so called 'critics.'

"How can you justify yourself in

calling Kishore a 'genius" and Jayant

Desai "a box office wizard."

"Surely, you don't wish to lose our

faith in you for frank and fearless

opinion about men anil matters in

movieland."

ROMRAY. G. Ramasubramanian

SAVE ME, FRIEND.
"The valuable service that is be

ing done by "filmindia" is not goin;:

home to many of the South Indian

film stars or the film public as they

are not very proficient in the Eng-

lish language. Why not start a

South Indian edition of "filmindia"

in Te'ugu or Tamil language devot-

ing mainly to the improvement of

the present rotten state of South

Indian film industry?"

CUTTACK. Pattapou'

MYTHICAL ALRIGHT
"After seeing some of the current

mythological films, I have come to

the conclusion that instead of giving

entertainment, these films are calcu-

lated to affect one's pat'ence and

mental tranquility. A dangerous

ground for plot building has often

been used bv producers in the too

familiar garb of mytho'ogy. Rv itse'f,

mythological storv is a good motion

picture subiect with a number of me-

lodramatic incidents which though my-

thical are essenMally entertaining. But

unfortunately the story, as it is pre-

sented on the screen, however, be-

comes a terrib'y nerve-racking expe-

rience because it is handled w ; th utter

lack of imagination bv the director."

PATNA. Satvendra Prasad Jamuar.

AND YET

—

"Hind Pictures' 'Laila Mninu'

depicts a reckless waste of celluloid

to us who are living in an atom-

bomb age. The old order should

change yielding place to new, but it

is incomnrehensib'c why producers

should slide towards retrogression.

How can an antiquated fable appeal

to the twentieth century men? We
clamour for pictures which shou'd

make a fresh approach to the varie-

gated activities of our people from

a new angle. #We yearn for pictures

which should pave the wav for im-

proving our social life, infuse in us

a spirit of nationality and inculcate

in us a sen ce of appreciating the hopes

and fears of humanity at large. Gone
are the days %vhen maniacal lovers

died for the sake of a woman's love."

DELHI. Miss Rajindra Kaur.

PAID FOR IT!

"Jamshed Wadia's 'Piya Milan' is

easily the worst picture of 1945. It is

a sad illustration of bow precious

ce'luloid can become mere trash un-

less producers use intelligence and

foresight."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam

WHY ME?
"We do not want to live in the

past any more. Draupadis, Meerabais,
Savitris, Seetas and Shakuntalas were
undoubtedly great women in their

times. Today they are only legen-
dary figures. We have had enough
of them in our homes, schoo's, col-

leges and on the screen as well.

"We are tired of the modern ro-
cial hits which are more often than
not failures.

"There is the beautiful backgroun 1

of Burma, Ma'aya and Assam. Will
it be too much to ask of you. an in-
telligent fearless critic, to give us the
achievements of the Jhansi Regi-
ment? We are politically awakened
now. Fearless though vou are will
you fear the censor, who will live on
°.
ur s

°,'' as ]°ng as Rritish Imperialism

V1LLE PARLE. Miss Tula.

NOTHING NEW
"I join hands with Mr. R. J A

Somjee in deprecating the
'

black-
marketing in cinema tickets. If I arn
not mistaken. Calcutta with a popu-
laUon of over 40 lacs, must be lead-
ing in this respect. Barring a few
cinema houses, everywhere this black-
marketing is thriving in broad day
hght and in the full knowledge of
the respective managers. Sometimes
1 he tickets are sold at 200 to 300 per
cent premium. I remember a Ben-
gali family who had covered a dis-
tance of two and odd miles and had
paid R S . 3!. to the Gharriwalla. and
had to pay R S . 4 | for each ^ rf
Ks. 1 Jo to see "Udayar Pathev "

CALCUTTA. P. N. Sharma
PREJUDICED, ARE YOU!

In response to an advertisement in
the "Bombay Chronicle," I presented
myself at the office of Harischandra
Pictures today exactly at five minutes
before 12 o'clock. I was asked to
wait as the time given for interview
in the advertisement was 12-30 p.m.
and I had committed a great offence
by calling there half an hour earl :er
So I took the only chair in the room
and sat down. As the time for the
interview drew nearer "new faces"
began to arrive. At the prospect of
every new comer I strained my ears
to catch the tinkle of bangles, the
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Nagendra Mujumdar plays the village barber and how in "Gvalan" a social
story produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

ral appearance of escaped convicts. At
five minutes past 12-30 a short, stout-

looking fellow wearing bush coat and
glasses emerged from behind the

screen partitioning the room, gave a

rusde of a sari, the silver ring of an
enquiring voice, but it turned out to

be a "he" every time. All the "new
faces" wore haggard expressions, were

wretchedly dressed and had the gene-

February, 1946

swift but searching glance to us—no
she—and sniffing like a mad bull

marched over to the attendant whom
I had met at the time of my arrival.

"Tell them to come tomorrow at 2-30

p.m.," he stuttered in affected tommy
accent and then disappeared down-

stairs. The non-appearance of a 'cow'

had obviously enraged that bull! I

wonder why these self-complacenl

fools do not go directly to prostitutes

instead of putting in bogus advertise-

ments in the newspapers with the

hope of entangling some respectable

girl, such baits cannot attract any

girl—not even a prostitute. I think it

is the duty of all the reputed studio-

owners to take action against such

devils in the film industry and to

ostracize them by refusing to allow

them to make pictures in their studios.

If the employers of such mean and

dirty tactics are not kicked out of the

film industry at once that time is not

far when educated and cultured per-

sons would wince at the very mention

of an Indian film producer and would

gladly turn to the foreign producers

who are going to invade the Indian

soil in near future.

"Please don't send any money for

publishing; this letter."

BOMBAY. Atib Usmam.

NAVIN YAGNIK
RAJ RANI

IN

Brij Prakash Production's
Mighty Thrilling Hit,

"PICK-POCKET"
(m 7 £ s z )

with Samson _ Radha - Habib Ali

Manchi Thoothi _ Varne & others.

Director NARI GHADIAL

I

Story - Scenario & Dialogues : Munshi Khanjar

Songs: Ahsan Rizvi

Music: Nisar Bazmi

Audiography: C. Sahju Paul

Photography: Shiavax Daruwala
Dance Master: D. Babulal

PRODUCER: BRIJ MALA
Oot ^PaxticaCaii. vcriite. to:

Brij Prakash Production
PATANWALA BLDG., WADIA STREET,

TARDEO BOMBAY 7.
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The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from January 1945

A
(2*) 'Aina' (Hindustani) (D.R.D.) March '45 issue-

Social.
—"presents the same old story—is a small

money-maker."

(1*) .'Amrapali' (Hindi) (Murli) Jan. '46 i?sue—histo-

rical romance—"proves a terribly boring expe-

rience."

B
(2*) 'Bari Baat' (Hindustani) (Mazhar Art) Jan. '45

issue—Social.
—"not at all a bad time-killer if

you have nothing particular to do."

(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.
—

"year's most rotten show."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi* (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) 'Bhai Jan' (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issue-

Social—"presents the usual sob-stuff."

(2*) 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) .'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.
—

"sob-stuff pure and simple."

<1*) 'Burma Rani' (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May
'45 issue—propaganda social.

—
"a crude war

thriller"

C
(2*) 'Caravan' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) May '45 issue-

gipsy social—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(2*) 'Chal Chal Re Navjawan' (Hindustani) Filmls-

t&n) Jan. '45 issue—Social.
—

"is not worth seeing

twice."

(2*) 'Chand' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Feb. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.
—

"a light entertainment."

(3*) 'Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desai) April '45

issue—Historical.—"Historically incorrect but en-

tertaining."

(3*) 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta)
Oct. '45 issue—Social.—"presents sensible en-

tertainment."

(X*) 'Chand Tara' (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

issue—Social.—"a stupid time-killer without even
a single moment of intelligent relief."

D
(1*) 'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue-

Social.
—

"just rotten and disgusting."

(2*) 'Dui Punish' (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.
—

"rattles down N. T. Standard-
there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

E

(3*) 'Ek Din-ka-Sultan' (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

G
(1*) 'Gaali' (Hindustani) (N. R. Desai Productions)

March '45 issue—Social.—"presents disappointing
entertainment."

(2*) 'Ghar' (Hindustani) (Sunrise) Jan. '46 issue-
Social—"a good picture to see though it drags
at places."

(3*) 'Geet' (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue-
Social.—"a picture worth seeing."

H
(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45

issue.—Social.—"a picture which is worth going
a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April
'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring
stuff."

(2*) 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 issue-
Historical.—"Sadly fails to entertain."

I

(2*) 'Ismat' (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 issue-
Social—"presents common uninteresting plot."

J

(2*) 'Jwar Bhata' (Hindustani) (Bombay Talkies)
Jan. '45 issue—Social.—"nothing outstanding—
yet it is not a bad time-killer."

K
(1*) 'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July '45 issue-

Social.—"just a rotten picture."

(2*) 'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45
issue—Mythological—

"

a boring story."

(2*) 'Kaise Kahun' (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46
issue—social—"is not such an awful time killer."
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L

(1*) 'Lakharani' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Dec. '45

issue—co- tume fantasy—"a picture too rotten

for words."

(2*) 'Lalkar' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Fab. '45

issue—Social.—"not a bad time-killer if you are

not looking for anything intellectual in it."

(2*) 'Lai Haveli' (Hindustani) (Bombay Cinetone)

Feb. '45 issue—Social—"continues to entertain

throughout its length."

(1*) 'Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June -45

issue—Social.—"should be considered ,an all

round flop."

(2*) 'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
(1*) 'Maha Maya' (Tamil) (Jupiter) March '45—

issue—Mythological.—"moderate stuff without

much entertainment.'^

(2*) Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a pretty cheap production."

(2*) 'My Sister' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) March

'45 issue—Social.—"a - common story clumsily

done—expected to run well because of its or-

thodox theme."

(1*) "Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history."

(2*) 'Mun-ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo ana

drama after the interval."

(1*) 'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakan

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."

N

(2*) 'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi) (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

P

(1») Tannadai' (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

(3*) 'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—''<a good time-killer."

(1*) 'Path Bendhey Dilo' (Bengali) (De-Luxe) July '45

issue—Social.—"a picture better avoided than

seen."

(3*) 'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.
—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1») "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
iRajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—Mythological.

—"proves utterly disappointing."

(1*) 'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)
Nov. '45 issue—Social.—"all round rottsn and
boring show."

S

(1*) 'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June '45

issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

(1*) 'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathibha
Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all that

it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

(5*) 'Shakuntala' (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi

Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"an
excellent production."

(1*) 'Shrin Farhad' (Urdu). (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.
—"intensely boring picture."

(1*) 'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-
Mythological.—"a stupid and boring affair."

(1*) 'Subah Sham' (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.
'45 is cue—Social—"a dead picture. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."

T

(2*) 'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Jan. '46

issue—social
—"tolerable in parts."

(2*) 'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagdish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

(1*) .'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is cne long se-

quence of boredom."

U

(1*) 'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-
social.—"becomes a spineless stuff."

V

(3*) 'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '40

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

(3*) .'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Prakash) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.—"becomes an entertaining picture.

(1*) 'Vish Kanya' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March '45

issue—Folklore.—"a motion picture poison one

would not like to swallow."

(2*) 'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"a pleasant picture to see—story

misses emotional target."

Y

(2*) 'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central Studios) July '49

Issue—Social.—"makes good impression."

Z

(3*) 'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan. '46

issue—social—"a picture worth seeing though
presents popular emotional theme."
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From BENGAL
The Cradle of Art and Culture

Comes A Supreme Cultural Spark

To Rekindle our Ancient History In The Memory of Modern People

And ONCE AGAIN
The Magic Spell of the Divine Flute

Will Thrill Its Millions of Devotees

Producer LiMmiAas Annnd
PRESENTS TO THE SCREEN

KRISHNA-LEELA
Our Nation's Greatest Spiritual Romance

Which Has Become The Altar of Millions

Starring :

The Inimitable K A N A N
with new melodies created by

KAMALDAS GUPTA
with his incomparable artistry

and directed by DEBAK! BOSE

THE PICTURE
Don trill weep to see and see and weep with joif.

Its spiritual stature will move both the Saints and the Sinners.

Orzxiitoxiat cJ^iCjfiti. :-

SOUTH : Sound Film Circuit, Armenian Street, Madras.

CP. & C.I. : Popular Films Ltd., Bhusawal.

BENGAL : Kapurchand Ltd., Calcutta.

BOMBAY & OVERSEAS: Patel & Sons, Parimal Society,

Alice Bridge, Ahmedabad.

Apply only Fur JS ORTH

bRKHIRIDRS RNHND PRODUCTIONS
SWASTIK HOUSE, LAMINGTON ROAD,

BOM BAY 4.





GnnouncivKj

for the first time in India the latest complete

Large Theatre Model Sound Systems

with Multi - cellular Horn Speakers - acclaimed the world's

best -with all modern postwar practices not to be found

in any other Sound Equipments and incorporating the

very latest improvements like noise - suppression , cathode

follower and other new developments in electronics.

dwalt attioal

JUST ARRIVED FOREST HIGH AND LOW INTENSITY

RECTIFIER FOR ARCLAMP

iNTERnnuonab talkie equipment co.
9

Td

17, NEW QUEEN'S ROAD,

BOMBAY 4.

tONDON

:

18, Albert Street,

LONDON, N.W.,1.

NEW YORK

:

20, Pine Street,

N. Y.
f

5.

MADRAS:

18, Mount Road,

MADRAS.



The most modern and finest theatre in Maharashtra - The

Asha Talkies, Sholapur - owned by Messrs. Deccan Theatres,

Belgaum, is equipped by International Talkie Equipment

Co., Ltd., with the latest Sound Equipment.



•Guarantees highest quality

results.

A wide range of models— nil operating with

speed, ease and simplicity, precision -built,

stainless steel, compact, portable, incorpor-

ating all modern features of processing

technique, unique designs, self-contained,

every step controlled,, ensuring uniform

quality.

For prices and particulars please apply to :—

Houston
Sole distributor!

-

raillPr^n^ CANADA llll., HORNBY RO.. BOMBAY. BRANCHES: CALCUTTA, MAORIS, DELHI.
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ADVERTISEMENT RATESt

The advertisement rates are

Per Insertion

Pull Paje Inside Ra. 400
Half Page Inside R*. 210
? Pago inside Rs. 120
• Pate Inside Rs. 150
2nd & 3rd Cover Ra. 500
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1st Cover Rs. 1,000
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Planning 7utute

Secretary P. N. Thapar of the Government of India

bent on organizing the Indian film industry which, he

jushiia Rani has a pathetic role to play in "Gvalan." i

ncture written, directed and produced bv Mr. Baburai

PateJ.

seems to have realised, through experience, to be perhaps

the most erratic and irresponsible venture ever found in

the trade annals of any country.

Discovering that it is impossible to change or improve

the incorrigible personnel of the Indian film industry to

make the industry an institution of national pride, Secretary

Thapar is reported to have evolved a plan of regulating

and organizing the fi m industry through official control

by establishing a Film Council and further to train techni

cians on modern lines through a Government sponsored

Indian Film Institute.

Though the exact plans are sti.l in a fluid stage of dis-

cussion, it is proposed to establish the Indian Film Institute

in Bombay at an initial cost of Rs 14,00,000 to be spent by

the Government. There is, however, some hesitancy over the

annual maintenance expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs in »ase of

the Institute. At a meeting held recently in New Delhi,

where Secretary Thapar met some half-baked representa-

tives of the Indian film industry, as was expected, these

representatives could not assure the Government any volun-

tary contribution from the industry to cover the annual

maintenance expenses.

While our producers are always too willing to enjoy

all the benefits of the specialized training that would be

given in such an institute, they are not prepared to pay for

these benefits. As is usual with them, they want something

for nothing.

It is, however, understood that the Government are in

no mood to tolerate this apathy on the part of the person-

nel of the industry and propose to tax the film industry

suitably to meet the annual maintenance expenses of the

Institute.

We support the Government wholeheartedly and con-

gratulate Secretary Thapar on his almost missionary efforts

to put our industrial house in order.

Seeing the temper of the Government the representa-

tives who visited Delhi suggested that a levy of 10% should

be imposed on the foreign films imported into the coun-

try because the American film industry was making nearly

a crore of rupees in India annually.

At best this is a caddish suggestion. Why should the

American films be taxed and this money utilized for the

improvement of the Indian film industry—and more so see-

ing that the money will be used to train Indian technicians

and improve the quality of Indian pictures—aims which
contribute to present a greater ultimate competition to the

5
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Trilok Kapur gives an excellent performance in "Gvalan",

a Baburao Patel production.

American pictures? This procedure is against all canons

of honourable business.

If the American pictures are to be taxed in future on

one ground or other such tax collections should go to the

general i xchequer and should not be ear-marked tor any

particular purpose such .is to improve the conditions of the

indigenous film industry. Such contributions by foreign

sompetitors will always be considered .is compulsory cha-

rities and no self-respecting industry must accept them.

I If the Indian film industry wishes to improve its qua-

lity, status and stability, it should do so at its own initia-

tive and with its own expenses and not go with begging

towIs to strange doors

I A lesser evil will be to levy a censoring fee of four

uinas a foot tor every picture censored in India and to set

iside these collections for the purposes of defraying the:

innual maintenance expenses of the Film Institute. The

jrescnt censoring fees oi Rs. 5 - per reel are ridiculously

o\v and film producers who spend lakhs on making a pic-

ture can well afford to pay two thousand and odd rupees as

jensoring tecs per picture seeing that such tecs arc utilized

n a good cause.

' But to tax the foreigners only and allow the local film

people to escape will always be considered as a very cad-

dish and undemocratic procedure.

Another sourer of revenue is the theatre-owner. It is

I well-known trade secret that theatre-owners all over the

country have made huge profits during the war. Beggars

of six years ago have become theatre-magnates of today.

Their pockets are bulging with black-market money earned

with easv conscience. Theatre-owners all over the country

have purchased extensive personal properties paying inflated

prices during the boom-period. A part of this money
should be taken for the betterment of the industry from
which these people have earned the money.

Instead of taxing the poor film-goers—who support all

Indian pictures, whether good or bad—it will be a good
idea to impose on the theatre-owners an excess-profit tax

ind set aside this collection for the Film Institute.

As the Film Institute will ultimately prove beneficial

to every individual, it wouldn't be a bad idea if every

person who works in the industry and earns Rs. 20o|- and
over per month is made to pay a flat industrial tax of 5°'»

on his or her monthly earnings. Such a tax, being deduct-

ed at the source of income, will not be considered a severe

imposition and almost every third person will get the satis-

faction of having contributed to the future progress of the

industry from which he or she earns a livelihood. Over
20 lakhs of rupees per month are paid out in salaries in the

different studios of India. A 5% of this amount works out
at a lakh of rupees per month. This industrial tax should
apply to all fields of the film industry—production, distri-

bution and exhibition.

The very fact that the Government are prepared to

invest the initial Rs. 14 lakhs for the Film Institute proves
their bona fides, and it is but natural that annual main-
tenance expenses must be met from outside. As the Film
Institute is an excellent idea, the most drastic steps taken

•'Filmindia" seems to have heard what Producer Kardar

speaks about it, so the game horse went and won the

Gulamhussein Essaji Cup (ij miles) on the 16th February.

Baburao Patel seems happy leading it in after the victory.

7



r HILAL FILM CORPORATION SUPEP THRILLED
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Q "Thrilling "Ptama

7ull ofi JSteatk - "Taking

Stunti, J-ilting Muiic

& Komanc* . . . .

STARRING:
MEHRU ft RAJA SALEEM ft MUNSHI KHANJAR
MANNAN ft MADHURIKA ft SAMSON ft PUTU
HABlB ft AZIM ft QAMAR-UN-MSA ft MAQBUL

& MASTER BACHCHA.

Directed by. A. R. ZAMINDAR
Produced by

: JABIR HYDERABADI
Music: NISAR BAZMI.

World Rights Controlled by :

fXCUSlOB FILM tXCUANGC.
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i the Government to give practical shape to the Institute

:serve e\ery support from all lovers of the Indian film

dustry.

Coming to the proposed Indian Film Council, the

>jects of this organization will be to conduct a research

id technical institute, to co-ordina'e the activities of the

dustry so as to raise its standard, make suggestions tc

overnment on the improvement of public health regula-

ms in cinemas, studios and about storage of films etc

he Film Council will have representatives of the Central

id Provincial Governments, the trade interests and the

dian States. The Government will also nominate four

its'anding men of letters to advise on cultural matters

The proposed Film Council is another good idea if

e majority decisions of the Council are carried out by the

ecutives and not shelved as "mere advice" as was done

the case of the Advisory Committee which co-operated

ith the Government during the war.

The proposed idea to give the film trade, constituted

lly of the re actionary associations found at present, a ma
rity voice in the Council is not, however, welcome
rhi!e the different associations should have their elected

presentatives—only one each—on the Council, the Gov
nment should nominate others, such as journalists and

dependent persons directly interested in film work or film

ade but outside the associations, on the Council so that

o stubborn cliques are formed and the intended progres

ve work of the Council is not held up. This is most

sential seeing the past experience film people have had of

nhcly cliques of powerful interests operating against the

cneral progress of the industry. Let the Film Council be

thoroughly democratic body of people who are out to do

>mething for the future weal of the industry in general

id not a syndicate of self-seeking capitalists.

We are warning Secretary Thapar about the personnel

f the Film Council in good time, otherwise in his anxiety

> secure the co-operation of the industry, he nvght play

lto the hands of syndicated interests which should be

Tupulously kept out of the Film Council if this body is

t all to have a national and democratic complexion.

While all the general aims of the Film Council are in

eeping with the usual ideals of such an institution, an

em of urgent importance is the present menace of foreign

ompetition. which should come within the scope of the

Council.

This matter must be immediately thrashed out and

ettled in national interest seeing that two representatives

>f Arthur Rank, the British film magnate, are already

losing round India and feeling their way and the Walt
)isney organization is thinking of giving its cartoons the

iindustani tongue to capture Indian millions. Once the

oreigners secure a foothold in this country, it will be next

o impossible to get them out of our industry and out of our

ountry.

In this respect, we appeal to P. N Thapar. the Indian

f he is going to do a lot for the Indian film industry in

uture, let him do something about this first. This is more

han a lot

the*/co/MBot/rsesro/v

KODAK LTD- (Incorporated in EngUnd)

BOMBAY - CALCUTTA - LAHORE - MADRAS
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

-EARN TO BEHAVE!
In the Indian film industry it is a risky job to be given

I title by the Government. The man who gets the title

lias to go round so many times to so many friends night

Ifter night and take dinners and swallow speeches in the

(Inidst of the very same people, that for weeks, life becomes

jne big vicious circle of hypocrisy. Even the initial joy ot

[being rewarded with a title for some good work is dissi-

pated by the time the ninth party is reached That is the

krdeal of the lucky man.

But there is another aspect of these parties of which

Ihe new-rich gentry of the film industry must take serious

Inotice if they are ever to be accepted as members of an

Educated and cultured society. No one expects much grace

and polish from the first generation of the new-rich. Cul-

tural polish requires a practice of several generations of

poise and character before it expresses itself naturally in

little acts of life. This would be a tall order to expect from

fome of our film gentry, many of whom in the immediate

pre-war period were no better than crude street pedlars.

But even these well-dressed erstwhile pedlars are expected

jo behave when they enter good homes. It is essential that

jhe naturally crude ones should turn such invitations into

ppportunities to learn good manners, etiquette and other

little social graces which stamp the man of education and

rulture.

At many of our film functions, commercial or social,

Altogether another type of behaviour is usually found.

Though some people are quite gentle and nice there arc

Inanv who bring to such functions petty jealousies and

private grudges to turn the host's hospitable home into an

(unholy bedlam of filthy abuse and cheap billingsgate.

jThis is unfair both to the well meaning host and hostcs

land to the other guests who expect reasonably courteous

(behaviour at such functions. People who dress like gentle

Jmen should strive to behave like gentlemen. A community

(gathering in a private home is certainly not the place to

[settle business sores in a language that gives street filth 1

[better fragrance.

If some of the new-rich have rescued their social con-

science by taking cheap street prostitutes as life-partners,

lis it necessary that such people should inflict their vulgar

(bed-side language and filthy mannerism, acquired in close

(intimacy of their self-chosen mates, on decent members of

[society who respond to invitations of kind and well-mean-

ling hosts and hostesses to honour some good man or other 5

Those good ones who become unwilling victims of

such vulgar behaviour often choose to keep quiet not be

cause thev do not know how to defend themselves or reta

Hate but because they respect the sanctity of the homes

I thev are invited to and are also anxious not to barter then

own cultural heritage under the provocation of cheap jibes

coming from crude, uneducated persons of questionable

birth.

Success and money should make people humble and

not vulgar. Film people who tell this to the world through

their motion pictures should themselves learn this lesson

first. -

THE GAEKWAR'S ATTITUDE!
As a community the Princes of our Native States have

never enjoyed a good reputation, either for good behaviour

or for good rule. The average Indian accepts them as a

had inheritance from history and is anxious to see the last

of them as quickly as possible. But because a majority of

our Princes are rotters, a few, who are progressive, stand

out prominently and people expect from such Princes sym-

pathy and support for people's national aspirations in all

ictivities of life.

It is a patent fact that many of our Native Princes are

mightily interested in our film industry. But it is equally

well-known that this mighty interest begins and ends with

some of the less desirable film stars of the industry.

Miss Madhuri plays a tantalizing role in "Gvalan" pro-

duced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.
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The Donkey doesn't seem to mind Mehru riding across

in "Hai Jani," a picture of Hilal Film Corp.

These remarks, however, do not apply to the Baroda

State which is considered as one of our progressive States.

The news, that the Gaekwar of Baroda refused to grant

permission to a film producer when the latter wanted to

utilize the Gaekwar's palace in Bombay for film shooting,

comes, therefore, as a great surprise.

We understand that a written guarantee, that nothing

in the palace gardens would be spoiled, was given by the

producer and ye: the Gaekwar is reported to have refused

permission.

Film producers who strain to get as much realism in

their films as possible are thus robbed of their ambition by

such unsympa'hetic rulers of our States. Though many a

huge set can be constructed in the studios these days, still

it is impossible to build a huge garden set as good as the

real ones we see attached to some of the pleasure palaces of

our princes. The natural desire of the producer to shoot

his sequences on the actual location can therefore be un-

derstood by all producers and lovers of film art.

But the Gaekwar evidently could not understand this

problem in the sympathetic manner in which the producer

had expected him to, even though his pleasure palace in

Bombay remains deserted for months every year.

If this is the treatment and co-operation our national

industries are going to get from even supposedly progres-

sive rulers the future of our industries is not very rosy.

Perhaps this boorish, dog-in-the-manger attitude of our

princes is one of the reasons why our princes are unani-

mously unpopular.

Take the story of this young Gaekwar who has inhe

rited millions in money, not to mention a large number of

palaces, with his right to the gadi of Baroda. He doesn't

stretch his little finger to help the Indian film industry,

while he sinks millions in buying horse-flesh in England,

as if the Sport of Kings is going to provide bread for the

millions starving in his country.

What would have been his exact loss if he had per-

mitted a few film producers to use his palace gardens

which are hardly, used by him round the year? But the

petty potentate would not hear of it perhaps for petty

personal reasons.

In Free India, are we to expect help and sympathy

from such princes who waste millions on horse-flesh, give

a cold shoulder to our industries and make merry when
millions starve before their very eyes.:

The earlier these princes are chased out of their un-

deserved inheritance the better for our people and our

country. In the present democratic times it does sound

criminal that one human being should enjoy all the good
things of life through accident of birth while millions

should die of want and hunger. It will be a good day for

India when some of these princely fortunes are equitably

divided among the more needy ones.

AND EVEN DR. AMBEDKAR
The Hon. Dr. Ambedkar, our Labour Member, is a

great scholar of statistics and a man of great personal effi-

ciency. We were surprised, therefore, when he chose to

label The Abdulla Fazalbhoy Technical Institute of Bom
bay as a communal institution run for Muslim benefit,

whilst giving information to Dr. Sir Ziauddin Ahmed on

the Central Assembly floors.

We hasten to correct this wrong notion of the Hon.

Member. And the best way to do so in case of a man who
firmly believes in statistics is by giving the communal
statistics of the candidates trained by the Institute during

the last nine years of its career.

SESSION H. M. P. C. Total

July 1937 to June 1938 64 14 15 11 104

July 1938 to June 1939 136 18 7 29 190

July 1939 to June 1940 145 26 10 23 204

July 1940 to June 1941 155 11 17 20 203

July 1941 to June 1942 120 14 16 24 174

June 1942 to March 1943 91 13 7 25 136

June 1943 to March 1944 291 58 33 46 428

June 1944 to March 1945 178 24 31 37 270

June 1945 to March 1946 191 21 41 33 286

H—Hindus, M—Mohammedan. P—Parsis, C—Christians.

The statistics above ought to show how entirely

wrong was the information given by the Honorable Mem-
ber for Labour. And it is not too much to expect from

Dr. Ambedkar, because the Member is honourable, an

apology for his unconscious mistake which has created a

wrong impression about the Institute, which is run by

an old illustrious institution like the St. Xavier's College.

DRASTIC LAW REQUIRED
The immense popularity of the film as an entertain-

ment for the masses has given rise to many sharp prac-

tices not only in the fields of production and distribution

but also in the consumer's field of exhibition.
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After very exhaustive inquiries we find that the cri-

minal blackmarketing of tickets, which is a common fea-

ture outside every popular cinema these days, is jointly

carried out by some of the corrupt executives of the

i cinema halls with the help of the professional racketeers

who sell the tickets on the pavements charging very

I

often as much as three times the original admission price

This racket is very much in vogue in the first few

i weeks of a popular picture and we are told that at a sin

gle well-known city cinema, playing a very popular for

eign picture last year, the theatre manager made as much
as Rs. 4000;- for his share in the first five weeks of the

picture. This is a serious state of affairs and if it is al-

j
lowed to continue it is bound to affect the showman';

trade ultimately.

This racket seems to have become such a religious

affair between the different gangs at different cinemas in

the different cities of India that when these thieves fall

out, knives are brandished and quite a tew abdomens are

cut open unceremoniously. Evidently this racket seems to

have become a very paying job to all the parlies concerned,

seeing that it has become worthy of risk to human life

People who come a long way to see our motion pictures,

with their women folk and children, arc generally impos

cd upon by the racketeers when the film t>cers discover

that even the highest priced admission tickets have been

"sold out" hours before the show. Rather than go back

with their family caravan disappointed, these people pa\

as much as Rs. j\% for an admission ticket of Rs. 2[8,

giving an illegitimate profit of Rs. 5I- per ticket to rhe

racketeers to be divided between the theatre executive:,

and themselves.

The different associations cA the industry did pass

some pious resolutions condemning ih s practice from
time to time but nothing seems 10 have been actually done

to eradicate the evil The theatre owners, though mam
of them realize the importance ut stopping such filth>

rackets in the general interest of iheir trade, cannot tak-

strong action against their own executives because the

owners themselves are deeply involved in another black

marketing racket in which they fleece the distributor,

who beg tor releases. The cii.ema executives know en

ough about the black-marketing operations of their em
I

ployers and using this knowledge both as a power and
i a lever, ihey operate 1 heir ow n racket on a smaller scale

The whole affair seems to be a terribly vicious circle

and has reached a stage where the people of the industry

1 can't be useful in putting it down.

This racketeering has become an urgent matter toi

public legislation and the Commissioner of Police ought

I to take a serious notice ot 11 it he is anxious to do his

I duty by the long suffering public

The Government of the Punjab has trained a lule

under the Cinematograph Act by which the Licensee (the

cinema owner ) is required
v 1 ) to refuse admission to

any person who had not bought a ticket trom his autho

rised booking clerk or agent and {2) to make arrange

I

merits tor the orderly marshalling ot persons desirous ot

purchasing tickets at the licensed place.

The Chief Commissioner of Delhi has notified his

intention to adopt this rule for the Delhi Province.

£ Jlifa-ttoat Jload oft

in

\ liaiiioik Production

BACHCHCHI

kHEL
Prorlucep

:

Sk.th RAMMIKLAL M, ShAh.

Olfaction: Muslc .

RAJA NENE c RAMCHANDRA

Starring :

Baby SHAKUNTALA
MEENA KUMARI

N KABIR and AGA JAN.

FOR WORLD RIGH 1 s

Kaiwiiklal llolianlal & Co.,

Khetwadl - Bombay ^
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Murari Pictures'

ALL STAR CAST THRILL

X
A RED YEAR OF INDIAN HISTORY

Director :

Rebel MOHAN SINGHA

Photography

REDDY

MAE

Starring.

Great SAIGAL - SURA IYTA

SHAKIR - BUNJAMIN
MUZAMIL - MADE NPURI

LILA - WASTI

A Dream of film World

: Story .

Dr. SAFDAR AH

: Songs :

Md. AF S AR

: Photography :

REDDY

: Director :

MOHAN SINGHA

MURARI PICTURES,
Ahmed Chambers, Lamington Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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Featuring :
—

NASEEM
KAMAL
DAMAYANTI
BALRAJ
RAJKUMARI
AGHA JAN
DAVID

and

K. C. DE.

,b7„ /?/ :_BIPR0DAS TAGORE.

Dialogues '•— SAJjAN

.

Photography'—BIDYAPATI GHOS E

.

Music Direction-—K. C. DE.

Produced & Directed By:—PHANI
MAJUMDAR.

The Government of the C. P. and Berar has framed

a rule under the Entertainment Tax Act, prohibiting any

person from transferring or receiving by transfer any

ticket, which had been issued by the proprietor of an en-

tertainment place, or by any person duly authorised by

the proprietor to issue tickets, at a price in excess of

that for which, inclusive of duty, it was issued.

In Bihar the existing rules have been so amended as

to require the Licensee (the cinema owner)) to make ar-

rangements to the satisfaction of the District Magis-

trate for the sale of the tickets of admission and for the

orderly marshalling of persons desirous of purchasing

tickets. All District Officers have been asked to see that

no tickets for the classes, in which the evil of black-mar-

keting was prevalent, are sold more than an hour or two
before each performance.

Though all these rules by different provinces lead us

a step further in the direction of eradicating the evil they

are not a complete remedy for the disease because most

of the rules are based on the assumption that the theatre

owners are innocent folks and as such are anxious to co-

operate with the authorities to put down the evil of

black-marketing.

As a rule the theatre-owners having a crime of their

own to hide are prepared to co-operate with the authori-

ties, only to the extent of contributing to throw some

dust into the eyes of those who suffer and complain.

There doesn't seem to be any real anxiety on the part of

the owners to put down this evil.

What we need is some drastic penal legislation, in

which the jail should stare in the eye of the owner, the

manager, the booking clerk, the pavement racke*eer and

also the buyers. The owner may in addition have the

ultimate fear of losing his license. Unless some'hing as

drastic as this is done, we do not think there is any chance

of stopping this black-marketing racket of the tickets.

The Commissioner of Police in Bombay can give a

splendid lead to the other provinces if he takes this mat-

ter seriously as a much-needed social amenity.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE

That the film people have invented a new code of

behaviour at social functions. It consists of abusing peo-

ple under the protection of hospitality. One wonders how
some people whilst eating wholesome food can use their

mouths for a function reserved for some other part of the

human body.

That it is a strange morality with 'some film people

to condemn legitimate love marriages to condone their

own illegitimate liaison with cheap prostitutes throwing

their married wives on junk heap.

That V. Shantaram will have nothing less than the

Metro in Bombay to release the English version of his

"Dr. Kotnis". In the Metro, Jayashree's English will

sound American with Metro's old association.

That theatre-magnate Keki Modi has sent a petition

to the Government not to give him any more titles as

the recent one has given him a duodenal ulcer with

"friendly" dinners. It is Keki's money, these "friends"

respect.
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That the trade slump seems to have hit the film peo-

ple ra"her badly the way we find them doing financial

transactions paying as much as 40% per year premium.

That Shiraz All Hakim, who is struggling to be Ar-

thur Rank of India, is reported to have accepted some
millionaire friends as aids to organize his fast expanding
activities.

That the Prabhat Film Company will shortly stop their

activities in Poena and begin on a small personal scale in

Bombay with Baburao Pai as the top man.

That the Baburao Pai and V. Shantaram liaison is

reported to be progressing satisfactorily and both of them
will be soon thing tc America, of course with "Baby"

Jayashree and "Baba" Sharar keeping company.

That the request to put "gentle" Janisu Wadia in

.harge of Rajkamal was refused and Karnatki Winayak
will be in charge during Yankudre Shantaram's absence.

Blood is always thicker than water.

That Sardar Chandulal Shah is these days searching

for female-guests to provide atmosphere and inspiration

to H. M. V. Chaturbhuj Doshi while directing on the

sets. They say that H. M. V. does it well with saris watch

ing his intellectual gymnastics.

That not satisfied with winning the Derby with his

"Chakori"'. Sardar Chandulal recently presented a humor-

ous skit on the stage, with another "Chakori" acting, as

benefit performance for the tired nerves of Hari Singh

of Kashmir, whose "Dev Kumar"' chased Chandulal'';

"Chakori" round the course a mile behind.

That our noble Indian Princes expect film producer*

to entertain them ^the princes') lavishly but when the

producers request a deserved palace or two for film shoot-

ing, the princes suddenly find the producers unworthy

of any co-operation.

That Thorold Dickinson. British director of Arthur

Rank. British producer, dined in Bombay with gentle

Jamsu Wadia. Member of the British Empire. The Union

Jack is safe now bo'h in Britain and India. Incidentally

the British d ; rector discovered how easy it was to com-

pete with Indians, the wav he found Jamsu and Hilla

jabbering away Parsi English.

That Thorold Dickinson, the British director will

now get parties from the following and for the following

reasons:—From Dewan Sharar to pay off his debt to Lon-

don for past kindness; from Yankudre Shantaram to

prove to the Bri'ish Vankudre Javashree's command over

King's Eng'ish: from Baburao Pai to prove to the Bri-

tisher that there is more Scotch in Bombav than in Lon-

don; from Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall to tell the Britisher.

"I am the President of IMPPA. I produced 'Kismet', my
bovs are working hard etc."; from M. A. Fazalbhoy to

prove that R. C. A gives bet'er result in India than in

London; from Sardar Chandulal Shah to inform the Bri-

tisher in corfidencc that the cotton market is a better

place than the fi'm market and from Sohrab Modi to

prove to the Bri'i eher that "Pukar" was a greater film

than "Henry VIII".

A Mighty ZhrilUmj Hit

- NAVIN YflGNIK * RAJ RANI
Samson * Radha * Habib * AH
Manchi Thoothi * Varne & others.

Direrfrd for.

NARI GHADIALI.
Story - Scenario & D al-gues :

MUNSHI KHANJAR
Songs : AHSAN RI2VI * Music : NISAR BAZMI

Photography: SHIAVAX DARUVALA
Audiography: C. SAHJU PAUL
Dance Master: D. BABULAL

fWwmf hir.

BRIJMALA
* "fr -si-

South Territorial Rights with :-

DECCAN FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
BANGALORE CITY.

For Remaining Territorial Rights :-

Appfy:

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
Patan v.ala Bldg.. Wadia St,, Tardeo.

BOMBAY 7.
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(In this section, tht editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone.

)

MISS PUSHPA REGE (Simla)

Whom do you prefer—Begum Para or Ncciu 5

As an artiste I like Para who can react well under

good direction. As a friend I like Neena for her

poise and culture.

EADKUDIN K SAYANY (Bombay)

Did the film 'experts' who visited Hollywood get a

j
date with Betty Grahlc ?

Have you seen the faces of these 'experts'? Why
spoil Betty's diary!

M. l> PUTRAJ (Mysore)

What is your conception of life?

Living and kicking till death ring* the curtain

down.

NARAYAN S. N (Bombay)

Should a woman who has had pre-marital experience

be allowed to marrv and lead a respectable life? Or is one

blot on her reputation enough to ostracize her from the

ranks of respectability?

In this world of sinners, sin is hardlv an offence

for one human being to sit in judgment over

another. If man can have pre-marital orgies and

settle down as a respectable member of society

after marriage, why should this privilege be de-

nied to a woman? With his vain possessive in-

stinct, a cowardly trait at best, man has envelop-

ed the woman with all codes of morality leaving

himself a free lark. If the physical sex-act is a sin.

how docs it become a virtue just because a few

priests mutter mouthfuls of incoherent mantras and

grant a social license for an act which must al-

ways remain private, physical and intimate?

Which film star do you consider to be the best among
the following: Shobhana Sam.irth, Ratnamala, Jayashree,

Nalini Jaywant and Snehaprabha?

Snehaprabha has talent for acting, Jayashree has

looks for the screen, Nalini has vouth, Shobhana

has luck and Ratnamala is a product of necessity.

S. S. GUPTA (New Delhi)

A friend of mine says, "to see 'Humayun' is 2 hours'

imprisonment and 9 annas fine." What is your opinion 5

In my case the fine was Rs. 10'- but instead of

imprisonment I had two hours' amusement be-

cause I changed my angle of vision and took

"Humayun" for a comedy.

J. MOHAMED (HubU)

I feel like knocking at the doors of Sushila Rani's

heart. Any objection, Baburao?

Tf vou do so, I shall peep out. And that's a

risk which no insurance company is likely to cover.

M. P. RAMA KRISHNA N (New Delhi)

What is the worst thing in this world 2

For me, the misfortune of having to see all Indian
pictures as a duty.

M. K. RAMANATH (Bangalore)

Do you like the song, "Vande Mataram"? Do you
think it should come at the end of every picture?

I don't like the song for the simple reason that
I don't understand it beyond the general belief

that it is our national anthem. At best it is a
stupid choice to select a song as a national anthem
1 he words of which millions in the country can't
understand. This song may be great poetry and
many tell me that it is, but it fails as a national
anthem. I think it will be a more puzzling end
to our motion pictures which are puzzles bv them
selves. Someone in our country should write a
national anthem which every Indian can under
Maud. This national poetry should not have obso-
lete Sanskrit words nor high-flown Urdu. It should
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be composed in words sprung from the million

hearths in India—so simple that even the un-

born babes in the womb of Mother India may
understand their national message. But that re-

quires politicians with imagination and not with

'inner voices' and outer shrouds.

[ISS PERIN HAVALDAR (Bombay)

What is meant by a "torn boy" and a "he-man"?

Tom boy is the girl with the itch of youth in con-

stant search of a scratch. He-man is the man
with enlarged monkey-glands.

A. V. SAVITRI (Madras)

Can you describe the feelings of the following when

ey read "filmindia": a young g rl of 12, a maiden of 18,

married woman of 30 and an old widow of 60?

"filmindia" is so much glamour-food. The
twelve-year old kid should be in a hurry to hop

the next six years with hope in her heart and star

photos in her scrap-book. The maiden shoulJ

run to the mirror and ask herself, "Can I also?"

The married dame looks wistfully back at the

opportunity lost and stares at her husband as the

chief culprit. The sixty-ye^r Lnowing-one calls

the film an evil because during !iei youth there-

was neither any film industry nor any stars. The
first type from these is the friendly fan, the re

maining three remain the hostile fans. All see

motion pictures with or without will.

HANSUR MOJEZ (Simla)

Why don't the "Chand" brothers build up a film city

>ut of the for'une that "Kismet" has given them and name
t after the film itself?

Kapurchand is a shrewd man. Under his pro-

tection the other two 'chands' also look shrewd.

They step into the film business after the producer

has struggled and given birth to a film. Very few

make money in production. Fortunes start roll-

ing after the 'baby' is born. The 'chand' brothers

nurse the 'baby' produced by others.

BALAN (New Delhi)

Don't you think it is time we had rilms in this coun-

ty depicting maternity welfare, child care etc?

What we actually need is films on birth control.

In India, children grow even if they are dioppc 1

on the roads.

N. S. V. CHALAM (Bangalore)

In Pennsylvania, a new law has been enacted, by
which winking at girls is a crime punishable by law. Is it

not stupid?

If that is stupid, we have a similar penal law i:i

India, under Section 509 of which, winking at ;i

strange woman is an offence punishable with
simple imprisonment upto one year or with' fine

or with both.

LOKUMAL D. (Karachi)

Suppose your pen is auctioned in public what could
it fetch?

Not even the price of its nib. It doesn't write

unless it is dipped every minute into mv brain. It

is the 'ink' that comes from the 'pot' which
counts.

WITH A NEW THRILL
N HER VOICE

KANAN
WILL SING HER WAY
TO YOUR HEARTS

M. V. Productions' Musical Hit

with CHABBI, JAHAR, PURNIMA,
NATWAR and IFTIKHAR.

^ixecud PRAMEN MITRA.

WATCH FOR ITS RELEASE
For CENTRAL PROVINCES :-

JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH :-

SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL :-

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.



The ticket or the film spools? If you want to keep these two related — if

you want your box office to justify that expensive building and equipment,

deal with the one and only firm that can claim to supply everything for the

cinema. From plush curtains to poster boards — from ashtrays to lighting

equipment, Gaumont-Kalee can supply every detail you require. And this,

remember, is the firm of " Vulcan " and " Duosonic" fame, which make films

brighter, livelier, more true to nature and there-

fore BETTER ENTERTAINMENT. This wonder-
ful service is available everywhere- now-today!

GAUMONT-KALEE LTD.

7ftr//i£is pMO&mic Soundfyuipment

FORBES BUILDING : HOME STREET : BOMBAY ) EVERYTHING FOR THE CINEMA <
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JOHN G. SOANS (Bangalore)

Is Nalini Jaywant a spinster 2

She is too youthful to be called a spinster but

where have you been sleeping like Rip Van Winkle

all these years, seeing that little Nalini is a'ready

on way to motherhood?

JAYANTILAL RATILAL BHATT (Kandivili)

The trade marks of Minerva Movietone and M.G.M
show a lion. Then whv is there such a difference in the

products of the two companies?

The Minerva lion is a half-starved anaemic stuff

while the M.G.M lion growls at you every time

you see him. The first is a lion in a non-violent

country, the second is a brute from the Atom land.

There must be some difference between the two.

M. N. MISTRY (Karachi)

What are the feelings of a woman towards her illegi-

timate child?

To a woman no child is illegitimate unless it

comes out of the womb of another woman. In-

side the womb of a woman there are no man

made social laws. Everything is legitimate in-

side. It is onlv when the child opens its eyes and

discovers a stiange world of sinners and hypo

crites, the world brands the little one as illegiti-

mate before the little one proceeds to disrobe tlu-

world of its hypocrisy.

What do you feel when you see beauty with a beast :

Being four years with a beauty I have stopped

feeiing now.

K. KRISHNA (Dadar)

Excluding yourself who is the most hated person in

the film industry?

After excluding me, they hate me again, and

again and again, till they hate me last, and once

again.

K. S. MANI (Bangalore i

Why is Ullhas becoming "fat. fatter and still fatter**
1

He seems to be following Kardar with his "High.

Higher and still Higher."

P. V. NAIR (Agra)

How is "Dr. Kotnis"* progressing?

He is at present in Sbantaram's maternity hospi-

tal and hopes to be delivered by the middle ot

March

A. RAM (Bombay)

Don't the American film magazines give us an im-

pression that all the film people in America are nice and

attractive? Then why do you run down our people 3

The American mags sell lies and make money.

I tell the truth and remain poor. Which do vou

lik*?

SAVITRI DEVI SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

Where does a bad picture hit you?

<f On my stomach. After my bad review of it, its

producer stops advertising in "filmindia." So,

for my own sake, I always pray that our producers

should produce good pictures.

K. SUBBAIAH (Bangalore)

What do girls talk about when they are alone?

Thev dream about impossible things that should

happen to them. The things, however, avoid them
and happen to others. And the girls grumble

MD SALAHIDDIN (Madras)

Do beauty and brains go toge'.her?

Sometimes and then hearts go Hiroshima.

PRI1HVI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)

What are a man's duties towards a woman?
To love and to protect.

SISTER RACHEL (Poona)

Hasn't Devika Rani set a good example to our young

Indian widows to get re-married and be happy instead ot

wasting time in worshipping the shoes of past happi-

ness ?

In Devika's action there is good hope and cheer

for every widow. But Devika clung to the old

shoes too long and when she suddenly stepped

into the footprints of the future her admirers were

shocked. Widows who don't deify the past

should certainly marry In your town, famous

for its widows, how many are willing to lose their

freedom by re-marriage?

OM PARKASH (Lahore)

What is your honest opinion about Sohrab Modi?
A good man who seems hesitant about giving the

right role to Mehtab.

S. TIBREWAL (Calcutta)

Do you think that our fi m industry can help in our

fight for freedom?

Not in its present state of degeneration. Our

It is a mob scene of beggars from "Rehana," a Girdhar

Bahar picture. If you find such beggars in the street,

begging would become a national industry.



The long awaited new Film equipments are

now in India .and larger consignments

are on the way.

Already several Studios and Theatres all over

India have installed these world-famous

equipments. Write today:

RCA Recording Equipment

PM. 45.

RCA Recording Studio

Channel.

RCA Theatre Equipment

(Standard and Deluxe)

Studio Lights etc., etc.
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film industry only helps to prove that the coun-

try is not worth fighting for.

MISS INDU SETHI (Karachi)

Being the director of "Gvalan" how do you feel when

Sushila Rani talks love with the hero of the picture?

She speaks words written by me. The language

of love cannot be second-hand. Were she to add

a word of her own the story would reach a climax.

KAN NARAINDAS BHAG (Karachi)

Does sweet Nur Jehan give songs from her own

mouth ?

Yes, she spits them out herself.

MISS K. VANAJAXI (Manchenahalli)

What do you think the ambition of a young woman

should be if she has a beautiful face, a sweet voice and

good education?

If she has talent for acting she should join the

screen.

BRIJ NARAIN SETH (Simla)

How does the rationing of cloth affect the film

industry?

In Ranjit they use the same costumes in ten

pictures.

D. N. KALA (Pilibhit)

Is there any hope for an ugly-looking person to shoot

into stardom 5

Where are the handsome ones among the stars

we have already?

MISS UBAIDA BEGUM (Allahabad)

Have you ever suffered from insomnia:

Why should I, after honest criticism?

M. A. NANNOOH (Bombay)

A man who thinks he understands a woman is not a

a very great thinker.3

You mean a man who imagines?

A. NAJMUNNISA BEGUM (Melvisharam)

If love is "fire", marriage an "inferno," divorce "salva

tion" and second marriage "purgatorial expiation", what

is polygamy?

Esrapism.

Has any Hindu actress adopted a Muslim name as the

Muslim actresses have done? What glamour is there in

a Hindu name?

No Hindu actress has yet adopted a Muslim name,

though many have Muslim lovers. Actresses as-

sume names for business purposes and it is good

husiness to take a name that represents the

majority.

MISS REKHA KAZI (Santa Cruz)

What do you think when a child cries in the middle

of a show?

In an Indian picture house I admire its protest

against the stupidity of the parents in seeing

rotten pictures. In foreign show houses I wonder
why people expose their family secrets in public

places.

L. NARAYANA RAO (Adoni)

Will you please name some sincere directors in the

film industry?

. FILMINDIA

The man who jumps straight into the eye is V.

Shantaram. His sincerity of purpose is proverbial.

After him come Mehboob, Shaukat Hussein,

Bimal Roy, Nitin Bose, S. Mukherjee and quite

a few others. From the rest, the majority, how-

ever, is composed of heartless scoundrels who
bleed the producers and insult the philosophy of

work.

I don't know why Ranjit Chief, Mr. Chandulal Shah.

is producing rotten stuff nowadays.

The markets of the world, whatever the com-

modity, are divided, into two parts: old and new.

Like the proverbial Jew, Chandulal seems to

have become a junk merchant. You can't build

anything new with old material.

MISS KRISHNA BHAGVVAT (Indore)

If every man runs after a beautiful girl what should

;in ugly lass do?

A woman is never so ugly as to be on the shelf

all her life. Strangely enough, the ugly ducklings

get married more quickly than the beautiful

dolls. It is not an easy job to marry a beautiful

girl. Apart from being expensive, marrying a

heautiful girl is a severe responsibility, more
so for a middle-class man who has to live in the

midst of neighbours. Beauty in woman is a

liability on man. Ugly women need not be dis-

heartened because man primarily marries sex.

Other considerations come later. Beauty is the

luxury of the elite who can afford it.

I). NATARAJAN (Matunga)

Mr. Baburao Patcl of "filmindia", tell me why you are

not publishing photos of any female recruits so far?

Mr. D. Natarajan of Matunga, the cats are not

stepping out.

R. U. QURESHI (Allahabad)

Who is the busiest man on earth?

The thinker.

A friend of mine calls you the second 'Raja Indra.'

Isn't that the fellow from heaven who is always

shown in the company of a number of girls? I

always wondered how he could be in heaven

with that large crowd round him, seeing that

you don't need more than one woman to go to

heaven. It's lucky your friend didn't call me
a second Pandit Indra. I congratulate myself on

my escape.

C. MAHADEVAN (Bombay)

Is it quite essential for a film critic to be conversant

with the language of the picture to judge its merits?

Absolutely. In the talkies, situations and senti-

ments are expressed with the help of words and

it is essential that the critic should know the

words and their beauty. That is why I ask others

to review Bengali, Tamil and Telugu pictures.

M. V. ANNASAHEB (Belgium)

What is the difference between a crushed flower and

an abandoned woman?
A crushed flower has neither life nor perfume in

it. An abandoned woman may still have both

and therefore some hope for the future. One is

a dead memory, the other is often a living re-

proach.
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BASHIRUNNISA BEGAM (Melvisharam)

The 'filmindia' fans say you are a genius; some film

stars say you are a mounte bank; and one film critic says

you are the greatest liar of 'he century; what do vou say

to these?

They are all right. All opinions are but reflec-

tions of one's own mind. There are many who
call Mahatma Gandhi, the greatest living soul

of the century, just another mounte-bank. I am
happy at the thought that I interest people differ-

ently. That saves the . from boredom.

P. M. SARMA (Bombay)

Which is more embarrassing: kissing a miss or missing

a kiss and why?

Kissing a miss is sometimes embarrassing to the

miss But missing a kiss is a crime

W. N. MANE (Benares)

Jai Hind! My wife is highly influenced by 'filmindia'

Now she wants to become an actress. Much against my
will she has sent applications to Prabhat and Bombay

Talkies. If she goes leaving me alone to become an act-

ress (merely a 'pross', nothing more) how am I to check

her?

You are a man with a filthy mind This I state

assuming that the word, 'pross' used by you

means a prostitute What makes you say that

a film actress who puts in 12 hours' hard work

every day is a prostitute? You seem to be having

a poor opinion of women as a community. The

least I think is that you do not deserve to have

a good woman as a wife. If your wife has tal-

ent for acting and capacity for hard work, there

is no reason why she should not take up the lilm

career. But to imagine that by doing so she is

going to turn a prostitute overnight is neithei

giving her character nor betraving any character

in yourself. If you have such a Himsy opinion

of your wife's character, how do vou expect other

people to respect her?

M. N. LAL (New Delhi)

In which 'ism' do you believe 3

Egotism.

V. R. THENGDI (Wardha)

Do you ever think of reducing the price of 'filmindia'

to beat your competitors?

You tickle me with the question According

to John Grierson, an outstanding authority in

the world of films, I have only one competitor-

"The Variety"—in New York, thousands of

miles away. If people want the second best maga-

zine in the world thev have to pav for it. You can't

get a good thing for nothing

Who is the happiest soul in a film studio?

If self importance is some criterion of happiness,

the star, who sits with her face to the wall imagin-

ing that others are looking at her wall, should be

the happiest.

K. R NARAYANAN (Bangalore)

Why don't you try to become a sanyasi?

Being a sanyasi is a life punishment. Why should

I be punished so severely in my forties? Remind

me thirty years later and I shall let you know if

it can be done then

ABDOOL KADER ADAM (Calcutta)

If Mahatma Gandhi and Mr Jinnah become pro-

ducer and director respectively, what will happen?

They will produce "United India" starring 400

millions

MISS BIMLA R LAL (Delhi)

If a girl loves one person but is engaged to another,

what should she do?

Elope with the one she loves There is less risk

in doing so.

I want to be a pen friend of an actor who is a good
philosopher as well.

I don't know much about philosophy but in

College Street, Matunga, Bombay, three gentle-

man-actors live. They are worthy of being pen

friends of a good girl. Their names are Prith-

viraj Kapoor, Trilok Kapoor and P. Jairaj. Write
to these boys and vou won't have to repent.

K T DORESWAMY (Bangalore)

What are the uses and abuses of love?

The use of love is marriage and the abuse is di-

vorce

What happens if you disobey your wife?

She respects you more.

VISHWA NATH SETH (Lahore)

Why is the eye' so prominent in poetry?

New comers are coming to the screen almost every day.

Here is Chandni, a newcomer in "Sona Chandi" produced

by New Bombay Theatres Ltd.
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The eye is the peephole of the soul and poets

believe in writing soulful poetry

S. C SIVANANJAPPA (Bangalore)

As yet, has any surgical operation in our films failed :

The films have failed, the 'operations' have al-

ways succeeded because they were done either on

the heroes or the heroines.

How is that in almost every flop Chandramohan is

present?

He is the main feature of the flops

H. RANGANATHAN (Bombay)

Can you reduce the price ot "filmindia", in the light

of the cessation of hostilities?

Who has ceased hostilities? I am still at war
with you.

ABDUL SATTAR BAIG (Tenali)

Last night I saw a ferocious lion in my dream. What
will happen to me?

You'll become a mouse to rewrite Aesop's fable

A VIRUPAKSHAIAH (Cocanada)

Which is better: a kiss which fools you or a fool who
kisses you?

There is not much to choose between the two

as in either case you remain a fool.

S. R. SEN GUPTA (Lucknow)

How many stages are there in love?

Rash, temperature and death meaning meeting,

courting and mating.

ABDUL KADAR (Kirkee)

Can a poor man ever marry a film actress? And if

he marries, what will happen to him?

He will become rich but cease to be a man.

MISS SUDHA DESHPANDE (Poona)

My bro her is an athlete. Recently he saw "Umang '.

He wants to meet the director of "Umang" to claim back

his 5 annas. Will you provide him with his address?

K M Multani, C/o Indian Motion Picture

Producers' Association, Sandhurst Road, Bombay.

It is not necessary for your brother to be an

athlete to give Multani the count. Apart from

"Umang" the old boy deserves a good whack for

he has been talking a lot of nonsense recendy.

What does your father think when he chances to see

a photograph of Sushila Rani marching along with you?

He throws his chest out at the thought of the

family traditions being so beautifully maintained.

HK.THI PAI L SINGH CHAWLA (Lahore)

For what purpose did (iod make man?

Either to worship him or to run him down but

always to advertise Him as the Supreme Being!

Man is the best advertisement of God's mistake.

K. U. KAMATH (Mangalore)

.» Do you sing ?

Don't I? Hear me once and your ears will be

singed.

A. A. MAKKAR (Karachi)

Why is it that Mehtab is getting younger as the

years roll on?

Vitamin "S".

Why is it that Film Critic Abbas every time names
his stories with 'nai' or 'naya' though the stories are the
same old stuff?

It is the modern form of self-hypnosis practised
by intellectuals.

S. D. SHARMA (Lahore)

"Love is a part of wisdom". Comment
Wisdom for the onlooker.

CHANDRA PRABHA RAIZADI (Cawnpore)
The film industry is a field where only fools can

survive. Do you agree with this.3

No. It's a field in which what the fools sow, the
wise ones reap

C. P DAMODARA KURUP (Calicut)
Can a brother and sister act as lovers?

They did in "Chhamia", where Para had her
brother as the hero

B MUTHYALA RAO (Secunderabad)
Your theory that marriage is a mere convention com

prom.ses the sanctity of our social customs. Prav how
do you solemnise love?

By intense sincerity and absolute loyalty. Do you
think that muttering priests can join human
hearts?

J N. BAHADUR (Benares)

Do you care for the opinions of the readers of "film-
india ?

I care more for their entertainment. When they
buy "filmindia" I know their opinion.

10 CASH PRIZES FOR 10 QUESTIONS
The proprietors of "filmindia" will award

every month 10 cash prizes to the readers whose
questions are considered interesting or elicit
interesting replies in the "Editor's Mail." The
Editor's decision shall be absolutely final in
awarding the prizes as follows: 1st Prize Rs. 25 -

2nd Prize R.s. 20 . 3rd Prize Rs. 15 -, 4th Prize
Rs. 10 -. and 6 consolation prizes of Rs. 5 -

each. The names cf the prize-winners will be
announced every month in "filmindia" and the
amounts will be remitted to them by Money
Order. No correspondence will be entertained.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR MARCH
1st prize Rs. 25 - to S. R. Sen Gupta (Luck-

now »; 2nd prize Rs. 20/- to K. T. Doreswamy
(Bangalore'; 3rd prize Rs. 15' to Miss Sudha
Deshpande (Poona); 4th prize Rs. 10 - to Loku-
mal D. (Karachi); and 6 consolation prizes of
Rs. 5 - each to the following: to M. V. Anna-
saheb (Belgaum); Abdool Kader Adam (Cal-
cutta); Miss Krishna Bhagwat (Indore); Miss
A. V. Savitri (Madras); Miss Rekha Kazi (Santa
Cruz), and Jayantilal R. Bhatt (Kandivili).
Money Orders are being sent to all the prize
winners.
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BT HOmE RND RBRQRD
FLYING ACTRESS

Film-actress .Durga Khote (Mrs.

Rashid) is reported to have purchased

a small plane at Calcutta, which will

be piloted by her husband Flight-

Lieutenant Rashid who will carry

his actress-wife from one film

i

j

icntre to another. And now old

Durga can accept film contracts all

1 over India.

AT LAST
, Miss Madhuri, the well-known An-

glo-Indian film artiste working in

' "Gvalan", the Haburao Patel produc-

tion, married Mr. Larrimar Venay ol

Poona in the last week of December.

i Larrimar and Madhuri { Beryl Clas

< sen) have been in love for years and

their union was over-due. The wed
ding relieved the anxiety of many
close friends of the family.

ATOMIC LOVE
The Atom Bomb has begun its

I disastrous career to prov ide love

ihemes to motion picture producers,

j

Marcel Pagnol, the French dramatist

I and film magnate, is making a film

i about the Atom Bomb and calling i;

j
"The Birth of Love". In this film

Pagnol hopes to condemn the intel

lectual evolution of man and advises

his return to the primitive herd life.

He calls his story a human theme

but the photoplay behind the theme

seems to be a very much muddled
affair.

LOVE BOMBS
Not to be outdone by this French

man, Hollywood producers arc

I
scratching their brains to connect the

|
destructive Atom Bomb with some

human themes. Sam Marx is already

thinking loudly about producing "The
Beginning of the End" for M.G.M .

a human story in which he hopes to

show the strained circumstances un-

der which the bomb makers lived.

Their wives and their home life will,

of course, be shown to give the Holly-

wood folks sufficient human drama

to sell the pictures. Three other pro-

ducers are also reported to be thinking

on the same lines and we are soon

promised a lot of explosive love in

atoms.

LEO'S SAVINGS
Hollywood is a funny place. Every

one who knows how to behave well

before the cameras gets paid there and

paid well. The latest news is about an

African lion who has saved up
Rs. 130,000!- in cash and not bought

War-Bonds. (The pretty stars, who
sold the Bonds, couldn't probably

Hilt with Leo effectively). Leo African

charges Rs. 300 - for a day's work in

any studio and for the amount be-

haves correctly before the spotlights

and the cameras and obliges by

"'mauling" the film hero or "killing"

the villain according to the director's

orders.

And in India. we have 400 million

starving "lions" without even the

strength to yawn.

NEW TERROR
Mahindranath Mukherjee, a citizen

of Calcutta, was given Rs. 5450J- as

damages by Justice Khondkar of the

Calcutta High Court because two and
half years back Citizen Mukherjee
received a rude thump from a wood-
en sky-sign decorating the Rupali

Cinema belonging to Mathuradas
Chaturbhuj.

Citizen Mukherjee got a nasty cut

on the head which landed him in the

High Court and inspired the learned

judge to say, "If the present lot of the

pedestrians in Calcutta is to be aggra-

vated by danger from the falling of

articles attached to licensed sky-signs

in such a way that monsoon gust

will blow them into the streets, then

a new terror will be added to life."

That publicity poster cost the exhi-

bitor Rs. 5450I- apart from case costs.

INCORRECT
A number of film mags have pub-

lished the news that Mr. Baburao

Patel and Miss Sushila Rani got

married on the 26th January 1946, the

Independence Day. Interviewed about

this Mr. Baburao Patel said, "The
news is incorrect. No one would like

to lose his freedom on the Indepen-

dence Day."

FOURTH DAUGHTER
Producer-director Abdul Rashid

Kardar seems to be as prolific at home
as at the studios. Keeping pace with

her husband's film production, Mrs.

Kardar has introduced a new-comer

into the world, a sweet little daughter,

the fourth in series. Kardar is won-
dering where the boys are being sent.

AN ORDEAL
The Government of India seem to

have done a bad turn to theatre

magnate Keki Modi by conferring on

him the Order of the British Empire.

Friends have given him so many
parties during the last two months

that the Order has become an Ordea!

of the British Empire. And they say

that in this Congress Raj, British titles

are not popular.

It must have been the milk in Brindaban that added weight to Kanan's

personality in "Krishna Leela," a costume picture of Lakhmidas Anand.
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GEORGE ARLISS

We regret to report the death ol

George Arliss on February 5 th at the

age of 77 in London.

'G.A ' was an institution on the

English stage and screen. Born on

the 10th of April, 1868, Arliss first

appeared in the West End at Terry's

Theatre in 1890. Since then his his-

trionic work on the stage and screen

is a history of British stage art. In

1920 'G. A.' went to Hollywood and

featured in some well-known

pictures like "Disraeli", "The Last

Gentleman" and "The House Of
Rothschild." With the rest of the

world "filmindia" mourns the loss of

a great artiste.

DIVIDE AND RULE?

"Besides entertainment, education

and social uplift should be the guiding

lights of a producer. Films, if handled

well, can go a long way in uplifting a

derelict nation", thus observed Nawab
Sir Liaqat Hyat Khan, the Pakistan

town-crier when interviewed recently.

He, however, forgot to talk about the

guiding lights of the politicians for a

derelict nation.

TRAIL OF BROKEN HEARTS
There were more heart breaks in

Hollywood in 1945 than there was

bloodshed in the different battlefields

of the world. Hundreds of marriages

are reported to have gone all wrong

and divorces became the stormy fea-

Recrait Raj K. Kitchlu of 51 Babar

Road, New Delhi, comes from the

famous Kitchlu family. An educated

young man of 25, he wants to join

the film industry.

ture of the film capital of the United

States. Some of the well-boosted

teams which drifted apart are: Con-

stance Bennett and Gilbert Roland;

Barbara Hutton and Cary Grant;

Jennifer Jones and Robert Walker;

Jobyna Ralston and Richard Arlen;

Estelle Taylor and Paul Small; Ella

Raines and William Trout; James

Hilton and Galina Hilton; Hattie Mc
Daniel and James Lloyd Crawford;

Alice Joyce and Producer Clarence

Brown: Dale Evans and Robert Dala

Butts.

SKATING OUT OF WEDLOCK
The year 1946 seems to have begun

with the divorce suit filed by Sonja

Henie to skate away from her million-

aire husband Daniel R. Topping of

New York. The boy is accused of

skating too far away from the little

bride who had fallen in love in July

1940. Topping is reported to have

told Sonja, "to go her own way and

he would go his." So she has gone

to the divorce court and will now
come out skating with freedom.

JUST BULLSHIT

D. R. D Wadia, that Indian pro-

ducer with abnormally protuberant

eyes (some call them stupid) seems

to have talked a lot of nonsense when
in A«nerica. Cholly Knickerbocker of

the "New York Journal-American"

describes him as "The David Selznick

of India in town looking for a star

for his Indian pictures" and calls him

a major producer of the Hindu film

industry." This "major" has only

produced one picture "Ishara" him-

self and gave his license to someone

else to produce another and searches

for a star in Hollywood knowing well

that pin-up girls can't speak Hindus-

tani. Perhaps D. R D was baiting

the star for himself.

Continues Knickerbocker, "Wadia's

main problem is getting stars, for

Indian gals still have a very Victorian

notion about the stage and cbnsider

acting in the movies only one step

above street walking. They refuse to

be tempted by the most lucrative

offers."

If what Cholly says is right D.R.D
has been slinging a lot of bullshit to

get a break in America. The Indian

film industry has more educated girls

than Hollywood can claim.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
The British film industry now

ranks among the top British export

Kanan becomes the Belle of Araby in

"Arabian Nights".

industries. Films were exported dur-

ing 1945 worth over ,£1,000,000

against the 1944 figure of ,£100,000

and the 1943 figure of ,£-10,000.

During 1946 British film makers

hope to retaliate somewhat for the

masses of pictures flooded into Britain

from Hollywood. Twenty of Britain's

best pictures, incuding the ,£1,000,000

"Caesar and Cleopatra" will be shown
in the United States. From America,

the cream of British pictures will in-

vade other markets including Mexico

and South America, hitherto closed to

British producers.

CONGRATS, EZRA

What that much-boosted Directoi

V. Shantaram could not attain Pro-

ducer Ezra Mir of the Information

Films Of India seems to have achie-

ved. His documentary film "Tree of

Wealth", directed by Bhasker Rao
and photographed by Rustom Master,

has been accepted by the United
States Academy of Motion Pictures

for screening before the Committee
that will ultimately judge the Annual
Awards. To secure a preference out

of a hundred and odd documentary
films submitted by the United States

for the primary selection, is itself a

»reat distinction for the Indian film

"Tree of Wealth" deals with the story

of the Cocoanut Palm and its various

uses. It is one of the very few beau-
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Saigal acts the title role in "Omar
Khayyam" produced by Mohan

Sinha.

lifully produced subjects by the I. F. 1

Congratulations to the modest Ezra

Mr.

REHEARSING WIFE-MURDER
Up on the heights of his hill-top

heme in Beverly Hills that silver-

haired Jewish comedian. Charlie

Chaplin, is reported to have completed

the story of Bluebeard, the French

Specialist among wife-murderers.

Charlie is reported to have made a

funny story out of this grim theme
and is expected to go on the sets

sometime in April.

ALL MOONSHINE
If what American Dean Jagger says

is true, the menace of the British

Film Magnate Arihur Rank is all tall

talk.

According to Jagger, only 25% ot

the studios are operating in England.

Th? rest are used as godowns for food

stuffs. Jagger says, "The studios that

arc working can offer no serious threat

lo Hollywood. Rather than compete,

the English are trying to co-operate

and learn from our industry They
realise that American comedy films

are terrifically popular in the British

Isles whereas British brand of humour
dees not click here at all. They are

busy trying to adjust that situation."

We always thought so.

HIS LAST ACT
From Laguna Beach, California,

comes the sad news of the death ot

George J (Sim) Summerville, Ame-
rican film comedian and director at

the age of 54. He worked in film-;

for over 30 years In 1938, he gave

his 627: h film performance in "Win-

ner Takes All."

NOT A DHOBIE GHAT
Mr. D B Divekar, Technical

Chief of the Bombay Film Labora-

tory, has big post-war plans which

will essentially benefit the film indus-

try in South India. Mr. Divekar is

establishing a modern processing

plant at Madras, both with quality

and quantity output, sufficient to

satisfy all the requirements of the

Sou h Indian film industry. The
new lab will be called Consolidated

Film Laboratories and will cost over

10 lakhs in construction.

BRITISH APPRECIATION

"Convey my congratulations to the

director of "Yikramaditya" and Pra-

kash Pictures," said Mr. Sorensen, a

member of the Parliamentary Delega-

tion expressing his appreciation, "for

ihe excellent production depicting the

historica. background of 2000 years

ago." Mr. Sorensen saw the picture

in Madras.

WEDDING BELLS

On Friday, 1st February, at the

Albless Baug, snuff-using, modest

Keki Mistry. well-known camera-

artist of the Central Studios, promised

to love and protect Miss Banoo

Jamooji as his partner of life in the

presence of a crowd of distinguished

film personalities. We wish them

both all happiness and many smart

little Kekis and Banoos.

IN LOVING MEMORY
To commemoraic the affectionate

memory of his dear wife, the late

Kamla Chatterjee, Director Kedar

Sharma has christened his new pic-

ture, "Neel Kamal." We hope Kedar

gives his loving wife a better deal now
at least than when she lived through

"Dhanna Bhagat" and "Vish Kanya".

Little Kamla always deserved a bet-

ter deal.

FAMILY WEDDINGS
Bette Davis, 37 married William

Grant Sherry, a Laguna Beach artist,

8 years her junior, during her holiday

trip. The marriage mosquito bit

Beite s mother first who hooked in

Robert Woodberry Pahnei just a week
before Betie went that way.

BE WARNED
Writing in "Film Review" a recent

publication written by F. Maurice

Speed. E)arryl F. Zanuck, Vice-Pre-

sident of the Twentieth Century-Fox

of America, says, "To meet the ex-

panded demand for films, the major

producers in time must logically come
closer to their patrons. In so doing,

they will lie following the example

of other large industries whose busi-

ness is of world-wide scope. I can

well visualize the day when the ma-
jor film companies will have plants

in India and China, in Latin America
and in o'her lands where movies have

become a part of the daily life of the

people. This, I am sure, will make
for better pictures in that they will

be more authentic and therefore ap-

peal more readily to the people in the

countries where they are produced."

So this influential Jew has India

on his brain.

ON OUR SOIL

Mr. Thorold Dickinson, director ot

"Two Cities Films", accompanied by

Mrs. Dickinson and Mr. Joyce

Cary, novelist and author, are al-

ready in India on behalf of the

Recruit Mumtaz from the Office of

Assist. Contr. Gen of Civil Supplies,

The Mall, Lahore, is educated, 23,

5' 9", speaks well and thinks he can

act.
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Mubarak seems to be in a devilish hurry in "Soni Mahiwal,"a costume story

of Jayant Productions.

British film-magnate. Mr. Arthur

Rank, for a twelve-week study tour

of conditions in India.

They are looking out for "business"

in India on behalf of their British

interests.

NEW INVASION

Walt Disney's colour cartoons will

soon speak in Hindustani and if

necessary in other Indian languages

and make the vast Indian masses

contribute their bit to the Disney

fortune.

The story of "Bambi" will be the

first to be turned from English into

Hindustani under the direction of

Mr. John Cutting, of Disney Studios,

who will arrive in India in early May.

From June onwards Indian masses

may keep their nickels ready to drop

them into the Disney savings bank.

n MINUTES OF BOREDOM
The Government of India is slowly

returning to normal commonsense.

The order, compelling all exhibitors

to show a minimum of 2000 feet of.

I. F. I nonsense under the pretence

of educational propaganda, has been

revised and from 15th March on-

wards only a 1000 feet will be the

compulsory limit.

That is ir minutes of official bore-

dom still.

FILMS AND SPORT

People of the Indian film industry

seem to be very much in the news

these days in the racing field. Two I

prominent film personalities, Sardarj

Chandulal Shah and Editor Baburaol

Patel, own several race horses which I

win popular races at regular inter-

1

vals. During the month the SardarJ

won the Indian Derby, the most I

coveted trophy on the Indian turf,

with his beautiful filly, "Chakori"

while Editor Baburao Patel won the

Gulamhussein Essaji Cup with his

well-bred colt, "Filmindia".

FOREIGN COMPETITION
The statistics of foreign releases in

Bombay during the year 1945 should
;

help to prove the formidable compe-

tition which the Indian film indus-

try has to meet in years to come.

Though the Indian film industry

was asked to go through a period of

scarcity during war resulting in a

very much restricted production pro-

gramme, as many as 189 foreign pro-

ductions were released in Bombay
during 1945, despite a lot of wailing

over transport difficulties ind lack of

shipping- space. Of these 189, 165

were American, 22 British and 2

Russian films. Of the 34 technico-

lour films shown 30 were American

and 4 were British. The popularity

of colour pictures stands proved by

the fact that all these technicolour

pictures enjoyed huge box-office suc-

cess in Bombay.

Beautiful outdoors seem to be a feature of "Namak" a social story of Azad

Productions featuring Dulari.
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GHULAMI ... Directed by Mod tin Wadhwani.

A patriotic song of a suffering nation,

NOW creating box-office history all over the

country.

MEERABAI ... Directed by W. L Ahmed
The heart-rending biography of the %
Saint, poetess & Martyr of Meuar

PRITHVIRAJ SANYUKTA ... Directed by

Najm Naqvi.

The souUstirring romance of medieval India.

Now ready for release.

LIFE OF SHRI KRISHNA JHAGWAN ...

Directed by W. Z. Ahmed.

The greatest picture ever made.

STUDIOS:- Shai]
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RANGILA RAJASTHAN ... Directed by Bharat

Vyas.

A colourful tale of romantic Rajasthan.

ANDHER NAGRI ... Directed by Masud
Parvez.

A sath ical comedy of rare merit.

DO KWARE ... Directed by Mohan
Wad' rani.

A highly emotional drama.

RIM-JHIM ... Directed by Na/am Naqvi.

An exquisite musical comedy

AND
Production Nos. 12, 13 & 14 ... Directed by \V.

Z. Ahmed.

iet Road, POONA.



NAJMA—
She is another newcomer to the screen. She will be seen in " Haqdar" a Muslim social story of Dugal

Pictures, directed by Mr. Rafig Raxvi.





Allied Pictures' & Knlnm
(input's alluring

^iAec^Jt ^HAMJIBHAl A/M

Which will open a new chapter in the history

of Indian Film Industry. A picture for the

classes and the masses.

Cast>

Shankar Vazare,

Amina Khatoon & others.

DIRECTED BY:- RAMJI ARYA.

tight} controlled by

Ms. SURESH FINANCE

CORPORATION.
381, Vithalbhai Patel Road,

BOMBAY 4.

This is

"Jadt»i Ratan"
and film-ratan too !

Cast:-

S. BHAGWAN, Miss USHA &
OTHERS.

2Wfe<i %. K. P. BHAVE.

(Success Guaranteed by the Producers-

Guaranteed Pictures'.)

"dURGliE
IfHERO

{jot jeit and joy

With

Stunt-King JOHN COWAS
& others.

Toot tezutotiaI tiaktiykti contact:-

m|s. uicTORy Film
EXCHRI1GE,

Ahmed Chambers, (Third

floor,) Lamington Road,

BOMBAY 4.



OUR REVIEW

"Hamara Sansar" Presents Age-old

Reactionary Drama
Prakash's Technical Work Shows

Improvement

For the umpteenth time "Hamara
Sansar" presents the same old story

of Indian family life with its petty

quarrels and petty jealousies leading

to the usual emotional climax of per-

sonal sacrifices for family unity. The
pattern of this story is the very same

which we have seen in numerous

pictures in the past. The story por-

trays the eternal struggle of the

Hindu family to maintain unity with-

in its ranks by suppressing indivi-

duality of its members. As is usual

with such stories, the women in the

picture play the key-parts and create

a number of synthetic situations

which contribute to push the story

further sequence by sequence. Our
champion writer, Mohanlal Dave,

must have given at least 50 such

stories during his unenterprising long

career and has taught the audience in

general to anticipate the situations in

such plots long before they are un-

folded on the screen.

"Hamara Sansar" therefore be-

comes a tiresome experience because

it presents a very familiar story which

has been seen by the people over and

HAMARA SANSAR

Producers: Prakash Pictures

Language: Hindustani

Story & Dialogue: Pt. Girish

Songs: Ramesh Gupta

Photography: Yusuf Mulji

Sound Recording: L. I. Bhatt

Music: Gobindram
Cast: Jeevan, Ranjana, Uma-

kant. Rajkinnari Shukla,

Sumati Gupte and Jillobai.

Released At: Capitol, Bombay.

Date of Release: 7th December

\ 1945-

Directed By:

SHANTI KUMAR

over again from year to year. In

fact, "Hamara Sansar" is only a slight

improvement over "Aina", a picture

produced by D. R. D. Productions.

The Same Old Story

It is the same old yarn in which

Munshi Deendayal, a struggling clerk

dies suddenly leaving behind four

sons and a widow. Though his death

is supposed to be sudden, everyone

practically expects it because the writ-

er tells you before Deendayal starts

on his home journey on the cycle that

the old man had a weak eye-sight and
would not be able to see properly in

the dark hours of the evening. Im-

mediately after giving this informa-

tion, Deendayal obliges us by meeting

with an accident and without wasting

further time dies quickly with equal

generosity of mind.

Now we are shown the usual love

of the mother in bringing up her

lour sons and keeping them together

with her usual motherly sacrifices.

Fxcepting one, all are married when
we see the second phase of the story.

Kailash, the eldest son, has a shrewish

wite while Shambhoo, the second son,

has a jealous one. And to Dinesh, the

third son, is given the usual angel

who incidentally becomes the heroine

of the story. The last son is shown
as a good-hearted vagabond.

With this set-up it is not difficult

to imagine that good-natured Kailash

is making all the sacrifices for the

family by towing his brothers tact-

fully through the troubled waters of

life. Kailash's wife keeps the story

moving by her shrewish outbursts

from time to time till things become
hot for everyone.

We are told that Dinesh, the hero,

is being educated as a doctor in the

rity by all the brothers contributing

lor this education. Dinesh, inspite of

his being married to Shanti, a lovable

girl, gets interested in Alka, a co
student of his in the city. Alka and
Dinesh talk of love till they pass their

doctor's examination. When Dinesh
returns to his village he finds his wife

peculiarly unsophisticated and rustic

and, egged on by his love for Alka,

i? soon dissatisfied with his lot as a

married man. Very soon, on some
flimsy excuse, a quarrel takes place

and Dinesh leaves for the city for

good leaving his wife behind in charge

of the family. In the city Dinesh meets

Alka and picks up the thread of his

romance from where he had left.

Alka does not know that Dinesh is a

married man and she nurses dreams
about Dinesh becoming her future

husband. Very soon the story gets a

socialistic touch and Alka leaves for

village work to relieve the poor from
an epidemic. Dinesh has, in the

meanwhile, invented a miracle-

remedy for eye afflictions. As is an-

ticipated at this stage, Alka meetsA tense moment from "Hai Jani" produced by I bi d Film Corporation.
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Unmimj and Singing Melodrama is on its waul

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUCTIONS'

R i III A ft
Starring

:

MANORAMA, SALIMRAZA, PRAN, ROOFY

RAMESH, MAJNU, LEE LA, FARIDA,

BEGUM PARVEEN, ASHA.

Music: Qader Faridi. Direction : HARBANS.

A sentimental photoplay of a Beggar Qirl who revolutionised the life of a

King and brought new light to him.

DISTRIBUTORS:
3or Si ml & Baluchistan :

Navin Chitra,

KARACHI.

Delhi & U.P.:

Moti Mahal Theatres Ltd.

DELHI.

Punjab

:

Dev Darshan Pictures,

LAHORE.

South

:

Dominion Films Ltd.

SECUNDERABAD.

North West Iron tier

:

Pindi Talkie Distributors,

RAWALPINDI.

Bengal :

Central Film Circuit,

CALCUTTA.

Overseas: M. B. Billimoria & Son*, Bombay.

lor Bombay & C.P.C.l. territories applm

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUCTIONS
Tinwalla Building, Tribhuvan Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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>inesh's mother and Dinesh's eye

:medy is also called into use very

>on.

'

In the village, Shambhoo, the

:cond brother, has in the meanwhile

lit away from the family after the

sual quarrel between women. But

is separate quarters soon catch fire

nd Kailash, the Dharmaraj of the

hmily, rushes to his rescue and in

oing so loses his eye-sight. The final

Umax is soon reached in which

;)inesh comes with his miracle-

bmedy to restore the eye-sight of

Eailash, Alka meets with a motor

ccident and dies in a generous spirit

b remove herself from the way of

[he heroine, the brothers reassemble

[nd the old love sprouts again to res-

tore family unity and harmony. There

js not a single situation new in the

ftory from the beginning to the end

[nd right from the first foot anyone

krith a little imagination could have

vritten the story backwards if re-

ruired to do so.

Sfianta is saying it itli flow eis. iii spite of that sullen look

a Profulla Dicture.

'Subhadia*

This girl, Nur Jehan, has given an

excellent performance in *'Zeenat"

produced by Shiraz Ali Hakim.

Good Production Values

It seems that with the acquisition

of Yusuf Mulji the technical work of

Prakash Pictures has improved. The

photography of this picture is dis-

tinctly superior to any given before

by these producers. With the excep-

tion of one close-up of Sumati Gupte

in the room of Umakant in the city

which close-up is spoilt because of

foot lighting given on the face the

rest of the photographic work in the

picture is very pleasing and appro-

priate. In harmony with the photo

graphy even the sound recording

seems to have been done carefully by

Mr. L. J. Bhatt. The dialogues of

the picture, though centering round

familiar situations, are pretty force-

fully written hut the same can not be

said of the songs which are at best

tiresome compositions. The Urdu

gazal in the mouth of the \illagc

heroine sounds like a strange piece of

sophistication. The music is not

much by itself though a couple of

tunes can become popular. Shanti

Dave who has now become Shanti

Kumar by some Grange process has

directed the picture suitably, maintain-

ing a good unity between the drama

and its development.

Jeevan Impresses

From the players Jeevan gives the

best performance firsdy as the older

Munshiji and subsequently as Kailash,

the eldest son of the dead man. His

is a verv sincere portrayal of the role

which carries a lot of sympathy from

the beginning to the end. Jeevan

speaks his dialogues almost perfectly

and the only person who competes

with him in this respect is Rajkumari

Shukla. Rajkumari Shukla, who is

a versatile artiste, plays her usual

shrewish role with her usual melo-

dramatic flair. In doing so she pro-

vides both comedy and drama in the

role of the badi-bahu. Umakant as

Dinesh, the hero, gives his usual awful

performance without much emotion

or expression, while Ranjana in the

role of the heroine makes a very poor

show rubbing in the impression that

she can't act. This woman has de-

teriorated a lot in her looks and her

eyes nowadays radiate a blank and

stupid expression. Sumati Gupte, the

other girl in the picture, looks anae-

mic at best and gives a very weak

portrayal of a role which was at once

sympathetic and polished. This girl,

moreover, makes very ugly mouth

formations while speaking and her

dialogues sound Maharashtrian at

best. The veteran Jilloobai radiates

her usual sour expression and delivers

her dialogues in a melodramatic man-

ner. The rest in the picture hardly

do anything of importance.

In fine, "Hamara Sansar," though

not such a bad time-killer, is hardly

a picture for intellectuals. The main

defect with this picture is its theme

which has been overplayed for screen

purposes.
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OUR REVIEW

Dramatic Ualues Sustain Audience

Interest In 'Rattan'

Gulab, Rajkumari And Badri Prasad Entertain

"Rattan", the maiden attempt of

Jamuna Productions, has proved a

very successful box-office production

all over the country. After seeing the

clumsy production values as presented

in the picture, we are led to helieve

that the producers themselves could

not have planned for such a roaring

success which "Rattan" has had ac-

tually. Other producers are now run-

ning about the town asking one an-

other why "Rattan' is running so well.

With their usual escapism to explain

their own deficiencies, they are quick-

ly spreading jhe impression that the

music of "Rattan" is the main attrac-

tion of the picture. We regret to say

that it is not so because Rattan's music-

is just common viewed from the mu-
sical angle and bar one popular tune

is hardly such as to become the main
reason of its success.

The secret of this picture's success

lies in its dramatic story which has,

through accident or design, become
an excellent motion picture subject.

In its essence 'Rattan' presents the an-

cient love triangle with the usual

Laila-Majnu intensity of romance.

"RATTAN"
Produced By: Jamuna Produc-

tions.

Language: Hindustani

Story: R. S. Chowdhary
Screenplay

|

Dialogues & ) Madhok
Songs. J

Music: Naushad
Cast: Rajkumari Shukla. Badri

Prasad, Gulab, Suvaraa-

lata, Wasti, Karan De-

wan and Manju.

Released At: Imperial, Bombay.

Date of Release: nth January

1946

Directed By:

M. SADIQ

And the story ends tragically in the

last reel without even giving a warn-

ing to the spectators. But before this

highly tragic ending we find numer-

ous situations worked out with hum-

our and entertainment keeping the

pathetic bedrock apparent in the

theme throughout. If you forget some

Kaiian becomes a singing Radha in

"Krishna Leela" a picture of Lakh-

midas Anand.

clumsy moments "Rattan" is easily

the best motion picture story given by

Madhok so far. It is therefore the

screen story of the pichue which is

drawing millions all over the country

—and not the music.

FAMILIAR HOTCH-POTCH
The story is the usual familial

hotch-potch of romance. Gowri.

the village girl, the daughter of a

Kshatriya widow, and Govind the

village boy. the son of a village Bania.

have played together since childhood

and fall in love with each other when

they grow. Belonging to different

communities they can not marry and

Gowri is soon married away to a city

elder while Govind decides to pine

away.

The city elder who is a journalist

repents at the union after seeing his

young wife and after reflecting over

the difference between their ages The
story writer gives this character a con-

science but does not worry about ex-

plaining his negligence in not meet-
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ing his bride-to-be previous to the

marriage. We are told that the mar-

riage is arranged by the old women
oL both sides and the bride and the

bridegroom are both unwilling vic-

tims of the well-intended machina-

tions of the old fossils.

Gowri comes to town to live with

her husband who can not pick en-

ough moral courage to consummate
his marriage with the girl. Govind
lives in the vil.age and starts pining

and singing. A year passes by and
Gowri and Govind meet again and
old flames of love are rekindled with

a new fury.

The climax is soon reached in

which Govind lives in the forest,

away from his home, feeding himself

on love and gradually stepping out of

this sordid world. Ultimately when
Gowri meets Govind, he soon dies in

her arms and gives her an opportu-

nity to lay down her own life in his

memory. It ends in the traditional

fashion of our Lailas and Shirins.

This is the main story of the hero

and the heroine and their romance.

But the beauty of the story is not in

these characters. The writer has intro-

duced three good characters: first two

in the parents of Govind and the third

one in the Bhabi of the bridegroom.

These roles are played by Badri Pra-

sad, Rajkumari Shukla and Gulab

respectively. And together they give

to the picture the continuous giggle

which contributes substantially to the

entertainment in "Rattan".

POOR PRODUCTION VALUES
As a motion picture "Rattan" is a

clumsy attempt. The photography is

erratic and so is the sound. The pic-

ture has two attractive tunes which

are at best a rehash of old familiar

tunes. The song composition of Ma-
dhok is, as usual sil.y, senseless and

wrong at many places. It is lucky for

Madhok that our masses, who see

our motion pictures mainly, are illi-

terate and uneducated. Madhok's-

compositions would not be tolerated

for a minute before educated audi-

ences. At some spots Madhok has

given pretty smart dialogues but

otherwise they are common. The
technical framing of the picture is

rather poor and the direction is not

;ii all smooth or polished. Sadiq has

not been able to improve on his work

in "Namaste". On the contrary, he

has gone back a bit.

SIDE CHARACTERS SHINE
From the players, the three side

roles played by Badri Prasad, Raj-
kumari and Gulab stand out effective-

ly. Ail these three artistes have roles
which lit their types beautifully and
they give excellent performances
throughout the picture. The hero and
the heroine—Karan Dewan and Su-
varnalata—fail miserably. Karan
Dewan has not yet acted on the
screen and he was not expected to do
so now, but Suvarnalata, who has
been a pretty good artiste, somehow

forgets to act in this picture. She
looks ugly and emaciated and gives

a very indifferent performance. Wasti,
in the role of the elderly journalist,

remains crude as usual and shouts his

dialogues in a stagy manner for noi

rhyme or reason. From the rest in

the picture Chandabai, as a village

woman, speaks beautifully.

All done and said, "Rattan" is a

picture which has been patronized by

the masses, and though it has noth-

ing new to tell it is not at all a bad
entertainment.

bipin gupta prakash nagendra

3rd Month at-
ROYAL OPERA HOUSE
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OUR REVIEW

"Chand Chakori" Provides
A Headache

Ranjit Picture Proves Intensely Boring

This is a Kidar Sharma picture

and that alone should scare the peo

pie away. By now Director Kidar

Sharma has acquired an unenviable

reputation for giving a series of flops.

"Chand Chakori" is one more in th ; s

series.

It is strange that the Ranjit Movie-

tone continue with their suicidal ex

periments at the hands of Director

Kidar Sharma. Sardar Chandulal.

the Ranjit Chief, must be loving

Kidar Sharma more than his own son

to give this educated man a new op-

portunity every time to produce just

another flop. We appreciate Sardar

Chandulal's sentiment for Kidar

Sharma but we wonder why the peo-

p'e at large should be made victims

of this high-flown personal sentiment.

We have always been under the im-

pression that Sardar Chandulal Shah

is an intellectual person and this im-

pression has been supported by ump-

teen evidence in the past. Rut if this

method of motion picture produc-

tion is to continue in Ranjit we shall

have to hurriedly revise our opinion

about the intellectual attainments o!

the old producer. What is the spe-

cial wisdom in cutting one's nose to

spite the neighbour: This is, un-

fortunately, what is exactly happening

in the Ranjit—Kidar Sharma team-

work of motion picture production.

SILLY STORY

"Chand Chakori" is a stupid story.

It is surprising that an alert intelec-

tual like Chandulal should have per-

mitted this story to be produced.

Even if doped by morphia Chandu-

lal's intellectual calibre should have

screamed in protest against this sub-

ject. The story is so thin that even

a blind man can walk through it. It

is a nursery tale of two street per-

sons. There is a beggar girl called

Chakori who meets a flu'c maker

caFed Birju. They fall in love with

each other at first sight and then

start singing all over the town. Cha-

kori is the ward of Madari, a one-

eyed juggler, who loves her and who

wants her for himself. Birju makes

flutes and sends Chakori to sell them.

She sells them with the help of

"CHAND CHAKORI"
Producers: Ranjit Movietone

Language: Hindustani

Dialogues: Kidar Sharma
Songs: Pandit Indra & Wa'li

Photography: B. M. Naresh

Sound Recording ; Thakorbhai

Pate!.
I

Music By: Bulo C. Rani.

I Cast: Mumtaz Shanti, Surendra

Released At: Lamingion,

Bombay.
Date of Release: 4th January

1946.

Directed By:

KIDAR SHARMA

Bhagwan, an erratic philosopher and
brings the dough home. Madari be-

comes jealous and taking advantage

of a flimsy op|>ortunity manages to

send Birju to jail lor three months

During Birju's absence Chakori pines

and wails. Alter his release, however,

they miss each other and a thin mis-

understanding creeps between them.

Time passes ami wc see Chakori be-

coming prima donna on the st;ige in

the assumed name of Neelam. It is

now time for the hero and the heroine

to meet and they do meet with Cha-

kori at the height of her fame and

Birju in the saddest depths of his

love. The usual differences arise

now and there is usual give and take

in which the hero misunderstands the

heroine but at the end it is all cleared

to provide sunshine to them.

The story is a very tame affair of

two persons and ends more tamely.

It lacks atmosphere and one gets fed

up seeing the long-nosed Surendra

and the egg-faced Mumtaz Shanti on

the screen every two minutes. These

two artistes keep on taking their

turns to bore the audience.

NOT BAD TECHNICALLY

Technically 'Chand Chakori" is

not so bad. The photography is plea-

sant throughout while the sound re-

cording seems to have been carefully

done. Music, which is inclined to be

a bit classic, is quite pleasant with a

couple of popular tunes. The song

compositions, though not betraying

any flights of imagination, are still

pointed and suitable for the situa-

tions. The stage dances of Mumtaz
Shanti are quite attractive and well

photographed. The dialogues are

generally good and brilliant in a

couple of places. The direction of

Kidar Sharma is highly unimagina-

tive and lacks action every minute of

the 2$ hours. The picture fails

mainly because of poor story and

poorer direction.

MUMTAZ'S WORK
Mumtaz Shanti, despite her egg-

shaped face, gives a good perfor-

mance throughout the picture. She is

quite lively and pathetic according to

circumstances, but her roman ic situa-

tions lack intimacy which is most

essential to put over a love theme

successfully. All her talent seems to

have been wasted because of a thin

story. Surendra looks too old and

heavy to be the hero now. In the

role of Birju he proves boring with

his usual mannerism and with his

huge nose sticking out of the screen.

This fellow shou'd now switch over

to character roles if he wishes to con-

tinue his screen career. Surendra

however sings a coup'e ol good songs

in good tune. Ashral Khan, in the

role of Bhagwan, the erratic philoso

pher, gives his usual jflly perfoi

mance and fails to appeal.

In conclusion, "('hand Chakori" is

a picture one should avoid if one is

anxious to prevent a headache. It

bores from the beginning to the end

with only a few moments of relaxation

when Mumtaz creates rhythm with

her feet.

Dulari plays a convert in "Namak" of

Azad Pictures.
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OUR REVIEW

"Kalankini" Becomes A Motion
Picture 'Kalank'

Jyotish Banerjee 98 Poor Production

Jyotish Banerjee has been looked

upon as a "specialist" in mythological

pictures with the expressed conviction

that mythological pictures hardly need

any brains in direction or story tell

ing. Good or bad, the god-stricken

people of this country go and see my-

thological pictures with faith in their

heart and devotion in their eyes and

thus clouded, they do not miss any

imagination or intelligence which

such pictures usually lack.

A man like Jyotish Banerjee, train-

ed in this mythological school, is not

expected to give anything intelligent,

clever or progressive in his pictures

for the simple reason that he is tied

down by his past experience. It is

therefore not surprising to find in

"Kalankini" an orthodox and react-

ionary treatment of the subject which

becomes, under Jyotish Banerjee's

direction, just another tirade against

the younger generation in which an

educated young couple, victims ot

love at first sight, is shown as leading

a previously predicted unhappy life.

What A Story!

A husband and a wife, both edu-

cated, begin the story of the picture.

"KALANKINI"
Producers: Indrapuri Movietone

Language: Bengali

Scenario: }
Banerjee

Music: Sachin Dev Burman
Photography: Sudhir Bose

Audiography: J. D Irani

Cast: Renuka, Savitri, Jahar,

Dhiraj & Ahindra

Choudhury.

Released At: Minar, Chabighur

& Bijoli.

Date of Release: 12th Oct 1945

Direction:

JYOTISH BANERJEE

The husband is unemployed while

the wife works as a school mistress.

She is a woman of independent tem-

perament and social and therefore her

movements rouse the suspicions of her

husband. Misunderstandings take

their toll soon and the husband de-

serts the wife immediately. Of all

the places the hero goes to Bombay
and as cinematic coincidence would

have it he meets the production chief

Recruit Balkrishan from Public Re-

lations Directorate, Hyderabad House,

New Delhi, says he can sing better

than Motilal and wants to know
why he is left out.

of a film company in the train. This

film man promises to buy "Kalankini".

a story which the hero is supposed to

have written. After some weak in-

terludes the hero meets with the usual

motor accident and is landed in the

house of a wealthy man with a charm-

ing daughter. The daughter has

already got a hanger-on, a foreign-

returned dentist. As is expected

the hero suffers from amnesia and

from loss of eye-sight. The strange

girl and the strange man are thus

brought together and the situations

travel on the usual idiotic lines till

the wife is brought on the scene in

the final climax and reunited with

her husband with more love than

ever before. The other girl is given

to the other man so that no one is

left unmarried at the end.

It is useless to analyse the story of

this picture in detail. If we did so

nothing would be left at the end, not

even the celluloid. Let us tell yon

in short that "Kalankini" is 10.96(1

feet of continuous blot on the screen.

The picture is poor in all its pro

duction values. The direction of

Jyotish Ranerjee is unimaginative and

unintelligent.

Excepting Renuka in the role ot

the school mistress no one seems to

have done well in the picture. All

the rest make faces at you till you be-

come conscious of your own looks. A
few dialogues of the picture are quite

good and a little relief is given by some
good songs which are well tuned. But
bar these little things, the picture is

a very poor effort and one that should
be scrupulously avoided.Jagirdar and Mehtab make "Bairam Khan" a dramatic picture.
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OUR REVIEW

"Rlbeli"— R Boring Gypsy yarn

Ramola's Ouer-acting Becomes Tiresome

Producer R. C. Talwar seems to be

keen on proving that his star Ramola

cannot play any other roles except

those with the vivacious, tomboyish

element in them. Picture after pic

ture this good artiste is being badly

typed with the result that what was

once considered to be some tree and

easy talent has now become a much
emphasized boring experience. We
feel that Ramola deserves a better

break than she is getting from Talwar.

THE SAME OLD YARN
When producers suffer from bank-

ruptcy of brain in the matter of

screen subjects, they always run to

gypsy stories. So many gypsy stories

have come on the Indian screen in the

last so many years that it is difficult

to keep a count of them. Everyone

of them however has failed to click at

the box-offices. For some reason or

o'.her gypsy life is not liked in this

country and no one seems to be

anxious to see it. We are not sur-

prised at this prejudice of the people

of this country who believe in the

joint family system and also believe

in living in packs and in a manner

more dignified and subdued than the

average gypsy of the world.

"Albeli" has a gypsy story in which

the heroine begins her career in the

streets by singing and begging. In

this profession of hers she practices

some tricks and explains her doings

with the help of some high-sounding

philosophy.

This girl later on gets interested in

a gypsy boy who has, as is expected,

a girl from his own tribe mightily in-

terested in him. This street girl and

the gypsy boy are the romantic pair

of the story. Now we are introduced

to a local Raja who has a young

voluptuous daughter. She is ahead \

engaged to a nitwit who is booked to

live in the Raja's home after his in-

tended wedding with the wealthy

heiress. This would-be son-in-law of

the Raja is a stammering poet in

whom the girl has only decorative in-

terest and nothing more. This wealthy

heiress falls in love with the gypsy

boy purely for physical reasons and

chases him all over the story from

the beginning to the end. This chase

creates hostility in the street girl who

loves the gypsy boy very dearly. Hav-

ing created this triangle a cheap and

Prodi

Language:

Story:

Screenplay ;*

Dialogues

:

Music

:

A L B E L F

Talwar Productions

Ltd.

Hindustani

R. C. Talwar

J. S. Cashyap

G. S. Chishti

Lyrics: Shantisirup & Chisti

Cameraman: G. K. Mehta

Audiograph) : Manna Ladia

Cast: Ramola, Satish, Roop-

lekha, Hiralal and others

Released At: Central, Bombay.

Date of Release: 22nd Dec. 1945

Directed Bv:

R. C. TALWAR

.ommon
sequence

thing, the usual jealous

; arc introduced on the

screen. The wealthy heiress mano-

euvres to inflict different tyrannies on

the gypsies till things become intole

rable for them. To win over the

Raja the street girl, the heroine ot

the story, becomes temporarily a pro-

fessional dancer and makes love to the

Raja, because at this stage her lover is

in the palace jail. After an artificial

climax all things are adjusted and
the hero gets his heroine without

anybody bothering.

At best the story is stupid and bor-

ing. Throughout this picture we hear

some silly over-emphasized dialogues

about the poor being robbed by the

rich, the poor being tyrannised by the

rich and such other socialistic stuff

which has been put in without any

logical necessity. These socialistic ser-

mons become boring and annoying as

they are unnecessary in the general

design of the story.

NOT BAD
The general production values of

the picture are not so bad. Sound
and photography are quite good. The
music is pretty attractive The song

compositions are rather poor. Some
of the dialogues are well written

though many are entirely out of

place. The picture fails because of

the transparent story unnecessarily

dragged with the help of a number
of unnecessary songs. The direction

of the picture is very poor.

TIRESOME RAMOLA
Ramola gets on the nerves v\ith

her over-acting. She does a few love

scenes in rather a bold manner but

her constant vamping leaves a bad

taste in the mouth. Satish in the role

of the gypsy boy proves himself a

crude gypsy without even passions,

leave aside emotions. The best pcr-

lormance in the picture is given by

Sunder in the role of the nitwit who
is chosen to become the would-be son-

in-law of the Raja Saheb. This man
has some really good talent for acting

humorous roles. Hiralal gives his usual

good performance in the role of the

Raja Saheb. The rest in the picture

are best forgotten.

In fine, "Albeli" is a boring story

which has come so often on the

screen that it has no novelty left in it

now. The picture is best avoided.

Shiraz and Shahzadi have a tense moment in "Naiyya'

Mazhar Khan
a production of
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OUR REVIEW

"Bhabi Kal" Inaugurates new

Vogue In Bengal
Mitter And Lahiri Deserve Congratulations

This picture is a surprise and a

very pleasant one. More so because

Premendra, our popular progressive

writer, seems to have turned a new
leaf and given us a really purposeful

story this time forgetting his own
past of cheap screen material which

he had been giving.

Incidentally, "Bhabi Kal" heralds

the dawn of a new era in Bengal's

film industry. In this picture we find

a topically purposeful theme in sym-

pathy with the ruling sentiment of

our nation in its present temper and

awakening. The ideals of village re-

construction and local self-government

as visualised by the late Chitta Ranjan

Das and now made the main plank by

the Indian ' National Congress have

been cleverly portrayed in this screen

story emphasizing the democratic

principle of 'Four Freedoms'. This is

therefore the best screen story written

so far by the author with the single

purpose of giving impetus to the na-

tional ideals of a country struggling

for freedom.

The direction of Niren Lahiri is far

away from being perfect and yet the

"BHABI KAL"
Producers: K. B. Pictures

Language:: Bengali

Story & Dia-

logues: Premendra Mittra

Photography: Ajoy Kar
Audiography: Gour Das
Music: Kamal Das Gupta
Cast: Debi Mukerjee, Amar

Mullick, Chandravati,

Sipra Devi, Jahar and

others.

Released At: Minar, Chabighur

& Bijoli.

Date of Release: 21st Dec. 1945
Direction:

NIREN LAHIRI

young director deserves all congratu-

lations for his courage and imagination

in handling this subject forgetting

for a while the Frankenstein of the

box-office.

He has gone one better than all the

directors in the country by deleting

completely vocal music from his pic-

ture. "Bhabi Kal" has not a single

sob-raising song throughout its long

Gope has a spell of optimism when he finds his better-half 'dead'

Kumar" directed by Ram Daryani.

'Shravan

Sulochana Chatterjee gives a popular

performance in "Jag-Biti," a picture

of Din Pictures.

length. This is therefore the first

Indian picture without a song. And
yet Niren Lahiri has proved by his

excellent work that even a dry, pur-

poseful subject can be made an ap-

pealing entertainment without the

help of music. As we find the pic-

ture on the screen, it presents a grip-

ping story which keeps the audience

spell-bound from the beginning to

the end. This picture is dis'inctive

in not having the usual painful, bor-

ing scenes of love-making, of cheap

humour or of slapstick situations.

True, there are certain exaggerations

at places but taken as a whole the

picture provides a true presentation of

village fascism as practised by little

dictators in ihis greedy world.

Well Presented Story

There is nothing new in the theme
of this story. Its beauty is in the way
it is worked out. Zamindar Shibnath

Choudhury, a young idealist, loses his

home in family litigation and finds

himself on the road with his wife and
young child. Very soon, in a jungle,

the wife dies giving a solemn assign-

ment to her husband as follows:

—

'If you can build a little vil-

lage here free from jealousy

and quarrel where people

would be able to live in per-

fect peace, where they would

not be afraid to raise their

heads and look— I shall feel

very happy."

This incidentally constitutes the

main ideal for which the hero strug-

gles. To fulfil his wife's last wishes
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Shanta Apte looks a wild bride in

"Subhadra" a picture of Profulla

Shibnath starts raising his dream
village and calls it Mayaghat. He does

this with the help of Manohar, a

school teacher and Sadhan. a faithful

servant.

As the village blossoms into a happy,

prosperous land there comes into it

Kedar Sanyal, a crafty industrialist

with unscrupulous methods and prin-

ciples. Here begins the clash Between

ideals and exploitation. A romance-

is now thrown into the story between

Shobha. the daughter of Kedar and

Somnath, the son ol Shibnath.

Somnath soon marries Shobha. Sho-

bha is a spirited girl and she has

knowledge of the villainous nature of

her father. Now the story takes the

usual turn in which Kedar Sanyal

accuses Shibnath of fraud and other

sharp practices. In these aspects the

story seems inspired by extracts from

several democratic foreign pictures.

Ultimately, hurt beyond tolerance.

Shibnath leaves the village taking

with him his little grandson. As was

expected things go wrong during his

absence from the village. The story

now travels to the usual climax in

which Kedar is unmasked, Shibnath's

greatness is vindicated and the people

realize their fault. It all ends on a

high democratic note.

Good Production Values

Technically the picture is good all

round. The dialogues arc quite digni-

54

fied and impressive. A good use is

made of the background music and

musical effects.

From the players Debi Mukherjee

lives the role of the idealist hero

Shibnath. He gives a masterly per-

formance which seems almost perfect.

Amar Mullick in the role of Kedar

Sanyal, the villain of the story, also

gives a faultless and natural perfor-

mance and thus provides handsome
support to the hero's role. Chandra-

vati impresses as Shobha both in

action and diction. Sipra Devi, who
plays the editor's daughter, seems to

have glamour and a good voice. This

girl promises a good future. Mihir, as

Somnath. fails to impress. The late

Ratin Banerjee gives a touching

performance displaying his histrionic

talent as Manohar. the selfless, hard-

working school-teacher.

In hne. "Bhabi Kal" is a picture

everyone should see if not for its ap-

peal and entertainment at least for

its high-flown ideology as presented bv

two sincere artists like Mittra and

Lahiri. It is a pity that the picture

is presented only in a provincial lan-

guage.
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mm review

"Song Of Desert"—B modest Presentation

Familiar Story Of Court Intrigues In Bagdad

i

'Song Of Desert" is a picture pro-

duced by a very, very small com-

pany of producers. They did not have

all that was needed tor motion pic-

ture production except the enthusiasm

and the spirit to produce a motion

picture. Viewed in this spirit, "Song

Of Desert" should be called a good

effort though, as a motion picture, it

remains a very modest presentation.

The Old, Old Story.

I This is the story of Bagdad and it

Is as old as the city itself. It is the

usual story of court intrigues in which

Prince Feroz is ousted by the villain-

pus Jalal who, in his own turn, is

kgged on by Ishrat, a dancer. Jalal

usurps the throne and throws Prince

iFeroz into the usual jungles where he

meets Altamash, a rebel loved by the

people. The rebel and the Prince

oin hands to get the better of Jalal

ind continue the usual conflict which

ivaxes and wanes according to the

leeds of the story writer. A girl is

thrown into the bargain in the person

bf Princess Nargis who is in love with

Prince Feroz. The girl attracts the

attention of Altamash who also falls

In love with her. The usual triangle

Is thus created and towards the end

pf the story a conflict is shown be-

tween the Prince and the rebel, only

tor a while till it all ends as it should

pave ended in the first reel. The

"SONG OF DESERT'

Jagriti Pictures

Urdu
Harbans

\hs;in Rezvi

Producers:

Language

:

Story:

Songs &
Dialogues:

Photography: P. Ram Row
Sound Recording: V. V. Gandhi

Music: C. Ramchandar
Cast: Master Vithal, Khurshid

Jr., Bhagwan, Amamath.
Kavita Devi and others.

Released At: Kamal Talkies,

Bombay.

Date of Release: 22nd Decem-
ber 1946.

Director:

RHAC.WAN

whole subject is very transparent and,

therefore, unnecessary. It is a pity

that a small company of producers

should not have taken the pains to

secure a good story lor their very first

effort.

Technically Weak Production

It is too much to expect from pro-

ducers of this type a technically excel-

lent motion picture. Driven by neces-

sity these people work from place to

place and cannot, therefore, acquire

any quality in their technical work.

ingle of Para from "Soni

Jayant Pictures.

ostume story of

Recruit Lachmandas Hotchund co
Franzpaul & Sons. Sadar. Karachi, is

a man of scientific bent of mind. He
is prepared for any job in the films.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the

recording of the picture is poorlv

done. A number of long-winded

dialogues are not at all heatd and
many a situation goes unexplained.

Photography is good in parts and

erratic otherwise. Song compositions

and music arc amateurish. A couple

of dances are well taken and the

director shows some imagination at

many places in shot compositions and

trolley movements. Bhagwan, the

director, has tried to give a fast pic-

ture by maintaining a speedy tempo

but as the story material is very thin

he docs not succeed in his attempt.

Amongst the players, Bhagwan,

himself, seems to have taken the main
burden of entertaining the people. He
plavs a slapstick role in which he

makes faces and eyes constantly and

does succeed at places in entertaining

the children amongst the audiences.

Master Vithal and Amamath do their

bit in running about with the sword.

Khurshid Jr. plays the role of Princess

Nargis. Her appearance is a revolt

against our tradi'ional ideas of

womanly beauty. Between the nose

and the lips she has space as big as a

road-way and in close-ups she hits

the eve with cruel ugliness. Add to

this feature her habit of twisting her

lips whilst speaking and imagine the

sex value she lends to the picture

Kavita Devi who plays Ishrat, the

dancer, is another revolting experience.

She cannot act nor can she speak.

In fine, "Song Of Desert" is design-

ed to be a speedy thriller for the

masses. It may appeal to those who
like the stories of the Arabian Nights.
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music STOPS mOTION IN pictures

M0on 9t Sacrifice Story For Songs
By: Professor KRISHNA GOPAL

You may have heard of the judge

who recognised the accused as the

music-teacher ot his daughter, and

gratefully increased the punishment

to its maximum. Judged in this

manner, most Indian film-musicians

richly deserve a death-sentence. For,

the gramophone, the radio, and the

street-singer make some of their har-

rowing melodies omni-present by

catching you napping even in the

most lonely spot on earth. But it is

not so much the cornetist, the violi-

nist, and the pianist who make a sen-

sitive hearer a pessimist. The chief

credit for a.l this nauseating riot of

music plugged into our ears goes to

the music-director, about whose efforts

a friend of mine said, he didn't know

whether the Indian film-music was

improving or the listeners were just

getting more used to it. I daresay

people might be found willing to pay

these music-directors to save them-

selves the torture of this braying

blare.

Nonetheless, these music-makers

are not the real culprits, for are they

not just paid to inflict on us their

tiresome wailing agony! And the

producers pay them. One wonders

why these long-eared producers should

inflict not one or two but as many as

eight or nine soul-searing songs in

every picture. It may be inconceiv-

able, some may think, to have a song-

less picture in a music-mad country

like India. Yet, could not the pro-

ducers reduce the number of songs

in a picture, including just two or

three truly musical melodies 3

Indian producers are shrewd birds

(no, not vultures!), and they want

their pictures to satisfy every musical

taste. They must have one or two

'Geets', a couple of 'Ghazals', one

'Qawwali', one romantic duet, one

socialis ic song, one patriotic song, one

comic song and you could add many
other varieties. Well, what our pro-

ducers desire is to increase the num-

ber of songs rather than decrease it.

And their difficulty is not how to

decrease but how to increase the

number. The varieties of songs be-

ing so many and producers being

keen on having every kind .io fine

picture, it is not strange if- with the

amount of grey matter at their dis-

posal, they find it difficult to choose

half-a-dozen out of more than a

dozen kinds of songs

This, however, is by way of a

prelude to the musical maladies of our

Indian screen. The main issue is:

Why should all kinds of pictures have

songs, and almost the same number
of songs? Whether it be a historical,

a social, a biographical, a religious or

any blessed kind of picture, the songs

are there and never less than half a

dozen. Indian producers are sedulous-

Damayanti Sahani a new comer, has

a p'easant face to see in "Dur Chalen,"

a Durga picture.

ly aping Hollywood, but they don't

see that Hollywood thrillers have no

songs, that Hollywood historicals and

biographicals have none or just one.

It is true that some Hollywood pic-

tures have songs, but not all of them,

and then not so many songs in one

picture.

THE THEATRICAL INFLUENCE

Let me come ilown to brass tacks

An Indian picture of the present

length (eleven thousand feet) lasts

for a little over two hours, and the

songs take up about half an hour.

This means that the real story has

to be compressed within an hour and

a half. And within this duration the

characters are to be introduced and

made alive, at least a couple of crises

to be staged, some comic relief is to

be provided, the sumptuous settings

are to be displayed, a climax to be

achieved and what not

Shades of Agha Hashar Kashmiri!

Why should Indian pictures still have

the same number of songs as in a

theatrical play of the past. The In-

dian theatrical play went on and on

until the small hours, extending over

some five hours, two-and-a-half times

more than the present-day picture. It

must be admitted that Indian talkie

was born under the evil star of thea-

trical influence, and this has obsessed

it up till now. Sohrab Modi, for in-

stance, was a theatrical name, tread

ing the boards and facing the lime-

light before he started as a picture

maker. And his first few pictures

were theatrical plays, pure and sim

pie. It was only New Theatres which

made songs a part of the drama,

either to relieve the emotional tension

or to intensify the feeling. Others

simply stitched the songs to the story,

super-imposed and superficial. In

general, Indian talking pictures were

in the beginning and to a large ex-

tent remain even now, not much dif

ferent from the theatrical plays, ex-

cept for the shifting scenes, and more
realistic back-ground.

It is high time, therefore, that Indian

pictures get weaned from theatrical

influence. Why should not some

producer make a songless picture? I

know it would need lots of guts and

grit to start an innovation, and there

are tremendous risks. For this rea-

son, only a producer who can afford

to gamble away a couple of lakhs,

should have a stab at it. More than

that, he should strain himself to make
it a first-rate picture. For if the first

songless picture runs upon the rocks,

it would not merely mean individual

loss but a set-back to Indian film. The
failure of the first songless picture

would prejudice the masses against

other similar ventures at least for five

years. The songless picture is, in-

deed, dangerous stuff and should be

handled with kid gloves.

Before I come to my final suggestion,

let me indicate briefly what these

songs do to most Indian pictures.

Take for instance, the latest historical,

Sohrab Modi's "Ek-Din-Ka-Sultan".
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You may rub your eyes in amaze-

ment when you read that it has nine

songs—I have counted them. The
picture is an extravaganza in the

exact sense of the word. It makes

hardly any attempt to be realistic, so

fantastic it is. Such an airy fairy pic-

ture may get away with this plethora

of songs. Even so, the tempo is seve-

ral times disturbed by these songs. In

'Humayun', the picture is unmistak-

ably marred by the discordant songs

which play havoc with the drama and

make il jerky. Time and again the

drama develops only to fizzle out in

messed-up melody. "Humayun's"

true merit apart, it would not have

suffered even the least bit by being

without songs—they make it only

worse. In the same way, not to the

same extent though, "Laila Majnu"

works up the tempo three times, and

it peters out ihrice on account of

songs.

THE STORY FIRST AND LAST

Indian picture-makers should know
that motion picture is an altogether

different kind of medium from the

stage. In one word it 'moves' and

gathers up a momentum No song

that impedes the 'movement' of the

picture should be retained. Every-

thing should be subordinated to the

narration of the story, and to the de-

velopment of the drama. Before

songs and such other things evolved,

man was interested in story; interest

in story is in his very blood, ingrain

ed in his being. Then, from the

stand-point of Art, Unity which is the

first great principle of all Art should

not be sacrificed for a mere song. And
the unity of many pictures, as its

dramatic movement, gets shattered by

forced songs which muscle in upon

coordinating links and even upon

psychological moments

From another view-point, so man}

songs in a picture are exhausting the

icpertoire of the music-makers, who
are becoming spent forces only good

enough to rehash the offal from past

pictures. For one thing, how many

stirring tunes, at once new and re

markable, could a music-director give

in a year? If he gives half-a-dozen

he should be singularly praiseworthy

There is a limit to his capacity, not

unlike the egg-laying capacity of a

hen. What the whole thing comes to

is d less songs are used in pictures,

their song-value must remarkably

improve

.

My conclusion is that not more
than four songs should be used in a

picture. Lyrical pictures of extraordi-

nary poetic-value are quite a different

pair of shoes. A poet's or a musi-

cian's life-story may have more songs.

In the same manner, a detective thrill-

er, as "Dhamki" and "Room No. 9"

are said to be, should have less. And
generally, the picture should not be

sacrificed for the song, the song may
well be for the picture. Different pic-

tures should have different number
and kinds of songs. Above all, the

songs should be woven into the tex-

ture of the play, and should not be

mere patches upon it.

In view of the foreign whirlwind
competition that looms large on the

horizon, Indian producers should take

stock of things. One thing that is

perhaps of the greatest moment is the

need to reshape the structure of their

screen-plays, which should not merely

ring changes upon the same vaude-

ville-cum-opera stuff in all their pic-

tures. This monotony is tiresome and

should soon give place to spicy

variety. As an outsider I don't know
things behind the screen, but as an

observer I know what's what. And
some times an onlooker can hit upon

the right move bettei than the chess-

players deep in the game.
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Reviewed In New York
% P. S. HARRISON
[Editor: HARRISON'S REPORTS)

"MIT THE HAY"
(Columbia, Nov. 29; time, 62 min.)

Sixiy-uvo minutes o! unbearable boredom! It Aca

demy Awards were handed out tor the duller comedy

of the year, this one would undoubtedly win first prize.

The story is insipid, tedious, and long drawn out, with

very little action. The characters behave in so ridiculous

a manner that the spectator becomes impati

em with them. The plot is interspersed with songs, several

which are operatic arias, which Judy Canova sings in bur-

lesque fashion, but her efforts to be funny fall flat. It is

doubtful if even her most ardent followers will find Miss

Canova s antics entertaining:

—

Ross Hunter laces bankruptcy because ai his inability

to secure financial backing from Paul Stanton for his

civic opera company. Lunching in a food market, Ross

finds Judy singing operatic arias while milking a cow.

Discovering that she was the daughter of a former opera

singer, Ross takes her to Stanton who, after hearing her

voice, agrees to finance the opera. Ross enlists the aid

ul Doris Merrick, his girl-lriend columnist, who gives

Judy a publicity build-up. He soon finds that, although

Judy sang well, she was totally lacking in acting ability.

Lest he lose his financial backer, Ross, in desperation, con-

ceives the idea ol having Judy sing from the wings while

a double played her part on the stage. Gloria Holden,

another singer, who was jealous of Judy's success, de

mands the leading role under threat of exposing Judy as

a fraud. Ross succeeds in thwarting (iloria's scheme, but

Judy, stricken with remorse, refuses to deceive the public

in further operas. To save the opera company, however,

Judy writes her own version of "William Tell." designed to

suit her special talents. The novelty of the production ap-

peals to the opera patrons, and Judy emerges a greater

success than ever.

Richard Weil and Charles Marion wrote the original

screenplay, Jed Richmond produced it, and Del Lord
directed it. The cast includes Fortunio Honanova, Fran
cis Pierlot, Grady Sutton and others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S"
(RKO, no release date set, time, 126 min.)

Excellent! That it will be a smash box-office success

is assured, not only because of the stars' wide popularity,

but also because it is a simple, inspired entertainment, the

sort the masses will relish. As in "Going My Way",
which he also wrote, produced, and directed, Leo McCare\
has proved again that great pictures do not require pre

lentious stories. "The Hells of St. Mary's" tells a simple

story, which, in warmth, human appeal, wholeSQmeness and

humor, is in every way comparable to "Going My Way".
In it we find Bing Crosby cast once again as 'Father

O'Malley the youthful understanding parish priest, this lime

taking over a new assignment, as pastor of a parochial school

which was in a bad state ol repair, and which had in-

adequate funds. How he helps Ingrid Bergman, the Sis

ter Superior, to acquire a new building, despite their good
mannered differences over school matters, is told in such

a charming and human way that those who will see the

picture will leave the theatre with a feeling that they

would like to see it again.

The story, though simple, is rich in incidents, some
of which are highly amusing, and others that cannot help

lugging at one's heart strings. For example, there is con

sidcrable appeal in Crosby's undertaking to reconcile an
estranged couple so that their dejected 'teen-age daughtei

could have a happy home life. Another phase of the

story that is rich in humor and in human interest is the

manner in which Miss Bergman and Crosby, working 111

dependently, soften the heart of a crochety old millionaire

and induce him to donate his new office building, ad

joining the school grounds, lor a new school. Among th-

many delightful highlights are Miss Bergman's efforts to

teach a young boy the manly art of self-defense, only to

be knocked down flat when she invites him to try to hit

her on the chin, and the staging ol a Christmas play bv

a group ol kindergarden children, who enact their own

Paro makes her screen debut in "Shikari" a picture ot

Filmistan Ltd.
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version of the Nativity—both sequences are memorable.
Crosby's singing of a few religious songs, in which he is

joined by Miss Bergman, adds much to the picture's en-

tertaining qualities.

The dramatic phase of the story concerns the illness

of Miss Bergman, who develops a touch of tuberculosis

but is not told about it. Crosby, advised by the doctor

that she needed a milder climate, arranges for her transfer

from St. Mary's but, unwilling to tell her the truth, allows

her to think that she was being transferred because of

their differences. The closing scenes, where she leaves

the school, and where Crosby brings himself to tell her

the true reason, are powerfully dramatic.

The acting of the entire cast is excellent. Crosby de-

lights one with his ease and natural charm, and Miss Berg-

man will undoubtedly rise to new heights of popularity

because of the effective way in which she portrays her

role. Watching them both, one forgets that they are act-

ing Leo McCarey set himself a high mark to shoot at

in producing a follow-up to "Going My Way", but none
can deny that he reached that mark with high honours.

Dudley Nichols wrote the screen play. The cast in-

cludes Henry Travers, William Gargan, Ruth Donnelly,

Joan Carroll, Rhys Williams, Una O'Connor, Martha
Sleeper and many others.

"VACATION FROM MARRIAGE"
(MGM, no release date set; time, 94 min.)

Produced in Britain by MGM, this domestic comedy-

drama is a delightfully pleasant entertainment. Depicting

the changes wrought by the war in the lives of a prosaic

married couple, who led a dull, unadventurous existence,

the story is a skilful blend of comedy and drama, rich in

human appeal. Most of the humor lies in the fact that,

after three years of separation, during which each served

in the British Navy, and each learned how to enjoy life,

both dread the necessity of returning to one another to

resume a monotonous married life, without realizing that

the other's way of life was what each now desired. The
scenes in which they first meet after the separation and

come to the realization that the other's personality had

changed completely are highly humorous. One's interest

is held throughout, thanks to the engaging performances

of Robert Donat and Deborah Kerr, as the principals.

Although the story has a war background, it has a little

to do with the fighting:

—

Donat, a timid office clerk, placidly married to Debo-

rah, a drab, mild-mannered woman, joins the navy at the

start of the war. Under the rigors of navy training, he

becomes toughened physically, and world-wise mentally.

At home, Deborah, tired of an idle life, becomes a Wren.

The change from a humdrum existence has a decided effect

on her; she blossoms out and soon discovers that she had

been missing many pleasures, particularly when she be-

comes infatuated with a young naval architect. Mean-

while Donat, too, becomes eager for life when he falls in

love with Ann Todd, his nurse, while recuperating from

Producer

SURAIYYA
ZULFI

OF
R. S. PRODUCTION

h now producing

"KMIGOO"

full of stunts & magic.
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wounds in a North African hospital. After a separation

of three years, Donat and Deborah each receive a ten-day

furlough and both arrange to meet in their London apart-

ment. Each felt morally obliged to return to the other, but

the thought of resuming their dull married life was abhor

rent to both. Deborah journeys to London accompanied

by Glynis Johns, her Wren friend, while Donat takes with

him Caven Watson, his buddy. Both tell their friends

that they planned to ask for a divorce. Meeting for the

first time, Deborah and Donat are delightfully shocked to

see the change in one another, but inadvertent remarks

made by their friends about what each said of the other

leads them into a quarrel. Eventually, however, bo h be-

come repentant, and the finish finds them in each other's

arms.

Clemence Dane and Anthony Pelissier wrote the

screen play, and Alexander Korda produced and directed

it. The supporting cast is composed of English players.

Unobjectionable morally.

"FRONTIER GAL"

(Universal, Dec. 21; time, 84 min.)

A pretty good "glorified" Western, in Technicolor.

In spite of the fact that the story is ordinary, it should

enjoy wide audience appeal, for it has plentiful rough

and-tumble action, comedy, some music, and a fien

romance. Some of the melodramatic situations are wildly

imaginative, and the hectic romantic by-play between
Yvonne De Carlo and Rod Comeron is sometimes stretch

ed to the limit of comic absurdity, but if one accepts the

story for what it is he should find it entertaining. Miss

De Carlo's acting shows improvement over her work in

"Salome, Where She Danced," and, as in that picture,

extra care has been taken to see that her physical attributes

are shown off to good advantage. The surprise of the

picture is five-year-old Beverly Simmons; she is a natural

little actress, and her charm is captivating:

—

Rod Cameron, a fugitive wanted for the shooting of

his partner's slayer, rides into Red Horse Gulch in search

of the assassin's accomplice. There he meets Yvonne,
operator of a saloon. She misinterprets his attentions as

a proposal of marriage and, when he tries to laugh it off.

compels him at the point of a gun to marry her. Amused,
he takes her forcibly to his ranch for a honeymoon, much
to the chagrin of Sheldon Leonard, her discarded admirer.

On the following day, however, the law catches up with

Cameron and he is sent to prison. Returning after a six-

year term, Cameron finds that he has a five-year-old

daughter (Beverly Simmons). Despite the coolness between
Cameron and Yvonne, the little girl wins his affection and,

when he sees her singing in the saloon, he wrests her away
from Yvonne and takes her to his ranch. He sends for his

former sweetheart, a school teacher, to give the child a

woman's care. When Yvonne comes out to the ranch, Came-
ron tells her that he intended to marry the school teacher.

She agrees to divorce him and to give up her daughter in

the belief that the child would have a cultural advantage.

Their agreement is frustrated, however, when Leonard,
still angered at having been jilted, kidnaps Beverly.

Cameron rides after him, while Yvonne rounds up the

sheriff (Andy Devine) and a posse. After a hot pursuit.

Cameron catches Leonard and in a desperate struggle

throws him over a cliff to his death. He then rescues the

child from a perilous perch on a log over a deep chasm.

Their daughter saved, Cameron and Yvonne become re-

conciled.

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano wrote and pro-

duced the screen play, and Charles Lamont directed it.

The cast includes Fuzzy Knight, Andrew Tombes and
others.

Unobjectionable morally.

"ROAD TO UTOPIA"
(Paramount, March 22; time, 90 min.)

Good mass entertainment. Like the previous "Road"
pictures, in which Crosby, Hope, and Miss Lamour have

been starred, this one is fast-moving and filled with many
nonsensical but hilarious situations. In spite of the fact

that it hasn't much of a story to tell, one's interest in the

proceedings never lags, for the laughs come frequently,

continuing to the end. Crosby and Hope, as two confi-

dence men loose in Alaska during the Gold Rush days, are

extremely funny; individually, or as a team, they get the

most out of every gag and comedy situation. The picture

pokes fun at itself throughout, beginning with a com-

mentary by the late Robert Benchley, who tells the audi

ence that it is an example of how a picture should not be

made, and continuing with numerous other "kidding"

gags, some of which include direct remarks to the audi-

ence by the players, as well as by animals that talk. The
action is intcrpersed with several tuneful songs, sung b\

Crosby and by Miss Lamour:

—

Learning that her father, discoverer of a gold mine, had

been murdered by two Alaskan desperadoes, who had

stolen the map of the mine, Dorothy Lamour determines

to follow the pair to the Klondike to recover the map and

to file claim to the mine. Meanwhile Crosby and Hope
come to a parting of the ways when Hope insists that

they go to Alaska in search of gold. Hope, however, tricks

Crosby into accompanying him and, during the voyage,

both become mixed up with the two thugs, steal the map.
and assume their appearances 10 get off the ship. The
townspeople, believing them to be the ruthless desperadoes,

keep out of their way. Dorothy, under the same impres-

sion, starts romancing with both of them in an effort to

recover the map. She also enlists the aid of Douglas Dum-
brille, a crooked political boss, who pretends friendship

for her as part of a plan to steal the map for himself. Hope
and Crosby soon become the prey of, not only Dorothy,

but also Dumbrille's henchmen, as well as the two despe-

radoes, who sought revenge. They head into the fat

north in search of the mine, closely pursued by the others,

who overtake them in a snow storm. After numerous
complications and adventures, during which both men play

hide-and-seek with the villains, but find enough time to

vie for Dorothy's hand, they elude their pursuers and turn

the map over to Dorothy. Hope wins her for his wife,

but twenty-five years later their grown son looks uncom-
monly like Crosby.

Norman Panama and Melvin Frank wrote the screen
play, Paul Jones produced it, and Hal Walker directed it.

The cast includes Hillary Brooke, Jack LaRue and others.

Unobjectionable morally.
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LET US HOPE
"One hoped during the war thai

our film producers would produce

soifte really good pictures, instead ol

rotten ones, which they had so far

been producing. During the war.

when raw film was scarce, we could

find a hundred and one pictures of

the sort of "Pehle-Aap," "Vish-

Kanya", "Mumtaz Mahal", all ex-

ceedingly bogus and rotten. I don't

know what must have been the mo-

tive of producers in giving us such

pictures. Now that the war is over,

and the situation has become much
better, many new concerns will

crop up. Let us hope and request

these would-be producers to kindly

change the present atmosphere, and

produce some really good pictures,

which may have some good effect on

our public. They must realise that

films can be the best source of edu-

cating our people and this is what

the un educated masses of India

need"

ALIGARH. S. A. Hameed

WHY BLAME ME?

"One is surprised to find in your

December '45 issue, a letter from a

reader wherein the writer goes

to the extent of advocating complete

stopping of pictures in any South In-

dian language. Why this ultra-

Hindustani mania? I ask. The dif-

ferent people that speak South In-

dian languages can make small na-

tions by themselves. All the languages

have got a history and a literature of

their own. And now nobody denies

the importance of Hindustani in our

future national life. So many South

Indians have got to learn it. By this

we need not discard our mother-

tongue. If our language is our

mother-tongue, Hindustani will be

our father-tongue (in the sense that

it is the language of our Fatherland).

And there need be no quarrel about

our languages. Is it not short-sight-

ed to say that no South Indian pic-

tures need be encouraged 5 This is a

time when a great people are forging

themselves into a new nation. As

long as such writers flourish, the

chances of making India into a na

tion becomes less hopeful.

"What pains me most is your utter

disregard towards South Indian

films. You don't think it worth the

while to even let the name of any

South Indian picture appear in your

paper. This in effect has made some

North Indians think that there arc

no South Indian pictures worth their

name and that it is a waste to pro

duce them. I put the whole blame

on you, and suggest you should

allot some columns in your magazine

to South Indian news too. Can you

not show so much co-operation to

your kinsmen when you are ready

to publish news about English pic-

tures ?

"

P. Gopal Krishna

VIZAGAPATAM.

(My kinsfolk in the South keep

their production activities a secret

and I can't get any honest and reli-

able person to report correctly and

review pictures honestly.—The Edi-

tor).

ASKING ME?

"I am at a loss to decide whether

places where Indian pictures are

screened are really cinema-halls or

markets of dirt, filth and squalor. In

all the cinema-halls of this town. I

find betel spitting. cough-spitting,

banana-leaves and moongfalis etc. I

being a student of biology can to

some extent tolerate trash in pictures

for every director is not expected to

be a genius, but can never bear these

anti-hygienic things. Whenever I

go to sec a picture in any one of these

halls, I feel a sort of mental con-

straint to leave the cinema-hall with

out enjoying the picture. Is it not a

damnable thing, Mr. Patel?"

Shasht D. Shukla.

CAWN PORE.

MISFORTUNE OF SLAVES

"A recent press report says:

—

in a village called Kuttu-

paramba in Kerala, men, women
and children assembled in a touring

cinema tent were being beaten up in

the best Bombay-tear-gas-and-bullct

style, by a number of Malabar

special policemen. People crowded

into the cinema. The machine would

not run. The people demanded their

money back. They shouted and
bawled. The cinema proprietor ap-

pealed to a Malabar special police-

man in the audience. He started

chasing the people out. The people

caught hold of him. He yelled

Others of his tribe came, and more

of them, and then a beating-up be-

gan, the like of which Kuttuparamba

at least, had never seen. Men fell

down and women ran. Children were

attacked Sixteen people received

fairly serious wounds and were

treated in the hospital. Achutan, a

Congress worker, got it very badly.

His life is not out of danger yet. A
weaver's arm was broken. There has

been an enquiry, but the police ask-

ed the people, "Who broke the

chair?", "Who smashed the bulb?"

"But the police forgot to ask

themselves: "Who got the ticket

money from the people 11 id

cheated them by not paying it back

when his time-worn cinema projector

failed to function". Is it not fair that

the proprietor of the said cinema

should be charged with the most of-

fensive crime of having sent a score

of people to the hospital and a cou-

ple or more up to the next world.

There is every likelihood that the

victims of this outrage wore self-res-

pecting, innocent folk who had wait

ed to see if they could obtain their

hard-earned money back".

S. Padmanalih^n

TRICHUR

DYING HOPE?

"Every time I go to a Hindi pic

tore, I sit with the intention of wit-

nessing a better one than the previ-

ous, but only to be cheated in my
ambition. Very recently I saw pic-

tures: "Us Par". "Lalkar" and the

like. Oh. why the hell do they pro-

duce such preposterous pictures at

all! Those antics, that overacting,

those clumsy situations, have been so

often exhibited on the screen, that

they neither appeal to the masses nor

to the intelligentsia. I heartily en-

dorse your downright decry of such

unwholesome pictures which have

contributed little to the 'uplift' of the

(3
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Recruit G. L. Narang of P O Box

225, Karachi, has had considerable

<tagp experience and feels that he can

do it on the screen.

masses. Can we hope to see some-

thing better, something saner in 1946

at least?"

H. S. Venkata Rao.

MYSORE.

IMPROVING?

"Times are changing for the good.

Recently we had in our city a

series of grand, gala releases of new

Tamil trashes, including Subbulak-

shmi's 'Meera'—all of them simul

taneously in two theatres. Generally,

in spite of the changed economic

conditions, these pictures would

have run undisturbed for at least a

few weeks in all the theatres. Thanks

to our film going public, all these

pictures had to be withdrawn trnm

one of the theatres before barely 1

week of their releases and in the rest

they are facing an ordeal.

"We, South Indians, mo are going

forward. Mr. Patel, and not a little

credit for this almost impossible

achievement goes to you for your in

cessant campaign for the boycott ot

bad pictures".

N. S. V. Chalam

BANGALORE.

SIDE SHOW, EH!

"The other day I went to see

Dalsukh's "Dhamki" at the local

Nigar Talkies and was hurt to note

that Police constables helping some

black-marketeers by procuring tickets

for sale. Further, I noticed that

these constables approach people who

stand at the tail end of the queue and

inform them that as the booking is

likely to close very soon, they can

not get tickets. Then they ask fot

black-market charges from them and

go straight into the booking-office

and bring the desired number r»i

tickets".

CAWNPORE. S. Dutta.

SUPER, BOMBAY?
"I have been seeing the mysteri-

ous black-marketing at Super Cinema,

Bombay, since two years. Thinking

that they would realise their mis

management I kept quiet all these

days. But they are becoming worse

day by day. The managing autho-

rities of that cinema house have no

sympathy with the poor persons, who
are not able to spend more than ten

annas. So I am forced to write this

grievance to you.

"Sir, recently, I wanted to visit the

Eastern Pictures 'Zeenat' for 4 o'clock

show. I left home at 1 o'clock and

reached the theatre at 2 o'clock. I

was the 20th person in the queue. So

I expected to get a ticket easily and I

stood in the severe hot sun till 4

o'clock. Can I not expect one, Sir?

But the man who is appointed by

the theatre to allow a person to take

only one ticket at the window, is

pocketing the tickets with one hand

and allowing the queue to pass on

quickly with another hand. The
police on duly also stand near the

window. By the time my previous

person got a chance to go to the

hooking window, they declared that

the tickets were sold out. So the

queue dispersed. Soon after he (ap-

pointed man) began to shout:

"Dass anna waalc sava rupayya.

laldi lev". The enthusiastic persons

with patience to stand in the queue

were disappointed. II they want to

complain to the Manager, there is

nobody to hear".

S. C Ma \ii 1.

BOMBAY.

THE DIRGE?

"About three years back we

heard. Shantaram had started a Film

Academy. A number of students too

were admitted there to study the dif-

ferent branches of motion-picture

making. With "filmindia" at its

back, the Academy soon became

famous throughout the country.

FILMINDIA

Strangely enough, we heai nothing

about it now. If it be still running,

please advise Shantaram to better

close it down for even a corpse is

borne with shouts ".

R. N. Tewary.

ARRAH.

UNOFFICIAL REVIEW

'"Chandraprabha Cinetone's Tamil
film 'Meera' is a tragedy, though
fully deserved. As a motion picture

it is a colossal failure. In fact, it is a

distortion of history to suit the

fancies of the producers, whose only

aim was to produce a picture, to be

dominated entirely by M. S. Subhn
lakshmi and her music.

"Mr. V. Nagiah who usually does

well, looks anything but the Rana of

Chittor, Subbulakshmi as the devout

Meera, in spite of the best efforts of

the cameraman, confirms one's convic-

tion that the proper place for her is a

music hall and not the Silver

Screen. The rest in the picture deser

ves no comment.

"Subbulakshmi's songs—rather too

many—though sung with emotion,

do not keep up her usual standard

and except for one or two none of

them will become popular tunes.

"The only consolation one could

find throughout the two hours of

boredom is a variety of beautiful hut

Recruit K. B. Grover of S A A
Branch O. F. Khamaria, Jubbulpore,

is both voung and enthusiastic and
he has talent which can be used for

the films.
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natural scenery, which, at times,

has been we.l photographed."

N. S. V. Chalam
MALLESWARAM.

DON'T MERELY THREATEN
"As you know, the three "Chands"

of our film industry own two cinemas

here. They are the leading distri-

butors of the East and they generally

book all the box-office hits. But un-

fortunately, it seems they think more

of earning money than of the inter-

est of the fans. Whenever they re-

lease a new picture, they keep it on

the screen for months together.

"Bandhan" and "Jhoola" ran for

months at 'Paradise'; 'Basant' and

'Naya Sansar' ran for years at the

Roxy. After 'Basant' they released

'Kismet'; and now in its 113th week

'Kismet' is still drawing huge

crowds, Pictures like 'Humayun' and

'Bhaijan' are the coming attractions.

But it seems we shall have to wait

for these pictures for at least a couple

of months. Believe me, Mr. Patel,

we are now fed up with this "Ka-

purchand touch".

"I had been out of Calcutta for

about 45 days. I returned only last

week expecting to find at least a new

picture either at the Roxy or at the

'Paradise'. But after arriving here,

I felt like committing suicide to see

that 'Kismet' was still going strong

and that age-old film 'Bhabi' was on

the Paradise screen. Don't you think

Mr. Patel, that these great 'Chands'

have become very selfish? Instead

of considering the demand of the

public, they are busy collecting the

loot. As they are your friends, why

don't you advise your 'Chands' to

change their policy; or, we, the

younger generation will start a

'hunger strike' and if we die, our

blood will not only be on the heads

of these great 'Chands' but also on

vour felt. Thanks."

M. E. Sheriff.

CALCUTTA.

SEND ME PROOFS!

"The other day I went to purchase

a copy of "filmindia" from the near-

est shop and was hurt to note that

black market charges were demanded

from me. I had to pay as much as

Rs. 3I8- for a single copy. It is a

matter of confounded pity that we

readers are penalised like this. The

most annoying thing is that though

several reports have been sent to the

publication department of "filmindia,"

no steps seem to have been taken.

Mr. Patel! It appears to me that all

these greedy people want to take an

'undue advantage of the great de-

mand and heavy sale of "filmindia".

Can you suggest a way out, keeping

in view that we would, in no case,

like to part with the magazine?"

Kamta Prasad Shukla.

CAWNPORE.
BURN THE SCREEN

"Inspite of loudly trumpeted,

proudly proclaimed and boldly justi-

fied as an unusual piece of motion

picture, "Bisvi Sadi" is a rotten pic-

ture, a sheer waste of eleven thous-

and and odd feet of celluloid which

cannot even be tamely tolerated. The
name is itself a misnomer entirely

divorced of all that "Bisvi Sadi"

stands for. The direction is reckless,

music composed of too clumsy and

unpopular tunes and the story—the

less said about it the better. Unmind-
ful of storms of protests from the

public and the press it amounts to

criminal negligence and folly on the

part of producers to go on present-

ing stereotyped stories with little or

no innovations when vast and unli-

mited avenues of human appeals are

just left unexplored. Moreover the

story has been butchered by the ab-

rupt introduction of the oft-repeated

and seldom-practised pious motives

of communal harmony which has be-

come the fashion of the day. Mr.

Patel, with all the amount of resources

as India's most successful film jour-

nalist at your command, can't you
J

bring these producers to book and

compel these hopeless maniacs to act I
a bit sensibly? You will thus be sav- I

ing the time and money of the pub-

lic from sheer wastage and this, of I

course, will be a great act of charity!"

R. U. A. Kirmani
NEW DELHI.

WILL HE?
"This is a Municipal town and

there is only one theatre here. Consi-

dering other places, the rates are too

high. For instance, the rate for a I

chair is As.' 12]- whereas the same is

As. 8|- in other places. Will the pro-

prietor look into this and reduce the
f

rates to help the film fans?"

N. V. R. Swamy
NEGAPATAM.

THROW STONES
"Out of those numerous defects

}

which are so common in the cinemas L

of this place, the capital of the land

of the five rivers, perhaps the most

outstanding one is that the distance !

between the screen and the front row

of seats is very small, as small as n>

feet in some cases. All this, you

know, is done with the only object

of getting more space and ultimately 'I

getting more money.

"In accordance with hygienic rules,

the minimum distance between the I

cinematographic screen and the

front row of seats should, in no case, 1

be less than 25 feet, as otherwise the I

rapidly moving film is liable to

CONSTRUCTING CINEMA HOUSE, IN KARACHI
Parties hlerested in constructing the theatre on lease system or lease for certain

period, also suppliers oF Cinema Eqjip-npnt, Building Materials and Furniture are

requested to communicate with Post Box No. 25, Karachi.
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and died in the various theatres of

war not for the freedom of their

country, not even for world peace,

but for the perpetuation of British

rule and the supremacy of the allied

nations. I can not but, therefore,

definitely hate the production of war
propaganda films by our Indian pro
ducers. Can't they look to the dark
side of the picture? Do they not

know that India's contribution to the

winning of victory is to be judged bv

the hardships and privations her poor
millions had to go through. Tears
come into my eyes not for those who
went away to the battlefields abroad
and died but for those poor women
and children who were left behind to

languish in distress, for the victims

of Bengal famine and for those

modest women and tender maidens
who were driven to commit suicide

either to hide their shame of naked
ness for want of clothes or for the

preservation of their chastity.

They have storms in the hearts the way Sushila Rani's picture-family is look-

ing in "Gvalan" a social picture produced and directed by Baburao Patel.

cause visual aberration and retinal

strain with consequert deleterious ef-

fects on the health of those members

of the public who usually occupy the

cheaper front row seats. Several re-

quests have been made to the mana-

gements but to no purpose. Dear Mr.

Patel, will you please approach the

authorities and move them to get

this defect removed?"
Prithi Paul Singh.

LAHORE.

CINEMA WENT TO HIM
"Addressing his last prayer meet-

ing in Calcutta on 18th Jan. '46,

Mahatmaji said that he had never

been to a cinema.

"If my recollection is correct I

have read an advertisement to the

effect that the Mahatma saw Pra-

kash's "Ram Rajya".

"Gandhiji is the embodiment of

truth and the words and sentiments

coming out of him are the sacred

trust of a nation and its people.

"Will Director Vijaya Bhatt or the

bosses of Prakash come out with

their explanation on the above? Sure

ly, that will be interesting informa-

tion".

N. S. V. Chalam
BANGALORE.

A LATE APPEAL
"To glorify the military triumph*

of an Indian soldier is to mock In-

dia's cause of freedom. India is a

slave country quite apart from the

r<*st of the world. Her troops fought

"One is more shocked at the nei

result or the reward of all these mise-

ries of war—the sun-dried and pig-

headed refusal to transfer power to

India on the plea of communal dis-

cord.

"1 appeal therefore to the patrio

tism of our Indian magnates of the

film industry to stop their produc-

It is evidently domestic situation from "40 crores" a picture of

Productions.

Chandra Art
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tion of war-time films on the pre-

sent lines."

Miss Asha Devi.

ALLAHABAD.

FROM THE HIMALAYAS

"I must on the very outset thank

you for the excellent review of

"Chhamia" in the October issue of

the "filmindia". I saw the picture

only last Saturday and I liked it im-

mensely. I fully endorse whatever you

have said about it. It was a pleasant

surprise to see such a well-acted and

directed picture. The male directors

barring a few of course should take

lessons from Protima.

"I would however like to sound a

note of caution to Protima that she

should remain sober and work earnest-

ly to eradicate the defects pointed

out by you. We do hope she will

not, like so many directors, who pro-

duced a good picture first and pump-

ed up by praise, produced only flops,

start turning out one flop after an-

other. This is but human psycho-

logy.

"Protima is planning more pro-

ductions and time will no doubt show

in which direction the water flows.

"Para has indeed improved a good

deal in her acting than what she did

in "Chand". She deserves to be con-

gratulated, but at the same time she

must learn to handle the illusive

dopatta".

S. S. Bhatti.

SIMLA.

HUMAN APPEAL

"My woe is about the low and vul-

gar humour-catching devices resorted

to by some of the directors in the

Indian films. Ignoring the other de-

vices for the time being, I will rest

content this time by strongly pro-

testing against the use of stammering

for providing humour to the audi-

ence.

March, 19

"Stammering is a psychical malats

in majority of the cases. Its 'treaj

ment and cure depend to a grej

extent, upon the way in which tft

stammerer is treated by the peopk

there is every chance of the fellovi

being cured. But, if, on the othel

hand, he is made a laughing-stock, ;

target of the typical indecent jokinj

and mocking, his life is surely turn

ed into a virtual hell through n<

fault of his own; and there are nc

chances for his cure.

"What I want to convey is thai

the directors ought to be very consi

derate towards these silent sufferers.

And, stammering, a very serious

thing in itself, ought not to be ex-

ploited for the purpose of providing

humour to the cine-goers, consequent-

ly poisoning their minds with such

vulgar, indecent humour and en-

couraging them to laugh at the

stammerers."

Satya Narayan Purohit

JODHPUR.

7a /Steak Monotony & J2erolutioni5e <?ine At

OFFERS ITS MAIDEN PICTURE

"FRQR-E-HMD"
INQUILAB

CHITRA

STARRING STUNT-KING MASTER VITHAL
and VASANT PEHLWAN, with A NEW FIND FOR HEROINE.

WANTED

NEW FACES (MALE &

FEMALE) FOR OUR
NEXT PRODUCTIONS.

APPLY WITH PHOTOS

& PARTICULARS.

NO INTERVIEWS

S. M. KODOLIKAR, b .a.

For Territorial Rights apply to;

Cine Trio Corporation.

14 HAMAM STREET,

FORT, BOMBAY.

NEXT LANDMARKS.

1. Bajirao The Great

STORY

K. S. THACKERAY.
*

2. Sohrab & feustom
IMMORTAL EPIC.
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FAMOUS FILMS (Bombay)

Director K. Asit is taking all pains

to make this hisorical costume pic-

ture a great success and we can be-

lieve this of "Moghul-e-Azam" with

Veena and Xargis in the leading

roles.

STANDARD PICTURES (Bom-
bay)

"Bairam Khan" a historical picture,

which took so many months in its

making, is now expected to be re-

leased bv the middle of March. The
cast includes Director-actor Jagirdar,

Mehtab and David.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

It is understood that Producer-dir-

ector Baburao Patel is now shooting

the final sequences of his social epic

"Gvalan", starring Sushila Rani and
supported by Trilok Kapoor, Bipin

Gupta, David, Madhuri and others.

The picture is expected to be released

sometime in the month of April.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)
"Pehli Nazar" is still awaiting re-

lease. It stars Veena. MotiLal and
Munnawar Sultana. Almost all the

territorial rights have been sold and

Mazhar Khan is therefore a happy

RAMNIK PRODUCTIONS (Bom
bay)

Mazhar Khan is busy supervising

the production of his social "Naiyya"

which is being directed by Aslam

Nuri. In the cast we find attractive

Munnawar Sultana and Ashraf

Khan, the well-known stage singer.

Still another picture over which

Mazhar is toiling is called "Sona" or

"The Gold". The stop,- is written by

Director Chowdharv. Another one

to go on the sets is "Rachchon ka

Khel" directed by Raja Nene.

UDAY SHANKAR PRODUC
TIONS (Madras)

Uday Shankar with the help of his

talented wife Amala Devi has made

good progress with his maiden pro-

duction "Kalpana". The songs of

this picture are written by Sumitra-

nandan Pant and the music is in the

hands of Vishnudas Shirali. "Kal-

pana" will introduce many new races

and many attractive dances. The
picture is expected to be completed

within a couple of months.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND PRODUC
TIONS (Calcutta)

The energetic Lakhmidas Anand

is still working on "Krishna Leela"

ar in "Room No. 9"

Navyug picture

with his usual enthusiasm and the

picture is now in the editing stage.

Directed by Debaki Hose and starring

melodious-voiced Kanan, the film

goers can expect a rare treat of

music.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay")

Director Mohan Sinha is one of

those directors who believe in cease-

less efforts. Perhaps this is the rea-

son why his ambitious production

"Omar Khaw 1 has been so quick

ly completed. The picture features

Surraiya and Saigal in the leading

roles. Another sensational hit "1857"

is already on the sets.

(Bombay)

NEW BOMBAY THEATRES LTD.

Producer R. D. Pareenja is intro-

ducing a new star Chandni in his

social "Sona Chandi". Chandni
plays opposite Suresh who has now
grown big enough to play the hero

of a picture. The screenplay and

direction are by R. D. Pareenja. The
picture is expected to be ready by

the middle of March.

VENUS PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Raja Nene has completed

"Phir Bhi Apna Hai' featuring Na-

lini Jaywant. Their next is a social

comedy "Shikarpuri" directed by A.

Shah, the well-known comedian.

NATIONAL STUDIOS (Bombay)

This company is one of the very

few ones which believe in utilising

the screen for narrating the realities

of life. Thev have engaged the

services of Krishan Chander. the

famed Urdu storv-wrirer, whose po-

pular play "Sarai-Ke-Bahar" is to be

picturised. The cast is not yet known.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

Directed by Balwant B. Dave, "Na-

mak" is reported ro be making good

progress. The dialogues are written

bv Pandit Anuj. Their next two pro-

ductions, which will go on the sets,

are "Kasturba" and "Voice of India".

HILAL FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)
Producer Tabir Hyderabadi has

completed "Hai lani", a stunt thril-

ler directed by A. R. Zanvndar and

fea'uring Mahru. Raja Saleem and

others. "Matwali". another story has

already gone on the sets.

KAHAN ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Featuring Kundanlal. Rairani and

others Producer-director K. L. Kahan
has completed a lot of shooting of
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Prafulla Pictures'

mighty MtjtkoLogLca.L

STARRING :

SHANTA APTE (s.a?c£S;J

ISHWARLAL. YAKUB
Meenaxi, Usha Maruri. Shanta

Rin, Lata, Sal vk Jog, Damuanna

and PREM ADIB

DIRECTOR - PRODUCER :

W I N A Y A K

Story : Music :

V. S. KHANDEKAR VAS/.NT OESAI

WORLD RIGHTS :—

India Film Circuit,
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"Mahiya" a Punjabi social story. The

music is given by Nisar Bazmi.

JAY PICTURES (Bombay)

K. L. Kahan is directing their first

picture "Extra Girl". In the cast we

find Rajram, Anant Prabhu and

Arvind Kumar.

MURLI MOVIETONE (Bombay)

It seems that Director Ram Dar-

yani is bent on making "Shravan

Kumar" a good picture He is re-

ported to have spared no pains to

give the picture spectacular sets, at-

tractive dances and an emotional

story. The picture features Mumtaz
Shanti, Chandramohan, Pahari San-

yal and others.

KRISHIN MOVIETONE (Bom
bay)

Dramatist K. S. Daryani wants to

try his hand at directing motion pic-

tures and see how it feels like to be

a motion picture director. His first

assignment is a social, starring the

versatile actress Snehaprabha.

PRAFULLA PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Winayak is now giving

the finishing touches to his mytho-

logical comedy, "Subhadra". The cast

includes Shanta Aptc, Ishwarlal. Ya-

kub and Prem Adib.

UNIVERSAL FILMS (Bombay).

S. M. Raza is directing "Andhei
Xagari", a stunt picture starring Ar-

vind Kumar in the leading role.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Preparations are being made to re

lease the Muslim social "Haqdar" in

Bombay. The picture is directed by

Rafiq Razvi and features Najma.
Harish and Anita Sharma.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" starring Khur-
shid and Trilok Kapoor is having a

successful run at the Opera House.
"Chand Chakori", directed by Kedar
Sharma, however, failed to appeal.

Director Chaturbhuj Doshi has

completed "Phoolwari" and "Moorti"
starring Khurshid. He is now busy

with "Lekh" starring Bipin Gupta
and Nihal.

Director Aspi has completed "Raj-

putani" and is waiting for it to be

released after "Prabhu-ka-Ghar".

Director Kedar Sharma is on the

sets with "Dadaji" featuring Para.

The new production plans of Ran
jit are to introduce new faces on the

screen in their stunt thrillers.

The preparations for the Centenary
Celebrations of Ranjit are in full

swing.

NEW INDIA PICTURES (Bom-
bay)

The direction of "Hasrat' which
was originally in the hands of Mr.
Saqir Asif has been taken over by
Mr. Saila Mukherjee.

DIN PICTURES (Bombay)

M. Sadiq, the director who sprung
into news after "Rattan" is working
hard on "Jag Biti" starring Surraiya,

Sulochana Chatterjee and Shakir.

Ghulam Haider is reported to have
given lilting tunes after a long time.

INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)
Director Rashid Anwar has progres-

sed well wiih "Neccha Nagar" and
incidentally introduced some new
faces. The next one is "Prayas-

chitta", an adaptation of the famous
Russian novel "Crime and Punish-

ment".

P. R. PRODUCTIONS (Calcutta)

Director Niren Lahiri is busy
shooting "Arabian Nights" starring

Kanan, Nawab and Molina. The
sets and music of this picture are re-

ported to be very good.
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OM PICTURES (Bombay)

Sudhir Sen who directed "Kalidas"

is now directing "The Bridge" fea-

turing many well-known stars.

DURGA PICTURES (Bombay)

"Dur Chalen" is in the editing

room. Mr. Phani Majumdar will now

picturise another story of Bipradas

Tagore.

D. R. D PRODUCTIONS (Bom-

bay)

"Nek Parvin" featuring Ragini,

Ullhas, Yakub and directed by S. M.

Yusuf is ready for release.

HINDUSTAN FILMS (Bombay)

Their detective thriller "Capt. Ku-

mar" has gone on the sets and fea-

tures Rajrani, Anant Prabhu and Ar-

vind Kumar.

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer Brijmala has nearly com-

pleted her social thriller, "Pick Poc-

ket" featuring Rajrani and Navin

Yagnik.

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUC-
TIONS (Bombay)

Producer G. A. Thakur has finish-

ed "Rehana". His next "Gulnar" is

a story with an Egyptian background.

VARIETY PICTURES (Calcutta)

Under the direction of Jyotish Ban-

ner) i, "Prem-ki-Duniya" is making

good progress. It features many
well-known stars.

MANSATA TALKIE DISTRIBU-
TORS (Calcutta)

Art Films' "Takrar' has proved a

success in Calcutta. It stars Jamuna,

Nawab and Molina. M. P. Produc-

tions' "Rajlakshmi" starring Kanan

is awaiting release

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD. •

(Poona)

"Din Raat" starring Snehaprabha

and Paresh Bannerji has been re-

leared in some of the key cities. In

the studios Shorey Daulatalvi is busy

with "Paroo" starring Geeta Nizami.

Director Vedi's "Room No. 9" is

ready for release. Another one

"Shikayat" is being directed by Sha-

hid Latif.

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

"Ghulami" featuring Renuka Devi

haj at last been released §t the Ma-

jestic and is doing pretty good busi-

ness. Other pictures over which W.
Z. Ahmed is sweating are, "Prithvi-

raj Sanyukta", "Shree Krishna Bhag-

wan" and "Mira Bal".

FILMISTAN LIMITED (Bombay)

"Shikari", the propaganda subject

produced by Filmistan seems to have

secured the approval of the filmgoers.

The picture introduces a new charm-

ing heroine, Veera. "Mazdoor", an-

other social, has already been released

in Calcutta.

INQUALAB CHITRA (Bombay)

Producer S. M. Kadolikar is busy

directing "Faqr-e-Hind" starring Mas-

ter Vithal.

GULRAYS PICTURES (Bombay)

"Do Raha" is being written and

directed by Abid Gulrays. The music

is by G. M. Durrani.

R. S. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Producer Surraiya Zulfi has com-
pleted "Kangoo". It is directed by G.
Currimbhoy and features Mahapara.

Sufifioxtzci £rij :

: SURAIYA BANU ft RASHID ft ROSHAN LAL ft

Photography: N. M. ADHIKARI

Audiography: N. S. NAIR
Dances: D. BABU LAL
Music: M. SAG I R ASIF

PARTICULARS :

NEW INDIA PICTURES,
BOTAWALA BLOC ft 8, ELPHINSTONE CIRCLE ft FORT, BOMBAY. PHONE, 32103.
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The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from January 1945

A
(2*) 'Aina' (Hindustani) (D.R.D.) March '45 issue-

Social.—"presents the same old story—is a small

money-maker."

(1*) .'Amrapali' (Hindi) (Murli) Jan. '46 issue—histo-

rical romance—"proves a terribly boring expe-

rience."

B
(2*) 'Bari Baat' (Hindustani) (Mazhar Art) Jan. '45

issue—Social.
—"not at all a bad time-killer if

you have nothing particular to do."

(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.
—

"year's most rotten show."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.
—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) 'Bhai Jan' (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issue-
Social

—"presents the usual sob-stuff."

(1*) "Bisvi Sadi" (Hindi) (Bhavnani Feb. '46 issue-
social romance—"silly story—presents boredom
in celluloid."

(Z*) 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) .'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.—"sob-stuff pure and simple."

(1*) 'Burma Rani' (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May
'45 issue—propaganda social.

—
"a crude war

thriller."

C
(2*) 'Caravan' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) May '45 issue-

gipsy social
—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(2*) «Chal Chal Re Navjawan' (Hindustani) Filmls-

tan) Jan. '45 issue—Social.—"is not worth seeing

twice."

0i*> Chand' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Feb. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.
—
"a light entertainment"

(3*) 'Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desai) April '45

issue—Historical —"Historically incorrect but en
tertaining '•

(3*) 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta)
Oct. '45 issue—Social.—"presents sensible en-

tertainment."
<1*) 'Chand Tara' (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

issue—Social.—"a stupid time-killer without even

ft single moment of intelligent relief."

D
(1*) "Dhamki" (Urdu) (Pancholi) Feb. '46 issue-

detective thriller—"a stupid and tiresome

(1*) "Dhanna Bhagat" (Hindi) (Ranjit) Feb. '46

issue—devotional social—"just another devo-
tional hocus."

picture."

(1») 'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue-
Social.

—
"just rotten and disgusting."

(2*) 'Dui Purush* (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"rattles down N. T. Standard-
there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

E
(3*) 'Ek Din-ka-Sultan' (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

G
(1*) 'Gaali' (Hindustani). (N. R. Desai Productions)

March '45 issue—Social.—"presents disappointing
entertainment."

(2*) 'Ghar* (Hindustani) (Sunrise) Jan. '46 issue-
Social—"a good picture to see though it drags
at places."

(3*) 'Geet* (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue-
Social.—"a picture worth seeing."

H
(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45

issue.—Social.—"a picture which is worth going
a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April
'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring
stuff."

(2*) 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 issue-
Historical.—"Sadly fails to entertain."

1

(2*) 'Ismaf (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 issue-
Social—"presents common uninteresting plot

"

J

(8*) 'Jwai Bhata' (Hindustani) (Bombay Talkies)
Jan. '45 issue—Social.—"nothing outstanding—
yet it is not a bad time-killer."

K
(1*) 'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July '45 Issue-

Social—"just a rotten picture."
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(2*) 'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45

issue—Mythological—"a boring story."

(2*) 'Kaise Kahun' (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46

issue—social—"is not such an awful time killer."

(1*) 'Lakharani' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Dec. '45

issue—costume fantasy—"a picture too rotten

for words."

(2*) 'Lalkar' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Feb. '45

issue—Social.—"not a bad time-killer if you are

not looking for anything intellectual in it."

(2*) 'Lai Haveli' (Hindustani) (Bombay Cinetone)

Feb. '45 issue—Social—"continues to entertain

throughout its length."

(1*) 'Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June '45

issue—Social.—"should be considered an all

round flop."

(2*) 'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
(1*) 'Maha Maya' (Tamil) (Jupiter) March '45—

issue—Mythological.—"moderate stuff without

much entertainment."

(2*) Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a pretty cheap production."

(2*) 'My Sister' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) March

'45 issue—Social.—"a common story clumsily

done—expected to run well because of its or-

thodox theme."

(1*) "Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history."

(2*) 'Mun-ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo ana

drama after the interval."

(1*) 'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakar)

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."

N

(2*) 'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi) (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

P

(1») 'Pannadai' (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

(3*) 'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a good time-killer."

(1*) 'Path Bendhey Dilo' (Bengali) (De-Luxe) July '45

issue—Social.—"a picture better avoided than

seen."

(3*) 'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.

—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1») "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
(Rajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—Mythological.

—"proves utterly disappointing."

(1*)

(1*)

(1*)

(1*)

(5*)

(2*)

(1*)

(1*)

(1*)

(2*)

(2*)

a*)

(i*)

(3*)

(3*)

(1*)

(2*)

(2*)

(3*)

'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)
i

Nov. '45 issue—Social.—"all round rotten and
boring show."

R
"Ratnavali" (Hindi) (Amar) Feb. '46 issue-

mythological —"a waste of time and money."

S
'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June '45

issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathibha

Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all that

it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

'Shakuntala* (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi

Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"an
excellent production."

"Shikari" (Hindustani) (Filmistan) Feb. '46

issue—propaganda social
—"thin story material,

well framed."

'Shrin Farhad' (Urdu) (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.—"intensely boring picture."

'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-

Mythological.—"a stupid and boring affair."

'Subah Sham' (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.

'45 issue—Social—"a dead picture. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."

T
'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant De'ai) Jan. '46

issue—social
—

"tolerable in parts."

'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagdish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is cne long se-

quence of boredom."

U
'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-

social.
—"becomes a spineless stuff."

V
'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '46

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Prakash) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.—"becomes an entertaining picture.

'Vish Kanya' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March '45

issue—Folklore.—"a motion picture poison one

would not like to swallow."

'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social—"a pleasant picture to see—stor*

misses emotional target."

Y
'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central Studios) July '45

Issue—Social.—"makes good impression."

'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan. '46

issue—social—"a picture worth seeing though

presents popular emotional theme."

Printed by Baburao Patel at New Jack Printing Works. Ltd.. 39. Sankli Street. Byculla. and Published by him

for "filmindia" Publications Ltd.. from 55. Phirozshah Mehta Road. Fort, Bombay.



NO MERR STAR-GAZER
but A GREAT MAN of ACTION
whose sword built up an Empire

Standard Pictutei
'

Mighty Spectacular MOVIE.
Starring :

| AG I R DA R

MEHTAB |
Courtesy Minerva )

David -Sadiqali - G. Mohamed - Benjamin -

W. M Khan - Akbar - Hansa - Sunalini -

Laiika - Zelu and SHAH NAWAZ
Uydoyiits: Kamal Amrohi.

Music: Oulam Hyder.

Art: Wategaonker.

Sound: K. Edalji.

Dance: Chiman Sheth.

D-ecto. g. JAGIRDAR.
D.oJ.ce. M. HAVEVALA.

Now soon to flash across the silver screen

to inspire the NATION to ACTION !

ft ST^HSTZD-^ZR/ID JPICTXJi^ElS' — Kennedy Bridge — Bombay 7.
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What a wonderful code of behaviour is prescribed for

i married Hindu woman! We wonder whether the pro-

ducer's or the director's wife did the same in their early

lays of wedlock.

In die producer's home when this educated girl from

rood society dances she advises all the members to drink

o their hearts' content giving short life as an excuse and

ouch as a passing phase. She asks them all to fill their

yes with her youth and get intoxicated. What a pattern

it behaviour is thus prescribed for the educated girls ol

ndia!

One has only to see these lewd and filthy sequences

etwcen the film producer and the film star to be com

detelv disgusted with the Indian films, the Indian film in

lus.rv and the Indian film stars. These sequences consti-

ute the most disgusting slander on the Indian film industry.

In producing "Din Raat" what do the Navyug Chi-

rapat seek to portrav? Do they mean to tell us that the

ndian film industry is full of debauched producers who are

laily demoralizing girls from good society by lewd over-

ures during working hours.3 Do the \a\jyug Chitrapat

lare to suggest that all the educated girls from good so

iety, who are working in the films today, are of the type

ortrayed in the picture 3

And yet whai else can the public conclude seeing the

ingle film producer and the single film star, as shown in

he picture, become representative |iortr.iv.ils ol the film

ndustry ?

We challenge the Navyug Chitrapat Ltd. to point out

o us a single producer in our film industry today doing

he dirty things as shown in the picture. It they can't do

o what type of realism were the NTavayug people trying to

Hasrat," a story of New India Pictures, Rani Bala

plays the lead.

show? Such putrid imagination divorced from all sense

of decency deserves to be condemned by all decent people.

To what extent can the filthy imagination of a producer be

permitted to stretch to earn some filthy lucre? Should the

child bite the breast of the loving mother that feeds it?

We wrote about this to Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, the

President of the Indian Motion Picture Producers' Asso-

ciation. Responding to our urgent call from a sick bed, he

went to see this picture and now writes to us: "I quite

agree with you that the picture as it stands at present dis-

graces everybody connected with the Indian film industry

and particularly the producers and the artistes."

And yet this disgusting slander against his community
has been forged by a film producer. Can perversion go
lurther.3 And can the producers blame those members of

yellow journalism who keep on shouting to the world that

all film producers are unpunished scoundrels, when a film

producer himself depicts vividly before millions the de-

bauched life of a film producer?

In "The Journal of the Film Industry", the official

organ of the Producers' Association, Editor k. M. Multani

shouts himself hoarse throwing blame at the door of the

journalists for running down the producers in and out of

season. What has he to say now about the 11,000 feet of

celluloid slander exposed before millions by a member of

his own brotherhood.3

Though tragic, the situation has in it some cruel

humour from which it is difficult to escape.

For twelve long years, "filmindia" has been shouting

itself hoarse asking boys and girls from good society to join

the film industry. After years of hard work, propaganda

and argument we have been able to induce numerous edu-

cated persons, men and women, to take up the film as a

career. Today we have hundreds of graduates working in

different departments ot our film industry.

All these people s.and condemned today because of the

cowardly slander of a single producer who thinks that the

film industry is still crowded with demoralized persons.

If "Din Raat" is allowed to continue on its merry
career in its present shameful form, no decent man or

woman will care to associate with the Indian film industry.

A producer like Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall who insists on

employing educated and cultured talent may well give up
his future hopes of getting such persons to work in the

industry.

Millions are going to laugh at our industry after seeing

"Din Raat". Those who are in the industry today and
have slaved for years to build it into a national industry

.ire likely to go down in the esteem of the good people of

die world when they meet others in different walks of life.

And all this because one dastardly producer has the

impudence to condemn a whole community of film pro-

ducers.

We shall wait and see what action the august associa-

tion of our producers takes against this picture. The least

that should be done, and immediately, is to stop circula-

tion of this picture and revise it suitably before releasing

u again for mass entertainment. If the Producers' Asso-

ciation lails to do this, it must accept, willingly or un-

willingly, a complete condemnation of all its members and
ot those working in the industry—and at the hands of a
film producer.
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PRESENTS THELATEST

\ EQUIPMENTSFOR

mm STUD I OS
35 mm and 16 mm Recorders, Reproducers, Full Studio Lighting Equipments including

Incandescent and Arclamps. Back Projection Equipment, Dollies, Tripods, Play Backs,

Moving and Still Cameras, Special Lenses, Studio Booms, Location Booms etc. etc.

FILM LABO RAT O R I E S
16 mm and 35 mm Processing Plants, Continuous and Step Printers, Reduction Printers,

Positive and Negative Joiners, Hand and Motor Driven Synchronizers, Film Counters

Sensitometers, Densitometers, Sound and Picture Editors etc. etc.

SOUND
16 mm and 35 mm Projectors, Broadcast Receivers, Loudspeakers, Transmitters Com-

munication Receivers, Radio Relay Systems, Public Address Systems, Disc Recorders,

Wire Recorders, Microphones etc. etc.

INDUSTRY
Radio Frequency Heating, Radio Laboratory and Service Instruments, Special Fractional

Horse Power Electric Motors and Generators, Special Transformers, Connectors for Air-

craft, Communication and allied equipments. Factory Radio and speech Relay systems, Arena

and Architectural Flood Lighting etc. etc.

PHOTO
Still Cameras, 8 mm, 16 mm and 35 mm Movie Cameras and Projectors, Photoflood

Lights, Studio Lights, Filmstrip Projectors, Filters, Camera Enlarger Lenses and a full range

of accessories for the Professional and Amateur Photographer.

Wftm BF\ . CANADA BLOG HORNBY RD. BOMBAY
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WtuMpMlLMi-
This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

GE AND GLAMOUR
Film stars in India never grow beyond their twenties,

he other day I met a 45-year old dame who has been

orking in the films for the last 20 years. With impish

discretion when I asked about her age, with an impunity

at took my breath away, she said she was only 28.

,

Yes, Indian film stars are very sensitive about their

l;e. If they could help it, most of them would love to be

, lied "baby" stars but with half-a-dozen babies shouting

fvlama" at home, we are spared at least this outrage.

I Age has always been a sensitive point with the

oman as a race but one fails to understand the hyper-

nsitiveness betrayed by our film stars about the ca'endar

I .at keeps changing every year adding a year more

, their glamorous appearance. After all every

iaman being, man or woman, has to get old

lime day and I cannot understand what particular

ejection our film stars have in telling us their true

be. A woman is as old as she looks is a well-proved

iage and under-counting the age is not going to rub off

tie traces of age from the faces of our g amour girls. See-

lig that every year, like every child, leaves its trace on the

Insitive face of the woman, one fails to understand what

lirticular illusion is sought to be gained by this game of

ide-and-seek.

Max Factor can rub a few years off at too yards but

1 a close-up even Max Factor's grandfather will have to

irow the sponge in despair.

Ho lywood film stars are evidently not so hypocritical

; their Indian sislers. Can you believe that the glamorous

llarlene Dietrich, the woman with the perfect legs, is a

irandmother in her 41st year and has a daughter 21 years

d? Constance Bennett is just 40 while her sister loan, is

r"
The coy little Claudettc Colbert has just signed a

fcven-year contract at 40, whi'e Joan Crawford, who has

een working for over 20 vears in Hollywood openly ad-

hiis being 37 \ears, though you can safelv add five vears

iiore to her mathematics.

Bette Davis, one of Hollywood's most famous actresses,

loesn't care a damn if every one knows that she is 37.

i V'hile Kay Francis has passu. I the 41 mark, Greta Garbo,

|ie mc.it glamorous, is 39 years today.

Katherine Hepburn is 36 and Myrna Loy, the perfect

ousewife who has failed iwice in her own domestic adven-

lires, is a 40-year o'd girl. Irene Dunne, who is still con-

idered as Hollywood's most beautiful woman, is not a day

elow 41 and only a month older than Norma Shearer.

And let us take a few glamour boys. Ronald Co' man.

hat ever popular hero, is in his 55th year, earning near'y

lakhs of rupees per picture, while William Powell,

•lyrna Loy's popular screen husband, is waxing strong in

|iis 53rd summer.

Is it therefore difficult to imagine Charles Boyer be-

ing 46 and looking so romantic at that age?

Well, if Hollywood boys and girls can admit their

years, what is wrong with our gir'.s giving their confes-

sions? In any case, whether our girls admit it or not, wc
know their age. But if we are told the truth, we may not

add a few unnecessary years which their looks compel

us to.

A MYSOREAN IN TEMPER
Raghavendra Rao, a Mysorean in Gwalior, is wild with

me because of my strong remarks about the Mysore State

authorities banning the film of the proceedings of the

A.I.C.C. session.

Writing to Editor Patel, the angry Raghavendra say*,

"so far as this particular ban is concerned, Judas should

know that the people in Mysore could in no way be held

responsible for it is the act of the Government which is

not a full-fledged responsible Government." He therefore

considers my remarks as "unwarranted", my cheap jibes as

Madhuri is still an attractive proposition as win ue seen in

"Gvalan," produced and directed by Baburao Patel.
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BRINGING TO A

BEWILDERED
AGONY-RIDDEN

WORLD
THE

MESSAGE
OF

COURAGE &

ACTION

RATNAKAR
PRODUCTIONS'

Picture of the TIME—

UTHHO ilRGO

Starring

:

S H A H Z A D I (of ' Zoola ' fame
)

Baby N A LIN I (of 'Mali' fame)

ASHIK HUSSEIN (of 'Mother India')

JAMSHETJI. M. A. AZIZ and

A. KHAN

ft

Now Xeariny Completion
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"ill-thought" and my challenge as "unworthy of a man wh
is supposed to understand his responsibility."

At another place in his !ong-\vinded letter, the angrl

Raghavendra says that "Mr. Nicholson of the Britisl

Parliamentary Delegation observed that the people o
Mysore are fortunate in being citizens of a progressiv

and prosperous state."

I should like to ask friend Raghavendra after who*
dinner had Nicholson spoken—after the people's or thi

prince's: And when did I ever say anything about th<

people of Mysore? What I wrote in the January issue wa
condemning the stupid act of the Mysore Governmen
which Raghavendra himself describes as "not a full

fledged responsible government."

Where the hell is the complaint then; Why can't thi

patriotic Mysorean in Gwalior be a little more sensib'e?

I still think it is a shame to be a Mysorean if by beinj

so one is expected to contribute to the present reactionary

and bureaucratic government prevalent in Mysore—a gov

eminent that bans the faces of the nation's most helovei

leaders on the screen.

I should advise a'l Mysorean Raghavcndras, spreat

all over India, to read my writings with greater car<

future before pu ling me up again.

THE RACKET OF EXTRAS
Of all the numerous rackets prevalent in the Indian

film industry, the one practised by the "Extra Suppliers" i:

about the most annoying.. The "Extra Supplier" is th<

person who supplies to the different film studios extra

men and women who are required for mob scenes

dances and lor minor roles.

There are half-a-dozen of these Extra Suppliers operat-

ing in Bombay and suppl) ing hundreds of men and scores

of gir's to producers who require such "atmosphere" in

their films.

No one in the world can object to these people carry

ing out their business of supplying extras. Even in Holly

wood there are umpteen agents who do this business on a

big scale.

What we object to are the methods of these Suppliers

which have turned the business into a racker. Usual'y, the^

Extra Supplier, bar a couple of happy exceptions, is iden-

tified as an unpunished goonda, and no wonder seeing

that his methods of work can be easily recognised as

improved technique of goondaism.

The pool of extras—men and wmen—is a common
crowd from which the half-a-dozen Extra Suppliers draw

iheir supplies for different studios.

Very often, perhaps too often, the very men or women
that are previously supplied by one Extra Supplier to a

studio are taken to another studio by another Supplier on

the very same day that these extras are required to main

tain scene continuity. This procedure constantly holds up

the work of one producer or other almost every day and

without the producer being able to do anything about it.

If a producer shows his desire to be independent of

these Suppliers by negotiating directly with the extras, he

is given a mild threat while the extras, themselves, receive

a few sticks on their unprotected skulls. In fact this woe-

ful racket of supplying extras to the studios is maintained

purely by methods of goondaism in which the knife and

ilk- stick feature prominently.

Another aspect of this racket, callous in its execution,

is the scale of payment at which these extras are paid.

a
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E While the studios are made to pay on an average of Rs. 60

-

J
per day for an exra girl who can swing her hips below an

1 ugly face, the girl actually receives Rs. 20 - for her work,

the balance being pocketted by the Extra Supplier.

Little boys tor whom studios pay Rs. 4'- a day, receive

I on'.y 8 annas tor their day's labour, Rs. 3 8 per head going

into the pockets of the Supplier. Men, who can speak a

I few dialogues and are charged to the producers between

I Rs. 2o|- and Rs. 30^ per day, actually receive between

I Rs. 8 - and Rs. io[- per day.

All the extras working in the different studios know
I this dirty game too we'l, but they dare not protest through

I fear of the professional goondas who are paid to "protect"'

I the interests of the Extra Suppliers.

Recently some extras tried to form an association of

their own but in the absence of any support from the differ

-

I ent studios and in the face of the threats from the Extra

I Suppliers, the attempt was given up.

But why didn't the studios support them seeing that

I they could get the extras for less money by direct negotia

I tion ?

The reason is simp'e. Almost at every studio, the

I production manager works in tow with the Extra Supplier

I and takes the lion's share of the illegitimate profits.

Unless this studio man gets his pound of flesh, there

I <s no chance of the Extra Supplier getting enough business

I during the month. It is difficult to believe but it is too

I true that a single production manager gets as much as

I Rs. 2000 - every month as a fixed compensation from his

I studio's Extra Supp'ier. The Extra Supplier has to spend

I another thousand rupees every month to keep the lesser

I ones pleased so that good fellowship prevails all around.

I And after these severe cuts in his income, the Extra Sup-

I plier sti'l makes enough money every month to feed half-

a-dozen sweethearts, to waste a hundred bottles of Scotch

every month and to main'ain a couple of cars for comfort.

Now don't run away with the idea that the poor pro-

ducer is robbed of a'l this huge money without his know-

ledge. The producer knows everything but has a racket

of his own to run. He tolerates all this because every

month he expects from the Extra Supplier a receipt of at

least twenty and odd thousand rupees for supplying imagi-

nary extras for film shooting and these receipts when they

pile up at the end of the year as production expenses save

to the producer two lakhs and odd as net profits without

the necessity of paying any income-tax. So the Extra Sup-

plier's racket pays every one from the producer to the

Supplier for different individual reasons. The only losers

are the poor extras who receive less and sign for three

times more. Of course, it is not fashionable to sympathise

with the income-tax department of an alien government

and we won't do so.

Now do you still wonder why our production costs

are going up.5 And do you believe the producers when
they shout about their huge losses in these productions and

on the quiet buy buildings for their favourite stars?

We'l, as everyone is enioying this well-managed racket,

we shouldn't complain. \Ve would, however, like to re-

cord A p'ea on behalf of the poor extras who deserve a

little more share of the profits of this racket. Aren't they

the people who sweat for it?

There is anoiher side to this affair—the tiresome side

of business morality and integrity. But we dare not say

anything about it in the fi'm industry. It is not done.

FILTHY BUSINESS METHODS
In their anxiety to sell their pictures, Indian producers

and too often our exhibitors take obscene liberties with
their publicity disp'ay. In almost all principal cities of

India we see cinema halls exhibiting obscene and sugges-
tive posters of stars to attract people to the box-offices. From
Karachi comes a report that some exhibitors in this crowd-
ed port show the ingenuity of erecting wooden cut-outs of
the nude figures of some foreign stars mounting the head
of an Indian star in p'ace of the original.

To say the least, this is the most filthy method ot

selling motion pictures to our people. We back the pro-
test recently made by the Bombay Vigilance Association
to the Government and the Police authorities urging that

suitable action should be taken against the exhibition of
indecent and suggestive posters at road junctions and other
public places.

Other important organizations such as the Missionary
settlement for University Women, the Bombay Presidency
Women's Council, the Gujrati Hindu Stree Mandal and
the Bhagini Samaj have also supported the protest of the

Bombay Vigilance Association.

Now the Vigilance Association has received the follow-
ing communication from the Government:

"I am requested to suggest that your Association should
bring to the notice of the Commissioner of Police, Bom
bay, in future, any concrete instances of the display of
obscene or indecent posters. I am to add that instructions
have been issued to the police to maintain a vigilant atti-

Naseem can still set the heart palpitating in "Begum," a

story of Taj Mahal Pictures.
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JQememlret

ALMAS PICTURES
3c

SURAIYA ZULFI (gojratwalm
( a new find )

IN

bhrtrkti - mninR
a stunt thriller full of Comedy, Dances, Music and

wonderful fighting superior than American fighting

Directed by : SfiDIK NIZflMI.

Assist. Director : S. P. DIXIT & SABIR

Story: KULSUM BANOO B. A.

Dialogues & Songs : SADIK LAKHNAVI
Music: KHAN ASHRAF KHAN (a well known singer

Production-in-charge : M. H. AZAMI °' '"'''*)

Cameraman : M . R . B H A T T I

Starrinz

:

SARDAR MANSOOR ft SAYAN I ft MANNAN & RAM

RATAN (Ma-Baap fame) ft MAQBOOL (Laila Majnu fame)

ft AMIRALI (Geet& Sanyasi fame) ft ARUNA AKHTAR

ft AHMED DILAWAR ft SARWAR KUMARI & 6' tall

first Indian dreadful Villain named "AMERICAN"

Apply:- ALMAS PICTURES,
Saboo Sidick Building, 1st floor,

Sandhurst Road, BOMBAY 4.

Coming Attraction :-

JUNGLE - MAIN - MANGAL
A Jungle thriller full of MAGIC 6- Stunts.

tude in this matter, and to take immediate action either

under Section 292, Indian Penal Code, or under Section 133,

Criminal Procedure Code, read with Section 268 of the

Indian Penal Code, in suitable cases."

Section 133 of C. P. C. read with Section 268 of

1. P. C. refers to Public Nuisance which causes common
injury, danger or annoyance to the public. The provisions

of Section 292 of the Indian Penal Code are, however,

more pointed for the present purpose:

Sec. 292: "Whoever sells, lets to hire, distributes pub-

licity exhibits, or in any manner puts into circulation, or

for purposes of sa'e, hire, distribution, public exhibition, or

circulation makes, produces or has in his possession any

obscene book, pamphle', paper, drawing, painting and

representation or figure cr any other obscene objecv what-

soever—etc. etc.—shall be punished with imprisonment of

either description for a term which may extend to three

months, or with fine, or with both."

Three months rigorous is rather a light sentence for

our lawless film peop'e, half of whom deserve to he

hanged without a trial. We wou'd, however, like to see

a dozen exhibitors doing these three months as quickly as

possible, seeing the way they s'andcr even Virgin Mary

to sell a motion picture.

By the way, any member of the public can report to

ihc Commissioner of Police any instance ol Exhibition of

indecent posters and the authorities are bound to take

action if the complaint is justified.

"GUNGA DIN" AND JOGINDER SINGH
Elsewhere in this issue we have pub'ished a report

about military electrician Joginder Singh of Punjab under-

going a sentence of life transportation in the Lahore Cen-

tral Jail for the patriotic offence of protesting when a

foreign picture slandering India was being shown to the

peop'e in Greece.

It is reported that when "Gunga Din" that scandalous

picture produced by R. K. O. Radio of America slandering

Indians, was being shown at a cinema hall in Greece,

Joginder Singh and few other Indians protested .to the

British military authorities against the exhibition of this

picture. His protest, however, Eel! on deal ears and

Joginder Singh, who felt deeply about the picture, as even

decent Indian would, visi.ed the cinema and tried to stop

the show.

A British guard, perhaps to maintain the inviolable

prestige of the Union Jack, fired at our brave electrician

but Joginder Singh taking a patriot's aim retaliated by fir-

ing at the guard and killing him on the spot. Patriot

Joginder Singh was soon overpowered, court martialled and

sentenced to death. Subsequently, however, the sentence

was commuted to transportation for life.

Now Patriot Joginder is in Lahore Centra' Jail won-

dering whether a Britisher, an American or a Russian

would not have acted in a similar manner under similar

circumstances.

Patriot Joginder's case must become an item of ac-

count which the Indian National Congress wish to settle

with the alien government.

We can't afford to keep Patriot Joginder rotting in

jail a'l his life because he killed a tommy in self-defence

whilst upholding the honour of his country and his people.

Can we ?

The Congress leaders have valiantly defended ihc

cause of the smallest I. N. A. soldier, then what about our

young Joginder? Docs he not deserve their sympathy?

10
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Wc would like to see Joginder out of the British jail

| soon as jx>ssible.

UR CHEAPEST STAR
I Amnesia, a malady in which the sufferer loses his

femory, has become a very important accessory to writers

i motion picture stories. "Random Harvest" an M.G.M.

;turc popularised amnesia in India as a main feature in

lr screen stories.

After the release of "Random Harvest" in Bombay, so

kiny Indian pictures starring amnesia in its numerous

ktortions appeared on the screen one after another that

len our audiences got so badly affected, till they could

>t remember whether they had seen amnesia in Pancholi's

bassi" or Fazli's "Ismat" or Murli's "Amrapalli'. (In

|e last picture the long-forgotten Sabita Devi returned to

be screen as an amnesia star).

Indian producers welcomed this new "star" with both

Inds because they did not have to pay for it in black

prket money. And amnesia could always turn black

loney into white one mcrc'y by losing a moment of

lemory.

I think it will be useful tor our amnesia producers and

rectors to know a few truth-strangcr-than-fiction incidents

pm real life. Wc expect these incidents on the Indian

|reen within the next six months, so here they go:

Trooper Peter Axton was blown up in El Alamein and

st his memory. Advised by his parents, the hospital

llows gave Peter a trombone. Peter took it automatical!}

;d started playing it. With the musical notes came his past

lemory gradually ti'l he remembered that he was once

[trombonist in the Army.

Sailor Fergusson lost his memory fuse after being

krpedocd. He got back the current when he heard on the

wireless "I'll Walk Beside You", the favourite song of

his wife.

Within a few minutes of leaving his house, another

young man lost his memory. Three days later he was

found working at Aldershot unconscious of his past. The
authorities found a young woman and sent them both

back on an aeroplane. On the air journey he noticed a

wedding ring on the woman's finger and asked "Are we
married?" They were. And later he got back his old self,

except those three days in the streets when the fuse had
snapped.

Well, let us see who gives us these three incidents

quickly on our screen. No prizes offered.

SALUTE TO MINERVA CINEMA
With regard to my remarks in the January issue of

"hlmindia" regarding the filthy advertisement of "Bisvi

Sadi" which appeared in the "Dawn" of 28th November

1945, the Manager of the Minerva Cinema. Delhi, where
the picture was running, writes to the Editor as follows:

"We beg to clear our position for your remarks in

your January, '46 issue (under the heading "Bombay Call-

ing") regarding the offensive advertisement of "Bisvi

Sadi."

"The entire publicity was done by the Managing
Director of Mis. Evening Pictures Ltd., Delhi, and they

arc solely responsible for the above advertisement.

"The day this advertisement was brought to the no-

tice of our 30 years' experienced manager, he warned the

manager of the above distributors to keep off from such

dirty publicity.

"Kindly insert this, so that the readers may know
that it is not our work at all."

I regret I could not reproduce this letter, which is

dated 2tst January, earlier owing to pressure on space.

P. O.
(perspiration 8- odor)

OFFEND GOOD TASTE
Perspiration and underarm odour are a nuisance these hot day*.

But you need not offend good taste. Use Odex and it will sjop

perspiration and underarm odour. You can have that after-bath

freshness throughout the day by using Odex.

ODEX R>- S- per bolllt, Pt»taff tmta.

AratlabU ej all ehrmhu *»d ilorti-

0 1. EX
KEEPS UNDERARM PERSP RATION ODOR AWAY

PEARLINE- PARIS LTD., P. O. Box 493, BOMBAY

1
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Here is a straight-forward, self-respecting exhibitor who is

not afraid to tell the truth.

I now want to know what the different noisy trade

associations we have, have done about this matter. Now
they know who are the culprits. Before I comment again, I

shall wait and watch the developments.

MUNICIPAL THEATRE AT LAST
Taking up our suggestion in the December, '45 issue

of "filmindia'', the city fathers of the Bombay Municipal

Corporation, sanctioned on the 4th of March, the con-

struction of a municipal theatre in the City at a cost of

rupees two lakhs.

Though it will be a rather poor theatre, that costs only

1 two lakhs, it is a good beginning for a city that had never

j before thought of providing any special amenities to its

long suffering citizens.

It will be a good idea, however, to make a really good

|ob of this municipal theatre scheme by asking some

public spirited citizen, one who can afford, to contribute

a substantial amount as additional donation and build a

really first-class theatre that can become a pride of the First

City of the Indian Empire.

In any case, we congratulate our City Fathers on the

promptness with which they adopted our suggestion and

particularly thank Mrs. Lilavati Munshi and Mr. S. K.

Patil who chaperoned the scheme.

We now expect other cities like Calcutta, Delhi,

Lahore, Madras, Ahmedabad, Karachi etc. to follow Bom-
bay's example. There should be a network of municipal

theatres all over India.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE
That V. Shantaram's "Dr. Kotnis" will run 50 weeks

at the Swastik, Bombay, 45 out of which have been booked

in advance.

That in the Golden Jubilee Week, V. Shantaram will

be presented by the Abbas-Sathe Syndicate, gold medals

for the best story, the best acting, the best direction, the

best music, the best cinematography, the best recording,

the best dialogue, the best publicity and for the best heroine.

After this presentation Shantaram will be the best man in

the world after Adam—and how easily.

That the only picture V. Shantaram is scared of as

la competition to 'Dr. Kotnis* is "Sharabati Ankhen" pro-

duced by "gentle" Jamsu of the British Empire. "Shara-

bati Ankhen" has also come out of the Rajkamal Kala-

mandir, the Quality Corner of the Indian film industry.

That Sardar Chandulal Shah was immensely plea-

i sed with his new picture, "Rajputani", which Hari Singh

of Kashmir liked immensely. That is another competi-

tion Shantaram of "Dr. Kotnis" has to face.

That in future our princes are going to endorse all

film products to provide guidance to the masses. So after

a long time success is within reach of our producers. They
don't need journalists to 'review the pictures and in any

case they don't care.

That the members of the Producers' Association are

more worried about the character "filmindia" gives to our

film producers than how Navayug Chitrapat Ltd. try to

paint them before millions. That way "filmindia" has

always been more popular than our films.

That Cartoonist Shankar of Delhi is likely to come
down to Bombay to capture the expressions of K. A. Abbas.

Sathe and Dewan Sharar after the release of "Dr. Kotnis."

FILMINDIA

Jan Mansion. Sir Pherozshah Mehta Poad.

Port, BOMBAY.

* ANNOUNCEMENT *

(Permission of the Central Government

obtained for this Capital Issue)

INDIAN NATIONAL

PICTURES Ltd.,
•

AUTHORISED ISSUED
CAPITAL CAPITAL

RS. 50,00.000 RS. 20.00,000.

Divided into 1,00,000

Shares of Rs. 20 each.

Payable Rs. 3 with Application; Rs. 5

on Allotment and the rest on calls as

Directors may decide

*
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

(1) . Nawab Sir Liaqat Hyat Khan, K. B. E.

(2) . Sahu Seth Shriyans Prasad Jain of Dalmia-Jain

Group.

(3) . Raja Dhanraj Girji Narsing Girji.

(4) . R. Datta Esqr., of House of Dattas.

(5) . Wazir-ud-Daulah Rai Bahadur Col. Dewan
Dinanath, C. I. E.

(6) . Seth Puranmal Surajmal Lahoti.

(7) . Seth Manak Lai Gupta.

(8) . Mr. Goverdhan Das Aggarwal, M. A.

*
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BHARAT BANK LTD.
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THE INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES

LIMITED,
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Heralding the Bnwn

oi u New trd in Motion Picture

Entertainment t omes

THE

INDIAN NATIONAL

PICTURES LTD.,
FROM TH'S

NEW TEMPLE
OF ART and CULTURE
WILL COME PICTURES

THAT STAND FOR

LIBERTY
FRATERNITY

&
EQUALITY*

&
TO BE PRODUCED AT THEIR OWN

MODERN, FULLY-EQUIPPED,

EXTENSIVE STUDIOS.

:W ANTED:
BOYS & GIRLS TO WORK AS ARTISTES.

THOSE FROM GOOD FAMILIES ONLY NEED
APPLY. APPLY IMMEDIATELY WITH PHOTOS.

: STORIES :

WANTED STORIES FOR FILMS

SEND SHORT SYNOPSIS.

THE INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES LTD.

JAN MANSION

Sir Phirozshah Mehta Road, Fort,

BOMBAY.
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That Kashinath Vankudre (Dada of Rajkamal) wi
now take a vacation after his Herculean labour of pre

ducing "Dr. Kotnis." Seeing Dada's huge photographs i

several papers, it seems Shantaram has retired from pre

duction.

That the happiest man these days is Friend Baburai

Pai. He loves Dr. Kotnis, the way he died in China ti<

give V. Shantaram a picture to compete with "Lakh;
Rani."

That Syed Fatehlal wept when he heard that Dr
Kotnis died in two places: China and Swastik. A doubli

death is always heart-breaking and you can't blame ;

sensitive artist like Fateh Lai.

That the Universal Pictures of America are reporteu

to have given an offer of 40 lakhs for the English versioi

of "Dr. Kotnis." And they say the greatest ambition o:j

Hollywood producers is to produce a million dollar (Rs. 3J

lakhs) picture in a life-time. Wonder where Universal;
1

brought all this money from.

That counting 40 lakhs for the English version oi

"Dr. Kotnis" and 60 more for the Hindustani version, V
Shantaram will soon become a "Crorepati". a dangerous!

proposition for the income-tax, seeing that the picture coulc

not have cost more than eight lakhs of rupees.

That H. M. V. Chaturbhuj Doshi of Ranjit think;

"Dr. Kotnis" to be the best picture in the world, bar, ol

course, "Bharathari". After H. M. V.'s opinion Shanta

ram must commit suicide having completed his life-work

and not having anything left to do. To beat "Bharathari''

he must be born again.

That Producer W. Z. Ahmed produces more pictures,

in his publicity than in his studios. His recent threat is

of 14 pictures in a row before the end of 1946. And Sar-

lar Chandulal says he is the most prolific. Anyway it is

more profitable to produce pictures the way Ahmed does*

and certainly less expensive.

That Producer Kardar is reported to have divorced

his first wife after years of separation. The fate of his

two sons and a daughter is still not known. Now he can

have three more, according to the Muslim religion.

That Film-actor Chandramohan discusses the form of

race-horses in his drawing-rooms these days. At the Race

Course, he has become too popular with the bookies who
want his autograph on the cheque book.

That you should not be shocked if in future pictures

our popular actor Motilal is billed as follows: "Motilal—
By Special appointment to His Highness the Maharaja of

Kashmir". In bald age, a crown fits well.

That K. M. Multani of the Producers' Association

thinks that journalists are dogs who bark even after being'

led with the choicest food by the producers. Why nol ir\

the choicest pictures for a change?
That it would be interesting to know the menu pro-

vided to journalists who praised "Adhikar", "Devdas".
"Vidyapati", "Sikandar," "Achhut", "Admi", "Padosi",

"Hamrahi" etc. Why not try the same menu again? Pro-

ducers after all are wise and practical men of business.,'

Or aren't they?

That K. M. Multani has used more choice language
than the food given in describing the journalists. Multani's

language will contribute considerably in improving the

relations between the producers and the journalists. And
•hat is why Independent Producers invaded the Associa-

tion to teach every one around a lesson of their life. Let

us see who learns and what.
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That Ram L. Gogtay, the ex-secretary of the Pro-

ucers' Association, seems to have turned his old coat in-

de out these days. He has suddenly discovered that

ulian producers copy foreign pictures. What is wrong in

hat seeing that the very art of making motion pictures we

ave borrowed from the foreign people? What is wrong

i adopting a good thing?

That Ram L. Gogtay thinks that our producers should

ive him a special bonus of Rs. io,oooj- for his past ser

ices and future sabotage of our film industry. What
bout "filmindia" getting a bonus because producers think

lat "filmindia" has rendered precisely the same services.

Vc always like an equitable distribution oi favours,

Filmindia" should be given nothing less than 5 lakhs,

is services and sabotage being on a much bigger scale.

That with Ram L. Gogtay in the opposite camp, our

iroducers are shivering in their pants these days and are

oing bald worrying about the future of our rtlm industry.

Vhy not give little Ram full freedom and watch the drill

f our industry which 60,000 wreckers could not extin-

uirh in a 30 years' grand effort.

That Ram L. Gogtay is getting more importance these

ays than the Cabinet Ministers who have come to India

d give our country its freedom. At this rate we will have

0 make little Ram, the celluloid viceroy ol India.

That after reading Ram L. Gogtay's epoch-making
rticlc in the "Film Daily," Hollywood producers have

lecided not to export their pictures to India. These Indian

iroducers can be relied upon to close any running busi-

ess including their own.

That Film-actress Mumtaz Shantj has decided to go

>n a hunger-strike at the gates of the Krishna Talkies in

Jombay, because the film actress in "Din Raat" is con

tantly pawed by the film producer. She doesn't allow

ven her hero to touch her in her pictures. We can't allow

lur charming Mumtaz to die of hunger. Thai will mean
billing Walli by starvation. Two deaths on hand would
>e too much blood to wash off.

That it was highly discourteous of Shiraz Ali Hakim
0 disappoint the numerous film rags who were itching to

vriie his commercial obituary. Shiraz went out ami pur

hased all the equipment of the Indian News Parade. Ami
vc have been under the impression that Shiraz was a

cry poli.e man.

That film rags all over the country seem to be more
ntercsted in Maburao Patcl and Sushila Rani than in the

Indian him industry. Incidentally, these two have be

.onic pillars ol Indian journalism. No one can start a

Daper witliou; these prize newsmakers of India. It will be

1 shocking sight to see a film paper selling without criti

risin of Rani and Patcl.

That Maburao Patcl enjoys a unique position in the

film industry. 60,000 people would love to sec him nun
lereJ in cold blood. Ami no exception to thi, sacred desire.

I'll. 11 Sushila Rani is the luckiest ^irl in the film in

chislryv Now Sardar Chandulal Shah claims her as a

«is er of his. The old Sardar is a more substantial brother

than the hungry-looking Pandit Indra. These film people

emotional types. They toy with emotions while making
pictures and get affected themselves. Why doesn't any one

laim Baburao as the long-lost brother? That beggar

eems destined to remain a prize-orphan of the world.

RAGE OF CALCUTTA!

ART HLMS'
ALLURING SOCIAL

TAKRAR

c\ViitUn & ^arrted;

HEMEN GUPTA

Starring :

JAMUNA
NAWAB, MOLINA,

IFTIKHAR, ARUNA,
DEVBALA, TULSI,

INDU TANDON Etc.

SACCHINDAS (Motilal)

RUNNING TO CROWDED HOUSES
IN 8TH WEEK

At Jyoti Talkies. Calcutta.
For C. P. : JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH : SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL : MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
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Makers of "YAD", "CHAND TARA
and "PANMART offer another

MAMMOTH MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA

£W^, MAHESH CHANDRA
("PANGHAT" fa me)

Starring: KANAIYALAL ft DAVID
ft GULAB ft BABY NIRMALA
ft LAKSHMAN and a new pair

ft NISHI BARAN and

^ MAZHAR HAQ.

Story, Dialogues :

Pandit GIRISH.

Music :

S. N. TRIPATHI.

Songs

:

DEEPAK & KAPOOR.

For territorial rights apply to-

ASIATIC PICTURES,
Kathok Lodge -Main Road - Dadar,

BOMBAY.



( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous -it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

K. RAMA RAO (Tenali)

Why are songs inserted at each and every sad situa-

tion in our films?

That moony English poet, Shelley, wrote some-

thing about our saddest thoughts being our sweet-

est songs. But that was before the film industry-

was born. Had Shelley imagined what use pro-

ducers were going to make of his poetic thought

in inflicting pain on innocent millions, he would

have rather died than written what he wrote. In

Indian pictures corpses suddenly wake up, sing a

song, drop a quick curtsy to our Pandit Indras

and pop off again.

H. JOSHI (Lucknow)

What place have character, education and good breed-

ling in the film world?

They have the same importance in film work as

in anv other field of human activity. Without

these you can never make a really good film.

MISS K. BEHZAD (Allahabad)

When does a girl become a woman?

When she wakes up and opening her eyes sees the

man in a boy.

R. S DILWARIA (New Delhi)

When a girl is over twenty she mainly hides two

things, her age and her dreams. Why ?

That's what you think. Her age is written across

her while her dreams are read in her eyes. What
does she hide then?

CAPT. P A. SOMALINGAM (S. E A C.)

How would you answer ibis charge to a foreigner,

"Hinduism has no history"?

Hinduism is the history of all foreign and Indian

races. India was the cradle of Aryan civilization,

when Europeans were mere barbarians.

ZEBIN NFSSA ATIQ (Calcutta)

A friend of mine told me that you are ;i glutton. Is

it a fact 5

What did she feed me with?

SATYENDRA PRASAD JAMUAR (Patna)

Do you think our producers are justified in making the

cine-gifers pay for their films to have sex-appeal, sex-appea'

and nothing but sex appeal?

Sex appeal? Don't make me laugh. All that we
have in our films is sex-repeal. We have a row

of girls who would make a whole stud sterile.

S L. AGARWAL (Hathras)

I saw Ramola in "Shukriya". I wonder how she

could have remained quiet in the womb of her mother for

nine months?

Inside there, there is not much space to move.

But once released from there, they trample on
hearts and walk away.

B. MEHROTRA (Cawnpore)

What will happen to the the film industry when the

Congress ministries come into power?

The industry won't improve. If at all it will be-

come worse with several 'protections' given to it.

We might have a few pictures with cheap jibes

against the foreigners who would be going out.

Believe me. there won't be any improvement in

quality.

MISS KUSUM KISHORY (Secunderabad)

Are parents responsible if they have ugly children?

Veera, a new comer, brings a pleasant personality to the

screen in "Shikari," a picture of Filmistan Ltd.
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Awaiting Immediate Release

ALL (MB INDIA

!

REHANA
A Song ami Danrv Shoir !

STARRING
Manorama
Salim Raza

Pran

Roofy

Ramesh
Majnu

& Begum Parveen

Fareeda

Musie QADER FARIDI

Dialogues : AHSAN RIZVI

Dm ction : H A R B A N S

Produced by: G. A. THAKUR

iVW 6LY THE SETS

CULNAR
Directed by : Mahmood Hussain

Dialogues Tufail Hoshiarpuri

FOR BOMBAY & C. P. C. I. Rights Apply :

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUCTIONS

Tinwalla Building, Tribhuvan Road,

BOMBAY 4.

Normally, who else? Very rarely neighbours arc

blamed.

K < VERMA (Benares)

In reply to a question in your December issue you
have said that 'film stars expose art.' Do you mean to say

that the exhibition of bare legs in dances in "Vish Kanya,"'

"Tadbir" and so many other pictures is art?

The intention to do so was artistic. What was
seen, however, was wart and not art.

SHOEB KIDWAI (Lucknow)

Which is more tasty: to kiss the lips or to kiss the

cheeks?

That depends on the taste of the powder and
that of the lipstick. I am told that they have
manufactured some tasteless lipsticks these days.

SHASHI D. SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

Does not woman mean a 'woe' to man 5

Not if she 'echoes' what he says.

MISS N. D. SAHIJWALA (Karachi)

When docs a girl look more attractive, at day, or at

night?

I guess, during the day with her full camouflage.

At night even her mind is stripped.

A NAJMUNNISA BEGAM (Melvisharam)

Some nations call their country "Motherland" and
others call it "Fatherland." Will you explain this differ-

ence?

Pcets, who are nearer the spiritual and who keep
the warmth of their mother's womb longer, call

it motherland, while politicians who emulate the

material ambitions of their fathers, call it Father-

land. A land is a good land if it gives you food

and one shouldn't be sentimental about it by lend

ing it the father's or the mother's sex. What
about those 7,\ millions who died in Bengal recent-

ly? What should they call their land?

N BHAGWANDAS (Mysore)

What is the definition of woman?
Woe-man.

KRIJ KISHORE (Shahabad)

What is more attractive: Woman or Nature?

Woman is the most puzzling knot of nature.

What has Pakistan to do with Islam?

Islam flourished centuries before the man who
thought of Pakistan. Islam is a great religion.

Pakistan is petty politics of greed and power.

MISS MAGGIE D. SOLOMON (Poona)

What would you say or surmise if you saw a young
man and a young woman always in each other's company,
although they are not married?

Playing with fire and toying with the future.

What is inimitable about my 'jatwalla' David (Abra-
ham) in the picture "Gvalan"?

His queer baldness.

What is Kedar Sharma's next move now that Kamla
Chatterjee is dead and gone?
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Bharat Bhushan comes to the screen after a long time as

|"Krishna" in "Shri Krishna Bhagwan," produced and

directed by Mr. W. Z. Ahmed.

Proving his loyalty by dedicating a picture to hei

memory.

BIPIN C. TEWARI (Lucknow)

In your December 1945 issue all the first four prizes

were given to the ladies. Does this mean that they are

more competent than men in asking better questions?

Women were always good at asking questions.

What surprises me is that they are asking sensible

questions these days.

HASH III AHMED (New Delhi)

What should those persons like myself who generally

bgree with your criticism of pictures do? Should they stop

going to the pictures in despair? If aye, they would lose

much of the pleasure and benefit that they derive out of

leading "filmindia," for then they cannot appreciate and

(pass judgment on your views?

So you pay your good hard-earned money to our

producers to check up on me. How do you ex-

pect our films to improve in quality at this rate?

M. J. DAWSON (Bangalore)

Modern sarees are becoming more and more transpa-

rent—is' it to make the dames look dreamy or is it to

educe the weight on their delicate figures?

To permit some sunlight to penetrate, to give the

skin a sun tan. You know our women don't go

to Brightons and sprawl on the sands in birthday-

costumes.

KAGHUVIR UJREKAR (Bombay)

Have you paid your tribute on 21st January to the

great Lenin on his 22nd Anniversary?

How am I related to the great Lenin? I am a

child of the greater Gandhi.

Why are the photos of new recruits printed in your

magazine?

To prove the intellectual impotency of our pro-

ducers.

H. VENKANNA (Kurnool)

Suggest a post-war scheme to tackle the problem of

the demobilised girls of the W.A.C.(I).

Make them traffic police women and watch the

jam in the streets

N. S. V. CHALAM (Bangalore)

When all the world is agitating tor the abolition of

caste suffixes, why do you insist on adding "Patel" after

your name? Is it not anti-national?

'Patel' is not my caste. It is symbol of my ances-

tral status as the chief of some obscure village.

My caste is male—just male.

J. MOHAMED (Eelgaum)

It is observed that 'Madame' is put before the names
of dancers: (of courst, female dancers) viz Madame Alak-

nanda, Madame Auzurie. Who has awarded these tit'es

to these dancing dames?

Their sex and* our courtesy.

S. V. RAMA RAO (Guntur)

Why are virgins bes: at asking questions?

Their dreams lend a silver lining to their thoughts.

G. T. ALIMSINGH (Karachi)

What impressions have you about the students of the

D. J. Sind College of Karachi?

I liked their enthusiasm and wonder whether it

can be harnessed to do something useful to them-

selves and to their fellowmen.

Which is the best way of committing suicide?

Living with nothing to live for. It is worse than

suicide and more difficult to do.

What is the difference between 'gal' and 'gaT?

"Gal" in your arms—"Gall" in your neighbour's.

What is the best way of snatching a prize from you?

By scratching the brain for a change.

RAMN-UN B. CHATJDHARY (Natal S. A )

Why is it that Nature has limited the time that a

child must stay in its mother's womb?

It is nature's rationing or mothers would keep

them in longer and our output of man power

would show a drop. How can we have world

wars then?

C. GEORGE RAINBERT (Bhiwandh

What has happened about the recent foreign tour of

Mr. K. S. Hirlekar?
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Allied Pictures' & Hainan

gupta's alluring

Which will open a new chapter in the history

of Indian Film Industry. A picture for the

classes and the masses.

Cast:-

Shankar Vazare,

Amina Khatoon & others.

DIRECTED BY:- RAMjl ARYA.

World tigliti controlled by

mis. SURESH FINANCE

CORPORATION.
381, Vithalbhai Patel Road,

BOMBAY 4.

This is

"Jadui Ratan"
and film-ratan too !

Cast:-

S. BHAGWAN, Miss USHA &
OTHERS.

tehEcied %- K. P. BHAVE.

(Success Guaranteed by the Producers-

G uara n teed Pictures'.)

"dURGliE
HERO"
fiot jeit and joy

With

Stunt-King JOHN COWAS
& others.

Tot tettitotLO.1 tigkts contact:-

m|s. uicTORy Fibm
EXCHHDGE,

Ahmed Chambers, (Third

floor,) Lamington Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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His plans are too big to be accommodated in

a small country like India. So Hirlekar is nurs-

ing them as family secrets.

KAMALA RANI PRASHAR (Simla)

Why do our Indian girls like to put on trousers these

days?

Trousers help to establish that a person has two

legs. Owing to our saris, foreigners always

thought that our girls had only one leg to stand

on—the husband usually.

H. S. VENKATA RAO (Mysore)

I read recently that Hollywood stars have their pets in

dogs, monkeys, parrots and the like. Then, what are the

pets of our stars?

Some adopt producers, some distributors, a few

like directors and the rest drag their husband:,

behind.

B SAMBAMURTHY (Cocanada)

Love is not blind. What is your opinion.'*

Who said it was blind? It sees more things than

it should—usually beside and behind the beloved.

L. S. SRINIVASAN (Bombay)

Why are you eternally against poor Kedar Sharma

?

Why don't you leave him a'one?

Who is against Kedar? He is an intimate friend

of mine and moreover I have respect for his literary

talent. But that does not mean that I should

also like his rotten pictures.

MRS. S. HAMEED (Aligarh)

Is marriage the end of a man's worries f

Marriage multiplies worries by the simple ma-
thematical process of adding.

Why do these Anglo-Indians consider themselves to

be Europeans and not Indians? Is it an insult in their eyes

to be Indian?

Not nowadays. The Anglo-Indians are poor and
hardworking people. They were misguided for a

while, nevertheless in Free India they must have

their privileges like any other community.

K RUKMINI (Madras)

What's the difference between man and the devil?

If you subtract "man" from the *'Devil", you

will have "Woman" on hand.

M VENKATESWARA RAO (Masulipatam)

Can you judge the ability of an actor with his first

appearance on the screen?

Seeing the pot I can judge the clay it is made of.

C. R. GEORGE (Bhiwandi)

Why do Indian film companies still allow Durga
Khote to act in her old age? Are they after her fair skin?

Durga is not fair but she is an excellent artiste

and she plays roles which suit her talent and age.

K. R RANG1AH (Secunderabad)

Generally we see handsome husbands having ugly

wives and vice-versa. Why is this so?

READ AND EARN

Rs. 500
GIVEN AWAY EVERY MONTH

"Read and Earn" shall be the new slogan for buyers of "f ilmindia" in future. The Directors of Filmindia

Publications Ltd. have decided to give away Rs.500/- in prizes every month to the buyers of the magazine from

the June '46 issue onwards, till further notice, for their questions in the "Editor's Mail" section.

The prizes will be as follows.

1st Prize : Rs. 100/-; 2nd Prize : Rs. 80-; 3rd Prize : Rs. 50/-; 4th Prize : Rs. 40/-;

5th Prize: Rs. 30'-; and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10; each/-.

Only subscribers and genuine buyers will be eligible to get the prizes. Only those buyers whose
questions are considerd interesting or elicit interesting replies will be given prizes. The Editor's decision

shall be absolutely final and binding and no correspondence will be entertained.

Each buyer will be entitled to one entry and a maximum of ten questions. Entry Token for the

June issue will be printed in the May issue. Without this Token no questions will be considered. One
Token can be used only by one person.

This scheme is primarily adopted to discourage the prevalent black-market in the copies of "filmindia",

as also the hiring and circulating racket practised by some people. It is, however, hoped that needy students

will take a full benefit of this scheme.
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^Itatolta Production*

PRFSENT

U d h a r c h a n d

.'SHIKARPUR P.
(A MUSICAL, SOCIAL COMEDY)

SHAMIM
A. SHAH

KAMAL ZAMINDAR
NAZIR KASHMIRI

N. KABIR
GITA BOSE

KAMRUNNISSA
SADIQ &

BUTT KASHER

Muiic: Mohamed Shafi.

Ion, QuMeb ^JdhilmlaU :
—

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS, !

Vhection: A. SHAH.

Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge,

BOMBAY 7.
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To keep the romance of the world going. It is

only under such maladjustments that good-look-

ing neighbours acquire a premium.

K. PARASURAMAN (Cochin)

Can you get for me an Atom Bomb from any of your

[friends in America? Our South Indian fi'm industry re-

quires one very badly.

Don't waste an expensive Atom Bomb on those

rice-eaters. Use some native poison.

N. R. RADHAKRISHNAN (Palghat)

If a popular film actress offers a kiss to the highest

[contributor to a national fund, will there be a very keen

[competition for that kiss?

We don't believe in building a nation on kisses.

Like Americans, Indian women don't sell their

kisses even for their country. One of our patrio-

tic ideals is to guard and protect the kisses of out

women. In India you won't find even men buy-

ing kisses. A kiss is not a negotiable instrument

in the East.

MRS JWALA PRASAD (Cawnpore)

What has made the Prakash people deteriorate to so

[low a standard as to produce a rot like "Hamara Sansar"?

They have started living their themes themselves.

Art has given place to reality.

VENKATA RAMAN K. N. (Madras)

Why do you make yourself odious to certain persons

in the film industry witb your frank writings, if it is in

your power to leave them alone?

I am not out to please individuals. I am out to

serve an industry I love so dearly. I don't care

whether I am loved or hated as long as I please

myself and do my duty.

ATIB USMANI (Bombay)

Will you kindly publish for the benefit of the nume-
rous screen aspirants as to what are the essentials of a

screen test and whether such a test is applied to the new
comers who wish to join the films?

Our film producers never take a really serious

screen test. It is only when a girl applies for a

post that screen tests are made an excuse to see

her a little longer before the contract is signed.

P. K. MAMMOO (Bombay)

Will you please advise David to retire from films to

save film-goers from some annoyance. With his bald head,

how can David approach a girl?

But he does that not only in films but also on the

race course. Girls like his height. The low

shoulder becomes a good arm-rest

PREM CHANDRA MITHAL (Lahore)

Why are our stars so reluctant to send their photo-

graphs?

i A copy costs five rupees and five rupees are not

thrown into the streets every day.

When is Sardar Chandulal Shah going to stop hib

rubbish: "Caravan", "Dhanna Bhagat". "Mumtaz" etc?

He is reported to have made a beginning with

"Rajputani".

Central Pictures

Presents

The Gem of the Box-office

1. SHAMI KHAZANA
Starring : Sardar Mansur

Madhurika

Violet

M. Elizer

Garib Khan

Ahmed

Director: S. USMAN

Sensational Box-office Miracle

of the Year

2. CHAfTlAKATI BIJLI

Featuring: Sulochana - E. Billimoria

and

an all - star cast

Story and Dialogues : MUNSHI SAGAR
(OF "TULSIDAS" 6- "CHANDRAGUPTA" )

Direction HOMI MASTER

For Territorial Riqlifs Applu, :

CENTRAL PICTURES,
75, Dadar Main Road,

DADAR, BOMBAY.
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Screen's latest, newest, freshest, gentlest, prettiest, sweetest,

gayest, jolliest, daintiest, loveliest, fairest, smartest, grandest,

swellest, tenderest CHANDNI, who plays the lead opposite

SURESH in R. D. PAREENJA'S SONA-CHANDI which is

awaiting release through New Bombay Theatres Ltd., 55 Apollo

Street, Fort, Bombay.

RUPEES ONE HUNDRED OFFERED.

To any one who suggests the best name for a Him producing

concern. The name should be short, distinct, and unusual. Our

decision will be final. Write immediately to R. D. Pareenja,

New Bombay Theatres Ltd., 55 Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay.
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N. S. V. CHALAM (Bangalore)

Have you any advice to offer to our W.A.C.(I.) sisters,

who will be going home within the next few days:

Carry home the discipline of their uniforms and

keep their figures streamlined.

Do you really congratulate your partner Parker on his

"elevation" to a Rao Saheb? What good cause did he

betray to deserve this honour from the alien government?

He did bad printing for six years during the war

and insisted on saying that he was the best printer

in the East. Such brazen-faced claim must be

rewarded.

NOTAN DASS (Cawnpore)

Do film stars ever give presents to each other? If so,

what?

Some exchange their lovers in sheer mutual

affection—some toss up epithets, and the rest avoid

each other.

SUSHIL C JAIN (Bombay)

What is the taste of a kiss?

A kiss borrows its taste from the emotion in the

heart.

Is beard a hindrance in making lo\e :

The region round about the teard is not the only

place for love.

FILM INDIA

K. R. RANGIAH (Secunderabad)

How do you like quarrels with neighbours?

Good exercise for the voice, nice practice for our
knowledge of language and good obsession for the

brain.

R. P. AGARWAL (Allahabad)

Would it not be a terrific box-office hit if the story of

I. N. A. is screened?

Hit or miss! Wait a bit. You'll have L N. A.,

Jai Hind, Capt. Lakshmi, Capt. Dhillon, CapL
Rashid, Netaji, Capt Shah Nawaz, Subhas Babu,
Rani of Jhansi and many more between Singapore

and Delhi, till you get fed up and curse even the

memory of Subhas Babu for starting these film

adventures. Oh! if only our producers had some
imagination!

D. N. SAHI (Lahore)

Why do you mostly publish beautiful "female" faces

on the cover page of "filmindia"?

Once I did print a flower smelUng Akbar or was
it the other way about?

Whenever I don't get a wink of sleep at night, I put

"filmindia" under my pil'ow and enjoy a peaceful sleep.

Can you give me reasons for it?

It is time you get married.

''<«<*«<>'**

DEPIL is the new scientific

preparation to destroy super- v
^v,

fluous hair leaving the most tender
skin soft and smooth Above all it is pleas-
antly perfumed DEPIL acts in two ways—
destroys the hair positively without pain,
irritation or unpleasant odour, and at the
same time retards the growth of new hair r

DEPIL is the new perfumed way
to ensure beautiful HAIR -FREE
ARMS and LEGS.

Re. ill5 per bottle, available at

your chemist

PERFUMED
HAIR REMOVER

PEARLINE -PARIS LTD., P. O. Box. 493, BOMBAY.
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Murari Pictures'

ALL STAR CAST THRILL

1857
LEADING

MALE FEMALE
SURENDRA # SURAIYYA

SHAKIR -ft MENKA
BENJAMIN & N. T. (fame)

SHAM SUNDER -ft LEELA

G^NJU 6- WASTI

A RED YEAR OF INDIAN Hi STORY

Director :

Rebel MOHAN SIN GH A

Scenario & Dialogues

;

"Dr. SAFDAR AH"
Music :

SAJJAD HUSAIN
Story:

ZAHUR
Photography

:

REDDY

MAE

Starring:

Great S A I GAL - SURAIYYA

SHAKIR - BUNJAMIN
MUZAMIL - MADAN PURI

LILA & WASTI

A Dream of Film World

: Story :

Dr. SAFDAR AH
: Music :

LAL MOHAMED
: Songs :

Md. AFSAR
Photography :

REDDY
*

: Director :

MOHAN SINGHA

MURARI PICTURES,
Ahmed Chambers, Lamington Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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THE TATA OIL MILLS COMPANY LIMITED

I F. R JAN MAHOMED (Bombay)

I have an idea of making cartoon pictures in full

length in Ind a. Could you p'ease give me some advice?

Engage Mr. K. S. Hirlekar. He has a face that
can make a good cartoon. What was Walt Dis-
ney's loss can be your gain.

KAMTA PRASAD (Cawnpore)

Is it a fact that Durga khote has married thrice in her
lite lime?

Only twice, as far as I know.

J. N. PATOLE (Lahore)

Do you find any resemblance between Lauren Bacall

!
and Begum Para?

They have the same sex.

V. PAL ANAND (Lahore)

My dad says \ou are leading young people astray and
wants me to stop buying "filmindia'* at once. What will

you do if you were in my placer

Ask him to shut up. Your dad seems to know
precious little of present times. Follow "film-

india", dad or no dad.

LAKHMICHAND B. KANAL (Quetta)

Suppose you are offered a Harijan girl as your bride,

will you accept her?

It is too late for me now to think of a new bride.

But had I been free to make a choice, I wouldn't

mind the Harijan label if the girl was worth the

trouble.

VISHAN DEVI (Delhi)

The common widespread notion which dies hard is

that an educated girl is more susceptible to corruption than

an i literate one. Do you agree with this view?

Not at all. Even the foreign education which

our girls get these days is better than no education

at all. An illiterate girl, however quiet and

we l-behaved, is no better than a iOw. And the

cow is an animal. Besides, education cannot con-

tribute to (.orrupt a basically good girl. The germ
muxt be inherent in her, it can thrive on education.

What about the illiterate women of the streets?

Aie the not corrupted?

A NAJMUNNISA BEGAM (Melvisharam)

I sec even some educated men having beautiful wives,

raving about some girls of the screen. What kind or

mania is this?

It is a poaching complex which human beings have

inherited from beasts.

A grnt'eman writes in a him journal that he has

deeply (alien in love with a film actress and that he has

sent her an ultimatum that it she does not marry him imme-

diately, he will commit suicide. What do ' ou think of

this stunt?

The pity is that such threats are rever carried out.

It will be good publicity for our stars if some

"gentlemen" did die for them.

MISS GODAVARI HINGORANI (Nawabshah)

What is love? Is it an art or an instinct?

It is an impulse at its birth—an emotion in its

youth and an ache in its old age.
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SHASHI D. SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

Which takes your sympathy: a divorced husband or

a divorced wife?

Sympathy for what, seeing that they get another

chance not to commit the same mistake again?

HUKAM CHAND GUPTA (New Delhi)

Will Baburao Patel exp'ain the difference between a

woman's love and a man's love?

A woman's love brings crying cradles in a home.

A man's love builds a roof over them.

SADANANDA DATTA (Dibrugarh)

It is easy to criticize others but who criticizes you?

I am the most criticized man in this country.

Friends do this with a zest that suggests that

the fate of our country depends on my improve-

ment. Over two hundred papers every week are

sold onlv because of me—a record the great

Jawahar will find difficult to beat

N. V RAMASWAMY (Negapatam)

Are wives necessary for educated men 3

Does education take their manhood away?

What will be her life if an educated girl happens tc

marry an uneducated waster 5

She will learn lessons which she missed in school.

MISS LAKSHMI (Bangalore)

The course of a true love never runs smooth. Why 3

The lovers have parents whose eyes are blinded

by the ashes of their own romance.

NANDLAL (New Delhi)

At what age is an actress cal'ed a "baby"?

Director Chaturbhuj Doshi calls them "babies"

even at thirty. It depends on how old one's eyes

are.

MISS SHARDA DEVI SHUKLA (Bina)

Mr. Patel, my farher has nick-named me "supari"

—

1 don't know why—Can you guess?

You must be astringent in taste.

K L. BHAT (Ahmedabad)

Do you believe in re-birth.3

It is a frightening belief considering the struggles

of the present one.

B YESHWANTHA RAO (Vizagapatam)

Whom do our girls consider better 'ves men' or 'no

men'?

Girls like men who say 'no' readily and 'yes' re-

luctantly. Women like a struggle in selling their

ideas to men.

M. S SRINIVASAN (Bangalore)

What is vour advice to a well-built educated young

man?
Village uplift work.

SURESH KUMAR NAKUL (New Delhi)

When will Indians learn discipline?

They are just learning to be rowdy. Let them

enjoy for a while. They have been lambs too

long. There will be plenty of time for discipline.

Why is Mahatma Gandhi always accompanied by a

woman 3

Women are natural nurses for a frail old man.
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A moment from "Din Raat" a social story of Navyug
Pictures.

(i. KUTTALAM PILLAI < Trivandrum

)

Rumour has it ihat K. A. Abbas is directing "Children

Of :he Rarth." Is it true 1
It so, do you think he is fit for

the job?

After all it is the story of children which an over-

grown child is doing. What can be wrong with

it?

I am fed up with the face of ihe aged S.iigal with the

far from-smart wig on his head. In spite of his age he is

still acting the part of the 'lover' in several pictures. Is

there any way to keep him away from the film world?

For the glorious music that he gave us in the past

'et h ;m work for a few davs more even as a hero.

Why rot be genetous to a man who will not he

with us for long?

NE1 LIMA (Jodhpur)

It seeing die pictures is sin and reading "fiimindia" is

I crime, tell me what is 'vir.ue ?

Who gave you these distorted ideas about present

day mora's? Seeing Indian picturc> is a virtue

tcmidering the divine tolerance you need in diins;

so. And reading "Hlmindia" is a greater virtue

»eeii:g that vou have to pay two rupee, fo. doing

so.

K. KRISHNA MI RTH Y (Lucknow)

I no'ice that Kurop:\ins like cars be.ter than their

wives. Why?
Tl ey can nark the car where thev like without

anvotie driving it avvav.

MISS PADMA SjNGH (Hardoii

Now ilces the heart break?

By dashing a-ainst the iron inside the sou! of i

woman.
Whv we (your readers) love you so much 2 Will vou

})!ea*t- disclose the secret 5

Pcop'c do love oddities.

SIDARSHAN (New Delhi)

Mo'ilal is reported to be travelling in an aeroplane
nowadavs. Is it a solo flight 3

Ye., I often sec him floating 5000 feet above sea

level wondering how to pay his racing losses.

Is there any mystery about vou 5

People think me to be mad.
What sort of pictures do you like best?

Indian pictures. They give me a quick headache
and compel me to take rest.

KEMANT L. PATHAK (Amreli)

Do vou believe in cheating your readers?

I enjoy this pastime.

Giv« the life-sketch of "Judas".

He made Jesus the greatest martyr of history and
on the memory of that martvr a great religion was
founded. Judas was a great man.

A. P DAYARAMAM (Karachi)

Wha; is the effect of your appe.r to Sindhi vouth to
join the Film industry?

They are writing letters to me asking for jobs.
Those Sindhi Johnnies think that all the film
studios in India belong to mv grandfather.

V RAMAN (Delhi)

Can love and art go together?

Art needs love to blossom and love needs art to
succeed.

SITA DEVI (Kalka)

Is it a sin to quench your thirst from another's well 5

The thirst of desire must be quenched by drawing
from the depths of the soul where there is an
eternal stream for spiritual healing.

DARYEMOMAL L. DUDAN] (Larkanai

Are beautiful women mad after vou 5

Oh yes! I have them waiting in a aueuc. Come
and see.

10 CASH PRIZES FOR 10 QUESTIONS
Ihe proprietors of -fiimindia" will award

every mcnth 10 cash prizes to tha readers whose
questions are considered interesting or elicit

interesting replies in the "Editor's Mail." The
Editor's d:c:sion shall be absolutely final in
awarding the prizes as follows:—1st Prize
Rs. 25 -. 2nd Prize Rs. 20 -. 3rd Prize Rs. 15 -.

4th Prize Rs. 10-. and 6 consolation prizes of
Rs. 5 - each. The names of the prize-winners
will be announced every month in "fiimindia".
and the amounts will be remitted to them by
Money Order. No correspondence will be enter-
tained.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR APRIL
1st prize Rs. 25 . to N. R. Radhakrishnan (Pal-

ghat*; 2nd Prize of Rs. 20- to G. T. Alimsingh
1 Karachi': 3'd Prize Rs. 15- to Sudarshan (New
Delhi 1 ; 4th Prize Rs. 10- to Sita Devi (Kalka*
and 6 consolaticn prizes of Rs. 5 - each to the
following: Hukam Chand Gupta (New Delhi i;

A. Najmunissa Eegam (Melvisharam I ; Kamala
Rani Prashar (Simla); H. S. Venkata Rao

1 Mysore 1 : K. Krishnamutthy 1 Lucknow) and
Mifs K. B«?hz:d I Allahabad i. Money Orders are
being sent to all the prize winners.
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DULARl—
This newcomer will make a very gooj impression on the screen when she appears in " Namak"

of A tad Pictures.

a social story



GHULRMI Direct* </ by Mo>

A Patriotic song of a suffering nation. NOW creatm

box-office history all over the country.

MEERRBR1- -Directed by W.Z.Ahmed. The heM
rending biography of the Saint, Poetess & Martyr of Mewm

PRITHVIRAJ SANYUKTA - - - - Directed
INajam Naqvi. The soul-stirring romance of medieval Incai

Now ready for release.

LIFE OF SHRI KRISHNA BHAGWAN
Directed by W. /. .Untied. The greatest pieture ever mam

STUDIOS:- shainU



Vyas. A colourful tale of romantic Rajasthan.

* ANDHER NAGRI —Directed by Masud Parvez.

A satirical comedy of rare merit.

* DO KINARE --"Directed by Mohan Wadhwanu A
highly emotional drama.

* RIM-JHIM Directed by Najam Naqvi. An exquisite

musical comedy
AND

Production Nos. 12, 13 & 14 Directed by W. Z. Ahmed.

et road, rnnn a





From BENGAL
The Cradle of Art and Culture

Comes A Supreme Cultural Spark

To Kekindle our Ancient History In The Memory of Modern People

And ONCE AGAIN
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Producer Lnkhmidas Anand
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KAM ALD AS GUPTA
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and directed by DEBAKI BOSE

THE PICTURE
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Its spiritual stature will move both the Saints and the Sinners.
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Hollywood's Great Director On
Direction

Hi* Probtems in 6iZola- 9 and Pasteur"
By i

William Dieterle

William Dieterle, one of the great

directors of Hollywood, is perhaps

the most pfrfrular director in India

because of his pr gressive work as

seen in'
1

Tlie Life of Emile Zola",

"'Die Story of Louis Pasteur",

"juarez"and umpteen other pictures.

What Dieterle says should interest

out producers who give us historical

subjects without either histoiy or

realism-

"It is always difficult for a man
to speak about his own work. Goethe

once said: "Bilde Kuenstler—rede

nicht!" Which means: Create artist

—

don't talk! I believe he was right.

"What I have to say as a motion

picture director—you can best read

from the screen. There you find all

that the subconscious force—(the only

real creator in my opinion) wants to

tel.

"It is all right for bystanders to en

joy a blooming flower without know-

ing anyihing about it. theoretically:

hut as an expert gardener one should

understand the flowering—and to un-

derstand one has to know something

about the inter-relations of soil and

a
:

r, water and sunlight, which condi-

tions the grow'h of plants. To un-

derstand is a matter of experience

So I shall try to tell you about my
experience as a director, with inci-

dents from the Pasteur and Zola

pictures.

"Taking for granted that you a'l

have seen the picture of Zola. I will

give you a few highlights, from the

first conception of the idea, to the

fina' showing of the picture. To
make The Life of Emile Zola was
suggested, not by the studio, but by a

European friend, Mr. Heinz Herald,

a writer. The studio, quick'y convinc-

ed of the great screen possibi'ities of

the story, bought it for Paul Muni.
As the writing progressed, research

on the subject began to embrace, dir-

ectly and indirectly, French, German.
Austrian and English 'iterature.

"I well remember a few years ago.

when at my repeated insistence upon
historical correctness, I got the custo-

mary answer: "Who knows the dif-

ference 5 " Strange as it may seem,

studios did not have a very high

opinion of people's knowledge of his-

tory.

"I said did not—because they now
do have. Much criticism has been
received which proved that the audi-

ence did know. So, today, there is a

thorough check-up, down to the most

minute detail.

"But a director should do more
than check-up: he should know more
than just the principal characters; he

should become acquainted with the

spirit of the entire period—its social

and political set-up—its re'ation to

other countries, to the world. This

work appears to be a detour, but it is

not. It is the perspective of your main
characters. Just think of primitive

paintings and you know what the 'ack

of perspective does. That is exactly how
a dramatic character would look,

without the perspective of its period.

No such figure can live, or will be

capable of exciting human interest

BEWARE OF ANECDOTES
"In this research work your char-

aciers already begin to live; from

that moment on they wi 1 never let

you alone—they demand to be brought

to life; they become so insistent that

they actua ly hold you up. At this

moment, please be careful. Don't let

them corner you—Keep out in the

open. Too much detai'ed knowledge,

as well as too litt'e. would hinder

\ou. Don't overrate the value of

anecdotes and sayings. They are

general s as untrue as the last words

of famous men.

"There is not a picture of histori-

cal character ever announced but what

I am flooded with information about

II the known and unknown anecdotes

and episodes relating to the given

character. To follow these we'l-

meant suggestions would mean almost

certain destruction to any story. Anec-

do es, wonderfu' as they may be.

often destroy the artistic continuity

of the composition.

"The real fascination of' a picture

lies in the suspense with which the

Mr. William Dieterle, one of the best

directors Hollywood can claim—

a

pride to any nation.

audience follows the hero, eager to

find out whether or not he will justify

its opinion of him. This relation

between our characters and our audi

ence we must try to understand, if

we are interested in the development

of motion picture stories. You will

see best what I mean, when I tell

you a litt'e about the opening scenes

of the Pasteur picture.

"In the fir*: script, Pasteur was

uitroduced right in the first scene,

taking for granted that everybody

knew who he was. But when I spoke

in the studio or in public about him,

I always heard the remark: "Pasteur?

Pasteur? Oh yes—the milkman!" and

that caused me considerable worry.

"For days I pondered, until I came

to the conclusion that, when so many
people of a good average education

didn't know about Pas eur, then I

could not expect it from the general

motion picture audience, either. So

I set out to find a way to combat

this ignorance. Then suddenly one

night it came to me, right out of the

very atmosphere of Pasteur's time.

"I opened the picture in this way:

A doctor is murdered by a man who
considers that his wife was killed

through the uncleanliness of the doc-

tor. As proof, he shows a leaflet,

appealing to all doctors to clean their

hands before going from one patient

to another, written by certain Pasteur.

And this leaflet becomes the high-

light of the invesiigation. Nobody
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A

knows Pasteur, neither officials nor

doctors, and when the matter finally

ccmes to the attention of the emperor,

he, himself, doesn't know but calls

for the unknown scientist, Louis Pas

teur. So the audience was led from
ignorance to knowledge in a high v

dramatic way, without cheating on
historical facts.

SPIRITUAL TRUTH
"Let us take ano.her instance: the

finish of the Zola picture. As you
may wel' know Zola died several

years before Dreyfus was rehabilitat

ed. Fearing that the early death of

Zola, occurring before the rehabilita-

tion of Dreyfus, would check further

inlerest for the audience, the authors

changed historical facts for a drama-

tic climax in this way: after Dreyfus

leaves Devil's Isle, he is immediately

rehabilitated. Then Zola is shown at

home, working, and after going to

bed he is suffocated, and then the

funeral.

"Such a finish wou'd take a great

deal from the success, because as 1

saw it, it was not dramatic. It was

a finish in a matter of fact way, be-

sides being historica'ly incorrect. So,

I suggested with the very same facts,

the finish you saw: after Dreyfus' re-

lease Zo a is working on his last book,

in which he intends to tell the world
of his recent experiences, and is over-

come by poisonous carbonmonoxidc
gas. Then follows the Dreyfus re-

habi itation and thereafter Zola's

funeral at the Pantheon. In this way,
we have an ending full of suspense,

still building up, holding the audience

to the very end, without changing
h- story. Zola dies before Dreyfus is

reinstated. Minutes or years before,

that doesn't matter—the screen has

no real time. The spiritual truth, that

and that alone matters. So much
about the work with the writer.

"Now let's visit the art director.

Of him the public knows very little,

and yet he is of the greatest import-

ance in the process of making motion

pictures. Naturally, he has to be

correct in the style of the period, yet

Xo the director, it is just as important

that he builds his sets correctly for

the dramatic continuity of the pic-

lure.

DIRECTIONAL CONTINUITY

"The law of directional continui'y

is one of the most neglected laws of

all. Many motion picture peop'e are
not even awarc of its existence. They
hate to be bothered about directions.

And yet it is in this way, that a
screen story is properly to'd.

"Take, for instance, a thief running
away from the police. Let's say our
thief runs from right to left and the
police follow him. No matter how
many cuts the thief runs away from
the police, where, or in which direction

has the thief to run 5 From right to

left, as he has started. That is the

correct answer. Otherwise, the thief

runs right into the hands of his

pursuers. But please watch your next

picture and you will see.

"Now, before we come to the actual

making of the picture, one word
about casting. The work of finding

the necessary actors, conforming to

the requirements of the script, is one
of the most difficult tasks of the

director. In Zo'a, for ins;ance, the

actors, had not only to look like the

original characters they had to be
militaristic too—which means they

had to have good figures, and above

all, had to know how to walk, some-

thing very few actors know; and to

make it worse, they all had to look

DOLLAR TALKIE
fttelentl witIt ptlde

P
Vhected fy: M. SADIQ (Rattan fame) & K. FAZLI.

^>toty, Scenario & TPialoguei :-
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European. Yet with patience we

succeeded.

"Now that the picture is an accom

plished task, it all seems very simple,

but it was not so at the time. Take

for examp'e. the part of Dreyfus. After

innumerable tests with different ac

tors, we tried Mr. Schildkraut. who
coming from Broadway where he was

a stage-star of first magnitude, had

his own ideas of how the part should

be played. Just as most actors play-

ing an imporcant part, he had the

conception that he must show this

importance and p'ayed more ihc

• monument in honour of Dreyfus, than

the humble officer, himself, who.

through tragic circumstances, became

a word-known figure.

ACTOR WITH PERSONALITY
' Yet. ar'ter a little revision, Mr.

Schi'dkrau: created something mar

vellous. as you most likely have seen.

It is important to know 'that, in pic-

tures, one cannot "play a part'*: one

must possess a sum of rea' qualities

ciearlv expressed in the external, in

order to obtain the desired effect. This

\ RMPIJTANI

I

MESIMTl

VEENA
;

»/Kt errs sr ASPt

THE EPOCH-MAKING
PICTURE OF THE
MOST EVENTFUL
TIMES IN THE
MEMORY OF MAN

NOW ON AT

ROYAL
OPERA HOUSE

Recruit P. S. N. Raju of Bomba\
Trading Co.. Rajahmundry. has 'red'

complexion, knows Hindi well, dze>

horse riding, motor cycling and say*

he can act and is just 5' 9".

leads to the question: has the screen

need of actors, or of personalities?

"All I can say now is: the person-

ality who is not an actor is to me im-

possib e—I prefer the actor with per-

sonality. It should never be neces-

sary for the director to compel an ac-

tor to create something that is not

in him: therefore, casting is import-

ant. The greatest difficulty for the

motion picture actor is to overcome

the surrounding conditions under-

which he has to work and, above all,

to overcome the presence of the

camera.

"So the director, must achieve a pro-

per creative state, which wi'l help ihr

actor to the birth of inspiration. The
rest will come about subconsciously

—

by nature. Not the actor alone, but

all co-operators, whom I consider as

important as the director, himself,

give of their best only in a favoura-

b'e atmosphere, which is the supreme

task of the director to create. How
can anyone, not to mention an actor,

work, if he is embarrassed, or if he

feels a sense of inefficiency, of failure?

To create success one has first to

crea.e the spirit of enthusiasm; that

is. the spirit of success. This works

miracles.

"The job of the director is, in my
opinion, like that of a gardener, who
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Neena becomes Meera in "Meerabai" produced and directed by Mr. W. Z.

Ahmed for Shalimar Pictures

puts a stick here, to help a plant to

grow straight, and cuts a branch

there, that the whole tree may thrive

better and a good harvest result. Of

course, this way of directing requires

in:elligent actors. At this point I

would like to mention Mr. Paul Muni,

whom I consider one of the most in-

telligent actors of our day. Imagine,

Zo'a's tremendous scene in the court-

room was the first and only take!

Contrary to the common opinion, I

believe in first takes. When a scene

is taken over and over again, the actor

is tired and bound to become self-

conscious. Then his acting is not at

its best. So since intelligence is rare

among actors, too, proper casting is

one of the main factors of success.

CAMERAMAN IN TUNE

"Now, I take it you all know the

significance of the camera. It is

through this medium that the story

is told. Since the camera is handled

by a specialist, the director has to work

closely with that man, which is the

cameraman. This relationship can

not be too intimate. He is really to

the director what the brush is to tin-

painter. It is through the technical

possibilities of the cameraman that the

ideas of the director can be trans-

formed from abstract to concrete

form. Therefore, director and came-

raman should have almost the same
phi'osophy of life, but by all means
the same artistic viewpoints. Only
then, the beautiful unity of conception

and form will enchant the audience.

' In order to get this completeness,

the camera should always be in the

right position and should never move
at the wrong time. Camera technique

is what diction is to the writer—the

director's style of expression. Yet two

men never see alike, never react alike,

and the tragedy of relativity is fre-

quently discovered too late, in the

projection room, and not all studios

allow retakes, especially not for

"technical reasons," That is exactly

what the studio calls it when you are

artistically not satisfied. That is of

minor importance to them. But, if a

kiss or a leg is not shown long enough,

then you can be sure of retakes.

"Only sometimes there are retakes

asked for other reasons. For in-

stance: the scene when Dreyfus leaves

the prison on Devil's Island was at

first not so well liked. I was asked

to shoot it once more, showing Drey-

fus closer and having him leave the

prison directly, without going back

and forth. I did as I was asked, to

prove that the first form of the scene
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was right, and, in the end, my origi-

nal scene was chosen.

This proves to you the importance

of a definite set up of the camera.

The quality of your film depends nol

only on what you shoot—but how
you shoot it. This must be planned

by the director and carried out by the

cameraman. How \ou can make or

break a scene through a set up, I will

show you with another example:

"The scene between Zo!a and his

wife—so superbly performed by Miss
Gloria Holclen—after Cezanne leaves

Zola and he tells his wife what
Cezanne had said to him and all his

reflections on the break of this friend-

ship. This scene was written to be
p'ayed while walking from one room
into another. That would have spoil-

ed a beautiful scene, because not only

had Zola walked with Cezanne
through the rooms a few moments
before, but after the tragic break the

scene must come to a rest.

"Therefore, I decided to play it as

you have seen it: Zola with his wife

sitting at the fireplace. Only in this

way, the value the writer wanted was
brought out. Very often, as in the

case just mentioned, a scene may in

itself read all right, but the picture

as a who'e, and not the scene, has to

be considered. This leads us to an-

other vital point in motion pictures

—

the rhythm. And with rhythm is

connected film cutting.

RHYTHM OF A PICTURE

"Cutting is not merely a method ot

loining separate scenes or pieces, but

is actual'y a method of deliberate and

compulsory guidance for the specta-

tors. It is quite obvious that such an

important task should not be done

without the director. Visua'ize, it

you can. a major operation being per-

formed by a first-aid man. He could

not help cutting into the life-giving

arteries and sinews, which only the

surgeon knows how to avoid. The
same goes for motion pictures. Only

the director can avoid hurting the life

of the story, so cutting should be done

in consultation with him.

"But film art is yet in its childhood.

As time goes on, the motion picture

artists, not the directors alone, will

continue and eventually win their

fight for creative freedom, for the

benefit of better pictures, to enlighten

intelligent audiences." (Cinema Pro-

gress).
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Behind-tbe-Curtain Story of the Most Unusual Romance

N?9
A'NAVYUG' PICTURE

STARRING:
ft GEETA NIZAMI ft SHYAM ft K. N. SINGH
it DAR KASHMIRI ft SAROJ BORKAR ft KESARI
ft RAJ BISHWAS & RANDHIR.

Direction: Screenplay : Songs : Music :

VEDI. SHAHID LATIF. NAKHSHAB. RASHID AT« \

Distributors tor SOUTH:

JAYANT FILMS CIECU 31.
GANDHI NAGAR, BANGALORE.
FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS

(i) PAROO (ii) SHIKAYAT
Starring : Starring :

GEETA NIZAMI, SNEHPRABHA. & SHYAM.

WITH A NEW THRILL
; IN HER VOICE

KANAN
WILL SING HER WAY
TO YOUR HEARTS

SHOREY DAULTALVI
Directed By:
SHAHID LATIF.

A "Peerless Pictures" Release

M. P. Productions' Musical Hit

with CHABBI, JAHAR, PURNIMA,
NATWAR and IFTIKHAR.

ZxxtcuJ % .- PRAMEN MITRA.

WATCH FOR ITS RELEASE

For CENTRAL PROVINCES:-
JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH :-

SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL:-
MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.



SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

"Ghulami" starring Renuka Devi

is still running at the Majestic. A
good deal of shooting of "Mira" and
"Prithviraj Sanyukta" with Neena in

the leading role has been done. Bhara

Bhushan has been given the leading

role in "Shree Krishna Bhagwan".

Not satisfied with three ambitiou

.

productions in hand, Producer-directo:

W. Z. Ahmed has entrusted a picture

"Rangila Rajasthan" to Bharat Vyas,

who was till recently a lyric-writer.

This too promises to be an all-star

cast picture, in keeping with W. Z.

Ahmed's ideals.

JAMUNA PRODUCTIONS (Bom
bay)

Encouraged by the success of

"Rattan" the producers have started

another picture "Do Dil" at the Shree

Sound Studios. The screen play, dia-

logue and songs are by Madhok and

the direction by Jagdish Sethi. The
picture features Karan Dewan, Badri

Prasad, Gulab and Surraiya.

FAMOUS FILMS (Bombay)
Director K. Asif is taking a lot of

pains over his picture "Moghul-e-

Azam." Though the progress of the

picture is slow, it is reported to be

becoming good. It stars Veena, Nar-

gis, Sapru, Chandramohan and others.

FILMISTAN LTD. (Bombay)
"Shikari" is doing good business at

the Roxy, where it seems to have

settled down for a leisurely run.

"Mazdoor" is waiting for release at

the same theatre. "Safar" their fourth

production featuring Shoba and

Kanu Roy will be ready for censor in

April. Another picture with a racing

background and the popular team of

"Shikari"—Ashok Kumar and Veera.

has gone on the sets. Their ambitious

production "Lokmanya Tilak" will

go on the sets shortly, after its ex-

tensive research work is completed.

ASIATIC PICTURES (Bombay)

"Man Sarowar" featuring Nishi

Baran nearing completion.

NATIONAL STUDIOS (Bombay)

"Inqualab" directed by Moti Jan-

ghiani is nearly completed. The
picture has Sabita Devi in the leading

role. "Sarai-ke-Bahar" will soon go

on the sets.

DIN PICTURES (Bombay)

M. Sadiq has nearly finished "Jag

Biti" starring Surraiya, Sadiq Ali

and others. Ghulam Haider is re-

ported to have given good music

this time. "Jag Biti" is expected to be

ready for release by the middle of

April.

R. D. PARINJA (Bombay)

Producer R. D. Pareenja has com-
pleted "Sona Chandi" featuring that

new-comer Chandni, and is very

optimistic about its box-office success.

The picture is likely to be released

soon.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

"Omar Khayyam", with Surraiya

and Saigal, has been completed. "1857",

a sensational drama of the Mutiny
has gone on the sets. Director Mohan
Sinha who is a fast worker hopes to

finish this picture in three or four

months. The picture has a big cast

with Surendra, Surraiya and Wasti in

the important roles.

PEOPLE'S THEATRE (Bombay)

"Dharti-ka-Lal" is the maiden film

produced by the Indian People's

Theatre. The story is said to be

purposeful and we can quite believe

it the way Journalist K. Ahmed
Abbas has been working on it and

directing it too. It features all the

players of the People's Theatre and

Snehaprabha, K. N. Singh and David.

The music is givn by R nvi S^-mkar.

Ashok Kumar and Naseem make an ideal romantic team in "Begum", a

story of Taj Mahal Pictures.
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JIT PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Director K. Nanda has done more
than half of "Parwana". The picture

features Saigal, Surraiya and others.

The music is given by Khurshid
Anwar. The picture is produced by

Haldia.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Ranjit's historical "Rajputani" has

been released at the Royal Opera
House and the producers are hopeful

about its success from the way the

picture is drawing crowds. Some of

the other pictures in making are

"Lekh", "Dadaji", "Balam." The
preparations for the Centenary cele-

brations are going on in the studios.

NAVAYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.
(Poona)

"Din Raat" is running at the

Krishna starring Snehaprabha and

Paresh Bannerji. "Room No. 9" star-

ring Geeta Nizami is ready for re-

lease. "Shikayat" has gone on the

sets with Shahid Latif directing. Good
progress has been made with "Paroo",

a social picture.

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer A. V. Charolia who has

already completed "Phir Bhi Apna
Hai" and "Nishana", is busy with

"Udarchand Shikarpuri" featuring

Shamim, A. Shah and others. The
picture is being directed by A. Shah.

Bipin Gupta acts 'Pratap' in "Raj-

putani" a Ranjit hit.

P. R. PRODUCTIONS (Calcutta)

"Arabian Nights" starring Kanan
is expected to be a musical hit and

the tunes are given by Kamal Das

Gupta. More than half of the picture

is completed.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND PRODUC-
TIONS (Calcutta)

Since Lakmidas Anand has not sent

us any news, we presume that he is

mighty busy with his big picture

"Krishna Leela". The picture has

taken many months already and is

reported to have become good under

Director Debaki Bose.

VARIETY PICTURES LTD. (Cal-

cutta)

Madame Alaknanda has a leading

role in "Prem-ki-Duniya" and picture

goers can look forward to some fine

dance numbers in the picture. B. R.

Tandon has also an important role.

The music is by Subal Das Gupta.

NATIONAL PICTURES (Bombay)

"Tiger Queen", a picture full of

thrills is expected to be released soon.

Mr. Garcher is starting another stunt

thriller after this one.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Their Muslim social "Haqdar" is

awaiting release. It is directed by

Rafiq Razvi and features Najma,

Harish and Anita Sharma.

R. S. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Producer Surraiya Zulfi has "Kan-
goo" ready for release featuring

Mahapara.

STANDARD PICTURES (Bombay)

Director G. Jagirdar is editing

"Bairam Khan," the big historical

which took so many months to "com-

plete. The cast includes Jagirdar

himself, Mehtab, Sadiq Ali aod

others.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

Balwant B. Dave is working hard

on "Namak", a social picture, featur-

ing a new-comer, Miss Dulari.

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)
The territorial rights of "Pick

Pocket" for the South have been pur-

chased by the Deccan Film Distribu-

tors, Bangalore. The picture features

Rajrani and Navin Yagnik.

TAJ MAHAL PICTURES (Bombay)

"Begum" has already been released

in some of the key-cities and has been

given a warm welcome by the cine-

goers. The picture stars Naseem and

Ashok Kumar. Naseem is reported

to have done good work. Their next

picture is to be directed by M. I.

Dharamsey.
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CENTRAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Homi Master is directing a sensa-

tional story "Chamakti-Bijli" by

Munshi Sagar. The picture features

Sulochana and E. Billimoria. "Shahi

Khazana" directed by S. Usman is

ready for release.

NEW INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)

-"Hasrat" has been completed. The

picture is directed by Mr. Saila Mu-

kherjee and has Ranibala, Sadiq and

others in the cast.

ALMASH PICTURES (Bombay)

Sadiq Nizami is directing "Bhatakati

Maina" with Surraiya Zulfi in a lead-

ing role. Another picture to go on

the sets is "Jungle Main Mangal".

B P. S. PRODUCTIONS (Poona)

Director Kumarsen Samarth who

was resting after his work in "Nal

Damayanti" has again burst into

activity with "Dukhion Ki Kahani"

in the Navayug Studios. This com-

pany has begun with many good in-

tentions of making useful pictures.

Let us see how many of them are

carried out.

MOHAN PICTURES (Bombay)

Many slunt pictures are scheduled

for release for the year 1946. They

are, "Baghdad-ka-Chor," "Ali Baba'"

and "Jungle Girl." Others not yet

completed are "Nur-e-Baghdad" and

"Sinbad the Sailor."

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUC-
TIONS (Bombay)
"Rehana" is awaiting release. An-

other story "Gulnar" has gone on the

sets.

GULRAYS PICTURES (Bombay)

The well-known Urdu writer. Abid

Gulrays, has turned a director and

his first assignment is "Doraha". The
songs are by Kumari Naheed Mohini

and the music is in the hands of G. M.
Durrani.

VENUS PICTURES (Bombay)
Their picture "Phir Bhi Apna Hai"

directed by Raja Nene is censored.

"Jai Hind" Film Exchange, a new dis-

tributing concern, has already made
arrangements to release it in all the

key cities.

DOLLAR FILMS (Bombay)
Mr. Sadiq who directed "Rattan" is

directing one story for this new com-
pany.

RATNAKAR PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)
Their maiden picture, "Utho Jago"

has been completed. Shahzadi, Baby

Nalini, Ashiq Hussein are featured

in the picture.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)
Baburao Patel is busy shooting the

outdoor sequences of his social pic-

ture, "Gvalan" starring Sushila Rani

and supported by Trilok Kapoor.

Bipin Gupta, David, Madhuri and
others. The picture is likely to be re-

leased by the end of April.

INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
LTD. (Bombay)
This company is going to produce

a social at one of the Bombay Studios.

It has some industrial magnates on

the Board of Direc;ors, and Nawab
Sir Liaqat Hyat Khan is the Chairman

of the Board of Directors.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Aslam Nuri has nearly finished,

"Naiyya." In the cast are Munnawar
Sultana and Ashraf Khan. Two other

pictures to go on the sets are "The

Gold", and "Bachchon-ka-Khel."

READY FOR RELEASE

BRU PRAKASH^PPODUCTIONS

A Svasalioaal Drama fall of

Melodious MUSIC

Rhythmic DANCE and

Exhilarating COMEDY

Directed by: NARI GHADIALI
Produced by: BRIJMALA

South Territorial Rights with:-

DECCAN FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
BANGALORE CITY.

For Remaining Territorial Rights:-

Apphj :

BRU PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS.
Patanwala Bldg., Wadia St., Tardeo,

BOMBAY 7.
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AT

DELHI, LAHORE, CALCUTTA, SUKKUR (SIND)

CAWNPORE, AGRA, LUCKNOW, JUBBULPORE

and many other stations in India

PRODUCTIONS

RATTAN
cStaxiincj : SWARNLATA, K A RAN DEWAN, WASTI,

BADRI PRASAD, RAJ KUMARI SHUKLA,
GULAB Etc.

tbitsatLon M . S A D I Q
SaiMnfa toiaCogu* ) M A D H O K . <zM.u*La: N A U S A D .

.Voir Commences the fuele Oi

NOVELTY TALKIES 1 50TH WEEK FROM

DELHI J
5TH APRIL 1946





A gala*!/ of Stars--- in A glittering Social!

NALINI (JAY W ANT)
JAGDISH SETHI, KUSUM DESHPANDE, PARESH
BANERJI, VASANT THENGDI, KARAN DIWAN, BABY
SHAKUNTALA, SUNAL1NI DEVI, SAIYAD AHMAD

VENUS
PICTURES'
VICTORY HIT !

PHIR BHI APNA H A

I

Directed by: RAJA NENE. Music: RAM CHANDRA PAL.

(A CHAROLIA - BHADSAVLE PRODUCTION)

Coming Soon at Your Favourite Theatre

ForT
wrt

Rl9hts
JAI HIND FILM EXCHANGE bomIya.

/?. A £ Productions

WATCH FOR

NEW PROGRESSIVE PICTURES
TO BE PRODUCED AT

NAVAYUG STUDIOS,
POONA.

Patliculazs .*

PEERLESS PICTURES,
116, CHARNI ROAD, BOMBAY 4.



BT HOME AND HBROHD
A PATRIOT PUNISHED

A report from Lahore dated 20th

February says that Joginder Singh, a

young Punjabi electrician attached

to a unit in the Indian Army station-

ed in Greece, who was sentenced to

transportation for life on a charge of

shooting dead a British guard, has

been brought to the Lahore Central

Jail.

It is learnt that Joginder Singh and

some other Indians protested agains:

the exhibition by the British military

authority of a film entitled "Gunga

Din" at a cinema hall in Greece.

When no notice was taken of their

protest Joginder Singh visited the

cinema hall and attempted to disturb

the show. A British ,*uard fired .it

him but he escaped. Joginder Singh

retaliated by firing at the guard who

was instantaneously killed. A woman

spectator was also wounded. Joginder

Singh was then over-powered and

tried by a court martial. He was

awarded the death sentence which

was subsequently commuted to trans-

portation for life.

"Gunga Din" is the same obnoxi-

ous anti-Indian film which was
banned all over the country owing to

the country-wide agitation carried

against it by "filmindia." because the

film constituted a slander on the fair

name of our country and its people.

WELCOME NEWS
The film workers of, Madras seem

to have happily become conscious ot

their present lot and are reported to

have formed a Union called the

"Madras Cine Workers' Union."

This organisation, of which C. S. R.

Anjaneyulu is the President, is in-

tended to look after the social and

economic interests and privileges of

all the workers of the film industry

in the South. We wish this Union
all success and hope they keep us

posted of their activities from time

to time.

DON'T RUN US DOWN!

Encouraged by the happy reaction

of the American public to the first

few Indian film shorts sent to

America, the Information Films of

India are planning to produce

special films with definite

appeal to overseas audiences.

As these films are expected to serve

a cultural purpose between the two
countries we hope that the I. F. I.

takes particular care in choosing such

subjects as would contribute to the

correct interpretation of India's tra-

ditional culture and her rich heritage

in arts, architecture and other me-

mories of an ancient civilisation. We
hope that no film is wasted on the

Indian ropetrick, the snake-charmer,

the Sadhus on our river ghauts and

the jewel-thieves—our Indian princes.

THE BEST OF 1945

For the tenth year in succession

New York Film Critics, after a lot

of headache declared "The Lost Week-
end", produced by Paramount, as the

best picture of 1945. Ray Milland.

its leading star and Billy Wilder its

8 ^*ir^~* V A JUNGIE THRILLER fULL Of

MUSIC, MIDTUtMELODY.

C. P.C.I.:-GOVARDHANDAS L1LADHAR

Bhuvsawal

BENGAL:- CENTRAL FILM CERCUIT

Calcutta

OVERSEAS:- SURESH FILM DISTRI-

BUTORS. Kalbadevi Bombay

For Particulars—R. S. PRODUCTIONS, Suraj Bhawan, Vincent Road, Matunga, BOMBAY
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Begum Para in "Soni Mahiwal"

produced by Jayant Desai.

director were named as the outstand-

ing actor and the outstanding direc-

tor respectively. The runners-up were

"Colonel Blimp" and "State Fair."

If India has to declare an Award on

these lines, only one critic will have

to represent the whole country.

IMPARTIAL (?) CRITICS

Although the British public rush

to see Hollywood films, the British

film critics keep running down the

Yankee product. Xow certain Mem-
bers of the Parliament and some Bri-

tish clergymen have joined the British

film critics in describing the Holly-

wood piciures as "shoddy", "sugges-

tive" and "dreary".

Helen Fletcher of the "London

Time And Tide" discovered salacity

in "Bedside Manner" and smelt

"blood-lust" disguised as patriotism

in "God Is My Co-Pilot."

P. L. Mannock writing about "Her

Highness and the Bellboy" in the

"Daily Herald" thinks that "better

stories are written daily by 8 year-

old girls in exercise books." (Why
doesn't the British film industry buy

them from their 8 year-old writers

instead of giving stuff written by still-

born pen pushers?)

E. Arnot Robertson of the "Daily

Mail" says of "George White's Scan-

dals". "My sole p'easure lay in the

discovery it was the 26th edition and
that I have missed the preceding 25."

Robert Boothby, M.P., (Conserva-

tive) thinks loudly, "we might as

well apply to become the 49th State."

(Not a bad idea to acquire some ima-

gination which the British so woe-

fully lack in all fields of life.)

Whatever these patriotic critics

might say, the British people who
pay at the box-offices don't seem to

care seeing that in Central London,

out of 25 pictures shown recently, 19

were American, 3 British, 2 French

and 1 Russian.

PAYING BACK
The American people seem to have

begun gathering the 'crop' of their

crime sowings done through the

movies for years. The latest from

New York is about two 18 year-old

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE
Co. Ltd

lUMDUM • BO MBAY ' M
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boys, revolvers in hand, walking into

the Astor Theatre, New York, on

Sunday night of December 30th 1Q45.

and clearing io.soo dollars in the

midst of the house filled to capacity

and with another hundred people

sprink'ed all over the lobby.

In Chicago five crooks blasted the

safe of the Uptown Theatre on New
Year's Day and bolted with 4100

dollars.

Other theatres which had their

share of the crime wave were the

Ambassador. New York. Loew's

Spooner theatre in Bronx and the

Broadway in Buffalo.

After this, don't say that the films

don't teach how to do these things.

DOLLAR IMPERIALISM
Assistant Secretary William Benton

of the State Department. U. S. A.

recently declared his policy to collect,

adapt and score in foreign languages

news reels and documentary films

about the United States for cxhibi

tion in 62 countries. This is intended

to give to the people of the world in

President Truman's words: "A full

and fair picture of American life,

and of the aims and policies of the

United States Government."

Hollywood producers will substan

tially contribute to this cultural pro-

paganda apart from the films pro-

duced by independent producers. And
still if the material is not found

enough, the State Department will

produce the rest. So the philosophy

of the Dollar Imperialism will now
be broadcast to the world.

STRANGE BED-FELLOWS
The latest news from Britain is

that for the first time in film history

Britain through the Arthur Rank

group and Russia through its S'.itc

industry have made an arrangement

to exchange their best pictures to show

in each other's country.

Russia has already accepted the

Rritish-madc: "Millions Like Us",

"Johnny Frenchman" and "Seventh

Veil". No Russian films have yet been

sent.

SAMPLE OF FILM JOURNALISM
A Delhi rag recently rcpor.cd thai

Film-actor Mubarak and Film-actress

Para had got married. When it dis-

covered its stupid blunder the rag tried

to maintain face by saying that it had

cracked a joke. What a joke in which

a young girl of marriageable age from

a very respectable family is matched

in an irresponsib'c manner with a

strange man! To say the least, it is

defamation.

GENEROUS BENGALIS
While Sardar Chandulal Shah call

ing a few friends to tea collected with

in five minutes Rs. 78.000I- for the

I.N.A. Fund, the entire Bengal Motion

Picture Association collected Rs.

18,932!- for the I.N.A. founded by the

Bengali patriot, Subhas Chandra

Bose. And there are nearly 40 pro-

ducers in Bengal.

PROFESSIONAL TAX
Caught, a theatre pickpocket, told

the police at Worccstci, Mass, that

he kept an accurate account of what

he stole so as to be able to make the

proper income tax return.

Something which our film producers

can't say.

TIME MARCHES ON
Clare Booth Luce, wife of the man

who published the magazine, "Time",

has been offered a role to co-star

with George Raft in "The Congress-

woman", a story of American politi-

cal life. Ever enterprising Clare,

who has been an amateur actress,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MffMmv
Sr/DMU/rffMF
WOMD'S BEST/

Faralbhoy Limited Pioneers in Sound
Film Engineering. represent the
world's best film equipment manu-
facturers They have equipped leading

Indian Studios an i are now in a posi-

tion to equip your Studio with the

very best and the latest equipments
including Cameras for Stud.o and
newsreel work; Printing Machines:

Editing Machines and Editing Room
Accessories; Studio Lights; Fully

Automati: developing Machines for

35 mm and 16 mm negative, positive

and sound film development; Back
Projection Equipment and Accessories:

and | M Sound Control Materials-

the latest in Accousticil correction

products.

BELL AND HOWELL
Seven standard Eyemo models plus

a complete selection of correlated

accesscries make Eyemo a personal

MITCHELL
The Mitchell Camera now improved
to meet the changing requirements
of the industry.

MOLE RICHARDSON'S wide
range Solarspoc Lamps are the
latest in Studio Lighting.

FONDA- A machine thai cannct
break your film, built to handle 16

mm and/or 35 mm stock, perforated

FONDA

or oiher

i#

IS. NEW OUCEVS RO.Arv BOMBAY

* k * **
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p'aywright, politician and what not,

does not dislike the idea provided the

movie-makers "shoot" her in such a

manner as no: to interfere with her

numerous Congressional activities.

PRESERVING THEM
Villages in England are worried

about keeping their young boys at

home. To s.op the drift from the

land, six remote Essex vi'lages have

started a movement, "How to Keep
Your Boys At Home". This consists

of providing good entertainment in

these villages, popular feature films

and propaganda shorts at reduced

rates, and the sponsors feel that this

will stop the boys from drifting away.

In our 700,000 villages of India

the main problem is how to stop the

shrinking stomachs from sinking fur-

ther. Different countries different

problems.

DEATH OF MUSIC

Khan Saheb Alladiya Khan

Wc regret to announce the death

of Khan Saheb Alladiya Khan at the

age of 94 on Saturday. March, 16th,

at 10-45 a- m. at his residence at

Babulnath. Bombay.

Khan Saheb Alladiya Khan was the

doyen among Indian musicians and

was aptly described as "The Mount
Everest of Indian Music" by the Rt.

Hon. M. R. Jayakar at the time of the

recent Vikram Celebrations in Bom-
bay. It was iaid that a musician of

his calibre had not been born in India

since the romantic existence of Tansen,

one of the nine gems at the court of

Emperor Akbar.

Many a story of Khan Saheb Alla-

diya Khan's unique proficiency in the

vocal rendering of Indian classical

music is told by the music lovers of

India but few knew the simple soul

who led a hard and honest life with
almost ascetic simplicity and devoted
over 80 years of his long life to the

service of the divine art of music.

Among the numerous pupils whom
the late Khan Saheb had trained,
Sushila Rani was fortunate to get his

unique guidance even during the last

days cf the great musician.

Born in Jaipur in a respectable

Muslim family, Khan Saheb Alladiya

got his early training as the favourite

disciple of Haridas the best known
musician of the day. For nights and
days the young Alladiya practised

music till the whole of India,

already a music-mad country, came to

realise the existence of a genius who
was destined to add to the traditional

glories of Indian music.

Accepted Monarch of Stunt Filmdom

MOHAN PICTURES
Presents

A GALAXY OF SMASHING STUNTS
T O

THE LOVERS OF ADVENTURE & ROMANCE

N00R-E-BRGH0R0
Direction : F. M. KHAN

Starring : AYAZ BEGUM SHIRAJ DEVRAJ

SINDBRD the SRHiOR
Direction: NANUBHAI VAKIL, B.A., LL. B.

&

AMULAKH DESAI
Starring: SHANTA PATEL * PRAKASH

ZAMBO-KI-BETI
Direction . JASVANT JAVERI

KISMET KA DHANI
a TOOFAN QUEEN
ft JADU-E-JUNGLE
ft BULBULE PARISIAN

World Rights Controlled />//:—

RRIIINIKI1HI1 mOHRniiHIi & CO.
KHETWADI BOMBAY 4. ft CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI
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Muse has lost her best devotee in

,e late Khan Saheb Alladiya and

is millions of admirers cannot do bet-

r than perpetuate his memory by a

litable national memorial. We may

ive to wait a couple of centuries more

• get another musician of Khan

aheb's calibre.

May his soul find rest in heaven and

lay his beloved memory inspire our

msic lovers through ages.

ACADEMY AWARDS

"The Lost Week-end", a Paramount

cture swept the board in securing

»ur Oscars as the best picture of

)45. Ray Milland, its lead, as the

st actor of 1945 for his ro'e as the

runk; Billy Wilder, as the best dir-

:tor of 1945; Charles Brackett and

illy Wilder for the best screen play

: 1945 and the picture, "The Lost

Keek-end", as the best picture of

^45-

The Academy of Motion Picture

rts and Sciences gave other Oscars

» Joan Crawford for her performance

'Mildred Pierce"; to Hans Dreir

>r colour art direction and Sam

omers for interior lecoration in

olour.

WHAT A PRIDE!

Hollywood is proud of a new re-

;>rd broken in that dizzy city. It is

kissing record. In a three-day love

:ene of "The Lady Objects", to

ing realism, Yvonne De Carlo and

od Cameron kissed 200 times to

cure just six screen kisses for the

icture.

And they have named the picture

lie Lady Objects". Strange people,

ally!

DIFFERENT WAYS
Sam Goldwyn will, it is reported,

mble his production programme this

:ar and make four pictures at a total

>st of Rs. 3]- crores.

Indian producers have also qua

ruped their production programme

id will -in future produce four pic-

res in previous cost of one.

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

In Mexico, the Banco Cinemato

afico S. A. financed the local film

dustry last year up to a crore of

pees. During the next year the

ink proposes to double Us previous

ar's investment.

Anil Indian hanks run away from

our film industry. Perhaps the bank-

ers know the producers too well.

A CORRECTION
There has been a regrettable con-

fusion of names in our March issue.

Reporting an extract from Nawab Sir

Liaqat Hayat Khan's speech, he was

described by our reporter as a "Pakis-

tan Town-crier". We are now told

mat Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat is the

elder brother of the late Sir Sikandar

Hayat Khan and does not belong to

any party.

We regret that Nawab Sir Liaqat

Hayat Khan was inadvertently mixed

up with Nawabzada Liaqat Ali of the

Muslim League and we regret the

annoyance caused to Nawab Sir

Liaqat Hayat Khan.

SOUND PLUS NOISE

Recording Engineer P. K. Aurora of

Kardar Productions married Miss

Damayanti the other day and were

felicitated by Producer Kardar on the

31st March '46 at the Kardar

Studios.

Now old Arora will have to record

some domestic noise every day.

SO WHAT?
Film-actress Ingrid Bergman is re-

ported to have formed her own pro-

ducing company and will produce

three pictures every year starring

herself.

Our Veena, Meena, Neena, all

have their own producing companies.

Recruit M. R. Kunwar of 753 Katra,

Allahabad, can copy almost any film

song, can act, is a sportsman and

would like to be given a break-

Keep your skin healthy and it is

sure to be lovely. Guard specially

against pimples and blackheads.

Pimples are most easily noticed by

every one you meet. They are such

traitors and how much they tell

everybody of the bad condition ot

the skin. PIMPLEX is a specific that

takes care of your pimples and

blackheads quickly as nothing

else can. Its special virtue is that it

makes pimples vanish like magic

and leaves the skin smooth and

lovely and entirely free from blemi-

shes.

PIMPLEX Rs. 4/11/- per jar.

Postage txtra. Available everywhere.

BANISHES PIMPLES.

PEARLINE PARIS LTD.,

P. O. Box 493, Bombay.
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M/oe5 & Echoes
( This is the reader's forum—as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter

published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. SI-

Letters should be signed and marked "Hoes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with theit

letters, if convenient.— The Editor.)

JUST TAMASHA
'The picture 'Lakharani' has some

splendid settings, attractive costumes

and eyefilling dances. But what a

horing theme it is!

"Bhagwan, Bhagwan and Bhagwan

they harp on until at last Lord and

Lady Bhagwan come out of the tem-

ple, give a demonstration of their

dancing and put an end to the

tamasha.

"And what does it teach us?—fana-

ticism, superstition, starvation and

lamentation, as if India is not already

sufficiently imbued with all these

maudlin tomfooleries—as if the 194"

cine-goers are all ninnies and nitwits.

"And what a nonsensical story it is!

When the king—who by the way

looks like a bumpkin orders Lakha to

be tied to horse-back, the prince, her

ardent lover, does no: at all make any

protest or attempt to prevent this

outrage on his beloved. And then he

goes laughing to her place and plays

with her as if nothing wrong was

done to her. And the intoxicated

horse, instead of going astray, runs

straight to the temple. And when

the crowd at the temple see their be-

loved young Rani tied to horse-back,

thev all simply laugh and rejoice.

Not a single person in the crowd, not

even her "mother Rani Ma, appears

surprised or perturbed at her pitiable

plight on the horseback; nor does

anyone inquire as to why she was so

tied and who did it etc. And when

Lakha is married .0 the prince, the

atheist king offers to bestow 'Ash ; r-

vad' (benediction) on the bride! How-

can an atheist ever think o! 'Ashir-

vad' which is a solemn prayer for

divine blessing

"What do you think of this crude

and preposterous story?"

A. Najmunnisa Bellini.

MELVISHARAM

RACKETEERING

"Recently at the local 'Minerva

Talkies', we find a regular nuisance of

uoondas. During the run of "Panna-

dai" goondas entered the Reserve

Class and pulled out members of the

audience and maltreated them. We
had no course except to leave the

theatre in the midst of the show. The
representative of the Distributor had

to shut himself in a room.

The same incident has been again

repeated during the run of "Rattan."

tin- c ar rent attraction at the theatre.

People are coerced and maltreated for

purchasing tickets from the booking

office. Yesterday a free fight ensued.

All these things are happening under

the very eyes of the management. The
manager, for reasons best known to

him, does not come out of his room.

We fervently believe that you will lend

your kind advice in this matter."

NAGPUR. Yogishchandra Kamara

UNFORTUNATE WE
"A few days back, with a great

ileal of ballyhoo a film was ushered in

at our town with the improbable title:

"Chal Chal re Naujawan." I request

you to let me know whether we, the

hhngoers, whose guide, philosopher

and friend you are, cannot seek the

Government's protection against this

kind of infliction. The Government

seem to be ready enough to obs.ruct

honest enterprise and discourage ge-i

nuine service; why then do they feel

diffident to prevent ruch crimes. in.

celluloid? Or is it the deliberate

policy of the Government to encourage

the worst type of Indian enterprise so

as to discredit us? I shouldn't won-

der. 1

Put what I cannot understand is
j

why our producers, some of them un-

doubtedly of lair intelligence, purvey

us this stuff and deliberately throw

us into the arms of foreign producers,
j

Was there no actor born in India

since Motilal grew bald nor music

!

director after Pankaj Mallick? Mus; I

we for ever watch the Motilal grimace

and for ever listen to the banalities of
|

Ghulam Haider? Must we for e\Ter

bemoan "the glory that was Saigal and

the grandeur that was Pankaj"?

MANGALORE. S. R. Kunjoor.

OUR MUSIC
"It is with regret, sorrow and]

remorse that one has sometimes to

,

hear and listen to unbearable music

on the Indian screen. Music as de-i

lined by Brougham is 'an art which

streng.hens the bonds o! civilized so-

Here is a rather humorous situation from "Gvalan", a social story written,

produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel and starring Sushila Rani.
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ciety, humanizes and softens the feel-

ings and dispositions o£ man, pro-

duces a refined pleasure in the mind,

and tends to raise up in the soul emo-

tions of an exalted nature."

"Does music on the Indian Screen,

produce any of these things on the

mind of a person 3
I prefer some-

times to close my ears rather than

listen to the rubbish and rot which

is being sung on the Indian Screen.

The gestures ami actions which our

heroes and heroines do while singing

are simply deplorable. I fail to un-

derstand why it is a common practice

or thing that we see the hero running

after the heroine like a mad he-goat.

Why should there be the catching of

the hands whilst singing?"

POONA. Simon A. Aaron (Rohekar)

FOR MALYALI GIRLS

"Travancore is said to be a civilized

State and industry is being improved
there day by day. Still, till now, only

2 or 3 films in Malayalam have been

produced. Have they no studios and
actors of their own? That is why,
perhaps, they are satisfied with the

ro.ten Tamil films. Why can't they

make a start by producing more in

Malayalam?"

\ l GAPATAM. N. V. R. Swamy.

STILL DOUBTFUL?
"Of the fifty six pictures mentioned

in the "Refresh Your Memory" page

ol January 1046 issue of "filmindia"

only one is "Excellent Don't Miss",

only one "Very good", and only six

"Quite good", while twenty-three are

"Tolerable—Entertaining in parts"

(which category includes "sob-stuff",

"nothing much", "sadly fails", "un

interesting", "boring", etc.) and
twenty five are "Rotten—Avoid". Is

this not a shameful record for the

Indian Film Industry 2 "

SING \PORE.
N. Mehervan Singh.

AH! THE DAILIES!

"I rc.nl with delight your weighty

editorial io the March issue of "film-

india" regarding the sincere efforts

of Mr. P. N. Thapar, Secretary to

(!ovt. Information Department, to

organise a Film Council and a Film

Institute for India. It is indeed an

intelligent attempt at the re orientation

of our film industry and we, the

picture goers of India, wholeheartedly

Rehana and Moni Chatterjec in

"Bridge" a story of Om Pictures.

0/VYOUREQU/PMMT

In one of its queer ironies, the war
showed the theatre owner the extent

he can continue his hold on his equip-

ment. Before the war, his first thought

was to get replacements or spares.

Today, he has learnt to consult the

PEL SERVICE Engineer and be guided
by him.

The introduction of PEL SERVICE as

a war-time necessity first proved to

him that he could make his existing

equipment perform better and last

longer.

With the PEL SERVICE going into post-

war utility, the theatre owner's hold on
his equipment can be far better than he
ever imagined. PEL SERVICE'S pre-
ventive maintenance is a boon to

Theatre owners.

depend

PH0T0PH0NE EQUIPMENTS LTD.
BOMBAY
DELHI

CALCUTTA
MADRAS

LAHORE
KARACHI
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Filmindia seems bent on settling accounts with Producer Kardar. The game
horse won another mile and half race (Mahaluxmi Plate) on 16th March
1946. Mr. Baburao Patel leads him in looking out for Kardar. On the left is

Mr. Selvaratnam, the trainer.

support the suggestions, you have so "What pains me much is that t

powerfully made, to make the pro- did not see such an important news
position a real success. item in any of our daily newspapers,

who, I fear, are not treating this de-

serving industry fairly. In the heat

and storm of political propaganda,
they forget to tell their readers about
the growth and activities of our na-

tional industries, without which, free-

dom, which they so loudly demand,
would be a mere illusion."

N. S. V. Chalam.
MALLESWARAM P. O.

BE SUBSCRIBERS

"Mr. Baburao Patel you deserve cre-

dit by inserting "Refresh Your Me-
mory" section in your most popular

magazine.

"But, my dear editor, it is only use-

ful to your subscribers and readers

because they only can save money
from seeing rotten pictures. But about

others?"

D. L. Dudani.

LARKHANA (Sind).

HINDI WITH VENGEANCE
"The dialogue of Vikramaditya is

full of jaw-breaking Sanskrit words

which one can hardly understand. The
diaogue-writer seems to be a pedan-

tic fellow who wants to make a vain

show of his knowledge rather than

make the dialogue understood by the

picture-goers. It is a foolish waste of

OUT WITH A PRINCELY MAJESTY.
TO OFFER A CHASTE TASTE OF ART

INQUILAB

CHITRA'S
FRQR-E-HIIID

eHAlDtBMGrl&c

Ao/uc*.. S. M. KODOLIKAR, b. a.

sA HAPPY REVOIdII^FIOM.
ft ft ft STARRING ft ft ft

MASTER VITHAL and Miss CHARULATA (New Find)

with VASANT PEHLWAN, JAL KHAMBATTA, OMKAR DEWASKAR,
S. BORKAR, MANJULA etc.

Out Men #w ^toncA "BAJIRAO the GREAT
Story K. S. THACKERAY

For Territorial Rights Apply to :-

CINE TRIO CORPORATION, 14 Hamam St. FORT.

BOMBAY.
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PEARLINE-PARIS LTD.

P. O. Box 4?J, Bombay.

PEARLEX
BEST SKIN BLEACH

<inergy. Such foolish pedantry de-

serves strong condemnation."

M. ABDUL RASHEED.
BANGALORE CANTT.

THEN FOLLOW THE BIBLE!

"Last week I had the misfortune of

seeing "Pannadai". Seeing the names

of our veteran actors like Chandramo-
han and Durga Khote on the cast I

ventured to enter the theatre for

which act I even now regret. The
picture proved to be so boring that

myself and my friends came out even

before the show was over. The fact

becomes doubly regrettable when I

read your review of the picture in

"filmindia" and had I taken a little

trouble to go through your review-

before I went to see the picture I

would have saved a lot of money,
time and energy.

"I now remember what you re-

marked once that in foreign coun-

tries "filmindia" is the Bible of Indian

films but I could now boldly add that

there arc millions in India itself for

whom "filmindia" is the Bible of the

Indian film industry."

MADRAS. A. V. Savithri.

DON'T I?

"I was very much vexed to get

your "filmindia" over here (Iraq) the

other day by 'registered post'. Every-

body in my office thronged round me
demanding to have at least a look at

the pages thereof. Bewildered I stood

in their midst, confronting a problem

as to whom I should oblige. Cruelly

I left them all with the magazine in

my sale custody, thereby incurring

their displeasure. Could you tell me
why even people who bitterly ha;e

you for your trank, judicious com
ments, die for the magazine.2 Pre-

sumably you edit it with some magi-

cal power that bewitches even your

enemies. Do you?"

B. K. Devaraj

PA IFORCE.

5% IS TOO MUCH
"If I remember correct, you have

once stated that only pictures with 5%
entertainment will be reviewed in

your magazine. But you have all

along been very kind to one and all

producers by reviewing all rotten

pictures thus creating the impression

in the mind of the readers that there-

is 5% entertainment in each of them.
Instead, why not emphatically state

that such and such a picture will not

at all be reviewed as it is not worth

reviewing. Some independent pro-

ducers, of course, may not care for a

frank statement of this sort and may
on the contrary treat it as an insult.

But surely a man like Chandulal Shah

who produces flops after flops dare

not ignore your remarks. Such

honest criticism is bound to awaken
those producers who only dream of

turning out pictures one after another

paying little heed to the quality of

their products.

BOMBAY. V. R. Murthy.

RIDING ON THE TIDE

"Many new film companies are

being floated and patriotic themes be-

ing advertised. Where to, are the

productions of "Jai Hind," "Inquilab".

"1857" etc. going to lead us? Is it

not high time that some of our wide-

ly-read film journals organize a cam-

paign to stop these dangerously patrio-

tic producers from betraying the

Indian National Congress?"

BOMBAY. I. I. Vora.

WHO STOPS THEM?
"It is often seen that the wives, in

the pictures, call their husbands as

'Nath' or 'Swami'. which is quite

improper. It denotes serfdom, servi-

tude and great inferiority; and I am
unable to understand as to why do

the women of today, claiming equa-

lity, not object to it.
3 Wives may

call their husbands by names."

GONDIA. R. K. Pashine.

Jairaj plays a good role in "Rajputani".

a historical picture of Ranjit
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OUR REVIEW

"Gouri" Flops Ht The Box Offices!

Bad Direction Kills A Good Story Idea !

This is another (Cedar Sharma pic-

ture from the Ranjit Studios and it is

therefore not surprising that it has

failed to attract the crowds. As critics,

however, we don't keep company

with the crowds. In fact, we run

away Er< m them with Art as our

handmaid and with purpose as our

goal to a lonely corner to evaluate the

work of Kedar Sharma about whom
we still nurse an early impression ol

being both an artist and an intellec-

tual.'

Judged from our lonely critic's

corner, "Gburi" remains a dying effort

ol a very tired man, who having come

across a good thing just wondered

what to do about it and kept won-

dering from the beginning to the!

end of it.

It is amazing how many people in

this country indulge in random and

erratic thinking. Take the instance

of this fellow Kedar Sharma. He
starts to produce a progressive picture

by putting his heroine in the brothel

of a city and sending a humanitarian

villager to rescue her from her world

of sin and viee. But just in the nick

of time, Kedar Sharma shivers with

conventional fever and quite hurriedly,

through the mouth of the heroine,

tells us that though two peop'e, one

drunken and the other crazy, had

passes at her she was still a virgin

—

untouched, even though one of them

had dared to s'ap her. Kedar wants

to tell the world, much against the

tempo of the story, that his heroine

—

an overgrown woman—fought one

and all and remained a virgin con-

lined in a solitary eel! of a brothel, in

spite of constant attempts made on

her. This is a bclievc-it-or-not story

and we are asked to believe it by

Kedar who would have to show other-

wise a woman lost against her will,

no longer a virgin, at the sight of

whom the puritanic vi 1 lager would

run miles away.

Besides, what would our conven-

tional society say if they found the

educated and rdmcctab'e Kedar

Sharma trying to reclaim a lost woman

at the hands of a Mellin's-Food-villa-

ger, untouched by human hand?

"GOURI"

Producers:

Language:

Story, Songs

^ Dialogue:

Photography:

Sound:

Ranjit Movietone

Hindustani

Kedar Sharma

G. K. Mchta

Thakorbhai Patel

Music: Khcmchand Prakash

Cast: Prithviraj, Shamim.

Monica Desai and others

Released At: Central, Bombay.

Date of Release: 16th February

I94,6 -

DIRECTOR:

KEDAR SHARMA

Kedar Sharma, the intellectua',

fancied this theme in his wild dream

but Kedar, the wordly-wise film direc-

tor, trembled at its thought and sen:

the purpose of this theme flying to

the winds by giving us the conven-

tional twist to the basic thematic as-

pect of the heroine's portrayal.

Imagine the size and age of the

heroine as seen in the picture and see

whether you can strain your imagina-

tion enough to believe that she is still

a virgin. If not in the brothel it

might have been in the original village

from where she came, the heroine

seemed to have lost her virginity,

looking at the figure presented on the

screen, long long before. And yet, we

are asked to bring a cloud ol fantas-

tic imagination before our eyes and

belie them by not seeing what they

actual'y see.

A VILLAGER'S ADVENTURE
With this terrific strain on the

mind and the eye we begin the story

of Binoy, a young villager, who goes

with Raja, the village barber, to Cal-

cutta for the first time. Binoy strays

into a brothel where he meets Gouri,

the heroine, who is a virgin in a bro-

thel, (according to Kedar Sharma).

Moved by her talc of woe. Binoy

rescues the maiden and returns to the

village with her like the Prince in a

fairy talc.

to

Recruit S. L. Nayar of Meripara,

Meerut, has talent in acting and skill

in make-up. He sent us several

photos but this one has his original

face.

In the village, Binoy has a sweet-

heart in Padma, a beautifu' village

belle. After the usual interludes Binoy

wins his mother over and marries

Gouri. Padma is heart broken and

takes the usual line of the wounded
tigress. It is after this marriage that

Kedar Sharma's romantic instincts

outstep his philosophic ideas. He can-

not make up his mind whether to

keep his heroine at the conventional

level of dignity and poise as a Hindu
wife or to make her a frivolous part-

ner of a villager's life. The wa'y she

actually behaves alter marriage, we
feel that she had brought brothel

mannerisms into the married life,

forgetting this technique completely

during her brothel sequences in which

she had behaved like a normal, sub-

dued woman.

This cheap and vulgar interpreta-

tion ol her role alter marriage for-

feits all the sympathy one could have

with the heroine.

Actually, later on, when the heroine

is driven out of the home and sepa-

rated from her child, no one feels

sympathetic for her sad lot. Kedar
Sharma's frivo'ous treatment of her

married life costs the heroine the

much-needed sympathy of the audi-

The story proceeds on the usual

lines in which the heroine gets a child

and through petty jealousies and in-

trigues by mean neighbours is mcrci-
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rssly exposed and her past is thrown

Uo the public square for general

[dicu'e. Binoy's mother drives the

irl out keeping the little child at

onic.

Gouri stra\s through usual hard-

nips and gets a haven with an old

jompounder who looks after her as

is daughter. When Binoy returns.

Id goes crazy and goes in search ot

| is wife wi h his little child on his

bus. Padma, the vi lagc belle, suffers

rom pangs cf true love and also s'arts

h search ol Binoy.

Al
1

the strings ol die drama arc

tilled together in ihr slums ol

ia'cut'a where Bino) loc:ks like an

ntamcd an mat with years ol growth

clow his chin, still searching tor

Couri.

' We forgot to te'l you ol the sym-

olic profession of Binoy of making
[ay idols ol gods and goddesses,

"hough this was the major philosophy

f the picture it was turned into a

linutc particle of the story due to

ick of imagination. Through his

abit of giving his idols six toes to

ne of the feet, in sympathy with the

x possessed by Gouri, the heroine

comes to know of Binoy's existence

and reaches the slums to find Padma
already instal'ed there. As it would
he unconventional to show on the

screen two wives living with a sing'e

husband, though it can he done with

case in real life, Kcdar Sharma
manages to kill Gouri quickly and

hand over the villager to his vil'age

belle.

Thus ends the story which began

with one intention and ended with

altogether another. Thanks, to the

'intellectual' llights ol Kcdar Sharma.

POOR PRODUCTION VALUES
As a motion picture it is enough to

say that "Gouri" is a Ranjit picture

which maintains all the 'distinctions'

of Ranjit during the las: six years.

The songs of the picture arc poor.

The music is a funny combination ot

words and orchestra. The artiste

sang one song while the orchestra

p'ayed another one altogether.

The sound recording is pretty good

while the photography is pleasant in

parts.

, From the players, Prithviraj in the

role ot Binoy is a complete miscast as

a village boy. With his aged face

and his huge bulk he looks more like

a village grandpa. Keeping faith with

his tiresome mannerisms Prithvi jerks

himse'f in and out of the scenes and
looks completely hideous in the slums

of Calcutta, in fact more hideous than

the original ones born in the slums.

Monica in the role of Gouri gives

a rude shock to our pet notions about

virgins. She looks hideous with her

ugly nostrils and her sagging body

At a couple of pathetic places she

gives a g'impsc of some good work
but her bad diction of the dialogues

lakes the kick out ot these spots also.

Shamim in the role ol Padma just

torge's to act. She moves about mak-
ing faces and imagining that a'l that

was wanted was being given and

more of it.

In the role ot the mother, Rajku-

mari Shukla gives her usual patent

performance, but she has so litt'e to

do that she is not noticed in the pic-

ture. The others in the picture don't

count.

In short, "Gouri'' is boredom in

celluloid.

DUGAL PICTURES
PRESENTS

HARISH & NAJMA

H A cfD A E
An enchanting Social photop'ay of

Musim ife with lilting Music,

ported by: H. Prakash, Anita Sharma, etc.

Story: Directed by: Music:

RAZIA BANOO. RAFIQ RAZVI. M SHAFI.

Dialogues & Songs

:

C. M HUNAR.

permanent . l^cnts :

Bengal: Central Film Circuit, Calcutta

North: Surjit Film Distributors, Rawalpindi

C.P.C.I. : The Popular Films Ltd., Bhusaval.

For Pa/riiculars apply /<> :-

DUGAL PICTURES,
Tinwa'a Bldgs., Tribhuvan Road,

BOMBAY 4
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"Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" misses The mark
Grave Injustice To Khurshid

Next time when the Brain Trust of

the Ranjit Studios decides to copy

other motion pictures it should make
up its mind about its main inspira-

tion instead of shuttling between two
stories. "Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" is neither

the story of "Bernadette" nor the tale

of "Bodana". And it is a pity seeing

that the subject had enough basic

dramatic value to be made into a

powerful motion picture.

We however congratulate the per-

son who coined that happy title

"Prabhu-Ka-Ghar". Though the pic-

ture does not deserve this title, the

name, nevertheless, is so eloquent that

a very powerful and philosophic story

could have been written under its ins-

piration.

The present picture is a complete

mess of lofty intentions due to erra-

tic planning and lack of imagination

and therefore it fails to appeal.

The story of the picture is a synthe-

tic concoction mainly composed of

different incidents picked either from

"Song of Bernadette" or from

'"Bhakta Bodana". The role of Alka

is inspired by "Bernadette" while that

of Rudrasen takes after the life story

of "Bodana", the dacoit-devotee. Bet-

Rustomji Poonawalla plays a charac-

ter role in "Naiyya" supervised by

Mazhar Khan.

"PRABHU-KA-GHAR"

Producers: Ranjit Movietone
Language: Hindustani

Story: Gunvantrai Acharya &
Munshi Dil

Dialogue: Munshi Dil

Songs: Pandit Indra

Music: Bulo C.Rani & Khem-
chand Prakash

Photography: D. K. Ambre
Audiography: G. K. Mehta
Cast: Khurshid, Trilok Kapoor,

Sulochana Chatterji. Bipin

Gupta, Sheikh Hassan

etc.

Released At: Royal Opera,

Bombay.
Date of Release: 12th Jan. 1946.

Directed By:

VAJAHAT MIRZA

ween these two devotional ends there

is many an incident stolen from the

lives of different saints of India, which

are put into the story. A notable one

is from the story of "Gora Kum-
bhar" who got his hands cut because

they had committed an act of sin.

The story opens with an unknown
village girl A'.ka talking to Nanda,

another village girl, some sentimental

nonsense about universal love.

Throughout the picture we are never

told who this Alka is beyond a pass-

ing reference in some dialogues that

she has a brother in Sarang. We do

not even know where she lives, what

she does for her living, nor do we
know about her instincts and incli-

nations in life as a young girl. All

that we are told is that she is a de-

votee of God but we are not told how
and where she is inspired with this

devotion.

In another scene in the temple wc

are shown that she enters the temple

with her companion Nanda and stands

in the presence of the idol right in-

side the inner temple, something that

is never done in Hindu temples, the

privilege of doing so belonging only

to the priests who carry out the daily

worship. Throughout the picture we
are never told why this girl Alka is

Mehtab and Jagirdar get a coy ma
ment in "Bairam Khan."

trying to build a temple on a distant

village hillock when already a good
temple existed nearby, where she

could go and pray whenever she lik-

ed and evrn touch the feet of the

Lord without anybody objecting. And
yet in the latter part of the picture

we are asked to witness the fanatic

zeal of this girl in building a ricketv

temple and praying for the idol ot

Krishna to come there by divin..

miracle. The character of A'ka re

mains therefore suspended in thin air

throughout the story and fails to be

convincing.

The other important character in

the picture is that of Rudrasen, the

dacoit, who has terrorized the village-

side and the entire kingdom with his

numerous acts of crime. This man
has previous history behind him. He
is the brother of the ruling chief nur-

sing a grievance in his heart. The in-

justice done to him, we are told, has

made him a ruthless dacoit. But

Rudrasen had pursued his rebel des-

tiny a 1 alone leaving behind a son in

|

Arvind. The son does not know
who his father is and, for a time, the!

father does not know what has be-

come of his son As is usual with!

such a character, the king declares a

reward for his capture and Arvindj

picks up the gauntlet. After manyl

escapes Arvind and Rudrasen come to

blows and Rudrasen runs away to the

hill of the rickety temple and in a

minute after he meets Alka and shcj

gives him some water to drink, the

dacoit turns into a devotee. The
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I transformation is so sudden that the

breath of the audience is taken away

with it.

Between these two characters, the

I entire story is written and for a long

time the writers seem worried about

making up their minds whether to

give Aika more importance or whe-

ther Rudrasen should be the top-dog.

Ultimately Bipin Gupta who plays

Rudrasen being more loyal and po'.ite

to the producers wins the race of

favouritism at the expense of Khur-

shid on whom the whole story should

have been built. This is an injustice

done to Khurshid, the main artiste of

the story and whatever personal satis-

faction the producers get out of this

it must be recorded here that 'Prabhu

i Ka-Ghar' has failed as a motion pic-

ture because of this stupid decision.

Had I he producers developed the rok'

of Aika giving it a logical beginning

and ending it in a logical manner
making the character of Rudrasen

only incidental to the story, ihe pic-

ture would have looked more like

"Song of Bernadette" and as such

would have appealed to the audiences

more than it does now.

With these two main characters run

ning in and out of the screen errati-

cally, "Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" has become

a hotch-potch between a village gin

and a dacoit. Rudrasen steals the or-

naments from the temple in the pre-

sence of Aika and accepts the challenge

of Arvind, the Commander of the

army to capture him. Before his cap-

ture, however, Rudrasen becomes a

devotee of God seeking penitence

from the Almighty. Now there is

some interlude of the villainous ele-

ment in the town in the character of

Kanchan Seth. This fe:low is a rich

Bania who extorts money from the

poor and lives on it. After the usual

unconvincing incidents, a tame fire is

shown in which Kanchan Seth's dau-

ghter dies and her dead body is re-

covered trom the flames by Rudrasen,

now a devotee. That gives Aika a

chance to perform her second miracle
in which the child is brought back
to life. All this time Rudrasen is a

silent spectator of the spiritual heights

of A'ka. He patiently waits for his

own turn to perform miracles which
Ranjit writers, in their usual obliging

manner, provide towards the end ot

the story

Did we forget to tell you about the

frustrative romance between Arvind
and Aika? These two are evidently

in love but they can not make up
their mind what to do about each

other till the end. So both keep pull-

ing each other throughout the story

with the usual romantic nonsense

uttered in the usual sentimental strain.

The climax is soon reached when

Arvind discovers the fact that in the

bearded devotee is not only the per-

son of Rudrasen, the dacoit but also

of his father After some silly talk

all are rushed to the presence of the

WE OFFER YOU THE UNDERMENTIONED BOX OFFICE

BONANZAS SUITED FOR ALL THEATRES
r FOR ALL INDIA RIQHTS )

ALEXANDER KORDA'S PRODUCTIONS
1. ELEPHANT BOY :— A Jungle story comes to life with enchanting little urchin

FAMOUS SABU.

2. DARK JOURNEY : The most exciting SPY DRAMA. CONRAD VEIDT teamed with
lovely VIVIEN LEIGH plays a doubly dangerous game - Q-Boat's fight!

ROBERT T. KANE PRODUCTIONS.
3. UNDER THE RED ROBE

:
CONRAD VEIDT as duellist & adventurer co-scarring with

ANNA3ELLA gives a brilliant performance with thrilling fight.

4. DINNER AT THE RITZ : Lovely ANNABELLA with DAVID NIVEN plays her role
most brilliantly in this DETECTIVE STORY - Revolver fight, murder, detection ending in

peace and happiness.

DAVID O. SELZNICK PRODUCTION :

5. GARDEN OF ALLAH :_( In technicolor) starring MARLENE DIETRICH & CHARLES
BOYER - The most thrilling and awakening romance ever screened.

For BOOKINGS & TERRITORIAL RIGHTS urite to .--

THE MYSORE CINE CORPORATION,
290, Lamington ROAD,

Gram: "MYSORECINE " BOMBAY 7. Phone: 41754.
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It seems to be rather a 'catty' situation with so many around Kanan in

"Rajlaxmi."

king and after some more si ly talk

all are brought back again to the tem-

ple on the hillock and at the express

wish of the dacoit-devotee he is buri-

ed in the ground and the final miracle

of arrows turning into flowers, is per-

formed. Thus ends a good subject

which only Indians can spoil and make

silly and only Indians can see and

believe.

NO PRODUCTION VALUES

As is usual with many Ranjit pic-

tures "Prabhu-Ka-Ghar" also pre

sents weak and indifferent production

values The photography is far from

being uniform or pleasant. The re-

cording is more bad than good. Th^

music is common. The songs are

pretty well written this time by Pan-

dit Indra bar a few twisted words for

rhyming purposes. Song No. 10 is

a well-written protest in the form of

a prayer to Divinity. The dialogue

is hardly forceful while parts are

definitely wrongly expressed. The

orchestration behind the songs is very

unhappy and runs away from the

words leaving the artiste miserably

a' one with her words. The ghost

voice chosen for Bipin Gupta's song

is from the hostile group. It is dia-

metrically against the natural tone of

the speaking voice of Bipin Gupta be-

sides being too weak and tender for

the role of a dacoit. When choosing

ghost voices it is essential that only

such voices as can be found in sym-

pathy with the spirit of the role and

in near harmony with the natural voice

of the main artiste should be chosen.

But in Ranjit there doesn't seem to be

any such planning or design in work.

It is therefore no wonder that both

the songs of Bipin Gupta fail to ap-

peal. Imagine the effect on the audi-

ence when they find a dacoit that

roars and thunders throughout the

early parts of the picture, suddenly

singing like a cuckoo when he be-

comes a devotee in a semi-effeminate

voice. The least that people can do is

to suppress a laughter.

The direction of Vajahat Mirza is

in short a misdirection of so much
energy.

NOTHING TO REMEMBER

None of the players gives any out-

standing performance which can be

remembered even for a day. As is

usual, Khurshid does her work in

her usual manner in the role of Alka.

but from the beginning to the end

she fails to convince about the spiri-

tual aspect of her role. In parts she

actually vamps and at other places

when she works there is neither devo

tion around nor any spiritual light

within. Khurshid plays the role as

'prettily' as she did in 'Pardeshi' with-

out realising that the two characters

were different.

Bipin Gupta makes his maiden ap-

pearance in Bombay in this picture.

Had they not stripped Bipin and
shown his poor flesh it would have

been easier to believe his role as a

ruthless dacoit. The man has a voice

and stern features to match but below
the neck he has poor flabby flesh which
is never a distinctive feature of hard-

boiled dacoits. Whenever, therefore.

Bipin thunders he gives an impres-

sion of a lamb roaring like a lion,

Bipin's dialogues need a lot of polish-

ing. From the histrionic point of

view, however, Bipin has done his

work with some understanding of the

spirit of his role.

Trilok Kapoor in the role of Arvind
walks through the picture like the

Commander of the army which he

plays. Even in his love scenes with

Alka he does not relax his military

discipline and remains stiff, true to the

military traditions. No wonder Alka

could not make up her mind finally.

Sheikh Hassan in the role of Sarang

becomes conscious of the fact that he

has to play up the comedy role with

Nanda played by Sulochana Chatter-

jee. Between the two they continue a

tug of romance constancy looking at

the audience for approval and to make
sure that they are doing the right

thing. Theirs is an obliging perfor

mance which needs constant approval

from the spectators and it seems that

without constant pulling they wou d

not have gone to the end of the story.

Prakash, a new-comer, does pretty

well as Kanchan Seth without being

camera-conscious. He is worth con-

sidering for future pictures.

Munny Aga is the most humorous
king we have seen in any motion pic-

ture. His pan-painted teeth could be

seen from a mi.e away and the way he

spoke his dialogues he gave an im-

pression that the king was feeling

funny somewhere at the end of his

spine. From the beginning to the end

he behaved like Alice in Wonderland.

After a 1 said and done, no one

need be very disappointed widi

"Prabhu-Ka-Ghar". This picture car-

ries further the recent traditions of

Ranjit. A slight relief is that this one

is a shade better.
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"Paristaan" Becomes A
Frothy Comedy

Presents R Cruel Slander On The

Bengal Tragedy

Producer N. R. Acharya has given

some frothy and fantastic entertain-

• ment in his new picture "Paristaan".

It begins with the hypothetical argu-

ment of a woman looking upon a

man as her enemy. With ihis basic

' idea, the story writer has created

many giggling situations without be-

ing serious anywhere during the

complete length of the story. The
, whole subject has been handled in a

I very frivolous and frothy manner

and though there is hardly anything to

complain about the picture, yet it

'

fails to satisfy or even to humour at

the end of the experience.

It is rather a sad reflection to find

i that the story writer has used the re-

cent grim Bengal tragedy, in which

I millions died, to provide him with

i some humorous incidents by creating

a motherless orphan as the crux oi:

several humorous situations. It is

"PARISTAAN"
Producers: Acharya Art Produc-

tions Ltd.

Language: Hindustani

Story: Vaju Kotak

Dialogue: G. S. Potdar

Songs: Rupdas & Ninoo

Music: Ninu Muzumdar
Photography: Jimmy Kapadia

Sound Recording: S. C. Patil

Cast: Pahari Sanyal, Anjali Devi,

Sunalini Devi, Kamal

Zamindar, Master Amrit-

lal, Padma Banerjee etc.

Released At: Swastik, Bombay.

Date of Release: 19th January

1946.

Directed By:

MAHESH KAUL

Mubarak's protruding eyes bulge more when they rove over t*ara in "Soni

Mahiwal", a Jayant Dcsai production.

Veena becomes a Rajput maiden in

"Rajputani," a Ranjit hit.

rather a cruel way of doing things

and the humour created by the little

Bengali baby leaves a bad taste in the

mouth.

TRANSPARENT STUFF
The story is very simple. We are

shown a number of girls with a few

grown-up cats conducting an insti-

tution called "Nari Pratishthan". In

this institution man is the common
sworn enemy who is abused constantly

for one cause or another. The elderly

cats try to bring up the girls wkh this

poison instilled in them and the girls

are not allowed to meet any man.

Among the girls there is Chanchal

who is already interested in Biren, a

city-boy. Chanchal ij often pulled up
severely by the matron and by

Shyama who acts as the secretary of

the institution. Shyama is quite an

attractive girl and behaves in a stiff

manner believing for a time in the

discipline and the sermons of the

elders.

On the other hand, in the town, we
are introduced to Rasik, a musician,

who has by coincidence acquired a

unit of dancers in Banke and Pyari.

After a lot of mix up Rasik comes
across Chanchal and a pandemonium
is created in the institution where
men were not allowed before. Rasik

somehow manages to get himself ap-

pointed as the music teacher of the

girls and thus comes nearer Shyama
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his ultimate sweetheart. Now begin

a number of romantic interludes in

the hit-and-miss manner till things

reach a climax in which Rasik takes

away Shyama, Chanchal marries Biren

and the institution is broken up and

turned into a maternity hospital. At
the end of it all we find Chanchal

having a daughter, Shyama having 2

daughters, and Banke having 3
daughters. The whole story is plan-

ned for entertainment and one must

admit that it does entertain in pans

though very superficially.

POOR PRODUCTION
As a motion picture "Paristaan".

however, is rather a poor production

once again proving the cheap commer-
cial rush with which Shree Sound
Studios seems to be functioning at

present. Sound and photography are

bo.h erratic and inconsistent. The
music is very poor while the song
compositions are nothing much to

worry about. Vaju Kotak's story idea

is quite good. One however wishes

that he. had not developed certain se-

quences so crudely. The dialogue

Recruit Jagdish c'o Narsingh Dass

Khurana, Divisional Pay Office,

Rawalpindi, has a "lurking desire to

adopt the film career." He has 70
inches of frame and 1 maund and
seers of personality in moral support.

is pretty attractive in parts. With j

little better editing, the picture would
have become more slick. The direc-

tion of Mahesh Kaul is not at all bad

seeing that he had to manage a num-
ber of stupid things in a sensihle

manner.

As most of the story is based on
incidents and slapstick, there is hardly

any scope for anyone to show hist-

rionic talent. Anjali Devi, however,

attracts a bit of attention by looking

quite sweet in parts in the role of

Shyama while Master Amritlal gives

a good slapstick performance as

Banke, the dancer. Pahari Sanyal

disappoints in the role of Rasik while

Kamal Zamindar must be considered

as utterly hopeless in the role of

Biren. This boy needs a little more
experience. It was surprising to see

Sunalini Devi giving a bad perfor-

mance in the role of the matron. She

speaks a mouthful of words in a very

stagy manner and fails to convince

everyone about the missionary enthu-

siasm which the institution required

(o propagate its queer ideals.

In line, "Paristaan" can he called

not a Inul entertainer if you arc not

looking out lor anything intel'ectual

in it.

SUPPORTED BY 1

* SURAIYA BANU * RASHID * ROSHAN LAL *
Photography : N. M. ADHIKARI
Audiography : N . S . N A I R

Dances : D. BABULAL
Music : A R U N ROY & S.ASIF

NEXT ATTRACTION AN UPTODATE SOCIAL HIT " PRATHIKS1 1 A."
PARTICULARS :NEW INDIA P I C T U R K S ,
BOTAWALA BLDG. * 8, ELPHINSTONE CIRCLE * FORT. BOMBAY * PHONE ; 32103
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'Din Raat' Slanders Our Film Industry

Good Theme Poisoned By Rotten
Interludes

I The box-office success which Nav-

Lug Chitrapat achieved in "Panna"

t-ecently seems to have gone to their

liead, seeing that they have thrown

fcood taste and discieUoil to the winds

fin their recent production "'Din

IRaat".

I "Din Raat" had a good theme for

L motion picture in so far as it re-

lated to the natural conflict between

la married couple arising out of their

pursuit of different vocation-, in life,

pn this aspect of the story ' Din Raat"

Is quite a good picture and breaks

Inew ground in its screen treatment

leven though certain punches in the

Ipicturc arc unblushingly borrowed

ifrom a couple of foreign stories.

I What is however dirty in the story

are the sequences between a film

producer and the female star of his

istudio. After seeing these sequences,

lone wonders whether our film indus-

Itry is really constituted of such film

[producers as shown in "Din Raat".

[These sequences constitute a damn-

"DIN RAAT"

Producers: Navayug Chitrapat

Ltd.

HindustaniLanguage:

Story &
Screenplay:

Dialogue:

Songs:

Music:

Rov Kinikar

Producer W. Z. Ahmed is one of our

very few cultured film craftsmen,

whose work commands respect from

all. Ahmed has a versatile production

programme in hand for the year 1946

Abdul Baqui

Santokh Nadeem

Dada Chandekar

Photography: Balwant Dhavale

Audiograph): Bal Chavan

Cast: Snehaprabha Pradhan,

Paresh Banerjee, Sulo-

chana Chatterjee, Vasant

Thcngdi, etc.

Released At: Krishna, Bombay.

Date of Release: 8th Feb. 1946

Directed By:

SHOREY DAULTALVI

able slander on the Indian film in-

dustry which keeps on inviting society

girls to take up the film career in

larger numbers.

After seeing "Din Raat ' no decent

girl will be induced to take up the

screen as a career because in this

picture, produced by a fi'm producer,

the most slandered person is the film

produce! himsclt who is shown as a

drunkard and debauch, taking im-

moral liberties uuh his main star.

Apart from being untrue, these se-

quences are portrayed in a filthy and

malicious manner and do not reflect

happily on the business morality of

the producers.

GOOD BASIC THEME

Apart from this dirty stuff, the

story of "Din Raat" is quite engag-

ing. Kamala and Lccla arc two edu-

cated girls economically independent

in life. Kamala. the elder sister, is

shown as a practising doctor attached

to a hospital while Lccla, the younger

one, is shown as a phlegmatic artiste

doing film work.

Recruit Prem Suman of Lahore has

forgotten to give his address. He
should have unless he is a postman.
He has five years stage experience,

stands 5' 8" and is 25 years old.

Kamala meets Paresh, the hero,

accidentally and both fall in love with
each other. Paresh is from the vil-

lages where his father Bikram Pan-
dit has already arranged a village girl

as his lilc partner. The story now
lakes the usual turn in which Paresh
objects to his father's arrangement
and leaves the village to marry Dr.
Kamala. The father excites the hos-
tility of the man whose daughter was
engaged to Paresh and in consequence
becomes miserable and unhappy.

Paresh and Dr. Kamala live as

husband and wife each doing different

work. Dr. kamala goes to thc hos-
pital, sometimes during thc day and
sometimes at night and Paresh goes
to an office always during thc day
and stays at home during nights.

There arc days when the husband
and wife miss each other terribly due
to thc duties of their different voca-
tions. These interludes of absence
put a strain on the love between thc
two and ultimately lead to a terrific-

quarrel and misunderstanding.

Dr. Kamala who works with noble
ideals in view finds her husband un-
sympathetic anil becomes miserable.
The climax is soon reached when
Paresh walks out of the home calling
his wife numerous names. As film
coincidence would have it, Kamala
has just performed an operation on
Bikram Pandit, the father of her hus-
band and saved his life without know-
ing that the man saved was her
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It is the usual wine-and-woman situation with the wine unnamed but the

woman is Kalyani as seen in "Haqdar,"a Dugal picture.

father-in-law. Later on Bikram Pan-

dit calls on Dr. Kamala to give a

small present. He discovers her to

be unhappy and identifying her as

his daughter-in-'aw, he goes back to

Paresh and opens his eyes to the

truth of the circumstances and brings

him back. All are soon happy.

The least said about the film pro-

ducer and the film artiste sequences,

the better. They are filthy from the

beginning to the end.

KILLED BY BAD RECORDING
While the photography of "Din

Raat" is quite pleasant in parts, the

same cannot be said about the re-

cording of the picture. The record-

ing of many important sequ-

ences and songs is very bad

and cannot be heard inspite

of lot of strain. Almost all the

songs are very badly recorded and at

places even the orchestra behind the

songs has completely disappeared.

This feature of the picture kills the

entertainment va'ue of the story con-

siderably. The dialogue is quite

good and brilliant in a coup'e of

places. The song compositions how-

ever are not happy being the rehash

of the usual words usual'y written by

Punjabi lvric writers. In the 8 songs

that we find in the picture, the two

words "Jawani" and "Joban" have

been repeated several times. To be

exact "Jawani" is heard 8 times while

"Joban" is echoed 5 times. With so

much of "Joban" and "Jawani"

thrown about it is not difficult to

imagine that the songs are made un-

necessarily suggestive and vulgar. The
tunes of the songs are far from being

happy. In fact, not a single tune

is likely to be popular. The story of

Roy Kinikar is pretty good in so far

as it relates to the sequences between

the lady doctor and her husband.

Shorey Daultalvi's direction is quite

s'ick and promising. His technique,

however, of opening a shot on two

figures and rushing to the close-up

of one, several times in this picture

is not quite happy. This method

creates an optical strain and we hope

he uses the more normal way of go-

ing from the close-up to the mid-

shot.

SNEHAPRABHA SHINES

From the players Snehaprabha Pra-

dhan gives a very intelligent and

charming performance in the role of

Dr. Kamala. She acquits herself with

the requisite dignity and poise neces-

sary for a medico. Throughout the

picture her performance is so natural

that it is pleasant to see this talented

girl back again in old form af:er a

Ions: time. One however wishes that

Snehaprabha had delivered her dialo-

gue with better phonetics. She still

sounds a bit provincial. In the role

of Paresh, the hero, Paresh Banerjee

gives rather a poor performance. In

April, 1JM

I

contrast with the dignity and poise (

|

Snehaprabha, Paresh looks very muc
an effeminate product. His make-u

i

is also very unhappy with lipstick an I

eye-shade used by women artiste
|

Paresh should learn a little more aboui

his personal make-up if he intends 1 I

play the hero in future. Sulochar

Chatterjee, in the role of Leela, thj

film star, gives some graceful danci
j

but acts rather clumsily in other s.

quences.

Vasant Thengdi as Manoharlal, trj

film producer, gives a disgusting pe

formance and speaks his dialogu<

very, very badly. From the rest DJ
Kashmiri gives quite a good perfol
ma nee, as Bikram Pandit, the fathel

of the hero. He shou'd have, hovl
ever, shown a little more loyalty fj
his beard which begins its career b|
being grey in the beginning, becomcfl
black on the hospital cot and grcl
once again in the end. If the direij

tor had not the brains to check u|
his continuity, it is high time thJ
the artistes look after themselves,

jj

As a motion picture, "Din RaatJ
if entertaining in parts. Though it i

nothing to cry about, it is not at all
a bad time-killer provided you do nol
have to see the filthy sequences aboufl
the film producer.

Recruit R. G. Qaisar of 210 B Wes!
End Road, Meerut Cantt., savs he I
an aristocrat being groomed for stuj

dies in England. He wants to cu

away for films even on fifteen runeel

a month. Right snirit. though fool

hardy.
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J^efytesh Ifout Atemoty
The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

*** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from January 1945

A
(2*) 'Aina' (Hindustani) (D.R.DJ March '45 issue-

Social.
—"presents the same old story—is a small

money-maker."

(1*) 'Albeli'— (Hindustani) (Taiwan March '46—social

—"a boring gipsy yarn."

(1*) 'Amrapali' (Hindi) (Murli) Jan. '46 issue—histo-

rical romance—"proves a terribly boring expe-

rience."

B

(2*) 'Bari Baat' (Hindustani) (Mazhar Art) Jan. '45

issue—Social.
—"not at all a bad time-killer if

you have nothing particular to do."

(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.
—

"year's most rotten show."

(3*) 'Bhabi Kal'— (Bengali) (K. B. Pictures > March
'46—social

—"every one should see for its high-

flown ideology."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.
—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) «Bhai Jan' (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issue-

Social—"presents the usual sob-stuff."

(1*) "Bisvi Sadi" (Hindi) (Bhavnani Feb. '46 issue-
social romance—"silly story—presents boredom
in celluloid."

(2# ) 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) 'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.
—"sob-stuff pure and simple."

(1*) 'Burma Rani' (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May
'45 issue—propaganda social.

—"a crude war
thriller "

C
(2*) 'Caravan' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) May '45 issue-

gipsy social
—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(2») 'Chal Chal Re Navjawan' (Hindustani) (Filmis-

tan) Jan. '45 issue—Social.—"is not worth seeing

twice."

(1») 'Chand Chakori' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March
'46—social

—"provides headache".

(2*) 'Chand* (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Feb. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a light entertainment."

(3*) 'Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desai) April '45

issue—Historical.—"Historically incorrect but en-

tertaining."

(3*) 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta)
Oct. '45 issue—Social.—"presents sensible en-

tertainment."
(1*) 'Chand Tara' (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

issue—Social.—"a stupid time-killer without even
* single moment of intelligent relief."

D
(1*) "Dhamki" (Urdu) (Pancholi) Feb. '46 issue-

detective thriller—"a stupid and tiresome
(1*) "Dhanna Bhagat" (Hindi) (Ranjit) Feb. '46

issue—devotional social—"just another devo-
tional hocus."

(1*) 'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue-
Social.

—
"just rotten and disgusting."

(2*) 'Dui Purush* (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"rattles down N. T. Standard-
there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

E
(3*) 'Ek Din-ka-Sultan* (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

G
(1*) 'Gaali' (Hindustani) (N. R. Desai Productions)

March '45 issue—Social.—"presents disappointing

entertainment."

(2*) 'Ghar' (Hindustani) (Sunrise) Jan. '46 issue

—

Social—

"

a good picture to see though it drags
at places."

(3*) 'Geet' (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue-
Social.—"a picture worth seeing."

H
(2# ) 'Hamara Sansar' (Hindii (Prakash) March '46

—

social—"theme overplayed for screen purposes."
(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45

issue.—Social.—"a picture which is worth going

a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April
'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring
stuff."

(2*) 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 issue-
Historical.—"Sadly fails to entertain."

I

(2») 'Ismat' (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 issue-
Social—"presents common uninteresting plot."

J

(2*) 'Jwar Bhata' (Hindustani) (Bombay Talkies)
Jan. '45 issue—Social.—"nothing outstanding—
yet it is not a bad time-killer."
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(1*)

(1*)

(2*)

(2*)

(1*)

(2*)

(2*)

(1*)

(2*)

(1*)

(2*)

(2*)

'Kalankini' (Bengali) (Indrapuri) March '46—

social—"picture should be scrupulously avoided".

'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July "45 issue-

Social.—"just a rotten picture."

'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45

issue—Mythological—"a boring story."

'Raise Kahun' (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46

issue—social—"is not such an awful time killer."

(Prabhat) Dec. '45

i picture too rotten

(1*)

(2*)

(1*)

(3*)

(1*)

(3*)

'Lakharani' (Hindustani)

issue—costume fantasy—

for words."

'Lalkar' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Feb. '45

issue—Social.—"not a bad time-killer if you are

not looking for anything intellectual in it."

Lai Haveli' (Hindustani) (Bombay Cinetone)

Feb. '45 issue—Social—"continues to entertain

throughout its length."

'Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June '45

issue—social.—"should be considered Ian all

round flop."

'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
'Maha Maya' (Tamil) (Jupiter) March '45—

issue—Mythological.—"moderate stuff without

much entertainment."

Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda social.—"a pretty cheap production."

'My Sister' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) March

'45 issue—Social.—"a common story clumsily

done—expected to run well because of its or-

thodox theme."

"Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history"

'Mun-ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo ana.

drama after the interval."

'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakar)

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."
N

'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi i (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

P
•Pannadai* (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.
—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug. '45 issue-
Propaganda Social.

—"a good time-killer."

'Path Bendhey Dilo' (Bengali) (De-Luxe) July '45

issue—Social.—"a picture better avoided than
seen."

'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.
—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1») "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
(Rajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—Mythological.
—"proves utterly disappointing."

(1*) 'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)
Nov. '45 issue—Social.—"all round rotten and
boring show."

R
(3*) 'Rattan' (Hindustani) (Jamuna) March '46 -

social
—"not at all a bad entertainment."

(1*) "Ratnavali" (Hindi) (Amar) Feb. '46 issue-
mythological —

"

a waste of time and money."
S

(1*) 'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June '45

issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

(1*) 'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathibha
Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all that
it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

(5*) 'Shakuntala' (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi
Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"an
excellent production."

(2*) "Shikari" (Hindustani) (Filmistan) Feb. '46

issue—propaganda social—"thin story material,

well framed."

(1*) 'Shirin Farhad' (Urdu) (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.—"intensely boring picture."

(2*) 'Son? of Desert'— (Urdu) (Jagriti) March '46—

costume phantasy—"speedy thriller for masses."
(1*) 'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-

Mythological—"a stupid and boring affair."

(1*) 'Subah Sham' (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.
'45 issue—Social—"a dead picture. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."
T

(2*) 'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Jan. '46

issue—social—"tolerable in parts."

(2*) 'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagdish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

(1*) .'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is cne long se-

quence of boredom."

U
(1*) 'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-

social.
—"becomes a spineless stuff."

V
(3*) 'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '46

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

(3*) .'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Prakash) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.—"becomes an entertaining picture.

(1») 'Vish Kanya' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March '45

issue—Folklore.—"a motion picture poison one

would not like to swallow."

(2*) 'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social.
—"a pleasant picture to see—story

misses emotional target."

Y
(2*) 'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central Studios) July '45

Issue—Social —"makes good impression."

Z
(3*) 'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan. '46

issue—social
—"a picture worth seeing though

presents popular emotional theme."

Printed b\ Baburao Patel at New Jack Printing Works. Ltd., 39, Siinkli Street, Byculla, and Published by him
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Beautiful Chandni plays the lead opposite Suresh in Sona Chandi produced and directed by R. D. Pareenja.

Released through New Bombay Theatres Ltd., 55 Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay, the Northern India rights

are with Jigat Talkie Distributors, Chandni Cnowk, Delhi. R. D. Pareenja's Sona Chandi is bidding for

box-office honours of 1946 on the merits of its screenplay, songs, music and excellent performances of

many new-comers in the cast.
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12 Issues of "fllmlndla", from
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INLAND Rs. 24/-

FOREIGN i Shillings SO/-
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12 months and not for
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Salute to Ken/tt

A hundred motion pictures are not made every day.

\. producer, like V. Shantaram who took two years to

produce "Dr. Kotnis", will require two hundred years to

broduce a hundred pictures.

Sardar Chandulal Shah o£ Ranjit has done it within

, 5 years (1931-1946) of unceasing production activity.

\nd in producing a hundred pictures, under, a single

rade-mark, Sardar Chandulal has done something which

10 one has been able to do during the last 30 years of

ilm-making in India.

Producing motion pictures is a very flimsy business in

'ndia. Usually the uneconomic experience of producing

only a couple of pictures chases the producer out of the

ndustry. Many producers with studios of their own are

in debts up to their necks. Many change the trade-labels

,

:
rorri picture to picture either to escape the creditors or to

|;ecure new loans. Film business is a flimsy affair, the

|:hanges being many and sudden. The Bombay Talkies

Ltd. was on the top of the world with five successive hits,

lit tumbled from the top and went out of sigh: within a

bay.

The Prabhat Film Company trumpeted to the world

(heir "Panch-Pandav" brotherhood in business. The five

partners were sworn to one another through thick and

thin, through sun and rain and what not. For a time the

Prabhat Trade-mark Trumpet blew high above the horizon

giving to 1 he industry several quality pictures. Prabhat

'stood for qualify, grandeur, excellence and ideals. Then
one day a delicate female shadow cut the sky of triumph

and took with it one "Pandav". The second shadow took

lanother. Death claimed the ihird. Today Prabhat has

neither quality nor amity. The partners are quarrelling

and producing trash.

Yes, the film industry is a very flimsy business. Like

the cellulo : d it uses to capture its art, this business can

become just so much smoke any minute. These instances

are quoted to show how difficult it is for any one to pro-

duce a hundred pictures under a single trade-mark in our

film industry.

And yet Sardar Chandulal Shah and Miss Gohar

—

partners in business for 17 years—have done it and while

doing it, both have shared the smiles and the sighs of life

alike without a complaint. They never thought of break

ing the- beautiful partnership which has given to the indus

try a hundred pictures within 15 years. They never quar-

relled. Thev never disagreed. Though the Sardar spoke

to the world of business, his decisions always belonged to

both the partners.

That was great team work, which was never before

seen in the Indian film industry.

On the day the 101st Ranjit picture went to the floor,

over 2000 people of the industry congratulated the Ranjit

partners. Some eulogized Ranjit's unique achievement in

sugary words of politeness. "Filmindia" also congratu-

lates Sardar Chandulal and Miss Gohar on their unique

success but it is also our duty to point out the lesson of this

achievement to others by referring to the prevalent trends

that are corroding the future stability of our industry.

Ours cannot be a conventional compliment given in res-

ponse to a well-decorated invitation card.

Sardar Chandulal Shah scored a triumph by producing a

hundred talkies within 15 years, something which no one
did before.
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EAGLE-LION'S

The Eagle-Lion group of "film production units have in the

very brief span of two years won recognition from audiences

throughout the world as purveyors of quality entertainment.

Their pictures both in cost and design are meant for the

markets of the world.

BRITISH DISTRIBUTORS (INDIA) LTD. whose privi-

lege it is to distribute these films in India renew their pledge

to Indian audiences to provide abundantly of the good and
healthy entertainment for which Eagle-Lion pictures are

famed throughout the world.

r— * HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK —

|

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY RELEASES : "Brief

Encounter"., the film of Noel Coward's poignant drama

of home life ; "Seventh Veil", starring James Mason

and Ann Todd.

2oo simultaneous showings of Eagle-Lion films throughout

India, Burma and Ceylon.
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.liss Gohar, partner of Ranjit Movietone, attracted more

rowds in her time than any one else ever did. She has

worked in 16 talkies.

The unique record of producing 100 talkies and 36
ilent pictures, within a small period of 17 years, in the

nidst of often unhealthy competition, is no: attained with-

>ut s:rxt principles of business or without shrewd and

areful planning.

In this industry in which paying salaries to the staff

s considered the most unpleasant and irregular duty of

he producer, let us tell the world that during 17 years of

heir crowded career as producers, the Ranjit did not miss

1 single pay day. Not one person from the staff can say

hat his or her payment was delayed by even an hour. On
he contrary Ranjits have advanced money to stars to pay

heir gambling debts of the racecourse.

It is a time-honoured practice amongst film producers

0 run up the arrears of advertisement bills. Apart from
heir patronizing pose of giving alms in the shape of

idver.isements to the newspapers and the film periodicals

>ve have seen film producers red with offended dignity

:ven when payments are being beggingly asked.

During 17 years, the Ranjit paid their advertisement

Jills on fixed dates without the bill collectors calling. Like-

wise all business bills had their fixed dates of payment and
lot one complaint can be placed at the door of Ranjit

iuring i heir crowded career of 17 years.

This record of business integrity is much greater than

he production record of 100 pictures. While, what people

Awaiting Immediate Release

ALL 0VE& INDIA!

REHANA
A Song and Dance Shot? I

STARRING :

ft Manorama

ft Salim Raza

& Pran

ft Roofy

Ramesh

ft Majnu

& Begum Parveen

ft Fareeda

Music QADER FARIDI

Dialogues : AHSAN RIZVI

Direction H A R B A N S

Produce,! by: G. A. THAKUR

NOW OX THE SETS

CULNAR
Directed by : Mahmood Hussain

Dialogues Tufail Hoshiarpuri

FOR BOMBAY & C. P. C. I. Rights Apply :

GIRDHAR BAHAR PRODUCTIONS

Tinwalla Building, Tribhuvan Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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The advantage of dealing with a firm like Gaumont-
Kalee is that they sell EVERYTHING for the
Cinema. From Projectors to chair-covers ---from
screens to tickets — from Mercury Art Rectifiers to
sound-proofing, your problems can be intelligently

studied and solved by the very wide resources of
this experienced firm.

With many years of practical experience — with a
close and intimate knowledge of the film business —
Gaumont-Kalee give you an unbeatable all round
service, extending even to the design and cons-
truction of cinemas.

GAUMONT-KALEE

FORBES BUILDING - HOME STREET - BOMBAY
DJK
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|j) is quite important in life, how they do it is certainly

ore important.

The Ranjits have spent over Rs. 1,78,00,805 on their

> oduction business from 193 1 to 1945. Out of this they

1 ive paid Rs. 1,06,80,480 to artistes; Rs. 35,60,000 were

>ent on settings; Rs. 8,90,400 were used for out-door

enes and Rs. 18,00,800 went in purchasing raw film.

. hey employ on an average 650 persons every month and

I
ly over a lakh of rupees every month in salaries.

Sardar Chandulal Shah and Miss Gohar have not only

oduced 100 talkies and set up an all-time record in mo-

ran picture production in India but they have also estab-

;hed great traditions of business worthy of emulation by

I 1 those who aim high in the career of commerce.

( And yet in 1926 just 20 years ago, Sardar Chandulal

j |as but a struggling story-writer for the none-too

wosperous Laxmi Film Company of Bombay. But the

liorld which is cruel enough is not strong enough to put

Itwn an intelligent man who has decided to rise above

lis fellow men. Within three years, in 1929, the Sardar

llunded the Ranjit Film Company in partnership with

liiss Gohar, who was soon destined to take the crown .I'-

ll e most emotional artiste of the screen.

Sardar Chandulal and Miss Gohar made a rare team

21 artists who gave some great motion pictures to the film

I azy people of India. We still remember pictures like

I fishwa Mohini", "Gunsundari". "Miss 1933", "Barris

U r's Wife'" etc., pictures that made history in their own

I nes.

Sardar Chandulal directed twenty two pictures before

I settled down to enjoy the fruit of his hard struggle in

I c"

It must be recorded here that since the Sardar"s retire

I ent from the active life of a producer and director, not

I ie Ranjit picture has ever attained the quality or the

I' indard ot production so often found in the previous

} injit pictures.

With his own labour Sardar Chandulal had taken the

m injit trade name to the top, expecting others to nurse it

U that position in future.

And it has again to be regretfully recorded here

I at not one man who succeeded the Sardar as a director of

I injit pictures has come within even a striking distance

j the intelligence of the founder of Ranjit.

Ranjit has lost its great name gradually because ot a

I iwd of unintelligent and unimaginative people who don't

I Xi to have even the horse-sense to follow the Sardar's

Hkelligent instructions when given. These people have

i ither the zeal nor the initiative to be different and enter

Rising. They seek their guarantee of employment in their

flity in soothsaying and in the Sardar's affectionate

I Valty to his workers. For, no man has yet been sacked

im the Ranjit staff. They either die or leave for their

en reasons. But they are never asked to go, because to

I War Chandulal and Miss Gohar, their workers, be they

Brn rotters, constitute just so many members of the big

Ijnjit Family. And a majority of the members of the

[jnjit Family are too old to be useful for modern pro-

liction purposes and it is no wonder that the Ranjit trade-

name today is far away from the top where it used to be

once.

And yet after all said and done, a hundred pictures,

good or bad, are not produced every day by a single pro-

ducer. No producer in the world can produce a quality

picture every time. Quality pictures take a lot of hard work

ind time and their success is often a speculative factor.

While quality should be the ideal of every producer, the

film business needs a lot of quantity also to be called an

industry.

The thousand and odd theatres in India need pictures

trcm month to month for picturegoers of various tastes

and it is essential that a certain amount of quantity must

be produced to meet this demand. The most happy com-

promise would be to produce quantity with a reasonably

;^ood standard of quality. A product like this would meet

1 he expectations of both the filmgoers and the critics.

The previous Ranjit product, in the days when the

Sardar himself directed pictures, met all the requirements

of a happy compromise between quality and quantity.

With a thorough reorganization of the present production

methods, the Ranjit can once again attain their old positron.

We wish they do so as quickly as possible.

But in the meanwhile. Sardar Chandulal and Miss

Gohar take our salute for their unique achievement in pro-

ducing a hundred talkies in just 15 years and under a single

irademark.
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

THINK OF THE TECHNICIANS!

The war has come and gone and though it has left

behind famine and pestilence all over the country, it has

inade the film producers rich beyond their expectations.

Our producers evidently have a lot of money to spend

the way we find them buying extensive lands for studios

lit Chembur (India's future Jollywood) and ordering new
rnachinery and equipment for post-war production. The
number of producers has also multiplied beyond easy cal-

culation. Government contractors, furniture merchants

lind even street pedlars have become film producers these

pays. There are at least two hundred pictures under pro-

duction at the moment in Bombay. Add to this number

[mother 150 from Calcutta, Lahore and Madras and wc

|>hall have over 350 pictures in hand at the end of 1946,

with the same number of release theatres we had before

ihe war.

During six years of war, producers reaped a rich har-

dest because any trash they produced turned into gold

Lvith an ease that surprised them. They didn't bother

ibout quality in production. They were just worried about

Keeping the profits in hand and not letting them slip into

the income-tax coffers. Numerous black-market rackets

helped them to keep the profit intact. All this money is

how coming out slowly to buy properties, studios and

Equipment.

But our producers seem to have forgotten some of

hose film workers, without whose unstinted co-operation,

o many pictures, be they even trash, would not have been

iroduced. Our technicians worked night and day to give

mr producers pictures after pictures which they turned

nto gold.

Quite a good quantity of that gold bought a number

)f motor cars and a lot of property for some favourite

itars, but the level of salaries paid to our technicians never

mproved over the pre-war standard.

Almost every one in the film industry, bar technicians

ind studio workers, has made money during the war.

Rut a good recordist still gets between five and six hundred

upees a month and so does the cameraman. This is pre-

isely what they got before the war, when the cost of

iving was much cheaper than it is today. And all techni-

ians, without a single exception, have worked almost 18

™t of the 24 hours of the day to multiply the producers'

noney-spinncrs.

Our technicians have had no rest, no holidays, no

xtra bonuses, no presents, no medical relief, no overtime

payments and no thanks even. They have been mercilessly

:xploited night and day without even an appreciation of

heir work and contribution to the prosperity of the fib"

ndustry. While others are rolling in their illegitimate

profits, the technicians arc still poor-drcadfully poor. May

ve know why?

We can point out at least a dozen instances where
amorous producers have purchased property for their

favourite actresses paying fancy prices and in the same
breath refused to pay overtime charges to their technicians.

We know producers who have lost millions in mad
gambling but haven't the heart to give a month's salary

as a bonus to the technicians and the studio workers.

As a rule our technicians are the best behaved folks

in our film studios. During the last 30 years' of our film

industry there has not been one incident of any technician

having held up work for one reason or other. We have

seen technicians, ill in body and bone and running up a

temperature of 104 degrees, still doing their work without

grumbling because their producers wanted the picture-

ready by a certain date. Like some of our directors and
producers our technicians have never got themselves mixed

up with the sex aspect of the industry. They have always

shown uniform character in their work and behaviour. And
yet these people who have given so much for the prosperity

of our industry and its producers are still kept dreadfully

poor and on wages which keep them only a little away from

the starvation line.

Is this fair?

"40 CRORES" AND 400 MILLIONS
Poor Pandit Indra! Little did he know the unrea-

sonable temper of our countrymen when he wrote the

Usha Dutt and Shombhu Mitra give a pathetic performance

in "Dharti-ke-Lal" of People's Theatres.
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story and the dialogue of "40 Crores" for Chandra Art

Productions. With all the best intentions in the world

Panditji believed, like millions of his countrymen, that

only Hindu-Muslim unity could win for his country the

freedom it has been wanting for the last sixty years. So

he put all his wits together and turned out some burning

dialogue on Hindu-Muslim unity and even threatened those

who dared to come in the way of this unity.

Having done this the honest Panditji waited for the

producers to do their bit. The producers turned out to be

more honest. They brought out a map of India and round

it made a Muslim and a Hindu deliver the strong dialogue

of Panditji on unity. They went further in this good plan

and borrowed from the News Parade, a film shot of the

famous Gandhi-Jinnah meeting at Malabar Hill and put

that into the picture as a further illustration of their good

intentions about unity.

The Hindus liked the idea when "40 Crores" was

released during the month at the Krishna Talkies in

Bombay. But the Muslims lost their humour. On Sun-

day, the 14th April, during the 4 p.m. show, they fired a

few crackers and stood up shouting. One of them ran

up to the screen and cut the screen across with a six-inch

knife blade. Very soon there was a general pandemonium

and people ran about in panic. The show was stopped

and it still remains stopped.

The theatre man refuses to run the picture and the

handful of Muslims, who kicked up the row, refuse to let

it run. The Censors saw the picture again and found

nothing objectionable in it. The Hon. Mr. Morarji Desai,

the Home Member, also saw the picture and wondered

why the Muslims objected.

Every one wonders but the Muslims still object. They
don't believe in the Hindu-Muslim unity. They don't believe-

in Gandhi and Jinnah meeting though these two did meet

to be photographed together. The Hindus want an undivid-

ed, united India and the Muslims want only Pakistan.

Pakistan is available only after cutting India into several

parts. That is the main quarrel between the Hindus and the

Muslims. And this quarrel, which was so long only in

the field of politics, has now encroached upon our indus-

try of entertainment.

The intolerance of some Muslims is going to dictate

to the rest of India what they should or should not have

for entertainment. Very shortly these people will tell the

rest of India what they should have for their daily meals.

:We shall have to get everything ok'd by the Muslims. If we
'see the wrong entertainment they will tear our screen, if we
eat the wrong food they will tear open our stomachs.

It seems that the destiny of 400 million people has been

handed over to the tender mercies of a few rowdv Muslims
who are going to tell us what to do, what to see, what to

eat, what to wear and what to talk. The Muslim rowdies

have become the Censors of 400 millions and incidentally

the masters, because some of them can whip out a knife

quickly without worrying about human life.

The knife is not the sole monopoly of the Muslims
The Hindus can handle it equally well. The Gurkhas art-

experts at it and the Sikhs don't lag behind. But the use

of the knife is the privilege of the goondas whatever the

community. The problem before us is whether we are to

permit the goondas, whatever their religion or community,
to dictate to us a new way of living.

SMUJTIES

k BEST SOUND RECORDING
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RAINBOW PICTURES' PRO-

DUCTION
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It the illiterate Muslim doesn't understand a problem

Ind flares up, it is necessary tor the educated Muslim to

Ixplain the same to him and get him to understand it.

B'he same is true of every community, wherever the goonda

llement is found.

We are getting used to fireworks in politics. All the

karties are exhausting themselves in uttering threats and

lounter-threats. Now the poison is spreading to our day-

K-day life. If it spreads further we are a doomed people,

the Muslim knife will bring out the Hindu knife and

l-om the clash of these two knives will flow blood that

Kill strengthen the growth of alien rule. Hindus and

Kfuslims will have given their lives to give a comfortable

Iving to the wily Englishman. Freedom that is now on

lie horizon of our hopes will have disappeared quickly

Ike a summer cloud. Knives can't be constantly bathed

li blood, they will be sheathed someday but the sheathed

Inives will be the peeved blades of slaves under the pres-

lire of bullets and not the arms of freedom's fighters.

Ind at the post-mortem of such conflicts there will be

liore Hindus and Muslims with bullets than with kmlc

lirusts. That is our grim future if we allow a few goondas

I13 go their own way without pulling them up.

There is nothing objectionable in "40 Crores". There

I nothing in it to offend or hurt our Muslims. The

lieme of the picture is a plea for Hindu-Muslim unity.

Kindu-Muslim unity is not a strange or a new thing. It

I a familiar phase of Indian life, hundreds of years old.

IR'hat is new in it that scares either the Hindus or the

lluslims? What is in it that needs the knife to settle the

Brgument?

The Muslims, who are quicker with the knife, must

Ihink this over dispassionately and so must the Hindus

Ihose overwhelming numbers might lull them into secu-

ty. Let the political differences be confined to the field

If politics. Let politicians wangle over Pakistan, Akhand

Hindustan and all other Stans. The masses have given

Bieir votes to their politicians. There is no necessity ot

tiding knives to them now. The politicians don't know

low to use the knives, they are jugglers in words. It is no

II se frightening the politicians and the people by brandish

Ihg knives over trifling matters. If Pakistan is rightfully

lue to the Muslims, they will get it without knives. The

nife on the other hand, might delay the advent of Pakis

An, by becoming a victim of the British bullet.

In the meanwhile before we get Pakistan or Freedom,

mi us show towards one another a little more forbearance

Ind let us permit one another to present one's way of life

without any one having to cut it short with a six-inch knife

lade.

I This land of 40 crores can only be peaceful and happy

Arhen we sheathe the knife and switch on the smile. 1-

Bie smile too much of an effort to the usually gay Mus-

l|Jm
: We don't think so.

•REAK THE SLIDES-RACKET.
Our theatre owners never seem to be satisfied with the

(luge profits they make by showing good and bad pictures.

They must get some extra income out of their theatre

Business ami they get it by showing the filmgoers a num-

er of slides, before the show and during the interval.

One wonders whether this slide-showing is morally

Street for a showman who advertises and invites his

patrons to pay to see an entertainment picture. No men-

tion is made in the advertisements that fifty slides will bt

shown in addition to the entertainment programme, nor

are we told that these slides will be thrust on us when we

least expect them and right in the midst of the story

proper.

And the filmgoers are compelled to notice, entirely
,

against their wishes, that Narottam Bhau Jewellers have

put up a new wristlet on the market to compete with

Nanubhai Jewellers who had recently made a sensation

with an anklet of rubies; that Saridon stops all pains

within just five minutes including the pain of seeing the

slide, that some Nicholson presents his name in different

colours to prove to the world that he sells paints which,

probably no one wants; that the "Bombay Chronicle" is

the only paper people love to read in India—goodness

knows when and why; that some ghee merchant has the

right stuff to cook everything including everyone's goose

and so on till the filmgoers are told that Metro's Tees,
|

Regal's candies or Eros' cakes are the last things in the

world to enjoy during the interval and before departing

Irom this sordid world.

Each slide, which yields between Rs. 7^'- and Rs. iooj-

per month to the theatre-man, adds to the headache of the

innocent filmgoer who has been lured to pay to see some
popular star or entertainment.

This is not honest business. The theatre-man has no

excuse to impose on us the painful penalty of seeing 50
stupid slides when our bargain with him is only to see a

motion picture. By showing us the slides, the showman
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s breaking faith with us. He cannot make extra money

)y giving us a headache.

People must shout these slides down someday till the

[bowmen stop showing them. Unless filmgoers become

owdy about this immoral intrusion on their goodness,

here is no hope of the greedy theatre-owners stopping the

llides. Or in the alternative, the theatre chappie must

nention in his trade advertisements the exact number

)£ slides he is going to show to us and at what time.

Well, this slide-racket must stop as soon as possible

md it is for the filmgoers to stop it—not by requests but

)y being rowdy. If the filmgoers give hall-a-dozen gooJ

)erformances of rowdiness, there won't be a single slide

m the screen. The theatre-owners are not very tough

>eople.

DUR THEATRES AND ENTERTAINMENT
Talking of slides, we are reminded of other nuisances

|n our theatres—especially in those theatres where the

ndian pictures are shown. There is usually a world ot

lifferente between a theatre showing an English talkie

ind the one showing an Indian picture—though very often

he same man owns bo'.h the theatres. Even the audience,

•cry oi\en the same people, behaves differently in the

afferent theatres. People are shades better behaved while

•eeing an English taikie, but all their inner crudeness is on

>arade during an Indian picture.

To find reasons for this, one must study the psycho-

ogy of slaves and that is a two-hundred-year old subject,

oo long for our present purpose.

The Indian theatres are as a rule filthy spots tor many

easons. Taking Bombay as the first city of the Indian

impire and the most important release centre for motion

jictures, the theatres of Bombay ought to be the best in

he country. While the city has some very good theatres

or foreign pictures, there is hardly a good theatre in the

pity for Indian pictures, bar the Roxy Talkies.

Indian theatres never have enough lavatories and

what they have are dirty, disease-ridden spots which even

die Municipal authorities don't visit for fear of infection.

The theatres are ill-ventilated and usually more chairs are

squeezed in than actual space can permit. The chairs pro-

vide a haven to bugs and fleas to feast upon the constantly

Scratching buttocks of the filmgoers. From the beginning

of its career, to provide comfort to the filmgoers, right up

!to the end, when its pieces are used as firewood by the

ilavatory man, the chair is never dusted, cleaned or fumi-

gated—all these processes being unknown to the average

Indian showman.

The curtains tell the same story. There is more dust

on them than on the streets and every time they are push-

ed about, people sitting near inhale the dust dislodged in

the process.

In Indian theatres, there is no time between the two

shows, because the audience of the next show usually push

out the audience of the previous one. The problem of

cleaning the theatre between the shows therefore, never

arises. The dust and dirt of thousands is carried from

show to show, day to day, month to month and year to

year.

Before the show, during the interval and very often

during the show itself, hawkers provide their own anno

yance to the audience by offering pan, bidi, lemon, nuts

and what not. They present the stuff by pushing it undci

your nose and collect the money dangerously near your

hip-pocket in the dark. They also add to the sounds of

the talkies by occasional shoutings of "Pan-bidi-matches"

and throw their huge shadows on the screen at regular

intervals.

To this general atmosphere of filth and indiscipline,

the riimgoers also contribute their quota. Many of them

leave the lavatories alone and use the wash-basin and its

surroundings for urgent needs. Pan-chewing is a colourful

curse of the Indian nation. Its disadvantages are no where

so prominent as in a picture-house, where everything from

the floor to the ceiling is obligingly painted red by the

pan-eaters. Smoking ugly smelling bidis turns the cinema
into an opium den. Then there are new couples and the

male partners always try to explain the story of the screen

to the female ones and people round about understand it

better than the dull-headed females. There are crying

babies who refuse to shut up even with the nipples of

their mothers between their little lips. At times you hear

the mother screaming because the little one, excited by the

sight of the screen villain, has given mummy a vicious bite.

Then there are the musical ones, descendants of the

great Tansen, who insist on singing with the hero or the

heroine and if you stop them they keep rhythm with their

shoes which usually have horse-shoes on their soles.

Then in this colourful country of many races and
laces, there are many with huge turbans in all shades and
shapes. You don't mind the shades in the darkness of a

theatre, but when a turban starts rocking from side to side

in tune with a song, you do mind this turban as in India

it is often a symbol of some religion or other. So the tur-

ban rocks before your eyes and you duck it by adopting

counter -rhythm and in doing so the man behind you
wonders whether you are getting crazy or being purposely

rude. If the man behind you happens to be a hefty type

he gives you a rap on the head and stops your counter-

rhythm.

There are many other things that make Indian pictures

worth seeing once. Seeing Indian pictures is fun all right,

but is this all entertainment?

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE
That after seeing "Dr. Kotnis", Sardar Chandulal re-

pented bitterly for not securing the services of V. Shan-
taram to act in "Pagli Duniya". Shantaram's natural act-

ing would have made "Pagli Duniya
-

' a hit of the season.

That the only defect in 'Dr. Kotnis", of course accord-
ing to the great Shantaram, should be the excellent acting
of Jayashree who beats her funny-looking husband from
shot to shot. It's lucky there is no divorce among the

Hindus.

That Bhal Pendharkar wants to erect a statue of
Cousin Shantaram in Papa's Square of Kolhapur with the
following inscription: "The man who spoke Hindustani
.ind won back the Indian Empire for the Kolhapuris."

That with his Hindustani approved by all the Kolha-
puris, V. Shantaram will now open an Academy for teach-
ing Hindustani to people from the United Provinces. That
a short course will be taken in this peculiar language by
i'andit Jawaharlal Nehru.

That Shantaram proved that "Dr. Kotnis" was a
Chinese story by tossing the laddoo in the air like a Chinese
luggler but swallowing it like a Kolhapuri glutton. That
laddoo was the symbol of Shantaram's youth.
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"Only Pandit CfitUk could
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Was the opinion of M. Sadiq
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That "Dr. Ko'nis" has become so popular at the

studio, that Rajkamal people keep on crowding at the

Swastik in turns at every show and depriving the public

of their rightful privilege of seeing the picture.

That Dewan Sharar, the poet laureate at the court of

V. Shantaram, has decided to return to England in disgust,

because Indians in general don't accept him as a poet.

That Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall wants Dewan Sharar

to work on the Film Council to write a poem or two at

the Council Meetings, just as Dewan Saheb did when K.

M. Mody was entertained for his Ordeal of the British

Empire.

That after every shot which Master Winayak ( father

of six children) takes during the shooting of "Subhadra".

his seven assistants sit like the seven dwarfs of Snow White,

completely extinguished at the flash of genius shown by

the Master. Net result: Winayak looks more like a Ceylon

buffalo these days with gas inside the head.

That Raja Pandit, who was once in charge of recruit-

ing girls at Rajkamal, can no longer enlist the sympathy

of his wife Ratnamala as she has cancelled his Power of

Attorney all round. Wonder whom she has given the

power now!

That Baburao Pendharkar will now start production

making Ratnamala the heroine of his picture. Getting stars

for pictures has always been a ticklish job.

That Professor N. S. Phadke of Kolhapur and "Jhan-

kar" will be tried in the Rajkamal courtyard for the heinous

offence of criticising "Dr. Kotnis". He will be hanged by

the neck till life is extinct.

That after the second death of "Dr. Kotnis" at

Swastik. Tamsu and Hilla Wadia are churning the idea

of sending "Sharbati Ankhen" to Americj. High time

"The Court Dancer" got some company.
That the release of Dr. Ko'nis" in America has to

he reluctantly postponed for some time till a special

theatre is built in New York and the same is opened by

Shantaram followed bv Dewan Sharar. Dada Vankudre.
Keshav Date. Baburao Pendharkar, Master Winayak and
Vasant Desai. It will be Anna's Pavlova night.

That Sadhona Bose is reported to have completed her

first "Ajanta" with her first set of financiers. Now she

begins the second "Ajanta" with the second set of finan-

ciers.

That Kanan wants to do her own film production

without a director and with herself as a director. Are we
going back to Fascism 5

That since Ram Gogtay went out of the IMPPA, the

producers are finding it difficult to collect enough blokes

to make an Executive Committee meeting. They have

therefore issued a national appeal to one and all.

That Vijoo Bhatt of Prakash is reported to have pro-

duced "Nai Ma" merely to prove in domestic circles that

Ranjana won't make a bad stepmother if given the job

We agree with the argument.

That the honour of directing the ioist picture at

Ranjit goes to Manibhai Vyas and not to H.M.V. Chatur-
bhuj. Let us repeat with the aged Cardinal Wolsey:

"Had I but served my God with half the zeal

I serv'd my king, he would not in mine age
Have left me naked to mine enemies."

That people went to Shivaji Park to see "Subhadra"
but they found the demon Ghatotkach coming out with
Pandit Indra.
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(In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to* all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

IRS MALATI DARBARI (Aligarh)

I Why is net kissing permitted in Indian films when

le see foreign pictures full of them?

The West is a materialistic world in which concrete

exchanges have to be indulged in even to establish

emotional values. The Western love has to be

seen before it is believed. Kissing in the West

is a noisy and visible gesture, fashioned in their

usual materialistic strain, to prove even to the

blind that love has been delivered on both sides.

In the East, love is an abstract spiritual emotion

which is often difficult to discover even in the

tearful eves of the beloved. Women in our coun-

try consider it vulgar even to bring their heart

into their eyes to prove that thev love their man.

Theirs is a silent, secretive and spiritual emotion.

When Indian women love, they worship and don't

indulge in noisy kisses.

NARAYAN RAO (Vizianagram)

What do you think of those people of old who carved

iked statues even on temple walls?

Great. As great as I am in giving my covers of

"filmindia". The human figure became naked

only after human intelligence and civilization

draped it with transparent moralitv. Adam and

Eve walked about in the Garden of Eden in com-

plete bliss till the venomous Serpent hissed with

conventional morality. The human figure is a

chaste art and there is nothing wrong in revealing

it even on the temple walls.

VYARA! NAKAIN SAXENA (New Delhi)

Buds and blossoms are known to give solace but in my
irsuit of them I have had thorns and thorns all the way
»d the effort of these weary years has been futile. Why so?

So far you have rushed onlv to r.mell and run

away. Next time pick a blossom and take it to

your nursery for keeps. There'll be no thorns

then—only babies.

BAND KUMARI (Calcutta)

What happened to those persons who went to America

r technical training in film production?

They raised the morale of the Americans by their

stupid looks and now the Yankees want to come
Ao India. We have neither got the alms nor re-

tained our self-respect

RILOK ('HAND (Calcutta)

Don't you think that the film can play a big part in

ning the severity of the impending famine in India.
3

^hat type of subjects would you suggest for this purpose?

I am a man of original ideas many of which the

world refuses to accept I would like to proceed

on the following lines:—Shooting the politicians

who quarrel over words; hanging the black

marketeers in public squares; burning down Clive

Street and turning it into a vegetable garden,

robbing the rich and feeding the poor etc.

Themes like these should make good stories for

starving stomachs to digest

RAM (. MIRCHANDANI (Karachi)

Most of your fans ask you more about

films? Why?
than

All the producers in the world waste all the

celluloid of the world on love. Why shouldn't

I waste a little paper on it? The modern defi-

nition of love you can find in its numerous distor-

tions on the celluloid. And because love is in-

flammable it needs an inflammable base like

celluloid to sit on.

India is also manufacturing its female Tarzan. Here
one in "Jungle-Ki-Pukar" of Allied Pictures.
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A

A. H SAYAL (Multan)

What is the real cause of Devika's second marriage?

Was it wealth or Russian Art?

He-art.

K RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

Who is the oldest among the following heroines:

[amuna, Sitara, Leela Chitnis, Leela Desai and Mehtab?

To me all are mothers and elderly sisters and in

those ties a few years here and there don't matter.

What are the educational qualifications of Director

Shantaram?

At present Dewan Sharar.

A V. BAKRE (Javali)

Does vice become virtue when it is fondled and shelt-

ered by the aristocrats of society?

Even virtue becomes a sin when it is fondled in

the lazy lap of the aristocrats.

A. N NARAYANA RAO (Bangalore)

F Which do you think to be the 'crisis' in a woman's life.
2

A woman has two crises: the husband and the

child—both in bed.

C. S. SAXENA (Dehra Dun)

I want to make Sushila Rani my sister. Will she-

agree 2

She has already two brothers: Sardar Chandulal,

the platinum variety and Pandit Indra the hungry
type. I refuse to have any more relations.

MISS HYATT (Lahore)

Men who are real big fiirts, what tvpe of wives, do

you think, they'll like 3

A quiet housewife who has the patience to nurse

the cad after a fresh kick on his pride.

MRS. A Z IQEAL (Cawnpore)

Why do actresses underrate the sanctity of matrimonial
ties?

They never underrate. They multiply the ties and

draw more sanctity over themselves.

HOAT G EIJLANI (Karachi)

Who has the most sex appeal in India's filmland 2

Kedar Sharma. He attracts more men when he

speaks than some of our stars do.

FARUKH J. S. SOMJEE (Bombay)
In replying to Miss Baby Navgaonkar, you say there

is no sin in this world. If there is really no sin, they why
is a man born blind at birth? Is it the punishment of God
for the sins of his previous life?

It is the syphilis of the parent that upsets the

biological balance. There is no God in syphilis.

K R NARAYANAN (Bangalore)

What is the difference between love and romance?

Love is the liquor, romance is its froth.

I

SADPUDDIN (Mombasa)
Can you name your closest friend in this world?

I am a very fortunate man. I have 60,000 of them
in this industry who never fail to point out my
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faults, however small, and provide me with an

opportunity to improve.

What will be your position in "Free India"?

I won't he a rebel any longer. I shall have to be

a good responsible citizen.

What did you think of Subhas Babu's I.N.A.?

Just as much as I thought of the Congress Me-

dical Mission to save 400 million Chinese. In

short, a good rehearsal without the final perfor-

mance.

What is the best way to treat a fool?

Look within yourself and make sure.

Do you know what will happen to our film industry

en you quit this world?

Nothing will happen. It will go on in the same

merry way it is doing now. When Dada Phalke,

the father died, his sons and grandsons in the

industry did not even notice his death.

IRAJ RASOOL (Indore)

If a beautiful couple goes for a stroll and "Cupid"

ids that there is no arrow left in his qui\er, what will

ldo.J

He will watch the couple and take lessons in

shooting. Modern couples don't wait for Cupid.

They want only a cinema theatre. They have

al! the arrows in their quiver.

A. RAHMAX (Melvisharam)

What is the meaning of "200 yard beauties"?

Complete disillusionment at 2 yards.

What is a man to do when he discovers that the life

rtner chosen by his parent and married to him at con-

lerablc expense does not come up to his ideal?

Make the best of a bad job by being kind to the

victim but if there is manhood in you don't for-

get to make the life of the old fossils miserable.

Parents have no right to foist life-partners on

their children against their will.

. V. KAMALA (Secunderabad)

Why are women generally fond of flowers?

It is a mutual convention of delicacy. The flower

also likes the woman. Both the woman and the

flower have fragrance which they dedicate to

others. These martyrs of delicacy must console

each other sometimes.

. R. AMM (Bangalore)

What is beauty to Sitara?

A strange attribute.

S. CHAUHAN (Waziristan)

Who possesses a melodious voice between Veena and

ecna?

-Between Veena and Neena, melody goes hoarse.

. D. MACHHAN (New Delhi)

What measures would you adopt to satisfy a man who
ites you mainly because of your severe criticism?

I smile in his face and he wonders whether I am
crazy.

FILMINDIA

READY FOR RELEASE

UNDEK ^PRODUCTION
A GIPSY-COSTUME MELODRAMA

DOn'T FORGET

Storing :

* B R I J MA LA *
(Ranjit Fame)

Storij, Song?*, Dialogue :-

WAHID QURESHI
Particulars :-

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
PATANWALA BUILDING,

WADIA STREET, TARDEO, BOMBAY 7.
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Here is Dulari in a devotional moment in "Namak,'' ;i

social story of Azad.

Mummy is dearer to a child or daddy?

Mummy is the nearest, Daddy may be the dearest.

If a man is disowned and discarded by his parents

and by his community, what should he do.3

Create his own community as I did.

NANDALAL D DATTA (Jndore)

Have you ever seen a ghost?

If ghosts are revivals of the dead, I see one every-

day—Pandit Indra.

What should a young man do when he is overpower-

ed by the beauty of a charming damsel 3

Lay down his life non-violently.

HUKAM CHAND GUPTA (Delhi)

Can you tcl! me whether modern girls should be given

full freedom or not?

They take it whether you give it or not. Freedom
is never given, it is arrogated.

What do you think of the British Film Team that has

left Britain on a study of India?

I think of the days when the East India Company
sent its mercenary scouts to India and

—

GHULAM JILANI (Hyderabad Deccan)

It is said that Europe has devised a machine which
reads the mind. What will the women do now?

Machines can read only something definite.

A woman's mind is infinite.

SAVAK NANAVATI (Allahabad)

Can you name any Hindi picture without a single

song?

"Dr. Kotnis". There is neither song in it nor

any music.

THAKAR J B. LAL KHACHl (Lahore)

What would you suggest to an Indian, who is being

insulted by a Britisher, because of the former's nationality?

A straight one on the chin. Is that non-violence?

H S PAREEK (Meerut)

Is love-sickness something like sea-sickness?

Oh no. there is a lot of difference. In sea-sickness

you vomit—in the other one you swallow—any-
thing.

C R. K. MURTHY (Shikohabad)

May I know whether the shape of the bread in the
days of Omar Khayyam was the same as it is today? (Re-
ference, the February "filmindia" cover.)

If the shape of the stomach was the same, how
could the shape of the bread be different?

S DARSHAN (New Delhi)

How far do you believe in luck?
Only as long as it can kick the wits out of me.
In good days luck is considered superfluous.

L. N. RAO (Adoni)

I don't know why Ranjit producer Mr. Chandulal
Shah is producing rotten stuff nowadays?

Nowadays? You are a modest man!

Unish and Geeta Bose make a new team in "Etbar", a

social story of 14th Century Pictures.
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A

Gulab, our veteran artiste, can still raise .1 flutter inside.

Here she is in "Mansarovar" of Asiatic Pictures.

G. L CHAND (Delhi)

What service did our 'girls in uniform'— I mean

W.A.C.(I.)—do to our country?

Some papers say that some of them gave us white

babies.

P V ( HANDRASEKHERIAH (Bangalore)

Some of the editors have opened I. N. A. Relief Fund
i and are serving the country in some way or (he other. Why
I

don't you open a similar one and do what should be done 5

I need a Relief Fund for myself. With this I

start the Baburao Patel Relief Fund. Now send

in your contributions.

KHAN Z MOHAMMAD (Khurja)

Have film studios done any service, up to now, for

the uplift of society.3

Yes, they lifted society out of sight.

S. P VASUDEV RAO (Bangalore)

I have fallen in love with a girl. As token of my
love what article do you suggest I should give her as a pre-

sent.3

"filmindia"—the magazine for the lover and the

beloved.

KHALIM GHAFFAR (Bhopal)

Where is Leela Chitnis nowadays.3

With Shantaram, doing a picture about some
blind folks.

N. S. V. CHALAM (Bangalore)

Have you ever seen a Tamil trash?

I had once seen ''Shakuntalai" a Tamil torture.

It was, I think, a hundred thousand feet of un-

ending nonsense. Don't wish me another, let me
live some more time.

HASHIM RAZA ALI BAKHT (Allahabad)

Women sob, when frustrated in love. What do you

suggest for men?

They should pinch their bottom and wake up.

MISS INDU SETHI (Karachi)

Is there any blessed soul in this Universe who has

escaped your criticism?

You—sweetheart.

M. E. DINKAR RAO (Madras)

Have you ever given any good reviews of any 'Prabhat'

picture in the last one year?

The only picture I liked was "Ramshastri" and I

didn't keep it secret.

R R. SHARMA (New Delhi)

"Harking dog seldom bites ". How is it that you

manage to do both?

My bite is in the bark.

VASANT S SARMALKAR (Poona)

What is the distance between the cradle and the

grave?

The journey may take minutes or years, while

some drop straight from the womb into the grave.

M. YENKATESH (Bangalore)

You say on page 23, March issue, that American mags
sell lies and make money and you tell the truth. Do you
not think you are reproducing Mies' in your "filmindia"

under the section "Reviewed In New York"?

Pete Harrison is one of the very few critics in

America who reviews pictures honestly.

TARA DEVI H (Bangalore)

Can a husband give that same love towards his second

wife which he gave his first one. I am to be soon one.

Can I have genuine happy married life?

Love is not a problem of mathematics to be solved

by fixed formulas. Life is an affair of emotions.

Don't expect too much of anything and don't be

scared of drowning before entering the water.

MRS SULABHA DESAI (Karachi)

Why do actresses give their opinion only about 'Lux'
soap and not about any other soap?

Probably this is the only soap they can afford to

buy. It is cheap enough.

SUNDRI KHIMANDAS (Bombay)
Must you always have the moon when showing

romance in a motion picture.3

The Moon is a quiet bloke. He warms without
scorching and sits easily on the eye. Besides he
reminds you of a lot of stupid poetry written with
his direct help. The poetry comes in handy as

an argument.
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M. M. LAL (New Delhi)

How is it that there are no cartoons in your magazine?

There are caricatures in words which ought to

satisfy.

K. G. S. NARAYAN (Dodballapur)

What is meant by a "willing surrender"?

It is a phrase used when coercion is used to obtain

submission. It stands for the self-respect of the

loser.

K. P. SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

You say that Sohrab Modi speaks his dialogue like a

parrot. But what about Chandramohan and Jairaj?

To extend the bird analogy—they speak like

vultures.

Whom do you like better between Ashok Kumar
and Kishore Sahu in so far as acting is concerned?

Kishore is a he-man of she variety, while Ashok

is she-man of he-variety. I like Ashok's acting

better.

TULSIDAS SHET (Bombay)

Why has Surendra joined the films although he is a

B.A.,LL.B.?

His clients did not like his music, so we have to

stand it to give him a living.

B. B SAXENA (Delhi)

What is the criterion of judging one's love?

If the girl you love refuses to go to see her mother,

leaving you behind, she is in love with you. That

is one test.

K. L SHARMA (New Delhi)

Does gambling make a man superstitious?

And also supersensitive.

SULTAN SALAHUDDIN (Bhusawal)

Is love-marriage a successful marriage?

Yes. The lovers quarrel successfully and suc-

cessively.

If you were the sole authority over the entire Indian

film industry, what would you have done?

I would have folded it up and gone to Switzer-

land for rest.

S. M. RAHUATHULLAH (Madras)

In journalism which is better: editing a newspaper or

a viewspaper as yours?

Ask the journalists who do journalism. I merely

write for a living. I have never bothered about
the 'ism' of my job.

CHANDRASEKAR (Adoni)

If you had taken a role in "Draupadi", we would have
welcomed you.

Instead of me, I give you Shantaram in "Dr.
Kotnis". You can welcome him with both hands
and laugh your lungs out. He doesn't under-

stand the difference between ridicule and ap-

plause.

How many flowers have you crushed till now?
I am not a perfume manufacturer from Muttra.
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Besides a crushed flower brings the perfume home.

Do you think I have opened a dharmashala?

^ M. MOKHASUNARIS (Vizianagaram)

What is the difference between "glamour" and

"lauty"?

Glamour is the shine over beauty and the mirror

in which beauty sees its reflection.

FVINDER NATH SAHGAL (Lahore)

We, the Punjabis, have the best of everything. The
fct of girls, boys, manners etc. How about shifting the

hdquarters of "filmindia" to Lahore? Then we would

tie the best mag also.

Wait a bit son. Who told you that the Punjabis

have the best of manners? Don't dope yourself

like this.

How is your "Gvalan", Mr. Patel?

It is a picture worth risking a ticket.

D. SARASWATI (Poona)

Must artistic films be gloomy?

Not necessarily. It has become a fashion to call

the morbid as artistic. The little flower smiling in

the face of the sun is a piece of art with no

shadows of gloom about it. Art depends on what
colours you take out of it and the colours take

their hues from the mind of the artist.

Who will be the screen's "Great Lover Of 1946"?

Shantaram. He stares at Jayashree like a lunatic

and she marries him out of sheer fright in "Dr.

Kotnis".

I Why don't producers give us "pictures" with a punch?
They give more than a punch—a kick on the

shins that sends you yelling all over the town.

] K R. NATH (Bombay)

I
When a woman loves you and you love another wo-

II n, how would you clear off the first?

By showing the second to the first. Women are

very sensitive. They don't need a second re-

minder.

How do film stars spend their leisure hours?

In bed with dirty clothes over them. In short

they relax. Some, of course, gamble with cards,

you know, flush, rummy and what not.

A. RAHMAN (Melvisharam)

If "the boy carries the expression" and "the girl

Ties the moon" as you say in your December issue.

lat does the "moon" carry?

The reflection of the lovers.

ADHAV KEERIYOT (Bombay)
Which do you hate more.3 A cot with bugs or a life

th a nagging wife?

The bug takes a drop of blood and sleeps satisfied.

The wife churns the blood and takes with her a

big bit of the man's mind leaving him half-

mental.

What do you think of a man who is always suspect-
> his Keautiful young wife?

Suspecting a beautiful wife is like smelling again

a beautiful flower to see whether the intensity

of the fragrance is still as of old. But suspecting
is a gentle art which must be practised in a sooth-

ing manner.

M. P. Productions' Musical Hit

with CHABBI, JAHAR, PURNIMA,

NATWAR and IFTIKHAR.

ZbixseuJ £«, .- PRAMEN MITRA.

WATCH FOR ITS RELEASE
For CENTRAL PROVINCES :-

JAMNADAS LTD.

For SOUTH:-
SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.

For BENGAL :-

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
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SANTOSH KUMAR SHTJKLA (Cawnpore)
When film stars die, do their bodies undergo medical

post-mortem?

We can't risk that these days with stars having
swallowed a lot of black market money.

What will be your response to a girl who declares, "I
will be reduced to the necessity of killing myself with a

dagger if Patel refuses me"?
I have been waiting all my life for some girl to die
for me. The only girl who did so once was my
mother and out of disgust The girl who does
it next will get a statue erected in her memory.

PRITHVI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)
Do girls also dream of boys, as the boys do?

A girl dreams of a boy, the boy dreams of girls.

But these dreams never come true.

Would you care to let me know the ways of trapping
a girl?

Ft

To the fishing rod of your character, fix the bait
of sincere love and see if you get a bite.

K P. SHUKLA (Cawnpore)
What can we expect from Mr. Walli after his "Ladv

Doctor"?
'

Strangely enough he has got hold of a good story
called "Dekhoji" and Mumtaz is responding won-
derfully in it They say that for the first time she
sits with back to the wall and face towards Wall i.

MISS SAKENA BEGG (Lucknow)
What is the difference between Urdu and Hindustani?

Urdu is a provincial tongue, while Hindustani is

the nation's language.

JAGDISH KOHLI (Lahore)
Woman is like a snake, charming as well as venomous'

Venom is not the monopoly of women only. We
have plenty of male cobras in different colours.
The human being is an ungrateful worm and
often bites the hand that feeds it. Where then is

the sense in running the woman down, seeing
what man has done to man through ages?

HUKAM OHAND GUPTA (New Delhi)
Will "filmindia" explain, a ladv is either a saint or a

devil'

Don't mix up things. A lady is iust a woman and
that is more than the saint or the devil put toge-

P MODLEY (Karachi)
Which woman would vou prefer: the onc that loves

you or the one you love and respect?
In the world of emotions, I believe in the give-
and-take policy.

1NILA PERSHAD (Delhi)

If Pri'hviraj can act so beautifully on the stage, there
V no reason why he shouldn't give good acting in pictures
also'

The eye compromises, the lens does not. And
that is why Prithvi's bulk looks ungainly on the
screen. On the screen the artiste is seen in snatch-
es and bits and the bits have to be attractive. On
the stage, the actor is a part of a big canvas, all

the wlvlc before your eyes. The stage helps to
rover the defects with colour and dimensions.
The screen accentuates them.

Standi fjot

BEST QUALITY & EFFICIENT SERVICE
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nics.

INTERNATIONAL TALKIE

EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,

17, NEW QUEEN'S ROAD,
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CHANDRIKA PRASAD VARMA (Patna)

Mr. Patel, I ask you most cordially, have you got any
prejudice against Bihar that you very seldom give place

to questions sent by Biharis?

I don't know where the Biharis and the Oriyas

are. They are all the same to me even if they

yell from the Andamans.

HANS RAJ BHUGRA (Karachi)

Mr. Baburao Patel. How is it that your name has not

appeared on the list of invitees to Delhi to meet the Cabi-

net Ministers?

There is no Pakistan in the Indian film industry

and the Cabinet Ministers don't need to see me.
In the film industry we have all the four free-

doms and more.

K J. RAMASWAMY (Mandya)
Which is the drama in which Mr. Baburao Patel and

Sushila Rani have acted or will act?

"Life Is Not An Empty Dream."

MISS BIMLA R. LAL (Delhi)

j
What is the difference between a ''girl" and a "wo-

man"?
A girl is the "warning" of the "danger" ahead.

ROSHAN LAL VERMA (New Delhi)

Why do lovers go 'sentimental' on moony nights?

They try to tell the moon a few stories he doesn't

know and with their own echoes console their

aching hearts.

IKRAM R. KHAN (New Delhi)

What is the best way of spending surplus money?
Buy copies of "filmindia" and present them to

yonr best friends.

What does a 'heart-throb' signify?

An attractive woman within 100 yards.

DURGA DASS SHARMA (Amritsar)

In your last issue you wrote that you are hated by
everyone, then why not by Sushila Rani?

Sushila can't hate me because in doing so she
will end by hating herself.

SHREE KANT MODY (Calcutta)

What is wrong with your old friend Shantaram now-
adays?

I don't like the unchivalrous way in which he
advertises his own name pushing his charming
and talented wife behind.

T. PRABHAKAR (Bangalore)

Who is this Rafiq Anwar?
I wish I knew. I have never heard of "it".

N. V. R. SWAMY (Negapatam)
So many aristocrats In India think that it is beneath

their dignity to see Indian pictures. They consider it a
pride to attend English films.

Aristocrats or slaves?

MRS. INDRA RANI (Cawnpore)

Veena is the moon of our film industry?

That Is why, perhaps, her talent Is so often In

eclipse.

Do you approve of Masud Parvez as an actor 1

He didn't give me even a dog's chance in "Ohm-
Iami".

Is it ttttet to he thick-lipped in UCer
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Looks like. One thick-lipped guy won Jayashree,

a talented artiste.

MISS YESHODA K. NEDUNGADI (Palghat)

Have you ever examined the heart of a film star?

I have to spot one yet to proceed with the exa-

mination.

How and with what do you measure the beauty of a

woman?
With the strings of my heart.

Oh! Big brother. Can you dance?

Yes, if the partner doesn't step on my toes.

P. GOPINATH (Bombay)

It beauty is squeezed, what do we get?

More beauty.

Who are the "suckers" of our film industry?

The fools who pay at the box-offices.

Rs. 500 - IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes will be awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-

teresting or elicit interesting replies in the

"Editors Mail:"

1st Prize: Rs. 100[-; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80 -; 3rd

Prize: Rs. 50'-; 4th prize: Rs. 40-; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30|-; and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10-

each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry

Token (printed below) without which no ques-

tions will be considered. Each Entry Token
entitles the reader to ask a maximum of 10

questions and can be used only by one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and
absolutely binding and no correspondence will

be entertained. The names of the prize-winners

will be announced in "filmindia" every month
and the prize money will be remitted by Money
Order.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR MAY
1st Prize Rs. 25|- to Madhav Keeriyot (Bom-

bay); 2nd Prize Rs. 201- to H. S. Pareek

(Meerut); 3rd Prize Rs. 15U to A. N. Narayana
Rao (Bangalore); 4th Prize Rs. 10|- to Sultan

Salah Uddin (Bhusawal) and 6 consolation

prizes of Rs. 5f- each to the following:

—

Swaraj Narain Saxena (New Delhi); Sad-

ruddin (Mombasa); Ravindra Nath Sahgal

(Lahore); K. D. Saraswati (Poona) ; Mrs. Indra

Rani (Cawnpore) and Miss Yeshodha Nedungadi

(Palghat). Money Orders are being sent to all

the prize winners.

Tear this Entry

Token and attach it

to your questions.



VEENA—
This girl is becoming a popular artiste the way wefind her in several pictures Here she is once again in another

costume picture. ' Samrat Ashok" . produced and directed by K B. Lai'I for Bombay Cinetone.



GHULAMI Directed by Mohan Wadhwai

A Patriotic song of a suffering nation. NOW creai

box-office history all over the country.

MEERABAI ----Directed by W.Z.Ahmed. The hei

rending biography of the Saint, Poetess & Martyr of Mem

PRITHVIRAJ SANYUKTA Directed

Najam Naqvi. The soul-stirring romance of medieval In\

Now ready for release.

LIFE OF SHRI KRISHNA BHAGWAN
Directed by W. Z. Ahmed. The greatest picture ever ml

STUDIOS:- SHANKAR



I MARCH OF EVENTS

* RANGILA RAJASTHAN— - Directed by Bharat

Vyas. A colourful tale of romantic Rajasthan.

* ANDHER NAGRI ---Directed by Masud Parvez.

A satirical comedy of rare merit.

* DO KINARE Directed by Mohan Wadhwani. A
highly emotional drama.

* RIM-JHIM Directed by Najam Naqvi. An exquisite

musical comedy
AND

Production Nos. 12, 13 & 14 Directed by W. Z. Ahmed.

Road, POONA*



SURRA1YA—
One of our popular starlets. Surraiya will be soon seen in a social story called, "Jag Hiti" . directed by Sadiq

for Din Pictures.
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REPUBLIC SERIALS:

7. Mysterious Dr. Satan.

! 8. PERILS OF NYOKA.
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J ayachitra" V. J. Patel Road, BOMBAY 4.



PRESENTSTHELATEST

i EQUIPMENTSFOR

FILM STUDIOS
T. AND RP (VISATONE) Studio Recorders. Portable Recorder. Re. Recorders, and

Dubbers. Back Projection Interlocks etc.

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS, Special Transformers and Motors

R. R. BEARD Incandescent Lights 500 5 K W. Arc Lights 125 - 250 Amp

F. MOY Studio Booms Numbering Machines

FILMS AND EQUIPMENTS. Light Tripods. View Finders

AMPLIFIERS. Plugs and Sockets For Recorders

DALLYMAYERS Coated lenses to suit all Cameras

FILM LABORATORIES
HOUSTON CORPORATION 16 and 35 m.m. Developing Plant 16 and 35 m.m.

Printers and Reduction Printers.

LAWLEY APPARATUS CO. Continuous Contact Printers and Automatic Light Change

ELEMEC EQUIPMENT CO. Motor Driven Synchronizers, Heat Controlled Joiners etc.

PHOTOBIRAPHIC ELECTRICAL CO. Edicola Picture Viewers etc. etc

FILMS AND EQUIPMENTS Griswell Type Joiners, 2 and 4 Way Hand Synchronizers.

Footage Counters, Flat Rewlnders. etc., etc.

CANADA BIDS..HORNBY RD. BOMBAY

BRANCHES-DELHI.CALCUTTMADRASIA0RA8



OUR REVIEW

"Dr. Kotnis" Slanders India and

China!
Shantaram Jumps Like A Kangaroo - Jayashree

Gives Excellent Performance - Technically

Attractive Picture - Boring Story - Congress

Sabotaged - The Kotnis Family Insulted.

Picture Fails To Win The Popular Vote !

There is always a lot of public

enthusiasm for a Shantaram picture,

and rightly too, because Shantaram

has produced in the past some remark-

ably good pictures. But his career

for remarkably good pictures seems

to have ended with his association

with Prabhat.

Since he started on his own at the

Rajkamal Studios, he has given very

poor motion pictures like: "Shakun-

tala", "Mali", "P. P. A. Dera" and
now "Dr. Kotnis". Though "Sha-

kuntala" luckily proved successful at

the box-offices, it had nothing of art

and quality in it nor anything of the

old Shantaram we have learnt to love

and respect.

Shantaram's recent release "Dr.

Kotnis ki Amar Kahani" has had a

remarkably poor reception and Shan-

taram fans are pretty sour in the

mouth being disappointed at the

handiwork of their hero. The com-
mercial success or failure of this pic-

ture, however, does not concern us

nor are we hurt because, like others,

we had also expected Shantaram to

give a great picture and are now bit-

terly disappointed.

This picture is being reviewed

merely from one angle and that is that

it is a biographical story of a man
who left India as a national represen-

tative of our great country on a mis-

sion of mercy carrying token help from

one oppressed nation to another—both

in the throes of a titanic struggle for

freedom.

SHANTARAM EVERYWHERE
The story of this picture is taken

from the narration of Dr. Hasu as

recorded by the popular pen-clerk

Ahmed Abbas in his cheap edition

"And One Did Not Come Hack."

Dr. Basu's narration makes an inspir-

ing document dripping with patrio-

tism, humanitarianism and a broad

internationalism and as such becomes

a pathetic document of the epic strug-

gle of the members of the Congress

Medical Mission to China.

"DR. KOTNIS KI AMAR
KAHANI"

Producers:

Language:

Story:

Screenplay:

Dialogue:

& Songs

Music:

Photograph

Sound Rec<

Cast: V.

Rajkamal

Hindi.

K. A. Abbas

K. A. Abbas &
V. P. Sathe.

Dewan Sharar

Vasant Desai

v : V. Avdhoot

rding. A. K. Parmar

Shantaram, Jayshree

Dewan Sharar, Ullhas.

Baburao Pendharkar,

Winayak etc.

Date of Release: 16th March

1946.

Released At: Swastik, Bombay

Directed By:

V. SHANTARAM.

Shantaram's "Dr. Kotnis" is, on the

other hand, a Shantaram first—a Shan-

taram last, Shantaram to the right-

Shantaram to the left, Shantaram in

the front-Shantaram at the back and

Shantaram all-over celluloid docu-

ment. There is so much of Shanta-

ram in the picture that one misses

sight of the other four doctors of the

Congress Medical Mission completely.

One feels that the other four doc-

tors had gone all the way to China

merely to leave Dr. Kotnis there and
returned to India with more hurry

than they went.

Dr. Basu didn't narrate the experi-

riences of the Mission for Shantaram
to act Dr. Kotnis and in doing so

sabotage the rest including the Indian

National Congress who sent the Me-
dical Mission to China. While Dr.

Basu glorifies the death of Dr. Kotnis

in China, and rightly, he has also

related the glorious work of the other

four members of the Mission and not

forgotten to mention the part played

by the Indian National Congress and

its beloved leader, Jawaharlal Nehru.

THE BASIC MATERIAL
Here are some extracts from Dr.

Basu's narration, which have an im-

portant bearing on the subject of the

story.

a) "I (Abbas) read Pandit Jawa-

harlal's moving appeal for volunteers

and donations for the Medical Mis-

sion to China." (Page 10).

b) "G. P. Huthecsingh, the Secre-

tary of the China Relief Committee

collected the funds and made all ar-

rangements for this Mission." (Page

11).

Sadiq Ali Surraiya in the time-worn doctor plus patient

"Jag Biti", a story of Din Pictures.
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NEW LYRICS *
NEW MELODIES *

NEW SONG SENSA TIONS *

The Musical Offering of The Season

KRISHNA LEEL

A

f\ LflKHMIDflS yINflND PRODUCTION
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with

ft SUPROVA MUKERJI ft SHOBHA
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ft HENA ft HIRALAL
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ft LEELA ft TANDON
ft HELEN ft R. P. KAPUR Etc. Etc.,

Directed by

:

DEBAKI BOSE
Sound : G. DAS Photography : AJOYAKAR

Music i KAMALDAS GUPTA

SOUTH : Sound Film Circuit, Armenian Street, Madras.

CP. & C.I. : Popular Films Ltd., Bhusawal.

BENGAL : Kapurchand Ltd., Calcutta.

BOMBAY & OVERSEAS : Patel & Sons, Parimal Society,

Alice Bridge, Ahmedabad.

SIND & BALUCHISTAN : Magnates Cine Finance Ltd.,

Model Talkies, Gandhi Road, Ahmedabad.

Apply only For NORTH:

bRKHmiDHS RNHHD PRODUCTION
SWASTIK-HOUSE, LAMINGTON ROAD,

BOMBAY 4.
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c) "The tremendous welcome that

the Congress Medical Mission re-

ceived in China—clearly demonstrated

the representative character of the

Indian National Congress as the real

spokesman of the Indian people ...

five doctors sent by the Congress

—

by Gandhi and Nehru—were accept-

ed and treated as ambassadors of the

Indian nation." (Page 12).

d) "On behalf of the Congress Mrs.

Sarojini Naidu herself was present to

wish them bon voyage (at the Ballard

Pier) along with Mr. and Mrs.

Hutheesingh and S. A. Brelvi, Editor

of 'The Bombay Chronicle' (Page 19).

e) "Describing the feasting and

toasting given to the Mission Dr.

Basu says: "After all, it was not the

individuals—Atal, Cholkar, Mukherji,

Basu and Kotnis—who were being

honoured but the organisation they

represented—the Indian National Con-

gress". (Page 25).

f) "Putting on their military doc-

tors' uniforms—regulation khaki ex-

cept for the distinctive white Gandhi

caps—the doctors went round the

city " (Page 28).

g) Describing the urgent need for

doctors at Canton, Dr. Basu commu-
nicates: "The sight of the few Chinese

doctors feverishly working night and

day to cope with the thousands ol

wounded men, women and children

lying in the wards, the verandahs,

even in the courtyard, gave the Indians

some idea of the desperate urgency

with which China needed doctors and

medical supplies." (Page 33).

h) Dr. Basu mentions a group of

little children (between 7 and 15 who
had walked 6000 miles round the

country seeking safety, going to meet,

the Indian doctors and thanking the

Indian people for their gracious ges-

ture towards China (Page 39).

i) Describing the sad plight of

some soldiers, Dr. Basu narrates :

Hunger and pain had driven at

least some of them crazy and they

stopped the ambulance truck (of the

Indian doctors) at the point of gun

demanding food and transportation.

But when they knew the identity of

the occupants they were apologetic

and remorseful, almost reduced to

tears. It was a pitiable sight and one

of the most heartrending experiences

the Indian Mission had in China

(Page 42).

j) "Comrades! I give you the toast

of the Independence of India." This

is how one of the most remarkable

banquets (at Hankow) began."

(Page 47).

NEHRU'S GRAMOPHONE
k) Near the Ichang airfield, with

bombs falling nearby, the members
of the Mission, discovered in an odd-

sized box, from among their boxes of

medicines, a gramophone with a chit

bearing a familiar signature.

"It was a present from Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru who had sent it

specially from England all through

the night they remained awake, play-

ing the records over and over again,

deeply touched by Nehru's generosity

and foresight." (Page 60).

1) Abbas says that the Elder Kotnis

(the doctor's father) was a clerk in

a mill at Sholapur. For years he had

paid for the expensive education of

his son by incurring increasingly

heavy debts, hoping that after gradua

tion, the son would set up practice

and repay the debts. When the son

decided to go to China, the father

didn't stop him but gave him his

blessing. Atter the son's departure,

the financial pressure having become
unbearable, the poor old man com-

mitted suicide. (Page 73).

m) When Dr. Kotnis heard of his

father's death and when his compa

THE BIG LINE-UP FOR 19 4 6-47
( II

)

NAVYUG'S DOMESTIC COMEDY

SHIKAYAT
Starring : SNEHPRABHA
SHYAM, RAMA SHU KAL

THE ROMANTIC STORY OF

A GIRL BEHIND THE FOUR
WALLS I

7vG

""In.

/LA
"""

Direction : V E D I

Story : SHAHID LATIF

Music : RASHID ATRA

Songs : NAKSHAB

NOW READY FOR RELEASE

no. s
Starring GEETA NIZAMI,
SHYAM, K. N. SINGH,
SAROJ BORKAR, KESARI,
DAR KASHMIRI, RANDHIR,

RAJ BISHWAS

CJjjsiribuiors PEERIiESS PICTURES 116, CHARNI ROAD,
BOMBAY 4.
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nions urged him to return to India.

Dr. Kotnis is reported to have said:

"No, I cannot go back. The Congress

has sent me here and we have all

signed a contract that none of us

would go back before at least one

year is completed. Now that my father

has made the supreme sacrifice, the

only thing for me to do is to give my
life too for the cause that he held so

dear." (Page 74).

n) In August 1939, they received

a telegram from Pandit Nehru saying

that he would be visiting China and

meeting them. There was sensation

and enthusiasm at the news and a

special cave was soon made ready for

him. But Nehru could not visit

owing to war in Europe. (Page 93.)

o) One day in Yenan, the doctors

strayed into a village while out for a

walk. Owing to their smart uniforms

they were taken for Japanese spies and

arrested. Later on when their identity

was established, they were given tea

and released. (Page 96).

p) The members of the Mission met

General Chu Teh, the Commander
of the 8th Route Army. Chu Teh
struck them as sincere, passionate but

very patient, almost fatherly in his

calm dignity. (Page 106).

q) The members of the Mission saw

Chinese women working in various

departments of national activity—wo-

men doing all kinds of work from
the home to the battlefield. (Page no).

r) An interesting thing noticed by

the members of the Mission was the

presence of a charkha in every home,
(page no).

s) An instance of Dr. Basu's re-

markable resourcefulness and surgical

skill is mentioned by Abbas. A young
fighting peasant had lost his eyesight

due to shell-burst. He was discharg-

ed from the army and deserted by his

young wife. He had a fighting chance

with a skilful but dangerous eye

operation but Dr. Basu hadn't the

necessary instruments. Dr. Basu

prepared some instruments from bam-

boo and borrowing a pair of mous-

tache scissors from a Chinese doctor,

performed the dangerous operation

which proved successful and the

young man's eyesight was restored.

(Pages 116-117).

t) Kuo Ching Lan, wife of Dr.

Kotnis, is described as a smart, at-

tractive, jolly girl about 5 feet tall and

with a round moonlike face, wearing

thick glasses. She was a teacher of

nursing at the Bethune Medical School

of which Dr. Kotnis was the principal.

She had taken medical training and

like thousands of others had escaped

the invaders, walking hundreds of

miles, to join the 8th Route Army
(Page 123).

Mazhar Haq
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jnd Nishi Baran make a new team

story of Asiatic Pictures

'Mansarovar", a social

u) Dr. Kotnis married Ching Lan
on 25th November 194 1. A son was
born to them in July 1942 (8 months
later). Dr. Kotnis died on 9th Decem-
ber 1942 (Pages 126-128).

From the extracts quoted above it is

apparent that Dr. Basu had supplied

plenty of basic material to produce
a national picture with a humanitarian
and patriotic drama if only some one

had exercised enough imagination to

develop the plot dramatically.

CONGRESS SABOTAGED
Shantaram certainly didn't do so.

Abbas and Sathe were not expected

to do it. They are not expected to

have either the brains or the imagi-

nation. Let us now see what Shan
taram managed to miss.

1) In the entire picture there is not

a word about the Indian National

Congress which sent the Medical Mis-

sion to China. What Shantaram pre-

sents looks like a small conspiracy of

five medicos out on an adventure.

One wonders whether the Congress

was purposely avoided to pander tc

the bureaucrats in New Delhi? Or
was Shantaram ashamed of our

supreme national organization fight-

ing 60 years for the freedom of our

enslaved people? This omission gets

a sinister complexion, seeing that the

Congress sent the Medical Mission, as

a token gesture, from one great people

to another, in the face of official op-

position.

2 Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru who in-

spired the project is completely left

out of the picture. Is Shantaram

ashamed of our great leader or is he

too scared of New Delhi? Even the

litde affectionate incident of Panditji

sending a gramophone to the doctors

has been completely deprived of

Jawahar's patronage and presented in

a rude and sketchy manner without

even a mention of Jawahar's name.

To say the least it is caddish to do so.

3) In China, as Dr. Basu says

(Page 28), the doctors wore a military

uniform except for the distinctive

Gandhi cap. In the picture, Shanta-

ram and his co-actors seem to have

kicked out the Gandhi cap, the mute

symbol of our great struggle for free-

dom. Would the Gandhi cap have

given Shantaram long nightmares

remembering that the Central Provin-

ces once had even its Governor wear-

ing a Gandhi cap?
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Bhim has a character role to play in

"Namak" of Azad Pictures.

THE TOAST OF INDEPENDENCE

4) On page 33 of the book, \vc

find a description of the dire need of

the Chinese for urgent medical relief.

In Shantaram's "Kotnis", all the

pains are taken to drive home the

fact that all that the Chinese needed

was Shantaram himself and not even

Dr. Kotnis. Shantaram fails to show,

by not portraying the intense sufferings

of the Chinese why a great leader like

Pandit Jawaharlal was moved to

appeal to his people for help.

5) The whole of China, where the

doctors went, gave them a great toast

in "I give you the toast of the Inde-

pendence of India." Not in one spot

in the picture has Shantaram dared

to use this graceful toast from a sym-

pathetic people. May we know why?

Does the great Shantaram not approve

of our people's struggle for freedom 3

Perhaps our people should have

obtained Shantaram's permission be-

fore asking for independence.

6) Dr. Kotnis' old father died in

debts. He killed himself to escape

his creditors—creditors he had acquir

ed in educating his son. What

« pathetic sacrifice! Shantaram com

pletely twists this noble sacrifice, strips

It of its intense pathos and presents

the eld father as a mercenary man

who expected his son to pay dividends

on his investment. He makes the

father fit up a streamlined dispensary,

to give his setting man a chance and

to provide himself with enough space

to jump about, for the son to start

minting money straightaway. What
a heartless distornon of facts in which

a struggling and noble old man com-

mitted suicide under the crushing

weight of debts incurred for the edu-

cation of his son. If Shantaram's

father had done a hundredth of what

Kotnis' father did, Shantaram would

have erected statues of his old man in

a hundred towns of India. Today the

memory of both the dead—father and

son—stands insulted at the hands o!

a mercenary producer. It is a cruel

shame. It is a wonder how a man of

principles, like Dr. Basu acting as an

adviser for the picture, could have

allowed this outrage on the sacred

memory of the dead.

THE FUNNY GENERAL
7) The character of General Chu

Teh, the Commander of the glorious

Sth Route Army has been portrayed in

the person of Baburao Pendharkar

under an assumed name of General

Pong. The five doctors found Chu
Teh "sincere, passionate and verv

patient, almost fatherly in his calm

dignity" (page 106). In his picture,

Shantaram presents a clown indulging

in slapstick gestures and in doing so

insults the whole Chinese nation

which fought so valiantly for its free-

dom. It is worth dissecting the brain

of this petty, egotistic film producer

who is prepared to mock at the high

flown ideals of a great nation to attract

some filthy lucre for his greedy

pockets. Not only Shantaram but the

whole Indian nation owes China an

apology for portraying her brave

general in such a clownish manner.

8) On page 110 of the book we are

told that the members of the Medical

mission found women everywhere

from the home to the battlefield doing

all types of work. And yet in his 1 1000

feet of picture,, Shantaram shows only

his wife as the only Chinese woman
with one extra old woman thrown in

for grace. Did Jayshree represent the

entire womanhood of China? This

man, Shantaram, who often brags

about being unique in providing at-

mosphere in his picture, could not

even get fifty women to prove that

there were other women in China

besides Jayshree, his talented wife.

CHARKHA NOWHERE
9) The medicos found the charkha

in every Chinese home. But you

can't expect

home. But

Shantaram to show
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this, seeing that the charkha has also

become another symbol of our na-

tional struggle for freedom. Our

people should have taken Shanta-

ram's permission before adopting the

charkha as one more symbol of our

national struggle.

10) The other four doctors who

went to China with Dr. Kotnis may

well have been completely dropped

from the picture rather than to have

exposed them to some undeserved

ridicule as is apparent in the picture.

From the picture it seems that they

had gone to China only to hear some

gramophone records of Indian songs

and having done so returned hur-

riedly leaving the whole of China to

Shantaram. At least that dramatic

incident of Dr. Basu's surgical skill in

restoring the eyesight of the peasant

should have been charitably put into

the story to give the other four doc-

tors some purpose in going to China,

all the way from India.

If Shantaram is a conscientious

man, as he always claims to be, we

would like to know why he distorted

the basic factual material out of re-

cognition. And why was the Indian

National Congress so completely sabo-

taged?

DR. KOTNIS OF THE SCREEN

Now let us see what Shantaram

has actually done with the story of

Dr. Kotnis.

Shantaram opens the story in the

small town of Sholapur, in its out-

skirts, permitting water-carrying mai-

dens to walk across the horizon in a

beautifully executed shot. We are

soon taken to the Sholapur station

where Dr. Kotnis, (Shantaram, him-

self) gets down, greets old friends,

steps into a tonga and bursts out into

a song. Between Shantaram and the

hack some philosophy, about life

not being an empty dream, is mourn-

fully doled out, Shantaram making

queer faces and eyes at the audience

all the while and the horse wondering

at the undeserved torture visited upon

him.

The rejuvenated young man (Shan-

taram being at the wrong end of 40)

soon jumps out of the tonga and is

seen meeting his mother and other

little ones in the house. We are

soon taken to Kotnis Senior who is

busy fitting up a grand dispensary

for his son. (And they say he com-

mitted suicide pressed by debts).

Father and son meet and the ice is
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broken when the son tells of his

resolve to go to China. The inspira-

tion to go to China is described in a

flash-back in which, on Shantaram's

laboriously and painfully thinking

face, we hear a bull's voice, though

we are asked to believe that it is some
national leader's beloved voice, urging

the people to help the oppressed

Chinese. The national leader, Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru, is scrupulously

avoided. Whatever may be the other

reasons, one thing is sure that Panditji

has a better screen face than the great

Shantaram and at least for this reason

it was practical wisdom to avoid

Panditj i's appearance on the screen to

prevent unnecessary rivalry with the

dehydrated appearance of the hero.

The father is of course disappointed

but he soon comes round and Shan-

taram celebrates this transformation

of the Senior by jumping over a table

and incidentally proving that his

monkey glands still function properly.

Very soon the five doctors, with Dr.

Kotnis of course the most prominent

among them, are seen boarding a ship

to China. In long shots we are shown
the other four, while the camera lens

is kept in constant embrace of Dr.

Kotnis. That way Shantaram has

always been very affectionately attach-

ed to the camera being one of our

best camera-craftsmen and we don't

expect him to be torn away from it.

Now we are taken to China and we
see the doctors getting down several

steps. The steps are supposed to re

present China—men, women and

children having been bombed out 0!

the picture.

FOUR DOCTORS PACKED OFF
After this we see several stock shots

of newsreels in which the poor

Chinese are bombed into' taking

shelter in caves. A studio 'house'

catches fire and Dr. Kotnis, of course

Shantaram, shows some heroism in

rescuing the trapped ones, of course,

at a great risk to his own life. So

Dr. Kotnis was also a fire-fighter.

Brave kid, that.

Then the doctors start attending

some stray wounded ones. But they

seem rushing about more than work-

ing actually. It is time now for the

other four doctors to leave the field for

Dr. Kotnis. The great Shantaram was

acting the main role and other nonen-

tities can't be permitted to loaf about

the picture. So Dr. Kotnis gives them

some gramophone music which

proves deadly enough to scatter the

remaining four in different directions,

leaving Shantaram in charge of

China.

Saigal and Surraiya make a romantic team in "Omar Khayyam" produced

and directed by Mohan Sinha.
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Now Dr. Kotnis travels in a bus in

company of his future wife, dressed

as a boy. The boy part is, of course,

Shantaram's idea of original humour.

Dr. Basu says that in China all women
gave their lives ungrudgingly for their

great struggle without cloaking their

j sex. .

But Shantaram perhaps likes to

discover a woman in a boy. That way
he likes surprises all over. At the

first glimpse of "the boy,"' the audi-

ence, however, knew that "he" was

a girl. Only Shantaram did not

know. We wonder whether Dr.

Kotnis knew it or not. In Shan-

taram's case the error must be excu-

sed because he has seen so few women
being constantly surrounded by male

courtiers usually.

Well, the scenes soon reach a cave,

better still a series of well-planned

caves in proper military formation.

These are supposed to be the base

headquarters of the famous 8th Route

Armv under General Chu Teh. Here

"THESE ARE MY CHILDREN
YOUR CHILDREN

EVERYBODY'S CHILDREN
SO SAYS EVERY SEE:

HENCE
PUT THEM Oh YOUR "dlllST SEE'

RUNNING AT

NOVELTY
DAILY AT

4, 7, 10 p m.

LIST

REMEMBER IT S A

RAdlNIK
PRODUCTION

the original name of the General
changes quickly and a screen name
General Fong, is given to him.
Baburao Pendharkar, Shantaram's
cousin, had to play the role and the

role had to be specially named to

maintain the family traditions of

originality.

EVERYTHING SPECIAL
Dr. Kotnis is, of course, given a spe-

cial cave with a signboard. That way
Shantaram also requires a special

position even as a pall-bearer at a
funeral and there is an event record-
ed in which more attention was once
paid to Shantaram than to the corpse.

By now, the "boy" is exposed and
the woman in "him" is revealed.
The woman is called Ching Lan and
she assists Dr. Kotnis in all surgical
operations and while doing so falls in
love with the Indian doctor.

But we did forget to tell you about
General Fong. On technical grounds,
let us forget the fact that he was sup-
posed to represent the famous General
Chu Teh. Shantaram introduces his
general as a clownish comedian, strut-

ting across the screen with a half-
tied bandage the other end of which
is held by an orderly. What an ori-

ginal comedy! Yes, Shantaram did
find some rare comedy in the cruel
fate of the defenseless Chinese who
were bombed out of existence in their
millions by the greedy, blood-thirstv

faps. Shantaram gave them a clown
ish general and in doing so at once
turned the grim Sino-Japanesc war
into a circus with Shantaram, of
course, as the ring master. It needs
real genius to see comedy in death.
We had never underrated Shanta
ram's abilities for creating unique
comedy. Or had we.3

DRY ROMANCE AND DEHY-
DRATED HERO

Now begins the romance of Dr.
Kotnis. Having divested the 'boy'
of his male suspicions, the heroine
stood revealed before the hero of the
picture. So they both go to a hill

top and there indulge in some quick
sob-stuff. Shantaram's love-making
is as dry as his dehydrated aged face.

Young or old, every woman Shanta
ram meets must accept the fact that
the great director, being a very busy
person with chronic constipation, is

not expected to waste his time in use-
less sentimental talk, the main burd-
en of moonstruck lovers. Shantaram's
love must be accepted even before the
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story begins. The very fact that he is

walking towards a woman is a gesture

of eternal love. Otherwise he would
walk away in another direction. So

with this superb technique, quite his

own, Shantaram walks in the garb of

Dr. Kotnis towards Ching Lan and

stares purposefully at the Chinese

girl. With the help of her narrow

eyes, the Chinese girl somehow sus-

tains the great doctor's romantic gaze

and turns away with a new story in

her heart. That sets fire to two

hearts and we soon find them in flames

all over that little part of China where

Dr. Kotnis was attending to the sick

and the wounded.

These romantic interludes, as dry

as the driest dates in the Sahara, are

occasionally punctuated by wounded
Chinese men being carried across the

screen to prove to us that this story

was about China and not about Nepal.

That these Johnnies looked like the

Goorkha watchmen we see in Bom-
bay is merely a matter of coincidence.

It was strange that in the whole of

China, no women were injured by the

bombs. And yet they called the

Japanese, dogs.

Perhaps the women of China seem-

ed to know the trick of becoming in-

visible, because they not only disap-

peared from the Chinese batdefields

but let down Shantaram very badly by

not making an appearance in his

i iooo feet of Chinese drama.

Very soon Dr. Kotnis. of course

Shantaram, gets married to Ching Lan

under military orders. General Fong,

of course Cousin Baburao Pendharkai

who thinks it highly moral for a man
and a woman to marry before serious

complications set in, gives the order?

to prepare for the wedding. Some-

how, the Japanese seem to know of

this marriage and knowing that Shan-

taram is playing the lead, stop all

bombings on the wedding day and

permit the bridegroom to indulge in

some slapstick in the arrangement of

the Sari of his Chinese bride. If Shan-

taram had invited them, the Japs

would have willingly attended the

wedding but Shantaram was, per-

haps, not so sure of the Chinese liking

the gesture. Anyway. Shantaram's

wedding in the picture had to be gone

through without the Japs taking part

in it. That was too bad and the

Chinese can never be excused seeing

that an Indian doesn't marry a Chinese

girl every day and considering that

Dr. Kotnis had travelled all the way
to China to save the Chinese nation.

After the wedding the Chinese
bride sings a song with a patented

Kolhapuri tune with others support-

ing and for a while we are all taken
to the kingdom of Shivaji. Then we
are brought back to the first night of

their married life, the honeymoon
night, about which Urdu poets have
written millions of words of nonsense.

But Shantaram not knowing Urdu,
despite Dewan Sharar's company for

three years, the poets are found still-

born for him and he proceeds to glare

at his little Chinese bride as she flits

across the room coyly. You cannot

expect more romance than this in

Shantaram's pictures. And now Shan-

taram suddenly rememoers the Chinese

wounded men, women being invisible,

and rushes to bandage their broken

limbs.

THE MAGIC TOUCH
By now a stage is reached for

something heroic and spectacular. So

the Chinese, with their traditional

mandarin magic, oblige Shantaram by
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This is a shot from "1857" being produced by Mohan Sinha.

growing boils and making the malady

mysterious and dangerous in addition.

This gives Shantaram an opportunity

to try the remedy on himself against

the wishes of his little Chinese wife.

But film heroes never die so easily,

so Dr. Kotnis, of course the great

Shantaram, survives and so do all the

boil-growing Chinese.

The Sino-Japanese war is on all the

while and the Chinese are constantly

carried horizontally across the screen

to Shantaram whose mere touch

saves them all—one and all. 3y now,

Shantaram has become a male Bern.i-

dette and the war has become pretty

serious. The Japs, knowing that

Shantaram's wedding was over, don't

feel any longer the necessity of being

too far #way from their "hinese

neighbours. As the Japs come nearer,

the Chinese run all over the screen.

The doctor and his Chinese wife arc

now torn apart and Ching Lan stands

on a rock and sings a patriotic martial

song. Instead of fighting, the Chinese

soldiers are shown as running away

from the Japs. They completely mis-

understand the words of the song due

to bad recording.

Dr. Kotnis appreciates his wife's

feat on the rock and wonders how she

could sing a song like that. Bravo,

Jayashree!

Knowing that Shantaram was from

Kolhapur, from where Master Vithal

our stunt hero once came, the Japs

now capture Shantaram to give him
a chance to escape. Vithal-wise by

hanging to a tree, Shantaram does it

slickly and once again proves to one
and all that his monkey-glands are

still functioning properly.

Don't get impatient, we are now-

nearer the end of Dr. Kotnis. The
great doctor returns to the Chinese
and takes up his work again where
he had left it. By this time our hero
is all tired and broken trying to keep
a nation of 400 million helpless souls

in bandages. So he begins ge;ting

ill himself. This illness, epilepsy,

starts, in Shantaram's case, with the

trousers which shiver and then gra-

dually climbs up to Shantaram's de-

hydrated face which begins registering

symptoms of hereditary lunacy.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE
TROUSERS

(-lung Lan is busy at this time grow-
ing a baby inside her, contrary to

the practice of the Chinese men who
were growing boils outside them. Dr.
Kotnis shakes his trousers occasional!/

and works at other times so hard th;.i

he is soon on an invalid bed. Ching
Lan brings forth the baby, a son, only
after 8 months of Dr. Kotnis, and
Kaka Wong hails it as the symbol of

Indo-Chinese unity.

By now Dr. Kotnis is very ill

—

So
ill that he cannot move from his bed.

Just at this time the Chinese General,
Long, forgetting all the good deeds of

the good doctor for the Chinese,

manages to accommodate a few Japa-
nese bullets in his chest and comes
back home on the hospital stretcher.

The General has to be saved for

China and for the rest of the world,
however clownish he may be, and the
only man who can do it is, as usual
the hero, himself a very sick man.
But Dr. Kotnis, braving a collapse,
goes, and so does Shantaram, because
Cousin Pendharker is the General and
performs a very dangerous and deli-
cate operation and saves the General
but—

But what.' It is now time tor the
hero to die. He can't find people
greater than the General to save every
day. So Dr. Kotnis decides to die and
vve see Shantaram on Kotnis' death
bed, go.ng back to Sholapur, because
it is on the way to his own Kolhapur
talking some nonsense and finally
closing his eyes, with 400 million
Chinese waiting outside the cave, an-
xious to hear the sad news.

Then we see a vision of Ching Lan,
with the little Kotnis, coming to
Miolapur and presenting to the doc-
lor's mother the symbol of ]ndo
Ch.nese unity. After this we all so
heme from far away China.

But wc mustn't forget Kaka Wong.
He calls himself Awara (Loafing)
Wong and true to his name he loafs
through the picture as a good Sama-
ritan, always coming from heaven
and again disappearing into heaven.

He is here, there and everywhere
and wherever Shantaram wanted
Dewan Sharar, and Kaka Wong walks
Jhreugh the picture like a good-
hearted old man. advising, match-
making, pacifying, saving, helping
and looking on at other times.

That ends the immortal story of
Dr. Kotnis, the picture Shantaram has
given us about the Medical Mission
which was sent to China by the Indian
National Congress.

SILLY DIRECTION
At no stage during the long picture

does the story acquire any interest or
grip. The sequences drag continu-
ously and a feeling of extreme bore-
dom is created. Only those sequences
where Jayashree makes an appearance
become slightly interesting. The deve-
lopment of the story is very sketchy
and remains highly unimaginative
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throughout. The emotional sequen-

ces are very poorly portrayed and

almost every emotional situation in

the picture has failed owing to poor

direction. Not that there was not

material enough for emotional work.

There was plenty of it and more but

Shantaram, who looks at a picture

only through the camera lens, has

rarely been good at emotional direc-

tion. In "Dr. Kotnis" he seems to

have lost the grip of the emotional

drama completely.

The very opening of the story is

faulty. We are straightaway intro-

duced to Dr. Kotnis without telling

us anything of the cause to which he

had dedicated himself. And the cause

was greater than this individual. Even

later on, this cause and its national

sponsors were never shown or describ-

ed. The whole affair is wound up

quickly in a momentary flash-back.

And that was a stupid thing to do

even for a commercial producer see-

ing that leaders like Gandhiji and

Jawaharlal Nehru were directly inte-

rested in the Medical Mission sent to

China. It would have been good

business to have pulled in the leaders

and the Congress apart from main-

taining the factual integrity of the

subject.

A POSSIBLE OPENING
There were many ways of opening

the picture and dramatizing the events

related by Dr. Basu.

It wouldn't be wise to write a com

plete scenario of "Dr. Kotnis" now,

but one of the openings that suggest

to us could have been as follows:—

Flash of the Sholapur Station. Peo-

ple getting down from a mail train.

The postal bag being handed over to

the local postman. Dissolve into the

siren of a local mill, tilt down the

camera to the main gate of the mill

showing workers going home after the

day's work. Dissolve into Kotnis

Senior walking out of the mill gates.

The durwan asks Kotnis Senior,

"Kotnis Saheb, have you heard from

Dwarka recently?" The old man

rcplii-s rather anxiously: "Not for a

month, I expect a letter every day."

Dissolve.

At Kotnis' House: Kotnis Snr. walks

into the house and inquires from Mrs.

Kotnis whether any letter has been

received from Dwarka. The mother

remembers the letter and rushes with

it. Kotnis Snr. reads it and becomes

grave. Mrs. Kotnis inquires whether

anything has gone wrong. Kotnis

Snr. replies Dwarka's final examina-

tion is near and
—

" Dissolve.

Kotnis Snr. at meals. Listless and

weighed with anxiety Mrs. Kotnis

speaks: "Please eat something. Wor-
rying won't improve matters. God is

great.'' Dissolve.

Kotnis and Mrs. Kotnis in two beds,

side by side retired for the night.

Mrs. Kotnis removes the single gold

chain round her neck, looks at it

fondly and places it under her pillow,

turns to a side and sleeps. A little

later Mr. Kotnis removes the chain

from under Mrs. Kotnis' pillow, looks

at it affectionately and places it undet

his own pillow, turns to the other side

and sleeps. A little later Mrs. Kotnis

tilts up the edge of her husband's

pillow, sees the gold chain there,

smiles happily and goes to sleep.

The psychological importance of

this sequence, we leave to the reader.

Next morning, Kotnis Senior is all

hurry. He steps out of the house

quickly. Dissolve.

At a Pawn Broker's Shop: Kotnis

Senior offering the gold chain and

asking for money. The pawn broker,

examining the chain, says "Rs. 20o|-?

How many more chains have you still

left Kotnis?" Kotnis replies with a

sad smile "This is the last—But this

money is for his final examination fees.

My Dwarka will now become a

doctor and he is a clever boy. Shola-

pur needs a man like him. Once he

gets going, I shall take back all the

ornaments pledged with you. Rem-
ember that." The pawn broker re-

plies: "I shall return them with the

greatest pleasure, Kotnis. You are

truly a great father and God has given

you a good son." Dissolve.

At a Charitable hospital in Bombay:
Dr. Kotnis, as a student is seen attend

ing some surgical cases. Someone calh

him "Dwarka—your money order"

Kotnis runs up to take it. Receives

the money—Hears the Hospital clerk

telling a poor patient that without ten

rupees, even free hospitals can't take

X-ray plates in these times. Dr. Kotnb
inquires about the patient, learns thai

the patient is suspected of suffering

from tuberculosis of the ribs, discovers

the helpless poverty of the sufferer,

pays the clerk Rs. io|- from his money
and goes away sad and smiling.

As he steps into the streets, news-

paper boys rush about with fresh edi-

tions, with headlines screaming "Japs

Bomb Helpless Chinese", "Women
& Children Maimed" "Thousands Die

for Want Of Medical Help." Dr.

Kotnis buys a paper and reads the

headlines. Dissolve.

In Allahabad: On the verandah of

Anand Bhuvan, Pandit Jawaharlal

Here is au attractive shot from "Rehana" produced by Girdhar Bahar

Productions.
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Nehru is also reading the news of the

Chinese tragedy. Dissolve the news-

paper headlines into pathetic scene

of the plight of the Chinese. Montage

and quick dissolves showing bombings,

wounded, dying, screaming helpless

men, women and children. An inci-

dent showing a Chinese medical man
running out of medical supplies and

the wounded dying. Come back to

Pandit Javvaharlal perspiring, depressed

with his mental picture of the sad

happenings in China. He gets up

with sudden anger. Dissolve.

Sands of Chowpatty: Pandit Javva-

harlal addressing a mammoth meeting

of thousands, telling his people about

the dire need of our Chinese neigh-

bours, calling on the people to give

all help, men, money, medicines etc.

Dissolve.

In quick dissolves show money
pouring in; medicine parcels arriving,

bandages and instruments piling up.

Dissolve.

At the Ballard Pier: Show Mrs.

Sarojini Naidu wishing bon voyage to

the live doctors. Introduce them one

by one through Mrs. Sarojini Naidu.

Pull in the parents of Dr. Kotnis by

making Mrs. Naidu congratulate them

for the patriotism of their gallant son,

etc. Let the ship sail carrying the

goodwill of 400 million Indians to

400 million Chinese.

We have neither space nor time to

write the complete scenario. But a

beginning like this could have launch-

ed the theme of the story more forci-

bly than the present tonga touch of

the great Shantaram.

JAYASHREE SHINES BUT
SHANTARAM FAILS

With the exception of Jayashree and

Dewan Sharar all the characters are

wrongly cast and more wrongly inter-

preted. Take the hero. We are told

thac he was 26. On the screen Shan-

taram's dehydrated face looks any-

where near 50. His long, hanging,

broad nose, thick lips, bunch of

negroid hair and blank sunken eyes

can hardly meet the requirements of

a young man of 26 years. Shantaram

tries to bridge the difference in age

by jumping about but he looks like an

old kangaroo in rheumatic pain. His

attempt to do so must be described as

ridiculous. Shantaram cannot act even

a wee bit and remains camera con-

scious all along. And when he puts

on his thinking cap in emotional

sequences, he acquires a funny luna-

tic expression with the eyes becoming

squint and the neck bent to an angle.

In the very first sequence, when he

sings a song in the tonga, he invites

ridicule due to the funny faces he

makes. Shantaram is a pretty good

director and one of the best we have

in camera craftsmanship but he is not

at all an actor by the widest stretch

of imagination. His portrayal of Dr.

Kotnis excites ridicule from the begin-

ning to the end. His Hindustani

diction provokes laughter. In fifteen

years of talkies, has'nt the Hindustani

language travelled from Kolhapur to

Bombay at least? In short, Shantaram

has failed as an actor and damn mise-

rably.

Baburao Pendharkar, another Kol-

hapuri with his peculiar Kolhapuri

accent of Hindustani plays the role of

General Fong. He gives us the firm

impression that the Chinese General
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was a great clown, who attended to

his moustache in the midst of bombs
and treated the whole patriotic war
as a huge joke. There is not in him
the undying fervour of a patriot nor

the intense passion of a man fighting

to defend his country from heartless

invaders. General Fong remains a

comedian from the moment he struts

across the screen till the time he pays

his respects to the remains of Dr.

Kotnis. No wonder the Chinese

couldn't beat the Japs. How could

they with comedians as generals? This

portrayal of General Fong is the most

insulting tribute ever paid to the brave

Chinese nation.

Very little need be ;,aid about the

other four doctors. They were stretch-

er-bearers who carried Dr. Kotnis and

the story to China and quitted hurried-

ly. The artistes who played the roles

Ullhas, Prof. Hudhkar, Salvi and

Janki Dass, lost their self-respect with

the release of the picture on the screen.

Winayak plays the role of Bundoo,

the tongawalla, and in doing so

carries the Kolhapur tradition of Hin-

dustani accent, a little further. Cousin

Winayak is no better than Brother

Baburao and Cousin Shantaram. But

he doesn't offend us much as his tiny

role is more in the nature of a small

birthday gift to his famous cousin

than as a character portrayal.

Dewan Sharar plays the good Sama-

ritan, Kaka Wong. He lives the part,

though his role is inconsequential and

hangs in mid-air like a balloon. Kaka

Wong appears from ihin air every

time and after unloading himself of

some well-spoken dialogue, disappears

again into thin air. In any case

Dewan Saheb looks a Chinese Man-

darin alright.

The best work in the picture is given

by the talented Jayashree. Whatever

other Indian critics may say, in our

opinion, she looks a Chinese every

inch and we ought to know having

spent sometime in China and seen

Chinese women. In the role of Ching

Lan, Jayashree provides the much-

sought-after relief in an otherwise

boring picture. She gives an excellent

portrayal and speaks her dialogue

almost beautifully. She beats Shan-

taram hollow every time they meet,

in the diction of the dialogue, in

action and in portrayal. After her

rather poor performance in "Shakun-

tala", Jayashree has improved beyond

recognition as a screen artiste in "Dr.

Kotnis."
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Technically, "Dr. Kotnis" is a very

pleasant picture to see. Some atmos-

pheric shots have been beautifully

presented, though these shots have no-

thing to do with the drama proper.

The human drama has been shot in a

simple straight forward manner with-

out any undue flourish of camera
technique. Montage shots are well

executed and the lab work is neatly

done. Sound recording, however, is

not as happy as the photography.

The music of the picture borders

on the ridiculous. It is at best Kolha-

puri and generally Maharashtrian. It

is neither popular nor suitable. It is

just unimaginative and stupid.

AN ARABIAN-NIGHT STORY
The dialogue of the picture is suit-

able but the extra emphasis on Hindi
words, out of tune with the popular

idiom, jars on the ears. We need not

have a parade of Dewan Sharar's

Hindi vocabulary at the expense of

good expression. Nothing would have

gone wrong if Dewan Sahab's usually

beautiful colloquial language had
been put into the picture, even

though it has some simple Urdu
words. Indians have not yet dis-

owned Urdu.

The song compositions are gene-

rally poor—too poor for Dewan
Sharar a poet of repute. The patrio-

tic song (No. 6) is however well ex-

pressed and some glimpse of poetic

beauty is revealed in song (No. 5) in

the lines:

In short, no justice at all has been
done to Basu's narration of the ex-

periences of the Medical Mission in

China.

Shantaram's "Dr. Kotnis" is cer-

lainly not the story based on Abbas'

"And One Did Not Come Back". It

is a fairy tale from modern Arabian

Nights.

As it stands "Dr. Kotnis" insults

two neighbourly nations India and
China. The picture disowns the

Indian National Congress, winks at

great leaders like Gandhiji and Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru and distorts out ot

recognition the eloquent tragedy of

Kotnis Senior who gave his life to

make his son a doctor.

As a motion picture for entertain-

ment "Dr. Kotnis" proves intensely

boring throughout, except in those

parts where Jayashree makes an ap-

pearance.

In fine, "Dr. Kotnis" is a picture

which deserves to be burnt—in a pub-

lic square—a privilege still denied to

400 million slaves of India.

In "Naiyya", a Mazhar Khan supervised picture, Munnawar Sultana has a

moment of doubt about Anwar.



DEEWAR (Stage Play)

Producers: Prithvi Theatres.

Language: Hindustani.

Stage Play: Prithviraj & Ramesh

Dialogue

Songs:

Art:

Music:

Indraraj Anand.

Deepak

Raj Kapoor.

Ram Gangooli

Cast: Prithviraj, Uzra, Zohra,

Hema, Sajjan, Raj Kapoor etc.

Played At: Royal Opera Bombay

Produced n Directed By

PRITHVIRAJ KAPOOR

OUR REVIEW

Prithviraj Gives Ihe World's Best

Play !

. "Deewar" Becomes A Nation's Prayer.

Wc have seen a number of plays

i England, America, Germany, Italy

and in many other countries. We
have seen gorgeous plays with stu-

pendous settings, brilliant ones with

philosophic leanings and some mor-

bid ones with social conscience but

never such a speedy, brilliant and

purposeful play as Prithviraj Kapoor

presents in "Deewar".

"Deewar" surpasses anything we

have ever seen before and incidentally

deserves to be called the world's best

play.

In three short hours, during which

every minute is utilized purposefully,

'Deewar ' unfolds the two-hundred

years' old panorama of our national

serfdom and touching the present

political impasse, grabs at a future

solution of the problem of our free-

dom. All within throe hours this

brilliant play covers the miserable past,

•he painful present and thc hopeful

future and within a single setting

which becomes thc symbolic home of

Mo: her India.

THE TALE OF A NATION
The story of "Deewar" is the woe-

ful talc of a nation. It is known to

400 millions in India and realized by

every starving Indian when he

llances a* the deep pit of his empty

stomach or silently bears the pangs of

hunger within. It is ihe story of a

happy land once in its supreme blos-

som of harmony and happiness visit-

ed by a horde of poisonous insects

who prospered on the blood of the

people so long that people

lost the r national identity and

in. the vale of hunger and greed,

created in the wake of ruthless ex-

ploitation, forgot to recognize their

own kith and kin.

"Deewar" is a grim tragedy that

provokes some cruel amusement at

times but behind the ripple of laugh-

ter, that so often passes through the

audience, is heard the rebellious groan

under the killing weight of alien

rhackles.

People enjoy "Deewar" by laugh-

ing and weeping through it but they

cannot forget "Deewar" which stabs

the heart of all slaves and plants in it

a national conscience.

The story is simple. Two brothers

live happily, loving and respecting

each other. In their world there is

complete harmony and their people

look upon their chief with a rever-

ence given to a father.

One day strange people, from across

the seas, land in their home and seek

shelter. These strangers bring "ideas"

with them which puzzle and amuse

the good people of India for some

time. With ideas come privileges and

privileges are soon turned into rights.

These strange people are the British.

One by one, the monuments of tra-

ditional love and harmony are

brought down to dust and on their

ruins is built a superstructure of

bondage—the bondage of the very

people who gave the British home and

hospitality once.

Very soon the brothers are won
over by the glamour and civilization

of Britannia. The elder brother is

soon seen in a riding dress, aping the

foreigner even in the little way? of

life. Till this stage the younger bro-

ther has not come within the grips of

the foreigner. Very soon Daine Bri-

tannia starts operating on the youngs-

ter and by the time the elder gets back

his senses, the youngster becomes a

greater monster.

Misguided by the alien influence,

the youngster now demands a divi-

sion of the home and the property.

After a very pathetic interlude, the

Neena plays "Sanyukta" to Prithvi's "Prithviraj" in "Prithviraj Sanyukta'

produced by Mr. W. Z. Ahmed for Sha limar Pictures.
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division is granted and a wall cuts into

half everything that was whole and

single once.

Here Prithvi Kapoor dares to solve

the present political problem of the

country by making the younger bro-

ther see sense at the last minute and

by breaking down the dividing wall

with hammer strokes of unity. That is

wishful thinking by a nationalistic

producer.

EXCELLENT PRODUCTION
"Deewar" has to be seen and heard

and can't be described in a review.

After three hours of "Deewar", one

comes out an older man and certainly

wiser. The pity is that our Muslim

brothers don't see "Deewar", the play.

They only see Deewar, the dividing

wall.

As a stage production, "Deewar" is

easily the best play in the world, as

we have said before. It has excellent

production values, very pointed and

choice dialogue and suitable music.

The theme of the play could not have

been presented better.

Almost all the players, with the ex-

ception of Hema, give good perfor-

mances. Hema makes queer mouth

formations and spits out her dialogue

too abruptly. She is graceful only

when she dances, otherwise her gene-

ral demeanour looks very frivolous.

Prithviraj, in the role of the elder

brother, lives his part of a kind, trust-

ing, fatherly head of the family.

Though everyone shines in his own

role, Prithvi's performance remains

an ou;standing piece of art from the

beginning to the end. Uzra plays a

superb housewife as Prithvi's partner.

This woman puts a lot of emotion in

her dialogue and has completely got

over the Punjabi accent which was so

cviden. in "Shakuntala". It is a treat

to watch Uzra in emotional sequences

and many a tear is drawn in sympathy

with her plight. Zohra does her bit

very well as Dame Britannia—in fact

too well to be completely hated by all.

Sajjan plays the younger brother and

in doing so reminds us of a well-

known political personality in the

country. Sajjan gives an admirable

performance.

One who surprised us most was

Raj Kapoor, Prithvi's oversize, over-

wi«e and seemingly extra-modest son.

This lad is a born artiste. He is terri-

fically versatile. Anything, from the

slapstick to the pompous, from the

ridiculous to the sublime and from
the romantic to the tragic, seems to

come to him with the ease of a vete-

ran. The boy proves himself a worthy

son of a great artiste. In the role of

the family servant, Raj takes your

heart and salute, both.

But Raj should learn a little more
from his illustrious father. Prithvi

has character which Raj has yet to

prove. We shall watch the career of

this little cub carefully and we hope

he doesn't let us down. Prithvi has

not, after years of work in our film

industry.

In fine, "Deewar" is worth travel-

ling from the other end of India to

see at least once. It is a treat of a

life-time and the country should be

grateful to Prithviraj for giving to us

the nation's best stage-play.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE Co.. Ltd.

DUMDUM * BOMBAY * MADRAS DELHI LAHORE
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OUR REVIEW

"Sharbati Hnkhen" Prouides

Fine Entertainment!

Ramchandra Thakur's Excellent Direction !

Believe it or not, 'gentle' Jamsu

Wadia of the British Empire and Mrs.

Hilla Wadia have done it. They have,

for the first time, given us a slick mo-

j
tion picture, which proves entertain-

(
ing throughout its speedy career on

' the screen.

"Sharbati Ankhcn" is a well-writ-

ten, well-framed and well-presented

motion picture. It has a sophisticat-

1 ed story which our rural audiences

: will neither understand nor tolerate.

But for the city audiences, the picture

should prove entertaining. There is

plenty of sparkle and wit in it to be

enjoyed.

Whatever the commercial fate of

the picture, we welcome J. B. H.

Wadia's gesture in giving us, after a

j

long time, a really smart picture and

i we hf pe he continues to do so in

future.

AN ENTERTAINING STORY

In its early parts the story presents

a well-aimed slant at our college girls.

' Later on it concludes in a conven-

I tional manner. But between the two

"SHARBATI ANKHEN"
Producers: Wadia Movietone.

Language: Hindustani.

Story: Ramchandra Thakur.

Dialogue: S. Siddiqui & S. Pani

Songs: Pandit Indra, Tanvir

Naqvi, Balam.

Music: Feroze Nizami.

Photography: Minoo Billimoria

and A. K. Kadam.
Recording: Chimanlal Pancholi.

Cast: Vanmala. Sumati Gupte,

Rajkumari Shukla, Alak-

nanda. Harish, Ishwarlal,

Agha, Kelkar, Nand
Kishore etc.

Released at: Minerva, Bombay.

Date of Release: 23rd March

1946
Directed By:

RAMCHANDRA THAKUR

ends there is plenty of wit and enter-

tainment.

Madhavi is a modern college girl

with no nonsense about her. She has

a doting father in Shastriji and an

Beautiful outdoors become a feature of"Gvalan" featuring Sushila Rani and

Trilok Kapoor.

Ramchandra Thakur, novelist by pro-

fession, does a good job as the director

of "Sharbati Ankhen"

orthodox mother who is anxious to get

the girl married in a conventional

manner.

Madhavi is the toast of the

college and several boys are shown
as sighing and taking deep breaths

when they see her. Very cleverly she

dodges them all and keeps herself

away from the danger line.

Madhavi's mother brings a Benarsi

Shastri, Chandramani, as a suitor for

her daughter. This man is a Sanskrit

scholar of the old school. Madhavi
gets stunned at the sight of him and
when he chases her from place to

place her patience is worn out.

The hero is introduced in Madhav,
an insurance agent, who bumps into

the heroine and after several humor-
ous clashes ultimately succeeds in

winning her love and regard.

The film story is made up of

numerous clever incidents well-vvo%en

into the general pattern. Madhavi's
interludes with her different sob-lo%ers,

her clashes with the crude Benarsi

Chandramani and her misunderstand-
ings with Madhav—all combine to

create a very entertaining picture.

A bit of pathos is created with the
help of the usual society scandal
spread by hypocrites and for a while
Madhavi takes the sympathy of the
audience, when she knocks about
from man to man in search of a hus-
band. In the end, it all ends well as

expected and Madhav and Madhavi
become partners in life.
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Recruit S. H. Shah of Moholla Imam

Barra, Rawalpindi, is just 22 years old

and has had experience of college

dramatics.

EXCELLENT DIRECTION

As a motion picture "Sharbati

Ankhen" is a smart production. It

has a well thought out scenario which

does not drag the story even in a

single spot. The dialogue is witty

and sparkling. The songs are quite

suitably composed and the tunes,

though not of the cheaply popular

type, are still quite enjoyable. The

photography is pleasant. Sound re-

cording, however, is not so carefully

done. The sets are well-finished,

something which was rarely found in

the previous Wadia pictures.

The best part of the picture, how-

ever, is the direction of Ramchandra

Thakur. "Sharbati Ankhen" is

essentially a director's picture and we

like the way Thakur has shot the

picture and directed '.he several intri-

cate and humorous situations. Ram-

chandra Thakur shows clever imagi-

nation in keeping the camera in har-

mony with the drama—an art many

of our leading directors have yet to

learn. "Sharbati Ankhen" is slick

and entertaining because of excellent

direction.

From the players, with the excep-

tion of Agha in the role of Comrade,

almost everyone gives a good perfor-

mance. Agha's performance is too

artificial to be convincing. He makes

strange faces and remains camera con-

scious all along. Agha seems to be

.111 artiste of very poor talent.

Vanmala, in the role of Madhavi.

sparkles in the humorous half of the

picture. It is only when pathos sets
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in that the girl becomes less convinc-

ing. Vanmala's streamlined appear-

ance doesn't seem to be suitable for

pathetic situations. Even her tears

seem to lack the taste of bitterness.

Vanmala, however, looks very ema-

ciated in appearance and it is high

time she pulls herself together. She

is an excellent type for certain roles

and we would like to see her on the

screen oftener.

Ishwarlal, in the role of Madhav,
gives his usual performance without

being brilliant. For the first time,

Harish does well as the scheming

villain. In the role of Shrikant, he

makes his presence felt throughout,

something which he never did before.

Kelkar shines in the role of Shas-

triji. He stumbles at a couple ot

places in the phonetics of his dialogue,

but on the whole he acquits himself

very creditably. Another one who
attracts attention is Nand Kishore in

the role of Chandramani. He does

well, too well in places.

Well, whatever the drawback of the

subject, "Sharbati Ankhen" is a fine

entertainment for the city audiences

and is certainly worth a visit.

SUPPORTED BY

* SURAIYA BANU * RASHID * ROSHAN LAL *
Photography : N. M. ADHIKARI
Audiography : N . S . N AIR

Dances : D. BABULAL
Music : A R U N ROY & S.ASIF

NEXT ATTRACTION-AN UPTODATE SOCIAL HIT " PRATHIKSIIA"
Apply:—

For Bengal Circuit:—
METROPOLITAN IHSTR1BUTORS LTD.,

P. 22 MISSION ROW EXTENSION. CALCUTTA.

For other Territorial Ri§hts:—

N E W INDIA PICTURES,
BOTAWALA BLDG. * 8, ELPHINSTONE CIRCLE + FORT, BOMBAY * PHONE : 32103
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OUR REVIEW

"40 Crores" Becomes Rn Enter-

taining Comedy
Misleading Title Misleads People.

"40 Crores" is a wrong name to

this picture. Bar a few pointed

dialogue on Hindu-Muslim unity,

the picture has nothing in it that

affects the life of the 400 millions of

India. The title of the picture seems

to have been arrogated to capture

popular fancy and exploit the pre-

valent national sentiment.

"40 Crores" of Chandra Art is a

slapstick comedy in ten out of its

eleven thousand feet. It is in addi-

tion a love story between the son of

a rich man and a village girl with

occasional talk of the country and its

dark future owing to communal bick-

erings.

There is in it a symbolic dance in-

tended to show that all was sweet and

lovely in this land of God till the

alien element entered and spoilt the

harmony. The director, however,

failed to bring home the symbolism

of this dance and the dance ulti-

mately looks a cross between the

Rasleela and the grim Devil Dance.

Realizing, however, the symbolic

shortcomings of the dance, the direc-

tor obliges us by asking one of the

sponsors to give us long bits of boring

commentary on the significance of the

dance—the significance that could not

be picturized—and the awkward
situation is folded up quickly and

romance is let loose on the screen.

40 CRORES
Producers: Chandra Art Pro-

ductions.

Language: Hindustani.

Story, Dialogue Sc

Songs: Pandit Indra.

Music: Gobindram.

Photography: Dali Daruwala.

Recording: Thakur & Charlie.

Cast: Nirmala, Aroon, Agha.

Shantarin, Yakub, Gope.

Gulab. Sunetra etc.

Released at: Krishna, Bombay.
Date of Release: 12th April '46.

Directed By:

NANABHAI BHATT.

Recruit Ebrahim Nurudeen of P. O.

Box 420, Johannesburg, is 5' 9" and

•peaks Hindustani very well. He
says he has talent for acting.

BOY MEETS GIRL
The romance is simple. Basant,

the only son of a rich Bombay mer-

chant, is fired by the ideals of social

service. He, however, misunderstands

social values and sets out to modern-
ize Kishangarh, a village belonging to

his father, and turn it into a city. In

this self-imposed work of civilizing

the villagers, he is assisted by Somu,
his private secretary, who incidentally

provides all the slapstick comedy of

i he picture.

Basant meets Muniya the village

girl and Somu meets Kinari another

village girl and all the new
civilization plans are held up for

these romances to develop.

Now we sec a lot of love chase

interrupted by some silly slapstick and
several love ditties. The climax is

soon reached when Basant's ultra

modern plans clash with the orthodox

ideals of the villagers. The forces of

both the sides are soon arrayed in

hostile formation but before any shot

is fired, the affair comes to an abrupt

end, without the writer reaching any

thematic conclusion.

In developing the story the well-

known writer completely lost sight of

his characters and the symbolisms be-

hind them and thrusting aside the

theme unceremoniously, proceeded to

create some slapstick drama for en-

tertainment. It must be admitted that

the slapstick portions entertain admi-

rably but the slapstick drama was
certainly not the main burden of the

tale.

Pandit Indra makes history in "40

Crores", a picture of Hindu-Muslim
Unity, which Muslims won't permit

to be shown, because Panditji has

written dialogue that offends them.

The production values of the pic-

ture are rather erratic and it is evident

that the picture has been produced

under financial strain. Photography

and sound have suffered in quality and

strain the eye and the ear at several

places. The dialogue of the picture is

smart at places and popular at

other times. In fact, the dialogue

takes the applause more often than

any inherent comedy in the situations.

Song compositions are common with-

out being offensive. A couple of

tunes sung by Nirmala certainly sound

attractive. The picture hardly has

any direction.

TINY PERFORMANCES
The players hardly have much to do

as they are all made to work in

snatches owing to a very illogical ami
faulty development of the drama.

Nirmala in the role of Muniya, is not

at all bad though she looks sick

throughout. Agha is pretty good in

slapstick work, while Shantarin attracts

attention as Kinari, the second resis-

tance of the village. Murli, in the

role of the nationally inspired Muslim,
speaks his dialogue beautifully but

badly needs a long course of tonics.

Sunetra's voice raises suspicions about

her sex, but otherwise she is not so

bad. Gulab gives a good perfor-

mance in a finger-nail role.

As we have said before, there is

nothing about the 400 millions of

India in the picture. "40 Crores" is

quite a good time-killer if you don't

mind a lot of slapstick. This picture

should do well with the masses.
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ht HomE nno abroad
LOVERS NO LONGER

Raja Pandit, ex-producer, actor and

what not, is reported to have quar-

relled with his film actress wife

Ratnamala. Among the Hindus they

don't divorce so the romantic couple

has put between them 300 miles and

him actress Ratnamala has given a

notice in the papers that the Power

of Attorney given to Hubby Pandit

has been cancelled. Hubby Pandit

is now wondering whether it was

wise to lose a small gold mine in a

spot of whisky.

COMMUNAL FURY
Backward till yesterday, the Bhendy

Bazaar Muslims seem to have become

suddenly conscious of politics. Some
of them saw, "40 Crores", a motion

picture dedicated to Hindu Muslim

Unity and lost their moorings.

On the 14th April, in the midst ol

the 4 p.m. show, these ultra-sensitive

Muslims threw a few crackers about,

tore open the several seats and slashed

the screen with a six-inch blade. With
knives out, several posters of the pic-

ture were torn and the booking offices

of the Krishna Cinema in Bombay
were mobbed. The resultant panic-

stopped further shows and the picture

went for the perusal of sober-headed

Muslims and some officials.

GONE WITH THE WIND
All was not well recently with the

unfortunate Prabhat Film Company
of Poona. Since the day when the

first seeds of discord were sown
and Keshavrao Dhaiber walked out

of the Panch-Pandav partnership, the

partners have always been misunder-

standing one another. The Panch-

Pandav continuity was maintained by

admitting Baburao Pai in place of

Keshavrao but shortly afterwards, V.

Shantaram walked out arm-in-arm

with Jayshree and three-and-a-half

lakhs in his pocket. Misfortune took

Damle to the upper regions from
where people don't come back, leaving

Fatehlal, Baburao Pai and another

sleeping partner sleeping all the while.

Bickerings and quarrels were soon

heard and Prabhat gave one flop after

another to the amusement of many.
Now matters are settled with Babu-

rao Pai no longer in charge of pro-

duction, though still a partner, and

Fatehlal bossing the show. Not to be

robbed of his glory as a producer,

taking Rao Saheb Parker and Pralhad

Seksaria as sponsors, Baburao has

started his own production unit in

Bombay under the name of Famous
Pictures.

Let us see what the Prabhat bugle

sounds next.

SAFETY VALVE
To make up for its general bank-

ruptcy, the Government of Orissa has

decided to levy Entertainment Tax.

Recruit A. S. Habib of P. O. Box

254, Nairobi, is 5' 8" and would like

to replace one of the old faces.

Here is a snap in action of Sushila Rani in "Gvalai

by Baburao Patel.

iduced and directed

The bill to impose this tax was ex-

pected to be rushed through the

Assembly sometime in the first week
of April. After the Bill is passed, the

Oriyas will have to pay the Govern-
ment something in addition to what
they pay the theatre-owners for their

entertainment.

IT'S A PITY

Black-marketing in tickets is mak-
ing its own history by creating rowdy
scenes and disturbances. Often en-

couraged by the cinema management,
black marketeers have become very

bold in their activities.

Almost a riot took place at a cinema
house, in North Calcutta recently,

when a gentleman, accompanied by

some ladies protested at the exorbitant

price demanded by the black-marketeer

for tickets. The cheeky black-

marketeer flung filthy abuse at the

ladies and took shelter inside the

cinema house and stu-Jents from the

Vidyasagar College Hostel demanded
his surrender. The theatre man re-

fused to hand over the fellow and the

students did the next best thing—to

bring the furniture out from the

cinema and burn it in the road. It's

a pity they missed the cinema.

ARE WE?
The Sales Tax in Bengal is already

creating trouble in the province. The
cinema houses seem to be making
advance payments towards the Sales

Tax by contributing their furniture,

screens, machinery and other property.

A mob, carrying Congress and
Muslim League flags and after passing
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a resolution demanding abolition of

the Sales Tax, raided on the 3rd

March three cinema houses in Dacca,

one after another, stopped the shows,

set fire to the screens and the furni-

ture and completely wrecked the

machinery.

Aren't we progressing towards

1 1 eedom ?

LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR

J. Arthur Rank, the celluloid

menace of Great Britain, threatens to

make a major picture for world ex-

hibition with an Indian background.

He has named it, "The Black

Narcissus" and to emphasise the black

in the flower he has put Sabu in it

and is going to give us the story of

the English Nuns and their work in

India. Black Narcissus will be a

dark story all right if all that the

white nuns do in proselytizing is told.

Arthur Rank seems to be a Good
Christian.

IS HOLLYWOOD COPYING?

Not conversant with the technique

of shooting used by H.M.V. Chatur-

bhuj of Ranjit, John Farrow of Holly-

wood is claiming original rights in his

shooting of "California", a technicolour

production.

Farrow thinks that he is saving a

lot of money by jettisoning the old

method of shooting the movies in bits

and then putting the bits together to

make a whole.

In "California" Farrow shot whole

pages of the script at a time thus get-

ting the long shots, the midshots and

close-ups all on one strip. There are

several 4 minute shots in "California"

and in one scene he has shot 800 feet

without stopping the camera. That

he rehearses all the shots several

times and perfectly is altogether an-

other story. Farrow says that his

camera follows the action of his film,

like the human eye, without hopping

about from place to place. Farrow

doesn't know that the human eye does

hop about without Farrow knowing

it. 4>«j

This new method of shooting is

called "Camera Writing." And what-

ever Hollywood may think of John

Farrow, the originality of this tech-

nique we place at the door of H.M.V.

Chaturbhuj who goes round and

round with the trolley with his artistes

in the centre till everyone in the

world gets fed up, including the

trolley. No one can "Write" with the

camera as well as H.M.V. Chaturbhuj
of Ranjit.

STILL ANOTHER?
Piqued by the killing payments

which have to be made to Techni-

color, Hollywood has been searching

for a long time for a cheaper colour

system which would not cost so much
and yet give the same results.

The latest adventure in this field is

called Thomascolor. Evidently some
Thomas is in it. It is claimed that

this is a simpler system which requires

only the conventional black and white

negative and the cameras. There is a

catch in it, however, as a special lens

is needed for the camera and an iden-

tical one has to be fitted to the pro-

jector.

Irritated by the monopoly of Tech-

nicolor, Hollywood people are doing

a lot of wishful thinking ahout

Thomascolor.

LANGUAGE OF ULTIMATUMS
The British people are showing a

lot of sporting spirit these days. Their

chief sportsman in the film industry

is J. Arthur Rank. He is developing

international sportsmanship, the way

HAMAM
May also be called the big soap at small cost.

The reputation for quality, its standard weight
and low cost in these days of soaring prices and
its rich and fragrant lather has made it the leading
soap of India. Stocks are available everywhere—
Ask your dealer for Hamam.

THE TATA OIL MILLS

COMPANY LIMITED
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Is Sushila Rani giving an assurance to Trilok in "Gvalan", a picture directed

by Baburao Patel?

he displays his affection for foreign

films to be shown in Great Britain.

He has recently completed arrange-

ments whereby he will be showing

French and Russian films in London.

All this love, for the foreigner how-
ever, is not so altruistic as it looks

because in their characteristic, blunt

and honest manner, the French and

Russian producers once blurted out:

"If you want to show British films in

our country, then you must give us

a break in your cinemas."

As an international sportsman of

business, Arthur Rank unders'ands

this Franco-Russian language belter

than the other British producers.

Why can't the Indians speak the

same words to the Yankees and the

Bu!l Dogs overseas if they want their

Ram Rajyas and Bharat Milaps to be

shown in London and New York:

WE COUNT OUR DEAD

Dr. George Gallup, the counting

wonder of Yankee land who can tell

you how many grey hair American
women have in their wigged tops,

tells us that 66,000,000 paid full ad-

mission prices at the Nations Thea-

tres every week according to a recent

assessment. That is an increase of

22% over 1940.

We can tell you, without the help

of Dr. Gallup 35,00,000 died of star-

vation within 4 months in Bengal.

In India polls are taken in the crema-

toriums and graveyards.

PASSING OF A PIONEER

Mr. Shamji Kalidas

We regret to announce the sudden

death of Mr. Shamji Kalidas on 1 8th

April '46 at Rajkot from heart failure

at the age of 58.

Popularly known as the "Film King

of Africa", the late Shamji Seth was

a real trade pioneer in every sense of

the word. At the young age of 16

when he crossed the seas in searcb of

fortune, he had not a copper to his

name in the wide world. For years

he struggled in a strange and none-

too-sympathetic country and if suc-

cess is to be measured with the yard-

stick of money. Shamji Seth ended

h :

s career as a multi-millionaire.

Though the late Shamji Seth's

principle business was piecegoods, he

took great pioneering interest in the

Indian film industry and took the

Indian films to the different Africas

for the first time. At the time of his

death he controlled the biggest theatre

chain for Indian pictures in the face

of severe White opposition.

Born in the same town as Mahatma
Gandhi, Rajkot, this tough son of

Kaihiawar fought many a year with

the White competition to introduce

and establish the Indian films. To-

day, the Indian producers look upon
the African income as a substantial

contribution to their production plans.

Thanks to the late Shamji Seth.

But Shamji Seth's activities on be-

half of the Indian did not restrict

themselves to the exhibition of films

in the different Africas. He gene-

rously financed many a struggling film

production company in India and at

the time of his death over 50 lakhs of

rupees were engaged on the production

side of the industry.

With the others in the film industry

we mourn the death of a great pioneer

and pray for peace to his soul in

heaven.

ONCE AGAIN
Even at forty, Miriam Hopkins be-

lieves in keeping her bed warm.
News comes to us that she was re-

cently married to Raymond B. Brock,

eight years younger War Correspond

ent and Lecturer. And with this

marriage she inherits a ready-made

child from Brock's first marriage.

This is Miriam's fourth adventure and
little Raymon's second.

HIS LAST ACT
Lionel Atwill, the well-known

Hollywood actor, is no more. He
died of pneumonia at his Hollywood
home on the night of April 22nd.

He had been ill for sometime.



1 1tumbnalL JQwiew*
NAI MA

This social picture, produced by
Prakash Pictures, is a boring story

seeking to prove, in a spineless and
unimaginative manner, a hypothetical

theme that step-mothers are not neces-

sarily bad as traditionally understood.

The production values are very poor

and so are the performances by Ran-
jana, Jeewan and others. The direc-

tion of the picture is just so much
waste of time.

* * *
AMEEREE

This is another Barua flop released

with a lot of tom-tom, pulling in

innocent political leaders like Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru and Sarat Chandra
to endorse its invisible greatness. The
theme is suspected of a social con-

science and is intended to help the

slum residents by shaking up the rich.

As the story painfully unfolds on

the screen it turns out to be a romance

between Jamuna and Barua with the

poor as onlookers. Jamuna is too des-

potic for a slum girl and Barua too

emaciated as the rich man. Between

the two the story becomes so boring

that we have neither anger against the

rich nor sympathy for the poor at the

end of it. The production is the

maiden effort of Associated Pictures of

Calcutta.

* * *
SOHNI MAHTWAL

This picture of Jayant Desai Pro-

ductions is a rehash of "Leila Majnu"

with the names changed. It has the

traditional romance which has bored

us through ages.

Tshwarlal acts 'Mahiwal', the

romantic hero, and in doing so gives

a terrific frost bite to our heart. Para

gives an improved performance as

'Sohni.' The best performance is

given by Dixit in the continuously

humorous role of the potter.

The dialogue is familiar and

the lyric composition is cheap. The

music is cheap and imitative. As a

maiden effort of Ishwarlal and his

rompanion, the direction of the fami-

liar sequences is not at all bad.

The picture entertains in parts and

drags at other times.

* * *
GHULAMT

This is a propaganda story about

the bad Japanese who are now in the

hands of virtuous Yankees. Produ-

ced by Shalimar Pictures of Poona,

the picture has come on the screen

after the war went off the world

canvas. The subject has therefore no

topical appeal.

Technically, the story is well pre-

sented but the story has become a

familiar hotch-potch. The shadow-

play interludes are beautifully taken.

The patriotic fervour of the hero

(Masud Parvez) and the heroine

(Renuka Devi) looks very detachecj

and lukewarm. The heroine present:

a dehydrated appearance and look:

far from presentable while the hen
has a face of bones with skin drawr

drum-wise across every bone. BotJ

don't act.

The direction is pretty poor anc

fails to make full use of the stor)

material. "Ghulami" entertains ir

parts without offending.

DHARTR LAL
MM/

THE VOICE OF INDIA'S DUMB MILLIONS IS HEARD IN

INDIAN PEOPLE'S THEATRE'S

DHARTI KE LAL
[CHILDREN OF THE EARTH)

For Territorial Rights Apply to :

PEERLESS PICTURES, 116, Charni Road, Bombay.

For Bengal: CALCUTTA PICTURES CORPORATION.
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Woe* & £chOQ5

( This is the reader's forum— as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter

published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. 51-

Letters should be signed and marked "Woes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with theit

letters, if convenient.— The Editor.)

SUGGESTING THE IMPOSSIBLE
i "Seeing his recent successive failures

as a music director, I would request

Ghulam Haider very kindly to retire

from the industry even though it

might mean to him a premature re-

tirement. I am afraid he would out-

live his fame and popularity if he

ventures to make any more such con-

tributions to the film industry. Mak-
ing money is no art worth the name.

He can sing to himself one or two

songs daily to keep his art alive and

pulsating."

ALLAHABAD. Shafqat Ullah.

AND DEAF TOO
"I am really tired of seeing the

hackneyed theme of the despotic-

father commanding the docile and

unwilling daughter to marry a man
of his own choice on the screen in

almost every picture and very recently

in Prabhat's "Chand". I wonder how
stone-blind our producers are to the

fact that modern girls are emancipated

j
and marry men of their choice only

' and that they are repeatedlv portrav-

i ing only a bygone age. When will

their eyes open to the realities of

present-day life and make them hold

a mirror up to the realities of life?"

BANGALORE. A.N. Narayana Rao

THANKS
"Editor Patel, thank you for saving

my one and a half rupee which, I had

i made up my mind to spend in seeing

"Piya Milan". In fact the title is so

I
sweet that every one would like to

,
see it.

But now, when I have read the

I review in "filmindia" I will not only

see it, but ask my friends too to miss

I

it, even though they may be given a

1

free pass plus a packet of Aspro."

M. Lai D. Butani.
1 HYDERABAD SIND.

INDEED, WHEN?
j

"After "Hamrahi's" brilliant suc-

cess it is plain even to the illiterate

that new faces, whether they are

' beautiful or not, bring variety to the

,

audience than the same old Motilals

and Ishvarlals. Can't our producers

take this hint and select some of

! those handsome faces, appearing in

"filmindia" and use them to advan-

tage? When will our producers get

some commonsense, Mr. Patel?

V. K. Fazlur Rahman.

BANGALORE.

CONGRATULATIONS
"'Vauhini Pictures of Madras, true

to their excellent tradition of produc-
ing the best picture of the year, have
given us another delightful entertain-

er. "Swarga Seema" is not only the

best picture produced in South India,

but it is also one of the three best

pictures produced in India in 1945."

BANGALORE. N. K. Swamy.

FOR POLICE CHIEF
"Last evening I went to see the

picture 'Piya Milan' of Wadia Movie-
tone in Nigar, the local cinema house
which is being run under the mana-
gement of Messrs. General Talkies

Ltd., Delhi. I found there no rush

in the first show but the tickets were
being sold in black market before

the Policemen. I noted the numbers
of the policemen. 1101 and 539 were
the numbers on their belts. Will Mr.
Patel take anv action?"

CAWNPORE. K. P. Shukla.

Recruit R. D. Dhoble of Kazi Sayed

Str. Mandvi, Bombay, can sing and

dance well and lias had acting expe-

rience.

THE GREAT SHANTARAM
"V. Shantaram's "Dr. Kotnis" is a

third class picture with all its glaring
defects including the flat face of the

hero. Jayashree never appears like a
Chinese. Why has the director chosen
himself and his out-and-out Maha-
rashtrian wife for these roles? Does
the art of a director lie in choosing
appropriate faces for the roles or in

making anv damn face suit the role'

POONA. Y. G. Joshi B.A . (Hons)

TRAVELLING THUGS
"Have you ever been to a "Tour-

ing Cinema", Mr. Editor? I hope
you have not been; otherwise, this

"disgraceful business" would have got
its condemnation from your powerful
pen.

"We have a lot of them in South
India and barring a couple of big
towns in every district, the rural
folks entirely depend on these for

their "entertainment." Unscrupulous
businessmen, who control this form
of "Cinemas" go to the rural areas
in the summer, pitch tents and with
the aid of 'broken machines' and
"rotten pictures" carry a lot of money
from the poor people. Suffice it to

say, they create a very bad impres-
sion among our people about this

deserving industry.

"It is time that this "business" is

stopped."

BANGALORE. N. S. V Chalam

NO REMEDY
"It is a common habit even among

refined people to spit on the floor in

the cinema theatre and speak vulgar
things while the show is on. Don't
you think it is most disappointing to

a cultured man who goes to the

theatre for relaxation? Can you sug-

gest a remedy for this?

H. S. Guruswamy.
BANGALORE CITY

IDIOTIC, EH?
"After my three years rigorous im-

prisonment at Singapore in Jap pri-

sons, which was full of torture, irony

and callous treatment, I returned to

India last month, and the first picture

that I saw after my return was
'P. P. A. Dera'. I was under the
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impression that my favourite Director

Shantaram was still the most out

standing figure of our film industry

hut to my utter disappointment, the

picture was the average idiotic pro-

duction, replete with the usual un-

imaginative "torrodu" lorrodil, torrol'

with no sense of consistency in it. 1

still doubt very much if Shantaram is

the same man who once gave us

pictures like, 'Padosi' and 'Admi.'

CAWNPORE. S. D. Shukla.

PITY THE LORD
"( )f numerous boring factors in

many of the films of recent days, the

worship of Lord Krishna stands as

the most prominent. The moment
I he hero or the heroine meets with

some trouble, the director cuts short

the speed of the drama by presenting

an idol—never a be!autiful one—of

Krishna before which the distressed

person prays and kneels. Even in

'Phool', we see the same story re-

peated although the Muslim environ-

ments least permit such an occur-

rence. To crown this all. we often

find a deep resemblance among the

songs of this type. One is the copy

of another in a different form. Bore-

dom is precipitated when the form,

the meter and the words too, come to

resemble one another. Two songs-

one of 'Kismet' and the other of

'Manorama'—can be chosen as in-

stances."

ALLAHABAD. Shri Lall Shukla.

STOLEN ALREADY
"In American pictures we find

many stories based on famous novels,

but our Indian producers are running

after historical and mythological pic-

tures. Why don't they base their

themes on our novels which can

bring more realism and life to our

screen?"

CALCUTTA. Chand Kumari.

AGREED
"Shalimar's "Ghulami" is the latest

addition to the long list of those

pictures that fail because of their

wrong cast. The picture has quite a

pleasant story with pretty good music

.ind yet it fails to entertain.

"Masud Parvez who is not only

an.icmu hut effeminate and ugly has

**-en given the role of th c hero.

Similarly the age-worn Rcnuka.

whese face has never attracted so far

is thrust into the picture as the young

heroine of 18. What a wail! With

these two ugly ducklings in the top

roles, one finds it rather difficult to be

entertained, however interesting the

story."

SIALKOT K. P. Paul Singh.

TIME LONG AGO
"We have heard a lot recently about

the plans for the better films, but no-

thing seems to have been done for

the improvement of conditions under

which patrons will see them. The
condition of the local theatres, gene-

rally speaking, is not much to write

home about. The projection is often

very bad, seats dilapidated and sani-

tary conditions leave much to be

desired. Admitted, present conditions

will not allow for much repair, but

conditions in general could greatly be

improved by the exhibitors. Surely it is

time the patron was entitled to a little

more comfort, so that a visit to a

cinema is pleasure instead of something

to be just endured.

RAWALPINDI G. G. Ray

PHONE 22 2 3 B: 353 KALBADEVI ROAD, BOMBAY.
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Reviewed In New York
%. P. S. HARRISON
(Editor; HARRISON'S REPORTS)

"PILLOW OF DEATH"
(Universal, Dec. 14; time, 66 min.)

Ordinary program fare. It may serve as a supporting

feature in theatres whose audiences :ike chilling murder

mystery stories, regardless of whether or not they make
sense. Those who demand some semblance of logic in

stories wi.l be either amused or bored by ihe lack of it in

this tale about a psychopathic murderer. The action is

filled with mysterious happenings, aimed at directing sus-

picion on the different characters, and these should keep

the followers of "chiller" melodramas in suspense. The
usual eerie effects are employed, such as sliding doors,

secret passages, sudden screams, and even the disappear-

ance of the corpse, but none of these make much of an

impression since the story itself is a muddled affair:

—

When his wife is murdered mysteriously, Lon Cha-

ney, admittedly in love with Brenda Joyce, his secretary,

is accused of the murder by Clara Blandick, Brenda s

aunt, and Rosalind Ivan, her cousin. The police arrest

Chaney, but release him for lack of evidence. Chaney,

seeking to prove his innocence, and to find his

wife's murderer, finds reason to suspect J. Edward Brom-

berg, a fake spiritualist, with whom his wife had been

friendly; Bernard Thomas, who, too, was in love with

Brenda; and Clara and Rosalind, who disapproved of his

love for Brenda. Chaney felt that each had a desire to

see him behind bars to keep him away from Brenda. He
broods over his predicament and experiences a night-

mare in which he is haunted by his wife's voice accusing

him of her murder. He follows the voice to the

cemetery, where he finds his wife's body missing from

the crypt. Meanwhile two more murders are committed;

that of Clara, and of George Cleveland, Clara's

elderly brother. Later, Chaney and Brenda dis-

cover his wife's body in the cellar of C'ara's home, but

Thomas admits that he had placed it there to frighten

Chaney into a confession. Chaney, worried over Brenda'-;

safety, decides to s:and guard in her home. During the

night, his wife's voice lures him to Cleveland's room and
compels him to re-enact the slaying of the o'd man.
Brenda, awakened by Chaney 's ravings, enters the room
and soon realizes that he was a psychopathic murderer when
he attempts to add her to his list of victims. The timely

arrival of Thomas and the police save her from a violent

death, and Chaney, heeding his wife's voice, plunges to

his death through an open window.

George Bricker wrote the screen play, Ben Pivar

produced it, and Wal'ace Fox directed it.

Adult entertainment.

"THEY WERE EXPENDABLE"
(MGM, no release date set; time, 135 min.)

Based on William L White's widely-read book of

the same title, "They Were Expendable" is a high-rating

war melodrama, and a stirring tribute to the valiant

officers and crews of the Navy's P T. boats, which

played an all-important part in harassing the Japanese in-

vasions at the start of the war. The production, direction,

and acting are first rate. Void of "Hollywood heroics",

the story is a cheerless but sincere account of the courage-
ous exploits of a squadron of P. T. boats, based in the
Philippines. It is a realistic depiction of hardships, dis-

couragements, and sudden death, as the brave crews carry
out their assignments against insurmountable odds. The
action is particularly thrilling in the scenes that show
the boats slipping into Jap-infested, mine-filled harbours
to attack and sink enemy warships. The miniature work
in these scenes is most impressive. There are many
dramatic moments, too, such as the evacuation of Gene-
ral MacArthur and his family from beleagured Bataan.
A pleasant, heart-warming romance between an army
nurse and an officer has been worked into the plot. Al-
though the picture deserves top rating as a war drama,
the fact remains that the story it tells is dated. Accord-
ingly, this fact, coupled with the fact that many picture-

goers have had their fill of war pictures, makes the ex-

tent of its box-office possibilities questionable:

—

Despite the complacency of their commanding officers,

who regarded P. T. boats as little more than pleasure
crafts, Lieutenants Robert Montgomery and John Wayne

There is a slight misunderstanding between Anwar and
Munnawar Sultana in "Naiyya," a social story produced

by Mazhar Khan.
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Here is a smart girl, Dulari, smartly turned out in

"Namak", an Azad picture.

maintain their faith in the boats as fighting craft. They
are given an opportunity to prove this theory when the

Philippines are blockaded after the Pearl Harbor attack.

Before long, their courageous raids account for many Jap
vessels, and they become a most important factor in the

stalling of the Jap invasion. With but four boats remain-

ing of their squadron, Montgomery and Wayne receive

their most important assignment—the evacuation of Gene-
ral MacArthur and other high-ranking officers from
Bataan. They complete the hazardous journey at the cost

of two of their ships, but they succeed in delivering their

human cargo to its destination. Their mission completed,

Montgomery and Wayne continue their raids on Jap
shipping. Eventually, both crews are separated during
a desperate encounter, with Wayne losing his ship when
it is bombed by a Jap plane, and with Montgomery beach-

ing his ship, which had been crippled. With his few re-

maining men, Wayne treks through the jungle and suc-

ceeds in finding Montgomery. As both leaders prepare
to join the fleeing army, they receive orders to board the

last plane out of the Philippines, and to return to the

United States to train new P. T. crews.

Frank Wead, Comdr. U.S.N. (Ret.) wrote the

screen play, and John Ford, Captain, U.S.N.R. produc-

ed and directed it Cliff Reid was associate producer.
The cast includes Donna Reed, Jack Holt, Ward Bond,
Marshall Thompson and many others.

"LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN"
(20th Century-Fox, January; time, no min.)

This is a powerful dramatic entertainment. The story,

which is based on Ben Ames Williams' best-selling novel,

of the same title, concerns a beautiful woman whose vici-

ousness affects many lives. It is not a cheerful entertain-

ment—as a matter of fact, extremely sensitive persons may
find some of the situations highly distasteful and even

sickening; but audiences that seek originality in story,

tastefulness in production values, and perfection in direc-

tion and acting will find it fascinating. There is no doubt

that it will be an outstanding box-office attraction, parti-

cularly in large cities. Gene Tierney, as the jealous wife,

whose possessive love for her husband drives her to extre-

mes, including murder and se'f-destruction, is a most un-

sympathetic character, but her portrayal is outstanding.

Cornel Wilde, as the husband, gives an extraordinarily

good performance; the spectator feels deeply the tragedy

his selfish wife brings into his life. The entire supporting

cast is fine. Not the least of the picture's assets is the

superior Technicolor photography:

—

Gene falls in love with Wilde when both visit the New
Mexico ranch of a mutua' friend. She breaks her engage-

ment to Vincent Price, a Massachusetts attorney, and,

employing her womanly wi'es rushes Wilde in.o marriage.

Her love for him becomes so possessive that she determines

that no one, not even Wilde's young crippled brother

Hickman , to whom he was devoted, sha'l invade their

privacy. When the boy accompanies them to a Maine-

mountain resort, Gene, resentful, permits the lad to drown,

making it appear like an accident Wilde, despondent

keeps to himself. To renew his interest in her, Gene de-

cides to have a baby. But, when she realizes that she would
have to share Wilde with the child, she deliberately throws

herself down a staircase, killing the unborn baby. Wilde,

having grown suspicious of her actions, goads her into con-

fessing both murders. He leaves her, but Gene, deter-

mined that no one else shall have him, particularly Jeanne

Crain, her adopted sister, of whom Wilde was fond, con-

cocts a plan: she kills herself by placing arsenic in her

sugar, but before dying arranges circumstantial evidence

indicating that Jeanne, in league with Wilde had "mur-

dered" her. Jeanne is indicted, and during the trial Vincent

Price, Gene's discarded lover, now prosecuting attorney,

convinces all of her guilt until Wilde takes the stand and

reveals that Gene had murdered both his baby and brother,

and states that she had killed herself in a way that was
designed to hold him from the grave. Jeanne is acquitted,

but Wilde is given a two-year sentence for concealing

evidence from the state. Released from jail, Wilde re-

joins Jeanne to start life anew.

Jo Swerling wrote the screen play, William A. Bacher

produced it, and John M. Stahl directed it. The cast in-

cludes Ray Collins, Mary Philips, and others. Adult en-

tertainment.

"THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE"

(RKO, no release date set; time, 83 min.)

Very good! Produced with care, directed with intelli-

gence, and acted competently by an impressive cast, this

gripping murder-mystery melodrama offers thrills and sus-

pense in a manner that is sure to hold mass as well as class

audiences engrossed. The settings, lighting, photography

and music are of considerable aid in creating a tense atmos-

phere, putting the spectator in a receptive mood for a story

of this type. The central figure in the plot, which revolves

around a mysterious, maniacal murderer, whose victims are

women with physical handicaps, is Dorothy McGuire, who
enacts the role of a mute housemaid. She gives an excep-
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tionally good performance, succeeding in making the

audience understand her every thought, although she does

not utter a single word until the final scene, where she re-

gains her voice. The closing situations, where Miss Mc-

Guire is pursued by the murderer, narrowly escaping

death, are terrorizing. The setting is a small New Eng-

land town in 1906:

—

Following the murder of a crippled girl, the third un-

solved killing in town, Dorothy is warned by Ethel Barry-

more, her aged invalid mistress, to leave the house. The

croche.y old woman spoke often of her late husband, who

admired strength and despised weakness, claiming that

he would have been disappointed in his two sons, Profes

sor George Brent and Gordon Oliver, both occupants ol

the house. Oliver, who was infatuated with Rhonda

Fleming, Brent's seductive secretary, quarrels with her,

and later, when she goes to the cellar to get her suitcase

10 leave the house, she is strangled to death. Dorothy finds

her body under circumstances that convince her of Oliver's

guik and. through a ruse, she succeeds in locking him in

a closet. She rushes to Brent for aid, but the professor,

coolly revealing himself to the murderer, informs her

that there was no room in the world for the weak and

imperfect, and prepares to kill her. Terror-stricken, Dorothy

manages to elude him tor a time, but he eventual y corner,

her. Miss Barrymore, having overheard the commotion,

comes out of her room and shoots him dead, only to collapse

and die herself. The shock causes Dorothy to regain her

voice, enabling her to go away with Kent Smith, a young

doctor, who had long been in love with her.

Rased on the novel "Some Must Watch," the screen

play was written by Mel Dinelli. Dore Schary produced it,

and Robert Siodmak directed it. The cast includes Elsa

Lanchester, Sara Allgood, Rhys Williams, James Bell and

others.

Too terrifying for children.

"ADVENTURE"
(MGM, no release date set; time, 130 min.)

Fortified with the combined drawing power of Clark

Gable and Greer Garson, "Adventure", a romantic melo

drama, is sure to bring the masses to the theatres, and they

will probably enjoy it because of the many emotional

situations. But the story itself is antiquated and episodic,

and at times too lalky. Occasionally the different charac

ters spout dialogue in which each expounds his own philo

sophy of life, but their meaningful words will probably re-

main vague to most spectators. Gable plays the part of a

swaggering merchant-marine sailor, handy with his fists,

and with a cynical outlook on life. It is a virile role, the

sort his admirers will enjoy. Miss Garson, as a diminu-

tive librarian who finds in Gable the adventuresome spirit

she had been missing in life, is very effective, and always

sympathetic. Though Gable displays tender characteristics,

he is just fairly sympathetic; his constant cynicism begins

to wear on one's nerves, and his easy way with women
does not endear him to the audience. Some of the situation^

provide good comedy, while others, particularly the

closing scenes, where Gable instills life into his still-born

baby, are highly dramatic. The supporting cast headed by

Thomas Mitchell and Joan Blondell, is very good:

—

Arriving in San Francisco after his ship had been

torpedoed, Gable, to humor his friend, Mitchell, who had

Surraiya looks attractive in "Parwana" produced by Jit

Productions.

become convinced that he had lost his soul because he

broke a pledge to lead a cleaner life, accompanies him to

a library to obtain information on his state of mind.

There Greer, the librarian, treats Mitchell sympathetically,

but Gable scoffs at the philosophy presented by her books.

While he argues with her, Joan Blondell, Greer's room-

mate, arrives. Joan, attracted to Gable, accepts his invita-

tion to a night-club date but insists that Greer come along.

At the club, Gable riles Greer by constant reference to his

unworldly ways, and goads her into starting a free-for-all

brawl. On the following day, he accompanies both girls to

Greer's home in the country, where, after constant quar-

rels with Greer, both realize that they were in love. Greer,

fascinated by his adventuresome spirit, agrees to an imme-
diate marriage. After an idyllic three-day honeymoon,
Gable announces his intention to go off to sea. Crushed,

because she felt that their marriage would make him settle

down, Greer, in keeping with his philosophy that both

should feel free, decides to divorce him. Gable accepts

her decision and sails away. His voyage is marked by a

conflict with Mitchell, who accuses him of marrying Greer

for a lark. Meanwhile Greer, expecting a baby, secures

her divorce. When Gable returns, he learns from Joan that

Greer expected to give birth that day. He rushes to

Greer's bedside and, after helping to bring his still-born

baby to life, reunites with her.

Frederick Hazlitt Brennan and Vincent Lawrence
wrote the screen play, Sam Zimbalist produced it, and
Victor Fleming directed it. The cast includes Lina
Romay, Tom Tully, John Qualen. Philip Merivale and
others. Unobjectionable morally.
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FILMISTAN LTD. (Bombay)
"Safar" featuring Shobha and

Kanu Roy and directed by Mr. B.

Mitra is getting the finishing touches.

Another picture with Ashok Kumar
and charming Veera, who made her

debut in that popular picture "Shikari"

is under production. This picture has

a racing background and is expected

to have an exciting story. In the

meantime, S. Mukherjee is using all

his brains and energy to make "Lok-
manya Tilak" a box-office screen play.

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

Najam Naqvi has at last completed

that big historical picture, "Prithviraj

Sanyukta". Producer W. Z. Ahmed
tells us that special care was taken to

give authentic settings, jewellery, and
costumes to the picture. "Mira Bai"

and "Shri Krishna Bhagwan" are half-

way through. The music of both

these pictures is reported to be attrac-

tive.

FAMOUS FILMS (Bombay)

Director K. Asif is progressing

slowly but steadily with "Moghal-e-

Azam". The picture has many stars

like Veena, Nargis, Sapru and Durga
Khote. Another picture which has

gone into production is "Milan." Nitin

liose is expected to make the picture

in two versions, Bengali and Hindus-
tani.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)
Mazhar Khan has made good pro-

gress with his social "Sona" featuring

Munnawar Sultana, Madhuri and him-

self. "Naiyya," another social, is near-

ly completed by Director Aslam Nuri.

STANDARD PICTURES (Bombay)

"Bairam Khan" has been censored

and is awaiting release at one of the

leading picture houses in Bombay.
Director Jagirdar is very hopeful about

its box-office success. Another new
picture, the script of which is getting

reading, is "Swami Ramtirth". This

will be again directed by Jagirdar.

BOMBAY CINETONE LTD. (Bom
bay)

Producer K. B. Lall is one of those

Dulari is being groomed for stardom in "Namak" a social story of Azad
Pictures.
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who believes in more work and less

talk. The result is "Samrat Ashok",
which is reported to have become not

only spectacular but interesting as

well. With Veena, Shamim, Sapru and
others in the leading roles, the picture

is likely to draw well at the box-

offices.

KAMAL PICTURES (Bombay)
"Hirni" a social story with attractive

music has gone on the sets. Directors

Rajendra Sharma and Harshad Barot

are working enthusiastically on this

picture, featuring Monica Desai, Kanai-

yalal, Sunetra and S. Nazir.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)
Balwant Dave has nearly completed

his social thriller "Namak" featuring

an attractive newcomer Dulari.

ASIATIC PICTURES (Bombay)
"Mansarovar" featuring David,

Gulab, Kanhaiyalal and a new pair,

Nishin Baran and Mazhar Haq has

been completed. The rights for North

India have already been bought by

Kalyan Pictures Ltd., Lahore. The
music of the picture is given by S. N.
Tripathi.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)
"Haqdar" is ready for release. "Do

Naina" a social story has gone on the

sets featuring Jyoti, Sunetra etc. A
third one which is being planned is

"Sultana Chandbi."

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)
A Shah, the well-known comedian,

is directing "Shikarpuri" starring

himself and Shamim. The picture is

expected to be a roaring comedy.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)
Director Mohan Sinha has com-

pleted "Omar Khayyam" starring

Saigal, Wasti and Surraiya. Another

"1857" featuring Surendra, Surraiya

and Wasti is nearly completed.

RAJA MOVIETONE (Bombay)
"Dharkan" a romantic love story,

which will set many young hearts

bea.ing, has gone on the sets. The
picture has Zahur Raja as the hero

and Jyoti as the heroine and many
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Recruit Salam U. Khan c o No. 6,

Forces Broadcasting Unit, Basra, Iraq,

speaks Hindustani very well and be-

lieves that he would do well in the

films.

important artistes in the supporting

cast. G. M. Durrani is responsible fo:

the musical score.

SHREE RAJ PICTURES (Calcutta)

Producer B. R. Tandon is himselt

looking after every de rail of "Baap."

In the cast are Paresh Bannerjee and

Radha Rani. The picture is bein«

directed by S. Shamsuddin.

JIT PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Encouraged by the success of

"Rattan", Madhok has written many
more screen plays, one of them being

"Parwana". With an able director

like Nanda, it is quite likely that the

picture might do well at the box-

office. It stars Saigal, Surraiya. K. N.
Singh and others.

D. R. D. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Director S. M. Yusuf hopes to re-

gain his laurels in "Nek Pervin" as a

director which he lost in "Piya Milan".

The dreamy-eyed Ragini has a lead-

ing role in this picture. The picture

is censored and will be released short-

ly in Bombay.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

This is evidently a Punjabi com-

pany with everything about it Pun-

jabi. This Punjabi company has

engaged the services of Director Waili

and the ever-graceful Mum'az Shanti.

The story is called "Dekhoji" and

half of it is already finished. Not
satisfied with directing one picture.

Director Walli wants to do yet an-

other. "Sherazi."

CHITRA BHARATI LIMITED
(Bombay)

Singing-idol Saigal performed the

muhurt ceremony of their maiden

picture "Bhanvar" featuring Shamim.
Producer Parshuram Parikh has en-

gaged Mr. M.uiheokumar Patel to

direct this picture for him.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND PRODUC
TIONS (Calcutta)

"Krishna Leela" has taken more

than a year in making and Director

Debaki Bose is reported to have

made the pic.ure good. The picture

stars Kanan and the music is given bv

Kamal Das Gupta. All the territorial

rights, except that of the North of

this picture have been sold.

FOR THl m$7 TIME OH THE HINDI SCREEN

MODHU BOSE f KAMAL DASGUPTA
®*s*^, 4 J.S.CASSHYAP

* WORLD RIGHTS *

H.F.CURRIMBHOY £ €0.
MEHTA BUILDING, MEADOWS ST., FORT, BOMBAY 1.
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RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Rajputani" seems to have been

liked by the picture-goers and the

picture is doing good business. Other

pictures which are expected to be

released soon are, "Dharii," "Phool-

wari" and "Moorti" starring Khur-

shid. The Centenary Celebrations

were held at the Ran] it Studios on the

19th April in which over 1500 people

of the industry participated.

TRIUMPH PICTURES (Bombay)

This company has framed an ex-

tensive programme of serials for the

Indian public. The first of these is

"Raiders of Ghost City", a Universal

serial, which will be shown in Bom-

bay this month.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT (Poona)

"Room No. 9" featuring Geeta

Nizami and Shyam is ready to be cen-

sored. Director Shorey Daultalvi is

making good progress with "Paroo"

a social story with Geeta Nizami in

the leading role. Two more pictures

which have gone on the sets are

"Shikayat" and "Moti."

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(Calcutta)

M. P. Productions "Rajlakshmi"

starring Kanan is awaiting release in

Bombay.

PEOPLE'S THEATRE (Bombay)

"Dharti ke Lai" is a story of the

poor, and me story, therefore, con-

tains many a tragic situation. Direc-

tor-journalist Ahmed Abbas is report-

ed to have made a touching motion

picture out of this material. The

picture will be censored shortly.

MODHU BOSE PRODUCTIONS
(Calcutta)

Producer Modhu Bose with his wide

experience of the stage and screen has

selected "Giribala" as the subject of

his motion picture. It is based on a

popular Bengali story called "Maha-

bhanjan" written by Rabindranath

Tagore. Kamal Das Gupta is the

music director and J. S. Casshyap is

writing the dialogue.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Having completed the outdoor se-

uiences, Producer-director Baburao

Patel is concentrating on an impor-

tant dance sequence for his social

picture "Gvalan." The picture is

likely to be ready for the Censors in

a month's time.

RAMNIK PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

"Bachchon Ka-Khel" has been com
pleted by Director Raja Nene. The
picture has two youngsters in im-

portant roles—Baby Shakuntala and

N. Kabir.

GIRDAR BAHAR PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Gulnar" a social story has gone

into production. "Gem" is being

directed by Moti Gidwani.

R. S. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

"Kangoo" a jungle thriller is near-

ing completion. The cast is headed

by Mahapara, Sadiq, S. Bhaka etc.

NEW INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)

The Bengal rights for "Hasrat"

have been purchased by Messrs. Me-

tropolitan Distributors Ltd. "Prati-

ksha" a social story is expected to go

into production shortly.

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Pick Pocket" is awaiting release—
"Bhul Xa Tana" a gypsy story has

Brijmala in the leading role. A third

one "Naukarani" will go on the sets

very soon.

R. M. V. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

"Qayamat" a stunt thriller and fea-

turing many old favourites will go on
the floor.

14TH CENTURY PICTURES (Bom-
bay)

Director Haidar Shah is working
hard on his social thriller, "Itbar,"

featuring Rehana, Sadiq and others.

CENTRAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Homi Master has compleled "Cha-
makti Bijli" featuring Sulochana and
E. Billimoria. Another "Shahi Kha-
zana" has also been completed.

RUPBANI CHITRA (Bombay)

Mr. Nanek and D. Upadhayaya have
chosen "Apni Izzat" a social story for

their picture. The cast will be an-

nounced later.

R. D. PAREENJA (Bombay)

Final finishing touches are being

given by Producer-director R. D.
Pareenja to his "Sona Chandi" fea-

turing a new-comer Chandni and
Suresh in leading roles. The picture

is expected to be on the screen in a

month's time.
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teefrtelk Ifout Memory
The Indian film Industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from April 1945

B

(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.—"year's most rotten show."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.
—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) 'Bhai Jan' (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issue-

Social—"presents the usual sob-stuff."

(1*) "Bisvi Sadi" (Hindi)(Bhavnani) Feb. '46 issue-

social romance—"silly story—presents boredom

in celluloid."

(2») 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) 'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.—"sob-stuff pure and simple."

(1*) 'Burma Rani' (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May

'45 issue—propaganda social.—"a crude war

thriller."

C

(2*) 'Caravan' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) May '45 issue-

gipsy social—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(1») 'Chand Chakori' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March

'46 social—"provides headache".

(3*) 'Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desai) April '45

issue—Historical.—"Historically incorrect but en-

tertaining."

(3*) 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta)

Oct. '45 issue—Social.—"presents sensible en-

tertainment."

(1*) 'Chand Tara' (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

issue—Social.—"a stupid time-killer without even

* single moment of intelligent relief."

D
(1*) "Dhamki" (Urdu) (Pancholi) Feb. '46 issue-

detective thriller—"a stupid and tiresome."

(1*) "Dhanna Bhagat" (Hindi) (Ranjit) Feb. '46

''

issue—devotional social—"just another devo-

tional hocus."

(2*) 'Din Raat' (Hindustani) (Navyug) April '46

issue—Social—"not at all a bad time-killer."

(1*) 'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue

—

Social.
—

"just rotten and disgusting."

(2*) 'Dui Punish' (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"rattles down N. T. Standard-
there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

E

(3*) 'Ek Din-ka-Sultan* (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

G
(2*) 'Ghar' (Hindustani) (Sunrise) Jan. '46 issue-

Social—"a good picture to see though it drags
at places."

(3*) 'Geet' (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue-
Social.

—
"a picture worth seeing."

(1*) 'Gouri' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April '46 issue

—

Social—"is boredom in celluloid".

H
(2*) 'Hamara Sansar' (Hindi) (Prakash) March '46

—

social—"theme overplayed for screen purposes."

(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45
issue.—Social.

—"a picture which is worth going
a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April
'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring
stuff."

(2*) 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 issue-
Historical.

—"Sadly fails to entertain."

I

(2*) 'Ismat' (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 issue-
Social—"presents common uninteresting plot."

K
(1*) 'Kalankini' (Bengali) (Indrapuri) March '46—

social—"picture should be scrupulously avoided".

(1*) 'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July '45 issue-
Social.—"just a rotten picture."

(2*) 'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45

issue—Mythological—"a boring story."

(2*) 'Kaise Kahun' (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46

issue—social
—

"is not such an awful time killer."
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L

(1*) 'Lakharani' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Dec. '45

issue—costume fantasy—"a picture too rotten

for words."

(1*) 'Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June '45

issue—Social.—"should be considered an all

round flop."

(2*) 'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
(2*) 'Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda social.—"a pretty cheap production."

(1*) "Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history."

(2*) 'Mun-ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

issue—Social.
—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo and

drama after the interval."

(1*) 'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakan

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."

N

(2*) 'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi) (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

P

(1*) 'Pannadai' (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.
—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

(2*) 'Paristaan' (Hindustani) (Acharya) April '46

issue—Social comedy—"not a bad entertainer

—

frothy comedy."

(3*) 'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.
—"a good time-killer."

(1*) 'Path Bendhey Dilo' (Bengali) (De-Luxe) July '45

issue—Social.—"a picture better avoided than
seen."

(1*) "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
(Rajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—^Mythological.
—"proves utterly disappointing."

(2*) Prabhu-Ka-Ghar' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April

issue—Social—"carries further Ranjit traditions."

(3*) 'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.
—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1*) 'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)

Nov. '45 issue—Social.—"all round rotten and
boring show."

R
t3*) 'Rattan' (Hindustani) (Jamuna) March '46

—

social
—"not at all a bad entertainment."

(1*) "Ratnavali" (Hindi) (Amar) Feb. '46 issue-
mythological —"a waste of time and money."

S

(1*) 'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June '45

issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

(1*) 'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathibha
Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all that

it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

(5*) 'Shakuntala' (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi

Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"an
excellent production."

(2*) "Shikari" (Hindustani) (Filmistan) Feb. '46

issue—propaganda social
—"thin story material,

well framed."

(1*) 'Shirin Farhad' (Urdu) (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.—"intensely boring picture."

(2*) 'Song of Desert'— (Urdu) (Jagriti) March '46—

costume phantasy—"speedy thriller for masses."

(1*) 'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-
Mythological.—"a stupid and boring affair."

(1*) 'Subah Sham' (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.
'45 issue—Social—"a dead picture. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."

T
(2*) 'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Jan. '46

issue—social—"tolerable in parts."

(2*) 'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagdish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

(1*) .'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is cne long, se-

quence of boredom."

U
(1*) 'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-

social.—"becomes a spineless stuff."

V
(3*) 'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '46

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

(3*) .'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Prakash) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.
—"becomes an entertaining picture."

(2*) 'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"a pleasant picture to see—story

misses emotional target."

Y
(2*) 'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central studios) July '45

issue—Social.—"makes good impression."

Z
(3*) 'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan. '46

issue^social—"a picture worth seeing though
presents popular emotional theme."

Printed by Baburao Patel at New Jack Printing Works, Ltd., 39, Sankli Street, Byculla, and Published by him
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NORMANDY
The Vinten "Normandy" is named after its famous predecessor the Model " K*'

which accompanied our troops to Normandy and was used so extensively for filming

the battle news from D-Day to V-Day.

Mr. W. J. Moylan, Director of Indian News Parade and Mr. Roop Shorey,

Proprietor of Shorey Studio, Lahore, who made a world-tour as a member of the

Indian Film Delegation, were the first to recognise the special features of "Normandy"'

Cameras. They were specially sent by Air for use in their film work.

This new " Normandy " cine-camera is, of course, a greatly improved version and

cameramen everywhere will instantly recognise it for what it is the ideal all-pur-

pose camera. Some important features are:

ft Alternative drives, Spring

Battery or Synchronous

Motors

ft Three Lens Turret

ft Direct Look Through

ft Parallax Corrected

Viewfinder

ft Register Pin Gate

ft Footage Counter

ft 200 ft. Magazines

VINTEN
SOUND STUDIOS (INDIA) LTD..
45-47. MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, FLORA FOUNTAIN.

FORT. BOMBAY
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What 4bout

The members of the Indian Motion Picture

Producers' Association are in jitters these days. Ever

since the day Secretary Ram L. Gogtay left the

Association to join Loew's International Corporation,

distributors of M. G. M. pictures, the Association

seems to have lost its rudder in spite of a number of

tall talkers making a lot of noise during Committee

meetings.

Secretary Gogtay did not leave without kicking

up a big row about things. He asked for a big bonus

which was refused by the Executive Committee.

Then he refused to vacate the Association premises,

part of which Gogtay has been using as his residence.

Moreover Gogtay refused to return to the Associa-

tion the sum of Rs. 23441- a fund from the Story De-
partment. Gogtay also refused to return some fur-

niture and the radio belonging to the Association.

On the top of all this Gogtay joined M.G.M., an

American firm, and will now help his new employers

to sell 16 mm educational shorts all over India. Not
satisfied with his new liaison, Gogtay accused the

Indian producers of being unscrupulous plagiarists

who have copied several American pictures from

time to time.

Add to the headache which Gogtay has given to

Hie Association, the numerous plans of the foreign

film interests to extend their activities in different

directions in the country and imagine the present

plight of the members of the Producers' Association.

The recent Press Note issued by the Association

provides ample proof of the helpless nervousness pre-

valent in this august body which so often threatens

the film journalists with complete extinction when-
ever the journalists refuse to behave according to the

expectations of some of the members of the Associa-

tion.

The Press Note is a rare specimen of jitters. It

admits the activities of the Loew's International

Corporation in distribution and exhibition of educa-
tional and documentary films in India and blames
the press and the public in India for not appreciating

fully the implications of this foreign invasion.

-'Evidently, the Association wants the press and
Ihe public to agitate so that our producers continue

to enjoy their present monopoly of giving us rotten

pictures in rotten theatres and with rotten intentions.

And after the success of the agitation our producer
will once again pass a resolution calling the jour-

nalists ungrateful dogs and what not.

Ik* Quilling ?
The Press Note proceeds to quote "That the

film has a vital role in the national reconstruction
and regeneration of every nation is now an admitted
fact". This fact which the Association has discover-
ed now after 30 years of film making and only after
a foreign threat, has been a well-known truth for
years.

The unique Press Note proceeds further: "The
Indian film industry is anxious to play its vital role
in making available to the isolated communities in
the country entertainment, educational and docu-
mentary films". And yet during the war when the
Government provided all the facilities and the incen-
tive to produce educational shorts, hardly a producer

Prithviraj begins by throttling Neena but lives to
marry her in "Prithviraj Sanyukta" a picture of

Shalimar now running at the Lamington
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responded whole-heartedly. Have the producers
suddenly realized the vital importance of the educa-
tional film only afer M.G.M.'s threat?

The Press Note makes a mention of a helpless
protest to the Government about which the Govern-
ment also express their helplessness and proceeds to
mention the formation of a new company for the dis-

tribution and exhibition of 16 mm films with the full

support and blessings of the Association. This second
move is in the nature of a counter-blast to the
foreign activities. The new company promises "to
take the 16 mm films to the remotest villages of

India" and yet when Ambalal Patel of Central Cine
Corporation recently approached some producers for

permission to reduce some popular pictures to the

16 mm size for the very purpose of taking them to

the remotest villages of India, he was point blank
refused the permission, though he had offered as

much as Rs. 10,000 for a single picture. And Amba-
lal has the reducing equipment, the distributing or-

ganization and the exhibition vans all ready to be
put into instant operation. But Ambalal Patel pro-

bably does not enjoy the confidence of the powerful
clique which controls the activities of the Producers'

Association.

If the basic idea behind the 16 mm. ambitions
is to do good to our poor country we can't understand
why producers turned down the offer of Ambalal
Patel who could have begun the good work right-

away.

But this is not the end of the precious Press Note.

The Executive Committee of the Association has
displayed impropriety by sending cables to M.G.M.
and R. K. 0. and in doing so carried our helpless

stupidity overseas.

The Cable to M. G. M. reads:

"Indian Film Industry anxious maintain cor-

dial relations with American industry stop your pro-

posal set up 16mm. organization in India greatly de-

trimental to Indian industry stop joint meeting Exe-
cutive Committees Motion Picture Society Indian
Motion Picture Producers' Distributors' and Exhi-
bitors' Association emphatically protest against pro-

posal stop our industry will resist same with every
means in power stop kindly desist from setting up
organization and Co-operate with our industry."

The Cable to R. K. O. Radio Pictures reads as

follows:

"Indian Film Industry anxious to maintain cor-

dial relations with American Industry stop your pro-

posal dub Bambi and other pictures in Indian lan-

guages and screen them greatly detrimental to our
industry stop emphatically protest against move
which would be resisted with every means in power
stop kindly stop idea dubbing and continue good
relations with our industry.

After these cables of the Association, the M.G.M.
and R.K.O. Radio organizations arc expected to

quit the field apologizing for their temerity for ever

attempting to launch 16 mm. films in India against

the wishes of the Indian producers.

This is something like asking Hitler not to

invade Poland or asking a. thief not to enter the

Acclaimed By
NATIONAL LEADERS &

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS
AT A SPECIAL REVIEW IN

SIMLA.
" It is remarkable achievement...

I congratulate you & your colleagues
on your fine work for Bhooka Bengal"

—Says Mrs. Sarojini Naidu

"Any thinking person who loves
his country will feel deeply moved by
it. I could see that the whole audience
was in tears"...

—Says Lady Mohmad Shafi

"This is a film of the people, by the
people, for the people"

—Says Norman Cliff, Foreign Editor,
'News Chronicle'

"I would like to see "Children of
the Earth" shown to everyone in Europe
& America"

—Says James Cameron of
'Daily Express'

"Timely and authentic— I came
away from it with a much better under-
standing of the hopes & fears that beset
the lives of 80 p.c. of India's population."

—A. T. Steele of New York
'Herald Tribune.'

PEOPLt'S THEATRE'S FILM OF THE PEOPLE

DHARTI KE LAL
(CHILDREN OF THE EARTH)

To be released this month in Calcutta

^Toi ~Tezutoual feighti -Qpply ~To--

PEERLESS PICTURES
1 16 Charni Road, BOMBAY 4.

For Bengal .-CALCUTTA PICTURES LTD.
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house with the door open. These cables to foreign-

ers constitute, in our opinion, perhaps the most idio-

tic expression of helpless slaves in jitters.

People who could not tackle Gogtay, who was
merely an employee of the Association, people who
eould not compel one of their colleagues to cut off

the slander against a film producer from the film

"Din Raat". how do they expect independent and
powerful foreign concerns to pay any heed to such

idiotic telegrams of threat?

Even the language of the cables smells of infe-

riority-complex and slavish supplication. The words:

"Kindly desist from setting up organization and co-

operate with our industry" and "Kindly stop idea

dubbing and continue good relations with our indus-

try" do not sit well on the lips of a nation on its eve

of wresting freedom from the most powerful impe-

rialism of the world. If these fellows didn't know
enough English to draft the cables correctly, why the

hell didn't they get someone who could do the job

well nursing our national self-respect?

A note of extreme ignorance is struck when the

Press Note proceeds to state:

"The Indian film industry has received assistance

and co-operation from the U. S. film industry in the

supply of raw film and equipments required for the

industry and it is the earnest desire of the industry

that the American industry should desist from mak-
ing further inroads into this national industry."

These fellows do not even know that the manu-
facturers of raw films and equipment do not consti-

tute a part of the "U. S. film industry". The U. S.

film industry, of which the headquarters are Holly-
wood, tried its level best to keep all the output of

raw film of U. S. A. within its own borders, but the

manufacturers of raw films and equipment, who are

always keen to maintain peace-time export markets,

insisted on a part of their output going overseas un-
der the Lease and Lend Plan. The LT. S. film indus-

try had nothing to do with the export of such mate-
rial and the gratuitous indebtedness expressed by the

Indian producers is entirely out of place.

Apart from the peace-time export angle of the

U. S. A. manufacturers, the imports into our country

of materials essential for ovir industry, were nego-

tiated by the Government of India with the solitary

idea of using the Indian film industry and its pro-

duct for war propaganda purposes.

What are the producers then thanking the U. S.

film industry for?

While the members of the Indian Motion Picture

Producers' Association expect full co-operation from

the press and the public "to fight tooth and nail any
attempt of foreigners", can't they stop some of their

own colleagues, who are members of the Association,

from actively co-operating with the foreigners and

helping them to establish their business in India?

"Bambi". the Walt Disney cartoon-feature

which R. K. O. Radio is dubbing with different

Indian languages, is being done at the Prabhat
Studios in Poona with the full help and co-operation

of Mr. Baburao Pai, a prominent member of the

Producers' Association. "Bambi", in vernaculars,

will easily collect over Rs. 20 lakhs in India, within

three years.

When Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall asked Mr. Pai
about this, Mr. Pai is reported to have said that he
had to agree to give facilities to R. K. 0. Radio
Pictures with a view to maintain their existing close
business relations.

Another prominent member of the Producers'
Association is already reported to have entered into
permanent arrangements with M. G. M. to build a
hundred permanent theatres and supply a hundred
travelling vans to show M.G.M.'s i6 mm. films
throughout the country.

When there are quislings in their own fold, how
are the members of the Producers' Association justi-
fied in calling upon the press and the public to agitate
on national grounds?

The press is not an instrument of convenience
to make rich producers more rich and our producers
can't exploit the prevalent national sentiment in
such a cheap mercenary manner by asking the press
and the public to agitate, when quite a few of their
own colleagues are actively co-operating with the
foreigners to sabotage our national interests

The press doesn't need a reminder from the pro-
ducers about its duty towards our national indus-
tries. The press will always do its bit without ask-
ing for rewards or appreciation.

But the press expects people of the industry to
be more patriotic and honest before thev ask the
press to help them. As long as there are quislings
in the Indian film industry, let us not talk tall about
'fighting the foreigners tooth and nail."

Quislings use their teeth and nails for grabbing
opportunity and chewing profits and not for building
a nation.

Madhuri is gradually coming back to the screen.

Hope it is not the director she saw in "Silver Queen."
a picture of Nsptune Films.
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The ticket or the film spools? If you want to keep these two related — if

you want your box office to justify that expensive building and equipment,

deal with the one and only firm that can claim to supply everything for the

cinema. From plush curtains to poster boards — from ashtrays to lighting

equipment, Gaumont-Kalee can supply every detail you require. And this,

remember, is the firm of " Vulcan " and " Duosonic " fame, which make films

brighter, livelier, more true to nature and there-

fore BETTER ENTERTAINMENT. This wonder-
ful service is available every where- now -today!

GAUMONT-KALEE LTD. I

-
TttaAebs "Diwsmic Svunct

:

fyuipment j
Gaumont KAUE

FORBES BUILDING : HOME STREET : BOMBAY ^~ EVERYTHING FOR THE CINEMA </
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

RACKETEERING IN RAW STOCK

The Indian film industry still seems to be in the
midst of wartime shortages, though it is nearly a year
now that the arms have been put on the shelf.

For the last two months, the most heartless

black-marketing has been prevailing in the sales of

raw films. A tin of 1000 feet of negative is sold for

as much as Rs. 1200. nearly eight times its original

price.

The main reason seems to be an acute shortage
of supply from overseas as against an increased de-
mand from producers. During the war, India pro-

duced 150 pictures a year, while today more than
300 pictures are on the floors. All the raw film with

Kodaks, now no longer under licensing restrictions,

has been taken up by different producers and till

the first week of July no fresh stocks are expected.

Some of the free-lance producers are now black-
marketing their stocks at phantastic prices and the

studio owners, who have to maintain constant over-

heads, are compelled to buy their stocks in the black-
market to keep their show running.

The Dupont stocks, sold by the Roxy Photo Co.
owned by Kapurchand Brothers, seem to have com-
pletely evaporated into thin air. This is not the first

time that Dupont raw film has evaporated in this

manner and it seems that the celluloid base of the

film becomes too flimsy in the tropical climate of

India to be useful in the legitimate markets of the

country.

But Dupont stocks are always available in the

blackmarket, where probably the celluloid base

hardens sufficiently, not in tins alone but if necessary
in cases. It is a mystery how these stocks find their

way to the blackmarket in spite of the vigilance of

Kapurchand Brothers. Probably the •Kapurchand
Brothers, who are simple village folks with lot of

luck, quite innocently sell their stocks to the wrong
people who take a dirty advantage by blackmarket-
ing the stocks.

We can understand the anxiety of Kapurchand
Brothers to sell their stocks as quickly as possible to

release their investment, more so because films tret

fogged in India too quickly. But it would be wise

for Kapurchands to pick and choose their customers
a liltle more judiciously in future, so that Dupont
films don't go to the blackmarket.

This racket of blackmarketing will end only
when there is supply in plenty or it will be worth-
while once again to ask the Government to place

some restrictions on the sales of raw films, seeing that

human nature will remain what it has been through
six years of war.

THE "ARISTOCRATIC" RECRUITS !

Since Editor Baburao Patel decided to help

recruits who wished to take the films as a career, the

offices of '"filmindia'' have been full of faces and
photographs from all over India. They come in

hundreds every month and 95% of the recruits claim

to be scions of some noble family or other.

Most of the Muslim recruits from the Punjab

claim to be "Shahzadas" (Princes) though half of

them may only be pedlers in Anarkali. . .Quite a few

Hindus from the United Provinces describe them-

selves as '•aristocrats" who don't mind becoming film

actors to raise the status of our film industry. Some
of them, 1 am told, have 'pan-bidi' shops in Chandni

Chowk.

Recruits from Bengal, almost invariably, come

from some ancient Zamindar family and though half

Chandni seems to have been caught stealing in

"Sona Chandi" produced and directed by R. D
Pareenja.
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Mr. Exhibitor-.
During the past we have attempted to

serve you to the best of our ability - - We feel

we have remained on friendly terms whether

we did business with you or not - - This policy

we will maintain.

It is with pleasure that we announce the

arrival in India of really worthwhile product-

We submit the following features :-

"THRZHN

leopard ujomftn
(JOHNNY WEISSMULLER - BRENDA JOYCE )

A FOUR x x x x SPECIAL —
A TOP PRODUCTION !

91

(I

PLUS

BEDLAM'
ANNA LEE)(BORIS KARLOFF

"THE SPIRAL* STAIRCASE"
( DOROTHY McGUIRE — GEORGE BRENT —

ETHEL BARRYMORE )

"FROM THIS DAY FORWARD"
(JOAN FONTAINE - MARK STEVENS)
* FOUR PICTURES THAT WILL DEFINITELY

MAKE MONEY FOR YOU

THE BEST THING IN
EVERY PROGRAM'.

WRITE US DIRECT
RKO RADIO PICTURES LTD.

P. O. BOX 733 — BOMBAY I.

OR OUR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTORS
EMPIRE TALKIE DISTRIBUTORS

CALCUTTA — BOMBAY — LAHORE — MADRAS

June, 1946

of Bengal is on starvation diet, these fellows still

cling to their feudal claims to impress the Editor

with their family triees.

When I asked Baburao Patel what he thought

of all these 'Nobles', 'Aristocrats', 'Shahzadas' and
'Zamindars' as screen recruits, he said: "I guess my
ancestors were just good dacoits and all these "Aris-

tocrats" must have been my ancestral customers.

The customer is always right and as long as he pays
you can't dispute his ancestry."

The recruits who send their photographs seem
to have completely missed the purpose of 'filmindia's'

plan to help them. No one in the film industry is

interested in the family trees of the recruits. Though
the film industry needs educated and cultured talent

there is no necessity to put an extra emphasis on the

noble extraction of the recruits.

The primary essentials are looks and talent for

acting. If these essentials are present, no one would
mind if the recruit comes from the poorest family
of the Punjab or of any other province.

A recruit from Lucknow once sent us a painfully

long family history 'claiming direct descent from
Nawab Wajid Ali Shah. Moreover, he claimed that

no one in Lucknow talked the Urdu which he spok
He reported himself extremely well-off, and wanted
to join the films "to teach people how to talk Urdu;

There are many boys with this "teaching com-
plex" who want to join the films to teach the film

industry something or other.

A consistent candidate is one Mr. Atib Usmani,
once from Lucknow now in Bombay, who wants to

overhaul the film industry completely from the top

to the bottom by joining as an actor. We wish hin

all luck when he joins up if at all he does.

One wonders how long shall we, as Indians, keep
talking of our ancestors, our family trees and our

teaching complexes, inspite of the painful fact that

for hundreds of years we have done nothing better

than being slaves of one ruler or another?

With freedom round the corner and starvation

within, can't we root out our ancient complexes and
start building up a new world without 'nobles', 'aristo-

crats' and 'zamindars'?

HIRLEKAR AND HIS BLUFFS?

Many readers have heen writing to us asking:

What new improvements have been introduced into

the Indian film industry by Mr. K. S. Hirlekar and
his four colleagues who visited England and America
as "delegates" of the Indian film industry?

We reply by asking a counter-question: What has

Hirlekar ever achieved with his numerous ideas so

far to expect anything substantial from him now?

It is over six months now that the five "experts",

who flew to Hollywood as "delegates" of the Indian

film industry, returned to their country and our film

industry, which was expected to skyrocket itself to

dizzy heights qf quality and competition with the

secret of Hollywood in the pockets of these

"experts'", is still where it was or perhaps worse off

than ever before.

10
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Shamim comes again in "Shikarpuri" a picture of

Charolia Productions.

We had written before that not one from the

five "experts" was qualified enough to go on a trade

delegation. All big Muffs of Hirlekar have always

petered out and he has always rushed out of his pet

schemics more hurriedly than he came in. This man
has no talent for consistency or organization. He
starts some new stunts at regular intervals and often

ends by making a fool of himsdf and this time he

parried the stupidity overseas.

In the Indian film industry, almost every one

knows Hirlekar too will. No one takes him
seriously beeause Hirlekar has not yet taken him-
self seriously. He gets a good idea sometimes bul

lacks the vision to put it over successfully because

of his passion to lead others by the ear without hav-

ing the necessary merit and guts for the job. At

best Hirlekar is a clumsy organizer. The Motion
Picture Society, the Amateur Photographers' Associa-

tion and all other amateur this or that—all the

different institutions, which Hirlekar gave birth to

after different spasms, provide eloquent proof of

Hirlekar's classic inefficiency.

Now Hirlekar is worrying the Congress Ministers

anei teaching them how to kill mosquitoes with the

help of posters which Hirlekar picked up in America.

Hirlekar is a crank and to take him seriously is

to expose oneself to the ridicule of others. All the

promises Hirlekar gave before flying, about the up-

lift of our film industry may have been well intention-

ed notions, but in the light of present experience they
sound like so many bluffs today.

And that is the pathetic side of Hirlekar's life. All

hi.- best intentions become bluffs in course of time.

BUYING BRICKS AND MORTAR

Almost every alternate day we hear of some film

star having purchased some property or other in the

City paying an inflated price.

People want to know how the stars can do this

with the income-tax taking the lion's share of all

earnings.

The only explanation must be found in the black-

market earnings of the film stars. It is a well-nursed

secret that as much as 80% of the contracted

amounts is paid as blackmarket bonus and only 20%
is put on paper for taxation purposes. The producers,

who need the stars for their pictures, are compelled

to abet in this practice under pressure of circum-

stances.

It i- therefore not surprising to hear that Veena,
or rather her brother Shazada Iftekhar, has purcha-

sed property worth five lakhs; that Mehtab owns a

big building on the Reclamation worth several lakhs;

that Charlie owns a number of buildings worth lakhs

in different parts of the city, that Master Winayak
owns substantial property in Shivaji Park; that even

a little starlet like Shanta Patel has purchased a

bungalow in Khar and so on till almost every star.

That is something to cover in "Parwana", a Jeet picture

featuring Surraiya and K. N. Singh.
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Central Pictures

Presents

The Gem of the Box-office

1. SHAMI KHAZANA
Starring : Sardar Mansur

Madhurika

Violet

M. Elizar

Garib Khan

Ahmed

Director: S. USMAN

Sensational Box-office Miracle

of the Year

2. (UAIMATI BIJU
Featuring : Sulochana - E. Billimoria

and

an all - star cast

Story and Dialogue : MUNSHI SAGAR
(OF " TULSIDAS " & "CHANDRAGUPTA"

)

Direction : HOMI MASTER

Fop Territorial Riqhfs Apply :

CENTRAL PICTURES,

75, Dadar Main Road,

DADAR, BOMBAY.
Studio: Kurla Road, ANDHERI.

director or producer has planted his or her money
in a few buildings here and there.

The income-tax department is evidently consti-

tuted of simple, innocent folks who could, with be-

nefit, learn a trick or two from our film people. In
any case let us congratulate the film folks on stabi-

lizing their future with bricks and mortar.

If Kapurchands can build palaces, why not our

dainty stars!

STILL MORE DHOBIE GHATS !

Because Shiraz AH Hakim made a fortune by
running a processing plant, every one in India is

now anxious to build a laboratory for developing and
printing films.

Usually our processing laboratories are only a

shade better than our Municipal Dhobie Ghats where
all kinds of dirty linen is washed. There is hardly a

laboratory in the country worth being called a scien-

tific processing plant where the film is given its cor-

rect processing and care.

During the war we had precious few laboratories

and ten times more work to do with the different

Government production units raping the virginity of

the raw stocks with consistent stupidity. Add to this

official crime the trade contribution of over 160 rotten

pictures annually and you can well imagine the huge

profits a coupLe of leading laboratories must have

made during the war with the least anxiety to give

any quality in their work.

These profits have become the eyesore of others

who have a lot of blackmarket money to circulate

and all these guys are now planning to build labo-

ratories without even one of them knowing the pri-

mary alphabet of film processing. We got a shock

of our life the other day when we learnt that a man
who was selling rice and wheat flour six years ago

had ordered a processing plant and was building a

place to house it. In his Gujarati language he told

us: "Washing the film is the easiest way to make
money." Yes, it has been just "washing" that our

labs have been doing and it is some more "washing*'

that our future labs hope to do.

At least a dozen more laboratories will be work-

ing before the end of this year and at this rate we

shall have more labs than pictures or rather more

Dhobie Ghats than dirty linen.

Not that some of our present lab people don't

know how to process a film correctly. They do but

they just don't care to do the job carefully. They

have more work than they can handle and they rush

through the work to collect the profits hurriedly.

Both the leading labs in the country, the Famous

Cine Lab. and the Bombay Film Lab., did good work

in the beginning of their careers but today either ot

them can't give a single print with uniform density

and processing. Both these labs lack strict personal

supervision and it is no wonder that both of them

have left quality work far behind. Both the lab-

have been veritable gold mines and their BUCC ss lias
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Anwar Mirza and Tripti Bahaduri make a rare team
in a rare picture, "Dharti Ke Lai" produced and

directed by K. A. Abbas.

provoked the jealousies of others who have plenty
of blaekmarket money to burn.

We are therefore destined to have more labs be-

fore the year ends and let us warn you rightaway that

all of them will be turning out bad work with a con-
sistency that will shock many.

Add to these general labs the processing plants

which some studios maintain independently. Except
the Prabhat Studios, not a single other studio can
Bairn to have done good processing work though
quite a few studios have up-to-date processing
equipment.

The general inefficiency prevalent in the pro-

cessing department of our industry is so damnably
apparent that as an industry we have not the least

chance of ever producing a technically perfect picture.

Instead of having more such Dhobie Ghats, can't

we possibly run our present laboratories on a more
sensible and scientific standard, than we have done,
hitherto, to give our industry some quality which it

has not had for years? Just at present the pro-
cessing technicians are paying with their reputations
for the greed of the lab owners.

How long are we to continue such an apathetic

state of affairs?

SLANDERING INSURANCE BUSINESS

Of all the industries in the country, our film

FILMINDIA

industry is perhaps the most irresponsible business
conducted by a group of evidently irresponsible and
uneducated persons.

Little realizing the fact that the film happens to

be a terrific medium of propaganda by virtue of its

triple appeal to the eye, to the ear and to the heart,
our film people often portray glaring distortions of
life which must leave behind distorted impressions on
all spectators.

Recently, the Navyug Chitrapat Ltd., slandered
the profession of a film producer in their film "Din
Raat" and bluffed their way out when the Associa-
tion of producers called upon them to delete the
offensive portions from the film.

Men who don't mind spitting on their own bread
before eating it are not expected to have considera-
tion or sympathy for others. The least we can say
is that there is very little character or purpose in the
motion picture work that is at present done in our
country.

But other people in the country must take
serious notice of the conduct of our film industry
especially when such conduct is likely to affect the

popularity and stability of our other national indus-

tries. After all a nation doesn't merely live by the

film industry which only provides entertainment and
that usually rotten.

Of late we have seen a tendency amongst our

film producers to give distorted impressions about
our insurance business by caricaturing people in the

insurance trade.

Producer-director Jayant Desai, who has precious

little general education and probably knows nothing

of the national importance of the insurance business

in the economic stability of a country, has put a

sequence in his recent picture, "Tadbir", in which

the office of some "Philipine Insurance Co." is shown

as closed and its business liquidated when a minor

boy goes to collect on his educational policy.

Besides the whole procedure being technically

wrong, as no insurance company can go into liquida-

tion without the official liquidator taking control of

affairs and meeting all liabilities at least partly, the

producer should have known that a company with

that name could only be an American concern and

not one American insurance company has yet gone

into liquidation since the insurance business began.

In another picture, "Dhamki", produced under
the patronage of Dalsukh Pancholi, Punjab's lead-

ing film magnate, the villain is none else than the

Managing Director of the "Reliable Insurance Com-
pany", who operates an insurance racket of insuring

people and killing them afterwards to collect the

money.

These types of grotesque and distorted portray-

als of our insurance business people are bound to

leave behind a very dangerous impression on the

13
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public and will ultimately tend to undermine the
prestige and stability of our insurance business con-
sidering the inescapable fact that our motion pictures
are seen by millions in the country.

Our film producers have no right to attack or
slander other important industries or trades of the
country to line their pockets with such ill-gotten

gains under the pretext of providing entertainment.

Our insurance business has been very painfully

and laboriously built in the teeth of severe foreign

competition. In Free India, the stability of our
insurance business will be one of the principal assets

of our nation. Every patriot in the country wants
our insurance business to spread to our villages and
into every nook and corner of the country as a na-
tural fulfilment of its national destiny.

But what chance can the insurance business have
if our motion pictures are going to shout to the villa-

gers in advance about the unreliability of our insur-

ance people by painting them in the most villainous

hues! Are our films going to prejudice the future

progress of our insurance trade by such false and
grotesque portrayals?

We would like the Indian Merchants' Chamber
and the Insurance Association of India to take seri-

ous notice of these dirty tendencies and write to the

Indian Motion Picture Producers' Association and
other Associations in the country insisting upon our

producers to stop this slander in time.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE

That according to producer Kardar, Producer V.

Shantaram has rendered the same services to the

country by producing "Dr. Kotnis" as Pandit Jawa-
harlal Nehru has done in the field of politics—which

all means that Shantaram is not yet as good as

Quaide-Azam Jinnah. Others, however, think the

other way round.

That since Kardar's whole-hearted approval of

"Dr. Kotnis", the Bhendi Bazaar gentry has sworn

to run the picture for months. And as a gesture of

mutual affection Shantaram has already made a

block booking of 45 weeks. Could brotherly accom-

modation go further?

That the Rajkamal Studio workers have become

so fond of "Dr. Kotnis" that they have been seeing

the picture over and over again. Some of them have

already seen it more than a dozen times.

That Shantaram can agree to become an hono-

rary member of the Artistes' Association of India,

like Sohrab Modi who is an artiste first in the Artistes'

Association and vice versa in the Producers' rally,

provided the Artistes' Association passes an unani-

mous resolution: "congratulating Shantaram on the

world's best performance and thus establishing a

standard impossible for any living artiste to attain."

After this resolution Shantaram will walk in with

Jayashree and the other artistes will collect the dust

of their feet to decorate their own foreheads. (Like the

'touch' in "Dnvaneshwar")
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Chandni and Suresh make a new team in "Sona

Chandi" directed by Pareenja.

That the film journalists of Bengal will commend

in advance the incomparable merit of "Dr. Kotnis"

and declare it as the "Better than the Best picture of

the year" even before the release of the picture in

Calcutta, awarding a special brass medal to Shan-

taram (unless Shantarafn contributes some gold) for

the "Better than the Best performance" of the year.

For the "Best" performance, of course Jayashree will

be given the award as usual. It'
" 1'. P. A. Dera" could

take several awards from the sentimental Bengalis,

"Dr. Kotnis" must take all the awards.

That some Bombay journalists like Sathe and

Abbas cruelly think that the Bengalis, due to

national starvation, have become either weak in the

eye and the mind or were completely contused by the

story of "P. P. A. Dera" and granted it all the prizes

to err on the safe side.

That again Sathe and Abbas are already feeling

sore about "Dr. Kotnis" getting all the Bengali

awards in spite of their producing a world-beater in

"Dliarli-ke-Lal". That Abbas not being a profes-

sional director his "D. K. Lai" cannot run in the

"Best Race" of the year along with the product of a

seasoned professional like Shantaram.

That Master Winayak, a graduate of Kolhapur

University (if there is one) translated for Annas

(Shantaram) benefit "filmindia's" review of Dr.

Kotnis" into Kolhapuri Marathi (E. & 0. E.) and

convinced Anna that Baburao Patel had recommend-
ed the picture to be burnt in a public square as it

was likely to destroy the entire Indian film industry

with its Himalayan quality. An atom bomb of mo-
tion picture production, eh!

That Producer Kardar intends giving up his

own production of "Shah Jahan" as he cannot even
dream of reaching the standard attained by "Dr.
Kotnis". A wise decision.

That Sardar Chandulal Shah doesn't believe in

this motion picture 'harakiri' of Miyan Kardar and
has asked Kedar Sharma to produce another picture

to compete with Shantaram. Courtier Kedar has be-

gun two at once. That will be the end of Shantaram.
Two Kedar pictures are worse than the Atom bomb.
Chandulal seems to be out to make Hiroshima out of

Rajkamal.

That Sardar Chandulal has borrowed some ear-

phones from the Regal Cinema to pick up distinctly

the jumble nf words falling every afternoon on his

tender ear-drums. Why can't Pandit Indra, Kedar
Sharma, Walli, H. M. V. Chaturbhuj and others take
turns in talking? Is it necessary to overwhelm a
good man with a mob cry?

That to offset the intense heat of his courtiers,

Sardar Chandulal tried one night a moonlight session

on the Juhu sands where even the technicians added
their reverent silence, though the music directors

sang Pandit Indra's poetry and collected a crowd
which wondered whether film people were going com-
pletely mad.

That as a result of this moonlight session, the

Juhu Municipality intends putting a sign on the

beach warning off all film people.

That Pandit Indra is likely to accompany Mas-
ter Winayak to America carrying between them
"Subhadra", that mythological woman who was car-

ried over the clouds by a demon. This is a strictly

confidential arrangement to counteract Anna's "Dr.
Kotnis."

That K. S. Hirlekar the "Expert" secretary of

the "delegation of experts" that once went to

America, is these days teaching the Congress Minis-
ters of Bombay American methods of killing mos-
quitoes. And they say that our Congressmen are

non-violent.

That K. S. Hirlekar has given All-India charge

of educational films to Mrs. Hirlekar these days con-

ferring a blessing on the victims. Now people can

at least understand what is an educational film.

With Hirlekar talking, they couldn't find out whe-

ther the old guy was saying it in English, Italian,

German or Marathi.

That the Ranjit seem to have decided to make
their 101st picture, "Jogan", not only a talkie but a

"smelly." Director Manibhai Vyas is in complete

charge of both the technical processes. The deeply

religious Jains seem to be improving fast.
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( In this section

from the readers,

every month—some anxious and several frivolous

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters i

the editor himself replies to queries

As thousands of letters are received

it is neither possible nor

'. usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone.
)

N. SRINIVASAN (Chikballapur)

How to judge motion pictures from the view

points of art and entertainment ?

The average film-goer does not need the

trained eye of the critic, who often demands
more than is presented on the screen. To the

film-goer anything that is pleasant to the eye is

artistic enough and anything that does not bore

should be entertaining enough.

K. SANJIVA SHETTY (Mangalore)

Why some of the film actresses, though they are

old, act like young girls ?

When the fifty-year old Shantaram can hop
about like a kangaroo carrying the baby-faced

Jayashree in his pouch, why deny the privilege

to women who are at best idols of vanity?

K. S. SATYANARAYANA (Bangalore)

I want to forget the world for a few moments
What remedy would you suggest for this purpose?

See "Gvalan" produced by me. It will take

you to an unreal world of romance, and music in

which all the miseries of the world are placed at

the door of a young and beautiful women. It is

the tallest yarn a man ever told and though I

tell it I have never believed it.

D. BLUE (Waltair)

How will the Indian film industry respond to the

Congress call in the final struggle for freedom?

The Indian film industry seems to have got

all the freedoms the way I find any street pedlar

producing a motion picture. What further free-

dom can be <jir< >i to such dangerously free

people?

MISS INDU SETHI (Karachi)

You should always write "Jai Hind" on the top
of "Editor's Mail" Section ?

/ don't believe in these slogans. "Jai Hind"
is a slogan very much in advance of reality and
im mediately you raise it. it is drowned by the

clank- of chains of our bondage. Till we become
free, "Jai Hind" must remain the rosiest dream
of a slave.

Kr. RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

Suppose all your readers slop reading "fihnindia"
what will you do?

/ have yet to come across a smgle person

with that stiff backbone. Reading "filmindia" is

like eating opium.

Which is sweeter in a woman: her heart or her
kiss?

When a woman is in love she brings her
heart on her lips. But when she is not, there is

only art on them.

MISS S BABY (Bangalore)

Do stars suffer from love-sickness? If so, when?

They get occasional attacks and you see
the symptoms on the race-course or in joint pro-
ductions. TJte malady is not yet known to be
fatal, the period of incubation being the time
required for the first picture, and the duration
of the active stage lasting about two pictures.

Your answers to certain questions in the April
issue would make young ladies blush. Is it the same
with men. I wonder?

But they wear trousers.

If all the world was Eden and all the women
angels, what would the men do?

Neena will be seen on the screen in the title role of "Mira-
bai," a Shalimar picture.

1:
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They would become plants in the Garden.

What is a kiss ?

It is a bubble on the lips of the 'soap-cakes'
inside.

What time is the best suited to read "filmindia"?

People usually like to read "filmindia* when
others are pulling and pushing to read it.

ASHAKAM CHATTERJEE (Bankura)

What is the difference between a widow's love
and a maiden's?

A maiden's love is warm and emotional, the
widow's should be synthetic and hot. The first
should thrill, the second may be only satisfying.
Love itself is always a maiden emotion.

V. KAMASWAMY (Robertsonpet)

When does a bud fade ?

A bud never fades. It either dies or blos-
soms. It is the flower that fades.

M. HASAN ABBAS (Lucknow)

Beautiful faces of the fair sex always attract my
attention and I have an inclination to keep on star-

ing at such faces. Can you say why ?

Probably you see divinity in those beautiful
faces.

Which is the most attractive part in a woman ?

Our knowledge of her sex.

S. SHANKER NAIK (Sambalpur)

Why don't the British films earn all the money
that Hollywood films do ?

While the British dig only into your ribs,
the Yankees tickle while they rob you'

CHUNNILAL BAJPAI (Cawnpore)

What remedy do you suggest to a 'over who ha?
been neglected by his beloved?

In olden times, they poisoned themselves.
Xowadays they put on a new suit and go to the
club again.

Why is the art of producing pictures deteriorat-
ing day by day?

We never had enougli art to deteriorate.
All we have is artifice.

D. NATARAJAN (Matunga)

Please compare our stars with the Hollywood
stars?

Iii Hollywood, stars biuld estates for their
producers. In India, producers get broke
buying buildings for their stars.

K. T KESHAVA MURTHY (Davangere)

My friend is married to a lady whom he doesn't
love. But yet he has got a son of his own. What do
you call this?

The son is a biological fact while love is an
emotional truth. To get a son, one doesn't
necessarily love. It only needs a clash of sex.
All the sons are not products of harmony.
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Zahur Raja is evidently at it in "Dharkhan," with

Jyoti as company

R. S. AGRAWAL (Agra)

I wonder how you could have allowed the pro-
ducer to advertise Chandni's photo with so many
adjectives in your April issue?

It was a "beUeve-it-or-not" advertisement
and I can sturt Producer Pareenja himself does
not believe all that he wrote about Chandni.

Mil ASHRAJ ALI CHOHAN (Lucknow)
Why and when do you smile ?

When I see Chandulol Shah in the midst of
his courtiers anil watch his struggles to be free.

Vultures eat a deed body—flatterers carve a

living one.

S. A MALIK (New Delhi)

I read somewhere that Dorothy 1.amour who
was recently chosen the favourite pin-up girl of the

American Army, was congratulated personally by

General Eisenhower. But why do our leader- hesi-

tate to honour the Indian stars ?

Because ire hare no soldiers' sweethearts

and our stars don't pin-up anything exa pi their

, expression while acting.

The only thing not controlled these days i> a

woman's tongue. Why?
Because by wagging it constantly, it pro-

J claims thi superiority of man. Why should man
control such a good advertisement of himself?

M. L. ARORA (Bankipur)

Why is the birth of a female child not received

with acclamation in India'.'

FILMINDIA

Because in this country a woman is a liabi-

lity on the man be he the father, the husband or

the son. She has been denied economic indepen-

dence for centuries artd now she is not welcome
even as a baby in a childless home.

R. ANNAJI RAO (Mangalore)

Mahatmaji advises to replace flower gardens

with vegetable cultivation. Is this within the know-
ledge of our studio owners?

Our studios were never flower gardens ichere

even vegetables can be grown. They have been
only sausage factories.

SYED SHAFIULLA (Mysore)

What is the difference between a film star and a

common bitch?

The same between you and a bastard, if

you see the difference.

M. K. PILLAI (Simla)

The faces of Durga Khote. Rajkumari Shukla.

David and a host of others not to mention their

names, have become quite disgusting and boring, and
one is really scared of them. In order to keep them
off from the screen, suppose I start a benevolent

fund out of which they can be paid a reasonable sum
throughout their lives, what will you contribute?

/ won't contribute to this fund as I feel

that the persons mentioned by you are good
artistes often given the wrong roles. Why not

start a fund for Motilal. Chandramohan, Ish-

warlal, Leela Chitnis, Shantcram and others?

Shantaram has beaten us in his very first burst.

What is your reaction when you are flattered?

/ hate the person because he insults my in-

telligence. People can flatter me only once.

Next time, I kick them out. A man with some
character can't stand an insult twice.

R M. GOSWAMI (Gauhati)

The frocks of the civilised American and Euro-
pean dames are shortening gradually. Can you pre-

dict the time when they will disappear completely?

They have colonies in the West where the

frocks have disappeared completely and they

have stage revues where they play hide-and-

seek with the fig leaf. Don't be in a hurry, wait

for c while. If not you, your son will see the

glory of a naked Western Civilization.

M. P RAMAKRISHNAN (New Delhi)

I> Begum Para still a 'Miss'?

Luckily, yes. Her address is Worli. Sea
Face, Bombay, in case you feel like writing.

MACAN LAL BEDI (Cawnpore)

What do you think, when you find Kedar Sharma
still directing pictures?

That Sardar Chandulal has the patience of
Job and the generosity of Raja Harishchandra.

Does your criticism produce any effect on the
producers ?
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None. They have bullet-proof heads.

What advice would you like to give to Mehboob.

who these days, is being attacked by every maga-

zine?

Mehboob is safe. He cannot read English.

What would you like to do, if Saigal, Motilal and

Charlie form a triple alliance against you?

/ Would bring out a bottle of Scotch and
turn it into a foursome.

B. N. GANESH RAO (Secunderabad)

I have noticed your demand of sex appeal on

the Indian screen; then what is your opinion about

the following Hollywood actresses in the above sense,

who are still playing the heroines: Katherine Hep-
burn, Judy Garland and Bette Davis?

They have talent greater than sex-appeal.

For screen acting, sex-appeal is the minimum re-

quirement if there is no outstanding talent.

HANS RAJ (Ferozepur)

What changes are likely to occur in the film

world if "Pakistan" is granted"?

Pakistan can't change the ways of Paris-

taan.

MRS. A. V. PUSHPA (Secunderabad)

In my fancy, I imagine Mr. Patel to be a sober,

selfless and saintly type of person. Is it a fact or a

mere fiction?

A fact, old girl, a fact. Sober, selfless,

saintly.' It is a beautiful fancy. I think, I shall

go to heaven after this. But, wait a bit! Is

heaven worth all this dieting and self-denial?

JAIRAM G MASSAND (Karachi)

People say that you smile only when you meet

a fair-looking girl ? 1^ it true?

That may be one of the reasons why no one

found me smiling all the four days I was in

Karachi.

K M SINGH (Cuttack)

Chandni looks very much like my wife. Will

you provide me with her address?

Why do you want Chondrites address? Has
your wife been kidnapped?

S. R. BANERJI (Bombay)

"Dr. Kotnis" is not so impressive as we expected

it. Why?
Because the hero is too aged to be impres-

sive and Kotnis is a hero-story.

MOHAMMED HANEEF M. JAMADAR (Belgaum)

Which is the best and the worst thing in the

Avorld?

The best is yourself and the worst is the

neighbour,

>K. NARAYANAN (Trichur)

Music, beauty or talent, which of them is con-

sidered to he the most essential for a film star?

.4// three are badly needed in India bid most

of &wr girls lack all the three.

ON THE MARCH
WITH BETTER & BIGGER
FILMS FOR 1946-47

P4CCC
Directed by

SHOREY
DAULATALVI

Whose 'DIN RAAT was
declared as one of the ten

best films of '45.

Starring

GEETA NIZAMI
(The award winner
best acting in '45)

& RANDHIR

(ii)

SHIKAYAT
The First Romance Behind The

Four -Walls of A House!

Directed by

SHAHID
LATIF

Starring
;

Snehprabha

SHYAM, RamaShukal
& Nisar Sultana.

(Mi)

M € T I
Directed by

Chandrashekhar

Bose

Starring :

GEETA NIZAMI
BIMAN BAN NERJI

& others.

AJoiv ^eadij fool ?2ele

Room no. a

PEERLESS PICTURES
116, CHARNI ROAD, BOMBAY 4.
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T. S. MURTHY (Bangalore)

Which is preferable: Love at first sight or gra-

dual growth of love?

Love is not a cancerous tumour to grow

gradually.

P. K. TANDON (Lucknowj

Mj' friend intends to spend his honeymoon in a

film studio. Do you approve of it ?

Your friend will lose his "honey" and will be

left only with a "moan" in his head.

PROF. NARAYAX AGRAWAL (Wardha)

Why is it that a girl gains in weight after mar-

riage, while a man loses it ?

With marriage ft man secures liability while

the woman gains security. Weight has a lot to

do with the peace of mind.

PARSRAM M. BHATiA (Karachi)

What is a •close-up"?

In India, the big face of a big favourite.

K. U KAMATH (Mangalore)

Who will be directing Ranjit's 101st picture?

Manibhai Vyas and "Joiion" will smell a

bit.

MISS INDU SETHI (Karachi)

Please may 1 know if Sushila Rani has pen

friendship with her fans?

That is the other pet Mumtaz Shanti has and she

gives it scope in "Dekhoji," a social story of the

Punjab Film Corporation.

Xo. She has to write a lot of stuff for

''ftlmindia" every month and in the remaining

time pursue her intellectual hostility with me.

A. H. BAIG (Trichinopoly)

In spite of your advice in the shape of criticisms,

the film industry in India does not seem to be im-

proving. Why can't you resort to "a fast unto

death" as a protest?

None of these Johnnies is worth even the

sacrifice of a church mouse. Why do you then

want to kill a sir-footer like me?

ATIQUZZAMAN KHAN (Calcutta)

In American pictures, photographers have the

letters A. S. C. after their names. Can you tell me
what does A. S. C. signify?

American Society of Cinematographers.

R. M. EBRAHIM (Bombay)

What is the average income of an Indian in

India per day?

3 annas a day per head.

M. P RAMACHANDRA SHARMA (Bangalore)

If a Hindu actor gets a baby through a Muslim
actress, how is the babe named?

In India, except in some parts of Malabar,
the sign-board of the family is the father. Names,
customs and religions all follow the man.

A. VEDAMURTHI (Madras)

In a Free India, what would be the language of

your paper?

Free English.

M P. RAMAKRISHNAN (New Delhi)

What is your object of living?

Just to serve you all my life. I believe in

Gandhiji's .slogan of service. Now don't get des-

perate and ask me to come over to Delhi for you.

V R KRISHNA IYE3 (Delhi)

When is a minority not a minority'.'

When it gets drunk and starts counting four

for every one.

HALAJI RAO (Hyderabad Dn.)

Why do you call Mehtab a versatile actress?

She owns a big building on the Churchgate
Reclamation and four years ago she hardly had
a flat.

H. S. RAO (Poona)

A friend of mine suggests that since Dr. Kotnis
was a resident of Sholapur, Shantaram should allow

every resident of Sholapur to see the picture free?

I like the idea very much and Shantaram
also wouldn't mind it as Ju wouldn't be losing

much, but Sholapurts must agree to erect a

statue of the Kolhapuri in Sholapur.

T J SATYANATHAN (Jalna)

Do the following actresses sing in the pictures

in which they act: Xeena. Veena, Ragini, Mehtab,
Swarnalata, Mumtaz Shanti and Xargis?
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They are all nightingales without the gale

of harmony.

SNEHALATTA MEHTA (Karachi)

What part is the film industry going to play in

an indf pendent India?

77/ privileged part of begging for different

protections end incidentally degenerating fur-
ther.

H s VENKATA RAO (Mysore)

Who is more romantic—boy or a girl?

Their age, their hopes and their dreams.

V H SHAM SHUDIN (Dar-es.Salaam)

What at present is engaging A. R. Kardar's at-

tention?

The progress of Mehboob's picture.

BEMANT L. PATHAK (Amreli)

You arc good at the Urdu language, then why
don't you translate some Urdu short stories and pub-
lish then, in your magazine?

// / had time I would writt my own stuff.

I don't hare to read Urdu stories to get ideas.

P SREEDHARA MENON (Bombay)
Which is a nice picture among the following:

"Hnmrahi". "Chand", or "Dr. Kotnis"?
"Himrahi" is the best of the Int.

SAVITRJ] DEVI SHL'KLA (Cawnpore)
Who its the best character actor of Indian screen

at present?

There is a new man called Bipin Gupta
Watch him in "Gvalan". This fellow will make
us forget many old stagers.

ISHWAR MAHBUBANI (Bombay)
Is it advisable to wail for the dead person, whom

\<>u loved enormously when alive?

Wailing either for the dead or the living is

waste of time. The better thing is to remember
thr dead kindly.

MISS ZARINA B SHERIFF (Gondia)

According to the Russians: "Profit is legalised

robbery". What is your opinion?

The Russians hare legalised robbery and
called it Communism.

MISS SHARDA DEVI (Bina)

Is it a fact that Shanta Apte once observed a

hunger strike. What was the cause?

Chronic constipation, perhaps.

SANTOSH KUMAR (Cawnpore)

Criticise the suitability of Sabita Devi as a star

in "Amrapalli"?

She cost less to the producer than the suita-

ble one.

Which hearts are called black ones?

Those that are hitched to filthy minds,

A H SIDDIQUI (Delhi)

Suppose you chance to find a purse containing

Rs. 1000. what will you do'' Will you return it to its

rightful owner or—

?

It might make a good newsreel to have the horse that

was taken off a hackney-carriage win a classic race

event.

But it just does not nappen that way! Champions are

the result of applying known principles of selection to

established blood lines running back many years.

Heredity Counts !

Your latest RCA equipment will also be the

result of the background and experience of

its makers. Can you think of any better sound

engineering background in the world than

that of Radio Corporation of America.

The latest RCA equipments will include many
great improvements - the Result of experi-

ence gained in building 350 different types

of war equipments none of it ever manu-
factured by anyone before.

6. A. A.
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There is no "or". I shall hand it over at the

nearest police station. But I have not yet seen

a tenner lying on the road and I have lived forty

years. If money coidd be found in the streets,

our producers would not build studios to give

us rotten stuff.

S. ASHRAFUL IMAM (Patna)

I want to learn film direction. What shall I do?

Join Director Winayak's troupe of assistants

and look puzzled and surprised every time

Winayak takes a 'shot.'

Why do girls fear darkness?

Not experienced girls.

K. N. RAIZADA (Cawnpore)

What are the feelings of a pregnant woman?
Pride of prospective motherhood.

M SINGH (Nepal)

As I appreciate film beauty, I like to marry a

film star. Shall I be happy that way?

Film beauties are as brittle and inflamma-

ble as the celluloid on which the pictures are

taken. Besides if you are marrying for beauty,

you won't be happy for long. Half the beauty

in Beauty is its illusion at a distance. Marriage

is a close intimacy which destroys the illusion.

If Sushila Rani goes away like Devika Rani,

what will you do Baburao?

I will follow her like Roerich.

J A DHANRAJ (Cochin)

When there are more women than men in this

world, why have men to chase women?

Woman is passive by nature. She waits for

the aggression of man and enjoys it. This

chase is called romance.

MRS. SAYEEDA AKHTAR (Calcutta)

What is your conception of a "paradise on

earth 9 "

.4 world in which human blood is used to

forge ties of friendship and not traded-in for

gold and greed.

How can a lady keep her husband constantly

devoted to her?

By forgetting the marriage tie and its

obligations and remaining a sweetheart to

him always.

Are children at all necessary to ensure happiness

in married life?

Good children become a happy punctuation

of a happy married life. In a cat-and-dog life,

they only add to the noise. But modern child-

ren are often like the lamps that set fire to the

house they are supposed to lighten up.

N". S. PABBI (Simla)

Do you think that an honest criticism of a film

is an open invitation to trouble, slander and abuse?

And social and commercial boycott in addi-

tion .

Suresh has grown into a man now and plays the lead

in "Sona Chandi" produced and directed by R. D.

Pareenja.

How is it that rape scenes are becoming so popu-
lar now-a-days with most of the film directors?

They rape their brains for new ideas and
produce these morbid distortions.

Has there ever been a clash of opinion between
you and Sushila Rani in the matter of honest criti-

cism of a film?

Several times. Sushila Rani is a New Thea-
tres' fan and fans don't make good critics. She
likes Kanan, Khurshid and many others and
likes their performances every time. I agree

with her often, but sometimes I don't.

MISS RAMDULARI DEVI (Dumka)

What stage of love do you prefer and which
stage of love is most enjoyable?

The stage where the play is enacted with-

out an audience.

"Love is God", hence vou should help those who
fall in love 9

Not college-love. It is calf—not God.

N. S. V. CHALAM (Malleshwaram)

What will make Saigals and Motilals "quit" the
screen.

An invitation from above.
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BEST QUALITY & EFFICIENT SERVICE

AJour of)f)eM the vety J?atelt

SOUND SYSTEM

Acclaimed the world's BEST in Mo-

tion Picture Sound Reproducing Sys-

tems with Amplifiers incorporating the

very latest improvements like Noise

Suppression, Cathod Follower, and

other new developments in Electro-

nics.

INTERNATIONAL TALKIE

EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,

17, NEW QUEEN'S ROAD,

BOMBAY
TELEPHONE : 20892 TELE : SOUNDHEAD.

MADRAS:
18, Mount Road,

MADRAS.

LONDON: NEW YORK:

18, Albert Street. 20, Pine Street

LONDON. N„ W. I. N. Y., 5:

Are our film stars directly getting into terms
with the producers or have they got any 'brokers'?

They employ directors.

Can a man be the 'real master' of a woman, at
any stage in his life?

No one can stop him from fancying himself
as such and often the woman conspires to feed
this male vanity.

Do women, too, go to hell—I mean after their

death?

Directly? No. I don't think so. They have
a half-way cleaning house where they sort out
the good and the bad and after a lot of quarrels
and indecisions, pack off the wrong ones to the
wrong place.

M E. DINKAR RAO (Madras)

Which is the costliest film that, has ever been
produced in India?

"Dr. Kotnis". It didn't cost much but it is

perhaps the costliest enterprise.

Is Paro who acted in Filmistan's "Shikari" from
Bengal or Benares, Punjab or Kashmir?

She is only from Delhi and was once a popu-
lar dancer there.

In how many pictures have Ashok Kumar and
Leela Chitnia acted together?

Why bother?

MISS V . K MEHERUNNISA BEGUM (Bangalore)

What has happened to Pandit Indra, the "Japan
of film songs''? He seems to have retired from the

Him industry after your review of "Murutaz Mahal"?

Oh no! He has tightened his stranglehold

on his victim with words of soothe.

KAMLA KANT SRIVASTAVA (Oudh)

Do you take into account the sex of your readers

while answering them in "Editor's Mail"?

/ look for their sex in their purse. If it

contains two rupees, I don't ask further ques-

tions.

How is it that the journalists of your tribe do

not figure in the functions of the A. I. N. E. C?
We don't contribute to a nations woes and

misfortunes. We cater for its entertainment.

We art nice- people.

N. BHATTACHARYYA (Katni)

How is it that though women dress themselves

resplendently to evoke attraction chiefly of the op-

posite sex, they (1 mean most of them) recoil like

shrinking snails when actually stared at by some

fascinated passer-by?

Like the average male you think a lot o)

yourself. Where did you get the notion that

women dress to attract male attention? They

don't. They dress only to attract the at-

tention of their own sex and expect jealous ap-

preciation from their own community. Primarily,

a woman must like her own dress, then her
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Neena looks a charming Rajput maiden in "Prithviraj

Sanyukta" a picture of Shalimar.

world of women must salute the dress and

finally she expects her man to describe how
jealous the other women became at the sight of

that dress. She icants women to stare and not

men.

S. R. SEN GUPTA (Lucknow)

Is popularity the criterion of merit?

It is of -popular merit but not necessarily of

artistic merit.

Notwithstanding the defect in her front teeth,

what is it that actually makes Suraiyya adorable?

Who adores her?

ANJINI DEVI (Ahmedabad)

Men become old, but they never become good.

Is it true?

When they become old enough, they become

harmless and others charitably call them good.

At some time or other, a human being has to

become good, for, isn't man made in the image

of God?

CHANDRA PRABHA RAIZADA (Cawnpore)

I propose to preserve your pen in the National

Museum of Independent India. Will you please

agree to part with it?

Let me know the epitaph on it before I sur-

render the tool icith which I carve a living.

F I L M I N D I A

MISS UBAIDA BEGUM (Allahabad)

Is there any 'hen' in the film industry who lays
golden eggs?

In the film industry "hens" have stopped
laying eggs and 'roosters' have begun doing the
impossible. Director Sailajananda Mukherjee
of Calcutta has been giving a golden egg every
time so far.

B. YESHWANTHA RAO (Vizagapatam)

When beauty begins to bloom in a woman who
is the first to be conscious of it?

The neighbour who throws glances and
makes the woman wonder what could be wrona
with her.

P. BHASKARAN (Quilon)

Please tell me what is the difference between
the kiss of a village girl and that of a college girl?

A kiss is honeydew in the village but a
postal stamp in the college.

RS. 500 - IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes will be awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-
teresting or elicit interesting replies in the
"Editor's Mail:"

1st prize: Rs. 100|-; 2nd Prize: Rs. 801- • 3rd
Prize: Rs. 50|-; 4th Prize: Rs. 40,'-; fifth' prize:
Rs. 30 -; and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs 10'
each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry
Token (printed below without which no ques-
tions will be considered. Each Entry Token en-
titles the reader to ask a maximum of 10 ques-
tions and can be used only by one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and abso-
lutely binding and no correspondence will be
entertained. The names of the prize-winners
will be announced in "filmindia" every month
and the prize money will be remitted by Money
Order.

As the May issue could not be circulated all
over India in time, the prizes for June are
awarded according to the old plan. From July
issue onwards the new prize plan will be adopt-
ed.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR JUNE
1st Prize Rs. 25|- to Miss Ramdulari Devi

(Dumka); 2nd Prize Rs. 20 - to Miss S. Baby
(Bangalore). 3rd Prize Rs. 15|- to Madan Lai
Bedi (Cawnpore); 4th Prize Rs. 10|- to N. S. V.
Chalam (Bangalore) and 6 consolation prizes of
Rs. 5|-each to N. S. pabbi (Simla); Miss Zarina
B. sheriff (Gondia); Miss Sharda Devi (Bina);
S. Ashraful Imam (Patna); p. k. Tandon (Luck-
now) and Hans Raj (Ferozepur). Money Orders
are being sent to all the prize winners.
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BRUMALA—
This enterprising artiste, who began her career in Ranjit. has become a producer today. She is playing the lead in

"Forget \te Not" a gipsy storv produced by Rrij Prakash Productions.
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SHAMIM—
A good-looker. Shamim has always been popular with film-goers. She will be seen once again in " llhanwar" a social story of

C.hitra Hharati directed by \tadhukumar Patel.
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Beauty And Talent Make
A Star

Sushila Rani. The Dream - girt

of A Nation
By Prof. Krishna Gopal, M. A.

Most Indian Producers are de-

cidedly barking up the wrong tree

in their hunt for new faces today.

It doesn't matter if they behave

more like blood-hounds on the

trail, and sniff at every passing

wind. For isn't the fever of the

chase like that? But why they

should nose out some cheap tai-

lor's dummies beats me. Is that

the stuff that goes to the making of

film-stars? One may well ask.

This cuirrent wild-goose chase

of our producers reminds me of a

VVodehouse story. Producer Zin-

zinheimer in his quest of new

stars comes upon a young man
whose very hands, shoulders,

brows, lips, nose and even eye-

lashes seem to be charged with a

silent eloquence. He knows this is

what he has been searching for and

this is his journey's end. You know
what big producers of Hollywood

are—they use bank-notes for sum-
mer-underclothing. So it is but

natural if Producer Zinzinheimer

asks this prodigy, this wondrous

new-find, to name the biggest sal-

ary the lad can think of and hear

him, the Producer, laugh. He says

that a "bozo" who with a mere

twitch of the upper-lip can make
it plain that he loves a haughty

-aristocrat and that she has given

him the air is required out at Hol-

lywood by the next boat. And he

tells the youngman that it would

be futile to stop Niagara (that is

himself) with a tennis-racket

(meaning a mere "no").

Without continuing the story

which ends happily with the young

man signing on the dotted line let

me tell you the inference. Holly-

wood producers may or may not be

Zinzinheimers, and Wodehouse may
be just humorously spinning a long

yarn, hut Hollywood stars do

have faces that can register a

world of emotion and meaning.

And why Hollywood has such

-t:u- i- hy no means a secret for-

mula. The producers over there

know what they want—not just

good looks but something more,
an eloquent face. That is, a good-
looking face of course, but it

should be able to speak the lan-

guage of emotions.

On the other hand, our produ-
cers seem to be searching for an
alluring hip-line, and a seductive

blossoming bust that would sug-

gest some unprintable ideas, and
of course a photogenic face of

neatly-chiselled features. It's an-

other thing that they feel satisfi-

ed with anything that is just easy
upon their eyes. Nevertheless, if

they were sculptors intending to

hew another Venus De Milo out

of stone, their quest for an aesthe-

tic outline would sound sensible

But they need girls for portraying

character and depicting emotions,

and not just statuesque figures.

They require artistes rather than
models. And it's a pity that the

models too which they select are

not any too artistic.

By the way, I wouldn't discuss

here why Indian producers are af-

ter girls and why they are indif-

ferent to boys. It may be just

a business formula based upon
the fact that far more men see In-
dian pictures than women. Or it

may be simply due to the male
instinct of the producers which
sends them ferreting out female
charms rather than male beauty.
Be that as it may, I am concern-

ed here with what they are con-
cerned-—female stars only.

BEAUTY WITH A CROAK
So, back to the argument that

Indian producers should not be so

blinded by physical radiance as

to shut their eyes to certain other

essentials of star-value. As an in-

stance of a well-proportioned

figure and well-favoured face. I

cannot but remember Prabha who
probably made her debut in some
Bhavnani picture and her last ap-

pearance in ''Hamari Baat". You
may recollect that she had well-

formed features, large gaz<elle-like

eyes, lips that made a Cupid's bow
and parted in a smile of pearly

brightness, a nose, a chin, and
everything else that recalled

Greek statues. She appeared more
like a phantom of delight, when
first she burst upon my sight in

that Bhavnani picture. But in a

moment I was disillusioned, her

voice made her the ugliest woman.
She croaked like Edgar Allan

When the milkmaid goes to the village river in "Gvalan'', romance

Here is Sushila Rani 'wondering' what Tiilok is about.

begins.
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Poe's nerve-racking raven. She

seemed to have chronic adenoids,

poor girl, and every word she ut-

tered was an agony to a sensitive

gar. It was then I realised thai

the voice can transform the plain-

est face into an object of adora-

tion. On the other hand, sym-

metrically perfect Prabha's un-

fortunate film-career proves what

the lack of it could do.

Yet, a melodious voice does not

mean musical talent which is quite

a different thing. For that, play-

back can be had but without an

appealing voice a film-star cannot

stir hearts. As a matter of fact,

a great star should be able to ex-

pr« ss the whole gamut of human
emotions by subtle inflexions of

her voice. And in this way alone

she can, what is called in cinema

parlance, live her part and move
her audience. For this, she also

needs correct pronunciation of

words. Bengali. Punjabi or Kolha-

puri pronunciation of Hindustani

positively jars upon the ears.

Recruit Byramkhan of Rest House,

Indore, makes the screen career as

his only ambition in life. He is

.V 8" and speaks Urdu fluently.

Kanan still remains enthroned

in thousands of hearts because of

her magical voice. Inspite of her

flabby figure and faded youth she

can even now, for this reason, be

given the role of Radha—roman-
tic Radha whose very name has

been a love-legend and an intoxi-

cating inspiration for Indian poets

down the centuries. Some people

may think that it is Kanan 's mu-
sical art that is her fortune, but

take away the soft subtle under-

tones in her voice and its night-

ingale trill, where would she be?

Her songs would become mere

•'sounding brass". Ustad Fayyaz
Khan's buffalo-throated melo-

dies.

GREATER THAN KANAN

Kanan at once calls to mind a

greater musical star, I mean Su-

shila Rani. I know more than

something about Indian music,

light and classical both, and those

who do not depend only upon their

ear for appraisal of music would

agree with me in declaring Sushila

Rani to be the most talented

songstress of the Indian screen.

I am ready to lay quite a hand-

>ome bet that Kanan, Khurshid or

any other female star cannot sing

with the same easy mastery some

of Sushila Rani's classical gramo-

phone songs. Some of the musi-

cal phrases would, indeed, be be-

yond them, and some of the Tans
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they cannot execute with the

same facility and felicity.

I have sometimes wondered how
a young girl could have acquired

all that musical art which must

be the envy of grey-haired musi-

cians. What heroic and super-

human effort must have been ap-

plied by Sushila Rani to smooth

articulation of some of the seem-

ingly easy touches! And what

Veena-like voice to give expres-

sion to all that art!

You may well ask then why
Sujshila Rani hasn't become all

the rage among Indian masses.,

why her songs are not on the lips

of street-singers. Why, in short,

is she not the Kanan of to-day?

The answer is simple enough. Su-

shila Rani has not as yet sung any

tunes composed by Boral or Kamal

Das Gupta. In "Draupadi" the

theme demanded more or less clas-

sical songs, and as such they were

not what could catch the fancy

of street-singers and the lower

stalls. For mass-appeal fast

"Dadras" and "Kaharvas" are just

the things, not slow-treading

"Tin-Tal" or "Ek-Tal". And in

addition, simple catchy melodies,

not solemn Ragas. How, for in-

stance, could an average picture-

goer take to a song like "Suno Ab

Shyam Behari" (Draupadi)? This

song is in Tin-Tal and is a mixture

of Puriya, Basant and Marva, all

solemn Ragas of notes unfamiliar

to the ordinary ear. It is true that

the particular situation in "Drau-

padi" required a sombre pathetic

song, and the song in question is

that. Take another of Sushila

Rani's songs of "Draupadi",

"Chamkat Hai Ung-Ung". This is

Dadra and the Rag is Desh. All

sweet and nice, classically speak-

ing! But the Dadra here moves

slowly and the Desh is not quite

popularly composed, besides the

words are more Brijbhasha than

Hindustani. All this is singularly

appropriate in the picture, but is

not quite the thing to make the

masses go wild.

It is for this reason that Su-

shila Rani hasn't become the

craze of general picture-goers for

her songs. But let me assert with

all the emphasis at my command
that Sushila Rani is a greater

Kanan and directly she sings on

the screen some light swingy songs

of lyrical appeal, she is going to

sky-rocket to the height of popu-
larity not yet achieved by any
star. Let us hope she gets such

romantic songs in "Gvalan". Her
greatest advantage is that her

voice not only caresses the soul

and kisses away the tears with a

sweetness all its own, but it is far

more facile than other voices, hav-

ing been trained to perfection by
execution of classical complexities

and subtleties. It is an irrefu-

table fact that a classical singer

when he or she sings a light song

will always sing it more beauti-

fully and movingly than a singer

of light music. Punkaj Mullick

and K. C. Dey are clear instances.

For a song is nothing but notes

and rhythm which the classical

singer has already mastered.

As for the power of a great

voice to express the dimmest and
minutest shades of emotion, the

radio-drama demonstrates how
without the help of face and eyes,

feelings can be conveyed by ordi-

nary voices. What wonders then

are within the reach of a superb

cultivated voice like that of Su-

shila Rani! She has a voice that

ranges through the whole spect-

rum of human emotions, and in

perfect alignment with it she has
a most mobile face responding to

the lightest ripple of feeling. What
is more, her beautiful face is like

a diamond with many brilliant

facets, always charming in every
phase.

EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Mobility of face may be a gift

from heaven but the ability of

experiencing finer shades of feel-

ing (as a great star should) comes
from breadth of sympathy and
width of imagination. All Art
whether that of a poet or a sculp-

tor in its last analysis is imagina-
tive sympathy, and an actor's art

more so. An actor has to sympa-
thise so much with his role, and
imagine himself to be one with

it to the extent that he becomes
another person. Unless he or she

has the power of understanding

the subtle gradations of charac-

ter and niceties of sentiment, all

that is well-nigh impossible. For
the histrionic art, therefore, edu-

cation and culture are indispens-

ably needed. These alone can

make an actor probe to the depths

of an individuality, enter into its

very spirit, sympathise with its

idiosyncracies and faults, and per-

"Gvalan", the picture produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel, has

some interesting dances led by Sushila Rani. The picture is a

musical entertainment.
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Camera-craftsman B. M. Naresh

refuses to consider the camera as

a dead mechanism. For him the

camera lives, breathes and sym-

pathizes with the situations in

"Gvalan," an art rarely known to

our film cameramen. One of our

fastest technicians, it is a rare

pleasure to work with Mr Naresh

sonate it to perfection. It is for-

tunate that Sushila Rani in addi-

tion to her God-given gifts, pos-

sesses intellectual and cultural

attainments in a far higher

degree than any other Indian

star has. Mark that I have

coupled culture and education to-

gether! For education without

culture is a tinkling symbol, mak-

ing so much noise without achiev-

ing the requisite symphony.

I am afraid that the above para-

graph may be somewhat abstruse

as it is a compressed tablet of cer-

tain abstractions. But I hope the

main drift of my argument must

be clear. I have tried to illust-

rate many of my points by dis-

cussing Sushila Rani, for the sim-

ple reason that without a perfect

concrete example generalisations

cannot be made objective But

why Sushila Rani, it may be ask-

ed. Just because she happens to

be the Morning Star of the Indian

screen, her potentialities have not

been fully realised and her arrival

on our screen appears to usher in

a new era where education and

culture and true art would be in

ascendance, superseding the un-

educated and the illiterate, thr

half-educated and the uncultured.

And then because she is the only

female star who possesses all the

attributes that, according to me.

a great star should have.

Let me demonstrate another

point by referring to her. Sushila

Rani is a talented dancer, and her

acquisition of the art of dancing

has given her a graceful poise.

That is why in her most ordinary

movements she seems to "snatch

a grace beyond the reach of art."

That is why her gestures are art-

lessly artistic. Her lovely limbs

become far more beautiful in

motion.

THE FACETS OF A STAR

Now allow me to string to-

gether the attributes that I con-

sider necessary for a truely great

female-star. It is obvious that

she should have good looks. But

this is not everything. A good-

looking face may not be expres-

sive. A star's face is only a me-
dium, and it should without a

doubt be attractive but if it is

opaque and does not transpar-

ently >how you the emotions of

the heart, it is without utility and

purpose in film or on stage. In

the same way her body should

have fair proportions, hut it

should also essentially have grace

of deportment and movement.

Above all. the face and figure

should like a stringed instrument

respond to the lightest touch of

emotion it should be able to arti-

culate beautifully feelings, fancies

and fleeting thoughts.

Together with such a figure and

face she should have a voice so

well modulated as to denote every

little thing that the heart experi-

ences, it should be able to give a

meaning far beyond the words.

The voice should certainly be

sweet and appealing. And it should

also be able to pronounce words

rightly.

Other adjuncts that I consider

necessary for a star are education

and culture. These alone could

give her nice perception of the

subtle points of a character, and

make her sympathetically as-

sume a different personality with

all its faults and foibles. These

would ensure her vivid visualisa-

tion and imagination along with

a sympathy as wide as the world

FILM INDIA

HOPELESS HOPE FOR SENSE
So these briefly are the qualities

of a great star. Would that our
producers put them in a pipe and
smoke in a quiet moment. If they

want our films to shoot up to

Hollywood level they would have
to shift their slant on man}' things,

chief among them are the stars.

Up to the time stars hold sway
over our film-industry, and their

dethronement seems a remote pos-

sibility, the calibre of our stars

will spell success or failure. Edu-
cated Indian girls are beginning

to lose their shyness and distant

disdain for the films, and shortly

W.A.C.I.s would be knocking at

the gates of the Industry. The
selection would no longer be rest-

ricted and there wouldn't be any
Hobson's choice as up till now.

Why then all this hurry and
scurry? Why all this scramble for

mere good looks and youthful

charms 0 Why shouldn't they exer-

cise patience and discrimination

to pick out something on the lines

of Sushila Rani, some one-in-a-

million girl pre-eminently suitable

for becoming the heart-throb, the

dream-girl of the nation.

But with the amount of educa-

tion and sense our producers pos-

sess, it would't be surprising if all

this goes clean over their wooden
heads.

Recruit K K. Chopra of 114 75

Montgomery Park, Lahore, is a

graduate of science. He has talent

for acting but is willing to take

any job.
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FIVE MILES OF SEPARATION
Recently Fihr. actress Sadhona

Bose denied reports of her reunion

with her husband. Director Modhu
Bose. and in doing so. incidentally

confirmed previous reports of their

separation. Though Modhu and
Sadhona are in Calcutta now.
Modhu lives in the Great Eastern

Hotel and Sadhona lives five

miles away.

AT LAST!
Raj Kapoor, the talented and

versatile son of Prithviraj Kapoor
ended his career of wild oats by
marrying Miss Krishna Khanna in

the second week of May at Rewa
and like millions of others in his

country, will now settle down to

a quiet domestic life, contributing

substantially to the population of

his nation. We hope the new
Kapoors arrive in twins.

GANDHIAN FAST
Believe it or not, it was a gastric

ulcer tor wasn't it?) that has com-
pelled Editor Baburao Patel to go

on a Gandhian fast of 4o days.
Living on tasteless liquids these

days, the once-hefty editor looks

a small man and strangely enough
people around think that he is

growing younger in the teeth. It's

a pity that when he has the whole
industry to feed him Baburao
can't even swallow ordinary food!

CLEVER FELLOW
Director Sailajananda Mukher-

jee of Calcutta was reported to

have done a bit of mud slinging at

the local film critics. The critics

went mad and demanded an apo-
logy and the director, who has
been laying the golden egg so far,

submitted an apology in a gene-
rous mood and stopped the pen-
boys yelping.

GOOD GOING
Whether Director Debaki Bose

brings home the bacon or not. he

exploits his past reputation pretty

smartly. The latest report about
liiin is that he has accepted an
assignment to direct two pictures

for a sum of Rs. 2.2o.000|-.

SONS-IN-LAW LTD
The Kapurchand Brothers of

Bombay and Calcutta, financiers,

multi-millionaires and what not,

are gradually turning their "Bro-
thers Ltd." into "Sons-In-Law
Ltd.". the way we find all the

ENTRY TOKEN
To meet popular demand

the Entry Token has been
separately printed and past-

ed on the first page of the

editorial article, which pro-

cedure will be followed till

further notice.

The Entry Tokens have
been very carefully checked

by examining all the copies

before dispatch and readers

are requested not to pay for

the copy if it has no Entry
Token. * Probably the stall-

keeper has removed the Tok-

en and sold it separately.

As Tokens are introduced

merely to regulate the sales

of "filmindia", the month on

the Token has no particular

significance and a Token can

be used even six months
alter the month printed on it.

latest family acquisitions planted

in different departments. That is

one advantage of having daughters.

INCREASE IN STATURE
Confrere Khwaja Ahmed Abbas

scored a personal triumph on the

9th of May in Simla, when a hun-
dred international journalists and
some public leaders saw a special

preview of his picture "Dharti Ke
Lai" produced for the Indian

People's Theatre. Mrs. Sarojini

Xaidu. (he old nightingale, couldn't

help but express: "It's a remark-
able achievement. I congratulate

you ami your colleagues." Abbas'
height is now five feet two inches,

the inches having been added after

the 9th.

CARRIED HORIZONTAL
It was a strange sight for the

studio people to see a motion pic-

ture director brought on an easy

chair to direct a huge dance num-
ber consisting of fifty girls creat-

ing a terrific din with their bells

in front of a stupendous set. erect-

ed after days of labour.

But this is what actually hap-

pened on the sets of "Gvalan'' in

mid May when the fasting and

the fast-reducing Baburao Patel

was brought to the sets to direct

his final dance sequence in his

••Gvalan" which threatens to be

a spectacular picture in addition

to its being entertaining.

The girls seem to have enjoyed
the sight of a sick lion in pain.

BUT WHY?
Eric A. Johnston, President of

the Motion Picture Association of

America, approves of the loan of

4 million dollars to the British

film industry for its post-war ex-

pansion. So the Yankees have
decided to nurse the British film

industry and goodness knows why.

BE WARNED
M.G.M/s "Bathing Beauty'

called "Escuela de Sirenas" for

the benefit of the Argentinians, is

making long-run history in

Argentina. Dubbed in Spanish,

the picture was released in Janu-
ary and was reported running
strong in the last week of Febr-
uary with outstanding success.

In the Hindustani language they
ought to do equally well in India.

WHO REMEAD3ERS WHOM
"HIMANSU RAI—Pioneer in

Indian film industry a friend,

guide and philosopher to all, died

on 19th May 1940.

Love and memory live for ever.

S. RAMASWAMY"
This appeared in the columns of

the "Tin es of India" on the 20th

of May 1940. Ramaswamy was
Hai's accountant.

INDIA'S 1ST CRANE

The "Victory" Crane

To Goverdhanbhai Patel, the

chief of the Cinematographic Ef-

fects Service. Main road. Dadar.

Bombay, belongs the unique dist-

inction of building India's first

really serviceable camera crane.
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Priced at Rs. 15,000|- the Vic-
tory Crane is a semi-portable af-

fair mounted on a light dolly and
can be operated by one man with
remarkable ease.

The Victory Crane was used for

the first time in India by Mr.
Baburao Patel for shooting a

group dance in "Gvalan" and is

reported to have won the admira-
tion of our country's sternest cri-

tic.

While achieving complete ease

of operation, the general stability

of the camera is fully maintained
in all the operations from the floor

level to a height of 14 feet.

In these days of shortages the

construction of the Victory Cranes
is naturally a limited activity

though Mr. Goverdhanbhai is said

to be constructing half-a-dozen of

these to meet urgent studio orders.

In the meanwhile, with an idea

to get studio technicians acquain-

ted with the operation of a crane,

the first Victory Crane is available

on hire at Rs. 100]- per day within

the city of Bombay.
WHAT PRICE A DOG'S TAIL?

The Maharaja of Pithapuram
is reported to have purchased a

dog, a fox-terrier, in England

for ,£1000 (Rs. 14,000—more
price than the Maharaja would
fetch for himself if put on the

auction block.) His son-in-law, the

Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda,
specialises in (expensive horse-flesh.

And ex-President Herbert
Hoover says that over 10 million

people in India are likely to die

of starvation during 1946. Some-
thing must be done about these

fellows in Free India.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN
The Army Authorities have writ-

ten to Editor Patel as follows:

—

"May I draw your attention to

a report published in the "film-

india" of April, 1946 on page 53
regarding Joginder Singh an elect-

rician in the Indian Army who was
sentenced to transportation for life

on a charge of shooting dead a

British Corp. and your editorial

note under the heading "Gunga
Din and Joginder Singh."

The court martial proceedings

recently received from G. H. Q.
Central Mediterranean forces

show that sepoy Joginder Singh

and five other sepoys of 7 Indian
Infantry Brigade transport com-
pany, RIASC, took exception to

the fact that the Attikon Cinema
in Kawalla and advertised the
film "Gunga Din" which they con-
sidered "Bad" film.

"On the evening of June 1st,

1945, they proceeded from their

lines to the cinema where "Marie
Walewska" a film about Napoleon
was being shown. Armed, some
with tommy guns and other with
rifles, they entered the hall where
approximately 50 people were pre-

sent, and opened fire indiscrimi-

nately. L-Cpl. Curtis of the CMP
(I) who was on duty in the cinema
at the time was fatally wounded
by two bullets. There was no dis-

pute between Cpl. Curtis and the

Indian Sepoys and he neither fired

at them nor there was any oppor-
tunity to fire.

"The six Indian soldiers were
convicted on a joint charge of

murder and each sentenced to

transportation for life.

"The film "Gunga Din" is an
American film produced long be-

fore the war. It was booked com-
mercially by the Greek proprie-

tor of the Attikon Cinema and the

local Military Authorities had no
power to prevent its being shown.

FOrl SUPERIOR 35mm SOUND FILM PROJECTION
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"All the above facts can be esta-

blished from the Court Martial

proceedings and evidf nee of Greek
Civilian witnesses.

I shall be much obliged if you
kindly publish these facts in your
next issue. Thanking you, Yours
sincerely,

Sd. Capt. F. S. JAFRI,
Staff Captain Public Relations.

ACID TESTS
Believe it or not, marriages and

divorces among Hollywood's lead-

ing film stars provide headaches
to the producers from the box-office

point of view. When it was re-

ported that Bing Crosby and his

wife Dixie Fee were likely to

break their hitherto happy union,

the news was suppressed till

Crosby's film '-The Bells of St.

Mary" proved a success.

Product is in Hollywood always
nurse the fans and they wire wor-
ried when fans expressed their

resentment against Frrol Flynn
who was involved in an usavoury
law suit four years ago.

Hollywood was alarmed about
Robert Taylor's popularity when
Taylor indulged in the moral

and old-fashioned act of marriage.

But Robot survived the test and
Hollywood thinks Ming Crosby
will also live to tell the story.

PRICE OF CAMOUFLAGE
Hollywood has -tailed paying

the penalty of streamlining mo-
dern homes on camouflage lines.

The shocking news that the

charming Mrs. David Niven. 27

year-old wife of the British

film star, died on May 21st

from head injuries, ought to set

Hollywood's fashion folks think-

ing hard.

It seems that the Nivens were

at a party at the home of Tyrone
Power on Sunday. She was look-

ing for a garment to wear in a

game of charades and opened the

door leading to the cellar nustak-

ing it for a cupboard. She fell 20

feet to the basement and fractur-

ed h*r skull.

Only two months ago Mrs. Ni-
ven, with her two little children,

had,come from Fngland to Holly-

wood to join her husband.

DEATH OF A PHILANTHROPIST
Seth Govindram Seksaria, mul-

timillionaire, industrialist and cot-

ton magnate, died of heart attack.

at the age of 65, on Wednesday
morning. May 22nd. at his resi-

dence in Bombay.
Only a few minutes before his

death, Seth Govindram had given
away 50 lakhs of rupees for cha-
rity, bringing his total charities

to over a crore of rupees.

A self-made man, Seth Govind-
ram hailed from Xavalgad in Mar-
war and within a few years of his

arrival in Bombay, his unique
genius for handling huge deals in

the cotton and share markets of

the world became the outstanding
topic among his rivals.

Though not educated in English

Seth Govindram's pioneering spirit

Seth Govindram Seksaria

helped him to apply his versatile

genius to different industries and

at the time ol his death he WAS
deeply interested in textiles, cot-

ton, shares, steel, _-ugar, linseed,

films, printing, lithography am!

many other commercial and indus-

trial pursuits.

The film department of Seth

Govindram has already extended

financial accommodation to the dif-

ferent film concerns to the extent

of nearly a crore of rupees, Bom-
bay Talkies Ltd. being the prin-

cipal beneficiary.

Setli Govindram was considered

to be one of the richest men of In-

dia, but he was not merely a coin

collector considering his stagger-

ing list of ..charities. Many an

educational and charitable institu-

tion was benefited by the profuse

generosity of this great money-
maker. The Wardha College of

Commerce, the Parvati Devi Col-
lege at Savantwadi, and another
college at Xagpur, to mention only
a few, will always remind us of a
man who, in the midst of his uni-
que success, did not forget his
fellowmen.

May his soul rest in peace. The
offices of "filmindia" were closed
on 22nd and 23rd May as a mark
of respect for a departed friend.

LUCKY ESCAPE
"Durga Khote, the flying star

with a flying man for husband,
crashed at Juhu airfield, Bombay,
on Sunday. May 26th. Though
the well-known star fortunately
escaped death, she received con-
siderable head injuries and bruises

"She and Mr. J. R. Talyarkhan,
Secretary of the Bombay Flving
Club, took off and had hardly
been in the air for 10 minutes
before the engine failed and the
plane crashed to the ground. The
plane was completely wrecked
though both of them fortunately
escaped with injuries.

MAHARAJ-KI-JAI
"Srinagar is almost a city of the

dead, where movement is difficult

and large members of people are
practically interned in their own
houses apart from the many hun-
dred who have been put in prison.

"Clashes occur daily and even
women have been shot down—

I

understand that people are made
to crawl in some of the streets, (of

Kashmir i that sometimes they
are made to take oft' their turbans
to clean the streets and pavements
and that they are made to shout
at the point of the bayonet. "Ma-
haraj-ki-.Iai". This is an extract
from Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's
statement on Kashmir disturban-
ces.

But what Panditji says can't

possibly interest Sardar Chandu-
tal Shah of Ranjit who may give
another grand party and 'Jalsa'

when Hari Singh of Kashmir
comes down for the Poona season
shouting, of course, "Maharaj-ki-
Jai". Ghandramohan and Motilal
are expected to supply the chorus.

One wonders whether, in 1946.

our film industry still suffers from
this feudal inferiority complex and
a man like the Sardar at that.
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( This is the reader's forum—as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter
published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. Si-
Letters should be signed and marked "Woes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with theit
letters, if convenient.— The Editor.

)

LEAVE ME ALONE!

'May I take the liberty of con-

gratulating you on your frank

and outspoken review of the

much-talked-of Shantaram's "Dr.
Kotnis Ki Amar Kahani."

"Almost all the film journals of

India have declared I some even
before the release of the picture!)

that "Dr. Kotnis" is one of the

greatest and most wonderful pro-

ductions (and advised their read-
ers to see it till they die! I, but
your bold and spirited review lias

given us a timely warning about
the 'unholy' tactics adopted by
Mr. Shantaram and his tribe.

'When we achieve our long-

deserved independence, we would
force the Govt, of the day to

honour you as our National Film
Advisor, but. till then. Mr. Patel.

you carry with you the good-
wishes and confidence of thou-
sands of admirers in your sincere

efforts to promote the industry."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

SENTIMENTAL AWARD
"Mr. Patel, can anybody ever

dream of voting "Parbat Pe Apna
Dera" as the best Hindustani pic-

ture of 194o° Yet the Bengal Film
Journalists have made that
award. Have the Bengalis lost

their artistic instinct for which
they were noted or have they
stooped to satisfy their baser in-

stinct leaving aside their cultural

traditions? In my opinion, it is

nothing short of a slander on our
film industry. What opinion will

a foreigner form of our films if he
is misled by this report, into see-

ing that rotten and immoral pic-

ture "Parbat Pe Apna Dera?"

V. K. Fazlur Rahman
BANGALORE.

SHOWMANSHIP, EH?

"Almost all the cinema halls

here at Delhi, whether with a

royal hall or a third-rate dungeon
have been repainted and over-
hauled with the exception of one
and that is "Majestic."

"It can brieflv be described as

a "Hall of Pillars". Instead of

facing the screen one faces the

pillars on 1-12 seats.

"Advance booking is ridiculous

too. If you get a ticket three days
in advance you are not guaranteed
a particular seat at all because
neither the seats nor the tickets

are numbered. And, hence you
get a seat opposite to a pillar.

"I wonder why a picture house
in the Capital of India and of a

good repute is jeopardizing its re-

putation deliberately.

"The authorities have already
been requested, though in vain,

to either remove the pillars or if

this is costly to at least remove
the chairs from the places where
one feels uncomfortable in seeing

a picture due to these pillars."

NEW DELHI. S. A. Malik.

WAIT A LITTLE
"I think it is time that the war-

time exorbitant rates of admissions
to picture houses are brought
down to the normal pre-war scale.

A serious economic depression has

overtaken our country due to
large-scale unemployment and a
terrible famine is on its way, if

not really in our midst. A dele-
gation of "brains" has recently
left India to beg food for our
people and we have yet to see how
far they succeed.

"Will you kindly take up the
cause of the poor film-goers and
urge for an immediate revision of

rates?"

N. S. V. Chalam
BANGALORE.

ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY
"Inspite of your adverse criti-

cism of the picture 'Chand' I went
to see it as my niece was very in-

sistent but on seeing the picture

I came back utterly dejected. The
picture is really a hopeless affair.

There is not the slightest proba-
bility in the picture from begin-

ning to end. The humour is not

civilized. An actor like Prem
Adib who acted marvellously in

other pictures like 'Ram Rajya'
seems to have lost his talent.

MEERUT. Rajendra Kumar.

Shobha and Kanu Roy get a light moment together
picture of Filmistan Ltd.

'Safar'
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WORTH pitying:

"Now a days I see magazines
copying something or other from
•filmindia'. For instance ''Artist"

an Urdu magazine published from
Delhi in its March 1946 issue has

copied the section "Refresh Your
Memory" in Urdu under the head-

ing "1945*8 Films" while this is a

word to word copy even of the

name of the month in which the

picture was reviewed in "Film-

india" being the same. I am re-

producing the true copy of both:

"In 'filmindia' Vish Kanya'
(Hindustani! (Ranjiti March '4n

issue—folklore
—"A motion pic-

ture poison one would not like to

swallow."

"In 'Artist' (Urdu)*Vish Kanya'
l Ranjiti March "4o Kissa Kahani
Ek Chalti Phirti Tasweer Ka
Zahar .Tisko Pine Ke Lie Koi
Taiyar Nahi Ho Sakta."

"For reference and as a proo*"

for the old man Mr. Baburao
Patel (who always wants proofs!

I am enclosing herewith the said

cutting from the magazine toge-

ther with this letter. I wonder
why these Delhiwalas bluff peo-

ple, and how long will this non-
sense continue?"

CALCUTTA. Abdool Kader Adam

ISN'T IT A PITY?

"We Indians in ?.Ialaya read
with immense pleasure in 1941

your review of "The Court
Dancer"', the first English picture

to be produced in India by
Indians. We had high hopes of

seeing not only that one but
many other English picture- bo

produced when the war in the

East cut us off.

"Now in 1946 we find no sign

in "filmindia" of any English pic-

ture already produced or in the

course of production. Must we
believe that "The Court Dancer"
was the first and the last English
picture to be produced in India?
Must wo believe that the experi-

ment proved a failure <>r was it

merely not as paying as the Hin-
dustani pictures.

"If "filmindia" published in

English can be "the most excitine
film paper in the world", is it not
possible to produce English pic-

tures of a similar standard in
India."

N. Me her van Singh.
SINGAPORE.

GOLD DIGGERS
"In spite of good box-office col-

lections the two exhibitors over
here do not care to look after the
comforts of the cinema-goers. By
comforts I mean choice of good
pictures, clean lavatories and
good seating arrangement. The
people over here have become very
much film-minded during the war
days and do not grudge spending
a bit of money for some type of

entertainment. I presume this is

the plight of most of the people of

small towns."

CDTTACK Pravat Mahapatrr.

PICKET THE SHOW
"It has become a habit in one

of our theatres to enhance the

admission rates by 25% if a de-

cent picture is shown. And good
pictures visit our city once in a

blue moon so much so. that the

long-stored enthusiasm to see such
pictures is offset by this dirty trick

of the theatre-owner. Don't you
think Mr. Editor, that such un-
healthy practices should be con-

demned by the public and curb-

ed by the authorities concerned?"

MYSORE. //. S. Venkata Rao.

NOT MI CH DIFFERENCE

"In Madras some English

cinemas often exhibit at the gate

some very attractive and alluring

pictures purporting to be shown
in a certain film, which are not to

be seen in that film.

"On several occasions, being at-

tracted by such beautiful pictures

exhibited outside. I went in to see

especially those particular scenes,

but to my utter disappointment

they were not to be seen at all.

"Doubtless those interesting

scenes have been cut off by the

Censors and the exhibitors know
this; and yet why do they dis-

play those banned scenes which

are not to be seen on the screen?

"Is this not a case of cheating

the public. Or is this also an art

of publicity?"

II. A. Rahman.
MELVISHARAM (N. X.)

PAID PIPERS
"There seems to be a fashion

amongst most of the film critics
o! South India to praise one and
all Hindi films whether thev de-
serve it or not. It is all the' more
wonderful when it is realized that
the majority of these critics are
ignorant of the language viz. Hindi
and it appears that one can appre-
ciate a dialogue in a language
winch is Greek and Latin! At the
same time these very same cri-
tics have not even a single word
to be said in favour of the best
produced Tamil film, if they do
not condemn downright as trash.

"I have to point out that many
ol the Hindi films which are held
up to the world as masterpieces bv
these critics often receive onlv a
single 'star' from 'filmindia'""

P. Balazubramanian.
XAGAPATAM

CHEATED?

"Believe me or not. I would
have never wasted my time over
Barua's 'Ameeree'. had it not been
for Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru, who
-poke highly of it after seeing it

at Calcutta. You can very well
visualise to yourself my feelings
after I saw it. The picture was
just erratic and had too much of
trash in it. I fail to understand
why Pandit ji appreciated it?"

Mrs. Savitri Devi Shukla.
CAWNPORE.

SOME DAY, PERHAPS!

"Prithviraj-Sanyukta". a Shali-
mar picture, is another addition
to the list of rotten historical pic-
tures, so far produced by the In-
dian film industry. It is nothing
but a sheer waste of 10999 feet

of celluloid. What to mention of

its technical defects, the picture

has failed even in its most ordi-

nary aspects! Its music is full of

jarring tunes; sound is faint and
the dialogue can. therefore, hardly
be heard or followed at any point.

"Surely the film industry is not
unaware of the fact that the taste

of the picturegoer of 1946 is not
so crude as might have been of

the picture-goer of a decade ago.

The time and money spent on
such pictures is a national waste.
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The producer, perhaps, makes

good the loss, so far as his per-

sonal pocket is concerned,

through the booking window, but

the picture-goer only finds him-

self pick-pocketed.

"Ultimately, however, it's all

against the interest of the indus-

try. Should not the Indian pro-

ducers in the interest of their

business, if not in the interest of

art. realize that a much better

standard of pictures is required of

them if the Indian film industry

is to be saved from sinking?"

NEW DELHI. Sushil C. Jain.

BUYING EXPERIENCE
"The other day while I was per-

using "filmindia" my friend in-

vited me to pay a visit to "Maha-
rathi Kama". I happened to be

reading your review of that pic-

ture which was not favourable;

and as from experience I have
found that you never give a

wrong or prejudicial review of a

film, I declined his invitation. I

on the contrary, persuaded him
not to waste his money on such

a rotten picture. But he said,

"Come on, bet, you will like the

picture which is studded with so

many top-notch stars". I accept-

ed his bet relying on your re-

view.

"The next day I found un-

friend abusing the Indian film in-

dustry like anything. He said

"Oh! these filmwallahs! they

A. Shah, a popular actor, comes

again in "Dekhoji" produced and
directed by Mr. Walli

tempt us with the names of the

foremost stars of the screen and
when we go to see them, instead

of getting our money's worth wc
get a headache."

KARACHI. Davlat C. M.

NEXT TIME, SLAP

'T had been to 'Chitra', Bom-
bay, last Friday to see 'Hamrahi'.

I reached a bit late, I had to take

my seat in the dark. No sooner

I did so, a cup full of hot tea fell

on my head spoiling my white

clothes. I wonder why hawkers

are allowed only in Indian theatres

and not in any English Theatre!"

BOMBAY. B. D. Sthalekar.

SAVING ANNOYANCE!
"Recently I saw a number of

films which the present day ci-

nema public should never see,

though they, have been seen by
millions of people and I feel cer-

tain would be welcomed by mil-

lions of people unless they are

guided by "filmindia". People

should keep away from films not

recommended by 'filmindia' to

save their hard-earned money and

precious time. "Long Live Film-

india."

Salim Ullah Khan

SAUGOR CANTT.

HULLO, TAMILIANS!

"It is very gratifying to note

the steady pr: gress of Telugu

films in quantity and quality, com-

pared to the rapidly deteriorating

Tamil trashes.

• While the archaeologists of Ta-

mil Nad are digging deeper and

deeper in search of mythology, at

least a few among the Souther-

ners are looking ahead for social

themes. All credit to Mr. V.

Nagiah and his Vauhini, whose

very emblem is a positive indica-

tion of success.

"Their latest social "Swarga-

seema", which is ably directed by

Mr. B. N. Reddi, is a beautiful

presentation, though the story has

come on the Indian screen a num-

ber of times.

"The picture is rich in music

and dances. Nagiah, as the hero,

does extremely well; so does Jaya-

mma. But the main attraction in

the film is the vivacious Bhanu-

Damayanti Sahani gives a remark-
able performance in "Dharti Ke
Lai" a People's picture directed by

K. A. Abbas.

mathi, who, in her usual innocent
way, does ample justice to her
role. She renders some good songs
and dances.

"Photography is very bad and
sound-recording is faulty at times.

Otherwise this is an excellent pic-

ture."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

MULTIPLYING ROT
"Do you know how much our

Tamil film industry has advanced
in the past four years? Four years
ago we had only two heroes. Now
we have got four, that is double
the number. Then we had only
two heroines now we have got
at least half a dozen of them. Is

it not a grand achievement? Who
can say that we are still back-
ward?"

MADRAS S. Aurames.

NOT WITHOUT COMPULSION
"After the monsoon Bombay

will have many new buildings.

Some of the picture houses in the
city ought to be demolished and
up-to-date cinema houses should
be built instead".

BOMBAY. H. Krishnan.

DRIVING A MULE
"I saw Rajkamal's "Dr. Kot-

nis" much before 'filmindia' re-

viewed it in the May issue. I do
not agree with all that 'filmindia'

says • but, let me point out that,

the avoidance of the Gandhi cap
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is an insult to the great organisa-

tion that sent the Indian doctors

to China. Is the Gandhi cap an
anathema? Is Shantaram afraid

of the bureaucrats at New Delhi?
Or is it due to the fact that after

his short career at the IFI he has
begun to hate this national sym-
bol? Will Shantaram please ex-

plain?

"Even now it is not too late; the

picture should be revised and the

doctors (Shantaram & his collea-

gues I should adorn Gandhi cap
and this much change, if not

more, is necessary. That will cer-

tainly bo a pride to the nation

and an improvement in the pic-

ture itself. Will Shantaram con-

sider this and act?"

BOMBAY. //. S. Narayan.

SILLY AMBITION
"In South Indian films in gene-

ral, and in Tamil films in parti-

cular, we are again and again
seeing the same stars in title roles

and hardly new faces are seen.

Will the producers connected with
the Tamil film world try to in-

troduce new stars who have tal-

ent?" *'i

NAGORE. .V. Vaikatesan.

HARDEN* YOUR HEART
"After seeing a Hollywood pic-

ture, when I return home, my
heart is usually light and buoyant

;

but when I return after seeing an
Indian picture, my heart is often

Samson plays the title role in

"Pick Pocket" a picture of Brij

Prakash Productions.

heavy and depressed. However
good the Indian picture may be
and whatever other people may
say in praise of it, somehow I in-

tuitively feel there is something
inexplicably unsatisfactory in it.

Why do I feel so? Does it mean
that my sense of understanding
has not fully evolved to appreciate
Indian pictures? Or what can be
the matter with my poor brain, can
you say?

"India's film magazine, the

't'ilmindia' is reputed to stand as

the Second Best Film magazine,
in the whole world. That is great.

But how about India's film indus-

try itself! Where does it stand?

"Why does India produce films?

Is it to entertain the people or to

make the people weep over the

glorified folly that is Ind? I think

India is better fitted to ply the

charkha and produce khaddar
than to produce any film at all."

M ELVISHARAM. .1. Xajmunnim.

EXPECTING TOO MUCH
"The other day I saw Hind's

"Leila-Majnu"—a picture acclaim-

ed by one and all to be Nazir's

best, both in direction and in per-

formance and came out of the

theatre with a splitting headache
and with a greater dose of dejec-

tion. By sheer accident I had hap-

pened to see, years back, Madan
Theatre's "Leila Majnu" with Kaj-

jan and Nisar, Sohrab Modi's

stage performance of this great

love story and various other ver-

sions of the same story—all en-

tirely different from one another

and with an admixture of grotes-

que and stupid incidents. The
play under reference was by no

means an exception to this rule.

"But the dance scene before

Leila and the Prince in the hitter's

house is, to say the least, morally

reprehensible. It is sickening to

note that our producers and dir-

ectors have developed very keenly

the fancy of parading before the

cine-goers such crude and vulgar

• lances, with the mistaken belief

that those who go in for recrea-

tion prefer such silly stuff. But

they blissfully forget that by

pajidering to the baser impulses of

man. they are actually murdering

(boa fine art. besides actually do-

ing an act of great disservice to
the film industry, as such crude
scenes serve only to drive one's
patience to the breaking point.

"Instead of the sublime and the
emotional in the dance sequences,
we see nothing but the ridiculous

and fantastic."

Md. Ameenxidin, B.A.
BANGALORE CITY.

HYPOCRITICAL ART

"Sex and Life! both mean the

same thing: one cannot exist with-
out the other: both are indivisi-

ble. Sex appeals to Life and Life

appeals to Sex: so we live. With-
out sex-appeal there will be no
life, no entertainment, no cinema,
no 'fihnindia' and nothing.

"But here and there I see some
persons denouncing sex-appeal in

Indian pictures as wicked and
sin. Sex-appeal if displayed be-

yond the bounds of decency is

certainly bad; but so far I do not

seem to have seen any such inde-

cent display in Indian pictures.

It seems that to some sex-hating

Sadhus and Sufis of our Holy
Land even the ordinary acting of

women on the screen is sex-ap-

peal and sin.

"Then, without some sex-appeal

appropriately displayed as occa-

sion requires, how can true life be

portrayed in all its multifarious

intricacies, in all its conflicts bet-

ween virtue and vice, in an enter-

taining and enlightening manner?
I wonder what kind of entertain-

ment these sex-haters want!

"Is it about Buddha squatting

under the botree teaching the way
to self-annihilation and Nirvana,

and Diogenes sitting in the tub

preaching cynicism and misan-

thropy, and Zeno discussing Stoi-

cism and lethargv in the Porch

etc.?

"Or is it about Humpty Dumpty
falling off the wall, and Jack and
Jill tumbling down the hill and
the adventures of Tom Thumb
etc.?

"Or what on earth do they want
for entertainment in these enlight-

ened days, can you say?"

H. A Rahman
MELVISHARAM
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FROM 25th LAST
CREATING RECORDS

AT

KAMAL & BROADWAY

Star-Value Can Be

CALCULATED
From These Names.

* SWARNALATA.
[Academy Winner].

* NAZIR.
* KUSUM DESHPANDE.
* JAYANT.
* MAJID.
* GULAB.

A POWERFUL STORY OF AN INDIAN GIRL

A DUTIFUL DAUGHTER
A HUMBLE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW

WHO

Suffered & Sacrificed
HERSELF

FOR THE PRESTIGE OF HER
FAMILY & PARENTS.

HIND PICTURES 9

.

(NATIONAL ARTIST PRODUCTION).

/I IB1 IIP * LAI.
<J\oeLee.x .-

NAZIR. THE FAMOUS GUJA&ATUI L I T T C U A T E U

&

PRABHULAL DWIVEDI.

Ui£.ction -

NANABHAI BHATT.

A CHALLENGE!
CHILDREN DO

WHAT YOU CAN'T.

ACCEPT THEIR

CHALLENGE
at NOVELTY.

PROVE

AND

YOUR METAL.

ram rtiYk PRO^uWtoris
NOVEL MUSICAL COMEDY.

Bachchon Ka Khel
Director: RAJA NENE

Music; C. RAMCHANDRA
Starring :

*MEENA KUMARI ( New face)

AG HA N. KABIR
* BABY SHAKUNTALA.

[HAMhlKLAL MOHAMLAL DE LEASES

]

2nd HOUSE FULL
MONTH.

Booking.

10 to 12 4 to 6.

Daily 4,7, 10. Sun. I p.m.

NOVELTY.
BOMBAY.



TAKRAR (Hindustani)

The Art Films of Calcutta seem
to have made up their mind to

contribute to the general suffering

of the country. In producing
"Takrar" they have wasted 11.000

feet of precious celluloid on a

silly notion that people are inter-

ested in an old man's vindictive

effort to get his stupid son mar-
ried. This is the theme of the
social story in which Jamuna
walks about in a trance spitting

some sharp dialogue to a silly-

looking fellow called Iftikhar.

Then there is Molina, a doctor's
wife, whose child dies at one stage
and opens its eyes again at an-
other and for doing this, Xawab is

dragged into a court and sentenc-
ed, but not till he gives us all a
lecture and bores us by blessing a

wedding.

"lakrar" is written and direct-

ed by Hemen Gupta. Lt has noth-
ing in it. not even the music of

Bengal. Before the picture starts,

we see a photograph of some fel-

low by the name of Karnani. We
want to know what that fellow is

doing there and what harm have
we done to him to be bored by
one more face?

* * *
GRIHALAKSHMI (Bengali)

If Bharat Lakshmi Pictures
ever improve their production
technique, Calcutta would become
a different place to live in. "Gri-
halakshmi" is another stinker com-
ing from this studio. It tells the
story of a married man being in

love with an actress and doing the
usual things in and out of the
home, with Savitri, the model
Hindu wife, going through the
usual trials. But before the tri-

colour flag of triumph is hoisted
in front of the traditional wife, a
lot of dirty sequences are shown
in which a producer becomes the
villain and the stars and the tech-
nicians become accomplices. This
picture is as putrid a stuff as
"Din Raat" produced bv Navyug
Chitrapat Ltd.

Ahin Choudhary plays his typi-
cal role and is well supported by

Padma Devi in the role of Savitri.
The best performance, how-
ever, is given by the late Mr.
Ratin Banerjee.

The production values of the
picture are practically nil.

* * *
MOUCHAKEY DHIL (Bengali)

This is an unusual picture pro-
duced by Rupasree Ltd. The story
is written by Pramatha Bisi, a
well known satirist, and directed
by Manujendra Bhanja.

The story is all about an elec-
tion campaign with plenty of hu-
mour and satire about modern
politics, modern love and modern
marriage. It is punctuated bv
brilliant dialogue which should go
right over the head of the lay
l'ilm-goer.

A wealthy man leaves a lot of
money to his daughter on condi-
tion that she marries a member
of the legislature. The money
creates a lot of row and rivalry
and we see some clever scenes
which ultimately end rather illo-

gically.

Technically the picture is poor
and even the music does not en-
tertain.

From the players Bhanu Ban-
erjee gives a good performance
while Pramila Trivedi makes a
good impression.

While the story presents a poli-

tical satire and as such is differ-

ent from the usual run of stories,

it has no appeal for the general
public.

* * *
PATHER SATHI (Bengali)

The Aurora Films of Calcutta
have adapted a good novel of

Anurupa Devi and turned it into

a poor motion picture. To pander
to the present patriotic sentiment,

several sequences with nationalis-

tic complexion and sympathy for

the starving millions have been
added. As there is no sincerity

behind these sequences, they
merelv become an unconvincing
bluff.

The story is all aDout the poor
daughter of a school master
in love with a rich heir. Their
union is objected to by the wealthy
parent and sparks of drama start

flying about. As usual it ends
well and with the marriage their

patriotism peters out.

The best performances are

given by Rajlakshmi and Bela
Rani. Renuka and Sandhya are

not at all bad. Xaresh Mittra is

quite good as the school teacher,

though he has given a bit too
much of himself.

The technical qualities of the

picture are poor and even the mu-
sic has no appeal. The direction

of Mittra is very weak.

In short "Pather Sathi" is not

worth bothering about.

* * *
SAT NUMBER BAREE (Bengali)

This is an unusual Bengali pic-

ture produced by M. P. Produc-

tions. It is unusual in the sense

of its story being different from

the usual rot that usually appeals

to Bengal's teeming millions.

The theme presents a clash bet-

ween commercial ambitions and
aesthetic ideals but the conver-

sion of the commercial symbol at

the end remains rather illogical

and unconvincing.

It is a story between an indust-

rialist who wants to acquire the

property of an old widow to ex-

tend his business. The old widow-

has five music pupils and the in-

dustrialist naturally hates music.

As coincidence would have it, Bha-
rati, the daughter of the rich guy,

falls in love with one of the musi-

cians and sets the drama rolling.

The story ultimately ends well

but rather in a weak manner.

Sukumar Das Gupta seems to

have taken pains in handling the

theme well and inspite of many
defects, the direction can be call-

ed clever and imaginative.

Chhabi Biswas gives a good

performance while Molina in the

role of the widow, practically

lives the role.

Technically the picture is quite

good and its music becomes an
additional attraction.

Though there is nothing very
great about the picture, the fresh-

ness of its theme leaves behind a
good impression.
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PRITHvTRAJ-SANYUKTA
Producers: Shalimar Pictures

Language: Hindi

Story: W. Z. Ahmsd.
Dialogue: Bharat Vyas &

others

Lyrics: Josh Malihabadi &
others

Music: S. K. Pal

Photography: Jatin Das
Recording: Sam Popat

Cast: Neena, Prithviraj,

Tiwari, .Bharat

Vyas etc.

Released At: Lamington,
Bombay.

Date of Release: 17th May '46

DIRECTED BY:
NAJAM NAQVI

OUR REVIEW

"Prithuiraj- Sanyukta" Presents

I0S9S Ft. of Boredom!
Stupid Direction Ruins Good Subject!

This was one of the ambitious

subjects of Producer W. Z.

Ahmed. It is today one of his

poorest productions—thanks to

Director Najam Naqvi who has

failed from foot to foot till 10999

feet of it all, robbing us of the

one missing foot from the pre-

scribed length of 11000, the one

foot that must have been the

most interesting.

The story is treated with a few

liberties and sprinkled with some
democratic sentiment to strike the

topical note. The story had in it

plenty of dramatic material for a

good director to make a good job

of it.

But Najam Naqvi didn't seem
to have enough brains and ima-
gination to handle this historical

subject with the unfortunate re-

sult that the picture fails to appeal

mainly because of stupid and un-
imaginative direction. Najam had
never handled a huge costume pic-

ture like this and it was foolhardv

of Producer Ahmed to risk this

subject with a man who had not

been used to the job.

STORY WITH OPPORTUNITIES
The story is about Prithviraj

Chauhan, the last Hindu emperor
of Delhi and his romantic adven-
ture with his bride Sanyukta, the

princess of Kanauj. Raja Jai-

chand of Kanauj hates Prithviraj

and loathes the idea of his daughter
loving or marrying Prithviraj. But
at the end of it all, in the swa-
yamvar mandap, Sanyukta gar-

lands the statue of Prithviraj and
is kidnapped by her gallant hus-
band and taken away.

Round this central theme, the
storv-writer has woven numerous
thrilling incidents which could
have become good motion picture

sequences in the hands of a capa-
ble director. But alas

—

As a motion picture, "Prithviraj

Sanyukta" looks a pretty specta-
cular affair with well-finished, im-
posing seta and a huge mob of
soldier- and citizens. The photo-
graphy of -latin Das is pleasant

throughout and beautiful in places.

The recording, however, is pretty

poor and the songs and the dia-

logue suffer badly at regular in-

tervals. The song compositions

are common—some of them good
words without equally good
thoughts. The music of the pic-

ture is too rotten for words. We
have never seen, in a single pic-

ture, so many songs together and
all out of tune. One wonders what
the music director was doing un-
less he was drunk and did not
know what the playback singers

were about. The dialogue, which
is unnecessarily made Hindi, re-

mains unpopular and often un-

suitable.

A POET RIDICULED
From the players Neena who

looks quite charming as a Rajput
princess, gives a dignified perfor-

mance as "Sanyukta". Without
being loud or large, she acquits

herself as a romantic bride who is

bent on winning her man. She
would do well, however, to eat a

little more starchy food to fill up
her clothes a little more. The
slimming craze, which modern
girls indulge in, is not a very
happy pursuit for motion picture

stars who already have a good
figure.

Recording Engineer H. D. Mistry

scored a triumph of technique

when he captured the most subtle

trill of "Gvalan" music in a man-
ner never done before. Mr. Mistry

has a bij future ahead of him in

the fizld of technique.

Prithviraj plays the lead and

looks more like a TJ. P. milkman
than a gallant Rajput King. This

fellow, who makes such an impres-

sive actor on the stage, fails woe-

fully on the screen with his pet

mannerisms and jerky movements.

He fails to convince us as the

hero of the story.

Bharat Vyas plays Chand Bar-

dai, and in doing so turns the

great court poet into a court clown.

His face, make-up and manner-

isms—all contribute to a slapstick

performance — something anoma-

lous with the historical greatness

of the role.

Tiwari. who has so far given

good performances, looks a tfr&Vi

booby in the role of Raja Jaichand.

Half the time he walks like a

woman in menstruation. Was he,

bv any chance, imitating the gait

of his director? Tiwari fails mise-

rably in a good role.

Kuku gives a good dance, throw-

ing her youth at us with a ven-

geance. The rest are too rotten

for words.

As we have said before, the foot

missing must have been the only

interesting one in "Prithviraj

Sanyukta"—10999 feet being com-

pletely boring.
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OUR REVIEW

"Santaan" Presents R Stupid Story!

Picture Becomes R Boring Experience!
The Indian Motion Picture Pro-

ducers' Association is shouting a
lot these days about the expected
foreign invasion on their preserves.

Instead of wasting a lot of breath
on this problem, it would be better

if the Executive Committee of the
IMPPA applied a bit of its time
in persuading some of the members
of the Association to stop the pro-
duction of rotten motion pictures.

In the very near future, the issue

of competition with the foreigners

will be decided purely on grounds
of quality and contents of our
motion picture product.

At the top of the list of those

who should either stop producing
pictures or guarantee some sense

and standard of quality in their

work, should be the Janak
Pictures.

If the IMPPA executives succeed

in enforcing this reform they will

not only guarantee the future

stability of the Indian film indus-

try, but will also provide some
much-needed relief to our audi-

ences from pictures like 'Santaan.'

A PUTRID STORY
"Santaan" is not only a stupid

picture, it is putrid in addition.

S A N T A A N
Producers: Janak Pictures

|

Language: Hindustani
Story: Kishore Sharma
Screenplay: Girish

Dialogue: Prashant Pande
Lyrics: Anjum Pilibhiti

Music: Ramchandra Pal

photography: Nirmal Dev.

Recording: Sawe & Chandra -

shekhar
Cast: Lalita Pawar. David.

Nayampally, Biman
Bannerjee Sumati
Gupte etc

Released At: Central. Bombay
Date of Release: 13th April

1946.

Directed By
RAM PRAKASH &

B DAMANTA

Recruit Ramesh Chandra Arora of
* 78 Tilak Nagar. Cawnpore, is 19,

knows music and stands over 5'-7"

In this story, which we are asked

to believe, an erstwhile villager

becomes a fashionable villain

within a few minutes and ruins the

home of his own sister. In this

story a brother and a sister are

made victims of a sexual scandal

and their individual virtues pain-

fully vindicated through several

vicissitudes. The story presents

several club sequences in which

drunkards slap the buttocks of

apparently respectable women and

claim all the women of the club a«

then- personal possessions. After

seeing the several club sequences,

one wonders whether the club life

in our cities, is usually as putrid

as shown in • Santaan". Evidently,

the story-writer, the director and
producer seem to frequent the

wrong clubs in search of personal

relaxation.

The theme of "Santaan" is

based on a woman's desire for a

child of her own. Radha. the

wife of Scth Ciokul Rai. thirsts and

prays for a child. Not getting one

of her own for a long time, she

adopts an orphan in Pran. Later

on she gets two children of her own
Ramesh and Raini.

As is expected by every one in

the audience the adopted one,

Pran. becomes a good boy and the

Munnawar Sultana in "Sona" a

picture of Mazhar Art.

legitimate one. Ramesh. takes to
wine and women. Rajni, the
daughter of the family, naturally
loves Pran more than the other
fellow. Pran. moreover, becomes
a doctor because in the final reels

he has to perform an operation on
his bad brother and save him
despite all his villainy.

The father soon dies, head-and-
heart-broken at the hands of his

son, leaving his money in the
hands of Pran. With the help of

Mama, the brother of Ramesh's
mother, Ramesh persuades Pran to

hand over all the affairs to him-
self. Very soon Ramesh and
Mama are seen drinking and de-
bauching all over the town.

Ramesh's wife adds to the gene-
ral pool of filth by creating a
sexual scandal between Pran and
Rajni. who were no more than
brother and sister. The height of

indecency is reached when even
the mother is made to believe this.

Pran soon leaves the house and
goes to his own sweetheart.
Chhaya. the daughter of another
rich bloke who was once a great
friend of Seth Gokul Rai and who
had only recently restored his

fortune with the help of
Seth Gokul Rai. Strange as
it may sound, though all the
characters of the story live in the
*ame town or city, this great
friend—Sunderlal—does not seem
to have attended even the funeral
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Shah Nawaz has a good role to

play in "Bairam Khan" of Stand-

ard Pictures

of Seth Gokul Rai. his friend and
benefactor, nor even seen the wife

and the children of Seth Gokul
Rai ever before till at the tail end
of the story when he has to ex-

press shocking surprise to find his

dead friend's wife and daughter
working as menials in his house.

Coming back to Pran. he dis-

covers that Chhaya has already

decided to kill her lnv( and sacri-

fice herself for her father who
seems to be getting into financial

troubles to create new situation-

in the story. Pran soon assumes
the role of the doctor and like

every hero he also becomes a grpn*

doctor and falls ill just when he
is badly needed at the time of the

climax. Of course, being the hero,

he doesn't let us down and with
shivering fingers, and in contrast

with Shantaram's shaking trousers,

he performs the always very dan-
gerous operation which no one in

the world can possibly perform
with success.

The Ramesh party is in trouble

by now. The mother and the
daughter go out of the house in

disgust and on a pre-determined
woodland bridge meet Chhaya. the

heroine, who is there for some
mysterious reason. Chhaya. of

Bourse, takes them home and in

doing ^o pulls the strings of the
drama closer for the final climax.

Ramesh is soon a beggar and
keeps asking for alcohol. Mama
62

is back again into his rustic

clothes with his loot. He is the

smartest Mama a village can ever

yield. Ramesh is turned out of his

house by the creditors and Mrs.
Ramesh removes him to the hospi-

tal for the final operation, which
the hero, Pran, performs with

miraculous success.

Every one is dead tired of the

general hypocrisy by now and they

express their repentance, love

and other sentiments in turn for

one another and seeing all this

human sighing, the guy, who was
appointed to marry Chhaya, also

makes his own contribution to the
general sacrifice and delivers the
heroine, rather coyly, to the hero.

The story of Kishore Sharma ends
here.

DESCENDANTS OF
SHAKESPEARE

As a motion picture, "Santaan*'

is a perfect eyesore. As a motion
picture story the subject should

not have been produced.

RANJITS

Hajputarii
Starring: VEENA * JAIRAJ
BIPIN 6UPTA * 6ULAM MOHAMED

Doctor: ASPI
3rd Month ai

ROYAL
OPERA HOUSE
* -Qui Xtdeate *
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Everything in the picture is rot-

ten—sound, photography, songs,

dialogue and performances. The
direction is utterly amateurish.

The production knocked through

four different studios and the

knocks are visible on the screen.

Though the performances don't

deserve any special mention, the

players do because some of them
are experienced persons with past

reputations and long tongues.

Let us begin with David who
plays "Mama" a very unsympa-
thetic role. Remembering the rustic

background of the role David
could have played the crude, greedy

rustic villain who, inspite of all

his native cunning, finds himself

a misfit in club adventures. On
the contrary, immediately the

moustache is shaved off and the

suit put on, David assumes sophi-

sticated mannerisms and when he
slaps the buttocks of a club woman
lie betrays a long-standing fami-
liarity and relish with that part

of a woman. David's portrayal
therefore remains unconvincing.

Let us take Nayampally, the

Shakespearean stage fiend. This
miod-natured man plays Seth

Gokul Rai and his technique of

acting defies the passage of time.

"Pally" is where he was exactlv

15 years ago. He still makes
hideous faces at us and we have
done him no harm. When "Pally'"

hears for the first time that his

wilt' (Lalita Pawar) is pregnant

poor "Pally" gives an expression

which screams at us "How could

I do such a thing?" Pally's dying

act, with the help of the flower-

pot, reminds us of the monster
Frankestein created. Yes, Pally,

the good boy, is still honest and
consistent with his first lessons in

acting taken 15 years ago.

Girish is another of those over-

educated, overwise and oversmart

boys about the town. He is one
ei the direct descendants of

William Shakespeare and, given

the opportunity, would not mind
including Kalidas in the family

tree. Girish must be knowing
< verything about acting except

acting the act himself. He plays

Sunderlal, the father of the

heroine, and meets his long-lost

friend after a number of years in

the most matter-of-fact and pro-

saic manner. He meets the widow-
ed wife of his benefactor as a

UK'nial in his own home in the

most unemotional manner and
-peaks his dialogue in a tone that

-cein- to suggest: "Don't tell me.
this is all true." Girish remains

conscious of the words he utters.

He knows that his ponunciation

Motilal and Khurshid are a little frightened in "Moorti" a social story

of Ranjit.

must be correct and with bad re-

cording prevalent in the country,
he stresses every accent so that
the recordist may not miss any-
thing. All this technique, how-
ever, robs the dialogue of its emo-
tional value. We can't tell Girish
anything new about acting. He is

so educated. He should, however,
remember that human beings
speak through the heart usins;
words merely as a medium of ex-
pression. In short, Girish sives :(

mechanical performance.

Lalita Pawar plays Radha, the
prize mother. Her association
with Pandit Anand Kumar does
seem to have improved her diction
of the dialogue. She still chews
her words and spits them out. Her
histrionic performance is only
melodramatic. This woman seems
to be good in only certain types
of over emphasised roles.

Biman Bannerjee plays the hero.
Pran. He is supposed to be the
'pran' (life of the story). He gives
a "sweet" performance and looks
"sweet" most of the time. The
only thing we missed were some
flowers in his hair-do. Biman,
however, is good at falling from
I he bicycle.

Sumati Gupte plays Chhaya.
the romantic resistance of the
story. When she faces us she
looks like a parrot but quickly be-
comes a wood-pecker in profile.

Her face, constantly between the
parrot and the woodpecker, fails

to respond to the situations, some
of them quite romantic and others
quite pathetic, and we get bored
-tiff looking at the 'bird' on the
cycle.

Hemavati, an artiste of Prithvi
Theatres, makes her screen debut
as Rajni in "Santaan". We don't
know by what exact process of

reasoning Producer Chhotu Desai
arrived at the conclusion that
Hema has a screen face. What-
ever the process, Hema, as she
looks on the screen, should be
exactly a thousand miles away
from the motion picture camera.
The world's best cameraman cant
give her a screen face. Her act-

ing is as stupid as her face.

In short, 'Santaan' is a picture

more to be avoided than to be

seen. It is an eyesore throughout.
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"Bachpan" A Good Idea
Badly Produced !

Mazhar, Baby MadhuriAnd Dixit
Do Well !

This is a picture produced and
directed by one of the Wadia
Brothers—this time Homi Wadia.
This Wadia, like his elder brother,

used to specialize in producing

nonsensical thrillers. Now he is

not producing such pictures but

the nonsense of his old thrillers is

still to be found in his work. The
Wadias are true to their creed and
it is futile to expect something
amazingly different from them.

"Bachpan" has a good story idea

in which a sweet little child makes
a brave attempt to woo the iron

out of the soul of a strong, des-

pondent man. Gradually the bit-

ter bile of life is replaced by kind-

ly feelings of love and sympathy
in the old man, who had been

hating the world round him. It is

a theme of innocence teaching

bitter experience to look at life

with a smiling understanding.

BACHPAN

Basant Pictures

Ishvar Chandar
Kapoor.

S. N. Tripathi

Dali Daruwala

Mulgaonkar &
Raghunath

Hindustani

Madhuri, Dixit,

Mazhar Khan, Gulab
and others.

Released At: Krishna Cinema,
Bombay.

Date of Release: 27th April

1946

Director:

HOMI WADIA

Producers:

Story, Songs
& Dialogue

\

Music

:

Photography:

Recording:

Language:

Cast: Baby

Girls seem to have taken the burd en of music these days. Here ai
some frnm "Prithviraj Sanyukta," a Shalimar picture.

Dixit, one of our genuine come-
dians, gives a marvellous perfor-

mance in "Gold" a Mazhar Art

picture.

The writer of the story has made
a mess of this theme completely

and has given a weak interpreta-

tion of the spirit of tho theme
with the help of a clumsily writ-

ten screen story, which has quite

a few Wadia brand stunts in it

including a horse and a dog. The
only thing missing is, fortunately,

the old Wadia Ford car.

HIT—AND—RUN AFFAIR

Bhairav is bitter with tho -world

because he was unjustly ostracized

by his society, owing to his son's

crime of marrying a woman out-

side the laws of their community.
He cuts himself off from the world

and lives on a mountain top—

a

life of seclusion with a world

within his mind. The villagers

at the foot of the' hill are

scared of him because of his isola-

tion.

One day Madhu, the little grand
child of Bhairav is dropped into

his life by her scheming aunt and
the old man gradually begins to

melt.

As days roll by. little Madhu V
affectionate nature completely

1
tierces the steel surrounding the

old man's heart and little Madhu
becomes the ruling tyrant of the

home and the village. It seems
that everyone loves her for one
reason or other.
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Madhu compels Bhairav to go

back to his old world. But just

at this time, Homi Wadia switch-

es on his old traditions and turns

a good thing into a grab-and-run

thriller of the screen.

Madhu is kidnapped by her

scheming auntie and virtually sold

to a rich family as a companion to

a crippled child.

Bhairav misses his grand

daughter and starts racing on his

horse with a railway train in

search of the child.

Madhu misses Bhairav and is

sad and glad in turns in company
of Kamla, the rich invalid.

The grab-and-run instinct of

Homi Wadia again interferes with

Madhu's life. Now Madhu is

kidnapped by the governess and
again recovered by Bhairav on
horse back. All are ultimately

rushed into a police station where
the village school teacher, Ramesh,
arrives and testifies to the sanity

of Bhairav, whom even the police-

men had taken for a mad man.
The whole thing ends well with

laurels for Madhuri, Bhairav, the

dog and the horse.

A CRUDE PICTURE

As a motion picture, "Bachpan"
is a crude affair. It is as crude as

Homi Wadia can make it. The
script is unimaginative. The dia-

logue is poor. The songs are

common. The music is trite. The
photography is unpleasant in

parts. And the recording is erra-

tic. The direction of Homi Wadia
has the Wadia Brand stamped
across it. The Wadias are good
at directing horses and dogs.

From the players, Baby Ma-
dhuri gives a beautiful perfor-

mance, not because of any direc-

tion but because the girl has a

lemarkable measure of inherent

talent.

Mazhar Khan does well as Bhai-

rav but could have done better if

the story had been developed with

greater imagination.

.Dixit, in the sympathetic role

of Maharaj, keeps his end up beau-

tifully and provides a number of

giggles.

From the others, Nandrekar
carries his long nose about uncon-

vincingly in the role of Ramesh
the school teacher while Chan-
draprabha looks hideous with a

torn mouth in the role of Gouri.

who has nothing else to do but to

chase the school teacher about and

sing and dance throwing her teeth

and hips at the audience with

unnecessary vehemence. The aged
face of this young girl provides

a constantly repulsive sight on
the screen.

Baby Shakuntala does well as

the crippled rich while Gulab
gives a good account of herself as

the governess.

The story of "Bachpan" drags

unnecessarily at places and be-

comes boring. In parts, however,

the picture is quite bearable, more

so to horse and dog lovers.

"Bachpan" is not a bad time
killer.

- SHANTA PATEL
&

P R A K A S H
in

doomrni Vroductions'
Super Thrilling Hit

"MAAF KIJ1YEGA"
[ire *fwi]

With

Bibi — Dalpat — Chandrika — Mustafa —
Kerawalla — Manchi Thoothi & others.

*
Action: NARI GHADIALI

MUNSHI SHAMJILANI
<^"- K. NARAYAN RAO

*
Our Coming Attractions

TOOFAN GIRL KISMET GIRL
MAGIC QUEEN

For particulars write to :

DOOMRAI PRODUCTIONS
RATAN HOUSE. TRIBHUVAN ROAD,

BOMBAY 4
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"Rukmini Suiayamuiar" Proves

Intensely Boring

An All-round Rotten Picture

RUKMINI SWAYAMWAR
Producers: Pradeep Pictures

Written Language: Hindi
Spoken Language: Kolhapuri

Hindi
Story: Shivram Washikar
Photography: V. V. Date
Recording: N. S. Nair
Cast: Ratnamala, Durga

Khote, Baburao Pen-
dharkar, Salvi, Vithal

etc.

Released At: Majestic, Bom-
bay.

Date of Release: 17th May
1946.

Directed By:
BABURAO PAINTER

The "Kars" of Maharashtra

—

Manglorekar, Pendharkar, Washi-
kar, Bawdekar, Madgulkar, Wate-
gaonkar, Dewaskar, Ambapkar,
Bahulekar, Borkar, Pusalkar and
some more of them—have produ-
ced this motion picture funeral

of Rukmini on the most auspici-

ous occasion of her wedding.

Though "Panna Dai" of pra-

deep Pictures had failed miserably
as a motion picture, we had moie
hopes about "Rukmini Swayam-
war" because of two reasons:

Shivram Washikar and Baburao
Painter. The first man has been

a successful story writer while

Baburao Painter is still consider-

ed a pioneer in artistic motion pic-

ture production. He is, in addi-

tion the 'guru' of directors like

Shantaram, Winayak and many
other Maharashtrians. The least

we had expected in "Rukmini
Swayamwar" was good story back-

ed by artistic presentation. In

both these we have been badly

let down.

"Rukmini Swayamwar" is a

stupid affair from the beginning to

the end. There is not a moment
of relief throughout the story and
though the length of the picture is

10256 feet, 700 and odd feet short

of the prescribed length, by the

time we come to the end, we feel

like having seen a non-ending
marathon of 50000 feet of cellu-

loid.

Shivram Washikar has given an

all talking story in which there is

no action at all. Different cha-

racters come before the camera

at different times to spit out their

lines and run back behind

the camera again. The director,

Baburao Painter, has not bother-

ed about the action of the story.

He seems to have handled his

responsibility in a careless man-
ner seeing that no attempt has

been made to portray actions on

the screen. The picture has be-

come a gramophone record on

celluloid.

AH! THE STORY
The story is a popular incident

from the Mahabharata, but the

way it is presented on the screen,

one fails to identify it with the

original, especially in its spiritual

interpretation. Pradeep's "Ruk-
mini Swayamwar" is a boy-meets-
girl romance pnesented in frivo-

lous terms.

Rukmini, the princess of Vidar-
bha, wants to marry Lord Krishna
against the wishes of her brother

Rukmi who has sworn to give his

sister in marriage to Shishupal.

So they all start talking about

the affair all over the place, and
when Krishna realizes that all of

them have talked themselves out

and got sufficiently tired, he comes
over to their place and kidnaps
Rukmini to make her his bride.

Had he done that in the first reel

we would have been saved from
the torture of a rotten picture.

The picture is not only ludicrou<

in its story contents, but also looks

absurd at the very first sight of

the players who play the roles.

Let us take the main charac-
ters, leaving the unholy crowd of

•Maharasntrian "Kars"'. Rukmini
is played by Ratnamala. The
Mahabharat tells us that Rukmini
was a beautiful woman. Look at

Ratnamala and you will be search-

ing for beauty for ages. This
woman looks awful in the role of

Rukmini. If this is the Rukmini
Krishna was after lot us condemn
him straightaway for his poor
taste. As 'Rukmini' there is no-

Prithviraj and Neena revive the glo rious history of Rajasthan in

"Prithviraj Sanyukta" a costume story of Shalimar Pictures.
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thing in Ratnamala worth kid-

napping.

Chandrakant. a big hulk with

blank eyes and a more blank face,

jplays Krishna and we start won-

dering how any one could attri-

bute any divinity to a fathead like

that much less romance. This

fellow moves about the screen

like a clumsy rustic opening and

closing his eyes in wonderment

when his mouth is not found gap-

ing. • .

Durga Khote plays Shudhmati

the Queen of Vidharbha and in

doing so inherits Baburao Pen-

dharkar, (Rukmi) as the son and

Ratnamala (Rukmini) as the

daughter. Looking at Baburao
Pendharkar, Durga Khote should

have been at least 75 years old to

claim this "Kar" as a son. But
Durga. a well-kept woman, look*

forty-five while her son in the

picture looks anything over 50.

Durga gives her usual over affec-

tionate actions which we usually

identify with melodrama.

Baburao Pendharkar acts

Kukmi the villain of the piece and
as such gets his talking bouts with

Ratnamala, Durga. Vithal and
Salvi. Baburao gives a pretty
poor performance apart from his

inescapable Kolhapuri accent.

Very little ueed he said aboul

the others. Almost (very one of

them speaks in Kolhapuri Hin-
dustani ami one iften wonders
whether the dialogue is in Mara-
tlii or Hindustani. Without excep-

tion almost all the performances
are just stupid.

The production values of the

picture are erratic. The photo-

graphy is contrasty and rotten

throughout. Cameraman Date can
hardly be expected to give good
work. The recording is hopeless-

ly bad and all the music and over

75% of the dialogue are lost due
to careless recording. The music

is 5laharashtrian and utterly rot-

ten at that. Its bathos is reached

when Rukmini starts singing a

popular Punjabi tune. The dia-

logue consists of big Hindi words

foolishly used. The song compo-
sitions are cheap and common.
Even the synchronization of the

shots is clumsily done.

Throughout the entire length of

the picture, only a couple of sets

give a glimpse of Baburao Paint-

er's old art.

The direction of Baburao Paint-

er is heartlessly rotten and it is

difficult to believe that this great

artist of old times could have de-

teriorated so much.

In short, ''Rukmini Swayam-
war" gives one an incurable head-

ache for hours and should be

scrupulously avoided. It is a pic-

ture that would shake the morale
of the most stout-hearted exhibi-

tor in the country.

Hit Refore You Are Knocked Out !

Shoot Before You Are Blown Off!

FOLLOW
ACTION PICTURES'

Flaming Ideas of Two Different Brains !

"POWER MAKES ONE BLIND"
A Roaring Climax of A Thrilling Document !

Full ofACTION
T II R ILLS
R O M A N C E

FIRST HINDI PICTURE OF ITS TYPE

Introducing

ZARIN A
AND

Z O R O
NEW FINDS FROM PUNJAB AND BOMBAY

WITH A TEAM OF ACTION MEN

Direction

N . C . P A N D E

For Territorial Rights Af>£>I\ To

VICTORY FILM EXCHANGE
AHMAD CHAMBERS,

Lamington Road, BOMBAY 4 .
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SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

Producer W. Z. Ahmed's specta-

cular historical, "Prithviraj San-
yukta", directed by Najam Naqvi
was released at the Lamington
Talkies, Bombay. Starring the

mysterious Neena, this picture is

reported to be doing good business.

In the studios, W. Z. Ahmed
is working hard on "Mira" and is

bent on making it a box-office

success. "Shri Krishna Bhagwan"
is more than half completed.

R. D. PARINJA (Bombay)

In his maiden production

"Sona Chandi", R. D. Parinja has

featured a charming new-comer,

Chandni, to play the lead oppo-

site Suresh. Producer R. D.

Parinja tells us that "Sona

Chandi" has an interesting story

and backed by good tunes, it is

bound to prove popular.

The picture will be released in

Bombay through New Bombay
Theatres Ltd. The North and Sind

rights are with Jagat Talkie Dis-

tributors.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Modest Mazhar is very much
a confused man these days. The
reason is "Pehli Nazar". This

picture has been released in

Lahore and has proved such a

great sensation that Mazhar is too

overwhelmed for words. It is

waiting to be released soon in

Bombay.

In the meantime, Aslam Noori

is giving the finishing touches to

"Naiyya", featuring attractive

Munnawar Sultana, Shahzadi,

Mazhar Khan and others.

Another picture about which

Mazhar entertains great hopes is

"Sona" or "The Gold". The
picture stars Mazhar Khan, Dixit

and many others.

RAJA MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Producer-director Zahur Raja
has nearly completed this human
story "Dharkan" featuring Jyoti

and Zahur Raja himself.

Attractive outdoor scenes have
been taken and the picture will be

ready for the Censors in a month's
time.

The future production pro-

gramme of the company is not
known.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

Director Walli has made good
progress with "Dekhoji" starring

charming Mumtaz Shanti.

Both Walli and Mumtaz Shanti
are concentrating all their brains

and energy on "Dekhoji" and we
wouldn't be at all surprised if

"Dekhoji" becomes a good picture.

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Comedian-cum-director A. Shah
has completed a lot of shoot-

ing of "Shikarpuri". Shamim is

.cast as the heroine and A. Shah
has a leading role.

The picture is likely to contain

many comic situations which will

make the audiences roar with

laughter.

FILMISTAN LTD. (Bombay)

"Mazdoor" directed by Nitin

Bose featuring Indumati, Nasir

Khan, Veera and others has been

released at the Roxy Talkies in

Bombay. The theme has a socia-

listic approach to the problems of

labour and is likely to appeal to

the filmgoers.

"Safar" featuring Shobha and
Kanu Roy has been nearly com-
pleted.

The Princess of Kalinga (Shamim) wants to have a stab at Samrat

Ashok (Sapru) in "Samrat Ashok" produced and directed by K. B. Lall.
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Ashok Kumar has progressed a

^ood bit with his picture, starring

himself and Veera.

In the meantime, S. Mukherjee

is busy with the screenplay of

''Lokmanya Tilak". This is one

of the ambitious productions of

Filmistan and is being planned

with great care and scrutiny.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

Speed-king Director Mohan
Sinha completed "Omar Khay-
yam" starring Saigal and Suraiyya
in record time and now news
comes to us that he has nearly

con.pleted "1857" featuring

Suraiyya, Wasti and Surendra.

LAKHMIDAS ANAND PRODUC-
TIONS (Calcutta)

Producer Lakhmidas Anand is

waiting to release the marathon
picture "Krishna Leela" starring

the sweet-voiced Kanan.

He has again engaged the ser-

vices of Director Debaki Bose and
Kanan for his second picture,.

"Ram Leela" which will go on the

sets very soon.

KAMAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Directors Harshad Barot and
Rajendra Sharma have nearly
completed "Hirni" featuring

Monica Desai, Kanhaiyalal, Sune-
tra and S. Nazir.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

"Namak" a social thriller fea-

turing Dulari has been completed
and will be shortly released at one
of the leading theatres in Bombay.

Another social picture, the

name of which will be announced
later, will go on the sets in a

week's time.

ASIATIC PICTURES (Bombay)

"Mansarovar" is ready to be cen-

sored. The picture features David,
Gulab, and Kanhaiyalal and in-

troduces a new pair, Nishi Baran
and Mazhar Haq. The story is

by Pandit Girish and the songs

are set to music by S. N. Tripathi.

The N. India and Sind rights of

"M,ansarovar" have been bought

by Kalyan Pictures of Lahore.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS LTD.
(Bombay)

Producer Shahzada Iftekhar has

got the paper work of his maiden

picture "Veena" ready. The
screen play is by Kamal Amrohi
and the music is in the hands of

Rafiq Gaznavi. The picture stars

Veena and Ashok Kumar and will

be produced in the Bombay
Talkies' studios.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director Baburao Patel

has completed the spectacular

dance sequence of his social pic-

ture "Gvalan". It is reported

that he was carried in a chair to

direct this particular sequence as

the fasting he was undergoing for

a gastric ulcer had weakened the

lion considerably.

"Gvalan" has been nearly com-

pleted and will be censored in a

month's time.

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Pick Pocket" a stunt thriller

is ready for release.

Another thriller "Forget-me-

not" has gone on the sets with

Brijmala in the leading role.

DOOMRAI PRODUCTIONS (Bom-

bay)

Their maiden thriller, "Maaf
Kijiyega" is now on the sets. The
picture is directed by Nari Gha-
diali and features Shanta Patel

and Prakash.

DIN PICTURES (Bombay)

Director M. Sadiq is one of

those directors whose approach to

work is sincere. No wonder he is

confident about the box-office

success of the picture "Jag Biti"

which he is directing for Din
Pictures.

"Jag Biti" features Surraiyya,

Sadiq Ali and Sulochana Chat-

terji, who never disappoints us

where a graceful dance is con-

cerned.

The musical score is by Ghulam
Haider, whose name almost went

into obscurity after the release of

"Chal Chal Re Nav Jawan."

SHREE RAJ PICTURES (Calcutta)

B. R. Tandon has completed

"Baap" and is now busy with a

Muslim social "Razia" at the In-

drapuri studios. The third one is

"Samaj" a social story. The cast

of this picture has not yet been

selected.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.
(Poona)

"Room No. 9" featuring Gita

Nizam i and Shyam is awaiting

release. More than half of "Paro"

has been completed and Director

Shahid Latif has done a bit of

"Shikayat". In the meantime,
Director Chandrashekhar Bose has

finished the outdoor sequences of

"Moti".

All these three pictures are ex-

pected to be ready by the end of

October.

PEOPLE'S THEATRE (Bombay)

Journalist K. Ahmed Abbas is

all smiles since the day "Dharti
Ke Lai" was shown to an appre-
ciative audience of Indian and
foreign correspondents at Simla.

The picture is scheduled for re-

leased in June at Calcutta.

EMPIRE TALKIE DISTRIBUTORS
(Bombay)

This well-known firm of distri-

butors has again started distri-

buting Indian films in the Bombay
Circuit.

It has already released "Albeli"

and "Ameree" and a third one
"Kurukshetra" is now being shown
at the New West End, Bombay.
"Zid" starring Ramola will also

be distributed by this concern.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Rajputani" is still running at

the Royal Opera House. "Moorti",

"Phoolwari" and "Dharti" are

awaiting release.

INDIA UNITED PICTURES LTD
(Lahore)

The paper work of their first

picture "Prae bas men" has been

completed.

Mr. Sampatlal Karnani has en-

gaged director Dawood Chand to

direct the picture and the cast in-

cludes Pran, Asha Posley, Zubeda,

Kair.la etc.

RANG MAHAL LTD. (Bombay)

Screenplay-writer Dr. Safdar
'Ah' has become a producer and
director. His first assignment is

"Bhookh". Sheikh Mukhtar,
Kanhaiyalal and a new-comer
Husna are featured in the picture.

Anil Biswas is in charge of music.

We wish Dr. Safdar 'Ah' all luck

in his maiden picture "Bhookh."
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ALMAS PICTURES (Bombay)

"Bhatakti Maina" directed by
Sadiq Nizami will be released

shortly.

Another thriller "Khooni Doc-
tor" is already on the sets.

A third one "Jungle Men Man-
gal" will go on the sets very soon.

This picture will be directed by
Maqbul Ahmed.

BOMBAY CINETONE LTD. (Bom-

bay)

In his ambitious picture "Sam-

rat Ashok", Producer director K.

B. Lall has taken great care to

make the story exciting. Added

to this, are many spectacular bat-

tle sequences and therefore

"Samrat Ashok" is a picture well

worth waiting for. Veena and

Shamim are reported to have done

well. Sapru plays the lead as

"Samrat Ashok."

J. M. R. PICTURES (Bombay)

Director M. Sadiq has complet-

ed "Shan: Savera" featuring

Suvarnalata, Wasti and Sulochana

Chatterjee. The songs are writ-

ten by popular lyric writer

Madhok and the picture is pro-

duced by Mohanlal Kapur.

NEPTUNE FILMS (Bombay)

Producer director Raja Yagnik

has completed "Silver Queen" a

social thriller. His second picture

"Tilasmi Heera" directed by A. M.
Khan is also ready for release.

INDIA FILM CIRCUIT (Bombay)

ruder the banner of National

Theatres, Producer K. Ajbdulla

lias nearly completed "Hamjoli".

The picture stars Nurjehan and

P. .lairaj.

R. K O RADIO

R. K. O. Radio of America will

be releasing the following pictures

in India shortly
—"Bedlam" star-

ring Anna Lee and Boris Karloff

who plays the role of a sadistic

tyrant to perfection; "Tarzan And
The Leopard Woman" a new
offering in one of the most popular

series and which should provide

a lot of thrills to the film-goer,

"From This Day Forward" a de-

lightfully human story and "The

Kid From Brooklyn" with Danny
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Kaye ("the Wonder man") and
Virginia Mayo in leading roles.

RAMNIK PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

"Baehchon Ka Khel" is drawing
well at the Novelty, Bombay. The
picture is directed by Raja Nene,
who is good at directing young-
sters and it features sweet little

Shakuntala and that smart boy
N. Kabir. Meena Kumari, up till

recently a 'baby,' now plays the

charming heroine of the story.

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(Calcutta)

Owing to the difficulty of secur-

ing a theatre, M. P. Productions'

"Raj Lakshmi" starring Kanan is

still lying in the tins.

CENTRAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Two pictures "Shahi Khazana"
and "Chamakti Bijli" featuring

Sulochana and E. Billimoria are

ready for release.

Ready for Release

(TSeptune Films' Stunt Thriller

SILVER QUEEN
Starring :

Madhuri, Navinchandra, Aghajan, Dalpat Bhim,

Sardar Mansur, Subhasini, Mina Devasker & Azim.

Produced d~ Directed

by

Raja Yagnik

Under Production
Costume Magic Stunt Thriller

TILASMI HEERA d)

^Produced En Raja Yagnik

<£iizcud A. M. Khan
,s7a/';v';/f/:-Yashwant Dave, Subhasini, Bhim, Shanta, Sultan

Alam, Amina, Dalpat, Azim, Ansari and Kurbanjan.

Social ??? (2)

PROBLEM OF TO-DAY
Starring:- Aghajan, Madhuri, Gope, Habib Subhasini,

Munshi Khanjar, Ansari

Produced & Directed by:- RAJA YAGNIK

^Tot /booking -QppLy

:

NEPTUNE FILMS,
NAIGAUM CROSS RD., DADAR.



j^efytelk Ifout Memory
The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-

tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4+) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * ('*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from April 1945

A
(1*) "Ameeree" (Hindustani) (Associated) May '46

issue—social
—"just another Barua flop with a

lot of tom-tom."

B
(1*) 'Bari Ma' (Hindustani) (Prafulla) Sept. '45 issue

Propaganda Social.
—

"year's most rotten show."

(1*) 'Bhagya Laxmi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) May '45

issue—Social.
—"proves just so much trash."

(2*) 'Bhai Jan* (Urdu) (United Films) Dec. '45 issue-

Social—"presents the usual sob-stuff."

(1*) "Bisvi Sadi" (Hindi)tBhavnani i Feb. '46 issue-

social romance—"silly story—presents boredom

in celluloid."

(2») 'Bhartruhari' (Hindustani) (Navin) Aug. '45

issue—Mythological.—"nothing much."

(2*) 'Bondita' (Bengali) (New Talkies) July '45 issue

—Social.—"sob-stuff pure and simple."

(1*) 'Burma Rani* (Tamil) (Modern Theatres) May
'45 issue—propaganda social.

—"a crude war
thriller "

C
(2*) 'Caravan' (Hindustani i (Ran jit) May '45 issue-

gipsy social
—"interesting story indifferently

handled."

(1*) 'Chand Chakori' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March
'46—social

—"provides headache".

<3') •Chandragupta' (Hindi) (Jayant Desai) April '45

Ksue—Historical.—"Historically incorrect but en-

tertaining.

"

(3»> 'Chhamia' (Hindustani) (Protima Dasgupta)

Oct. '45 issue—Social—"presents sensible en-

tertainment."

<!*> 'Chand Tara' (Hindustani) (Asiatic) Dec. '45

Issue—Social.—"a stupid time-killer without even

* slnele moment of intelligent relief."

D
(1*) "Dhamki" (Urdu) (Pancholi) Feb. '46 issue-

detective thriller—"stupid and tiresome."

<l*)'"Dhanna Bhagat" (Hindi) (Ranjit) Feb. '46

issue—devotional social
—

"just another devo-
tional hocus."

(2») 'Din Raat' (Hindustani) (Navyug) April '46

issue—Social—"not at all a bad time-killer."

'Dotana' (Bengali) (Eureka) June '45 issue-
Social.—"just rotten and disgusting."

(1*) "Dr. Kotnis" (Hindi* (Rajkamal) May '46 issue

modern Arabian Night story—"a picture which
deserves to be burnt in a public square."

(5*) "Deewar" (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prithvi Thea-
tres) May '46 issue—a national play—"The
world's best play."

(2*) 'Dui Punish' (Bengali) (New Theatres) Nov. '45

issue—Social.
—"rattles down N. T. Standard

—

there are spots where the picture proves slight-

ly entertaining."

E
(3*) 'Ek Din-ka-Sultan' (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

F
(2*) "40 Crones" (Hindustani) (Chandra Art) May '46

issue—social
—"Quite a good time-killer with lot

of slapstick."

G
'2*) "Ghulami" (Hindustani) (Shalimar) May '46

issue—propaganda social—"partially entertains

without offending.
(2*) 'Ghar' (Hindustani) (Sunrise) Jan. '46 issue-

Social—"a good picture to see though it drags
at places."

<?,*) 'Geet' (Hindustani) (Kardar) Sept. '45 issue—
Serial.—"a picture worth s«eing."

(1*) 'Gouri' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April '46 issue

—

Social—"is boredom in celluloid".

H
<2*» Hamara Sansar' (Hindi) (Prakash) March '46—

social—"theme overplayed for screen purposes."

(4*) 'Hamrahi' (Hindustani) (New Theatres) Oct. 45

issue.—Social.
—"a picture which is worth going

a long way to see."

(1*) 'Hospital' (Hindustani) (M. P. Productions) April

'45 issue—Social.—"presents stupid and boring

stuff."

(2*) 'Humayun' (Urdu) (Mehboob) July '45 issue-

Historical.—"Sadly fails to entertain."

I

(2*) 'Ismat' (Urdu) (Fazli Bros.) April '45 issue-

Social
—"presents common uninteresting plot."

K
(1*) 'Kalankini' (Bengali) (Indrapuri) March '46—

social—"picture should be scrupulously avoided".

'Kiran' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) July '45 issue-

Social.—"just a rotten pieture."
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A

(2*) 'Krishnarjun Yuddha' (Hindi) (Murari) Sept. '45

issue—Mythological—"a boring story."

(2*) 'Kaise Kahun' (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46

issue—social
—

"is not such an awful time killer."

L
(1*) 'Lakharani' (Hindustani) (Prabhat) Dec. '45

issue—costume fantasy—"a picture too rotten

for words."

(1*) *Lady Doctor' (Hindustani) (Venus) June *45

issue—Social.—"should be considered an all

round flop."

(2») 'Leila Majnu' (Urdu) (Hindi) June '45 issue-

folklore.—"proves slightly boring."

M
(2*) 'Miss Devi' (Hindustani) (Laxmi) Oct. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.
—
"a pretty cheap production."

<1») "Mumtaz Mahal"— (Urdu) (Ranjit) Dec. '45

issue—Historical—"a disgusting distortion of

history."

(2*) 'Mun-ki-Jeet' (Hindustani) (Shalimar) Nov. '45

iSSUe_social.—"though travels a bit leisurely

before interval, it gathers some tempo ana

drama after the interval."

(1*) 'Maharathi Kama' (Hindustani) (Prabhakan

Nov. '45 issue—Mythological.—"a ludicrous por-

trayal of Mahabharat."

N
(1*) "Nai Ma" (Hindustani) (Prakash) May '46 issue

—social
—"boring and spineless story."

(2*) 'Nala Damayanti' (Hindi) (Janak) July '45 issue

—Mythological.—"a killing time-killer."

P
(1») 'Pannadai' (Hindi) (Pradeep) May '45 issue-

Historical.—"Proves a heart-rending flop."

(2*) 'Paristaan' (Hindustani) (Acharya) April '46

issue—Social comedy—"not a bad entertainer-

frothy comedy."

(3*) 'Panna' (Hindustani) (Navyug) Aug. '45 issue-

Propaganda Social.—"a good time-killer."

(1*) 'Path Bendhey Dilo' (Bengali) (De-Luxe) July '45

issue—Social.
—"a picture better avoided than

seen."

(1*) "Paduka Pattabhishekam" (Tamil) (Gemini) &
(Rajarajeshwari) April '45 issue—Mythological.

—"proves utterly disappointing."

(2«) Prabhu-Ka-Ghar' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April

issue—Social—"carries further Ranjit traditions.''

(3*) 'Phool' (Urdu) (Famous) June '45 issue—Social.
—"a good picture if you do not mind a bit of

morbid entertainment."

(1*) 'Piya Milan' (Hindustani) (Wadia Movietone)

Nov. '45 issue—Social.
—"all round rotten and

boring show."

R
(3*) 'Rattan' (Hindustani) (Jamuna) March '46

—

social
—"not at all a bad entertainment."

June, 1941

(1*) "Ratnavali" (Hindi) (Amar) Feb. '46 issue-

mythological —"a waste of time and money."

S

(1*) 'Sawan' (Hindustani) (Sanjiwan Art) June
issue—Social.—"waste of celluloid."

(1*) 'Seetha Rama Jananam' (Telugu) (Prathib

Pictures). July '45 issue—Mythological.—"all tha
it can do is to create some disgusting boredom.

(5*) 'Shakuntala' (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prith

Theatres) April '45 issue—Mythological.—"
excellent production."

(2*) "Shikari" (Hindustani) (Filmistan) Feb.

issue—propaganda social—"thin story material

well framed."

(1*) 'Shirin Farhad' (Urdu) (Pancholi) June '45 issue

—Folklore.—"intensely boring picture."

(3*) "Sharbati Ankhen" (Hindustani) (Wadia) May
'46 issue—social slant—"a fine entertainment for

city audiences."

(2*) "Sohni Mahiwal" (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai)

May '46 issue—folklore—"entertains in parts i

and drags at other times."

(2*) 'Song of Desert'— (Urdu) (Jagriti) March '46—

costume phantasy—"speedy thriller for masses."

(1*) 'Sri Valli' (Tamil) (Saraswati) July '45 issue-

Mythological.—"a stupid and boring affair."

(1*) 'Subah Sham' (Urdu) (Indrapuri Studio) Dec.

'45 issue—Social—"a dead picture. It has nei-

ther life nor movement."

T
(2*) 'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai) Jan. '46

issue—social—"tolerable in parts."

(2*) 'Tahsildar' (Telugu) (Jagdish Films) May '45

issue—Social "a good time-killer."

(1*) .'Taramati' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45 issue

—Mythological.—"fails to move—is one long se 1

quence of boredom."

U
(1*) 'Uspar' (Hindustani) (Sun Art) May '45 issue-

social.
—"becomes a spineless stuff."

V
(3*) 'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '46

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

(3*> 'Vikramaditya' (Hindi) (Prakash) Aug. '45 issue

—Historical.—"becomes an entertaining picture."

(2*) 'Village Girl' (Hindustani) (Ramnik) Nov. '45

issue—Social.—"a pleasant picture to see—story
misses emotional target."

Y
(2*) 'Yateem' (Hindustani) (Central Studios) July '45

issue—Social.
—"makes good impression."

Z
(3*) 'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan '46

issue—social
—"a picture worth seeing though

presents popular emotional theme."
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WITH
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FAMOUS FILMS'

MUGHALE AZAM



A tale that deserves to go

down from one generation

to another as a loving

memory of an age.

Featuring

RADHARANI-SUSHIL KUMAR
AND

K ANHIYALAL
WITH

Ramesh Gupta, Anant Prabhu, Ranibala,

Meghmala, Ramlal and Shamlal.

Action-.. HANUMAN PRASAD
P RE S E N T E D —

By

BARODA THEATRES
LTD.

HANUMAN PRASAD. KARAM CHAND. GHAFIL HflRNALVI.

<Pxoduazd

THE JAYABHARAT PICTURES LIMITED.
Jan Mansion, Sir Phirozshah Mehta Road,

Fort, BOMB A.Y.



tcsmic in its poetic flight I

Merciless in its urim reality!

SHEIKH MUKHTAR, KANHAIYALAL,
HUSNA(J!SS), Laddan, Gulam HussainftKS)

Aboobakar ('Z"ll) Dulare, Aga Jan,

Narbada Shankar and KIRAN.

I \ui.ic : iP/zoto^iafifiy :

ANIL BISWAS. V. K. B. MANIAM.

Forthcoming Hits

:

1. KISAN KI GAI 2. HAIDER ALI

Particulars:

LID.
37/41 Abdul Rehman Street, Bombay 3.
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Vo 1/ou Want -0 A/atlon Of) Kotteu?

Sushila Rani comes to the screen again

in "Gvalan", written, produced and directed by

Mr. Baburao patel.

As a nation we are on the eve of freedom today.

Whether, as a people, we deserve it or not must be

left to the verdict of history. A single question is

enough to justify our people's present claim for free-

dom. After all, who are the British to rule over us?

That question can be answered in two ways: By
condemning the British and their well-patented im-
perialism or by presenting our credentials for free-

dom in these fast-n.oving times.

India's freedom is Britain's headache and the

British people can rid themselves of it only by sur-

rendering freedom to the ever-increasing thunder of

400 million people. If they can do so gracefully

before the thunder breaks out into a deluge, which
will sweep off the wily islanders, the British and the

Indiana will still remain the best of friends. Because,
of all the foreigners, the Indians know the British

most and for people we know best we have both likes

and dislikes. In the flush of freedom the generous-

to-a-fault Indians will forget the dislikes and hoard
up the likes to forge a future good-will bank between
two great nations.

But whether freedom is given willingly or not,

India will soon wrest it from the greedy hands of

British imperialism, because no one can any longer

deny to a fifth of the world's population their birth-

right to live in their own way.

Freedom, however- must be identified as a mile-

stone of our maturity as a nation in the big family
of world nations. As in every other country, we also

have our various leaders who often give us contra-
dictory designs for living. The conflict between their

ideologies has sn far pushed us ahead on our journey
towards freedom and at the same time nulled us back
often. Freedom's journey has always been a hard
course of jolts and jerks. And yet out of this natural

conflict of ideologies will come creation one day.
That creation will be freedom of 400 million slaves.

Xo sooner we hang Freedom's Calendars in our
homes, other people of the world will start watching
our dates with them. Slaves can never keep dates

and they have no need of Calendars. Bondage is a

pathetic state in which Time has no meaning, no
purpose nor glory. But it is not so with Freedom
which makes Time a slave and turns its dates into

so many opportunities.

Our country is therefore on the brink of oppor-
tunities, great opportunities in all fields of human
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activities. Our leaders are planning a free country,

in which there will be freedom from want, greed and

restraint. It is for the people to strengthen the

hands of our patriotic leaders by adopting such

attitudes in their life and work as would contribute

to the greater glory of our future nation.

With Freedom on the horizon, every human
activity must be so planned as to yield the greatest

good to the largest number of people within the

shortest time. Citizens of Freedom carry more so-

cial responsibility than slavish pawns of alien rule.

At such a time, our country's numerous indus-

tries, which provide a living to millions, have to be
reorganized to suit the new ideologies emerging from
the last sighs of millions who died so that others may
live in a better world.

With the stink of the dead still pervading the

world and constantly reminding us of our duty to-

wards the dead, we must plan for the beautiful world
of the future which we promised to those who threw
their lives in the battlefields of the world smiling

back at us in the hope that their little ones will have
a better world to live in than they themselves had.

That is our sacred promise to the dead which today
demands fulfilment.

The nations who fought and won are once again
in the world arena measuring precisely the blood
they shed and demanding more precise reparations.

Blood may again pay the price of blood in a civiliza-

tion which settles its disputes with human lives. But
India is a different country and has a different phi-
losophy of civilization. In our country we have
given human blood to save human life. By lending
spiritualism to our politics our leaders have given
to our freedom's struggle an overwhelming moral
ntature which has the rest of the world awe-stricken.

The white people who borrow their blush of pros-
perity from the yellow metal are too confused to

understand the selfless sacrifices of leaders like

Mahatma fiandhi, .lawaharlal Nehru. Abul Kalam
Azad and others. These intellectual giants of all

times have stripped themselves of all self and dedi-
cated their souls at the altar of our people's free-

dom. They preach universal love, condemn violence

and insist on world brotherhood.

With leaders like these, our freedom is going to

he a rare heritage of the future world. India will

attract all eyes and the world is going to watch
Indians in their new-found adolescence of freedom.
We -hall have to throw away our old slavish patterns
and take up new designs of life, designs which grace
and emphasize the life of free people. These new
designs will have to be cut fresh from new material.

Not used to freedom's comfy' costume, many of us

are going to make a lot of mistakes. It is these
mistakes we must try to prevent or at least minimize.

While all other industries in the country are

planning and preparing themselves to launch their

vital future of national utility, the Indian film indus-

try is still floundering in the darkness of abysmal

ignorance of the prevalent social values. While the

success of many other industries will be assessed

with the help of bank balances and balance-sheets,

the sum-total of our film industry's contribution to

our national life will have to be arrived at by watch-
ing our people and their modes of behaviour as in-

fluenced by our films. For, our film industry pro-

duces a product that grows in the human mind even

after it is sold and it continues to grow endlessly till

it not only affects its first consumer but also his

posterity and often the reputation of his ancestors.

The motion picture is a very dangerous product

in the hands of illiterate, uneducated, uncultured,

irresponsible people. And these four adjectives-

illiterate, uneducated, uncultured and irresponsible

—aptly describe the majority of our film producers.

It is a shameful confession—but truthful nevertheless

and therefore inescapable.

The national problem before us is: "Shall we
allow our present film producers to continue their

merry career of crime without setting up for them
a code of behaviour which will, through compulsion,

make their product suitable for national consump-
tion?"

The film, as we have said before, is a dangerous
instrument in the hands of the irresponsible produ-

cers. Through its triple appeal to the eye, to the ear

and to the heart, the film becomes the most powerful

Munnawar Sultana plays the lead in "Gold" produced

and directed by Mazhar Khan.
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medium of education. It is just another educational

system, alluring, persuasive, cogent and appealing

and involves all the childhood and youth of the

country as completely and as thoroughly, in effect,

as our long-built educational system itself.

Xow let us take only a few examples of how this

medium is being used by our film producers and
whether their use or mis-use of it has been delete-

rious to our people in general.

In January 1943. the Bombay Talkies Ltd. re-

leased a picture called, "Kismet", the story of a thief

and pick-pocket who was glamourised from the first

to the last foot and received at the end the heroine

of the story as a prize instead of years of hard labour

which he richly deserved. This picture has estab-

lished a world record by running non-stop for over

145 weeks at Calcutta and has been easily the best

money-maker in the country, having been seen by all

—children, young men and old folks. And during the

merry run of this poisonous picture many incidents

of child delinquency have been brought into our

juvenile courts.

Dr. Mi:*s K. H. Cama. Presidency Magistrate in

charge of Bombay's Juvenile Court says: "The child

mind is a delicate thing. It is as delicate as a flower.

It can be hurt easily and blighted and ruined by un-

healthy influences. It must be handled with the

greatest care and tenderness. But strangely enough,

many parents are more careful about the glass-ware

and china-ware in their kitchen than about the minds
of their growing children. Otherwise, they would
not let their children go to pictures indiscriminately

and allow them to stuff their impressionable minds
with the criminal and sexy junk that often passes

off as cinematic art. When the danger i< at last rea-

lized, it is generally too late and the child's mind has

been almost irreparably warped and crumpled."

i fihnindia, July. '43).

"Sexy junk", that is exactly what most of our

pictures are. To quote a very recent example: Else-

where in this issue we have reviewed a .-ocial picture.

"Bachchon-Ka-Khel", produced by Ramnik Produc-

tions of Bombay.

This picture is the product of a filthy and per-

verted mind. In it we find two little children, of 11

and 12, pimping for two grown-up lovers and sing-

ing suggestive songs which in their mouths sound

like precocious vulgarity. On grounds of vulgarity

and impropriety, the official censors could havi

easily banned this picture. But they did not do so.

for the simple reason that the censor inspector did

not understand the exact meaning of the songs sung

by the children and moreover lacked the intelli-

gence to interpret correctly the exact relationship of

the two children with the mature romance of the

grown-up characters. The picture probably struck

him as a -illy game of children. But is sex-play such

a silly game for children under 12? We wonder.

In bk outstanding work. "Our Movie .Made

Children ". American author, Henry James Fortran

Bays: "That after making about 20 000 testings on
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They all become brides in motion pictures and Shobha

didn't escape in "Safar" a picture of Filmistan.

about 3000 different children all over America and

in regard to over 813,000 items of information, they

found that children retain about 70% of what an in-

telligent adult would carry away from a motion pic-

ture/'.

That is not all. This visually attained knowledge

had in case of children a curious expansive quality,

to quote Author Forman. so that in many cases, after

a lapse of months, the children actually remembered
more than they remembered directly after seeing the

picture. "If children received", writes Forman,

"whatever they had gleaned from the screen with

the pliability of wax, they were found to be retaining

it, as the phrase goes, with the durability of mar-

ble".

Strangely enough the very man, Raja Nene, who
has directed "Bachchon-Ka-Khel" had directed an-

other picture, "Ten O'clock", produced by the Pra-

bhat Film Company, and in this picture a little girl

of eight, sister of the hero, gives an unblushing per-

formance of vulgar precocity in a song in which the

child is permitted to anticipate procreation as an in-

evitable result <>f love and mating. This vulgar pre-

cocity from a girl of 8 .is, to say the least, most re-

volting to the mind. But the censors never under-

stood it.

The man common to both these outrageous pic-

tures is Raja Nene. Is the man by any chance a

mental pervert? If so- the common law of the land

must keep him away from a dangerous medium like "

the motion picture film.

The American investigators say: "The seeing of
||

" a motion picture is for young children a powerful
emotional experience that affects their young brains

j

and nerves with almost the force of an electrical

charge". ,:

If the impact of a motion picture is so terrific

on the child mind how disastrous must be the sub-

sequent reaction if the child sees a filthy and sug-

gestive picture like "Bachchon-Ka-Khel"?

Speaking to the members of the Producers' As-
sociation the other day, Minister Morarji Desai of

the Government of Bombay said, "In these days
when the film has become the most popular medium of

entertainment it has an important role in moulding
the juvenile and uneducated mind. The film has a

lasting effect on public morals. I feel that there is

too much of frivolity in the present day Indian films

which has to be avoided if the film industry has to

justify its claim as a medium of entertainment and
education."

These are words of wisdom but they become
pious platitudes when we see the censor inspectors,

working under the direct control of Minister Morarji
Desai, permitting pictures like "Bachchon-Ka Khel"
to be shown to the general public.

We would like to know whether Minister Morar-
j

ji's censor inspectors know enough of the Hindustani

The Rana is angry with the ascetic Mira and this

incident is vividly brought to the screen by Neena in

Shalimar's "Meerabai".
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! language to explain to us the veiled meanings of our

film songs. If they don't why are they given so res-
' ponsible a job of censoring pictures which affect the

I lives of millions from day to day?

The Congress leaders advise every Indian to

learn his Hindustani as a national language and yet

we find responsible Government officers, who have
to discharge their very duties only with the help

of an efficient knowledge of Hindustani, stumbling

through their work clumsily without this knowledge.
1 How else can one understand the subtleties of a

Hindustani picture without a thorough knowledge of

the language?

Minister Morarji has just stepped into his new-

saddle but we would like him to end this apparent

anomaly as quickly as possible so that our people

feel that our Congress Ministers are fulfilling their

promises to the people.

Coming to the words of wisdom uttered by Mini-
ster Morarji at the Producers' Association, let Mo-
rarji not live in a fool's paradise by imagining that

our producers are going to improve their methods
of work because the Congress Ministries are in office

and our ministers are uttering wise words of advice.

Minister Morarji Desai will have to be born

seven times over before he finds our film industry

improving on right national lines with mere words
of advice whatever their weight in wisdom.

People in the Indian film industry don't improve

so easily. But because they don't improve, they are

not to be put on the shelf with indifference as their

product vitally affects every home and every indi-

vidual of our nation.

The good work of our popular ministries, done
after years of labour and sacrifice, can be nullified

within a few months by our irresponsible producers

with the help of their films running counter to the

interests of our people.

The Indian film industry netds a national code

I

of production- stating in precise and unambiguous
terms the do's and don'ts of motion picture making
for a future nation. There is no sense in calling the

people of the film industry rotters and allowing

these rotters to run amuck and give us within a few-

years a whole nation of rotters.

Patriotism demands that our film industry should

be planned on national lines and an immediate be-

ginning should be made by controlling the producers

through official censorship. Though censorship is

a negation of democracy, wise censorship is most

essential in a country, debauched by two centuries

of slavery, now trying to find its ancient soul and

-elf-respect.

In the meantime we request Minister Morarji

to see "Bachchon-Ka-Khel" and hear carefully

I those two songs, Xos. 3 and 7, from the lips of child- .

I ren of 11 and 12 and imagine the children in his own
! home singing them.
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THIS PLACE WAS
FOR YOU

But Where are

YOU?

If you are a good looking young girl your photograph

Id have been printed here as the star of R. D. Pareenja's

picture, and the screen's latest, newest, freshest, gent-

prettiest, sweetest, gayest, jolliest, daintiest, loveliest,

f

st, smartest, grandest, swellest, tenderest, glamour girl,

fdon't worry. This place is still there for you if you are a

]jJ looking girl. R. D. Pareenja, India's ablest master of

:

c
|matographic technique, who picturized such glorious box

le hits as 'Kangan', 'Bandhan', 'Punar Milan', 'Naya Sansar',

tola', 'Kismet' and who has now produced and directed

*'ia Chandi" will make you a Glamour Girl of the Screen.

!<nows the trick and the technique.

J
R. D. Pareenja has now featured almost all newcomers in

,picture, "Sona Chandi", and he has made Chandni a star

"-night and is now looking for fresh talent for his next

iure. Write immediately enclosing a copy of your photo-

>h. You name your own salary and you will be given, but

must be an educated young lady from a good family,

lecent career in a respectable atmosphere awaits you.

te now to R. D. Pareenja, Managing Director, New
ibay Theatres, Ltd., 55, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay.
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The rijws txprested here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

ARE THE POLICE BRIBED?

While all the countries in the world are making
plans for post-war reconstruction and progress in all

directions, people in the Indian film industry arc

finding out new ways and means of making them-

selves more obnoxious to the public.

To quote the instance of our theatres, we find

them today worst' maintained than ever before. To
mention only one aspect: we find these days more

seats being squeezed into boxes which were intended

for less. The boxes at the Majestic, the Novelty and

the Minerva cinemas in Bombay were evidently con-

structed for four and six seats. Today we find six and

eight seats in them causing a congestion of space and

squeezing out all comfort. Very much same is the

case with the balcony classes.

The idea of making as much money as possible

within the shortest space and time is a filthy thought

and those theatre-owners who follow such mercen-

ary principles of business cannot be considered good

showmen.

Apart from higher principles of giving service

and providing comfort to the public, we would like

to know how these theatre owners manage to persuade

the police authorities to sanction increase in seats

when the theatre space has not been inert ased dur-

ing the last 10 years.

Ait the police-officers, those in charge of this

lepartment, bribed to collaborate with the theatre-

owners to provide more tortures to a long-suffer-

ing public?

We would like this subject to be thrashed out.

once for all. on higher levels and we appeal to Mini-

ster Morarji Desai to direct his anti-corruption squad

to look into several theatre scandals and find out

whether all the cinemas in the city are strictly ob-

serving the police and municipal regulations laid

down for them.

If conscientious inquiries are made by officers,

other, than those in this department at present, wi

are sure many a liberty taken at present will soon

Disappear.

;\'c are prepared to help the authorities in teach-

ing the theatre-owners to give a little more respect

to our rules of health and sanitation in our theatres,

where thousands gather every evening evidently

for some entertainment and relaxation but become

unwilling victims of one infectious disease or other

mainly due to the congestion and filth in our pre-

sent day theatres.

CADDISH BEHAVIOUR IN THEATRES.

On the eve of our country's freedom, as a people
we are fast acquiring very bat! manners. Admitting
that politics take a lot of our mind these days, there

is no earthly reason why our people, particularly our

politically hyper-sensitive students, should take bad
manners to our cinema theatres, where people go
merely for entertainment and relaxation.

Incidents have been reported from the Metro
Cinema in Calcutta antl other theatres in the princi-

pal cities of India, in which the rowdy elements in

the audiences have either cheered or hooted at our

public leaders appearing in news reels, according to

their different political complexions.

In the first week of "Shama", at the Minerva
Talkies in Bombay, we were shocked to see the essen-

tially Muslim audience, jeering and spitting dirty

epithets at Maulana Abul Kalam Azad when the

weekly news parade screened the Maulana's arrival

to meet the Cabinet Mission in Delhi. The very

Producer-director Zahur Raja is working in his own

social picture "Dharkan" and making a good job of it.
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same audience cheered Mr. Jinnah till some wen
hoarse, while a minority in the audience hooted him
down.

Such exhibitions do not at all affect our grea
public leaders like Azad and Jinnah whose popularity
and importance are certainly not built on such emo
tional outbursts by the masses. But thsse demonstra
tions contribute only to prove the hysteric intoleranc
of our people and incidently their very bad manners.

A cinema theatre is not a place to demonstrab
one's political passions. We have plenty of opei
parks to do that without forgetting the sands a
Ghowpatty.

Such demonstrations often lead to communal
disturbances and in many a theatre serious brawl
between the opposing sections take place. Durinj
such shameful exhibitions soda water bottles ar<

thrown about and theatre property is destroyed witl

impunity. The good people in the audience are oftei

seriously injured and further film shows are stopped

This type of behaviour, specially for student
taking education, does not provide a good certificab

for those who wish to qualify themselves as free citi

zens in Free India.

It is high time that our students reach somi
maturity in behaviour to enable us to identify then
as the future pillars of our nation. Till they do sq

their present behaviour must be called just caddish;

TREASURE THE INNOCENCE!
The other day we had a good old friend of our

telling us proudly how his little daughter of 8 hat

given a fine performance in a motion picture and hov
the producers had offered her another picture con
tract.

Little did this well-educated yet doting fathei
realize that in permitting his innocent child of eigh
to flirt with the profession of acting, he had takei
the first step towards the spiritual manslaughter o
his beloved daughter.

The screen does claim a few super-gifted child
ren like Margaret O'Brien. Jackie Jenkins and Connie
Marshall, rare types born for the jobs and found in i

million, but the hundreds of small mediocrities wh<
are towed about by their parents from studio to stu
dio are perhaps the most neurotic pack of brats ii

the world, precocious, overwise, with affected man
nerisms and without a trace of innocence which i:

the natural attribute of every child.

The other day Ken Murray, the well-knowr
stage comedian and a veteran in his game, insistec
in his divorce suit, while giving custody of his twej
sons to his wife- that the boys shall not be permit-)
ted to become' actors.

"I have seen too many kids in show business"!
told Murray to the judge, "They are precocious ami
spoiled and don't lead a natural childhood."

And Murray should know. lie has been too IonJ
behind the footlights. Murray's words should bcl
written across the walls of every home where some]
doting parents are spinning rosy dreams of forcim
their children into the star racket. Nothing will
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turn a normal child into an inhuman and precocious

monster faster than a screen or a stage career where-

in the child's natural emotions are regimented on

mature lines to deliver commercial entertainment to

the masses.

At best acting is an abnormal life and the ave-

rage adult actor, whom we find in society, is no

prize packet himself. Most of them are prize scound-

rels who deserve to be in our correction-houses for

the rest of their normal life.

To take a little innocent child into this world

of vain and heartless scoundrels is a serious social

crime apart from the spiritual murder of the child.

Many of yesterday's baby stars of the Indian

screen have either become vicious gamblers or shame-

less prostitutes of today. And some of them did

once come from very good families while all of then,

once had childish innocence written across their

faces. Look at their precocious faces today. They

look dark and ugly, their faces having taken the

colour of their dirty thoughts and filthy experiences

of maturity before time. Many a little girl of yester-

day, whose innocence producers proudly sold to mil-

lions as a commercial product, is today a despicable

woman of the streets selling her flesh in nightly in-

stalments to all-comers. That is taading-in inno-

cence for vice.

Gita Bose has become an attractive woman now and

N. Kabir makes sure of the fact in "Shikarpuri" of

Charolia Productions.

Over-wise parents may argue themselves out of

this dilemma by believing that extra watchfulness
and their constant attendance will save their children

from the misfortunes that befall others. But this

argument is based on self-hypnosis and does not at

all save the little one from the deep mire of tragedy.

The very routine of a stage or screen career is

too demoralizing for the little souls who are very
impressionable in their few years of innocence. The
parents may keep a twenty-four-hour vigil on the

person of their child, but the little one constantly

observes and takes fresh impressions of the environ-

ments, usually putrid and de moralizing impressions,

which unconsciously grow within with the passage

of years and invariably take monstrous shapes of

vice and crime in adult age. No parent in the world

can guard the mind of the child and those parents

who think they can are pursuing a mirage.

Just at present we are watching a fell attempt

of this vicious nature under daily prosecution in a

crowded studio of Bombay. A sweet young girl of

12. beautiful and talented, often chaperoned by her

impressive father, has attracted the perverted eyes

of at least two film directors. The father has been
warned, but he is not in a frame of mind to believe

that any thing bad can happen to his daughter who
has been brought up well and who is strictly super-

vised by him from day to day. The financial aspect

of the affair is tempting enough and the father frowns

with indignation whenever some one warns him.

All on the quiet and with patient vehemence the

two monsters are extending their slimy talons to-

wards their innocent prey. Though the body is still

premature- the little girl's mind is fast maturing.

She already enjoys vulgar jokes and when these

scoundrels, taking the cloth-rationing angle, tell her

to buy more cloth to cover her growing bosom, the

girl blushes with an understanding that leaves inno-

cence years behind. These two scoundrels are seen

chasing this innocent girl with only one rapacious

intention—satisfaction of their lust. No one can stop

the onrush of this tragedy. The girl is cast in many
pictures and with this the die of her tragic fate is

irrevocably cast. The innocent girl is destined to

tread the primrose path. The studio has other dir-

ector^ persons with purpose and character, but it

was this girl's misfortune to fall into the hands of

unblushing scoundrel*. Even the producer can't

prevent this tragedy now because the girl has now
learned to enjoy her new environments and forgetting

her previous search for an art expression, has now
begun to find a subtle fragrance in the stink of her

associations. Some day we shall tell you the name*
of all, because telling them today won't help anv

one—not even the little girl. Even a little <nrl is a

woman and in India you can't whisper stories abo1^

women, even little women, without mininor the^-

bves. Yon have to wait to talk till Mic women them-

selves ruin their own lives and after that they are

not worth talking about. So where women are con-

cerned in India, peonle remain silent all their life

All thi« .doesn't mean that every film doctor
in thp industry is a scoundrel. Far from it. Ther^

13
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arc many good men who are serious about their ap-

proach to work. But there are still many left from
the old order—people who should have been chased

out of the industry years before, whatever their use-

fulness- on the only ground of giving our film indus-

try a moral stature.

Apart from the pressure of such putrid environ-

ments, the child mind, as we have said before, is

highly impressionable and as such remains danger-

ously exposed to the glamours and dangers of the

stage and the screen and no amount of parental

watchfulness is going to save a single child from pay-

ing the ultimate price of premature precocity.

Not that these words will do any good to any
one, but don't say afterwards that you were not

warned. Our advice to the parents is: "Keep your
brats at home till they grow into men or women and
are able to pick and choose for themselves".

GIVE US MORE NEWS.
Hollywood is perhaps one of the most gloomy

looking places in America, in spite of its glamorous
reputation all over the world. But it has strange

birds living there. And the most strange, of course,

are the film stars who eat and drink gold every

minute of their glamorous life.

Out there they are not bothering about making-

money. They make millions somehow and sometimes
anyhow. They are all, however, worrying about
how to spend all that money because a lot of it is

still left on hand after paying all the taxes and con-

tributing to the different charity drives.

Buying some French perfume base at the rate of

lis. 2000 1 - an ounce, the stars demand their own
special flavours in addition from Michele, the Holly-
wood perfume specialist—a she.

Lauren Bacall needs a heavy, sexy perfume
initialled "L. B." and no wonder seeing that she has
to knock out a ruffian like Humphrey Bogart. Geral-
dine Fitzgerald uses a piquant perfume and chooses
to call it "Mine" to nurse her individuality. Mrs.
Paid Lukas buys another blend, naming it "In My
Arms". After that even the arm pits should ooze
out perfume.

Babara Stanwyck likes "Green Fairways" and
no one knows why, while Rita Hayworth, the one
with the most perfect lips and all that goes with
them, calls her smelly, "Tonight and Every Night"
in memory of her picture of that name.

Bedy Lamarr has a perfume designed to suggest
joy. and calls it "Besame Mucho". No one knows
what that means but the name seems to belong to
the Hirohito family tracing its genealogy with the
help of phonetics.

Here in India some of our stars may well begin
aping iBonie of Hollywood's idiosyncracics, seeing that
We often copy Hollywood pictures unblushingly.

It will be satisfying to learn that Mumtaz
Bhanti has secured a perfume bottle from Kanauj
and named it "Walli-a-La-Mumtaz". Khurshid can
christen her phial as "La La Yacoob" while Jaya-
shree can name her pot as "Jai-Shantaram". By the

M
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way "Jai-Shantaram" must have a strong odour to

be different from others.

Ranjana can be affectionate calling her stuff

'Vijayranjan' while Leela Desai's light perfume may
easily be named 'Chanchal Chuni'. Veena can afford

an aristocratic name in 'Shahzada' and Veera can

be martial in naming her sprinkler as "Veer Mohsin'.

Ratnamala, if she choses, may fly to the bird world

and call her precious drops 'Bulbul.'

Our stars must cultivate some strange idiosyn-

cracies to make news for our people. For in the film

world, news is publicity and publicity in turn means

more money to the producers and the stars.

The millions of fools who see our motion pic-

tures are always ready to swallow anything between

the ant and the elephant so long as it is served with

a sprinkling of glamour.

PRESIDENT ON INSURANCE.

Apropos to our comments in the last issue on the

slander of our insurance business by our film produ-

cers, Editor Baburao Patel has taken up this matter

with Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, the President of the

Indian Motion Picture Producers' Association, and

the President has agreed to thrash it out thoroughly

at the next meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Association, to be held shortly.

In the meanwhile. Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall has

written to Editor Patel as follows:

"In my individual capacity, I certainly do not

agree to the slandering of any of our National indus-

tries and particularly the Insurance business which

has been built in India in the teeth of severe foreign

competition. In my opinion our Insurance Business

is an asset to India and wo should be proud of the

fact that the Indian Insurance Companies are now
standing on their own legs and we should in fact \-

hibit a brighter view of this business in our films

rather than to slander it. I am sure the Members of

the Committee would view the whole question with

sympathy."

It is very encouraging to find Rai Bahadur
Chuni Lall feeling that way and we hope the other

producers follow his advice and guidance.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE

—

That the Executive Committee Members of the

Producers' Association are turning the Association

offices into a fools' paradise, the way they invite

all and sundry and give an exhibition 01 their jitters.

That Leon Britton (R.K.O.). Jack Cutting
(Disney) and Charlie Julian (R.K.O.I were describ-

ed by Madrasi Menon, the Secretary of the Indian

Producers' Association as "distinguished members of

the American Film industry" and invited for tea at

the Association's office on the 25th May so that In-

dian producers could go down on their knees before

the "distinguished members" without exhibiting their

gymnastic talent in the streets.

That Leon, Jack and Charlie were quite tickle 1

at being called "distinguished" and looked at one

another in suspicion. Julian, the Canadian, broke

the spell saying: "They mean you, Jack. You look

like Mickey Mouse".

That Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall and other pro-

ducers appealed to the patriotism of the "distinguish-

ed members of the American film industry" and
prayed before them to permit "the rising indigenous

Indian film industry" to thrive on its own soil and
not soil it with cartoons of mice and ducks.

That the "distinguished" Yankees, Charlie being

a commercial convert, didn't tell the coloured 'In-

juns' that mice and ducks would at least save 4U0
millions from cartoons of intellectual bankruptcy
which the "Injun" industry turns out every year
like a bitch in constant heat.

That "distinguished" Leon Britton said that

good foreign competition would whip up the cpiality

of the "Injun" product and "Injun" producers would
ultimately feel grateful to the Yankee poacher*.

Leon is expecting his statue by "Injuns" in Mafat-
lal Park.

That Jack (Mickey's Mouse) was shocked to

find that *Injia' objected to dubbing American
films, when small countries like Denmark and Ar-

gentina welcomed the poachers with open arms.

Bigger the countrv, bigger the privilege to poach.

Eh, Jack?

That Charlie, the Canadian cow-boy without the

cow, proved more soothing and said that his firm sent

less money overseas in comparison with the other

foreign distributors. Did he mean the M.G.M.?
Charlie has to pay Baburao Pai and that's a big cut.

That the praying-on-knees ceremony ended with

Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall expressing his profound gra-

titude to the "distinguished members of the American
film industry" (with the white fellows looking sus-

piciously at one another again) for granting us 'In-

juns' trie great privilege of praying before Yankee
gods and taking the daring liberty of appealing to

the patriotism of the Statue of Liberty in the in-

terest of our indigenous film industry.

That long after the disappearance of the 'white'

ones, the spell was broken, and members of our fools'

paradise discovered, "that the Yankees were guided
purely by business motives and prayers would never
carry conviction to their commercial minds". It is

the slaves' most intelligent discovery since Columbus
discovered the dollar mine.

That the Indian producers have now decided,
' with reinforced feelings" (a cement-concrete ex-

pression) "to muster strength from within" (woollen

trousers indicated) "to combat the danger" of for-

eign poachers. So Leon, Jack and Charlie must now
organize Home Guards.

That our producers do not yet know that people

who beg do not get alms but often lose their self-

respect. After Leon, Jack and Charlie went away,
producers kept searching for their self-respect.

That when the members of the Producers' Asso-
ciation asked Minister Morarji Desai to stop foreign

films showing undesirable scenes, the Congress Mini-
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ster turned round and asked our producers to pro-

duce films above reproach before asking for such
vindictive measures. Seems to be a case of living in

glass houses.

That the producers have promised Minister

Morarji to produce good films in future under the

blessings of the National Congress and have circulat-

ed this promise all over the industry.

That as a result of this circular all the studios

stopped work for three weeks and kept looking at

their staff, wondering what a good film should be

like. Minister Morarji was pleased at the serious

attention paid to his sane advice but some one cruelly

said that the Johnnies had stopped work due to the

serious shortage of raw film. They just had no vir-

gin film to rape.

That impressed by the admonition of Minister

Morarji, Sardar Chandulal Shah has sworn not to

complete his second hundred pictures during the rest

of his life-time. He has asked courtier Kedar Sharma
to put quality into Ranjit pictures. Kedar is now
anxiously waiting for the consignment of quality he

had ordered from Hollywood during his last visit.

That while ministers and producers are worry-

ing about quality and decency in our pictures, "ex-

pert" Hirlekar is sleeping tight on the "secrets" he

has brought from Hollywood. Say what you like,

the fellow refuses to wake up and show us the way
about. The sleepy dope! And we took him for a wide-

awake patriot.

That Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall is a much worried

man these days with "filmindia" throwing the entire

insurance industry at his head. The old Rai Baha-
dur doesn't know what to do with his film 'boys' who
keep stepping on the corns of others.

That it is altogether a family affair to hear Rai
Bahadur cursing Baburao Patel these days, the way
Baburao keeps worrying the producers in his relent-

less purity drive. Rai Bahadur would like his film
producers to be left alone for some time, at least on
the eve of our country's freedom. But Baburao
Patel says that freedom means signing a new bon-
dage of greater responsibilities and higher morals.

That after filmindia's classic review of "Dr.
Kotnis" the Government are seriously considering
whether "to be or not to be" in case of Dcwan Sharar
who was proposed by Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall for

the proposed Film Council of India. With the Con-
gress Ministers running amuck all over the country,
prohibition posters in hand, Dewan Saheb is seri-

ously thinking of returning to good old England.

That the threatened prohibition by the Congress
Ministry will take the kick out of the Indian film in-

dustry and the spirits out of our producers, with the
result that many an Indian picture is going to be a
dull, insipid affair.

That the Congress Ministry also proposes to

raid the notorious star 'homes' in Shivaji Park and
Matunga to collect card gambling funds to build

Harijan colonies in Dharavi and Chembur. Don't
say that we didn't warn in time.

That Dada Kashinath, Shantaram's "Shaukat A\i\

proposes giving a stage dance to attract people to see

Stanjit's

HISTORY - MAKING
HISTORICAL CLASSICrlajputan!

Starring: VEEN A & JAIRAJ
Bipin Gupta ^ Gulam Mohamed

Vttectot: ASP I

4-Hi Month at

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE
Ajit Release +
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WITH A NEW THRILL
IN HER VOICE
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"Dr. Kotnis". They say the idea is to popularise the

Manipuri styles of Dada's and Anna's daughters.

Tickets will naturally he black-marketed giving

Dada Baldy an opportunity to display his organiz-

ing talent.

That 'Shaukat' Dada's organizing talent is re-

ported to have been bottled up for the present in

Rajkamal and Shantaram Anna is attending to all

things. No wonder. 'Shaukat' Dada feels like Car-
dinal Wolsey in his last days.

That an association of junior film artistes has

been started in Bombay as a counter-blast to the

Modis and Prithvis of the senior association. Navin
Yagnik, a minor, has been elected as the president

and 'Baby' Sunalini Devi (50) is one of the vice-

presidents. We wish this children's association all

success.

That the one-eyed journalist of India is busy
writing "Cleopatra" for Zahur Raja and is doing it

in the ancient Cleoptra style at a shack in Juhu,

Egypt and all.

That the shack idea of the one-eyed penman
seems to have appealed to our film directors who re-

fuse to do night shootings these days and assemble

at Juhu to toast Cleoptra in labour.

That film-actor Baburao Pendharkar had once

upon a time taken a shack at Juhu. but stray dogs

slept in it as Baburao was always discovered on the

sands next morning taking a sun bath in sleep.

That sometimes when some film people take a

shack at Juhu. the local residents require police

protection and the Municipality has to pay extra

bonus to the scavengers. That is a strain on the

little village.

That one wonders why the film people should

go to sea-side shacks at all, when even film labo-

ratories grant all the licenses these days. In modern
times, our labs require more whiskey and soda than
chemicals for developing films.

That in the recent shortage of raw films, black-

marketeers are reported to have sold some old stunt

pictures in brand new tins, saving the producers the

labour of exposing the film once again. At Rs. 1200|-

a tin these films paid better than with their secrets

exposed in the theatres.

That one flour-merchant was offering as much
as Rs. 100|- for an empty new tin of film and Rs.

25|- for the adhesive band around it. 50"/- more was
paid for Kodak negative tins. Camera assistants are

reported to have made as much as Rs. 2000]- each
during a single month.

That by some strange magic, fogged Dupont
film was discovered in Kodak film tins and every
one around swore that all the labels were found in-

tact. These Americans have now become magicians.

One day they will do the Indian Rope Trick and
won't even leave us any rope to hang ourselves.

That with a single rumour the black-marketeers
got all the officials of Kodak 'arrested' by the Con-
gress Ministry and thus effected their own escape.
That's camouflage which the Germans should have
used against the British.
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( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

MRS. RAJ RANI KAPUR (New Delhi)

Who discovered the existence of God?

Man is a heathen by instincts and the occa-
sional flashes of goodness in him /far,' to be ex-

plained somehow. God is the symbol of that

goodness.

R P MORIA (New D«lhi)

Which is a pleasant kiss—from a Mr. or a Miss'.'

Kiss is not the monopoly of a Miss. As an
expression of affection, even a Mr. can give a

warm kiss. It is the sincerity that counts.

JAMUNA PRASAD SINGH (Khargpur)

Everybody wants to marry a girl of good ap-
pearance. Why?

.4 good face is a pleasant addition to a home
and even in the ugly compromises of life, beauty

All on the quiet and in a corner, Charlie Julian, the
Canadian chief of R. K. O. Radio's Indian business, is

trying to make an impression on Joan Fontaine, work-
ing in "From This Day Forward". Joan, perhaps, ended
by saying 'Papa' and Charlie Julian returned to

India by the first steamer.

doesn't get so distorted as to be repulsive. An
ugly woman in an ugly temper looks the devil's

sister.

ASGARALI DAWOODBHAI (Akola)

Is marriage only a personal affair or a social

matter?
.4 strictly personal affair after the cere-

mony.

BASH1R AHMAD BATLA (Delhi)

If a man is refused by his fiancee only due to

his short height, what do you advise him to do?

Carry a ladder with him next time he goes

to meet her or reduce her stature in an intellec-

tual skirmish.

What is wrong with Nirmala these days? She
looks very pale and sick in "Piya Milan'!

She carried a cradle about for months and
looks a bit tired now. Thanks to Aroon!

Who is the better director between Jagirdar and
Shaukat Hussein?

Shaukat. He has more imagination. Jagir-

dar has more spirits.

Mr. Trilok Kapoor has never given a creditable

performance in his long film career. I wonder how
a critic of your reputation and ability could have
elected him to play the male lead in your own pic-

ture "Gvalan" against talented Sushila Rani?

People icho talk after an event arc called

wise. Write to me again after seeing "Gvalan".

Yon will get more attention from me.

My wife, when in temper- says that I would look

an incomparable clown if presented on the screen.

Shall I take her seriously and join some film com-

pany?

Don't deprive a good woman of the joys of

life. As it is the world is cruel enough, then why
take away from anyone what few smiles one can

get in this world of sighs? Your wife is lucky to

have a husband who can entertain sometimes

Usually husbands make bad entertainers.

N. V. POPAT (Mangalore)

Which name has Mr. Pareenja ultimately chosen

for his maiden production?

At present he has begun with his own. Later
on he will pick up from the names you give him.

B. YESHWANTHA RAO (Vizagpatam)

When Beauty begins to bloom in a woman who
is the first to be conscious of it?

Her clothes. They begin to be misfits.
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M. K. PILLAY (Simla)

What were you doing before you started editing

"Filmindia"? Loafing?

No. Loaf-hunting.

If you were Shantaram what would have _ been

your reaction to the remark, "In fine "Dr. Kotnis' :
- is

a picture that deserves to be burnt in a public

square"? (from your review).

One thing that is denied to my imagination

is being Shantaram, because of the education I

got.

L. MASSEY (Hathras)

In general what is that thing which a man goes

to see in a picture ?

His dreams of the night which refuse to take

shape during the day.

What do the women go to see a picture for?

To see further progress of the mess men are

making of her life.

S. BHAKTHAVATSALU (Madras)

Will Shanta Apte act again in a South Indian

film?

Shanta is versatile. She will go to Phili-

pines if they make it worth while for her.

V. C. BELLAD (Bombay)

Winayak (Kolhapurian) is called Master Wina-

yak. Is he not yet married or is it a pet name?

That is probably to emphasize his minority

in mental age.

A. R. BANDODKAR (Bombay)

When should the film artistes retire from their

film career?

After they are kicked out.

TEJ KARAN GANGWAL (Jaipur)

If an Indian robs an English firm and gives all

that money in some National fund, what would you

call him—a robber or a patriot?

.1 thief and a traitor to his country.

A. HAQ (Simla)

Why has the modern 'miss' become so unreliable

in matters of love?

Because modern 'masters' have not master-

ed the art of getting the miss interested.

In our Indian pictures lovemaking is depicted

as a cross-country race with the boy chasing the

girl. What does that signify?

That they need lung power when love is on

the run.

Why do the modern girls want their husbands

to be mere 'yes-men'?

Where did you pick up this myth? The girl

j who wants that doesn't deserve a husband.

BANWARI BHARTI RAJAK (Aligarh)

Which is much more difficult, 'to love' or 'to

hate'?

To love the foe and hate the friend—both

are difficult things to do and need character.

What ie the hobby of Sushila Rani?

R. S. PRODUCTIONS

A

in

a social melodtama

R E H HI RT
1MFIQ 12AZVI

<Stoxi) (jlj:-

SUftAlYA ZULFI

(NOHAMED SHAFI

<Scx£.e.n fifay & ^iaCocjiiei:-

C M. HUN Aft

(?ominq -fltttactioni

JAZBAT*BHIGI*ANKHEN
MAJBURI

R. S. Productions.

Uincent Road,

BOIflBRy

.
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Twisting the tail of your Editor !

Mr. Baburao Patel, have you ever committed

any -in in your life?

Oh, no, never, I have been a saint all my
lift nn<l that is why our film producers let vie

stay in the film industry for twenty long years.

Tiny must have at least one saint for sampling

purposes.

MISS N. D. SAHUWALA (Karachi)

Who is the best actress amongst the following:

Suvarnalata, Mehtab, Veena and Neena?

Mehtab acts intelligently. Suvarnalata is

quite good. The others—well—

.

Mr. Patel my dad says that I should not send

any questions to you. What would you do if you

were in my position?

/ mould ask him the questions and the old

bloke would soon realize how little he knows of

life.

MRS. RAJESHWARI TANDON (Lucknow)

Why do so many men take greater pleasure in

loving another's wife rather than their own?

Is that your experience? Though this is dont

sometimes, I don't think it is the usual routine.

Mm have enough headaches with their own
without adding the neighbour's to their lot.

The Indian keeps his wife a few paces behind
him, the European keeps pace with her and prefers

Ever young, Barbara Stanwyck gives another good

performance in "My Reputation" a picture of

Warner Brothers.

to walk hand in hand, while the American takes de-

light in seeing his wife walking a few steps ahead
of him. What is your practice, and why?

I carry my wife over my shoulder. My
pace of life is too fast and she gets out of
breath. Carrying her saves me the trouble of
looking behind to see whether she is safe and
following me.

CHRISTIE FRANCIS (Secunderabad)

What is life—a struggle or a dream?

A struggle with the dream as the goal.

What do you think of a wife secretly taking
money out of her husband's pocket?

An honest woman fulfilling her natural in-

stincts.

If a girl knows that she is incapable of bearing

children, is it wrong for her to get married?

She shoidd at least bear a husband.

Pictures without sex are insipid. Why?
Because the world is not full of eunuchs.

P. C. SEKHAR (Trimulgherry)

Do our Indian men and women, boys and girls,

like to have sun bathing clubs in India as there are)

in England ?

We have too much sun in this country.

What we need is food clubs to fill up the cavities.

HUKUM CHAND GUPTA (New Delhi)

If I hear women described again as "the weaker
sex', I will scream!

Do and then you will change your sex.

SYED MOOSA (Bangalore)

Have you ever felt sorry for having lost your
best friends in the film industry: V. Shantaram, K.
Ahmed Abbas, A. R. Kardar and Mehboob?

When did they die?

You are always seen with your secretary in

photos and never with your wife?

Don't be too sure.

K. R. NARAYANAN (Bangalore)

If a beautiful girl offers you a sweet kiss after

a slap, will you accept it?

A girl that slaps ceases to be beautiful

What is then left to kiss?

V. K. FAZLUR RAHMAN (Bangalore)

What does moonlight suggest to lovers?

That the Sun doesn't permit frolics while

the l\[oon doesn't mind.

H. A. RAHMAN (Melvisharam)

What causes a man to become a cynic?

A frustrated ego.

Is love good or bad?

Depends upon the way you water the plant.

BULO T. HARISINGANEY (Karachi)

"Love is a cigarette, beginning with fire and
ending in ashes." Do you agree?
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/ don't,

thrills me.

I like to inhale the smoke. It

K. G. RAM MURTHY (Hyderabad Dn.)

Generally men in spite of having beautiful wives

glare at others' wives. Why is it so?

To check up and assess their own good for-

tune.

BIRENDKA KUMAR SINHA (Patna)

My father says that I should obey him at all

costs and at all times and without a murmur. I

don't like this. What should I do?

Nor do I, unless your father is a little god

on eaHh.

SHANKER LAL SHUKLA (Raipur)

Have you got only one photo of Pandit Indra

which you publish in "filmindia' so often?

He has only one face and that in not much

to see.

UDHAWANDAS HARIRAM (Sukkur)

What are your thoughts about the film "Prith-

viraj Sanyukta'?

Unprintable.

MD. R. HUSAIN FAROKHI (Hyderabad Dn.)

Once upon a time true love always ended in

t ragedv but nowadays it ends in quite a different

way. "Why?
Love has changed its course to keep pace

with the changed times.

ONKAR D. SHRIVASTAVA (Lucknow)

I am being loved by a dozen girls. They dis-

turb me too much—one or the other being always

with me. The more I kick them, the more they are

getting nearer. Can you suggest a way of getting

rid of tin m?
Ask Kishore Sahu. He tells me that he is

always in the same plight.

What tlo you think of the fellow called God?

Nice chap, when you don't have to ask him

anything.

D. NATARAJAN (Matunga)

Can Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall act or sing?

Yes. He acts the president of the producers

and sings the praises of the industry—both very

well.

K P RANGIAH (Secunderabad Dn.)

i
When love is denied what should one do?

Steal it.

A. RAO (Mangalore)

How could we pay our homage to a good pic-

K

ttire?

By seeing it yourself and taking your friends

to see it.

Many I.N.A. personnel are without any employ-

ment. Could OUT producers help them?

Our producers will ruin the I.N.A. discip-

line and wreck its prestige.

FOR BRIGHTER & BETTER
ENTERTAINMENT
IN 1946-47

CNAVYUG
OFFERS

Room no. a
-r.- , . Starring

^
rc_""" GEETA NIZAMI
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' Shyam, K. N. Singh
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7~>- 411 StarringD i rectal by ____
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Directed by SNEHPRABHA
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M € T II
Starring

Direction GEETA NIZAMI
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How much contribution has so far come in for

the 'Baburao Patel Relief Fund'?

Nothing so far. The readers seem to be

worse beggars than I am.

A. NAJMTJNNISA BEGUM (Melvisharam)

Who loses independence after marriage: wife or

husband?
None. Both get a license to practise wed-

lock without being pointed at.

Why does Mahatmaji not care to see cinemas?

Let us not poison the one good man we
have in the country.

Who are more benefited by your 'filmindia'—the

film producers or the film goers?

I am benefited the most seeing that film
producers are still producing rotten pictures and
fools are rushing to see them.

L R. BAHL (Lahore)

Differentiate between the devil and a wicked
woman?

Don't insult the devil.

MRS. INDRARANI SHUKLA (Cawnpore)

Who wrote the dialogue of "Rajputani"? And
why has he concealed his name?

Human beings often repent for their sins.

H. S. DORASWAMY (Mysore)

What would be the fate of males, if ladies were
to demand 'lady-stan'?

The few males in lady-stan would be a
terrific majority.

Jyoti looks like a deserted maid in "Dharkan" pro-

duced and directed by Zahur Raja.

Do you wait for an opportunity to review pic-

tures with the patience of a cat and use it with the

ferocity of a tiger?

Imagine the provocation that turns a cat

into a tiger and admire the martyrdom of the

man who has done it for 15 years.

H. M. NABI (Delhi)

When would one feel more excited: seeing a

horse passing the winning post or a beloved running

into one's arms?

If the bet is on money, the horse would be

exciting, but if the heart is at stake—well—

.

C. S SAXENA (Dehra Dun)

I want to make Neena my sister. Will she agree?

Go ahead. It is a harmless pastime.

What will happen to actresses in Congress Mini-
stry?

They will give birth to national yells.

RAM G. MIRCHANDANI (Karachi)

Supposing Sushila Rani gets tired of your sub-

ordination and starts her own film mag?

She will appoint me as the editor.

K. KRISHNA MURTHY (Lucknow)

What is the idea of putting Sultanpuri. Kashmiri.
Hoshiarpuri- Lucknawi.and so on after the names
of some film people?

To warn other parents from going to these

towns.

You often say that you do not like to see Indian

pictures. What is wrong with you, being an Indian?

/ keep good health usually atnd I don't need

a medicine so often.

UNNY (Bombay)

Why so much eulogy of Sardar Chandulal? Any-
thing on the black side, please?

Yes, his face darkened by years of honest

labour.

K BALCHANDANY (Bangalore)

Besides 'production', 'direction,' can you tell me
what is "expert supervision?

Usually it means Mr. Moneybags special

attention to Madame Butterfly to and fro

the studio.

MAYA RANI TANDON (Agra)

Do you agree with me when I say that Suvar-

nalata has given the best performance of her film

career in 'Rattan'?

I wish I could.

SALIM CALCUTTAWALLA (Hyderabad Dn.)

What is the dividing line between divorce and
separation?

Hope of reconciliation.

If Jinnah gets Pakistan and Gandhi Hindustan
what will Baburao Patel get?

I shall inherit both.

QUTB UDDIN TARZI (Allahabad)

How to cool down an angry woman?
By warm gestures.
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Why do lovers close their eyes when they kiss

or embrace each other?

They black-out the world by closing their

eyes to get a lonely feeling.

RAVINDER NATH SAGHAL (Lahore)

What do you think General Chu Teh will do,

if he sees "Dr. Kotnis'?

He will swallow rat poison and die.

I would love to see Kedar Sharma in the role

of some Rajput warrior?

That would be the darkest spot in the his-

tory of Rajasthan.

PANNA LAL B JAIN (Delhi)

Which of the two would you prefer: a dark night

or a moonlit night?

/ prefer the filtered light. A dark night

needs too much of groping.

K. PURUSHOTTAM RAO (Hyderabad Dn.)

As the most effective weapon of women is tears

will you please advise what men should adopt in

defence?

Why not adopt the homeopathic principle

of like curing like and give tears for tears?

Women might get a rude shock when they see

the boomerang action of their own weapon.

M. SYED (Bombay)

Why do men always say that ''variety is the

spice of life"?

The species of variety may be the same but

the shades are different
' and different shades

give different designs for living.

MRS. S MANIAN LAKSHI (Lonavla)

What causes generally contribute to domestic

unhappiness?

Usually wrong partnership—sometimes

wrong environments.

S. ASHRAFUL IMAM (Patna)

Veena strikes me as a cold beauty. What is your

opinion?

/ have caught the cold and my opinion will

be hoarse now.

What is the best time for kissing a girl?

Parking hours.

What do you think God has made a man and

a woman for?

// He knew the use they make of themselves,

lie wouldn't be turning them out so regularly.

P. M. SUNDARAM (Secunderabad)

I am an all round sportsman and a good boxer.

In what way can I render the best in me to the film

world?

Come and box the brains out of some of our

producers.

M. K. RAMANATH (Bangalore)

Are you for or against the film footage control?

/ am against the footage control. The more

film our producers get, the greater will be the

DUGAL PICTURES'
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waste and sooner will the stocks exhaust giving

us all a little rest from rotten pictures.

M. E. DINKAR RAO (Madras)

I love Begum Para after seeing "'Chhamia'.

What is the remedy?
See "Chand" and love may turn into dislike.

Could you tell me the correct age of Protima
Das Gupta?

Mental age 60, physical age a risky guess.

What has happened to our baby actress Vasanti?

She entered a home and closed the door on
us.

MOHD. ABDUL VAHEED (Hyderabad Dn.)

What is Director Vijay Bhatt doing these days?
Fixing up domestic problems and bragging

on the A. I. R.

M P RAMAKRISHNAN (New Delhi)

Can we expect 100% art in your "Gvalan"?
100% is a bit too thick, give us a trade dis-

count.
SUSHIL C. JAIN (New Delhi)

Is satisfaction of desire the end of love?
It is one of the expressions of love.

What is your opinion about the saying: "No
life without wife"?

If 'life' means struggle.

N. S. V. CHALAM (Bangalore)

What is the difference between an Indian wife
and an European wife?

To their respective husbands, none.

Is "filmindia" a magazine of the youth only?
Have our elders nothing to learn from it?

Lots. They haw youth to take from it.

Can a man be sincere to two women at a time?
At a time, no. At different times, perhaps!

MRS. ABDUL AZEEZ (Madras)
Is there any relationship between Veera of

"Shikari" and Mr. M. Abdullah?
It is a very old-fashioned and conventional

tie. The bloke has married the girl.

S. R MHATRE (Bombay)
At what date should a girl be allowed to date?

When her nights become long and days too
short.

Almost all journalists except D. F. Karaka
abuse you. Why?

Dossu Karaka is behind times, being too
busy with his own work.

NOTAN DAS (Cawnpore)
Which is the best way to teach you a good lesson?

Come over to Bombay and have it out with
me and let us see who learns what. I have heard
quite a good many pups talking like that and
would like to meet at least one who can show his
teeth with the bark.

R. S. SUNDAR (Cawnpore)

You have not published your photo in "filmindia"
for some time now. May I know the reason?

There has been no improvement in me
recently.

M. NARAYAN RAO (PoomO
If there had been no Baburao Patel, what would

have been the state of our film industry today?

The film industry would have been a family
secret.

"If a man speaks ill of you, answer him not. If

any man offends you, forgive him in the name of

God." Do you believe in this?

Xo. If some one speaks ill, I don't bother.

If some one offends me, I often forgive him in

the name of his wife, who might become a widow.

HARI SINGH MUKHARYA (Saugor)

Why shouldn't that talented artiste Raj Kapoor
take up the screen as his career?

He has. He is not a guy to wait till he is

told.

H. MADAN (Bombay)

Is the progress of our film industry dependent
on our political emancipation?

Completely.

If the popular Congress Government decides to

abolish "races" what will you do with your horse

"filmindia."?

/ shall go riding him every morning.

XAZIR AHMED (Lahore)

What will be your first reaction if your friend's

wife makes advances towards you?
All my friends have good wives, and they

love their husbands. Besides, my own behaviour

does not suggest such dirty thoughts to the

women I meet. A friend's home is a temple of

faith.

PRITHI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)

Do you agree with the general belief that women
are inferior to men?

No. I worship women as a community.
I had a dame in view. Last month, as a token

of love, I sent her a copy of "filmindia", and now I

find that instead of thanking me and inclining to-

wards me. she has taken a fancy to you. Mr. Patel.

what should be done now?
Write to her and tell her that I am already

sold out.

Between Madhok and Pandit Indra who is more
philosophic?

Panditji is philosophic in thought while

Madhok takes his work philosophically.
S. K. NAKUL (New Delhi)

You can easily be called a "minority" among the

critics in India who are against you. So why do you
veto the advance of the majority?

/ am an intellectual minority in the midst

of an ignorant majority that tries to understand

me but failing to do so, ends by writing against

me.

Is there any lease-lend star in our film industry?

When you see the word "courtesy" in adver-
tisements, the star is a lease-and-lend commodity.
Your "filmindia" is no less than a magnetic

mine. What's the weapon that can be used against
it?

Sincerity of purpose and an intellectual ap-
proach to production work.
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A critic's 'lot' is, I think, not a happy one! Ail

I wrong?
Absolutely. I am quite happy in the con-

viction of my honesty. My happiness is not

built on the flimsy foundation of others' good-

will.

What is more entertaining for a soldier—wine,

woman or a battlefield?

For the modern soldier the battlefield is the

workhouse, wine the dope that soothes the con-

science and the woman a relaxation to hardened

nerves.

T. S T. AERASU (Poona)

By winter America will have 30 lakhs of spins-

ters with no men to marry. Why can't we revise the

Lend and Lease by supplying our man power?

If you mix black and white, the white loses

its colour and the white men of the West don't

like their milk to be spoiled with shaded suck-

lings.

V. R S. CHITTAL (Bombay)

Every film journalist jealously acknowledges you
as the pioneer of film journalism and still he is out

to run you down. What is this mystery?

By running me down he wants to cut down
the distance for him to run up to me. Let us

xvish him- luck.

What was your reaction to the Bengal Film
Journalists' Awards for 1945?

That charity is still a human virtue.

JERAM N. DUDANI (Bombay)
Can you tell me which is the best way to catch

a girl in Bombay?
With the help of 'flu.. Be within 10 feet.

PARSRAM M BHATIA (Karachi)

How can one accumulate riches?

Seth Govindram Seksaria died recently and
took the secret with him.

M. PARVEZ (Bombay)
Why do people object when one changes his or

her religion? Is it a sin to embrace some other reli-

gion?

No one has a right to object to anything in

the world, unless something affects him or her
directly. Religion is a matter of an individual's
spiritual urge. The community has nothing to

do with it. If a person gets more peace of mind
through an honest conviction that a change is

needed, it is no sin to change over. But nowa-
days people often stumble across a new religion
in the beds of their sweethearts. Religions are
not found in the hot beds of physical passion
but grow in the sacred cloisters of the searching
soul.

B P'RABHAKAR (Poona)

Do you believe in progress through criticism?

Criticism in art is like the opposition in de-
mocratic politics. Both tend to progress.

After seeing "Dr. Kotnis Ki Amar Kahani". I

could not find out what was 'amar' in the 'kahani'!
Well, Mr. Patel, could you help me?

the Most
WITTY

YET

EMOTIONAL
MYTHOLOGICAL
— STORY —
that has ever

(lashed on the screen!

PRAFULLA
PICTURES'
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Starring :
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MEENAXI USHA MANTRI
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The ridiculous sight of an aged man por-

traying a young hero is an immortal story of

stupid misadventure.

When are vou more proud of yourself :
\> hen you

go hand in hand with the smiling Sushila Rani or

when you go rein in hand with the "filmindia horsed

The first is a winner every time.

EHUPATRAI MOHANLAL BHUTA (Bombay)

You say there is no sin in this world. Then why

is one man born poor and the other rich? In the

eyes of God all people are equal, and therefore He

should give equally to all?

In the Kingdom of God, gold is not the cur-

rency of reward. Gold is the symbol of man s

greed. In their utter ignorance of Divinity,

human beings attempt to bribe even God by

building altars of gold. Sinners and saints get

divine mercy from the Almighty and that is one

thing man can't buy or barter.

S. C. JARIWALA (Bombay)

Replying to a question in April '46 issue of film-

india' you said that the world thought you to be a

mad man. If another equally mad man clashes witn

you, how will vou accommodate him?

By embracing a long-lost twin.

When a woman of ordinary complexion rubs a

beauty preparation on the face with the idea of look-

ing beautiful while it actually makes her look ugly,

what is the remedy to improve that complexion.

By washing the mind with soap-flakes of

philosophy.

S. T. HAIDERY (Bombay)

Can a woman love two men?
Yes, her father and her husband and three

if you put the brother in.

If you are asked to leave this world with one

precious thing, what would you take?

The goodwill of those who misunderstood

me all my life.

J. A. SOMJEE (Bombay)

How would all the beautiful girls look if the

Government were to ban the sale of beauty products

in

* fi{any ^ them wQuld look leautijul for the

first time, others would look nude.

H S. NARAYAN (Bombay)

Would you please state the advantage of marry-

ing in the evening of one's life?

Some times you can push the night further

by stretching the evening a little more.

Will Shantaram take your advice seriously and

'burn away' the celluloid copies of "Dr. Kotnis?"

He must have burnt the copy of "filmindia."

Will you accept any honest criticism of your

forthcoming 'Gvalan'. and publish the same in "film-

india"?
Oh yes, from a qualified critic.

ISHWAR V. MAHBUBANI (Bombay)

Is it true that life is complete with wine, woman

and wisdom? ... , A

They all contribute substantially to life, but

you have forgotten WORK.

July, 1946

Which love is more realistic and sentimental

from the following: platonic, filial, theatrical, sen-

sual, romantic and devotional?

Human love, coloured by the shades of all.

How do you advice "divorce" as a law in India?

Divorce can't be a law of life. It is a cruel

necessity and as such constitutes an escape from

law. Laws should yield positive results and not

negative benefits.

RS. 500 - IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH.
The following prizes are awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-

teresting or elicit interesting replies in the

"Editor's Mail."

1st Prize: Rs. 100 -; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80|-; 3rd

Prize: Rs. 50-; 4th Prize: Rs. 40-; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30]- and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 101-

each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry

Token without which no question will be con-
sidered. Each Entry Token entitles the reader

to ask a maximum of 10 questions and can be

used by only one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and abso-

lutely binding and no correspondence will be

entertained. The names of the prize-winners

will be announced in "filmindia" every month
and the prize money will be remitted by Money
Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are re-

quested not to pay for the copy if it has no Entry
Token. The reader is requested to demand an
explanation from the stall-keeper who may
have removed the Token and sold it separately.

As Tokens are introduced merely to regulate

the sales of the magazine, the month on the

Token has no particular significance and a

token can be used even six months after the

month printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR JULY
1st prize Rs. 100;- to M. Parvez (Bombay):

2nd Prize Rs. 80- to S. K. Nakul (New Delhi);

3rd Prize Rs. 50 - to S. Ashraful Imam (Patna)

;

4th Prize Rs. 40 - to Christie Francis (Secunde-

rabadi; 5th Prize Rs. 30j- to Ravinder Nath
Sahgal (Lahore) and 20 consolation prizes of

Rs. 10- each to the following: Bashir Ahmed
Batla (Delhi i ; B. Yeshwantha Rao (Vizagapa-

tam); M. K. Pillay (Simla); Banwari Bharat
Rajak (Aligarh); Mrs. Rajeshwari Tandon (Luck-

now); R. A. Rao (Mangalore); A. Najmunissa
Begum (Melvisharam) ; Mrs. Indra Ram Shukla
(Cawnpore); H. M. Nabi (Delhi); C. S. Saxena
(Dehra Dun); K. Krishnamurthy (Lucknow);

K. Balchandany (Bangalore); Pannalal B. Jain

(Delhi); H. Madan (Bombay); T. S. T. Aerasu
(Poonai; B. Prabhakar (Poona); B. M. Bhuta
(Bombay); J. A. Somjee (Bombay); P. M. Sun-
daram (Secunderabad) and Ishwar V. Mahbu-
bani (Bombay). Money Orders are being sent

to all the prize winners.
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OUR REVIEW

"Bachchon-ka-Khel", H Disgustingly

Demoralizing Picture!

Unfit For Children And Revolting
To Adults !

BACHCHON-KA-KHEL
Producers: Ramnik Produc-

tions.

Language: Hindustani
Story: g. K. Pawar
Dialogue: pt. M. Sharma
Lyrics: 'Magan' & pt. Sharma
Music: c. Ramchandra
Photography: S. N. Bhagwat.
Audiography: S. Damle.
Art Direction: Shripatrao

Mane.
Cast: Baby Shakuntala, N.

Kabir, Meena Kumari,
Agha Jan, Nimbalkar
Shanta Patel etc.

Released At: Novelty, Bombay
Date of Release: 2nd May

1946.

Directed By:

RAJA NENE

In the January 1H43 issue of

'filmindia' reviewing "Ten O'clock''

a Prabhat picture directed by Raja
None, we had written: "In the

picture is introduced a child role in

the little sister of Dilip. This role

is very well played by a new-

comer, Baby Shakuntala and inci-

dentally this little girl is a good

addition to our screen talent. The
only objectionable feature of this

little girl's portrayal is the vulgar

precocity in which the child is

allowed to indulge at the time of

singing a song. A girl of eight,

she anticipates procreation as an

inevitable result of love and
though the words of her song

create a little cheap laughter, yet

the idea of seeing a little girl of

that age so vulgarly precocious is

revolting to the mind".

This was a little over 3 years

ago. That girl, Shakuntala, has

now become 11 years old and three

more years have been added into

the thick skull of Raja Nene, the

director.

But Raja Nene has not improv-
ed with years. He seems to have
become doubly vulgar, because in

"Bachchon-Ka-Khel", he makes
two youngsters, Baby Shakuntala
(11) and N. Kabir (12) sing a

couple of passionate songs of love,

and the kids are made to behave
as if they have been long-lost

grown-up lovers.

Here is what the children sing:

Song No. 3.

fa^i $ ^
%?Tcu* 5t <| |S 31*1 h $f%3T

3«HfK *1 mm $ T%3T

3? ^ <NRf 1 , 33H 31 35HI ^

^ I, 3* $ ate ^1 m\* gcRi |

The first two lines describe the

pangs of separation between two
lovers while the second two lines

express a hope of blossoming days
of love and the last two lines
literally mean: "This heart is

mad with love, childhood is but a
pretence; when you and I are in
love, the world is just a beautiful
place to live".

Raja Nene enacts another pas-
sionate sequence between these two
children—one a girl of 11 and the
other a boy of 12. This sequence
is expressed in Song No. 7 with
suitable gestures of two grown-up
lovers.

The song is a duet sung by both.
Here it is:

4- 3* ^

6. ^ qR gc^tf |§ $

7. $f fa«n f?T5r^ ?! =)^131

8. \ it< ym, 3?i fq ^ ^rt
9. g3?nsT it

10. cn€f % ?«n% fi

11. ^\ q fireff f|^ g\ift

12. f <*tM ?1 §R3T l^fi 3*ft

13. V*T1 q5»H v$ f^I <jWI3

14. '^k % Tl< fl^n, $R pRT
Now let us translate literally

and faithfully what this passionate
song sung by two minors means.
To take it line by line:
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Here is a spark of revolt in a snapshot from "Dharati-ke-Lal" a picture

of People's Theatres directed by K. A. Abbas.
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Both together: 1. Don't let the

world see nor should the people

know.

2. Stealthily, my sweetheart, call

me to yourself.

Boy: 3. You are my Leila.

Girl: 4. You are my Majnu.

Boy: 5. How can I live beyond

there alone without you?

Girl: 6. And how can I live here

alone without you?

Boy: 7. Fish out some pretence

to meet me in solitude.

Girl: 8. Stealthily, my sweet-

heart, call me to yourself.

Boy: 9. In dead solitude,

Girl; 10. In the light of the

twinkling stars,

Boy: 11. There'll be smiles on

the face and happiness in the eyes

Girl: 12: And the world of our

two hearts will be built in this

manner,

[13: And the hearts

will be united with

Both ! this heartache.

Together:' 14: Stealthily, my
sweetheart, call me
to yourself.

What a song for two little

children to sing!

Realizing fully well the trem-

endous influence of motion pictures

on growing minds can any decent

person ever permit little children

to sing such demoralizing songs?

If Raja Nene happens to be

a pervert, he is welcome to his

convictions so long as he does not

impose these perversions on our

society in general.

He doesn't stop with these

vulgar and precocious songs. In

collaboration with the writer, C. K.
Pawar, Nene turns the two children

into veritable pimps who strive to

bring together their elders to enact

the love game and slide into wed-
lock ultimately.

Since when have good Indians

asked their innocent children to do

this job?

TWO LITTLE PIMPS
The story of the picture is filthy

—too filthy for any decent person

to see. It opens with Vasanti, a

girl of 11, going to school and
meeting Vijay, a boy of 12. The
picture opens with a song on
Hindustan and Hindu-Muslim
unity. It i> difficult to escape
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these type of songs and their over-
played tiresome sentiments.

No other country in the world
except India, must have been so

badly advertised and by its own
people. And in no other two
communities of the world has dis-

unity been so often emphasized as
in the case of the Hindus and the
Muslims of India. Thanks to

some of our unintelligent, stupid
film producers! They will never
let a sore heal quietly without
scratching at it at regular
intervals.

After this typically tiresome

song Vasanti (11) and Vijay (12)

become chums and look at each

other with lover's hearts in their

eyes. They are shown as thrill-

ing at each other's touch. The

ground is thus made ready for the

children to begin their passion

play. Making these elders as

pawns of their desires, they start

the love game. Anuradha, the

grown-up sister of Vijay (12) and

Avinash, the grown up brother of

Sound
Judgment

Is in Favour of

Sound Equipment

PHOTOPHOnE EQUIPmERTS LTD.,
MARINE LINES, BOMBAY.

Offices at:

MADRAS, CALCUTTA, KARACHI, LAHORE, DELHI.
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Sushila Rani and Trilok Kapur and of course Rupa, the cow, have together a romantic moment in 'Gvalan',

a social story written, produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

Vasanti (11) become the symbols

of the passion play planted in the

children by the author and the

director.

Avinash and Annradha meet
accidentally but part over a mis-

understanding. This tickles Va-
santi and Vijay and they decide

to bring them together. They
arrange a rendezvous for Avinash
and Anuradha and themselves dis-

appear from the scene of the

tryst. After a few misses, they

score a hit and find Avinash and
Anuradha terribly in love with

each other.

It is now time for love to turn

a pathetic corner. So Vasanti (11)

and Vijay (12) plan a misunder-
standing. Vijay (12) answers a

newspaper advertisement of an

anxious father searching a partner

for his grown-up daughter. This
girl is brought to Avinash and at

the 'important moment when she

is in the presence of Avinash.

Vijay (12) brings his sister

Anuradha with the suggestion that

Avinash is negotiating marriage
with another girl. Both Vasanti

(11) and Vijay (12) enjoy this

interlude immensely.

The misunderstanding begins

here and the elderly lovers start

sighing and weeping. So do the

youngsters! who find, for at least

some time, some comfort in keep-

ing harmony with the elders. The
pathos soon becomes, unbearable

both for the elders and the young-
sters and the children decide to

end it all happily.

So they bring the grown-up
lovers together in a garden and
take impish delight in settling and

sealing up the romance. Thus
ends this filthy yarn in which two
small children, whose natural in-

nocence should have always been

the jealous pride of every good

home, are permitted to debauch

themselves by perverted and cri-

minal indulgence in mature desires

which must always remain the pri-

vilege only of the grown-up.

And Raja Nene and G. K. Pawar
are responsible for this outrage on

our society.

As a motion picture, "Bachchon-

Ka-Khel" is quite an attractive

affair to see. Photographically it

is a very well framed picture. The

sets, though far from realism, are

beautifully made. Sound record-

ing is, however, is not so happy.
The direction of Raja Nene,
despite the objectionable contents
of the story, is weak and unim-
aginative. The dialogue is poorly
written and the lyrics are equally
poor. The entire picture has one
good tune, the rest being stupid.

SLANDER ON CHILDREN
Among the players, Baby Sha-

kuntala impresses with her pre-

cocious performance. Little Kabir
can't act. Agha Jan looks silly

at best. The newcomer, Meena
Kumari, is a good addition to the

screen. She does pretty well as

Anuradha and has a promising
future. Nimbalkar makes exactly

three appearances as the father

of Vijay but during that little time

convincingly proves his Kolhapuri
extraction. Shanta Patel sings a

song with a face that takes music
out of the words.

As an entertainer, this picture

is infernally boring. Apart from
this aspect, it is a slander on the

inherent innocence of our children.

"Bachchon-Ka-Khel" is not at all

a fit picture to be shown to our
children and its theme is revolt-

ing enough even for the adults.
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OUR REVIEW

"lllazdoor" Presents Purposeful

Theme !

Well Framed Picture Lacks
Romance !

After seeing "Mazdoor'' and re-

membering the previous two pic-

tures of the same company we are

glad to observe that Filmistan Ltd.

are not just another addition to

the unusually large crowd of rot-

ten producers we already have in

the country.

Filmistan Ltd. seem to be work-

ing with some specific ideals in

view and appear keen not only in

giving a technically well-finished

picture but also in combining ins-

truction with entertainment. It is

up to the film-going public to appre-

ciate their efforts in this direction

by patronizing pictures produced

by Filmistan Ltd. so long as they

stick to their present plans and

ideals.

We have precious few producers

who realize exactly the true pur-

pose of motion pictures and when
we come across some who arc put-

ting in efforts in the right direc-

Recruit M. D. Bhutani of Old Hos-

pital Rd., Hyderabad. Sind. weighs

1| maunds. stands 5' 8" high and

is 20 years old. He has won all

first prizes in College dramas. He
threatens to be a lawyer.

tion, it is the duty of all to sup-

port them.

As a motion picture "Mazdoor'
is a well finished product, having
pleasant photography presented

in an artistic manner. The sets

are suitably made and the picture

is suitably edited. The recording

of the sound is, however, on the

loud side and the indifferent re-

production in the Roxy rather

helps to accentuate this defect.

The Roxy projectionist seems io

be a uniformly inefficient per-

son, the way we find him handling
even good pictures carelessly and
it is high time that the proprietors

of the theatre become a bit jealous

of their reputation and prestige as

showmen. There is no sense in

their having the best Indian thea-

tre in town if they have a careless

projectionist and one projector

lens losing focus at intervals.

OVER-EXPLOITED THEME

The theme of "Mazdoor" is ra-

ther a familiar affair, having been

shown on the screen several times.

The story development is, in addi-

tion, influenced by "How Green
Was My Valley" an American
picture.

Even this over exploited theme
would have entertained, had Xi-

t in Bose put more emphasis on

the romantic aspect of the story.

X'itin seem- to have been comp-
letely absorbed with his labour

theme which puts the audience

into labour with its familiar sequ-

ences and without any punctua-

tions of romance.

Motion pictures should have

purpose and ideals but the sprinkl-

ing of these must not be so heavy

as to make the motion picture a

Symbol of blatant propaganda.

Entertainment is the first and last

purpose of a motion picture and

any instruction that is sought to

be' given should always seem in-

MAZDOOR
Producers. Filmistan Ltd.

Language: Hindustani.

Scenario: Nitin Bose.

Lyrics: Gopal Singh Nepali.

Music: H. P. Das.

Dialogue: U. N. Ashk.

Art: Bratin Tagore.

Photography: Amulya Mu-
kherjee.

Audiography: Mukul Bose.

Cast: Indumati, Veera, Nasir

Khan, K. N. Singh. S.

Nazir, S. L. Puri, Moti-

bai, Radha Kishan.

Released At: Roxy, Bombay.

Date of Release: 18th May
1946.

Directed By:

NITIN BOSE

cidental. The more incidental it

looks the greater its psychological

success. People don't like to be

caught by the ear and taught, more

so when they pay to be enter-

tained. But that is exactly what

Xitin has done in "Mazdoor". He
has so honestly and so loyally

stuck to his theme by hammering

at it every minute that the ro-

mance in the story, assumes no

importance or interest anywhere

within the 10998 feet of the pic-

ture.

It is in this aspect that the pic-

ture has failed to become a popu-

lar entertainer. Had Xitin deve-

loped the triangular romance^ be-

tween Veera, Indumati and Xasir

Khan and made his labour theme

incidental. 'Mazdoor' would have

drawn larger crowds.

INFANCY OF LABOUR

The story of the picture is usual

and is unfortunately developed in

a hackneyed manner, without

even making an attempt to make
the usual coincidences look differ-

ent.

Besides there is a technical

error, and a grave one, in present-

ing the labour angle in the story.

Xitin shows us a period in the

story when labour was stupid and

did not know benefits of organiza-

tion and when the capitalists ex-

ploited labour heartlessly by
counter organizations. This as-

pect of our labour problem does
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not exist in the country to-day,

seeing that labour is so well-or-

ganized that as many as a million

railway workers can threaten to

create a deadlock over-night.

Nitin's presentation, therefore,

goes against the present stage in

labour organization and sounds

rather like a cry in infancy. When
a topical theme, like the conflict

between labour and capital, is

taken for picturization, it is neces-

sary that the story should reflect

all the existing phases of the

theme with a constructive peep
into the future to suggest a pos-

sible solution. That is where the

creative talent of the writer is re-

quired.

Nitin gives us a story of the

early days which have not yet be-

come so aged as to present even
an antique interest to the masses.

Nitin's story is against the topical

current and therefore fails to ap-
peal.

TOO FAMILIAR PLOT

The plot is familiar. A boy in

the village is in love with a village

belle. The boy goes to the city

and after the usual fruitless search

for a job, saves a mill-owner's

daughter from a motor accident.

The beggar is taken to the palace

and soon made a prince. The hero

now becomes the manager of the

mill-owner's mill and the rich girl

falls in love with him and dogs his

steps.

At the village, the poor belle

and her mother meet misfortunes,

of course the usual ones, and start

for the city. In the city, as coin-

cidence would have it, the girl

gets a job in the very same mill

which the hero manages.

A social worker is now introduc-

ed. He tries to educate labour

and clashes between the emplo-
yers and the employees soon occur.

The labour organization is coun-
ter-blasted by another rival labour
organization inspired by the mill-

ow,ner. The heroine takes a lead-

ing part in all this with the hero
on the other side of the fence.

A little weak-kneed romance
without any emotional intensity

swings to and fro between the

hero and the poor girl and between
him and the rich girl. But it is

never so definitely expressed as

to take the labour off our minds.

The events soon mount up to a

showdown in which the hero ex-

poses his employer and backs up
the sincere labour leader. It ends
there rather too abruptly, leaving

a lot to the imagination of the

audience.

LACK OF IMAGINATION

The picture fails in its story-

adaptation for the screen. Nitin

picked up the wrong end of his

theme and tried it to put it over

too loyally. He should have taken
the romantic end and twisted it

enough to yield his message to the

masses. This type of work re-

quires creative imagination. Nitin

has yet to show this talent.

Recruit S. N. Raizada of 362

Western Kutchery Road, Meerut,

is an "undergraduate with rosy

cheeks and blue eyes"—a Techni-

color proposition.

The character of Milli, the mill

owner's daughter, is too flimsy

a portrayal to provide contrast to

the theme. She is made a frivol-

ous clown who offers no resistance

in poise, dignity or ideals to the

heroine. Nitin must know that

in such themes of conflicts bet-

ween two ideologies, drama is

created only by sharp contrasts

and strong convictions and not by
clownish uncertainties.

As we have said before the pic-
ture is a pleasant thing to see

technically. The song compositions
of Nepali are not so happy, while
the music of H. P. Das is entirely
unenterprising. The dialogue is

quite good and so is the art direc-
tion. Kali Raha has done a good
job of the editing, but he has not
been given enough material in

shots. Each shot stays too long
on the screen.

NAZIR'S EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE

Almost every one in the pic-
ture has given a good performance.
Nasir Khan, a new comer, is not
much to look at as a hero but the
boy has good acting talent and
will soon make a mark in a suit-

able role. He is a successor to
Motilal, if the boy doesn't get a
swollen head, the common malady
of our film actors.

Indumati, who has had screen
experience as a child, gives a good
performance as the village belle.

Though Maharashtrian, she
sounds the least so in the diction
of her dialogue. This girl has a
broad and long nose and should
be avoided in unpleasant profile

shots.

Veera in the rich girl's role is

made to do clownish things. She
does them without worrying. K.
N. Singh gives a good perfor-
mance as the mill-owner and al-

most lives the role. Puri does
well as the foreman of the mill

and so does the veteran Moti in

the role of the mother.

But the best part of the whole
show is the performance of S.

Nazir in the very sympathetic
role of Azadbhai, the labour lea-

der. This man, whoever he is, ac-
quits himself so feelingly and with
such sincerity of emotion and dic-

tion, that he lives the role to per-
fection. Nazir has a kind face
that can be used with great ad-
vantage by creative directors.

Though "Mazdoor" is not much
of an entertainer, it is one of our
good pictures, which we so rarely
produce. It loses speed at places,

but is quite fast otherwise.
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OUR REVIEW

Luhar Gives Another Flop
In " Bindiya "

!

Disgusting Storg Concoction
Proves Boring !

Chimanlal Luhar (B.Se.) is a

very much misguided man. A
fine cameraman. Luhar has digres-

sed from his specialized talent to

become a producer and a director.

As a motion picture director he

has consistently failed and the

failure of his new picture, "Bin-

diya", should not therefore come
as a surprise. With all the best

intentions in the world, Luhar
will never perhaps direct a good

motion picture because he has

no imagination for this job.

"Bindiya" is a concoction of

several stories with definite shades

of "Satyavan Savitri", "Surdas"

and the "Bhowal Sanyasi case".

And after all these shades and
colours, the screen story has be-

come a very colourless affair

which bores you from the begin-

ning to the end.

USUAL TIRESOME PLOT

The story is about Raja Ganesh
Prasad who disappears leaving his

wife and little son in charge of his

BINDIYA
Producers: Sun Art Pictures

Language: Hindustani
Story: Prabhulal Dwivedi
Lyrics: Pandit Madhur &

Chaturvsdi
Photography: p. issac

Audiography: P. S. Misra
Music: Kamaldas Gupta
Cast: Ragini, Shakir, Kamal

Zamindar, Leela Misra

etc.

Released At: Capitol, Bombay
Date of release: 19th April

1946.

Director:

C M. LUHAR.

manager Jagdish, along with his

huge property. As is expected.

Jagdish takes the property, kicks

out the mother and the child and
very soon becomes Raja Jagdish

Prasad.

Years roll and we find Rai
Saheb having a villainous mana-
ger Prakash, an ambitious and

Recruit Md. Abdul Hamid, Khusaf
Valley, Aden, is 23 and says he has

a melodious voice for music.

greedy person who has run away
from his rustic wife and parents.

Prakash has one eye on Jyoti, the
daughter of his employer and the
other on the huge estates of Rai
Saheb.

On the other side, is Saraswati
the robbed and discarded old

woman, and Niranjan her grown-
up son who wears a Gandhi cap
and a Nehru jacket and is hailed

as a saviour of the villagers.

Prakash makes the first move
by arresting Gopal, the cashier of

the firm, on a false charge. This

brings Niranjan into the fray and
very soon a three-party confer-

ence of Rai Saheb Jagdish. Pra-

kash and Niranjan takes place. At
the end of this conference. Gopal

is let off but Prakash reveals the

identity of Niranjan by uttering

the name of Raja Ganesh Prasad.

The utterance of that name gives

Rai Saheb a heart attack and very

soon it is learnt that if necessary

Niranjan can take back all the

property which Rai Saheb Jagdish

hail misappropriated. So plans

are made to frame up Niranjan

and gradually Jagdish passes into

the hands of Prakash. Prakash
blackmails him from time to time.

Now we come to a garden set

where we are introduced to a

number of aged college boys and
girls enjoying themselves. In the

midst of this enjoyment, a Sadhu
falls from a parachute (though we
don't see the parachute) and starts

Singing astrological forecasts right

and left. He tells Jyoti that she

is destined to be a widow on the
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Directed by:-
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Starring :- Radharani, Urmilla, Dev Kumari, and Tandon etc.
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Going To Be Released
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(DIRECTED
BY
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Kanu Roy seems to like Shobha the way he handles her m "Safar", a

social story of Filmistan.

day of her marriage, assures Pra-

kash that he will have the blood

of his father on his hands and

tells another mug that he will

have police manacles on his

wrists. It was intended to frame

up Niranjan at this party. When
the police arrive, however, the real

mischief-monger is caught in place

of Niranjan due to the courtesy of

a waiter. So the Sanyasi's fore-

casts start taking shape from this

incident onwards.

Prakash is bleeding the Rai
Saheb and chasing Jyoti. Jyoti

falls in love with Prakash and
agrees to marry him but Prakash
backs out when he hears of Rai
Saheb's intentions to withhold the

gold from the wedding ring.

The story now travels through

the usual escapades till Niranjan
marries Jyoti under a tree in a

jungle and is struck by lightning

the very next instant making Jyoti

a widow. That lightning must
have been in close conspiracy with

the sanyasi.

After a little weeping and wail-

ing, you find Niranjan very much
alive attended by Swami Anand
and other bearded sanyasis.

Now we come to the classic love

situation which we find in the

stories of "Laila-Majnu", "Shirin-

Farhad" etc. The heroine, Jyoti,

looking like a Japanese Geisha,
comes under the tree where she

lost Niranjan and starts singing

for him. Some distance away the
hero wakes up and walks towards
her also singing. Both walk to-

wards each other, ihey look at

each other, they sing at each
other but stick to their own spots

till the song is finished and then
rush towards each other. Mar-
vellous direction!

At the other end Rai Saheb
Jagdish grows a conscience and
starts fiddling with a poison bot-

tle for a painfully long time, till

Ullhas, his crazy son arrives home
to throw a book at the glass in the

nick of time. While poisoning

himself, Rai Saheb seems to have
taken note of the crowded conve-

yances in these times, which were
likely to delay the arrival of

Ullhas.

Prakash is also an improved
person by now through the mira-

cle of the Sanyasi. The drama
comes to an end with all the cha-

racters staring at us and the san-

yasi revealing himself as the long-

lost Raja Ganesh Prasad.

Thus ends a stupid yarn written

by Prabhulal Dwivedi, a well-

known stage writer of Bombay.

WELL-FRAMED PICTURE, BUT

—

As a technical production, parts

of "Bindiya" are beautiful to see.

Photography is strikingly beauti-
ful at places and the songs are
weli-sung and well-recorded
though the tunes and compositions
are not attractive.

Chimanlal Luhar has failed in
his direction once again by not
being able to express the story in
emotional terms of the screen.

From the players, E. Billimoria
gives a good performance as a
typical Indian screen villain, do-
ing the typical things which
villains have been doing for thirty
years.

Amar gives an improved per-
formance as Niranjan.

Leela Misra plays Prakash's
wife and does so with feeling and
emotion. Incidentally, she is the
only one who has done some emo-
tional work in the picture.

Ragini with her geisha-like ap-
pearance plays Jyoti, the heroine
and in doing so blows her nostrils

in and out throughout the picture.

Ragini looks sweet in parts but
cannot act at all, may be because
of the skin on her face being too
tightly drawn for motion picture

purposes.

Leela Pawar plays a minor role

and in doing so looks much older

now than before and certainly less

attractive.

In short, "Bindiya" is a boring

affair, given by a director who has
bored us consistently not only with

his motion picture intelligence,

but with his University degree of

B.Sc.

Recruit Surendra Vora c]o M. B.

Mazumdar of All India General
Insurance, Fort, Bombay, is 28 and
has had amateur stage experience.
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Presents

The Gem of the Box-office

I. SMAM1 KHAZANA
!

Starring : Sardar Mansur

Madhurika

Violet

M. Elizar

Garib Khan

Ahmed

Director: S. USMAN

Sensational Box-office Miracle

of the Year

1 2. (HAIMATI BIJLI

Featuring: Sulochana ^ E. Billimoria

* Mohamed Raza

* Sheikh

* Chemist

* Violet

ic M. Elizar

Story and Dialogue : MQNSHI SAGAR
j

(OF "TULSIDAS" O- "CHANDRAGUPTA"

)

Direction : HOMI MASTER

Fop Territorial Riqlifs Applq :

CENTRAL PICTURES,
75, Dadar Main Road,

DADAR, BOMBAY.
Studio: Kurla Road. ANDHERI.



OUR REVIEW

"Ban Phool", Stupid And
Boring Picture!

Kanan Wasted On Rotten Story

!

BAN PHOOL
Producers: P. R. Productions
Language: Hindustani.
Story: Pranab Roy.
Music: Dhiren Mitter.
Songs: Pandit Madhur.
Cast: Kanan, Krishnakant,

Devi Mukherjee, Ahin
Chowdhary, Hiralal

etc.

Released At: Capitol,

Bombay.
Date of Release: 31st May

1946.

Directed By:
NDXEN LAHIRI

( The names of the recordist, the

cameraman and the other technicians

have not been mentioned in the

booklet
)

It seems that the producers of

Bengal arc fast following in the

footsteps of their mercenary bro-

thers of Bombay. Filmgoers
always expect a reasonably good
picture from Bengal remembering
the past traditions of the province

in the field of motion picture art.

"Ban Phool" is on the other

liand as rotten a picture as some
of Bombay's leading producers

can produce. "Ban Phool", more-
over, seems to be an attempt to

exploit the popularity of Kanan
in as cheap a manner as possible

and in an inexpensive picture.

And in this attempt also the pro-

ducers have failed because the

picture proved almost a comuletc

flop when released in Bombay

It is a pity that the excellent

singing talent of Kanap has to

be at the mercy of all comers with

or without previous production

experience.

Probably, Kanan is now think-

ing of retiring from the screen and
is thus squeezing the last drops

of juice from her past popularity.

If that is the game she is welcome
to a few more intrusions on us and
we shall still remember her with
affection for the lilting entertain-

ment she gave us once.

AH! THE STORY!
"Ban Phool" is a rotten picture

all round, except in photography.

The story is both stupid and com-
monplace. There is a bad Zamin-
dar who is keen on a village girl.

The girl, however, falls in love

with another rich stranger, a triend

of the Zamindar. The Zamindar,

in pursuit of his lustful intentions,

frames up the father of the girl

and chases him out of the village.

The girl becomes the ward of a

crook and is persecuted till she

runs away to the city.

In the city, with the help of

the usual filmic coincidence, she

meets the man she loves. They
live together for some time till the
Zamindar drops in like a para-
chute and creates a misunder-
standing between the lovers and
separates them.

The scene shifts to the village
again where the heartbroken girl

agrees to marry the Zamindar. But,
as is expected, a good-natured
bearded Kazi, whose life-work
seems to be flirting with flowers,

turns up with the girl's missing
father and after the usual recrimi-
nations flung at the crooks, the

hero gets the heroine.

WASTING KANAN
The photography of the picture

is pleasant throughout. Except
this item, the entile picture is

rotten. The story is common, the
screenplay is erratic and the direc-

tion is utterly amateurish and
stupid. Song compositions are in-

sipid and the music is unattractive.

Throughout its long length, the
picture does not provide any relief.

From the players. Kanan is

wasted. She has nothing to sing

and much less to act. Devi Mu-
kherjee tries to ape George Sand-
ers and ends by being ridiculous.

The hero, Krishnakant, looks a

perfect milk-sop. Ahin Chowdhary
gives his usual broad performance
with over-emphasized diction. Rai
Mohan is the only one who gives

a tolerable performance as 'Ramesh
Chacha'.

As an entertainer "Ban Phool"
is a long headache and a picture

worth avoiding in self-defence.

Navyug Chitrapat Ltd. seem to have decided to make money somehow and

anyhow. Here are some dirty, naked legs in Hawaiin formation in "Room
No. 9", a social story. Let us see what more secrets are exposed in the "Room"

itself.
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FOrt SUPERIOR 35mm SOUND FILM PROJECTION

huHDFWltCtOM

High BdeHt,^
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and sound. W » ting

coupled
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costs. ^
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Victory Pictures

OUR

proudly announces the most dynamic, thrilling

and sensational hit of the year

Veteran Dalpat and Master Kishore,

(Indian Richard Talmadge) in

bhedi DUSHmnn
Supported by :

—

KUSUM, NAZIRA, VATSALA
KUMTEKAR, (Jr.) MITHOO
MIYAN, HAMID ( MAJNU )

MOHMMAD HUSSEIN and his

G. MEN

Direction : Ramjibhai Arya

Photography: B. D. Mathur

Music : H. Khan Mastana

NEXT -i^X_iI_i STTJJSTT THRILLER
M ^| O U *J I " Directed by RAMJIBHAI ARYA

Willi, Raja Salim, Kumari Kusum and Hamed.
VICTORY PICTURES Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge, Bombay, 7.



HT HOfllE ROD RBRORD
NOW BABY CARRIER !

Baby Vasanti, till yesterday our

child star, was married during

the month >to Film distributor

Indu Patel, son of Dr. Ambalal
Patel of Select Pictures Circuit.

Bangalore. Hearing the news, Dr.
Patel is reported to have gone to

the Himalayas—not for a honey-
moon.

NEW STARS IN MAKING
Motherhood, umpteenth, seems

to be coming in the way of Mrs.
Shobhana Samarth if the latest,

reports about this heroine of

"Ram Rajya" are to be believed.

She has refused two picture-offers,

one of them being from Producer

Kishore Sahu for his new produc-

tion, "Sindoor", and is reported

to have gone to Lonavala a hill

station near Bombay. Hope she

gets twins. We are short of

heroines.

ROSY PROSPECTS
The newly-formed Film Work-

ers' Union seems to have scored

an early victory in securing from
the Bombay Talkies Ltd. incre-

ments and other concessions for

their members working in the

different departments of the

studio.

PRODIGALS RETURN
Director Virendra Desai and his

actress wife Nalini have returned

to Bombay from Calcutta and are

seen once again flirting with their

Producer papa Chimanbhai Desai.

Perhaps, "Geet Govind" will be

Virendra's next assignment, that

is, if they want to ring the seventh

change in direction.

SEASONAL TALK
It is said that Ashok Kumar,

our popular actor, has signed with.

Mangal Chakravarty of Calcutta

National Pictures to act in two
pictures for a sum of two lakhs of

rupees. In the first one, he will

be featuring with Bharati Devi,

while in the second Kanan will

keep him company.
As Ashok had been despatched

to Calcutta several times before

without anything coming out, let

us not believe this story till he
actually goes and brings the bacon
home.

"BAD BOYS INC"

Hollywood is going to form a

club of movie villains calling it,

Recruit Shanti Kumar of Krishna
Building, Sanjauli, gives a glimpse
of Prithviraj. He is 5' 9" and just

19 and has already acted on the
stage

"Bad Boys Incorporated". Pro-
minent members of this club will

be Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi,
Sydney Greenstreet, Eric Von
Stroheim etc. These 'bad boys'
will meet often at the club and
discuss their various misdeeds on
the screen.

Our 'bad boys' take their mis-
deeds to the streets and to other

people's homes. They don't need
a club.

SHAKING HIPS
Hildegarde, the well-known

night club 'cutie reached a new
high in salaries when she opened
this month in Chicago. She will

get Rs. 60,000 per week plus a

percentage of the takings which
is expected to reach another

Rs. 190.000 a week.

DEATH CUTS IT FINE
Death played its part when John

Didanoff, 24, played a dying sol-

dier's role in Los Angeles and
died.

In an act where Didanoff got a

harmless pill from a nurse, the man
gasped realistically and slumped
to the floor. The play proceeded
but when the curtain came down,
Didanoff refused to get up. He
had died of heart attack and
Death had timed it beautifully in

harmony with the stage act.

FLYING PICTURES
American Trans-Atlantic air

liners now have film shows to en-

tertain the passengers with the

plane travelling at 300 m. p. h.

Full length pictures are being-

shown with a special light weight
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NANABHAI BH A T T
creates

ANOTHER UPROARIOUS COMEOY
with

Inimitable BHAGWAN & Inevitable A G H A
I N

GAUTAM CHITRA'S

"SHAKE HANDS"
Directed by: BHAGWAN

Starring: Agha, Bhagwan, Shanta Patel, Shahji, Gulam Rasool

M. Elizer, Renio & Kamlini.

BATUK BHATT. HAREN BHATT. CHITRAGUPT.
Followed By :

Return OfPASSING SHOW
Directed by :-BALWANT BHATT.

G A U T A M CIIITRA,
191, Kurla Road, AN DHERI.

HE FACED STORMS AND CLUNG TO LIFE

TO SECURE THE HAPPINESS OF HIS DAUGHTER:

CHANDRA KANTA
PRIDE OF INDIA THE/1TRES LTD:'S

OUTSTANDING PRESENTATION :

With

Saleem Raza, Kalavati, Suresh m.a., Geeta, Malti,

Bhag Singh, Sareen and Prem Krishan.

Story- Prof. M. M. BHALLA m.a. produced by :
-

Music: Prof. R. D. JOSHI. S
-

N. BHATNAGAR.
R. N. TANKHA.

Dance Composition*: VIR PUTRI.
1 DIRECTION :-

d Dialogues : SHATIR GHAZNAVI. SHATIR GHAZNAVI.

World Rights Controlled By.-

The Pride of I ndia Pictures Ltd.,

Chandni Chowk; DELHI.
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Recruit M. S. Malik of 1312 Bhati
Gate, Lahore, is 17 years and is

anxious to work in the films

He looks quite a type.

apparatus and even the drone of
the engine is not heard. That's
because the pictures are not re-
corded by Indian recordists who
would have given not only the
drone but an air crash complete,
all within a few feet of music.

FLYING 'ARTISTES'
From a snake to a lion you can

hire anything in Hollywood for a
price. The latest hiring out or-

ganization guarantees 475 Air
Force Planes for use in films. They
include 226 Liberators and 78
Flying Fortresses. The whole
fleet had originally cost the
U. S. A. Treasury £29,000,000.
So next time when you sec

Hollywood's aeroplane sequences,
remember they have their own
tamed ones performing for money.

TEACHING THEM ECONOMY
Hollywood studios, accustomed

to spend on settings Rs. 400.000.

have been asked to cut their cost

to a maximum of Rs. 45,000 a set

as the Federal authorities want
more building material to build

now- homes for the returning sol-

diers.

No one can stop the film folks

froui doing what they want, par-

ticularly wasting money, and let

us see whether we can see the re-

sults of this austerity drive on the

screen. For all we know future

Hollywood sets will be bigger than
the dreams of the Federal autho-

rities.

RANK'S HEADACHE
Twenty miles out of London

and covering 200 acres alongside
the Thames, Sir Alexander Korda
has secured Sound City valued at

Rs. 12.000,000. That gives Korda
the largest studio space in Eng-
land and so much more room to

compete with Arthur Rank.

BUT WHO LISTENS?

Inspired by Rai Bahadur Chuni
Lall. when the Executive Com-
mittee of the Producers' Associa-
tion invited the Home Minister

Morarji Desai the other day, the
Minister turned round and told
the over-wise producers that the
present-day films were too frivo-
lous to become a popular medium
for moulding the juvenile and un-
educated mind on proper lines.

He didn't want the films to be
puritanic but he wanted the pro-
ducers to show greater social res-
ponsibility in the execution of

their work, which, according to
Minister Morarji Desai, was very
important for the future of the
nation.
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All ovar the sick Surraiya in "Jag Biti" a social story of Din Pictures.

PRODUCT OF CIVILIZED INDIA?

Just before the war broke out,

a lot of American gold dollars

were pouring into Manila, Philip-

pines, because Yankees in the

States were crazy about "Zam
boanga" a film of Filipino pearl

divers, produced by the Filipinos

in their own islands.

The taste of this success has

started the Philippine motion pic-

ture industry now in the post-war

period, and though they are not

likely to earn Oscars, the film

hungry Filipinos are backing their

nine movie companies to produce

more and more Filipino pictures.

One influential company is orga-

nized by Mrs. Quezon, the widow
of ex-President Quezon, and is

supported by a number of Manila
society women as artistes.

Just at present, they are all

working with obsolete, second-

hand equipment and with surplus

army film stocks. But remember-
ing the gold which "Zamboanga"
brought in, the fleet-footed Fili-

pinos are on the right trail.

And Wadia's "Court Dancer" is

still Iving in the tins in somt
Broadway cellar.

SO WHAT?
In an American University, they

recently captured a kiss and frozi'

it for scientists to have a post-

mortem look at it. After twenty-
four hours, the kiss looked awful.

The kiss was captured on a

slab of agar-agar, a gelatine-like

substance, and put in an incuba-

tor where the germs were allowed

to multiply for twenty-four hours.

After gazing at the horrible

mess, Margaret Long, a labora-

tory assistant, said, "Of course,

bacillus subtilus are simply every-
where. And streptococci and sta-

phylococci are the other com-
mon ones. People are very mouldy,
really."

And that was a swrect kiss from
a sweet one! But will that stop
kissing?

THE CLIMAX OF ROMANCE
Producer-director Sohrab Modi

gave a decent burial to the two-
year old rumour of his romance
with film star Miss Mchtab by
marrying her on the 31st of May
1946. This is the second mar-
riage in the Modi family which
was, till a few years back, com-
posed of bachelors and spinsters.

The first was Theatre-magnate
K. M. Modi's marriage with Miss
Ellen Lawyer of Calcutta. We
wish the newly-wedded stars all

happiness.

A BRITISH DEBT

Report comes from London
that Frederick Adolphus Gould,

51, actor-manager, was fined ,£255
(Rs. 3400|-) with five guineas
costs at Barnsley, London, for
using frivolous jokes about Ma-
hatma Gandhi which the Lord
Chamberlain's Department had
ordered to be cut from a revue.

Thomas Dale, 45, actor, and
June Richmond, 26, actress, were
also fined £5 and £ 4 respective-
ly. It was stated that references
to Mahatma Gandhi would never
have been allowed for political
reasons.

Why not send the fine collec-
tions to Gandhiji for his Hariian
Fund'?

WISE MEN OF SUDAN
In Khartoum, Sudan, policemen

will be posted in future at the
j

entrances of cinema houses to stop
children under 16 from attending
the "Last Shows" which usually
begin at 9 p.m.

The Khartoum civic authorities
think, and rightly too. that child-
ren under 16 should be in bed!
after 9 p.m. and not in cinema I

houses.

THE QUIET RUSSIANS

There are 25000 cinemas in

Soviet Russia at present (as
J

against the rickety 1200 and odd!
we have). But that doesn't satis-

1

fy the aggressively progressive!

Recruit C. S. Jaini of 209/D West
End Rd, Meeruit Cantt. is 5' 7"
and can sing and act. He wants
only a chance to do something.
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Our 1st Priz3 Winner for July:

Mr. M. Parvez c/o M. S. Fteroze

Esq., Sea face, Worli, Bombay.
He wins Rs. 100/-.

Russians. They have planned to

add another 22,000 bringing the

total number of cinemas in Russia

to 47,000 by 1950. (That is twice

the number found in the United

States at present). Out of these

sixty two new ones will be super

cinemas planned to be the best

and largest in the world. During
1945, 525,000,000 Russians saw
motion pictures.

This year the Russians will see

more pictures than ever before, of

course only Russian pictures, and
a large percentage of these will

be in colour. Russians have per-

fected their own colour process

and experts are now working on

the problems of producing three-

dimensional films.

We must send Hirlekar to

Russia to get the blue-prints.

NOT SO INFLAMMABLE

The report of the Conservation

Department of the Motion Picture 1

Association, shows that losses

from fire in motion picture film

exchanges during the last 20 y» ars

have averaged only 242.70 dollars.

ji year (Rs. 800 and odd). From
1926 to date the actual total loss

in 31 cities has been only 4,854.70

dollars. (App. Rs. 15.000/- 1.

This remarkable result is obtain-

ed by efficient and alert personal

inspection of all Exchanges- in-

cluding emergency exits, fire ex-

tinguishers, automatic sprinklers,

vault ventilators, fire doors, elec-

trical wiring, fire alarm systems
and general storing conditions.

The trade and the fire authorities

both co-operate to save film and
human lives.

It seems the American film dis-

tributors are not in the habit of

burning bad films and collecting

money from the insurance com-
panies.

PLEA FOR PRE-CENSORSHIP
Miss Christine Smith, motion

picture censor in Atlanta, Ga.,
thought loudly when speaking to a
crowd of Methodist Ministers
about "Better Movies." Said
Miss Smith: 'The best time for
movie censorship, and the most
effective censorship, is before the
pictures are made. We should
not only resent movies that have
an undesirable influence, but we
should support good movies."

PATRONIZE INDIAN INDUSTRY !

KING PHOTO-SPOT
To obtain really original and

dramatic lighting effects a good
spotlight is essential. It enables
any particular points to be em-
phasized and dramatic effects to

be achieved. The King Spot has

arrangement for spot and flood

light could be adjusted by the
help of the lever. The day light

effect could also be obtained by
inserting a diffusion disc for which
the clamp has been attached.
The base has rubber castors, it

can be folded for conveyance.
The height of the light while on
the stand completely closed 48",

while fully expended will be 102'!

The Prismatic glass of the spot
light is heat resisting. It is -5

Killowat.

Manufactured for the first time
in India with Indian Labour &
Capital. The price is without
bulb.

Price Rs. 250

(Less 20%)

Immediate Delivery.

For further particulars apply to:—

messrs. KESH0 Ml III & SONS
DEALERS & MANUFACTURERS OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUSES,

KESHO RAM BUILDINGS,

Brandreth Road, LAHORE.
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Here is a homely situation between Anwar Mirza and Tripti Bhaduri
in "Dharti-ke-Lal" produced by People's Theatres.

Referring to the power of pic-

tures in shaping ideas and cus-

toms* Miss Smith asserted that

motion pictures should be censur-

ed in that they do so much to

undo the loftier teaching of the

home, the school and the church.

If there is any country in the

world which badly needs pre-

censorship—of course by qualified

censors—it is India where the film

industry is still a misadventure.

WHY NOT IN INDIA ?

Joseph Breen, the Production

Code Administrator in Hollywood

says in his report that 5807 fea-

tures were approved by the Pro-

duction Code Administration dur-

ing 11 years—an average of 528

a year. Out of these, original

screen stories supplied 63.6 per

cent of the total; 398 stage plays.

7% of the total, were picturized

and 976 novels supplied 17.2 per-

cent to the total.

68 domestic and foreign pro-

ducers utilized the services of the

P. C. A. which, in 11 years, rend-

ered 52,105 written opinions to

producers on their subject sub-

missions. Even British producers

are using the services of the P.C.A.

these days.

Why can't we have a Produc-
tion Code for India?

UNCLE SAM AND KANGAROOS

Australia has a population of

7,500,000 without the Kangaroos.
For these there are 1600 motion
picture theatres and during 1944-

45, over a period of 12 months.
146 000,000 Aussies went seeing
motion pictures i.e. an average of

20 shows per man per year The
weekly paid admissions number
2,807,692. 383 feature films were
imported into the country during
1944-45 season. Of these 335 were
made in America, 36 in the United
Kingdom and 12 in other coun-
tries.

No wonder, the Kangaroos are
popular with Uncle Sam.

15 LAKHS FOR FILM STORY

Armaind S Deutsch, president
of Story Productions Inc. says
that authors whose works they
will film will receive in future a

percentage of the producer's share
of the receipts.

In case of Taylor Caldwell's.

"This Side of Innocence", the first

picture under this arrangement,
Miss Caldwell is likely to realize

as much as 500,000 dollars (15

lakhs of rupees) for her story on
paper.

THE STAGE & THE SCREEN

The fact that the stage and the

screen can be friends and good
neighbours is being increasingly

realized in America.

Warner Brothers have set aside

250,000 dollars (about 8 lakhs of

rupees) to finance Broadway stags

productions "to develop and en-

courage new playwrights and act-

ing talent that will be later

brought to the screen."

Warners already operate, in as-

sociation with George Abbgtt, the

Biltimore Theatre on Broadway
and they are looking out for an-

other.

The 20th Centurv-Fox have in-

vested 300,000 dollars (Rs. 9

lakhs) in "Anne Get Your Gun'
an Irving Berlin stage production

to be expected on Broadway,
which, if it becomes popular, will

soon become a motion picture film.

Don't say that the Yankee pro-

ducers don't deserve their world

success. They know how to go

and get it.

AN IDEA

5,000 employees of the Toho
Motion Picture and Stage Com-
pany, Japan, demanded a five-

fold wage increase and retire

ment pay. The Toho directors

who control Japan's largest thea-

tre circuit, agreed to all demands
but refused to grant the high-cost-

of-living bonus. Did the emp-
loyees strike? Xo. Instead they
opened the doors of all the theatres

and invited the public for free

shows to win public sympathy.
Tine directors have now a severe

headache. The Japs are original

if nothing else.

LEADERS IN CELLULOID

In 18 minutes of screening time.

Producer Thomas Mead of Uni-
versal is going to tell as about the
12 crowded years (1933-45) of iht

life of President Roosevelt in a

newsreel biography called. "Roose-
velt-Man of Destiny", Churchill
Stalin, the Atlantic Charter and
many other persons and events
will punctuate the screen biogra-

phy of this great humanitarian.
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What about our film people?

What are they doing for our Ma-
hatma Gandhi and Pandit Jawa-
harlal Nehru? Haven't we already

forgotten Bhulabhai Desai? And
he was worth a memory in cellu-

loid.

DON'T FAINT

Warner Brothers paid Film-ac-
tor Charles Boyer 207,500 dollars

last year (nearly 7 lakhs of ru-

pees) Michael Curtiz, the direc-

tor, earned 203,759 dollars (about
Rs. 7 lakhs and third place was
taken by film-actor Errol Flynn
with 184,000 dollars.

What did Warners earn?

INDIA'S TURN?

At an estimated cost of 4,000,000
dollars (just a crore and 20 lakhs
of rupees), 20th Century-Fox are

constructing a film studio in Lon-
don. Six modern stages are plan-

ned with 125,000 square feet of

floor space and the latest equip
ment will be installed. Production
will start within 18 months and
during the first year nearly 8 mu-
sicals in colour are expected to be
produced.

Yanks have already cut down
3000 miles from their journey to

India.

THE YANKEE TOUCH
Through General MacArthur,

the Scottish descendant of King
Arthur perhaps, the new ruler of

Japan, the Yankees have started
the scientific process of degene-
rating the Yellow Race. The first

screen kiss has been filmed for the
first time in the national history

of the Japs. The kiss is a daring
and a dangerous thing in Japan

—

rather it used to be but not now
with Mac's dough boys slinging

them around in plenty and throw-
ing the remaining on the non-
smelling national chrysanthemums

Filming the first historic kiss

needed the patience of Job and
Jap director Tadao Tanaka is

never likely to forget the event.

At first, the male lead wouldn't
shovr up and then the feminine
one started getting giggles. For
hours, the kiss held up all studio
work but the Jap director had
himself practised it well in Yankee
land and ultimately got it deli-

vered on the celluloid.

Now from Hirohito to the three

monkeys on the Jap match-
boxes, all are waiting to explode

when the picture, "Janamuko
Sodo Ki" (Diary of a Bridegroom's
Trouble) is released for the pub-
lic.

SPREADING TENTACLES

From Cairo comes the news that

Robert Schless, the Paramount
manager for Continental Europe,
has been nosing round in Egypt
and Palestine, looking out for sites

to build cinemas for the American
owned Paramount Pictures.

At a Cairo plant they will either

dub or subtitle Yankee films in

French and Arabic but they mo-
destly explain: "This will save a
good deal of wasted time and help

local industry in spite of the fact

that the cost will be higher". How
altruistic!

COMING NEARER

Another report of affectionate

altruism comes from New Zealand

where the Arthur Rank Group has

obtained an interest in 100 thea-

fcres. This is an arrangement in

co-operation with Robert Kerridge
who was controlling a big chain

of theatres in New Zealand.

The Rank organization has been

busy making plans in Egypt and
Sudan.

R.C.A.—R.K.O. TD3-UP
The Radio Corporation of Ame-

rica (R.C.AJ and the R.K.O.
Radio have signed a ten-year film
recording agreement whereby R.
K.O. Radio will continuously use
R.C.A. recording system for their

productions as also to record and
distribute sound films for use in

television broadcasting.

GOOD-BYE BERRY!
Noah Berry, 62, brother of

Wallace Berry, died of heart at-

tack in early April at his brother's

home in Hollywood.
Stage and screen artiste, Noah

made his first professional ap-
pearance as a singer and worked
up his way gradually to become
popular all over the world.

WELCOME, BRUCE!
Charles Bruce Newbery, Presi-

dent of the local "kangaroos", once
with the 20th Century-Fox and
the man who pioneered the Indian

News Parade, is back again in

India, this time as the Far East
representative of the Republic

Pictures of America, owned by
Herbert Yates. Bruce Newbery is

a popular distributor, knowing well

how to get along in this country.
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U/oe5 & Slcko<25

( This is the reader's forum—as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter
published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. Si-
Letters should be signed and marked "Woes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with their
letters, if convenient.— The Editor.

)

BAPTIZED THE OWNER
''Of the so many nuisances of

the Indian theatre houses described

by Judas in the May issue of

your magazine the one presented

by our local picture house is, I

think, quite novel and unique of

its kind.

"The Ladies' Class here is just

over the head of the first class

at the farthest end of the house.

The floor of the Ladies' Class

which at the same time is the

roof over the first class, is made
of wooden planks leaving crevices

through winch water or other

liquids can easily pass. So it often

happens that just during the show,
when the young babies feel the

necessity of easing themselves, par-

ticularly during the cold nights,

the mothers in the Ladies class

make them sit down on the floor

of their class to relieve themselves.

"The consequences are quite

evident. One or two persons of

the first class, which here usually

consists of gentlemen, are baptized

with these heavenly (coming from
above) drops of blessed water
twice or thrice every week; and
it being a man and woman question,

men usually remain silent during

the show and forget and forgive

after the show. I don't know what
the women would have done had
they been in place of men."

IIATHRAS. L. Massey.

TORTURE CHAMBERS
"The Indian theatres are truly

filthy spots frequented by those

who bring out all their inner

(•rudeness on parade, and create a
general atmosphere of indiscipline.

"Bad ventilation, bug-ridden

chairs and inhygenic lavatories are

the main characteristics of the

Indian theatres. The floors seem
to have been painted red by the

pan-eaters, who never bother about

ii-in<>; the spittoon, while the "bidi"

smoke, due to bad ventilation,

causes extreme suffocation, especia-

lly after interval. Then there are

the infants who exhibit themselves
with sound effects, and thus start

corresponding sound vibrations of

"silence,", from the front stalls.

"And what about the others who
come out with their humming and
"Wah! Wah!", just to show the

folks around how very much they
appreciate the heroine's songs.

"In short the Indian theatre is

a place of public torture rather

than entertainment"

CALCUTTA. Feroz B. Maneckji.

SEX MAMA
In his anxiety to support sex

on the screen Mr. H. A. Rahman
of Melvisharam has (in the June
'46 issue of "filmindia") forgotten

to point out the defects of indecent

sex-appeal that is being indulged

in by certain semi-educated direc-

tors and producers all over the

land.

"India remains a land of the

masses, who, naturally, yield to

the cheap sexiness of our pictures

and throng the theatres . An illus-

tration of the wanton misuse of

sex for selfish ends is the recent

history of Tamil films. Pictures

after pictures have come with a

vulgar and often irritating touch
of sex in every conceivable man-
ner, from the dress to the songs.
The uneducated producer only
wants a huge return for his invest-

ment, irrespective of the interests

of society or nation. The picture

passes the Censors easily, who too
seen, to forget their duty to the
public.

"Sex is, undoubtedly, an essen-

tial element of entertainment but
an overdose of it may have a de-

moralizing effect on the minds of

our people."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

MY APOLOGIES

"Patel Babu, I have wasted
about Rs. 2]- on Ranjit's "Rajpu-
tani", only because you misled me
by your hopeful remark, when
you said that "Rajputani" would
be a turning point in the history

of Ranjit. Well I am at a loss to

understand whether it is a turn-

ing point or melting point, whe-
ther it is a historical film or his-

torical flop.

"It is an "Al" historical flop

Sadiq Ali gives a life-time promise with a broken hand to Surraiya

"Jag Biti" a social story of Din Pictures.
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with no history in it anywhere. It is

a mess of distorted history, con-

cocted story, meaningless (un-

meaningful) songs, unintelligible

dialogue and unpleasant music.

The political paint is too wet to be

non-sticky as in "Humayun". As

such it only adds to the historical

heap of Ranjit's historical flops.

"Even the theatre owner waa
deluded, when, with high expecta-

tions, he released the picture simul-

taneously at his two theatres, only

to withdraw it even before it could

complete 4 weeks at both the

theatres together— 1 week at

Select and 2 weeks at Sagar.

Made history! Hasn't if?

"Now tell us. Patel Babu, are

we still to expect a better

picture from the flop-makers who
have the unique honour of having

scored a century in 15 years'.' No
more delusion, please!"

MADRAS. Ahmed Din.

EXCESSIVE OPTIMISM

"That so many cheap and un-

desirable films are being produced

in India which have a vicious in-

fluence on the mind and culture

of the masses, is a matter which

should engage the immediate at-

tention of the Govt, of India as

well as the popular ministries in

the provinces, so that better and

useful films be produced in the

country.

"The producers go to the extent

of distributing and defiling the

sanctity of religious and historical

episode- just to earn enormous

money from the poor and innocent

filmgoers. To pollute the history

of a country is to destroy the

very culture of the coming gene-

ration. The Board of Film Cen-

sors should take into account not

only the political character of a

film but also its religious and his-

torical significance, and for this

an arrangement should be made

to get every film reviewed by

eminent scholars before it i> ap-

proved by the Board, and its

adequate cost should be borne by

theyproducers."

Ramdcva Sharmo.

^UZAFFARPUR.

PROVIDING EXTRA FUN

"Last week I went to the Royal

Opera House to see 'Rajputani'.

During the progress of the pic-

ture, a big rat jumped on my
head from the upper stalls. I was
terribly shaken and got a few
scratches on my face and head.

Why do we find such pests in

only Indian theatres and not in

the English ones?"
BOMBAY. Samuel Hannock

FILMINDIA

POETS OR PROSTITUTES?

"Have you ever paid any atten-
tion to the wordings of the songs
in our films? How cheap, rotten
and filthy are they? Five years
ago, we were content when these
were no Joshs, no Xarendras and
no Pradeeps etc. in films. But to-

day, when the Indian film indus-

When you discover your

shade of Poudre Tokalon

your complexion will bloom

with that soft natural

beauty which is always en-

vied and admired. Don't

miss the thrill of seeing

yourself in your mirror

younger and lovelier than

you ever dreamed possible.

Tokalon beauty experts

have worked for years

to create the shades

which blend exactly with

every skin tone. The re-

sults can be seen in five

glamorous shades which

give you all you've ever

asked for from a face

powder. Choosing your

powder shade becomes,

therefore, just a matter

of choosing Tokalon, for

among this range cf per-

fect shades is one which

will act as though a veil

had been drawn, allow-

ing your radiant natural

loveliness to appear.

TOKUO\
FOB LONCER- LAST1NC LOVELINESS
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Kanan goes Arabian in "Arabian Nights" produced by P. R. Produc-
tions of Calcutta.

try is fortunate enough to possess

such literary people things are

going worse.

"Can you expect and appreciate

"Mere Jubna Ka dekho ubhar

papi" from Josh, our national

Urdu poet and "Ghar hamnay
liya hai Tere ghar ke Samnay"

—

(Hamari Baat) from Narendra,

the creator of "Pravasi ke geet"?

Surandra Kishore.

RAMPUR (STATE)

VICTIM OF JEALOUSY
"How is it that 'Draupadi'

which was produced by you long

ago has not so far been released

here, (Delhi) the Capital of India?

We have been waiting for the last

one year for its release and have

now lost our patience. Is it really

not a pity that while many other

rotten pictures are being dumped
on us, we are deprived of one of

the best pictures meant for the

educated classes? Will you, there-

fore, kindly let us at least know
the reason for this negligence?"

NEW DELHI. 0. P. Vaish.

SUCKING BLOOD?
"As a result of your scathing

criticism and constructive sugges-

tions in regard to the seating ar-

rangements in the local houses

here, the rates in the lower class

were doubled, with the obvious

idea of making the seating ar-

rangements more comfortable.

"But in spite of all the bally-

hoo kicked up by you in your
paper, big guns like M|s. General
Talkies, the bosses of several

houses, seem to be sitting tight.

The arrangements for seating in

their houses, viz. the Majestic and
the Jubilee, far from being in the

least comfortable, are the worst
type of arrangements—the same
as they were before. This causes

a great discomfort to those who
cannot afford higher rates. Could
you kindly see that these parasites,

reluctant to loosen the strings of

their hoarded purses, spare some-
thing for the benefit of those who
pay?"
NEW DELHI. Ratan Chanel Jain.

CAN WE?
"I have seen Shantaram's Dr.

Kotnis", with great disappoint-

ment. The man who has made
all record pictures in the begin-

ning of his career should be

ashamed of giving us such a

bogus, ridiculous and nonsensical

stuff after so much of experience.

"Dr. Kotnis" is just stupid,

rotten and disgusting. Its dialo-

gue is dry and unpleasant. The
songs of the picture are a source of

headache. Baburao Pcndharkar
has been forcibly thrust into the
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picture. He makes his appear-
ance every now and then without
adding any zest to the story.

"Can't we stop good men from
doing wrong jobs, Mr. Baburao?"

Mahesh Datta, B.A.
CAWNPORE.

BETTER THAN NOTHING
"The suggestion of Mr. N. S. V.

Chalam, Bangalore, to condemn
all the touring cinemas in South
India (Refer "Woes & Echoes"
May '46) is rather unnatural. The
reason being that every village is

not provided with a pucca theatre

and as such the villagers can ex-

pect some sort of amusement only
from touring cinemas and I can
say, that these touring cinemas
are helping the villagers to amuse
themselves. I can appreciate, if

Mr. N. S. V. Chalam can suggest

some other means by which the

villagers can be shown films. As
regards the rates, these are also

within their reach. Perhaps our
friend was born and brought up in

a city and he may not realise

the necessity of the poor villagers

who are too far away from the
city."

XEGAPATAM. N. V. R. Swamy.

ASK HIM.
"With a hope to have some fine

entertainment, the other day I

went to see the great (?) Shanta-
ram's much boosted "Dr. Kotnis
ki Amar Kahani" at a local thea-

tre. But, to my great disappoint-

ment and quite contrary to my
expectations, I found the picture

a miserable failure. In those ten

thousand and some odd feet- there

was hardly any situation which
one could describe as artistic or

entertaining. I felt myself ex-

tremely bored from the beginning
to the end, without a moment's
relief.

"A man of Shantaram's status

who gave us, in the past, brilliant

pictures like "Admi", "Padosi"
and "Duniya na Mane", should be
ashamed of such a worthless pic-

ture. Really, by producing "Dr.
Kotnis ki Amar Kahani" Shanta-
ram has added no prestige to his

reputation as an able producer-
director, but he has simply rattled

down his own standard. Hasn't
he?"

Prithi Paul Singh Chawla
I \ I IORF,
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CONVEYED

"I happened to see Shantaram's
Dr. Kotnis at Swastik, Bombay
in the second week of this month.

I had heard much of this picture

and all the three pictures of Raj-
kamal Kalamandir were seen by
me while at Bombay. I found this

picture the worst with no charm,

no direction, no action, no music

and no reality in the story. Will

Mr. Patel convey this review to

Mr. Shantaram the only director

of the country?"

Jagat Xarain Misra
(AWXPORE.

PRIMITIVE BALUCHISTAN

"Baluchistan seems to be abso-
lutely separated from the rest of

India. People from all over the

country send you their grievance-,

but no one has thought of doing it

from Baluchistan which I am sure

has the most. There are only two
theatres running at present in

Quetta, and naturally they are

always crowded. The cinema halls

are always full of smoke, having
exhaust fans, or if any, none
working.

The sanitary arrangements
can't be described. The lavatories

kill. The furniture gives back-
ache. The theatres observe no
regulations at all. The manage-
ment engages goondas and no
one dares to report to authorities

for fear of getting it in the neck.

"The Inspector of Boilers and
the Sanitary Inspector do not seen:

to be much interested in their

jobs. I suppose they get free

passes and are satisfied."

QUETTA. Jaidev Dopvani.

WAIT AND SEE

"I am very much, convinced by
your review of V. Shantaram's
"Dr. Kotnis ki Amar Kahani". I

would like to know through your
cohunns whether the "great"
Shantaram has got courage enough
to explain his position point by
point as regards your grand review
of Jiis picture. Has he got the
courage to face boldly and prove
his position thus making his name
"AMAR" as he made his picture

"Amar Kahani", or will he behave
before you just as a "rat" does
before a "cat"? Will the 'great'

Shantaram do that—Mr. Patel?"
KARACHI. Raj Kumar Chadha.

OLD FASHIONED

"The management of the Pic-

ture House and the Empire do not

start advance bookings when a

new picture starts. It is a pity

that all the tickets are sold at the
window. You can't expect every-
body and specially respectable

people (with or without families I

to stand in a queue."

KARACHI. Xandkumar Bhatia.

ONCE BITTEN

"Very recently I had the mis-
fortune to see a Tamil Picture

'Valmiki'. which had all the dis-

qualifications of a bad picture.

The picture starts in the "Maro"
fashion of our old Master Vithal

films and till the interval one won-
ders what the film is about. It is

only after the interval and that

too towards the end. one can find

some traces of Valmiki, the famous
writer of Ramayana.

"I rarely visit a Tamil picture

and this time I had a very bad
taste of it. I fervently appeal to

the Tamil producers to give us

something real and something ap-
pealing. Will they?"

MYSORE. H. S. Venkata Rao.

YES. A PITY.

"It is a pity that such an ex-

cellent and topical theme as

Prithvi Theatres' "Deewar" should

be missed by many as it is a stage

play. It would, indeed, be greatly

welcome if it is filmed and shown
on the screen all over the country,

especially when we are shown
rotten and nonsensical stuff as

screen stories."

.1/. Abdid Rasheed.
BANGALORE.

I SYMPATHIZE

"I wonder why Indian producers

give us too many songs in their

films. Broadly speaking- most of

these songs, besides being bad
poetry and bad music, are quite

out of place. After all we do not

go to the films for songs. The
radio, the gramophone, the musi-
cians, my friends and yours, would
well provide us with these. What
we want in the films is a story,

well-knit, interesting, emotional,
and leaving us the wiser. But
then these out-of-place songs
would come, and slow the tempo
of the story, make us yawn, and
take us not a step with the story.
The producer would thus proceed
till the interval, and then, roused,
as it were from sleep, would give
us one or two high-pitched scenes
and round off. But surely we did
not go all the way from home
merely for this: a few purple
patches and for the rest 'noisy
shrieks'."

Raghu Xath Doss Baijal
KOTAH .In.

J

NO
"Mr. Patel! Shantaram's "Dr.

Kotnis Ki Amar Kahani" is not so
bad a picture as to receive such
a severe condemnation from your
pen. Honestly speaking, I have
liked the picture as one of the
best hits in these times when rabid,
putrid and rotten pictures from
talented men like. Barua, Sardar
Chandulal Shah. Shashodhar Mu-
kherjee and Mehboob etc. are con-
tinuously killing our interest in
the filmworld. Indeed, "Dr.
Kotnis has its own shortcomings
and does not come up to the
usual Shantaram standard estab-
lished by him in the past by films
like "Admi" and "Padosi."*

The music of this picture is not
melodious. It is hard and mean-
ingless. Shantaram's selection of
his own self to play the leading
part is indiscreet and void of any
wisdom. This fellow, no doubt,
puts in a very balanced perfor-
mance with nice and appealing
histrionics but unfortunately his
dialogue diction is absolutely hope-
less and disappointing. He speaks
frog like (if at all an animal ana-
logy is needed) . The direction is

mediocre and unimaginative and
this makes the story look trans-
parent. Shantaram has not been
able to maintain the continuity of
situations satisfactorily. He has
intermixed humour and pathos
without any sense of proportion.
Because of this- the story becomes
abrupt and loses much of its

charm. Not minding these defects
(we should be generous enough to
allow a concession to Shantaram
in consideration of his past ser-
vices), "Dr. Kotnis" is a fairly
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N«ena looks a Rajput maiden in

"Prithviraj Sanyukta," a Shalimar
picture.

enjoyable film and must not be
discarded. Do you agree with
my opinion, Mr. Patel?"

Pundit Jwala Prasad.

CAWNPORE.

FASHION?

'There is, at present, an un-
fortunate tendency among a large

section of those, who strive for

profit—in different fields of work

—

to give a "People's" label to all

their activities. This is more so

in the entertainment industry,

which affords sufficient grounds
for all and sundry. Thus, we have
"People's Theatre", "People's

Pictures", 'People's buildings' and
selfstyled "People's writers."

"It is regrettable that the sla-

very of 400 million human beings

should be exploited by a few

shrewd businessmen for their own
ends."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

HONESTY

"In vain did I search numerous
so-called Film Journals to find a

single film review that merits the

name. Reviews there were in large

numbers, but none could match
the fearless, constructive, and en-

tertaining reviews of "filmindia".

"fihnindia" i< original while others

are artificial and biassed. Will

you tell me the secret of your
originality?

TRICHUR K. Devadas.

HARDLY FAIR
"You have warmly congratulat-

ed Mr. Chandulal Shah and Miss
Gohar on their success of produc-
ing 100 films within a period of

17 years. But at the same time

you have failed to mention that

out of this century most of the

pictures were flops- presenting old

faces depicting silly and boy-meet-

girl stories, giving unattractive

music and directed by unintelli-

gent and third class directors of

the film industry. It would not

be an act of exaggeration if I say

that Ranjit partners committed.

100 sins, a few less perhaps, by
exploiting the public through their

foolish and idiotic presentations.

Let you or anybody praise them,

but they are not worthy of it,"

Madan Mohan Agrawal.

ALLAHABAD.
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R. D. PARINJA (Bombay)

Producer-director R. D. Parinja

is very optimistic about new find

Chandni and assures us that she

as given a good performance in

"Sona Chandi". Let us wait and
see. Surest) is cast op]>osite

Chandni and the story is reported

to have mass-appeal.

The picture is awaiting release in

Bombay and we hope to give Pro-
ducer Parinja a warm pat on the

back, if we find the picture up to

our expectations. The North and
lind rights are with Jagat Talkie

Distributors.

FAMOUS FILMS (Bombay)

"Moghal-e-Azam", a Muslim
subject, is taking as long a time
as did "Phool". in the hands of

Director Asif, fussing over its

many details. A good deal of

money has been spent on sets and
many leading artistes such as

Vcena. Nargis, Durga Khote and
others are featured in "Moghal-
e-Azam".

We do not know when this

marathon production will be act-

ually completed hut if we are to

believe half of what Director Asif

has to say about the picture, the

film goers will be justified in

looking forward to this picture.

FILMISTAN LTD (Bombay)

"Mazdoor" directed by "Nit in

Bose had a rather short run at

the Roxy. Director Nit in Rose
made it more purposeful than
entertaining with the result that

the story failed to entertain the

masses

"Saffar" featuring Shobha and
Kami Roy lias been completed and
is likely to be released in Bombay,
shortly.

"Right Days'' starring the

popular actor Ashok Kumar, and
Veera who captured <o many fans

by her performance in "Shikari",

is making good progress under
Dattarani Pai.

Producer director Kishore Sahu
is working on "'Sindoor" in which,

it is reported, he has cast his wife

opposite himself.

It seems that screenplay writer

P. L. Santoshi has stepped out of

Prabhat and joined the Filmistan
as a director. His picture is called

"Shehnai" and features the team
of •"Mazdoor"—Indumati and
Nasir Khan.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

New comers, be they producers

or stars, are usually very enthu-

siastic about their work and it is

not surprising, therefore, that

Producer Shahzada Iftikhar is tak-

ing such a great interest in every

aspect of motion picture pro-

duction. We only hope he keeps

it up, at least till his maiden
production "Vcena" gets going in

full swing. "Veena" stars Veena
and Ashok Kumar; Rafiq

Ghaznavi is reported to have given

lilting melodies and the picture is

likely to be musically a strong

attraction.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

Director Walli has completed

his social "Dekhoji" within a short

time. How he managed to do the

trick is. however, a mystery. The
picture is in the editing room and

is likely to be released in Bombay
as soon as it gets a release date.

Starring Mumtaz Shanti, Direc-

tor Walli is reported to have made
"Dekhoji" a good motion picture.

The film goers expect Director

Walli to have improved by leaps

and bounds after "Lady Doctor".

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

"Prithviraj Sanyukta" directed

by Najam Naqvi and starring my-
sterious Neena does not seem to

have caught the fancy of the

public. It is running at the

Lamington Talkie-. Bombay.

With the missin" 'M-ead as the heroine and the starving millions as the

heroes, AhmeH Abbas gives us a progressive picture in "Dharti-ke-Lal"
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With his usual slow-but-steady
speed, Producer-director W. Z.

Ahmed is working on "Mira". He
tells us that Neena looks an ideal

Mira. And that is what every
producer usually tells the world
about the star working in his

picture.

"Shri Krishna Bhagwan" another
ambitious production is nearly

completed and is reported to have
become a box-office picture.

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Featuring Shamim and himself,

Comedian director A. Shah has

completed "Shikarpuri" a roaring

comedy.

Tempting offers for territorial

rights have been received from all

over India and the hesitant pro-

ducer is still making up his mind
which one to accept.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

" Omar Khayyam " starring

Saigal and Surraiya and "1857"

featuring Surraiya, W a s t i and
Surendra have been completed and
are lying lazily in the tins, waiting

to jump at the film goers when
their time for release is known.

Director Mohan Sinha is busy
trying to secure release dates for

his two pictures and the new pro-

duction has not yet gone on the

sets.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.
(Poona)

The Navyug Chitrapat, it seems,

want to specialise only in vulgar

and indecent pictures and "Room
No. 9" recently released at the

Krishna Cinema, Bombay, can be

said to be a worthy successor to

"Din Raat" in this respect. One
only hopes that the other three

pictures under production will be

different from these two. Director

Shahid Latif has made good pro-

gress with "Shikayat" a Muslim
social.

"Paro" starring Geeta Nizami is

well on way to completion. Direc-

tor Chandra Shekhar Bose has

nearly completed "Moti".

INTERNATIONAL CINE ART PRO-
DUCTIONS (Lahore)

Messrs. Sallis Khera are produc-

ing a social, "Gardish", which is

being directed by I. S. Bali. The
music is in the hands of S. D.

Batish. Asha Posley, Krishna and
Vinod are cast in the leading roles.

DE LUX PICTURES (Calcutta)

Director Virendra Desai is a
man with progressive ideas. And
unlike many others, he is always
anxious to put his ideas into prac-
tice and prove to all of us that
he is no theorizer. In his social

"Vo Dono" featuring his star-wife
Xalini . Jaywant (now Nalini
Desai I he has tackled the ticklish

theme of the polygamous nature
of man—whether a man can have
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two wives at the same time and yet
love both of them sincerely. We are

sure director Virendra Desai with
his experience of life; must have
solved the problem satisfactorily

in "Vo Dono". The other cast in-

cludes Shashikala, another new
find of Virendra Desai, and Probin
Muzumdar.
RANG MAHAL LTD. (Bombay)

Dr. Safdar 'Ah' has been busy
finding out good locations for his

outdoor sequences of "Bhookh", a

gripping social story.

HE ONLY KNOWS OF
COLLECTING MONEY
AND YET MORE MONEY,
AT ANY COST!-

SUNRISE

PICTURES Present A Pulsating

Human Document
Dealing with the

Problem of

The POOR & the RICH !

DHANWAN'
* Story:-S\t. M. G. DAVE

Screenplay & Direction'-

V. M. VYAS

Dialogues~QM\L
Songs:- 1 ROOP - BANT
Musici-SHAHTlKUMAR

STARRING.-
Glamorous as ever

PARO,
P. JAIRAJ,

ANJANA,
BHAGWANDAS,
DULARI,
Comedian DHULIYA,
NATWARLAL,
& RADHA

SUNRISE PICTURES Tribhuwan : Lamington Rd.

Terraces : BOMBAY 4
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Recruit Khurshid Faroogi c o Post
Master, Mahim Bombay, is a
modest man with an urge to act.

He is 5' 6" and 23 summers old.

The picture feature? Sheikh
Mukhtar, Kanhaivalal and a new-
find Husna.

Anil Biswas, the music director,

has they say, racked his brains
vigorously this time with the result

that a couple of tunes in the picture
have become catchy.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Sona" is Mazhar's pet produc-
tion. He has great hopes of this
picture succeeding at the box-
offices and he is assisting the box-

I
offices by working doubly hard on
it. The dialogue is by Pandit Shiv
Kumar and the picture has many
leading stars, to mention onlv a
few, Dixit. Mazhar Khan and
Munnawar Sultana.

"Naiyya" is nearly completed
and nowadays director Asian)
Xoori goes about in a sell-com-
placent mood.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)
"Rajputani" is running at the

Opera House and will be followed
by ''Moorti" starring the sweet
crooner Khurshid and Motilal.
Other pictures lying in the tins are
"DhflYti" and "Phoolwari".

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(Calcutta)

These distributors have the
patience of Job. They are still

waiting to release "Raj Lakshmi"
starring Kanan.

STAGE AND SCREEN PRESENTA-
TIONS (Madras)

As many as eighty different

types of dances have been shot by
Producer Uday Shankar for his

spectacular picture "Kalpana",
which promises to be an interesting

all-dance affair. Unceasingly, Pro-
ducer Uday Shankar has been
working at it for the last one-and-
a-half years and the public is an-
xiously waiting to see the result

of his untiring efforts on the
screen.

FIXMINDIA

Other attractive features about

•'Kalpana" are the song composi-

tions of the Hindi poet Pandit

Sumitranandan Pant set to appro-

priate music by Vishnudas Shirali,

the steadfast music director of

Uday Shankar.

PRAFULLA PICTURES (Bombay)

"Subhadra" a mythological co-

medy produced and directed by
Master Winayak of Kolhapur has

been released at the Roxy Cinema,
Bombay. Featuring Shanta Apte,

Ishwarlal and Yakub, Winayak

CREATING CHALLENGE RECORDS
AT

BOMBAY AT

DELHIK A M A L
AND ^

BROADWAY JUBILEE

AT

POONA
APPOLLO

^ AND

DECC AN

(ACADEMY AWARD WINNER )

HIND PICTURES'

MABAP ki IA3
NANABHAI BHATT

<J^\oeLiax

NAZIR

cStaxrin,

A. R QURESHI

JAYANTSWARNALATA * NAZIR
KUSUM DESHPANDE * MAJID * GULAB

7 SAT. SUN. I_30 P. M. MATINEE

Daily 4-30, 7-15, 10 P.M. Daily 4, 7. 10, P. M.

WEEK BROADWAY K A M A L
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Saigal looks a Persian priest when wooing Surraiya in "Omar Khay-
yam," directed by Mohan Sinha.

has great hopes of "Subhadra"
hitting the mark. The story is

by Maharashtrian writer V. S.

Khandekar. The dialogue and
songs are written by the well-

known Pandit Indra and the music-

is again in the hands of Maha-
rashtrian Vasant Desai.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)
A lot of shooting of "Do Naina''

has been completed. The picture

features Shamim, Mirza Musharaf,
and is directed by S. Bhatia.

Other pictures under production

are "Chandni Raat" and "Sultan

Chand Bibi".

BRIJ PRAKASH PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Pick Pocket" has been censored

and is ready for release. "Forget

ine-not" a gypsy social thriller has

been half finished and features

Brijroala.

RAMN1KLAL MOHANLAL & CO
(Bombay)

'Ma Baap Ki Laj" an orthodox

theme glorifying the Indian

woman, is doing good business at

the Kama I Talkies. The picture

Matures Suvarnalata and Xazir

—

the popular pair of "Laila Majnu".

K AM A I, PICTURES (Bombay)

Directors Harshad Barot and
Kajendra Sliarma have nearly

completed "Hirni" featuring

Monica Desai and Kanhaiyalal.

RAJA MOVIETONE (Bombay)

Producer-director Zahur Raja
tells us that he has already com-
pleted "Dharkan" featuring him-
self, Jyoti and Misra. In "Dhar-
kan", it is said, that Zahur Raja
has given a human story and that

is what the masses always go in

for.

SHREE RAJ PICTURES (Calcutta)

"Baap" is to be released shortly.

"Razia" a Muslim social is near-

ing completion and feature-*

Urmilla, Paresh Bannerji etc. Both
the pictures are directed by

Shamsuddin.

AZAD PICTURES (Bombay)

"Namak" featuring Dulari is in

the editing room. "Parda" direct-

ed by Mahesh Chandra Chuna-
wala and featuring Dulari will go

on the sets in a short time.

R S. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

"Rehmat" a social story written

by Suraiya Zulfi and directed by
I i ;tfir j Hazvi will go on the sets

very soon.

SUN RISE PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director V. M. Vyas
has nearly completed '"Dhanwan"
the usual story of the poor and the

rich. The picture is based on the

Vyas-Dave formula and is there-

fore likely to do well at the box-

offices. Producer-director Vyas
always looks after the box-office

angle of his pictures. In the cast

are Paro and P. Jairaj.

J. M. R. PICTURES (Bombay)

"Sham Savera" a musical social

featuring Suvarnalata and Wasti
has been completed. Producer
Mohanlal Kapoor has tried to give

a theme to his picture and inci-

dentally made it entertaining.

WARNER BROTHERS (Hollywood)

Phyllis Bottome's best selling

novel, "Danger Signal" has been

adapted for the screen and made
into a thrilling motion picture.

"Danger Signal" has Zachary
Scott (who made a favourable im-
pression on film goers in "Mildred
Pierce") in the role of Ronnie
Marsh and Fay Emerson as Hilda,

the heroine who falls for Ronnie.

Producer Jack L. Warner has
also made an interesting documen-
tary called "Hitler Lives" which
gives an account of militaristic

Germany from the times of Bis-

mark to Hitler's Germany.
AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)
Owing to the acute shortage of

raw film, "Gvalan" the musical
social, produced and directed by
Producer-director Baburao Patel

could not be completed. It is ex-

pected to be ready for the Censors
in a month's time. "Gvalan"
stars Sushila Rani. Bipin Gupta,
Trilok Kapoor, David and Ma-
dhuri.

Suman Sule attracts attention in

'Sona' a social story directed by

Mazhar Khan
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The present political atmosphere in our country

has affected rather sadly the friendly relations be-

tween our different communities. Instead of culti-

vating harmony and unity on the eve of freedom, the

two main communities of India are drifting away
from each other, creating an almost unbridgeable gulf

between them. Th:' political quarrel seems to have

now filtered into commerce and the day-to-day deal-

ings between the two communities.

The Muslims appear to be more intolerant of

the two and the way things are going on, it seems,

that we shall soon have to build separate theatres

for both, the Muslims and the Hindus, for their

entertainment, just as they are now having mosques

and temples for their worship.

Reports are coming from all over India of some
rowdvism 01 other in theatres over flimsy grounds. A
notable incident was about the film "Hamrahi" pro-

duced by the New Theatres Ltd. "Hamrahi"' was one

of our very few good pictures with a purposeful" theme
which had nothing at all to do with any communal
quarrel. The picture was well received in Bombay
and at many other cities. But when it was released

in Calcutta, some of the local Muslims managed to

find something very offensive in it. The picture has

tome rough characters in the story, wearing loongis

and pyjamas, who arc called upon to break up a

meeting of mill workers. Some Calcutta Muslims,
seeing the loongis and pyjamas, claimed the dress

as a Muslin, monopoly and raised the usual alarm
that Muslims were being called "goondas" by the

Hindus. Why didn't the Bombay Muslims find this

out when the picture ran so long in Bombay? And
for that matter why didn't the Bengalis object when
the Bengali version of the same picture ran for

nearly two years?

Suiting action to these thoughts, the Calcutta

crowd created a row in the theatre and stopped the

picture. This action is, of course, not goondaism.

wfe -appose it must be accepted as evidence of

Muslim culture. Other communities wiien they find

something that offends their religions or cultural

Bisceptibiiities, they either write to the authorities

or ventilate their grievance through the newspapers.

Some Muslims, however, don't seem to believe

in these gentle and constitutional methods of protest.

They take the knife, their chief war weapon, and
either tear the screen or open the stomach of any one

Like all screen lovers, Sushila Rani and Trilok Kapur
also went to the jungle temple to woo and coo in

"Gvalan", written, produced and directed by Mr.
Baburao Patcl.
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who dares to oppose them. And yet we are asked not
to identify these people as goondas.

Coming to this community of "goondas" which
consists of Hindus, Muslims, Jews, Christians, and
now Ambcdkarites, may we know why good Muslims
should pull upon themselves the odium attached to

the goondas just because a few characters in a pic-

ture happen to be dressed in loongis and pyjamas ?

And since when have loongis and pyjamas become
an exclusive Muslim dress? The Hindus and the

other communities also wear them all over India.

If the loongi and the pyjama are going to be the

future identification marks for spotting the Muslims,
then it is going to be a difficult job to pick them out

in the Punjab, where every man, rich or poor, Hindu
or Muslim, wears them every day.

The characters in "Hamrahi" didn't have even

distinctive Muslim names. And yet some of the

local Calcutta Muslims identified them as Muslims
with the help of the loongi and the pyjamas, and
suddenly turned them into symbolic representatives

of the Muslim community.

Can anything be more impulsive? If the poli-

tical stooges are spoiling for a fight haven't they got

the whole wide field of politics for their gambols?
Why should they strangle our tiny film industry by
finding such flimsy excuses and turning them into

serious communal quarrels?

The film industry is not at all anxious to hurt

the feelings of any community, be it Hindu, Muslim.
Christian or Jew. And when some producer does so

inadvertently, "filmindia" is always the first to pro-

test and demand reparations. The film industry is

a business of mass entertainment and one can't en-

tertain by hurting the feelings of others. The film

industry cannot afford to hurt anyone, because its

very existence depends on the goodwill of all. For
the film producer, it is good business to please- all.

And yet a local Muslim paper of Calcutta, re-

porting the "Hamrahi" disturbance, writes in its

issue of May 26th as follows:

"In our opinion, this film seems to have been
part of a well-laid, deep and subtle plot to blacken

the name of the Muslims and depict them as hooli-

gans and ruffians. In fact the filjn goes further and
shows the Muslims as a people who can be hired to

do the dirty work for whoever is able to pay the

price. No libel could be more vile and it is rather

fortunate that resentment to the outrageous insult

was confined to stopping the show and breaking a

few chairs."

This paper seems to be almost sorry that a few
hundred heads were, not broken and quite a few
buildings were not burnt down. That is the least,

according to the paper, the Muslims would have
done, had the other people not been a little more
fortunate.

When newspapers begin to exaggerate minor
incidents in such a criminal manner, is it any wonder
that our people start settling their quarrels with

knives and sticks?

This paper proceeds further: "The objectionable

scenes could never have been mistaken, misunder-
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stood or overlooked by the simplest of persons. The
story shows that a character by the name of 'An.bika'

arranges to break up a meeting and beat up the hero,

"Anup". What he did to achieve this end was to

hire a gang of goondas wearing, not dhoties, but

lungis and pyjamas. Do the director and the pro-

prietors of the cinema house, which exhibited this

objectionable film, think that there are no hooligans

among the Hindus? Or is it that the fact that Hindu
goondas are invariably called "Congress Workers"
and "Congress Volunteers" is alone enough to make
pern the gentlest of people?"

Who says there are no hooligans among the

Hindus? There are. Many more than there are

among the Muslims, simply because there are more
Hindus than Muslims in India. Similarly, there are

less number of goondas among Parsis than among
Muslims, because the number of Parsis is smaller.

But the quotations given above are not so much
intended to support the Muslim culture or the

Muslim way of life as to run down the Hindus and
particularly those identified with the Indian National

Congress. That the entire article is the result of

political rivalry is evident from its last paragraph

rherein the writer attacks the Congress. We don't

mind who attacks whom in the field of politic- so

long as these political skirmishes are not staged in

our film field, in our studios and in our cinemas. The
film trade has no politics, except those of art and
entertainment, and these political stooges of differ-

ent complexions—whether belonging to the Congress,

the Muslim League, the Scheduled Castes, the Hindu
Mahasabha or any other party label—have no right

whatsoever to turn our small errors, if any at all, into

political issues and create conflict and cause a serious

loss to our film industry.

If these different political parties or their fana-

tic stooges are spoiling for a fight, our cities have
Inough open parks where they can go and break one

another's heads and after bandaging them still come
to our theatres and enjoy a good show, forgetting for

a while all political differences. Yes. the theatre is

a place to forget all worries—political, economical and
personal. And it is not right for tin se people to break
our chairs, tear our screens and try to burn down
our cinemas, just because in the field of politics some
of them have become bitter through frustration.

Recently we had reported a similar incident at the

Krishna Cinema in Bombay where some Muslim
roughs, exasperated by some sequences advocating
Hindu-Muslim unity in that picture, "40 Crores",

rushed to the screen and tore it with a knife.

As in the case of "Hamrahi", the censors had to

cut out perfectly harmless portions from "40 Crores"
and thus allow an illegal and utterly unjustified con-

cession to the rowdy elements who kicked up the

row.

The question before us is: "Are the rowdies going

to rule the rest of India?" We don't care to what com-
munity or politics they belong. To the majority of

peace-loving citizens, the rowdies, be they Hindus,
Muslims, Christians or any other, constitute a con-
stant menace to the social life of the country.

Too many political parties are using the goon-
das these days to back up their political activities.

Even the Indian National Congress, which had
adopted so far non-violence as its sheet anchor, is

now giving up that creed and if it has not already
engaged the goondas, as some people seem to doubt,
it will have soon to do so to push their theories down
the throats of people who don't swallow them too
easily.

At this rate goondas will constitute the Civil

Service of our nation and the stick and the knife will

become the symbols of social service.

This political goondaism by different parties has
at regular intervals caused a huge loss to the Indian
film industry. In Bombay and other cities, the
cinemas have been closed for months on end because
of riots manipulated by political goondas. Our film

industry has already paid millions in losses for the
doubtful mirage of our nation's freedom.

The Calcutta paper accuses the producers of

•Hamrahi" "of a well-laid, deep and subtle plot to

blacken the name of the Muslims." This is a child-

ish allegation probably based on the accident of the

producer of "Hamrahi" being a Hindu. It is more-
over too exaggerated a compliment to be paid to the

intelligence of any film producer in our country. If

only our film producers had the brain? to plan so

cleverly and with such subtlety, they would not

be committing so many stupid mistakes many of

which cost them their very fortune and existence.

It angers us to find that our producers are sus-

pected of intelligence. We cannot tolerate this ac-

cusation of intelligence levelled at our production

Here is Neena as "Meera" in a picture of the same

name by Shalimar Pictures.
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Padma Eannerjee plays the hero's heroine in

"Dharti", a Ranjit picture.

boobies. This is an old quarrel \vc are ourselves

fighting out with our film producers for years.

This basic defect of the industry must rule out

the insinuation that the producers of "Hamrahi" were
trying to be clever. It is moreover not necessary to

be a Hindu to run down the Muslims. It is enough
to be a film producer to run down any community
without knowing what is being done.

Take the recent instance of "Nek Pervin" a

Muslim social story, written by Wahid Qureshi, a

Muslim and produced and directed by S. M. Yusuf,
also a Muslim. Elsewhere in this issue we have pub-
lished a full review of this picture. {Page 431

In this picture of Muslim social and cultural life,

ihaukat, evidently a rich and cultured Muslim, gam-
bles, employs goondas, drinks constantly, misleads

good people, shoots men with revolvers merely to

get a woman for his bed. And when the woman re-

fuses, he attempts to kill her son and outrage her

modesty. Is this the usual pattern of Muslim social

life prevalent in the country?

Between the two portrayals of Muslims in "Xek
Pervin" and in "Hamrahi", which slanders the

Muslims more?

In "Zeenat" a very popular Muslim picture,

again produced and directed by Muslims, the preg-

nant -Muslim heroine is chased out of the house in the

dead of night by her husband's brother, another
Muslim. How does this incident reflect on the huma-
nity of the Muslims as a community?

We can quote several instances like this in which

either the Muslim producers or the Muslim directors

FILMINDI A

of the industry have introduced sequences into their

stories—sequences which, measured by the 'Ham-
rahi' yard-stick, slander the Muslims terrifically and
show them up as a community which indulges in riot,

rape, arson, murder and what not.

What have the Calcutta guardians of the fair

name of the Muslims to say about these incidents?

If a Hindu producer cannot show some doubt-
fully dressed character without hurting the suscep-
tibilities of the Muslims, how can the Muslims, them-
selves, slander their community wholesale by por-
trayals as in "Nek Pervin" and "Zeenat"? The
Muslim producers, who are expected to present their

community in good colours, become thus its greatest
traducers.

It has become necessary to quote the other side
of the coin here because the Calcutta paper seeks to
find a politically-prompted communal reason for the
"goondas" in "Hamrahi".

Actually, motion picture producers, be they
Hindus or Muslims, cannot avoid some of the inci-

dents they show if a motion picture is to be a rea-
listic story of our every day life and behaviour.

Sometimes when some producer oversteps the
limits of reasonable exaggeration, as in the case of

"Xek Pervin", "filmindia" quickly administers a re-

buke and for some time things go on smoothly again.

But these lapses, whether on the part of the
Hindu producers or the Muslim ones, are hardly to

be considered as so much more food for communal
and political agitations and conflicts. And it is no
business of the political stooges of any party to make
capital out of them to promote their own party pro-

paganda.

The Indian film industry is on the brink of a
crisis today, mainly due to its own lack of enterprise

and partly because of the fast-multiplying foreign

competition. With its present stupid constituents

our film industry has little chance of surviving in

the future world of highly organized trades and in-

dustries, unless it receives official protection and un-
stinted public patronage.

If this diseased industry is also destined to

go through the additional spasms of communal con-
flicts, then its end must, indeed, be very near. This
is a very important aspect of our industrial life which
all politicians, whatever their shades and comple-
xions, must seriously consider. We welcome all the

guidance of our several politicians to build up this

industry on indigenous lines so that some day we, as

a nation, can compete with the best product in the

world- But we strongly object to our film industry

being made a victim of party bitterness on flimsy

grounds.

"Filmindia" is essentially a film magazine and
does not bother about politics and this article is not
therefore an argument on behalf of any political party

or community. It is only a plea on behalf of a

struggling film industry which is gasping for breath

between its own misadventure and the menace of

foreign competition.
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THIS PLACE WAS
- FOR YOU

But Where are

YOU ?

Yes! If you are a good looking young girl your photograph would

have been printed here as the star of R. D. Pareenja's next pic-

ture, and the screen's latest, newest, freshest, gentlest, prettiest,

sweetest, gayest, jolliest, daintiest, loveliest, fairest, smartest,

grandest, swellest, tenderest, glamour girl. But don't worry.

This place is still there for you if you area good looking girl.

R.D. Pareenja, India's ablest master of cinematographic technique,

who picturized such glorious box office hits as 'Kangan', 'Bandhan',

'Punar Milan', 'Naya Sansar', 'Jhoola', 'Kismet' and who has now
produced and directed "Sona Chandi" will make you a Glamour

Girl of the Screen. He knows the trick and the technique.

R. D. Pareenja has now featured almost all newcomers in

his picture, "Sona Chandi", and he has made Chandni a star

over-night and is now looking for fresh talent for his next pic-

ture. Write immediately enclosing a copy of your photograph.

You name your own salary and you will be given, but you must

be an educated young lady from a good family. A decent career

in a respectable atmosphere awaits you. Write now to R. D.

Pareenja, Managing Director, New Bombay Theatres, Ltd.,

55, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay.

R. D. Pareenja's,

: Bendy ior Helen sr.

:

Released Through: C. P. C. 1. North & Sind:

NEW BOMBAY THEATRES LTD., BHArAT PICTURES LTD JAGAT TALKIE DISTRIBUTORS.
55, Apollo St., Fort, Chandni Chowk,

BOMBAY. AKOLA. DELHI



This section is the monopoly of JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

SOME DIRTY WORK?
The way Ambalal J. Patel of Central Cine Cor-

poration Ltd. is keeping quiet over some pointed

allegations made regarding his I. F. I. and the Indian

News Parade deal with the Government of India it

seems there is something really fishy about the whole
affair

The "National Guardian" of Bombay has ex-

posed some startling facts about this deal which to-

day looks more like a quiet conspiracy between
Secretaries Bozman and Fenton on one side and
Ambalal Patel and W. J. Moylan on the other

Even W. J. Moylan, who was in charge of the

Indian News Parade and who is now an employee
of Ambalal Patel, is keeping mum over the serious

allegations made against his fair name. Probably
the present going is too good to be spoilt by an un-
necessary vindication of self-respect.

The Government of India must, however, ex-

plain to the satisfaction of the public that their me-
thod of disposing of the assets and equipment of the

Information Films of India and the Indian News
Farad- to Ambalal J. Patel was the only alternative

left to them in public interest.

The charges made by the "'National Guardian''
have to be answered not only by the officials but also

!)>• Ambalal Patel and W. J. Moylan. We have a lot

of material in hand already to hang all the parties

concerned in this dirty deal but we would like to wait

a month longer as we understand that Ambalal Patel

desires to defend himself against the alienations made
by the "National Guardian". If in this defence

Ambalal has something to say in justification, we
would like to hear his side of the story.

In the meanwhile we invite all the different

parties, who approached the Government of India

With offers for the I. F. I. and the 1. N. P. outfits, to

submit to us all the details of their negotiations with

the Government and their reasons for not concludim.

the deal.

QUISLINGS AND SABOTEURS!
Within a few years we won't have an Indian film

industry, not at least the one we have been used to

all these 30 years.

Of course, we shall have a number of pictures

showing in the country. Almost 80% of them will

be in Hindustani or in some local vernacular but

moat of these 80% will be owned by one foreigner

or another.

While some stupid monkeys at the Producers'

Association are shouting about patriotism and such

other thirgs to support the Indian film industry,

some of the prominent members of the very Associa-

tion are negotiating big deals with different foreign

interests to hire out present Indian studios for dub-
bing their pictures in different languages; to record

suitable Indian music and ship it to America; to pur-

chase different musical instruments and send them
over with the players; to send dialogue writers to

Hollywood and London; to send voice tests of differ-

ent men and women with a view to engage them as

artistes in Indian versions; to take finance for pro-
duction, distribution and exhibition of 16 mm. and
35 mm. films in the country, with 51% of the profits

going overseas.

Already half-a-dozen pseudo-Indian Companies
have been formed to build theatres all over the
country. The Indians associated with these enter-

prises are rich and influential people and the foreign-

ers, who have secured their co-operation, expect a

walk-over for their interests.

Good luck to the quislings and saboteurs! All

we can say is that the present people of the Indian
film industry bloody well deserve all that is coming
to them and for a million reasons.

Described as the newest, sweetest, smartest and what-
not-est, Chandni comes to the screen in "Sona

Chandi", a Pareenja picture.
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GOOD NEWS FOR
HOME-MOVIE MAKERS

Cine
:Kodak

Film is back

FILM
16 mm. and 8 mm.

KODAK LTD. (Incorporated in England) BOMBAY-CALCUTTA-LAHORE-MADflAS

MENACE OF 16 MM. FILMS.

Go where you like you will still find the same
rotten Indian pictures running all over India in more

j

rotten theatres. No one wants to improve in this

i
country—neither the top man nor the bottom one.

In the 35 mm. size films which we produce and
show at present we never reached any standard of

quality either to compete with the foreigners or to

control our home market.

Our stupid masses see our pictures and in do-

ing so give our stupid producers an opportunity to

arrogate to themselves all the art and intelligence of

the world. The net result is that though we began
making pictures 10 years after Hollywood we are

exactly 1500 years behind Hollywood in quality and
technique.

Before we could capture any quality in our pre-

sent production, the 16 mm. film has appeared on the

world horizon with its tremendous possibilities.

To the average film-goer the 16 mm. is as good
a film as the present 35 mm. On the screen he won't
find the difference and he doesn't care as long as he

gets value for his money. So the ultimate consumer
is already out of calculation.

For the film trade, however, the 16 mm. film

base has come to stay and to replace the present

35 mm. standard.

The 16 mm. film is cheaper all-round. It is non-
inflammable, can be projected anywhere without
special precautions, is light in weight, costs less in

transport and needs cheaper projection equipment.

Already there exists a huge world-wide library

of educational and instructional subjects for the 16

mm. field. In addition, Hollywood has already be-

gun to reduce popular feature films to the 16 mm.
size to provide programmes for their new 16 mm.
circuits.

The M.G.M., 20th Century Fox, R.K.O. Radio,

Warners and others are already in the field training

people and opening new circuits in different countries

for the 16 mm. films.

Within a month, will return to India Ram L.

Gogtay and Amonkar, two Indians trained in Holly-
wood to handle the 16 mm. business, to sell out our

country to the foreigners bit by bit. Gogtay knows
every bit of our land and its film trade. He will be

a very useful man. The foreigners are paying him
because the Indians drove him out. Gogtay has to

live somehow and you can't expect a film man to be-

come a Congre-s volunteer overnight. So the M.G.M.
is paying Gogtay and making use of his ripe know-
ledge, which he had collected for the Indian film

industry, to take the bacon overseas.

We are losing our men and our opportunities,

and we shall soon be losing our film industry, be-

tween, grecdv quislings and blind, unenterprising

fools.

A DISGUSTING END TO "LEFTY"
The enthusiastic players of the People's Theatre

stagtd recently in Bombay Clifford Odets' short play

"Waiting For Lefty", giving Indian names to the

characters. In spite of the excellent basic material

12
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in the written play and with some really smart ama-
teurs to rely on, Mulfc Raj Anand, the fellow who
was in charge of the production of the play, made
rather a clumsy job of it.

In his anxiety to give accent to the dialogue,
Anand seemed to have completely forgotten to give
action to the drama. The players gave a general
impression of being very anxious to vomit their dia-

logue without an error in pronunciation and while
doing so many of them completely forgot to portray
the spirit of their roles.

Odets' pointed words made a lot of topical sense
in the present discontented atmosphere of labour
awakening, but all the talk carried no conviction, be-
cause Anand could not train up his players to live

their roles and thus strike parallels with actual life

in the country.

Besides, by keeping the original Yankee slang
on the lips of the Indian players, Anand severely
strained the imagination, of people who tried to fit

the play to Indian environments. Imagine Zeenat,
the wife of an Indian bus driver saying ''God-damn-
it". Anand must know that Indian wives however
'civilized', have not yet learnt to express themselves
thus, in Yankee slang. Mulk Raj Anand stems to

be rather an inexperienced stage producer, the way
he has handled this play.

From the players, only two persons. Ramesh
Thapar and Zohra Segal, gave a good account of

themselves. The rest were too amateurish. In any
case the effort of the People's Theatre to present a

Leela gives quite a graceful touch to "Omar Khay-
yam" produced by Mohan Sinha.

They come together in "Baap"—Nigam and Urmilla

—

It is a picture produced by B. R. Tandon.

purposeful play must be considered greater than its

actual execution.

The evening, however, was brought to a rather

sour conclusion by the tongue-in-the-cheek sermon
of K. Ahmed Abbas, the all-important secretary of

I. P. T. A. Abbas seems to think that he is the only

man in the country on whom the entire burden of

reviving the glorious cultural traditions of the coun-
try has fallen. His lackey, Sathe, seems to have
assured him in addition, that all the well-to-do

people of the town were just so many sly criminals

who. unless they were checked in time, would rob

the whole country and ruin all our traditions.

"Waiting for Lefty" was not, by any chance, a

tier show. Tickets were priced from rupees ten

downwards. I paid Rs. 30] - and was given a free

admission card. Probably, they haven't printed the

tickets yet.

When you go to a paid show, you don't expect

some one from the show to come along and give you
a lecture to wake up your social conscience. That is

rank bad manners apart from what the man speaks.

If the I. P. T. A. needs funds, an appeal could

be made through the papers or in the gentle words

used by Ramesh Thapar without the lofty moraliz-

ing tone arrogated by Ahmed Abbas.

People arc wide awake in these times. They
know what is going on in the world around them. The
newspapers are shouting about millions starving and
about millions more needing some help or other. We
don't require little Ahmed Abbas to hang his long
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tongue out and tell us in a cheeky manner about our'

duty towards our people and a people's institution

like I. P. T. A.

Due to the extra vehemence which Abbas-put

into his cheeky talk to the audience, he made people

more hostile towards the I, P. T. A. than friendly.

In making an appeal for funds, quite a legitimate

function for a secretary, Abbas need not have run

down all and sundry with those old boring slogans

which have been hurled at well-to-do people through

ages. The procedure was a filthy abuse of all sense

of decorum which every showman must observe.

Everyone in that crowd was not necessarily a

capitalist waiting for Abbas to wake up his con-

science. And who was Abbas, himself a tiny gold-

digger, to tell us what to do for our progressive in-

stitutions and how to do it? Wouldn't it have been

enough to say that the I. P. T. A. needed funds to

continue its good work and the Association expected

the funds to come from the people?

We want to know whether the Indian People's

Theatre Association is an opportunity for people like

Abbas and Sathe to improve their individual for-

tunes.

Let us state here that the silly words which
Abbas vomittcd, at the end of a pretty good show,

smelt of personal bile and frustration. And that is

not a good stink for a people's institution.

CHALLENGE TO COLLEGE BOYS!
Don't we always hear a rowdy lot about the

members of the Students' Federation or Students'

Union, fighting about something or other and
making their presence felt both in the social and the

political fields?

These educated crowds should wake up now be-

cause Indian film producers are telling the world

that their colleges are just so many brothels where
boys chase girls or attempt to kidnap and rape them
and what not.

If they don't believe what we say let them go

and see "Jhumke", which was running at the New
West End Talkies in Bombay. The picture is pro-

duced by C. R. Civalani for Chitra Productions. The
story is written by S. H. Manto, a progressive writer

and the picture is directed by Jai Kishen Nanda. a

graduate of the Government College, Lahore. The
dialogue is written by Imtiaz Ali Taj, a well-known
writer of the Punjab.

In "Jhumke", they show a college in Lahore,

where the heroine, Krishna Kumari, is sent by her

father for higher education. Actually no education

is shown as being given any where in that entire

college. All we see is a "Mushaira" where students,

both boys and girls, compose love lyrics and fling

them at each other with vulgar gestures of the hands
and the hips. Rest of the time, the students chase

girls from place to place, plot to kidnap them or

compose sexy verses on them. In this "Jhumke"

"My friends say S look as

young as I did 15 years ago'

Can you wonder that I feel rather proud of myself

since it is all because I have never been content with

just ordinary make-up. My foundation cream takes care

of my looks as well as helping to add to them. I use Tokalon

Vanishing Skin Food because it is so much more than the ideal,

non-greasy powder base. It keeps my complexion smooth

and white because it feeds the skin tissues. Using it daily as

I do, I have found my skin stays supple and wrinkles haven't

even begun to form. You can also look years younger

than your age by using Tokalon Vanishing Skin Food.
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college, there is no education and no professors. It

is a college where boys and girls seem to meet re-

gularly to tickle and provoke each other's sex.

Is that what they do in Lahore colleges? And
is this the general pattern of behaviour in our col-

leges any where in India? I have not yet seen any-

thing like this anywhere and I have addressed boys

and girls in several colleges all over India.

Then how do the film producers get something

that does not exist? This is easy to answer. Those

producers who distort life in such a disgusting man-
ner have filthy minds that would not stop at any-

thing, howsoever dirty and mean, to make a little

money for themselves. They don't care two hoots

whom they slander in doing so. They have no re-

gard for good men, good women, good institutions

good culture, good traditions, good manners or any-

thing good. They want money at any price and

the price is always paid by others.

Film production in India is usually a business

without any morality. One day producers will run

down the colleges, the next day they will run down

the insurance companies and the third day they will

run down their own profession—the ruling condition

is that they must make money somehow and any-

how.

Every year many stories about our college life

come to the screen. All of them show anything but

the fine college life as it is found in India today. Our

students have been taking things in good humour so

far but they cannot afford to do so any longer. In

Free India' their status will be different and their

responsibilities will be greater.

We cannot afford to have our college students

and our educational institutions slandered by irres-

ponsible and uneducated film producers. Our public

leaders are straining every nerve to spread education

throughout the country while these film producers

are sabotaging their national effort by shuukring our

students ami their institutions.

"Jhumke" is a standing challenge to the man-

hood of our college students. We have impotent cen-

sors who will never do anytiling to build a better na-

tion. But the students themselves can do a lot. They

can picket the picture wherever it is shown. They

can force the producers to cut out the dirty scenes

that slander our educational institutions. And if

they succeed in stopping this picture, they will have

paid a graceful compliment to the girls who go to

collide with them to sip from the same fountain of

knowledge to build together a better future world.

PROOF OF GOODWILL REQUIRED
The Secretary of the Indian Merchants' Cham-

ber/- Bombay, has forwarded us a copy of the letter

received by the Chamber from the Indian Motion

Picture Producers' Association. The letter, dated

13th July, is as follows:
il

I refer to this office letter No. P/135c/1210,

dated 2.5th ult., and am to inform you that the mat-

ter has since received the serious consideration of

the Executive Committee.
"I am directed to assure you that members of

this Association have absolutely no intention of

villifying any indigenous industry of our country,

least of all, a rising national industry like Insurance.

In fact, it is the declared policy of this Association

to accord every possible support to our indigenous
industries in the larger interests of our country.

''The Indian film industry is itself a rising na-
tional industry which looks forward for support from
all sides for its development in the future and it is as

much anxious to see that every assistance is render-

ed to sister industries.

"Members are being advised to pay their special

attention to this matter and to avoid scenes in their

pictures which would directly or indirectly harm the

interests of Insurance or any other indigenous

industry."

This is a welcome assurance which the produ-
cers' Association has given to the other indigenous

industries of our country. What we want to know,
however, is what steps have been taken by the Pro-
ducers' Association to remove the offensive portions

from the films "Tadbir"' and "Dhamki".

Are these films to be allowed to be shown to

millions all over India with their slander against our
insurance people? If the producers really mean
what they write they ought to make amende honor-

able by cutting off the offensive portions from the

above films, otherwise their present assurance is

likely to be construed as a mere eyewash.

YOU LL HARDLY BELIEVE
That journalists Ahmed Abbas and V. P. Sathe

have discovered a new treatment for measles. Sathe

holds the head and Abbas massages the legs and the

Manchi and Radha in "Pick Pocket" a social story of

Brij Prakash Productions.
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PRODUCER
S. THARANI -

OF

AZAD PICTURES
who gave a NOVEL THEME Like

"NAMAK"
Now Presents Another Musical Social Story with

many NEW FACES

RASIK PRO DUCT IONS
Present

Directed By : MAHESHCHANDRA CHOONAWALA
Story By:- HUNAR & SAFAR.
Dialogue:- SH IRISH CHANDRA.
Music .- SHYAMBABU PATHAK.
Songs:- I NDIWAR.

Next Attraction

BE Z AB AN"
Particulars :-

RASIK PRODUCTIONS.
Dinaz Mansion, New Charni Road, BOMBAY, 4.
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patient gets relief. If you don't believe, ask Nayan
Tara (Lali Bhagat). She took a course at the Taj.

That the Taj people seem to have engaged the

services of Abbas and Sathe for giving this new
measles-treatment to the visiting guests at the Taj.

That is why, perhaps, we see Abbas and Sathe wait-

ing in the Taj lounge like tourists' guides. In any
case journalists must have a side profession on hand.

That Abbas and Sathe also threaten to go to

America with the tins of "Dharti-ke-Lal." No won-
der the People's Theatre is in the market for a dona-
tion of Rs. 25

;
000|-.

That the People's Theatre would be in a better

financial condition if only Abbas and Sathe would
cut down their taxi expenses a bit and not go so often

to Poona inquiring whether Snehaprabha Pradhan
has got measles.

That for a year to come, Chhotu Desai, Janak of

Janak will preside over the producers' paradise at

Sandhurst Road. And now Janak of Janak
will call the "distinguished members of the

American film industry" for another tea-plus-kneel-

ing function for saving the indigenous film industry.

Leon, Jack and Charlie, be warned and carry anti-

dotes in case they give some poisoned tea.

That the senior producers showed some rare

sense of humour when they elected Janak of Janak
as their president and filled up the other post with
"gentle" Jamsu in appreciation of the nonsense the

Member of the British Empire spoke on the A.I.R.

That Vijoo Bhatt, the film Valmiki of "Ram
Rajya", is a bit sore these days with his film bro-

therhood. How could they forget that Vijoo had also

delivered some nonsense on the A. I. R. and greater

at that? Vijoo really deserved to be the president

if "gentle" Jamsu could be the vice-president.

That with Janak of Janak as president and
"gentle" Jamsu as his vice, it will need some rare

persuasion to make Sardar Chandulal Shah attend
the meetings of the Executive Committee. Let us
watch the score of attendances now. Rai Bahadur
Chuni Lall will, of course, be ill throughout the year.

The weather is bad these days.

That Shantaram will be taking "Dr. Kotnis" to
America himself in case the Yankees want to see

the kangaroo that hopped through 11000 feet of un-
intelligent nonsense.

That Shantaram will also take the Indo-Chinese
girl, Jayashree, who joined together 800,000,000 peo-
ple with a single shot. They say the dear old girl

will carry 200 saries to hide herself from the demo-
cratic Yankees.

That during Shantaram's absence, Dada Kashi-
nath—the Shaukat of Rajkamal—will run the pro-
duction show and produce "Andhonki Duniya" (The
world of the Blind). This is a picture for the blind
and people with eyes should not see it or they might
see Shaukat's exploits in the Novelty Talkies.

That Shantaram has no money to pay for the
bad reviews, according to the one-eyed journalist of
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India. He needed all the money he had for the good
ones which appeared.

That Shantaram and Baburao Patel are likely to

meet in America for the first time after the classic

review of "Dr. Kotnis". That will be too bad for

the picture and too good for the Yankees.

That Master Winayak of Khandekar and Pandit
Indra of Ranjit are also planning to fly to America
with "Subhadra'' but Shanta Apte, the courtesy

girl, wants extra royalty for her celluloid journey to

America. Why didn't they provide for that flight in

the contract?

That Pandit Indra has already sent several

farewell letters to Marwar in case the aeroplane be-

comes too heavy with Winayak Kolhapuri's brain-

weight in "•Subhadra" and has also borrowed several

trousers, with Hollywood secrets inside, from Kedar
Sharma as it is essential to look fashionable in

Yankeeland.

That Pandit Indra doesn't know whether to fly

with "Subhadra" and become a distributor or stay

behind and become a producer in Chandulal's yard.

That way Pandit ji does not even know that he is

merely a word-spinner who gets angry if some one
claims his own stolen words. Seems to be a case of

stolen goods having a copyright.

That after all the parties given to Sardar Chan-
dulal, by the distributors, by the exhibitors, by the

journalists and by himself, one wonders why his

brother producers (IMPPA) have not yet invited him
for a small cup of tea and some sweet words which
no one ever means. Are the IMPPA blokes waiting

for Janak of Janak to score a century?

That according to Walli-a-la-Mumtaz, the Ranjit

studio is a hospital for people suffering with the pro-

duction itch—the two Behramshas and the Poonetar
Twins cure the itch before it spreads. Nice obliging

people, these Ranjit folks. Of course. Sardar Chan-
dulal is as innocent as a new-born babe, as usual.

That film-actor Chandramohan is worried about
the reported disappearance of Hari Singh of Kashmir
and is said to be cursing Jawaharlal Xehru for his

impetuous holiday in Kashmir. If only Jawahar
had told Chandramohan he could have knelt before

"Maharaj" and arranged a grand reception in

Kashmir, with a singing girl to boot. But this Jawa-
har, son of Motilal—people have spoilt him. He
doesn't know how to respect Rajas and Maharajas.

That way the good-hearted Chandramohan is

also worried about "Moti" (Motilal—once well-

known film actor). He found White Horse Whisky
in Moti's heart and wondered how it could get there,

seeing that Moti's "Traitor" is brown in colour and
whisky goes out the other way within an hour. Dr.

Ciilder. our public health minister, is solving the

riddle for Chandramohan.

That way the generous Chandramohan had also

to accommodate his "Chandulal Seth who, poor
fellow, is in a hell of a mess", in spite of "Sweet Bee"
being a good thing for Secunderabad. Poor Chan-
dramohan. a good man is always worried by ever so

many things. How do you expect him to pay in

time the annual subscription for "filmindia"?
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( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

VIRENDAR EOOD (Hoshiarpur)

When, why, how and whom to marry ?

If I tell you all that, you will need me again

after the marriage.

DMESHWAR1 PRASAD (Patna)

Which province has contributed the largest

number of film stars?

The dark streets of the Punjab.

What is the sign of virginity?

In present times, childhood.

HARI ENDBA PAREEK (Meerut)

I> film-making in India an industry or an art?

// is neither. It is an insult to both.

SHAM A NAM) MOIDGILL (Agra)

Were you born with a silver spoon in your mouth

or a wood i n one?

1 don't know what the spoon was wad, of,

but I hail evidently the wrong etui of it in my
mouth as I . till find )><ople sipping from my
spoon.

A T. M. AZIZ (Calcutta)

What is the difference between the Indian and

the American philosophy of life and love?

The American lores and lives, the Indian

loves and dies, expecting to be born again.

A. QUADER (Karachi)

What is the shortest way for a woman tn pacify

and control her husband when he gets angry with her?

Thro mill her bed room.

C V. TRACKER (Kutch)

What happens when a film journalist becomes a

director?

"Clralan" is produced.

P. S. SHARMA (Surat)

Why does Director Mohan Sinha call himself a

'rebel'?

'

Probably h< doesn't believe in being normal

£and natural.

What has happened to Vijay Bhatt's, "Bhagwan

Buddha"?

j The Bhagwan wants to appear in a foreign

cradU built by Paul Zils.

( KKNGARAJAN (Madras)

What are your politics?

Bread, butter and bean, for me and my Jean.

What is your suggestion to solve the present

political deadlock in the country?

Rat-poison for the politicians.

BANSI DHAR GUPTA (Mussoorie)

Why have the Indian women of today become
interested in ball-room dancing?

Sometimes to set the ball rolling in the ball-

rooms and collect the pay roll in the bed-rooms.

Kr. RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

Your "filmfndia" has proved of great help to me
in making friends with girls in my neighbourhood?

Give them an extra kiss on our behalf—as

our commission.

Veena has a charming profile which sets people

thinking. Once again we shall see her in "Veena"

a powerful social theme of Shahzad Productions di-

rected by Shahzada Iftkhar.
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So far, none of the producers, directors and
actors have expressed their 'Woes And Echoes' in the

columns of "filmindia"? Do they have none?

They have only one—"filmindia."

it. N. KOOL (Allahabad)

Why do Indian producers fail to present true

historical facts on the screen?

Just because they don't know the facts—-

historical, mythological or social.

K. MOTILAL (Bombay)

What will be the future of the film industry

when barbers, tiny hotel keepers and extra suppliers,

without having any experience, produce their own
pictures?

The future won't be worse than the present

which is also a gift to us of grocers, pedlars,

postermen, tailors, and what not.

KAMLA DEVI (Poona)

What do the thorns of a rose represent?

That its fragrance is forbidden for the

clumsy ones.

Y. PAL (New Delhi)

For how long does a film star remain popular?

^4s long as the fools pay standing in queues.

MISS S. DEVAKI (Bangalore)

If a husband is unfaithful to his wife, has he
any right to expect her to continue to be faithful to

him?
Loyalty is an inherent virtue,—not a term

of mutual contract.

BHAGAT BAM RAINA (Srinagar)

Is "filmindia" magazine or horse responsible for

your riches? Do you call these earnings honest?

/ am not rich. What little I have smells of
my own sweat. Money gets a bad stink when
it is bathed in the sweat of others.

T. H BHEEMA RAO (Chikmaglur)

Some people say that a wife is a knife to cut

short one's life?

Why? With a. knife you can also spread
butter on your bread.

JAI PBAKASH GUPTA (Delhi)

Is Ran jit going to produce another 100 pictures

in the coming 15 years to break all records once more?

At their present speed, they should do so

within 10 years.

P KONDANNA (Eanchi)

There are moments when a bachelor wishes that

he was married and a married man that he had
remained a bachelor. Why?

The bachelor is the man with the woman at

a distance—it is the distance that lends the

charm.

What will be the language of your "filmindia"

when the English quit India?

"filmindia'
s" language will be the second

language of the country.
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MISS VASANT V. MERCHANT (Bombay)

Isn't it strange that the oft-shouting nationalist

in Ahmed Abbas could be a party to the wholesale

sabotage of the Congress in Shantaram's '"Kotnis"?

That way Abbas is a strange bird. He
hardly believes what he writes. That is just

journalistn, which means writing what people

want.

Is realism desirable even when it requires mora-

lity and decency as its price?

No! Realism that distorts moral values of

life nmst be condemned. All the 'isms' of life

must contribute to a better and more glorious

life.

HATIM TAYABALLY (Secunderabad)

Are husbands necessary?

Ask the wives.

Are our Indian stars pious and God-fearing?

Oh. yes. they go to work regularly and
piously demand their payment in black-market

currency.

BASHIR JAWAID (Amritsar)

What do you think of a woman who always sus-

pects her husband?

-4 wise bird who doesn't believe in taking

chances.

G. MADHAV RAO (Negapatam)

Is there any Indian newsreel company owned by
Indians? Were the Delhi and Simla talks covered

by any Xewsrcel Company?

There is one owned by Ambalal Patel of

Central Cine Corporation but it seems to be

more interested in Pan'.t fashions than news.

MIAZ AHMED (Cawnpore)

Can you define two different tastes of life. Mr.
Baburao. that is—a rich man's and a poor man's ?

Poverty has a bitter taste born out of want,

riches have a sour taste due to constipation.

Both the rich and the poor take their own bites

at life and make faces according to their oxon

tastes.

Why does a poor man having no means get more
children than a rich man who spends thousands to

have at least one?

The rich men always have other pasture* t<>

graze and they often return home too tired.

When at last they irant one they are too dissi-

pated for the effort.

Why do Muslim girls adopt Hindu names in film

life?

+ To be in fashion with the majority and to

satisfy the commercial instincts of the producers.

What benefit do you think Mr. Baburao, will

the" film industry get from the National Government?

Xone. Our white-capped Congressmen arc

as much stupid and lazy as our white-skinned

rulers have been crooked and crafty. It needs

imagination to be useful to the nation.

FILM INDIA

.Tyoti starts worrying: in "Dharkan", a social story

produced and directed by Zahur Raja.

RAJ NANDAN PRASAD (Jamshedpur)

What is the twentieth century meaning of love?

.4 fashionable argument for an old-fashion-

ed purpose.

Who is a "genius"? Shantaram or Kishore Sahu?
Both. They are like the Siamese Twins.

Is love sweet or sour?

Depends on where and how you dig your
teeth in.

GOPALKRISHNA BARDALOI (Dibrugarh)

Why has Director Mehboob taken the Com-
munist symbol as his trade mark?

Because he doesn't know what it stands for.

That way Kardar also has a trade symbol which

doesn't mean anything to his pictures.

H H. PATEL (Karachi)

Almost all our film directors always show the

full moon in their pictures. Why is it so?

Because we don't get electric lights shaped
like a crescent.

MOTI A SHAHANI (Karachi)

Why is it that "filmindia" is priced at two
rupees while "Photoplay" of America is sold at

fourteen annas?

"filmindia" needs brains, "Photoplay" needs

only advertisements.

It seems that you don't like your magazine to be

criticised?
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Who says that? Go ahead and spit. Let
me at least see what you spit.

MOHD. QAISARUDDIN SIDDIQI (New Delhi)

What do you think of the latest 'Plan' of the
British Government 0

It is not a "Plan" on which you can build.

It is a "Design' for future plotting.

K. V. G. KRISHNA RAO (Ellore)

"Chastity is nothing but lack of opportunity".

How far do you agree with this statement?

I don't. That is a cijnical view of a good
virtue. Do you mean to say that all our good
icomcn arc virtuous because they can't be other-

wise? How do you then explain the age of our
traditions which are thousands of years old?

CHANCHLA RANI BHAGWANDAS (Lahore)

What is the worst moment in a woman's life?

In a good woman's life, the frown of her
husband. In a bad woman's life, the frown on
her own face.

P. RAMAKRISHNA RAO (Vizagpatam)

Can you suggest anything we people can do to-

wards thu production of better pictures by our
directors and producers?

Stop seeing rotten pictures. See only those

which I recommend. Do this for a year and
watch the result.

Did you ever realise that it is easier to criticize

pictures than produce them?

Both are different jobs and difficult ones.

Neither is easier than the other to do well.

IQBAL M. SIDDIQUI (Jaunpore)

What time docs a 'girl' take to become a

'woman'?

It is usually an overnight transformation.

NAREN'I);? A KUMAR (Bombay)

It appeals from the replies you give to your
readers that you think too much of yourself and
your magazine?

/ do. Do you mind? How else can you
live and ~!:ick in this world? Show me another
way.

M. A. EADRUDDIN (Mangalore)

Is there any objection in giving the true age of

our film stars?

The secret will hurt your eyes. The pro-

ducers arc anxious to keep at least the eyesight

of millions in good condition even if they poison

their minds.

M. R. PRABIITJ (Mangalore)

Does Begum Para actually sing in "Chand" and
"Chliamia"?

No. Some one else has obliged her.

MISS BABY NOWGAONKAR (Bombay)

Most of the actresses take their maid servants
with them while going to the studios but why?
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In the studios, their chastity is not in phy-
sical danger. The maid servant is probably
taken for odd jobs.

A. N. NARAYANA RAO (Bangalore)

It is said in the Bible that God created man
after his own image?

God didn't write the Bible. Men xorote it

and claimed descent from Divinity.

R SHRIRAM (Jaipur)

Why in most historical pictures, imagination
plays a predominant part while reality, which is most
essential, lags far behind?

They are not historical, they are hysterical.

P RAJABAHADUR (Madras)

Do the lover and the loved one meet each other

after their death?

They may but they don't add to the world
below.

SYED IBRAHIM (Lucknow)

It is a pity that a journalist of your repute and
eminence should keep away from the 'A. I. N. E. C
and allow such non-combatants like S. A. Brelvi and
T. K. Ghose to exchange the presidentship between
them?

We have non-violent politics with vege-

tarians as heroes. Besides, the size of their papers

is bigger than that of their heads.

MISS YESHODA K. NEDUNGADI (Palghat)

What are heaven and hell in the realm of love?

Merely different hues of emotions.

V. C. GOPALKRISHNA (Bangalore)

Solitude is bliss to lovers and thieves. Why?
They can ste<d without being caught.

Men praise beauty of women. Do women praise

men equally as men do?

Men use words, irom< n use sdence.

N. VENKATESAN (Negapatann

Suppose you are offered either of the following:

a dip in the 'holy' Ganges or a warm shower bath in

the Hotel Taj?
'

/ rroubl add eau-de-cologne to tnake the

Taj water holy and enjoy. The sanctity of the

Ganges is in the maul and not in tin irater.

Can you differentiate between Indian etiquette?

and European etiquette?

You can see European etiquette but you

ft el the Indian one.

Sl'BIIASIS CHAUDIIARI (Chittagong)

I love a woman but she objects. Is it love?

It may be its first gesture. Don't give up
r the chase yet.

V. R. MENON (Bombay)

Which do you think is sweeter—a ripe grape or

a charming lady's lips?

Depends on the thirst of the moment.

FILMINDU

Why are ladies preferable to gentlemen as "pri-
vate secretaries"?

The word 'private' heis a feminine gender.

Some time ago, I read in some newspaper that a
great scientist's head was to be purchased after his
death by the United States at a cost of dollars
10,000| - or so. If it is true, how much do you think
yours will fetch?

Before my skidl finally cracks on the inevi-
table pyre. I will have taken all the price out of
it for myself. There will be nothing left to buy.

N. V. R. SWAMY (Negapatam)

Who is the richest among the film actors?

Certainly not the one, who, after earning
lakhs, has still to send his wife searching for a
job.

How can a kiss be valued?

By the sequel to it.

B. J. GHOSALKAR (Bombay)
Why all Indian film producers and directors

repeat the same old love story in their pictures in

different forms?

They have not found another story yet.

PARMA NAND SHARMA (Beawar)

Towards whom is my duty greater—Mother
India or my own mother?

This loving mother can feed her child only with
affection if that is some food for a starving stomach.
''Dharti-ke-Lal", produced and directed by Ahmed

Abbas, brings hunger to the screen.
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FOR CINEMAS...

FOR STUDIOS...

POSTWAR STANDARDS
Thanks to the regular, reliable

on-the-spot W. E. Cinema service

that goes with the

New postwar W. E. Studio equipment

of £te&z/ica,
newest and finest developments in record-

ing and projection equipment by Western

Electric.

Western Electric Service Centres are placed

to serve every theatre and studio in India.

THE

"BIG THREE" in the

CINEMA WORLD
Westrex Sound, together with Ashcraft

Arc Lamps and Century Projectors make
a team that is the exhibitor's best bet for

freedom from projection worries.

They are built best in the first place,

installed right, and serviced by a firm which

has specialised in service since sound began.

Let us show you what they can do for you.

WesternEketrie CompanyofIndia
Post Box 1232, BOMBAY
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Look after your own mother and Mother
India won't lack affectionate sons.

H. C. RASTOGI (Kashipur)

Who should be hated more: the sin or the sinner?

The circumstances that compel the act.

SANTOSH KUMAR BASU (Allahabad)

How long do you think Kanan can be prepared
still to be presented on the screen as a 18 year-old
maiden?

As long as your eyes choose to wear the

veil of youth.

MISS SUNDIRA (Nellore)

What should be the aim of a young girl in life?

To get a young man for company and travel

towards old age, hand in hand.

S. W. AHMED (Daltonganj)

Spiritually, intellectually and physically, woman
is inferior to man. Will Mr. Patel please tell her to

realise her position?

Well, son, you have wrong notions about

your own sex. Women are as good as men, spiri-

tually, intellectually and physically. Meera be-

came as great a saint as Buddha. Leela-

vati is considered the greatest mathematician

of the world. And take any mother and imagine

her pangs of birth and her endurance and tell

me how many men can stand the agony. The

brutal strength of man is not necessarily the

FILMINDIA

greater strength. If women had not been as
good as men, they would not have kept them
company through the long history of man.

AFTAB AHMED KHAN (Bareilly)

How is it that "filmindia" offers no news of the
activities of New Theatres, Pancholi, Prabhat,
Minerva, Mehboob and many other prominent pro-
ducers?

They don't send me the news. They proba-
bly don't care for the readers of "filmindia".

VINCENT C. BROWNE (Junnordeo)

Generally what are the preliminary signs of

love in a girl to realize that she has fallen in love?

She avoids looking straight into your eye
and blushes unnecessarily. I am talking of the
normal girl and not of the average college girl,

who puts a finger into your eye in case you are

found sleeping.

CHANDRASEKAR (Adoni)

Where does beauty lie in a woman?
In the beautiful vision you build of her.

Which is the easiest thing in this world?

To convince Shantaram that he is young
and handsome.

Can an arrogant wife be controlled?

Wives are not arrogant, the husbands are

weak-kneed.
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The ticket or the film spools? If you want to keep these two related — if

you want your box office to justify that expensive building and equipment,

deal with the one and only firm that can claim to supply everything for the

cinema. From plush curtains to poster boards — from ashtrays to lighting

equipment, Gaumont-Kaiee can supply every detail you require. And this,

remember, is the firm of " Vulcan " and " Duosonic " fame, which make films

brighter, livelier, more true to nature and there-

fore BETTER ENTERTAINMENT. This wonder-
ful service is available everywhere- now-today!

G AU M 0 NT-K ALEE LTD.
Ttla/teks Vmosmuc Svuncffyuifrment gaumont kalee
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In "Notorious", R. K. O. Radio money-maker, these

two, not notorious, Ingrid Bergman and Cary Grant

see lots of each other and don't tell us what they

have seen.

How is your "Gvalan" progressing?

Very well, thanks.

K. RAMACHANDRA RAJAH (Ramachantfvapur)

What is your opinion about the recent behaviour

of the Congress High Command towards Mr. Pra-

kasam's Ministry?

A frustrative operation to put monkey
glands into Rajaji.

M P MAHENDRA (Kamptee)

Is Geeta Bose appearing in 'Etbar", the

daugh'cr of Sjt. Sarat Chandra Bose?

Geeta Bose is the daughter of Pramotha

Bose, an old and well-known artiste of silent

pictures.

And who is this raw director of "Bhaunwar"—
Madhukumar Patel—your son?

My son can't be so unfortunate as to join

the Indian film industry.

Mr. Patel, you strongly condemn Chandramohan
and Motilal for losing money at the horse races,

whereas you have printed a picture in which you are

yourself holding a horse at the race course. How do

you justify this?

Holding a horse coming home a ivinner is not

losing money. Money is lost when horses are

not brought home that way.

SATYA SETHI (Rawalpindi)

What would happen if the released W.A.C.(I)s

join the film world?

We shall have army officers seeing rotten

Indian stuff.

PRADEEP L. TANNA (Kandivli)

I saw "Dr. Kotnis" before reading your review

and found that I had wasted my money. Mr. Patel.

must not the great Shantaram's picture be seen be-

fore reading its review in "filmindia''?

Then why complain about having wasted

money?

PRITAM SINGH BEDI (Sialkot)

The great men of the world are always simple.

Why?
Because they don't need to decorate them-

selves. Their greatness is a complete decoration

by itself.

BAL DRAVID (Indore)

What will happen if some actress suddenly hap-
pens to become a somnambulist?

She might return to her own bedroom.

GOVIND NARAIN GARG (Cawnpore)

A great disservice has been done to our film in-

dustry by the Ranjit Movietone by completing its

century. In my view, it has degraded our standard
of art bv producing cheap pictures. What do you
think?

Whatever the quality, the production of

that much quantity icas a feat by itself and
needed gut*.

JALALUDDIN KHAN (Khargpur)

What will the title 'M.B.E.' of gentle Jamsu
denote in Free India?

Member of the Blasted Empire.

K. B. BASAVA RAJAN (Bangalore)

Mr. Baburao. are you in the habit of attending

cocktail parties?

/ am a teetotaller and that is why I don't

mix well with the film crowd.

MISS VIOLIA VAJRAM (Warangal)

Why are Indian girls kept indoors after their

maturity?

Because in India, maidens become mothers
even with the Sun's rays. To wit: Kama, the

warrior of Mahabharat.

ABUBUCKER AHMED (Bangalore)

Which studio in your candid opinion can justly

appropriate the pride of having made an abiding and
glorious contribution at the altar of Indian film art?

None. Occasional spasms don't constitute

an abiding contribution.

KAILASH NATH KAPUR (New Delhi)

Is it a sin to commit suicide?

Yes, if life is still worth living.
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Announcing
The Film Industry's Long Needed

OPTICAL PRINTING
Dissolves, Wipes, Enlarging,

Reducing, Zoom Shots,

Double & Multiple Exposing,

& Masking, Speeding,

Slowing, Reversing, Trans-

parencies for Back projection.

MATT
Settings

SHOTS Huge

with Low cost.

• TRAILORS Titles Ani

• DUNNING.

• SEQUENCES Fires

Storms, Explosions, Earth-

quakes, Floods, Action

Against Any Real or

Miniature Backgrounds.

Under the Expert Supervision of the

well-known "SPECIAL EFFECTS" Technician

PRAHLAD DUTT
OF 'S ANT DYANESHWAR', 'PADOS.I'

& 'SHIRIN FARHAD' fame.

THE FILM INDUSTRY IS INVITED
TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF THIS

MOST EFFICIENT AND UNIQUE
SERVICE AND ADD RARE REALISM
AND FINISH TO THE PICTURES.

1/ It's Special Effects
A DISSOLVE OR A WIPE—A SHOT OR A SEQUENCE

We Can Do It.

THE BomBny Fllim lrborbtories, utd.
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KAMESHWAR PRASAD (Patna)

Can a second-hand wife be as good as a second-

hand book?

Sometimes, widows bear more children.

Justify the title of the picture '-Rattan'*?

Silver jubilees in several towns.

C. M SUVARNA (Bombay)

When does a boy become a man?

When he buys a safety razor.

I belong to a Hindu family. If I many a Chris-

tian girl, what will happen?

Nothing phenomenal; only half-a-dozen

papas puppies.

T. S. VENKITESWARAN (Fombay)

Which do you like better: stars on the screen or

stars in the sky?

The sky ones are too far.

I am having blissful dreams at night. Can you

tell me why?

Empty stomach provides bliss.

Can you produce a picture of adventures and

influence jawahar to act as the hero?

// mmt be the story of Mother India and

the adventures of her sons to win the freedom

of her soil.

H. VENKATA RAO (Bangalore)

A rule is enforced here to screen the King at the

end of each show so that people may pay homage to

their ruler by standing still for a moment. But many
people sit while others keep rushing out. What is

your suggestion to remedy this indiscipline?

Have your own king.

H G BHALYA (Calcutta)

Is there any picture without an actress?

That will be only half the picture.

ISHVVAR MAHUBHANI (Bombay)

How can you distinguish between a fresh woman
and a faded one?

Xot necessarily by the Braille method.

Have you ever kissed the fist of a young girl?

Why? What is wrong with her lips?

What is the host gift of the film industry to the

country?

Canned stupidity.

ATIB USMANI (Bombay)

1 notice that in spite of the general political

iwakening in India, the nationalist songs in our

pictures sound hollow and ridiculous. What is the

Bason?

Staves are dead horses and you can't whip

jlead horses.

SAMUEL HANNOCK (Bombay)

Which film actress is most in demand these days?

Yeena. She is doing more pictures than

anyone else.

IVatck Tot "Thele £upet

Qtttaction* Ofc 1946

Directed By: SHOW DAULTALVI

Starring : GEETA NIZAMI, RANDHIR, RANJIT
KUMARI.

(ii)

SHIKAYAT Directed By : SHAUI D LATIF

(iii)

Starring : SNEHPRABHA, SHYAM, RAMA
SHUKAL, RANDHIR, HAMID BUTT
& NIGAR SULTANA.

Directed By: CHANDRA SHEKHA& BOSE

Starring : GEETA NIZAMI, BIMAN BANNERJI

& RANDHIR.

for PARTICULARS CONTACT :

—

PEERLESS PICTURES,
116, ( H A ft N I GOAD, BOMBAY i.
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KAILASH NATH BHARGAVA (Allahabad)

Can you tell me whether film actress Xurjehan
uses a chest-expander?

She has no need to.

N. S. NAIR (Baluchistan)

Can a bachelor's life be happv after the age of

forty?

It has a better chance after forty.

D. WILLIAM MOSES (Tanjore)

Whenever I talk with a girl, the girl's mother
often interferes and spoils the taste. What am I to

do?
Talk through the mother. People irho

ignore the mother often lose the daughter.

Please explain, "she is a woman of questionable
character"?

Which means men are doubtful of tlicir

own.

A B RAGHAVAN (Bombay)

What happened to Rama Shukul?

The police don't report any accident.

What is the difference between 'beauty' and
'complexion'?

'Beauty' is what you bring, 'complexion' is

what Max Factor gives.

B. INDIRA DEVI (Neyyatinkara)

How am I to pacify my parents when they no-

tice a copy of "filmindia" among my books and get

exasperated?

Lend it to them to read.

H. R. PARTHA RAJA IYENGAR (Jullundur)

Pandit Indra is not dead I believe?

Oh! Did his photo intrude on you so badly?

MISS BLMALA KUMARI (Bairagania)

I have heard that a man becomes perfect after

he has been kicked out from a prostitute's quarters,

a gambler's den, and a liquor shop. What is your
idea?

That is the man you should marry. You
have some rare notions about perfection.

NARENURA KUMAR (Dhad)

If you had been the President of the Film Cen-
sor Board, how would you have exercised your
authority?

99 out of hundred pictures I would have
refused to see. And the remaining one, I would
have banned half-way through.

G. SYED ISMAIL (Bangalore)

An astrologer told me that the editors of film

magazines accompany the actors and actresses into

hell after their death. If it is a fact, may I feel

sorry for your fate?

You should be glad. That means continued
business over there. If I go with my parapher-

nalia I shall have something to write there.

KUMARI KAILASH MATHUR (New Delb^
How to choose a good husband?

Tap the heart end hubby will fall out like

a chocolate from the slot.

P>iem Pictures (Announces.'-

5RT

K AS AM
(OATH)

Creates n Mew history in Pictures or*

Muslim .T;nitilij Social.

Staging-.- * NAJMA, * RAJ ADIB, * KANTA DEVI,

* JAMU PATEL, * SABIR &
* & PREM ADIB &

- - SAJJAD HUSEIN <£ong*:. FANI

^hixscud / v M. D. B A I G
Y Attracti DEHATI Story by:- PREM ADIB.

For Particulars Apply:-

PYRAMID PICTURES,
PETIT HOUSE, : : 2 KENNEDY BRIDGE : : BOMBAY 7.
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How to keep the husband at home?

By making the home a haven of peace and
silence. The last one is very important and

most difficult seeing that women carry rapiers in

their mouth.

T. K. PATTABHIRAM (Secunderabad)

Sweet kisses sent through love letters remain

sweet for ever.

They are the safest anyway for both the

sides.

Why do people grow virtuous in their old age?

You mean harmless?

Is it the mental contact or the physical contact

of the lovers that makes their love glow brightly?

One without the other is like a wick without

its flame. Love must be lit up to give warmth.

MISS V. KAMALA (Salem)

Your attitude towards Tamil films is one of con-

tempt. Why not suggest to improve it?

I shall be accused of provoking man-

slaughter.

Why do you waste your talent when political

India needs men of your calibre?

There is too much of hypocrisy in our poli-

tics to suit my temper and temperament

.

Your replies are so fitting that it makes one won-

der if the language used is your own. Speak the

truth, please!

It is the English language, the only article

the British permit you to use without taxation.

SHAMSHUDDIN H. KESURI (Bombay)

Please let me know what is Devika Rani doing

after going away from Bombay Talkies?

This is not a magazine for a woman's doings.

MISS GOPIKA GOPINATH (Bombay)

If "life is not an empty dream'' to you, then

what is it?

A beautiful reality.

MISS INDU SETHI (Murree)

It would have been very graceful if our cinema
owners had stopped at least one show as a mark of

respect to the memory of Mr. Bhulabhai Desai?

They showed the neivsreel of his funeral

and made more money. Like vultures they eat

both—the dead and the living.

P. D. MISRA (Lucknow)

Men are for women and women for men. How
far do you agree?

What a, wonderful

you be so intelligent?

Whom do you like more

/ like Veena more,

acts better.

If one wishes to see you in connection
joining the film line, do you object?
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Of course, I do, unless you pay me for every
minute that you require. I am not a charitable

institution.

Why do you not go to Hollywood to gain some
more experience in your life?

Hollywood is not a school for teaching

Indian visitors. I see these days the lightning

of knowledge flashing out of the thick skidls of

those five boobies who had been to Hollywood
recently. Last time I visited Hollywood I made
friends and enjoyed. I shall do the same again
towards the end of the year.

J. MOHAMMAD (Hubli)

Which is the worst habit in you?

Mocking at people, without meaning to do

so.

Why do some people stare at women like hungry
wolves as if they have not seen women ever in their

life? Don't you think it is against decency and
what would you suggest for stopping this nasty habit

in them?

Finely ground chilly powder.

Do you believe in ghosts?

/ am afraid of the livirig who are more mean
and dangerous than the dead.

ffltrougAout the day

Keep COOL and FMESff
<7Ae Cuss012$ way ~

a Cusson§ PRODUCT
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Why is every great world war followed by

disease and famine everywhere?

Do you expect a garden of flowers to thrive

on the stink of the dead?

INAM ALI KHAN (Bombay)

Why do the Urdu film rags abuse our actors and

actresses so furiously?

Because no one reads them. Besides Urdu

is a beautiful language to use for abuse.

When will our film people begin to show trailors

instead of the usual news parade?

There is not much to choose between the

two. One advertises rotten pictures, the other

advertises greedy intentions.

REHANA MOHSIN (New Delhi)

I like your answers. Do you like my questions?

/ like your name.

IKRAM RASUL KHAN (New Delhi)

If the first hen in the world was hatched from

an egg, who laid that egg?

You laid it, sleeping with your imagination.

P. R. NAIDU (Hyderabad Dn.)

Why did the Allies use the Atom Bomb over

Japan, and why did they not vise the same over

Germany though both belonged to the Axis?

Either the bomb teas not ready or it was
easier killing the yellow folks than the white

cousins.

Husna, a newcomer, will soon appear in '"Bhookh"

a social story directed by Dr. Safdar 'Ah'.

FILMINDJA

RS. 500|- IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH

The following prizes are awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-

teresting or elicit interesting replies in the

•'Editor's Mail".

1st Prize: Rs. 100|- ; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80|-; 3rd

Prize: Rs. 50j-; 4th Prize: Rs. 40|-; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30|- and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10|-

each.

Questions must be submitted with the En-
try Token without which no question will be

considered. Each Entry Token entitles the

reader to ask a maximum of 10 questions and
can be used by only one person.

The Editor s decision shall be final and
absolutely binding and no correspondence will

be entertained. The names of the prize-winners

will be announced in "filmindia" every month
and the prize money will be remitted by Money
Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are re-

quested not to pay for the copy if it has no
Entry Token. The reader is requested to demand
an explanation from the stall-keeper who may
have removed the Token and sold it separately

As Tokens are introduced merely to regulate

the sales of the magazine, the month on the

! Token has no particular significance and a token

can be used even six months after the month
printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR AUGUST

1st Prize Rs. 100|- to Miss V. Kamala

j

(Salem); 2nd Prize Rs. 80[- to Miaz Ahmed
(Cawnpore); 3rd Prize Rs. 50|- to Raj Nandan

j

Prasad ( Jamshedpur) ; 4th Prize Rs. 40[- to

Ishwar Mahubani (Bombay); 5th Prize Rs. 301-

to Umeshwari Prasad (Patna); and 20 consola-

tion prizes of Rs. 10!- eacn to the following:

j

C. Rengarajan (Madras); Kr. Rajendra Singh

'Agra>; Miss Vasant V. Merchant (Bombay);

J

Hatim Tayabally (Secunderabad) ;
Iqbal M.

! iddiqui (Jaunpore); A. N. Narayana Rao (Ban-

! galore); R. Shri Ram (Jaipur); V. R. Menon
I (Bombay); Chandrasekar (Adoni); Bal Dravid

I (Indore); Jalaluddin Khan (Khargpur); C. M.

Suvarna (Bombay); T. S. Venkiteswaran (Bom-
j

bay); H. Venkata Rao (Bangalore); Kailash
j

Nath Bhargava (Allahabad); Narendra Kumar
j

(Ehad); G. Syed Ismail (Bangalore); Kumari
j

Kailash Mathur (New Delhi); T. K. Pattabhi-
j

j

ram (Secunderabad) and J. Mohammad (Hubli).
|

|

Mcney Orders are being sent to all the prize I

|

winners.
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HUSNA—
She is a new-comer who will go a long way once people see her. She makes her debut in

"Khookh", produced and directed by Dr. Safdar "Ah" for Rangamahal Ltd.
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SHAMIM—
This Rood-looker of the Indian screen is pretty popular these days. Here she is in "Samrat Ashok"

directed by K. H. f all for the Bombay Cinetone.
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A Musical Social Drama

with: * ANITA SHARMA * MIRZA MUSHARRAF * SURAIYA ZULFI + SADIQ * LALIT KUMAR & MAHENDRA

Storq, Scenario

& Direction

S. BHATIA

Produced Lij
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Music

:

IMd. Shafi

Dialogues

:

Shevan Rizvi
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OUR REVIEW

"Nek Peruin" Love -and - Revolver

muslim Romance!
Entertains, Bores And Offends.

constantly in prosecution of their

emotional desires. Shaukat, the

villain, kills quite a few people in

trying to win Pervin and also em-
ploys goondas and gambles in be-

tween to prove beyond doubt what

a perfect rotter he is

As our pictures are supposed to

advertise our ways of life, we won-
der whether we should accept "Nek
Pervin" as an evidence of the

commonly prevalent pattern of

Muslim Life in India How many
Muslims in this country prosecute

their romance with a smoking re-

volver in their hand?

In the belief that Muslim stor-

ies pay better nowadays, produ-

cers are giving us a number of

such subjects these days. In their

emotional and social fundamen-
tals and also in their orthodox

and reactionary approach to life,

the subjects, whether Muslim or

Hindu, seem to be identically the

same. The only change appears

to be in the costumes and names
of the characters who bring in

"Allah*' as witness instead of

"Bhagwan."

The story of "Nek Pervin"

could as well have been written

by our Daves and Dwivedis rather

than by our Hashare and Qureshis

The only difference between the

two seems to be that while our

Daves and Dwivedis, being non-

violent Gujratis, are scared of re-

volvers, our Hashars and Qureshis,

being meat-eaters, use the revol-

vers to shoot the theme further

every minute.

There is so much of shooting

and revolver performance in "Nek
Pervin" that one is led to muse
whether our Muslims use violence

We are afraid, the Muslim pro-

ducers are misusing their oppor-

tunity by showing the Muslims of

our country in rather a bad light.

There is little to choose between

the Muslim or the Hindu way of

life and it is difficult to imagine

that (air Muslims become so vio-

lent in their approach to conven-

tional matrimony.

The screen portrayal of Shau-

kat's character, therefore, consti-

tutes a bad advertisement of our

When did Ashok K,mar grow a beard to ueed a barber? But there

he is in "Eight Days", a social story of Filmistan Ltd

NEK PERVIN

Producers: D. R. D. Produc-
tions.

Language: Hindustani

Story, Song & / Wahid
Dialogue

£ Qureshi.

Photography: A. Ajmeri.

Sound: Kaushik.

Music: Feroze Nizami.

Cast: Ragini, Ullhas, Yakub,
Yeshodhara Katju, W.
H. Khan, Kumar etc.

Released At: Novelty. Bombay

Date Of Release: 14th June
194S

Directed By:

S. M. YUSUF

Muslims who. like others in the

country, are struggling to be free

from ignorance and bondage.

USUAL MARRIAGE TANGLE
The story of "Nek Pervin" is

the usual marriage tangle in

which two men simultaneously

sigh for the single woman who has

all the virtues in the world.

Afzal, a good but gay man, is

the favourite of the elders as Per-

vin 's future husband. But Afzal

gambles and drinks and is led as-

tray by Shaukat. the villain, and
his gang of gamblers and despera-

does.

After the usual misunderstand-

ings Pervin is married to Afzal and
they are happy for a while. Shau-
kat is however out to ruin Afzal

to get Pervin ultimately. Afzal

is led to gamble and drink till he

loses everything to Shaukat. Then
a murder is foisted on Afzal and
Afzal becomes a refugee from law.

Pervin. now poor and helpless,

has a child to support and some-

how manage- to exist with the help

of Thasin, the trusted family

servant.

Afzal is taken for dead. But he

actually hits it off well in the city

and becomes a rich man. Incog-

nito he returns to his native town

.and finds his wife and child being

persecuted by Shaukat. He now
becomes the modern Monte Cristo

and very soon gets his wife back,

happy and smiling and the villain,

of course, is given his dues.
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They drive Sushila Rani and her father (Bikram Kapoor) out of the village in "Gvalan" a social story writ-

ten, produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

VERY POOR DIRECTION

In the story, there are many
morbid situations in which Shau-
kat tries to outrage Pervin and
manhandles her in the most bru-

tal manner. He even tries to kill

Pervin's child to force her to his

wishes. Even a crook like Nabboo
(Yakub) is moved to interfere and
loses his life in consequence.

The scenes between Pervin and

Bhaukat are not such as to glorify

Indian culture and are therefore

highly objectionable.

Technically "Nek Pervin" is a

very crude production. Though
the sound recording is reasonably

gqpd, the photography of the pic-

ture is rotten throughout. The
dialogue of the picture is quite

forceful, but Qureshi's story deve-

lopment lacks consistency and
imagination. The song composi-

tions are common. The music is

very poor and contains the usual

weddi/lg song without which no

Muslim, it seems, can get mar-
ried. The wedding scenes are un-

necessarily long and boring and
break the speed of the story. The
direction of S. M. Yusuf is very

poor. He couldn't do a single

scene properly. The gambling

scenes are absolutely unconvincing

and the director fails even to

establish the different locations of

his situations.

KUMAR CATCHES THE EYE
From the players, Kumar, in the

tiny role of a merchant, gives the

best performance. He speaks the

dialogue as it should be spoken.

It is a pleasure to hear Kumar's
diction on the screen. Yakub plays

his usual goonda role in his usual

slick manner. Ullhas plays Afzal.

the hero, pretty well and because

he is some sort of a Nawab we
console ourselves with his outsized

proportion. W. M. Khan belongs

to the old school of actors who
made faces with every word they

said. In the role of Shaukat,

Khan does his bit but bites his

dialogue in the traditional Pathan
manner of speaking.

Shakir gives a good account of

himself in the sympathetic role of

the family servant, Thasin.

Ragini plays the heroine, Pervin,

and beyond looking the part, she

hardly acts. In fact, she doesn't

seem to have begun to act yet

though she has been working on
the screen for some years.

Yeshodhara Katju, our midget,

plays a comic role as the shrewish

wife of a briefless lawyer. She

does it very well and, next to

Kumar, excels others in the dic-

tion of her dialogue. This girl is

fast becoming more than merely

useful in such type of roles and
would do well to seek only such

parts which suit her typical talent.

In short, the picture, though

crude, is partly entertaining and
is likely to appeal to the masses.
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Music:—
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Songs •—
MADHOK

Story —
Chetan Anand
Dialogues:—
Kamil Rashid
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OUR REVIEW

" Room no. 9 " Unsoitable Pictore

For Respectable Families!
Entertainment Poisoned By Social Vice !

This picture comes from Poona,
the centre of Maharashtrian cul-

ture, the home-town of the late

Lokmanya Tilak and a place
where the Brahmins begin reciting

the Vedas in the wombs of their

mothers. It is produced by Mr.
S. R. Rajguru, a Gandhi-capped
Congressman without a stain on
his khaddar shirt, coat and dhotie.

Years in the motion picture busi-

ness have not changed the simple,

puritanic appearance of Producer
Rajguru. But something seems
to have gone wrong inside him.
For, recently, he gave us "Din
Raat" in which he showed us in

what dirty stink the average mo-
tion picture producer is dyed.
Probably he didn't include himself
in this list and even if he did no
one dare accept him as such see-

ing Rajguru 's simple khaddar cos-

tume and his plain, unglamorous
appearance without even a sug-
gestive glint in his eye.

This khaddar-clad Congress-
man-producer has now given us
''Room No. 9" shades more rotten

than his "Din Raat". This is

what we see in this Congrcssinaiis
picture:

"ROOM NO. 9

'

Producers: Navyug Chitrapat

Ltd.

Language: Hindustani.

St }
—

Songs: Nakshab Jarchavi
Music: Rashid Atra.

Cinematography . B. V. Dhavle
Audiography: C. S. Modak.
Art: Gondhalekar
Cast: Geeta Nizami, Shyam.

K. N. Singh, Saroj Bor-
kar, Dar Kashmeeri.
Raj Bishwas etc.

Released At: Krishna. Bom-
bay.

Date Of Release: 15th

June 1946

Directed by:

VEDI

a) In "Room No. 9", the story

is thrown into a residential hotel

called the "Nishat Hotel". In

this hotel, there is an idiotic ma-
nager who pimps for his patrons

or in other ways tolerates his

business premises being turned into

These two good artistes—Dixit and Mazhar Khan—make 'Sena' a great

social story.

Recruit Anusuia Krishnatray is a
student of Art. She sings, dances
and has worked in college dramas

Address with "filmindia".

a veritable brothel where male
guests are lor a long time permit-
ted to chase and annoy female
guests and are ultimately given
license and opportunity to outrage
the modesty of the female guests.

In this hotel, the servants are all

crazy, and the management gives

Hula dances with the girls wearing
grass skirts and just enough to

emphasize their nude figures.

bi The cooks in the kitchen of

this strange hotel dress like French
chaps and sing the following
lines:

1. fotf, fktft, fkzft, fatf

2. srF#, W; §fo fk*& flat *r) arrc

3- 5Tpft mWX <fto ^ft" 1 SfT *i*r

4. *tft tTsfa ^?a\ fe^T qt|»T *3TfIT

5- ^ % ifmi sit mm-ki *

6. ^5% | <ft2tai%-jnq fi?% zn qi^ft

Line by line, this precious
poetry means:

1. Whiskey whiskey, whiskey,
whiskey, whiskey

2. Sherry, Brandy, Rum, and
whiskey drink my pal

3. Drink Johnnie Walker to find

out right or wrong
4. Born Eighteen Twenty still

going strong

5. Oh drunkards, oh lovers de-
lay not, lift the glass

6. Drunkards never stop—may
they get fire or water.
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Recruit ME. H. Nasim of 4 Club

Road, Delhi, is 5' 8" and like

every enthusiastic collegiate is

anxious to get an opportunity on

the screen.

This is the message Mr. Raj guru,

our Congressman -producer gives

to our people while his khadi-

clad brotherhood is enforcing pro-

hibition and shouting to the world

to stop drinking. What has our

beloved Prime-minister B. G.

Kher to say about this?

c) In this picture, the hero,

whilst running away from law

runs into a filthy locality of pros-

titutes who clamour round him for

his proverbial pound of flesh.

Ultimately, the hero is pushed into

a room by a young prostitute who
unblushingly makes vulgar over-

tures and calls him to bed. The
hero, who wants to be saved from
the pursuing police, gives her

money and his wrist-watch and
is hidden on the roof till the police

search the place and go away.
After the departure of the police,

the prostitute returns the hero's

money and watch saying that in

his sad plight the hero needed
them more than she did. The
whole sequence is too filthy for

any decent person to see. It can
serve only one purpose of point-

ing out that even the down-and-
tmt gutter prostitute observes
some basic principles in her pro-
fession and does not believe in

making money anyhow while
Congrowman-producer Rajguru

doesn't seem to mind money at

any price. If that is the angle on
this scene, our producers haven't
much to brag about the social pur-

pose of their work.

d) In this picture all the impor-
tant characters possess revolvers

and every one either uses it or

threatens some one with it con-

tinuously. And the law of our
land says that people need a

license to possess a revolver. With-
out any distinction of sex, in this

picture, the revolver seems to be

as common as a lead pencil. Con-
gressman Rajguru. however,
doesn't show us the shop where all

these persons got their fire-arms
and in doing so saves our people
from being criminals. Thanks,
for the small mercy!

A CRIME STORY
The story of the picture is a

crime-thriller in which Geeta. an
heiress of a huge fortune, is in

danger of losing her life at the

hands of her greedy uncle who
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A

Ashok Kumar is in the midst of young and old in 'Eight Days'' a

social story of Filmistan Ltd.

August 1946.

employs Pratap, a crook, to do the

dirty job.

Geeta who is a ward of Barris-

ter Premchand arrives at the

Nishat Hotel in Poona where she

is supposed to be escorted by

Shyam, Premchand's son. The
volatile Geeta suspects Shyam of

being a crook without knowing his

real identity and trusts Pratap

mistaking him for Shyam. The
usual thrills of kidnapping etc.

follow and Shyam rescues her.

In the hotel, one Thakur Ajit

Singh gets infatuated with Geeta

and chases her like a demon from

place to place. He has a mistress

in Rani, whom, we subsequently

discover to be the disgraced

mother of Shyam.

The sex-dripping sequences con-

tinue and we soon see Thakur

Ajit Singh shot dead in his at-

tempt to outrage Geeta 's modesty

in her hotel room. Thinking that

Geeta had shot the man, Shyam
takes the crime upon himself and

runs away from law. During this

run, the prostitute incident, pre-

viously mentioned, takes place.

Very soon, however, Shyam is

arrested and put on trial for mur-

Nigar Sultana, a new comer will

be seen in "Shikayat", a Navyug
picture.

der and sentenced to be hanged

mainly relying on the evidence

given by Rani who doesn't know
that Shyam is her own son. Bar-

rister Premchand revives the case

in the High Court and showing the

photographs otShyam to Rani, his

disgraced wife, strikes in her the

spark of motherhood and thus

compels her to confess the crime

of murdering Ajit Singh, goaded

by frustration and jealousy. It

ends well as usual.

Technically, this picture is

lather poor in comparison with

some of the previous pictures of

Navyug. Photography is very

poor while sound recording is care-

less. The dialogue is quite com-

mon and so is the lyric composi-

tion. The music is unattractive

and fails to become popular. The
story which is a common crime

thriller, needed some intelligence

mid imagination to make it enter-

taining. As we see the screenplay,

it has neither intelligence nor

imagination in it. The sets are

quite imposing, though rather

crudely made.

RAJ BISHWAS IMPRESSES

From the players, Geeta Nizami

shows an improvement in her dic-

tion of Hindustani in the heroine's

role. But for the sophisticated

role she is expected to play, she
remains a bad miscast. Geeta's
mannerisms are too crude and
cheap to be accepted as the sophis-

ticated gestures of an educated
and cultured woman. Geeta, how-
ever, gives a good dance after the

usual dancing-girl style.

Shyam has improved conside-

rably over his previous perfor-

mance in "Mun-ki-Jeet". He
plays the lead in the story and
does well most of the time, though
it becomes rather difficult to be-

lieve that he is only 24 years old.

K. N. Singh plays Pratap, the

crook, and does pretty well with-

out much effort. He has got the

natural look for such roles.

From the rest. Raj Bishwas,

gives a good and suitable perfor-

mance as the father of the hero

and though lie hasn't much to do,

he makes a very good impression

in the final court scene.

Saroj Borkar looks hideous at

best. The others are no good.

As an entertainer, the picture

has no value at all either for the

exhibitor or for the spectator. On
the contrary, a filthy picture like

this deserved to be banned by all

decent people.
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Rosy with ROMANCE. ! ! ! !

Radiant with STARS.!!!!

5
Featuring

RADHARANI - SUSHIL KUMAR
AND

KAN HI YALAL
WITH

Ramesh Gupta, Anant Prabhu, Ranibala,

Meghmala, Ramlal and Shamlal.

Direction:- HANUMAN PRASAD
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BARODA THEATRES
—LTD.

{PiocLction Cfiuf:
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OUR REVIEW

"Kurukshetra" Prouides Splitting

Headache

!

A Disgustingly Stupid Film
Concoction

!

Sham ii Makes A Good Impression

!

Producer-director Rameshwar
Sharma has produced some good
pictures in the past. His ""Kabir"

was an impressive motion picture,

while his '"Kurukshetra'' is just

the other way about.

In "Kurukshetra" Sharmaji has

Hed to be intellectual and ori-

ginal but has ended by being

stupid and boring. He wanted to

harness the teachings of the

Bhagwad Gita and turn them in-

to a message for the present

times. And while doing this he

tries to ventilate his socialism,

his ideas of well-applied patriotism

and his notions about the oblig-

ations of a film producer.

With so many aims in view, the

ideals get badly mixed up and
"Kurukshetra"' bci o m e s an-

other battlefield with the corpses

of ambitions and intentions lying

scattered all over the field.

As seen on the screen, Ramesh-
war Sharma's picture provides a

splitting headache to one even
with a bullet-proof skull. '"Kuru-

kshetra" is perhaps the most
stupid film concoction of the past

ancl the present ever seen on the

Indian screen and as such becomes
a dangerous 'entertainment' to

people with tired nerves. If not

warned, in time, the extreme bore-

dom of the picture is likely to

prove fatal in case of hypersensi-

tive people.

A STUPID CONCOCTION
The story, which is a stupid

concoction from the banning to

the end. opens with a film direc-

tor persuading a social worker,
Suvarnarekha, to work in his

film, "Kurukshetra", which is

planned to remove the curse of

ignorance from the world and
thereby provide a new design for

living to the masses.

The film director- Yeshwant
Sinha, betrays missionary zeal for

KURUKSHETRA

Producers: Unity Productions.

Language: Hindi.

Story ^ Dialogue: Kamala
Kant Varma

Lyrics: Jamil Mazhari

Photography: G. K. Mehta

Audiography: Mannalal Ladia

Music: Pt. Ganpat Rao.

Art: Charu Roy

Cast: Saigal, Nawab Kash-
miri, Agha Muha-
mad Kashmiri. Shamli,

Udwadia. Biman Ban-
nerjee etc.

Released At: New West End,
Bombay.

Date of Release: 17th May '48

Directed By:

RAMESHWAR SHARMA

his purposeful pursuit and often

behaves like a crank and some-
times even sheds a tear or two.

Xow we see incidents from the
Mahabharata beginning from the
Draupadi Swayamwar. While
many kings, looking kingly at

least, fail to win the prize, the
effeminate looking Arjun fBiman
Bannerjeel comes along with deli-

cate grace and a peculiar bed-

side manner and lifting the sup-
posedly heavy bow, strings it and
shoots through the dangling fish.

It was supposed to be a test of

strength and skill. With the help
of Rameshwar Sharma, however,
'Arjun' wins 'Draupadi'.

Here we see "Lord Krishna",
the human god who is supposed to
have preached the Bhagwad Gita.
We don't know who the guy is,

but the way he looks we must
admit that divinity in those days
had an ugly face and so had the
devotees, the five Pandavas.
Dharmaraj looks like a dissipated

eunuch, if a eunuch can be dissi-

pated.

Another incident from the Ma-
habharata is of the dice-play in

which the Pandavas lose every-

thing including Draupadi. The
picturization of this incident and
its grim sequel is perhaps the

most ludicrous attempt ever made
on the screen. Draupadi is sup-

plied with saris of different colours

and Dusshasan pulls them out in

Kanu Roy makes sure about Shobha in "Safar ', the new picture of Filmista:i
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a manner that suggests that the

whole affair was a nursery game.

Some more incidents from the

Mahabharata- without the final

battle scenes, bring up the rear of

the screen story, which remains

intensely boring throughout.

RATHER A KICK
Now let us come to the sup-

posedly intellectual phase of

"Kurukshetra," for which Rame-

shwar Sharma probably expects a

pat on the back. What he actual-

ly deserves is a kick in the pants

for wasting so much precious

celluloid in these days of shortages.

Interwoven with the mythologi-

cal sequences is many a social

sequence which is supposed to re-

flect the old wisdom of our my-

thology.

These sequences, which pun-

ctuate the story at tragic inter-

vals, provide sermons about so-

cial maladjustments, academic

solutions of our national problems,

dissertations on what the masses

need for their future weal and a

29-line hunger song sung by the

heroine.

We see scenes in which a child

takes some eatables from the film

studio and his life is snuffed out

by a hungry crowd. Then the

mother carries the dead body
across her arms and instead of

weeping over her loss, as all mo-
thers have done since they agreed

to turn their wombs into cradles

of new life, she goes to the studio

and gives a lecture on social mal-

adjustments. The heroine hears

the sermon and feels like adding

a few words of her own. So she

takes the dead body across her

arms and vomits her own bile.

This effort, however, tires her a

lot and she quickly transfers the

dead to the mother, the corpse

having served its purpose.

By this time the heroine has

become a fanatic missionary. So

she starts collecting money for the

starving masses. She puts a ceil-

ing of five crores on this fund and

failing to collect the amount,

starts a lottery with her body as

i he supreme prize. Now we see

the rich Marwaris. of course of

Calcutta, buying tickets by hun-

dreds but the prize goes to a semi-

mad idealist who sees impossible

dreams about suffering humanity.

At the very first meeting, the guy

however (lies at the feet of the

heroine, but not till he has SUBg

.hree good gazals.

The whole farce soon ends on

some more painful dialogue in

which the writer makes a brave
attempt to explain his purpose
and philosophy but by this time
people are more in need of an
ambulance van than an apology
or explanation.

The story of "Kurukshetra"
fails completely.

SPINELESS DIRECTION
As a motion picture, it is the

most disheartening attempt, ever
seen, to bring to the screen our old

teachings in modern terms. The
screenplay is stupid at best. The
dialogue is unnecessarily long and
pedantic The philosophy of the

story is laboured and rambles
from its purpose. The photogra-
phy is good in parts but the sound
recording is not quite happy. The
music is orthodox while the lyri-

cal compositions are unnecessarily

loaded with big words which
make no sense. The mythologi-
cal sets arc good, but if the

director had to take a running
trolley shot from behind the seats

of the kings in the Swayamvar
Mandap, he should have had asked

Charu Roy to finish the backs of

lie.' seats properly. The direction

of the picture is spineless.

PERSONABLE SHAMLI
From the players, Saigal sings

three gazals in his inimitable man-
ner, and that is the only relief

one gets in the picture. Biman
Bannerjee looks a pretty delicate

Arjun and one cannot believe

that he could have ever handled
the famous Gandiv.

Shamli, a new comer to the

screen, plays the heroine. She

has a cultured and personable ap-

pearance- though her face has

many sharp ends and her frame

neeiN some upholstery. She will

take some time to act but she

seems to have the enthusiasm for

it and should be more successful

under better direction and if she

improves her diction of Hindus-

tani, which at present, strange to

say, smacks of Maharashtrian

phonetics. Her work in this pic-

ture is amateurish.

Well, "Kurukshetra", as an
'entertainer' for the masses, is a

national menace and as such dan-
gerous for public health. If it

doesn't actually kill, it doesn't

leave much life in you either.
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"Ma Baap-Ki-Laj "
5
A Boring

Hotchpotch

!

Suvarnalaia Begins to Ape Xazir!

Produced under
supervision" of Mr

the '"personal

Xazir. whose
"personal supervision" is evident-

ly supposed to stand for some-
thing, this picture has become an
unbearably boring hotchpotch and
it takes one all the strength of

mind plus some spiritual fortitude

to go through 10557 feet of tire-

some celluloid.

Prabhulal Dwivedi, the literary

twin of Mohanlal Dave, is hardly

expected to give us any progres-

sive ideas in his story. "M. B. Ki
Laj" is therefore a naturally or-

thodox story which people have
seen on the Indian screen, if not

more, at least a thousand times.

THE HINDUSTANI WOMAN
Kamla and Bimla are two sis-

ters, with an idiotic brother, all

children of a rich widow. Bimla.
the elder one, believes in love mar-
riages while Kamla, the younger
one. gives sermons about the

traditions of Hindustani women.

The male part of the story is

covered by Anup, the hero, son of

Mukundlal, a rich guy with Gan-
goo. as his shrewish wife. Anup
is the usual ideal man with ideals.

There is another young hulk, Sha-
rat. as a love-mate to Bimla. He
is intended to walk across the

screen with elephantine clumsiness,

stopping only to kiss or giggle with
love. Then there is Murari, a hu-
man cartoon, who keeps spitting

love lyrics into the telephone re-

ceiver and sighing at other times
to get Bimla.

With these characters and their

characteristics, Mohan Dave's lite-

rary twin arranges a marriage
between Bimla and Anup but
Bimla runs away to marry Sharat-

the human elephant, leaving the

old fogies of both sides in the
danger of losing their family repu-
tations. So Kamla. the good gir!.

steps into the vacancy of the in-

tended bride but not without giv-

ing us a boring sermon about the
duties and obligations of Hindu-
stani women.

>IA BAAP-KI-LAJ

Producers: Hind Pictures.

Language: Hindustani.

Story: Prabhulal Dwivedi.

Cameraman: Dolly.

Recordist: Jilani.

Music: A. R. Qureshi.

Cast: Suvarnalata, Nazir, Ja-

yant, Kusum Deshpande.
Majid. Gulab etc.

Released At: Kamal, Bombay.

Date of Release: 25th May
1946.

Directed By:

NANXBHAI BHATT

This Hindustani-woman angle

takes three-fourths of the dialogue

of the picture and after some time

we get so used to it that we know
exactly the spot where Kamla will

spit it out at us without provoca-

tion.

So while Bimla and Sharat start

on their love-marriage adventure.

Kamla becomes a model wife to

Anup who can't believe his luck

in getting such a prize wife. Now
starts the old battle, which our
Dave Dwivedis have perpetuated

on the screen. It is the traditional

Panipat between the bad mother-
in-law and the cow-like daughter-

iivlaw. Anup's mother starts

goring the poor cow. who goes

through a million compromises
and between the usual sighs and
tears lives to laugh at the end.

The mother-in-law, of course,

loses the battle and she makes up
for it all by a few words of repent-

ance. The 'cow' does not. how-
ever, get all this triumph without

appealing to Lord Krishna and
making him a scapegoat in this

traditional game of hide-and-seek.

The 'cow' wins in the end and all

go down on their knees before her

m prayerful wonderment. Ana
after this the soul of Prabhulal

Dwivedi takes a short flight to

heaven and returns back to his

living carcase to write some more
of that stuff to punish mugs like

us.

STTPID DHtECTION

As a motion picture "M. B. Ki
Laj" is as crude as they can make

Shamim carries looks and daggers and Ullhas looks poor meat before her

in "Samrat Ashok" a picture produced and directed by K. B. La 11.
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Geeta Bose and Shamim have a sad moment in "Shikarpuri" a comedy
of Charolia Productions.

it. It looks a cheap production
produced in a hurry. Sound and
photography are uniformly bad.
The music is rotten and so arc

the lyrical compositions. The dia-
logue is stupid besides being too
heavily sprinkled with the "Hindu-
stani-woman" complex and "Bha-
rat" and its inevitable needs.

The direction is just stupid. The
director, Nanubhai Hhatt, doesn't

yet seem to know how a camera
is to be used. His song takings

are disgustingly amateurish.

SUVARNALATA'S MONKEY
PERFORMANCE

From the players. Nazir gives
quite a good and restrained per-
formance as Anup and does not
make as many faces as before.

His "personal supervision" has,
however, been deeply stamped on
Suvarnalata. who has been other-
wise Quite a talented and versa-
tile artiste. In this picture, as in

"Leila Majnu", Suvarnalata apes
Nazir in the diction of her dia-
logue, and in the expression of
emotions. The result of this

monkey-performance is disgust-
ing. This woman creates a ludic-
rous effect when she begins talk-
ing with affected and melodrama-
tic jerks and with eyebrows knitted

in ever-changing shapes. If Suvar-
nalata is going to ape the scowling

expressions of Nazir. she will soon
cease to interest the critics of his-

trionic art. As it is. Suvarnalata
looks a terribly tired old woman
and she would do well to take some
rest before she starts work on
another picture.

Jayant walks like an elephant
carrying his hulk and bulk as
clumsily as he can. He speaks
some of his dialogue pretty well

but when he opens his mouth to

sing a song, he looks just funny

—

too funny for words.

Gulab gives an excellent perfor-

mance in the melodramatic role

of the shrewish mother-in-law. She
supplies both the plot and the

humour of the play. In fact, she

plays the most important key role

of the story and does it well with

the requisite exaggeration and
emphasis.

Majid and Anwari do their bits

pretty well.

In short. "M. B. Ki Laj" is a

tiresome affair and in spite of its

short footage the picture gives a

long headache to the innocent

spectator.

SURE PROVISION

-fa Starting at your age 35, you pay us Rs. 837 - a

year, for 15 years, i e. Rs. 12,555/-

& Starting at your age 50, we pay you Rs. 1,000 -

a year, for 15 years, i.e. Rs. 15,000/-

ft If, unfortunately, death takes place before 50,

our payment commences immediately.

Please contact the Branch Manager, Bombay Branch,

WESTERN INDIA HOUSE,
Sir Phirozeshah Mehta Road,

Fort, BOMBAY (i).

( PHONE No. 26905)

WESTERN INDIA LIFE INSURANCE CO. LTD.,

SAT ARA.
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AT HOfflE MID HBROHD
NOT AN INTERIM PLAN

Al Nasir, the once reported ex-

husband of film actress Meena, is

now reported to have married film

actress Manorama of Punjab. We
hope this union survives in Free
India.

UNITED AGAIN
Report comes from Calcutta

that Producer-director Modhu
Bose ran to the rescue of his wife

Sadhona and packed her off from
a sick bed to a hill station for

recouping. We hope the hill sta-

tion is in the Congress Prohibition

area.

ROWDYISM SCORES
Frightened by the rowdies

amongst the Muslims of Bengal,

the Government of Bengal has de-

leted scenes from "Hamrahi", a

Hindustani film of New Theatres,

on the grounds of, "alleging to in-

jure Muslim sentiments."

MISGUIDED PATRIOTISxM
The city of Calcutta has already

taken the lead in building new-

theatres for the rotten product of

the Indian film industry. Fifteen

good theatres are under con-

struction now and they will be

soon dedicated to the waste pro-

duced by the Indian film industry.

SABU SPEAKS HINDUSTANI
Sir Alexander Korda's "Thief

of Baghdad" was shown to the

Indian troops during the Victory

Parade in London with the Hin-
dustani dialogue.

The lip synchronization of the
Hindustani dialogue was reported

to be so perfect that Indian troops

were almost deceived into believ-

ing that Sabu, the elephant boy of

Mysore, spoke good Hindustani.
By the way "Thief Of Baghdad"
was synchronized with Hindustani
dialogue in London with the help

of Indian students at Cambridge
and Oxford.

THE WAITING GAME
The prices of stars have come

down in India considerably if

Chandramohan and Motilal are

to be taken as the index of -the

times. There was a time when
Motilal used to demand Rs.

75,000 [- for a three months' con-

tract; he is now reported to have
signed at Rs. 15,000 1

• for a whole
picture and goes to work in his

own motor car without a fuss.

Chandramohan, the cat-eyed

actor of the screen, is reported to

be taking compulsory rest won-
dering how film contracts look like

on the eve of India's freedom.

GOOD TIME AHEAD
It is said that journalist Ahmed

Abbas will be proceeding to

America with his lackey V. P.

Sathe carrying the tins of "Dharti

ke Lai". This is evidently to com-
pete with the Shantaram and

i

Recruit U. Berry of 111 AH Umar
Street, Bombay 3, is 5' 9" and
anxious to act. He speaks Hin-

dustani beautifully.

Jayshree combination going to

America with "Dr. Kotnis". That
is why, perhaps, the People's Thea-
tre has issued a public appeal for

a donation of Rs. 25,000|-.

DEATH OF LAUGHTER
Politely giving a day's start to

Screen Comedian Sydney Howard,
who died in a nursing home in

London on 12th June at the age
of 63, Charles Butterworth, famous
film comedian, took flight to the
other world straight from an 'auto-
mobile accident on June 13th and
proved to the rest that thirteen
was an unlucky number.

FILM BROADCASTS
Three Indian film people, Vijav

Bhatt, Jamshed Wadia M.B.E.,
and Ezra Mir recently aired their
views on the All India Radio

j

about the Indian film industry.
But as no one listened, we can't

report what nonsense they uttered.

THRILL VS. THRILL
Madame Chua Swee Ying, a

Chinese Theatre woman, is coming
to India during September with
he)' fifteen-year old daughter.
Chang-Lei-Lei and a troupe of
thirty Chinese artistes from
Malaya.

The usual cultural hocus, "of
bringing (lie tun countries closer",
lias already been broadcast by N. H

Rajagopal, evidently a South 31

Indian fellow, who lias arranged '

the tour.

On the 12th May at Rewa, Raj Kapoor, our budding artiste, called
Krishna his wife and a thousand people said "O.K." and blessed.
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Madame Chua is already 'thrill-

ed' about her Indian trip and in

return Indians are expected to be
'thrilled' at Madame's appearance.

HULLO, BUDDHISTS!

Paul Zils, a Continental boy
prodigy, who is reported to have
grown into a man now, threatens

to produce the story of Buddha
He has already given a few drink-

to the local journalists and got

them to warn Lord Buddha in

heaven of the coming catastrophe.

It will be a mercy on the Bud-
dhists if Prodigy Paul does not

begin acting the Buddha himself.

And the Buddhists in India

shouted themselves hoarse when
Indian producers wanted to pro-

duce the life of Buddha.

ONE MORE CHANCE

The first post-war international

Film Festival will be held at

Cannes on the French Riviera from
September 20th to October 5th.

Britain, Russia, Argentina, Ca-
nada. Mexico, Poland. Sweden.
Czechoslovakia, France and Ame-
rica' are expected to take part.

Though India is not mentioned.
Hirlekar can rush with some tine

and the judges will give a Courtesy
Award in any case as this time
the French organizers have decid-

ed that there will be a prize for

every participating nation.

International prizes, however,

will be given for the best docu-

mentary, cartoon film and also for

the best actor, actress, scenarist

director and photographer.

FILM INDIA

PRAYERS

The Eighth Annual General
Meeting of the Indian Motion
Picture Producers' Association,

held on the 21st June, yielded the
following Executive Committee:
Mr. C. D. Desai ( President I Mr.
J. B. H. Wadia (Vice-President i

and Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, K.
M. Multani. Kishore Sahu, C. J.

Desai. C. J. Shah. R. C. Pandya.
S. F. Hasnain and Anand Subra-
maniam as other members of the

Executive Committee.

Cod bless the Indian film indus-

try!

HANG HIM.'

Kallanmiya Karimbux was ar-

rested by the police and put up
before the Presidency Magistrate

on the charge of careless storing

of films in a rivetting shop at

Bapty Road resulting in serious

fire and the death of eight persons

and damage to two buildings-
all on March 16th 1946.

We are waiting to hear the sen-

tence. Kallanmiya should be

hanged. He ha< killed eight

human beings through negligence.

TWO MORE
"Bambi" and 'Thief Of Bagh-

dad" are not the only Hindustani

headaches for the Indian film in-

A shot from "Jag Biti" a social story of Din Pictures, directed by

Sadiq.
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Charming and glamorous Tara Bell

Bagai was taken to the altar by

Raim Bagai (Filmindia's Holly-

wood Correspondent) and given a

promise to love and be loyal. We
wish the Indo-American alliance

to be happy and glorious.

dustry. Charlie Julian (R.K.O.).

the Canadian cow boy without

the cow, tells us that he is dub-

bing "Tarzan And The Leopard

Woman" and "King Kong" as two

further headaches for the Lalls

and Bhais of the industry. Now
keep counting the money that

goes out of our country.

COLLABORATOR
It is reported that Mr. Baburao

Pai of Prabhat, who helped the

foreigners to dub "Bambi", will be

shortly flown to America under
American auspices to meet Walt
1 )isney. It wouldn't be surprising

if a Hindustani unit is installed

in Hollywood to give our tongue

to the Disney Cartoons as a result

of Baburao Pai's co-prosperity

activities.

EDITOR AND STAR SECRETARY
It is now definite that early in

the month of October, Editor

Baburao Patel and Miss Sushila

Rani, will leave for America to

buy extensive printing machinery
to give the readers a better and
cheaper "fihnindia". It is also re-

ported that they have been spe-

cially invited to Hollywood as

guests by two leading producers of

America.

RITA'S ROMANCE?
Rita Hayworth, the girl with

perfect lips and imperfect tempe-
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rament, has given Hollywood a
shock of its life by asking for a
divorce from Orson Welles, who
was once considered a genius
amongst giants. No one verified

this but Rita evidently doesn't
think so and if Rita gets her way
through Reno, the genius will be
very much of a lone wolf for some
time.

ON HIGH SEAS.

Producer-director V. Shantaram
accompanied by his wife Jaya-
shree and his intellectual guar-
dian, Dewan Sharar, left on Sun-
day 28th July 1946 for Great
Britain by an army transport
steamer.

From England they will proceed
to New York with the tins of

''Dr. Kotnis" in pursuance of an
attempt either to sell the picture
to some Yankee distributor or to

exhibit it at some theatres in

America.

We wish them all luck.

MODIS ON THE MARCH
Many people are going to

America these days on one excuse
or other. One of the departures
during August will be Mr. K. M.
Modi O.B.E., of the Western
India Theatres. He will be accoiri-

panied by his wife and later on
followed by his brother Sohrab
Modi and his wife, Mrs. Mehtab
Modi.
We hope the Modi brothers

bring a few good plans for some
new theatres to replace their old
stables in India.

UNCOMFORTABLE RUSSIANS
While British and Hollywood

film technicians are still wonder-
ing about the three-dimensional
film, "The story of Robinson
Crusoe", the first three-dimen-
sional Technicolor film is fast

nearing completion in a Russian
film studio.

The highly technical process is

invented by Sergei Ivanov and
those who have seen the rush-
es say that characters "almost
walk out of the screen into the

audience". That is rather an un-
comfortable illusion. Isn't it?

But it is always so with the Rus-
sians in all things.

THEIR OWN STORY
Film-actress Binota Bose, who

attracted attention in her very first

picture, "Hamrahi". is reported

to have married Jyotirmoy Roy,
the guy who wrote the story of
that picture. Their future stories

will now cry in cradles. We wish
them all luck and plenty of little

pipers.

HER POLITE DEPARTURE

The late Shrimati Rajkumari
Shukla

We regret to announce the death
of Shrimati Rajkumari Shukla, our
well-known character-artiste. She
died on Sunday, 14th July, at her

residence in Bombay after being
ill with cancer for some months.

The late Rajkumari Shukla who
usually played shrewish roles with

rare artistic abandon, was a sweet

natured lady in private life. She
had numerous personal friends and
all of them are going to miss the

pleasant humour and the shrewd
wit with which the veteran artiste

often entertained her friends.

Though people in the film indus-

try have a short and ungrateful

memory, "filmindia" will always
remember with affection the nu-

merous superb character-portray-

als given by this great artiste

during her brilliant screen career.

May her soul find peace in an-

other world.

DAWN OF SENSE

It is officially announced that

the British Resident in Mysore
has removed the ban once im-

posed on the exhibition of the film

called "Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's

Visit to China and Burma."



OUR REVIEW

'Shama' Presents R Good Story Idea!

mehtab Giues Good Performance!

Wasti Ruins The Theme

The Minerva people usually

take good story themes but very

often fail to give us correct screen

interpretation. "Shama" has a

good story idea with the usual or-

thodox emotional halo surround-

ing the ideal Indian wife. The dia-

logue is forceful and thrilling and

the story could have become a

thrilling picture had it been cor-

rect ly cast and properly directed.

The main character in the story

is Nawab Jabbar on whose emo-
tional attachment to the memory
of his dead wife the entire theme
revolves. This is a highly emo-
tional role which requires polish,

culture and an understanding of

the subtle emotions of the human
mind apart from a high calibre of

acting talent.

By giving this role to Wasti.

the producers dissipated all

chances of the story becoming ef-

fective on the screen. Wasti can
play only crude roles at best and

SHAMA

Producers: Minarva Movie-

tone.

Language: Urdu.

Story & Dialogue: Hakim
Ahmed Shuja.

Songs: Shums, Ahsan and
Shevan.

Music: Ghulam Haider.

Photography: S. D. Patil.

Recording: D. Billimoria.

Cast: Mehtab. Wasti, Abu

Bakar, Prakash, An-
wari etc.

j

Released At: Minerva, Bom-
bay.

Date of Release: 24th May '46

Directed By:

Adi Keeka, Abdul Majid and
Rustom Khambatta

to a<k him to play a subtle role

with a cultural and emotional

Veena goes Buddhist in "Samrat
Ashok" a costume picture of

Bombay Cinetone.

background, as that of Nawab
Jabber, is like asking a crow to

fly as high as the eagle. In this

principal casting the producers
lost fifty per cent of their battle.

Though Mehtab gives a good
account of herself in the role of

Noor Banu. the heroine of the

story, her elderly and seasoned ap-

pearance is not in harmony with

the author's conception of his

heroine. The story needed a much
younger girl to bring home the
pathos of her plight more elo-

quently. Though Mehtab acts well

-he tails to win the sympathy of

the audience in the pathetic se-

quences.

Anwari acts the mother of Na
wab Jabbar and in doing so hard-

ly looks a dignified dowager mel-
lowed by age and family tradi-

tions. This role has an import-
ance in emphasizing the environ-

ment and atmosphere of the story,

but Anwari looks too emaciated,
crude and undignified in the role

to make it convincing.

A COMMON PLOT
The wrong casting has affected

the emotional presentation of the
story and the story is nothing else

but emotion. As a plot ''Shama"
is a common affair. Nawab Jabbar

It is a coy situation between Navin Yagrnik and Munnawar Sultana in

"Geld" a Mazhar Khan picture.
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is worshipping the memory of his

dead wife without knowing that

she had been a woman of affairs.

So when his old mother wants him
to marry again he agrees very re-

luctantly with the mental reser-

vation that he would never belong

to anyone but to the memory of

his dead wife.

Noor Banu, the new wife gets

wise to the mental turmoil of her

husband and adopts a behaviour

to suit his moods. Very soon she

wins him over but becomes a vic-

tim of a misunderstanding in her

delicate state of prospective

motherhood.

Nawab Jabbar soon drives his

innocent wife out of the house arid

she goes through the usual vicissi-

tudes granted to such unfortunate

women. The artificial mist of

misunderstanding soon clears and

the climax is reached when the

dead wife's misdeeds are discover-

ed and the good wife is restored

back into her husband's home and

affections.

BEAUTIFUL DIALOGUE

As a motion picture, "Shama"
is a pretty crude affair. It lacks

the usual finish of the Minerva
pictures. Both the photography

and sound recording are pretty er-

ratic. The editing of the picture

is very faulty. The music of Ghu-
lam Haider is pretty common. The
dialogue is beautiful throughout,

while a couple of songs are pretty

well written. The screen play is

rather sketchy and as such con-

tributes to weaken the story. The
direction is amateurish throughout

both in technique and action.

From the players, Mehtab easily

gives the best performance in the

role of Noor Banu. She has a very

sympathetic role to play and she

docs it very well. She steals every

scene from Wasti from foot to

foot.

Wasti, who is a poor actor, sadly

fails in the role of Nawab Jabbar.
He doesn't suit the role at all and
gives a very crude and disgust-

ing portrayal of a fine, emotional

role. Wasti speaks his dialogue

incorrectly and with the hateful

Punjabi accent which kills the

beautiful Urdu language of the

picture. Parr of the time, he

shouts in a stagy, melodramatic
manner and in spots where whis-
pers would have been in harmony
with the emotions of the situa-

tions, AVasti actually murders the
delicate theme of the picture with
his crude exhibition.

Anwari speaks well in the role

of the mother but doesn't look the

role at all. Prakash gives a good
performance as Hashmat, the ama-
teur blackmailer. He doesn't

make so many faces this time as
he used to before.

Chandabai, who is extraordi-
narily good in rustic roles- is made
a lawyer's wife in this story. As
such her performance remains
rustic and fails to convince.

And yet in spite of numerous de-

fects, ''Shama" is not at all a bad
time-killer. It has a story idea
which should become popular with
the masses.

Cominn Coming

NEPTUNE FILMS, Stunt Thrillers

Tiiiiismi

H EE R H

SILVER
QUEEN

Produced &
Directed by

RAJA YAGNIK

Start ing

MADHUFI

Navinchandra,

Agha, Dalpat,

Bhim, Sardar

Mansur,

Subhasini,

Azim,

Devasker &

Munchi Thoothi

ft

A Social Simil

UxriWev.

l/ndet

T-^tocluction

IIMATI
with

AGHA,
MADHURI.
Produced&
Directed by

RAJA YAGNIK

Starring

Non-beatable

BHAGWAN
Directed by

B HAG WAN
Cast

Hi

Directed by

A. M. KHAN

Produced by

RAJA YAGNIK

Starring

Yeshvant Dave,

Amina, S. Alam,

Bhim, Dalpat,

Mukesh
Subhasini,

Shanta, Azim,

Mannan &

Ansari.

• &
A Magic Stunt

Costume thriller

For Territorial rights apply

NXFTUrVE FILMS,
Naigaum Cross Road, Dadar, BOMBAY 14.
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( This Is the reader's forum—as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can
write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance. For every letter
published in these columns, the publishers will pay Rs. 51-

Letters should be signed and marked "Hoes And Echoes".
Photographs of the readers will be published along with their
letters, if convenient.— The Editor.)

WISE SUGGESTION
"In most of the picture "pala-

ces'' of many big cities and
towns, where I had a chance to

go, I have seen that just after the

interval, as soon as the lights are

off, the main picture is started.

Many people miss the scenes and
even those who are sitting in the

hall cannot pick up the sound due
to the noise of the audience and
the hawkers from the front stall.

It takes a few minutes to settle

the hall in perfect silence and
during this time they may show-

trailers and other advertise-

ments etc".

LUCKNOW Murari Chandra.

NEED HAS NO SEX
"Women who were considered

to be a weaker sex have these

days become one of the stronger

sex. Every theatre you go to in

Bombay you will find women
standing in a queue for tickets,

tickets and more tickets. They
then give it to their mules who are

usually hawkers and sell the

tickets at prices which arc

Unimaginable. The men who
wait in the queue for hours and
hours find that they are where
they were when the queue started

ture: "Dekhoji' directed by Walli.

to form. Shantaram advertises

that every show has a full house.

But when you go in you find the

theatre empty and the tickets in

the hands of the hawkers. Have
women also taken to black-mar-
keting? Strange is this world

indeed
!"

BOMBAY. A'. Ratnakar Rao.

THANKS!
"Your remarks, regarding the

maligning of our 'Insurance Indus-

try', which is yet in an infant

stage, in "Tadbir" and "Dhamki"
in your June issue, are a timely

warning to the unscrupulous pro-

ducers in the filmline. If they
don't take it seriously, I hope the

popular ministries now in power
would take a firm hand in curbing

these subtle crimes against society.

"May I congratulate you, Mr.
Patel, for your frank and out-

spoken reviews and commend
your lead to the film industry if

it is ever to develop on healthy

lines"?

INDORE. C.I. J. S. Ahluwalia.

CARRYING SHAME OVERSEAS
"It is high time Shantaram

should quit the film industry.

All his four successive pictures,

under the banner of Rajkamal
Kalamandir, from 'Shakuntala' to

'Dr. Kotnis' have been utter Va.il-

ures. (hie of them may have
created box-office records at Bom-
bay and Lahore, but the pictures

are so poorly produced and direct-

ed that they belie our expec-

tations. Our hopes are shattered

when we note that such rotten

stuff comes from the same man
who once gave us pictures like

'Padosi' and 'Admi'. India's ace

director No. 1 Mr. V. Shantaram
seems to have forgotten all that

he learnt at Prabhat's.

"Dr. Kotnis" which was ac-

claimed and publicised as the best

output of 1946 has failed to ap-

peal to the audience. Its poor
directorial and produetional va-

lues, its hopeless make-up, and a

poor technique really stirred my
soul to pity and sympathy when
I first saw it at Lahore.

"The pity is that Shantaram
has a mind of dubbing it in Eng-
lish as well. Will he not put up
a hopeless show before those Hol-
lywood producers who produced
pictures like 'Good Earth'? Shan-
taram should now take a lesson
that popularity once won cannot
last long unless it is given a few
rejuvenating touches to wipe off

the fast accumulating rust."

LUCKNOW. G. N. Govcl.

WHERE'S KAPURCHAND?
"Before the war Rangoon had

15 cinemas of which some 3-4

theatres were showing Hindi and
Tamil films alternately. Now.
after the war, 10 cinemas are in

ruins, and of the remaining 5 cine-

mas which are intact. 3 have been
taken up by the military exclu-

sively for their own entertain-

ment, and 2 are showing Burmese
and English films to the public.

"And about half of the people

of Rangoon who are Indians have

no Indian film shows for their

entertainment.

"And only this week a Tamil
stunt picture of some 10 years old

named " Minnalkodi " is being

shown to the public. The rates

Recruit A. M. Khan of 158 Chak,
Allahabad, is 5' 11" and a sports-

man. He would love to get a
break on the screen.
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A Line-up oi Super
j

Entertainers ior

1946-47.

KHUSH
NASEEB

Director:

VITHALDAS
PANCHOTIA

Starring :

Padma Devi, Rukmini Devi,
j

Vithaldas Panchotia.

R ill ¥
RAN CI 1.

1

Starring :

Manorama,
Al Nasir, Majnu,

Zamrud Sultana,

Subhasini.

Director

:

ROOP SHOREY.

(3)

KHHmOSH
n I G H H E N

Director :

MOTI B. GIDWANI

Starring ;

Manorama, Pran,

Al Nasir, Subhasini.

Contact

:

Rai Saheb,

Chandanmuil Indrakumar,

LAMINGTON ROAD,

BOMBAY 4.

of admission for this old and
mutilated Tamil trash are Rs.

2|-, 3j- and 5/-; even at these high

rates getting a ticket amidst the

immense crowd looks like drawing

a prize in the Derby Lottery.

"Such being the case, if some
cinema enterprisers could speedily

manage to start Hindi film shows,

they are sure to reap a bumper
harvest."

RANGOON. H. A. Hah wan.

HOW MANY WANT THIS?

''Filmindia" is at present almost

dealing with films 'produced' in

India. I think it would be better

if "filmindia" becomes a reliable

guide to all films exhibited in

India. As most film-fans among
your readers do see foreign films

as often as, if not oftener than,

they do Indian ones, 'filmindia'

becomes more a producers' paper
than a fans' in India."

MADRAS. A. Vedamurthi.

DON'T WONDER! COME OVER.

"Tennyson has wisely said that

'the old order changeth yielding

place to new'. But the Indian
Film Industry seems to follow the

principle 'Old is Gold'. The poor
cinegoers usually see nothing new
in Indian films. In picture after

picture the same old faces bore

them, the theme is either mytho-
logical or a boy-meet-girl affair

and the songs, in tune as well as

in idea, resemble old ones. Is it

because Mother India has become
barren in giving birth to now
talent, new themes, new emotions
and ideas, I wonder?"
COCHIN. Miss Rasima Banu.

HULLO, MANDANNA!
"The latest addition to our

City theatres is "Rajkamal Tal-
kies'' which, though built on
latest lines and with modern
equipment, falls short in one im-

portant requirement viz., want of

a good screen. The screen is too

small to be useful. If this vital

defect is rectified, I think, this

theatre can be considered as an
'A' class one."

MYSORE; If. S. Vmhata Ran

DEMOCRATIC EXISTENCE
"In vain, have many of us

hoped and prayed for some pro-

gress in I he South Indian Film
Industry. Of course, South Indian

film industry means "Tamil
Trash-makers". Contrary to our

expectations, it is disheartening to

note that it is going down—down
to the very end of its existence!

"Does it mean that this rotten

Industry will never improve?
Then, it should be finally liquidat-

ed, as, in its present form, it is an

unwanted experiment.

"I venture to suggest that the

South Indian Producers should be
compelled to stop production, un-

til such time as they convince the

public that they have got the re-

quisite qualifications and resour-

ces. Let the raw film, so saved,

be evenly distributed for the pro-

duction of good Hindi pictures

This will go a long way to alle-

viate the present film-famine in

India.

"It is true that something is

better than nothing, but it is

equally true that nothing is better

than nonsense!"

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam

FOOLS' MONOPOLY
"It is universally believed that

experience makes people perfect.

But it is an irony of fate that our

film industry remains static. Even
Shantaram, Chandulal Shah and

Kardar, who, in good old days,

presented some quality pictures,

now repeatedly produce rotten

stuff. On the contrary, a few

of the new-comers gave us

some good entertainment in "Ham-
rahi", 'Draupadi', 'Phool' etc. Still

the IMPPA insist that no out-

sider should enter the film indus-

try. But are they ignorant of the

fact that most of the filmgoers

wish some of them should quit the

industry without robbing them of

their hard-earned money?"

ERNAKULAM. Ahamed Osman

SAME HERE!
"After seeing many Tamil films

I have come to the conclusion thai

the South Indian film industry is

still in its absolute infancy and

has nut improved even a wee bit;

"It is my considered opinion

that (lie directors and producers

concerned with the production of

Tamil films are uneducated and

degenerated persona having no so-

cial or moral status at all! Or

rise, why should they disli ouc

'ideas' which only help to demora-
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lize the cinegoers mentally and
morally? It is a pity that each

and every Tamil film should be

produced in an 'immoral vein'!

They are a menace to the intelli-

gent cinegoers of today and reflect

badly upon the general culture of

the South Indians!"

CAWXPORE. S. Dutta.

AN HONEST SHOWMAN

'T had gone to the local Pra-

bhat Talkies to see "Dr. Kotnis"

on the very second day of its re-

lease, and was very much impress-

ed by the excellent arrangement-.

Queues were formed for all class-

es and only one ticket was issued

at a time. There was strict watch
to see that there was no black-

marketing in tickets. The result

was that no person was disap-

pointed and no one felt the usual

hardships which attend a filmgoer

who visits a picture in the first few
weeks. Our thanks are due to the

proprietor and manager.

"I wonder why the other thea-

tres also do not make similar ar-

rangements when they extract the

same amount of money from us.

Do they think it sufficient if they

give tickets and exhibit pictures?

I wish they were more humane."

MALLESWARAM. R. X. Prasad.

WELL DESERVED
" 'Filmistan' has given us a real-

ly a new find in Miss Veera i
1

their latest release 'Shikari'.

Though she has not worked so

brilliantly to justify her Eeing

titled as a 'Star', I must say that

she has done her best. After all

it is her first picture and with a

little more of brushing up she will

do better than those who feel

proud to call themselves 'Stars
1

because of their necessity in the

industry owing to the scarcity of

faces.

"My congratulations, Miss

Veera."

MADRAS. M. E. Dinkar Rao.

IMPOSSIBLE DREAM
"Can you please tell me why

these old directors like Shanta-

ran:, P. C. Barua, Kedar Sharma
etc. whose skill and intelligence

have since lessened considerably,

are still giving us unwholesome
stuff at a break-neck speed? It is

terribly vexatious and trying to

watch these gentlemen wasting

precious celluloid over rotten, in-

sipid, putrid and depressing pic-

tures like Dr. Kotnis', 'Ameeri',

'Chand Chakori' etc.; I think it is

high time for them to retire from

the silver screen peacefully. If

they sincerely feel for the welfare

of our Indian film industry they

must 'quit' this precious industry

immediately.

"I am afraid they will outlive

their own fame and popularity of

the past if they venture to make
some more grotesque contributions

to the screen. They should not

degrade our industry any longer.

They can work as assistant direc-

tors to the new ones to keep their

own art alive and pulsating if at

all they are keen on it."

Jicala Prasad Shukla
CAWXPORE.

IT'S ALL ABUSE

'T am horrified at the insane

advertisement that is being done
for 'Dr. Kotnis' that 'Their Mar-
riage United 900.000.000 People'!

Will you advise Mr. Shantaram
and his Publicity Depart meat
that there have been many mar-
riages in the past between Indians

and Chinese and what counts is

the purpose, for which Dr. Kotnis

was sent by the Congress and
sacrifice he did. Perhaps Mr.
Shantaram's conception of Dr.

Kotnis' visit to China was only to

marry that Chinese girl and thus

foster unity amongst Indians and

Chinese. I feel the nation and the

Press should not allow such al>u<e

of an honest mission."

BEZWADA. 5. L. Nahato.

CHEATING

"I had sent my man to pur-

chase a copy of the June issue of

•filmindia' from the- local Xigar

Talkies, where it is sold under the

management of the Manager, who.

I believe, has some mutual un-

derstanding with Messrs. AdvanS

& Co., your agents t'<>r Cawnporfe

Bui when he brought one, 1 dis-

covered thai the 'Entry Token'

for your Editor's Mail was missing

from it. I was not able to even

trace the spot where it was at-

tached. I went to Mr. K. B.

Grove, Manager, the Xigar, to get

the copy changed but he refused

to do so saying that the copy was
practically useless to him as no-

body would bo willing to purchase

it without the "Entry Token."

"Evidently, the Entry Token
was skilfully removed and sold

out in black-market by the un-

scrupulous hawkers who sell 'film-
Suvarnalata gives a well-behaved studio pose in "Sham Savera" a

social story of J. M. R. Pictures,
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india' inside and outside the hall.

Duping the public in this dirty

way is highly condemnable. Mr.

Patel! It appears to me that these

fellows deliberately take an undue

advantage of the great demand
and heavy sale of 'filmindia' in a

very filthy manner and thus dis-

repute the very magazine. "Do

they wish to make money this way
because they can't otherwise col-

lect well through the cineir.a-

shows?"

CAWNPORE. S. Dutta Shukla.

OUR OPPORTUNITY
'"It is regrettable to note from

vour June issue that 'Bambi' the

Walt (Micky Mouse) Disney car-

toon feature is being dubbed into

different Indian languages by

R. K. O. Radio. In my opinion

the process of dubbing a film into

different languages is of great

utility to the Indian screen be-

cause an Indian film has to face

the enormous handicap of its lin-

guistic bar. Too many languages

are being spoken in this huge

country. Further there is no

'lingua franca* for which reason

our films have to suffer a great

deal by getting divided patronage
from the people. The Hind, or

Marathi or Bengali 01 Tamil films

have nothing better -for the popu-
lar patronage and thus they get

partitioned "runs"' in different

cinemas in different provinces.

"The clever resorting to this

technique of dubbing their films

in different languages by the

American producers for commer-
cial exploitation of their home
products on the Indian soil is

rather shameful for the Indian

producers.

''I hereby take this opportunity

to congratulate you for your cri-

ticism regarding this in your edi-

torial of June issue and I venture

to suggest that earlier the scheme

is taken into hands by our Indian

producers better will it be for the

Indian film industry."

Rain Krishna Gupta.

RAM PUR STATE.

NO WHY?
"Recently I have had the chance

or. I may say, the misfortune of

seeing pictures like 'Chand Cha-
kori'. 'Mumtaz Mahal', 'Vish

Kanya'. 'Albeli' and the like. In

most of the cases the stories were
stupid and boring and the}'' were
repeated so many times with only

a few changes here and there. It

can be said here that the Rani it

have been the worst producers

during all these years and one

wonders why they produce such

boring flops which provide the

people only with headache and
disgust."

Miss Savitri Devi.

RAM PI" K STATE.

EXHIBITING JUNK

"In our town there is a theatre

named 'Rattan Talkies'. A good
theatre indeed! It takes all second

run pictures. The theatre has
comfortable accommodation. But
alas! When the pictures are

screened the exhibitor doesn't

screen the credit titles giving

names of actors, story writer, song-

writer etc. The pictures begin

with their own names only and we
cannot whip up sufficient interest

to follow the story."

Miss Peninnah SatamJcar.

KOLABA.

A Living Znle oi Human Emotions in the Mnhimj.

A First Maiden Marvellous

Social Theme.

ID HiA IS A
And Then I. DHRUVATARA.

2. 9th. AUGUST 1942.

3. DEVAGIRI.

4. JHANSI-KI-RANEE
5. UTTARA

Starring India's Fore-Most Majesiic Star... ?.

With a team of Lovely-Looking,

Cultured New Faces of Either Sex.

Apply — J A G fli l\l M O H A !\l F t L M C 0 R a R A t7 & N

OPPO : ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, BOMBAY, 4
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SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

"Prithviraj Sanyukta" went off

the screen rather hurriedly. We
wish bettor luck to Producer-
director W. Z. Ahmed in his other

two ambitious productions.

"Mira". starring Neena, is more
than half-way through and if re-

ports are to be believed, ".Mira"

promises to become a big box-

office success. "Siiri Krishna

Bhagwan", with an ali-.-tar cast,

is almost ready for the Censors.

In the meantime Producer Ahmed
is getting the screen 3cript of "Do
Kinare" and "Rangila Rajasthan"
ready.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer Shahzada Iftikhar has

signed down Actor Jagirdar to

play an important role in

"Veena" starring glamorous Veena,
Ashok Kumar and others. To
frame the acting talent of Veena.
Producer Shahzada Iftikar has
chosen a specially powerful story

and the way the preparations for

"Veena" are going on. we would
not be surprised if "Veena" be-

come an interesting motion pic-

ture. Rafiq Chaznavi, it is said,

has given attractive music for the

picture. The picture is being pro-

duced at the Bombay Talkies

Studios.

FILMISTAN LTD. (Bombay)

"Sat'ar" featuring Shobha and
Kami Roy is waiting for its turn

at the Roxy after 'Subhadra''.

Director Dattaram Pai is busy
with "Eight Days" starring Ashok
Kuuiar and charming Veera.

"Shehnai" directed by 1'. L.

Santoshi, who made a good im-

prassion as a director in "Iluin

Ek Hain" is a musical social

with Indumati. Rehana. Rekha.

Nftsir Khan. V. H. Qesai and
Dulari in important roles. Ki-

shore Sahu ifl producing and di-

recting "Sindoor" in which he

plays the hero opposite his wife.

Cameraman Krishna Copal has

joined Filmistan and is working

on the script of a picture which

he will direct.

R. D. PAREENJA (Bombay)

"Sona Chandi" produced and

directed by Mr. H. D. Pareenja

has been censored and they say

Mr. Pancnja feels like patting

himself on the back for having

finished a good picture in good

time. He is waiting to release it

at one of the Bombay theatres.

In the meantime. Producer

R. D. Pareenja is in search of

educated talent for the screen.

He wishes to introduce a new edu-

cated girl in his next picture pro-

vided he can lay his hands on one.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Hard-working and sincere. Pro-

ducer Mazhar Khan is busy with

"Sona" a social story with many
a pathetic situation. Pandit Shiv

Kumar has written the dialogue.

"Sona" has many leading stars

some of them being, Dixit, Maz-
har Khan. Madhuri and Munna-
war Sultana.

"Naiyya" has been completed

and Producer Mazhar Khan is

waiting to release it in Bombay.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director Baburao Patel

has at last completed "Cvalan'',

a village romance, starring
Sushila Rani, with Trilok Kapoor

as the hero and Madhuri, David
and Bipin Gupta in important

roles. The picture is likely to be

censored in a week's time and

will be ready for release almost

immediately.

PI NJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

Producer-director Walli tells us

that "Dekhojee"' has been com-

pleted. Mr. Walli must have

worked very hard to finish "De-

khojee*' in so short a time. And
yet, he is not a man to rest. His

next is "Sherazi" starring charm?

Munnauar Sultana makes "Gold an interesting picture.

produced by Mazhar Khan
It is
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B. R. Tandon and Urmilla have tea together—that's all—in "Baap" a

social story.

ing Mumtaz Shanti. This picture

has an Oriental background and
in order to bring realism into

"Sherazi" Producer Walli is plan-

ning to go to Arabia for the out-

doors. Mumtaz Shanti will, of

course, accompany him. We hope
they come back.

J. M. R. PICTURES (Bombay)

"Sham Savera" f eat u ring
Suvarnalata and Wasti has been
completed. Director Sadiq is re-

ported to have made a good job
of it and Producer Mohanlal Ka-
poor is optimistic about "Sham
Savera" clicking at the box-offices.

BOMBAY CINETONE LTD.
(Bombay)

"Samrat Ashok". that mara-
thon production of Producer K. B.
hall, is still being shot at the

Prabhat studios in Poona. Pro-
ducer K. B. L'all has taken pains
to make the battle scenes look

realistic and he expects it to be
one of the big historical pictures
of 1946. "Samrat Ashok" stars

Veena. Sharnim and Sapru.

RAJA MOVTETONE (Bombay)

"Dharkan" has been completed
and will be put before the Censors
in a fortnight's time. "Dharkan"
is a tragic story which is expected
to move the audience to tears.

The picture features Jyoti, Misra,
Murad and Zahur Raja who has
also directed the pictured

The world rights of the picture
are controlled by Messrs. Yusuf
Mi Dawoodbhoy.
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JAYABHARAT PICTURES LTD
(Bombay)

Hanuman Prasad, up till now a

music director, has become a mo-
tion picture director. His first

assignment is "Rasili" a musical
comedy with Radha Rani, Kan-
haiyalal and Ramesh Gupta in

the cast. The picture is likely to

be ready very soon.

RANGMAHAL LTD. 'Bombay)

Dr. Safdar 'Ah' has finished

half of "Bhookh" featuring a new
comer Husna. Others in the cast

are Sheikh Mukhtar and Kanhai-
yalal. Dr. Safdar 'Ah' it is re-

ported, has given a forceful (heme
to his "Bhookh" and the early

rushes of the picture, they say,

have given the director good hopes
of making it a successful picture.

The other two productions to be
produced by Rang Mahal Ltd.

are "Kisan Ki Gai" and "Haider
Ali".

JOLLYMOOD FAIRYLAND
(Jogeshwari)

"Jollymood Studio" is one of

the film studios built after the

war. It is owned by Mr. Raoji-
bhai Patel and he tells us that it

is well-built and fully equipped
with all the facilities required for

motion picture production. In-

dependent producers who have no
studios of their own, should not
miss this opportunity of working
in "Jollymood Studio". It is only
a ten minutes' walk from the sta-

tion and should not at all prove
inconvenient to the producers.

August 1946

UPRIGHT PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Rajendra Sharma has
completed his maiden social,

"Chahra" featuring Najma, Kama!
Zamindar, S. Kapur, S. Nazir
and others. The music is given

by M. S. Mukhtar.

INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
(Bombay)

Mr. Sadiq has been entrusted

with the direction of "Dak Bun-
galow" after his success as a

director in "Rattan". Song-writer

Madhok is writing the lyrics and
Mr. Mulraj Kapadia, the produc-
tion chief, will help Mr. Sadiq to

make a good job of "Dak Bunga-
low". The cast includes the po-
pular Surraiya, M. Esmail and
Gope.

CHITRA BHARAT LTD. (Bombay)

"Bhanwar." directed by Madhu
Kumar Patel will most probably
be released in Bombay in Octo-
ber. The picture features Sharnim
and Balwant Singh.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Bhatia thinks "Do
Naina" will catch the public eye.

The picture features Mahapara,
Anita Sharma and others. The
paper work of "Shikast" is finish-

ed and the picture will go on the

sets shortly.

Mr. Framroz Behramsha, the pro-

duction manager of "Gvalan". His

art lies in his tact which gave him
a smooth running with Mr. Babu-
rao Patel. He gets them there

—

things and people—in time and
within means. Few people know
how to do this in motion picture

production.
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MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Mohan Sinha has com-
pleted "1857'' featuring Surraiya

and Wasti even before he could

release his ambitious picture

"Omar Khayyam" anywhere.

Other two pictures under pro-

duction are "Mere Bhagwan" a

social story, and "Chitor Vijay"

a historical subject. Both these

pictures will be directed by Mo-
han Sinha.

K ABDULLA PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Hamjoli", starring Nur Jehan
Jairaj and Ghulam Mohammad is

scheduled for early release at tin

Majestic Cinema in Bombay.
Hafiz Khan has given the musical

score. Producer K. Abdulla is

now only waiting to find out whe-
ther "Hamjoli" will become as

popular a hit as "Zeenat".

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom
bay)

"Shikarpuri" has been comple-

ted by A. Shah. Others in the

cast are Shamim. Kamal Zamin-

dar, A. Shah and Gita Bose.

Recruit M E. Dinkerrao of 16

Shanmuga Mudaliar Str, George
Town, Madras, is 5T1" and has
had considerable stage experience.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Dharti" was released at the

Royal Opera House after "Raj-
putani". The story of "Dharti",

however, does not seem to have
been appreciated by the public

with the result that "Dharti" will

FILM INDIA

not have a long run at the Opera
House as was expected by its pro-
ducers. "Moorti" starring Khur-
shid and Motilal and directed by
Chaturbhuj Doshi will be released
after "Dharti"'.

SUNRISE PICTURES (Bombay)
"Dhanwan" has been censored

and the ever-energetic director

V. M. Vyas is anxious to release

his product to the public. It fea-

tures Paro and Jairaj. "Pita Put-
tra" (Father And Son) is the next
Vyas-Dave concoction and the
filmgoers can expect the usual
motion picture story which they
have come to associate with Mr.
Vyas and Sunrise Pictures.

RAMNIKLAL MOHANLAL (Bom-
bay)

"Ma Baap Ki Laj" is doing
good business at the- Kamal and
Broadway Talkies. The produ-
cers say that "M. B. Ki Laj" is

likely to score a silver jubilee at

Bombay. The picture features

Suvarnalata and Gulab.

RAI SAHEB CHANDANMULL
INDRA KUMAR (Bombay)

Director Moti B. Gidwani is

doing "Khamosh Nigahen" for

FOrl SUPERIOR 35mm SOUND FILM PROJECTION
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Shorey Pictures featuring a new
comer Subashini. Director Roop
Shorey has cast Subashini in

"Rut Rangilee". Others in the

cast are Pran and Veena Kohli.

RATILAL BROTHERS (Bangalore)

The rights for Shorey Pictures'

"Shalimar" for the C.P.C.I.,

Bombay Presidency and S. India

are controlled by Ratilal Bro-
thers, Gandhinagar, Bangalore.

The picture features Begum Para,

Manorama and Al Xasir.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD
(Poona)

a Paroo ", " Shikayat " and
"Moti" are the next three pic-

tures coming out of the Navyug
Studios. We hope that their two
recent box-office failures, "Din
Raat'' and "Room No. 9'', have
taught them to do motion pictures

in the correct way. "Shikayat"
has petite Snehapxaba in the lead-

ing role and in Muslim costume.

"Paroo" and "Moti" have (leeta

Xizami as the main attraction.

MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(Bombay)

M. P. Productions' "Raj Lak-

shmi" starring Kanan Devi with
Chhabi Biswas has been ready
for release for a very long time.

These distributors hope to release

it in Bombay shortly.

NEPTUNE FILMS (Bombay)

"Silver Queen" and "Tilasmi
Heera" are ready for release. Di-
rector Raja Yagnik is starting

another social with Madhuri in

the lead. Director Bhagwan will

act in their next social thriller as
well as direct it.

RASIK PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Producer S. Tharani is produc-
ing "Parda" with Dulari as the
heroine and Maheshchandra as
the director.

CENTRAL PICTURES (Bombay;

"Shahi Khazana" is ready for

release. "Chamakti Bijli" another
thriller featuring Sulochana and
E. Billinioria is also ready to be
released.

FILMDOM (Bombay)

"Golden Night" a thriller pro-
duced by Yusuf Merchant and
directed by S. M. Raza will soon
go on the sets.

PREM PICTURES (Bombay)

Mr. Jamu Patel and Mr. M. D.
Baig are producing a Muslim so-

cial called "Kasam" (Oath). It

will feature Prem Adib and
Najma,

Kishori (Old name: Cuckoo) will

be seen in "Sona Chandi" of R. D.

Pareenja.

SULOCUANA
CENTRALVtTURES

^CIMffldlfTI
- J|JLI>

I' xlJJlhci?
\

Central Pictu res

Presents

• Villi (MOTH

Supported By: E. BILLIMORIA * MOHAMEO
RAZA * SHEIKH * CHEMIST
* VIOLET * M. ELI Z A

R

Story 4? Dialofut
TULSIDAS "

MUNSHI SAGAR
" CHANDRAGUFTA "

)

The Gem of the Box-office

t SHAHI KHAZANA
Starring : Sardar Mansur

Madhurika

Violet

M. Elizar

Garib Khan

Ahmed

SWfot S, USMAN
Funiculars: CENTRAL PICTURES. 75. Dadar Main Road, Dadar, BOMBAY. Studio: Kurla Road, ANOHERI.
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The Indian film industry will improve only when film-goers pick and choose their en-
tertainment. As long as fools keep on rushing for tickets, there is not the slightest chance of

getting better pictures in future. The duty of every intelligent filmgoer is not only to stop see-

ing bad pictures himself, but also to stop others from doing so. For ready reference from month
to month we shall be grading pictures as follows:

—

***** (5*) Excellent, Don't miss. **** (4*) Very good. *** (3*) Quite good
** (2*) Tolerable. Entertaining in parts. * (I*) Rotten. Avoid.

Pictures reviewed in "filmindia" from January 1946

(Hindustani) (Ramnik^
'disgustingly demoralizing

B
(1*) "Bachchon-ka-Khel

'

July '46 Issue—social-

picture."

(1*) "Ban Phool" (Hindustani) (P. R. Productions)

July '46 issue—social—"stupid and boring pic-

ture."

KZ") "Bachpan" (Hindustani) (Basant) June '46

Issue—social
—"not a bad time-killer."

(1*) "Bindiya" (Hindustani) (Sun Art) July '46 issue

—social—"disgusting and boring story concoc-
tion."

(1*) "Bisvi Sadi" (Hindi) (Bhavnani) Feb. '46 issue-
social romance—"silly story—presents boredom
in celluloid."

C
(1*) 'Chand Chakori' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) March

'46—social—"provides headache".

D
(1*) "Dhamki" (Urdu) (Pancholi) Feb. "46 issue-

detective thriller—"stupid and tiresome."

(1*) "Dhanna Bha&at" (Hindi) (Ranjit) Feb. '46

issue—devotional social
—

"Just another devo-
tional hocus."

(2*) 'Din Raat' (Hindustani) (Navyug) April '46

issue—Social—"not at all a bad time-killer."

(1*) "Dr. Kotnls" (Hindi) (Rajkamal) May '46 issue

modern Arabian Night story—"a picture which
deserves to be burnt in a public square."

(5*) "Deewar" (Stage) (Hindustani) (Prlthvi Thea-
tres) May '46 issue—a national play—"The
world's best play."

E
(3*) 'Ek Dln.ka-Sultan' (Urdu) (Minerva) Jan. '46

issue—historical romance—"a picture worth see-

ing, at least for some good entertainment."

F
(2*) "40 Crorss" (Hindustani) (Chandra Art) May '46

issue—social—"Quite a good time-killer with lot

of slapstick."

o
(2*) "Ghulami" (Hindustani) (Shalimar) May '46

Issue—propaganda social—"partially entertnins

without offending."

(2*> 'Ghar' (Hindustani) (8unrise» Jan. '46 issue-
Social—"a good picture to see though it drags

at places."

(1*) 'Gouri' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April '46 issue

—

Social—"is boredom in celluloid".

(1*) "Grihalaxmi" (Bengali) (Bharat Laxmi) June
'46 Issue—social—"just another stinker."

H
(2*) 'Hamara Sansar' (Hindi) (Prakash) March '46—

social
—"theme overplayed for screen purposes.'

K
(1*) 'Kalankini' (Bengali) (Indrapuri) March '46—

social—"picture should be scrupulously avoided".

(2*) 'Raise Kahun* (Hindustani) (Pancholi) Jan. '46

Issue—Social—"is not such an awful time killer."

M
(2*) "Mazdoor" (Hindustani) (Fllmlstan) July '46

—Issue—social "presents purposeful theme."

(2*) "Mouchakey Dhil" (Bengali) (Rupasree) June
'46 Issue—social—"unusual picture but no appeal

for masses."

We have too many brides In Indian pictures. Here

is one more—Jyoti in "Dharkan", a Zahur Raja
picture.
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August 1946.

(1*) "Nai Ma" (Hindustani) (Prakash) May '46 issue

—social—"boring and spineless story."

(2*) 'Paristaan' (Hindustani) (Acharya) April '46

issue—Social comedy—"not a bad entertainer-

frothy comedy."

(1*) "Pather Sathi" (Bengali) (Aurora) June '46

issue—social—"not worth bothering about."

(2*) Prabhu-Ka-Ghar' (Hindustani) (Ranjit) April

issue—Social—"carries further Ranjit traditions."

(1*) "Prithviraj—Sanyukta" (Hindi) (Shalimar) June

'46 issue—historical—"10999 ft. of boredom."

(1*) "Santaan" (Hindustani) (Janak) June '46 issue

—social
—"picture more to be avoided than to

be seen."

(2*) "Shikari" (Hindustani) (Filmistan) Feb. '46

issue—propaganda social
—"thin story material,

well framed."

(3*) "Sharbati Ankhen" (Hindustani) (Wadia) May
'46 issue—social slant—"a fine entertainment for

city audiences."

(2*) "Sohni Mahivval" (Hindustani) (Jayant Desai)

May '46 issue—folklore—"entertains in parts

and drags at other times."

(2*) 'Song of Desert'— (Urdu) (Jagriti) March '46—

costume phantasy—"speedy thriller for masses."

i3*) 'Rattan' (Hindustani) (Jamuna) March '46

—

social—"not at all a bad entertainment."

(1*) "Ratnavali" (Hindi) (Amar) Feb. '46 issue-

mythological —"a waste of time and money."

(1*) "Rukmini Swayamwar" (Hindi) (Pradeep) June
'46 issue—mythological—"gives an incurable

headache and should be scrupulously avoided."

(2*) 'Tadbir' (Hindustani) (Jayant Desan Jan. '46

issue—social—"tolerable in parts."

(1*) "Takrar" (Hindustani) (Art Films) June '46—
issue—social—"waste of celluloid."

(3*) 'Veer Kunal' (Hindi) (Kishore Sahu) Jan. '46

issue—historical—"is a picture more for the in-

tellectuals than for the masses."

(2*) "Sat Number Baree" (Bengali) (M. P. Produc-

tions) June '46 issue—social thriller
—"nothing

great, just entertaining."

(3*) 'Zeenat' (Hindustani) (Eastern Pictures) Jan. '46

issue—social—"a picture worth seeing though
presents popular emotional theme."
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SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS LTD
(JwLte application* fatom <Jndian Candidate* fat the fa

I

'Lowing poiti

1. I; Private Secretary (either sex)
with high academic qualifications and know-
ing shorthand & typing with good speed
Scale of pay Rs. 200-10-300-20-500. Higher
start for a candidate of exceptional qualifi-
cations.

2. 5 Lady Steno-typists with high aca-
demic qualifications and good experience
Speed 120 Shorthand & 40 Typing Scale of
pay Rs. .150-5-250-10-300. Higher start for
a candidate of exceptional qualifications. 3
candidates will be kept on the Waiting List.

3. 20 Senior Assistants (either sex).
Must be Graduates. Scale of pay Rs. 100-10-
1;>0-200.

. 16 candidates will be kept on the
Waiting List.

4. 20 Junior Assistants .(either sex).
Must be Inter Arts. Scale of pay Rs 75-5-
100-10-150. 16 candidates will be kept on
the Waiting List. 1

5. 5 Dialogue Assistants (either sex).
Must possess High Proficiency in Hindus-
tani. Scale of pay Rs. 100-10-150-10-200

J
.

Candidates will be kept on the Waiting

6. 20 Office clerks (either sex). Must
be Matriculates with previous office experi-
ence. Scale of pay Rs. 50-5-75-5-100 16
candidates will be kept on the Waiting List.

7. Artistes (either sex) to work in pic-
tures. Graduates with good knowledge of
Hindustani and good diction preferred
Knowledge of Music not essential but will
be considered an additional qualification
Ladies must get their application forms
countersigned by their guardians, husbands
or parents as the case may be. Academic
qualifications and age limit may be relaxed
in case of candidates with exceptionally

attractive features and acting talent. Photo-
graphs must accompany the applications.

AGE LIMIT for all candidates is 25
years but this restriction may be relaxed in

case of candidates with exceptional qualifi-

cations. Applications for all the above posts

must be sent on the Company's prescribed
forms obtainable from the Company's office

situate at Kathok Lodge, Dadar Main Road,
Dadar, Bombay 14, on payment of Re. Ij-

per form. Copies of testimonials must ac-

company the applications.

Only selected candidates will be called

for an interview in Bombay and they will

have to do so at their own expense. No cor-

respondence will be entertained with unsuc-

cessful candidates.

Any attempt on the part of a candidate

to canvas or enlist support will disqualify

him.

A call for an interview will not imply

an offer of eventual employment. Success-

ful candidates will be required to produce

a medical certificate of sound health and
physical fitness from a registered medical

practitioner not less than M.B.B.S., before

taking up employment.

All the above posts are permanent after

a probationary period of six months. Perma-
nent employees will retire at the age of 55

years or on completion of 30 years service.

Provision is also made for permanent em-
ployees to enjoy the benefit of Provident

Fund, Gratuity and Bonus. Leave admissi-

ble according to the rules and regulations of

the Company. Waiting list will get cancel-

led after one year without notice. Last date

of receipt of applications: 30th September
1946.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS LTD
KATHOK LODGE, MAIN ROAD,
DADAR, BOMBAY.
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Of all the industries in India, the Indian motion

picture industry is about the most irresponsible one

and consists of mainly uneducated and uncultured

people whose solitary reason to flirt with the indus-

try is to make money at any price. And the price

is usually paid by others.

There are very few producers who approach

their profession with idealistic ambitions, the majo-

rity consisting of down-right vandals who would

jietort everything decent out of shape and recogni-

tion to make it yield profits by entertaining the illi-

terate masses.

For thirty long years. Indian producers, barring

a few happy exceptions, have given one rotten pic-

ture after another, and the number has run into

thousands by now. and many a picture has often

been too filthy to be described in words. We have

no censors, except political ones, to stop this vanda-

lism of art. culture, history and social codes. At

least in the film field. India is a lawless country

where several criminals have become motion picture

producers only to prescribe to our people a vulgar

and demoralizing code of behaviour, irregardless of

their social repercussions. It is a pity that a small

group of people who can do so much good to the

country if only they wish, should be misusing the

immense potentialities of the screen for personal

greed completely forgetting their obligations to the

people

Thirty years of criminal misadventure in the

field of motion picture production has left behind a

shameful heritage of a number of crime pictures,

shoot-and-kill thrillers, lascivious social themes, dis-

torted historical subjects and phantastic mythologi-

cal legends. Nearly 98% of the production during

the last 30 years has been invariably wrong in con-

ception and rotten in presentation.

The newspapers shout daily and tell you what

exactly has been the effect of this criminal pursuit

of producing irresponsible motion pictures under the

pretence of providing entertainment to our masses.

Not'a day passes without the newspapers reporting

some dangerous crime or other committed with

modern technique. College boys have been caught

using revolvers whilst committing thefts. Armed
gangsters in group have attacked lonely houses and

have not only looted the property but also killed the

inmates. Trains have been held up and passengers
have been robbed of their belongings with guns
pointed at them. Travellers have been robbed and
murdered in railway compartments and their bodies

have been thrown out. A hundred different types of

crimes have been reported during the last ten years

—crimes which were unknown 25 years ago.

And believe it or not, all these crimes have been
planned and exploited on the Indian screen prima-
rily for making money by entertaining the masses.

Five-year old children, twenty years ago, have
become 25-year-old criminals of today and there

are thousands of these all over the country commit-
ting numerous crimes every day and picking up
new methods of crime from motion pictures which
the imaginative film producers supply.

For years wo have been shouting about this but
the protest of slaves becomes a cry in the wilderness.

The British didn't come to India to make the Indian

a better human being. They have their own game
to play and it is no surprise that the authorities

didn't listen to our protest. On the other hand, it is

futile to expect the greedy producers to develop a

social conscience and a patriotic instinct. Gold-
diggers have neither. The net result is that our

shameful heritage has been piling up from month to

month through 30 long years and our nation is fast

becoming a colony of gangsters and criminals.

The film producers have not only been present-

ing ugly and twisted morals in our social themes but
they have also been mercilessly distorting our heri-

tage of historical annals by forging putrid and ficti-

tious incidents around the glorious heroes of our
past history.

The other day we had the misfortune of seeing

"Maharana Pratap", a supposedly historical picture,

produced by Jayant Desai Productions. If there is

any descendant of Rana Pratap living today he

should get an old Rajput sword and behead the pro-

ducer of this picture. If Indians had been free and
patriotic, the producer of this picture would have
been hanged in a public square. People have been

hanged before for lesser offences.

Tn this "historical" picture. Rana Pratap, the

Lion of Mewar whose valiant exploits have today
become legends of every hearth, is portrayed as a

circus clown, without the least vestige of dignity

expected of an immortal royal warrior. In this pic-
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•itten, produced and directed by Mr Eaburao Patel, is a pretty exciting pic

Sushila Rani's poor family being victimised by a tyrant (Bipin Gupta)
ure. Here we see

ture, then.' is a Rajput maiden who runs about the

streets of Udaipur like a common street waif, with-

out the traditional Rajput veil on her face, and begs
funds for helping the war activities of her clown-
ish king. And Col. Tod. the historian of Rajasthan,
tells us that it was inviting death to pierce the veil

of a Rajput maiden of those times. The heroine of

"Maharana Pratap" not only gambols and begs in

the streets like a street girl, but she exposes herself

before the Muslim commander, sings a song in

Akbar's court aid does a hundred little stupid things

which no decent woman. Rajput or not, would do,

And this girl was married to the brother of Rami
Pratap. Find us one incident from the entire his-

tory of Raja«than where any Rajput maiden has
done all the things that are shown in this putrid

picture.

The entire picture is a very crude distortion of

history and an unpardonable blasphemy on the glo-

rious name of a great warrior.

But Jayant Desai is not the only producer to

perpetrate this outrage on our cultural traditions.

There was another, a tailor from Delhi, who produ-
ced •'Shahenshah Akbar" and in doing so besmirched
the t^une of that great emperor without giving the
great rider a dog's chance to maintain his royal dig-

nity. And there was still another, an uneducated
producer, who toyed with "Humayun" and put both
Babar and Humayun to eternal shame.

And then there is the great film centurion of

India, Sardar Chandulal Shah, who claims culture,

education, riches and brains, who always threatens

to give us a rare picture that will thrill a nation only

when we get freedom, who invites one and all. in his

public speeches, to come and share his resources to

produce great pictures but who after all this tall xalk

proceeds to give us poor stuff like "Rajputani'',

"Mumtaz Mahal"."Shahenshah Babar" ''Tansen" etc.

This centurion producer likes to be original and
wants to be called intelligent when he gives a new
twist to old historical events. But with all his intelli-

gence he fails to realize the basic fact that history

does not suffer any liberties with basic events or any
transformation in the spirit of the characters of his-

tory. The word '"history" means a true and me-
thodical record of past events, and historical pictures,

if they are to be accepted as truthful representations
of the times, must stick to the truthful record of
events without even toning down the spirit of their

historical characters.

In historical subjects there is no license for

creative imagination. On the other hand such sub-
jects have strict limitations and place immense res-

ponsibilities on the producers in the matter of

capturing, as far as possible, the realism of the
times sought to be depicted.

Let us briefly review our centurion's activities

in the field of historical production. In "Rajputani",

5
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Chandni. the girl over whom her producer went

crazy with superlative adjectives, plays the lead in

"Sona Chandi" produced and directed by R. D.

Pareenja.

his latest pride, the producer portrays the struggle

of Rana Pratap to regain Mewar from the Moghuls

Fighting shv of the present-day politically-conscious

Muslims he" has quietly avoided all mention of

Emperor Akbar. A wise move for a commercial

magnate but that is certainly not the correct begin-

ning for a truthful representation of history. If the

great producer was scared of the Muslims why bother

.at all about a subject like that wherein facts have

to be distorted to suit commercial interests?

Kicking Tods and Vincent Smiths aside, he

turns the brother of Pratap from a traitor into a mis-

guided patriot and leaving history behind turns the

saga of Pratap's chivalry into a romantic interlude

between Shaktsingh and his beloved. Pratap is, of

course, there as punctuation to remind us of history

at regular intervals but by the time we come to the

end he takes all our pity for having the most ugly-

looking unqueenly queen and children that would de-

corate street beggars as parents and a sword that

sticks in the scabbard at the wrong moment and a

horse which looks like an overgrown goat and only

one dress which he has to wear whilst eating, sitting,

fighting and sleeping and last but not the least, some

stupid and poor dialogue which he is made to spit

out like so much bacteria from a foul mouth. Yes,

people pitied Pratap and wept for him silently and

many thought that a Pratap of that sort hardly cle

served to win back Mewar. He had not even a deJ

cent wife to be placed as a queen on the throne.

The same film centurion also gave us "Shahen
shah Babar'. Taking an ugly, barbarian type an>

dressing him like an Eskimo, we were presented wit

a great Moghul invader. Strangely enough the hug
Moghul had a tiny pup as a son whom we were ask

ed to identify as Humayun, the warrior. The stor

was anything but history and it went the shamefv
way of other historical pictures of Indian producer!

The centurion gave us still another in "Mumtai
Mahal", the unforgettable romance of Shah Jeha
and Mumtaz Mahal. This was supposed to be th

story of that immortal mausoleum of love, the Ta
Mahal. It turned out to be anything but that.

Then there was still another film from the grea

centurion: "Tansen". Millions of Indians have be

lieved this man to be the greatest musician of ou

country. Our film centurion corrected this belief b;

proving conclusively that Tansen was the greater

magician and certainly not the greatest musician.

Our tale of woe is endless. We have quoted onli

a few examples to show what even a rich, resource

Keep COOL andFMS/A
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ful and intelligent producer like Sardar Chandula!
Shah can do with our cultural heritage.

Not that our producers can't produce good and
truthful historical subjects. Producer-director Kar-
dar has just proved that Indian producers can do
this very artistically and beautifully only if they
have the requisite sincerity of purpose.

Though Kardar's "Shah Jehan" is not a story of

historical events, it is still the most dynamic and the
most beautiful presentation of the Moghul times
ever produced in our country during 30 years of

film-making.

If Kardar can produce ''Shah Jehan", is there

any reason why other producers can't do the same?

We would rather have no historical pictures on
our screen than have some stupid distorted versions

of history presented in the most crude form and with
ugly characterizations.

Isn't it enough that our producers are poisoning

our present with demoralizing social stories without

their having to dissipate our glorious past by giving

us fantastically false and crude versions of historical

events?

With the Congress in power is it too much to

expect a law which will at least guard and protect

our cultural traditions from the commercial on-

slaughts of these vandals of art who call themselves

film producers?

Husna has a pathetic role to play in "Bhookh", a

picture of Rang Mahal Ltd. directed by Dr. Safdar

"Ah".

7
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

NEWS OR ADVERTISING COPY?
Mr. Ambalal Patcl who bought the Indian News

Parade at the instigation of Mr. W. J. Moylan seems

to have forgotten that in that name "The Indian

News Parade", there is that most important word

"News" and with that word are attached a number

of obligations to the public. A newsreel must essen-

tially give news, fresh and quick.

But like a newspaper it i< not supposed to carry

advertisements. Since Ambalal Patcl took over the

Indian News Parade equipment from the Govern-

ment of India, we have seen a lot of advertising stuff

on the screen, including some Parisian fashions, giv-

ing the Parisian drapers a fine break.

But something that recently shocked us as

''news'' was the "Return of the Famous Film Stars

from their Honeymoon". A couple of hundred feet

of precious celluloid was wasted in photographing

the return of Mr. and Mrs. Sohrab Modi to their

studios where they were garlanded and fed by mem-
bers of their own staff. May we know how this

strictly personal romance between two film persona :

Star-gazing with expectation in her heart Veena

plays a memorable role in "Veena" directed by

Shahzada Iftkhar.

lities has became a news item of national importance

for the consumption of our millions of filmgoers?

There is more in this than meets the eye. Has
the Indian News Parade started using its footage for

advertising purposes?

There was another boring item in the same news-

reel. It was the consecration ceremony of Bishop

Gracias recently held at St. Peters in Bandra. This

news item which needed hardly 50 feet of celluloid

was given over 300 feet, making the entire affair in-

tensely uninteresting and boring.

Editing a newsreel requires both intelligence and
imagination and Moylan doesn't seem to be display-

ing either since he took over the Indian News Parade

in association with Ambalal Patel.

We are afraid these newsreels will have to be

scrapped soon, unless the present monopolists decide

to reorganize the whole department to suit the need

and temperament of the people.

As it stands today, the Indian News Parade is

very much a sloppy affair, which even over-patriotic

Indians would not care to support.

GRAMOPHONE CO. MUST EXPLAIN
Licked"by their own misadventure, Indian pro-

ducers, who failed to take advantage of war-time

prosperity to improve their productions and stabilize

their economic existence, are now turning all stones

to cut down their production costs.

Not only have they scrapped all tlie so-called

quality productions which cost a lot of money but

they have also started producing a number of cheap

thrillers which will eventually thrill neither the pro-

ducers nor the film-goers.

In the next two years. Indian producers will give

to the country the cheapest trash that can be given

as entertainment— if at all some idiots will swallow

the stuff as entertainment.

Our producers are cutting down costs all round.

Any face with a nose on it becomes a good screen

lace so long as it is available within a three-figure

monthly payment. Producers who once paid as much
as a lakh of rupees for a single artiste for a single

picture are nowdays seen prowling in red-lamp dis-

tricts trying to pick up cheap girls as heroines of

cheap thrillers.

Verv recently the Producers' Association invited

Mr. H. C. Fall of the Gramophone Co. Ltd. to in-

quire whether his company would agree to make
gramophone records directly from the film track,

pleading that the present system of recording songs

directly was proving very expensive and more so be-

II
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cause there was no guarantee of adequate returns
from the sale of film records.

When Mr. Lall pointed out the actual difficulties

in making gramophone records from film tracks and
stated that the quality of such records would suffer

considerably, ultimately affecting the trade name not
only of the producers concerned but also of the Gra-
mophone Co., all the arguments were completely
wasted on the trash merchants. You can't appeal to

our producers on grounds of quality. That is one
aspect of our film business they have not yet sighted.

Ultimately it was agreed by Mr. Lall that when-
ever producers desired so, his company would, though
reluctantly, make records from film tracks, though
he again emphasized that the quality of such record-

ing would be far inferior to that secured by the other

method.

We regret this unwise decision of Mr. Lall. He
has no right whatever to trade-in the excellent trade-

name of the H. M. V. by pandering to the demands
of the trash-makers of the Indian film industry.

We expected a firm with the world-wide status

and tradition of the Gramophone Company not to

stoop so low as to pick up any business from muck.
A gramophone record on the market sells as H. M. V.

product and its good or bad quality must ultimately

reflect on the prestige of the manufacturers. The
average consumer doesn't care two hoots to find out

the actual circumstances under which the record-; are

made. He wants value for his money and if he

doesn't get it from the world-famous H. M. V. brand,

he gets ideas about the people who manufactured the

records.

BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE
Mr. S. ('. Batra, the proprietor of Batra Produc-

tions, Lahore, has written a letter to the "Tribune"

complaining bitterly about the film reviews broad-

cast by the Lahore' Station of the All India Radio.

Writes Mr. Batra. "The Indian film industry is

still in a nascent state and requires encouragement at

every hand. I do not suggest for a moment that it

should not be criticised if there be reasonable ground

for its criticism. In fact there is considerable room

for constructive criticism. That, I am afraid, is not

the spirit in which film reviews are conducted by All

India Radio from its Lahore Station,. You will be

astonished to hear that some pictures of average

worth have been run down by the radio reviewers

with almost vengeance. That, Mr. Editor, is a regret-

table tendency for. you will agree, that the duty of

a reviewer is' to inform and instruct public opinion

and not to prejudice it. As a producer I protest

against reviews likely to hurt our feelings and da-

mage our pictures."

Producer Batra is talking nonsense. Back in

1944 Batra himself produced a picture called "Papi".

This picture had a filthy theme in which a father

was shown indulging in some revolting romantic in-

terludes with his own daughter. Of course, the man

was exposed at the end but the journey to the end

was so tardy and demoralizing that one wondered

whether the picture had been produced with the soli-

13
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Distressed and despondent, Sushila itani and her people face the usual storms of life in "Gvalan'' written,

produced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

ary intention of propagating immoral attitudes in

ife.

This very same producer of "Papi" is now com-
plaining about the strong reviews broadcast by the

\11 India Radio. Actually, the average product of

-he Indian film industry richly deserves severe con-

lemnation from all sides. If it can be done, people

nust be prevented by legal measures from seeing

ibout 98% of the pictures produced in India.

What nonsense is Producer Batra talking by
saying that "the Indian film industry is still in its

lascent state"?

After thirty years of existence how can any

jlasted industry claim to be in a nascent state? And
low can an industry which has made producers, dis-

xibutors. exhibitors, directors, actors and actresses

'ich beyond their dreams be termed "nascent" and

:oddled for protection?

Mr. Batra calls for "comtructive criticism" if

here be a reasonable ground for such criticism. This

s some brazen ness on the part of a producer who has

limself produced a filthy picture.

Lejt us tell Mr. Batra. if he doesn't know it »1-

'eady. that full 98% of the product of the Indian

ilm industry deserves full-throated condemnation in

he worst words at the command of any person,

rhere is no ambiguity about this. We know it,

laving seen and criticized pictures for the last twenty

fears.

According to Mr. Batra, "the duty of a reviewer
is to inform and instruct public opinion and not pre-

judice it" so that it does not ultimately "hurt our
feelings and damage our pictures."

Where did Producer Batra pick up this duty for

the reviewer? Since when have film critics become
the producer's salesmen? And since when are the
reviewers obliged to nurse the feelings of the produ-
cers and protect their interests? The critics review
pictures in public interest so that our poor gullible

people may not waste their hard-earned money on
rotten pictures which are widely advertised in the

most impossible superlatives in hundreds of papers
and street corners. It it a solemn duty of every
honest critic to warn the public in the severest possi-

ble terms about the rotten pictures which come to the
screen these days. If the critic doesn't use the most
severe condemnation at his command he would be
failing in his duty as a conscientious critic. After
30 years of unending filth, even the professional
critic is at the end of his patience and we appreciate
the "vengeance" with which, as reported by Mr.
Batra. the reviewing is being done from the Lahore
Station. If at all any change is needed in reviewing
it should be more vengeance and still more of it till

our present productions are wiped off completely and
good pictures are produced.

And after 30 years why arc these so-called rich

and intelligent producers asking for quarter from the

15
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critics? Can't they put their own house in order?

Once in a blue moon when a really good picture

comes along, the poor critics welcome it with both

hands and shower praise on it unanimously, as they

did in the case of "Hamrahi". They don't even care

to inquire who produced the picture, so long as the

picture is good.

Producers who question the "spirit" of the re-

viewers, should ask themselves the question whether

they are themselves harnessing this terrifically pow-

erful medium of the screen for the social, cultural

and economic progress of the country.

AN EARNEST OF SINCERITY!

The Government of the Punjab, strange as it

may sound, are showing a bit of intelligence and ima-

gination. They have offered two prizes, the 1st of

Ks. 5000 - and the 2nd of Rs. 2000|-, to those pro-

ducers who produce a thousand feet of documentary
film to promote good relations between the various

communities. In addition to the prizes, the Govern-

ment will purchase the two best films at Rs. 7'- per

foot including the cost of the negative and one posi-

tive print. This offer is open till the 1st of March
VM7.

There is an opportunity to our film producers,

who have been always complaining about Govern-

ment's apathy towards our film industry, to show
their enterprise in the field of documentaries. Pro-

ducer Jamshed Wadia, an old subscriber of '"The

Documentary News Letter", should jump at this

chance and give the Punjab Government the films

they want on communal harmony.

Admitting that for the ever-greedy producers

this is rather a flimsy bait, the offer still constitutes

the beginning of a new idea which may soon spread

to other provincial governments and the amount of

prizes may also be raised later on to make the pro-

duction of useful documentary films a worthwhile

occupation.

We are sure that no well-established, studio-

owning producer is going to compete for these well-

meant prizes, but there are plenty of small producers,

who should produce such documentary films and

though they will get very little by way of profits,

they will have the satisfaction of having con-

tributed substantially to the general weal of the

nation.

As regards the members of the Producers' Para-

dise at Sandhurst Road, we can rely upon them to

do the talking part of this proposition without pro-

ducing anything.

With this direct incentive offered by the Punjab

Government, let us wait and see whether the tall-

talking producers, who ask for a million safeguards

from the Government, are prepared to make small

sacrifices for the uplift of our people.

In the meantime we congratulate the Punjab
Government for their pioneering effort and suggest

that other provincial governments, particularly the

white-capped ones, should follow suit.

MORE AND MORE IMPROVEMENTS
Apropos to our comments in the July issue of

"filmindia" regarding the crowding of seats in some
picture houses of Bombay, Exhibitor P. S. Kuka.
proprietor of the Novelty Talkies, has sent his ex-

planation to the Editor.

Characterizing our allegations as too sweeping,

false and incorrect, Mr. Kuka says, "The facts are

that we hold a licence for nearly 300 seats on the

Balcony whereas we never sell tickets for more than

about 220 seats to the public, keeping the remain-

ing portion for passage and for the greater comfort

and facility of my patrons by providing suitable

gangways for their free movement and also with a

view to avoiding congestion. Perhaps mine is the

only Indian theatre in Bombay, with the exception

of the Metro, with a passage and a platform right in

the midst of the balcony We hold a Box license

for 35 seats but sell only 20 to 25 seats to the public.

Apart from this fact the sitting space in the boxes

has been increased by twice in area for greater com-
fort to the patrons."

In fairness to Nil-. Kuka, whose alert interest in

showmanship we appreciate greatly, we must say

that the Balcony seats in the Novelty are very com-
fortable and not congested. But we beg to disagree

with him in respect of the Boxes. Though Mr. Kuka
states that the "space has been extended by twice",

the extension must be invisible for us not to notice,

and we still say that there are two chairs too many

Claudette Colbert, an old favourite, goes all out in

"Without Reservations", an RKO Radio picture.
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in all the boxes of six seats and one too many in a

box of four at present and the space is still too

cramped to provide any comfort d> Mr. Kuka'g
patrons.

Instead of demanding ''an unconditional

apology" from us. and this good habit we have not

yet cultivated, it would be better if Mr. Kuka makes
a real paradise out of his picture house by making
it the second Metro of Bombay. That i~ :( better

outlet for the energies of an enthu iastic showman
than sponsoring a court case against well-meaning

journalists.

Mr. Kuka has already done a lot of pleasant

transformation with the one-time old rickety Novelty

Cinema which even rats once entered with apologetic

blushes. But improvements can never end and not

with an idealistic and enthusiastic showman like

Kuka. Let him throw out the preseul straight -

backed chairs from the boxes and give some really

comfortable seats for IK 3 8. which he charges for

a single seat to see, usually. ;i rotten Indian picture.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE
That Editor K. M. Multani of the >.fficial journal

of the Indian film industry while bragging about the

amalgamation of the Independent Film Producers

Association with the I.M.P.P.A., writes in his Edi-

torial of July: "this ominous event upset all calcu-

lations of the cynic and the pessimist". The word

"ominous" means in the English language: ill-omened,

foreboding evil, sinister. Is the union of the two

associations really all that?

That on page 5 of the same issue. Editor Multani

once again uses the word "ominous" in welcoming the

assurances given by the directors of the Central Cine

Corporation. He says, "assurances given should be

considered ominous of a better future for the Indian

News Parade." That is an insult of Ambalal Patcl

who ha6 invested a lot of money in the Indian News
Parade. Wonder why Multani should behave as if

he knows the English language thoroughly. The
Producers' Association should buy a dictionary for

Multani. This foreign language is a ticklish pro-

blem, more so with the half-educated.

That after "filinindia's" agitation, members of

the Producers' Paradise have sworn not only not to

slander the insurance industry but also all other

industries including their own.

That the members of the Producers' Paradise

even offered to burn the negative- of "Dhamki" and

"Tadbir" near the Opera House as proof of thf im-

penitence but the insurance companies, who had

covered the films, begged on their knees to give up

the idea. "Dhamki" and "Tadbir" producers were

naturally very disappointed. They missed a quick

collection of profits.

That members of the Producers' Paradise, un-

der their president. Chhotu Desai, Janak of Janak

have* decided to overhaul the entire film press with

the help of a sub-committee. Why don't these peo-

ple (bi some spring cleaning in their own homes?

That K. S. Hirlckar. the man with a lot of

monkey energy, is very wild these days with Van-

Though she works in "The Stranger" produced by
RKO Radio, Loretta Young is not such a stranger

to millions of filmgoers in India.

kudre Shantaram for taking Dewan Sharar all ihe

way to America, leaving all the monkey energy be-

hind. And Hirlckar had travelled between Bombay
and Delhi so many times to bring the Indian News
Parade bacon home for the Kolhapuri producer. Poor
Hirlckar, they take ideas from him and always switch
him off at the last minute.

That Vankudre Shantaram got scared of flying

to America, so he quietly boarded a troop transport

with his wife keeping Dewan Sharar only a step be-

hind.

That people counted nearly 300 garlands round
Vankudre Shantaram's thick neck and knew how
many persons were exactly working in the Rajkamal
Studios. That after decorating Shantaram, the gar-

lands were passed on to Jayashree and then Dewan
Sharar carried them to the ship.

That Dada Kashinath, the Shaukat of Rajkamal,
is now master of all he surveys at the Kalamandir
and even the extra girls get scared of him these days.

They don't like his bald top somehow. It is too

glossy to grow anything outside or even inside.

That hurt by the fact that it took him 15 years
to produce the first hundred pictures. Sardar Chan-
dulal Shah has this time sworn to produce the second
hundred in five years. Wo wish him god-speed and
advise the film-goers to look out for ophthalmologists.

That the Sardar saw Producer Kardar's "Shah
.lelian" and wondered from where his writer, Pandit
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RflSIK PRODUCTIONS

PflRDR
And what a common term it is?

Known to the commonest in all

corners of the globe ! ! !

Still ! ! ! :-

Promising to unveil a social Problem

yet unsolved, yet untouched.

ri
featuring :-

DULARI, INDRIYA DAMAN,
Madan MOHAN, NEELAM,
SHARDA, SHABNUM, REKHA,
RAMSINGH & SUSHIL SAHU.

Direction :-

MAHESH CHANDRA
Story -S A F A R .

Dialogue &• Screenplay:-

SHIRISH CHANDRA.

Jfime-SHYAM BABOO.
Lyrics:-1 N D I V A R .

Photography: *. V. CHOWDHARY.
Produced by:*. H. THAR ANI.

Cahtact -

RASIK PRODUCTIONS,
JYOTI STUDIOS, Kennedy Bridge, BOMBAY.

Indra, had brought the story of "Mumtaz Mahal".
It was about a sand-hill in the deserts of Rajputana.
Pandit ji mistook the sand-hill for the immortal Taj.

That the Sardar got some oxygen for his intellec-
tual existence when his courtiers related to him the
story of "Maharana Pratap". At least in compari-
son "Rajputani" was the greater of the two, though
the story of "Rajputani" was written by some un-
known writer. Ranjifs "Challenge" picture did
after all win its round with Jayant's "Historical
classic."

That the next picture of Ranjit will be called
"/am Zam alter the Sardar's great quadruped Of
course. Pandit Indra will write the story and H M V
Chaturbhuj will direct the same with some flora or
fauna acting 'Zam-Zam', the heroine,

i

Tlmt WaIli ~a - la-^Iui»taz who started producing
"Dekhoji" in Ranjit is reported to have completed
the picture at the Minerva Studios. That is the wav
to produce a picture quickly: begin it at Ranjit and
end it elsewhere.

,

That Baburao Patcl didn't know this trade secret
ot quick production and no wonder he has been at
the Ranjit Studios for fifteen months enjoying the
Sardar's profuse hospitality and compliments That
way Baburao and Chandulal have been very old
friends and don't like to lose sight of each other.
Chandulal, being more sentimental, remembers his
friend affectionately even during the latter's absence.
It only proves that the film business has not made
Chandulal forget his natural social and cultural
background.

That Director Vijoo Bhatt is these days produc-
ing "Samaj Ko Badal Dalo". Very suggestive, this
picture! And this must be done quickly, otherwise
Ranjana will walk over to some other studio.

_
That Vijoo and Shankcrbhai, not to mention the

eight Evergreens, are worrying these davs about pro-
ducing another "Ram Rajya". They shouldn't how-
ever, forget that after every "Ram Rajva" comes a
"Shirin Farhad".

That Producer Mazhar Khan is building up a
star these days on Taj Vitamins. Owing to strict
rationing outside little Suman Sule refuses to put on
flesh and Producer Mazhar Khan can't afford to have
a hungry-looking heroine for his next picture.

That Xeena is not the real mvsterious girl of
the silver screen. The real 'Greta Garbo' of India
in so far as mystery is concerned is Veena. No one
knows anything about her though she hits the head-
lines so often. They say: she reads, works and sleeps
and sleeps, works and reads. And she doesn't use a
perfume—not even the Lux Toilet Soap which all
other stars use, including, of course, Maya Bannerjee
who has got her complexion from the Lux Soap. Pro-
bably, she uses the washing variety.

That Ram L. Gogtay, Ex-secretary of the Pro-
ducers' Paradise, entered the Lion's Den by the front
door and came out alive by the back one. The
M. G. M. Lion didn't even scratch him and let him
pass out with a wink. In any case, Ram did smoke
a few Yankee cigars at the expense of the Yankees.
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Now Ram will set up practice as a lii in.ni. expert

at the Producers' Paradise.

That out in Goregaon someone has built studios

and called then. Jollymood and Fairyland. Yes, the

mood can be maintained with the smell of cow-dung
and you can see the fairies on four legs waiting to

be milked by the bhayyas.

That pie-faced Kishore Saint is producing
"Sindoor" at Filmistan to remove the long widow-
hood of that Company. There is "Shehnai" also in

the studio and at the end of which there is "Safar"
too. It sounds like a chronic romance of a widow.

That seeing the photograph of a <:iii recruit in

Umindia' several producers wrote affectionate in-

ters to Editor Patel inquiring about the girl's address.

Nearly thirty letters came from the Share market
from young and old stock-brokers wanting to become
producers if only they got the address. That's
glamour.

That the world-famous trade mark of His Mas-
ter's Voice will soon go down to dust if the present
proposal of making records from film tracks is put
through. It is insulting the dog and cutting his ears

off.

That exactly forty-two producers with umpteen
directors and assistants were seen swallowing with
greedy eyes the latest 20th Century Fox picture

"Leave Her To Heaven". Wonder how many Indian
versions will come out of this story within the next

year. One producer actually photographed the shots

with his Leica. Cod bless Hollywood.

That Delhi tailor. Raghupat Roy, is back again
in Bombay this time doing a double. "Shahenshah
Akbar" does not seem to have taught him a lesson.

That the Royal Western India Turf Club aban-
doned two meetings at Poona owing to heavy rain.
They say the heavens wept not seeing Protima Das
Gupta's familiar figure on the race course.

That sii.ee the departure of dear Protima to
Calcutta, there is a severe shortage of Vitamin B in
local rations. No wonder, producers and directors
are suffering from acute neuralgic pains.

That a recent letter from Protima savs that the
old girl is having a -rand time in Calcutta. That's
good news coming from famine stricken Bengal. Her
pal, Para, is also going swell here.

That Producer K. B. Lall has discovered the
secret of Prabhat glory after two years of "Samral
Ashok" in the Pbona warehouse. The secret is worth
18 lakhs.

That Producer Shiraz Ali Hakim's "Moghul-e-
Azam" will not be completed till the quarrel about
Pakistan has been settled. Which means that we
have to wait years before we see Asif's art which is

supposed to lick both Kardar and Mehboob.

That Kanan is a dangerous star to have in a
studio. She carries a tiny Filmo camera and 'shoots'

everything round about her. If she gets into some
of our Bombay studios there will be a lot of juice

dripping from her 'shots.'

R K O
RADIO

it

THE KID FROM BROOKLYN
PI

Stars

DANNY KAYE - VIRGINIA MAYO - VERA-ELLEN

GORGEOUS TECHNICOLOR

A Samuel Goldivyn Production

Walt Disney's

MAKE
MINE

MUSIC!

in

Technicolor

A Musical Fantasy

HEARTBEAT
A hilarious Comedy

with

GINGER ROGERS

JEAN PIERRE AUMONT

ADOLPHE MENJOU

International's phycholo-

gical mystery melodrama

THE STRANGER
iv it h

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
LORETTA YOUNG
ORSON WELLES

Directed by

ORSON WELLES

WITHOUT
RESERVATIONS

with

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

JOHN WAYNE

-A Romantic Comedy
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( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thomands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone.
)

MISS UBAIDA BEGUM (Allahabad)

What is the best season to make love?

When there is blossom it) the heart and

spring in the feet.

NIRANJAN LAL GUPTA (Delhi)

What is a 'pin-up' girl?

The girl who has reganl only for the fig-

leaf.

Don't you think Mr. Patel, that people are los-

ing faith in Bapu's ethics of non-violence, particu-

larly in this atomic era wherein the very idea of non-

violence has become ridiculous?

On the contrary, the Atom Bomb has vindi-

cated Gandhiji's philosophy of non-violence. Be-

fore the Atom, there was some chance for violence

but after the mass destruction at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki only human conscience can control

tiolence.

Wistful and charming, Veena plays the title role in

"Veena" a social story of Shahzad Productions direc-

ted by Shahzada Iftkhar.

MADAN LAL ARORA (Patna)

In the 20th century do you think tfiat a man
can remain a bachelor and a girl a virgin specially

when they read "fihnindia"?

Who asks them to? Let them meet and give

us more pipers.

MADAN LAL BEDI (Cawnpore)

What us the motto of our film producers?

Money, more money and still more money—
and at any price.

When there is a clash of opinion between you
and Sushila Rani, who is the winner?

She. I am dissolved in a single tear.

What does Sushila Rani do for you?

Everything that a devoted mate should do.

HARBANS SINGH (Delhi)

You hit Shantaram badly but you seem to have
a soft corner for Jayashree. Is it due to your weak-
ness for the fair sex?

Jayashree has more talent than Shantaram.
I always love a good artiste—man or woman.

What is the difference between a 'Miss' and a
'Virgin'?

"Miss" is the label, ''Virgin" is the goods.

I am a young man of the Sikh community. I

have a 'Tansen throat' but I see no way to join the

films and play the hero. What shall I do?

Tansen didn't grow a beard, nor did he have
his hair rolled up inside a huge turban.

B. N. MERCHANT (Bombay)

Baburao, aren't you afraid of death?

Death is the event of a moment. It is the

inevitable destiny of everything living. Why
should the fear of one moment eclipse the joys

of a lifetime!

L. A SIDDIQUI (Patkapur)

When is a film fan overjoyed?

When he gets a photo of his favourite star

by tellina lies.

What made Walli Saheb a director?

Mumtaz Shanti.

D. M. PRABHU (Bombay)

Are you a literary fan of Dr. Mulk Raj Anand?

/ don't understand the English he writes.

He is too high flown for me. I like Gandhiji's

simple English.
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M C MOHAMED HUSSAIN (Valapad)

If 1 come to Bombay and start a film journal

will it not affect the sale of "filmbdia"?

Nearly four hundred fellows have been at

this game for the last ten years. One more

wouldn't make any difference.

H. K. MALAVIYA (Lucknow)

Which Atom Bomb is more harmful to mankind:

one dropped from an aeroplane or the one thrown

from a girl's eyes?

The first burns down a home, the second

builds one.

What is self-control?

Look at a new copy of "filmndia" and not

buy it.

D. L. DUDANI (Larkana)

I predict from your reviews that you are a friend

of truth and a foe of flattery. How far is my pre-

diction true?

That is a remarkably intelligent predic-

tion. You should practice as an astrologer.

MULCHANDANI DOULAT (Karachi)

What is the perfect dose of love to be taken at

a time?

That's one potion you can't drink too much

of. Let the heart overflow with it and there

will always be more to drink ivhenever you

want it.

BABURAO G. NAYAK (Bombay)

Taking into consideration your vast experience

not only in. the film industry but in general, why

don't the authorities of the A.I.R. arrange your pro-

gramme at least once a month?

I have been often asked to speak, but the

AIR haven't enough money to pay me and

I don't sell my words cheap.

INDRA KUMAR MARIA (Lucknow)

How should an enemy be treated?

With respect and consideration. He is the

best critic a wise man can have.

M. S. KHAYA (Jamalpur)

What is the strength of your skull?

We shall find it out when some producer

tests it with a stick.

RAZIA KHATOON (Meerut)

With regard to beauty and acting, who is supe-

rior: Veena or Neena?

Veena is younger and smarter. Besides

Veena plays some pathetic roles very naturally.

SAVAL L. IDLANI (Karachi)

Would you mind giving a short account of Pfi-

thviraj Kapoor as a man and artiste?

Prithvi is an excellent stage artiste - per-

haps tlie best we have in the country today. He
used to be a aood screen artiste once, but now-

adays /" looks like an over-fed bull. As a man,
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Prithvi is a nice clean fellow with a head swollen
with pet notions which he mistakes ior intellec-

tual thoughts. There is too much of studied

humility in his outward behaviour but as it is

harmless, no one minds his puerile performances
in this field.

HARI MOHAN AGRAWAL (Benares)

What is more ecstatic to a woman's life: a man
in her bed or a child in her lap?

Both. The first ecstasy leads to the ether.

A. T. M. AZIZ (Calcutta)

Which is more dangerous and why: the famine

of food or the famine of husbands?

Pood is a primary need. Sex does not thrive

on empty stomachs.

SURESH KUMAR NAKUL (New Delhi)

Film actresses, like wine, improve as they ma-
ture?

But they become less intoxicating.

What will be the result of the fraternization of

German girls by the Yankees?

The babies luill start yelling "Gee" and
"yep".

B. R. RAINA (Srinagar)

A few days ago I happened to see the newly
married couple—Sohrab Modi and Mehtab. Mehtab
appeared a picture of modesty—a thing foreign to

film actresses?

A picture which will be

the pride oi the JValion!

SHOREY PICTURES'

liil Al 11 III Mi Al R
Diredor

:

ROOP K. SHOREY

Starring: A BEGUM PARA ft MANORAMA
ft CHANDRAMOHAN ft AL NASIR

ft- PRAMILA.

Write /<>:-

RATILAL BROS:
GANDHI NAGAR. BANGALORE CI1Y.

Also for, V1THALDAS PANCHOTIA'S

"KHUSH NASIB"
for

SOUTH INDIA ONLY.
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Khurshecd flirts with a book in • Phoolwari", a

Ranjit Picture

Sohrab waited 4."> yean to get married. He
Wouldn't have married anything but modesty.

G. VENKAT NARASIAH (Raichur)

Which is the costliest picture of the Ranjit Film

Company?
Almost everyone they produce, seeing that

Knj /eft! pay their way.

M A. HIY BAIG (Hyderabad Dn )

Who is a better writer between Pandit India

and Dewan Sharar?

Dcnan isharai is a scholar of I'rdu and his-

tory. Panditji's knowledge of history ice dis-

covered in Ranjit's "Mumtaz Mahal", tht story

of which he had written. Panditji learns Urdu

from Oils and Wallis but Panditji is a good

lyra- writer in Hindi and a better salesman see-

ing the stuff he sells to people.

How is the Baburao Patel Relief Fund getting

on? .

Xo one even believes that I need and

deserve relief. I guess I have beggars as readers.

MISS SARITA (Lahore)

^'ijav Bhatt writes at one place. "Depict Art for

religion in Indian films". What has Art to do with

religion?

Yijoo is a crazy guy. Don't listen to him.

He often doesn't know what he talks.. Being a

aood-hearted fellow he agrees to say something

u hen people ask him to and then he proceeds to

blurt out nonsense.

S. E. NOWGAOKAR (Bombay)

Why was there no traffic shown in "Dr. Kotnis",

at the v>holapur station when the hero gets down?

Because Shantaram was arriving and people

didn't wish to catch an infection of glamour.

M C GANGTJLIE (Calcutta)

What is chastity in a woman? Is it the virtue

of body or of soul?

The body is the temple in which the soul

burns like a divine flame. Defile the temple and
watch the flame flickering.

MADAN MOHAN (Simla)

Which part of the fair sex you like best?

The fair part and not the foul one.

HARISH CHANDRA (Cawnpore)

What is the difference between kissing on the

screen and kissing in private life?

With one you build the box-office, with the

other you take home a cradle.

KAILASH NATH KAPUR (New Delhi)

For what purpose did God create the eunuch?

As a living warning to the fast ones.

EHSAN RASUL KHAN (New Delhi)

Why can't our producers learn through experi-

ence? :

Learning needs brains. - -

R N. GUPTA (Gorakhpur)

What is the difference between a journalist and
a knave?

A journalist is an altruistic knave.

S. R. SREENIVASA RAO (Bangalore)

What are the hundred pictures of Ranjit Movie-
tone? Please give me their names.

Isn't it enough that they are a hundred?
Their names are not important but their number
is news. All of them can answer to any name
you like.

S. H AHMED (Hyderabad Dn.)

Do you believe in life after death?

Xo. I believe in life before death.

Every month you take two rupees out of your
reader's pocket and he does not blame you. Aren't
you a wonderful pickpocket?

Don7 you wish we had many more pick-
pockets like that?

BAL JOGLEKAR (Bombay)

Don't you think that a man like you who has
got such a sharp pen should do something for our
hard-worked and poorly paid technicians?

You can help those who want to rise, not
those who are dead. We have technicians who
transfer their manhood to the producers when
they sign on the dotted line. Most of them ore
educated men who are afraid of starving and
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people who are slaves oj their stomach can never

improve their lot.

HOAT G. BIJLANI (Hyderabad Sind)

Does perpetual contact lessen the love of two

souls?

Not if both the parties make concessions for

individual draiubacks and add up only the good

points of each other.

E Y. SWAMY (Hyderabad Dn )

Do you think that the character of a society girl

is affected in any way by joining films?

Xo. Not if the girl knows her way about. A
girl need not necessarily go to the film industry

to throw her character away. She can throw it

over to her neighbour across her own window.

MISS RAMDULARI DEVI (Dumka)

Why do you not become a Congressman to get

the freedom of our country?

To struggle for freedom, it is enough to be

an Indian without actually being a Congressman.

Do you think all the white-capped folks are

good Congressmen?

ANISUR RAHMAN (Benares)

Will you kindly disclose your ambition after

"Gvalan"? _
I don't brag like many others in the indus-

try. What I do will not be a family secret.

There will be plenty of time given to you to

evaluate it.

1. M. YELAYUDHAN (Jalna)

Though I am a Tamilian, I hate Tamil pictures,

more or less I feel like murdering the directors parti-

cularly. What is your opinion about this?

You seem to be a good and sensible wan.

Don't throw your life away on rotters.

SL'RYA NARAYAN PRASAD (Dumka)

It is said that marriage under Hindu rites is so

sacred that it brings happiness to the married couple

even though the marriage was against their will. Is

it possible?

/ have observed this strange phenomenon
happening so many times especially amongst
our village folks. I wonder how it works out

in the sophisticated city life.

P. GHOSH (Lucknow)

How far are people correct when they, speciallv

the Bengalis, say that you are slightly anti-Bengali

in your feelings?

/ like that "slightly". Formerly, it used be

'completely'. I have nothing against them yet,

except a few bad pictures which they sometimes
produce.

MANSUR MOJEZ (New Delhi)

You never publish your photo in the company of

directors or artistes, but you proudly publish many
while niilingly leading horses on the race course?

Animals are more friendly towards me than

human beings, who look at others through their

own prejudices.

Other than- being Prithviraj's brother, what qua-
lifications has Trilok Kapoor got as an artiste?

See "Gvalan'' and find out for yourself. I

am not such a fool to permit a man to act with

Sushilo Rani if he had not the talent for it. An
artiste usually gives what the director wants—
nothing less, nothing more.

WAZIR CHAND CHOPRA (New Delhi)

What do you think of Punjabi music we are get-

ting so often in pictures from Lahore as well as Bom-
bay?

. ..
:*--; ,a - \

It is as impulsive and spasmodic as the peo-

ple who give it. Music is not an art in the;

Punjab. It is an excuse for an evening.

Why is Mr. Kardar continuing as a producer?
If "Sanyasi" is his standard, then better let him take

some other vocation of life where he can make him-
self more useful?

I don't know anything about "Sanyasi"
which I have not seen, though I believe what
you say. But of all producers, I want Kardar
to live and produce if he promises to give us pic-

tures like "Shah Jehan". I have seen this pic-

ture and it is the best historical picture ever

produced in our country during the last

30 years.

UMESHWAIfl PRASAD (Patna)

What is good poetry?

Certainly not the one film "poets" write.

In the Wiihe oi that (jrent

Mone\i Spinner

TOOFAN MAIL
Comes Mow

son of

TOOFHN mOlb
SUPER PICTURES,

MAIN ROAD,
D A D A R .
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Why do our good artistes agree to act in rotten

films?
.

If they wait for good ones they will have

to go unemployed all their life. Besides every

picture begins as the world's greatest one and

ends as the world's rottenest.

A. GHOSE (Patna)

Are your criticisms impartial or you do it with

purpose?

Their impartiality is to be judged by you.

Their purpose I shall tell you: Better and still

better pictures.

G. H. KHAN (New Delhi)

What do you call a man who has no instinct for

music?
Still-born.

M. K. DEVADATHAM (Parbhani)

Is "criticism" your hobby?

It is my living.

NANDALAL D. DUTTA (Indore)

What is your opinion about chaste women eild-

ing their lives by becoming 'sati'?

It is burning good living flesh over the dead

and putrid one.

What are your qualifications for becoming what

you are?

The satisfaction of my formidable legion of

readers. Isn't that more than enough?

Madhuri is back, sweet and charming as she used to

be. Meet her in "Sona", a Mazhar Khan production.

FILMINDI A

K T. BHARGAV (Davangere)

Can a vagabond be a philosopher?

He has a better chance.

BRIDAYA AGARWALA (Tezpur)

Why have the censors removed the goonda scene

in "Udayer Pathcy"?

They got scared of the goondas outside the

Censor office.

K. S. ACHUTAN (Edathiruthi)

Can a saint and a politician go together?

We have a unique example in our Mahatma
Gandhi.

P. DUTTA DEBRANI (Jubbulpore)

Can you give a guarantee .of your character Mr.
Editor?

There is no one else in the industry with
better credentials to back mine.

MRS. A. V. PUSHPA (Secunderabad)

If. despite your criticism of a picture, I happen
to see it. what should I do to keep boredom at bay?

Close your eyes and take forty ivinks. Our
pictures are good dopes.

MANU GANDHI (Ahmedabad)

What do you think of Uday Shankar's "Kal-
pana"?

/ don't think in advance unless I see a pic-

ture. But Shankar has been a great showman
and he won't make a fool of himself.

K PURUSHOTTAM RAO (Hyderabad Dn.)

Do stars suffer from misfortune? If so when and
\\ Ivy?

The misfortune of the stars begins with the

story writer and ends with the director.. In be-

tween, there are lyric writers, music directors,

cameramen , recordists and the stupid producers.

& KANNIAH (Bangalore)

Picture houses in Bangalore, as they increase,

are generally crowded by Army personnel. What
would be their fate in the post-war days ahead?

They will be still crowded By the progeny

of the Army personnel. Though we have had
no irar in India, we have had an active army all

these, years.

T. V. MOHAN (Secunderabad)

I want to have Veena as my sister. Will she

agree?
To call her a sister you don't need her con-

sent. Besides Veena is too sweet to disagree.

AHMED IMTIAZ (Madras)

Have we to abandon the adopted Western ideas,

Western language, Western food, Western dress and
Western manners in Independent India?

Xot necessarily. You can keep all these and
yet be an Indian so long as you don't forget

your own traditions.

T K RAMASWAMI (Chingleput)

If all the film stars in the Indian film industry

go on a strike on grounds of inadequate salary, will
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amateur artistes stand a chance of stepping into

filmdom?

Our stars are overfed. It is time the pro-

ducers go on strike to save themselves from the

black marketing stars.

KESHAB CHAND (New Delhi)

Whenever I read "filmindia" I wonder why it is

spelt with a small T. Can you account for it?

Humility.

MADANLAL (New Delhi)

I have heard that Chandulal is greasing your

palm these days and you are writing good reviews for

him in and out of season. Am I right?

Where do I print these reviews?

M. K. P LAY (Simla)

Why is 'honeymoon' so called?

Because the moon drops honey on the lips

of the lovers when they meet.

K. S. MENON (Trichur)

Don't loose-tongued women prove pests to so-

ciety?

There would be no 'society
1

without them.

N. V. A. S. PERUMAL (Vizianagram)

Mention the names of some actors or actresses

who can converse humourously but not seriously?

Barring Ashok Kumar I have yet to meet
another. It needs brains to be humorous and in-

telligent at once.

A. N. NARAYANA RAO (Bangalore)

It appears Smuts is. suffering from colour-blind-

ness and sees only "white". What is the best remedy
for this disease?

The blind ones see only black.

K. V. V. NATHAN (Bombay)

In India, a man or a woman working in the

cinema industry, irrespective of the nature of work,

is being condemned by others. Why is it so?

It is a national habit with us to condemn
people without caring to find out whether they

deserve our censure. Let us hope that with free-

dom, this dirty habit will vanish.

K INDRAMOHAN CHOPRA (Lahore)

Supposing 'play-back' is made illegal, what
would become of beautiful faces with no singing

talent and ugly 'nightingales' with bad faces?

Then the 'faces' would try to act and the

"nightingales" would learn to sing well. At pre-

sent, the 'faces' fall back upon the bad music of
the 'nightingales' for their popularity and the

'nightingales' dissipate their melody behind the

wrong faces'.

SHUJAAT ULLAH KHAN (Mussoorie)

Who is this extra girl Cuckoo who has danced
her way into millions of hearts in many pictures?

She is an Anglo-Indian artiste who specia-

lizes in the hip-roll type of dancing.
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ARTISTS ACCLAIM
PEOPLE'S PICTURE!
"A Touching document of

Bengal's hungry people
their performances are poli-

shed & most realistic".

—says V. Shantaram

"It is a picture which each &
everyone must see I am
sure they (artistes) will put
the Professional Cinema Stars

to shame".
—says Uday Shankar.

"I am proud of your 'Dharti

ke Lai' which is indeed a

picture with mighty message".

—says A. R. Kardar.

PEOPLE'S THEATRE

STARS THE PEOPLE
I N

DUAfeTI KE LAL
WITH 5000 PEOPLE'S

ARTISTES

ftxocluced & tPitected by

K. A. ABBAS.

Now Running At

CAPITOL
JAI HIND FILM EXCHANGE

116, C H AR N I ROAD.

BOMBAY 4.
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In "Sham Savera" of J. M. R. Pictures, Suvarnalata

looks at once chic and sad. Perhaps she is won-

dering about the way Sadiq is directing her.

I think Shah Nawaz is the best character actor

in our film industry these days. What do you think?

Shah Nawaz has been doing rather poor

work recently. He is certainly not as good to-

day as he wes once.

Do you publish the picture of every recruit who

sends you his photograph or do you select the good

ones from them? If these are the good ones, which

are the had ones?

The bad ones, even their mothers would not

like to see again.

HARI KRISHNA (Lahore)

Define pleasure?

The sweet edge of pain.

PRITHI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)

Mr. Baburao Patch can you tell me who is the

most fortunate person in the Indian film world?

One who hasn't the misfortune of being in-

telligent.

P RAMDAS (Bombay)

Do you get complimentary passes for the pic-

tures which you criticize in your magazine?

j I am not indebted to our producers even for

a cup of tea.

ABUBUCKER AHMED (Bangalore)

jBVhich woidd you prefer between a ten-minutes

.flight in a spitfire and a ten-minutes' interview with

ilngrid Bergman?
f

Bergman does not need gas to fly and wont

smell oil. She is the more interesting proposi-

tion.

FILMINDI A

SALIM (Hyderabad Dn.)

What should Kedar Sharma do since he is a

widower? Must he marry again?

Kedar is not a widower. He has his first

wife living. Kedar hates to be a widower and he

will soon provide for an emergency.

Do you think that "Dr. Kotnis" sounds the death

knell of Shantaram?
Like cats, producers have nine lives.

N S V CHALAM (Bangalore)

Would you allow me to call myself a 'student' of

"filmjndia"?
I perm-it you to call yourself a patron.

Who has written the songs for your "Gvalan"?

Pcndit Indra. Sardar Chandu'.al's friend,

philosopher and guide.

Who is the most important person in a film

tU<lH>

Different studios have different persons of

importance. Usually the heroine has the over-

all importance.

How will you re-organize the South Indian film

industry if entrusted with the job?

.4 community dinner with poisoned 'idh and

'dossa.'

K. R. NARAYAN (Bangalore)

Who is the youngest and oldest star of our film

industry?
.

Sohrab Modi. He is both at once.

ONKAR D. SHRIVASTAVA (New Delhi)

Is the Cabinet Mission sincere?

Shami.n will capture all hearts in "Bhanwar" pro-

duced by Chitrabharati Ltd.
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It has got the world's rarest certificate—
Gvndhiji's.

V. K. FAZLUR RAHMAN (Bangalore)

If one sleeps with "filmindia" under the pillow,

what will be the effect?

There is a fair chance of his getting up an
iyitelligent man next morning.

MOHANI N. BHARWAND (Bombay)

Do you think that Sardar Chandulal Shah will

again hold up the Ranjit banner high aftei the com-
pletion of the first century?

Oh, yes, for another century within a short-

er time:

JAYANTILAL R. BHATT (Kandivili)

God has not taken the tears away from the very
same eyes from which he has taken away the vision.

What does this suggest?

What have the eyes to do with tears beyond
being innocent platters for presentation? Tears
dry iip when hearts become stony. The blind

who can't present to the world a sparkle in their

eye are the best suited to bring a tear into it to

prove the pathos of their life.

R P. AGARWAL (Darbhanga)

Why do people stare at girls in Indian picture

houses?
When our rotten pictures break their hearts

what else can they do? They must sec something

for their money, though it is awfully bad man-
ners to stare at others.

This is a photograph of a "beautiful" Rajput maiden
from ' Maharana Pratap" . She is Khursheed and

see what they have done to her
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V. SUNT)ARARAJAN (Madras)

What is the secret behind your inordinate opti-

mism?
There is no secret. I was born with a smile

which people mistake for a mock.

A. V. NARASIMHAN (Secunderabad)

As only a very limited number of copies of

''filmindia" are available here, can a person submit
questions together with the necessary fee of Rs. 2|-

instead of the Entry Token?

No. The idea of introducing the Tokens is

not to make money but to cut down the huge
correspondence I was getting to some manageable
proportions.

PROVHAT DUTTA (New Delhi)

Who is the real lover of Art in the filmland of

Bombay?
Lovers there are many but wooers few and

Art goes begging for a mate.

R M RAMAKRISHNAN (Nellore)

Are you conscious of the fact that you are living

in a glass house?

If so, it must be unbreakable glass.

MISS S. P. GUPTA (Bikaner)

Mr. Patel, some of my class fellows call you a

humbug. Any objection?

None at all as long as they pay to continue

the joke.

1). SINGH (Cawnpore)

Do Indian actresses take exercise to keep fit?

At present some of them ivork in so many
pictures simultaneously that they need rest more
than exercise.

K V KASHIKAR (Belgaum)

What is your opinion about Mr. P. K. Atre?

An intelligent man in wrong environments.

P. S. R NARAYANA RAO (Adyar)

From yesterday I am the father of my son. I

want to name him after Mahatma Gandhiji?

The name of a saint is the heritage of a

nation. Multiply it by millions just as men
take the names of our millions of gods.

Will "filmindia'' send its blessings to my little

son to become a patriot?

The little Indian doesn't need "filmindia's"

blessings to become a patriot. In this Gandhian
era, every Indian is blessed with patrioti&m. We
wish your little one a glorious life.

MISS B. INDIRA DEVI (Neyyatinkara)

What beautifies girls?

The sudden realization that friends of child-

hood have become dangerous companions of
you tli.

M PADMANABAN (Mettur)

What is 'platonic' satisfaction in married life?

Holding the baby when the mother washes
the linen.

NARENDRA KUMAR (Bombay)

Is marriage a social or a religious institution?
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It is a social institution with a religious

complexion amongst the Hindus and the Chris-

tians.

MISS RAJNI ACHARYA (Delhi)

Why are the Indian pictures so dull and insipid?

Is it not possible to improve them?

Not till the present generation of our pro-

ducers is safely locked in their graves.

Are you in favour of the National Government

faking a forceful attitude in making Indian pictures

Eiore interesting and instructive?

/ am all for it. I would like Pandit Jawa-

harlal Nehru to order those pictures to be burnt

which don't contribute to the general weal of the

nation.

RAGGAN SUMAN (Calcutta)

Is "filmindia'' a luxury or a necessity'.'

Necessity to the educated, a luxury to the

illiterate.

SULTAN SALAP UDDIN (Bina)

How would you react to a slander on your moral

character?

Slander would not affect whatever character

I hare. I am too old at the game of writing to

be rattled by this type of mud slinging.

How is it that our national leaders have nothing

hut praise even for the worst pictures they see?

Our leaders are not professional critics to

evaluate a picture correctly. They look at our

pictures as a nationcl product and give it their

stock blessings.

MISS KALPANA DE (Calcutta)

What according to you, should he the condign

punishment for an immoral adventurer who tempts

an unwary girl to immorality and then gives her the

slip?
•

Hang him, feet upwards.

How can a girl, with the stigma of an illegiti-

mate birth, carve out a respectable career against the

rigours of society?

Leave old environments, step out into a new
world, keep an ideal in view and march ahead

u-ithout looking back. The successful ones are

never even asked their parents' names in the

present world.

KAMLA PHADKE (Kolhapur)

Do you agree with the concept of love as a

'fever' which was very common amongst the Sanskrit

poets?

No. If lore is to be branded cs 'fever', the

heart becomes a seat of disease. Why not call

the heart a forge where this great emotion can

lie given the ultimate shape of a home? Isn't that

a constructive way of looking at things?

Film faces retain their glamour only if people

get/ to see them very rarely off the screen. Don't you

think that the way our film stars (both the he and

the she varieties) exhibit themselves on the race

course and elsewhere is, to say the least, bad policy?

/ u'ish our stars were seen more often off the

screen than so often on it. You see the same sour

faces so many times in so many pictures that

you get fed up not only with the so-called stars

but with the entire film industry.. There is no
harm in stars being' seen outside the screen if

the real faces back-up their made-up ones. That,

of course, is a rare case.

Rs 500|- IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes are awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-

teresting or elicit interesting replies in the
'Tditor's Mail".

1st Prize; Rs. 100|-; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80;-; 3rd

Frize: Rs. 50-; 4th Prize: Rs. 401- ; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30 - and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. ]0|-

each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry
Token without which no question will be con-

sidered. Each Entry Token entitles the reader

to ask a maximum of 10 questions and can be

used by only one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and
absolutely binding and no correspondence will

be entertained. The names of the prize-winners

will be announced in "filmindia" every month
and the prize money will be remitted by Money
Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are re-

quested not to pay for the copy if it has no
Entry Token. The reader is requested to de-

mand an explanation from the stall-keeper who
may have removed the Token and sold it sepa-

rately.

As Tokens are introduced merely to regu-

late the sales of the magazine, the month on the

Token has no particular significance and a tok-

en can be used even six months after the month
printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR SEPTEMBER.
1st prize Rs. 100 1 - to Harbans Singh (Delhi);

2nd Prize Rs. 80- to N. S. V. Chalam ( Banga-
lore i; 3rd Prize Rs. 50J- to Niranjan Lai Gupta
(Delhi); 4th Prize Rs. 40- to M. Padmanabhan
(Mettur); 5th Prize Rs. 30 - to B. Kanniah (Ban-

galore) and 20 consolation prizes of Rs. 10|-

each to the following: Madan Lai Bedi (Cawn-

pore); L. A. Siddiqui (Patkapur); H. K. Mala-
viya (Lucknow); Harimohan Agrawal (Benares);

Curesh Kumar Nakul (New Delhi); S. E. Now-
gackir (Bombay); Madan Mohan (Simla';

E'arish Chandra (Cawnpore); Wazir Cband
Chopra (New Delhi); Nandalal D. Dutta (In-

dore); Keshab Chand (New Delhi j; A. N. Nara-
yana Rao (Bangalore); Hari Krishna (Lahore);

Prithi Paul Singh (Lahore); Abubucker Ahmed
(Bangalore); Salim (Hyderabad Dn.); K. R.

Narayan (Bangalore); Jayantilal R. Bhatt
(Kandivili); Provhat Dutta (New Delhi) and
Miss B. Indira Devi (Neyyatinkara). Money
Orders are being sent to all the prize winners.
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AND WITH STORIES THAT WILL KINDLE NEW •

EMOTIONS IN HUNAN HISTORYf

marring: MUMTAZ SHANTI - The Star Supreme of the

Indian Screen With :- ANJUM • A New Male Lead.

mtpvorfed />?/.- Haroon, Afzal, Dilshad, Gulnar, Mintobai,

Prakash, Chowdhari and A. SHAH.

Written & Directed by : WALL! SAHEB.

Music; Tufail Farooqi, Sabir Hussain.

KEY OF
mm

SUCCESS

3 More 1946-47 Ml) MTAZ SHANTI

STORIES which will hit the

headlines of the year.

MANEK FILM DISTRIBUTORS,

Station Road,

INDORE.





Hirabai Barcdekar, the most popular classical songstress of India is to sing a full-length, 2 hours' concert
of thrilling, romantic and heart-searching melodies in Lalit. Hori, Pad and Bhairavin.

Every delightful and thrilling melody will be picturised on the screen into suggestive commentary, action

dances by Radha-Krishna and a parade of lovely Gopies, apt stories and gorgeous scenes in consonance with the
mood of the song and melody. It will be your musical dream realised.

This novel and unfailing entertainment will shortly be in your picture-house.

100 ear-catching minutes by Hirabai Barodekar, the Indian Music—Queen.

Better Melodious Entertainment Than Any 3 Pictures

NAVA ZANKAR PRODUCTIONS, Prabhat Studio, POONA 4.

For Provincial Booking: VASUDEO FILM EXCHANGE, Sardar— Griha, BOMBAY 2.



bmo M??? youi qtfodutse t/t

P A D O SI
CH A R IiO Kl DASIRAM SHASTRI

B A I RAM KHAN

PRODUCTIOn$

ducal ion through

entertainment

A pretty figure does contribute to ihe glamour of Film-Stars

in the West. But their glamour is not just Beauty. It is

Beauty Plus TnleUigence Plus Culture. Indian Films too expect

these many-sided charms in girls who aspire to be Slars. If )ou

think You have these qualities and like to take up the exciting career of

Films please correspond with:- CASTING DEPARTMENT
C/o FEDERAL AGENCIES,

Box No 25,

55, Girgaum Road, BOMBAY.

JAGIRDAR PRODUCTIONS
F.A.A.J.R^



OUR PREVIEW

Kardar Gives India's Best Historical

Picture !

"Shah Jehan", A Beautiful Tribute
To The Taj

!

We had always suspected Kar-
dar of being a rare artist, in spite

of the several indifferent motion
pictures given by him recently.

After seeing "Shah Jehan'". hi>

latest artistic creation, at a spe-

cial show, we unhesitatingly pro-
nounce him as the most artistic

director of India, a man whose
delicate and superb art makes
seasoned professionals like Shan-
taram and Mehboob look like

clumsy amateurs.

With a single picture Kardar
has left the 'great' Shantaram at

least a hundred years behind in

almost all aspects of motion pic-

ture production. Kardar's "Shah
Jehan" severely competes with
Hollywood's imposing technique
and quality and one can't help

but muse whether even Hollywood
producers, with their vast resour-

ces, could have given a more beau-
tiful and thorough picture than
"Shah Jehan" on the immortal
story of the Taj.

As it stands Kardar's "Shah
Jehan" is perhaps the most glori-

SHAH JEHAN

Producers: Kardar

Language:
Dialogue &

A. R. Kardar

Produc-
tions.

Urdu

Screenplay: {
Songs: Majrooh & Khumar
Music: Naushad
Photography Dwarka Divecha
Sound: Minoo Katrak
Art: M. R. Achrekar
Sets: Gangnaik & Jaggannath
Costumes: Faiz

Moulding: Masurkar
Cast: Kanwar. Rajini, Saigal.

Jairaj. Himalayawalla.
Sulochana Chatterji

etc.

Directed By:

A R KARDAR

ous tribute any motion picture

producer has yet paid to love's

most pathetic tear which froze it-

self into an immortal marble
monument.

Director Kardar checks up with Cameraman Divecha before they
shoot a beautiful shot in "Shah Jehan''.

RE. D. Kanwar, a new comer
makes a tremendous impression
In the title role of 'Shah Jehan".

"Shah Jehan" is easily the best

historical picture produced in our
country during the last thirty

years. And before that we had
no film industry. And because
of its rare quality, exceptional in

the Indian film industry, "Shah
Jehan" belongs more to the na-
tion than to the individual who
produced it. And as such, this

picture should be sent overseas
not only as a convincing evidence
of our film art. but as an eloquent
proof of the glory that was Ind.

RESULT OF CO-OPERATION"
The beauty of "Shah Jehan" is

a proof of the harmony and co-
operation between the" different
technicians. Art-director M. R.
Achrekar. a well-known artist of
India, takes us back to the good
old days of Moghul glory when
emperors were themselves artists
and poets and expressed their love
for finer arts by building beauti-
ful mausoleums and writing rare
emotional poetry. The sets oi
"Shah Jehan" are almost as great
an art as the originals built by
the Moghul emperors of old. Eveu
the -mallest moulding and the
-lightest trinket look genuine, well-
finished and in their correct places.
Artist Achrekar seems to be a
perfectionist the way he has hand-
led his sets and the Indian film
industry must be proud of acquir-
ing the services of such a genuine
lover of art.
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STAR STUDDED LINE-UP OF
SOCIAL RELEASES

Director NIREN LAHIRI'S
Dramatic Story of Social Conflicts

S t a r v \ h #

;

ft NARGIS ft SHOBHANA SAMARTH ft PAHARI SANYAL ft MUBARAK ^
DAVID -ft SHAH NAWAZ # C. ANAND & and G. JAGIRDAR ft

<£ongs,!Bu: PANDIT MADHUR
(JAWAB FAME)

Mane Bu: GNAN DUTT

Producer - Director KARDAR'S
Lmiak-nSecond Mirtk-Qu'dUePAHLB-AP

S t sit vinyl

ft SHAMIM ft WASTI ft ANWAR ft JEEVAN ft DIXIT ft

D. N. MADHOK NAUSHAD.

Bkaiat ProductioHS'

m e e n n
Directed b 4 : PHANI MAZUMDAR

Sunrise Pictures'

HANSA

9i:

Slurring:
VASANTI i

Others.

PANDIT FANI
H. P, DAS.

ANAND &

GObbEGIRn
DirecU t4 BALWANT BHATT

S I a r r i m 0 :

CHAN DRAPRABH A # BALWANT SINGH
MAYA BANERJEE & Others.

Song*: RUPBANI
eMuic*-. SHANTI KUMAR.

Distributors

SUNRICH PICTURES
KAMAL TALKIES,

SANDHURST ROAD,

BOMBAY
Branches: CALCUTTA, DELHI & MADRAS
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Naushad, the music director of

''Shah Jehan'
-

wins new laurels

once again.

Cameraman Diveeha surpasses

all his previous work in photo-

graphing "Shah Jehan". His

lighting gives life to the sequence?

and lends rare depth to the sets.

His work seems almost flawless

within the resource- supplied to

him.

Sound-recordist Minoo Katrak
keeps company with Cameraman
Diveeha and for the first lime

uses the R. C. A. recording equip-

ment with plenty of intelligence

and imagination to give a new-

breath of life to the songs and
dialogue of "Shah Jehan".

Not to be outdone by his tech-

nical colleagues. Music director

Naushad. whose harmonious or-

chestration we have often praised,

goes one better in this great pic-

ture by giving appropriate and
psychologically correct mood-
music, both in songs and back-

ground, which helps to intensify

the emotional theme of the story

considerably.

And then there is Abdul Rashid
Kardar—the artistic soul of "Shah
Jehan". It is his picture and he is

there in it, in every foot of it. Giv-
ing to his players a beautiful

tongue with choice words, he has

given them a realistic atmosphere
to play their roles. Shot by shot,

Kardar has built up the picture

with extreme care, both techni-

cally and emotionally. In direc-

tion, this is the best work Kardar
has given so far and he deserves
all praise for the clever way hi

which he has developed his story

on the screen.

IMAGINARY STORY
Actually "Shah Jehan" has very

little of history in it. It is a

romance with an authentic his-

torical atmosphere. A lot of crea-

tive imagination has been used to

make up the story of ''Shah

Jehan" but nowhere has the pro-

ducer distorted any events out of

recognition and presented any-
thing revolting.

Sound Engineer Minoo Katrak
lends emotion to the spoken word

in "Shah Jehan"

The story is mainly about tlie

unforgettable romance between
Shah Jehan and Mumtaz Mahal.
But a parallel romance is intro-

duced between Shirazi, the Per-

sian sculptor, who is supposed to

have built the Taj, and Roohi, a
Muslim ward of a Rajput chief-

tain.

A mad poet, Suhail, is shown in

love with Roohi and he writes a

lot of romantic poetry about her.

This poetry becomes very popular

and Roohi becomes the romantic
sigh of millions. Whenever Rychi
is about to be married, her wed-
ding ceremonies are wrecked by
a wild mob and her guardian

Jwala Singh, in protecting his

adopted daughter, loses his five

sons in the several frays.

Roohi's beauty becomes a na-
tional problem owing to the emo-
tional poetry of the mad poec.

The royal lovers. Shah Jehan
and Mumtaz Mahal, soon get in-

volved in Roohi's affairs. Suiters

are there in thousands to marry
Roohi but the affair ultimately

boils down to two: the mad poet,

Suhail and Shirazi, the Persian
sculptor. According to the Empe-
ror's promise Roohi is due to be
given to both.

This strange royal predicament
leads to several court intrigues

and misunderstandings till we
come to the pathetic separation

between Shah Jehan and Mumtaz
Mahal.

After this the story travels on

the legendary track and we see

Mumtaz s death, the Emperor's

grief, his attempt to build an im-
mortal mausoleum and finallv the

Taj.

KANWARS PROMISING
DEBUT

At least six players give good
performances in this picture. They
are all good in their roles and it

is difficult to say who does better

than the other. If any one, how-
ever, is to be picked up for special

"raise it must be the newcomer,
Kanwar. lie plays Shah Jehan
and though he is a small-made
fellow, he puts plenty of dignity

Artist M. R. Achrekar has raised

the Indian product to a rare

standard by his superb art in

"Shah Jehan"
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THESE FRONT RANK FOUR

READY FOR RELEASE

RENUKA
MUBARAK, HEMAVATI, AFZAL
fraction: RAMESH SA1GAL

UNDER PRODUCTION

M AH A SATI

TULSI VRINDA
ISHWARLAL, RANJANA,UMAKANT.

IbixMdUM: ISHWARLAL

KHURSHID
as "Veena" by her
sweet voice tries to

awaken the people.

ISHWARLAL
as 'Shaktisinh' portrays

the life of a traitor.

MUBARAK
as 'Akbar the Great'

sets an ideal example
of unity.

SALVI
as 'Rana Pratap' repre-

sents—Rajput blood and
bravery in all it's true

colours
And
These

Four

Together

Revive

The
Golden
Past

In

iPitected by :

JAYANT DESAI.

Now RifHMiiin to Record Houses

in Seventh Sensational Week at:-

NEW WEST END
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in his role by correct poise, good

acting and excellent diction. Kan-
war must be considered as a very

promising artiste.

The role of Mumtaz Mahal
suits Ragini well and she easily

gives the best performance of her

career under Kardar's direction.

The sick and flimsy Saigal look;

a love-sick poet alright and sings

some songs beautifully with plenty

of emotion.

Jairaj looks his part as Shirazi

and expresses his emotions very
well. But his diction of the dia-

logue remains too staccato and
sharp. If he would be less con-

scious of the Urdu language and
less anxious about its correct pro-

Dounciation and if he would only

use less of his teeth and more of

his tongue, his phonetics would
certainly improve. His present way
of speaking gives too many edges
to the beautiful Urdu words. And
Urdu is such a sweet language to

speak and hear.

Hin.alayawalla gives a sterling

performance in the role of Jwala
Singh, a chivalrous Rajput chief-

tain. It is a treat to hear ihis

artiste delivering his dialogue. He
does it beautifully,

Sulochana Chatterjcc surprises

every one with the difficult Urdu
she delivers in the role of Janfiza.

the favourite maid of Mumtaz
Mahal. This girl gives a fine per-

formance under Kardars guidance
and proves convincingly what a

versatile artiste the am be, if

(liven the proper rol \

Reeruit M. A. Kohli of 42 Maha-
raja Bldg. Edward Road, Lahore,
is 24 and has had experience of

theatrical work

The only criticism we have to

offer is about Nasreen in the role

of Roohi. In :he story Kardar
wcks up a Jramatis suspense to

introduce t<\3 beautiful Roohi.
But actually when he in-

troduces Nasreen the beauty of

Roohi disappears within a mo-
ment. Nasreen 's face does not

support Kardar's dramatic de-

velopment. Nasreen has too or-

dinary a face to be classed as

strikingly beautiful. And "strik-

ingly beautiful" was the demand

of the story. Nasreen's work is

rather poor and she remains stiff

and camera-conscious throughout,.

Besides, she adds the Punjabi ac-
cent to her Urdu dialogue and
that is not a good accent to a

beautiful language.

To sum it all up, '"Shah Jehan"
is a picture that should be the
pride of our film industry and all

congratulations to Producer Kar-
dar for giving us the best histo-

rical picture in 30 years.

PHONE 2 2 2 3 B: 359 KALBADEVI ROAD, BOMBAY.
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V.H.DESAI.S.LPURLRAJENDRA

DIRECTOR iil/J^'^-

ANOTHER ROMANTIC
REGALING DRAMA

V.H.DESAI.&L.PURI. RAMA SHUKUL
PRODUCER AlrlO'A iiUjVj>,»

director D>\n>\;lAjVJ PAJ
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STARRING:

URMILLA PARESH BANNERJEE

RADHA RANI - DEV KUMARI

FA1Z - NIZ&MI & TANDON.

THE GREATEST EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCE ONE CAN

IMAGINE ON THE
SILVER SCREEN

IN THE SACRED SHADOWS OF
A MOSQUE A SEARCHING HUMAN
HEART PRAYS FOR DIVINE MERCY

THE GREATEST MUSLIM STORY OF ALL TIMES

PRODUCER:
I . C TAN DON

DIRECTOR:
$. SHAMSHtJDDIN

MUSIC:
r . p- sen

STARRING:

RADHARANI -URMILLA
DEVKUMARI - TANDON

BENGAL & BURMA
IDEAL PICTURES
BOXY BAZAR - CALCUTTA.

SHREE RAJ PICTURES
55 EZRA STREET, CALCUTTA.

SSOl'TH INDIA
ELITE PICTURES
GANDHINAGAR - BANGALORE.

c. r\ & c. i.

R. KUMAR SETI
RAIGARH, C. P.
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Geeta Nizami, that's the name
of an actress of Xavyug Chitra-

pat, is reported to have run away
from her previous commitments',

converted herself to Hinduism at

Kolhapur and married Director

B. D. Vedi of Delhi. Now sh«!

has issued a public notice that

Director Vedi can sign for her on

the dotted line and she would

faithfully cany out the commit-

ments.

PAYING BACK
The family of Roosevelts do not

want Lionel Barrymore to play

the late Franklin D. Roosevelt in

a film called, "Beginning Of The
End", dealing with the Atom
Bomb. The objection is because

Barrymore campaigned against

the fourth re-election of Roosevelt

as President. Americans dcr.'t

seem to forget.

LESSON IN DEMOCRACY
During the month, officers at

the All India Radio, Calcutta, re-

ceived some well-deserved chas-

tisement when they manhandled a

few women picketting at the gates

of the Radio Station.

Leading radio artistes like Pan-
kaj Mullick, Kamal Das Gupta
and others boycotted the Calcutta

Radio Station and refused to air

their melodies till the officials were

brought down on their knees with

profuse apologies.

NEW GUARDIANS NOW
In Hollywood, you don't exactly

need a father, that is if you are a

marriageable girl, to give you
away in marriage to someone else.

The other day, Film star

Constance Bennett, started on her

fifth matrimonial essay with Col.

Theron with her own son giving

her away as the bride of the day.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Film actor Hari Shivdasani,

more often seen in the Cricket

Club of India than on the screen,

at last induced Miss Barbara
Thadani, a Karachi girl, to become
his wile. How he did it must re-

main a family secret but it is no

We finding out now after the

event. Hari and Barbara get our

WessingS for a happy and glorious

fife in spite of Hari and C.C.I.

COME ON, SOHRAe
The Meena-Modi tangle had

another outburst in the High
Court of Bombay towards the

end of July. Though the girl had

given Sqhrab Modi an assurance

that she would not work in any
other picture except those produ-

ced by Minerva Movietone, it was
complained that she was found

working in one film which is be-

Here is Tom Tyler in a Columbia thriller, "The Phantom \ distribut-

ed by Victory Film Exchange.

Dixit, one of our rare comedians,

snapped in a respectable dress.

Once in a while Dixit does dress

nicely and then it becomes diffi-

cult to spot him. There are few
artistes in the industry with his

social status and culture.

ing produced by Pradhan Pictures

of Lahore.

When Producer Sohrab Modi
sought to restrain these activities,

time was taken by both the par-
ties to negotiate a settlement ad-
vantageous to both.

Wouldn't it be a nice gesture

on the part of Sohrab Modi to

grant Meena her freedom to mark
the auspicious termination of his

chronic bachelor-hood? Even the

new Mrs. Modi will appreciate
this.

CIVILIZING FAST
The Russians are fast becoming

leaders of scientific progress in the
world. The latest news which
conies from these crude and
rough people is about the inven-
tion of a new camera which clicks

10,000 pictures a second, quite

4000 more than the German Zeiss.

What are the English folks doing?

IN THE NECK NOW!
On Sunday 11th August, under

the presidentship of Mahomed
Parkar and in the aged presence

of Nagindas T. Master, nearly

3000 members of the Indian Mo-
tion Picture Employees' Union,
met to demand a minimum wage
of Rs. 65|- per month, dearness
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In Seven heart-disturbing

shades: Rose Peach,

Rachel, Peach, Brunette,

Natural, Suntan, White.

IN ONE EVENING I BECAME

10VELIER
It was tike magic

I was amazed at the difference in my complexion after

I had used Poudre Tokalon. It had a lovely soft bloom.

Tiny blemishes had disappeared. Even without my mir-

ror I would have known I looked lovelier by the atten-

tion I received at the dance. Poudre Tokalon can

make you look younger and lovelier. It's blended with

' Mousse of Cream ' — Tokalons secret ingredient

designed to make powder stay on for hours. Change

to Poudre Tokalon for longer lasting loveliness.

TOKilLOIV
FOR LONGER- LASTINC LOVELINESS
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allowance of Rs. 2o\-, a month's
leave with pay, 20 days casual

leave, free medical treatment,

provident fund, accident insur-

ance and compensation for studio

accidents.

The Union is drafting a charter

tor workers and will soon give a

month's notice to the film produ-
cers to agree to their demands or

face the music of a general strike

The producers richly deserve this.

LITTLE MERCIES
The British at I the Russian

Government^ arc racing neck to

neck in prostrate Germany to re-

establish the German film indus-

try. While the revived ghost of

UFA is permitted to produce 'ap-

proved' German film* under Rus-

sian protection, people are busy

in the Briti-h zone trying to re-

build the fiern.an film industry

at Leverkmen. a few miles away
from Hamburg. At this stage we
can't say whether all this affection

is GermanvV good fortune or bad
luck.

DON'T BE SHOC KED
Believe it or not. the Munici-

pality of Bombay has suddenly

Permit Benoy Kumar al 59 Gan-
dhi Street. Delhi, has '"beautiful

body and dangerous cat eyrs '

and wants "to inject new life"

into the silver screen.

become conscious of visual educa-
tion and it has sanctioned th«*

thunderingly huge amount of Rs.
;58(M) to purchase films from the
1' S. A. to build a Health Educa-
tion Film Library.

With this huge library, the Mu-
nicipal Corporation will teach to
a population of two million peo-
ple, hygienic way of living etc.

Why don't they spend that
money in buying some broom
sticks and getting the roads swep;
of their filth?

OUR GENEROUS SHOWMAN
It is difficult to believe but it is

true that our prominent artiste.

Prithviraj. while doing a little

business on his own. does not foi •-

get his fellowmen.

On his own. Prithviraj is a

stage producer and has a theatri-

cal company called Prithvi Thea-
tres. So far Prithviraj has given
us two plays: "Shakuntala" and
"Deewar". His second play was
described as "'the best play in the
world'' by "filmindia."

Here is how Prithviraj thinks

of his fellow-men:

The very first show of "Deewar"
was given in aid of the Kamala
Nehru Fund. The show collected

Rs. 30.0001-.

After this another 20 shows at

different intervals were given to

TMriUinti i'xc'Wimj - .Irtmifiiroiis

VICTORY PICTURES
Present

DALPAT, MASTER DUGLAS & KUMARI KUSUM
IN

MASTERPIECE SOCIAL THRILLER

"SUEDE BENGAL"
Ibi^ction:- RAMJ1BHAI ARYA

K. NARAYANRAO
.— * * * _

Ready for Release

"BHEDI DUSHMAN"
Featuring:- MASTER KISHORE * MAHERUNNISA * DALPAT * NAZIRA & MOHOMED HUSAIN

Direction:- RAMJIBHAI ARYA
For Territorial Rights Apply:'

VICTORY PICTURES
Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge, BOMBAY 7.
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knows too many things too well

as our producers found out after

years of his secretaryship.

AND MORE COMING.
The Registrar of Joint Stock

Companies in Calcutta is having
a headache these days. Over a
hundred production companies
have applied for registration of
their intentions at his office. And
the intentions, probably, are to
produce more rotten pictures for
the Indian screen.

OPTIMISM
The Criminal Investigation De-

partment of the Bombay Police is

investigating a theft of 12 cases
of 35 mm. Kodak film which was
stolen recently from the Race
Course compound at Mahaluxmi.

In its efforts to trace the thieves,

the Department has appealed to

This is how our artistes fence in India. Here is Surendra doing the t,u fllin producers for assistance,

impossible in "1857" a story of Murari Pictures. expecting the offenders to dispose
" off the goods to producers who

help various humanitarian causes,

collecting a total of rupees two
lakhs.

With his studied humility, Pn-
thviraj always overdoes things.

To prove this he begs for money,
after the Gandhian fashion, after

every show. This way he has al-

ready collected and handed over

Hs. 55,000|- to I. N. A. Fund.

Prithvi's "Decwar" has been a

great success as a stage play. Over
100.000 people have already seen

the show and within a year nearly

160 shows have been staged.

But "Deewar" didn't have quite

a smooth sailing. Some Muslims
didn't like the complexion of the

play and Prithviraj has been in

the danger of his life for fully one

year. For a while he consented to

cut out a few bits as a concession

to the rowdies, but then that spoilt

his show and he had to switch

back to the original after the

A.I.C.C. members had seen ' Dec-

war" and liked it.

Prithvi still gets on an average

a dozen life-and-death threats a

day but that is all in the day's

work for a man who doesn't mind
dying in pursuit of his ideals.

WALKING TICKET
Ram L. Gogtay, the ex-Secre-

tary of the Indian Producers' As-

eociation, it is reliably undcr-
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stood, has been given a walking-
ticket by the Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer who had engaged him and
sent him to America for training
in the 16 m.m. field so that he can
learn things there and come back
and work for them in India.

They must have found our wise
boy too wise probably. Gogtay

ncen ine nun lor use every aay.

While the Department means
well, we must Bay it lacks imagi-

nation.

THRICE WELCOME!
It is good news for the film in-

dustry in India that an experi-

enced and intelligent journalist

like K. Ahmed Abbas has now

Sheikh Mukhtar doesn't like the way Kanhaiyalal is putting it over
to Kiran in "Bhookh" written and directed by Dr. Safdar 'Ah'.



GREAT
IN

thrills .' .'
! Romance 1 1

1

Slar appeal 1 1 1 Entertainment 1 1

1

Sum) f ! f Musk 1 1 I

FILMDOM
~Tke Screen 'i moit powet^ul tktiLlet

GOUGED DIGHT

Starring

:

SHANTA PATEL & DILAWAR & AHMED
KAMAL PRABHA & HABIB MAOHURIKA
RAZI /. AZIM and MASTER BACHHA.

Tutted S. M. RAZA.

Produced By -

YUSUF MERCHANT * M. SALFA.

Music:- AZAM BEG.

/We;- D BABULAL.

Production in charge ;—

A. R. BAZMI * FAZAL HUSAIN
For Particulars .

-

FILMDOM
Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge,

BOMBAY 7.

fine Ati pA^ductiOM
PROUDLY PRESENT

THE HIT OF HITS

AND

THE GEM OE SCKEEN

HRTflmTRI
(AN ARAEIC COSTUME PICTURE)

AZURIF, KAMAL KAPUR,
AMIR KARNATAKI, BIKRAM KAPUR,
ZEENAT, HAM ID,

CHANDR ABALA, KASHINATH,

With

THE BEAUTY QUEEN
OF

THE SILVER SCREEN

VA N M A L A
Written & Directed by-

G. R. SETHI.
(Who Gave The Wonderful Serial Of Hatimtai)

Music KUMAR

Camsra : HARI BHAI PATEL

Dance*: AZURIE

Art: HARIPRASAD JANI

Production in charge:

KASHINATH

KIRTI PICTURES LTD.,
POOAR BLO. . SANDHURST ROAD,

BOMBAY 4.
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iteeiuit jogenura Singn, 13 oiu

Mouse, Meerut College, Meerut.

lias been knocking at the door

pretty long. We can't put an en-

thusiast down for long.

Laken up the profession of direct-

ing films. Taking his training by

Uirecting "Dharti-Ke-Lal", Abbas

is now reported to be directing a

Endure for Chitra Production- of

Lahore.

We have had too many rotters

,5 directors so far and we hope

«'oung enthusiasts like Ahmed
flbbas get every encouragement

Tom our film producers. We wish

.ur one-time confrere all luck in

Jie new game.

parraiya Zulfi faces the camera
in "Chehra", a social story o(

Upright Pictures.

WISE ACT.

The Government of Bombay
have ordered that in future the

Bombay Board of Film Censors

will not be permitted to cut out

the photographs of political lead-

ers or any matter relating to them
such as: scenes, words, songs etc.

They have, moreover, asked

those producers whose filn.s have

been thus mutilated since 1942 to

approach the Board if they wish

that the old orders of several ex-

cisions to be withdrawn.

"We, however, hope that our mer-

cenary producers don't turn our

revered leaders into film salesmen

by exploiting them at all turns

and corners.

MORE THEATRES
A deputation of film people led

by Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, the

ex-president of the Producers' As-

sociation and the only competent

man in institutional organization

of our industry, waited upon Mr.

Morarji Desai, the Home Mem-
ber of the Government of Bombay
on the 21st August at Poona.

The burden of the tale flag

about the Government granting

sanction to build more cinemas in

the city and suburbs of Bombay.

Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall pointed

out the Home Member that there

were 50 cinemas in Greater Bom-
bay, out of which only 15 were

first run theatres for Indian pic-

tures while 11 exhibited foreign

pictures. The rest played second

and third run pictures.

The Rai Bahadur urged that as

the Indian film industry was ex-

panding every day and its product

was piling up, it was necessary to

have new theatres to maintain the

economic stability of a national

industry. The Home Member pro-

mised to expedite the present ap-

plications from people who want

to build new theatres but refused

to accommodate a representative

of the industry on the Advisory

Committee which has been re-

cently appointed to assist the

Commissioner of Police in dealing

with the applications for new
theatres. ,

MISUNDERSTOOD
A report from London appear-

ing in the "Times of India" says,

Lila Shinde, a small one now be-

comes something in "Dharti"' a

Ranjit picture.

"Jayashree, the Indian film star,

and her actor-husband, Mr. V.
Shantaram have arrived in Lon-
don, on their way to America."

These English people don't even
know that Shantaram is essentially

a producer-director. Wonder, win-

he did that kangaroo stuff in "Dr.

Kotnis" to be labelled as an
"actor-husband."

Recruit Ramesh Chandra Sinha

of Civil Liaison Office, Ajmer, has

actually sung on the 'A.I.R. and
stands 5' SV without shoes.
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(DUKGA I^ICTUKES

A PICTURE

FU.L OF THOUGHT

FULL OF HUMOUR
FULL OF MUSIC

DU& CHALEN
( STORY BY :- TAGORE )

Starring :-

NASEEM (Jr.); DAMYANTI SAHANI

RAJKUMARI; KAMAL KAPUR; AGHA

DAVID; BALRAJ; SHUSHIL SAHU

HAMID BUTT; AND K. C. D E Y

Produced & Dkeded By:

PHANI MAJUMDAR
•^Huiic: K. C. DEY

Cam.xa: VIDYAPATI GHOSH

—-***-—

—

Wotld fticfkti (^onttotted :-

KIRTI PICTURES LTD.

Podar Building,

Sandhurst Road,

BQMBAY-4.

Watch 7ot TAele Uupet

fltttactton* Oft 1946

m
I0TI Directed By: (UANDIA SUEKUAHO

Starring : GEETA NIZAMI, BIMAN BANNER
& RANDHIR.

""SHAM Directed ByiSUAUID LATH

Starring: SNEHPRABHA, SHYAM, RAM/
SHUKAL, RANDHIR, HAMID BUT
& NIGAR SULTANA.

(iii)

Directed Bg:SH0MY DAULTALV

Starring : GEETA NIZAMI, RANDHIR, RANJI'

KUMARI.

For Particulars Contact

:

—

PEEPLESS PICTURES,
116. (UAtNl BO A D. BOMBAY 4.



OUR REVIEW

"Subhadra" Imposing Presentation

Of Barren Theme !

Shanta Apte Gives Excellent Performance!

Producer-director Winayak lost

his battle of the box-office in the

very selection of this subject. No
one is interested in mythological

subjects these days, and "Subha-

dra" is about the most lousy epi-

sode from the Mahabharata, hck-

ing both drama and suspense

The fact that Winayak has

made his picture imposing as mo-

tion picture art adds to the pity

of the whole affair. Had he spent

all his energy and art on some-

thing more suitable, the invest-

ment would haw brought home
better dividends.

Produced at the Rajkamal Ka-
lamandir. front where came "Dr.

Kotnis'', Winayak has made
"Subhadra" technically a more
polished picture than 'Dr. Kotnis.'

In fact. Winayak shows greater

intelligence and imagination in

shot compositions and general

technique than his well-known

cousin, V. Shantaram. As a mo-
tion picture, primarily to pleas-o

the eve, "Subhadra" must be vot-

ed as a better picture, in many
respects, than the much-boosted
"Dr. Kotnis".

Only if Winayak had taken a

social subject with a powerful

theme. Shantaram's work would
have been poor meat for compari-

son with Winayak's. Winayak
does show greater understanding

and intelligence in the direction

of the emotional sequences than

his much-boosted cousin.

Winayak. however, seems to

have little, chance of attaining top

laurels, as long as he is saddled

with a writer like Khandekar.

This Maharashtrian novelist may
be a big frog in a small well

but his work consistently lacks

the wide cosmopolitan approach

that is needed for the country-

wide acceptance of any theme.

Khandekar's stories are essen-

tially Maharashtrian in concept

and Maharashtra is a very small

province of India. Besides, most

r«t the Maharashtrian writers of

the dav suffer from the fatal cora-

SUBHADRA
Producers: Prafulla Pictures

Language: Hindi
Story & Dialogue: v. S.

Khandekar
Hindi Version: Pandit Indra
Lyrics: Indra, Moti, Sudar-

shan
I Music: Vasant Desai

Photography: M. Bulbule
Recording: V. Chavan
Editing: Madhav Kamble
Cast: Ishwarlal, Shanta Rin,

Meenaxi, Shanta Apte,
Yakub, Salvi etc.

Released At: Roxy, Bombay.
Date Of Release: 22nd June

1946.

Directed By:
WINAYAK

Danny
both in

Kaye is giving Virginia Mayo the fateful ring that shackles

"The Kid from Brooklyn , a Sam Goldwyn Technicolor picture.

plexes of their decadent stage anu
therefore it is not surprising to

find their work stagy and com-
pletely lacking in action. These
fellows are usually great talkers

and they make the characters of

their piays also talk, talk and
talk. It is usually all talk and
uo action.

Winayak's Khandekar-complex
seems to be responsible for the

selection of this lousy episode

from the Mahabharata for mo-
tion picture purposes. On the

stage talk sell> but in motion pic-

tures action is demanded. "Sub-

hadra" of Prafulla has no action

at all. It is all talk and bad,

empty talk at that, framed in

good motion picture technical art.

Though some liberties are taken
with the old subject to strike a

topical note in the propagation of

the peace theme, the story is the

same tiresome stuff of a marriage

tangle.

Subhadra, the sister of Lord
Krishna and Balram, is the centre

of the theme. Balram wants to

get her married to Duryodhan
while Krishna lias set his heart

upon giving her to Arjun.

The two brothers quarrel over

this and after a lot of silly give

and take. Arjun is permitted to

kidnap Subhadra and take her

away as his bride.

The entire episode is insipid

and becomes more so with Khan'

<lokar's unintelligent and unima'

einative story development.
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The most amazing story of magni-

ficent adventure, sensational thrills,

lilting music that ever thundered

across the screen all these in

KAIW PICTURES'

"IIMDA DHL
Directed by- S. M.RAZA.

Starring :-

MASTER SHIRAZ * RAJA SALEEM
MISS RAJNI * KAMAL PRABHA
SHAIKH (Comedian) * ILIAS

RAJESHWARY & NAWAB.
Produced by - Sullan Merchant,

Aziz Mislri * S. M. Raza.

Music by:- Aziz Khan Maslana-

Dialogues:- Muzafar Lakhnavi.

Songs:- Fahimi Simabi-

For Particulars :-

KAMAR PICTURES
Manekia Chambers, Top Floor, Dhobi Talao.

1st Marine Street, BOMBAY I.

,®^rf»4 3irst Muslim Jarniln Picture.

Starring:- NAJMA, RAJ ADIB, & JAMU PATEL.

Music By:- SAj|AD HUSSEIN.
Directed By :- M. D. BAIG.

Story:- PREM ADIB
Producer:- JAMUBHAI PATEL.

For Particulars apply'-

PYRAMID PICTURES,
Petit House, Kennedy Bridge, BOMBAY 7.

C. P. C. 1. Distributors Bengal Rights.

M/s Movietone Art M/s Film Sales Service,

Exhibits Dadayseth Building. Cowasji

Municipal Park. BHUSAVAL. Patel Street, Fort, BOMBAY.

Madras\Presidency

SOUND FILM CIRCUIT
215. Rasappa Chetty Street, MADRAS.
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Not in a single foot does the

I story create any thrill, interest or

suspense. The whole affair moves
in a very lazy manner till every

one gets fed up with the faces

Ishwarlal makes and wonders
why Winayak should have wasted
such lavish settings on so poor a

subject.

OH! VASANT DESAI!

As we have said before. "Subha-
dra" is a pleasant picture for the

eye, having been shot in u master-

ly manner with good photography
and pretty good sound recording.

The technical polish of the picture

is outstanding. But the story,

which is hardly any film story,

fails absolutely and with it fails

Winayak's energetic direction. For.

what is direction without good
story-telling? And in "Subhadra"
there is just no story to tell.

Thanks to Khandekar!

The Hindi dialogue is very poor

and though some of it while

touching a few prevalent topical

6entiinents, gets some public res-

ponse, the dialogue in general lacks

ideas and good forceful words.

Pandit India should by now know
that a good dialogue means a good

idea expressed in good words. All

the different song writers seem to

have conspired to give rather poor

song compositions, while the music

of Vasant Desai is as insipid as

usual.

Whatever may be the actual

musical knowledge of Vasant

Recruit Miss Mino sings well and
dances a bit. She wants a break
on the screen. (Address with

"hlmindia")

Desai, he has proved himself
utterly useless as a music director

for motion pictures. His has been
a formidable record of unsuitable
and unpopular tunes through
different pictures. And yet these

Maharashtrian producers, who
spend lakhs on their pictures,

can't show the primary enterprise

on employing someone else more
qualified than Desai for film work.

The editing of Madhav Kamble
is pretty slick and so is the labo-

ratory work. The sets are beauti-

ful throughout.

THE TWO SHANTAS
From the players Shanta Apte,

though she looks a bit too heavy
for the camera lens, gives an ex-

cellent performance. As Subhadra
she has given, perhaps, the be?t

performance of her screen career.

Her music, however, is far far

from being pleasant. It is high
time, Shanta gets some one to

play-back the songs for her.

Shanta Rin also gives a spark-
ling performance as the queen of

the untouchables. Prem Adib is

pretty good as Shri Krishna und
moves about with an ease that
suggests long acting experience.

Salvi hasn't much to do as Baham
except to look and act a fool. He
does it with bad accent of Hindus-
tani.

Ishwarlal. Yakub, Jog, Meenaxi
and Nimbalkar arc complete mis-

fits in their roles. As Arjun, Ish-

warlal plays a ridiculous role and
makes funny faces all along.

Yakub tries to look dignified as

'"Duryodhan" but ends by impres-

sing us as a tiny goonda. He
makes an unholy mess of the

Hindi diction. Jog plays "Narad''

in a manner that must remain a

standing insult to the great sage,

while Nimbalkar, as Shakuni, gives

another ludicrous portrayal too

stupid to be tolerated. As "Ruk-
mini", Meenaxi helps only to prove

the poor taste Krishna had in

selecting Ins favourite wife.

The others are too rotten for

words, including Damuanna Mal-
wankar. whose talent is wasted on

a stupid role.

"Subhadra" is a poor entertain-

er. In fact, it is intensely boring.

The only good aspect of the pic-

ture is its technical work.

A Line-up of Super

Enterminers for

1946-47.

KHUSH
NASEEB

Director:

VITHALDAS
PANCHOTIA

Starring \

Padma Devi, Rukmini Devi,

Vithaldas Panchotia.

P |j ¥
RAN €11 111

Starring

:

Manorama,
Al Nasir, Majnu,

Zamrud Sultana,

Subhasini, (Va6

)

Director

:

ROOP SHOREY.

(3)

K H B RIO SH
niGHHEN

Director

:

MOTI B. GIDWANI

Starring :

Manorama, Pran,

Al Nasir, Suhbasini,( °ou
£

e
)

1

Contact :

Rai Saheb,

Chandanmull Indrakumar,

LAMINGTON ROAD,

BOMBAY 4.
1
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>UR REVIEW

'Hum-Ek-Hain" Purposeful Picture

Worth Seeing

!

Santoshi Makes An Impressive Start

!

Burya Bihole's Excellent Performance S

Hum-Ek-Hain" is a good Pra-

hat picture for the single reason

jiat it has a theme with a purpose

lat ought to find a response in

jie hearts of millions in our coun-

y-

The story portrays in a sym-

olic manner the present politic:.!

Ifferences in the country and pre-

rii> a message of love am! unity,

hough the whole job is rather

•udely done, the very attcmpx <>f

ie producers to give a purposeful

Icture, in the midst of diacourag-

ig environments, is extremely

raise-worthy.

Opening the story with a

Mnine. we are shown Ma. a land-

idy, giving shelter to three or-

gans: Yusuf, the Muslim. John,

ie Christian and Durga, the

ntoticliahle. With Shanker, her

irn son. they make a happy four-

He in the idealistic home of Ma.

In Ma, the author wants us to

lentify Mother India and in the

nail children we are asked to -put

HUM-EK-HAIN
producers: Prabhat Film Co.

Language: Hindustani

Story, Dialogue
| Santoshj& songs : t

Music: Husnalal & Bhagat-

ram
Art: B. D. Thatte

Photography: Surendra Pai

Recording: G. N. Damle
Cast: Eurga Khote, Kamala

Kotnis, Dsv Anand
Rehraan, Ramsingn
etc.

Released At: Central. Bom-
bay.

Date of Release: 8th June
1946.

Directed by:

SANTOSHI

the different communities, obvi-

ously in conflict with one another.

The children grow as equals

under the kind and selftess low
of Ma and soon become adults.

Ehagwan and Agha start on a

fishing expedition in "Shake
Hands'" produced by Gautam

Chitra.

ohra Sehgal, Prithviraj and Sajjan play superbly their unique
in "Deewar" our greatest stage hit.

roles

Shankar the Hindu looks after the

Zaiuindari, John, the Christian,

becomes a doctor, Yusuf, the

Muslim, becomes a sportsman
while Durga, the untouchable, re-

mains the common sister of all.

All claim an equal share in the

estates of Ma.

The boys, Shankar. Yusuf and
John, take brides of their respec-

tive communities and live happily

under Ma's selfless benevolence
and love.

The hostile element is now in-

troduced in Chhote Babu, a frus-

trated lover of Yidya, Shanker's
wife. Chhote Babu poisons John's
mind and gradually of the others,

till the brothers begin to look at

(•ne another with suspicion.

Very soon there is a split in the
family and the brothers leave
Ma's home with their respective
families and begin to live apart.

Chhote Babu prosecutes his ven-
geance further and sets fire to
Ma's fields. Ma rushes to the
fields !o save the corn. Ma's dan-
ger brings the brothers to their
senses ami they rally round her
as of old—children of one mother.
Chhote Babu is soon exposed and
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the picture ends with the high

emotional note of "Hum-Ek-
Hain".

SANTOSHI IMPRESSES
As we have said before, the best

part of the picture is its purpose-

ful theme which justifies a million

mistakes. And the picture has a

number of crude mistakes. Pho-

tography and sound maintain the

usual Prabhat standard. The
music is rather poor. The song

compositions are quite suitable

though not weighed with any deep

philosophic meaning. The dialo-

gue of the picture is quite nice

and suitable but it could have

been still more forceful in certain

emotional situations—especially

when Ma rushes to the burning

fields. The screenplay develop-

ment lacks imagination. With such

a fine theme, a world could have

been put into the story. But it

is rather a tall expectation from

mediocre brains.

Considering that this is his

maiden attempt, Santoshi makes
an impressive debut as a film direc-

tor. He seems to have put in an

honest effort to achieve some-

thing and though the picture lacks

ideal direction, Santoshi's attempt

must still be considered as praise-

worthy. With a little encourage-

ment, Santoshi can easily make a

good director, at least far sight

better than several stupid fools

we have now in the country. We
wish him all luck.

DURGA'S PICTURE
"Hum-Ek-Hain" is Durga

Khote's picture and the great lady

has not failed us. She gives an

inspired performance in a role

that fits her like a glove and
makes the others look like strug-

gling amateurs. As 'Ma', she

lives in the spirit of her symbolic

role and we doubt whether any

one else could have acted the part

better. Of course, Santoshi must

have had precious little to do with

Durga's performance. When
Durga gets a role like that she

knows best what to do with it and

few directors can teach her.

From the new comers, Rehmaa.

playing as Yusuf, struck us as a

useful addition to our screen

talent. Dev Anand is a good

second-rater and does pretty well

as Shanker. Alka Achrekar is not
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bad as Durga, the untouchable
girl of the family.

Kamla Kotnis proves rather

disappointing. In close-ups she

looks aged enough to be the hero's

mother and though she speaks
and acts pretty well, her screen

appearance goes terribly against

her throughout the picture. She
looks like a woman who has left

her youth twenty years behind

and that is not much of a qualifi-

cation for a heroine.

t. From the others, Ramsing
seems to have some acting taleil'

that can be usefully used. II

gives quite a good performance £

Chhote Babu.

Whatever the defects, "Hunl
Ek-Hain" is still a picture word
seeing, though it bores a bit i

parts due to defective story-dd

velopment and rather sketch!

direction.

MASTER'S

VOICE"
THE GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD
Dun Dun Bombay madras — delhi— iawor]
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YOUR BAD STARS
"The other day I had the mis-

fortune of seeing Atre's "Dulha"
at the must 'ancient' theatre of

Bangalore, the Majestic The pic-

ture can best be summed up in

this one word "stupid". The story

stretches one's imagination to the

utmost. There are innumerable
coincidences which are at, best

foolish Then there is Charlie's

slapstick which no intellectual

will tolerate for a single moment.
And above all here is the greatest

tragedy of Chandraprabha acting

the role of Asha, the heroine. She
is easily the ugliest star we have
amongst our topliners. Half the

picture is not heard or seen due to

rotten recording and bad photo-
graphy. Whatever is seen is

miserable owing to very poor
direction of Manibhai Vyas."

V. K. Fazlur Rahman.
BANGALORE.

PALACE, INDEED!
"The New Talkie Picture Palace

of this town has rather unfortu-
nate furniture. We pay ten an-

nas and are obliged to sit on

benches which oscillate to and fro

with a 'kir-kir' sound on a slight

shifting. The result is that the

hlmgoer is perturbed and annoy-
ed."

NELLORE. Md. G. Mohiuddin

WELL, JAGAT NARAIN?

"The attention of Messrs. Gene-
ral Talkies Ltd., Chandni Chowk,
Delhi is drawn to their manage-
ment of Nigar Talkies, Cawnpore.
Here in Cawnpore four picture

houses are being run under Messrs.

Jagat Talkies of Delhi but less

goondaism is found at other

places than at Nigar. Here the

booking clerk, police and the

goondas are mutually interested in

the black-market and no action is

being taken by the manager and
the assistant manager. Rs. O-o-O

and 0-10-0 tickets are sold for

0-10-0 and Re. 1-0-0 respectively

with the result the public is put to

a lot of trouble."

Mrs. Indra Devi Shukla.

CAWNPORE.

THEY DO, DOCTOR
' The June issue of your 'film-

india' says there is great scarcity
of raw film which is being sold in

blackmarket at sky-high prices,

sometimes tenfold of the control
price. But when I see Indian pic-

tures I am forced to think the
other way if the producer has only
to pick it up and turn it into the
most hopeless and filthy pictures

ever produced Below are some
pictures I have seen in the last

two months

1. "Pahle-Aap" 2. "Biswi Sadi"
3. "Chand Tara" 4. "Gouri" 5.

"Lady Doctor" 6. "Nai Ma" 7.

"Piya Milan" and in the last but
not the least less absurd, the king
of all, "Sawan" of Sanjiwan Art.

•'Don't they confirm my assum-
ption, Mr. Patel?"

Dr. J. K. Bhatnagar.

RAMPUR STATE.

WISE MAZHAR
"Mazhar Khan has not once

failed on the screen because he
plays roles that suit him, and even
those he plays sincerely. If only
our other 'glamorous' stars play
roles that suit them instead of the
'handsome' 24 year-old hero and
the 'beautiful' 18 year-old heroine,

when they are actually twice that
age, they will not heap so much
ridicule on themselves as they
are doing now. Don't they at

least envy Mazhar for the praises

you shower on him or have they
adopted the motto—Art for

money's sake?"

V. K. Fazlur Rahman.

BANGALORE.

LOVE ME, LOVE MY DOG
"I have not yet seen the picture

''Sikandar", "Bharat Milap" and
"Ram Rajya" though they were
released at Calcutta before the
year 1943. On an enquiry from
the local E. I. Rly. Cinema autho-
rities I discovered that the distri-

butors of the above pictures (M(&
Evergreen Pictures, Calcutta) are
not interested in booking these
pictures without a dozen of rotten

Is it by any chance an attempt at poisoning:? In Navyug's "Paroo",

Ranjit Kumari becomes the nurse.
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pictures with each of them. What
kind of business policy is this?"

JAMALPUR. G. N. Sinha.

YOU DESERVE IT
"Recently I had the misfortune

to see "Bhaunvra" Ranjit's new-

flop. That was because you have
not as yet reviewed the picture in

your ''filmindia". It would be
much better if Saigal retires from
the screen. He is losing his repu-
tation (if any left), more so in

Bombay pictures. The less I talk

about Mr. Kedar Sharma's direc-

tion the better for him.'

N. Yeshwant Kumar.
POONA CITY.

DIRTY TRICK.
"In such a big town as Secun-

derabad, there are hardly half-a-

dozen theatres, excluding the Eng-
lish Theatres. The managers of

these theatres, taking the best ad-
vantage of the inadequate number
of picture-houses, have adopted a
devil-may-care attitude and seem
to have no more concern for the

comfort of the cinema-goers than
they have for their dogs.

"The conditions that are pre-

valent in most of the theatres are

quite appalling. Whenever the
managers see a good crowd for any
picture, they at once stop issuing

tickets to the 3rd and 2nd classes

when hardly half the number that
could normally be issued are sold

out, in order to divert the public

to go in for higher classes.

"What should be done to put an
effective and immediate stop to

such unscrupulous and unhealthy
methods being resorted to by the

managers?"
V. Narasimham.

SECUNDERABAD.

RAM RAJYA?
"Some of my respectable and

reliable friends told me that it

was very dangerous and trouble-

some to go to the night shows in

small towns. They said that on
their way home at about 1 o' clock

one night, they were confronted

by some policemen who looked

suspiciously at them. They asked
my friends where they had gone.

On their telling the truth, the
police demanded their ticket-

pieces. Unfortunately they had
thrown them away. The police-

men took their, to the station and

it was only after my intervention
were they released. The police-

men said that they did so, be-
cause they suspected my friends
of gambling at night. Now. I have
come to know that it is the same
thing in the case of many film-

goers in smaller towns. Will the
authorities concerned take note of

this, and see to it that similar

happenings do not occur in

future?"

MADRAS. P. Raghurama Nayafc.

BAD VENTILATION
"What pains me most is the

smoking nuisance in the cinema
halls when the show is on. With
the beginning of the show the

entire hall becomes clouded with
smoke screen. This causes bore-

dom and spoils all pleasures of a

show. The continuous inflamma-
tion of eyes created by smoke
finds enough reason for a cinema-
goer like myself to quit the hall

in disgust and silent protest even

before the interval. So much for

myself. Next to it. complaints

come from the female members
of my house who sometimes hap-

pen to be in my company.

FOR SUPERIOR 35mm SOUND FILM PROJECTION

Jo^HOPROlECTORS
,nd perfect

High ^'rf motion
.ynchron^on ° ^
and «°und - operating

coupled *'th

costs. +
stf-^rics LTD.
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''The ladies as a body have
every right to seek protection from
this smoking nuisance. The cinema
authorities should take note of

this in their interest and do the

needful in time in order to avoid
partial boycott of pictures by
them."

CALCUTTA. 5. N. Gupta.

ALL THE SAME
"Though a Mysorean myself, I

simply shudder at the thought of

visiting a Kanarese picture and
so does every sensible Mysorean.
The local producers, as we have
heard and seen, are bent more
upon making money than upon
presenting some entertainment to

the public by producing some
really good pictures. They have

only been taxing Mysore's public,

which has been hitherto unneces-

sarily generous towards them.

Why don't they realise that it is

never too late and try to take a

lesson from some of the Hindi

film-producers and directors? It is

high time they wake up and act."

MYSORE. B. K. Salyan.

OPTIMISM
J
\ wish to protest through you

against allowing vendors in cinema

halls. Apart from filling the hall

with heart-rending shrieks and

making one feel like being in a

fish market, they become a source

of considerable nuisance at times.

"I had gone to one of the halls

in Benares along with other friends

to see a picture. There were many
students present in the hall as the

examinations were over. A pan-
bidiwalla was passing between
the seats. Suddenly he tripped

forward on a piece of banana-
skin and fell on two men. His
pans came as a shower on me and
cigarettes and bidis were dancing
all around in the hall. The worst

of it all was that the Manager
tried to defend him. It was the
considerable number of students

present which forced him to

silence.

"I can't understand the need of

vendors inside the hall when all

the cinema houses practically have
shops selling the necessary things

just inside the cinema compound.
I wish the Municipalities or bet-

ter still the local Govt, take notice

of this and stop this dirty prac-

tice."

MEERUT. L. D. Tewuri.

A YEAR MORE
''With the relaxation of con-

trols over paper, news-print, etc.

is it not possible to consider the

question of publishing "filmindia"

twice a month instead of once as

at present? If this suggestion is

not practicable, as an alternative

you may at least increase the num-

ber of copies of "filmindia" and
thus make it available to the pub-
lic in large number."

Ch. Gopal Krishjiamurthu.
HYDERABAD.

LATE VOW
"In spite of your severe criti-

cism of "Dr. Kotnis" produced bv
the great Shantaram. I went to
see it with my friend who insist-
ed upon seeing it. And really Mr.
Patel you are correct. My money
and time were wasted.

"From this day I have taken a
vow that I will see only those pic-
tures which you will recommend.
"Mr. Patel I really congratu-

late you on your bold intelligent
and fearless criticism."

AHMEDABAD. G. D. Vasavada.

ASK REFUNDS!
"You must be aware that in

certain Delhi cinemas there are
obstructing pillars right in the
middle of the seating accommo-
dation. Especially cinemas such
as the Majestic, Moti, and Jubilee
talkies are having pillars that
block the front of certain seats

completely, not allowing one even
a partial view of the screen. Peo-
ple who buy tickets outside from
the black market are not aware cf

this anomaly while paying the
money but as soon as they enter
the theatre and take the seats they
discover a big pillar standing be-
tween them and the screen.

"Is this not unfair? I feel the
proprietors of the cinemas in

question should not sell tickets for

6uch seats from where people can-
not see the show for which they
shell out their hard-earned money.
These seats must always remain
vacant but under no circumstances
the members of the public be
made to feel like fools when they
sit here after buying a ticket

in the terrific rush."

Wazir Chand Chopra.

NEW DELHI.

IN FREE INDIA
"We were comfortably accom-

modated in the second class of the
Crown Talkies. The film "Bhakt
Raj'' had hardly run for half an
hour when the electricity suddenly
failed. The entire hall was plun-
ged into darkness and the fans
stopped working. The manager
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soon appeared near the screen and
asked the patrons to wait patient-

ly at their seats for ten minutes
by which time he expected the

light to be restored. Fifteen

minutes passed but the darkness
did not seem inclined to leave the

silver screen. We may forget the

most interesting picture seen, but
not this fifteen minutes' trial.

"All sorts of whistling, thunder-
ing laughter, filthy language and
cat-calls could be heard and
cigarette pieces, paper-balls and
empty match-boxes poured in from
all sides Our patience was soon
exhausted. Heat, suffocation

and other elements of nature
could not be controlled, but Sir,

what about the rest of the nui-

sance? We left the hall and de-

manded our ticket money, which
was refused. We had not the

courage to re-enter the hall and
so returned home sadly disap-

pointed. How and when will this

sad state of affairs improve?"

LUCKNOW. P. K. Tandon.

ISN'T IT A PITY?
" "Filmindia' and other journals

have been crying hoarse for new
faces on the screen. You have
been uncompromisingly advocat-
ing screen career for talented

family girls and have described at

times numerous fears in the public

mind as baseless. But the produ-
cers, on the contrary, are proud
in presenting such shots from their

lives which not only wipe clean

all your efforts in this direction

but confirm the fears in the pub-
lic mind. Navyug's "Din Raat"
is a sorry reflection on the moral
status of film people and if this

is what they think about them-
selves, no amount of propaganda
by you will help and the screen

will continue to attract only other

girls instead of talented lovers of

art from Indian homes. The film

industry will thus remain a mono-
poly of the runaways and will

never get out of the rut."

INDORE. Jaswant Singh.

IT IS

"The sanitary conditions in all

the cinema halls of this city, ex-

cepting the English ones, are de-

plorable. Due to inefficient ven-

tilation the atmosphere during the

show, becomes dreadfully congest-

ed, filthy and choking. Muck,
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dirt, filth, squalor, ill-ventilation,

uncomfortable seating arrange-
ment, insanitary lavatories, bad
management, incivil and crude
staff, rotten projection etc. are

some of the usual characteristics

of these picture halls. The build-

ings are wretched and deserve to

be pulled down (You will be sur-
prised to learn that due to exces-

sive rains, the entire building of

the Jagat Talkies had recently

tumbled to the ground! Fortu-
nately the accident took place
during the day, three hours before

the first show was due to start.)

In such an unhygienic atmosphere
one finds it difficult to enjoy a
picture. What a damnable thing!

Mr. Patel!"

Mrs. Sharda Devi Awasthi.

CAWNPORE.

NOTED
"I am out and out an Indian

film tan. For the past three years
I have not seen a single foreign

picture nor do I want to see any
in the future. I read only one film

magazine and that is 'filmindia'.

Therefore I request you not to

mar the beautiful pages of 'film-

india' by dealing with films pro-

duced outside India. Most read-

ers, I am sure, like 'filmindia' in

its present form and they also

know verv well that it is a 'fan-

paper' and not the producers' as
some people seem to think."

V. K. Fazlur Bah mem.
BANGALORE.

CREATIVE, EH?
"While advertising English films

on 'Hindustani'* posters, some
of the cinema houses provide very
amusing reading by translating
the names of these pictures in

"Hindustani", as for instance:

—

' Gold Diggers" was translated
as "Suneri Khanjar" "Captain
Blood" as "Khuni Kaptan", and
"Tale of Two Cities" as "Do
Sheronki Doom."

"Would it not be better if they
stick to their original names?"

INDORE. Firoz J. Bode.

O. K.

"It has become habitual here at

the Wheeler's stall to sell the
"filmindia" at Rs. 3|- or 4|- and
that too is very difficult to get, It

is the only stall where we can get

the magazine. But it is very diffi-

cult here, rather impossible for us

to have the copy due to pitch-

dark marketing. The stallwala,

of course, is compelled to sell at

heavy rates as he gets only 5
copies of the magazine for the

whole town, and there are lots of

purchasers who are even willing to

pay Rs. 5|- for a single copy. It

is better Mr. Editor, if you take

Geeta Nizami and Biman Bannerjee have a love scene on the sands
in "Moti". a Navyu^ picture.
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up the matter with the head office

of Wheeler's to check this un-

healthy practice and get his quota

of supplv increased."

R. X. Gupta.

GORAKHPUR. U. P.

CADDISH?
'•In Bangalore city the picture

houses screen the Maharaja—the

King of Mysore, at the end of

every show. I have noticed that

only a microscopic mass pay their

homage by standing: while the

others rush out of the picture

house like "whipped dogs out of

a dog kennel". Is not the King of

Mysore our own monarch of

Mysore?"

BANGALORE. S. .4. Khader.,

SHOWMANSHIP?
"It is very sad that your beau-

tiful production "Draupadi'' was
released here at a House which is

not worthy of a great picture.

"Ritz" is most inconveniently
situated in a corner of the city,

and its machine being old the light

t>n the screen is dim and the Bound
inaudible. Its Rs. 1|12[- seats arc

long rows of semi-circular benches,

and are most uncomfortable. A
fat lady sitting in front of us was
protruding from all sides and the

poor gentleman accompanying her
had to leave one of her adjoining
seats vacant to allow her some
extra space. And then fans.

About a dozen electric toys, that

decorate the ceiling, laugh over
more than five hundred heads, and
move carelessly like a band of

age-worn drowsy lotus-eaters. An
old man had actually brought a

hand fan with him. I must call

him Confucius of the day!"

DELHI. Nemi rha»H.

MY FRIENDS?
"I very solemnly crave for a few

lines of your esteemed magazine
to ventilate my grievance about

the Nigar Talkies, in the capacity

of a lay filmgoer. In this 'noto-

rious' cinema hall of this great

industrial town black-marketing

is carried on almost everyday on

a very 'grand' scale. The jobbers

find the place - very congenial to

carry on the filthy business with-

out any check or restraint. These
nasty and burly fellows create

daily a scene at the booking win-

dow and put the simple cinegoers

to a lot of trouble and inconve-

nience. It is horrifying to see

some of these sturdy and corpu-

lent fellows jumping above the

heads of the cine-goers to easily

make their way to the booking

window, thus physically hurting

other persons and disfiguring their

clothes. Very often abusive lan-

guage is used, even blows are ex-

changed and the cinema hall assu-

mes the appearance of a tiny

'battlefield.' Because of *hese

rogues the queue-system cannot bo

maintained. Many reports have

been made to the managements of

the theatre but to no purpose. In

There is nothing in her eye.

Zahur! Jyoti wonders in "Dhar-
kan \ a social oirturc

spite of the insistent demand of

the picturegoerg for an adequate
and fair system of ticket distri-

bution, their is no response from
their side. Will yon Mr. Patel.

move your friends, M|s. General
Talkies Distributors Ltd.. Delhi,

owners of this cinema to take im-

mediate steps to remove these sad

conditions? Thanks!"

Pandit Jwale Prasad.

CAWNPORE.
POOR. ME!

'"Have you ever seen a Burmese
film. Mr. Editor? Burma too is

producing some good films: social,

historical etc.. and some of the

Burmese stars have good flair for

acting, and display good traits and

talents; and their qualities of act-

ing are not inferior to those of

me Indian stars. They also create

many a bright and breezy scene

and situation peculiar to their

customs and history which is very
interesting to see.

"But the pity is that with my
little knowledge of Burmese I am
unable to understand the theme
and its significance; and the
cinema management too does not
give even a short synopsis of the
^ory either in Hindustani or Eng-
lish to enable us Indians to under-
stand it.

"So, if you can manage to give

reviews of some good Burmese
films occasionally in ''filmindia".

it will make the magazine popular
in Burma and the Burmese film

industry too will appreciate your
judicious reviews and suggestions.

So what do you think of this. Mr.
Editor?"

RANGOON. H. A. Rahman.

UTOPIAN
"JUDAS points out that about

350 pictures are being produced
every year in India. Whereas your
rate of reviewing pictures is five

to eight per month at which rate

you will be reviewing about 75 to

80 pictures per year, that is, one
fourth of the total production. Out
of 75 to 80 reviewed pictures, you
hardly recommend a score of them.
To take a specific instance, we in

Xagpur received about a hundred
pictures within the last six month?
out of which you had reviewed

only 26 in your esteemed maga-
zine. The reviewed pictures were:

1. 'Rattan'. 2 Dr. Kotnis'. 3.

'Vikramaditva'. 4. "Ek Din Ka
Sultan'. 5. 'Phool'. 6. 'Pharbati

Anken'. 7. 'Maharathi Kama'. 8.

'Taramati'. 9. 'Din Raaf. 10

Bhartrahari'. 11. 'Chand Tara". 12.

'Dharnki,' 13. 'Chand Chakori'.

14. 'Dhanna Bhagat'. 15. 'Krish-

narjun Yuddha', 16. 'Kaise Kahun.'
17. 'Lakha Rani'. 18. Laila

Majnu,' 19. 'Mun Ki Jeet'. 20.

'Sawan'. 21. 'Nala Damayanti' 22.

'Shirin Farhad'. 23. 'Pannadai'

24. 'Paristaan'. 25. 'Tadbeer'. 26.

'Village Girl'. Out of these also

you recommended 1, 3, 4. 5, 6

only—"Dr. Kotnis'' of course

I saw before the review appeared
and I could not wait longer for

the review when the Shantaram
brand picture was actually run-
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Shobha seems to be bent on mis-

chief in "Safar" a social story of

Filmistan Ltd.

ning in the town. Anyway you
can judge for yourself that Rs. 2|-

spent per month on your magazine
have brought me a saving of

Rs. 10|- to Rs. 15]- per month.

I am highly grateful to you for

this and I think that if others also

follow the same line of action, it

won't be long when many of the

petty concerns shall become ban-

krupt whereas the remaining ones

shall take serious notice of our

action and shall try their utmost

to give us better stuff."

1/. P. Mahehdra.
KAMPTEE C. P.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Before seeing your "Draupadi",

I had often discussions with my
friends and relations and almost

all of us were convinced that you

commended "Draupadi" so much
because it was your own produc-

tion. So did we think regarding

Sushila Rani. We thought that you

were commending the beauty and

talents of Sushila Rani simply be-

cause she was your secretary and

that you wanted to give her a lift

in the film industry. Now that I

have seen the picture I admit that

"Draupadi" is a nicely directed

production. Sushila Rani reaily

gives an excellent performance and
she really deserves all the praise

that you gave her. But can't you
help other producers and directors

to produce and direct good pic-

tures? They have been giving us

rotten pictures one after another."

LUCKNOW. Ganesh P. Akhila.

PROD THEM!
"Eight months ago, JUDAS, in

his characteristically convincing

manner, made a fervent appeal for

the setting up of Municipal Thea-
tres in all our towns and cities.

Many a project has since been dis-

cussed and decided upon by the

different Provincial Administra-

tions and Committees, both Na-
tional and otherwise, but there is,

as yet no hope for the early reli-

sation of Municipal Theatres, al-

though a small start has been

made in Bombay.

"Autocratic Advisors, who ruled

the Provinces, have been replaced

by elected Ministers, but the

scheme, which is as important as

any other Nation-building project,

lies where it was eight months ago.

Finance ought not to be a reason

for this wanton negligence, for a
Municipal Theatre is a good in-

vestment, which will yield quid,

and reasonable returns.

"Our Politicians may shout fit

the top of their voice that freedom

has come to India and that the
British are quitting the land, but

the deliverance of our masses will

not come, unless and until we
make their life worth living. And
for this purpose, a theatre in

every important village is an
urgent necessity."

BANGALORE. N. S. V. Chalam.

ASK HIM
"Seth Jagat Narain owns three

cinemas in Delhi viz. Jagat,

Novelty and Ritz. The first two
are well situated while the third

is out of market and out of easy
reach on account of insufficient,

irregular and expensive conve-
yance, with the result that good
pictures and specially those meant
for families are badly murdered
there. That is why I call it 'Bur-

kley's Castle' where pictures like

'Paraklv, 'Bhaijan', and 'Vikra-

maditya' were recently murdered
and now comes the turn of your
"Draupadi". Could it not be re-

leased in cither of the other two
houses after stumping off the pic-

tures running there at present? Is

it not the bad snowmanship of a
topmost exhibitor in Northern
India or is it a trick of the topmost
distributor to let down good pic-

tures held by other distributors or

a way to denounce a director like

you?"
Bhola Dayal Mathur,

NEW DELHI

Mazhar Khan uses firmness with Shanta Patcl in "Naiyya', a social

story under Mazhars supervision.
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R. D. PAREENJA (Bombay)

Having completed 'Sona Chandi'.

Producer R. D. Pareenja is still

on the hunt for an educated girl

.to play the leading role in his next

picture. It is reported that he has

made a good job of "Sona Chandi"
and the second one that he is plan-

ning is likely to be still better. We
wish Producer Pareenja introdu-

ces all educated newcomers in his

pictures as the film industry needs

educated talent badly.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

It is hard to beat the sincerity

with which Producer Shahzada

Iftkhar is preparing the script of

"Veena". his maiden directorial

assignment, starring glamorous

Veena in the title role opposite

Ashok Kumar. The story has

many a pathetic situation and

should suit Veena ideally, who is

always noted for tragic and digni-

fied portrayals. As a lot of care

is being taken over small de-

tails Producer Shahzada Iftkhar's

"Veena" promises to become good

motion picture entertainment.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)
Producer-director Walli tells us

that "Dekhoji" is ready for the

Censors. The rights for the South

have been purchased by Movie

Exchange, Bangalore, and Manek

Film Distributors for C. P. and

C. I. The proposed trip to Arabia

for putting realism into "Sherazi"

has not yet come off but we are

sure that Producer Walli will not

give up this idea so easily.

In the meantime Producer Walli

is working on the scripts of "Roop

Rang" and "Padmini". In both

these pictures, charming Mumtaz

Shaiiti will play the lead.

FILMISTAN LTD (Bombay)

"Eight Days" starring Ashok

Kumar and Veera has made good

progress in the hands of Director

Dattaram Pai. "Shehnai" a so-

cial with lilting melodies and an
important cast such as Indumati,

Rehana, Nasir Khan and V. H.

Desai is more than half-way

through. Director P. L. Santoshi

thinks that "Shehnai" will click

at the box-offices and is working

hard on it. One, however, cannot

help congratulating Rai Bahadur
Chuni Lall, who is at the helm o.

affairs in Filmistan, for the

quick and yet smooth way in

which pictures are being produced

under different directors.

The shooting of "Sindoor" with

Kishore Sahu as the hero and his

wife as the heroine has already

begun and this picture is likely to

be ready in a couple of months'

lime. "Safar" is still awaiting re-

lease at the Roxy Talkies, Bombay.
MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer-director Mnzhar Khan
is labouring hard over little Suman

Sule who has an important role

in "Sona". which is being directed

by Mazhar himself. "Sona" has

a powerful story and a cast led by
Dixit, Madhuri and Munnawar
Sultana.

K. ABDULLA PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Hamjoli" is scheduled for re-

lease as the attraction for the Id

season at the Majestic Cinema
Bombay. "Hamjoli" stars Nur
Jehan, Jairaj and flhulam Moham-
med. Producer K. Abdulla is on

tenter-hooks these days and is

eager to fird out the public re-

action to "Hamjoli". He has not

to wait long for it.

J. M. R. PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Sadiq tells us that he
has made "Sham Savera" an even
more interesting proposition than
"Rattan". This is, of course, hard
to believe but we know Director

Sadiq does believe in giving an

Geeta Nizami is annoyed with Randhir in "Paroo*

of Navyug.
a social story
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emotional story to the public.

"Sham Savera" features Suvar-

nalata and Wasti.

BOMBAY CINETONE LTD.
(Bombay)

"Samrat Ashok" is fast becom-
ing a major headache to Producer

K. B. Lall, who is trying to com-
plete it for the last one-and-a-

half years. We wish him the best

of luck in completing "Samrat
Ashok" as early as possible.

"Samrat Ashok" stars Veena,
Shamim and Sapru.

RANGMAHAL LTD. (Bombay)

Dr. Safdar 'Ah' believes in

speedy work and it won't be long

before we hear that "Bhookh" has

been completed and to his tho-

rough satisfaction. "Bhookh" in-

troduces a new-comer Husna op-
posite Sheikh Mukhtar.

Dr. Safdar 'Ah' is preparing the

scripts of "Kisan Ki Gai" and

KHURSHID * MOTILAL
IN

Ranjit-H

THRILLING SOCIAL

M0ORTI
WITH

PADMA BANNERJI & KAMAL ZAMINDAR
director

:

CHATURBHUJ A DOSHI.
Drawing Crowds at.—

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

"Haider Ali", the next two pro-

ductions of Rang Mahal Ltd.

JAYANT DESAI PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Maharana Pratap" is running

at the New West End. In spite

of the title, the picture hardly

comes under the category of his-

toricals. The only attraction about
"Maharana Pratap", is Khurshid,

who sings sweetly and looks as

charming as ever.

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Director Shah has completed

his musical comedy "Shikarpuri"

featuring Shamim, Geeta Bose,

Kamal Zamindar and himself.

Slvree Natraj Film Exchange of

Karachi have purchased the rights

for Sind and Baluchistan and that

of the South have been bought by
the Royal Film Circuit, Bangalore.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Mohan Sinha has got

both his pictures. "Omar Khay-
yam" and "1857". censored and

will release them whenever he gets

facilities for release.

"Mere Bhagwan", a social story

featuring Surendra, Wasti and

Menka Devi, lias gone on the

floor as also "Chitor Vijay" a his-

torical subject featuring Surendra

and Raj Kapoor.

KXRTT PICTURES LTD. (Bombay)

"Dur Chalen" directed by

Phani Muzumdar and featuring

Naseem (Jn.i. Damayanti Sahani

and K. C Dey is ready for re-

lease. "Hatam Tai" directed by

Shetty has gone on the sets and

has Surraiya in the heroine's role.

INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
LTD. (Bombay)

"Dak Bungalo.v" is another

picture directed by M. Sadiq with

popular lyric writer Madhok com-

posing the songs. The muhurat

of "Dak Bungalow" was perform-

ed on the 12th August at the

Shrce Sound Studios when there 1

was a lot of exchange of good

wishes between technicians, direr-l

tors, writers and other personali-|

ties of the film world. Surraiya

leads the cast consisting of Wasti,

Shahzadi, Cope and M. Esmail.

GAUTAM CHITRA (Bombay)

Director Bhagwan has nearly!

completed, "Shake Hands" a thriH

ler. The picture features Aghaj
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d Shanta Patel. Two other
rillers are being planned as

ture productions. They will be
rected by Nanabhai Bhatt and
dwant Bhatt.

IITRA BHARAT LTD. (Bombay)
Bhanwar" is expected to be re-

ised in October. Pretty Sha-
itn is the heroine of "Bhanwar'"
d others in the cast are Balwant
ngh and Nirupa Roy. Director

adhu Kumar Patel has got the

ript work of his next two pic-

res ready. They are called

larvaten" and "Shaheed".

RIGHT PICTURES (Bombay)

Produced by H. K. Malhotra
d directed by Rajendra Sharma,
Jhehra" is completed and await-
y release. A couple of attractive

mjabi folk dances, it is reported

s bepn included in "Chehra" to

d to its entertainment value.

'GAL PICTURES (Bombay)

Director S. Bhatia is determined

[

complete "Do Naina" in a

pnth's time and is working day
id night to prove to us that he

'n do it and do it well too.

HAR PICTURES (Bombay)

I Producer-director Baburao Patel

; getting "Gvalan'' censored in

fortnight's time and then it will

released in all the key cities of

e country. "Gvalan" is a vil-

ge story starring Sushila Rani
d Trilok Kapoor, with David,

pin Gupta and Madhuri in other

iportant roles.

K O RADIO PICTURES (Holly-

wood)

Five Samuel Goldwyn produc-

es, three of them in techni

lour have been announced as

. K. O.'s future attractions. They
c. "The Bishop's Wife". "Earth
id High Heaven", "The Best
?ars Of Our Lives", "The Secret

fe.Of Walter Mitty" and the

rrent Danny Kaye comedy,
?he Kid From Brooklyn." Among
her four pictures which have
en. nearly completed are "Noto-
ros" starring Ingrid Bergman
id Tarv Grant and directed by
fred Hitchcock.

SPTUNE FILMS (Bombay)
Raja Yagnik is awaiting to re-

use his two thrillers, "Silver
aeen" and "Tilasmi Heera",. The
xt one is a social which Direc-

tor Bhagwan will direct. It fea-
tures Madhuri.

SUPER PICTURES (Bombay)
Director Raman Desai has

nearly completed the jungle pic-
ture "Ban Rani" and preparations
for "Son Of Toofan Mail" are be-
ing made.

FILMDOM (Bombay)

Shanta Patel and Dilawar fea-
ture in "Golden Night" a sensa-
tional thriller which is fast near-
ing completion.

RAI SAHEB CHANDANMULL IN-
DRA KUMAR (Bombay)

Shorey Pictures' "Khamosh
Nigahen" directed by Moti B.
Gidwani is making steady pro-

Recruit Bhookhan Bhagat, of 58

Free Street, Newtown, Johannes-
burg, says he is ''Ashok Kumar of

Africa*. Why not call the bluff?

gress. It features Subashini. An-
other picture which Director

Shorey is directing is "Rut Ran-
gilee".

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Moorti" starring Khurshid and
Motilal and directed by Chatur-
bhuj Doshi is being released at

the Royal Opera House after

"Dharti".

PEOPLE'S THEATRE (Bombay)

"Dharti Ke Lai" the maiden
production of People's Theatre,

directed by journalist Ahmed
Abbas, should i>e released at the

f'apitol by the time this issue is

in hand. The picture has already
won praise from Mrs. Sarojini
Naidu and some foreign press cor-
respondents. Abbas has now only
to get the seal of public approval,
for the masses are the real film-
goers.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.
(Poena)

"Moti" featuring Geeta Nizami
is likely to be finished soon with
"Shikayat" and "Paroo" following
in quick succession.

Their "Room No. 9" did not
at all prove popular with the
masses.

NAVA ZANKAR PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

This new company will picturize

Indian classical music on the
screen through the help of well-

known classical singers. Different

moods according to the various
'ragas' will be shown in picturiza-

tion. The first of the series will

feature the well-known singer

Hirabai Barodekar.

RASIK PRODUCTIONS (Bombay^

"Parda" directed by Mahesh
Chandra has Dulari in the leading

role opposite Indriya Daman, a
new comer. Others in the cast are

Madanmohan. Rekha Devi, Shah-
nam.

VICTORY PICTURES (Bombay)
"Sher-e-Bengal" a stunt thril-

ler has gone on the sets. Ramji-
bhai Arya is directing this picture.

"Bhedi Dushman" is awaiting re-

lease.

PREM PICTURES (Bombay)

Prem Adib. a well-known star,

has started this company with Mr.
Jamu Patel as partner. Director

M. D. Baig is doing their maiden
production "Kasam" with Prem
Adib. Raj Adib, Najma and Jamu
Patel in prominent roles. The
territorial rights for C. P. & C. I.

and Bengal have been already

sold out.

KAMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Director S. M. Raza has half-

finished "Zinda Dil" featuring

Master Shiraz. Rajni and Nawab.

JAGANMOHAN FILM CORPORA-
TION (Bombay)

Their maiden social is called

"Amiya Dhara" and stars Durga
Kin lie. Shobha Devi and others.
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OUR REVIEW

"ilhiimke" Slanders Our Collegians!
Silly Emotional Hotchpotch Fails

To Appeal
This is one of those silly pic-

tures which appeal neither to the
intellectuals nor to the masses.

The story of the picture is writ-
ten by S. H. Manto who brags
about being a prominent progres-
sive writer. But all that he has
shown in this picture is a college

in which boys, chase girls, plot to

kidnap them and in other ways
molest then.. We wonder whether
the writer, himself, has come from
a college of this type, if ever he
has been in one.

A STUPID PLOT
The plot of the picture is both

stupid and transparent. Charanji,
a Hindu tongawalla, brings home
to his wife, Sundri, a pair of ear-

rings which she had passionately
wanted for a long time. He ar-

rives with the earrings with the
enthusiasm of a child and finds his

wife being molested by Bansidhar,
his neighbour. Charanji misun-
derstands the situation and after

accusing his wife of disloyalty,

diives his wife out of the house
keeping his little daughter with
him.

The little daughter, Munno in

childhood and Krishna Kumari in

youth, is taken by Charanji to

Jamal Khan, a Muslim tonga-
walla and a friend of Charanji.

This situation is forged to suggest
the Hindu-Muslim friendship.

In Lahore, where Charanji and
Jamal both live, Krishna Kumari
soon grows up into a young maid-
en, now attending a college after

her father making the usual sacri-

fices. This college is more like a

brothel where the male students

recite sexy love lyrics in the pre-

sence of the girls; the boys chase

the girls from place to place; they
even plot to kidnap them and
what not. In this College there

is no education being given nor
i- any professor seen. It is a won-
derful institution, this "Jhumke"
college in Lahore, the capital of

the Punjab.

Jagdi-h. a bad boy—and they
arc all like him except of course

JHUMKE
Chitra Produc-

tions

Hindustani
S. H. Manto

Imtiaz Alt Taj
Sharma & Latif

Amarnath
H. S Kwatra

Producers:

Language:
Story:

Dialogue:

Lyrics:

Music:
Cameraman
Sound: Tilak Madhok
Cast: Akhtar, Jagirdar,

Lalita Pawar, Satish,

G. N. Butt etc.

Released At: New West End,
Bombay.

Date of Release: 22ml June
1946.

Directed by
J. K. NANDA

the hero—plans to acquire the

copyrights of Krishna Kumari by
all means—mostly filthy and im-
moral. The hero, Kumar, natural-

ly protects the heroine. In the

usual squabbles, even Charanji,

the father, takes a hand and gives

a beating to the villain. But the

whole thing straightens out and
the hero gets the heroine. Thus
ends the first story.

Now comes the second story of

Sundri, the woman with a just

grievance. Because this role is

played by Lalita Pawar who is

good in mad roles, Sundri gives us

a fright by her mad actions which
she emphasizes by flashing a knife

in the air. Ultimately she mur-
ders the man, Charanji 's neigh-

bour, who had ruined her life and
we are soon taken to a court scene

and the usual tiresome trial. Here
the patience of the audience is

also put on trial. The whole
thing ultimately ends in the

mosl insipid manner, leaving only

a terrible headache behind.

GOOD IN PATCHES

production values of theTh
picture are just mediocre. Photo-
graphy and recording are good in

patches. So is the direction of

Nanda, slick at places and utterly

unimaginative at times. The dia-

logue is generally good but un-

A. S. Gyani, a doctor by training

but an artiste by instinct, has

made a unique impression on film-

goers by his superb character

acting in several pictures. He is

now in Bombay and local produ-

cers have not missed the oppor-

tunity of signing him down

necessarily vehement in places. A
couple of tunes attract attention

but the lyrical composition in

general is rather poor.

From the players, Jagirdar, who
plays Charanji, the tongawalla,

gives a rather stagy and melodra-

matic performance and at places

satisfies himself merely by making
so many faces. Akhtar, who plays

Krishna Kumari—the heroine of

the first story, acquits herself

pretty well, but we must give her

a couple of years more to enable

her to acquire the glamour of sex.

Lalita Pawar gives an old

school performance as Sundri,

the heroine of the second story.

She looks crazy enough to fright-

en any one with her wide and mad
eyes. G. N. Butt gives a good, I

sober portrayal as the Muslim
tongawalla.

The most stupid appearance in

the picture is. however, that of

Satish as the young hero. This

fellow has yet to learn how to act.j

Apart from the fact that this
j

picture slanders our educational

institutions, it is boring enough tt|

send people running out of

theatre.
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Soon To Be Released

A. P. S. Parikh Productions'

DHAHVAH'
I World In Whirlpool

)

Directed by:

MADHOOKUMAR
PATEL

Starring -

SHAMEEM,
BALVANT SIN6,
Nirupa Roy, Majid,

Maya Devi, Khan

Mastana, Amir Bano,

Alam Shiaposh
&

MASOOD & Others
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. . . and people
ofi hlgk iiynifiicance acclaimed

RANGMAHAL LIMITED'S TIMELY -TASK -TALKIE

"BHOOKH"
C\ Safdar ^Production.

"BHOOKH hits the headlines!

BHOOKH is the top-notch master -piece

play that revives our art, our technique

and our skill ! !
" so applauded the vari-

ous dignified personalities who had a

chance to enjoy the trial show of the much
talked -about movie BHOOKH. Dr. Safdar

Ah, who had since now been acclaimed

as the scenario-wizard of the film-world,

now himself shows a vivid and specta-

cular direction, comprising an excep-

tionally novel subject full of lively

situations, symbolic characterization

and the most natural flow of treatments

in his ambitious effort BHOOKH. The

sequences with the progressive element

therein, mixed with the music of

excellent melody mark the speciality

of the picture.

The story deals with the Life life full

of joys and jerks, laughters and lamen-

tations. Together with, it puts ahead

the timely slogan - like - message for a

sincere solution of wide-spread Hunger,

in its own typical way. Nevertheless, the

essentials of box - office -value have not

in the least been ignored One finds

songs, music, dances; then stomach-

aching laughter, pleasure - providing

entertainment and also most sensibly-

put sex appeal. Throughout the picture

thundering climax, stand - keeping sus-

pense, dramatic shots of pity, fear, ten-

derness, gravity and finally romance
rolling round its way, make their own
debuts too reasonably.

Also, Anil Biswas, the only one
music Emperor deserves no less laurels

for providing lilting tunes to make the

picture a distinction for all. Taking up
Stars, not to say of Six footed Sheikh-

Mukhtar, crazy- cum-clever Kanhaiyalal

and heart - stealing Husna, the other

artists too viz. Laddan, Abubakar, Gulam
Hussein, Miss Kiran, Narmada Shankar

and Agajan play well at their own places.

Not to exaggerate, the picture

consists of everything what both

intelligentsias as well as the masses

need and like. Hence, the picture

is scheduled to be the first and
foremost favourite with the film - fans

all around the country for which

once more Dr. Safdar Ah deserves

full congratulations and co-operation

from all of the masses and classes.

His next programme tells us of

producing a muslim socio - melo - hit

titled 'MAHALSARA' and then 'Kisan-

ki-Gay', and 'Haiderali' are said to

follow. Full particulars of all these

productions may be easily had from

The Rangmahal Ltd., situate at 37/41,

Abdul Rehman Street, Bombay 3.
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The moon is not the only witness of romance

between Sushila Rani and Trilok Kapur There

are two more Johnnies, Sheikh and David, to

spoil the lovers' tryst in "Gvalan" written, pro-

duced and directed by Mr. Baburao Patel.

The Popular Ministries have been in the saddle

for some time now and though their hands are full

with political disturbances all over the country, they
are still expected to proceed with the general reor-

ganization of our national problems, some of which
have been lying on the bureaucratic shelves for years.

Looked at from the social, the cultural and the

industrial points of view the Indian film industry is

an important national problem with which our popu-
lar provincial governments must seriously grapple

one day or other if our films are to provide the right

type of entertainment to our people who have no
other alternative entertainment in these times.

As we have said many times before, the film is

a very powerful instrument of instruction having a

triple appeal to the eye. the ear and the heart. It

can seriously affect the attitudes and habits of peo-

ple and the film, therefore, becomes a dangerous

instrument in the hands of wrong persons.

The Indian film, therefore, is an urgent national

problem because the Indian film industry is unfor-

tunately in the hands of uneducated, uncultured and
irresponsible people whose thirty-year-old vandalism

of art and culture has given to our peoole only dis-

torted versions of a'l our traditions in history, my-
thology and contemporary life.

Considering the type of personnel at present ob-

tained in the Indian film industry no half-hearted

measures, with a kindly democratic complexion, are

going to be helpful cither to the industry in general

or to our people. Undisciplined people require dras-

tic measures and drastic measures don't always have

a democratic complexion.

Coming to practical suggestions, it is necessary

to frame a production code for the Indian film in-

dustry. As the film producers lack self-di*cipline it

is useless to expect them to do anything constructive

in this direction. For thirty long years they have

drifted aimlessly forgetting the higher purpose of

their profession. It is impossible for these people to

recover their balance suddenly. They have neither

the desire nor the necessary education for it.

The production code must therefore be enforced

through the Censor Board. Not that we didn't have

a censor board in Bombay all these years. We did.

But it was usually composed of nincompoops who

didn't even know how to pronounce the word, film.

3
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Mosi them called it "fillum." The censoring ins-

- looked like so many stooges of bureaucracy.

They were paid for political censoring. With this

strange set-up, it was too much to expect any sensi-

ble censoring to be done by the Censor Board. Very
much the same conditions were obtained in the other

provinces. The only zest the different boards showed
in their work was in cutting out the photographs of

our national leaders or expunging the very mention
of their names. That was official censoring prior to

our popular provincial governments.

We give below certain items that should find a

place in the Film Production Code of Free India:

1. No picture shall be produced which will

lower the moral standards of those who see it. Hence
the sympathy of the audience should never be thrown
to the side of crime, evil or sin.

2. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridi-

culed nor shall sympathy be created for its violation.

3. Correct standards of life, subject only to the

requirements of drama and entertainment shall be
presented.

4. Crime shall not be presented in such a way
as to enlist sympathy for itself as against law and
justice nor in a manner as to inspire others with a

desire for imitation.

5. Details of crime shall never be shown, nor

shall such details be discussed on the screen in

dialogue.

6. Action suggestive of wholesale slaughter of

human beings, either by criminals in conflict with

law and order, or as between warring factions of

criminals, or in public disorder, of any kind, shall

not be allowed.

7. Action suggestive of excessive brutality shall

not be shown.

8. Frequent murder sequences, tending to lessen

regard for the sanctity of human life, shall not be
shown.

9. Suicide, unless absolutely necessary for the

development of a plot, should not be encouraged as

the only solution of life's difficult problems.

10. Unnecessary display of machine-guns, re-

volvers and other prohibited weapons and their skill-

ful uses by gangsters and criminals shall be scru-

pulously avoided.

11. Sequences showing law-enforcing officers

dying at the hands of criminals must be deleted.

These should include watchmen, detectives and other

guardians of law and order.

12. In case, of stories based on the theme of

kidnapping, only such stories shall be permitted when
the kidnapping or abduction is fa) not the main
theme of the story (b) the person kidnapped is not

a child (e) there are no details of the crime of kid-

lapping (d) no profit accrues to the abductors or

ippers and (e) where the kidnappers are severely

punished.

13. Pictures dealing with criminal activities in

whi 1 minors participate or to which minors are re-

lated 11 not be approved if they tend to demo-
ralize e hild mind.

14. ] bal killings. I he detailed technique of

planned lurder for gains or revenge, theft, safe-
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Baby Hamida gives a good dance as the little Meera

in "Meerabai", a Shalimar spectacle.

iracking method*, dynamiting of train-. buildingSj

arson, methods of smuggling, ways of illegal drug
traffic and all organized attempt? against law and
[order shall not be permitted.

15. The sanctity of the institution of marriage
and the home shall be upheld. Pictures must not
suggest that low forms of -ex relationship are the

generally accepted aspect of common life.

16. Adultery, often necessary for plot material,

must not be so treated as to justify it or make it

attractive.

17. Scenes of passion and romance should be
treated in such a manner as not to stimulate the
baser element in society.

18. Scenes of seduction or rape should be cut

down to the minimum essential for plot development.
19. Minor children should not be given songs

and dialogue with precocious, vulgar or suggestive
words and minor- as a rule should not be made to

act a- intermediaries in the romance of the grown-
up-

20. Sex perversion or any inference of it shall be
forbidden.

21. Sex hygiene and venereal diseases shall not
he su&jects for motion pictures with universal
release certificates.

22. Children's sex-organs shall never be expos-
ed nor should scenes of actual child-birth be shown.

23. The treatment of low. disgusting, un-
pleasant, though not necessarily evil, subjects should
be subject always to the dictates of good taste and
a repard for the sensibilities of the audience.

24. Obscenity in word, gesture, reference, song,
jokes or by suggestion (even "hen likely to be un-

FTLMIND1

A

derstood only by part of the audience) shall be for-
bidden.

25. Pointed profanity creating a vulgar and
frivolous reaction shall be forbidden.

26. Complete nudity, nudity in silhouette or
any lecherous or licentious notice thereof by other
characters in the picture; undressing scenes and in-
decent or undue exposure of body, especially in
dancing costumes, shall be forbidden"

27. Dances with suggestive gestures and move-
ments suggesting sexual actions or indecent passion
shall be forbidden.

28. The film subjects shall be such as not to
bring into ridicule any religious faith, any particular
community or any respectable social institution.

29. All religious ceremonies of any religion must
be respectfully and accurately handled.

30. Bed-room scenes shall not be made un-
necessarily passionate or suggestive.

31. In the case of historical subjects, accurate
interpretation of historical events, maintaining the
dignity of historical characters and without hurting
the susceptibilities of any particular race or creed,
shall be obtained.

32. In the case of mythological pictures, por-
tray ing the heroic deeds of gods and heroes, the
screen interpretation shall be sufficiently dignified and
chaste as not to hurt the religious susceptibilities of
any race or creed.

33. All gruesome scenes involving branding,
hanging, brutality, cruelty or women selling their
virtue shall be avoided or if needed for plot deve-

Jyoti looks sad and wistful in "Dharkan", a social

story of Raja Movietone.
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lopment they must be treated within the careful

limits of good taste.

34. All stories, whether based on mythological,

historical or social subjects, shall be primarily ap-
proved by the Censor Board charging nominal fees

prior to its being taken up for production. Such
stories shall be in script form containing action

sequences, dialogue and songs.

All these suggestions for framing the Film Pro-

duction Code of Free India can be enforced only

through a well-organized censor department.

To have an efficient censor department it is

necessary to have:

(1) An efficient all-time secretary controlling

four censor inspectors knowing Hindustani perfectly.

(2) A script examination department employing

at least six script examiners knowing Hindustani and

Urdu perfectly. Out of these six examiners, at least

four should be scholars of history, economics and so-

ciology.

(o) The Censor Board should be composed of at

least fifteen members of the public, men and women,
persons representing different social sciences and

having a high standard of education. The president

of the Board should be an official of high executive

status and no judicial appeal should lie against the

final decision of the Board. No representative of

the vested interests of the film industry should be

permitted to work on the Board.

(4) The Censoring fees should be raised to

Rs. 1000 per picture of 11,000 feet or Rs. 100 per reel

Mrs. Amla Shanker makes a splendid team with Uday
Shanker in "Kalpana'' our latest screen phantasy.

of a documentary film or newsreel. Script examination
fees should be Rs. 250 per certified script and Rs. 100
per uncertified script.

(5) Three distinct censorship certificates as

follows:

(a) Suitable for children under 18 (b) suitable

for adults over 18 (c) suitable for universal exhibi-

tion, should be issued classifying the pictures accord-

ing to their contents.

(6) Exhibitors not observing the restrictions im-
posed by the different censor certificates should be

either heavily fined or jailed or both according to the

gravity of the offence. In extreme cases their theatre

licenses should be cancelled.

We have given these suggestions with an idea to

help our overworked popular ministers to formulate
a new Cinematograph Act in so far as it may relate

to the production side of the film business. The
censor rules and the relevant parts of the Production
Code must also apply to all foreign pictures screened

in India. There is a lot of trash in the present-day
foreign film which provides dangerous mental food

to the new generation of Free Indians.

In conclusion we hope that our popular ministers

will realize the importance and the urgency of over-
hauling our film industry completely to harness it

for a greater national destiny.

The present irresponsible personnel is using the
potentialities of the film only to give us a nation of

rotters. Let not posterity say that our popular minis-
ters conspired with these social criminals to per-
petuate a rotten industry.
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

V1BALALS FLAG-WAVING?

Mr. Ambalal Patel's "Indian News Parade"

enis to have become a more lousy affair these days

an it used to be before, during the official regime,

tie people who run the present News Parade or-

inization seem to forget the basic fact that a news-

el is a pictorial newspaper in which good shots,

•rrect photography, interesting news items and pro-

it editing are all necessary to make the newsreel

fiart, short and interesting.

The Indian News Parade is, rightly or wrongly,

e forerunner of our future national newsreels and

|

such it is very important that the same should be

ainently presentable and successful. A clumsy

reel' is not only a bad advertisement to its pro-

icers but also a dampener for any future enter-

ise.

We recently saw quite a few clumsy shot? of

e Bombay postmen resuming work after their re-

nt strike." The disgusting; way in which these shot>

with her ascetic beauty, makes a splendid

in "Meerabai" produced and directed by

W. Z Ahmed

were taken only helped to prove the utter technical

ignorance of the people who shot and assembled these

shots. And then we were presented with perhaps the

most farcical bathos in recent human history

—

Ambalal Patel hoisting our National Tri-colour Flag
at the Film Centre with his bald top staring us in the

eye. We have no objection to Ambalal shooting him-
self in technicolor if he likes but we do object to

his intrusion on our time fiddling with our National
Fiag which men of the eminence of Pandit Jawahar-
lal Nehru have unfurled in the past with British Im-
perialism breaking heads and shooting down our
patriots.

Though our National Flag belongs to one and all,

can't we leave its symbolic hoisting on national occa-
sions in the hands of those who spent years in jail

without shark-skin coats and the tender company of

aliens?

And since when has Ambalal Patel become so
fond of our National Flag, employing \Y. J. Moylan,
an Englishman, to run the News Parade show? When
a man associates himself with the National Flag in

such a public and symbolic manner he inherits cer-
tain patriotic obligations—obligations left behind as
traditions of sacrifice by our great leaders. And one
of the obligations is not to employ a foreigner as long
as an Indian can be found to do a job.

Perhaps, good old Ambalal was indulging in
mere flag-waving just as he did in the good old davs
with the Union Jack.

STUDIO-BUILDING MANIA!
The virgin fields of Chembur, Goregaon and the

outlying suburbs of Bombay are showing new erup-
tions these days, in the shape of film studios. It is

altogether another matter that some of these film
studios look like huge ware-houses probably built by
grain merchants fattened on the black-market pro-
tit- as a result of our country-wide food shortage. It

is difficult to find any design or art in these eruptions
which threaten to be our future film studios. This
tragedy of planning, however, will be apparent when
some of our independent producers actually start hir-

ing out these glorified cow-sheds for their artistic

productions.

The present problem is: how many of these cow-
sheds are we going to have in the near future? The
way we find every "Lall and Bhai" from the black-
market rushing to buy any vacant land anywhere
within 20 miles of Bombay and building one more
cow-shed, we shall soon be having a large crowd of

production stables spread all over the suburbs with

no producers to occupy the floors.
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There is now a definite slump in our film indus-

try. Gone are those rosy days when any rotten pic-

ture brought the profits home because the masses had
cheap money to spend and no other entertainment to

pick and choose.

Already, since the last six months, our pictures

are rushing out of the theatres at a speed that sug-

gests that they blush to stay there too long. With
the quality of our present productions deteriorating

fast, the rushing out of the theatres will be speedier

during the next 12 months. Several leading producers

are already on the brink of bankruptcy for various

trade and personal reasons. With such conditions

obtaining at present in the film industry, we won't

have enough producers left at the end of 12 months
when the slump rattles down to its resting bottom.

What is then to be done with the crowd of cow-
sheds which are multiplying so fast without even a

thought of the future? At the present rate of build-

ing we are likely to have in the long run. more studios

than producers or even pictures.

This studio-building mania must stop and im-

mediately. There is no sense in building a factory

with nothing to manufacture. What use are the tools

without men behind them? Besides, too many tools

will cheapen things and ultimately affect the quality

of our ultimate product. Not that we have much
quality to boast of. But what little we claim today
just won't be there tomorrow if the grain-merchants

start growing these boils on virgin fields with black-

market profits.

It would be more profitable to use a little of this

overflow of finance for building theatres in the diff-

erent towns of India. Unless the consumer-field is

properly covered where is the sense in broadening
the supply-base?

A TOAST TO THE WORKER
The poor worm that our average film worker

has been during the last 30 years of film-making in

India has turned at last and in doing so is making
new history in the industry.

For thirty long years, the shrewd and greedy
producers have mercilessly exploited our studio work-
ers, be they top technicians or base labourers, using

glamour as a bait and making art an excuse.

But the war seems to have changed the human
values. The worker has come to realize his cruel and
cowardly exploitation! by the tin-gods. The worker
is not asking a payment for the capitalist's sins of

t lie past. The sweaters are always kind and
not vindictive. They want a fair deal in the

future. They have forgotten the past and per-

haps forgiven it ascribing it to their own misfortune.

Bui they are promising an explosive future unless

—

Yes, there is an "unless" in the demands of the
'"> workers too. They did not ask the silver-haired

. "lar Chandulal Shah, who owns 50 race-horses, the

p < of their sweating in the past. They just wanted
liii o reinstate 200 workers whom Chandulal had
give i tin walking-ticket on grounds of economy. All

these - JO had worked night and day to build the film

Sardar's stupendous fortune, which enables him to
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Master Arun and Baby Hamida play Krishna and
Meera respectively in 'Meerabai", a Shalimar picture.

own palatial bungalows in Bombay. Jamnagar, Poona,
and other place-; to maintain an expensive string of

race horses; to afford nerve-shattering gambles on
the share and the cotton markets; to maintain

a fleet of cars and support an army of cour-

iers. The silver-haired centurion bowed to

their demands and put the men back into

their jobs. The movie multi-millionaire was
scared of that "unless". He didn't have the guts to

play with the new explosive material though he has
toyed with the inflammable celluloid for 20 years

and made it yield gold—good old yellow gold.

The conditions of employment in the studios

have been inhumanly scandalous all these years. On
a beggarly pittance, which could hardly keep the

body and the soul together, workers were made to

toil as much as 18 hours a day and very often 48
hours without a break.

.Many a studio worker, who eats on the pave-

ment- and sleeps in the studio compound, does not

evon know what the companionship of a woman is

like, during 25 years of his ceaseless, inhuman toil.

To one whose precarious bread is constantly salted

with heavy beads of perspiration, a woman must
always remain a stranger. There are hundreds of

porkers in our film studio- who have bottled up their

youth for years and are today in the stage of pre-

mature senilitv. They never had a home because

they just couldn't afford one.

And during all these years the producers fatten-

ed themselves on the sweat of their workers and very

soon the overflow of their ill-gotten gains was seen

in rich motor cars, fashionable companions, expensive

FILM IN

houses, stock-exchange gambles and race horses.
Even the stars, the aristocracy amongst the studio-
sweaters, became tiny capitalists and aped the pro-
ducers in their extravagant habits.

But during all this criminal orgy by the lucky
ones, the average studio worker groaned under the
relentless grinding of his daily toil without enough
money or even appreciation. Hunger has to be ab-
solute to revolt. Half-fed stomachs provide the best
slavish backs for the lashes of capitalism.

The workers of the Central Studios asked
Theatre-magnate K. M. Modi to grand a dearness
allowance immediately and he did so immediately.
He didn't have the courage to refuse them seeing

that his rickety theatres have been working like so

many gold mines all these years and from the

theatres have come out his Cinderella dream of

palaces, motor cars and race horse-.

These two victories have been significant

triumphs for our studio workers. But they mustn't
stop with these. They must get a share of the pro-

fits. Sweat must be paid for with money—good hard-
earned money. They must demand more and more
till labour gets dignity and life becomes worth liv-

ing. Every worker, no matter what bis status is.

must get a decent living and as long as there remains
a single man with a half-fed stomach, the producer
must not be allowed to rest on his ill-gotten profits

for, profits must be called ill-gotten if the sweat of

several guarantees the luxury of one.

So here is to our workers who are expected to

lend a new dignity to our film labour and god-speed
to our studio-sweaters, the glamourless army of this

glamour trade.

WITH EYES TOWARDS THE FUTURE!
The communal riots have once again hit the film

industry severely. In Bombay. Calcutta, Delhi.

Dacca, Allahabad and Ahmedabad. to quote only a

few principal cities, the picture houses have been un-

ceremoniously closed under curfew restrictions. In

Bombay and Calcutta the film studios also remained

closed for days due to uncontrollable panic.

If this is the price we have to pay for our nation

in the agonizing labour of freedom, no one would ob-

ject to the film industry's present colossal loss. But
the Freedom-Baby must come out soon otherwise

there will be no film-baby to record the birth of a

nation.

These riots, however, are not just so many pangs

of freedom as criminal gambols of goondas harnessed

for political designs. Our power-greedy politicians

arc making such a mess of the country on one com-

munal argument or another that Free India will soon

inherit a nation of goondas armed with knives and

sticks and trained in arson and pillage.

To the general confusion and bloodshed of inter-

communal politics, our Communist Comrades add

their quota of well-engineered industrial and railway

strikes and gradually cut down the distance between

Delhi and Moscow to reach the final climax of a

great bloody revolution.
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in life is pretty cheap in India. With 400
- to draw upon, we don't mind a few millions

The ordinary daily loaf took away 3 millions

ently from Bengal and Bengal is still over-crowded
and the Bengalis still have strength enough to con-

duct the most bloody holocaust in recent human
history in India. Indians should not talk of Hitler's

lethal chambers. Indians are no better than the bar-

barian Huns, if all that happened in Calcutta is to

be compared with the Nazi brutalities.

The innocent cradles of today are blood-stained

with deeds of their brutal parents and the murderous
shadow of the present has already darkened the

horizon of the future. Well may Gandhiji pray every

evening, or for that matter all the hours round the

clock, and preach lofty ideals of love and brother-

hood, his countrymen hardly hear the sincere anguish

of our patriot-saint. Even his own followers, wear-

ing the light white cap carry its great moral weight

lightly and rule the roost with pet prejudices and
native vanities. The Gandhi cap is insulted more by
Gandhiji's followers than by others. The earlier

it is removed from the heads of some of our leaders,

ministers and the so-called Congress followers, the

sooner will it become the spiritual symbol of national

service and sacrifice.

In the meantime, as a people we must stumble
along the blood-stained path towards our national

adolescence and none, not even the struggling film

industry, can complain because at the end of this

unforgettable journey we are promised a beautiful

future in the land of freedom.

COME, HELP US!

The unfortunate suicide of A. Vithal Rao, once
the manager of Universal Pictures of America and
till recently doing independent film business on his

own, raises grave doubts about the financial pros-

pects and stability of our film trade.

Is the struggle of survival in the film trade so

severe as to compel a well-experienced, good-natured
man to commit suicide to escape the censure of his

small business world? Or do the money-lending
sharks make it so hot for the unfortunate borrowers
as to compel them to take a short cut to the other

world?

Usually people connected with the film trade are

sufficiently thick-skinned to withstand the vicissi-

tudes of adversity. Vithal Rao was a fine, sensitive

man and could not probably face the bitter music
of life with the same easy conscience with which
some of our film people transact their big and small

business deals.

It is an old complaint, as old as our industry,

'hat our producers cannot get legitimate finance

torn banks and insurance companies on reasonable

i king terms, with the result that they are com-
j) 1 to borrow money from crooked money-lending

sh ks who, at times, charge as much as 75% per

am as mere interest. No industry in the world

can money at that killing rate and show profits

on its mover. And yet some Indian producers,

brcau.-i rhc unusual demand for Indian pictures,

have bo able t-p escape from the sharks and have

Stunt - cum - Musical Thriller

"DOUBLE FACE*
Story of a Mysterious Doctor Satan, wl

wanted to conquer the World, BUT

For Territorial Rights:

WRITE TO:-

EXCELSIOR Flbm EXCHANGE
Goverdhan Building, Parekh Street,

BOMBAY.
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=
lived not only to tell their own story but to conduct

the money-lending racket themselves.

The banks and the insurance companies in India
are usually run by unenterprising and conservative

||
folks who would not stretch their little finger to do
some pioneering in the fields of finance or help to

stabilize other national industries. They have al-

ways looked at the Indian film industry with suspi-

cion—and at times with good reasons seeing the
^generally uncultured, indisciplined and irresponsible

personnel obtained in this industry—and have never
ventured even to inquire of the financial needs of

our film industry.

In Free India, this would, however, be a highly

I

unpatriotic and unenterprising policy for banking
jinstitutions which are incidentally the pillars of all

'national industries. It is up to our bankers to pick
and choose the future personnel of our film industry

by trusting the right type of people .and giving them
the run of industrial finance on banking terms.

In Hollywood the entire film industry is com-
pletely financed by the banks and not one bank has

reported itself in the bankruptcy courts as a result

of financing films. We cannot understand why some-
thing that can be done on a larger scale in Holly-

wood cannot be done on a smaller one in India!

It is high time that our financial wizards begin

to think of the Indian film industry on indigenous

lines now that our people are on the threshold of

freedom. Once our bankers get into this industry,

the gamblers will go out leaving the field to genuine
industrialists to stabilize the future.

Mumtaz Shanti threatens to charm millions once
again in "Padmini ' a story of Punjab Film Cor-

poration.

Some one should listen to this to prevent a few
more suicides.

STOP THE VANDALS
Editor Harbans Lai Chopra of the "Insurance

News" wants to know, in his recent editorial, whether
film people keep the promises they give.

He welcomes the assurance, given by the Indian
Motion Picture Producers' Association, that "pro-
ducers are advised to avoid scenes in their pictures
which would directly or indirectly harm the interests
of Insurance or any other indigenous industry."

Says Editor Chopra, "But we cannot be satis-
fied with mere lip sympathy unless it is backed by
effectual action. Saying and doing are two different
things. Mere assurance that the film producers have
been advised not to indulge in such dishonest prac-
tices in future cannot take us anywhere. What we
want is that the offensive portions from the films
"Tadbir" and "Dhamki" should be forthwith ex-
punged. If that is not done, we cannot be pacified
with mere sweet promises and must take them as a
mere eye-wash."

Asks Editor Chopra, "whether despite the assur-
ance given by the producers, these films ("Tadbir"
and "Dhamki"i are to be allowed to carry on with
their dirty propaganda against Insurance and those
engaged in Insurance."

We are sorry to disillusion Editor Chopra in his

expectation of a square deal from chronic bluffers.

Very few people in the film trade believe in doing
anything decent.

Apart from cutting out the offensive parts from
"Tadbir" and "Dhamki", even their assurance about
the future means nothing. It is painful to confess

but it is a fact that our film business lacks character.

It has no decency about it.

The Insurance people have now only one way
left to get the offensive portions expunged and that

way lies in appealing to the Popular Ministries and
enforcing these cuts through the Censors. And the

Popular Ministries should listen to their grievance,

which is very just and proper, and compel the pro-

ducers of "Dhamki" and "Tadbir" to cut off those

offensive portions which slander our Insurance
business.

Our irresponsible producers must not be allowed

to run wild with their own business and in doing so

ruin the prestige and reputation of others.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE
That a London scribe describes Jayashree as

22. With those mathematics Shantaram ought to be

28, Motilal 25. Jaddan Bai 30. Khurshid 25,

Shobhana 25, Nalini .Tayawant 12 and Baby
Madhuri stillborn. Publicity does create a rare

optical illusion.

That since christening "Dr. Kotnis" as "The
Song of Buddha", Shantaram has come to believe in

himself being the 1946 re-incarnation of the Great
Teacher. Let us hope that this hallucination does

pot result in his deserting Jayashree.

I?
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with Shantaram as the new singing

a" in a tonga, Dewan Sharar has become the

k i Bhikku to preside over the holy suppers and
convey the message of the "Master" to the infidels

of the West.

That Jayashree was photographed with a hotel

porter in London. The Englishmen evidently didn't

fancy Shantaram. An example of better artistic

taste.

That Shantaram has written to Papa Rajaram
Bapu of Jayashree's triumph in posing with the hotel

porter. To Papa Rajaram. of course, the white

porter means the King of England.

That out in India, Dada Kashinath. the bald
Shaukat of Rajkamal, is scoring new triumphs. He
called nn Premier B. G. Kher to tell the story of

"Sarai" but not knowing it, left the bad job to

Director Chandrashekhar. The polite Premier, of

course, smiled knowing what to expect from Shan-
taram's big brother.

That the Hindu Pandit Indra wishes to be reborn
as "Chakori", the mare, to give Sardar Chandulal
another run in the next birth. Even Brahmins can
be loyal unto eternity.

That Panditji's example will be followed by
H.M.V. Chaturbhuj who will guard the gates of the

Sardar's palace while Kedar Sharma will wish to be

the singing canary in the golden cage.

That with such eternal loyalties, is it any wonder
that Sardar Chandulal is doing so well and has
actually produced a hundred pictures in record time.

That after the hundred pictures of Ranjit,

Chandulal deserves to be called the Dhritarashtra oi

modern times. The ancient one had hundred bad
sons, in spite of being blind. Chandulal also can't see

where the "loyalists" are leading him.

That the Sardar refused to preside over a meet-
ing of Ranjit directors protesting against "film-

india's" review of Kardar's 'Shah Jehan', with the

sad result that H.M.V. Chaturbhuj has now got an
attack of neuralgia.

That more telegrams about "Shah Jehan's" fate

in the North arrive at the Ranjit Studios these days
than at the Kardar Studios. The riots seem to have
made the postmen crazy. Some telegrams should be
directed to Producer Mehboob.

That though Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has
j

formed his own Cabinet, for free Indians, the film

Dhritarashtra is not yet satisfied. He wants more
freedom before he launches his stunning great pic-

res with which he has threatened us so often. In

meantime, he is turning out Nari Ghadiali's
t-thriJlers.

rhal '"gentle" Jamsu Wadia, Member of the
•b Empire, is these days wondering about his
titl» the white-capped gentry ruling the roost.
Lei i thai some one has not told these white
nape "gentle" Jarnsu's moral courage in re-
using itribute to the I.N.A. Fund,

i /
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Qtttaction* Ofc 1946

<n
SIOTI Directed By: (UAND&A SUEKUAH B(E

Starring : GEETA NIZAMI, BIMAN BANNE1
& RANDHIR.

(ii)
" SHIKAYAT Directed By: SUAUIDLA

Starring: SNEHPRABHA, SHYAM, RAMI
SHUKAL, RANDHIR, HAMID BUfl

& NIGAR SULTANA.

(iii)

Directed By : SHOPQY DAULTAll

Starring GEETA NIZAMI, RANDHIR, RANJB

KUMARI.

For Particulars Ct>nlact :
—

PEERLESS PICTURES,
116. C H A P H I ROAD, BOMBAY 4.
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Dulari and Indravadan pose for "filmindia ' readers

in "Parda" a sce'al story of Rasi'< Productions.

FILMINDIA

how pictures are to be produced. Once upon a time
he produced Prabhat pictures to show Shantaram
how pictures should be produced. And once before

that he produced under "Saraswati" brand to teach
"Prabhat" a lesson. And then for sometime he pro-

duced under the "Menaka" brand to teach "Saras-

wati" how to do tilings. This Baburao is a funny
guy. He is always showing people how to do things.

Wonder, who arc the partners in the present

''Famous'', because partners are ultimately made
tame disciples by this great teacher.

That Producer Kami Dcsai, who got a produc-
tion-license, they say. because he made a pencil

sketch of Mahommadi, expects "filmindia
-

' to give a

glorious preview of his picture "Jayadev" for a con-

sideration. We would like to know the price to help

us to figure out the value of Kami's artistic soul.

That producers often talk of buying "film-

india's" reviews, but the blighters are so broke that

they can't even satisfy their grocers. Our producers
are ambitious.

That Editor Baburao Patel has been waiting for

the last two years to give some one Hs. 10.000 for

mere proofs, but the blighters prefer to go into bank-
ruptcy rather than step out and claim the money to

pay their grocers at least.

That with such non-cooperation prevalent in

the industry. Editor Patel often feels like leaving it

all and retiring to the Himalayas to repent over his

That "gentle" Jamsu rules the roost alright at

the Fools' Paradise with Janak of Janak presiding

and Jamsu as his chief vice. In any case, Jamsu.
BOUgh "gentle", is a better organizer than all the

previous presidents put together. The old publicity

manager still runs all over the town asking for free

write-ups.

That with Ram L. Gogtay back in India and
with only a nine-inch wall between him and the

"Paradise", the producers are once again worried
about their '•secrets" leaking out. What about the

leak in the brains?

That Charlie Julian of R.K.O. Radio had once
promised to start and finance 1 a social club for Bom-
bay journalists. We don't know for which picture

lie wanted a break from the poor pen-pushers, but

we know now how a lanky Canadian cow-boy can

Huff for his American cow.

That Charlie Julian is busy persuading Baburao
Pai, our amateur film Quisling, to fly over the seven
seas to shake hands with Mickey Mouse Disney to

bring the foreign plague into this ancient land of

gold.

That Baburao Pai wants to wait and see what
the Yankees do to Shantaram and his "Song of

Buddha" before he risks the long trip. He will then

take a copy of "Hum Fk Hain" singing a song of

international unity.

That Baburao Pai is now producing his own
pictures under the "Famous" label to show Prabhat

Instead of keeping them free for shaking. Surekha

has folded them up in ''Shake Hands"' a social story

of Gautam Chitra.
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PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION'S
Atowe MalveU

Now Ready for Release.

M picture full of M USIC,

Mirth & Dances.

DEKHOJEE
cSkaitLnq :

+ Mumtaz Shanti ^ Anjum

Haroon + Khatoon * Afzal

*Dilshad ^Gulnar *Mintobai

and

A . SHAH.

Written and directed Music -

by'- Tufail Farooqi

WALI SAHEB. and Sabir Hussain.

Punjab, N.WFP.
Punjab Pictures Ltd

Lahore.

T"S :

Delhi & UP.

Navratan Pictures

Ltd., Delhi.

C.P.C.I.

Manek Film

Distributors. Indore.

South

Movie Exchange,

Bangalore.

Now on the Sets

PADMINI
ASocia Romance full of

SONGS
SONGS
SONGS
SONGS

that trill Ifil the headlines.

Starring :

^ Mumtaz Shanti ^ Anjum

Haroon * Farooki

and

R O O H I .

(A New Face)

Written t(- Directed by

WALI SAHEB.

Music :

Shyam Sunder.

And then

Starring

:

Mumtaz Shanti.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION,
BOMBAY 28
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Himalayan blunder of working in the film industry

so many years.

That these film producers won't give even a

dog's chance to a man to be honest to his bad repu-

tation by tempting him to live up to the names

given to him. We call this highly unsportsmanlike

on the part of our great producers.

That Ambalal Patel of the Indian News Parade

has been invited to Calcutta to unfurl the Muslim

League flag just as he had done with the :sationaI

Tri-colour on the 9th of August. They like Ambalal s

bald top under which people suspect so much moon-

shine.

That with dear old Ambalal Patel doing the

flag-hoisting, Jinnah and Jawaharlal will now get

plenty of time to attend to the political problems

of the country. The previous flag Ambalal had

waved was the Union Jack and it is not flying high

these days.

That Gandhiji wanted Ambalal Patel to be the

Home Member but owing to the new consignment

of studio lamps, Ambalal couldn't spare the time.

Gandhiji was therefore compelled to ask old Sardar

Patel to pull on with the job as best as he can.

Ambalal's refusal was, however, a great disappoint-

ment to the Americans. You should see Ambalal s

mail from Yankeeland, where they probably believe

that Ambalal is Sardar Patel's long-lost son.

That the communal riots in Bombay came in

very handy to help "Dr. Kotnis" to complete its

Silver jubilee. That makes Shantaram a rare silver-

jubilee director.

That the riots added weeks to Ranjit's "Moorti",

Winayak's 'Subhadra' and Baburao Pais 'Nargis'—

which* all means three more great silver-jubilee

makers. The Indian film industry is looking up at

last. A case of goondas helping goondas, perhaps.

That Home Minister Morarji Desai granted an

interview to Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall. The Rai

Bahadur used the opportunity to provide the Minis-

ter with statistics of Kapurchand's losses at the

Roxv, owing to the riots. Did the good-hearted Rai

Bahadur suggest a suit for damages against the

Home Minister? We can't allow Kapurchand to lose

money like that—Congress or no Congress.

That the Rai Bahadur intends to lead a delega-

tion to the Prohibition Member of the Bombay Gov-

ernment to insist on liquor coupons being issued to

fill the tanks of film directors to increase their out-

put in film work failing which the producers will be

unable to guarantee any quality pictures in future.

The ^Government is already scared in advance.

That in the event of foreign liquor not being

available on international grounds, at least country

liquor will be prayed for on purely Swadeshi grounds.

Something, however, will be needed to warm the old

throats of our intellectual bankrupts so that they

can speak soothingly to our old glamour girls with

a Utter in their homes.

miCRon xi
THE WORLD'S LARGEST

SOUND PROJECTOR

Europe's Largest Projector Jarionj

employing

2000 ARTISANS-
1000 MACHINE TOOLS-
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THE MOST MODERN
IP € S TW A IP

SOUND PROJECTOR.

Mow on diipUij <Lt out ^how-toomi.

INTERNATIONAL
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. PAREENJQ

Yes! If ycu are a good looking young girl your photograph would have been printed here as the star of
R. D. Pareenja's next picture, and the screen's latest, newest, freshest, gentlest, prettiest, sweetest, gayest,
jolliest, daintiest, loveliest, fairest, smartest, grandest, swellest, tenderest, glamour girl. But don't worry.
This place is still there for you if you are a good looking girl. R. D. Pareenja, India's ablest master of cinemato-
graphic technique, who picturized such glorious box office hits as 1 Kangan ', ' Bandhan ', ' Punar Milan ', ' Naya
Sansar ', 'Jhoola', 'Kismet', and who has now produced and directed " Sona Chandi " will make you a
Glamour Girl of the Screen. He knows the trick and the technique.

R. D. Pareenja has now featured almost all newcomers in his picture, "Sona Chandi", and he has made
Chandni a star over-night and is now looking for fresh talent for his next picture. Write immediately enclos-
ing a copy of your photograph. You name your own salary and you will be given, but you must be an educated
oung lady from a good family. A decent career in a respectable atmosphere awaits you. Write now to

.
D. Pareenja, Managing Director, New Bombay Theatres, Ltd., 55, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay.



irringy CHANDNI SURESH * KISHORI with KAMLA * SAROJ BORKER * GULAM RASOOL
RADHA KRISHNA * KATHANA MASTER AMR1TLAL * SANGER and many new faces.

Screenplay and Direction.:- R. D. PAREENJA
zlogues & Songs:- Walli Saheb • Scenario & Dialogues .

- Shahid Latif & Khadim Mohyuddin • Music:- Tofail Faruqi.

NOW AWAITING RELEASE TO MAKE BOX OFFICE HISTORY EVERYWHERE.

Released through:- North and Sind : C. P. & C. I South:-
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Debrie ''Matipo" Printers

come in many models

and represent the most

perfected and the best

conceived printing mate,

rial that can be found

anywhere in the world.

The feeding per hour

of the "Matipo" is

about 800 meters.

SOME OF THE
STUDIOS TO WKOM
POSTWAR SUPPLIES
HAVE BEEN MADE:—

Raj Kamal Kalamandir

Filmistan Ltd.

Ranjit Film Co.

New Theatres, Calcutta

Jyoti Studio

Famous Pictures Ltd.

Kardar Productions

Famous Cine Laboratory

Jupiter Pictures

Mehboob Productions

Pancholi Art Studios

Mohan Pictures

Jayant Desai Production

Indrapuri Studios, Calcutta

Star Combines Ltd., Madras

New Huns Pictures

Talwar Productions Ltd.

and 30 more.

have been delivering regular supplies of

post-war film equipment including Studio

Cameras.

Monthly deliveries are new being made
of 3 Printers. 1 00 Mole Richardson Lights,

2 Moviolas, 6 Eyemos, etc.

It will be in your interest to register your

order wiih us.

<Wxtte. to ;

FAZALBHOY
LIMITED
Jfotio/i nstetv tfowc/&ymeers

16, NEW QUEEN'S RD„ BOMBAY



( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

SURESH PRASAD JAISWAL (Patna)

If you are made the dictator of India, what
I would you do first?

Begin with the producers end end with the

politicians. Note don't ask me ichat.

Which is better: an ugly flower with good per-

fume or a beautiful flower without any perfume?

Fragrance is the flower. A flower without

fragrance is like a iroman without charm.

M. SARWAR RIJA (Karachi)

Are you not really hurt when some people dare

to criticize you?

/ would be terribly hurt if they ignored me.

But they dare not. I am their mental obsession.

P N GARG (Indore)

A friend of mine, young, handsome and the son

of a wealthy man dreams day and night of taking

up film production as a career. But he has no brains,

no push and not much ability. How and where
Humid he start?

No brains, no push, no ability! That means
he is perfectly qualified to become a film pro-

ducer. Ask him to start in Bombay. There are

plenty to show him the way. After two years,

he won't be 'the son of a wealthy man.'

The replies given by you to most of the ques-

tions in the 'Editor's Mail' are frivolous and light-

hearted. Could you not manage to be a little seri-

ous?
How do you expect me to be serious in a

stupid industry? I'll be a dead man if I don't

nurse my sense of humour. Besides, life out-

side, with human stomachs torn open in the

streets is so tragic that a little frivolousness

comes in handy as a useful tonic.

U. C. AGARWAL (Kasganj)

Is there any Association of film stars where they

can inert and discuss about their industry?

There is. but they don't meet. And when
they meet, they don't discuss. They quarrel

Do actresses pray to God?

, Yes, tin-gods!

Do you love or hate the film stars?

/ love the stars and hate the producers. The
stars are helpless victims of versatile capitalist*.

SHAKUNTALA VERMA (Chapra)

How is it that our film industry is still immune
from the 'strike-fever'?

It is not. We have already had strikes and
even the Celluloid-Sardar had to take it lying

down when his crowd icent on strike.

Why do wedlocks in our country turn into dead-
)cks 9

Because the partners don't take into their

homes love locks as mascots.

What is your opinion about the 'purdah' system?

The 'purdah' is an unnecessary teater which
makes men more inquisitive apart from the wo-
man missing the sun tan of beauty. Besides, the

'purdah' constitutes an evidence of male suspi-

cions about a woman's character. Why hide a
face which the Sun would like to kiss every day?

GOPAL (Mysore)

Don't you think your reviews are destructive?

Of course, they are. I want to root out the

rotten weed and in its place plant a little tree

that will some day grow and yield healthy fruit

with natural hues.

Nur Jehan seems to have grown in "Hamjoli", a social

story now running at the Majestic Cinema.
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MOTILAL
greet you with

MUSIC &
ROMANCE

RANJITS SOCIAL HIT

MMRTI
pirector: CHATURBHUJ DOSHI

2nd Month at:-

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

N S. VENKATA RAO (Mysore,

What is the action to be taken by husbands when
their wives take to hunger-strikes?

Leave them alone. They like a good meal.

ACHARATLAL U SHAH (Indore)

What should be the aim of our Indian film in-

dustry?

To entertain people and through entertain-
ment lead them gently to a better national life.

NAZIR HUSSAIN (Shikarpur)

How will Indian producers be treated in Free
India?

/ am afraid they will be treated kindly.
Actually many of them deserve to be flogged.

A. KUMAR (Mussoorie)

If a young writer wants to give his story for
picturizatiun to a studio, the lad is duped. They
first ask you for the synopsis. When you send the
>ynopsis, it is copied and returned with a curt note
saying that the synopsis is useless for screen purposes.
This sort of double-crossing is rampant in our
studios. Can you tell me why?

Are you telling me something new? I shall

be shocked the day someone comes and tells

me that all this did not happen.

K. M. KAPADIA (Bombay)

What is the best solution you would suggest to

end this bloody communal problem?

A fresh census of India counting only males
and females as Indians without describing them
as Hindus, Muslims, Christians etc. A State
law guaranteeing lucrative employment to peo-
ple who inter-mory forgetting religious barriers.

Closing down public temples, mosques and
churches and establishing them in every home.
This will make religion an individual virtue

rather than a community racket. Abolishing
separate electorates and granting adult franchise.

Xationalizing all big industries and in the re-

maining ones compelling the capitalists to give

50% of their profits to the workers.

Throwing off the thin camouflage of demo-
cracy and declaring a Republic of India. Scrap-
ping by a legislation all communal labels from
political, commercial, religious, social, relief

and other organizations. Making the peasants
work instead of looking up at the sky and waste
time in idleness. Stripping the state princes of all

their wealth and sending them to some work-
house. Utilizing all the accumulated wealth o)

the princes for a nation-wide reconstruction plan.

Bleeding Birias, Dalmias, Tatas and using their

"yellow plasma" for national purposes.

Imposing a tax on all unemployed and idle

people and making their relations pay the same.
There are a thousand other plans I have got,

including the mass murder of our film producers,

but they must wait till I become the President

of the Indian Republic.
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Yes. HIEABA1 BAQODEKAR

TO SEE MUSIC
Hirabai Barodekar, the most popular clas-

sical songstress of India is to sing a full-

length, 2 hours' concert of thrilling, romantic

and heart-searching melodies in Lalit, Hori,

Pad and Bhairavin.

Every delightful and thrilling melody will

be picturised on the screen into suggestive

commentary, action dances by Radha-Krishna

and a parade of lovely Gopies, apt stories and

gorgeous scenes in consonance with the mood

of the song and melody. It will be your

musical dream realised.

^ This novel and unfailing entertainment

will shortlyJ>e 4
in your picture-house.

100 ear -catching minutes by Hirabai Barodekar, the Indian Music -Queen.

Better Melodious entertainment

THAN ANY 3 PICTURES
* *| NAVA. ZANKAR PRODUCTIONS, Prabhat, Studio,: Poona 4.

Booking: VASUDEO FILM EXCHANGE, 160, Sardar-Griha, Bombay 2.
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N. V. R. SWAMY (Negapatam^

Why do Indian women take special care of then-

make-up especially when they go to a cinema or a
temple?

The real minor of a woman is in the eyes of
the other women. If she scores a jealous glint

in the other eyes, her heart sighs with satisfac-

tion.

KESHAV CHANDRA PANDEY (Lucknou

)

Should we feel optimistic about the future of

the Indian film industry?

Xo. Xot till it becomes a part of our na-
tional planning.

NAGENDRA KUMAR BAHUGUNA (Lucknow)
Which is the last date for sending questions to

you, Mr. Patel?

The astrologers say that I am likely to live

up to 70.

KAILASH NANDAN PRASAD (Chapra)

To love the dog of a damsel in order to gain her
love, is an English custom. What should I do m
case of the Indian damsel?

Love the dog of her parent*.

V. BALAKRISHNAN (New Delhi)

What is your opinion about the Peace Confer-
ence which was held in Paris?

They have been hammering out the shape
of the next war to come.

Najnia, a newcomer, in an inviting pose in <4Chehra"
produced by Upright Pictures.

PILMINI

G. DUTT (Bangalore)

Which city has got the maximum number of

good theatres?

Bombay. And the maximum is a minimum
oj five.

N. VENKATESAN (Nagore)

If 50 years hence you look back upon the Indian
film industry what changes do you expect to have
taken place in it?

Thank heaven, I won't have the misfortune.
I'll be in a plc-ce from where they don't look

back and if they do, their regrets are not re-

ported.

HUKUM CHAND GUPTA (New Delhi)

In your opinion, which is the best dress for ladies

to make them look graceful and allow them ficedon:

of movement?
/ like the sari, though girls seem to like

wearing shirts and trousers these days. They
think that the shirt lends extra emphasis to their

figure.

BALBHADRA VED (Bombay)

To what extent does a good screenplay help the

story?

A good theme needs a 100% good screenplay.

LACHMANBAS J. M. (Hyderabad Sind)

What is the most interesting topic of conversa-

tion in sexology?

Celibacy.

NANDALAL D. DUTTA (Indore)

What do you feel about yourself when beautiful

young women praise you?

Only blind women have praised me so far.

The bccAitiiul ones don't seem to be sufficiently

blind.

KRISHNAN PARAPPALLY (Bombay)

What according to you is the best age for mar-

riage?

When eyes thirst and begin to look longing-

ly at the neighbour's window.

MISS GOPIKA GOPINATH (Bombay)

Define the heart of a prostitute?

A tinsel in a golden casket.

JACOB B. (Bombay)

Do you think lovers sit so far apart from each

other in a moonlit garden as shown in New Theatres'

"Hamrahi"?
They do at the beginning, not being sure of

each other's intentions. After they are convin-

red. the cameraman is not permitted.

Wliat do you think of the Hollywood people

marrying and divorcing so many times during their

life time?

Why should I think? Isn't it their funeral?

M A LATIF (New Delhi)

"More things are wrought by prayer than this

world dreams of." Why don't you pray for the

betterment of Shantaram's brain?

Why waste a prayer?
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The new versatile -building block" recording be combined to make the finest sound system for

units as partially illustrated below. We hope any studio. New units can be added ... old units

to have them in India very shortly now. can be re-arranged ... in short, the entire system

Remember these new standardised packages can is adaptable to an almost infinite variety of uses.

STANDARD RECORDER. Records area or density SUPER PORTABLE. Amplifier unit above includes noise reduction

track on 35 or 16 mm. film. and peak limiting features. Power supply and modulator at right,

Wi.i for full particulars to

h sternEketrie CompanyofIndia
P. O. Box 1232, Bombay.
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Kr RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

When old Shantaram can play the title role in

bis ''Dr. Kotnis" why can't you?

Isn't it enough to see a kangcroo hopping
about without adding an elephcnt to the screen?

Can you name any person in the film industry

who has not taken ill your criticism?

Baburao Patei.

G. B. MENON (Calcutta)

Can you tell me what Miss Snehaprabha is

doing now?

/ am not interested in her doings.

Mrs. INDRA RANI (Bina)

Mehtab's eyes have got a tremendous sex-appeal.

What is your opinion?

That must be Sohrab Modi's opinion too.

He married her.

Why does Motilal always use a night-cap? Is

there something wrong with his head?

It is not eczema on his scalp. It is just

baldness.

P. KUMARASWAMY (Madras)

What has happened to Protimadas Gupta's

"Pathan"?

Suspended for the present.

NARENDRA KUMAR (Bombay)

My sister-in-law sings better than many play-

back stars and is looking forward to show her talent

as such if she is given an opportunity. Can you help?

Bring her to my office and let us have a trial.

If she is any good, there are plenty of songs

needing a good lwice.

K C BADRINARAYAN (Bolarum Dn )

Whom would you remember on your death bed?

The film producers to whom I would have

given the best yec<rs of my life and failed to

improve.

EHSAN RASUL KHAN (New Delhi)

Do you follow what you preach?

/ don't preach. I criticise. The critic is not

obliged to live up to his criticisms like the

preacher.

If ever again I hear Pandit Indra writing a his-

torical story. I'll eat my hat

!

Don't. Pass the he^t round and make a col-

lection. Send the collections to Panditji end he

von't write another story. Panditji writes for

a. living and nothing more.

USHA K BHATNAGAR (Delhi)

How does a film star look before her make-up?

Just OS mummy ushered her.

A. LATIF BUTT (New Delhi)

Has Shantaram left India for good?

Oh, no! You can't deprive the man of his

bread by such optimism.

What happens when a director of Shantaram's
calibre goes to Hollywood?

Hollywood sees through the calibre, just as

it did in case of our five "experts" on delegation.

Your attitude towards the Punjabis is of con-
tempt. Can you say why?

Oh. no! I love the Punjabis cs friends and
they are so warm and genuine friends. I only
smile good-humouredly when some of them talk

of being gentle, intellectual and well-mannered.
But my observations are about the Punjabis in

the film industry and they actually deserve a lot

more than a smile of tolerance.

K. U. KAMATH (Mangaiore)

Here in the South, girls have begun to play the

roles of Xarada and Lord Krishna. What do you
think of this?

The dead have no sex and the girls won't

lose theirs. So all ere safe.

What is a 'sleeping beauty'?

The snow-white who keeps one awake.

HARI MOHAN AGRAWAL (Benares)

What is the difference between you and a fool?

Nearly a million readers of ''filmindia".

M. N KOOTTALA (Bombay)

The Bombay Government has just passed a bill

to provide for the prevention of bigamous marriages

fflirougJiout the day '

Keep COOL andffiiSH
u%e Cass012s way ~
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Shamim is becoming prettier day by day. Here she

is in "Bhanwar" produced by Chitra Bharati.

among Hindus? Now what will happen to the

Bombay people?

They will be monogamists in Bombay and
poli/oa mists in the Punjab. That means more

traffic to the railways.

R. ANNAJI RAO (Mangalore)

Why do some lovers seek ancient ruins as the

best place for wooing?

Pa-haps in the rains then sec the future

shape of their lore. Tht lorer is a sadist who
bleeds Iiis heart with tears to aire it a sweeter

tone.

RATTAN M PANJWANI (Karachi)

Nowadays, a college is no 'Alma Mater' hut a

ground where love is taught, learnt, -old and bought.

Do you agree?

/ don't I hare more respect for our educa-

tional institutions than you, as a collegian, hare.

K PURUSHOTTAM RAO (Hyderabad Dn.)

When does the charm of a married woman
vanish?

When her charm becomes c pall orer the

/last remains of her husband. This is, of course,

in India. In other countries charm vanishes

when the old tooth sets in.

RAM CHARANDRA MEIIRA (Lucknow

)

I have generally found your reviews of pictures

very correct and to the point. It has saved a lot of

my money and I thank you most heartily.

FILM INDIA

Xoiv don't say it loudly, otherwise my jour-
nalist-friends will declare your letter a fraud.

J. R ANSARI (Multan)

How to be happy in life?

Sip at the joys slowly and swallow the sor-
roics quickly.

C. MUDHU KRISHNA (Secunderabad)

Will anybody, in the field of love, care for
poverty?

Yes. as an argument to prove the martyr-
dom of the lover. In practical life, however,
poverty breaks the back of lore.

T. J SATHYANATHAN (Madras)
Why do tears come so quickly and easily in a

woman's eyes?

She has too much water on the brain with
her pride swimming in it.

S MATHEVV CLARK (Trimulgherry)

Is life an art or a dream?

It is both. Dream is the goal and art the
way to it.

Why are most of the songs in the Indian pictures
sung by females?

Music has the sex of the nightingale.

Why do they insert 11 to 12 songs in every Indian
film?

There is no 'why' in India. People who ask
'why' too often are sent to the mad house.

A R VISVANATHAN (Bangalore)

What is the greatest service that a man can
render to the film industry?

Xot see Indian pictures for three years—
the bare minimum time required to put our pre-
sent producers out of business.

A. L. SETHI (Loralai)

Your style is vigorous, independent, fearless and
outspoken. I wonder at times if you are not a rebel

like Byron.

Rebel I am but don't insult Byron. Every
rebel can't be a Byron.

BHARAT B SRIVASTAVA (Delhi)

What are your academical qualifications? How
did you come to the present position?

Through hard work outside the Academy.

OM PRAKASH GOYLE (Warangal)

The lover in our pictures looks most idiotic when
he stands by the side of the beloved while she is

busy singing a song. Why can't he behave better?

He reflects the idiocy of the director.

B N. BRAHANAND (Hyderabad Dn.)

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has praised the film

"Ameeree" very much, but you have said it is rotten.

Whom should we believe, you or Panditji?

Me. Panditji's field is politics for the free-

dom of the people: mine is films, for the enter-

tainment of our masses. Opinions carry weight

only when they are given by experts in the field.
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P. A. SWAMY (Dronachellam)

Any hidden secret in Dr. B. R. Ambedkar's

Yeola decision on 14th October '35. "I don't die as

a Hindu"?

Ambedkar's bark is worse than his bite. If

he lives as a Hindu ell hi* life, it is more than

enough.

S. RAM (Allahabad)

Veena's face is so charming, pure and serene that

as soon as I see it, I get instantly hypnotized by it.

Is she reallv so charming and beautiful in her pri-

vate life
9

In private life, ire don't get a chance to see

her face which she keeps cither behind a book
or inside the kitchen.

Why don't the Muslims accept Pandit Jawahar-
lal Nehru as their leader, seeing that he is a great

socialist?

There is no crescent on his white cap.

S. P. JERATT (Karachi)

Why has 'genius' Kishore Sahu stopped his own
production and joined Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall of

Filmistan?

Even a genius needs a market. "Filmistan"
is the market and Rai Bahadur is the chief sales-

man.

SADRUDDIX H BANDALI (Dar-E-Salaam)

How many Indian pictures do you see every
vear?

Over 150 but they always give me a head-
ache of 1500.

Why are our Indian princes called "Maharajas"
and not "Rajas"?

They are big in all respects: size, stupidity,
spendthriftiness and supineness. To call them
Rajas' merely would be under-rating their qua-
lifications. In democracy you must be just and
correct in estimating people.

M. D. BUTANI (Hyderabad Sind)

What is your conception of hell and heaven?

Heaven is the resting place after a lot of
hell.

What is best in a woman?
Her intense desire to carry the cradle of the

vorld.

R P MORIA (New Delhi)

What do men and women see in each other at

first sight?

The first sight is often in a generous mood
and the kindly human mind usually sees only

the good points of people. It is with the second
and subsequent perusals that disillusionment

begins.

G B. NARANG (Quetta)

Can a man be happy when he falls in love with

NEVER HAS A THRILLER COMBINED SUCH A GAY AND
EXCITING SENSATIONAL DRAMA WITH SUCH GLORIOUS MUSIC.

VICTORY PICTURES'
Action Packed Thriller

"SHEfeE BENGAL"
Featuring:- MASTER DUGLAS * KUMARI KUSUM * MASTER KISHORE * SHRIMATI LATA

VATSALA KUMTHEKAR (Jn. ) * HAMID ( Majnu ) * NAZIRA O- DALPAT.

Dkecied By :- RAMJIBHAI ARYA • K. NARAYAN RAO

Ready For Release

"BHEDI DUSHMAN"
Featuring;- MASTER KISHORE * MAHERUNNISA * DALPAT * NAZIRA & MOHAMED HUSAIN

> Direction:- RftMJIBHAI RRYR
For Territorial Rights Apply - FOR SOUTH

VICTORY PICTURES CHUMLAL P. SHAH
Jyoti Studios, Kennedy Bridge. BOMBAY 7. BANGALORE CITY.
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Falling is risky. If he slides in gradually

he has a better chance.

i>ULO T HARISINGANI (Karachi)

What is the best and the most decent way of

expressing one's love?

Express it silently in the little things of life.

They pile up to spell "Happiness."

What did Dr. Tarachand J. Lalvani (remember

him?) tell yon after seeing your palm? Has any-

thing come true?

If Tarachand could read the future, he

wouldn't himself be struggling in the present.

Tarachand's palm-reading seems to be at drawing

room pastime.

MISS N D SAHIJWALA (Karachi)

Can an actress keep her character?

// she ha,s one, no one will steal it. Cha-

racter is not taken, it is surrendered.

S. S CHOPRA (New Delhi)

Do you believe ini communal unity?

/ do, though my belief is getting pretty rude

shocks these days.

YAMINI MOHAN NAKRA (New Delhi)

Mr. Patel, when do yon think English pictures

will 'Quit India'?

Never. And why should they? We need
them to teach us motion picture making.

What will be the first step of Mahatma Gandhi
when India achieves independence?

Start a nature cure clinic to improve the

dyspeptic temperament of his "yes" and "no"
men.

K. R, RANGIAH (Secunderabad)

What makes a woman beautiful?

The desire of the onlooker.

RAGHU NATH DASS BAIJAL (Kotah)

At what stage of life does a wife love her hus-

band most?

When the marriage starts running up neic

liabilities in the cradle.

N. V. R. SWAMY (Negapatam)

What is a sin in our filmdom?

To be intelligent and progressive.

Generally parents love only their first and last

born children much better than the rest. Why?
Because they mark the beginning and the

end of their joint career.

V KHAN (Lahore)

(Jan the. clash of political doctrines of our na-
t I leaders be considered as a disaster or an op-

p< unity to understand each other better?

Every clash is an opportunity, every con-

i
' a preamble of new creation.

GANE" AKHILA (Lucknow)

Wh es a woman feel that she is the most
beautiful m on earth?

So does a man feel that he is the most I
handsome. If human beings didn't have this I

instinct, the world would be crowded with saints. I

HAR KALI MUKHERJEE (Jubbulpore)

The best time for kissing one's beloved is a lone-
|

ly place by the side of a calm streamlet in moon- |
light. What do you think?

What's wrong with the bedroom? And in :

a city where can you get a streamlet and what
can you do with the moonlight under curfexo
during these riots?

P. M RAGHU RAJAN (Cannanore)
So many photos of recruits are published in your

"lilmindia". Why is that none of them is selected
by the directors or producers of pictures?

/ dont know about the others but one young
man, Kitchlew by name, had the decency to call
on me and thank me personally. He is plai/ing
the hero for Sunrich Pictures Ltd. on Rs. 1000
a month. That is a great start.

S. RAJGOPALAN (Bombay)
Certain American film magazines while review-

ing pictures classify certain films as fit for children,
adults, or all. Why don't you do that for our pic-
tures?

98% of our pictures are unfit for anything
living at any age. Some of them might corrupt
even the dead.

MADJIUKUMAR H SARAYA (Bombay)
What is the relation between the country and its

religion?

.4 country is the temple, religion the divine
flame which people, the devotees, keep burning.

Khursheed appears in her last Ranjit picture,

"Phoolwari".
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Mrs. SAKEENA ASHRAF (Patna)

I want t<> send a wedding present to Mehtab
Modi. What kind of a present do you suggest?

Send your blessings for a long and happy
life.

It' you are a 'nationalist', why don't you publish

an 'Idd' number of "filmindia"?

What has nationalism to do with Idd? To-
morrow someone else will ask me to print a
Ganpati Number.

V. SIVARAMAKRISHNAN (Coimbatore)

Birth control—Is it a sin or a virtue?

That d< pends on the purse-control.

MISS GAITRI KASI (New Delhi)

In India, why can't a maiden smile without be-
ing misunderstood?

Come and smile to me. I xcon't misunder-
stand you.

V. RAMASWAMY (Robertsonpet)

In spite of your repeated warnings the South
Indian film directors are going from bad to worse.

Why can't you help them?

Even dod helps tJiem that help themselves.

Kardar, Mehboob and Sohrab Modi are not ad-
vertising their films in "filmindia" only because you
do not praise them.

/ always praise them but I can't guarantee
praising tlx it pictures unless I like these pro-

ductions.

OM PRAKASH DUGGAL (Lahore)

Should we expect any new thing in your long-

awaited "( Ivalan"?

Jaimj and Paro team together in "Dhamvan' - pro-

duced by Mr. V. M. Vyas.

Don't be silly. If I give something new you
blokes won't like it or even spot it. If you find

something new in "Gvalan" I shall lose a tennei

to you.

What would you do in the position of a young
collegian who comes across a beautiful damsel in a

lonely place?

I would escort her home safely and call on

her the next day to inquire about her health.

KUNTI RAIZADA (Muzaffarnagar)

What is your idea of a happy married life?

Life with some one who shares both the

smiles and the sighs.

MISS YESHODA K NEDUNGADI (Palghat)

What is modesty to a woman in the filmland?

Identically the same ornament as to the

woman outside the films.

Has a woman got a right to a baby if she needs

one?
A woman always needs one and she has the

world's right to get one.

V. N. KULKARNI (Deolali)

If a law is passed giving every woman a right to

divorce at her sweet will, do you think Indian wives

will take advantage of it?

Indian wives observe several strict fasts to

get the same husband through different births.

At bast, the Hindu ones do

I think Gunjal, Luhar and Dwarka Khosla are

lacing to present flops upon flops. Tell me, who
beats whom?

Kedar Sharma beats them all—by a street.

ARJUN TAHILRAMANI (Karachi)

The strongly you emphasise the secrecy of a

tiling, the more quickly is a woman liable to give the

secret away. Why?
Women are delivery vans. They don't like

strange things inside them too long.

MOHAMMED HANIM (Cuttack)

Nobody can say which of the many religions in

this world is the best unless one makes a thorough
study of all. which is rather difficult though not im-
possible. In the circumstances, do you think it

would be better for us to stick to the religion of our
birth or to make a scrutiny of all the religions and
then adopt the one considered best?

All the religions in the world i re good and
great. They are only different paths to the

same Divinity. The religion a man inherits with

his birth is always the best for him because it

suits liis natural environments and inherited

urges. The child takes its first sip of religion

from its mother's breast anil the first taste never
disappears through ten conversions.

G. V PRABHU (Kumta)

Some papers do not print film advertisements to

be free from the pressure money can put and to be
able to give frank and unbiassed views of films. You
accept all sorts of advertisements and yet manage to
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crrieisc the products of your benefactors without

. or fear, with apparently no harm to your

ousiness. How is that?

Advertisers of "filmindia" are not benefac-

tors. They benefit themselves by using the huge

circulation of the magazine. They often adver-

tise very attractively to counteract my reviews

and very often they succeed.

What is the reaction on an average producer,

actor, actress and the director when you criticise a

picture of theirs in your usual inimitable style—and

if your review condemns their work?

The review always reacts on me. I give

honest criticism and bring home dishonest abuse.

S. D. PURANIK (Bombay)

Which one. out of the two groups from the In-

dian National Congress i.e. Rightists and Leftists,

can give the correct lead in the present critical times?

The Rightists are on the right path. They
are cashing their opportunity of a Labour Gov-
ernment in England. The next elections may
bring the Conservatives back into the saddle and
the Indian ribs may again feel the bayonet. In-

stead of wasting time in ideological conflicts, the

Rightists are out to squeeze out the Declaration

of Indian Independence, before the labouring

conscience of the Labourites dies on the thresh-

hold of their ideals.

P. G RAO (Bombay)

If you are made dictator for a day, what would
you do?

A day wouldn't be enough to ferret out all

the slippery producers from their different

haunts.

KALIM GHAFFAR (Bhopal)

Can marriage and parenthood improve the cha-

racter of a man?

They may blunt the edge of desire and
check the temptations.

H R SACHDEV (New Delhi)

In my opinion, a Punjabi village girl walking

with a pitcher on her head has the most charming

gait in the world. Do you agree?

Wait till you see the girl from Kolhapur
with three pots on her head.

RAHAT ALI KHAN (Meerut)

What is Shantaram teaching nowadays in his

Film Academy?
How to become Shantaram.

Why are people so jealous of you?

Xot any that matter.

V 1, MEHTA (Bombay)

would you like me bringing some 500
goon to the opening show of "Gvalan"?

Your goondas might like "Gvalan'' and in-

sisi your paying for them to see the picture

aqa> id again. That will be carrying back
the I edy home. Remember, even goonda*
like ei 'ertainment. By the way, as you belong
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to the tame 'stable' as Sardar Chcndulal. may
I know whether the Celluloid Sardar has beera

putting these goondaism ideas in your vegetarian

brain?

Rs. 500 IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes are awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-

teresting or elicit interesting replies in the

"Editor's Mail.

"

1st Prize: Rs. 100 -; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80-; 3rd

Prize: Rs. 50-; 4th Prize: Rs. 40-; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30-; and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10 -

each.

Questions must be submitted with the En-
try Token without which no question will be
considered. Each Entry Token entitles the

reader to ask a maximum of 10 questions and
can be used by only one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and
absolutely binding and no correspondence will

be entertained. The names of the prize-win-

ners will be announced in "filmindia" every
month and the prize money will be remitted by
Money Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are re-

quested not to pay for the copy if it has no
Entry Token. The reader is requested to de-
mand an explanation from the stall-keeper who
may have removed the Token and sold it sepa-
rately.

As Tokens are introduced merely to regulate

the sales of the magazine, the month on the
Token has no particular significance and- a

token can be used even six months after the

month printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR OCTOBER
1st Prize Rs. 100 - to K. M. Kapadia (Bom-

bay); 2nd Prize Rs. 80- to Kailash Nandan Pra-

sad (Chapra); 3rd Prize Rs. 50 - to K. U. Kamath
'Mangalorei; 4th Prize Rs. 40- to Lachmandas
J. M. (Hyderabad Sind); 5th Prize Rs. 30- to

Jacob B. (Bombay); and 20 consolation prizes

of Rs. 10 each to the following:—P. N. Garg
dndorei; U. C. Agrawal (Kasganj); N. S. Ven-
kata Rao (Mysore); N. V. R. Swamy (Nega-

patami; Nagendra Kumar Bahuguna (Luck-

now); Kr. Rajendra Singh (Agra); Mrs. Indra

Rani (Bina); Ehsan Rasul Khan (New Delhi);

R. Annaji Rao (Mangalore); K. purushottam
Rao (Hyderabad Dn. ); J. R. Ansari (Multan);

T. J. Satyanathan (Madras); Om Prakash Goyle

(Warangal); S. P. Jeratt (Karachi): G. B.

Narang (Quetta); Madhukumar H. Saraya

(Bombay); Mrs. Sakeena Ashraf (Patna); V.

Sivaramakrishnan (Coimbatore >
;
Arjun Tahil-

ramani (Karachi) and Mohammed Hanim
(Cuttack). Money Orders are being sent to all

the prize winners.



NAJMA—
Another newcomer, Sajma is introduced in "Chehro", a social picture produced by //. k. Malhotra

and directed by Rajendra Sharma for I Ipright Pictures.













Arabian Tarzan Runs SO miles

fln Hour!

Boy Tarzan Expected To Speak In 1947
(Exclusive Story For "Filmindia")

By: M. Abdul Karim (Baghdad)

A year at least will pass before

the "Boy Tarzan" found in the

Arabian Desert can attain any de-

gree of normality, according to the

four Baghdad doctors in charge of

him. Only the fact that he

possesses an already observed high

rate of natural human intelligence

holds out this hope that in time he

may take his place in society as a-

normal being, despite his lifetime

of 15 years spent as a member of

a herd of gazelles.

The main problem facing the

doctors is whether he will ever be

able to talk. Some of the Bagh-
dad medical experts believe bin.

to have been dumb from birth,

but Dr. Musa Jalbout, of the Iraqi

Petroleum Company, who first

examined the gazelle-boy when he

was captured in the desert, thinks

that the difficulty is temporary.

"1 believe the boy has lost the

sense of talk because nobody has

ever talked to him before," he

told me this week. "I believe that

in time it will be possible to train

him in human speech.''

His present life in hospital is a

conflict between the instincts ac-

quired in the last 15 years and the

natural inquisitiveness of the

human child. The urge to flight

is very strong; at times he seizes

every opportunity to flee from the

confining influence of the hospital.

At other times he tries avidly to

copy the behaviour of those around

him.

NOW EATS BREAD AND MEAT
This week for the first time he

tried to eat meat and bread. "I

made a mistake with him at first",

said the doctor in charge of his

diet. 'T tried to encourage him

to eat, but this resulted in making

him afraid, and he refused. This

week, however. I am told by the

nurses that slowly and hesitantly

he actually ate a meal of bread

The Arabian Tarzan with mana-
cles of modern civilization.

and meat, his curiosity aroused by
the sight of others eating it with-
out harm."

The incredible stories that were
spun around this strange creature,

such as that he was half-man,
half-gazelle, can be understood
considering his appearance. Cover-
ed with fine hair, able only to
utter animal sounds, capable of a
running speed of 50 miles an hour
I twice the speed of the world re-

cord) ; eating only grass; the
startled, suspicious manner of the
gazelle which fears the approach
of the hunter; a body so thin that
the bones can be counted easilv
beneath the flesh, yet stronger
physically than a normal full

grown man. it is not surprising
that credulous tribesmen credited
him with being some fabled crea-
ture from the Arabian nights.

The doctors are still as far as
ever from persuading the boy to
wear clothes or sleep in a bed.
Unfathomable suspicion lurking in
his dark, small eyes, he will lay
his five feet six inches only on the
floor.

LIVED LIKE A DESERT BEAST
The Tarzan boy himself is no

less stranger than the wild desert
in which he was found by Prince
Lawrence Al-Shaalan, ruler of the
famous Ruwalla tribe which as-
sisted Lawrence of Arabia (after
whom he was named). This de-
solate and God-forsaken part of
the earth stretches between Iraq,

Navin Yagnik has intentions about Munnawar Sultana in "Gold ' a so-

cial story of Mazhar Khan
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P eased: (i) " I8S7 " — A RED Page from the Indian History.

(2) "omnR KHRyyRm" Immortal Tale from the Persian History.

/ low lindei Production :

(l) "CHITTOR Ulllfly" An Echo of the 16th Century.

The GLORY that was MEWAR! CHITTOR VIJAY.

When their Motherland was threatened,

Their Honour was at stake,

And their Chastity in danger,

THOUSANDS of Brave Rajputanis led by

MAHARANI KARMAVATI preferred

DEATH to DISHONOUR and plunged

into FIRE !

CHUYOR Willi
Direction:- MOHAN SINHA ****** Filmatization of H. K. PREMI'S popular

Hindi Drama "RAKSHA - BANDHAN"
Featuring:- SURENDRA * RAJ KAPOOR MADHU BALA * MADAN PURI

MUNSHI KHANJAR * MENKA Y. N. JOSHI B. GOPAL
JUGNU £k WASTI.

(2) "R1ERE BHRGUJRN" - a Mighty Musical Extravaganza.

EIRE IBll/tf
Direction: MOHAN SINHA ******** Music - SAJJAD HUSSAIN

Starring:- SURENDRA SHYAM SUNDER * MUNSHI KHANJAR MADHU BALA

SHASHI BALA * JUGNU * Y. N. JOSHI cV WASTI.

C, ng Attractions (1) KHUBSURAT DUNIYA (2) ? ? ?

MURARI PICTURES
Ahmed Chambers,
Lamington Road,

BOMBAY 4.
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Filmindia's famous cover artist

S. M. Pandit has become news in

America and Canada. They want
him there but his little studio in

Shivaji Park, Dadar, Bombay, has
also queues of nroducers waiting:

for his remarkable colour designs.

India mustn't lose this artist.

Fransjordan and Syria, where the

burning summer sun creates a tem-
perate of 160 degrees by day and
no natural shade exists over hun-
dreds of miles. In winter the tem-
perature drops as much as a hun-
dred and thirty degrees from this

level. Life under natural condi-

tions is almost impossible for

human beings, and no tribes live

actually in the desert itself. Even
the Bedouins, natural nomads of

Arabia's sandy wastes, do not set-

tle there, passing through only
when necessary to seek a change
of pasture. Searing winds which
literally scorch the flesh in sum-
mer, icy blasts which freeze the
limbs in winter, render this deso-
late-waste land habitable only on
camels or swift moving animals
like gazelles.

The only habitations seen by pas-
sengers on the trans-desert coach
route' from Baghdad to Syria are
the Iraqi Petrol-nun Company
Stations. These little colonies in

the ^desert, surrounded by barbed
wire and stone walls, pump the oil

through the pipelines, which start

far away to the north near the Ira-
qi-Turkish border. Each station i<

self-contained, with its own hos-
pital and amusements, and the

British staffs in these encamp-
ments live, sometimes with their
families, exiled from civilization

and the faces of their own kind.
A visit to a cinema, (if you feel

like going to a cinema l involves a
little jaunt of 300 miles. Outside
the walls of the station lie the
naid-brick dwellings of Arab
workers and pipeline guards.

CAPTURED BY ARAB PRINCE

It was in these surroundings
that the Tarzan boy was found,
and nearly lost his life, when
Prince Lawrence Al-Shaalan was
out on a hunting expedition.

,l

I

was astonished to see what looked
like a boy running among a herd
of gazelles we were chasing." he
told me. "I called to the occu-
pants of the other cars to stop
shooting, and we concentrated on
chasing the herd. We were still

far away, but could see that the
boy was running as fast as the
gazelles. We chased the herd for
•")0 miles, during which time he
kept up with them, bounding along
with a half-human, half-animal
gait. Suddenly the herd dispersed

and we saw the boy stumble and
fall.

'"When we came up to him we
found that his leg had been in-

jured by a large stone which had
brought him down. He looked up
at us with fear starting from his

luminous eyes and shrank from
our touch, emitting cries like a

wounded gazelle.

"I took him to my home and
tried to feed and cloth? him. but

he refused both. The first day he

ran away several times, making
bis escape by jumping from one

roof to another until he landed in

the street. We sent every avail-

able car and horse after him.

eventually recapturing him after

a chase lasting two hours. This

decided me to take him to Dr.

Jalbout at the Petroleum Com-
pany station."

COULD OUTRUN CHAMPIONS

Dr. Jalbout scoffed at any sug-

gestions that the boy is in any
way an unnatural monstrosity.

He acts, eats and cries like any
ga*elle, but I have no doubt that

he is a human being who has lived

all his life among gazelles." he

said. "I believe that his mother
lost or abandoned him when he
was an infant and the gazelles
found him and brought him up as
one of their own young. I believe
lie is the fastest human being on
earth and can make every running
record ridiculous."

In his early days he would have
lived on the milk of the female
gazelles, and then learned to crop
the sparse desert herbage along
with the herd.

This diet, while sufficient to

keep him alive and extremely
strong—thanks largely to a na-
turally strong constitution—is in-

adequate to keep a human being

in good health for any long period.

If he had not been found, it is

doubtful whether he could have
survived to full manhood.

A Syrian expert of desert lore

•xpressed no surprise at the story

in Damascus this week. It often

happens, he said, that Bedouin
women giving oirtb in the desert

abandon the babies to the mercy
of nature. Such babies almost in-

variably die. but in extremely rare

cases one is found, adopted and
brought up by wild animals.

Music-director Hansraj Behel will

be front-page news in 1946-47.

His remarkable t' nes in "Gvalan",

produced by Mi. Baburao Patel.

proclaim him 'o be an outstand-

ing musician with a rare talent

fr film music.
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OUR REVIEW

Rana Pratap Becomes dayant

Desai's Box-office Clown

!

Rajput Hero Sold Out To Muslim Masses

!

Story Of A Rajput Street Girl!
Of all the blasphemies which

Indian producers have heaped
upon the glorious heroes of

our history so far. "Maharana
Pratap" is about the most utter

and vile one that can be imagined.

Never was such a glorious ami
hallowed name, as that of the

Rana of Mewar, so mercilessly

besmirched as has been done in

this filthy pseudo-historical pic-

ture produced by Jayant Desai
Productions.

Had this picture been produced
in the days of Rana Pratap. the
indomitable warrior would have
spent the rest of his life hounding
out its producer to hang him in a

public square rather than to have
fought those immortal battles in

the wilds of Aravali to regain the
glory of Bappa Rawal.

It is a crying shame that an
Indian film producer should bring
down to dust the undying glory

of a great Rajput warrior whose
exploits foreign historians like

Tod and Vincent Smith have de-

scribed with lyrical ecstasies.

Can there be no law, at least

with our present mirage of future

freedom, whereby these vandals
can be stopped from outraging our
historical and cultural traditions

in so filthv and unpatriotic a man-
ner?

Jayant Desai's "Maharana Pra-
tap" has been slightly wrongly
named. The picture should have
been called "The Street Girl of

Udaipur" and a lot of dirt, which
flies into our eyes in this picture,

would have been correctly label-

led.

mites Col. Tod -undaunted
heroism, inflexible fortitude, that

which "keeps honour bright", per-

severance—with fidelity such as

no nation can boast, were the ma-
terials opposed to a soaring am-
bition, commanding talents, un-

limited means, and the fervour of

religious zeal; all. however, insuffi-

cient to contend with one uncon-

querable mind. There is not a

pass in the alpine Aravalli that is

not sanctified by some deed of

Pratap—some brilliant victory or,

oftener, more glorious defeat"

('•Rajasthan" pp. 406-407).

These are Tod's finishing touch-
es to the portrait of an immortal
hero.

A FILTHY CANVAS
Now here is Jayant Desai's

filthy canvas. A short, corpulent

actor of average talent plays

Jayant Desai's Pratap. He rushes

into the eyes of the spectators

riding on an oversized goat (we
must accept this animal as his

famous "Chetak") to save a sing-

ing clown from being burnt. This
is his greatest exploit in the pic-

ture. After this the poor fellow

doesn't get even a dog's chance to

display his chivalry as a street

girl of Udaipur (we are again ask-

ed to accept her as a model Raj-

MAHARANA PRATAP
Producers: Jayant Desai Pro-

ductions Ltd.

Language: Hindustani

Story & Dialogue: Munshi Dil

Songs: Swami Ramanand
Music: Ram Ganguli
Cameraman: Dronacharya
Sound: K. Save
Cast: Khurshid, Ishwarlal,

Mubarak, Salvi, etc.

Released at: New West End,
Bombay.

Date of Release: 2nd August
1946.

Directed By:

JAYANT DESAI

put maiden) monopolizes all the

chivalrous exploits and the dra-
matic incidents. Jayant's Pratap
is amused at the exploits of the

street girl and he soon takes him-
self and his family to the caves
where he is more often shown as

avoiding and hiding from his sworn
enemies. He has the most un-
qucenly-looking queen and a few
street urchins as his children.

His queen makes strange faces

at odd times and we keep won-
dering whether the poor woman
has been suffering from partial

facial paralysis. And the urchins

keep crying for food like so many
street victims of Bengal famine

Mazhar is trying to woo an angry
Mazhar

dame in "Naiy; a", supervised by
Khan.
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The entire royal entourage is not

such as to suggest even a suspi-

cion of the royal descent of Jayant
Desai's Pratap. Jayant Desai's

Pratap carried two swords, though

ic didn't need even one. Parts of

lis "battles" in this picture came
from an Italian picture, which had
previously supplied battles to

other producers as well, and really

do one felt the need of Pratap
drawing out his two -words un-
necessarily and disturbing the rust

on the scabbards.

Jayant Desai's Pratap walked
^to and fro half the time and sat

down the rest of the time out of

sheer fatigue after spitting out

some stupid dialogue written by
Munshi Dil. He often rinsed his

mouth by saying something like

"Shahenshah Akbar Zindabad" an I

his people kept mi saying "Jai

Hind". (It seemed, they had been

reading Karanjia's "Blitz").

lAkbar. of course retaliated this

Mcourtesy with proper Islamic zeal

and threw back ''Pratap Zinda-

bad" and after these Hindu-
Muslim performances, Jayant
Desai and his stooges seemed
quite pleased with their murderous
onslaught on our historical heri-

tage.

To show the magnanimity of

Pratap, Producer Jayant Desai

Recruit W. N. Kapur of 7, Lancers

Road, Timarpur. Delhi, looks a

smart lad of 21 with 5' 7". He
sings and acts and wants a break

brings Akbar as a Sadhu to visit

the great Rajput warrior in his

hiding place. Historians have
never mentioned anything like

this because they diuVi have a

film producer's fertile imagination.

There is a myth about Akbar
having visited Meera to discover

her spiritual stature. This myth.
Jayant Desai, has conveniently

grafted to Pratap's life.

THE STREET GIRL
Let us turn to the street girl of

Udaipur. She is named Veona and
is destined to become the beloved
and devoted wife of Shaktasingh,
the brother of Rana Pratap. This
girl, contrary to all canons of
Rajput modesty, begins her screen
career in a street flirting with the
son of a Bania. Then she starts

shouting "Jai Hind
-

' catching the
infection from Russi Karanjia of

•Blitz.'*. And we thought that
Netaji Bose had coined this na-
tional slogan. Evidentiy it was
echoed in Rajast ban but Tod and
Smith, the historians, being stone-

deaf had not heard it.

Yeena. the Rajput maiden, in

her "twenties" (though Khurshid
gives an impression of late thir-

ties i runs about the street with-

out a veil and starts begging for

funds for her king Rana Pratap.

And whom do you think she

meets? Shaktasingh. her future

husband, who falls in love with
her seeing her street performance
and gives his sword to her to en-

able her to give some more per-
formance. And then she meets the
great Rana Pratap, rushing to

save a singing clown, and with-
out knowing him of course, de-
mands money from him for the
patriotic war.

Now, that sort of behaviou.
must humour the great warrior
just as any good-looking beggar-

girl would in case of Jayant
Desai while stepping out of his

house. So the Rana smiles a

blessing on her and rides away to

his palace.

The girl continues lfer merry
career in the street and is soon
married to Shaktasingh. Her
husband, however, proves himself

a traitor to the national cause

and naturally finds an opponent,

in his own wife. But this strange

Rajput maiden is not disheartened.

She keeps moving from place to

place; penetrates military guards;
interviews Mughal commanders,
outwits one and all and ultimately
sings a silly song in Akbar's court

to get the freedom of her husband.
We are asked to accept this girl

as a perfect symbol of Rajput
maidenhood of the times. Ha, Ha,
That girl is a rare treat!
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Producer Director A. M. Khan Proudly Presents the

MAGIC STUNT THRILLERS :-

fl.M.KHflN PRODUCTIONS _

A BRlLUIrtMT CA5TOF PLOYERi

^1
PRODUCED Cy

D1RECTEI

ilk
UNDER PRODUCTION-

UdUJdi Khatola
and

Toofani

T a k k a r

With Hair-raising stunts,

breath-taking scenes

Humourous Dialogues,

and Beautiful costumes

fl JQeal Spectacle ofi

Mixtk*

Q MitacLe of}

Ma gi c

.

GRIBI TflbUIRR and HUNTER BRd
thiuctzcLBy.- A. M. KHAN.

Presenting the most powerful and gripping Miracle of Stunts

ever produced on the Screen.

SUilE ItOX OFFICE HtTS
tpply for territorial riylits; world right controlled bij —

SURESH FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
321. VITHALBHAI PATEL ROAD, KUMUD VILLA.

BOMBAY 4

.
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That is a hired crowd Dixit has around him and not his own in "Phool-

wari", a Ranjit picture.

VILLAIN WITH A PAUNCH
Then there is Shaktasingh act-

ed by Ishwarlal who looked as if

he was carrying a six-month old

baby inside him. They say that

you can take a Rajput's lif-i but

never his sword. But this guy
gave it away to the street girl as
if his sword was nothing bet-
ter than a fountain pen. This
role was probably intended to

portray the character of an Idiot,

because, that is how it is present-
ed on the screen throughout.
Even a traitor must have a back-
bone but this Shakta has only
an ugly paunch.

With these main characters,

Jayant Desai gives u< a "histori-

cal" drama with exactly lour

Akbar-punctuations at long inter-

vals. A lot of stupid dia'ogue with
topical political slant is heard
from all sorts of people and when
either one or the other party gets

too hot with such words, it lets

the steam out by saying either

"Shahenshah Akbar Zindabad'' or

"Rana Pratap Zindabad". These
out bursts are there to restore the

communal harmony among the

spectators, in case they get sud-
derrfy too hot.

Then some Mughal soMiers,

realizing that this picture was ail

about Rana Pratap, a Hindu, and
was in addition produced by a

Hindu producer, choose to estab-

lish communal parity by singing

a song about, "the Muslims being

on the top of the world etc." The
song, however, impresses neither

the Muslims nor the Hindus and

only leaves behind an indelible

impression that the film producer

was trying to pander to the sen-

timents of the Muslim masses and

making fools of them by throw-

FILMIND

ing some communal dust into

their eyes.

There are a hundred things,

criminally wrong, in this blas-

phemous picture. It has neither
history nor entertainment. It is

just 11.000 feet of unceasing pand-
ering, with communal filth ar.d

political pimping after every little

while. The picture looks a pro-

duct of a greedy, crazy mind.

INSULT AND OUTRAGE
The technical values of the pro-

duction are not so bad as the

story contents. Photographically
the picture is quite attractive in

parts. Though the music is cf the

common variety, a coupls of tunes

appeal a -bit. Ramanand's song
compositions are mere words, just

familiar words with the over-

It miliar meaning and at places he

has not even worried about rhym-
ing the lines correctly. Munshi
Oil's dialogue is as stuoii as his

screenplay.

From the players, only Khur-
shid gives a good performance as

a street girl of Udaipur. Ishwar-

lal, Mubarak and Salvi all look

stupid and it is difficult to say who
beats whom. The rest are too rot-

ten for words.

f This picture is a standing insult

to all Indians and an unforgettable

"outrage on our historical l.^ri'age.

Radhika and Sabita Devi have a little fun between them in "Sarai-ke-

Bahar" a picture of National Studios.
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P rtliant Dialogue makes
m. K. Karun" Entertaining

!

A Slick, Well-Acted Picture :

Produced by an unknown com-
pany and in a hired studio, this

picture, has turned out to be sur-

prisingly slick production.

The story is all about a mar-
riage tangle. There is an element
of mystery in it too. Under or-

dinary circumstances, the picture

could have hardly proved enter-

taining but Satyakam's brilliant

and at places equivocal dialogue

lends to the picture a fast passage
without a moment of boredom.

Satyakam's dialogue is excep-

tionally good and after a very
long time we find a social picture

in which the very brilliance of the
dialogue has remarkably sustain-

ed audience interest in a motion
picture.

A writer like Satyakam should
get more work from those produ-
cers who are anxious to give us
good pictures.

A MARRIAGE TANGLE
The story of 'Main Kya Karun'

is not at all unusual. It begins

MAIN KYA KARUN
producers: Flora Films
Language: Hindustani
Dialogue: Satyakam
Songs: D. N. Madhok
Music: Ninoo Muzumdar
Cast: Shah Nawaz, Pahari

Sanyal, E. Billimoria,

Bikram Kapoor, Surai-

yya, Hansa Wadkar, etc.

Released At: Capitol, Bombay.
Date of Release: 12th July

1946.

Directed by:

SUDHIR SEN

with two proud and headstrong

parents who get their children

married to each other and then
quarrel and cut away, each taking

his child away—one the bride, the

other the bridegroom.

They lose sight of each other

for years and then meet again

under strange environments as

grown-ups. The hero, of course,

doesn't know that the heroine was

Here is an egg with human fea

tures—David, an incomparabl
artiste, in "Door Chalen", produce-:

by Phani Muzumdar.

married to him years before an<J

he makes love to her all ovej

again. The heroine fancies herl

self to be a widow but is led awaj
by the hero's advances.

In between them there is J
friend who throws affectionabj

glances at the hero's sister. Th<

hero's sister is the heroine's friem

and a number of transparent mis
understandings result giving th<

story a humorous push at even 1

stage. . :

It. of course, ends well with thj

identities correctly established an(

romance settling down for its con

ventional career.

SLICK PRODUCTION
"Main Kya Karun" is a slid

production. It is well directec

and beautifully written. A cou-

ple of tunes are definitely populai

and though Madhok's sr ngs -.n

at places merely so many familial

words, a couple of his composi-

tions also attract attention.

From the players, Pahari

Sanyal, after a long time, gives a

sparkling performance in a frivo-

lous role. Shah Xawaz and Bik-

ram Kapoor are quite good as th<

elders. Agha has also done pretty

well as the clumsy, stumbling;

hero, while Surraiya makes a!

good impression as the heroine.

As an entertainer, we like this

picture. It is a good time-killer,

though it has nothing very weighty

to shout about.
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Stupid Direction Ruins "Dharti"
Picture Proves Tiresome Rnd Boring !

A distinctive feature of Ranjit

productions is that the producers

usually manage to get a good story

idea and then their writers pro-

ceed to murder the idea so me-
thodically that the audience sees

only the badly mutilated corpse

of the original theme on the screen.

There is nothing extraordinary

about the theme of ''Dharti", but

it had enough basic material to be

turned into a thrilling screenplay

if only the people who wrote the

screenplay had a little brains and
imagination. What little these

poor brains had actually put in

was subsequently dissipated by

the director, whose idiotic work
has driven the last nail in.

As long as the Ranjit Chief re-

fuses to overhaul completely his

entire production organization, a

procedure that needs great charac-

ter and moral courage, there is

not the least chance of Ranjit

giving us a single good picture. It

needs good tools to produce a good
product. The junk merchants of

Ranjit can give only junk and

DHARTI
Producers: Ranjit Movietone
Language: Hindustani
Story: Aspi Irani

Dialogue & Songs: Pandit
Indra

Music: Bulo C. Rani
Cinematography: D. K. Ambre
Audicgraphy: H. D. Mistry

Cast: Mumtaz Shanti, Trilok

Kapoor, Padma Banner-
ji, Bikram Kapoor, etc.

Released At: Opera House,

Bombay.
Date of Release: 12th July

1946.

Directed By:

MANIBHAI VYAS

more junk as they have been do-

ing for years.

If out of sheer generosity and
charity Sardar Chandulal Shah
does not give a walking-ticket to

his directors, though he is losing

heavily on his production business,

the men themselves should display

some over-due loyalty and de-
cency towards their Chief by go-
ing away and giving their gene-
rous employer an opportunity to
recover his lost fortune. Chan-
dulal badly needs new men and
new ideas and he simply cannot
recover his lost prestige with his
old junk merchants. It is a pity
that a man who helped to build
the fortunes of so many subordi-
nates has today to take the knocks
from the very men whom he help-
ed all along.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
The story begins with a song

that shouts the name of the pic-

ture and proclaims a famine in

some unknown land. We see the
usual stock shots of hungry people
and thirsty cattle punctuated by
the usual carcases.

And now a starving peasant
comes along, correctly timing his
death, leaves his little son in

charge of the Jagirdar and dies

according to plan. The son is

named Kishen and the kindly
Jagirdar adopts him in his family
and educates him overseas. There
is a girl in the story, Asha, the
daughter of the Jagirdar.

By the time these youngsters
grow up. Asha is naturally in love
with Kishen. But Kishen, who
had gone for agricultural training
evidently fancies a sweetheart
from the natural agricultural en-
vironments. So he falls in love
with Radha, a farmer's daughter.
Having made the popular slogan,

'Radha-Kishen'. from the romance,
the story-writer now puts in an-
other angle by making Chou-
dhary, the manager of the Jagir-

dar, a rival for the hand of Radha.
The romantic set-up is now ready.
Asha wants Kishen, Kishen wants
Radha and Choudharv wants
Radha.

Rival claims now begin their

fell work against our poor hero

and poorer heroine. Kishen, the

agricultural hero, now rides on a

tractor and makes an attempt to

introduce new methods of agricul-

ture. The hero had to go over-

seas to learn this while Chow-
dhary, the villain, knows the anti-

dote for modern agriculture with-

out going out of his village. He
must be a rare chemist to sprin-

kle a little powder from a small
"jholi" on ten square feet of a

field and ruin all the expected
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(crop of vast fields over which the

tractor of the hero was supposed

jto have travelled. Magic takes

Its birth in Ranjit, as seen in

["Tansen", and we mustn't be sur-

jprised if from a little cloth bag.

ja little sprinkling of some white

powder ruins the whole crop.

Evidently. the English people

didn't know the fell secret of

Chowdhary to give a warning to

the hero.

Strangely enough, only Radha's

field is found suitable for the

tractor experiment. The Jagir-

Idar, who owned the village, didn't

[have any fields of his own. And
lyet the old Jagirdar showed the

foolhardy enterprise to send the

I hero overseas to learn modern
agriculture, so that he may come
back and start the tractor working

in the poor heroine's solitary field.

The crop ?oon becou.es the pivot

of the story. If it grew the hero

would be successful, if it didn't the

villain would be vindicated. The
heroine, of course, was attached

to the crop, as an extra gift.

The story is made "humorous"'

and "intriguing" by the introduc-

tion of the local barber. He
shaves people and circulates

rumours. Ho is scared of his wife

Recruit Arjan Khanna of 5 32

West Extension, Karol Bagh.
Delhi, is 5" 6i", 22, and has "cat

! eyes". He wants to be another
Chandramohan, without of course

the race horses.

and sings with her a duet to give

Pandit Indra a chance to write a

humorous song on the barber's

profession (his own. it seems, see-

ing the quality of this particular

song)

.

The story soon travels to the

climax, in which Radha gives a

professional dance: Chowdhan/
kills Radha's father and then at-

tacks Radha: Asha spits out re-

pentance and finally the dying

Radha officiates as a priestess and
joins Kishen and Asha in a holy

wedlock.

That ends the yarn prepared by
a group of Ranjit intellectuals.

IDIOTIC DIRECTION

The production values of the

picture are. as usual, very erratic.

The photography is good in parte

and rotten in other places. The
laboratory work is utterly rotter..

Pound recording of songs is pre'ty

carefully done, but the recording

of outdoor scenes is hardly good.

The music is bad and the orches-

tration of the songs is too rotten

for words. Bu'o C. Rani will need

a lot of training in musical notes

before he takes up another picture

for orchestration. Quite a few

songa of Pandit Indra are well and
warmly worded but they fail to

appeal because they appear in en-

tirely weak and insipid situations.

At places. Pandit] i has put too

much of romantic emotion in his

wurds while the situations actually,

as portrayed on the screen, lack

the reouisite romantic intensitv.

Panditji's work, as is usual with

him is. erratic. He is brilliant in

parts and rotten at other times.

The dialogue of the picture is too

poor for words. It is weak and
inappropriate throughout. The
screenplay lacks imaginative deve-

lopment and the situations have
become very sketchy. The humo-
rous element provided by the bar-

ber has become at places too cheap
and disgusting.

Manibhai Vyas. the director,

has done an idiotic mess of his job.

He seems even ignorant of the

elementary technique of motion
picture shooting. The emotional
situations, and there are precious

few of these, the director has com-
pletely ruined showing lack of in-

telligence and imagination.

FILM INDIA

Recruit Devendranath C o Rajni-

kant Vora, Nagar Chokla, Bhuj
(Cutch) is a very anxious youngs-

ter who can not only sing well

but also compose songs. He is pre-

pared to start at the bottom and
work his way up on merits.

BIKRAM, THE BEST
From the players. Mumtaz

Shanti gives h*»r usual good per-

formance in the role of Radha.
though the cameraman has not

been very kind to her. This artiste

also gives an old dance with the

same age-old movements and one

wonders whe'her the dance was
picked up from some old Ranjit

picture.

Bikram Kapoor has a very small

role to play as the Jagirdar. but

he looks it and lives it. Trilok

Kapoor, the hero, needs strong

handling. He walks through the

picture without worrying about

even making faces. Padma Ban-
nerjee. who plays Asha. the dau-

ghter of the Jagirdar. looks hide-

ous. She can hardly act. This

girl, hardly, deserves to be given

important roles. Leela Shinde.

strangely enough, shows a lot of

improvement on her previous

work. She does pretty well a« the

shrewish wife of the barber. Mus-
tafa in the role of the barber acts

like a circus clown. The director

seems to have forgotten to tell him
that he was playing the barber.

Well. "Dharti" is a very poor

picture seen from any angle and
gives a headache long before one

comes to the end.
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OUR REVIEW

"Zamin Asman" Just An-
other Prakash Flop!

Stupid Picture Fails To Entertain!

This is another siily picture-

on the usual conflict between
labour and its exploiters. In mo-
tion pictures, however, the con-

flict is never ideological. It is

usually a romantic clash—the

romance being the main theme
with occasional punctuations of

labour-laden dialogue which helps

neither the romance nor the labour.

The economic and ideological

conflict between labour and capi-

talism has its own problems but

when film producers condescend to

handle these problems for film

purposes, all the problem- lose

their intrinsic importance and look

stupid and ridiculous.

The producers of this picture

are not particularly known tor any
mghly intelligent approacli to then

work and it is no surprise to any
one with a little experience of

Indian pictures to find "Zamin
Asinan", a stupid and boring pic-

ture.

An important feature of this

picture is its hero. Film audicn-

ZAMIN ASMAN
Producers: Prakash Pictures

Language: Hindustani

Story & Dialogue: Pt Girish

Songs: Faiz Kashmi
Musi:: Kamal Das Gui:;a

Cinematography: P. G. Kuk.1e

Audiography: Bhatt, Dave &
Das 5

Cast: Ranjana, Jeewan,

Kusum Deshpande.
etc.

Released At: Lamington,
Bombay

Date of Release: l^th Juh
1946.

Directed By:

DWARKA KHOSLA

cis are used to expect our heroes

t:. be glamour boys with all the

virtues attributed to the gods.

• Zamin Asman" presents a hero

with a dehydrated face, the first

glimpse of which helps to create

an unforgettable hostility towards

everything connected with the

picture. Right till the end Jec-

Recruit 'Deepak" C o "filmindia-'

is a handsome man of 25. He sings

well and has directed stage hits.

For the present he wants to hide

his identity, though his face is on
view He is certainly a smart lad

with talent.

wan, the hero, remains an uncom-
fortable eye-sore to all film-lovers.

In tins aspect of its main casting

the picture has lost 75% of its

box-office appeal. The Indian film

industry must be in its ninth de-

gree of degeneration to have to

fall back upon a person like Jee-

wan to play the glamour lead.

THE USUAL TRIANGLE
The picture presents the usual

tiresome story, so often seen on

the screen. Nanak Chand (not in

any way related to our '"Chand''

brothers) owns a sugar mill in

partnership with Ravi, the son of

his dead partner, Pooran Chand.

Ravi is educated in England and

is intended to be the husband of

Nirmala, the only daughter of

Nanak Chand. When Ravi re-

turns home, he is pained to see the

economic distress among the

labourers working in the mill. But
he displays a soft back-bone and

can't do much about it, even

though he sees a man being killed

in an accident and another being

murdered. Kirmala chases Ravi

all over the place carrying her

heart in her hand. Ravi,

of course, dodges her, knowing

that he has to meet his heroine

somewhere else. He does so in a

jungle and her name is Kamla.

She is in an ashram called "T3ha-

rati Ashram". Ravi ar.d KamlaKiran and Husna are in a pleasant expectant mood in ' Bhookh.

'
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Recruit Narender Nath of Allies

Novelty Stores. Queensway, Kara-

chi, is 5' 8", has had amateur

stage experience and is anxious

to join in.

start spooning, till Nirmala arri-

ves on the scene.

Very soon, all the characters of

the play return to the sugar mill

to contribute to the climax. The
climax is reached in a final con-

flict between Nanak Chand and
his workers. The hero takes sides

with the workers and both the

parties are soon face to face with

a solitary gun as the symbol of

tyranny. After spitting out some
lukewarm emotions, all go home
completely satisfied.

A POOR PRODUCTION
Technically the picture is rather

a poor affair. With the solitary

exception of the first song, the

rest of the tunes given by Kamal
Das Gupta are too poor for film

purposes. The song compositions

are also too poor to appeal. The
dialogue is rather insipid through-

out. Photography is good in

parts and so is the recording. The
dances, are meaningless. The
direction of Dwarka Khosla is too

silly for words.

From the players, Jeewan just

doesn't look a hero. Kusum
Deshpande gives her usual good
performance, with plenty of eye-

inaking, as Nirmala. Ramesh
Sinha impresses as Nanak Chand
and speaks well. Ranjana acts

FlLMIi'Di;

Recruit E. M. Khan c o Automobile

Co., Salim Road, Mombasa, is 23

and 5' 4" and does not mind a

small role to make a beginning.

rather poorly as the heroine. The
rest are too poor.

There is nothing in "Zamin As-
rnan" worth the price of any ticket

and if some are stupid enough to

see it, they will be purchasing

only a headache.

THE QUEEN OF MELODY
KANAN DEVI

IN HER MOST MELODIOUS ROLE

M. P. PRODUCTIONS' musical hit

••RAJ LAttSriMI"
DIRECTED BY: PRAMEN MITRA

WITH:- CHHABI BISHWAS. JAHAR, PURNIMA.
NATWAR <& IFTIKHAR.

WATCH FOR ITS RELEASE .'

For CP. & C.I.

For SOUTH :-

For BENGAL :-

JAM NADAS LTD.
SELECT PICTURES CIRCUIT.
MANSATA FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
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ht HomE mid rbrord
MOVIES AND CRIME

Right after the fashion of the

\
movie-makers, an Indian took a

tommy-gun the other day, got in-

to a taxi, jumped out in a crowd-

ed locality and opened fire killing

six and wounding several. After

this fell exhibition of monstrous

butchery, this coward escaped in

the taxi and was untraced till the

time of writing. This is a com-
munal-cum-political incident, but

is it purely this or a'so cinematic,

considering what Hollywood has

been showing the Indians during

the last thirty years? Though
I tragic, this man-slaughter has a

touch of filmic melodrama in it'.

These methods of crime were un-

known in India before the movies

became a popular entertainment.

FINAL SETTLEMENT
Once managing the Indian dis-

tribution-end of the Universal

Pictures of America. Aniladi

Vithal Rao. found it necessary to

dispose himself off by hanging
himself from the ceiling of his

bed-room.

Losing his job with the Univer-

sal's a few years back, this unfor-

tunate man went through a chain

of misfortunes in trying to do

some independent distribution

business in the city. Dunned by

his creditors, the unfortunate man
could not stand the endless strain

of dodgings and bluffs and on
Tuesday morning the 10th of Sep-
tember Vithal Rao's young wife

found her husband hanging by the
neck in his bed-room.

That is one against the specu-
lative aspect of this film business.

NO FREE SHOWS
The Congress Ministry of the

L'nited Provinces has once again

passed orders warning govern-
ment servants about using com-
plimentary passes to visit cine-

mas. Strict disciplinary action

will be taken agaii.st offenders

who are found taking illegal ad-

vantage of their official status.

What about Bombay and the

other provinces where the whit.'

capped moralists are ruling?

PROUD EGYPTIANS
The Ministry of Social Affairs

of the Egyptian Government have
decided to ban Egyptian-made
films which are considered "in-

decent and incompatible with

their traditions and not be-

fitting; Egypt's status among the

nations of the world."

This decision was taken on the

report of the Aral) States where

the Egyptian films were severely

In "Parda" a social picture of

Fasik Productions, Dulari attracts

attention.

censured and considered indecent

by conservative families. Re-
port- also came in that these films

were doing a great harm to

Egypt's reputation abroad and
rudely contradicted the com-
placent belief that the Egyptian
film industry served as a good
propaganda medium.

Measured by this yard-stick,

99% of the Indian product should

he pushed into the city's sewers.

ONE FILM LESS
On August 26th, in Lahore, the

i apit'al of the Punjab, a film studio

belonging to Shorey Pictures was
gutted by fire which took its flame

from the leakage of an electric

fuse. For a while, an adjoining

cinema and a few residential flats

were in danger but were saved by
the heroic efforts of the studio

staff and the Fire Brigade.

It is reported that "Rut Ran-
gilee", a film was completely

burnt. The actresses are reported

co have escaped unhurt.

One wonders what the Electric

It\spcctor to the Government was
doing to permit the use of faulty

.-lectrical installation in a place

where hundreds of people work
regularly.

AND SOME MORE LESS
On August 27th, a film-godown

belonging to the Empire Talkie

Distributors of Calcutta, coughed

out a loud explosion and broke out

into a fire. No loss of life is re-

in 'Kalpana", Uday Shankar gives some rare dances which are going;

to grace the Indian screen for the first time.
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Salvi, playiag the title role in

"Maharana Pratap", carries two

swords but doesn't draw out even

one, but threatens nevertheless.

ported and no one knows the

cause of the fire yet. It is said

that a number of foreign distribu-

tors have lost their copies as fol-

lows: United Artists 7, Universal

6. Warner 20. Twentieth-Century

Fox 29 and R.K.O. quite a large

number.

It is also said that the negative

of "Jhumke", which was sent to

Calcutta for making prints, has

been completely burnt.

It is high time that the differ-

ent provincial governments start

taking drastic steps in the matter

of storing films or one day our

film producers will burn the whole

country down and roast the

people alive.

TIMELY WARNING
The workers of the Indian film

•idustry have suddenly become

nscious of their ny;ht< and quite

lightning strikes have been

r< '! in different studios.

C -ix hundred workers of the

Rani. Film Company went on a

strike ii 'j. September because

200 wo] • wore given the walk-

ing-tick' ne good morning. The
silver-haii centurion, Sardar

Chandulal Shah, left his race

horses at Poona and rushed to

town and after a lot of quibbling

agreed to withdraw the walking-

tickets. They say that he spends

Rs. 15.000 every month in feed-

ing horses which run for him and
lose money.

During August, 500 workers of

the Central Studios also went on
strike demanding Clearness allow-

ance. Theatre-magnate Keki
Modi granted the allowance im-

mediately and promised to consi-

October, 1946

der other demands within a

month. They say that Keki Modi
is worth nearly a crore of rupees

and also runs race-horses for fun.

Still another strike of the

workers of the Famous Cine
Laboratory, owned by Shiraz Ali

Hakim, a movie-millionaire, was
settled amicably by granting an
increase in dearness allowance,

thirty days' leave with pay, pub-
lic holidays under Factory Act,

free medical service and an equit-

able Provident Fund scheme.

MUSIC OF THE MONTH
ON

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE

&

COLUMBIA
RECORDS

RATAN * NEK PARVIN * SHAMA

ANMOL GHADI * NARGIS * GHUNGHAT

HUM - EK - HAIN * MAHARANA PRATAP

RANAK DEVI * KRISHNA LEELA

THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. LTD.

DUM DUM - BOMBAY - MADRAS - DELHI - LAHORE
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Anjana likes Jairaj to be near, whatever his dress, in "Dhanwan ", a
social story of Sunrise Pictures.

i
. October, 1946

j These three victories over lead-

jj
ing film magnates are significant

] of the times ahead. It is high

j.
time that the workers start getting

j a substantial share of the huge
profits made by our movie-mil-

ij
lionaires by manufacturing mo-
tion picture sausages.

THFIR LEGITIMATE DEMANDS
Under the presidentship of Mr.

P. Y. Deshpande of Nagpur, the
cinema employees of C.P. and
Berar have formed a Union with
their headquarters at Nagpur.

Among several reasonable de-
mands, they want a seven-hours'
working day and forty-two work-
ing hours a week, ten days' casual
leave and one month's privilege

leave with pay every year; sick

leave with full pay and extra pay-
ment for work on public holidays;

cycles, umbrellas, rain coats, uni-

forms and woollen coats, all free of

charge; accident insurance and
compensation and extra money
for all work done outside expec-
tations; dearness allowance, an-
nual bonus, security of service and
regularity of hours, minimum
wages with annual increments for

different classes of employees.

These demands have been un-
animously approved by the
Managing Committee and now
these will be forwarded to the
cinema owners in due course.

We wish these workers all suc-

cess in inducing the fattened
owners to shell out a bit of their

huge war profits.

FAIRY TALES
Describing V. Shantaram as

Jayashree's director and that

"great international writer" De-
wan Sharar as Jayashree's script -

writer, a London columnist savs

that "Dr. Kotnis" is the firsi

Indian picture with English
dialogue (not knowing '"gentle"

Jamsu's "The Court Dancer").

He goes on to say that "Dr.
Kotnis" is the second picture in

which Jayashree has worked (not

knowing "Mazi Ladki" and other

pictures of Saraswati in which
Jayashree had played.)

According to this guy, Jaya-
phree is 22 I bad mathematics.)
She can sing and dance (He has
not heard her crowing nor seen

her goose-steps in "Shakuntala.").

Jayashree is reported to have
seen Shantaram when she was 11

years old. He is said to have
told her to go back and return in

7 years. When she returned, he
married her and made her a star.

(Poor Dada Tornay of Saraswati

Cinetone and Baburao Pai of

Prabhat—the two most responsi-

ble for Jayashree's screen career!)

Even a stupid Englishman can
tell fairy tales.

INSULTING BUDDHA
Knowing fully well that the

white-skinned people of the West
have never heard anything of Dr.
Kotnis. the Sholapur medico, Pro-
ducer Shantaram, with the help of

Dewan Sharar's intelligence and
imagination, has rechristened his

"Dr. Kotnis" as the "Song of

Buddha."

Poor Buddha! Though He never
>an<: a song. Shantaram will sing

one in a tonga and palm it off as

Buddha's eternal song.

Can blasphemy go further?

NEW PATRIOTISM
Some cinema owners of Nagpur

seem to have changed their spots

with the times and gone patriotic.

They have put on the shelf the

old British anthem. "God Save
The King" and now tickle the

audience to rise from the chairs

with "Vande Mataram".
We refuse to congratulate these

time-servers who should have

shown their present gesture in

1942. Had they done so, they
would have taken "filmindia's"

salute.

ONCE AGAIN
M a r w a d i multi-millionaire

Babulal Chokhani of Shree Bharat
Laxmi Pictures of Calcutta, who
has a previous conviction for

theft of electrical energy, is once
again reported to be in trouble on
a charge of dealing in unlicensed

petrol and hoarding and black

marketing. Two others are also

involved in this case. It is said

that these people will be tried un-
der the Defence of India Act.

GOOD GOING
Ashok Kumar is reported to

have signed with Pioneer Pictures

of Calcutta to play the leading
role in "Chandrashekar". What-
ever the amount on the paper con-
tract, people insist on saying that

he will get two lakhs for the role.

Add to this a lakh and twenty-
five from Shahzad Productions in

Bombay and another Rs. 60,000
from Filmistan and we shall find
Ashok Kumar earning three lakhs
and eighty-five thousand rupees
in twelve months.

Who said that our artistes were
not well paid?

GOING MODERN
The white-capped Government

of Bombay are reported to be
widening their cultural vision des-
pite the orthodox weight of their
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Comedian Desai and Dancer Mumtaz Ali are in boisterous but plea-

sant company in "Shehnai" a social story of Filmistan Ltd.

light caps. They have decided to

use the motion picture for visual

education of the masses. They
have in hand fifty 16mm projec-

tors, which were previously used

for war propaganda to poison in-

nocent villagers, but they will now
be used for propagating general

village uplift plans. The officials

are already looking out for educa-
tional films produced in the coun-

try to meet the needs of the Gov-
ernment .

To find these, however, they
should stretch their eyes a bit

more and look beyond the seas.

JUST MARRIED
Having made a beginning by

taking Neena as a partner in busi-

ness four years ago. Producer-
director W. Z. Ahmed has now
married the star. The marriage
took place on the 12th September
at Datia where the bride's father

works as the Prime Minister of the

State.
|

They make a glorious couple

id we wish them every happi-

DASH IT!
-

<
'

' n : a 1 Joe Breen of California

ha -11 telling the Englishmen
how

I 'urse carefully in their mo-
tion \ ures to avoid shocking
the sei - v< Yankee ears.

He 1
'

it "Demmit" from
"XichoL ttckleby" and asked

(hem to put "Dash it" for export

to America. As a responsible

American censor, Joe is in

England to advise the "vulgar"

Englishmen about their dialogue in

1 he talkies that go to America.

Perhaps genial Joe didn't like

"Demmit'' because it wasn't

"Godammit". The Englishman
must learn the Yankee versions of

such expressions if they are to be

accepted as sufficiently civilized in

America.

PAID IN EGGS
In Hungary the highly inflated

pengo, which smacked of fine gold

once upon a time, does not buy
anything these days. The people

of Hungary are fast going back to

the primitive days, when they bar-

tered their needs.

Theatre-owners are now taking

eggs at the box-offices as ad-
mission fees. At Lajosmizse. just

50 miles from Budapest, the single

admission for a good show is only

2 egg:- In the ntics it is higher.

A road show circus charges 5 eggs.

In Budapest, fifty eggs and three

geese will buy a good radio set.

High time we introduce some
rotten eggs at the box-offices of

Indian pictures.

CHANGING TIMES
The order of the old Bihar Gov-

ernment banning the film "Hin-
dustan Hamara" has been can-

celled by the present Popular j

Ministry. The Film can now be
shown to every one all over
Bihar, including the I.C.S.

ONE FRIEND LESS
We regret to report the death

of an old friend, Mr. Anadi Nath
Bose, Managing Director of the
Aurora Film Corporation. Mr.
Bose had been suffering from
asthma for years and he died at
his residence on the 21st Septem-
ber at the age of 65. He was one 1

of the early pioneers in the film I

distribution business of Bengal and
had recently taken an active part
in film production.

A GOOD BEGINNING
Labouring under the belief that

Indian film producers read English
newspapers, the Government of the
United Provinces has put adver-
tisements in the English dailies

railing upon film producers to 1

quote for the production of 1000
feet documentaries on subjects
like, Public Health, Rural Deve-
lopment, Communal Unity etc.

Applications are to be made to

the Secretary, Information, Coun-
cil House, Lucknow.

WISE GEORGE
Sportsman George's Government

of Gwalior has shown some social-

ly useful imagination by exempt-
ing "Hum Ek Hain", a Prabhat
picture, from the State Entertain-

ment Tax throughout the Gwalior
territories, in view of the healthy
influence of the film in promoting
communal harmony.

We hope the other Stat^ Prin-

ces catch the infection, especially

that high-stepper Hari Singh of

Kashmir.

WATCH THIS SHADOW!
From Sylhet in Assam comes

the disturbing news that Muslin;

youths have been picketing in

front of the two cinema houses at

Sylhet to prevent local people

from attending shows at these

theatres, because they are owned
and managed by Hindus.

That is a new shadow on the

screen horizon and a warning of

the future shape of "Direct

Action". 'With the new picketing

and the old-fashioned pick-pocket-

ing at our show-houses, our

cinema industry is not likely to be

a paying problem in future.
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MR GOGTAY REPLIES

"On my return to this country

a few days ago, I noticed your

June editorial which needs a re-

joinder from me so far as the

IMPPA's allegations against me
are concerned.

"The opening references can be

briefly replied to. That I deserv-

ed a substantial gratuity was the

opinion of no less a person than

Rai Bahadur Chunilal, who was

president of the 1MPPA at the

time of my resignation. Mr.
Chandulal Shah, was not opposed

to it. But in view of the caucus

of the independent producers and

a couple of studio owners who
were inimical to me, in view of n.y

insistence on all constitutional pro-

prieties being observed, Rai Baha-
dur Chunilal felt that the pro-

posal would not pass through the

Committee. I intended- to use the

gratuity chiefly for payment of a

premium without which no resi-

dential or other accommodation
can be secured as you well know.

The furniture and radio, though

used by me in discharge of my
duties as secretary (the radio was
instrumental in my securing from
the All India Radio an annual

royalty of some Rs. 20.000 for the

members of the Association!, have

always been lodged in the port ion

of the premises allotted for the

work of the Association and were

still in that portion on the 8th

March 1940 when I left for the

U.S.A. I have never removed these

article- to my part of the premises

and therefore I wrote to the Asso-

ciation to have the same removed
to any place they liked. Conse-

quently, the question of n.y re-

turning these articles does not

arise.,- I am not the only one to

accuse Indian producers of plagi-

arism. Your own film reviews, the

columns of the Free Press Film

Supplement issued last November
and other journals have done like-

wise. I think I have been kind

in that I did not quote the names
of the Indian films that plagiariz-

ed certain foreign films. And in a

letter to the Film Daily the

IMPPA itself have admitted "that

certain Indian pictures contain

adaptations from American stories

in certain parts'', which as an un-

derstatement can be understood

coming as it does from the accused

producers' organization. In my
expose I had pointed out that the

fault was not primarily of the pro-

ducers because they rarely saw all

the foreign films, but of their so-

called story writers who collected

their stories in foreign film

theatres as you have yourself re-

marked more than once.

"As to the Story Department
Fund, I may inform you that the

intention behind the demand for

a royalty for film songs broadcast
was to utilize the royalty for a

common story department. Since

the producers did not believe in

the department, I did not want
them to spend anything extra from
out of their pockets but discover-

ed the royalty as an independent
source of income. Unfortunately,

the advent of new members during

the period of over 2 years re-

quired to conclude the royalty

negotiations contributed to dis-

regard of the original intention
and therefore, with the permission
of the then President, Mr. Chan-
dulal Shah, I had to approach in-

dividual members several of whom,
including Mr. Chandulal Shah,
agreed to the royalty being paid
by the IMPPA to me for the ori-

ginal purpose. However that may
be, I gave every opportunity to

the President, Rai Bahadur
Chunilal, to satisfy himself that I

had deposited the amount in a

separate bank account which had
always remained untouched (the

raw film control period left me no
time to prosecute the objective of

the Story Department, nor was the

matter urgent as any rotten pic-

ture was making money). I de-

clined however to refund the

amount to the IMPPA in view of

the unfounded allegations which
the aforesaid caucus had proceed-

ed to make against me, which I

wanted them to withdraw or sub-

stantiate, and because I felt that

legally the Committee had now no
right to interfere in the matter.
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P Bahadur Chunilal, in a Corn-
meeting, admitted as much

-aid that only the members
who had contributed to the Fund
could alone call me to account for

it, for which I was always pre-

pared. At the same time he ad-
vised me as a friend and in order
to maintain harmony with the
caucus that I should refund the
whole amount. Had I elected not
to resign the secretaryship of the
Association I would have cheer-

fully accepted that advice, but the

Committee in a matter that was
of the utmost importance to the

lawful existence - of the Associa-

tion declined to act though I

brought it before them thrice.

Upon this I resigned with effect

from the 17th Nov. 1945 as I want-

ed to have mo part in the activi-

ties of a body that was acting

illegally and unconstitutionally. I

then had the fullest intention to

work the Story Department as a

Howtomakei|ourself

lovelier -/fat Aim
Try changing to the one

powder which contains

the secret of longer-

lasting loveliness— Pou-

dre Tokalon. 'Mousse

of Cream' is its amaz-

[
ing patented ingredient

which will keep your complexion fresh and matt

for hours and hours—which hides every tiny

blemish and gives you natural - looking loveli-

ness. That is why, when you use Poudre Tokalon

you will see envy in other women's eyes and

admiration in his. In seven heart - disturbing

shades Rose -Peach, Rachel, Peach, Brunette,

Natural, Suntan, White.

rOKlLUIV
FOR LONGER- LASTINC LOVELINESS

separate association, beyond whicl

1 need not allude to this mattei
except to say that on my instruc-

tions dated New York the 21si|

April 1946 my family refunded tht

whole amount to the IMPPA (tht

1MPPA took as much as 4 weeks 1

to give the proper receipt to myll
family) . I effected this refund be-HI-

cause I felt that the new set ofIj

activities that I had chalked outl||

for myself did not need the help ofl
this small yet much much-malign-l
ed amount."
BOMBAY 4. Ram L. GogtayM

YOU DID THE SAME
"The other day I went to see all

picture at a local cinema-housell
(Plaza). Two gentlemen werell
sitting in the row behind me. They II

had four tickets, two for them-l|
selves and two for their friendsl|

who had not arrived. One of them II

went out to see if they had come. II

In the meantime three British II

soldiers came and occupied those II

vacant seats despite the con,- II

tinuous protests of the gentlemanH
sitting there, who had already in- II

formed them that the seats were

occupied. I also asked them
politely to vacate those seats but

they didn't listen. So, I, along

with the aforesaid gentleman,

went to the manager and sought

his help in this matter. He condes-

cended to send his assistant with

us, but to no use. The poor fel-

low cut an extremely sorry figure.

He allowed himself to be intimi-

dated by the fluent English of

these soldiers.

"To cut a long story short, it

would do to say that the manager
pocketed this insult lying down.

He was afraid to kick up a row.

Isn't it a matter for shame that

while our National Government is

functioning at the Centre there is

still a class of Indians who think

it an honour to lick the British

feet in spite of the kicks they re-

ceive from them?"
LAHORE. B. K. Chadha.

MORARJI IS BUSY
"Profiteering in the sale of

tickets at exorbitant rates at the

entrances of theatres, especially

those in which Indian pictures are

shown, has become quite prover-

bial nowadays. The other day
when wc went to see "Deewar" at

Royal Opera House we were told

by the booking clerk that all the
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Cuckoo, a popular Anglo-Indian
dancer, plays a role in "Sona
Chandi", produced and directed

by R D. Pareenja

tickets had been sold out. But to

our surprise right in front of the
booking office many fellows wen'
seen wandering who were prepar-
ed to offer us tickets worth Rs. 2-8
for Rs. 4. We of course refused
the offer and informed Prithviraj

of the things going on. But he
rightly pointed out to us that un-
less this was made an offence it

was of no use trying to stop it.

How is it that the Bombay Gov-
ernment has not brought out any
legislative act to meet this grow-
ing racketeering even though many
other governments like that of

CP. have done so?"
BOMBAY 19. .V. T'. Rajagopal.

A PITY

J

"Patel Bhayya, despite your
unbiassed verdict on "Dr. Kotnis",

pf course Shantaram's I went and
saw the picture in order to confirm

or refute the allegations made by
you in your review and form my
pwn judgment. Having seen the

picture I repented for having
Wasted my hard-earned money in

spite of your opinion against it. I

wish I had not seen it at all. Or
rather. Shantaram had not pro-
duced it at all

"Oh, to think of Shantaram, of

all the people, portraying Dr.

Kotnis! Shantaram being a great

director would, I thought, live the

role of Dr. Kotnis, but unfortu-
nately he fails even to reach the

standard of his own pupil Jaya-
shree, the inimitable. His actions

are in a strange contrast to that of

hers. Judging the acting of both,

one is at a loss to know who, of

the two, is the teacher and the dis-

ciple! Probably, Shantaram,
having reached heights as a direc-

tor, now wants to fathom depths

as an actor."

MADRAS. Ahmed Din.

LET US HOPE
"Further to my letter of July 9

last about the existing racket in

cinema tickets. I give below copy
of letter No. 5639 1AA of 1946 of

the 19th ultimo received from the

Commissioner of Police, Arms
Dept.:

"With reference to your let-

ter dated the 7th instant com-
plaining about the resale of

cinema tickets at higher rates I

write to inform you that the

police are powerless at present

to deal with the nuisance and
the matter has been taken up

by Government with a view to
passing legislation and en-
hancing the power of the Police
to deal with this evil."

"Film goers ought to be jubilant
•ver this piece of news and though
the legislation sanctioning more
powers to the Police in putting an
end to this social menace is a
belated one it will be quite wel-
come.

"Xow, my request is that the
Police with more powers in their
aands should not reap a harvest,
but, on the other hand, do all they
can to start a campaign for the
-arly closure of the chapter of

rackets in cinema tickets."

BOMBAY 19. H. S. Xarayan.

WAIT AND SEE!
"Yet, another Indian film Studio,

The Shorey Pictures, Lahore'
together with new and old
films worth several lakhs of

rupees, has been reduced "to a

blackened charred structure" on
26th Aug. '46. Fortunately, there

was no loss of life.

"Our film industry has recently

been infected with a number of

fires—mostly costly and tragic

—

but all these have not yet moved
the authorities concerned to un-
dertake a searching enquiry into

the whole affair, so as to make
life secure in a film studio or go-

down.

Neena and Masud Parvez make Shalimar's 'Meera", an interesting:

devotional story.
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The two "little" ones are not Shamim's kids. She is too young to

have those "little" ones in "Shikarpuri", a Charolia picture

len there is so much talk of

lalization, it is a disgrace

i we have to read of a fire out-

break in a film studio or godown
every six months. One wonders
how many more fires the industry

has to endure before those in

power turn their attention with a

view to prevent them."
BANGALORE. Ar

. S. V. Chalam.

LET US PRAY
"It is a pity to note that while

foreign producers are contemplat-

ing to launch a progressive pro-

gramme of film production

purposely to educate and en-

lighten the masses and devising

ways and means to promote this

object, the film industry in India

is still very backward, and it

seems that 'she has no need for

such things.

"For the past two or three years

the standard of films is rapidly

deteriorating and the same old

stuff is being reshaped and pre-

sented with a new label. And why
should not deterioration take

place when, there is lack of enthu-

siasm and sincerity on the part of

our directors and producers who

are ignorant of the ABC of film

direction and production? Instead

they should learn to work hard

and create some thing new. At

present they only know how to

amass money and spend a leisure-

ly life.

"Now that a new Interim Na-

tional Government has been form-

ed at the Centre, shall we hope

that early steps would be taken to

prevent worsening of this indus-

try?"
DELHI. Baldev R. Bajaj.

ALL THE SAME
"There is a theatre here, Elgin

Talkies which is nothing but a

third-rate dungeon. It has neither

proper timings nor good seating

arrangements. Partly, it resem-

bles the Majestic of Delhi regard-

ing pillars. While the picture is

oing on the people upstairs wave

eir hands in front of the pro-

windows thereby throwing

sha 'ows on the screen. This idle

pra oon starts a din in the rest

of tl. all. Thus, we are disturb-

ed, 0 entertainment is spoiled,

and i i v is wasted."

G. Syed Ismail.

BANGA'' )RE CANTT.

CEREBRAL ANAEMIA
"The other day I saw Prakash's

"Kavita". I think it is the most
rotten picture Prakash has ever

produced (so far as their social

pictures are concerned).

"I am really shocked to see

Vijay Bhatt, who once gave us

pictures like "Bharat Milap" and
"Ram Rajya", producing a

totally rotten picture like "Ka-
vita".

"What is wrong with "Viju"
now a days, Mr. Patel?"
KARACHI. Naraindas P. Kotak.

ROTTEN SYSTEM
"I agree with Mr. Surendra

Kishore when he says that even
our best poets when they write for

a film story present a very low

standard of poetry but I feel that

the poets are not the only persons

to be blamed for that.

"To me it appears that the pro-

ducer is mainly responsible for

exhibition of such bad poetry, al-

though we cannot absolve the In-

dian cinema-goers also of their

responsibility in this respect.

"So long as a poet writes for the

sake of art he writes something
which springs up from his heart

and which is more of a spon-

taneous nature but when it

comes to writing for somebody
he has to write according to the

dictates of his employer. And
there lies the rub.

"It seems to me that the pro-|

ducers of our film companies navel
in their view the accumulation of I

gold even at the cost of art andl
the past history of Indian filml

production has exhibited that the

best hits at the box office are those
j

which are not worth the name in;

so far as the field of art is con-'

cerned."

NEW DELHI. S. A. MalikA

WASTE OF TIME
"There is a general notion in

South India that you have
ignored the South Indian film in-

dustry from your critical review.

To some extent it may be due to

the impropriety and cheapness of

our films. But don't you think it

your duty to elevate our film in-

1

dustry also, yourself being the)

veteran journalist of whom we are

proud?

"Our Telugu pictures are pretty

small in number and even those

are very boring and tiresome with

stereotyped themes and ear-split-

ting tunes. Even Vauhini Pic-

tures to which we had hitched

some hope, have miserably failed

in their "Swargaseema", which
has been delivered after two
years of birth pangs.

"But for their numerical majo-
rity, the Tamil pictures are in no
way better. In addition, we find

the Tamil pictures unsocial, ob-
jectionable and dirty. They want
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to make money somehow or any-

how. Even "Lavangi", on which

money has been lavishly spent for

publicity, is a disconnected and

concocted story with a criminal

waste of raw film on extraneous

scenes.

'When provinces are going to

be reconstructed as autonomous
units, movies in the regional lan-

guages are equally important and
their improvement equally essen^

tial. side by side with the movies

in the common language and their

improvement. May I hope that

you will pay more attention to

South Indian film industry also?"

V. S. R. Krishna.

TADEPALLK IFI ).\ M
QUITE TRUE

"Director Vedi has wasted a lot

of time in "Room No. 9" in set-

ting up the "Sexy Dance" with

some half-naked damsels, and it is

nothing more and nothing less

than exhibiting the dirty legs,

thighs and the clumsy, jerking of

hips and one fails to understand
the art in these vulgar and inde-

cent dances. This kind of cheap
and obscene dances which have
vicious influence on the mind and

culture of the masses, is a matter
which calls for immediate atten-

tion of the Government. It is a
pity that censors also seem to

have taken too optimistic a view
of the scene and passed it easily,

altogether overlooking their duty
to the public.

"One cannot overlook the fact

that clothes have a dramatic
value as well as an aesthetic pur-

pose, and after all there is a limit

of acting one can do in a sarong.

"Though sex plays a prominent
part in human life and is also an
essential clement of entertain-

ment, too much of it has a demo-
ralizing effect on the minds of the

people."

BOMBAY. Unny.

SERVICE
"Recently I went to see "Su-

bhadra" at Roxy Talkies. When
I enter the hall, I saw that all the

tickets of annas 10 were reserved

and it was not necessary to rush

for the seats. I have visited

many Indian cinemas but "Roxy"
is the only picture-house where
the tickets of ten annas have re-

served seats."

BOMBAY. Farukh ./. .4. Somjec.

IMMATERIAL
"The exhibitors of the North

find your honest reviews of pic-

tures very helpful to guide them
when offering huge Mg's and
settling terms of booking with the
distributors.

"Is it therefore, not possible for

you to give the censoring date
just below the date of release in

the panel? I am sure this inform-
ation will prove very beneficial to

us."

DELHI. Wazir Singh Jain.

NO IMAGINATION
"The other day I had been to

Prabhat with my family mem-
bers, all of whom were ladies, to

see 'Pahli Nazar.' I bought five

tickets of Rs. 1-14-0 each. When
we entered the cinema house. I

found it difficult to get five seats

together. One seat was vacant at

one end while the other one was
at the other end. So at last we
were forced to sit in a batch of 1.

2 and 2 and thus we could not en-

joy the picture though it was a

fairly good one.

"I am at a loss to understand as

to why these cinema owners do
not number the seats as well as

SUMRISE PICTURES

PICTURES
p t e J e n t

A conflicting drama depicting the pathetic lot of the down-

trodden, silver-lined by the immortal flames of hope.

I N

Featuring :-

SITARA, M. ISMAIL,

PARO, UMAKANT,

RADHA, PANDE.

Direction: V. M. Vyas.

Story:- M. G. Dave.

Dialogues :- Kabil Amritsari,

Music :- Shanti Kumar,

An :- Yusuf Dhala.
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g in order to avoid such in-

fluences. If not all, they

mid at least number the seats

and tickets of the upper classes."

KARACHI. Xaroin P. Kotak.

LET S HOPE
"In the July '46 issue of "film-

india" somebody has complained
that Trilok Kapoor, the hero in

''Gvalan" hasn't got any box-office

hit to his credit. Surely, it is not

due to want of histrionic talents

on the part of Trilok. Perhaps it

may be due to lack of luck or

favourable circumstances.

"Though Trilok has got a

striking resemblance to his illus-

trious brother Prithviraj he

doesn't possess the ever-grim face

of the latter. Trilok's face can

register emotions even for happy
moments. You have made about

the best selection among the

heroes at present available, mosl
of whom are mediocre and effemi-

nate. They are perhaps suitable

for "Tom-girlish" roles.

"Hope that the inherent his-

trionic talents of Trilok will be

brought to lime-light by the able

director of the picture."

MADRAS. A. Vedamurthi.

HULLO, PAREENJA!
"In your July 1946 issue there

has appeared an advertisement,

inserted by Producer-director R.
D. Pareenja, for good-looking
young girls to join his concern. It

is with regret I note that this ap-
peared exactly three months ago
(April 1946 issue).

"Mr. Pareenja had advertised

in your esteemed and popular
"filmindia*' that he would give as

reward the sum of Rs. 100 1 - to the

one who suggested the best name
for a film producing company.
After waiting patiently for three

months I find that the reward has

not at all been awarded to any-
one.

"Naturally, being a competitor

myself. I am anxious to know who
the lucky guy is. Mr. Pareenja

seems to have dropped the idea

completely and has hit the nail by
sending a countrywide call for

young girls to join his concern. I

wonder if Mr. Pareenja's selection

of girls will be as mysterious and
unknown as the reward of Rs. 100.

I wish Brother Pareenja the besl

of luok in his selection of good-

looking young girls."

POONA Simon 5. Aaron.

NOTIONS
"Mr. Xandkumar Bhatia of

Karachi is very much in the

wrong when he says that one

can't expect everybody and spe-
cially respectable people to stand
in a queue (Refer "Woes &
Echoes" July '46). Is it a shame
to stand in a queue or does one
lose his respect by doing so? After
years we Indians have learnt to
queue up for our tickets and now
there is one person who does not
find it respectable to do so. No
doubt advance booking does save
many from the troub'c of having
to stand at the booking offices for

a long time, but I cannot see any
reason why respectable persons
should not queue up. In other
words those who stand in a queue
are not respectable people accord-
ing to Mr. Bhatia."

V. K. Fnzhtr Rahman
BANGALORE.

IN LINE EH?
"Sathi" of Central Studios is

running here at local Nishat.
Muctuwas heard of Mehtab's Pro-
duet ion but it is surprising to note
that the picture failed to attract

To be frank it is a hopeless pic-

ture ever produced by Central
Studios. Mr. Sadiq the hero of

the picture looks like a fool. It

has an unnatural story, with no
direction."

CAWNPORE. Savitri Shukla,

THEY DO, BUT

—

"Since long I am watching the

publications of the photos of

young boys as "New Recruits" for

the film industry in your esteem-
ed magazine "filmindia."

"Originally I had guessed that

some of these will certainly make
their debut in the industry through
your earnest efforts. But to my
utter surprise. I now find that

since the war stormed various fi'm

companies arc daily advertising in

different newspapers ^'Wanted
male and female actors for our
roming productions etc. etc."

Wh'at do these advertisements
mean? Can't these film companies
rely on the recommendations of a

man like Mr. Patel, who has been
earnestly serving the film indus-

try for the last so many years and
whose recommendations certainly

carry weight. Or does this mean
that thece so-called producers do
not read the peoples' favourite

magazine "filmindia."?"

Abdus Salam Usmani..

NEW DELHI.
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S. Kapoor looks a poor navy lad

in "Chehra" a social story of

Uprifht Pictures.

HONESTY?

"When certain eagerly awaited

pictures are released in Simla, the

local cinemas, taking an undue
advantage from this weakness of

the cinegoers, transform a greater

number of lower class seats into

higher class ones. To quote 1 some
recent examples; this was experi-

enced at the releases of "Dr. Kot-
nis" and "Prithviraj Sanyukta."

''Is thai not unfair?"

SIMLA. S. I, Shartna.

FEW PENNIES?
"A historical film is ;i great

responsibility both for the pro-

ducer and the writer. Unfortu-
nately Indian film producers have
not recognised this. These pro-

ducers, with their usual traditions

of illiteracy and indifference, have
been re-writing Indian history in

their own manner and have given

to the screen incorrect represent-

ation of history. And all tbie for

a few pennies to line their pockets.

When Indian producers adopt his-

tory to entertain the masses, they

should bear in mind that histori-

cal pictures must be primarily and

essentially true to history—not

only in important events but also

in the character portrayals of the

personalities of the times shown
on the screen."

Satyendra Prasad Jamvar.

PATNA.

THANKS, MAMA!
"I want to pat you on the back

boy for your excellent criticism of

"Bachhon-ka-khel".
"I haven't seen the picture but

I'll see that it is banned for all my
relations.

''Believe it or not you are one

of the few on the face of this

earth who is doing good for huma-
nity. India needs heaps of your
'tribe'. .

\T,W DELHI. Gaitn Kah,'.

ONE MORE
"I have seen "Dr. Kotnis ki

Amar Kahani" recently. While
agreeing hundred per cent with

your criticism of this picture 1

wish to add one more point which
you have omitted.

"The uncritical acceptance by
educated persons of any and

everything that is written, said or

done by a n.ember of medical pro-

fession can only be compared with

their blind belief in everything

that bears the label of religion.

This is glaringly evident from the

fact that the supposed highlight of

"Dr. K.K.A. Kahani" where we
are shown Dr. Kotnis introducing

the pathogenic parasites of an un-

known disease into his own system
to test the efficacy of the vaccine

discovered by him. has escaped

criticism so far. Apart from the

fact that this incident succeeds in

dramatising the picture only in a

cheap and unconvincing manner,
it is scientifically wrong. When the

probable cure of a disease is dis-

covered, the scientific method is

to try it on animals previously in-

fected with that disease. When
the experiment is successful on

animals, it is performed on the

most hopeless cases of human be-

ings suffering from that disease,

50 that if the remedy proves

harmful, it would kill only those

patients who were going to die

anyhow. But in "Dr. K. K. A.

Kahani" while we are shown many
persons suffering from an uniden-

tified fatal malady. Dr. Kotnis in-

stead of trying his probable re-

medy on them, tries it on his own
healthy system. It is curious that

such a blunder was allowed to be

filmed in a picture which, so we
are given to understand, was pro-

duced under Dr. B. K. Basu's

technical supervision! If this pic-

ture is shown to any foreign

country it would bring only ridi-

cule and disgrace to India. It

contain? more anti-Indian propa-

ganda than any anti-Indian pic-

ture produced abroad You are

right. Mr. Patel. in saying that it

is "a picture which deserves to be

burnt in a public square."

MOM BAY Atib Usmani

Kanan takes the veil in "Arabian Nights'* produced by P R. Produc-
tions of Calcutta.
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INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
LTD. (Bombay)

Producer Goverdhandas Agar-
wal is all enthusiasm for his

maiden production "Dak Bunga-
low" which M. Sadiq is directing

for him. Lyric-writer D. N.
Madhok is reported to have writ-

ten ten good lyrics set to lilting

music by Naresh Bhattacharya.

"Dak Bungalow" has a big cast

led by vivacious Surraiya. Shah-
zadi, Wasti and others. Already
one-third of the picture has been
completed and with a hard-work-
ing director like M Sadiq, the

picture is likely to he ready in :i

couple of months.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Producer Shahzada Iftkhar i-

progressing well with "Veena" his

first essay in motion picture direc-

tion. "Veena" is a powerful
story with a lot of mass-appeal

and stars charming Veena in the

leading role.

In the meantime. Producer

Shahzada Iftkhar i< getting the

scripts of "Khwab" and "Hindus-
tan" ready. In both these pic-

tures, Veena is likely to star.

R. D. PAREENJA (Bombay)

Producer R. D. Pareenja's

"Sona Chandi" is awaiting re-

lease in Bombay. He tells us

that he is more than, satisfied with

"Sona Chandi" and if that is true,

"Sona Chandi" should appeal to

the masses. Chandni, the new
find of R. D. Pareenja, is said to

have done well.

Producer Pareewja has got the

st <t of his second picture ready

ani is busy selecting a cast con-

sists of entirely new faces.

RANGi HAL LTD. (Bombay)

Dr. L dar 'Ah' has finished

about h. il f "Bhookh". "Bhookh"

is a puip seful 5 ory about the

7Q

pangs of hunger suffered by the

poor people of India and in these

times of food scarcity, the pic-

ture is bound to have a topical

appeal. The picture features

llusna. a new find, with Sheikh

Mukhtar and Kanhaiyalal leading

a useful cast.

BOMBAY CINETONE LTD.
(Bombay)

Producer K B. Lall really has

an endleSS -tuck of patience. He
1- >till trying to complete that

ambitious production "Samrat
Ashok" and no amount of good
wishes seems to help him in

achieving this end.

Sulochana Chatterjee adds more
charm to her personality in

"Sham Savera ', a social story.

"Samrat Ashok" is reported to

have become a good historical

picture. The picture stars Veena,
Shamim and Sapru.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Mohan Sinha has made
good progress with "Mere Bhag-
wan" featuring Surendra, Wasti

and Menaka Devi. "Omar Khay-
yam'" and "1857" arc ready for

release but Director Mohan
Sinha has not been able to get

theatres for their release.

NAVAZANKAR PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Starting with the well-known
singer Hirabai Barodekar. this

company wishes to popularize I

classical music on the screen I

through vivid picturization. I

Classical music, by virtue of its I

intricacy, has always remained I

muutelligib'c to (he masses and
this series will make classical

D usic easier to understand and
appreciate.

JEEVAN PICTURES (Lahore)

"Arei" is the maiden picture of

this company. Producer J. D.

Chandna is thinking of disposing!

tiff the rights of this picture to 1

-nine good distributing concern.

"Arei" h directed by Mr.
Da wood Chand.

MAYA ART PICTURES (Bombay)

Produced by Mr. Cansham
Das and directed by Mr. N. Vas-

ivand, "Kuldeep" is a story dedi-

cated to the country's toiling mil-

lions "Kuldeep" features Vijaya

Mohini, Tasneem, Madanpuri and
others. The music is in the hands
of Susanta Bannerji.

The script of the second picture

is ready and will star Ramola in

the female lead.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD
(Poona)

"Moti" featuring Geeta Niza-

mi has been completed. It is

likely to be released in Bombay
shortly. "Shikayat", a Muslim
social, has Snehaprabha in the

lead and is more than half

finished. "Paroo" is another pic-

ture which these producers hope

to complete by the end of this

year.
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UPRIGHT PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Rajendra Sharrta has

completed "Chehra". a musical

social featuring Najma and

,Kamal Zamindar. The folk dances

in "Chehra" are said to be parti-

cularly attractive.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

"Do Xaina" is ready for the

Censors. "Do Naina" has been

directed by S. Bhatia and features

Mahapara, Surraiya Zulfi. etc.
,

"Shikasf and "Sultana Chand
Bibi" are the next two productions

of this company.

KAMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Director S. M. Raza has nearly

completed "Zinda Dil" a sensa-

tional thriller. Many stunt stars

like Master Shiraz, Raja Saleem

and Miss Rajni are featured in

"Zinda Dil".

RASIK PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

With Dulari as the heroine and

Mahesh Chandra as the director,

Producer S. M. Tharani is work-

ing on "Parda" every minute to

make it a successful motion pic-

ture. Shyam has given, it is re-

ported, attractive tunes to suit the

action of the picture. "Parda" is

likely to be released as a Diwali

attraction.

VICTORY PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Ramjibhai Arya ex-

pects to finish "Sher-e-Bengal" in

a couple of months. This picture

features Dalpat, Master Douglas
and Kumari Kusum.

MODHU BOSE PRODUCTIONS
(Calcutta)

Based on Rabindranath Ta-
goro's popular story "Manbhan-
jan", Modhu Bose's ' Giribala" is

likely to become an emotional

picture. It is said that two at-

tractive new-comers have been in-

troduced by Modhu Bose in

"Giribala". They are Indrani

Devi and Chitralekha. The dia-

logue is by J. S. Casshyap.

FINE ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Hatamtai" directed by G. R.

Shethi is a story with an Arabian
background. The picture features

Vanmala. Auzurie, Amir Karna-
(aki and others.

DURGA PICTURES (Bombay)

"Dur Chalen" has been ready
for a long time. It features

Damayanti Sahani. David and
K. C. Dev. Director Phani
Mazumdar hopes to release it in

Bombay.

EXCELSIOR MOVIETONE
(Bombay)

Distributor Lim A. Billimoria.

Mr. Bihari T. Masand and Mr.
M. Udwadia are producing a

thril'er '"Double Face" which is

fast nearing completion.

"Double Face" will be released

through Excelsior Film Exchange.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)
"Moorti" starring Khurshid and

Motilal and directed by Chatur-
bhuj Doshi is running at the
Royal Opera House. Other pic-

tures? which are ready for release

are "Phoolwari", '•Dadaji" and
"Jogan."

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

Producer-director Walli has
done the trick. He has managed

4*L

VARIOUS DANCES OF INDIA

VI5HNUDA55 SHIRALI
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Barua becomes an artist with Maya as the model in "Pahechan" of Nv-w

Talkies Ltd.

FILMINDIA

to sell off all the territorial rights,

except Bombay and Bengal, of

I ilm "Dekhoji", to some in-

fluential distributors. Tempting
offers are being received for

Bombay and Bengal but Walli

has not yet concluded these deals.

These facts, according to Walli,

prove hew popular a picture

"Dekhoji'' must be, and we have
no .'eason to disbelieve him, as

"Dekhoji" lias charming Mumtaz
Shanti as the main attraction.

"Padmini" has already gone on
the sets with Mumtaz Shanti in

the lead. Yet another one
"Shirazi" is expected to go on the

sets shortly.

FILMISTAN LTD (Bombay)

With the return of norma 1 con-

ditions in the city, Filn.istan's

"Safar" featuring Shobha and
Kami Roy and directed by B.

Mitra, is expected to be released

at the Boxy.

Fans of Vecra are eagerly

awaiting 'Eight Days' in which, it

is reported, she has gone one bet-

ter than in "Shikari". ' Eight

Days" is directed by Mr. Datta-
ram Pai.

"Sindoor" directed by Kishorc
Sahti, and featuring himself as

the hero and Shamim as the

heroine is half-way through.

SUNRISE PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director V. M. Vyas,
who believes in giving an action-

packed story on the screen, has

nearly completed "Dhanwan", in

which, according to him, "there

are many climax scenes." "Dhan-
wan" is a story from the ever-

active pen of Screen-writer

Mohanlal Dave and features

Sitara, Paro, M. Esmail, etc.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Owing to the unusual disturbing

conditions in (he city, "Gvalan" a

social story, written, produced and

directed by Editor Baburao Patel,

could not be censored. The pic-

ture is otherwise ready for re-

lease. "Gvalan" stars Sushila

Hani. Trilok Kapur, David, Bipin

( rupta and Madhuri.

R. M. V. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

"Kisniatwalli" is getting the

finishing touches from Director

Behram Mukadam. Producer

Homi MisStri has taken care to

put in good tunes and a fast-

moving story in "Kisma'wari".

This picture features Nadia, the

'stunt Queen' and John Cawas, the

stunt King.'

NATIONAL STUDIOS LTD.
(Bombay)

Produced and directed by

Krishaflchander, one of the

nibdern Urdu progressive writers,

"Sarai ke Bahar" i* reported to

have become a touching motion

picture. The story is already

known to radio listeners and

students of literature.

"Sarai ke Bahar" features

Sabita and some smart new-

comers.

Anjvm and Mumtaz Shanti are eoin? away for good in "Dekhoji" a

Walli picture.

Pi by Baburao Patel at New Jack Printing Works, Ltd., 39, S;.nkli Street, Byculla, and Published by biro

for "filmindia" Publications Ltd.. from 55. Phiroishah Mehta Road. Fort. Bombav.
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FINE ART PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT

1 HATAMTAI
Starring >

VANMALA KAMAL KAPUR
*
HAMID, KASHINATH,

' AZURIE, AMIR KARNATAKI, ZEENAT,

Siory & Direction-
BIKRAM KAPUR, RUPKALA, CHANDRABALA.

G. R. SHETHI. [Who Gave The Wonderful Serial of HATAMTAI]

Music: KUMAR S Camera: HARIBHAI PATEL

Dance: AZURIE / Art: HARIPRASAD JANI

Production: KASHINATH

(ii)

Dl/RG/1 PICTURES

DUR GHHIiEH
zStaxiing :-

NASEEM(Jr.), KAMAL KAPUR, DAMAYANTI, BALRAJ,

RAJKUMARI, DAVID, AGHA, SHUSHIL SAHU &
K. C. DEY.

Pwduced a Dkeded by: PHANI MAJUMDAR.
Music by : Story by : Camera by :

K. C. DEY. TAGORE. VIDYAPATI GHOSH.

World Hights Controlled by:-

KIRTI PICTURES LIMITED.
ODAR BU DING, SANDHURST ROAD. BOMBAY 4.
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SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS L°
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tatting

:

CHANDNI SURESH * KISHOR1 with KAMLA * SAROJ BORKER

GULAM RASOOL * RADHA KRISHNA * KATHANA
MASTER AMRITLAL * Dr. KISHORE * SANGER and many new facef

.

^cteenpt&ij & tPitection : *

R. T). PARGGNJA' •

Dialogues & Sottgs:-

Walli Saheb

Scenario & Dialogues :-

Shahid Latif & Khadim Mohyuddin

Music:-

Tofail Faruqi.

A/our -tfuraitinf JQeleaie to Make /9ox Ofjfoicc ^etyufhete.

Released through:-

NEW BOMBAY THEATRES. LTD-

55. Apollo Street,

FORT, BOMBAY.

THIS PLACE WAS

FOR YOU

BUT WHERE ARE

YOU 1

%

UTORS,

ihandni C^iowV,

DELHI.

JA6AT TALKIE 01

C. P.&C.l
LAXMI PICTURES, LTD.,

A k o I a .

BERAR.

South :

PEARL PICTURES.

Gandhinagar.

BANGALORE CITV.

Yes!

R. D
jo

This,

grap

Sansaf

ff you are a

Pareenja's next »

est, daintiest, lovet

Stll

>king .young -girl your photograph would have been printed here as the star of

, and the screen's latest, newest, freshest, gentlest, prettiest, sweetest, gayest,

irest, smartest, grandest, swellest, tenderest glamour girl. But don't worry,

there for /©u if you ar>.a good looking girl. R. D. Pajhfenja, India's ablest master of cinemato-

Snique, who pjctuflzed s^cj? grepous box office hits as ' Kangan ', ' Bandhan ', ' Punar Milan ', ' Naya
' Jhoo^^' Ki$ni^^^d^>A'ho«j|(g^ now produced and directed " Sona Chandi" wjll make you a

Glamour Girl Ajifffe Scx^^^^ks^^ l?rjle trick and the technique.

R- D''^^^te*s n ON^^rV^ al most all newcbiners

Chandni a staT over^Wfeht and

his picture, "Sor^^tttndi ", and he has made

now looking for fresh talent for his next picture. Write immediately enclos-

ing a copy of your photograph. Yoirnarne your own salary and you vyill be given, but you must be an educated

young lady frqm a good family. A decent career in a respectable atmosphere awaits you. Write now to

R.D. Pa^eenjarr?a%aging.birectof^New Bombay Theatres. Ltd., 55, ApoHo*5treet, Fort, Bombay.
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MUSIC:
ANIL BISWAS

A drama with Truths of Life, Emotion & Music*

Next Productions:

1. mflHflLSBRfl

2. KISHN-KI-GRI

3. HRIDHR Rbl

Slatting

:

Sh. MUKHTAR
KANAHYALAL
HUSNA (New find)

LUDDAN
ABOOBAKAR
GULAM HUSAIN

NURBADA SHANKAR

AGA JAM
DULARE

KIRAN

PHOTOGRAPHY

:

V. K. B. MANIAN

ZPaiticuCux*:

MC-M/HHAIL LTD
37-41 Abdul Rehman Street, Bombay 3.
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Manufactured by MICROTECNICA, Europe's Largest Sound Projection

Equipment producing Factory.

Ill ICRON XI is:-
ft The Largest Projector Mechanism existing to-day.

ft Made in Europe's Best Equipped Research Laboratory with

IOOO Machine Tools, 3 Big Plants.

ft Most Modern and Perfect Sound Projection Machine.

ft Magazines with internal illumination and Visual scale.

ft Incorporated pre-amplifier.

ft Very rigid but quick tilting solid base.

ft High Intensity Arclamp (80-100 Amps.)

ft Built-in Exciter Lamp rectifier.

^ Built-in Driving Motor.

ft Independent Film take-up motcr for smooth and even film

take-up.

ft Full automatic oiling of all the gears.

ft Film cooling by air blowing and water circulation.

ft Automatic Fire safety device, releases light Beam shutter,

Extinguishes the Arclamp, Stops the motor and switches

on the auJitorium light.
Phone: 20892 Telegram : "Soundhead"

INTERNATIONAL TALKIE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
17, New Queen's Road,

BOMBAY 4

NEW YORK: MADRAS: LONDON:
20, Pine Street, 18, Mount Rd , 1 17, New Cavendish St.,

NEW YORK. 5, NY. MADRAS 2. LONDON. W. I.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

The annul subscription

12 ltsuea ol "filmindia", frc

any month Iti

INLAND

FOREIGN I

Ri. 24/.

Shillings 50/

Subicrlpclon Is accepted only

(or collective period of

12 months end not for a

smaller period.

Subscription money should

be remitted only by money
Order or by Postal Order but

not by cheqi

not be sent.

V.P.

filmindia
PROPRIETORS

FILMINDIA PUBLICATIONS LTD.
55. SIR PHIROZESHAH MEHTA ROAD, FORT, BOMBAY

Telephone i 26752

Editor: BABURAO PATEL
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ADVERTISEMENT RATESt

The advertli*m*nt rates are
as followu

Per Insertion

Full Pit* Inside Rs. 400
Half Pag* mslde Rs. 210

j Page Inside Rs. 120
• Page Inside Ra. 150
2nd & 3rd Cover Rs. 500
4th Cover Rs. 600
1st Cover Rs. 1,000

The cost of the advertisement
should be submitted In advance
with the order. The advertise-

ment will be subject to the
terms and conditions of our
usual contract.

The recent offer of the Government of the

Punjab, offering prizes of Rs. 5000 - and Rs. 2000 -

for documentary films promoting Hindu-Muslim

unity, shows the intense anxiety of our popular

ministers to restore communal harmony in our coun-

try.

It is the first attempt of its kind and superficial

students of our contemporary life are likely to wel-

come it with open hands. We, however, doubt the

wisdom of this apparently praiseworthy scheme.

The vital question is: Will a motion picture

really promote communal harmony between the

Hindus and the Muslims?

In the past we have produced some tolerably

good motion pictures on this much vexed problem.

Pictures like "Padosi", "Hum Ek Hain". "Bhai

Chara", "Forty Crores", 'Sandesha' etc.. have sung

and shouted about Hindu-Muslim unity in blatant

'words calling one and all to embrace each other in a

lasting friendship and brotherhood. In innumerable

other pictures attractive songs, with well-pointed

words suggesting brotherhood between the Hindus

and the Muslims, have been sung by our best glamour

boys and girls.

And yet in spite of all this well-meant propa-

ganda the country has collected a traeic crop of a

series of bloody riots in which the Hindus and the

Muslims have attacked each other with a venom
and ferocity that would put the wild beasts of the

jungle to eternal shame.

If the film is admitted to be the most powerful

medium of propaganda why have we had such an

unfortunate result?

The reasons are mainly political. The two

main groups of politicians shout counter-slogans at

each other every day tearing the two communities

further away from each other. Political ambitions

of different leaders are taking a tragic toll from the

masses every day in the different towns of India.

Human blood has become pretty cheap in this coun-

try. The chastity of women, to protect which

Indians have died in millions through ages, has to-

day become a victim of political vendetta. Indians,

who once respected and worshipped women, are

nowadays seen desecrating the very wombs that have
given 400 million cradles to this unhappy land of

ours. Political fanaticism has reached brutal heights
and the brotherhood of centuries has been squander-
ed with a fanatic fury unknown to Indians before.
With murder, rape and arson, the present is frighten-
ing enough and no one can say what the future has
in store for us.

Will the Hindu-Muslim unity films solve this
tragic problem? Will such films ever promote bet-
ter feelings between the two great communities of
India?

We do not think so. And why?
The very idea of planning a film on the theme

of Hindu-Muslim unity is in itself an admission that
there exists a disunity between the two communities.
How does this admission compare with the oft-
repeated claim by kindly politicians that the Hindus
and the Muslims are brothers and as such have the
same culture and traditions?

For centuries, owing to the numerous acts of
commission and omission by both the communities,
the Hindus and the Muslims have been made willing
targets by political adventurers to promote their
own ambitions and designs.

With the advent of the British in India, the
apple of discord between the two great communities
became the most cherished dish at the Imperialist
table of tlie empire builders. The tree yielding this
poisoned apple has been nourished with the blood of
millions in India during the last two hundred years.

When a film, therefore, tries to preach unity
between the two great communities, it helps onlv in
reviving bitter memories of the past written in riots,
murder, rape and arson. When people see sympa-
thetic scenes of Hindu-Muslim amity on the screen,
they are instantly reminded of the dead each partv
has contributed to the communal inferno at some
time or other. The best intentioned film thus be-
comes the cause of more embitterment.

In the present political context the Hindu-
Muslim unity as a theme for motion pictures is per-
haps the most complicated subject to handle. This
tragic problem of our national life has become the
most severe headache of our leading politicians and
they are already at their wits' end in trying to find
a solution. With the politicians in this perplexed
state, how can one expect our film producers, most
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of whom are notoriously illiterate and uncultured,

to produce on this theme a correct motion picture

which would help to promote a better understanding

between the Hindus and the Muslims?

The few frustrative attempts in this direction

made by our producers in the past have been at once

stupid and ridiculous. With clumsy haste, we find

the producers rushing to the house-tops and shouting

from there a sermon asking the Hindus and the

Muslims to unite. They don't say why but usually

it ends in bringing the hero and the heroine together

before the 11.000 feet of footage is allowed so run

out.

Very often the heroine puts a flag on a stick and

marches' through the streets, followed by ugly-look-

ing lads and lasses, all singing a song of national

unity ending with a threat to drive the British out of

India.

The British are still in India and the Hindus

and the Muslims are still at each other in spite of all

this unity music.

Another favourite method of propagating

Hindu-Muslim unity is a sprinkling of strong and

pointed dialogue, as was seen in "Forty Crores". This

dialogue, while threatening dire consequences to all

who choose to interfere between the Hindus and the

Muslims, often helps to hurt the principal parties to

the quarrel by actually quoting numerous unfortu-

nate incidents of the past clashes. The picture there-

fore defeats its primary purpose of bringing the

Hindus and the Muslims together.

Another popular method of showing Hindu-
Muslim amity is by making a Hindu man sacrifice

everything to help a Muslim or by making a Muslim
man give protection to a Hindu woman. This proce-

dure suggests that the individual community is so

rotten and heartless that it wouldn't help its own
people in distress and it is left to the other commu-
nity to do the needful. These types of scenes usually

end by becoming very unpopular with both the

communities.

The intolerance of the Muslim temperament is

no longer a national secret. The shrewd and wily

producers know this aspect of Muslim character too

well. To guard against it they often lean heavily in

favour of the Muslims and play them up in warmer
colours than necessary in their pictures. This lop-

sided presentation of a theme ends by hurting the

Hindus who ctirse both the Muslims and the pro-

ducers. "Rana Pratap" is a good example in point.

The producer has made a few Muslim soldiers sing

a song of Muslim glory and supremacy in the face

of the misfortunes of a Hindu historical hero. This is

rather an unfortunate procedure of pandering to

Muslim intolerance at the risk of Hindu anger.

"Rana Pratap" actually succeeds in enraging the

Hindus while the producer complacently believes

that he has done a good job for the Hindu-Musliir.
unity.

Such obvious incidents shouting the theme so

blatantly will never heln to bring the Hindus and
the Murlims together. Teaching has to be done in

a soothing and subtle manner and more so in this

problem with both the communities with tempers

frayed as at present.

Immediately people suspect that a new attitude

towards life is being thrust upon them a mental bar-

rier of hostility is created within them defeating

completely the purpose in view. Ordinarily human
beings don't like to be taught and never against their

will.

Indian producers presume to catch the Hindus
and the Muslims by the ear and show them the way
to unity. This has not been accepted in the past and
will never be accepted in the future.

As we find no reasons to believe that our motion
pictures are likely to show any remarkable improve-

ment in quality and contents, at least for another

five years, and as there is not the least chance of

our present producers growing any intelligence in

the back-yards of their brains in another twenty
years, we suggest that pictures on themes of Hindu-
Muslim unity may be put on the shelf for some time
to come.

Otherwise what is intended to promote may end
in merely provoking.

t7Jirou<jAout fAe e/ay

Xeep COOlWFAm
Vhe CussonS way ~

FtORAL
An exceptionally delightful powder
that gives an added charm and freshness
to most complexions.

GARDENIA & SWEET PEA
A beautiful sweet smelling powder In

an attractive container that Is an 'asset

on the dressing room table.

CORONATION
In a large oval container, this Is one of
the most popular talcum powders sold

In this country.

MIMOSA
A powder delicately perfumed. In a

large Container which can be' used by
II the family.
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes what he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his job.

WHY BLAME MR. MORARJI?
Backed by the State, American films in future

will not only popularize Yankee slang but also sell

[Yankee products and glamourize the Yankee way of

llife all over the world.

Top-line statesmen like President Truman,
Secretary James Byrnes, Assistant Secretary Will

JClayton and even the Ex-secretary Henry Wallace
f have all assured Hollywood's film industry the

State's official support and as a result motion pic-

tures are expected to play a major role in the forth-

1 1coming international trade conferences.

Films, ostensibly produced for entertainment,

will carry subtle sales talk to widen the markets for

American products and luxuries.

Large scale plans have already been made, of

course in consultation with President Truman, to

"sell America" overseas as effectively as possible till

the Yankee dream of engulfing the world is finally

achieved.

Whether through the 16 mm channel or through

the normal 35 mm films, American pictures in future

will be selling something to the world, be it chewing

gum or the way of moving the jaws whilst chewing

it. If all this stops the dirty tobacco chewing and
spitting habit prevalent in India, Yankee pictures

will have done us some good at least.

While this leading "democratic'' state is thus

forging large-scale plans for trade domination, ac-

cepting the film as the most powerful medium of

propaganda, Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, the Ex-presi-

dent of the Indian Motion Picture Producers' Asso-

ciation, after his first visit to the Home Minister of

the Bombay Government had some reasons to tell

his colleagues: "In view of the general attitude of

the Ministry towards the industry, it was not likely

that personal representations would be of much
avail."

What the genial Rai Bahadur, however, has

failed to realize is the most important fact that there

is a world of difference between the Hollywood pro-

ductions and the Indian ones, between the Hollywood

producers and the Indian ones and between the

Hollywood film industry and the Indian film indus-

try.

The Rai Bahadur cannot expect a responsible

popular minister, like Mr. Morarji Desai, to give a

willing ear to the selfish and one-sided demands of

irresponsible, uneducated and uncultured producers

who have not produced a single picture worthy of

our national traditions during the last 30 years.

If there had been one picture to show as a mile-

stone of some ideals, we are sure Mr. Morarji would

have listened patiently to all the grievances of the

Indian producers. On the other hand, every decent
filmgoer in the country has a million reasons to wish
the worst to our present day film producers, see-

ing the way they have consistently distorted and
abused our cultural, historical and social traditions

in their productions during the last 30 years.

Where we need state help is in framing and en-
forcing a production code which will describe as

exactly as possible what the people expect from the
Indian film industry.

Our popular ministers have to begin overhauling
our film industry right from the very base and there
will be plenty of time to go before film producers
qualify themselves to ask for special privileges from
the state.

People have to deserve first before they desire.

WE NEED MORE THEATRES!
Talking of films and the State, we are reminded

of the recent deputation of our film people which
waited upon Home Minister Morarji Desai. The
deputation wanted the Government to sanction the
building of new theatres in the city and other places

Mumtaz Shanti is looking more attractive these days
than ever before. Here she is in "Padmini", the

second social story of Producer Walli Saheb.

9
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a? the present number of theatres is found woefully

inadequate to show the ever-growing supply of pic-

tures produced in the country.

Whilst rightly refusing the representation of the

industry on the Advisory Committee appointed for

this purpose, Minister Morarji gave an assurance to

look into the grievance more closely and expedite

matters as early as possible.

Well, this, in our opinion, is a good grievance

though it has come from irresponsible quarters.

More theatres are a crying need with us today. Net

a single new theatre has been built in the city during

the last 10 years due to the unsympathetic attitude

of the police authorities who have primarily to

sanction the construction.

It has often been said that all attempts to build

new theatres, even in normal times, have been dis-

couraged by the authorities on some ground or other,

thus leaving an unholy monopoly of exhibition in the

hands of a few rich and influential exhibitors.

With the building restriction- enforced during

the war, no progress could be made in this direction

and the exhibiting monopolists reaped a rich harvest

in blackmarket showmanship between 1939 and

1946. Theatre-owners in the city and the suburbs

have become rich beyond the dreams of avarice and

not even the income-tax sharks could get at their

pockets, because more than 75 per cent, of their in-

come was earned in advance through black-market

bonuses. Producers had to pay as much as Rs. 50.000

in black money in advance to run a picture for 10

weeks at any moderate theatre.

This black-market showmanship is still in full

swing because there are more pictures lying in the

tins than there are theatres to screen them. This

disgusting problem can only be solved if the Govern-

ment issue quick permits to build new theatres. And
quick permits are possible only if our popular minis-

ters see things for themselves and not trust the well-

seasoned police officials to do the needful.

AN APPEAL TO SARDAR PATEL!

With Ambalal Patcl of the Indian News Parade
ignorance seems to be perfect bliss. We do not know
how much of the English language the enterprising

young Ambalal Patel—for American information:

not a son of Sardar Patcl—knows but since he deals

in international buying and selling, he must be hav-
ing some one to translate to him into easy Gujarati
what people have been writing about the way he is

managing the Indian News Parade—India's only
newsreel.

He has already presented some howling news
items such as: Paris Fashions, Honeymoon Trips of

Film Stars etc. but the latest is about some doubt-
ful reforms granted by the native State of Bikaner.

In a recent issue of the News Parade, we were
bored stiff with a full five-minute item showing us
the fat ruler of Bikaner riding an over-fed elephant
and spitting out some poorly composed baby sooth-
ers to a crowd of poor subjects who can't turn round
and ask questions.

BIEN/iiriE PERFMUES.
Your choicest perfumes are now available.

Limited stock has arrived. So expedite
your order to avoid disappointment.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ON VARIETY WRITE TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS

Available at:—
Army Navy & Stores Ltd., Akberally Ebrahimji,

fazalbhoy Ltd. (ireat Western Stores, Asiatic Stores,

Nanubhai Jewellers, Narotamdas Bhau, Perry & Co.,

Phi llrmore & (o. P. Jadavji & Sons. Boyal Chemists,

Dorabji & (o. (Poona (amp) etc.
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There again. Agha is getting fresh with Surekha in

.
."Shake Hands -

' a social comedy.

Thia topical film was shot by Mr. Baburao Pai

and evidently included in Ambalal*s News Parade

for publicity purposes. Ordinarily this item, as

casual news', should not have taken more than 50

feet, but there were nearly 400 feet of it in the news-

reel.

May we know what earthly right has Ambalal

Patel to bore us with the publicity campaign of a

decked-up prince who has nothing in common with

his subjects?

It seems clear that Ambalal Patel is running the

News Parade show more for quick profits at any

cost than for giving a film news service or laying the

foundations of a future national newsreel. When the

newsreel in a slave country becomes a private enter-

prise it is bound to be turned into a paying publicity

racket. But, surely, that is not the final purpose of

a newsreel.

It is high time that our popular members of

the Interim Government should revive the corpse of

the ence-flourishing Film Department and ask Secre-

tary P. X. Thapar to put quickly into practical

shape all the knowledge and experience he has gain-

ed in his previous job and travels.

Secretary Thapar is a competent man and

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel our Member for Home.

Information and Broadcasting, will do well to

hand over the responsibility of organizing the na-

tional newsreel to him and in the meantime stop all

private publicity rackets parading as newsreels.

After all even the National Government will

one day or other need the film as a medium for na-

FILM INDIA

tional propaganda. Why not make a beginning now
before things become worse than they are today?

•EXPERT" HIRLEKAR BECOMES "AUTHOR".
'"Expert" K. S. Hirlekar seems to be a versatile

man. He is reported to have ''done" many things in

life. He was a '•technical adviser" to a photo firm

once. Few people, however, could understand his
• technical advice", which usually began with "I" and
ended with "Me".

For a time he called himself the greatest

•'friend" of the Indian film industry and started so-

cieties, associations, institutions and what not till

one by one the film producers ran away from him.

Then one day he became an "Expert" from
India and took four other "Experts" as delegates

overseas to study the world's film industry and
actually bring home the invaluable Hollywood
'secrets". The "secrets'" never came home nor did

a report of the 'delegation's' activities overseas.

Hirlekar 's latest stunt was "authorship" of

books on Soviet Russia. With the Soviets beating

the Germans and making so much noise in the post-

war world. Hirlekar had to "write" a few books ex-

tolling their virtues.

One of Hirlekar's books was "Soviet Asia"
••written" by Mr. K. S. Hirlekar "the famous author

on Russian subjects." The "authorship" of this

book reached a humorous climax the other day in

the Small Causes Court. Bombay, when "Author"
Hirlekar sued Mr. Subba Rao, M.A.. a double gra-

duate, for the recovery of Rs. 200'- which amount
was described as a loan.

But unfortunately for "Author" Hirlekar things

took an unexpected turn when our eminent econo-

mist. Professor C. N. Vakil entered the witness-box

and stated that Mr. Subba Rao was the ghost writer

of the book "Soviet Asia'' and was promised a sum
of Rs. 500'- by "Author" Hirlekar for the trouble

of writing the book.

Hirlekar's dreams of being invited to Russia as

the "learned author" of an erudite book thus vanish-

ed in thin air. Poor Hirlekar. it must be an evil

moment when he borrowed the "ghost" idea from
our "ghost" singers of the screen.

It is, however, a consoling thought that a Court
of Law has taught a salutary lesson to an "author"
who rushes to take the undeserved credit of another

man's sweated labour and then shows the ingratitude

of not only not compensating him fully but insult-

ing him in addition by filing a suit against him for

recovering an alleged loan.

One wonders how long will our poor writers be
exploited so cruelly by these "Authors" and "Ex-
perts".

OUR FAST DETERIORATING MUSIC
Talking of "ghost" authors reminds us of our

"ghost" singers of the screen. When our film pro-

ducers started on this popular institution of employ-
ing "ghost" singers to lend melodies to their well-

chiselled show crows of the screen, they were quite

enthusiastic about picking and choosing well-trained

and suitable voices, which could, in addition, sing
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well. But as has been customary with everything

which our film producers do, familiarity sooS

brought contempt into this field of work and it is

not surprising to see now-a-days men and women
with unmusical voices and without any musical

training being made to sing as "ghost" singers.

With such apathy in the field of music is it sua
prising to find our film music completely deteriorated

and miserable? Not that our film music was evm
very musical at any stage during the talkies, but

what little attraction it once had has also been dissi-

pated recently hy the employment of wrong person^

to do playback singing.

Now don't run away with the idea that film

producers are trying to he economic by paying leal

for ghost singers. Far from saving any money thef

are actually paying more these days than ever be-

fore. The so-called well-established singers cost

Rs. 1 000 1 - a song and these ghost singers are equally

to be blamed for the present deterioration of our

film music. Though these professional singers earn

their livelihood by doing playback singing, they show

almost criminal disregard for their responsibilities

They often rehearse a song twice in the afternoof

and arc ready to record it in the evening to earn a

thousand rupees within a few hours.

The amateurs who take up ghost singing can

claim probably the lowest musical standard and

training imaginable. Kven these amateurs cost any-

thing between Rs. 400j- and Rs. G00|- per song.

Add to this circumstance of shortage of efficient

singing artistes, the utter negligence and inefficiency

of the music directors of the studios and imagine

where our film music is going to end within a very

short time.

[f there bad been a chance of our film music

becoming completely unpopular with the masses
some day. we would have welcomed the present state

of idiotic indifference on all sides. But where music
is concerned Indians are a crazy people and as there

is not the least chance of our people disliking music
in another thousand years or more, it is but necessary

that we should have better film music in our pictures

>o that while such music helps to bring the bacon
home earlier through the box-offices, it may also help

to raise our taste in the ail of music itself.

\nd one way to do this is by insisting on

thoroughness in rehearsals and by asking the pre-

eenl ghosl singers to be more responsible in their

work. If the professional singing girls, who are at

present generally employed as ghost singers, cannot

behave properly, it will be well to send them back
to their red-light districts where they have to earn

their nightly bread on sheer merit. Perhaps the big

and easy money of the movies lias made them dis-

loyal with their own art.

11

You don't look a day over 30

they said on my 43 rd birthday

Imagine how delighted I was; and it was true, too. Yet
keeping young looking has been so simple. I realised

a long time ago that make-uD was a waste of time if

my skin was dry and hard. So. I looked about for a

foundation cream which besides being a good non-

greasy powder base would give my skin the food to

keep it supple and free from wrinkles. I found the

ideal-Tokalon Vanishing Skin Food. Now, without

spending any more time or effort than I would in

using an ordinary cream, I keep my skin soft, smooth
and white. With most women of my age, make-up
is used to hide imperfeccions. With me it simply

accentuates a youthful complexion — thanks to

Tokalon Vanishing Skin Food.

Ad. No.T TV. 2.
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NOW BE QUICK
After a million complaints and constant pres-

sure from the public, it is reported that the Com-
missioner of Police, Bombay, has requested the
Government of Bombay to undertake special legis-

lation to authorize the police to stamp out black-
marketing in cinema tickets.

While the Police Commissioner vehemently dis-

approved of the ticket racketeering by goondas at
the gates of our cinemas, he had no powers under
the existing laws to haul up these goondas and
punish them.

The new legislation is planned on a system pre-

valent in New York of licensing booking-offices

necessitating the purchase of admission tickets only
from licensed booking offices and from licensed

vendors of tickets. Penal clauses in the legislation

will keep away the racketeering goondas and their

needy customers and all tickets which arc not
obtained directly from licensed booking-offices shall

be declared invalid for admission to the theatre;

The Commissioner of Police is at last on the

right lines but let us hope that the legislation be-

comes an accomplished fact within the shortest time
necessary. Just at present the goondas are busy
stabbing and the cinemas are closed. But when the

cinemas open, the goondas will return to their old

racket. Before they do so, the law must be posted

at the theatre gates.

MORBID THEME FROM HOLLYWOOD
While Indian producers are often guilty of put-

ting objectionable themes in their motion pictures,

the Hollywood ones cannot be said to be completely

free from this tendency. Otherwise how can one

explain the numerous murder thrillers and gangster

pictures which flood the Indian market from time

to time'.'

A recent picture which comes to mind is, "The
Postman Always Rings Twice", the M.G.M. pro-

duction. It was screened at the Metro with a lot

of publicity and many filmgoers went to see the

picture with great expectations. Starring Lana
Turner, the girl with attractive curves, the picture

was supposed to have romance as its main theme.

No one can possibly object to romance being made
the central theme of a motion picture so long as it

is made interesting and entertaining. But romance
closely knit with a planned murder as shown in

"The Postman Always Rings Twice" becomes much
too morbid for motion picture purposes.

The story of "The Postman Always Rings

Twice" is nothing unusual. An attractive girl (ex-

quisitely played by Lana Turner) is married to a

middle-aged rich business man (Cecil Kelloway)

when a young tramp (John Garfield) who works in

their restaurant falls in love with her. The girl be-

ing anxious to get the money of her husband, the

two • of them plan to murder the business man, who
is an obstacle in the way of their love. In their first

effort they fail to get rid of him. In the second,

a. motor car accident, the husband is killed and the

lovers are hauled up for murder, ^hey are then re^

13
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leased for want of evidence. Later the girl dies in

an accident and the tramp is sentenced to death for

her murder.

The tramp gets the penalty for his crime all

right but this retribution hardly takes three hun-
dred feet of celluloid at the end and all the remain-
ing footage of the film is devoted to this story of

grim murder with protracted designs constantly un-
der discussion revolving round the incidental

romance.

These type of pictures hardly entertain. The
idea of taking a sweetheart to bed through planned
murder of her husband is not only grotesque but
very harmful from the social point of view. If the

Hollywood producers wanted their Indian film fans

to hear the soft and lustily-delivered dialogue of

Lana, they could have done it doubly well in the

usual entertaining story with a stereotyped pattern

of love and happiness that we see so often on the

screen.

How the so-much boosted Production Code of

Hollywood allows these type of stories for picturi-

zation is a wonder. The Yankees who often show
extreme sensitiveness about the dialogue in British

pictures are themselves expected to maintain some
decency in the presentation of their stories.

Our Censors here, of course, are not expected to

object to such stories, because they can hardly dis-

tinguish between what is good and bad for the

masses.

In future, however, with a strict Production,

Code for India in the making, Hollywood would do
well to avoid these themes. If a motion picture

entertains the people, it would have more than
served its purpose, without teaching them to plan a

heartless murder to consummate love.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE:—
That the latest discovery of the matronly film

actress Shobhana Samarth is the painless delivery

of her umpteenth baby. A local medico put her under
gas and the child dropped out without a bother. So
thrilled was Shobhana that she went and told every-

thing about it to Russi Karanjia of "Blitz" and
Russi yelled about it in the paper. Now Shobhana
will have a dozen more painless babies, thanks to

the medico. Even "Ram Rajya" was more painful,

but that's because Vijoo doesn't use gas. He keeps

it all in his own head.

That this new baby gas will now be stored in

every film studio for stars in labour. Nur Jehan,

however, came to know about it all too late in the

day. She had to bring out Shaukat II without gas.

That boy is going to be a good director, we think.

That Director Shantaram will have to buy some
black-market stock of the baby gas for his affect-

ionate wife Jayashree. She will need it during pic-

ture making with Shantaram acting romantic. The
gas will make the sequence painless. Some gas

should be reserved for the audience too.

That our champion mother film-actress Leela
Chitnis burst out laughing—not due to the laughing

gas—when she read of Shobhana's painless-gas de-
livery. She has had so many deliveries that she
doesn't remember now which was more painful. And
after all what is a little pain after a lot of pleasure 1

That this painless gas, used on Shobhana, is

going to be really useful as a first aid measure for

independent producers delivering pictures out of

hired studios. It can also be used for the audiences
to make our pictures less painful.

That with such an universal demand for the
painless gas. Tarachand Atawalla will corner the
present stocks and sell them on the footpath opposite

Kamdas Sampat's house. It is a protected area be-
cause Daddy Dwarkadas has all the gun licenses in

Bombay.
That the story that Daddy Dwarkadas was ap-

proached by Bhendi Bazaar goondas for hiring out
his guns can hardly be true. He had no guns to give,

having already hire,! 'hem out to the film goondas.
That some Punjabi "gentleman" called at Pro-

ducer Kardar's house and threatened to set fire to

his studio. Kardar referred the matter to the mem-
bers of the "Paradise" and they sent Daddy Dwar-
kadas' guns to do the needful. The goonda is re-

ported to have gone back to the Punjab without
even meeting Xanda and Jagdecsh, the two Punjab's
ambassadors in Bombay.

That with riots in Bombay and cinemas closed,

film producers have suddenly become conscious of

their bank balances. No wonder bank clerks are
asking for wage increase, the way they arc bothered
by the producers.

With that Bela-Lugosi look, David is not going to be
popular with Rajkumari in "Dur Chalen" a social

story of Durga Pictures.
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That Indian film producers can never be con-

vinced that the leaves of their cheque books are not

so many currency notes. They tear out the cheques

even though the banks don't want to collect them

these days. Film bankers have taken up stamp

collecting as a hobby these days.

That Producer Shantaram, Film-actress Jaya-

shree and "international" writer Dewan Sharar are

reported to have been lost in America as Dada
"Shaukat" of Rajkamal doesn't find any news of

Anna in "Navyug" Marathi weekly.

That "Shaukat" Dada of Rajkamal will now
start on a search expedition and will land himself in

New York to ask Anna about the overdue payment

of interest at home.

That had it not been for "Master" Winayak
(aged 42), Rajkamal would have been closed long

before. That is a special news from the woman-
voiced Master of Ceremonies in Profulla Pictures.

That little Alka Achrekar also supports the

stories of "Master" Winayak's genius in financial

affairs and their management. She taught him a

few tricks herself.

That Mumtaz Shanti considers husband Walli

not only as the greatest director of India but the

greatest actor of all times. Said like Jayashree.

That of all the critics in the world Pandit Indra

is easily the greatest. He likes Ranjit pictures even

without seeing them. That is a case of Xray sight.

That Producer W. Z. Ahmed, our champion pro-

ducer in publicity, threatens to fly to Mexico with

his star-wife Neena to produce "Krishna Bhagwan"
in Technicolor. That may at least bring the green

currency notes in. Colour always attracts colour.

That with Shantaram as the Indian "Buddha"
(not budhdha) , Dewan Sharar as the chief Bhikku
and Jayashree as Betty Grable, Producer Ahmed
will have to christen Neena as Greta Garbo and him-

self as Charles Boyer. They do need different des-

criptions in America with the dull-witted Yankees
about.

That Mrs. Najanh (Mehtab) Modi has not yet

recovered from the strain of her honeymoon in

Kashmir. They say that Sohrab insists on a com-
plete rest prior to their long-planned Hollywood
trip. After all people must rest some time.

That with so many threatening to go to America,
Baburao Pai has revised his plans of the raid over-

seas, though Charlie Julian, the R. K. 0. Cowboy,
keeps sending his Mickey Mouse Disney's greetings

every week. Cowboy Charlie wants some Indian
to fly home with the dollars. They are safer that

way with the Indian errand boy.

That Cowboy Charlie presents a new scheme
every day to Editor Baburao Patel to pool together
the interests of the Yankees and the local "Injuns"
to promote more brotherhood between the two races.

The wily editor, however, wants them poles apart.

SARLA ART PRODUCTIONS
presents

§UBHA§HIM

The Queen of action of the silver screen

IN

"MARYADA"
WITH

Rakesh * P. Kailash * Shanta

Kumar *Raj Pradhan *D. N. Sukul

ic Pradip Kumar * S. Srinivas

* Ram Krishna * V. N. Sharma

* Upasna.

Story by: SARLA DEVI

Songs & Dialogue by: V. N. SHARMA
Music: K. C. BHATTACHARYA
Directed by: SARLA DEVI

•

Coming Attractions:—
S U 13 II A R
GOOND

A

F I T N A
For Particulars

:

Sarla Art Productions,
SURYA MAHAL, 76, THAKURDWAR,

BOMBAY 4.
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He thinks that the dollar takes the silver out of the

rupee and leaves only the nickel behind.

That the Production Code proposed by Editor
Patel has driven the producers crazy and they are

now wondering. •'What next?"

That an extraordinary meeting of the members
of the "Paradise" was called to discuss Editor
Patel's Production Code and President Janak of

Janak will wait in deputation on the Home Minister
praying for a ban on "filmindia".

That the Home Minister who is a dangerous
fellow to tackle is thinking of adding a few more
restrictions to the Production Code whereby scenes

of drinking, gambling etc. will not be permitted to

be shown.

That some one suggested to the Home Minister
that film producers should be licensed, with educa-
tion and efficiency bars, to prevent grocers, poster-

men and lumps from becoming producers.

That Baburao Pai thinks "Xargis" to be the

greatest picture of the world, even greater than "Dr.
Kotnis" and thinks it worthy of being shown in

America. That is because it is named after his

favourite star.

That Baburao Pais next picture will be named
"Kamla Kotnis" and will be even greater than
"Nargis."

That Baburao Pendharkar has become a pro-

ducer once again and now he will show to the rest of

the world, including of course Baburao Patel, how
a picture can be produced with Lalita Pawar in the

lead.

That Rai . Bahadur Chuni Lall and President

Janak of Janak have already lost faith in the pre-

sent popular ministry. The Producers' "Paradise"

will now pass a vote of no confidence against the

Ministry compelling Morarji Desai to resign.

That in fact the Rai Bahadur felt like reporting

Morarji to his old friend Sir Akbar Hydari but

Hydari cannot be found anywhere these days. That
is letting clown an old friend rather badly.

That "Expert" Hirlekar "wrote" "Soviet Asia"

a great book on the Russians and expected the

Russians to send him an invitation to visit Stalin.

But the affair unfortunately ended in the Small

Causes Court.

That a judge of the Small Causes Court quite

innocently discovered that "Author" Hirlekar's

"Soviet Asia" was actually written by a "ghost"

writer who was not even paid for the trouble. Hirle-

kar can't tolerate this impudence from a common
judge. He intends to report matters to Stalin.

That Stalin will ask Molotov to take up the

affair of Hirlekar's "authorship" at the next UNO
Conference and establish beyond all doubt. Hirle-

kar's claim to the book. They will examine the

corns on Hirlekar's fingers as proof of his having
written the great book.

That Hirlekar, the greatest author of the cen-
tury, will now write some more books on industrial

planning, efficient plumbing, road cleaning and other
allied subjects and forget to pay his new army of

"ghost" writers.

That the Commissioner of Police, Bombay, has
>uddenly become conscious of the cinema-ticket
racketeers and now wants the Congress Ministers to

give him a law to handle the racketeers. The Rip
Van Winkle couldn't do it during the last seven
years. ,

That "gentle" Jamsu Wadia has perfected a
-ccrct process of producing motion pictures at the

small cost of Rs. 60.000|-. The secret is for sale for

Rs. 5|- lakhs.

That the Disposals Department of the Govern-
ment is selling cameras without lenses these days.

That is the right stuff for our producers. They will

ensure quickest exposure of raw film without the

bother of focussing the lens. In any case, the lens

has not been very useful to our producers. It has
always obstructed speed.

The journal from the Producers' Paradise says
that the Italian film industry is being financed by
the Government. Our Government, however, can't

risk this as they will have to pay bills for race, stock

and cotton losses in addition to wine and women
overheads.

ONLY A MONTH BEFORE

Mahatma Gandhi in "Harijan"' 29th Septem-
ber '46.

Q. "What is the antidote to the Atom
Bomb? Has it antiquated non-violence?"

A. "No", said Gandhiji, "On the contrary

non-violence was the only thing that was now
left in the field. It is the only thing that the

Atom Bomb cannot destroy. I did not move
a muscle when I first heard that the Atom
Bomb had wiped out Hiroshima. On the con-

trary I said to myself, 'Unless now the world

adopts non-violence, it will spell certain suicide

for mankind' ".

BABURAO PATEL "filmindia" 1st September '46.

Q. "Do you think. Mr. Patel, that people

are losing faith in Bapu's ethics of non-violence,

particularly in this atomic era wherein the

very idea of non-violence has become ridicu-

lous?"

A. "On the contrary, the Atom Bomb has

vindicated Gandhiji's philosophy of non-vio-

lence. Before the Atom, there was some chance

for violence but after the mass destruction at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, only human con-

science can control violence."
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( In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous— it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

ALI ZAHEEN TAQVT (Lucknow)

Whenever I see Veena on the screen, I feel as

if a current passes through my whole body. Will

you tell rr.e why it is so?

You are a good conductor of electricity.

Put a cut-out on your energy.

I hear through reliable sources that Munnawar
Sultana is a healer of heart-wounds?

Then we must use her services during the

riots where hearts are pierced with J,\-inch

blades.

P. S. SHARMA (Surat)

Who selects the cast for our pictures: the direc-

tor or the producer?

The circumstances and the pet prejudices.

Director Pareenja, producer of "Sona Ohandi"
describes Chandni as the screen's latest, newest,
prettiest etc. glamour girl. Don't you think that
this fellow has a rather queer conception of beauty
and glamour?

He is an honest bluffer. He gives a tall one
which no one believes.

PRAMOD T DESAI (Surat)

What were the first words Adam said to Eve?

"Hullo! where did you come from?" And
she looked at the serpent. Ask Adam if you
don't believe me. His descendants are still ask-
ing that question.

If 32 degrees is a freezing point, what is the

squeezing point?

212 degree* Fahrenheit.

A. W FAROOQI (New Delhi)

T kissed a girl, she slapped me; I kissed her
again, she did not say anything; I kissed her for the
third time and she placed her arms round me. Why?

Introduce me to that girl.

BALDER KRISIIEN BHANDARI (Lahore)

What do you mean by marriage?

Legalized mating.

A. M KHAN (Allahabad)

What is the forbidden fruit of the film garden?

The star in whom the vested interest has a
stake.

Do you know the place where happiness is al-

ways found?

Yes, you carry it on your shoulders.

PRAPHUL C. JAIN (New Delhi)

Can an actor become a politician?

No. But politicians make good actors.

PRITHI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)

It is said that you receive perfumed letters from
your female fans?

Yes, they smell of the spices.

Most of our religious books describe women as

inferior to men. Why is it so?

In books written by men.

ANTHONY LEWIS (Poona)

Why do you praise actors and actresses after

they die and not while they live?

A living artiste is a standing menace. The
dead ones don't give new performances.

M. R DUTTA (Bombay)

There was once a time when Seeta entered the

fire to prove her purity, but now, alas!

Veena features once again in "Khwab", the second
social story of Shahzad Productions Ltd.
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R i< O
RADIO
PICTURf

A PRODUCTION WORTHY OF

YOUR CONSIDERATION!
A CTION!
ACTIO N !

!

ACT ION! !

!

Bad Man's Territory
with.

RANDOLPH SCOTT
ANN RICHARDS

PLUS A SUPERB CAST

WHEREVER PLAYED
A BOX-OFFICE HIT!

The Bells of St. toy's
5 TA RS

BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN

CONTACT FOR AVAILABILITY

R K 0 RADIO PICTURES LTD.
P. O. Box 733 — BOMBAY I.

OR OUR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTORS

EMPIRE TALKIE DISTRIBUTORS
CALCUTTA - BOMBAY - LAHORE-MADRAS

Now they hold fire in the mouth and let the
smoke out.

What was your ambition at the age of nineteen?

To buy a motor car and drive it at 80 miles
an hour.

KOKILA DEVI (Hyderabad Dn.)

I tried to fast as Gandhiji did, but I can't. Can
I know the reason please?

You wear a 'choli', Gandhiji does not.

SHAYM JOSEPH (Bombay)

Where have Prabha and Sardar Akhtar gone?

Back home.

T. M. BHARMAL (Rajkot)

Are Indian films really worth seeing for a wo-
man?

Yes, if she has a good eye-sight and a bul-
let-proof head.

SYED ML HASSAN (Bombay)

Mr. Patch whom do you like: Jayant Desai's
"Beti" or Mehboob's "Aurat"?

/ like my "Gvalan".

BIJAY NARAIN SINHA (Bombay)
Which musical instrument produces the sweet-

est note?

One that is plcyed well.

CHANDRA PRAKASH GUPTA (Tinsukia)

A man with some brains is generally arrogant.
Isn't it Mr. Patel?

Are you asking me.7

C. M. SUVARNA (Bombay)

Are women responsible for India's freedom?

Yes, they hare made the problem very
urgent by giving us a croud of 400 millions.

S. K. BHADRA (Ferozepore)

How do you feel when you see on the screen an
Indian film actress smoking?

Feel like calling for the Fire Brigade.

If any film actress falls in love with you, what
will you do?

/ shall take her to an eye-surgeon and get
the cataract removed.

M MAHMOOD (Lahore)

Could you define the object of film production
in India'.'

Lots of fun and pots of money.

K. RAMAN (Poona)

What will be your reaction to a cold attitude of
our conservative politicians in the National Govern-
ment towards the film industry?

/ won't let them rest till they lose their

temper with me and with the industry. And
in a temper, people often do things.

H. RAHAMAN (Doom Dooma)
Is the black spot on Beguir. Para's face real?
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INDIA'S LEADING STUDIOS USE D & M LIGHTS

Rajkamal Kalamandir, Bombay. Ranjit Movietone Studios, Bombay.

Jyoti Studios, Bombay. Famous Studios, Bombay.

Silver Films, Bombay. Indian National Pictures, Bombay.

Kardar Productions, Bombay. Film Center, Bombay.

New Theatres, Ltd., Calcutta. Kali Films Ltd., Calcutta.

Radha Films, Calcutta. N D. Productions, Lahore.

Ganesh Pictures, Madras. Pragati Pictures, Madras

Ayyanar Pictures, Mysore. Chitrakala Movietone, Madura

Developed and proven in the gruelling services of Hollywood major Motior
Picture Studios, Bardwell McAllister lights are the choice of the top-notcl
camera men everywhere.

1. Correct -photographically and optically.

2. A Soft, Clear, evenheld and amazing light intensity.

3. Patented instant- focussing device from spot to flood.

DINKY- INKIE, BABY KEG LITES, FOCO SPOTS AND BOOM LIGHTS
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:

PATEL INDIA LIMITED,
199, HORNBY ROAD, BOMBAY.
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With a single face, Satya Rani appears in "Double

Face", distributed by Excelsior Film Exchange.

It is a wart that doesn't affect her cha-

racter.

R. P. MORIA (New Delhi)

God helps those who help themselves. How can

I help myself to join the film industry?

God is not in charge of the film industry—
the producers are.

What is the beginning and end of love?

It begins with a mist and ends with a tear.

S. V. SOMAN (Bombay)

What is your definition of 'Up sympathy'?

A noisy kiss between lovers is so much lip

sympathy.

BALAK RAM SRIVASTAVA (Cawnpore)

The sweet memory of my beloved haunts me
too often. Can you please help me to avoid that?

Try a homeopathic remedy: Ignatia in the

6th potency. It acts on the derangements of
the mind.

K. V. RAO (Nuzvid)

A certain Mrs. X is always saying that her
husband is the only man who ever kissed her. Is

she boasting?

Complaining.

T. A. MACKENJEE (Bardoli)

Define a Congressman, a Muslim Leaguer and
an egoist like you?

The Congressman wears the Gandhi cap,
the Muslim Leaguer wears the Jinnah cap and
I wear my own and yet we are Indians all.

BENJAMIN JOEL (Secunderabad)

When conjugal love fails, is not divorce a bless-

ing?

Divorce is an escape. It would be a bless-

ing only if both the parties got a better deal
than the previous one.

B. D. SAROJINI DEVI (Hyderabad Dn.)

Many film editors arc bachelors. I hope you
would enlighten me on this subject?

I am—in film journalism.

I wish 1 were a boy so that I might be relieved
of all worries of life. What do you say?

The next best thing is to get a boy and
leave the worries to him.

S MUTHUSWAMY (Madras)

Was "Draupadi" a box-office success?

Yes. but the box was carried away by the

financier.

MISS SANTOSH KUMARI (Kotah)

Does the quality of direction deteriorate with
age?

Looks like considering H.M.V. Chaturbhuj's
present work.

SHASHI DUTTA (Rewa)

What do you think of a husband secretly steal-

ing a kiss from his wife?

A good traveller who will reach his jour-

ney's end with a smile.

KR. RAJENDRA SINGH (Agra)

Have you ever seen the Taj Mahal? What do
you think about its beauty?

That beauty should have life to be beauti-

ful •

D. DUTT (Calcutta)

How do you feel now that the door to Swaraj
has at last opened?

But there are yet some black and white

goondas behind the door.

AHMED OOSMAN (Ernakulam)

Bringing "filmindia" to the class and passing it

on to the girls is a regular nuisance in our college.

How can it be stopped?

Buy half-a-dozcn copies and place them on
the library table.

M. K. A. NEDUNGADI (Bangalore)

What does that 'Ah' in Dr. Safdar 'Ah' of Rang-
mahal Ltd. denote?

Probably his constant frustration.

K R. RANGIAH (Secunderabad)

Why are the European ladies fond of carrying-
puppies close to the neck?

To give the pups some cushion comforts.
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PRESENT THELATEST

EQUIPMENTS FOR

FILM STUDIOS
35 mm and 16 mm Recorders, Reproducers, Full Studio Lighting Equipments including

Incandescent and Arclamps. Back Projection Equipment, Dollies. Tripods, Play Backs.

Moving and Still Cameras, Special Lenses. Studio Booms, Location Booms etc. etc.

FILM LABORATORIES
16 mm and 35 mm Processing Plants, Continuous and Step Printers, Reduction Printers,

Positive and Negative Joiners, Hand and Motor Driven Synchronizers, Film Counters

Sensitometers, Densitometers, Sound and Picture Editors etc. etc.

SOUND
16 mm and 35 mm Projectors, Broadcast Receivers, Loudspeakers, Transmitters Com-

munication Receivers, Radio Relay Systems, Public Address Systems, Disc Recorders,

Wire Recorders, Microphones etc. etc.

I N DUSTRY
Radio Frequency Heating, Radio Laboratory and Service Instruments, Special Fractional

Horse Power Electric Motors and Generators, Special Transformers, Connectors for Air-

craft, Communication and allied equipments. Factory radio and speech Relay systems, Arena

and Architectural Flocd Lighting etc. etc.

PHOTO
Still Cameras. 8 mm, 16 mm and 35 mm Movie Cameras and Projectcrs. Photoflood

Lights. Studio Lights, Filmstrip Projectors, Filters, Camera Enlarger Lenses and a full range

of accessories for the Professional and Amateur Photographer.

CMIADA BLDfi..HORMV RD. BOMIKf

^w^/brmches-de[hi.calcutu,h*db«
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ISHWAR V. MAHBUBANI (Bombay)
What are your considered views about the pro-

posed legislation, preventing bigamous marriages in

the province of Bombay?

It is an interference with individual liberty.

The State should not enforce moral sanctions. If
-prostitution is licensed by the State, legitimate

bigamy can't be a moral offence.

V. M. K. RAO (Bombay)

Can a respectable woman who has exceptional
talents for acting, be a successful star without being
too friendly with either the director or the producer?

Absolutely. One rcspectcblc woman makes
everyone around behave correctly. Men mis-

behave when there arc doubts about a woman's
respectability. Bad men arc cowards usually.

S. R. MURTHI (Bombay)

How many hours' sleep does a man require?

Napoleon slept only two hours and yet possessed tre-

mendous energy and vigour. Why?

That's why he ended ct St. Helena. You
stick to seven hours in bed.

MANMOHAN S GUJRAL (Rawalpindi)

What do you prefer—a fool's paradise or an
intelligent man's hell?

Every intelligent man would like to live in

a fool's paradise. Life there would be relaxa-

tion for him.

FTLMINDIA

Sabita and Mahendranath team for the first time in

"Sarai-ke-Bahar" a social story of National studios.

S. C. VENUGOPALAN (Deolali)

Are you not tempted by bribes from the produ-
cers for not attacking their productions? Please speak
out the truth, will you?

That is my main complaint. I have been
waiting twenty years with conscience in my
pocket but not even a pickpocket has come,
leave alone a respectable producer.

B. M. RAO (Bombay)

When an ordinary low-paid actor has to portray
the role of a person of wealth and authority, does he
not cheat his conscience and suffer mental anguish?

Actors have no conscience and a low-paid
one hasn't even a right to have one.

K. RATNAKAR RAO (Bombay)

Don't you think you are taking a risk in pro-
ducing pictures when so many fools are against you?

It is precisely for those people, who are so
much interested in me, that I produce pictures.

Fools pay better.

SYED ASHRAFUL IMAM (Patna)

Is it a fact that some girls can't catch anything
unless they expose themselves?

One thing they don't catch is cold.

MISS PUTTATHAI (Bangalore)

What is a 'bed of roses'? Have you ever 'slept'

on it?

Oh yes. But only with the help of the
thorns, I learnt to call it a 'bed of roses'.

When does virtue become a vice?

When it is overdone,
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PUBLIC NOTICE.

It is hereby notified that the Diamond

Jubilee Broadcasting Station, Baroda, will

start giving regular programmes shortly.

Applications for microphone voice tests

are, therefore, invited from persons know-

ing vocal and instrumental music, songsters

specialised in singing ballads and folk-lore,

play wrights, drama voices who can act in

a Radio-play, poets, story tellers, talkers

and persons~with good microphone voices.

Applications should be addressed to -

Director of Broadcasting & Telephones,

BARODA STATE, BA&0DA.



Here is a new range cf

lamps for the motion picture

industry that adds up to greater

studio effectiveness and quality

in production. These lamps

come in useful both for stiil and

motion picture photography.

Combining the latest sci-

entific developments with up to

date manufacturing technique,

these lamps are the products of

leading British Electrical Equip-

ments Manufacturing firms.

STRAND 200 watt Solar-

spot, particularly valuable

in colour photography.

STRAND T rl-

ple 500 Watt
Wing Flood, suit-

able for 3-colour

lighting In the

Wings.

STRAND Pattern
02 Soft Edge Spot
000 - 2000 wa

P
tt

,

'! a Wlde range
* c P°t sizes.

STRAND Pattern 30 Batten Flood,

500 Wat- giving a wide angle, beam,

suitable for illuminating objects situ-

ated some distance from it.

STRAND Pattern 49A

Wing Flood 1000 Watt,

suitable for illuminating

at close range.

SOUIID STUDIOS

cinoifl) HINTED

45/47 MAHATMA GANDHI M„

BOMBAY I

.
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GOOD NEWS FOR

HOME-MOVIE MAKERS

Gine
:Kodak

Film is back

Now cnce more you can make your own movies

of the good times you have, because Cine-

"Kodak" films are back again! May be you

will not find all you want at present, but supply

is improving and you should not have long to wait.

16 mm. and 8 mm.

KODAK LTD . (Incorporated in England) BOMBAY-CACUTTA-LAHORE-MADRAS

FILMINDI
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S. M. IQBAL (Lahore)

How do you pass your Sundays?

/ am a student of Homeopathy. I treat the
poor of my locality and get the best thrill of the
week.

MISS JASMINE FLORENCE (Bombay)
You always say that you are the most hated

person; even then why do people like to know more
of you?

Aren't the people funny? They wont leave
alone even a bad man.

What happened to the English version of "Dr.
Kotnis"?

Over the salty waves of the seven seas, it

changed its name to "The Song Of Buddha" and
now the "tonga song" ivill be our spiritual

prayer.

T. WADHUMALL (Bombay)

Mr. Baburao Patel, when are you expecting the
strike notice from the employees of the Filmindia
Publications Ltd., as the strike fever is spreading all

over India?

The employees of "filmindia" are my per-
sonal colleagues. They are scared of my strik-

ing work and this robbing them of the privilege

of conducting "filmindia".

PISHU R. MAHTANI (Hyderabad Sind)

Did Neena give us such melodious songs with
her own voice in'Trem Sangeet" and"Mun ki jeet"?

Her lips caught the melody of another
throat.

NIAZ R KHAN (New Delhi)

What should be presented to a friend as a birth-

day gift when he or she is already a reader of "film-
india"?

Pay its subscription for a year. It is

Rs. 2b'/4/- with registration charges. Let the

friend get the joy at your cost.

GOPAL DATTATRAYA (Kolhapur)

Dear Baburao, when some one i> asking you
light witty questions expecting similar answers from
you, you answer him in the serious, dignified, or-

thodox way of yours. But when some one is very
serious about his query, you just deal with it in a
half-hearted frivolous manner. Won't you explain
this double nature of yours?

I am a combination product of two—man
and woman.

S A QUADIR (Bangalore)

How did the Anglo Indian community come into

existence?

The same way like the rest of the Indians.

They haven't a- special process.

SUBRAMANIAM S. E. (Peshawar)

Suppose I commit suicide being ashamed of my-
self after seeing a rotten picture, and my parents
claim damages from the producer concerned, would
you support my case?
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RCA
LEADERSHIP

Through unceasing research in War and Peace, RCA

Laboratories have maintained their leadership in the art of

Sound and other Film Equipments and have today, inspite of

difficulties, been supplying the best equipment.

DELIVERIES
ARE NOW ON!

VELOCITY
MICROPHONE

Since the end of the w;>r Photophone

Equipments have supplied 14 Recording and 86

Reproducing equipments to studios and theatres.

RCA studio and theatre equipments are used

extensively in India. PM 45 Newest RCA film re-

cording system, streamlined, lightweight, mobile, it

enhances story value and general studio effectiveness.

RCA Velocity Microphones and Deluxe Speaker

Systems are the latest in the Public Address

equipments available.

Write to the nearest office:

RCA THEATRE
EQUIPMENT

DE-LUXE
SPEAKER SYSTEM

s

nt:
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Kamal Kapur makes his 'debut as a film actor in

"Dak Bungalow" produced by Indian National

Pictures Ltd.

/ would back you up if you murder the pro-

ducer. You might be let off on grounds of sud-

den provocation.

BANWARI BHARTI RAJAK (Aligarh)

A boy spoils a girl or a girl spoils a boy?

When both are spoiling to meet, who spoils

whom?

MRS. R KAMALA DEVI (Trichinopoly)

A film actress is often looked down with con-

tempt by family people. Why?
That thought is the reflection of their own

frustration. Half of them would love to be film

actresses only if they could.

Can you say how many of our South Indian

actresses have legal husbands and children?

7s there a Prohibition Act in the South?

N. A. KHAN (Lahore)

Cinema is considered to be one of the means by
which the gulf between Hindu-Muslim cultures can

be bridged. Please suggest ways to do it.

There is no cultural gulf between the Hindu

and the Muslim. Both are heirs to the same
heritage. The present political quarrel will end

some day and then it will be difficult to separate

the two great communities. The Indian film

producers, who understand nothing of any cid-

FILMINDI A

tural or social problems, should keep their
noses out of this affair. Uneducated and uncul-
tured as they are, what can the producers preach
about cidture?

SHAKUR (Jodhpur)

What is woman: light or darkness?

She is the light in darkness.

HATIM TAYABALLY (Secunderabad)

Do you believe in politics and why?
Belief is thrust on me the way I find the

riots taking the salt out of my bread.

T. S. MEHTA (Madras)

When do you propose acting?

You mean stop acting?

DIPCHAND KHIAURA (Karachi)

Why is Durga Khote called Durga Khote still

and not Durga Rashid?

Durga Khote is a trade name. Mrs. Rashid
is a personal one.

BHOLANATH TYAGI (Arrah)

Which lips are sweeter to kiss: thick ones or
thin ones?

Only those which are sweetened with honey-
hearts.

G. N. SHESHADRI (Hassan)

The foremost film concerns of today are New
Theatres, Rajkamal, Bombay Talkies, Prabhat and
Mehboob Productions. We are not getting any in-

formation about the doings of these. Why?
They hove something to hide, I guess.

Do you believe in a patent medicine published
under the caption: "Be Taller".

That is rather too tall to believe.

MISS INDRA TANDAN (Dehra Dun)
Which would you prefer: a pig tail or a cocktail?

To be sure, a cocktail. The pigtail may
belong to a Chinese man.

G. KUTTALAM PILLAI (Trivandrum)

Mr. Patel! Are there any sadists among our film

artistes?

The way they torture art, it will be difficult

not to find one.

SATISH CHANDER SAKHIYA (Lyallpur)

What do you think is better: To struggle for life

or to rest in peace?

The dead rest in peace.

V. S. GOSWAMI (New Delhi)

What was your first impulse on getting the news
of the Calcutta holocaust?

That the goondas had begun to gather the

harvest sown by the politicians.

S PRAKASH SETHI (New Delhi)

Why is the cap worn by Congressmen called the

'Gandhi Cap' whereas Mahatma Gandhi never wears
it?
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Mahatmaji has given his cap to millions

and in doing so thrown on them the responsibi-

lity of national freedom.

Will there be any harm if actors like Chandra-
mohan, Motilal, Ullhas. Pahari Sanyal and Karan
Dewan go out of the film world?

Their exit mil do a lot of good to the film
world. But don't worry, they are not charitable

types.

HARGOBIND SETH (Mirzapur)

In what circle are you respected the most?

Where people speak what they feel, laugh
when they are happy and generally behave like

normal human beings.

Which way will lead to heaven?

At present Hindus reach heaven through
Muslim bye lanes and Muslims through Hindu
highways. In Bombay the popular way to

Hindu hec-ven is through Bhendi Bazaar and to

Muslim Jannat through Chira Bazaar.

How should a husband remove the doubts of a

prejudiced wife?

Wifehood is a prejudicial profession. Don't
aggravate matters by trying to improve it.

T. S. M. GANDHI (Nagpur)

Don't you think it is beneath the dignity of a

director like Winayak, to play the tiny role of a ton-

gawalla. like a raw recruit, in an international pic-

ture (according to Shantaram, of course!) like "Dr.
Kotnis"?

Winayak's ancestors must be feeling grate-

ful that Winayak didn't tie Shamtaram's shoe-

laces.

MARKANDEY PANDEY (Benares)

What is the general ambition of girls?

It is too general to be pinned down to one

thing.

MISS SARLA M. DESAI (Guntakal)

Do you think glamour girls make desirable

wives?

Good women are wives first and glamour
girls afterwards.

KAILASH NATH BHARGAVA (Allahabad)

Hullo, Mr. Patel! If you have to choose one be-

tween these two, what will you choose: Sushila Rani
or "nlmindia"?

J am wedded to both.

What is love? Is it tragedy or comedy 9

That depends on the players and the per-

formance they give.

HUKUM CHAND GUPTA (New Delhi)

Do you believe in "Pakistan"?

/ do, as a haven for Muslims. The problem,
however, is what happens to the Hindus within

those boundaries. Having lived together for

centuries, they might miss each other if the

Hindus migrate to some new quarters.
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Damayanti Sahani plays the lead in ''Raen Basera"
a story of Asha Pictures.

RAMESH CHANDRA JAIN (Bombay)
What should a wife do if her husband loves an-

other woman?
That is the most trying situation in a wo-

man's life when the heart aches, the eyes get
in}lammed and the tongue spoils for a fight. A
wise woman would forget her own feelings and
give greater devotion to the man to bring him
back home slowly but surely. There is an Atom
Bomb in a woman's tongue and its atoms must
not go flying about in such circumstances if the
home is not to be Hiroshima.

CHANDRAKANT V. KINI (Bombay)
"A rolling stone gathers no moss". How is that

this does not apply to actresses?

They are precious stones.

V. R. V. RAMAN (Raipur)

Can you suggest to me a question that will fetch
a second prize if not the first?

People who try for second prizes miss all
the prizes. Aim high always. Even if you
have to commit suicide, go up the top-most
tower in your town and jump. Let people feel the
death as different.

LAKSHMI DAT TEWARI (Meerut)
Please name some really intelligent producers?

Sardar Chandulal Shah is a really intelli-
gent man surrounded by unintelligent people.

GHANSHAM DAS KAPOOR (Amritsar)
Can you tell me the most appropriate definition

if a cynic'?

An optimist of SO years' standing in the
Indian film industry.

P. MADHUSUDHANA RAO (Masulipatam)
Who is better in acting between Mazhar Khan

and Jagirdar?

Mazhar is versatile while Jagirdar bores
with the same performance, whatever the role
he plays.

In every picture, Wasti looks like a foolish man?
That is being natural.

VED JAIN (Delhi)

ho,cuZ°T
n ^0

i

P?,'lnt^ Sticks a biU on her ^re-head that she is to let'. Do you agree with this say-

Tk
X

QTt °f Paintina a woman's face
is as old as the woman. If dressing the body is

TheZr ?e fGCe * eqllly natlThe face is the only part of the body the worldsees the greater therefore is the need of pre-

Touiz
1 bTmy - paint {s bad^ r«loud o, overdone just as a loud dress is. Butthe>e is rwthmg immoral about painting a faceNot painting it is a clumsy simplicity

G K. VIRMANI (Lahore)
Commenting upon the moral degradation which

ne^n
Ually

?
IK mg HS ^ in onr society, an agedpei son remarked to me, "Look here young man Ihave played my rightful part in giving Wrth to ueWdren and t say it with

8 S birth
.
to 14

seen the face of my wife." Is it this artificial L
unnatural moral code that we^hould a^re'tor?

That aged guy must have been blind. Youbetter begin by seeing the face to imagine theshape of things to come. This 6zJ-wt
bluff has given us W millions and we can't
afford to go on at that speed.

J N. PATOLE (Lahore)
I think Sulochana Chatterjee is a rising star

whi if™ ro,
-

er %ope wiu make a g°od he™™-» nat is your opinion?

She is not quite good for the leading role
but she will play an excellent supporting role
Artistes should play roles that suit them best.

MISS V. F. GEORGE (Delhi)
My fiance thinks that spending Rs. 21- on "film-

india is an extra expense, so he wouldn't allow me
to buy one. What should I do?

Don't marry him till he agrees to give you
a life-time subscription of "filmindia" as a wed-
ding present Married life needs more humour
than spinsterhood does.

M. MOINUDDIN (Bankipore)
Why does a child cry at the time of its birth?

It is a protest of divine innocence for being
ushered into a world of sinners.

M. A. MAZMUDAR (Santa Cruz)
Take a particularly small card-board box

r'unch it with holes. Turn it and twist it. Soak it
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in quinine. Wring it dry. And you have the heart

of a successful actress. Tine?

There is too much quinine in your system.

How many mosquito bites have you had? The

film girls are not as bad as you "respectable"

blokes imagine. In hearts there is little to

choose between them and the traditional house-

wives.

Says Lin Yutang, "A wife is beautiful when she

is somebody else's; a book is beautiful when it is

written by oneself." Agree?

/ don't. That Yankee Chinaman writes to

sell. I know many men who don't covet a

neighbour's wife. I don't.

SATYABODH KALAMDANI (Malad)

Do our actresses change their minds as often as

they change their garments?

One needs a mind to change.

MISS URVASHI (Lahore)

Is it true that Suvarnalata has married Nazir?

That is the rumour. Where Nazir is con-

cerned it is rather difficult to pin down things.

P. K. MITRA (Lahore)

Every art is esoteric; is it so in the films too?

I wish it had been so in the film industry.

Then we wouldn't have had grocers and share

brokers raping art.

When life crushes one down what should one do*

November, 1946

A crushed fruit still gives its health-giving

juice to the world. Man can do no better.

K. A. AZEEZ (Madras)

What is "filmindia" minus Baburao Patel?

Bad printing.

Is it true that Shantaram after "Dr. Kotnis ki

Amar Kahani" threatens to play the role of Netaji?

Why only Netaji? Shantaram may play

Mahatma Gandhi if Abbas tells him that Jaya^

shree looks like Kasturba, provided of course,

Abbas writes a book on Gandhiji.

V. G. ISMAIL (Kuala Lumpur)

I like to be in your company. Shall I be able

to get a job in your office?

My office is not a refugee camp.

N. R. KASSAM (Dar es Salaam)

Is there any book or magazine describing you

in full?

"filmindia."

S D PURANIK (Bombay)

Will Mahatma Gandhi back the capitalists in

case of a class war, as his cause was generously do-

ated by them? History tells us that Bhishma back-

ed Kauravas, knowing very well that they were

wrong, as he had eaten their salt. Will history re-

peat itself in this case too?

Bhishma was a slave, Gandhiji is not. Our

capitalists have their greatest enemy in our
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patriot saint. If he could help, he would strip

them as he has stripped himself.

A L SETHI (Loralai)

What is the use of muttering prayers in Arabic

and Sanskrit by people who do not understand theui?

(rod is evidently a great linguist. The act

of praying is more important than the words of

the prayer. In cny case we have a very deaf

God and words don't count.

G. PANCHAPAKESAN (New Delhi)

What is the difference between a butterfly and
a belle?

.4 butterfly has no honey.

SADIQ MOHAMMED KHAN (Nairobi)

The local "fi'mindia" cinema is very uncom-
fortable and its 'l>i»- heads' are sparing no pains in

spoiling the fail- name of your magazine by show-
ing the worst pictures week after week. Can't you
make them change at least the name of their picture

house?
We have a Jawahar restaurant in Bombay

where they serve rotten food. What can Jawa-
hcrlal do about it?

JANKI N. SHARMA (New Delhi)

Who has been most affected by the 'Woes And
Echoes' column of your magazine—actor, producer,

distributor or the writer himself?

/. / have to pay Rs. 5/- for every letter

published.

V. L. SHERE (Ratnagiri)

What is sex morality?

Clean desires, clean bodies a-nd clean en-

vironments.

MISS CHANNAMMA (Bangalore)

You say that Dr. Kotnis has neither songs nor

music. What then do the gramophone records of

"Dr. Kotnis" contain?

So much noise under the label of music.

MISS MEERA JOSHI (Lonavala)

Why have you an exaggerated weakness for the

fair sex?

// respect is weakness I plead guilty, my
lady.

Is it true that producer-husband Sohrab Modi
has asked Star-wife Mehtab to give a rest to her

screen career? Can you tell me the reason?

Probably they have another production in

view—(an heir to the Modi millions).

MISS SNEHALATA PENDSE (Poona)

Are you secretly in love with Shamim, the star

of many pictures?

Secret loves bring secrets home. Film stars

need house top proclamations.

Why don't you exclude girl readers from send-

ing the tokens for asking you questions?

// / do that, 99% of my readers will

change their sex overnight. What is the use of

having "wppicn" who can't deliver cradles?

Do you think Jayant Desai will end in a mad-
house with his terrific distortions of history?

He'll take us all to the mad-house.

Why does Gandhiji say, "Russia is an enigma to

me" in a recent issue of Harijan?

The Bear has two sets of teeth—one to

smile at the world and the other to bite. How do
you expect a toothless man to know the vaga-
ries of biting bears?

S. M. REHMAN (Bombay)

Is Snehaprabha so diminutive that she can't be
seen on the screen? At least, that's the impression
I had after seeing Abbas' "Dharti ke Lai"?

Probably she hadn't much to show and
Abbas likes to keep family secrets.

When a person steeped in platonic ideals, falls

in love, how does he behave?

He looks and sheds love through the eyes;
indulges in all other things but the ways of
Adam.

What is your impression about Chandni?

.4 poor victim of a crazy producer's adver-
tising mania.

H B. NAZIR (Umerkhadi)

Do you like the face of Husna, Mr. Patel?

No.

What is an average film director's attitude to-

wards love?

Just so much mental make-up for lust.

Paro who first flashed on the screen in a Filmistan
picture, is now working in "Amar Asha" a social

story of Sunrise Pictures.
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S. RAMIAH (Matunga)

Kardar seems to have become your bosom friend

all over again? You know why I am asking you

this!

You are talking with the producer's tongw
in your mouth. Scrape off that bilious coating

end thru sec "Shah Jehan". You might like th<

picture just as I did.

MISS SHANTA JOSHI (Poona)

Will Mazhar be able to make delicate Suman
Sule look something in "Sona"?

With the gold Mazhar has put on hey,

Suman ought to weigh a bit.

IVIES. RAMABAI JOGLEKAR (Bombay)
Have you seen Yiju's face after Ranjana -tail-

ed work in Bombay Talkies' "Milan"?

/ am told he has a technicolour appearance—with greens and blues prominent.

Arc you a Tarzan to have a mate?

The "Mate'' is an Unconventional term for
the old-fashioned won! "wife".

MISS APARNA CHATTERJEE (Bankura)
I want to see sweet dreams. How can I, Mr.

Patel 9

Try "filmindia" under your pillow.

What kind of honourable job do you suggest for

an educated girl who wants to be economically inde-
pendent in life?

All work has dignity if you do it the right

way.

Why are Bombay and Calcutta, the most un-
healthy spots, the centres of the film industry?

// an industry that needs manure.

I want to be a film produce! 1 and director of a
calibre nothing less than that ofKishore Sahu'e or
Shantaram's. What qualifications shall I have to

acquire?

You'll ileal parents who call you a genius.

R. K S. SONDHI (Lahore)

Am I right when I call you "Enemy No. 1" of

all the producers?

Of all bad producers.

S. K. KAMATH (Bombay)

'I'lic authorities who control theJai Hind Talk-
ie-. Byculla, are running in their cinema only Kng-
lisfa pictures. Then what is the purpose served by
that name "Jai Hind"?

It is a baby-soother for those who are sick

with present-day patriotism. Haven't I often
said that film people arc smarter than the film-

goers/

SHAILENDRA SHANKER (Ajmer)

What i> the hobby of Kedar Sharma?
Raising the intellectual stature of Sardar

Chandulal Shah.

ft

May

~fjie A/cur Ifaat

IMMORTAL HOPE"

to you 01

AMAR ASHA immortal is soul

Sunrise Pictures

UMAKANT * GULAM MD. * PANDAY
* RADHA * PRATIMA DEVI.

Direction: V. 31.
Story: M. G. DAVE

Dialogues QABIL : Music: SHANTI KUMAR
Art Direction: YUSUF DHALA

WHICH LIVES ON
IMMORTAL HOPE
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MRS SHANTI GUPTA (Lucknow)

How is it that no producer has ever attempted

to show a love affair resulting in marriage between

a Hindu-Muslim couple. Is religion a bar to love?

The goonda is. Our goondas ere professors

of anatomy. They get the heart quicker with

a 4?" blade than a surgeon does.

A. LATIF BUTT (New Delhi)

Why are our producers crazy about producing

only historical pictures these days?

They are not satisfied with history as it has

been. They want to change it.

Have you ever seen a Punjabi picture? If so,

what are your impressions about it?

/ hare seen a couple of them and my im-

pression teas that men usually went to the fields

to chase the girls and girls usually threw stones

at them, except at one. They called this

romance.

S C. AGRAWAL (Meerut)

H«w many "dand" and "baithak" does Prithvi-

raj tahj daily
9

He stands on his head all the time with the

reSKlt that he has a bad swelling in the upper

stmey.

M M. KHURRUM (Hyderabad Dn)

Jinmah has not got "Pakistan", Nehru has not

got "Hindustan". What next?

The goondas are giving us Kabrastan.

SHIV D. K. SAHNI (Rawalpindi)

Mr. Pate". While selling your "Gvalan" please

make *ft a point to he sure that it is going into the

hands of a right man. Owing to wrong distribution,

your "f)raupadi" has not been released here up to

now.

Sardar Chandulal Shah is in charge of

''Gvalan" and he will see to it that it is not un-

necessarily exposed to danger with so many
goondas round the towns.

P. S. CHANDRAMOULI (Madras)

I have seen many heaping abuses on you and

using very bad language whenever your name is

mentioned. These very same persons when they see

a copy of "filmindia" run to snatch it just as a starv-

ing man runs after food. What do you call such

persons?

Friends who pay my grocer.

The Gemini Studios in Madras are turning out

pictures much better in technique than those pro-

duced in Bombay. Don't you think that it is a mat-

ter of great pride to us since South Indian pictures

have only a very limited market?

A provincial secret is hardly a< national

pride.

V. K. FAZLUR RAHMAN (Bangalore)

I have been reading "filmindia" regularly for

the past six years and only once have I come across

a film personality asking you a question. (Pandit

Indra in December '44). Why don't our film peo-
ple ask more questions?

Film people have no questions to ask. They
are busy answering them.

RS. 5001- IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes are awarded every month

for questions which are considered interesting
or elicit interesting replies in the "Editor's
Mail".

1st Prize: Rs. 100|-; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80|-; 3rd
Prize: Rs. 50|-; 4th Prize: Rs. 40-; 5th Prize:

Rs. 30|- and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10|-

each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry
Token without which no question will be con-
sidered. Each Entry Token entitles the reader
to ask a maximum of 10 questions and can be
used by only one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and abso-
lutely binding and no correspondence will be
entertained. The names of the prize-winners
will be announced in "filmindia'' every month
and the prize money will be remitted by
Money Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the Editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are

requested not to pay for the copy if it has no
Entry Token. The reader is requested to de-
mand an explanation from the stall-keeper who
may have removed the Token and sold it sepa-
rately.

As Tokens are introduced merely to regulate

the sales of the magazine, the month on the

Token has no particular significance and a

token can be used even six months after the

month printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR NOVEMBER
1st Prize Rs. 100 1- to Miss Snehalata Pendse

'Poona»; 2nd Prize Rs. 80|- to Ali Zaheen Taqvi
(Lucknow); 3rd Prize Rs. 50|- to Pramod T.

Desai (Surat); 4th Prize Rs. 40|- to Miss Meera
Joshi (Lonavala); 5th Prize Rs. 301- to M. R.

Dutta (Bombay) and 20 consolation prizes of

Rs. 10|- each to the following:—Praphul C.

Jain (New Delhi); Prithi Paul Singh (Lahore);

C. M. Suvarna (Bombay*; S. K. Bhadra (Fero-

zepur); S. V. Soman (Bombay); K. V. Rao
(Nuzvid); K. R. Rangiah (Secunderabad) ; Sub-
ramaniam S. E. (Peshawar); Hargobind Seth
(Mirzapur); T. S. M. Gandhi (Nagpur); Kailash
Nath Bhargava (Allahabad); Ghansham Das
Kapoor (Amritsar); G. K. Virmani (Lahore);

K. A. Azeez (Madras); A. L. Sethi (Loralai); S.

M. Rehman (Bombay); Mrs. Ramabai Joglekar

(Bombay); Miss Aparna Chatterjee (Bankura);
Mrs. Shanti Gupta (Lucknow) and S. C. Agra-
wal (Meerut). Money Orders are being sent to

all the prize winners.
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Our Popular Home Minister, the

Hon. Mr. Morarji Desai is likely

to overhaul the entire film indus-

try very shortly. Watch him.

Films In Free India !

The Home minister's Candid Opinion !

By: Miss Savita Parekh. M A.

( Exclusive for " filmindia "
)

27, Queen's Gardens. Poona, is a

sort of a big dak-bungalow in the

midst of a barren garden. There

are shrubs all round it. If you

call them plants they will have to

prove? their identity by throwing

out flowers from their tops, which

they wouldn't do probably in res-

pectful sympathy with the puri-

tanic occupant of the house.

Outside, in the portico, you

sadly miss the 150-year old arm-

ed sentry who had so loyally sup-

ported the colonial imperialism of

the white rulers with the sharp

point of his bayonet.

This drab, dry-coated building

in black stone is the home of the

Home Minister to the Govern-
ment of Bombay.

It is a biggish bungalow with

several rooms, but all but one

seem to have been built unneces-

sarily, for the Home Minister en-

joys a complete home in a single

room which serves as the reception

room, the drawing room, the office

room and the study, all in one.

The verandah becomes the bed

room at night and a camp cot pro-

vides all the comforts to the tired

mind of the furiously flunking

official every night.

Our Home Minister. Mr.
Morarji Desai is a tallish man
and with his close crop and stern

ascetic face he looks more like a

.Iain priest than a power-driven

red-tape man. Over a rough

khaddar dhoti, he wears a more
rough shirt and a ^till more rough

coloured jacket.

Welcoming me he gently folded

his hands in respect and switched

on a sad smile behind which one
liked to read the pathos and suf-

fering of several jail journeys in

our nations struggle for freedom
Mr. Morarji is a young man gone
prematurely old and his once al-

most handsome face now shows
the marks of suffering through
years.

Of the two electric lights in the

rigidly furnished room, only one

burned to make the shadows of

the night more eloquent and to

lend vivid asceticism to the dry
atmosphere of service and devo-

tion.

Before I could sit down, the

telephone bell rang and I watched

the Home Minister walk towards

his desk with precise measured
steps. There was neither rush nor

impatience in those steps. The

man seemed to walk over a
straight line. With a slow deli-

berate gesture, he took the tele-

phone and spoke. All I heard was
'Yes', 'No', 'Alright', 'Please do
it', 'Yes', 'No', 'Let me know im-
mediately', 'Yes', 'No'.

I knew it was a trunk call from
Bombay. I risked a question as

Mr. Morarji returned to his seat.

'Is the riot situation bad in

Bombay?'

"Yes".

"Have
day?" I

"Yes.

-When

killed to-many been
persisted.

More than yesterday."

do you think all this

will stop?" I ventured.

"When people realize their civic

responsibility and learn to behave
like good citizens."

THE BEST WERE BAD
I knew he was worried and

didn't want to speak about the

riots. I had not bargained for a
silent ascetic type who used even
words with rigid economy. It

Mas intensely difficult to switch
him on to the films.

"Have you seen 'Rana Pra-
tap'?" I asked suddenly.

"What is that?" he inquired

gently.

"It is an Indian film", I said.

"Oh!" he said smiling, "No, I

have not seen it. Who has pro-
duced it?"

"Jayant Desai", I replied but
the name did not seem to make
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any impression on the Home
Minister.

"You, probably, do not know
many Indian producers!" I re-

marked.

"You are right'*, he said quiet-

ly. "I hardly know any and
though I have seen some Indian
pictures off and on, I have never
bothered to find out the names of

their producers."

"You didn't like the pictures I

guess."

•'Precisely. There was hardly
anything in them, barring three

or four, to see or remember or to

make a person curious about
their producers."

"Are our pictures so bad?" I

asked.

'Well, those which I have seen

were bad enough with the excep-

tion of three or four," he said.

''But do you think we cannot
improve our films now that we
are on the threshold of freedom?"

" Why not!" said Mr. Morarji
rather sharply, "But I can't un-
derstand why people have to wait
for freedom to improve the

quality of their films. The Indian
film industry has generally been
economically a paying business in

this country with hardly any
foreign competition. Foreigners
didn't produce any Indian subjects

in any Indian languages. Indian
producers had the field entirely

Recruit R. Padnabhan of 373 C.

Bhandarkar Road, Bombay 19, is

not only prepared to act but also

dance if necessary.

Jag-dish Sethi, once a popular

artiste, has now become a director.

His first one is called "Do Dil" and

they say he has done it well. He
ought to with his long experience

and good education.

to themselves and thirty long

years to stabilize their industry

by giving good quality pictures.

Moreover they had a six-year war
recently with people having lot of

money to spend. They could

have easily used this opportunity

to produce quality films and

taught the people to like them.

People learn to like things which

they see often. But, I am sorry

to find that the Indian producers

did not use their glorious oppor-

tunity well and made lot of cheap

money by turning out worthless

pictures. As a result many of

them may be having lot of money
today but no national industry

to boast of."

"Don't you think that our pro-

ducers have now realized their

mistake and will in future change

their old policy?"

Mr. Morarji smiled. It was a

sad disillusioning smile which

seemed to say "Don't be silly".

Replying to me directly he said,

"If half of what I have read in

the "filmindia". in jail and out-

side, is true, I don't think our pro-

ducers are the type of people who
will change so easily. The recent

pictures I am told, are as bad as

the old ones.

"These people don't seem to

have realized the social signifi-

cance of the medium of the
film. In several cases any trash,

whatever its disastrous effect on
the people around us, is a good
motion picture for these people,

so long as it makes some quick
money at the theatres. Holly-
wood also gives a lot of bad pic-

tures, but their good ones are so

excellent and purposeful that one
almost forgets the bad ones and
remembers only the good ones."

I was quiet for a while. Mr.
Morarji looked a bit annoyed.
The Indian producers can give a

headache even to a saint and our

Home Minister is not a saint

—

not yet any way.

"If you don't see any chances
of the producers improving things,

don't you think, our popular gov-

ernments should do something
about it?"

Mr. Morarji kept quiet. Once
again he smiled.

"Are we wrong", I pursued, "in

expecting of our popular govern-

ments, who claim to act in the in-

terests of the people, some mea-
sures that will set things right?"

"I am quite aware of the ex-

pectations of the people," said

Mr. Morarji rather thoughtfully,

"and though I would expect an
industry to improve itself with-

out government's interference, yet

the problems of this particular in-

Recruit P. P. Prabhakar, Burmi
Cottage, Qurol Bagh, Delhi, looks

upon film acting as a great art

and thinks he can do well in it.
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Recruit S. A. Kumar c o K. Satya-

narayana, Tanoko, West Godavari,

is 5' 9" and reads and writes Urdu
in addition to Hindi and Tamil.

dustry are so peculiar that unless

the popular ministries adopt

some precise official measures, I

am afraid, the contents and the

quality of our pictures may not

improve.

"We cannot permit the old rot-

ten order of things to go on in-

definitely. Labelling their pic-

tures as historical, mythological

and social, the producers have in

several cases given such heartless

distortions of facts, events and

problems that our spiritual herit-

age, historical traditions and con-

temporary life have all become an

unrecognizable mass of trash

—

and often very shameful. A lot

of the stuff produced has been

pseudo-historical, anti-social and
anti-cultural and some day when
the people become conscious of

the way they have been duped,

they will ask for an inquiry into

this shady business and demand
their money back or destroy all

the theatres showing such pic-

tures.''

FUTURE LEGISLATION
"Haven't the Government yet

formulated some plans to reor-

ganize the film industry?" I

asked.

"Well, we have not been long

in the saddle", said Mr. Morarji

almost sadly, "and we have so

many things to do. Almost every
problem seems to need a re-

orientation in the light of our new
freedom. We have been pretty

busy all these days but we hope

to tackle this problem very soon
and seriously.

"I attach a very great impor-

tance to the film as a medium of

visual education for social, educa-

tional and cultural work. And as

I don't believe in any conversion

of the heart on the part of the pro-

ducers the unpleasant choice for

a popular government must be

corrective legislation.

"I may tell you that the Gov-
ernment is seriously considering

the operation of a strict censor-

ship, prescribing a definite stan-

dard of production from a na-
tional point of view—through a
Board of Censors.

"The Board of Censors will see

that pictures, poisoning the minds
of the growing children, will be
done away with. It is intended
to issue different certificates for

pictures suitable for children and
for adults.

"The Government are also con-
sidering important problems,
equally serious, of improvements

HISMKSTKSVOICE
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in our theatres and their sanita-

tion."

"But when will all these things

be done?" I asked him im-
patiently. Only recently I had
seen "Rana Pratap" and the mor-
tification of seeing our historical

heritage mercilessly slaughtered

was still fresh in my mind.

"Well, I am not a prophet",

said the Home Minister, "nor am
I a magician to wish a thing and
get it the next moment. The
machinery of the government,

even under a popular ministry,

travels a bit slow. But there will

be no slackening, I assure you,

till the object is achieved. It is

not the industry I am thinking of,

it is the effect of the intended

comprehensive legislation on the

people in general that is most im-

portant. Any legislation that will

ultimately influence the life and
attitudes of millions has to be un-

dertaken with extreme care. I

don't want to do anything in a

hurry as I am anxious to do a

good job!"

This man of measured steps

talks in precise terms. There is

no brag, temper or vindictiveness

in his tone. If at all, his words
are weighed with a sincere an-

xiety to do the right thing in the

rieht manner.

GANDHIJI AND MORARJI
Though Mr, Morarji has not

seen many Indian pictures, he
seems to have seen enough to

realize the utter intellectual

poverty of our productions. To
a stern realist, like our Home
Minister, the abuse of the golden
opportunity which our producers

have, must be an intolerable so-

cial crime.

Brought up in the Gandhian
school of service and self-denial,

Mr. Morarji is hardly expected to

approve of the present criminal

tendencies of our film producers

to misuse the tremendous poten-

tialities of the film for personal

gain and aggrandizement at the

cost of the illiterate masses.

Remembering Gandhiji's gene-

ral disapproval of films, with

some impish satisfaction I said,

"Morarjibhai, you seem to like

films—at least good films—while

Gandhiji says that the films are an
evil."

"I don't know when and where
Gandhiji has said so and I refuse

to believe the statement till I see

it in reference to its context", he

said quickly. "But I believe that

in a modern progressive state, the

film can be used as a powerful

medium of all-round instruction

with immense possibilities just as

FILMINDI A

Meena is back again on the screen
in "Arsi", a social story of Jeevan

nations like Russia, U.S.A. and
England are doing today. The
Government will encourage all

films having both educational and
healthy recreational values and
later on only such films will be
allowed to be shown to the
public."

Well, here is an honest man
telling us in his characteristic
.straightforward manner what he
sincerely intends to do with our
film industry. And as this man
is the Home Minister of the Gov-
ernment of Bombay, our film

people may well sit up and listen,

for, with the proposed plans of

the Government are linked their

future prospects and prosperity.

Let us all hope that our popular
Home Minister gives some prac-
tical shape to his present plans
as soon as possible, because after

30 long years of rotten pictures
one feels like having some really
good ones whatever the producers
may think.

Coy as usual Suraiyya plays the lead in "Dak Bungalow", a social

story of Indian National Pictures Ltd.
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What Does Your Face Say?
How To Get Rid Of R Silly One

!

"I wish I loved the human
race :

I wish I loved its silly face. .

."

wrote a modern poet, no doubt
bored to death with the fatuous
expressions that surround him.

Do you consider that you have
a silly face? Of course you
wouldn't; none of us do. But you
have certainly thought often
enough that the man who sits

opposite you in the train, or be-

side you in the bus, and the wo-
man who faces you at the dinner
table has a pretty silly expression.

What are the factors that make
for expression in the human face,

anyway? Why, the eyes and
mouth, of course. Odd, isn't it,

that in a man the eyes and mouth
can make 'character', whereas in

a woman they make either for

good looks or plainness.

If a woman has inherited from
her maternal grandmother loose

lips and a gaping expression to

her mouth, that's too bad. But,

she need not feel that all is lost of

her womanly beauty. Just look

at Joan Crawford . . . she has

made capital of her none-too-

beautiful mouth. So, why
shouldn't you?

And then there's Bette Davis,
with her ophthalmic goitre eyes.

She has made this type of bulging
orb quite fashionable, and she

uses them with artistic perfection

on the screen.

It is not nearly so much the

shape of the features you have in-

herited that count, as the use to

which you put them. Have you
tried training your features to

give expression?

You are in a roomful of people;

nobody is talking to you at the

moment, so you are just sitting-

waiting for something to happen.

You never can tell Romance
might be just across the room. In

those off-duty moments you may
be closely observed and apprais-

ed. How would you compose
your face?

Now, girls, this is The Test.

How many times in her life has

not a woman been told, "I have
never met you, but I've seen you
often," or "I have often noticed

you about town."

Immediately a woman is told

this she thinks, "I wonder what I

was wearing?"

But, how seldom does she ask

herself, "I wonder what expres-

sion my face was wearing?"

Shanta Kumari is a good, honest artiste. She plays an important role in

"Hawai Khatola", a magic thriller of A. M. Khan Productions.

Mumtaz Shanti, of course the

senior one, is going to dance her
way back into old fame in

"Dekhoji" a social story produced
and directed by Walli Saheb.

So, here goes. If you look too

intense and interested in your
neighbours' conversation, it will

inako for a strained expression. If

you sink lower in your chair, you
will doubtless begin to yawn, and
look obviously bored.

INDIAN ACTRESS IN THE TRAIN
What is the happy medium?

Compose your face into an ex-

pression of intelligent calm ... as

if you're thinking your own
thoughts, and they're rather

glamorous ones, too. That will

give you an air of sweet mystery

which the whole universe finds

most appealing.

I watched a well-known Indian

film actress in the train the other

day. She was too far from me to

hear what she was saying, but I

could almost read the conversa-

tion by the gestures of her

features, and the expressions that

chased themselves across her

5!
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face. But, Oh, if only she had

worn a little make-up to heighten

and accentuate the sweetness of

her features! I had a great de-

sire to fall upon her with eyebrow

pencil, mascara brush, rouge, lip-

stick and powder—an onslaught

from which she would have emer-

ged a raving beauty, instead of

merely insipidly attractive.

And, that's the point I'm com-

ing to. Prance before your

mirror, gesture in the bedroom,

mouth and ogle and act your ex-

pressions like fury—but, if your

face is not groomed and artistical-

ly charming, your work will be

completely wasted.

This year the fashion in faces

is for the Fresh Look, the dewy,

clear, smooth, subtly made-up
face. Sounds simple, doesn't it,

but it takes a daily routine of

cleansing, toning and bracing to

achieve this appearance, allied to

careful make-up.
In a climate such as ours the

nursery rules of facial beauty are

Clean Pores and Closed Pores.

Wash only with soft water and a

good fatted soap. If you have
black-marketed your way into

the ice-market, then go the whole

hog and use a small piece of ice

morning an 1 evening, after your
wash. Xe\^r apply ice directi-

on the face, for this may cause

broken veins. But, wrap your
face-flannel round a piece of ice

and gently pat your face with an
upward movement from the chin

towards the forehead, and from
the outer corners of the eyes to

the inner ones.

THE ICE TREATMENT
The ice treatment closes the

pores after the wash, and braces

up the small muscles, apart from
giving you the coolest and fresh-

est feeling in the world.

Now for that smooth look, that

matt freshness that can draw and
hold every eye within range, the

true secret is the foundation to

your make-up. One famous cos-

metic firm makes a foundation

perfectly suited for the East. It is

a flesh-toned fine cream, called

Sun-Pruf. Worked gently into

the skin Sun-Pruf holds the

powder better than most found-

ations, and maintains that dewy
look for many hours.

Do you consider yourself the

heavy-faced type . . -. rather more

jowl than makes for beauty? If

so, try blending a little rouge on
your forehead, starting above the

bridge of the nose, and working it

subtly outwards. This 'lifts' the
face, and lightens the appearance
of a heavy jaw.

Are you piquant enough to be
a little outrageous in your make-
up? Then try the new American
beauty notion of making a cupid's

bow of your lower lip, too, to

match your upper, and test the
reaction on the people. It ought
to be fairly terrific. To make this

really successful you will need to

buy a fine artist's brush, roll it in

your lipstick until it is finely-

pointed, and then paint in the new-
outline to your mouth. Of course,

you will fill in with the matching
lipstick.

And now you can make your
bow to an impressed world. Your
every expression charged with
your inner feelings, your plain

features played up to their full

extent, and your good ones so
well accentuated that you must
be called attractive.

With hand on heart I declare
that you will always be uoticed.

THE STORY OF TWO HEARTS ENJOINED

BY THE BOND OF LOVE!

JAMUNA PRODUCTIONS'

>| Sieve

STARRING:
SURAIYA, MOTILAL, KARAN DIWAN,
BADRI PRASAD, GULAB & Others.

Directed By : J A G D I S H SETHI
Screenplay, Dialogue & Songs: D. N- MADHOK

Music: GOB1NDRAM
^3oz iJ-^artizuCari. urxits to :

JAMUNA PRODUCTIONS,
PIRANDARE PARK, VINCENT ROAD,

DADAR, BOMBAY.

DO D/L
(A NORTHERN INDIA STUDIOS PRODUCTION)

A Magnificent Picture By

The Makers of 'RATTAN'

WATCH FOR ITS

RELEASE DATE
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Dancing, Dancers And Divinity

Indian Dances And Their Moods
By: RAM GOPAL

Since the dawn of Indian civi-

lization thousands of years ago

dancing has been a part of the

life of our country. However, this

art, like many others, has been

buried under the ruthless march
of foreign cultural aggression

which has sought to awaken in us

a love of alien art to the detri-

ment of our own. Today, fortu-

nately, we stand on the threshold

of a cultural renaissance, and the

resurrection of our ancient arts

has already begun. As a devotee

of Lord Shiva, I naturally consi-

der it my mission to disseminate

a greater knowledge of dancing

—

at least of its basic principles

—

than exists among laymen at

present.

The term 'Bharata Natya' is

often used to cover all the schools

and styles of Indian dancing, but,

of late, its application has come
to be restricted to the dances per-

formed in the South Indian tem-

ples of Shiva.

The origin of the term is based

on the belief that the Sage

Bharata wrote down the laws and

technicalities of dancing under

the divine inspiration of Sri

Nataraja or Shiva, the King

('raja') of the Dance ('nata')

himself, in the Natya Shastra,

the ancient Sanskrit text.

Ram Gopal, the best exponent of

Indian dancing, writes about his

great art.

ther I have felt tired at the end
of a long and strenuous dance at a

ceremony lasting some hours.

All I can say is that I have been,

at such times, far more exhausted
emotionally rather than physi-

cally-—for while the body is train-

ed to withstand long hours of

dancing, it is the emotional strain

that remains to remind one that

the true art of dancing is never
sensual but an exaltation, a

spiritual experience.

VARIETIES OF DANCING
Almost all Indian dancing aims

at a definite theme, unfolded

through the rhythmic sequence
of music, action, 'abhinaya' or

facial expressions, and 'mudras'
or symbolic hand gestures.

The 'rasa' or mood, is the basis

of all Indian dance, drama,
Rasa means, literally, essence or

flavour. Nine different moods
cover the whole gamut of emo-
tions employed in the Indian
dance: The moods are as follows:

1. Shringara, the erotic mood.
2. Rudra, the furious mood.
3. Veera, the heroic mood
4. Vibhasa, the disgusted mood
5. Hasya, the comic mood
6. Karuna, the pathetic mood
7. Adbhuta, the marvelling

mood
8. Bhayananka, the terrible

mood.
9. Shanta, the meditative mood.
There are four main styles of

RELATION TO RELIGION

Dancing, as an art, has a defi-

nite relation to religion in our

country, and hence it forms a

part of our temple rituals. Sacred

dances cause the dancer, priests

and the temple-goers,, to become

it were, with the divine

eauty and rhythm of vibration

ombined with the religious

cstasy of the entire ceremonial.

Whenever I have

danced in temples,

the languorous

music of the
Vcena, the rhyth-

mic throb a n d

boom of temple

drums, together

tly clashing cym-
gongs, all would
of my conscious-

1 would only be

expressing an ex-

altation and an ecstasy such

as come on'y in

those rare mo-
ments when we
succeed in divest-

ing ourselves of

our more frivo-

0 u s sentiments
and soar into
purer, more sub-
ime regions.

For his classical Shiva-Parvati dance, Ram takes a new
partner in Tara Chowdhary.

I have often

been asked whe-
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the dance art in this land:

(a) Bharata Natya.

(b) Kathak.
(c) Manipuri.
(d) Kathakali and the Kodi-
yattam.

Bharata Xatya is the name
applied, in its restricted sense, to

the dancing of the 'devadasis' in

the Shiva temples of Tan j ore and

other Tamil districts. It is.

mainly, a prayer in the dance

form and is an intimate part of

the temple rituals. As an art. it

adheres strictly to tradition, and

every movement, flexion, leap or

turn, is highly stylised. How-
ever, if explored, even Bharata

Xatya allows scope for the crea-

tive artiste and permits unlimited

individual expression.

I must here stress the point that

in my Bharata Natya dances I

lay stress on 'tandav' or male and

virile aspects of this art, as

opposed to the 'la>ya' or female

aspects. These vigorous and

brisk movements are very much
in evidence in my solo numbers

'Thaye Yashoda" and "Xadanam
Adinar". Likewise, in my "Thil-

lana", I impart to the nritta',

sweeping movements, agile

bounds and leaps and powerful

jerks and darts at lightning speed

and with swift tempo.

AT THE MOGHUL COURT

Kathak is the dance art. per-

formed by both the sexes, that

flourished in the courts of the

Moghuls who were aesthetes 'par

excellence'. The technique is

vastly different to other types,

and there is a strong Moghul in-

fluence in dres< and ornaments.

Let us watch a Kathak woman
performing a dance. Still as a

statue, she stands with feet cross-

ed, the right arm extended

straight from the shoulder, the

left held over the head. The
plaintive note- of a 'sarangi',

accompanied by the rhythmic

beats of the 'tabla' stir the

dancer's immobility. As if

touched by a breath of wind, in a

second her body sways and stirs

gently, a ripple runs down her

arms, the glassy eyes sparkle and
come to life, the eyebrows move
archily, the body gradually

awakens to activitv. As her arms

trace sinuous patterns, her ankle

bells send forth a jingling sound,

first faint, then loud. Faster and
faster move 1 er feet and in even
rhythm with t em her swift turns

unfold the flair of her skirt as she

whirls and stops and starts whirl-

ing again.

My creation, 'The Rajput
Serenade of Lu\e", is in Kathak
style a school whose chief

characteristics are loveliness and
de icacy.

The Manipuri school of dancing

is chiefly notable for its softness

and sweetness. It lacks the vigour

of Bharata Xatya and the swift-

ness of the Kathak style. Tn

cos'.uming, however, it is vivid

and picturesque.

DANCE-DRAMA OF MALABAR

The dance drama of Malabar,
dynamic and potent with mean-

In his famous dance number the "Rajput Serenade
Ram Gopal looks a poem of art and grace.

ing, is known as Kathakali. It is

a complex art combining 'abhi-

naya' or acting-, 'nrittya' or danc-
ing, and 'geeta' or music. It is a
pantomime wherein the actors in-

terpret their thoughts and emotions
through the highly sensitive

medium of gestures and vivid
facial expressions, perfectly intel-

ligible even to the uninitiated.

This style contains an elaborately
codified system or expression

—

silent in the matter of speech, yet
far more eloquent than talk.

There has long been a contro-
versy amongst scholars and critics

of South Indian art, as to which
is the older dance of Malabar

—

Kathakali or the temple dance
called the Kodiyattam. Both em-
ploy very much the same technique
in gesture and expression. The
chief differences are in the musical
accompaniments and the decor.

The Kathakali
orchestra is com-
posed of three

•** musicians — 0 n e

keeping tune with
t the 'changla' or

resounding gong
and cymbals, the
second and third
being 'c hand a'

(cylindrical drum
with a loud and
powerful sound)
a n d 'maddalam'
player*.

The Kodiyattam,
the most ancient
of temple dances,
is announced by
the sounding of
two large drums
which are then ac-
companied by the
veena. flute " and
cymbals. A tem-
ple boy sitting on
a stool, beats out
the rhythm with
the palms of his

hand* and the in-

struments follow
his beat. There
is also the firing

of Kadana or pop-
guns that make
loud reports. The
Kodiyattam starts
at nine-thirty in
the night, and
lasts till dawn.
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Fearless

again in

Nadia comes to the screen

"Toofan Queen', a Ram-

niklal release.

Kathakali and the Kodiyattam.

as dance arts, do not belong to the

pure "nritta" type, but to the

'nrittya' category which combine?

'nritta' (dancing) with 'abhinaya'

(facial expression). In setting,

the two differ considerably. The
Kathakali theatre is simplicity it-

self, whereas the Kodiyattam re-

quires an elaborate decor.

It is in remote Malabar that the

highest possibilities of dance

rhythm were developed, centuries

ago. It is here that ancient dance

lore, handed down from father to

son, has preserved all its fullness

and profundity of histrionic ex-

pression, the strength and beauty

of the art of Nataraja who re-

quires that his disciples serve him

in all simplicity, their souls pul-

sating with the joy of God, Nature

and Art.

It is thus that all dance as-

pirants should approach this an-

cient art, dedicating themselves in

all humility to Nataraja—the God
of the Dance.

Recruit Chandrashekhar c o V. K.
Pradhan 19 B, 1006 Jodhi Road,
New Delhi, reports a melodious
voice with knowledge of music
and wants to get going: on the

films.

TALPADE PRODUCTIONS' THE STORY OF DEVDASI

.Haratlii Social Hit SET TO MUSIC/

KARASTHAN
Producer: Original Story: Dialogues:

K. Talpade B.V. VARERKAR D. PRABHl

Songs: Music:
Madgulkar, Raja
_ ' _ '

. Datta Davjekar
Badhe, P. Gupte

Starring:

S. Kulkarni, Jog, Vinay Kale,

Madgulkar, Vasanti Shinde, Saraswati,

Bodas, Malati Naphade, Shanta Thakur Etc.

.Manual Pictures' .llaialln Hit

JAI MALHARI
Starring: Starring:

Lalita Pawar SUMATI GUPTE
Baburao Pendharkar Madgulkar

Chandrakant, Jog Vimal Ghaisas

Producer: Baburao Pendharkar

Story & Dialogues: Songs: Music:

Dinkar Patil Madgulkar D CHANDEKAR

DISTRIBUTORS :

|

JA1 HIND FILM EXCHANGE ll6'KrDi
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FINE ART PRODUCTIONS DURGA PICTURES

p t e 5 e n t

:

t e 5 e n t

:

HHTRHlTni ° DUKHALEN
Jbtaviincj:

VANMALA, KAMAL KAPUR,

AZURIE, AMIRKARNATAKI
HAMID, BIKRAMKAPUR

G. R. SHETH1
yVluiic-. KUMAR

Song, -. QUABIL AMRITSARI

francs: AZURIE

H

I

NASEEM, DAMYANTI,

KAMAL KAPUR, AG HA,

BALRAJ, DAVID & K.C DEY

<Pxoductd & *t>L\saked By:

PHANI MAJUMDAR.
Jlfaiu. K. C. DEY.

Song,: SAJJAN (P.T.)

Running at:

IMPERIAL
WITH

PODAR BUILDING, SANDHURST RD., BOMBAY.

For World: For CPCI. Bengal & Overseas:

Zale of today Vy \

DO BATEN Starring

:

SOBHNA SAMARTH
Starring :

RAMOLA, NARANG
Directed Bg :

R E V A N .

For World :

Musical Social

KAJRI
Starring:

KAUSHALYA, NARANG
Directed Bg

:

HIREN BOSE (Dasi Fame)

For Particulars :-

SWASTIK FILM CIRCUIT
357, SANDHURST ROAD, BOMBAY 4.



OUR REVIEW

"Dharti-ke-lial", « Poor
Amateurish Effort

Frustrative Theme Proves Intensely

Boring !

This is the maiden effort of K.

Ahmed Abbas, journalist and film

critic, in film production. Had
the picture not received a lot of

undeserved and well-engineered

boost, people would, probably,

have looked at Abbas' first effort

with a bit of sympathy. But
Abbas, emulating the none-too-

praiseworthy example of merce-

nary producers, boosted his pic-

ture by showing it to some inter-

national journalists and political

leaders and obtaining their cour-

tesy opinions which these amateur

critics willingly give in exchange

for an invitation to see an Indian

picture.

Had the picture been really

good. Abbas' publicity ballyhoo

would have been justified. But

"Dharti-ke-Lal" is a poor picture

all round—in theme, in present-

ation, in technique and in direc-

tion.

Most of these amateur critics

who give courtesy opinions are

either downright liars or idiots

who hardly know what a good

motion picture should be. An
honest politician does not neces-

sarily mean that he is a good film

critic.

"Dharti-ke-Lal" failed miser-

ably at the box-offices, even though

the entire press of the country

backed up the picture to support

Ahmed Abbas, a journalist.

TIRESOME STORY
The story of "Dharti-ke-Lal' is

tiresomely familiar. It opens in a

village with a few villagers facing

the wrath of the elements. Floods,

storms, cyclones and the money
lenders, all combine to drive the

farmers out of their homesteads.

They trek to the city in search

of food and employment but after

starvation and deaths return to

their home lands to do co-opera-

tive farming—the panacea present-

ed by Ahmed Abbas.

The story travels over a tire-

some trail of woes and tears and

we see the usual scenes of struggle

for food and clothing; the heroine

selling herself to buy a bottle of

milk for her child; the hero leav-

ing even-thing in a spirit of revolt

etc.

For a while the tempo mounts
up well giving us a hope of an un-
usual and vigorous ending but the

theme peters out to a tame con-

clusion of co-operative farming.

AMATEURISH AT BEST
The technical values of the pic-

ture are unusually poor. The
screenplay is sketchy, the dialogue

is poor, the songs are uninterest-

ing in tune and composition and
the direction is utterly amateurish.

From the players, Tripti Bha-
duri gives a good performance in

the role of Radhika while Balraj

Salmi does well as Xiranjan. One
likes the way Balraj speaks his

dialogue. Damayanti Sahni plays
her role with some understanding

DHARTI-KE-LAL
Producers: Indian People's

Theatre
Language: Hindustani
Screenplay &
Dialogue: K. A. Abbas

Songs: Jafri, Prem,
Wamiq & Jain.

Music: Ravi Shankar
Photography: Jamnadas

Kapadia
Audiography: Krishna Elamon.
Cast: Balraj Sahni, Usha

Dutt, Damayanti,
Hamid Butt, Tripti

Bhaduri, Z o h r a
Sehgal, etc.

Released At: Capitol,

Bombay,
Date of Release: 30th Aug.

1946.

Directed By:
K. A. ABBAS

but looks too sharp and chiselled

for screen purposes. The rest of

the crowd, too many to name, is

hardly noticed in minor roles, in-

cluding the diminutive Snehapra-
bha who looks smaller than usual
—almost invisible.

As an entertainer there is ab-
solutely nothing in "Dharti-ke
Lai"—and its much-boosted pur-
poseful theme is at best merely
frustrative.

There is already a misunderstanding between Nasir and Rehana in

"Shehnai" a Filmistan Picture.
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OUR REVIEW

"llloorti" Has Therapeutic Quality!
Chaturbhuj Provides A Cure For Insomnia

!

MOORTI
Produced by: Ranjit

Movietone
Language : Hindustani
Story: Chaturbhuj Doshi
Dialogue : Chowdhary
Songs: Pandit Indra

Music: Bulo C Rani
Photography: G. G. Gagate
Audiography: K. V. Shah
Cast: Khurshid, Motilal,

Padma Bannerjee,

Yeshwant Dave etc.

Released At: Opera House,

Bombay.
Date Of Release: 29th Aug.

1946.

Directed By:

CHATURBHUJ A. DOSHI

"Moorti" is just another Ranjit

picture, and that verdict should be

more than enough for an experi-

enced fihngoer.

This picture has two one-time

stars, Khurshid and Motilal. What
little draw they may be having

still is now being squeezed out of

them in the hope that people are

likely to be charitable to old

favourites. This calculation, how-
ever, seems to have misfired seeing

the empty chairs at the Opera
House crying for audience.

Both Khurshid and Motilal now
look old and ugly on the screen.

Ranjit's technical work usually

doesn't give a dog's chance to

average good-lookers. The ques-

tion of Khurshid and Motilal, two
old-timers, looking presentable on

the screen does not, therefore,

arise. They both look as bad as

age and bad photography com-
bined can make them.

IDIOTIC STORY
The story of "Moorti" is. to say

the least, utterly idiotic. It is a

bad patch-up job of ideas collect-

ed at random from different pic-

tures. "Moorti" was originally

intended to be a war propaganda

picture. Today it is neither a

propaganda story nor a romantic

entertainer. Though it opens with

the usual bombing shots, there is

hardly anything of good propa-

ganda in the story. The bombing
serves merely the purpose of giv-

ing amnesia to the heroine who
falls into the hero's lap and sub-

sequently behaves like a monkey
with an ever-ready paw hitting

(he hero.

The hero is a sculptor. He is

bombed out of his house and digs

out the heroine from some loose

earth. The heroine gets up groggy

and loses her memory and be-

haves like a monkey. Both are

soon seen passing through some
bamboo forests and the heroine

hits the hero and makes him love

her.

The hero soon arrives at a town
and takes up quarters with the

third angle of the triangle—

a

young girl named Bindoo who
carries her sex on her palm, ready
to be delivered to the hero for the

asking.

Her behaviour remains disgust-

ing throughout the picture, though
the artiste playing the role acquits

herself well of her responsibilities.

The writer-director's frivolous in-

terpretation of this role only helps

to emphasize the levity with

w h i c h sex-relationships are
handled in our motion pictures.

The triangle of the hero, the

heroine and Bindoo goes shifting

for a while with a number of

idiotic interludes, neither humo-
rous nor entertaining.

Now the hero who once began

a statue of the heroine in clay

seems to have turned the clay in-

to marble, as we soon hear the

sharp sounds of the sculptor's

chisel working on the head of the

statue. How the clay turned into

marble must, of course, remain a

Ranjit state secret. The Ranjit

people are well-known magicians

and we can never dispute their art

in the realm of magic. They had
once tin ned a musician into a ma-
gician and hypnotized millions in-

to believing the transformation.

The chisel sounds shake up old

memories which finally wake up
in a picture house and the heroine

is claimed by her brother and
taken home. The anti-climax is

reached when t he heroine forgets

her hero because of her old men-
tal battery being in service now.

The writer-director's problem is

now to join up the two batteries.

So he has the hero heart-broken,
ill and finally in a hospital. The
heroine goes through the usual so-

cial sneers, but ultimately meets
a social worker, with a tent but
without social work, and agrees to

marry him because her brother re-

fuses to marry a woman, who
Kishore Sahu is once again in the saddle with Shamim for company

in ' Sindoor" a social theme of Filmistan.
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Central Pictures

Presents

The Gem of the Box - office

1. SHAHI KHAZAMA
Starring : Sardar Mansur

Madhurika

Violet

M. Elizar

Garib Khan

Ahmed
Director : S. USMAN

*
Sensational Box-office Miracle

of the Year

2. (UAflMATI BIJL

Featuring Sulochana* E. Billimoria

it Mehendi Raza

* Sheikh

* Chemist

* Violet

ir M. Elizar

Direction : HOMI MASTER

.ECRIE1 C/UMT
Featuring :-

SHANKER VAZRE * RAZIA SULTANA

Directed by:- S. USMAN.

I OP Territorial Rights Apply :

CENTRAL PICTURES,
75, Dadar Main Road, DADAR, BOMBAY.

Studio . Kurla Road, ANDHERI.

WHEN (HONEY WRITES

—IT WOULD BE THISSTOW!

RUPION

KAUAMI
DIRECTION:

KUMARSEN
5 A M A R T H

STORY, SCENARIO

6 DIALOGUES:

PANDIT PHANI

taxxuicj :

KRISHNAKANT

B I N A PAUL
VASANT THENGDI

& Others.

WATCH FOR NEXT
ANNOUNCEMENT !

^or Jicokinq Ofpplij Co

:

JA1 HIND F1IJ EXCHANGE

116 Charni Road, BOMBAY 4.
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Recruit Nirmal Kumar Ghose c o

R. T. Chatterjee, 133 Hill Road,
Bandra, Bombay, is an educated

lad of 21, speaks Hindustani well

and has had previous stage ex-

perience.

looks like chimpanzee in a saree,

without his sister marrying first.

By this time every one in the

audience is sleeping but people get

a bad dream of the last minute of

the marriage which usually brings

the final climax. The climax, of

course, is that the hero, being a

privileged person, steps into the

bridegroom's shoes and takes

the bride away. They sing the
first song again and people sud-
denly get up scared wondering
whether they are going to start it

all over again and they soon rush

out of the theatre in sheer panic.

BOSHI'S DIRECTION
With the exception of careful

recording of the songs, the rest of

the technical values are rotten.

Photography is primitive and the
processing work is crude. The
story and dialogue are idiotic.

They have neither theme nor good
words. The songs are composed
of the usual well-patented words
making no meaning or serving any
purpose. From the tunes, only
the first song has a very attractive

tune, but the song has been very
badly sung. In fact, every one,

including Khurshid, sings badly.

The direction of Chaturbhuj
Doshi is idiotic at best. And that
is a charitable view of his intellec-

tual effort.

From the players, Padma Ban-
nerjee, a new comer, gives a very
good account of herself in a wrong-
ly presented role. Though the
girl is ugly and repulsive in looks,

she shows some talent for acting.

Padma plays Bindoo, the third

angle of the triangle.

Motilal and Khurshid compete
with each other in giving rotten

work. Playing the hero and the

heroine respectively, they turn

romance into a monkey game as
if between two aged chimpanzees.
And they add insult to injury by
singing. It is high time Khurshid
engages a ghost singer and starts

playing elderly roles. Others in

the picture remain just others.

"Moorti" begins as a Ranjit
picture and loyally ends as such
again. It doesn't entertain but it

has therapeutic qualities. It pro-
vides a cure for insomnia.

PHONE 22 2 3 G: 35 9 KALBADEVI ROAD, BOMBAY.
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bt HomE mid r road
ONE MORE

Tn the home of Film-actress

Nurjehan, a tiny new-comer ar-

rived on the 21st October 1946.

It is her second son after three

years. Result: work on the new

picture has been held up for four

months and Hubby Shaukat

Hussain has to keep paying in-

terest on the money. In any

case, it is better to have a bonnie

baby than a doubtful picture.

HOLD UP
Strikes are popular all over the

world. During September seven

out of the ten Hollywood studlOS

stood still, for the second time ID

three months because several

thousand carpenters, painters and

technical workers struck work.

About 50 pictures costing over

Rs. 16 crores were held up. Can't

we have something like that here?

We badly need some relief from

Indian pictures.

NEW OPPORTUNITY
On October 10th. the Prabhat

Talkies of Karachi burst out into

flames, gutting the entire theatre.

The damage, of course of some

insurance company, is estimated

at Rs. 5 lakhs.

That is one more vacant site for

a modem well-equipped cinema.

NOTHING FOR HIRLEKAR

According to the new Soviet

Five-year Plan over 28 crores of

rupees have been set aside to res-

tore and construct new film stu-

dios and other allied enterprises

and for developing an extensive

net-work of cinemas throughout,

the Soviet Union.

This Plan has also provided for

a great increase in the produc-

tion of popular, scientific and edu-

cational films as well as pictures

presenting the nation's recon-

structional works and life in the

Soviet Union.

Not a ruble has been, however,

reserved for "Author" K. S.

Hirlekar though he "wrote

"Soviet Asia".

GOOD-BYE
On the 1st of October 1946,

Producer-director G. Ramabrah-

rr.am gave up the impossible

struggle of motion picture pro-

duction in the South. He died

leaving the job to be completed by
others.

May his soul get in the other

world the rest which he so badly

missed here!

ONE MORE ONSLAUGHT
Somerset Maugham's "The

Razor Edge'' now being produced
by the 20th Century Fox costing

nearly 1,000.000 pounds according

to the usual exaggerated estimates

of Hollywood, will be dubbed in

23 foreign languages.

One of these will be Hindustani,

the principal language of 400
million slaves fighting for free-

dom.

Let ns keep our nickels ready

to fill up the Yankee pockets.

OUTCASTS
The white-capped Government

of the United Provinces is report-

ed to have issued strict instruc-

tions to all officers of the District

Boards and Commissioners im-

pressing upon them the undesira-

bility of allowing construction of

picture houses in the vicinity of

schools and colleges.

Some time back there was a

proposal to build a cinema house
in the University area at Katra-
Allahabad and another near the

Queen's College, Benares, but

objections were raised by the

authorities of the institutions as

well as by the students on the

grounds of cinema houses near

educational institutions proving a

menace to public peace.

And we had hoped that our

white-capped folks would treat

the cinema as a new extension of

the general school room. Well,

we can't blame them much seeing

our own black record of thirty

years.

JUST IMAGINE
Hollywood's most popular

crooner, Bing Crosby, reaches a

new high in radio salaries. He
will receive Rs. 9f),000|- per

broadcast. In addition, he will

enjoy the privilege of making his

own programme and recording it

whenever he likes, so that the re-

corded programme may be pre-

sented at the scheduled hour.

OUT radio artistes get Rs. 30]-

pcr broadcast and the audiences

want quality at that price.

ANOTHER ONE
Producer-director W. Z. Ahmed

of Shalimar Pictures is talking

these days of going to Mexico to

produce his "Krishna Bhagwan" in

Technicolor. He is reported to

have secured passports for him-
self and his wife, Neena, and if

all goes well between now and
January, both will be flying

Mexico way.

In the Rajput romance "Chittor Vijay" produced by Mohan Sinha,

Madhu Bala and Raj Kapoor have a romantic moment to themselves.

?0
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THE PRESIDENT THREATENED
The world-famous singer and

film star Paul Robeson had a
quarrel recently with President
Truman. Heading a Negro dele-

gation protesting against lynch-
ing he requested the President to
issue a strong protest and to re-

commend Federal Anti-lynching
legislation. Paul told the Presi-
dent that there was little to choose
between the Nuremberg crimes
and the recent South American
lynchings of Negroes.

Hurt to the quick the President
said, "I don't think that. You
ought to stand behind your own
country. Great Britain and
America are the last refuges of

freedom left in this world."

Robeson cut Truman short and
said "The British Empire is one
of the greatest enslavers of human
beings in the world. The temper
of the Negroes may change, Mr.
President."

"Just what do you mean?" ask-
ed Mr. Truman.

"Well", said Paul Robeson,
America's greatest living Shakes-
pearian actor, "if some protection

is not brought to them soon, some
international immergency may
arise which may call for Federal
intervention.''

WITH REGRETS
A news has appeared in the

papers that Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel, the Home Member in the

Interim Government, intends to

sponsor the production of a film

based on the life of the late

Subhas Chandra Bose.

Though this would have been
an admirable project, we under-

stand that the news is not authen-
tic. The old Sardar is too busy
solving political problems to find

time to become a motion picture

producer.

POLITE PROPAGANDA
In their ceaseless efforts to pro-

pagate the message of Christia-

nity, Catholic missionaries seem
to be using all modern resources

obtained in the present-day world.

The latest move is to make
gramophone dramatizations of

several attractive myths from the

Bible. This will be done by em-
ploying radio actors who have so

far thrilled juvenile audiences by
playing detective and murder
dramas and in a manner to ap-
peal to the children. Along with
the gramophone records will be
issued illustrated stories, giving
the full text to enable the little

listeners to follow the Christian
stories.

And yet they say that Jesus
Christ in preaching, "Love thy
neighbour", gave to the world a
religion that did not intrude on
anyone.

A WARNING
Of the two persons sent by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of India
to America to know the ropes of
the 16 mm film invasion, one
Indian, by the name of Govind
Amonkar, returned recently, com-
pletely qualified to watch the
foreigners' interest in his native
land.

His return to India provided an
opportunity to the bilious-look-
ing A. Rowland Jones to call the
local press at lunch and to give
some tongue-in-the-cheek talk
about M.G.M.'s intentions to en-
lighten and educate Indians in

distant villages with his 16 mm
'Metro mobiles'. But he forgot

to tell them how much more of the
Indian money he would be able

to remit annually to his Yankee
headquarters in America.

That, of course, must remain a
trade secret shared by the Indian
Amonkar.

HIGH LEVEL ACTING
Twenty-two year blonde Mar-

garet Truman, President Tru-
man's daughter, has been exer-
cising her voice for the last seven
years, irrespective of what the
neighbours thought, to become an
opera singer.

Though the whole of America
know her as Truman's daughter,
she has modestly decided not to

use the family name and will be
known as Margaret Wallace, the

name plate of her mother's family.

President Truman, who is a
piano player himself, and permits
seating accommodation to film

stars on his own piano, wanted
Maggie to become a concert pia-
nist, but Maggie discovered a
voice in her throat which travell-

ed between B. C. G. Keys and she

For (are -free Old Age

Starting at your age 25, pay us Rs.136/-,

every year, for 30 years.
I

Starting at your age
5 5, we pay Rs. 500/-,

every year, for 10 years.

Should, unfortunately, death take place

before 55, our instalment commences

immediately.

contact tfzz !Sianc/z <zAl\anac^z.i , at

'Western India House', Sir Pherozeshah Mehta
Road, Fort, BOMBAY (I). ( Phone 26905).

WESTERN INDIA LIFE INSURANCE (0., LTD., SATA&A.
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Virendra Hazarnis began his film

career as the right-hand man of

Producer-director Baburao Patel

in "Gvalan". But the other pro-

ducers are now tempting him with

the megaphone as his next birth-

day present. We wish him all

luck.

decided to give it to the world

without blushing.

In America at least there is no

social stigma attached to the arts

of the film and the stage, seeing

that even the President's daugh-

ter can howl at you from behind

the footlights.

UNLUCKY ESCAPE

The second film fire during the

month of September in Lahore

burst out in Lecla Mandir, a film

studio on Ferozepur road. The

damage was only Rs. 50,0001-

whieh according to standards ot

film publicity, is likely to be

exaggerated.

It is unfortunate that the

studio escaped being gutted com-

pletely to give us a hope of seeing

a new modern studio in its place.

CAGE FOR KANGAROOS
Mr. Alexander, the Australian

Film Censor, recently banned in

Victoria a newereel depicting

French bathing suits. It seems

that the local kangaroos lost their

poise and started hopping all over

the place after seeing their con-

tents of the bathing suits.

Mr. Alexander is going to do

something about this censoring

business by re-organizing it on

national standards so that the

wild babies of kangaroo land

don't get tin- wrong feeding bottle

to suck.

In India the kangaroos had

jumped on hack victorias and

given devil dances in the streets

of Bombay. But that was during

war when they came to protect

Indians and ended by giving a

performance without any one

censoring.

GOING DOWN!
The riots have now >tarted

taking their toll in some of our

film studios.

With the cinemas closed during

the last two months, there is not

much water left in the well to

draw ami it is not difficult to be-

lieve the news that the tall-talk-

ing, diminutive producer Babu-

rao Pai has given the walking

ticket to 50% of his employees at

the Famous Studios in Cadell

Road, Bombay.

Several other studios are plan-

ning to follow this illu-trious

example.

SLOW BUT SURE
Lala .lagat Narain, the well-

known tortoise-shaped distribu-

tor of the North, is now reported

to have become a producer on his

own to teach the old-stagers a few

Biman Bannerjee plays the lead-

ing role in "Moti" a social picture

of Navyug.

M. R. Jaokar is a competent pro-

duction man. He is there when
you want him and Producer
Baburao Patel found him useful

in "Gvalan", a social story recent-

ly completed by him.

tricks that do the trick with
North Indian audiences.

The name of the picture is not
known yet but they say that it

will be shot at the Shree Sound
Studios in Bombay.

We wish him all luck.

WELL DONE, SHAH!
W hen D. C. Shah, our veteran

journalist and art critic, wants to

work, he does it with an impres-

-ive vengeance as was evident

from the Special Film Supple-

ments edited by him for the

"National Standard" and the

'Sunday Standard" on the occa-

sion of the Diwali.

Inducing the talkative ones to

write and provoking the silent

ones to think loudly, Shah has

pulled in quite a representative

crowd from the Indian film indus-

try to make his Diwa'i Supple-

ments admirably attractive in

layout and contents.

If only the other film Editors

of our numerous dailies would
occasionally take a few tips irom

our old D. C. Shah, our news-

papers would certainly provide

more interesting reading material

than they are doing at present.

Newspapers don't need film edi-

tors to publish studio write-upa.

Film editors are expected to do

some original work to pay their

way.
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PLEAD IGNORANCE!
"Nowadays it seems that we

Indians on this side of the Bay
of Bengal are destined to see only

the 1st Class all round rotten films

such as "Chand Tara", "Maha-
rathi Karna", "Banduk Wali",

"Chashma Wali" and the like.

"The film exhibitors of Rangoon
seem to have taken it for granted

that all filmgoers in this town are

dunces and dunderheads fit only

to see these 1st class flops of

Indian films.

"The headache we had recent-

ly from "Chand Tara" had scar-

cely abated when we had another

dose of headache from "Maha-
rathi Karna" this week; and the

next week the "Wonderful Ban-
duk Wali" will probably shoot

through our heads.

"I have not got your review of

this "Maharathi Kama", and I

wonder in what way does this

mythical stuff contribute to the

progress of society or humanity
at large. What is there in this

picture for us to learn or to emu-
late or to be entertained or edi-

fied? Do the producers want us

to get inspiration or aspiration

from these mythical stupidities

and legendary fantasies of the

ancient past? Is it to inspire us

to imitate Karna and his fanati-

cal generosity and to flay our

skins and give them to beggars

as he did, or is it to follow the

great Ghatotkachh and his witch-

craft of flying without wings, so

that we may compete with the

"flying fortress" or "B 29"?

"Or for what purpose this my-
thical, irrational picture was pro-

duced, Mr. Editor?"

RANGOON. H. A. Rahman.

LISTEN LALAJI

Mrs. Indra Devi Shukla has

already pointed out in the Sep-

tember issue of your 'filmindia'

the goondaism that is found at

Nigar Talkies Cawnpore. On the

top of this a special peculiarity

of this Cinema house is that at

the end of every show the en-

trance of 1st class is invariably

closed and people are required to

come out through side windows
and doors leading to the narrow
lanes which are the passages for

II and III classes and the 'strong-

hold' of goondas. When people

manage to pass through these

passages with their ladies, they

have to face another 'front' in

front of the cinema house because
the windows for II and III class

tickets are opened in such a

direction that they face each other

and the two queues of II and III

class filmgoers virtually erect a

wall in front of the cinema house

and make it practically impossi-

ble for people to pass without
having a bit of a struggle and
tussle. The scene can better be
seen than described. The ladies

feel most embarrassed to have to

force a passage through such

rowdyism and goondaism. On
the one hand the hall of Nigar
Talkies is the best among the

Miss Mona, a new comer makes her

debut in "Toofani Takkar."

local Indian picture houses,
its seats are most comfor-
table and location, quite cen-
tral and on the other the treat-

ment that is meted out to people
is now too obvious to be describ-

<1 Such state of affairs do not
exist even in other local picture

houses which are never meant for

the gentry and are decidedly
worse in other respects.

"It will suffice if the manage-
ment takes a lesson in this direc-

tion from its neighbour "Imperial
Talkies", if it cannot do any
more."

CAWNPORE. 0. P. Varma.

WHAT ELSE?
"Do you, in the section reser-

ved for the "Woes & Echoes" ever

publish a letter that criticizes you
or your work? So far, I have
always read letters that either

congratulate you or agree with or

praise you, but never a bad word
against you. Are you so popular

with the readers that none of

them dares to contradict you or is

it something else?"

BOMBAY 7. Miss Z. E. Patel.

SHOULD, BUT—
"The most powerful and fasci-

nating medium to restore peace,

harmony and brotherhood is our

singular "Cinema Industry".

"Oui- unfortunate motherland
is of late invaded by the worst

type of communal scourge. It is

spreading like a wild fire to the

various parts of India. Both
Hindus and Muslims think in

terms of cutting each other's

throats.

"In a critical moment like this

should not the best brains of our

Industry, strain every nerve, to

produce some effective Hindu-
Muslim unity pictures and thus

reinstate Brotherhood among the

blood-thirsty millions?"

Mehrunnisa Begum.
VAINIYAMBADI.

YOURS ENOUGH
"Do you feel with me that the

reputed Bengalee Directors and
artists like Debaki Bose, Nitin
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Bose, Phani Mazumdjar, Sushil

Mazumdar, Pahari Sanyal, K. C.

Dcy and others have unwittingly

committed themselves to be com-
mercialised by coming over to

this Bombay where Art is con-
trolled by Mammon, and have
successfully managed to tar their

gifts of Art which shone so well

in their mother province? Per-
haps this lure of Gold is a sure

bait to expose one's innate gross-

ness. Well, if you hold the same
opinion as I do, will you please

take the trouble to bring to their

notice that they will show at least

some sense of art and sobriety if

they 'Quit' Film India without
further exhibitions of their dege-
neration?"

Manoranjan Dutta.
BOMBAY.

HELP YOURSELVES
"The management of Moti

Talkies where Jayant Desai's

"Maharana Pratap" is being ex-

hibited has been good enough to

remove some of the portions of

this film to which objection was
being taken. It is necessary that
these features are removed alto-

gether from the picture prior to
its despatch to other places for

exhibition in order to avoid un-
pleasantness. Will you please

help?"

Ved Parkash Varma.
NEW DELHI.

CADS NOT SHOWMEN
"A few lines in your esteemed

magazine will ventilate my grie-

vance about a local cinema; bet-
ter call it 'Prostitute's Corner'.
The proprietors of this theatre
are generally seen sipping tea with
local prostitutes in first class.

This is not objectionable, I admit.
But objectionable is the abusive
and filthy conversation passing
between them from the very be-
ginning of the film up to the end.
I have often been embarrassed by
these incidents in the presence of
the young members of my family.
Is it not an awful experience for
the ladies sitting there? Besides,
as soon as some ladies enter, they
begin all sorts of queer whistling
sounds, thundering laughter, hun-
gry looks and filthy language.
When the lights are off and the
picture is started, ripe bananas
and burnt cigarettes are thrown

over them. Don't you think Mr.
Patel, if these unhealthy practi-

ces continue, one day we shall

have to clamour for separate

theatres for the ladies?"

(For the present, I have drop-

ped the name of the theatre to

give the showman a chance. Let

me know if the same behaviour
continues in future and I shall

print his name in bold letters.

—

The Editor.)

Miss Shnhzadi Firdosi.

PATNA CITY.

YOUR SAY
''With great pain I am writing

my feelings to you, that "Mar-
vvaries" have been used as a tar-

get of humour in every story of

the film world. They are being

shown in a manner very insult-

ing and disgraceful to a commu-
nity. The community is a lead-

ing link between India's com-
merce and her people. Why don't

you help to stop this through

•filmindia"?

Satyanarain Singhania.

BIRATNAGAB,

SEX IN MUSIC
"Play-back in films has become

60 prevalent these days that I

wonder if there are any stars who
"sing" their own songs barring

rare exceptions like Sushila Rani
and Kanan Devi. The result is

that we prefer to hear the songs

from a gramophone record or a

radio instead of from the pictures

because we know that the singer

on the screen is not really singing.

"But even the comfort of hear-

ing the songs is spoiled to a great

extent by these play-back singers

appearing on the screen. Take,
for instance, Amirbai Karnataki.

Her voice is quite good but when-
ever I hear her songs in the radio,

her bulky, unfeminine figure

comes to my mind and I cease to

appreciate her music. If she had
stayed away from the screen, like

Juthika Ray, I would have liked

her singing better. Is there no
method to prevent such figures

coming to the screen?"

R. N. Prasad.

MALLESWARAM.
WELL, MOBED!

"Some time back the District

Magistrate of Karachi promul-
gated an ordinance warning the

public to form queues at the

Cinemas otherwise severe action

would be taken against them.

"But I am surprised to say that

the rule is observed in the breach
than in adherence. For one Wed-
nesday, the 9th instant, in the first

show, at Second-class ticket win-
dow side, some Makrani em-
ployees of the Paradise Cinema
allowed their brethren Makrani
Badagirs to get into the line

thereby breaking the queue. We
protested to one member of the

staff wlio came there to issue

Coupons (the system is: those

holding Coupons get the tickets)

hut he did not pay any heed to

the complaints; probably he was
also in league with Padagirs. Thus
the padagirs got a number of

tickets and immediately started

black-marketing.

"Why can't the management
>top this? Do they realize that

they themselves are breaking the

law and abetting black-market?

"One more thing please! During

the war the management of Para-

dise cut out three rows of Second

class accommodation and incor-

porated them with the First-class.

The plea given was that they

wanted to accommodate U. S.

Military personnel. Now those

conditions do not prevail and it

is high time that they should res-

tore those three rows of seats to

Mie film going public.

"I hope Khan Sahib Mobed
will do the needful."

KARACHI 3. M. K. Mani.

WAIT A LITTLE

"Is it not a shame, Mr. Patel,

that almost all Indian Theatres

end their shows with the British

National Anthem? When the

show is over, either the English

King appears or the Union Jack

flies and the tune comes piercing

the Indian ears. It is high time

that our exhibitors realize the

ridiculous farce of this wounding

custom and put a stop to it as

early as they can. The Indian

prefers to have his own National

Anthem ringing in his ears as he

slowlv leaves the theatre."

BOMBAY 4. T. J. Thomas.

WHY BOTHER?
"Your review of "Shah Jehan"

has aroused much discussion
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amongst my friends, some of

whom are of the opinion that you

were paid to write the review.

These same friends never miss

reading your magazine from month

to month; they never even care

to look at any other film mag;

they revel in your writings; they

are the first to see those pictures

which you praise, but when they

come across reviews of pictures

like 'Raja', 'Fashion' and 'Shah

Jehan' they say that you were

paid to write them A good review

appears hardly once a year in

"filmindia" whereas in every other

magazine one comes across, he

finds that every picture is worth

seeing. Only when you praise a

picture some 'readers' doubt your

honesty while no one cares a jot

whether others are paid pipers or

honest critics. In the interest of

such readers of "filmindia" I re-

quest you to give out the name of

the producer who abused you of

taking bribes but did not have the

guts to prove that you were dis-

honest and get that sum of

Rs. 10,000 1- which you offered. I

think this alone will satisfy those

readers who still doubt your

honesty in reviewing pictures.".

V. K. Fadur Rahman.

BANGALORE.

SERIOUS 20 YEARS!

"India's own Government has

begun to function and great are

the hopes that linger in the hearts

of all. Is this not the most ap-

propriate time, Mr. Patel, to

make an attempt to improve
Indian Film Industry? No ont;

would deny the fact that the

screen is one of the most impor-
tant factors that play the great-

est part in the national move-

ments of a country. So I think

the opportunity should be fully

made use of and the National

Government duly approached to

draw out some constructive plan.

Why I write this to you in parti-

cular is because you have struck

me—and a good majority of your

readers too, I think—as the most

sensible and spirited man in the

film world. So I genuinely be-

lieve that you are 'the' man to

take the initiative. Will you con-

sider it seriously, Mr. Patel?"

MADRAS. T. J. S. George.

SOME DAY PERHAPS!

"After reading your magazine

for the last two and a half years

I am at last convinced of your

sincerity of purpose. This con-

viction on my part urges me to

make a suggestion. This sugges-

tion, if followed, will be very

tpMUautaxs CUPID PICTURES 174. HEERA BLDG., CARNAC ROAD. BOMBAY 2
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helpful to your purpose as well as

to the filmgoers of our country.

Your magazine has a very large

sale, as is evident from the re-

lated demands for increasing the

quota of "filmindia" in many
cities. When your magazine in

the English reading public is so

popular, will not the publication

of "filmindia" in Indian languages

bring about the fulfilment of your

purpose? I do not say that it

should be published in all the

Indian languages, it is impracti-

cable as well as impossible at pre-

sent. But at least you should

bring it in Hindi and Urdu. More-

over these are the languages of

those films which "filmindia" re-

views. One filmgoer of Nagpur

has saved Rs. 16|- a month by
reading your reviews of films.

Think of the savings of thousands

of filmgoers when you publish

your magazine in Hindi and Urdu.

I do not think that there is any

more need for emphasis because

you can yourself grasp the im-

portance of my suggestion."

NAGPUR. B. C. Mishra.

INCENTIVE TO IMPROVE
"A few days ago. I had a chance

of seeing "Moorti" produced by

Ranjit Movietone and after see-

ing that I promised not to see at

least Ranjit Pictures in future. I

do not understand the idea of

producing such hopeless pictures

one after another. This "Moorti"

has been produced with three

persons only, viz., Motilal. Khur-

shid and Padma Banner ii and

none else. Throughout the pic-

ture, we see one or the other out

of these three persons.

"Can any body tell me what

can we get from such pictures?"

Xanri Kumar Bhatia.

KARACHI.

ALL CHANCES
"One draw back in our film

stories, to which I wish to draw

the urgent attention of the direc-

tors and producers is the predo-

minance of "chances" or "acci-

dents" in them, so much so that

at times they appear unnatural

and as if contrived to make up

the plot by hook or crook. Re-

cently I saw Atre Productions

"Parinde" (which by the way, is

much below the standard). Here

also the 'chance' factor predomi-

Snehaprabha is caught in a sub-

missive mood in "Shikayaf pro-

duced by Navyug Chitrapat.

nates. It is a mere coincidence

that the hero as a pilot, the hero-

ine as a nurse, and the villain

as a Doctor, all three, get ap-

pointment at the same military

camp. Similar incidents may be

nuoted from many of the Indian

pictures. Tn many pictures the

hero or anybody else comes to

rescue nr otherwise help the

heroine or any body else only at

the nick of time not a moment
\rlier; of course he 'cannot' come

a moment later, because then the

whole plot would be destroyed.

This is evidently not as we find in

life. Many a time, the saver

comes late and then follow quite

different consequences.

"I urge that this 'chance hunt-

ing' be substituted for some new
and intelligent device of plot

building in the future."

WARDHA C P. 7?. K Pashine.

IN INSOLVENCY
"In spite of your review and

being repeatedly bored by these

'Lion Brand' pictures, I went to

see their latest 'Shama.'

"From the very first foot till

the last the picture proved a bor-

ing and stupid production. The
acting and direction of Wasti pro-

vide additional insult. It is a pity

that a seasoned producer like

Sohrab Modi should lack imagi-

nation in casting his hero.

"This lack of imagination and
brains has not only been exhibit-

ed in "Shama" alone; there are

any number of pictures which fail

to click at the box-office, only due
to wrong casting of the main
players; e.g., "Ek-Din-Ka-Sultan"
where Wasti and Mehtab both
are square pegs in round holes.

'Ummar Khayam' where Wasti is

again the misfit; 'Anmol dhadi'
where Surendra provides the nui-

sance. 'Dr. Kotnis' in which
Baburao Pendharkar becomes the

headache and so on.

"Can you tell me. Mr. Patel.

when are these sleepy producers
going to wake up 9 "

Rani Prakash Mehrn.
LAHORE.

AN IDEA
"Whenever the Indian news

parade reveals our National lead-
ers, both Hindus and Muslims
raise their respective slogans and
make a hell of noise by shouting,
shrieking and hooting. 'And final-

ly they degenerate into exchange
of vulgar abuses.

"One night, fearing lest the

matter should come to blows, I
with my family, simply quit the
theatre before the commencement
of the picture proper.

"When every where the com-
munal tension is growing from
bad to worse, is it not advisable
to keep our leaders away from
the screen?"

N. Mohammad Tnayathullah
BANGALORE.

HULLO, KUKA!
"The proprietor of Novelty

Talkies has indeed, enlightened
vou with the true facts to your
reminder in the August, issue.

While the Balcony seats are all

nkav at this theatre the lower
stall seats are all hopeless. Will
Mr. Kuka be kind enough to re-
move the seats below the pillars
or remove the pillars altogether?
Unfortunatelv, once I had to sit

in one of those forbidden chairs
and couldn't see the picture at all.

On having complained to the
Manager I got the reply: "Either
vou sit there or buy a higher class
ticket," Unfortunately, again
there were no higher class
tickets available. I went back to
the Manager requesting him to
make some arrangement in giving
me a chair and allow me to sit in
the gangway. To this I got the
blunt reply: "Mister, this thea-
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Recruit K. N. Mani of 32 South
Mada Street, Mylapore, Madras, is

only 22 and speaks Hindustani and
Tamil fluently. He wants a break

as an artiste.

tie was not made for you alone.

If you don't want to sit there you
go home." I asked for the re-

fund and was told that tickets

once sold under any circumstan-

ces would not be taken back. So
I had to go and sit there and
thanked Providence because for-

tunately the picture was that

putrid stuff "Krishna Arjun Yud-
dha". Is this just?

"If Mr. Kuka is a shrewd busi-

nessman he will remove those

seats in which the pillars come in

the way. There are about six-

teen chairs I think. Mr. Kuka
could easily forego this petty

amount to look to the betterment

of his own theatre to give his own
patron? the maximum comfort in-

stead of just making his manager
say: "Mister, this theatre is not

meant for you alone. If you
don't like it just go home. No
refund."

"Next time I visit this theatre

I hope to see the change made,
if Mr. Kuka claims to be the

shrewd businessman that he says

he is."

BOMBAY. K. Ratnakar Rao.

HARDLY THE CURE
"Seeing the recent stuff doled

out by the Ranjit Film Co., I

suggest to them to change their

present trade-mark: "The Horse"

to an "Aspro Packet."

SIMLA. Sohan Lai Sharma.

HIS STOOGES
"Having been urged by a friend,

1 went to see "Dr. Kotnis" which

had been advertised with such

superlative adjectives by the bally

publicity pups of Rajkamal. Dur-

ing the time the reels of the pic-

ture were moving toward the end,

I was, believe me, constantly los-

ing my weight and my blood

seemed to freeze at an unwarrant-

ed junction. I can't describe the

shock I got when I saw the over-

aged and dehydrated fellow

—

—"Shantaram"—acting the young

hero and making funny faces

every time he appeared on the

screen. When he sang, his tune

seemed to be coming forth from

a wet trumpet. His was the most

unconvincing acting which gave

me an acute feeling of boredom
all the more intensified by the

silly and clownish gestures of the

supporting characters. Shanta-

ram is, no doubt, a great director,

but who the devil told him that

he could be the same success as

an actor?"
Omesh Chandra Whig.

SIALKOT CITY.

OPTIMISM
"After seeing "Chand Chakori"

I have come to this conclusion

that Kedar Sharma can never be-

come a successful director and

FILMINDIA

further he is not making any sin-

cere efforts to improve himself.

"Bhaunra" is a recent example of

his directorial talents. In spite

of his so many failures, this little

fellow is still bent upon perform-
ing his costly experiments at the
cost of Sardar Chandulal Shah.
Shahji, as I am told, is a "pucca"
businessman and nobody can
challenge him in his profession.

Then whv is he plaving into the

hands of 'this "little fellow"? This
mystery only time will reveal.

Meanwhile. I shall advise Kedar
to quit and give place to some
other man who is more useful to

the cause of the industry."

Chandra P. Raizada.
CAWNPORE.

RIGHT
"Our film producers are too

careless in selecting suitaWe play-

back singers. As a result it often

happens that the actor or actress

speaks with one voice while he or

she sings with an entirely differ-

ent voice. One can easily dis-

tinguish between the two voices.

This is utterly ridiculous. They
must take a little more trouble to

choose the play-back singer whose
voice agrees as much as possible

with that of the artiste concern-

ed."

BANGALORE. Abdul Rashid.

Ashok Kumar is getting round Veera in "Eight Days" a social story

of Filmistan.
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As there are no signs of the riot

situation improving for some time

to come, "Safar" featuring Shobha
and Kami Roy is still waiting to

be released at the Roxy.

"Eight Days" starring Veera

and Ashok Kumar is nearing com-
pletion and is reported to have

become an entertaining picture.

As regards "Shehnai", P. L.

Santoshi, it is said, feels that he

has improved on his direction

since "Hum Ek Hain". "Sheh-

nai" has two good artistes like

Indumati and Nasir Khan play*

ing the leading roles. "Sindoor"

with pretty Shan.im as the hero-

ine and the 'genius' Kishore Sahu

as the hero is more than half

completed.

Filmistan is still keen about

picturizing the life of "Lokmanya
Tilak", the paper work of which

has already taken a year to com-

plete. This picture is likely to go

on the sets in a couple of months'

time.

PUNJAB FILM CORPORATION
(Bombay)

With "Dekhoji" completed and

most of the territorial rights sold

off, Producer-director Wall] feels

more optimistic than ever. On
Dasera day, he performed the

muhurt ceremony of his social

picture "Padmini" with charming

Mumtaz Shanti as the heroine.

According to Mumtaz Shanti, it

is said, "Dekhoji" is an excellent

picture with attractive tunes and

she says that in "Padmini" Walli

will go one better to show his

capacities as a good director.

SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS (Bom-

bay)

"Veena", the maiden picture of

this company, is making pretty

good progress under the energetic

direction of Producer Shahzada
Iftkhar. Whatever difficulties

Producer Shahzada Iftkhar mav

Gope in a threatening mood in ''Dak Bungalow" a social theme of

Indian National Pictures.

have to face in his production

work nothing can possibly come
in the way of his picture "Veena"
which he is determined to make
into a fine motion picture. With
attractive Veena as the heroine,

looking more pensive than ever

before, one should expect "Veena"
to be an interesting picture.

The paper work of the next two
pictures "Hindustan" and 'Khwab'
is being done side by side. The
cast of these two pictures is not

yet fixed.

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

Producer-director W. Z. Ahmed's
pet production "Meera" starring

Neena is nearly completed. With
lilting music and a powerful story,

the cver-optimistie W. Z. Ahmed
feels that "Meera" is sure to

bring him pots of money. We
hope "Meera" does the trick at

l lie box-offices.

"Rangila Rajasthan" under the

direction of Lyric writer Bharat

Vyas is more than half com-
pleted. Yet another one is call-

ed "Awara", a social, with a big

east and a couple of good quavalis.

INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
LTD. (Bombay)

Producers often resort to strange

adjectives while advertising the

heroines of their pictures and the

new one concocted by the pub-
licity man in charge of "Dak
Bungalow" is the word "choco-

late charmer" to describe Surraiya.

Whatever that means, we know
that Surraiya can charm the film-

goers with a treat of good music.

Mr. Goverdhandas Agarwal is un-

blushing about his praise for

"Dak Bungalow" which is ex-

pected to be ready by the end of

November. "Dak Bungalow" is

directed by M. Sadiq with songs

bv D. N. Madhok. Surraiva

nlays the female lead opposite

Wasti.
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These two fellows, Bhagwan and
Agha, create a riot of fun in ''Shake

Hands", a social thriller produced

by Gautam Chitra.

R. D. PAREENJA (Bombay)

Producer-director R. D. Pareen-

ja tells us that Ins call for new
educated talent in "filmindia" has

brought forth thousands of letters

and after a lot of elimination,

three lucky girls have been select-

ed to work in his second picture.

The script work of the picture is

ready and as soon as the curfew

is withdrawn. Mr. Pareenja ex-

pect* to go on the sets. His first

.-oeial "Sona Chandi" of which we
have heard so much in the last

few months is awaiting release in

Bombay.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

With "Sona" nearly completed.

Producer-director Maihar Khan
has begun constructing his own
studios at Mahim. where all the

future pictures of his company
will be made. Mr. H. C. Hassum,
formerly in the Information Films

of India, is in charge of this work.

Some of the ambitious pictures to

go into production early next

year are "Guest House ". "Huku-
mat" and "Bachelor *s Club".

BALWANT FILMS (Bombay)
Another new picture to go on

the sets on Dasera day was "Chit-
wan" the muhurt ceremony of

which was performed by Director
Mohan Sinha. "Chitwan" has a

romantic story and may appeal to

the public. In the meantime, the

paper work of "Ten Days In
Burma" is getting ready. It is

the story of a nation's struggle for

freedom and the profits of the
picture, it is said, are likelv to go
to the I. X. A.

MURARI PICTURES (Bombay)

Introducing a new find, Madhu-
bala. in '"Chitor Vijay" and
"Mere Bhagwan", director Mohan
Sinha tells us that Madhubala is

a good addition to the Indian
screen. "Chitor Vijay" is half

way through with Surendra. Raj
Kapoor and Wasti in important

roles. "Mere Bhagwan" is said

to be 'a new type of social' fea-

turing Surendra, Shyam. Madhu-
bala and others. Let us see how
far "Mere Bhagwan" differs from
the usual type of screen stories.

CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay |

"Shikarpuri" featuring Shamim
and A. Shah is censored and ready

for release. Those who have seen

the private show of "Shikarpuri"

tell us that the picture has many
a comic situation and is bound to

appeal. Anyway Director A. Shah

seems quite pleased with his

efforts in completing "Shikarpuri"

and in good time too!

UPRIGHT PICTURES (Bombay)

"Chehra" directed by Rajendra

Sharma and featuring Xajma.

Surraiya Zulfi and Kamal Zamin-

dar has been completed and is

waiting to be released like many
other pictures in the city.

The most attractive part of the

picture is said to be the music

which is expected to make people

go mad.

DUGAL PICTURES (Bombay)

"Do Xaina" directed by direc-

tor S. Bhatia is in the editing

rooms. Their next one is called

"Ibadat" and is a Muslim devo-

tional subject.

In the meantime Mr. G. Currim-

bhoy is constructing his own
studios at Chembur to produce a

better quality of motion pictures.
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Art-director M. Y. Kulkarni is

Ranjit's top-notch artist who
turns the studio into a palace or

a village overnight. Mr. Kulkarni
is mainly responsible for the
authentic village atmosphere in

"Gvalan", produced and directed

by Baburao Patel.

These studios arc expected to be
ready by the end of this year.

RASIK PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)
Producer S. H. Tharanj has

made good progress with his
social "Parda". It is reported that
many distributors are keen on
purchasing the territorial rights
of "Parda". "Parda" has Dulari
as the heroine and Rekha, Madan
Mohan and Indriyadaman in
other important roles.

VICTORY PICTURES (Bombay)
Director Ramjibhai Arya's

"Bhedi Dushman" is ready for
release. Another thriller, "Sher-
e-Bengal" is nearing completion
under the direction of Ramjibhai
Arya. "Sher-c-Bengal" features
Hamid, Dalpat Nazira etc.

R M. V. PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)
Directed by Behram Mukadam

and produced by Homi Mistri,
"Kisn.atwalli" a stunt thriller has
been nearly completed. "Kismat-
walli" stars the stunt favourite.
Nadia and John Cavas.
FINE ART PRODUCTIONS (Bom-

bay)

This company assures us of a

great number of things: an en-

tertaining story, top-notch artis-

tes, the - services of G. R. Sethi,

melodious songs and bewitching
dances. The items are so many

that the company might forget all

of them by the time "Hatamtai"

is comph n d. If it does remember
a few of then.. "Hatamtai" should

not become a bad picture at all.

'•Hatamtai" features Yanmala,

Bikram Kapoor, Ausurie and

Amir Bai Karnataki.

SARLA ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

Written and directed by Sarla

Devi, "Marvada" a social story

has gone on the sets. "Maryada"
features Rakesh, P. Kailash etc.

CUPID PICTURES (Bombay)

"Farebi Jal" another sensa-

tional thriller and directed by Mr.

A. Dosani is going on the floor

very soon. The cast consists of

Mumtaz Shanti (Jr.), K. Billi-

moria and Dilawar.

JAMUNA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

With the popularity of "Rattan"

to back them up these producers

are seen going about confidently

with the production of "Do Dil".

The screen play, dialogue and

Bongs are by D. N. Madhok. The
direction is in the hands of Jagdish

Sethi who is not merely enthusias-

tic to direct but seems to have

the necessary experience and
knowledge required for such work.

We wish .lagdish Sethi all luck in

his new picture, "Do Dil". "Do
Dil" stars Surraiya, Karan De-
wan. Motilal, Badnprasad and

Gulab.

CENTRAL PICTURES (Bombay)

"Shahi Khazana" directed by

S. Usman and "Chamakti Bijli"

directed by Homi Master are both

ready for release. "Secret Gang"
has already gone on the sets and

features Razia and Shanker Yazre.

NAVYUG CHITRAPAT LTD.

(Poona)

Director Chandrasekhar Bose

is giving the finishing touches to

"Moti" a social, featuring Gccta

Nizami. "Shikayat" featuring

Snehaprabha is nearly completed

and "Paroo" is expected to be

ready by the end of December.

B. P. S PRODUCTIONS (Poona)

This company hopes to pro-

duce three pictures a year in the

Navyug studios at Poona. The
first has already gone on the floor

and is called "Rupion Ki Kahani".

The director is Kumarsen Samarth.
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JAI HIND FILM EXCHANGE
(Bombay)

This new firm of distributors

has secured the distribution rights

of People's Theatre's "Dharti Ke
Lai", Venus Pictures' "Phir Bhi

Apna Hai" and B. P. S. Produc-

tions' ' Rupion Ki Kahani" and a

couple of Marathi pictures.

KAMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Director S. M. Raza's "Zinda

Dil" a stunt thriller is nearing

completion. "Zinda Dil" features

Shiraz, Raja Saleem, Rajni and

Arvind Kumar.

SUNRISE PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director V. M. Vyas,

who always finishes pictures

in record time, has com-

pleted "Dhanwan" which is to be

released - at the Central Cinema,

Bombay.
His next picture is called

"Amar Asha" in which Mr. V. M.

Vyas has preached Communism
as a cure for all social and econo-

mic maladjustments, with a ven-

geance. This was the last thing

that was expected of Producer-

director V M. Vyas.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

"Moorti" starring Khurshid and

Motilal and directed by Chatur-

bhuj Doshi is running at the

Royal Opera House. Other pic-

tures ready for release are

"Jogan", "Kaun Hamara", "Phool-

wari" "Lekh" and 'Dariavat'

starring Veena and directed by

Aspy is half-way through.

AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Editor Baburao Patel, who has

spared no pains to make "Gvalan"

an entertaining motion picture, is

waiting to release it in one of the

big theatres in Bombay in a

couple of months. "Gvalan" stars

Sushila Rani. Trilok Kapur,

David. Bipin Gupta and Madhuri.

JEEVAN PICTURES (Lahore)

"Arsi" a village social featur-

ing Meena has been completed

and Producer J. D. Chandna has

announced "Meri Manzil" as the

next picture to go on the sets.

"Meri Manzil" has, it seems, a

progressive theme of service and

high ideals and Producer Chandna

feels that such themes are badly

needed in these abnormal times

of strife and conflict. The cast

of "Meri Manzil" will be announ-

ced in due course.
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India has over 300 producers but at the All India

Film Conference held in Bombay on the 14th Novem-

ber, there were hardly 30 present to receive Premier

B. G. Kher when he arrived punctually at 3 o'clock

to inaugurate the Conference at the Electric House

in Colaba.

Though there are many Muslim producers in

the country, only one attended the Conference which

till the end remained practically a non-Muslim show.

The President of the Conference, Rai Bahadur

Chuni Lall read his badly printed speech with bad

grammar and with his characteristic Punjabi accent.

No one even showed the courtesy of an attempt to

understand what the President was trying to say.

The printed speech was confusing enough without the

Rai Bahadur making it worse by lending wrong pro-

nunciation and phonetics to the English language.

Admitting for the first time that Indian films

have been poor in quality, the President vomitted

numerous pet grievances of the industry which we

have heard so many times before.

Said the Rai Bahadur:

1. That 20% of the present gross col'ections all

over India are 'misappropriated' by the foreign-

ers by showing their good films in competition

with the poor Indian ones. (What an unpar-

donable offence against our honest, god-fearing

film producers!)

2. That the box-office returns have gone down

while the cost of production is still mounting

up. (In other words our producers are not mak-

ing today the huge profits they used to get

once)

.

3. That the great potentialities of the film as a

medium for entertainment, education and pro-

paganda are too well known. (To whom and

since when? Certainly not to our producers.

What educational value was contained in Rai

Bahadur's own crime thriller "Kismet"?)

4. That the Indian film industry is a cent per cent

national industry. (Buying raw films, chemi-

cals, cameras, sound equipment, processing

plants, projectors, sprockets, costume require-

ments, make-up materials and even screws from

overseas. Cent per cent, indeed!)

5. That the Government of the past, who have

denied any sort of facilities to this industry,

have a share of responsibility for the poor

standard of our productions. (As if the Gov-
ernment stopped the producers from giving good
stories, good acting, good direction, good editing

and good processing. Perhaps, the Government
a'so insisted on the producers producing crime
thrillers like "Kismet"; Mohan Pictures pro-

ducing magic thrillers; Wadia producing Nadia
stunts and the great Sardar Chandulal giving

us sPly phantasies like "Visha Kanya", "Shan-
ker Parvati" etc.)

6. That the industry is confronted with a serious

onslaught from foreign film interests, whose
financial and technical superiority is admitted
on all hands, and it would mean the death-
knell of our industry (The only way out seems
to be to lower the technical standard of foreign
films and impoverish the foreign producers by

Moti, the other Banjara in the family gets a star-feed
every morning. Here is Sushila Rani, the star of

"Gvalan," with a biscuit for her favourite at her
Warden Road home.
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special legislation to bring down the foreign

pictures to the level of the Indian productions).

That several foreign films have already been

dubhed in Indian languages and their country-

wide exhibition would mean a corresponding

loss to our industry. (Industry? Or to our pro-

ducers?) If the foreigners succeed in their

venture, more and more foreign films will be

dubbed in Indian languages, thereby snatching

away more and more of our own fields. (And

then Sardar Chandu'al won't be able to buy

more race horses. K. M. Modi won't be able to

purchase more palatial bui'dings and several

producers won't be able to maintain expensive

motor cars and other pleasure giving gadgets.)

That in the field of 16 mm fi'm, the foreigners

are attempting to secure a foothold in India and

our indus'ry (cent per cent national, of course

|

is at a great disadvantage over countries like

U. S. A., as we have to import equipments and

materials reouired by the industry from other

countries. The expansion of our industry will

be greatly handicapped if the foreign film in-

terests are allowed to establish themselves in

tins virgin field. (The best way is to stoo

Fa 1 her Time from marching ahead and the field

will remain virgin for centuries. For. Indian pro-

ducers show great moral character by not spoil-

ing virgin fields).

That another threat to the industry is from

foreign cam' al. Foreign capital would be ruin-

ous to this national industry and to our na-

tional economy at this critical juncture. (Yes,

critica' it is, with the huge war-time profits of

our film producers invested in race horses,

cotton and fhare speculation, palatial bunga-

lows, expensive cars etc.)

That we shall try our very best to save our in-

dustry, (by producing 'Safar', 'Moorti', 'Dharti'

etc.) but in a matter of 'Such great importance

we may not succeed without some Government
assistance. (The Government should give a

month'y dole to our producers as living expen-

ses, an experiment that will shatter the fortunes

of Croesus.).

That in India, we have no Quota Act. In the

Rai Bahadur's opinion, onlv a very low per-

centage of foreign films should be permitted

to be exhibited in this country. ( So that our

people may be deprived of what litt'e decent
entertainment they are getting at present and
thev should be made to fall biok imon "S^far",

'Moorti'. 'Dharti', 'Lalaji', 'Dadaji'. 'Kakaji'.

'Mamaii' etc.).

That the great potentialities of the film in the
fields of education and propaganda have not
been so far uti'ized in this country on correct

lines. (By whom? And why not? Did any
one stop the Indian producers from doing this

great duty towards the nation?)

That our pictures have been poor in quality and
standard. There is no doubt that our pictures

should improve in quality and technique.

R K O
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Something practical, other than preventive

censorship, will be have to be done to

improve the general standard of our pictures.

We shall have to deliberate upon the steps to

be taken in this direction at this Conference.

(Conference of 30 persons, eh? And why wasn't

something done during the last 30 years? And
what happened of the numerous pious resolu-

tions passed at the Film Congress held in 1939?!

14. That there is hardly any technical institute in

India whicli gives facilities for training in the

different aspects of motion picture production

and projection. (Why didn't the producers

build one during the last 30 years, instead of

buying race horses, diamonds and palatial bun-
galows for favourite stars? An institute like this

would have primarily benefited the producers

and not the Government or the people in

general)

.

15. That between 40 and 45% of the gross col'ec-

tions are paid by way of taxation into the coffers

of the Government. This heavy taxation has
been responsible to a large extent for the inability

of members in the Industry to build up any large

surplus capital which could be uti'ized for the

development of the industry. (Compare this

statement with a few facts: Kapurchand Bro-
thers, film financiers, in addition to the three
'Mahals' on Marine Drive own property worth
over 3 crores of rupees; Sardar Chandulal Shah
of Ranjit owns nearly 50 race horses, including

the famous "Chakori", a fleet of cars and
houses; K. M. Modi, an exhibitor owns several

theatres, palatial buildings, race horses

and is a director of several new commercial
enterprises; Baburao Pai, a distributor, owns
houses, cars, film studios and several thea-

tres; V. M. Vyas. a producer, owns at

least 10 pood buildings in the city; Miss
Veena, a film star, owns property at Apollo
Bunder and Worli; Ashok Kumar, a film star,

owns the commercial establishment of S. Rose
# Co. and a palatial house at Wardpu Road; V.
Shantaram. a producer owns buildings and
theatres; Winavak, a producer and director,

owns two buildines at Shivaii Park; Nazir, an
ordinary actor-producer, owns property at

Andhen; Iph^wlal, a common actor, owns an
expensive building at Rhivaii Park: Charlie, a
comedian, owns several bui'diucs in the town
etc. Tf the profits have cone into such invest-

ments, how can fherp be anv laree surplus?)

16. That the great potentialities of this industry are

known to everv one. the Rai Bahadur ferven+ lv

honed that financiers in India wo'dd not hesi-

tate tn co'-"e forward +o invest in this industry.

(So that Indian producers can purchase more
bungalows, diamonds, cars and race horses).

After this ramb'ing harangue of grievances, the
woHhy President of the Al'-India Conference
of 30 persons, requested the Premier of Bombay
to inaugurate the Conference at which the
future of the industry was to be finally planned
after 30 years of undisciplined existence.

FILMINDIA

Madhuri is becoming: more popular every day. Here

she is in "Sona," a social story of Mazhar Khan.

Premier Kher, a gentleman to the finger-tips

having been duped to waste his invaluable time in

having to entertain the fanciful ambitions of 30 film

men, politely inaugurated the Conference by saying:

"Visual representation has been since times im-
memorial a very effective instrument not only of

entertainment but also of instruction. You are all

aware of the great part which drama played in the

social and cultural life of all nations of the world.

Espccia'ly to be noted is the contribution of Greece
and India to the dramatic art. In modern times, the
cinema has almost rep>aced the old art of dramatics
in our country. I have witnessed this process with
great interest, and sometimes regretted it.

"I told you, however, I am more interested and
concerned immediately with the instructional value
of the film than its value as a means of entertain-
ment. I believe that education and recreation are
far more intimately connected than is reaHzed by
most people. And it is for this reason that I am
keenly interested in your work. It is far more neces-
sary to provide for the proper u=e of leisure than
even to provide leisure itself. Leisure is as great a
problem as Labour.

"The Government of the past was not interest-
ed in promoting the Indian film industry and there
was no common interest between the film industry
and the Government. I can assure you that a'l this
will change but only in so far as the film industry
as a whole works more and more for national ideals
for a more serious purpose than mere making of
money by entertainment. The motion picture has
recently more than any other means of teaching,

5
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increased the interest and assurance of success in

the imparting of education; no oiher means has

gained such popularity so rapidly amongst all classes

of people whether educationists or not.

''You, have referred in your address to the res-

triction of import of foreign films, to the use of

foreign capital in the Indian film industry and the

formation of a Film Council and Institute. These

as you are aware are matters outside the scope of

the Provincial Government.

''I recognise that film production is not a mere

business concern but is a matter of vital interest in

the life of a nation intent on progress. One obser-

vation, however, regarding foreign films needs to be

made and that is that they might have some value

in improving both the content and technique of

films in India. You will agree that you have a great

deal to achieve in this direction and you must do it.

NO FILTH AND OBSCENITY
"While films are an instrument of entertain-

ment they must at the same time not be a' lowed to

become an instrument of corrupting the moral ideals

of a nation. They must, on the contrary, inspire

and strengthen the people and help them to achieve

the fulfilment of these precious and high ideals, and
in the preservation of what is best in their own cul-

ture and civilization. I must say to my regret that

some of the films which are now being produced do

not conform to this ideal in a sufficient measure. We

receive many complaints in this regard and your
conference should seriously consider this question. I

may tell you that in this matter it will not do to

invoke the principle of supp'y and demand.

"You will have to mould the tastes of the peo-
ple. Do not give people filth, excitement and obsce-

nity because or even if they like and enjoy it. It is

your duty to cultivcte and improve their taste and
to entertain without degrading."

"I am sorry this is not being done as well as I

should like it to be. Your Conference will have to

go much further than it lias and to seriously consider
what contribution it can make to the achievement
of national ideals and moral uplift. Only thus can
ymi assure the continued interest and support of any
National Government in your projects and pro-
gramme.

"In the matter of taxation of the industry, my
Finance Minister will have more interesting things

to say and I am sure you will not expect me to make
any remarks here about this question. I am sure

you are all nationalists and will readily believe me
when I say that the sources of Government revenue
at present are severely limited. At the same time,

yon will agree that in spite of the dark future with
which you say you will be faced, the film industry
has made very large profits during all these years
and it would be unwise to grudge to the Government
whose aid you Eeek in your future development, a
fair proportion of these profits."

"Nobody believes

I'm a Grannie"

You'd never guess it by looking at me. Even underneath

my make-up there are none of those tel'-tale signs which

give away a woman's age. How have I avoided them ? Sim-

ply by using the time I spend on make-up to give my skin

a beauty treatment as weil. I use Toka'on Vanishing Skin

Food as my foundation cream because it does do bcth. It

is an ideal, non-greasy powder base, and it feeds the skin

tissues, keeping my complexion young, supple and free

from wrinkles. Remember, taking care of your skin is the

way to take care of your looks, and Tckalon Vanishing

Skin Food will do it for you.

Ad. No. TV. 3.
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Surraiya is in the producers' favourite pose in "Dak
Bungalow", produced by Indian National Pictures.

Wishing the Conference all success, this wish

needed emphasis with the meagre 30, Premier Kher
left the film people to their usual fate.

After the departure of the Premier, the Indian

film people, 30 in number, passed eleven resolutions

on different aspects of the industry. Let us tell you
straightaway that all these resolutions will be shel-

ved by the producers just as they did with the hun-
dred and odd resolutions passed at the Motion Pic-

ture Congress held in 1939.

Part of the resolution on foreign ''invasion''

reads: "This Conference further requires the Gov-
ernment to prohibit the dubbing of foreign films in

Indian languages."

But why should the Government prohibit dub-
bing when some leading members of the Indian Pro-
ducers' Association afford special facilities at their

own studios to the foreign producers to dub their

films in the Indian languages? Can't the Associa-

tion stop its members from selling out the interests

of the Indian film industry in this treacherous man-
ner?

Another resolution on blackmarketing reads as

follows: "This Conference requests every member
in the Indian film industry not to accord any sup-
port, directly or indirectly, to blackmarketing in

any form in any branch of the industry."

By this resolution the producers primarily make
an admission of indulging in blackmarketing in the

employment of artistes, in distribution and in the

exhibition of pictures.

Actually Chandulal Shah of Ranjit. who spoke
on the resolution and subsequently voted against it,

FILMINDIA

said that 99% of the producers could not help but
carry on blackmarket operations owing to the cir-
cumstances around them. Blackmarket operations
always yield huge non-taxabe profits and that is
why the Ranjit Chief said, "I bave made tons of
money and I am still making tons of money."

If Chandulal Shah is making tons of money it
is not difficult to be:ieve that all o'.her producers,
99% blackmarketeers according to Chandulal Shah,
are also making tons of money.

Why is there a grouse then about increased taxa-
tion which was suggested by Premier Kher?

In view of the above admissions made by Chan-
dulal Shah, an Ex-president of the Producers' Asso-
ciation, the resolution on the taxation of the indus-
try, passed by the Conference, sounds anomalous.
The resolution reads: "In view of the general de-
pression which is affecting the Indian film industry
most adversely and in view of the incapacity of the
industry to bear the war-time taxes, this Conference
appeals to all Provincial Governments to reduce the
entertainment tax, which was enhanced considera-
bly during the period of the war, at least to the pre-
war level."

From 99 per cent, of the producers labelled as
blackmarketeers, this is a strange request. If these
blackmarketeers don't themselves pay legitimate
income-tax, they should at least show the decency
of not complaining about the general taxation on the
industry, especially when our popular ministries need
the funds for education and social uplift.

And that brought to a conclusion one more film
conference of Indian film people.

plays the main lead.
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This section is the monopoly of "JUDAS" and he writes -vhat he likes and about

things which he likes. The views expressed here are not necessarily ours, but

they carry weight because they are written by a man who knows his 'job.

WILL PREMIER SHUKLA ACT?
The Premier of the Central Provinces and

Berar, Pandit Kavi Shankar Shukla, can never be

accused oi tavouritism. Pandh fehuJda is known to

be an honest and democratic administrator.

And yet the Government Gazette of his pro-

vince, aa^ed 11th October 194b, announces a lew

compu soiy clauses 10 the licens.es issued to the

exhiuitors in the province.

These conditions, labelled as 29B and 16B,

insist on "the compulsory exhibition of approved

nuns" by the exhibitors in spite oi the tact tnat \he

war-time D. 1. K. 44A ceased to be in operation on

the 1st of Uctober lt,4b and die Government oi India

closed its production shop for turning out putrid

sausages under the label oi "educational' finis.

The democratic Premier of the popular govern-

ment ol C. P. <fc Berar does not seem to Know that

the lock, stock and barrel of the information Films

of India has been purchased for a song by a private

firm owned by Mr. Ambalal Patei ol the Central

Camera Company of Bombay.

It is but natural that Ambalal Patel should

insist on some official compulsion to show his present

newsreel sausages, which incidentally stink more

than the old ones of the official regime, so that he

can spin out some more money from the I. F. I.

wreck.

What is, however, shocking is to find a popular

ministry becoming a party to the scandalous circum-

stance of promo ing the capitalistic interests of a

private commercial firm by the misuse of official

power.

Premier Shukla does not seem to know that

taking advantage of the new compulsory clauses

promulgated by his ministry, the Central Cine Cor-

poration are now demanding as much as 500 per

cent more weekly rentals from the exhibitors than

ever before.

We are told that the Bhusawal Film Distribu-

tors' Association has already brought this scandal to

the notice of the C. P. & Berar Government but the

attitude of the Secretariat Executives is reported to

be rather indifferent and unsympathetic; may be

due to patent bureaucratic laziness.

It is high time, therefore, that Premier Ravi

Shankar Shukla should himself look into this mat-

ter and scrap forthwith those two additional clauses

which compel the exhibitors to show rotten approved

films seeing that there ia no need for them today.

KEEP OFF, POLITICIANS!

Talking of popular ministries, we are reminded

of the poli.e enterprise which our public leaders

often show in expressing an opinion on Indian

pictures.

At regular intervals, the dailies publish, of

course through the producer's advertising co limns,

new crops of these opinions endorsing the quality

and emphasizing the social value of some picture or

other. Very often these opinions are published with

the photographs of the leaders in top positions. This

leader-plugging publicity is sometimes done with

such vehemence that people often get the unmistak-
able impression that some of our top leaders have

actually played some roles in the pictures adver-

tised.

The producers of "Amerce" seem to have
somehow inveigled our ever-obliging, sentimental

hero. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, to attend the

Ca'cutta premiere of their picture. Panditji's

courtesv visit soon became an advertising trailer

Najma plays the lead in "Chehra" a social story of

Upright Pictures
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which was quickly shown at all the theatres in India

as the most dynamic sales argument for the film.

The result was natural. Thousands crowded to see

the film, which can be, with utmost generosity, ca'l-

ed just rotten and thousands left the theatre won-
dering how a leader of the status of Pandit Jawa-
harlal Nehru could ever have condescended even to

see a picture like that. Many felt themselves cheated

of their hard-earned money.

The recent pulVicity racket in this line was the

boost given to "Dharti-ke-Lal," a picture produced

by Journalist K. Ahmed Abbas.

In the past Journalist Abbas had condemned this

leader-plugging publicity racket in unequivocal

terms. Strangely enough when he produced his own
picture, he travel'ed all the way to Simla with a

copy of "Dharti-ke-Lal" and invited a number of

leaders and foreign journalists to sec his picture.

Having given them a courtesy show, he went
round collecting their courtesy opinions which were

doled out to the public through different periodical

from week to week. Strange as it may seem, not

one opinion, either of an Indian leader or of a foreign

journalist not knowing the Hindustani language,

contradicted the "artistic" contents or the commer-
cial interests of the film. Evidently, "Dharti-ke-

Lal" was the first perfect picture all of them had
ever seen.

Both the pictures, "Amerce" and "Dharti-ke-

Lal", having neither quality nor entertainment in

them, failed miserably wherever they were shown.

But quite a few devoted camp followers of our

popular leaders were unwitting'y robbed of their

hard-earned money when they followed the lead of

their trusted leaders and blindly rushed in to buy
admissions for these pictures.

By all this we don't deny the common privi-

lege of some doubtful relaxation to ou r hard-worked
public leaders if they wish to see some Indian

pictures. Not at all. They are welcome to see all

our pictures whenever they wish to. The funeral

will be theirs.

What we wish to drive in is that our popular

leaders, worshipped and trus'ed by millions a'l over

the country, should not so easily yield to polite

pressure from the producers and deliver courtesy

opinions which misguide mil. ions in the country.

Motion picture producers are usually good
time-servers with scant respect for the usual busi-

ness morality. They are always on the lookout for

a stooge to sell their rotten wares and they find in

our po'iticians easy victims who willingly extend
their usual speaking talent to a perfectly strange

field in return for some doubtful courtesy and pub-
licity.

It is, therefore, for the public leaders to realize

their responsibility towards the millions who follow

their star and acquit themselves in such a manner
as not to provide wrong guidance to the masses.

EANJIT'S
*PH00LWARI*KAUN HAMARA*

•CHHIN LEAZADI * JOG AN*

* DUNIYA EK SARAI*SAMADHI+

*PATRI SARKAR* JAWAHEER*

*S0HAC RAAT * BAAP-BETA*

*LAKH0N MAIN EK * MAHEFIL*

*SHREEMATI * MA D H A VI*

— Stat5 —
* VEENA * BEGUM PARA «

* KHURSHID * ROOPA *

* KHURSHID(Jr) * RUKMINI *

* NIRUPA ROY * BIPIN GUPTA »

* JAGIRDAR * GULAM MOHD. *

* MOTILAL * DIXIT * ANJUM *

* N I H A L * RAJENDRA +

* ALTAF * SHEIKH HASSAN *

* K A M A R * D I L J I T *

— TPizectoti —
CHATURBHUJ DOSHI *
KIDAR SHARMA * ASPI

MANIBHAI VYAS
PRAHLAD DUTT *
TA1MUR BEHRAMSHAH
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Husna makes a good impression in "Bhookh", pro

duced and directed by Dr. Safdar "Ah".

Motion picture criticism is a specialized field

where the hest of our politicians must remain clumsy

amateurs unless they devote years to the study of

motion picture art and its criticism.

BRAVO! LUCKNOW STUDENTS!

On 30th October 1946, the students of Lucknow

University decided to end profiteering by cinema

owners and peacefully picketed four cinema thea-

tres in the city demanding 50% reduction in admis-

sion charges for students and the discontinuance of

the British Anthem at the end of the programmes.

The theatre managers probably outraged by the

perfectly legitimate demands and peaceful beha-

viour of the students, pulled down their shutters for

the day and called for police protection.

The Congress Ministry in the United Provinces

obliged the theatre-owners with armed guards. The

stage was thus set for trouble.

Backed by their just demands the students

objected to the' parade of armed force against them.

Backed by the theatre-owners the police soon made

a lathi charge on the unarmed students in an attempt

to disperse them.

Very soon 300 students were put under arrest

and marched to the District Jail.

This, however, did not stop the students. They

staged a general strike next day, closed all schools

aW corteges and held" a mass meeting of all students.

At the meeting they condemned the lathi charge

and the arrests, demanded dismissal of the Police

Superintendent and reiterated their demands from
the theatre-owners.

Two days later, on the 3rd of November, the

Congress Ministry, realizing discretion to be better

part of valour, unconditionally released all the

students from the District Jail.

Bravo, students of Lucknow! But what about
their just demands? Are the exhibitors to be allow-

ed to continue their profiteering? It is a patent fact

that theatre-owners, without any rhyme or reason,

had increased their admission rates by 100% during
the war. Not that they had provided any extra

amenities to the film goers in lieu of this increase.

On the other hand theatres in the country are in

worse condition today than ever before. The increase

in rates was merely to catch up with the high tide

of inflation generally prevalent in the country. It

did not help to give us better showmanship. It just

contributed to make the theatre-owners extremely
rich.

One exhibitor in Bombay, an owner of several

theatres, has become a multi-millionaire in seven
years. And ten years back the man was a little

better than a door-keeper. Very much same is the

case with all the exhibitors in the country. They
have fattened on the misfortunes of our people.

These people must be compelled to bring down
admission prices to pre-war level.

But we cannot expect the Congress Ministries

to do tills by any legislative act, They have neither

the desire nor the power to do so.

This result has to be achieved by popular agita-

tion and the Lucknow students made a good begin-

ning by peacefully picketing the four theatres. The
local police had no business to interfere with peace-

ful picketers who had a thoroughly just and moral
grievance.

The profiteers will climb down only when their

pockets are pinched and one way to do it is by
peaceful picketing of their theatres all over the

country subject, of course, to local legal restrictions

imposed by the authorities to quell riots.

So long as the students observe all local restric-

tion-, imposed owing to the present abnormal con-

ditions, the authorities have no right whatsoever to

provoke the students by the wanton use of the

water hose, the baton and the lathi.

Peaceful picketing, as a remedy for a public

grievance, is a Congress gift to the nation and it is

a shame that Congress ministries should now pena-

lize the very method they once popularized as an
unarmed person's privilege of peaceful protest.

We would like the students in other parts of

the country to take up this idea, of course, with the

strict observance of all the conditions for peaceful

picketing. For the present, stations which have be-

come riot spots should be dropped but the popular

I!
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ministries can't have the least objection to this form

of peaceful protest at other stations where there are

no riots.

The admission prices of our theatres must come
clown to pre-war level whether the exhibitors like

it or not. And students can't do a better job during

their Christmas vacation.

A. I. R. AND OUR PRODUCERS!
By tome process of self-hypnosis the members

of the Executive Committee of the Indian Motion

Picture Producers' Association seem to have arro-

gated to themselves the supreme power of telling

All India Radio what to do and what not where

Indian film reviews are concerned.

At the instance of Mr. Sohrab Modi of Minerva
Movietone, the members of the Producers' Associa-

tion thrashed out the other day the inconvenient

problem of film reviews by A. I. R. and within a few

seconds unanimously agreed that "continuance of

film reviews by A. I. R. would not be desirable" and

within the next few seconds it was decided to com-
municate this august decision to A. I. K.

The A. I. R. authorities arc now expected to run

out of the field with their tai's in.

Of all the stupid people in the world th<; average

film producer of India is about the most stupid. And
like all idiots he is hyper-sensitive in addition. In-

stead of being ashamed of his shamefully blank

record of thirty years in regard to quality and con-

tents of his motion pictures, he has the impudence
to object to honest criticism about his consistently

putrid product.

When film periodicals and newspapers criticize

Indian films, the producers always accuse the critics

of blackmailing to get advertisements. Actually the

daily papers have been blackmailed by the producers

at different times with the result that all honest cri-

ticism has been blacked out of the dai'ies on pain of

losing the producers' advertisements.

The film press has been almost made sterile by
well-paid laudatory write-ups from producers and
today with the solitary exception of "filmindia" there

is hardly a film magazine in the country which has
the courage to print what its critic really thinks of

Indian pictures.

Even the ''filmindia" has been blackmailed by
the producers several times by commercial boycott
of the magazine and its Editor. Even today all the

leading producers of India don't use the columns of

"filmindia" for advertising their pictures, in spite

of their tacit conviction about the huge country-
wide circulation of the magazine, because Editor
Baburao Pate] refuses to be bought over and refuses

to give misleading and laudatory reviews of their

pictures.

Most of the Indian producers lack character.

When "filmindia" praises a picture, which is a rare

Dedicated to the Leaders
9

Clarion Call of an impending famine

hovering over India,

NAYfl ART PICTURES'
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event, the producer runs all over the town on his
head carrying reprints of "filmindia's" review and
pays other magazines to reprint the review in toto
in their columns. Even in their newspaper advertise-
ments, they proudly quote "filmindia's" opinion of
their pictures and consider themselves to be proud
and happy to have won the appreciation of "film-
india."

But when "filmindia" gives a scathing criticism
of a picture, which is almost an every day occur-
rence, its mighty producer stops the advertisement,
carries a grievance to his brother producers, urges
them to impose a commercial and social boycott on
the editor, pays other penny papers to carry on a
counter propaganda and runs all over the town like
a frantic dog calling the Editor a blackmailer and
spitting out filthy abuse at his ancestry.

It is difficult to size up exactly the psychologi-
cal make-up of the average Indian producer. He
wants all praise, pots and pots of it for his glutton-
ous temperament and he . would even give his pants
away if in his nudity some publicity man promises
to find him incomparable greatness. But no sooner
some one utters a word of criticism, the producer
loses his temper and moves heaven and earth to
condemn the critic as a blackmailer.

f/AroujAout the day "w

Keep COOL andfm/t
<7Ae Cusso/2$' way ~~

There is nothing mo
ing after a hard day i

or office, or after str

cise, than a bath, a brisk ru b
down, and then sprinkle the body
with soothing and refreshing

talcum powder. Just try it and
experience the feeling yourself.

OBTAINABLE AT ALL
GOOD DEALERS
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This has been going on for years and the Indian
producer has never stopped to see the exact worth of
his own productions. The other man has always
been the bad man who blackmails the poor honest
producer to get some advertising revenue.

But why is All-India Radio, a Government De-
partment, giving bad reviews of the pictures of our
poor honest producers? Surely All India Radio is
not looking out for any advertising revenue ! And
surely this Government Department has not also
taken to blackmailing the poor, honest Indian pro-
ducer !

Probably, the A. I. R. critics who review Indian
pictures haven't enough intelligence to understand
and appreciate the subtleties of the pictures of our
producers. A charge of lack of intelligence can be
levelled at anybody because it is never necessary to
prove it. Intelligence is such an intangible quantity
that even our film producers can safely claim its
monopoly.

It is no wonder therefore that Indian producers
who are under no obligation to give any intelligent
reasons for their convictions have come to the con-
clusion that "film reviews by A. I. R. would not be
in the interests of the Indian film industry."

The reason for this unanimous conviction is
simple. A. I. R. has been reviewing Indian pictures
pretty intelligently. The A. I. R. critic has been
giving his honest opinion and his honest opinion must
necessarily describe the present degenerate state of
our motion pictures.

It is not exactly a state secret that 99% of our
films are extremely rotten. This has been, on the
contrary, our national wail. Only constant whip-
ping can some day improve our films and make them
a useful medium of instruction on national lines.

All India Radio need not stop its film criticism
just because our film producers don't like it. Our
film producers don't like anything good. Every
possible medium of criticism must be used to con-
demn the present producers and their putrid pro-
ductions.

True critics, who wish to build a progressive
film industry on national lines, cannot afford to
pander to the producers' personal interests. An in-
dustry becomes great by its product. Better films is
the end of all well-meant criticism and however
much the producers may disagree, that end alone
should be the final goal of all criticism.

We want better films not richer producers.

There is a strong man, Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel, at the head of broadcasting in India. He
knows the Indian producers well and their ways too
well. Sardar Patel must insist on continuing the
present honest and truthful criticism of films from
A. I. R, And if criticism is going to be honest and
truthful, it is necessarily going to be unpalatable to
the producers who have brought themselves up in
unbridled praise.
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It will be worthwhile for Sardar Patel to declare

his policy in this respect once for all to stop our

producers from repeating their impudence in protest-

ing against an altogether worthy practice of broad-

casting honest film reviews on A. I. R.

AN APPEAL TO MR. MORARJI
With the dawn of freedom lighting up the hearts

of Indians all over the country, it is most necessary

for us to begin putting our own house in order. There

are many problems which need our urgent attention

in the light of our new-found freedom and with faith

in our hearts we hope to tackle all these problems

with the help of our popular ministries.

One thing, which we have, however, to learn by

ourselves is to cultivate a spirit of sympathy, co-

operation and good neighbourliness towards others

in the country. The Indian film industry, as unfor-

tunately constituted at present, woefully lacks this

spirit of brotherly accommodation in its dealings

with the rest of the world.

This is clearly evident from the frivolous and

irresponsible manner in which the Indian Motion

Picture Producers' Association has treated the pro-

test of our insurance people when they rightfully

objected to the malicious aspersions made against

their business in the films, "Dhamki" and "Tadbir."

Taking a sly and patronising attitude, a com-

mon and usual procedure with our film producers,

the Producers' Association gave an assurance to the

effect that, "members are being advised to pay their

special attention to avoid scenes in their pictures

which would directly or indirectly harm the interests

of insurance.''

Similar assurances about several other grievan-

ces have been given many times in the past and not

once have the producers kept their word. Consider-

ing their past record there is no reason to believe

that they will keep their word in this instance.

The assurance given to our insurance people is,

therefore, just another bluff—just so much dust

thrown in the eyes of decent business people.

If the Producers' Association were convinced

about the righteousness of the grievance of our

insurance business, why did it not begin its

future career of good-will by compelling the pro-

ducers of "Dhamki" and "Tadbir" to cut the offen-

sive portions affecting our insurance business from
their films?

In his good-hearted, decent and generous way of

looking at life, Editor Harbans Lall Chopra of

"Insurance News" still feels that the Indian Pro-
ducers' Association will do the right thing by the

insurance business by deleting the offensive portions

from "Dhamki" and "Tadbir".

Let us once for all tell Comrade Harbans Lall,

that any appeal to the decency or business morality
of the average film producer in this country is bound
to fall on deaf ears. The only decency which the

producer understands is the one enforced by execu-
tive authority,

H

SARDAR P.D.S. DUGAL fi.A * 6. GURRIMBHOY

Photography S-BHATIA J^usir
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Iboductdat buqai Studio
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This "Dhamki" and "Tadbir" muddle deserves

the urgent attention of our popular ministries. These

two pictures show our insurance business in a despi-

cably bad light giving our people a lasting impres-

sion" that all insurance people are crooks and all

insurance companies are fraudulent institutions.

Apart from the future interests of our insurance busi-

ness, in the larger interests of our nation these two

pictures must be recensored after deleting the

offensive portions.

Will the Home Member, Mr. Morarji Desai,

move in this matter urgently? He should as a con-

scientious nationalist.

FOREIGN TECHNICIANS
There was quite a stir among the producers the

other dav over the report that a well-known

film studio has engaged the services of a foreign

technician. That usually moribund institution, the

Association of Cine Technicians, suddenly took

breath and vehemently protested against this act

saying that producers had no right to employ foreign

technicians thereby depriving Indians of their legiti-

mate emplovment" Another thing the Association

said was that the Indian technicians were fully

trained to do all that was asked by the producers

and there was, therefore, no need to employ foreign-

ers.

We shall always back the Indian against the

foreigner when it is a straight question of mere

employment. In India, Indians first and the rest of

the world afterwards.

But in the matter of film technicians, it is not

just a simple matter of mere employment. Techni-

cians needed for the film industry must have the

requisite technical knowledge to ensure their employ-

ment by producers.

How many technicians in India are trained in

the manner we find the foreign technicians, versed

in theory and practice? Let us be brutally frank and

state that there is not one technician in the entire

film industry of India who can be called a technician

in the sense this term is understood in Hollywood.

All our technicians have been products of prac-

tical training. A few of them know a few obscure

tricks of the profession and all praise to them be-

cause of their enterprise in learning things by the

method of trial and error without any encourage-

ment from the producers.

But all these men combined cannot possibly com-

pete with a single full-fledged technician of Holly-

wood for the very simple reason that our technicians

have had no scientific theoretical training.

In all the technical departments of our motion

picture production and exhibition we have been

using half-baked practical workers who lack scien-

tific knowledge and personal efficiency.

With a national future on the horizon, our film

industry must be planned on scientific lines and our

technicians, the present and the future ones, must

get scientific training. In the absence of a Govern-

ment institution to train people in this manner, the

only possible way, presenting itself at present, is the

Madan Mohan, son of Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall, has

taken up the screen as a career. Here he is in his

first assignment, "Parda" produced by Rasik Produc-

tions. He looks better than his father's anaemic
heroes of Filmistan.

employment of well-qualified foreign technicians in

the different departments of our studios.

These foreigners can be taken for a temporary
period of five years or less, but their employment is

inevitable if our industry is ever to compete with
foreign production in technical standard.

The protest of the Association of Cine Techni-
cians sounds, therefore, a bit self-assertive and as

such calculated to retard the technical progress of

our film industry.

We have to learn a lot of things yet and by all

means let us have some qualified foreigners if they
are willing to teach us.

YOU'LL HARDLY BELIEVE:
That according to Actress Shanta Apte all film

studios in India are cowsheds and godowns. Pro-
ducers must therefore be cowherds and godown-
keepers. Is Shanta herself a cow in the shed or junk
in the godown?

That Shanta Apte started acting as a challenge

to prove that she can act. Can she, however? And
after so many pictures !

That Shanta Apte complains that the camera
distorts her appearance. It does give her a potato
appearance, huge hips and a bulb-like nose. Had it

not been for the lens, Shanta would have looked slim,

well-chiselled and beautiful. Ah! Ah!

That Shanta Apte wants the "play-back" de-

ception to be stopped to give her a chance to shriek
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into our ears. If Shanta is the alternative choice,

we vote for a long life to our ghost singers.

That according to Actress Snehaprabha Pradhan
"sex-appeal is the latest skin-disease" acquired from
American friends. Lucky, she is not suffering from
this disease.

That according to Snehaprabha, our screen girls

are suffering from "Bustophobia", "Waistophobia"
and "Leg-o-phobia". It is lucky, Snehaprabha has
neither busts, waist nor legs to get a phobia. She
seems to be a case of infantile convulsions.

That according to Snehaprabha she had already

been a speaker, debator and social worker and her

histrionic talents had been recognized at charity per-

formances long before she acquired the "so-called

film glamour". People still remember little Sneha-
prabha's social work at the Medical College. And
that was, of course, a charity performance.

That Snehaprabha does not recommend the film

as a career for educated girls because of "the un-
scrupulous business hounds" hunting in the indus-

try. Snehaprabha, however, is still alive to tell the

story after years of work with the "unscrupulous
hounds."

That Snehaprabha has discovered that the

average Indian producer has a comfortable office,

special toilet, a crowd of flatterers, whisky bottles

and the arms of easy-going females round his neck.

But how could Snehaprabha see all this from out-

side the office? A case of X'ray eyes, eh?

That Snehaprabha has been recently reading
Gandhiji these days with "greater understanding and
sympathy" (Sympathy for Gandhiji, of course) and
carries a book of his as a constant companion for

"peace and happiness within". Poor Gandhiji! And
he has been a celibate for years.

That Snehaprabha can read, write, sing, dance,
sketch, cook, cater, rearrange furniture and hang
photos (not men). She hates stitching, keeping ac-

counts and, of course, bluffing.

That according to Snehaprabha, the Indian
woman "even without the conventional submissive-
ness and much exaggerated shyness, has a dignity
and beauty in her modest bearing which a woman
of no other nation has." After all that she has said

in the "Sunday Standard", may we know to what
nation Snehaprabha belongs?

That Actress Sabita Devi wrote a stage-play at

the age of 12. Had Producer Chimanlal Desai
known this he would have asked Sabita to write

stories instead of playing roles. That would have
saved Sagar.

That Actress Leela Chitnis is fond of "cross-

country walks" and "enjoying the serene beauty of

nature." Where else can one be natural but with
nature and in the cross-country?

That Actress Leela Chitnis is also "very fond

of swimming". Let us hope she doesn't give her

name to a swimming costume. That costume won't
sell.

FOrt SUPERIOR 35mm SOUND FILM PROJECTION

^UHOmOUCTORS
a oerfect

2£ «>* "
cost*. *

Central
Northern and Centr.

.
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Kiran, a newcomer, makes her debut in "Bhookh" a

social story of Rangmahal Ltd.

That Vasant Sathe, that toothed appendage of

K. Ahmed Abbas, is reported to be in the heat of

love these days and spends hours in the Taj lounge

counting visitors to the beloved's bower.

That Sathe's platonic behaviour is planned un-

der the Abbasian code of romance which begins with

open eyes and ends with closed ones, having seen

sufficiently and yet not enough.

That Actor Motilal, who has no children of his

own, is evidently very fond of children the way he

was seen playing with the two little ones of Shobha

at the Metro. Playing with children often leads to

toying with the mother's heart.

That at the recent Film Conference Rai Baha-

dur Chuni Lall said that film producers were going

through hard times but Sardar Chandulal Shah got

up and said, "I have made tons of money and I am
still making tons of money." And K. M. Modi

smiled. And Baburao Patel heaved a sigh.

That moving a resolution against foreigners

dubbing their films into Indian languages Rai Ba-

hadur Chuni Lall suddenly lost grace and shouted,

"Where are you Mr. Baburao Pai?" Baburao Pai

said, "I am not a delegate." He was only a visitor

and could not defend himself against a remark abso-

lutely "ultra vires".

That Rai Bahadur Chuni Lall emphatically

said, "I have neither paid nor received a single pie

in the black-market". Others muttered to themsel-

ves: "What a fool!"

That the film people passed a condolence reso-

lution over the death of Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya and then expected Premier Kher to tell

them who Pandit Malaviya was. Rai Bahadur, pro-

bably, wanted to know why Panditji was not a mem-
ber of the Producers' Association.

That Bejon Bharucha of Palace Talkies wanted
to speak a few words about Pandit Malaviya, but
as no one there knew from what town Panditji came
and what he had done for film exhibition, jolly Bejon
gave up the idea with "Jawa de, bijo koi marse tyare
bolis."

That Chhotu, Janak of Janak and president of

the "Paradise," couldn't follow the proceedings of

the Conference. He got stuck on the word "Federa-
tion". Hirlekar not being at hand, Chhotu kept
wondering for two days what that word exactly

meant.

That no one knew the exact meaning of that

word till the end of the Conference and the film men
have postponed all their problems to be solved by
the "Federation" without actually forming a fede-

ration. Now the problems are expected to form a
federation of their own.

That there was so much of "I" and "Me" from
the Presidential chair, that the delegates wondered
when and where "we" would come into the discus-

sions.

That Rai Bahadur's "I" and "Me" brought out

Sardar Chandulal's "I" and "Me'' but the two
"I-s" and the two "Me-s" did not make a single

"We" and the "federation" was not ultimately form-

ed.

That K. M. Modi was asked to speak on a re-

solution without knowing what the resolution was
about. After he spoke it was discovered that Keki
had supported the wrong resolution which was plan-

ned to be moved at the next year's conference. Keki
has always been a progressive man, ahead of others.

That a Bengali delegate rose„tP support the film

insurance resolution and conclude by opposing it

tooth and nail. They should have asked him to

speak in Bengali. In that language any thing spok-

en is always in support.

That all the resolutions at the Conference were

passed unanimously because no one knew the actual

resolutions. They were drafted by the Secretary

three days after the Conference and sent to the press.

That dear old Rai Bahadur gate-crashed into

the presidential chair by filling it up straightway

without any one proposing or seconding him to it.

Our film people are honest Johnnies and don't care

much for the usual constitutional procedure from
which lesser people suffer.

That Premier Kher wondered where the three

hundred and odd producers of India had disappeared

seeing only 30 present. He was counting them from

the licenses issued by Mohammedi, not knowing

that some of them had misappropriated as many as

30 licenses each by paying black-market money.
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[In this section, the editor himself replies to queries

from the readers. As thousands of letters are received

every month—some anxious and several frivolous—it is neither possible nor

convenient to attend to all. Selected letters are usually treated in an

informative and humorous strain and no offence is meant to anyone. )

D. D. DHASMANA (Lucknow)

If Mr. V. Shantaram jumps like a kangaroo,
what do you do?

/ dan't jump. I tread. There is weight in

my step.

MISS E. MARTIN (Bombay)
Why do male actors wear European dress while

their opposites are clothed in the national garb?

The male dress of Europeans covers phy-
sical defects while the female dress exposes

them. And our girls have legs which even their

mothers hate.

I'm a cross between a sadist and a saint—my
father being the sadist and my mother the saint and
I being a result of 99iJ% sadist and one miserable
quarter saint. Would a man be alarmed if I told

him this and be afraid to marry me?

You have disbursed the percentage wrong-,

ly. With nine months' hospitality in the womb,
the mother should get the larger percentage and
the father the smaller one for his fractional part
in the game. Ask the man you intend to marry
his percentages.

Shabnam flirts a bit inspite of working in "Parda",

a social story of Rasik Productions.

MISS DURGA DESHPANDE (Kasauli)

What do you think of the new spirit of freedom
in India?

India's freedom is the bone which the Bull
Dog dropped at the sight of the Bear. Indians

have still to pick up that bone. The Bull Dog
is still sitting over it and growling. It will take

a few years to make the Bull Dog swallow his

growl.

MISS G A. MOHINI (Karachi)

Are screen girls suitable for matrimony?

Film work does not change them anatomi-
cally. Even after a life-time in pictures, they

still remain women.

SANTOSH KUMAR BASU (Bauda)

Can Mahatmaji be induced to see pictures?

Oh, yes, if there is a big Harijan purse at

the end of the shoiv. That man is a Bania and
he u'ill walk a hundred miles to see a picture if

his Harijans stand to gain some thing at the end
of the journey.

Arc clouds always necessary for decorating the
screen sets?

Clouds are better than dirty mud spots

which give you glimpses of our producers' faces.

MRS A. R. SHAH (Cawnpore)

Is it possible for an orthodox Muslim girl to

carry on negotiations with her lover without the

knowledge of her family as is shown in "Pehli

Nazar"?

I don't know how they do it among the old-

fashioned Muslims, but the modern Muslim girls

behave in a normal manner and meet their boys
anywhere they like.

C. SHAH (Mombasa)

Is there any objection in slapping a white man
if he says that he is superior to a coloured one?

By slapping you would prove his state-

ment. By smiling it off, you tcoidd prove your
superiority.

KAIL ASH C. MATHUR (Cawnpore)

Why do religious people generally debar two
loving persons from their happy union?

Religion as we see it in practice today is a

disease and how can you expect reason from a
diseased person?

Who is responsible for the recent blood bath of

Calcutta: the officials or the goondas?

There is little to choose between the two.
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Why does a man particularly remember his

mother at the time of some great tragedy in his life?

The first loord a man learns in life is

"mother."' It is ojten the last he utters while

departing. That word ."till has the greatest

music for the human ear.

A. H BAIG (Trichinopoly)

Are there any unions for redressing the grie-

vance* of film stars and to fight for their 'just and

minimum demands'?

Yes, some stars form 'unions' rrith produ-

cers, but the fight is for unjust and maximum
demands. These 'unions' have given the indus-

try a bad name.

M. R. PRASAD (Madras)

Is it a fact that Miss Ramola of "Khazanchi

'

fame got married to an American sergeant?

I don't know anything about this because

she didn't invite me. But what if she has, she

will now become Hollywood's headache.

Why do some of our Indian stars (especially

female ones) hesitate to send their autographed

photos to their admirers?

The stars arc not probably sure of the

liberties fans would take with their photographs.

In India, women expect even their photographs

to be respected.

PARVATI DEVI (Madras)

Should a girl necessarily marry?

That depends on her necessities.

RAJA A MOHAN (Bezwada)

What should be the ratio between the popula-

tion and the cinemas in India?

A picture house for every 10,000 people.

Our people badly need education and there can't

be a better school room for the masses than a

cinema. But the visual education should not

begin with the present pictures of our present-

day producers. That will be mass poisoning.

T. GEORGE DANIEL (Secunderabad)

Mr. Patel, can't your film industry do some-
thing for those modern girls who arc so insincere?

We teach them to be orthodox by showing
M. G. Dave stories but they call him an old fool
and walk out with a wink. Well, you can't
teach the modern girl anything; she turns round
and gives us a lecture.

NANJUNDA SWAMY (Bangalore)

Can life be compared to a dream?

Yes, when one walks through it icith the
eyes closed.

Is it necessary that a man should turn a lunatic
when he is disappointed in his love-affair, as is shown
in some pictures?

Love is a phase of lunacy. Disappoint-
ment in love should bring back the man to his
sentes.
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This is Mumtaz Shanti (junior) in 'Tarebi JaP pro-

duced by Cupid Pictures. Who is going to be the

next junior?

K. N. VENKATA RAMAN (Madras)

How would you describe a hen-pecked husband?

The man who carries the "egg" with the

"hen" walking in front.

C. P. VERMA (Patna)

Why do our stars allow themselves to be ex-

ploited for some cheap publicity of tea and soaps

etc.?

Publicity is the life blood for film stars and

some of them pick it up even from the gxdters.

The other day I saw a confirmed drunkard spon-

soring a tea advertisement. If that man drinks

tea. he will vomit. Stars drawing thousands in

monthly salaries often hire their faces and looks

to advertise a cheap soap worth a few annas. I

think they pay more for their dog-soaps. This

entire advertising racket is a huge fravd on the

public and the film stars contribute to it to get

some cheap publicity.

S. RAMAIAH (Bangalore)

How to visualize God? Is God a person or force?

He is Faith and you can give him any
shape or name you like.

Si BH A sis CHAUDHURI (Chittagong)

Where does art lie in an Indian picture?

In the still-born intentions of the producer.

TAHIR SULATM (Benares)

What is your taste in beauty?

FILMINDI A

You should know it by now. It is no longer

a state secret.

A. G KHAN AKIVIDI (Anakapalle)

What do you think of a woman who has no
taste for music?

Xot a flute, but just a bamboo blowpipe.

BULO T HARISINGANEY (Karachi)

Is wife a luxury or a necessity?

A luxury if you have met your necessities

outside.

Dewan Sharar has accompanied V. Shantaram
to America. What for?

To introduce "Baby" Jaxjashree and "Baba"
Shantaram to the Yankee press and to write

Shantaram's speeches.

In case you proceed to America, will you take

Pandit Indra along too?

/ can't deprive Sardar Chandulal of his

court poet. To the Jain Chauhan of films that

Marwari is a Chand Bardai.

GHOUSE BADSHA (Madras)

'Art is not sold'. Do you believe in that?

Xo. In the present age. anything that is

not sold has no value. To give Art its status,

it must be given a price label.

In one of your recent issues you have praised

Kardar's "Shah Jehan". Now can we call him the

Indian William Dicterle (of "Zola" and "Pasteur"

fame) ?

Don't insult Dieterle. He is a rare idealist.

T. K R. NAIR (New Delhi)

How will you measure the worth of a life?

By its usefulness to the lives around.

In your opinion who is the better actress be-

tween Ingrid Bergman and Greer Garson?

Garson is natural and human. Bergman
is dramatic and impressive. Bergman acts,

Garson lives.

Who is the best comedian amongst the follow-

ing: Red Skelton, Eddie Bracken. Bob Hope and
Danny Kaye?

I like Bob.

N. S. SUBBA RAO (Bangalore)

When exactly does a Miss become a Mrs.?

When a Mr. hits and doesn't miss.

G. NAGESWAR RAO (Bolarum)

What is Shantaram's next enterprise in film-

dom after "Dr. Kotnis"?

"Andhon Ki Duniya."

ABDUL MOIEED SIDDIQUI (Lucknow)
Kindly give me the names of the members of

the Bombay Board of Film Censors.

Why give them names? Known by any they
will remain the same.
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S C SIVANANJAPPA (Bangalore)

When all important people eelebratc their birth-

days in a grand manner, how is it that you do not

even mention your birthday?

My birthday is not a popular day in the

Indian film industry.

JAGDISH S VERMA (Meerut)

Uday Shanker's "Kalpana" will be a fine addi-

tion to the film world. What do you say?

Ought to be. If it doesn't I shall skin him

alive. From Shanker, at least, we must expect

something great.

M. M. KATHJI (New Delhi)

W ho asked Shantaram to aet in "Dr. Kotnis'"'

Ahmed Abbas and Dewan Sharar. Abbas

had to sell the story and Devon Saheb its dia-

logue.

JAWAHIR S THANVI (Jodhpur)

Mr. Patel, have you any nick name? Tell the

truth please?

People m my family rail me "Babs". People

outside rail me a "crook." I answer to both, be-

ing polite by nature.

MISS PEACE RAGHAVIAH (Secunderabad)

Is woman's supremacy over man disputable
9

By arm -rhair critics -not by the man him-

self.

M. R SHARMA ASHANT (Simla)

What is the difference between Motherland"

and "Fatherland"?

In "Motherland", they feed and protect

the people. In "Fatherland" they starve and

stab them.

G. HUSAIN NAQVI (Allahabad)

Women use silence in expressing their love. Is

there no other way besides this?

Lovers with eyes don't need any.

N. VENKATESAN (Nagore)

Supposing the Gaekwar of Baroda offers to ap-

point you as his adviser on racing on any salary to

be named by you, would you accept his offer please?

J am used to hard-earned money and not

to hoarded wealth.

Which studio in India affords more facilities to

its employees?

Facilities for what?

PRITHI PAUL SINGH (Lahore)

Cheiro in "When AYere You Born?" says, "Peo-
ple born in April seldom understand women. They
usually make great mistakes in their relations with
them." Do you realise this Mr. Baburao?

Mine is a beautiful mistake.

MRS. S R. PINGLAY (Madras)

What is your attitude towards those journalists,

who drawing their inspiration from you in secret,

disavow what they owe to you in public and even go
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to the extent of levelling their puny lances against

you?
Live and let live.

( JOSEPH (Secunderabad)

Can mankind be reformed without religion?

Like our industries, religion has also become
an organized racket. Its old spiritual signi-

ficance seems to have no meaning in these times,

seeing the different religions pulling end push-

ing others to increase their own numbers.

T. K PATTABHIRAM (Bombay)

Almost all the doctors write illegibly. Is it an
art or a disease?

It is neither. It is sheer clumsiness. A neat

handwriting often indicates a neat mind.

S. PRAKASH SETHI (New Delhi)

What is death to you?

An escape from the present struggle.

What is your personal opinion about the pre-

sent 'National Government'?

Full dress rehearsal before the actur.l per-

formance.

G. KUTTALAM (Trivandrum)

I have often read in "filmindia*' about some
one-eyed journalist. What is he doing now?

CAMERON LATEST PUBLICATIONS
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1. "Sound Pictures-Motion Picture
Projection ".
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ing and Reproducing".
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What do you expect a man to do with a

solitary eye? He has it fixed constantly on his

bread which is in the pockets of the producers.

When a man has a spare eye, it is often used

for art and ideals.

RAMESH KUMAR (Karachi)

What are your ideas regarding the nationaliza-

tion of the film industry?

It needs both nationalization and regimen-

tation.

SUBRAMANIAM S. E. (Peshawar)

You are too good to be treated with indifference,

too good to be set aside as undesirable, but also too

bad for unqualified praise. Some of your readers

don't seem to realize this. Do they 0

You know more about me than I do. What
about you by the way?

HAJ1 AHMAD SIDDIQI (Rawalpindi)

What would be the effect on our film industry

if s«me more Russian artists settle in our country?

The film people will drink the 'vodka' and
dance the 'polka'.

NARESH CHANDRA BANERJEE (Chandausi)

Can you lend me Rs. 80,000|- to start a new
cinema house in this town?

That is precisely the amount I am strug-

gling to save. Immediately I do so I shall retire

to Switzerland to enjoy some peace of mind.

Kamal Kapur plays the title role in "Hatamatai", a

phantasy produced by Fine Art Productions. Wonder
whether those eyes look down, sometimes.

FILM INDIA

t. E. SHAMAIAH (Robertsonpet)

I respect you as India's greatest pen man. Please

don't laugh.

There is nothing to laugh about a fact.

But only we two are agreed about this.

B. K. MUKHERJI (Panagar)

What effect will non-violence have on the

goondas when the country is involved in communal
disturbances?

They will have a field day under the bless-

ings of non-violence. Goondas salute only a
loaded gun.

MISS JASMINE FLORENCE (Bombay)

Do mothers believe that their babes in arms
enjoy the picture as well in Indian theatres?

The little ones are tortured. They often

taste milk turned bitter because of the torture

the mother has gone through seeing an Indian
picture.

Please Mr. Patel, can we have "filmindia" pub-
lished on a particular day of every month?

You must extract this promise from the

goondas of our city. They run all the businesses

in the town at present.

AMAR SINGH (Amritsar)

When are you coming to the Punjab? I wish to

organize a reception committee!

A hundred similar threats are sent to me
every month and that's why I can't risk going

to the Punjab. I have had too many receptions

from the happy-go-lucky Punjabis to last me
for a life time.

T. K. PATTABHIRAM (Secunderabad)

"Love is blind", but what is love to those who
are blind by nature?

To them it is a new sight—a lamp that

lights up their dark world.

T. K KAUL (Meerut)

What does a modern girl prefer: a romantic tale

or a romantic male?

// the male is romantic, there hangs a tale.

VIDYADHAR P. NAGARKAR (Bombay)
What is the first step towards Wisdom?

Realization of one's ignorance.

Is it true that love and eggs are best when they
are fresh?

After both are hatched even the 'chicks' pro-
vide happiness.

CHARUCHANDRA P. DESAI (Nadiad)

I am of the opinion that film stars destroy their

glamour by making an appearance on the stage for

singing or dancing?

/ agree with you but the artiste whose palm
tickles for money won't listen.

ROSHAN MAHAL (Bombay)

Many people say that Chandraprabha has join-

ed school again. Is it true?
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Quite. She will appear for the Matricula-
tion next year and pass out first class. She was
always a first class student, though a third class

film artiste.

Sir. will there be peace in India?

Sure. You can't grow bread in the midst
of strife. Bread needs peace and even the hooli-

gans need breed.

A C. SUD (Simla)

Why do passions run high on seeing a beautiful
damsel in a lonely place?

The crude man has the brute in him and his
hunting instinct is often aroused but with the
well-educated and cultured man, it is always
tlie protective instinct which tends to help a
damsel.

S SURYA NARAYANA RAO (Hyderabad Dn.)

What should men do to counteract the excessive
lipstick of a fair face?

Share it by taking it off a little on their

own lips.

MISS SHANTA JOSHI (Lonavala)

Do our film stars study their roles before they
actually take it up?

/ know instances where the stc.rs did not
know even the names of the pictures they
were working in. The names of the producers,
their motor cars and their banks were all the
names they knew.

FILM INDI A

Who is this guy Shahzada Iftkhar?

He is a newcomer who threatens to take
the industry by storm. He has begun well. Let
us see where he ends.

H A RAHMAN (Rangoon)

What is the sole purpose of a man's love for a
woman?

In that there is no separate purpose. Love
is a purpose in itself.

What is "indecent sex-appeal" in Indian films"?

When it begins to intrude and ceases to
please.

Why do some women resent being called old
women?

Having lost youth they cling to its memory.
Why are some film producers alwavs huntino-

for new girls only and not for new boys?

They act the "boys" themselves. Besides
the film-goers want new faces in girls only They
don't mind the boys so much.

A. NAJMUNNISA BEGUM (Melvisharam)
Should everyone necessarilv follow a religion 0

It so. why?

In religion there is that smell whisper of the
conscience which whisper the wise ones caught
and codified for the guidance of humanity 4
true understanding of any religion should' keep
the man on a straight path.

FOR SALE
Valuable Freehold lands -Ideal For Studio Sites

Valuable Freehold lands between the 9th and 11th Mile
by the side of Great Western Trunk Road and outside the Ex-
tended City Limits with Excellent Water Resources. IDEAL
FOR DEVELOPING STUDIO SITES AND COLONY. Electric

Supply from adjacent Conjeevaram/Villiwakkam Hydro Electric

Transmission Line under construction.

For Particulars apply to: "OWNER" c/o Post Box 651

Royapettah-MADRAS
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Why does Veena always look pensive in her

photos?

She misses something a/nd she herself doesn't

know what.

MISS SHAH ID A AKHLAQ (Lucknow)

Why are Indian film producers more particular

about a beautiful heroine than a good story?

It is easier to tell a good story with a beau-

tiful heroine.

MISS SANTOSH KUMARI (Mombasa)

In the films why should an actress always go to

bed looking like an arum lily and wake up looking

the same?

She is in the hot bed of glamour where

Time stops and Reason dies without a struggle.

M. A. HIV BAIG (Secunderabad)

Are you a Brahmin, Mr. Baburao?

// by Brahmin, you mean a man of some
learning, I am one. But if it means the legen-

dary "heaven-born", I am not. I am only a

Wanjam—to be precise a gipsy.

Who is No. 1 Villain in our films?

The producer who poisons the world to

satisfy his own greed for gold.

What is the secret of your success?

Where is the success to search for a secret/

Let me confess that I live by reading "filmindia"?

That is a more sensible way of living than

dying with a hooligan's knife by reading the

papers.

Satya Rani plays the leading role in "Double face",

a social thriller.
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P. THAROOMULL (Bangalore)

Which would you prefer: A woman with less
beauty and more womanliness or vice versa?

Womanliness is the highlight of beauty. In
a woman there is no beauty without womanli-
ness.

What would Gandhiji have done if he had been
appointed as the supreme judge to give his verdict
on the Nazi criminals?

He would have questioned the very right

of the Allies to sit in judgement over the Nazis.

If the Nazis had won, the Allies would have be-

come the cnminals. This is a world of victors

where losers become criminals.

What is the relationship between Nationalism
and spiritualism?

In India, Tiationidism begins with spiritua-

lism and ends with individualism. Elsewhere
in the world nationalism begins and ends with
capitalism.

KAVINDER NATH SAHGAL (Lahore)

You have a habit of throwing challenges. Some
day you may come across a Punjabi. That will be
a tough day for you?

You forget that I am a tough Banjara my-
self and tough Punjabis like tough Banjaras. It

is a case of mutual respect.

What are Shantaaam's reactions when Dewan
Sharar recites poetry to him?

.4s Dewan Saheb's poetry begins with Shan-
taram and ends with Shantaram there is both

"Shanti" and "Aram" in Shantaram.

What will you do on the day Indian producers

give you a better picture than the Hollywood ones?

/ shall walk on my head.

ZAHRA (Bezwada)

What is Kananbala's husband's name?
To us it should be, Mr. Kanan Bala.

When our neighbours become a source of nui-

sance to us, which is the most polite way of putting

an end to their nuisance?

Give them a copy of "filmindia" to read

every month and tell them to behave on pain of

forfeiting the privilege of reading the magazine.

This is a very effective method.

HARIHAR SHAW (Dumka)

What is the religion of "filmindia"?

Universal catholicity.

Where does love begin and where does it end?

It begins with seeing and ends with being

blind.

Why do girls look most beautiful in their teens?

Why girls, even donkeys are beautiful in

teens.

S KRISHNAN (Alwaye)

We Malayalees are more often called Madrassis
by the North Indians when we are quite different

from the latter in many respects. Will "filmindia"

support our right to be distinguished from the

Madrassis?
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We have had too many distinctions and

consequently too many riots in this country.

You can call me a Madrassi if you like and con-

sole yourself. To me it is all the same so long

as the top label is "Indian".

M. NASIR (Lahore)

Every girl in our pictures falls in love at first

sight. Why?
If she waits for the second sight, we shall

have to see 30,000 feet more of celluloid trash.

RABBIRAJAN KUMAR (Delhi)

Is it of any consequence to society how a film

star spends his or her income?

An individual's income is a tiny unit of

our national asset. When a person spends his

earnings in anti-social ways, society round him

is affected.

R. S. SUNDAR (Cawnpore)

Tell me frankly how many times did you see

"Dr. Kotnis" before writing such a detailed review?

J saw it once and that was once too many.

T. W. MOTWANI (Bombay)

When you take your way to the other world,

what verdict would you want us to give on you?
^

Say that when I lived you laughed even in

the midst of your worries.

In almost every Indian picture, heroines are

found shedding tears which is a rather rare occur-

ence in English pictures. Can you tell me what

kind of hearts d0 Indian women possess?

Hearts that melt at the sight of suffering—

whether their oim or of others.

M. C HUSSAIN (Valapad)

Is there any Malayalee actress in any of the

North Indian films? If so, please mention?

Do Malayalee girls carry any label on

them or have they a dog collar round their neck?

SHANKERLAL SHUKLA (Raipur)

Since last three years no Ranjit picture has been

released in our town. Is this a bliss or a misfortune?

It is an escape.

RADHEY R. PRASAD AGRAWAL (Gaya)

Name the actress who can charm even a devoted

sanyasi?

Well, seeing our prize 'Sanyasi', Sohrab

Modi, vwrrving, the first prize for charm should

go to Mehtab.

N. S. VERMA (Raipur)

At what age should a child be allowed to see a

picture?

The first heroine a child sees is its mother.

From that day onwards it is privileged to see

anything so long as the world knows what to

show.

NRIPENDRA NATH CHOWDHARY (Khargpur)

At what age does the real beauty of a woman

come out?

A good woman reveals new charms with

every birthday.

5 BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS

All Ready For Release.

( 1 )

Shorey Pictures*

KHAMOSH NIGAHEN'
Starring: Manorama, Al Nasir

Director: MOTI B. GIDWANI.

(2)
Shorey Pictures'

'BADNAMI'
Starring: Manorama, Majnu, Pran.

Director: HAROLD LEWIS
**
(3)

Shree Raj Pictures'

'B A A P'
Starring: Paresh Bannerjee, Urmila.

Director: S. SHAMSUDDIN

(4)
Indrapuri Studios'

'KHUSH NASEEB'
Starring: Rukmini & Padmadevi

Director: VITHALDAS PANCHOTIA
* *

(5)

And lite Picture Oi Ike Hour

!

'CALL OF MOTHERLAND'

Distributors :

Calcutta Pictures Corporation

Ltd.,

31-35, T&IBHUVAN ROAD, BOMBAY 4.
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STUDIOS TO WHOM
POSTWAR SUPPLIES
HAVE BEEN MADE

Rajkamal Kala Mandir

Filmistan Ltd.

Ranjit Film Co.

New Theatres, Calcutta.

Jyoti Studio

Famous Pictures Ltd.

Kardar Productions

Famous Cine Laboratory

Jupiter Pictures

Mehboob Productions

Pancholi Art Studios

Mohan pictures

Jayant Desai Productions

Indrapuri Studios, Calcutta.

Star Combines Ltd., Madras.

New Huns Pictures.

Talwar Productions Ltd.,
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Does love always require sacrifice?

Sacrifice is the only incense one burns at

love's altar.

MRS. SHASHIKALA DESHPANDE (Yaval)

We learn that Filmistan is producing "Lok-

manya Tilak" as their next. picture. May I know

who is that lucky star to get the role of the 'Lion

of Maharashtra'?

/ don't think they are producing the sub-

ject. They are merely talking about it. Like

others, Filmistan also mil give us some "Safars"

and "Duffers."

M. A. WAGLE (Bombay)

Why don't you write a story in which the hero

and the heroine woo each other in a rationing office

which is nowadays the chief spot for love-making?

A rationing office is a more sensible place

to begin a love affair rather than in a public

garden of roses watered by the Municipality.

Love in a rationing office would be more quali-

fied to shoxdder the responsibilities of parent-

hood in these days of shortages.

S. V. SUBRAMANIAM (Salem)

Is love an Art?

To the extent that Art is emotional.

K. S. SAMPATH (Madras)

What do flatterers do when they get kicked?

They come back for another and in doing

so flatter once again.

MD. AMEENUDDIN (Bangalore)

Does a girl need beauty alone or does she need

brains as well?

Beauty and brains make the xooman an

atomic product. Beauty alone woxdd be a mere

shell without the gunpowder.

MISS S. SINGH (Lucknow)

Can a past love be forgotten? If so, who for-

gets it sooner, the woman or the man?

Man has a short memory. He looks for-

ward to future loves. A woman often lives in

her past.

Who is capable of greater sincerity and devoted

love: a man, a woman or a dog?

Don't insult the dog by comparing it with

human beings.

SUREES PAYAN (Bombay)

Ever happened to set your eyes on the celebrat-

ed South Indian beauty Kanchanmala? If so what
was your reaction?

That South Indians have strange ideas of

beauty.

JAMUNA PRASAD SINGH (Khargpur)

Why is a man happier by marrying an unedu-

cated girl of good personality than an educated girl

of ordinary beauty?
A man of education can never be happy

with an uneducated girl, however beautiful she

may be. Right education lends a lot of charm
to a woman.

AutexAero Spiral
a Novel all Metal

TOY
With Automatic Action.

No Winding.
No chance of Breaking.

CORPORATION LTD.
1», NEW QUEEN'S RO, BOMBAY

?-i.VlSI..V ART PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS

SUBHASHINI

I lie Queen of uclion of Ihe silver scr

MARY ADA
A SOCIAL WITH A NATIONAL THEME

WITH

Rakesh * P. Kailash if Shanta Kumar * Raj

Pradhan if D. N. Sukul if Pradip Kumar if S. Srinivas

if Ram Krishna if V. N. Sharma if Kamlejkar if

Upasna if Ramesh if Nandlal

Written & Directed by: SARLA DEVI
Produced by: VIRENDRA SHARMA

For Particulars

SARLA ART PRODUCTIONS,
SURYA MAHAL. 76, THAKURDWAR,

BOMBAY 4.
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PORTABLE TOURING EQUIPMENT

Ideal for touring cinemas,

rural education, schools and

colleges. For full specifications,

write to:

GAUMONT-KALEE LTD.
HOME STREET • BOMBAY
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Cinemas lor all ... .

First in the field fop smaller Cinema Houses

Independent in every respect

AMPROSOUND - CENTURY - 10

16 mm Sound Equipment including

Electric Power Generator which not
only runs the cinema equipment but
also provides ample lighting source
for the entire cinema - house.

Projector : Rs. 2,500/-
Generator: Rs. 1,500/- approximately

With these ' AM PRO' features:

( I ) Simplified Threading System
(2) Centralized Controls

(3) Triple Claw Movement
(4) Centralised Oiling System
(5) Quick Set- Up
(6) Quick-Operation

(7) Synchronised Motor
* Also Non-inflammable Films

* Lesser Weight * Smaller Transport
Cost + And Other Exclusive 16 mm
features.

Write for the exclusive hook

:

'FIRST IN THE FIELD'
Sole Distributors:-

PATEL INDIA Ltd.,
190, HORNBY ROAD, FORT, BOMBAY.

Also at

CALCUTTA. NEW DELHI, MADRAS, LAHORE, LUCKNOW & NEW YORK

A PRASAD (Jamtara)

Who is more responsible for peace and happi-
ness in life: man or woman?

Singly neither creates anything. But when
they conflict we hear the cradle-cry and to keep
the cradle in peace and happiness they start
conflict all over again.

B. VERMA (New Delhi)

Who is this guy named Prabhulal Dwivedi?
How long is he to continue hurling at us his silly
stories on the already silly-made so-called domestic
theme? By the way, is he some relation of that
orthodox M. G. Dave or just a streamlined edition
of him?

He is Dave's literary twin.

G K KULUR (Bombay)
Why do people realise the heroic in man after

one's death and not during one's life-time?

The icorld is full of cruel people and even
saints practise cruelty. Take the case of Subash
Chandra Bose. He was hounded out of India
and no less a person than Mahatma Gandhi
was a party to the game. Today Subash is a
national hero and the Congress leaders spit out
"Jai Hind" as if the slogan belonged to them.

SUSHIL AGARWAL (Basti)

Is money the only attraction for girls of rich
families who crave to join the film industry?

Self expression and glamour are more im-
portant than mere money.

HARI KRISHNA (Amritsar)

What is the aim of the film journalists: to serve
the film industry or to injure the feelings of pro-
ducers?

/ don't know about others. My aim is either
to improve the present-day producers or to burn
down the present industry and in its ashes sow
the seeds of a new national industry. As regards
hurting the producers, I would love to put some
of them into the mediaeval torture chambers for
the "tortures" they dole out to us.

MRS. DEVI N. A. (Karachi)

What is Love's religion?

Nature.

B. YESHWANTA RAO (Vizag^atam)
After seeing that most damnable "Dr. Kotnis",

a thought flashed in my mind that the great Shan-
taram may, after all, not be an Indian but an
Eskimo, who has never heard the name of Pandit
Nehru?

For Shantaram it is more than enough to
be Shantaram to have heard of no one else but
Shantaram.

MUSTAFA RAY (Madras)

In your 'Varsity days how many times have you
fallen head-over-heels in love, proposed and were

rejected?

My 'Varsity days ended at fifteen—an age
when I was in love with my dead mother.
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I thought Shantaram and you were great chums.

But recently, I can't help thinking that there is no

love-lost between you both. What's come between

you guys?

Bad pictures which Shantaram insists on

calling the greatest ones of the century.

MAHAKAJ KRISHAN (New Delhi)

My neighbour borrows "filmindia" from me and

spoils its grandeur by careless handling. What should

I do Mr. Patel?

Strip his lower half and shoe the top end

of it.

IQBAL (Jaunpur)

Why is Khursheed not in the news nowadays?

Age makes news only amongst politicians,

doctors, lawyers and the like and not with

glamour girls.

N. VENKATESAN (Nagore)

How do you feel when you ride in a car driven

by a lady?

I pray for the welfare of my insurance

company.

B. JHABVALA (Bombay)

Which is worse: a scorpion or a nagging wife?

There is a cure for the scorpion-bite but—
What is vanity?

Testing a new fountain pen by writing one's

own name a hundred times.

FILMINDIA

B. PRABHAKAR (Poona)

Don't you think a bit too much about yourself?

A bit too much? Much too much, son] It

pays in the long run.

Rs. 500 IN 25 PRIZES EVERY MONTH
The following prizes are awarded every

month for questions which are considered in-
teresting or elicit interesting replies in the
"Editor's Mail."

1st Prize: Rs. 100[-; 2nd Prize: Rs. 80!-- 3rd
Prize: Rs. 50]-; 4th Prize: 40|-; 5th Prize'- 301-
and 20 Consolation Prizes of Rs. 10|- each.

Questions must be submitted with the Entry
Token without which no question will be con-
sidered. Each Entry Token entitles the reader
to ask a maximum of io questions and can be
used by only one person.

The Editor's decision shall be final and
absolutely binding and no correspondence will
be entertained. The names of the prize-win-
ners will be announced in "filmindia" every
month and the prize money will be remitted byMoney Order.

The Entry Token is separately attached on
the first page of the editorial article. As each
copy is very carefully checked, readers are re-
quested not to pay for the copy if it has no
Entry Token. The reader is requested to de-
mand an explanation from the stall-keeper who
may have removed the Token and sold it sepa-
rately.

As Tokens are introduced merely to regu-
late the sales of the magazine, the month on the
Token has no particular significance and a
token can be used even six months after the
month printed on it.

PRIZE WINNERS FOR DECEMBER
1st Prize Rs. 100|- to Miss Durga Deshpande

(Kasauli); 2nd Prize Rs. 80|- to Miss E. Martin
(Bombay); 3rd Prize Rs. 50|- to Santosh Kumar
Basu (Bauda); 4th Prize Rs. 40|- to Miss Jasmine
Florence (Bombay); 5th Prize Rs. 30|- to
Radhey R. Prasad Agrawal (Oaya) and 20 con-
solation prizes of Rs. 10|- each to the following-
C. Shah (Mombasa); Kailash C. Mathur (Cawn-
pore); T. George Daniel (Secunderabad) ; Nan-
junda Swamy (Bangalore); K. N. Venkata
Raman (Madras); N. S. Subba Rao (Bangalore)-
S. C. Sivananjappa (Bangalore); Jawahir S
Thanvi (Jodhpur); Naresh Chandra Banerjee
(Chandausi); Vidhyadhar P. Nagarkar (Bom-
hay); H. A. Rahman (Rangoon); Miss Santosh
Kumari (Mombasa); p. Tharoomull (Banga-
lore); Ravinder Nath Sahgal (Lahore); Harihar
Shaw (Dumka); M. Nasir ^Lahore); N S. Verma
(Raipur); M. A. Wagle (Bombay); A. Prasad
(Jamtara) and N. Venkatesan (Nagore). Money
Orders are being sent to all the prize winners.

EXCELLENT

SITE for STUDIO
Admeasuring about 18,000 sqr. yards, with pucca

building with four side rooms. Verandahs both sides,

(for office purpose) adjoining Ghod-Bunder Road,

Two wells • Can shoot excellent indeed marvellous

'cenes of Hills, Dales, Wells, Rivers, Jungles,

country life right on the spot - some within a

radius of one mile only. Exclusive place - no inter-

ference - open all sides - Fine westerly breeze - dry

climate - One station at a distance of 10 minutes'

walk - second station at a distance of I ] mile -

All these facilities available at a distance of 18 miles

from Grant Road Station, and on Ghod-Bunder Road,

Direct access from Ghod-Bunder. Further parti-

culars see personally.

S. H. Motanpota Esqr. <P£om

C/o Vinsr Radio Elec: Co. Office: 34204
34C, Podar Chambers, 1st Floor, Resid ', 86346
Parsee Bazar Street,

Fort - Bombay.
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TO THE FIELD OF FILM PRODUCTION

ORIENT SOUND STODIOS
( Situated al Kalina, Santa Gruz

)

ACOUSTICALLY FITTED 125' x 50' STUDIO

FLOOR BEST LIGHTING FITTINGS,

MITCHELL Camera With LATEST SOUND

EQUIPMENT AND STREAM-LINED SETTINGS

A/ow at ifout di5jQo5al

MODERATE RATES

Contact

:

Mr. D. DIVEKAR
BOMBAY FILM LABORATORIES

PORTUGUESE CHURCH
DADAR-BOMBAY









MADHU-BALA—
A newcomer Madhu Bala makes her debut in "Mere li'ta%wan" a musical picture of Murari,

produced and directed hy Mohan Sinha



Music :-

* NARESH & INDRAVADAN
Secretary :-

MALIK CHANO KOCH AR, M.A.

i For Particulars

THE INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES LTD.,

Jan Mansion; Sir Pherozeshah Mehta Road,

Fort, BOMBAY.
<:o/rr/?0tt€/9 op

ttt.SfiVtQ itt#DHQK mutinympap,

MODERN SPACIOUS STUDIO NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION





Stars Talh On Studio bife

And Sex Appeal!
Sensational Views On Art And Morality

Journalist D. C. Shah of the

"Sunday Standard" recently ask-

ed the film stars quite a few
questions to prepare his Diwali
Supplement. One of the questions

was: "What changes would you
suggest in the conditions of our
studios to attract more of our
educated men and women to a

screen career?"

Here is what some of their:

said:

SUSHILA RANI M.A..L.T.

Numerous major and minor
changes are necessary in our

studios before the film producers

can call educated and cultured

persons to come in and join. The
principal change must, however,

be in the attitude of the producers

towards educated people. I regret

to say that most of our produ-
cers lack education and consequ-

ently good behaviour. Some of

them are good-hearted people but
»- their approach

to others is

so crude and
clumsy that
they are often

m i sunderstood.

Without being

considered snob-

bish, I must
admit that the

present ap-

proach of seve-

ral producers

to their work and their artistes

is far from being well-mannered
or cultured. Add to this unfor-

tunate circumstance, the number
of petty inconveniences and phy-
sical discomforts obtained in our

studios at present and it won't be

difficult for people to understand

why good educated people run

away from the Indian film indus-

try.

SNEHAPRABHA PRADHAN
Once I was a dreamer of Uto-

pia. Not now. As long as the

proprietor or the producer has his

office equipped with the best in

comfort, has a special toilet and

a half-a-dozen servants to save

him from the slightest physical

exertion and discomfort also a

Si
Sushila Rani

crowd of paid flatterers to boost

his ego, to supply (him and them-

selves) bottles

of whisky (at

his cost of

course) and to

throw in his

arms easy-go-

ing success-
seeking fema-
les, why dream
that he will ever

bother about
changing the
poor and unhy-
gienic condi-

tions under which his workers
toil? To have not even one W.C.
for a crowd of 300 to 400 workers,

one decent shed for them to take
their food for which they toil, to

deny them the ordinary consi-
deration of building dust-proof
and well-ventilated studios—these
are some of the birth-rights
of the man with the money. As
long as he has a large number of
pictures to boast about, why
worry? Besides, I ask you if the

Snehaprabha

conditions are improved, how
would you know who is the capi-

talist and who is the worker!

LEELA CHITNIS B. A.

A film Academy could be start-

ed in India, preferably affiliated

to the I.M.P.P.A., where specia-

lised education in the different

branches of film making could be
imparted. A minimum standard
of education should be fixed up
for admission in the Academy, or

better still, a competitive exami-
nation should be held, each year,

parallel to the

competitive ex-

aminations held

for entry into

the Dufferin

Training Ship
or the various

training bran-

ches of the Mi-
litary forces. It

should also be
made compul-
sory for all
producers to

take up the students of this Aca-
demy for practical training. But
before this could be done, the
evils of unmethodical and disor-

ganized working in our film stu-

dios should be got rid of. That
will give a feeling of security to

the parents of the prospective

students.

Leela

Kamal Zamindar is teaching Shamim to read in "Shikarpuri'

a Charolia picture.
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SHANTA APTE
There are no studios in India;

they are cowsheds andgodowns.
How can you expect discipline and

cleanliness in such atmosphere?

Build the studios first in the right

manner and then conduct them

as studios and nothing else. The
artiste, if he or

she is to work
freely and live

the role, per-

fect discipline

should bemain-
t ained on the

set and here

she should not

be disturbed on
any account.

Shanta Only the direc-

tor can enforce

Ibis discipline, and I know at

least of two directors, viz., Debaki

Bose and V. Shantaram, who
enforce such discipline.

VEERA ABDULLA
Well, obviously if the producers

sincerely desire

educated men
and women to

take to films as

a career, the first

thing they must

do is to make
their studios as

decent and

healthy as any
cultural and
educational in-

stitution. Veera

KAMINI KAUSHAL B.A.

Wholesome and cultured atmos-

phere, such as prevailed in the

production of "Neecha Nagar",

is most essential. The studio

equipment and efficiency are now
extremely deficient and must be

improved a great deal to attract

educated girls from respectable

families.

Another pointed question,

''What are your

views on "Sex

.^ppeal" in In-

dian pictures?

How far, in your

opinion, is it

permissible con-

sistently with

our cultural tra-

ditions and so-

Kamini cial outlook?",

obtained the following replies.

FILM INDIA

Comedian Desai has rare company in "Shehnai" produced by Film-

istan Ltd. and directed by Santoshi.

SUSHILA RANI M.A.,L.T.

Sex-appeal does not necessarily

mean art in nudity, a notion gene-

rally entertained by people. Every
film needs sex-appeal and so long

as it does not border on suggesti-

veness or lewdness, it would not
affect our social and cultural tra-

ditions.

SNEHAPRABHA PRADHAN
Sex-appeal is our latest skin-

disease acquired mainly from our
so-called American friends. And
as is usual with us with all that is

bad in the white man, we have
gone in for this also with heart
and soul. Accordingly, our screen

girls are getting Bustophobia,
waistophobia, lcg-o-phobia etc.

etc. These days artistes arc

selected not for their histrionic

talents, but if they have good
tailors who can assist them in

their "phobias". Cover as little

as you can of your body, and you
will be starred even in your first

picture. We are told our audience
wants all this! For Heavens' sake,

will our audience protest against

such insinuations, will our jour-

nalists help the audience in that?
Even without the conventional
submissiveness and much-exag-
gerated shyness, the woman of

India has a dignity and beauty in

her modest bearing which a wo-
man of no other nation has. No

matter what our audience wants,

let not the responsible producer

hand over to our young boys and
girls a degraded and deformed
picture of Indian womanhood.

Shobhadevi gives a dance in

"Kalank Shobha" a , picture of

Chitra Vani Films.
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A

For World: (1)

A
MUSICAL
SOCIAL
HIT

PRODUCED

V DIRECTED BY:

PHANI MAJUMDAR
STARRING:

NASIM, KAMALKAPUR,
AGA, DAVID, BALRAJ,

DAMAYANTI, K. C DEY.

Music by:

K. C. DEY

For World: (2)

AN
ARABIC
COSTUME
DRAMA

W V DIRECTED
BY

> G R SETHI

f HATAMTAI 1

LSERIAL FAMEJ

Starring:— VAN MALA
KAMAL KAPUR, AZURIE

AMIR KARNATAKI, HAMID,

ZEENAT, BIKRAM KAPUR,

Music KUMAR
Dance. AZURIE

FOR PARTICULARS:-

Kirti Pictures Ltd.

PODAR BUI. DING

SANDHURST ROAD

BOMBAY 4.

Meena will be seen on the screen after a long- time in "Arsi" a

social story of Jeevan Pictures.

Let not our girls be made to

think that what our men want
from their women is just a beau-
tiful body minus all decency,
modesty, purity and dignity. Let
not our young men expend all

their energy in sexual day-dreams.
This sex-appeal disease is a re-

cent acquirement. Let us kill the

germ here and now.

SABITA DEVI
Sex-appeal on our screen has,

very fortunately, very definite

limitations in keeping with our
cultural traditions and social out-

look. Thank heaven, we have
none of the prolonged sentimental

embraces and semi-nudity so un-
dignified on the Western screen.

Only great artists like Garbo in

!

Rehana and Nasir Khan have a sweet moment together in "Sheh-
nai ", a social story of Filmistan Ltd.
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Sabita Devi

the past, Ingrid Bergman and a
few others to-day, under the gui-

dance of a Lubitsch, can portray

^ the height of

sentiment with-

out raising re-

actionary feel-

ings of disgust

and recoil. By
the very genius

of such acting

and direction,

sex-appeal, ac-

cording to the

Western out-

look, is most

naturally depicted. Suggestion

and dialogue are the Indian ap-

proach to romance, which is as it

should be, and with one line of

poetic simile sincerely expressed

in our pictures we conjure to our

audiences all the appeal of the

eternal Radha Krishnas, Shirin

Farhads, and Leila Majnus of

tradition.

LEELA CHITNIS B. A.

The standard of Indian pictures

is so low to-day that even the

most sublime sentiments of human
beings are crudely depicted by
them, what to talk of romance,

love making and the exhibition of

sex appeal. Our ancient Sanskrit

literature, as well as the compa-
ratively modern Urdu and the

most modern vernacular litera-

Shanta Patel and Anwar have a soft moment to themselves in "Naiyya"
produced by Mazhar Khan.

tures, all have descriptions of sex-

appeal which, in the Sanskrit

literature particularly, are con-

sidered as an aspect of the "Shrin-

gura Rasa". This proves that sex-

appeal is quite consistent with
our cultural traditions and social

outlook, and as such, ought to be

permissible on our screen. But
not only sex appeal, but even
love-making, romance, and the

Khurshid seems to be having a litter of her own In "Phoolwari"
Ran jit Picture.

various sublime sentiments of

mankind should be prohibited

from being shown in the present
crude form in which they are de-

picted in most of our pictures to-

day.

SHANTA APTE

The Oriental conception of sex
appeal is quite different. A kiss
may be in keeping with the west-
ern conception of romance; a sug-
gestion of kiss would be enough
for our society. But in any ease
the uncouth and ugly display of
sex, which is done in the name of
box-office, should be 6topped at
once.

VEERA ABDULLAH
At present there is no sex ap-

peal in Indian pictures. For the
real sex appeal, let our producers,
directors and stars go to Ajanta
and then try to depict it on the
Indian screen.

KAMINI KAUSHAL B.A.

The depiction of sex-appeal in
a subtle and suggestive way is
quite in keeping with our culture
and traditions. But the cheap
and open love scenes aping the
Hollywood films, which most of
our films present, are contrary to
our traditional and cultural out-
Icok.
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France's Film Problem:
Can Beauty Be Box-office?

By

Gaston Defarge

(Exclusively for * liiiiaiiidia **

)

( This article, the first of a series on the present situation of the

film industries of Europe, tells of the French predicament. The

critics of the world have praised the products of the studios of

France, but this success d'estime has not meant financial success.

Now the French cinema is trying to organise itself on a commercial

basis without sacrificing its artistic leadership. And despite all

their difficulties, the French are still making films. The Editor.)

Paris.

cians. It is now difficult to get

credit for such purposes; the small
producer is threatened with extin-

ction, and with him the French
cinema.

That is why the Government
has decided to make studios and
equipment available to the inde-

pendent producer. These are

partly from former German sour-

ces (Tobis and UFA) and partly

Gaumont property,' an agreement
having been reached with that
firm.

"We also hope/' concluded the

Director-General, "that co-opera-

tion between producers will help

to save the industry."

They have different ideas at

the nearby offices of the Cinema
Organisation Committee—which

,

any way, is being shortly dissol-

ved by Government order. They
do not think the Government
scheme will work.

"An attempt at nationalisation

and nothing else," is their ver-

dict. "Besides, the small produ-
cer will pay as much for the faci-

lities he gets as he used to for

renting studios.''

The only Government move
they approve is the increase in

the price of cinema seats.

BIG MARKET UNDEVELOPED
I went on to the tastefully-

ordered flat of Corniglion-Moli-

nier, Vice-President of Gaumont.

"There are some things that

ought to be said," began this

young man who was recently a

general in the Air Arm. "It is

claimed that the French cinema is

at a disadvantage compared with

the English-language cinema with

its immense English-speaking

market.

The French film industry must
choose, and choose at once, what
road it is to take. Faced with,

overwhelming foreign competition,

it must choose between life and

death.

Nobody knows that better than

Monsieur Fourre-Cormeray, Di-

re/or-General of the Cinema to

the Ministry of Information, who
received me in his office which,

only a stone's-throw from the

thronged and neonlit Champs
Elysees, seems yet to be losr. in

the quietude of some remote pro-

vincial town.

"As you know," he said, "the

French cinema started as a small-

scale industry and has remained

at that stage. Hence the eternal

freshness and artistic originality

of the French film.

"Thus our problem is not how
to escape from the uniformity and

lack of wiginality which, as in

Hollywood, is liable to result from

the concentration of the industry,

but, on the contrary, h®w to pro-

vide the independent producer

with the material advantages of

industrial concentration without

robbing him of his artistic inde-

pendence."

GOVERNMENT TAKES A HAND
France, explained M. Fourre-

Cormeray, produces between 80

and 90 films a year, yet the num-

ber of registered producers is 110.

Meet of them shoot no more than

one film every two or three years.

Each time they must rent studios Cuckoo has become a popular dancer these days the way she moves her

and laboratories and hire techni- limbs. This one is from "Arsi" of Jeevan Pictures.
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"But the 4,800 French cinemas
represent only one seat for every

20 persons in France, as compar-
ed with one for every eleven in

American cinemas and one for

every nine in England.

"In other words, two-thirds of

the French people are not yet

touched by the cinema. Yet the

400,000,000 seats paid for annu-
ally bring in nearly 8,000,000,000

francs. The state, of course,

takes a good half. Out of the

rest, 60.000 people must get their

living and production costs be

paid.

"Except during the period 1941-

2 (during the German occupation)

,

the French cinema has always lost

money. In 1938 it lost 60,000,000

francs and in 1945 380,000,000

francs.

"There is danger of production

coming to a standstill. All equip-

ment needs renewing, technical

salaries have been multiplied by

4.75, artists' salaries by 3.35,

studio rents hy 4.50, and so on.

And, because of the worn-out

equipment and manpower diffi-

culties, the time needed to take a

film has been doubled."

SHARING SETS AND STARS
MAY HELP

"This year it is estimated that

the 80 films produced will cost

2,000,000,000 francs. Exports will

bring in 500,000,000 and receipts

in France 540,000,000—totalling

about half the cost."

"What is your remedy?" I ask-

ed.

"The increase in seat prices is

only a palliative. The real reme-
dies are the opening of more
cinemas, the renewal of equip-

ment, the production of 180 films

a year, and, above all, the crea-

tion of a National Society of Co-
Production with the necessary

financial arrangements."

Explaining how co-production

would work, M. Corniglion-Moli-

nier said: "A set on the Cote

d'Azur, for example, costs 4,000,000

francs. But perhaps, with modi-

fications, it could be used for four

films. A technician who only

works sporadically is paid at a

rate almost twice as high as one

engaged by the year. And then

launching a star costs a lot—why
not share the star among several

producers ?

"Then films could be made in

French and English almost simul-

taneously, in order to make them
exportable without dubbing."

That is the technical and finan-

cial side of the French cinema.

But despite all the alarms and

excursions, the deficits, the equip-

ment held together with bits of

wire, France goes on making films.

ART OR COMMERCE?

Among the producers the

names have hardly changed.

Came, whose "Enfants du Para-

dis" is to appear in dubbed ver-

sion in Britain, is finishing "Les

Portes de la Nuit"; Jean Cocteau,

the poet who made his film name
with "L'Eternel Petour", has just

finished "La Belle et la Bete"

with Jean Marais; Jacques Fey-
der, with his wife Francoise

Rosay, is giving us "Macadam".
Calef has just brought out "Jeri-

cho", a film about the British

bombings in France. Rene Clair

is working on a film about the

early days of the cinema, with

Maurice Chevalier. The title will

be "Le Silence est d'Or."

While there is no single French
school of film-makers, there is

certainly a French tendency.

"Made in Paris" means Art with

a capital A. And a notion has

got about that either one makes
something artistic or one makes
money—never both at the same
time.

Yet "L'Eternel Retour" and
"Les Visiteurs du Soir", which

were outstanding examples of the

artistic film supposed to be above
the heads of the crowd, filled the

cinemas. Certainly there was
clever publicity, and certainly

there was snob-appeal. But that

does not explain everything.

To sum up, while in Britain and
America it is production and act-

ing that make the quality of a

film, in France we insist als
;

o on,

that imponderable which is called

Art or Poetry. Sometimes it

means boredom. But sometimes
beauty.

FOR T\ ORLD • (I)

DELIGHTFUL MUSICAL

-DO BATEN*
STARRING:

RAMOLA, NARANG,
MAYA BANERJ1, SUNDER

Directed by:

- RAWAIL--
(Shukriya Fame)

<^/{uiic fry:

CHISTIE
(Shukriya Fame)

FOR WORLD: (2)

A SOCIAL HIT

-KAJRI-
STARRING.

KAUSHALYA,
NARANG

Directed by:

HIREN BOSE
{Oast Fame)

CHISTIE
For CPCI. Bengal—OVERSEAS

. URVASHI
STARRING:

SOBHANA SAMARATH
SUR AIYA

&

PREM ADIB ETC.

FOR PARTICULARS :

Swastik Film circuit

357, SANDHURST ROAD,

BOMBAY4.
I
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T HAS PLACED INDIA ON THE
FILM-MAP OF THE WORLD!

The Only Indian Winner of the Grand Prize of the

International Film Festival at Cannes {France)— & &

—

+ With a Dynamic Message ^
for The Warring World

INDIA PICTURES'
* Thrilling Saga of The *

Struggle of Exploited Classes

for Freedom & Human Rights
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A (j;il;mj 0/

Afeir talent—
RAFIQ ANWAR
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RAFI PEER

KAMINI KAUSHAL

HAMID BUTT

BHATIA

MOHAN SEHGAL

ZOHRA

M. VYAS

Story :

Hyatullah Ansari

Jfusic :

Ravi Shankar

Sovgs :

Vishvamitra Adil

& Manmohan Anand

Art Direction '.

Kameshwar Sehgal

Photography :

Bidyapati Ghose

Editing :

Chohan

fttocluced /3y

:

RASHID ANWAR CHETAN ANAND



ht HomE mid abroad
AN ABORTIVE ATTEMPT

The first post-war planning

activity among the film people of

India expressed itself in the All-

India Film Conference, inaugu-

rated by Mr. B. G. Kher, Premier

of Bombay, on the 14th Novem-
ber and presided over by Rai

Bahadur Chuni Lall.

Barring the brilliant inaugural

speech of the Premier, the discus-

sions amongst the film people

petered out by passing some inde-

cisive resolutions which will re-

main on paper as usual without

any further executive action.

Though several people were in-

vited, the entire attendance

hardly reached the ridiculously

low figure of 30 persons.

IN LONDON
London is having a post-war

boom in the entertainment trade.

40 leading show houses in the

city are continuously playing to

capacity and a number of new-

productions are queueing up for

theatres.

As in India, there is no black

market racket prevalent in the

exhibition trade and Londoners

are getting a chance tu see better

pictures which naturally get pri-

ority of release owing to the thea-

tre shortage.

In India we get only those pic-

tures for which the producers

have paid black market bonuses

to the exhibitors for securing

theatre releases.

UNFORTUNATE
During the last three months.

September, October and Novem-
ber, the wells from which our film

producers usually satisfied their

greedy thirst, went dry. inciden-

tally saving our millions of film

goers from being poisoned, at least

temporarily, with some doubtful

entertainment. We refer to the

Indian show houses which were

closed completely owing to the

riots in Bombay. Calcutta. Delhi.

Benares, Patna. Allahabad and

many other small and big stations.

The net loss to the Indian film

industry, during this period,

should be in the region of a crore

of rupees though foreign picture

houses, situated in safe localities,

reaped a rich harvest.

ANOTHER CHURCHILL
Thirty-year old Sarah Chur-

chill, daughter of war-mon^erin^

Dixit, one of our very few versatile

artistes, looks pretty wild in "Kaun
Hamara ', a Ranjit picture. Surely,

not because it is Ranjit?

Ex-premier. AVinston Churchill, is

reported to have played the lead

in Director Mario Soldati's Ita-

lian movie. "Daniele Cortis."

Playing opposite her is Vittorio

Gassman. the well-known Italian

stage star.

This heavy English girl with

patrician features and dusky
blonde hair was selected after

Director Soldati testing and re-

jecting twenty-seven Italian act-

resses. In Sarah he had found
the face and the ability.

DECCAN QUEEN
Contrary to the much-echoed

<vail that film people are losing

money, it is good news to learn

that Film actor Ashok Kumar
has purchased in his wife's name
an expensive bungalow in Corner
Park. Warden Road, Bombay
at the prohibitive price of Rs.

1 .75,000'-. The house is called
' Deccan Queen."

SOME DEMOCRACY
In democratic America where

Yankees brag of human equality

and rights, there seems to be a

terrific colour bar and racial dis-

crimination.

Going to play Joan of Arc in a
new stage play by Maxwell An-
derson in Washington. Ingrid
Bergman, the famous film actreaf;,

said, "Washington is a bad place

to open a play because it has
racial discrimination.''

You can almost count the thirty that made the All-India Film Con-

ference which Premier B. G. Kher inaugurated. Mr. Kher is telling:

the film men a few home truths.
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Under Production "SHEHE BKNGAL"
Featuring:- MASTER DOUGLAS * RAJKUMARI (PRAKASH FAME) * VIDHYA DEVI * MITHOO MIYAN * HAMID * NAZIRA & DALPAT

Music: K.TNARAYAN RAO £ Direction: MOHD. HUSEIN
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Recruit Sukadeo co I. Vyas, 297

Bellasis Road, Byculla, Bombay, is

22 and 5' 6" tall. He wants a break
in the films.

Robert Sherwood, the famous
dramatist, also wrote to a local

newspaper protesting against the

Negroes being barred from visit-

ing the leading theatres in the

city.

NOW YOURS
That long-awaited social pic-

ture, "Gvalan," written, produced

and directed • by Mr. Baburao
Patel has been passed by the

Censors.

The picture is now ready for

release whenever the goondas in

and outside the industry permit

it to be released.

MOVIES AT HOME
J. Arthur Rank, the Big Noise

of British films, let out at a meet-

ing of Cinema Television Ltd.

that experiments on large screen

television for cinemas are due to

start within a year.

Indoor shows are expected to be

broadcast from the Company's
own studios, while topical events

would be switched on from the

B. B. C. It seems that the film

industry is opposed to B. B. C.

having a finger in the pie.

WAKING UP
Under the presidentship of Mr.

S. Mobarak Ali, the cine-goers of

Bihar have formed an association

called the Bihar Cine-goers' As-

sociation. Amongst its various

§jim and objects, the Association

hopes to provide an incentive for

an improvement of the general

standard of motion picture pro-

duction in the country.

INDEPENDENTS IN HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood seems to be going

off the time-honoured mass pro-

duction standard. Several small

groups of intellectuals and artistes

seem to have realized that Holly-

wood's future prestige can be

maintained only by high precision

work and not by mass production

done by a few major producers.

Sam Wood, a dominant perso-

nality in Hollywood's filmdom, be-

lieves that the future of true

quality films rests with the new
independent units composed of

directors, writers, actors and pro-

ducers.

It is reported that more and
more top people of the screen are

teaming up as small independent
production units, pooling their

own cash, talent and personal

box-office pull to make pictures.

The major companies supply the

studio facilities and lend their dis-

tributing organization in return

for a cut of the profits. The big

studios are not happy abouc this

situation but there is nothing

they can do.

It is indeed a good and wise

plan to secure art. purpose and
quality in pictures which were
completely debauched by methods
of mass production.

In India, the big producers are

trying to throttle the 'indepen-

dents' out of existence by mailing
their struggles at production hard
and impossible. Whatever the in-

dustry, the 'independents' are

essential to establish a trail of

progress and quality in direct con-
tradiction of methods of mass
production.

TOKEN TALK
The Propaganda Officer of the

Health Department of the Bom-
bay Municipality has given out a

tall yarn. He says that his De-
partment, ''has embarked on all-

in drive against the Demon of

Uncleanliness." He emphasizes
the threat of using the spoken
word, the printed word and the

pictorial message to teach clean-

liness to the huge population of

Bombay. In the film section the

'threat' will take shape in a talkie

film cal'ed. "The Cleaner Bom-
bay". This film according to the

Officer is an important part of the

'war' against uncleanliness.

The whole thing sounds like a

huge joke seeing the attempt of

the Municipal authorities to put
out a huge fire with a teaspoonful

of water. This film, which at pre-

sent seems to be a token baby-
soother, is going to be both clumsy
and useless for the purpose in-

tended.

What is actually needed is an
efficiency course in civic respon-

sibilities for the City Fathers
themselves and for the numerous
sinecure workers on the Munici-
pal staff. If these Johnnies learn
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to do their duties loyally, Bom-
bay will not be such an unclean

city after all.

CONNIVING AND WINKING
A report from Rangoon says

that black-marketing in cinema
tickets is rampant on a big scale

with the cinema owners conniving

and the local authorities winking.

It is not unusual to expect an
admission ticket at three times

its original price in lean times,

while for pictures like "Bathing
Beauty", prices six times more
have been demanded with impu-
nity and paid without protest.

The Rangoon Film trade seems
to be a business in No-Man's
land, and every one but the film-

goer seems to be content with the

present chaotic conditions.

HULLO, PREMIER KHER!
Cinema films took a further

toll of human lives on the 25th of

October in Andheri, a suburb of

Bombay.

Six persons were killed and
eight others received burns in a

fire which broke out in a tin shed

occupied by number of labour-

ers and their families. One of the

rooms in the tin shed was tenant-

ed by a manufacturer of celluloid

bangles who is reported to have

stored a large quantity of dis-

carded cinema films.

There is no Fire Brigade in

Andheri and by the time a Fire

Engine reached the spot from ten

miles away, there were six dead
bodies of human beings and eight

others badly burnt.

If that bangle manufacturer is

not hanged under the pretext of

an accident, we must say that

there is something wrong with the

sense of justice prevailing in the

world of today.

It would be well for the Con-
gress Ministry to prosecute not
only the bangle manufacturer but

also the local Municipal Execu-
tives who permitted the films to

be stored in a residential place in

such a criminal and negligent

manner.

NO ONE'S BUSINESS
The Footage Restriction Order,

imposed during the war by the

Government of India, restricting

the footage of feature films to

11,000 feet, expired on the 30th

of September 1946, giving all pro-

ducers, and particularly the South

Indian maniacs, an unrestricted

licence to indulge in any and all

orgies of fantastic music and
dancing, with celluloid long

enough to hang not only them-
selves but all their hoary ances-

tors.

The Producers' Association in

Bombay, has however, shown
some accidental common sense by
passing an advisory resolution

that producers should stick, as far

as possible, to the 11.000 footage

nd only in exceptional cases they
should use a thousand feet more.

No one is expected to listen and
no one will.

STRANGE PEOPLE
It is reported that Producer

Kardar recently put up a com-
plaint before the Producers' Asso-
ciation against 'Anjam" an Urdu
paper of De'hi, complaining of

scurrilous writings by the paper
against his picture "Shah Jehan".

Surprisingly enough, members
of the Association thought that it

would not be practical to fetter

the liberty of the Press in voicing
« opinion about any picture ami

they resolved: "That Messrs.

Kardar Productions be informed
that the Committee feel that it

would not be feasible to take any
steps as suggested by them and
that the matter be re-considered

later if necessary."

GO AHEAD AND WIN
Secretary R. K. Hardikar of the

Indian Motion Picture Employees'
Union, has sent in an interesting

report of the work done by his

Union so far.

Claiming a membership of 2000
in Bombay, the Union has been
able to secure an increment in

Dearness Allowance for the work-
ers of the Famous Cine Labora-
tory and the Central Studios:

compulsory re-instatement of 85

employees dismissed by the Ran-
jit Film Company and a door

keeper dismissed by the City

Lights Cinema; legal action

against Famous Pictures, on their

refusal to recognise the Union,

in their dispute about retrench-

ment done by the producers; haul-

ing up Producers Brijrani and
Mudnany before the Labour Offi-

cer for not paying the employees
and for inhuman treatment ac-

corded to them and securing re-

fund of salaries for the employees
of Hindustan Kalamandir.
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Items still to be discussed and

sett'ed by the Union concern the

rules and regulations of employ-

ment by the Bombay Film Labo-

ratories: dismissal of an employee

by the Rajkair.al Ka'amandir
and an appeal to the Government
of Bombay to improve the gene-

ral working conditions of film

employees.

CLIMB-DOWN
With black money turning white

suddenly and the takings at the

box-offices rattling down to a new-

low, film stars are frantically

looking about for new contracts

at fancy prices. Not getting them
they are becoming producers

themselves and the latest to join

the brigade of amateur producers

is reported to be Kananbala, the

singing siren of Bengal.

It is said that Kanan has ac-

cepted the directorship of a film

company called Olympia Pictures

Limited.

WISHFUL
Readers of "filmindia" got a

rude shock when they tuned in to

listen to the broadcast of Editor

Patel on the 20th November at

8-30 p.m. relying on the published

announcement in the "Indian

Listener."

It was announced to be a dis-

cussion in Marathi between

Editor Patel and Producer-direc-

tor Winayak Karnatki on the
subject: "Motion picture making
is not an art."

This announcement by the

A. I. R. authorities w^as absolute-

ly unauthorized and it is a pity

that under the watchful supervi-

sion of Station Director Z. A.

Bukhari there should be such
wishful thinking.

SPORTSMAN FIRST
Few people in the film industry

know that David, our popular
character actor, has been a fine

sportsman and an amateur
weight lifter for years. In fact.

David is the Vice-president of the

Indian Weight Lifting Federation

and officiated as a judge of

weight-lifting in India at the All-

India Olympic games recently

held at Bangalore.

On the 30th November. David
again left for Ceylon with a team
of amateur weight-lifters to com-
pete in the Indo-Ceylon Weight
Lifting Tournament to be held in

Co'ombo on the 6th December.

In doing so he had, however, to

miss a good role in a picture of

Awaz Productions because the

producers could not wait a fort-

night to enable David to do both
the jobs. David is reported to

have voluntarily terminated his

contract with the producers

though he lost a good amount in

doing so.

TOO YOUNG

Naseem Jnr. at Sweet Seventeen

We regret to report the sudden
death of film actress Miss Naseem
Jnr. from typhoid at her residence

in Bandra at 5 p.m. on Sunday
the 17th November. Naseem Jnr.

was only 17 at the time of her
death.

The girl had already given a
couple of good performances in

"Manorama" and "Zeenat" and
was fast training up to become a

versatile artiste.

It is a pity that death should

have cut short so promising a

screen career at such an young
age.
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OUR REVIEW

'Safar', Nil-round Poor Production

!

Siily Story With Uyiy Artistes

SAFAR
Producers: Filmistan Ltd.
Language: Hindustani
Screenplay: b. Mitra
Dialogue: U. N. Ashk
Lyrics: g. Nepali
Music: C. Ramchandra
Photography: K. H. Kapadia
Audiography: G. R. Bhide
Cast: Shobha, Kanu Roy, V.

H. Desai, S. L. Puri,

Rajendra etc.

Released At: Roxy, Bombay.
Date of Release: 2nd Novem-

ber 1946.

Directed By:

B MITRA

"Safar" is too poor a picture

for Filmistan to present. It can
be aptly described in a single

word, "Rotten".

It is a pity that an experienced

film magnate of the status of Rai
Bahadur Chuni Lall should present

this picture. Rai Bahadur is one
of our top-line leaders of the film

industry and as such people look

up to him to give our industry a

wise lead by producing good and
sensible motion pictures.

"Safar" is neither good nor

sensible and Rai Bahadur Chuni
Lall, who always leads all the

deputations to the Government
carrying one grievance or an-

other, will have to put his head
down in shame when "Safar" is

mentioned as a "proud" presenta-

tion of our top-line film producer.

KANU AND SHOBHA
"Safar" has a stupid yarn act-

ed by, perhaps, the most ugly
looking persons ever presented on
the Indian screen.

Shobha, a new comer, who acts

the heroine looks too ugly to be

described. Her face defies both

description and imagination. It

is too repulsive for the screen and
as such most unsuitable to play
the heroine. The woman, in addi-

tion, has hardly any acting talent

and keeps on rolling her eyes from
end to end throughout the picture

till her performance becomes dis-

gusting.

Kanu Roy is also a new comer.
He speaks his dialogue pretty

well but is hardly the choice for

the hero's role. The right side of

his upper lip twitches up in an
ugly paralytic manner whilst

speaking and robs him of even the

very slight chance he had of be-

coming a glamour boy. The boy,

liowever, makes a sincere attempt

to do his bit, but fails to impress

because of the irrational slapstick

turns given to his role by the

writer-director.

USUAL MARRIAGE TANGLE

The story is at once common
and silly in theme. And it be-

comes stupid because of an utter-

ly unimaginative and unintelligent

screenplay by B. Mitra. We don't

know Mitra or anything about his

pretensions to write a screenplay

but he should better leave the job

to some one else in future instead
of making a fool of himself as he
has done in "Safar."

The story of the picture is the
usual marriage tangle. Chitra, a
rich man's daughter, defies her
father and escapes from a train to
maintain her right to marry the
man she loves. They are shown
as travelling to Calcutta by the
B. B. & C. I. Railway—probably
a new route specially built for
Filmistan. The train, in addition,
runs silently on a rubber track
permitting the dialogue between
the father and the daughter to be
heard without any disturbance.

The father, an erratic charac-
ter, puts the police 0n her track
and offers a big reward. Chitra
meets the hero, Ajit, a journalist,
doing a tight rope turn in a circus
tent.

Both get the flea-bite of love
quickly and we soon find them
dodging each other in foggv
streets. After some tiresome reels
of this dodging game, Chitra goes
back home to her father with a
promise to return to Ajit at the
end of a month at 8-30 p.m.

And now we are introduced to
the prize-idiot of the story. His
name is Kishore. He is in love
with Chitra and wants to marry
her. By a strange coincidence
Ajit is employed by Kishore and
keeps himself within striking
range.

Some more unconvincing mud-
dle soon leads to the usual mar-
riage ceremony between Kishore
and Chitra. At the last minute,

Sarladevi is reported to have given a good performance in "Toofani
Takkar" a thriller produced by A. M. Khan Productions.
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Recruit V. Sagar of 206 Forces

Broadcasting Unit, Iraq, is 5' 8"

and calls himself a scholar of

Urdu and Persian at 19 years. His

ambition is to become an actor.

as was expected, Ghitra runs to

the waiting Ajit hut meets with

the usual motor accident. As
usual Ajit misunderstands the

situation and quits the town like

a disillusioned lover. Chitra be-

comes an invalid and is seen as

a wheeler teaching music to a

crowd of hrats in uniform.

After a few more tugs at the

story, we are hack again in the

circus tent with the hero on the

tight-rope. He spots the invalid

heroine in the wheel-chair and the

crowd starts swimming before his

eyes. Seeing the imminent danger

of the hero, the heroine gets her

feet back and she rushes to save

him. Others, however, have al-

ready brought the net to catch

the precious bundle and the hero

is saved. The final reparations

are made in the hospital.

DIRECTION, A FIASCO

The entire production seems to

have been planned on cheap and

slapstick lines and consequently

there is hardly anything in the

picture worth seeing or remem-
bering. Even the elementary

technical work such as exposing

the main titles is clumsily done,

the general photography being

too poor and the sound recording

too erratic. A couple of tunes

a

could have become popular, had
the story been good. Lyrics pre-

sent just Words and usual words

at that.

The work of B. Mitra is a huge

fiasco. His direction is crude and
utterly amateurish. The man
doesn't seem to have any camera-

sense. Mitra's direction of the

picture is a complete misdirection

of all human efforts.

From the players, Rajendra
does pretty well in the slapstick

December, 1946

role of Kishorc. His face helps

the portrayal. Puri is unneces-

sarily jerky and stagy throughout

while V. H. Desai is completely

wasted in a role of no consequence.

Satyanarayan, a dancer who gives

a glimpse of V. Shantaram, does

a couple of graceful stage turns

with the usual effeminate gestures.

In short, "Safar" is a disgust-

ingly boring experience even as a

slapstick entertainer.

1

3
COLUMBIA

RATAN * NEK PARVIN * SHAMA
* ANMOL GHADI * NARGIS
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OUR REVIEW

"Ulamiq Rzra", R Comedy With

Six Deaths!
A Stupid And Boring Yarn

Encouraged by the wholly un-
expected success of "Leila Majnu"
and imagining himself and Suvar-

nalata as the ideal lovers of the

screen. Nazir has once again

brought together his own scowling

looks and the sour face of his

sweetheart to perpetrate on us an
inartistic outrage which we are

asked to accept as a spectacular

motion picture romance of all

times.

"Wamiq Azra" is nothing of the

sort. At best it is a ridiculous

affair which, though it has at

least six important deaths occur-

ring in it and though it was in-

tended to be a s f ark tragedy,

proves a remarkable comedy
which excites laughter at many
places due to sheer idiocy of cer-

tain sequences and the infernally

stupid interpretations of certain

roles.
e

.

LAUGH-GAGS
The first laughter is provok-

ed when Wamiq and Azra meet
for the first time crossing swords
and Azra is struck dumb. The
dialogue here is too poor and un-
imaginative and the situation
which starts to be dynamic actual-
ly peters out.

The second laughter sequence
comes when Wamiq (Nazir) and
Azra (Suvarnalata) sit in the
garden for their very first love
tryst, Here Xazir begins his
usual love-sighing with intense
labour and the well-aping Suvar-
nalata apes back with her own
sighs. They suddenly become
sad and intense, without any
obvious reason, and part from
each other so warmly that one
feels that they have been friends

for years and years.

The third laughing sequence is

provided by the wounded King of

Muqiba. the old father of Azra.
This blighter had a sword inside

him but he refuses to die when he
should have and lingers to deliver

some rotten dialogue and after a
lot of incoherent talk, he at last

WAMIQ AZRA
Producers: Hind Pictures

Language: Urdu
Story & Dialogue: Munshi

DO
Lyrics: Tanvir
Music: A. R. Qureshi
Cinematography: L. N. Verma
Audicgraphy: Jilani

Cast: Suvarnalata, Nazir,

M. Ismail, W. M. Khan,
Kusum Deshpande etc

Released At: Super, Bombay
Date Of Release: 29th

August 1946

Directed By:

NAZIR

kicks the bucket placing the
crown on his daughter's head. The
laughter provoking moments are
when Suvarnalata makes the
usual Nazirian faces and weeps
before her angry father with sighs
and scowls. The old beggar, get-
ting probably fed up of the Nazir-
ian faces, manages to pop off

quickly.

Another reason for laughter is

when Tughral (W. M. Khan)
confesses to the court jester his

love for Azra. The way Khan
does this one gets an impression

of love being a cold shower with
Khan standing below.

Still another occasion for laugh-

ter is when the hero misunder-
stands the heroine and accuses
her of disloyalty as a sequel to a
forged royal command. The
queen who was supposed to have
issued the original order could

have torn the document and re-

voked her supposed orders. But
queen though she is, she doesn't

do so for fear of robbing the drama
of a pretiy transparent misunder-
standing and depriving herself of

an opportunity of giving an exhi-

bition of the typical Xazirian
weeping. So when the hero goes

away in anger as expected, Suvar-
nalata stands firmly in the midst

of the screen and delivers her
weepy, coughy oration in the

grand Xazirian style till it excites

maximum laughter from the au-
dience. Even after the interval

no relief is got because Suvarna-
lata continues the same perfor-

mance with a little more crazy
frenzy, thus exciting more laugh-

ter than before.

Still another opportunity for

hilarious laughter is the appear-
ance of King Baheman (M.
Ismail). This man, with his idio-

tic looks, is presented to us in an
inebriate state lying on the
ground, attended by a few girls.

This is the only occasion when he
is shown as a drunkard. Later

Zulfi, Najma and Razia keep the fires burning in

Upright Pictures.

Chehra" of
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on, the director, having forgotten

everything about this vice of the

King, shows him as a perfectly

sober villain, with not a liquor

glass in sight.

Not to be beaten by others,

Kusum Deshpdhde, playing the

role of Azabella, the vamp, gives

her loud sexy stuff with some
peculiar Urdu both of which keep

tickling our ribs vigorously.

Likewise all the scenes in which

M. Ismail appears, fcuvarnala.a

weeps, iNazir smgs or tome promi-

nent character uies provide their

own humorous moments though

all these sequences were original ly

intended to oe grave and pauieuc.

The only sad sequences are

those of the court jester, though

actually these sequences were de-

signed to be humorous.

With the sentiments of the

drama thus reversed, ttie picture

impresses one more as a hilarious

comedy rather than as a stark

tragedy in which the heroine

final y jumps to death.

"Wanciq Azra" is a phantastic

yarn of lorgoUen times and of a

lorgotten country, it is therefore

not surprising to sec the writer

misusing his imagination where-

ever he got an opportunity. The
story is the usual one of great

frustrativc love which end- n-

usual in tragedy, it is built on

the time-worn plan of Leila-

Majnu, Shirin-Farhad etc., lover*

who sighed ami died and never

did anything.

WASTE OF MONKEY ENERGY
The production values of the

picture are ad badly mixed up
The photography is smart in

parts and indifferent at places.

The recording is not satisfactory.

The dialogue is pretiy good in

parts but utterly inappropriate

in many places. The song com-

positions are quite good but the

tunes remain borii:g and unat-

tractive. Some sets look quite

good but one gets a shock to see

the chariot from "Taramati" in a

picture of this type. The outdoors

had some modern buildings to

emphasize the stubborn stupidity

of the director. The direction of

the picture proves so much waste

of monkey energy. There is no-

thing intelligent or artistic about

the dine tor's work.
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From the players, Suvarnalata,

in spite of her sour looks and
Xazirian mimicry, gives a pretty

good performance though at pla-

ces she becomes intensely artifi-

cial and stagy. Nazir plays the

hero but doesn't look it nor does
he act the role. In the villain's

role, M. Ismail gives a comic per-

formance. He plays the prize

idiot of the show, with an oily

face and showing his teeth like a

chimpanzee with every word he
spits out.

Kusum Deshpande gives an
)bvious demonstration of her up-

t>er half and becomes revoking.
Her loud acting makes her per-

formance ridiculously vulgar. W.
M. Khan has never acted i:i his

entire career and was not expect-
ed to improve here. He remains
true to his previous reputation in

the role of Tughral. The comedi-
an, the court jester, is perhaps
the most tragic failure.

Well, "Wamiq Azra" is at best

a stupid and boring picture :<nd

as such richly deserves to be

missed by all people with some
horse-sense.
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With Hundreds of Unknown Stars

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY UDAY SHANKAR.
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER AND MUSIC DIRECTOR: VISHNUDAS SHIRALL
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR: P. Y. ALTEKAR. PHOTOGRAPHY: K. RAMNOTH.

SOUND AND AUDIOGRAPHY: C. E. BIGGS. ART DIRECTION: A. K. SEKHAR.

Stage Si Screen Presentations, Studio Gemini, Madras.



( This is the reader's forum—as and when space permits.
From the producer to the lay film-goer, every one can

M JKf Q \ g write to the Editor and ventilate his grievance, tor every letter

Letters should be signed and marked "Woes And Echoes'
Photographs of the readers will be published along with their

letters, if convenient.— The Editor.

)

NOT FAR
"Literature is the mirror of

life. By the literature of a coun-

try we can understand the modes
of living of its people, their phi-

losophies of life, their codes of

morals. Films, too, being literally

based upon one of the most im-

portant branches of literature,

fiction, serves the same purpose.

Can this definition hold good in

case of Indian films? If not, and
on the contrary they distort our

culture and give a vicious tinge to

our civilization, why are the pro-

ducers not treated as criminals?

Do the popular ministries, enjoy-

ing the full confidence of the peo-

ple, not find any fault with these

pictures presenting India in false

colours and vulgarising our so-

ciety? How far is it to go—how
far?"

BOMBAY. Ikhlas M. Khan.

YES, PRAY
"Believe me, I became a 'Shi-

kar' of disgust and annoyance
after seeing Filmistan's 'Shikari'.

This is another story of exploit-

ation of hard-earned money of the

teeming millions of India. Mili-

tary scenes, and that is the only

side I am going to deal with, in

the picture are an utter chaos.

They are anything but true and
realistic. Fancy Ashok Kumar
firing one of our own light machine
guns—not Japanese—without even
changing the magazine. For the

information and future guidance

of Filmistan, the magazines of the

type used in the picture contain

only 28 rounds. It would have
been appreciated if Ashok Kumar
had shown the same dexterity in

changing the magazine as in firing.

I wonder if he had both his eyes
open or both closed; after all, the

recoil and blast is considerable.

"Then see hundred of 'poops'

dressed in Japanese uniform ex-

hibiting our Mk. Ill rifle and
bayonets and did you notice those

walking bushes when Filmistan's

'Guerillas' attacked the Japanese
from the rear? The Japanese

—

the acknowledged veterans of

Suresh is worried and Chandni is more worried in "Sona Chandi" a

social story of R. D. Pareenja.

jungle warfare—are not fools to

have missed such a ridiculous

and attention-engaging happening.
Last but not the least visualise

our ace-actor firing a pistol, at a
target weil over 50 yards from
behind a rock (once correct, at
least) and inflicting casualties
every time. His pistol, too, seem-
ed to have a magazine which was
automatically loaded. These are
the few commonsense things, that
even a layman would discover,

leave alone showing Japanese
foolishness in leaving the entire

camp unguarded and left exclu-
sively at the pleasure and mercy
of the hero. I can assure you
that Japanese were the most care-
ful and suspicious enemies one
could have.

"I am confident that the Indian
Army would have been only too
glad to help out 'Filmistan' by
lending some real Japanese equip-
ment which was captured in abun-
dance. It will take considerable
effort on our part to mix up the
two sounds—our .303 ordinary
sound of the shot and Japanese
.256 characteristic "Tuk-Dhoon."

"A technical military adviser,
which job quite a few of us would
have done just to oblige "Filmis-
tan" without any monetary loss
to them, could have easily omitted
these mistakes and blunders like
a sentry standing like a dope, in
the open and on the sky-line,
moving his rifle to and fro; was
he trying to frighten some crows?
A man with the slightest common-
sense, but this is so very uncom-
mon, could have avoided that sort
of humbug. Most appalling ignor-
ance and stubbornness to refuse
to learn things!

"It is just a question of pulling
one's weight; no offences.

"But what can we do? Hold
on! "Many things are wrought
by prayer", so did the revered old
man say only the other day, or
didn't he?"
FATEHGARH. Lt. B. Avasthy.

INDIVIDUAL VICE
"In the last issue of your maga-

zine some one has asked you
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Recruit Krishen of P. 0. Box 2293,

Bombay 2, is a graduate of Bom-
bay, stands 5' 7g" high and has

had stage experience in college.

He is better looking than many
of our present day heroes.

"What is self-control" and you
have answered him in the most
humorous way—"seeing a new
copy of "filmindia" and not pur-

chasing it !" I appreciate your
answer very much, because every
month I experience the truth of

it. There is a friend of mine and
your magazine has such a strong

hold upon him that every month
he purchases it, though every

time he takes an oath not to buy
it the next month. It seems as

if he is born only to read "film-

india". He says that he may go

without his 'Capstan', nay, even
without his 'Shanta' but he can-

not live without reading "fi'm-

india. I am wedded to "film-

india", he always says. But don't

you think, sir, that he is wasting
his valuable time which he may
utilize for some better purpose?

NAGPUR (C. P.) L. Vasant

THANKS!
"And so, you are going to

America shortly with Sushila

Rani. AVhatever may be the im-
mediate object of your visit, you
are going there as the accredited

ambassador of India's Film In-

dustry (though not of Industria-

lists). We know it and the Ame-
ricans too, know it.

"Kindly convey our good wish-
es to the enlightened American
public but fail not to impress up-
on them that though we would

welcome their co-operation (strict-

ly on a business basis) to advance
our unfortunate cinema industry,

we are determined not to allow
any kind of exploitation on that
pretext. A year ago, five men of

Ind went to England and America
styling themselves as "Experts"
and uttered all torts of nonsense
to the clever Yankees, convincing
them, if at all they needed any
proof, lhat the Indian Film In-
dustry is at present the sole rao-
nopo'y of a few unintelligent and
ignorant businessmen. It is go-

December, 1946

ing to be a very hard job for you
to undo the great injustice done
to this great country by these

"great men."

"We fervently wish you both
"bon voyage" and a successful

tour and patiently wait to read
the marvellous reports of your
American expedition in the later

issues of 'filmindia' ".

BANGALORE. X. S. V. Chalam

ASK HIM!
"What is this 'Dr. Kotnis Ki

Amar Kahani'? Is it a biographi-
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cal film meant to perpetuate the

memory of Dr. Kotnis who died

in the battlefields of China or is

it a love farce produced with a

view to entertain the 'masses'

with cheap and vulgar humour?
Is it a serious tragedy or a frothy

comedy? Can you tell me?

"And what is there to be rem-
embered in the picture when Shan-
taram insults your intelligence

through his unwholesome acting

and gives you an incurable head-
ache bv singing a song like a wild
ass? What is entertaining in the
wild frolics of Shantaram who
keeps on jumping like an idiot?

Is there any sense of decency in

his performance?

"Shantaram, whose very name
is the emblem of art and origina-

lity and who has given us won-
derful gems like 'Amar Jyoti' and
'Admi' should be ashamed of giv-

ing us a crude and preposterous
picture like 'Dr. Kotnis'."

BINA (.In.) Mrs. Indra Rani.

DRAWN
"Of all the three theatres in

Simla, only one—the Rivo'i—has
got ample electric heaters. The
management of the other two
seems to be entirely unconcerned
at the comforts of their patrons.

In a place like Simla, whore the

Recruit R. N. Bajpai of 201 Indian
FBU H. Q Palestine, says he
possesses "instinct" for acting and
is dcinj dramatic work with the
army at present. He wants a

"carrier" in film line.

Recruit Balraj Dutta, S. R. 662887'

Hav. Clerk, Collation Group H. Q.

M. T. C. R., Lucknow, is looking at

the heavens for a producer to give

him a chance to act. He is 5' 8"

and sings and has been an ama-
teur actor on the school stage.

winter is usually very severe, it

is highly necessary that the thea-

tre owners realize the importance
of Ihe heating system and act ac-

cordingly. If one of them can do
this, I do not find any reason why
the others should fail to follow

suit. Could you p'ease wake
then, up and draw their attention

to this?"

SIMLA. M. K. Pillay.

BUT WHY?
''Why do men stare at girls?

Because the girls want themselves
to be the centre of all eyes and
each one of them desires to be a
'Juliet' to half a dozen 'Romeos'
Some people will say that the
girls go their wav and never say
'Come to us'. True; but their

make-up, gait, dress, etc. (in fact
their whole demeanour) are an
invitation to them. And when
there is such an invitation, why
should not the men take advan-
tage of it? The men are nei'her
gods nor saints—just common
fo'k. with their usual failings.

When the girl* take the initiative

and make silent overtures to the
men, they stand condemned. And
when the men try to attract the
innocent girls by their indecent
behaviour, they also deserve equal
condemnation.

"Staring can cease if the girls

become simple in thought, deed

and word. They need not dress

themselves gaudily nor should
they try to entangle anybody.
This requires control which is no
easy task to acquire. So efforts

should be made by them to con-
trol their will-power. And when
success is attained in this way, I

am sure the men will not be
tempted to stare. A man lies

prostrate before a woman's blan-
dishments; and if the blandish-
men's are absent he will be able
to think for himself and realize

his folly. We should remember
that a woman minus wiles is an
ideal woman and a man plus con-
trol is a perfect human being.

How happy it would be if both
of them arrive at an equitable and
fair compromise!"

DELHI. A. N. Zutshi

GO AHEAD!
"I returned from the picture

'Ek-Din-Ka-Sultan' after about
three hours house arrest, pretty
well disgusted with it. I could
not guess for a moment that it was
Sohrab Modi's picture who once
gave us historical pictures like

"Pukar" and "Sikandar" and
socials like "Jailor" and "Parakh".

"There is a world of difference

between 'Sikandar' and 'Ek-Din-

Recruit Hari'dshan Govind Kas-
baparwalla of Box 34, Livingstone,
Ncrth Rhodesia, wants to come to

India to act in the films. He is

originally from Navsari and is 19
in age and 5' 4" in height and

speaks Hindustani very well.
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Ka-Sultan'—both historical pic-

tures. Till yesterday he had got

the monopoly of historical pic-

tures and it was a pride to see his

'Sikandar' but 'Ek-Din-Ka-Sul-

tan' made me sick. If any one

had told me that a year ago, I

should have laughed at him but

today it's a fact. There is no-

thing in it of Sohrab's historical

standard. It's only a waste of

time and money and the celluloid

too. I don't understand how a

constructive and expert critic like

Mr. Baburao Patel dared to call

it a 'worthy contribution to the

quality output for our film indus-

try.' Here you deserve to be

blamed in common with the rest

Don't you brother?"

Miss Kamla Kumari.

SR1NAGAR.

LET'S HOPE!

"In contrast to the Paradise

Theatre, which is really a Para-

dise, we have one other theatre

which can be very well called a

heH. The name of this theatre is

'Picture House', managed bv «he

proprietors of the Paradise Thea-
tre and is meant for first run pic-

tures only.

"The distance between the

screen and the first row of the

chairs is hardly 10 feet. On the

top of this there is no stage to

this theatre. The screen is fixed

on the front wall. One can easily

imagine how troublesome it would
be for those unfortunate fellows

who happen to get the front seats.

"May I look forward to see this

theatre improved?"

KARACHI. R. V. Bachwani.

WELL, It.A I BAHADUR!
"I had high hopes that 'Filmis-

tan' would become the future

'Bombay Talkies' of our Industry.

My hopes were further raised

when Kishore Sahu. that talented

artiste, joined 'Filmistan' to pro-

duce and direct "Sindoor." But
after seeing 'Safar', which con-
tains neither story, entertainment
nor technique, I have come to the

conclusion that they are no better
fhan most of our third-rate pro-

ducers who turn out motion pic-

ture sausages rather than serve
art,"

V. K. Fazlur Rahman.

BANGALORE.

THINK SO?
"It has become a crying shame

that in Bombay, Tamil Pictures

still continue to be shown only in

the mornings at 10 a.m. a most
inconvenient hour, and that too
on a Sunday. Many protests

have been made, but so far no
substantial results have accrued.

"Something must be done so

that Tamil pictures may be re-

leased exclusively in some theatre
in the evenings, preferably in a
theatre like "The Aurora",
Matunga, which is probably the
best place for Tamil releases, as

the majority of South Indians iive

there. And if handled in a pro-
per manner, not only will hun-
dreds be benefited, but it can also

be turned into a tremendous
source of profitable business."

MADRAS. K. S. Bnhin.

^tailing :-

Benjamin

Malka

Y u nus
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(Kurban Jaon

|

Directed By -

SAFDiR MIRZA

M. HAVEWaLA.

Purf iculor

few rm
Studios

Kennsdy Bridie,
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SHAHZAD PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Producer Shahzada Iftkhar is

not a man to let the grass grow
under his feet. Even before com-
pleting his maiden directorial as-

signment "Veena'', he has manag-
ed to se'l off the territorial rights

of his three picture-. ''Veena''.

"Khwab" and '"Hindustan" for

South India at a fancy price of

Rs. 80.000 -. Rs. 80.0001- and Rs.

90.000|- respectively.

In the meantime. Producer
Shahzada Iftkhar is working hard
on "Veena" which is more than
half completed. "Veena" stars

the pensive-looking Veena oppo-
si e Ashok Kumar. His second
picture "Khwab" is likely to go

on the sets shortly. The music
for these pictures is by the well-

known Rafique Ghaznavi.

SHALIMAR PICTURES (Poona)

With "Meera" the ambitious de-

votional picture of Producer-
director W. Z. Ahmed. Shalimar

Pictures hope to re-establish them-
selves in the eyes of the public.

It is said that Producer W. Z.

Ahmed has spared no pains to

make "Meera" a thrilling picture.

The costumes and ornaments have
been selected by pretty Neena
after a lot of careful study and
the lilting tunes by Music-direc-

tor S. K. Pal are bound to appeal

to the masses.

Lyric writer Bharat Vyas ha*
made good progress with "Ran-
gila Rajasthan" and tells us that

he is as good a director as a song

writer. We, however reserve our

(pinion till "Rangila Rajasthan"

is on the screen.

FILMISTAN LTD. (Bombay)

Filmistun's recent offering "Sa-

far" featuring Shobha and Kami
Roy was released at the Roxy.
Bombay, as the conditions in the

city had improved slightly. "Sa-

far", however, seems to have dis-

appointed the film-goers, because

they expect good and entertain-

Evidently an exciting situation between Veera and Ashok Kumar in

"Eight Days," produced by Filmistan

Ashok Kumar becomes a masseur

to tickle Veera on the scalp in

'Eight Days'' a social story of

Filmistan.

ing pictures from a company like

Filmistan.

Starring charming Veera, who
has a flair for doing light roles,

opposite Ashok Kumar, we wou'd
not be surprised if "Eight Days"
turns out to be an attractive pic-

ture. " Eight Days" is directed by
Dattaram Pai. "Shehnai" direct-

ed by P. L. Santoshi is making
good progress and is likely to be
completed in a couple of months'
time. Yet another, "Sindoor".
starring Shamim and Kishore
Sahu is fast nearing completion.
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A. Shah creates new comedy in

"Shikarpuri," a social picture of

Charolia Productions.

JAGIRDAR PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Producer-director Gajanan Ja-
girdar launched his maiden pro-

duction "Jail Yatra" featuring

himself, Kamini Kaushal, Raj
Kapoor and many others on the

14th of November at the Shree
Sound Studios. Producer Jagir-

dar is a good actor, and has play-

ed some outstanding roles in his

screen career and we have no
doubt that he will use all his ex-

perience in directing and making
'Mail Yatra" an out-of-the-way

picture. We wish him all luck in

his maiden attempt. The story is

from the pen of Sycd Imtiaz Ali

Taj and the music is by Ninoo
Muzumdar.

MAZHAR ART PRODUCTIONS
(Bombay)

"Pehli Nazar" produced and
directed by Mazhar Khan is await-

ing release at the Royal Opera
House. It has already been re-

leased in some of the leading

cities of Northern India.

"Gold'' starring Dixit, Madhuri
and Mazhar Khan and "Naiyya"
featuring Munnawar Sultana and
Sun.an Side are getting the finish-

December, 1946

Naseem Jnr. plays a good role in

"Dur Chalen" produced by Durga
Pictures.

ing touches and tempting offers

have been already received from
all over India by Producer-direc-
tor Mazhar Khan.

The next picture to go on the

sets is "Guest House" featuring a

Particulars :-ALAM ART PRODUCTIONS, BAGDAD SOAP FACTORY. COMPOUND. RAZIA MAHAL. BOMBAY 8.
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Shabnam is in the midst of two suitors in "Parda", a social story of Rasik

Productions.

new comer from Lahore called

Miss Gita Bali.

The preparations for the con-

si ruction of the studio at Cadell

Road, Bombay, are in full swing.

INDIAN NATIONAL PICTURES
(Bombay)

Director M. Sadiq is a fast

worker and has nearly completed
''Dak Bungalow" with Surraiya,

Wasti and M. Esmail. It is said,

that Nawab Sir Liaqat Hyat Khan
who saw the rushes of "Dak
Bungalow", was rather impressed
with the picture and "Dak Bun-
galow" might do well at the box-

offices. The songs are bv D. N.
Madhok.
JEEVAN PICTURES (Lahore)

"Arsi" a village social, directed

by Dawood Chand and produced
by Seth Chandna is ready for re-

lease. "Arsi" is reported to have
good music and an emotional
story. "Arsi" features Meena, Al
Nasir, Asha Posley and sonic

others.

RANGMAHAL LTD. (Bombay)

Produced and directed by Dr.
Safdar 'Ah', "Bhookh'' a purpose-
ful social, has gone to the editing

rooms. Featuring Sheikh Mukhtar
and Husna, "Bhookh" is likely to

appeal to the film-goers.

VICTORY PICTURES (Bombay)

"Bhedi Dushrrtan" is awaiting

release in Bombay. Ramjibhai
Arya's "Sher-E-Bengal" is nearly

completed. "Sher-E-Bengal" fea-

tures Master Douglas and Raj
Kumari.

UPRIGHT PICTURES (Bombay)

Director Kedar Sharma who
seems to specialize in producing
'flops' wants to go back to his old
profession of writing. He is,

therefore, writing a social story
"Lafanga" and let us hope that
this won't lack natural material.

The direction is by Rajendra
Sharma and the hero is Satish.

"Chehra" their maiden picture,

is ready for release.

RASIK PRODUCTIONS (Bombay)

Slowly but steadily, Producer S.

H. Tharani is going about with
the production work of "Parda"
featuring Dulari. "Parda" is

more than half-way through and
is expected to be completed by
the end of this year.

SUNRISE PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director V. M. Vyas
is anxiously waiting to release

"Dhanwan" in Bombay as he
feels that "Dhanwan" will bring

for him pots of money and make
him a 'dhanwan.'

In the meantime, a good bit of

shooting of "Amar Asha" has
been done. In "Amar Asha", Pro-
ducer-director Vyas hopes to solve

the problem of the rich and the

poor by bringing them on an
equal plane.

'•Eternal Melody" is the name by which this dance is known in

"Kalpana" a picture of Uday Shankar.

7!
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"Amar Asha" features Sitara,

Paro and Gulam Mohammed.
AMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

Producer-director Baburao Fate!

got his social picture "Gvalan"
censored and it is likely to be

released any day with the re' urn

of normal conditions in the city.

"Gvalan" stars Sushila Hani
opposite Trilok Kapoor. Bipin

Gupta and David play important

roles and make "Gvalan" an ex-

citing picture. Attractive music,

it is reported, is another box-

office feature of "Gvalan."

MAYA ART PICTURES (Bombay)

"Kuldeep" introducing some
new comers like Tasnecm, Yijay

Mohini, Madan Puri and Sheikh

has been completed. The direc-

tion is by N. Vaswani.

Their next picture will feature

Ramola and has for it* back-

ground the August Revolution of

1942 and the Bengal Famine of

1943 etc.

PROGRESS PICTURES (Bombay)

"Black Shirt" a stunt thriller,

directed by Safdar Mirza and M
Havewalla has been completed.

The cast is led by Malka, Benja-

min and others.

ALAM ART PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Under the direction of A. Rashid

their maiden thriller. "Daulat Ke
Liye" has been nearly completed.

Mumtaz and Dilawar are cast in

important roles.

KAMAR PICTURES (Bombay)

"Zinda Dil" is ready for the

Censors. In the meantime, nego-

tiations for territorial rights are

being carried on by the producers.

RANJIT MOVIETONE (Bombay)

In the Ranjit factory many
pictures have been turned out or

are on way to completion. Some
of then; are "Kaun Hamara",
"Lakhon Main Ek", "Jogan",
"Duniya Ek Sarai", "Chhin Le
Azadi" and "Phoolwari."

UDAY SHANKAR PRODUCTIONS
(Madras)

The long-awaited "Kalpana"
has been almost completed and it

is reported that Uday Shankar is

quite happy at the results achie-

ved in this picture. With attrac-

tive, eye-filling dances, lilting

music and an unusual theme, I'dav
Shankar feels that "Kalpana" will

make a definite mark in the field

of artistic motion pictures. "Kal-
pana" stars Uday Shankar and
his wife and many other promis-

ing new-comers.

INDIA PICTURES (Bombay)

Their maiden production "Nee-
cha Nagar" directed by Chetan
Anand is awaiting (ally release in

Bombay. "Neeeha Nagar" intro-

duces some new-comers in Uma

Anand, Kamini Kaushal, Zohra
and Rafiq Anwar.
CHAROLIA PRODUCTIONS (Bom-
bay)

Producer-director A. Shah could
not release his social, "Shikar-
puri", in Bombay owing to the
disturbed conditions in the city.

"Shikarpuri" features Shamim,
Kamal Zamindar and A. Shah and
is said to be a good comedy.
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